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LAKE REMINISCENCES, FROM 1807 TO 1830.

BY THE ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.

NO. I.—WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.

In 1807 it wag, at the beginning of winter,

that I first saw William Wordsworth. I have
already mentioned that I had introduced myself
to his notice by letter as early as the spring of

1803. To this hour it has continued, 1 believe,

a mystery to Wordsworth, why it was that I

suffered an interval of four and a half years to

slip away before availing myself of the standing
invitation with which I had been honoured to

the poet's house. Very probably he accounted
for this delay by-supposing that the ndW.born
liberty of an Oxford life, with its multiplied

enjoyments, acting upon a boy just emancipated
from the restraints of a school, and, in one hour,

elevated into what we Oxonians so proudly and
so exclusively* denominate a “ man," might have
tempted me into pursuits alien from the pure
intellectual passions which had so powerfully

mastered ray youthful heart some years before.

Extinguished such a passion could not be ; nor
could he think, if remembering the fervour with
which I had expressed it, the sort of “ nym-
pholepsy'* which had seized upon me, and which,
m Eome imperfect way, I had avowed with refer-

ence to the very origin of lakes and mountains,

amongst which the scenery of this most original

poetryhad chiefly grown up and moved. The very
names of the ancient hills— Fairfeld, Seat San-
dal, HelveUyn, Blencatkara, Glaramara ; of the

•eqnestered glens—such as Borrowdale, Martin,
dale, Mardale, Wasd&le, and Ennerdale ; but,

above all, the shy pastoral recesses, not garishly

* At the univenities of Oxford and Cambridge, where
the town is viewed as a mere ministerial appendage to

the numerous colleges—the civic Oxford, for instance, ex-
iatiig for the sake of the academic Oxford, and not vice

ttrta—it has naturally happened that the students honour
with the name of “ a manf' him only who wears a cap
and gown. The word is not used with any reference to

physical powers, or to age ; but simply to the final object

for which the places are supposed to have first arisen, and
ts maintain themselves. There is, however, a ludicrous
effect produced, in some instances, by the use of this term
ia contradistinguishing parties. “ Was he a man ?” is a
fapat question ; and as frequent in the month of a

JJpfiag under nineteen, speaking, perhaps, of a huge,
dMf tradesman—“ Oh, no ! not a man at al'.”

UUVOL VI.

in the world's eye, like Windermere or Derwent-

water, but lurking half unknown to the traveller

of that day—Grasmere, for instance, the lovely

abode of the poet himself, solitary, and yet

sowed, as it were, with a thin diffusion of humble

dwellings—here a scattering, and there a clus-

tering, as in the starry heavens—sufficient to

afford, at every turn and angle, human remem.
brances and memorials of time-honoured affec-

tions, or of passions, (as the “ Churchyard

amongst the Mountains" will amply demon-

strate)—not wanting even in scenic and tragical

interest :—these were so many local spells upon
me, equally poetic and elevating with the Mil-

tonic names of Vaidarno and Vallombrosa, whilst,

in addition to that part of their power, they had
a separate fascination, under the anticipation that

very probably 1 might here form personal ties

which would for ever connect me with their

sweet solitudes by powers deep as life and awful

as death. Oh ! sense of mysterious pre-exist-

ence, by which, through years in which as yet a

stranger to these valleys of Westmoreland, I

viewed myselfasa phantom-self—asecond identity

projected from my own consciousness, and already

living amongst them !—how was it, and by what
prophetic instinct, that already I said to myself

oftentimes, when chasing day-dreams along the

pictures of these wild mountainous labyrinths,

which as yet 1 had not traversed—Here, in some
distant year, I shall be shaken with love, and there

with stormiest grief ?—whence was it that sudden

revelations came upon me, like the drawing-up

of a curtain, and closing again as rapidly, of

scenes that made the future heaven of my life ?

—and how was it that in thought I was and yet

in reality was not a denizen, already, in 1803-4-5,

of lakes and forest lawns which 1 never saw till

1807 ?—and that, by a prophetic instinct of the

heart, I rehearsed and lived over, as it were, in

vision, those chapters of my life which have car-

ried with them the weightiest burthen of joy and
sorrow, and by the margin of those very lakes

and hills with which 1 prefigured this connexion ?

—and, in short, that for me, by a transcendant
A
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2 LAKE REMINISCENCES ; BY THE ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.

privilege, during tlie noviciate of my life, most

truly 1 might say

—

‘‘ In To-day already walked To-morrow ?*'

Deep are the voices which seem to oall, deep is

the lesson which would be taught even to the most

thoughtless of men, by “ any gladsome field of

earth" which he may chance to traverse, if (ac-

cording to the supposition* of Wordsworth) that

field, so gay to him,

——• « could render back the sighs

To which it hath responded
“ or could echo the sad steps

By which it hath been trod.*’

But, if this recall of the real be affecting, much
more so to me is this aerial and shadowy antici-

pation of the future, when looked back upon from

far distance through a multitude of years, and

when confirmed for the great outlines of its

sketches by the impassioned experience of life.

Why 1 should have done so, I can hardly say ; but

that I did—even before I had visited Grasmere,

and whilst it was almost certain, from the sort

of channel in which my life seemed destined to

flow, that London would be the central region

of my hopes and fears—even then I turned to

Grasmere and its dependencies as knit up, in

some way as yet unknown, with my future des-

tinies. Of this, were it not that it would wear a

superstitious air, I could mention a very memor-
able proof from the records of my life in 1804,

full three and a half years before 1 saw Gras-

mere. However, I allude to that fact in this

place by way of shewing that Oxford had not

weaned my thoughts from the northern moun-

tains and their great inhabitants ; and that my
delay was due to anything rather than to waning

interest. On the contrary, the real cause of my
delay was the too great profundity, and the in-

creasing profundity, ef my interest in this regen-

eration of our national poetry ; and the increas-

ing awe, in due proportion to the decaying

thoughtlessness of boyhood, which possessed me
for the character of its author. So far from

neglecting Wordsworth, it is a fact (and Professor

Wilson—who, without knowing me in those or

for many subsequent years, shared my feelings

towards both the poetry and the poet—has a

story of his own experience somewhat similar, to

report)—it is a fact, I say, that twice I had un-

dertaken a long journey expressly for the pur-

pose of paying my respeots to Wordsworth;
twice I came so far as the little rustic inn (at

that time the sole inn of the neighbourhood) at

Church Coniston—the village which stands at the

north-western angle of Coniston Water ; and

on neither occasion could I summon confidence

enough to present myself before him. It was

not that 1 had any want of proper boldness for

facing the most numerous company of a mixed

or ordinary character : reserved indeed I was,

and too much so, perhaps even shy—from the

character of my mind, so profoundly meditative,

and the character of my life, so profoundly se-

* St e the divine passage in “ The Excursion,'* begin-

ning—
*' Ah ! wbat a lesson for a thoughtless mao.
If any gladsome field of earth," Sec.

questered : but still, from counteracting causes,

1 was not deficient in a reasonable self-confi-

dence towards the world generally. But the very

image of Wordsworth,as I prefigured it tomy own
planet-struck eye, crushed my faculties as before

Elijah or St Paul. Twice, as I have said, did I

advance as far as the Lake of Coniston, which
is about eight miles from the church of Grasmere,
and once I absolutely went forwards from Conis-

ton to the very gorge of Hammerscar, from which
the whole vale of Grasmere euddenly breaks upon
the view in a style of almost theatrical surprise,

with its lovely valley stretching in the distance,

the lake lying immediately below, with its so-

lemn boat-like island of five acres in size, seem-
ingly floating onits surface ; its exquisite outline

on the opposite shore, revealing all its little

bays and wild sylvan margin, feathered to the

edge with wild flowers and ferns. In one quar-

ter, a little wood, stretching for about half a

mile towards the outlet of the lake, more directly

in opposition to the spectator ; a few green fields ;

and beyond them, just two bowshots from the

water, a little white cottage gleaming from (he

midst of trees, with a vast and seemingly never-

ending series of ascents, rising above it to the

height of more than three thousand feet. That
little cottage was Wordsworth's from the time of

his marriage, and earlier—in fact, from the begin-

ning of the century to the year 1808. Afterwards;,

for many a year, it was mine. Catching one

hasty glimpse of this loveliest of landscapes, I

retreated like a guilty thing, for fear I might be

surprised by Wordsworth, and then returned

faint-heartedly to Coniston, and so to Oxford,

re infeetd. This was in 1806. And thus far,

from mere excess of nervous distrust in my
own powers for sustaining a conversation with

Wordsworth, I had, for nearly five years, shrunk

from a meeting for which, beyond all things

under heaven, 1 longed. These, the reader will

say, were foolish feelings. Why, yes ; perhaps

they were ; but they had a laudable foundation

;

for I carried my modesty to a laughable excess

undoubtedly ; but yet it was modesty which

co-operated with other feelings to produce my
foolish panic. I had lived in profounder solitude

than can have fallen to the lot of many people,

which arose from the unusual defect of sympathy

1 found in all around me ; and this solitude

gave a preternatural depth to my master feelings,

which originally were deep enough ; and, to

speak phrenologically, the organ of veneration

must have received an inordinate developementin

my case. However, 6ay what one can for it, no

doubt my conduct was very absurd ; and I be-

gan to think so myself. I fancied continually a

plain, honest, old relative saying to me—

"

Let

the man be a god even, he will shew himselfvery

little of a good one if he is not satisfied with a

devotion such as yours. You offer him almost a

blamable adoration. What more can he require?

And if more he does require, hang me if I

wouldn't think myself too good for any man's

scorn ; and, after one trial of it, I would wish

him good morning for ever," Still 1 witnemed
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a m» wliire a kind of idol had, after all, re-

jected aa idolator that did not offer a splendid

trisaph to his pride ; and with the additional

cneJty of slighting this worshipper in behalf of
m more brilliant, who seemed in great doubt
vbetber he should admire or not. And, although
1 thought better of Mr Wordsworth's moral
aitnrs than to suppose it possible for him to err

ia this extent, or even with this kind of inso-

lence, yet 1 could not reconcile myself to the
pbceofan humble admirer, valued, perhaps, for

the right direction of his feelings, but practi-

cally neglected in behalf of some more gifted

companion, who might have the power (which
much I feared that I should never have) of talk-
ing to him on something like equal terms, as re-

spected the laws and principles of poetry. I could
bear well enough to be under-valued, or even
openly scorned ; for, said I to myself, it is the
lot of every man in this world to be scorned by
somebody ; and also, to balance that misfortune,
every man has a chance of one worshipper.
“ I,” say8 Sir Andrew Aguecheek—

“

I was adored
once." Yes, even Aguecheek had his one adorer

;

and there is not that immeasurable fool in this

world, but that (according to La Fontaine's con-
mlatory doctrine) he has a fair chance for find-

ing “ un plus grand sot quo luimeme." But,
with all this equanimity in my expectation and
kannds, philosophically as I could have recon-
ciled myself to contempt, there was a limit.

People there were in this world whose respect I

coaid not dispense with
:
people also there have

in this world (alas ! alas !) whose love was
to me no less indispensable. Have it I must, or
life would have had no value in my eyes. Was I
then io deficient in conversational power that I

mold not hope to acquit myself respectably?
In that respect, it is a singularity in which (if I

av presume, even for a defect, to compare iriy-

«lf with so great a man) I resembled Words-
worth—namely, that in early youth I laboured
under a peculiar embarrassment and penury of
nord*, when I sought to convey my thoughts ade-
quately upon interesting subjects : neither was it

words onlythat I wanted ; but I could not unravel,
I could not even make perfectly conscious to my-
>df, or properly arrange the subsidiary thoughts
into which one leading thought often radiates

;

nr, at lesst, I could not do this with anything
like tbs rapidity requisite for conversation. I

laboured like a Sibyl instinct with the burden
•f prophetic wo, as often as I found myself
Wing with any topic in which the understand-
ing combined with deep feelings to suggest mixed
ud tangled thoughts : and thus partly—partly
tho from my invincible habit ofreverie—at that
*i of my life, I had a most distinguished talent
*Pow 1« silence." Wordsworth, from something

the same causes, suffered (by his own report to

pdf) at the same age from pretty much the
me infirmity. And yet, in more advanced
ptit—probably about twenty-eight or thirty—
b*th of us acquired a remarkable fluency in the
mtof infolding our thoughts colloquially. How-

that period my deficiencies were what I

have described. And after all, though I had no

absolute cause for anticipating contempt, I was so

far right in my fears, that since that time I have

had occasion to perceive a worldly tone of senti-

ment in Wordsworth, not less thanin Mrs Hannah
More and other literary people, bywhichthey were

led to set a higher value upon a limited respect

from a person high in the world's esteem, than

upon the most lavish spirit of devotion from an
obscure quarter. Now, in that point, my feel-

ings are far otherwise ; and, though it is praising

myself to say so, yet say it I must, because it

is mere truth—that, if a fool were so far to

honour me as to profess, in Sir Andrew Ague-
cheek's phrase, even to " adore"mo—yes, though

it were Sir Andrew himself—I should say,

" My poor fool ! thy adoration will do me but

little good in this world ; yet, to know that thy

whole heart's wealth is given up to me, that

forces me to value thy homage more than I would

that of Solomon in all his glory." Meantime,

the world went on ; events kept moving ; and,

amongst them, in the course of 1807, occurred

the event of Mr Coleridge's return to England

from his offioial station in the Governor's family

at Malta ; my introduction to his acquaintance

at Bridgewater, where he was then (summer of

1807) visiting, together with his family, amongst

old Somersetshire friends ; his subsequent jour-

ney to Bristol, near which (at the Hotwells) I

was then staying with a female relation ; and,

finally, upon discovering that he was anxious to

put his wife and children under some friendly

escort, on their return homewards to Keswiok,

(he himself being summoned to execute an en-

gagement to lecture at the Royal Institution

during the coming winter,) I offered to unite

with Mrs Coleridge in a post-chaise to the north*

My offer was readily accepted, and, at the latter

end of October, we set forwards—Mrs Cole-

ridge, viz., with her two surviving sons—Hartley,

aged nine, the oldest ; Derwent, about seven—
her beautiful little daughter, about five; and,

finally, myself. Going by the direct route through

Gloucester, Bridgewater, &o., on the third day

we reached Liverpool, where I took np my
quarters at a hotel, whilst Mrs Coleridge paid a
visit of a few days to a very interesting family,

friends of Southey. These were the Misses

Koster, daughters of an English gold merchant

of celebrity, who had recently quitted Portugal

on the approach of the French army under

Junot. Mr Koster did me the honour to call at

my quarters, and invite me to his house ; an in-

vitation which I very readily accepted, and had
thus an opportunity of becoming acquainted with

a family the most accomplished J had ever known.

At dinner, there appeared only the family party,

several daughters, and one son, a fine young man
of twenty, but who was coneeiouely dying of

asthma. Mr Koster, the head of the family,

was distinguished for his good sense and practi-

cal information ; but, in Liverpool^etul more so

by his eccentric and obstinate draial of certain

notorious events ; in particular, he denied that

any suoh battle as Talavera had ever been fought,

A 2
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and had a large wager depending upon the result.

Hit house was the resort of distinguished

foreigners ; and, on the first evening of my din-

ing there, as well as afterwards, I there met, for

the first time and for the last, that marvel of

women, Madame Catalan!. I had heard her re-

peatedly ; but never before been near enough to

see her smile and converse—even to be hon-

oured with a smile myself. She and Lady Ham-
ilton were the most effectively brilliant women 1

ever saw. However, on this occasion, the Miss

Kosters outshone even la Catalani ; to her they

talked in the most fluent Italian; to some
foreign men, in Portuguese ; to one, in French ;

and to most of the party in English ; and each,

by turns, seemed to be their native tongue. Nor
did they shrink, even in the presence of the

mighty enchantress and syren, from exhibiting

their musical skill.

From Liverpool, after about a week’s delay,

we pursued our journey northwards. We had
slept on the first day at Lancaster. Conse-

quently, at the rate of motion which then pre-

vailed throughoutEngland—which, however, was
rarely equalled on that road, where all things

were in arrear by comparison with the eastern

and southern roads of the kingdom—we naturally

enough found ourselves, about three o’clock in

the afternoon, at Ambleside, fourteen miles to

the north of Kendal, and thirty, six from our
sleeping quarters. There, for the last time, we
stopped to change horses, a ceremony which then

took half an hour ; and, about four o’clock, we
found ourselves on the summit of the White
Moss, a hill which rises between the second and
third mile-stones on the stage from Ambleside to

Keswick, and which then retarded the traveller's

advance by a full fifteen minutes, but is now
evaded by a lower line of road. In ascending

this hill, from weariness of moving so slowly, I,

with the two Coleridges, had alighted ; and, as

we all chose to stretch our legs by running down
the hill, we had left the chaise behind us, and
had even lost the sound of the wheels at times,

when, all at once, we came at an abrupt turn of

the road, in sight of a white cottage, with two
solemn yew-trees breaking the glare of its white
walls. A sudden shock seized me on recognising

this cottage, of which, in the previous year, I had
gained a momentaryglimpsefrom Hammerscar,on
the opposite sideof the lake. 1 paused, and felt my
old panic returning upon me ; but just then, as if

to take away all doubt upon the subject, I saw
Hartley Coleridge, who had gained upon me con-
siderably during my pause of hesitation, suddenly
turn in at a garden gate ; and, just then, the
chaise, which had been rattlingfuriously down the

descent, according to the invariable practice of

Westmoreland drivers, (for in Westmoreland
they never lock down the steepest descents, and
therefore rightly keep up their horses at a flying

gallop,) suddenly turned a corner of the road
and came into sight ; at the same moment Mrs
Coleridge waved her hand from one of the front

windows ; and the direction of this motion to

the right, at once confirmed me in my belief

that here at last we had reached our port ; that

this little cottage was tenanted by that man
whom, of all the men from the beginning of

time, I most fervently desired to see ; that, in

less than a minute, I should meet Wordsworth
face to face. Coleridge was of opinion that, if

a man were really and consciously to see an

apparition—supposing, I mean, the case to be a

physical possibility that a spiritual essence should

be liable to the action of material organs—in

such circumstances death would be the inevitable

result ; and, if so, the wish which we hear so

commonly expressed for such experience is as

thoughtiess as that of Semele in the Grecian

Mythology, so natural in a female, that her lover

should visit her en grand costume, and “ with his

tail on”—presumptuous ambition, that unex-

pectedly wrought its own ruinous chastisement

!

Judged by Coleridge’s test, my situation could

not have been so terrific as his who anticipates a

ghost—for, certainly, I survived this meeting

;

but, at that instant, it seemed pretty much the

same to my own feelings. Never before or since

can I reproach myself with having trembled at

the approaching presence of any creature that is

born of woman, excepting only, for once or twice

in my life, woman herself ; now, however, 1 did

tremble ; and I forgot, what in no other Cir-

cumstances I could have forgotten, to stop for

the coming up of the chaise, that I might be

ready to hand Mrs Coleridge out. Had Charle-

magne and all his Peerage been behind me, or

C&esar and his equipage, or Death on his pale

horse, I should have forgotten them at that mo-
ment of intense expectation, and of eyes fascin-

ated to what lay before me, or what might in a

moment appear. Through the little gate 1 pressed

forward ; ten steps beyond it lay the principal

door of the house. To this, no longer clearly

conscious of my own feelings, I passed on

rapidly ; I heard a step, a voice, and, like a flash

of lightning, I saw the figure emerge of a tallish

man, who held out his hand, and saluted me
with the most cordial manner, and the wannest

expression of friendly welcome that it is possible

to imagine. The chaise, however, drawing up

to the gate at that moment, he (and there needed

no Roman nomenclator to tell me that this he,

the owner of this noble countenance, was Words-
worth) felt himself summoned, as master of the

hospitalities on the occasion, to advance and re-

ceive Mrs Coleridge. 1, therefore, stunned al-

most with the actual accomplishment of a catas-

trophe so long anticipated and so long postponed,

mechanically went forward into the house. A
little semi-vestibule between two doors prefaced

the entrance into what might be considered the

principal room of the cottage. It was an oblong

square, not above eight and a half feet high,

sixteen feet long, and twelve broad ; very prettily

wainscottedfrom the floor to the ceiling with dark

polished oak, slightly embellished with carving.

One window there was—a perfect and unpretend-

ing cottage window, with little diamond panes,

etnbov ered, at almost every season of the year,

with roses ; and, in the summer and autumn, with
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a profusion ofjessamineand otherfragrant Bhrubs.

From the exuberant luxuriance of the vegetation

around it, and from the dark hue of the wains-

cotting, this window, though tolerably large, did

not furnish a very powerful light to one who
entered from the open air. However, 1 saw suffi-

ciently to be aware of two ladies just entering

the room, from a doorway opening upon a little

staircase. The foremost, a tall young woman,
with the most winning expression of benignity

upon her features that I had ever beheld, made
a slight curtsey, and advanced to me, presenting

her band with so frank an air that all embarrass-

ment must have fled in a moment before the

native goodness of her manner. This was Mrs
Wordsworth, cousin of the poet ; and, for the last

five years or more, his wife. She was now mother
of two children, a son and a daughter ; and she

furnished a remarkable proof how possible it is

for a woman, neither handsome nor even comely,

according to the rigour of criticism—nay, gen-
erally pronounced very plain—to exercise all the

practical power and fascination of beauty, through
the mere compensatory charms of sweetness all

bat angelic, of simplicity the most entire, wo-
manly self-respect, and purity of heart speaking
through all her looks, acts, and movements.
Words, I was going to have added; but her words
were few. In reality, she talked so little that

Mr Slave-Trade Clarkson used to Say of her
that she could only say “ God bless you /” Cer-
tainly her intellect was not of an active order

;

but, in a quiescent, reposing, meditative way, she

appeared always to have a genial enjoyment from
ber own thoughts ; and it would have been strange

indeed if she, who enjoyed such eminent advan-
tages of training, from the dailysociety of her hus-
band and his sister, not onlyhearing the best parts

of English literature daily read, or quoted by
ihort fragments, but also hearing them very often

critically discussed in a style of great originality

and truth, and by the light of strong poetic feel-

ing-strange it would have been had any person,

though dull as the weeds of Lethe in the native

constitution of his mind, failed to acquire some
power of judging for himself, and putting forth

tone functions of activity. But undoubtedly that
was not her element : to feel and to enjoy in a lux-
urious repose of mind—there was her forte and
ber peculiar privilege ; and how much better this

was adapted to her husband’s taste, how much
more adapted to uphold the comfort of his daily
life, than a bine-stocking loquacity, or even a
legitimate talent for discussion and analytic skill,

my be inferred from his celebrated verses, be-
ginning—

u She was s phantom of delight

When first she gleam’d upon my sight

*ad ending with this matchless winding-up of
as intellectual homage, involving a description
*f» almost ideal wife—

u A perfect woman, nobly planned

To irani, to comfort, to command

;

And yet*—

P*og hack to a previous thought, and resuming
* feting impression of the whole character—

“ And yet a spirit too, and bright

With something of an angel light” '

From these verses, I say, it may be inferred

what were the qualities which won Wordsworth’s

admiration in a wife ; for these verses were
written upon Mary Hutchinson, his own cousin,

and his wife ; and not written, as Coleridge’s

movable verses upon “ Sara,” for some for-

gotten original Sara, and subsequently trans-

ferred to every other Sara who came across his

path. Once for all, these exquisite lines were

dedicated to Mrs Wordsworth ; were understood

to describe her—to have been prompted by the

feminine graces of her character ; hers they are,

and will remain for ever. To these, therefore,

I may refer the reader for an idea, by infinite

degrees more powerful and vivid thanl could give

him, of what was most important in the partner

and second self of the poet. And 1 shall add to

this abstract of her moral portrait these few con-

cluding traits of her appearance in a physical

sense. She was tall—that I have already said ;

her figure was good—except that, for my taste,

it was rather too slender, and so it always con-

tinued. In complexion she was fair ; and there

was something peculiarly pleasing even in this ac-

cident of the skin, for it was accompanied by an
animated expression of health, a blessing which,

in fact, she possessed uninterruptedly, very pleas-

ing in itself, and also a powerful auxiliary of that

smiling benignity which constituted the greatest

attraction of her person. “ Her eyes”—the
reader may already know—

“

her eyes-—

“ Like stars of twilight fair

;

Like twilight, too, her dark brown hair $

But all things else about her drawn
From May-time and the cheerful dawn.”

But strange it is to tell that, in these eyes of ves-

per gentleness, there was a considerable obliquity

of vision ; and much beyond that slight obliquity

which is often supposed to be an attractive

foible of the countenance : and yet, though it

ought to have been displeasing or repulsive, in

fact it was not. Indeed all faults, had they been

ten times more and greater, would have been

swallowed up or neutralized by that supreme

expression of her features, to the intense unity

of which every lineament in the fixed parts, and

every undulation in the moving parts, or play of

her countenance, concurred—viz., a sunny be-

nignity—a radiant gracefulness—such as in this

world I never saw equalled or approached.

Here, then, the reader has a sketch of Mrs
Wordsworth. Immediately behind her, moved a
lady, much shorter, much slighter, and perhaps,

in all other respects, as different from her

in personal characteristics as could have been

wished, for the most effective contrast. “ Her
face was of Egyptian brown rarely, in a woman
of English birth, had I seen a more determinate

gipsy tan. Her eyes were not soft, as Mrs
Wordsworth’s, nor were they fierce or bold

;

but they were wild and startling, and hurried in

their motion. Her manner was warm and even

ardent ; her sensibility seemed constitutionally

deep ; and some subtle fire of impassioned in-
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tellect apparently burned within her, which,being

alternately pushed forward into a conspicuous

expression by the irrepressible instincts of her

temperament, and then immediately checked, in

obedience to the decorum of her sex and age,

and her maidenly condition, (for she had rejected

all offers of marriage, out of pure sisterly regard

to her brother and his children,) gave to her

whole demeanour and to her conversation, an air

of embarrassment and even of self-conflict, that

was sometimes distressing to witness. Even her

very utterance and enunciation often, or rather

generally, suffered in point of clearness and steadi-

ness, from the agitation of her excessive organic

sensibility, and, perhaps, from some morbid irri-

tability of the nerves. At times, the self-counter-

action and self-baffling of her feelings, caused her

even to stammer, and so determinatelyto stammer
that a stranger who should have seen her and
quitted her in that state of feeling, would have oer-

tainly set her down for one plagued with that in-

firmity of speech, as distressingly asCharles Lamb
himself. This was Miss Wordsworth, the only

sister of the poet—his “Dorothy;” who naturally

owed so much to the life-long intercourse with her

great brother, in his most solitary and sequestered

years ; but, on the other hand, to whom he has ac-

knowledged obligations of the profoundest nature;

and, in particular, this mighty one, through

which we also, the admirers and the worshippers

through every age of this great poet, are become
equally her debtors—that whereas the intellect

of Wordsworth was, by its original tendencies,

too stern—too austere—too much enamoured of

an ascetic harsh-sublimity, she it was—the lady

who paced by his side continually through sylvan

and mountain tracks, in Highland glens, and in

the dim recesses of German charcoal-burners—

that first couched his eye to the sense of beauty-
humanised him by the gentler charities, and en-

grafted, with her delicate female touch, those

graces upon the ruder growths of his nature,

whioh have since clothed the forest of his genius

with a foliage corresponding in loveliness and

beauty to the strength of its boughs and the

massiness of its trunks. The greatest deductions

from Mbs Wordsworth’s attractions, and from

the exceeding interest which surrounded her in

right of her character, her history, and the rela-

tion which she fulfilled towards her brother, was
the glancing quickness of her motions, and other

circumstances in her deportment, (such as her

stooping attitude when walking,) which gave an

ungraoeful, and even an unsexual character to

her appearance when out of doors. She did not

cultivate the graces which preside over the per-

son and its carriage. But, on the other hand,

she was a person of very remarkable endowments
intellectually ; and, in addition to the other great

services which she rendered to her brother, this

I may mention, as greater than all the rest, and

it was one which equally operated to the benefit

of every casual companion in a walk—viz., the

exceeding sympathy, ’ always ready and always

profound, by whioh she made all that one could

tell her, all that one could describe, all that one

could quote from a foreign author, reverberate as

it were, d plueieure reprises, to one’s own feelings,

by the manifest impression it made upon her.

The pulses of light are not more quick or more
inevitable in their flow and undulation, than were
the answering and echoing movements of hersym-
pathizing attention. Her knowledge of litera-

ture was irregular, and not systematically built

up. She was content to be ignorant of many
things ; but what she knew and had really

mastered, lay where it could not be disturbed-
in the temple of her own most fervid heart. In
whatever I say or shall say of Miss Wordsworth,
the reader may understand me to have the entire

sanction and concurrence of Professor Wilson.

We both knew Miss Wordsworth well ; and we
heartily agreed in admiring her.

Such were the two ladies, who, with himself

and two children, and at that time one servant,

composed the poet’s household. They were both

somewhere about twenty-eight years old ; and,

if the reader inquires about the single point

which I have left untouched in their portraiture—
viz., the style of their manners— I may say that

it was in some points, naturally of a plain house-
hold simplicity, but everyway pleasing, unaffected,

and (as respects Mrs Wordsworth) even digni-

fied. Few persons had seen so little as this lady

of the world. She had seen nothing of high life,

for she had' seen none at all. Consequently, she

was unacquainted with the conventional modes
of behaviour, prescribed in particular situations

by high breeding. But, as these modes are little

more than the product of dispassionate good sense,

applied to the circumstances of the case, it is sur-

prising how few deficiencies are perceptible, even
to the most vigilant eye—or. at least, essential

deficiencies—in the general demeanour of any
unaffected young woman, acting habitually un-
der a sense of sexual dignity, courtesy, pure
tastes, and elegant enjoyments, assisted by the

daily counsel and revision of a masculine intel-

lect, in the person of a brother or a husband.
Miss Wordsworth had seen most of life, and even
of good company ; for she had lived, when quite

a girl, under the protection of a near relation at

Windsor, who was a personal favourite of the

royal family, and especially of George III. Con-
sequently she ought to have been the more pol-

ished of the two ; and yet, from greater natural

aptitudes for refinement of manner in her sister-

in-law, and partly, perhaps, from her more quiet

and subdued manner, Mrs (Wordsworth would
have been pronounced the more lady-like per-

son.

From the interest which attaches to every

person so nearly connected as these two ladies

with a great poet, I have allowed myself a larger

latitude than else might have been justifiable in

describing them. I now go on with my narra-

tive :—
I was ushered up a little flight of stairs, four-

teen in all, to a little dining-room, or whatever
the reader chooses to call it. Wordsworth him-

self has described the fire-place of this as his

u Half-kitchen and half-parlour fire.”
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U wn BOt folly seven feet six inches high, and,

in otter respects, pretty nearly of tha same
tearioofl as the rustic hall below. There was,

1mm, in a small recess, a library of perhaps

300 ToJumss, which seemed to consecrate the

mm as the poet's study and composing room ;

asd so occasionally it was. But far oftener he
both studied, as 1 found, and composed on the

kgk road. 1 had not been two minutes at the

inside, when in came Wordsworth, returning

from bis friendly attentions to the travellers be-

bw, who, it seemed, had been over-persuaded by
hospitable solicitations to stay for this night in

Grasmere, and to make out the remaining thir-

teen miles of their road to Keswick on the fol-

lowing day. Wordsworth entered. And “ what-
kkt

n—to use a Westmoreland, as well as a Scot-

tish expression

—

" what-like*' was Wordsworth ?

A reviewer in Tail
1

s Magazine * in noticing some
recent collection of literary portraits, gives it as

his opinion that Charles Lamb's head was the

finest amongst them. This remark mayhave been
justified by the engraved portraits ; but, cer-

tainly, the critic would have oanoelled it bad he
seen the original heads—at least, had he seen

them in youth or in maturity ; for Charles
Limb bore age with less disadvantage to the in-

tellectual expression of his appearance than
Wsrdsworth, inwhom a sanguine, or rather coarse

camplexion, (or rather not complexion, properly

speaking, so much as texture of flesh,) has, of

late years, usurped upon the original bronze-

tint and finer skin ; and this change of hue and
change in the quality of skin, has been made
fourfold more conspicuous, and more unfavour-
able in its general effect, by the harsh contrast

of grizsled hair which has displaced the original

brown. No change in personal appearance ever

can have been so unfortunate ; for, generally

speaking, whatever other disadvantages old age
stay bring along with it, one effect, at least, in

male subjects, has a compensating tendency—
that it removes any tone of vigour too harsh,

•ad mitigates the expression of power too unsub-

dued. But, in Wordsworth, the effect of the

change has been to substitute an air of animal
rigour, or, at least, hardiness, as if derived from
mutant exposure to the wind and weather, for

the fine, sombre complexion which he once had,

rambling that of a Venetian senator or a

Spanish monk. Here, however, in describing

the personal appearance of Wordsworth, I go
back, of coarse, to the point of time at which I

am speaking. To begin with his figure

Wordsworthwas, upon the whole, not a well-made
an. His lege were pointedly condemned by all

the fatnale connoisseurs in legs that ever I heard
lecture upon that topio ; not that they were had
in any way which would force itself upon your
notice—there was no absolute deformity about
tham

; and undoubtedly they had been service-

able legs beyond the average standard of human
nqniaition

; for I calculate, upon good data, that

with these identical legs Wordsworth must have
tosmned a distance of 175 to 180,000 English
" rVeL IT., page 703, (Dec. 18^.)

miles—a mode of exertion which, to him.

stood in the stead of wine, spirits, and all other

stimulants whatsoever to the animal spirits;

to which he has been indebted for a life of un-

clouded happiness, and we for much of what is

most excellent in his writings. But, useful as

they have proved themselves, the Wordsworthian

legs were certainly not ornamental ; and it was

really a pity, as I agreed with a lady in think-

ing, that he had not another pair for evening

dress parties—when no hoots lend their friendly

aid to masque our imperfections from the eyes of

female rigourists—the elegantes formarum spec-

tatrices, A sculptor would certainly have dis-

approved of their contour. But the worst part of

Wordsworth’s person was the bust : there was a

narrowness and a droop about the shoulders

which became striking, and had an effect of mean-
ness when brought into close juxtaposition with

a figure of a most statuesque order. Once on a

summer morning, walking in the vale of Lang-

dale with Wordsworth, his sister, and Mr J ,

a native Westmoreland clergyman, 1 remember

that Miss Wordsworth was positively morti-

fied by the peculiar illustration which settled upon

this defective conformation. Mr J , a fine

towering figure, six feet high, massy and columnar

In his proportions, happened to be walking, a

little in advance, with Wordsworth ; Miss Words-
worth and myself being in the rear ; and from the

nature of the conversation which then prevailed

in our front rank, something or other about

money, devises, buying and selling, we of the

rear-guard thought it requisite to preserve this

arrangement for a space of three miles or more ;

during which time, at intervals, Miss W
would exclaim, in a tone of vexation, “ Is it

possible ?—can that he William ? How very

mean he looks!" and could not conceal a morti-

fication that seemed really painful, until I, for

my part, could not forbear laughing outright at

the serious interest which she carried into this

trifle. 8he was, however, right as regarded the

mere visual judgment. Wordsworth's figure,

with all its defects, was brought into powerful

relief by one which had been cast in a more
sqnare and massy mould ; and in such a case it

impressed a spectator with a sense of absolute

meanness, more especially when viewed from be-

hind, and not counteracted by his countenance

;

and yet Wordsworth was of a good height, just

five feet ten, and not a slender man; on the

contrary, by the side of 8outhey his limbs looked

thick, almost in a disproportionate degree. But
the total effect of Wordsworth's person was

always worst in a state of motion ; for, accord-

ing to the remark 1 have heard from many coun-

try people, “ he walked like a cade"—a cade

being some sort of insect which advances by an

oblique motion. This was not always perceptible,

and in part depended (1 believe) upon the posi-

tion of his arms ; when either of these happened

(as was very customary) to he inserted into the

unbuttoned waistcoat, his walk had a wry or

twisted appearance ; and not appearance only—
for I have known it, by slow degrees, gradually
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to edge off his companion from the middle to

the side of the highroad * Meantime, his face

—

that was one which would have made amends
for greater defects of figure ; it was certainly

the noblest for intellectual effects that, in actual

life, I have seen, or at least have consciously

been led to notice. Many such, or even finer,

I have seen amongst the portraits of Titian, and,

in a later period, amongst those of Vandyke,
from the great era of Charles I., as also from
the court of Elizabeth and of Charles II.; but

none which has so much impressed me in my
own time. Haydon, the eminent painter, in his

great picture of Christ*s Entry into Jerusalem,

has introduced Wordsworth in the character of

a disciple attendingbis Divine Master. This fact

is well known ; and, as the picture itself is toler.

ably well known to the public eye, there are mul-
titudes now living who will have seen a very im-

pressive likeness of Wordsworth—some consci-

ously, some not suspecting it. There will, how-
ever, always be many who have not seen any
portrait at all of Wordsworth ; and therefore I

will describe its general outline and effect. It

was a face of the long order, often falsely classed

as oval ; but a greater mistake is made by many
people in supposing the long face, which pre-

vailed so remarkably in the Elizabethan and
Carolinian periods, to have become extinct in

our days. Miss Ferrier, in one of her brilliant

novels, (
w Marriage/' I think,) makes a High-

land girl protest that “ no Englishman with his

round face” shall ever wean her heart from her

own country ; but England is not the land of

round faces—and those have observed little in-

deed who think so : France it is that grows the

round face, and in so large a majority of her

provinces that it has become one of the national

characteristics. And the remarkable impression

which an Englishman receives from the pre-

valence of the eternal orb of the human coun-

tenance, proves of itself, without any conscious

testimony, how the fact stands ; in the blind

sense of a monotony, in this respect not usual

elsewhere, lies involved an argument that can-

not be gainsaid. Besides receiving this evidence

from positive experience, even upon an d priori

argument, how is it possible that the long face so

prevalent in England, by all confession, in cer-

tain splendid eras of our history, should have
had time, in some five or six generations, to grow
extinct? Again, the character of face varies

essentially in different provinces. Wales has no
connexion in this respect with Devonshire, nor

Kent with Yorkshire, nor either with West-
moreland. England, it is true, tends beyond all

known examples to a general amalgamation of

differences by means of its unrivalled freedom of

intercourse. Yet even in England, law and ne-

cessity have opposed as yet such and so many
obstacles to the free diffusion of labour, that

* In our Westmoreland highroads, which are so for-

tunate as to have little breadth beyond that of lanes, there

is no side-path, not even on approaching towns ; con-

sequently everybody walks at large upon the carriage

track*

every feneration occupies by at least five-sixth*

of its numbers the ground of its ancestors. The
movable part of a population is chiefly the
higher part ; and it is the lower classes that, in
every nation, compose the fundus, in which lie*

latent the national face as well as the national

character. Each exists here in racy purity and
integrity, not disturbed in the one by alien in-
termarriages, nor in the other by novelties of
opinion or other casual effects derived from
education and reading. Now, look into this

fundus, and you will find, in many districts, no
such prevalence of the round orbicular face as
some people erroneously suppose : and inWest-

moreland especially, the ancient long face of
the Elizabethan period, powerfully resembling’

in all its lineaments the ancient Roman face,

and often (though not so uniformly) the face
of northern Italy in modern times. The face

of Sir Walter Scott, as Irving, the pulpit orator,

once remarked to me, was the indigenous face
of the Border : the mouth, which was bad, and
the entire lower part of the face, are seen re-

peated in thousands of working men's ; or, as
Irving chose to illustrate his position, “ in thou-

sands of Border horse-jockeys." In like manner,
Wordsworth's face was, if not absolutely the
indigenous face of the Lake district, at any rate a
variety of that face, a modification of that origi-

nal type. The head was well filled out ; and
there, to begin with, was a great advantage over

the head of Charles Lamb, which was absolutely

truncated in the posterior region—sawn off, aa

it were, by no timid sawyer. The forehead was
not remarkably lofty—and, by the way, some
artists, in their ardour for realizing their phre-

nological preconceptions, not suffering nature to

surrender quietly and by slow degrees, her own
alphabet of signs, and characters, and hierogly-

phical expressions, but forcing her language

prematurely into a conformity with their own
crude speculations, have given to Sir Walter
Scott a pile of forehead which is unpleasing and
cataphysical, in fact a caricature of anything

that is ever seen in nature, and would (if real)

be esteemed a deformity ; in one instance, that

which was introduced in some annual or other,

the forehead makes about two thirds of the

entire face. Wordfworth's forehead is also liable

to caricature misrepresentations, in these days

of phrenology ; but, whatever it may appear to

be in any man's fanciful portrait, the real living

forehead, as I have been in the habit of seeing

it for more than five-and-twenty years, is not

remarkable for its height ; but it is perhaps

remarkable for its breadth and expansive devel-

opement. Neither are the eyes of Wordsworth
“ large," as is erroneously stated somewhere in
“ Peter's Letters ;" on the contrary, tjpey are

(I think) rather small ; but that does not inter-

fere with their effect, which at times is fine and

suitable to his intellectual character. At times,

I say, for the depth and subtlety of eyes varies

exceedingly with the state of the stomach ; and,

if young ladies were aware of the magical trans-

formations which can be wrought in the depth
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u4 sweetness of the eye by a few weeks* walk.

i*g exercise, 1 fancy we should see their habits

ia dus point altered greatly for the better. 1

bare seen Wordsworth’s eyes oftentimes affected

powerfully in this respect ; his eyes are not,

iota any circumstances, bright, lustrous, or

piercing ; but, after a long day's toil in walking,

1 hire seen them assume an appearance the

most solemn and spiritual that it is possible for

the human eye to wear. The light which re-

ntes in them is at no time a superficial light

;

bst, under favourable accidents, it is a light

which seemsto come from depths below all depths

;

in fact, it is more truly entitled to be held

“The light that never was on land or sea,”

a light radiating from some far spiritual world,

than any the most idealizing light that ever yet

a painter's hand created. The nose, a little

arched,*and large, which, by the way, (according

to a natural phrenology, existing centuries ago
amongst some of the lowest amongst the human
species,) has always been accounted an unequi-

vocal expression of animal appetites organically

strong. And that was in fact the basis of Words-
worth’s intellectual power : his intellectual pas.

non* were fervent and strong ; because they
rested upon a basis of animal sensibility supe-

rior to that of most men, diffused through all the

animal passions (or appetites) ; and something
of that will be found to hold of all poets who
hare been great by original force and power,
not (as Virgil) by means of fine management
and exquisite artifice of composition applied to

their conceptions. The mouth, and the region
of the mouth, the whole circumjacencies of the

mouth, were about the strongest feature in

Wordsworth's face ; there was nothing specially

to he noticed that 1 know of, in the mere out-
line of the lips ; but the swell and protrusion of
the parts above and around the mouth, are both
soticeable in themselves, and also because they
remind me of a very interesting fact which I

discovered about three years after this my first

kit to Wordsworth. Being a great collector

of everything relating to Milton, I had naturally

possessed myself, whilst yet very young, of
Richardson the painter's thick octavo volume of
Brtet on the “ Paradise Lost." It happened,
Wwever, that my copy, in consequence of that
mania for portrait collecting which has stripped
to many English classics of their engraved por-
traits, had no picture of Milton. Subsequently
I ascertained that it onght to have had a very
good likeness of the great poet ; and I never
rested until I procured a copy of the book, which
had not suffered in this respect by the fatal ad.
miration of the amateur. The particular copy
offered to me was one which had been priced

tassuaDy high, on account of the unusually fine

yrimen which it contained of the engraved
portrait. This, for a particular reason, I was
exceedingly anxious to see ; and the reason was
—that, according to an anecdote reported by
Richardson himself, this portipit, of all that
*** shewn to her, was the only one acknow.

Hffli, by Milton's last surviving daughter,, to be

a strong likeness of her father. And her invo-

luntary gestures concurred with her deliberate

words:—for, on seeing all the rest, she was
silent and inanimate ; but the very instant she

beheld this from a crayons drawing which em-
bellishes the work of Richardson, she burst out

into a rapture of passionate recognition ; ex-

claiming—“ This is my father ! this is my dear

father !" Naturally, therefore, after such a tes-

timony, so much stronger than any other person

in the world could offer to the authentic value

of this portrait, I was eager to see it.

Judge of my astonishment when, in this por-

trait of Milton, I saw a likeness nearly perfect

of Wordsworth, better by much than any which

I have since seen, of those expressly painted for

himself. The likeness is tolerably preserved in

that by Carruthers, in which one of the little

Rydal waterfalls, &c., composes a back-ground

;

yet this is much inferior, as a mere portrait of

Wordsworth, to the Richardson head of Milton

;

and this, I believe, is the last which represents

Wordsworth in the vigour of his power. The
rest, which I have not seen, may be better as

works of art, (for anything I know to the con-

trary,) but they must labour under the great dis-

advantage of presenting the features when “ de-

featured," in the degree and the way I have de-

scribed, by the idiosyncrasies of old age, as it

affects this family ; for it is noticed ofthe Words-
worths, by those who are familiar with their

peculiarities, that, in their very blood and
constitutional differences, lie hidden causes, able,

in some mysterious way

—

“ Those shocks of passion to prepare

That kill the bloom before ita time,

And blanch, without the owner's crime,

The most resplendent hair.**

Some people, it is notorious, live faster than

others ; the oil is burned out sooner in one con-

stitution than another—and the cause of this

may be various; but, in the Wordsworths' one part

of the cause is, no doubt, the secret fire of a tem-

perament too fervid ; the self-consuming energies

ofthe brain, that gnawat the heart andlife-strings

for ever. In that account which “ The Excur-

sion", presents to us of an imaginary Scotsman,

who, to still the tumult of his heart, when visit-

ing the “forces" (». *., cataracts) ofa mountainous

region, obliges himself to study the laws of light

and colour, as they affect the rainbow of the

stormy waters ; vainly attempting to mitigate the

fever which consumed him, by entangling his

mind in profound speculations ; raising a cross-fire

of artillery from the subtilizing intellect, under

the vain conceit that, in this way, he could silenoe

the mighty battery of his impassioned brain

—

there we read a picture of Wordsworth and his

own youth. In Miss Wordsworth, every thought-

ful observer might read the same self-consuming

style of thought. And the effect upon each was

so powerful for the promotion of a premature old

age, and of a premature expresaion of old age,

that strangers invariably supposed them fifteen

to twenty years older than they were. And I

remember Wordsworth once laughingly reporting
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to me, on returning from a short journey in

1809, a little personal anecdote, which sufficiently

shewed what was the spontaneous impression

upon that subject of casual strangers, whose
feelings were not confused by previous know,
ledge of the truth. He was travelling by a stage

coach, and seated outside, amongst a good half,

dozen of fellow-passengers. One of these, an
elderly man, who confessed to having passed the

grand climacterical year (9 multiplied into 7)

of 83, though he did not say precisely by how
many years, said to Wordsworth, upon some
anticipations which they had been mutually dis-

cussing of changes likely to result from enclo-

sures, &c., then going on or projecting—

“

Ay,

ay, another dozen of years will shew us strange

sights ; but you and I can hardly expect to see

them.” “ How so ?” said W. “ Why, my friend,

how old do you take me to be ?” “ Oh, I beg
pardon,” said the other ;

“ I meant no offence

—

but what ?" looking at W. more attentively

—

u you'll never see threescore, I'm of opinion.”

And, to shew that he was not singular in so think-

ing, he appealed to all the other passengers ; and
the motion passed, nem. con. that Wordsworth
was rather over than under sixty. Upon this he
told them the literal truth—that he had not yet

accomplished his thirty-ninth year. u God bless

me !” Raid the climacterical man ;
“ so then, after

all, you'll have a chance to see your childer get

up like, and get settled ! God bless me, to think

of that !” And so closed the conversation, leav-

ing to W. a pointed expression of his own pre-

mature age, as revealing itself by looks, in this

unaffected astonishment, amongst awhole party of

plain men, that he should really belong to a gene-

ration of the forward-looking, who live by hope

;

and might reasonably expect to see a child of

seven years old matured into a man.
Returning to the question of portraits, I would

observe, that this Richardson engraving of Milton
has the advantage of presenting, not only by far

the best likeness of Wordsworth, but of Words-
worth in the prime of his powers—a point so

essential in the case of one so liable to premature
decay. It may be supposed that I took an early

opportunity of carrying the book down to Gras-
mere, and calling for the opinions of Words-
worth's family upon this most remarkable coinci-

dence/ Not one member of that family but was
as much impressed as myself with the accuracy

of the likeness. All the peculiarities even were
retained—a drooping appearance of the eyelids,

that remarkable swell which 1 have notioed about
the mouth, the way in which the hair lay upon
the forehead. In two points only there was a de-

viation from the rigorous truth of Wordsworth's
features—the face was a little too short and
too broad, and the eyes were toe large. There
was also a wreath of laurel about the head, which
(as Wordsworth remarked) disturbed the natural

expression of the whole picture ; else, and with

these few allowances, he also admitted that the

resemblance was, for that period of hie life, (but

let not that restriction be forgotten,) perfect, or

m nearly so as art copld accomplish.

I have gone into so large and circumstantial a

review of my recollections in a matter that would

have been trifling and tedious In excess, had

their recollection related to a less important

man ; but, with a certain knowledge that the

least of them will possess a lasting and a growing

interest in connexion with William Wordsworth
—a man who is not simply destined to be had in

everlasting remembrance by every generation of

men, but (whioh is a modification of the kind

worth any multiplication of the degree) to be

had in that sort of remembrance which has for

its shrine the heart of man—that world of fear

and grief, of love and trembling hope, which

constitutes the essential man ; in that sort of re-

membrance, and not in such a remembrance as

we grant to the ideas of a great philosopher, a

great mathematician, or a great reformer. How
different, how peculiar, is the interest which

attends the great poets who have made them-

selves necessary to the human heart ; who have

first brought into consciousness, and next have

clothed in words, those grand catholic feelings

that belong to thegrand catholic situations of life,

through all its stages ; who have clothed them in

such words that human wit despairs of bettering

them ! How remote is that burning interest which

settles upon men's living memories in our daily

thoughts, from that which follows, in a disjointed

andlimpingway,themerenominalmemorie9ofthose

who have given a direction and movement to the

currentsofhuman thought, and who, by some lead-

ing impulse, have even quickened into life specula-

tions appointed to terminate in positive* revolu-

tions of human power over physical agents!

Mjghty were the powers, solemn and serene is the

memory, of Archimedes ; and Apollonius shines

like “ the starry Galileo,” in the firmament of

human genius ;
yet how frosty is the feeling as-

sociated with these names by comparison with

that which, upon every sunny brae, by the side

of every ancient forest, even in the farthest depths

of Canada, many a young innocent girl, perhaps,

at this very moment—looking now with fear to

the dark recesses of the infinite forest, and now
with love to the pages of the infinite poet, un-

til the fear is absorbed and forgotten in the love

—

cherishes in her heart for the name and person

of 8hakspeare 1 The one is abstraction, and a

shadow recurring only by distinct efforts of re-

collection, and even thus to noue but the en-

lightened and the learned ; the other is a house-

hold image, rising amongst household remem-
brances, never separated from the spirit of de-

light, and hallowed by a human love 1 Such a

place in the affections of the young and the in-

genuous, no less than of the old and philosophic,

who happen to have any depth of feeling, will

Wordsworth occupy in every clime and in every

land ; for the language in which he writes, thanks

be to Providence, which has beneficently opened

the widest channels for the purest and most ele-

vating literature, is now ineradicably planted in

all quarters of the earth ; the echoes under

every latitude of every longitude now reverberate

English words ; and all things seem tending to
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thisreaolb—that the English and the Spanish lan-

guages will finally share the earth between them.
Wordsworth is peculiarly the poet for the soli-

tary and the meditative ; and, throughout the

countless myriads of future America and future

Australia, no less than Polynesia and Southern
Africa, there will be situations without end fitted

by their loneliness to favour his influence for cen-

turies to come, by the end ofwhich period it may be
anticipated that education (of a more enlighten-

ed quality and more systematic than yet prevails)

s»y have wrought such changes on the human
species, as will uphold the growth of all philoso-

phy, and, therefore, of all poetry which has its

foundations laid in the heart of man. Commen-
surate with the interest in the poetry will be a se-

condary interest in the poet—in his personal ap-

pearance, and his habits of life, so far as they

cam he supposed at all dependent upon his Intel-

tectual characteristics ; for, with respect to dif-

ferences that are purely casual, and which illus-

trate no principle of higher origin than accidents

of education or chance position, it is a gossiping

taste only that could seek for such information,

and a gossiping taste that would choose to con-

sult it. Meantime, it is under no such gossip-

ing taste . that volumes have been written upon
the mereportraits andupon the possible portraits of

Shakspeare ; and how invaluable should we all

feel any record to be, which should raise the cur-

tain open Shakspeare's daily life—his habits, per-

sonal and social, his intellectual tastes, and his

opinions on contemporary men, books, events, or

national prospects ! I cannot, therefore, think

it necessary to apologize for the most circum-

stantial notices past or to come of Wordsworth's
person and habits of life. Butone thing it ishighly

necessary that I should explain, and the more
so because a grand confession which I shallmake at

this point, as in some measure necessary to protect

myself from the appearance of a needless mystery
and reserve, would, if unaccompanied by such an
explanation, expose me to the suspicion of hav-

ing, at times, yielded to a private prejudice, so

far as to colour my account ofWordsworth with

a spirit of pique or illiberality. I shall acknow-
ledge then, on my own part—and I feel that 1

might even make the same acknowledgment on
the part of Professor Wilson, (though I have no
authority for doing so)—that to neither of us,

though, at all periods of our lives, treating him
with the deep respect which is his due, and, in

our earlier years, with a more than filial devo-

tion—nay, with a blind loyalty of homage, which
had in it, at that time, something of the spirit of

martyrdom, which, for his sake, courted even re-

proach and contumely ; yet to neither of us has

Wordsworth made those returns of friendship

and kindness which most firmly 1 maintain that

we were entitled to have challenged. More by
hr in sorrow than in anger—sorrow that points

te recollections too deep and too personal for a

transient notice—I acknowledge myself to have

been long alienated from Wordsworth ; some-

times oven I feel a rising emotion of hostility

—

Bay, something, I fear, too pearly akin to vin-

dictive hatred. Strange revolution of the human
heart ! strange example of the changes in human
feeling that may be wrought by time and chance !

to find myself carried by the great tide of affairs,

and by error, more or less, on one side or the

other, either on Wordsworth's in doing too little,

or on mine in expecting too much—carried so far

away from that early position which, for so long

a course of years, I held in respect to him—that

now, for that fountain of love towards Mr Words-
worth and all his household—fountain profound

—fountain inexhaustible

—

“ Whose only business was to flow

—

And flow it did, not taking herd*

Of its own bounty or their need”—

now, I find myself standing aloof, gloomily

granting (because I cannot refuse) my intel-

lectual homage, but no longer rendering my
tribute as a willing service of the heart, or re-

joicing in the prosperity of my idol ! Could I

have believed, twenty-five years ago, had a voice

from Heaven revealed it, that, even then, with

a view to what time should bring about, I might

adopt the spirit of the old verses, and, apostro-

phizing Wordsworth, might say—Great Poet

!

when that day, so fervently desired, shall come,

that men shall undo their wrongs, and when
every tongue shall chant thy praises,'"and every

heart
t( Devote a wreath to thee

—

That day (for come It will) that day
Shall I lament to see."

But no ; not so. Lament I never did ; nor

suffered even " the hectic of a moment” to sully

or to trouble that purity of perfect pleasure with

which 1 welcomed this great revolution in the

public feeling. Let me render justice to Pro-

fessor Wilson; as well as to myself: not for a

moment, not by a solitary movement of reluct-

ance or demur, did either of us hang back in giv-

ing that public acclamation which we, by so many
years, had anticipated ; yes, we singly—we with

with no sympathy to support us from any quarter.

The public press remains, with its inexorable

records, to.vouch for us, that we paid an orien-

tal homage, homage as to one who could have

pleaded antique privilege, and the consecration

of centuries, at a time when the finger of scorn

was pointed at Mr Wordsworth from every jour-

nal in the land ; and that we persisted in this

homage at a period long enough removed to have

revolutionized the public mind, and also long

enough to have undermined the personal rela-

tions between us of confidential friendship. Did
it ask no courage to come forward, in the first

character, as solitary friends, holding up our pro-

testing hands amidst a wilderness of chattering

buffoons ? Did it ask no magnanimity to stand

firmly to the post we had assumed, not pas-

sively acquiescing in the new state of public

opinion, but exulting in it and aiding it, long

after we had found reason to think ourselves in-

juriously treated ? Times are changed ; it needs

no courage, in the year of our Lord 1839 , to dis-

cover and proclaim a great poet in William

Wordsworth ; it needed none in the year 1815,
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12 BRENNUS.

to discover a frail power in the French empire,

or an idol of day and brass in the French Em-
peror. But, to make the first discovery in the

years 1801-2, the other in 1808, those things were
worthy of honour ; and the first was worthy of

gratitude from all the parties interested in the

event. Let me not, however, be misunderstood

Mr Wordsworth is a man of unimpeached,
unimpeachable integrity : he neither has done,

nor could have done, consciously, any act in vio-

lation of his conscience. On the contrary, I am
satisfied. Professor Wilson is satisfied, that inju-

ries of a kind to involve an admitted violation

of principle,'Cannot have occurred in Mr Words,
worth’s intercourse with any man. But there are

cases of wrong for which the conscience is not

the competent tribunal. Sensibility to the just

claims of another, power to appreciate these

claims, power also to perceive the true mode
of conveying and expressing the appreciation

—

in a case, suppose, where the claims to con-

sideration are at once real, and even tan-

gible, as to their ground, yet subtle and aerial

as to the shape they have assumed—claims,

for instance, founded on a personal devotion to

the interests of the other party, when the rest of

the world slighted them—this mode of appreciat-

ing skill may be utterly wanting, or may be

crossed and thwarted by many a conflicting bias,

where the conscience is quite incapable of going

astray. 1 imagine a case such as this which fol-

lows :—The case of a man who, for many years,

has connected himself closely with the domestic

griefs and joys of another, over and above his

primary service of giving to him the strength

and the encouragement of a profound literary

sympathy, at a time of universal scowling from

the world ; suppose this man to fall into a situa-

tion in which, from want of natural connexions

and from his state of insulation in life, it might be

most important to his feelings that some support

should be lent to him by a family having a known
place and acceptation, and what may be called a
root in the country, by means of connexions, de-

scent, and long settlement. To look for this,

might be a most humble demand on the part of

one who had testified his devotion in the way
supposed. To miss it might But enough

.

I murmur not ; complaint is weak at all times

;

and the hour is passed irrevocably, and by many
a year, in which an act of friendship so natural,

and costing so little, (in both senses so priceless,)

could have been availing. The ear is deaf that

should have been solaced by the sound of wel-

come. Call, but you will not be heard ; shout

aloud, but your if ave !” and “ all hail !” will now
tell only as an echo of departed days, proclaim-

ing the hollowness of human hopes. I, for my
part, have long learned the lesson of suffering in

silence ; and also 1 have learned to know that,

wheresoever female prejudices are concerned,

there it will be a trial more than Herculean, of a

man’s wisdom, if he can walk with an even step,

and swerve neither to the right nor the left.

I shall now proceed to sketch the daily life and
habits of thoBe who are familiarly known to the

public as the Lake poets ; but, first of all, as a

proper introduction to this sketch, I shall trace,

in a brief outline, the chief incidents in the life

of William Wordsworth, which are interesting

not only in virtue of their illustrious subject, but

also as exhibiting a most remarkable (almost a

providential) arrangement of circumstances, all

tending to one result—that of insulating from

worldly cares, and carrying onward from child-

hood to the grave, in a state of serene happiness,

one who was unfitted for daily toil, and, at all

events, who could not, under such demands upon

his time and anxieties, have prosecuted those

genial labours in which all mankind have an

interest.

BRENNUS.

" Brennu* dinit aux boos GmuloU.*’—Bieangeb.

*Twas Brennus that spoke to the gallants of Gaul

—

Now make ye a triumph, the crowning of all

;

My daring has won a rich guerdon from Rome—
For a slip of the vine, boys, I bring with me home.
Hurrah for the vine 1 which in Gaul shall combine

Wit, valour, and love, boys—hurrah for the vine!

Long, long did we pine for the glorious draught;

We fought and we conquered ; we conquered and quaffed.

The delicate tendrils, by dale and by down
Upspringing, shall furnish our victory’s crown.

Hurrah, fee.

Our country, of these ruby dusters possessed,
Shall be envied of nations—north, south, east, and west;

Their juice, with the fire of the sunbeam all rife,

To poesy, painting, and music give life.

Hurrah, fee.

And ships, from the ports of this high-favoured shores

In thousands shall wander the wide ocean o’er

;

And, laden with wine and encircled with flowers,

Shall teach climes far distant the raptures of ours.

Hurrah, fee.

Ye fair ones ! who rule with such absolute sway,

As ye polish our armour, bedimmed in the fray,

Your white hands the heavenly nectar shall pour,

And our wounds and our labours find one solace more.

Hurrah, fee.

So live we, united in heart and in mind

;

And, in dark days of danger, our foemen shall find

That to rout them no deadlier weapons we want
Than the slender supports of this exquisite plant.

Hurrah, fee.

Great king of the grape ! thee, to brighten her days,

A nation, frank, hearty, and generous, prays

;

Make the exile, condemned from his country to roam.
Forget at our feasts, for a moment, his home.

Hurrah, fee.

Then Brennus called blessings on far and on near ;

He hollowed the earth at his feet with his spear

;

He planted the vine ; and the Gauls, in a trance,

Looked forward, through time, to the glories of France.

Hurrah for the vine ! which in Gaul shall combine
Wit, valour, and love, boys—hurrah for the vine

!
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HOW DO POOR MEN LIVE P

The solution of the grave problem which forms
th# beading of this paper, will, we fear, be found
nore difficult than many that are submitted, by
their College tutors, to the ingenious youth train-

inf for legislators. How the poor of our fellow-

erestuns live, is an inquiry pressing on all men
pretending to be Christians and philanthropists

;

hit it is the special duty of legislators and rulers

sot ohly to know how the great mass of the Peo-
ple live, but to see that they subsist in a condi-

tion that may prevent any reasonable cause of

discontent. The comfort of the People, and the

tnnquiility of the State, are blessings intimately

bound together,and which oughtto be inseparable.

The steady growth, and the late manifestations,

of popular discontent, are creating alarm among
the wealthy, and not without some reason, when
the causes of the general discontent are ex-

amined ; for where one individual is dissatisfied

from being refused the electoral franchise, there
are,we fear, ten men and women, including, among
the number, many of those who demand the suf-

frage, that are clamorous from the mere pressure
•f physical distress. It may not be to the credit

of the intelligence of the lower orders ; but we
apprehend that, if our rulers, whether Whig or
Tory, could contrive to raise the labouring poor
to anything approaching a condition of physical

comfort, they might be assured for a long term
against any alarming consequences from politi-

cal discontent. The seasons are beyond their

csotrol
; hut to remove the greedy, cruel, and in-

salUng taxes and prohibitions on food*—imposed
for the temporary benefit of the landowners, to the
manifest injury of every other class, and the in-

calculable suffering of the largest, the least pro-
tected, and the most important class of all—is in

their power ; as well as to lighten the unequal
Pressure of our enormous taxation upon the lower
clan.

Some perilous crisis, if not anarchical revolu-
tion, can only be averted by the timely adop-
tion of real reforms—by such financial arrange-
ments as may tend to equalize the pressure of
taxation, which inany event willalways pressheavi-
ly upon the basis classes—and by sweeping away
the unwise, unholy, and most irritating imposts
mi food, with the restrictions on its supply.
A pause, a breathing-time, might then be gained,
to he employed in the political and moral regen-
eration of the People ; and never until the labour-

ing poor are rendered more comfortable in their

^rcumstances, by enjoying a larger share of the
fruits of their industry, can this breathing-time.

this season for sending the nation to school, be

obtained. They must be able to live before they

are able to learn. Education is not the work
of a year, nor yet of a generation. We admire

the arrangement of a charity-scbool in the Catho-

lic town of Galway, described by Mr Inglis. The
first thing given to the scholars, and before any
lessons begin, is a hearty breakfast of stirabont.

Nations must be educated on the same principle.

As matters now stand, it may be said that the

promise of God has failed in the British isles,

and that men are no longer able, by the sweat

of their brow, to earn their bread ; that it is a

necessary law of society, that the rewards of

industry should diminish, in proportion as its

capabilities and exertions are increased.

One alarming symptom of the present popular

discontents, is, that the mass of the poor have

no accredited leaders in whose wisdom and in~

tegrity they may with safety confide. They
despise the Whigs, and they abhor the Tories

;

that is, where they indulge political feelings

at all : for, while they clamour after such men
as Mr Oastler, it does not appear that any leader

has much wholesome influence among them, or

any that is likely to be either beneficial or per-

manent. But such considerations lead to a wider

range of speculation than we propose to take.

We do not mean to enter into political discus-

sion ; but to adhere to the mystery involved in

the narrow text, “ How do poor men live.*'

We apprehend this mystery was as clearly

solved as the case admits, by the poor woman,
who, when the question was put to her, probably

by a poor-law assistant-commissioner, replied

—

“Lord bless you ! we do not live, we only bides F
Many of the poor of England cannot, indeed, he
said to live—they merely exist. “ The children

of the poor,*' Bays Charles Lamb, "are not

brought up, but dragged up.** It fares little

better with their maturity. At best, they only

make shift to live—always lacking, or sorely

pinched in those things necessary to the comfort-

able subsistence of civilized men ; and this chiefly

—and now they know it—because a large propor-

tion of their earnings is seized and divided be-

tween the government and the landed aristocracy.

—ButtheGovernment must have revenue. True:
but whence should it be principally derived ? Is

property not to pay the full rate of its own insur-

ance ?—And the landlords must have their

rents. Yes : but how much more than their fair

rent is wrung from the sweat of the poor by
the Bread-meat-butter-and-cheese Tax ?*

• The Corn-Laws is a misnomer for what is generally signified by them—namely, the Taxes on Food. It should
W hailiarly known to every man, and woman, and child, who earns a shilling by the sweat of the brow, and in
hyiag H oat in food, gives at least 3d. to the landowners, who are the law.makers, that it is not bread, not com
tee, that is directly taxed for the landowners* benefit, but all sorts of food. For example, fine new Dutch butter
b sew selling in tbs city in which we write at lOd. a-pound ; but the import duty upon this butter is 25 per cent., which,

it an article of free trade, ms it is one of universal consumption, might be bought fowfjd. a-pound. Foreign cheese
is m hastily taxed that ebsese for which the working-man pays 6d. a pound could he bought for 4d. Tho present

*a ham is, we believe, 28a, per hundred-weight. But then ie also strict prohibition on the importation
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14 HOW BO POOR MEN LIVE?

While the Whigs were in the flush of popu-

larity, and striving to be popular at small ex-

pense, a number of little books came forth under
the patronage of the Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge, labouring to prove the phy-

sical condition of the labouring poor of England
one of superior comfort to that of any other

people in Europe—a fact every day contradicted

by the experience, and nearly the concurrent

testimony, of travellers and statists. The other

great object of these publications, was to shew
that, whatever suffering and privation the labour-

ing class is liable to, was the consequence of their

own idleness, intemperance, and want of provi-

dence ; or of their imprudent marriages, and
bad domestic management. These little books

contained also much sensible and good advice

;

but such as can be followed only by those who,

deriving something like an adequate income from

the wagesof labour, have the power to manage eco-

nomically, and to make savings. The chief lesson

which the operatives require, is not how to accu-

mulate, but how they are to gain such an amount
of wages as, without starvation, admits of saving.

And how Bmall a minority is this of the whole

labouring population ! The advice to the great

majority should have been, in the first place, how
to save, by securing^, the fruits of their labour,

and not by pinching back and belly, to Bave out of

that part of their earnings which the tax-gatherer

and the landowner leave them. To this class, the

great majority of all labourers, economical advice

was not much needed, poverty being a severe

teacher. How to make the shilling left do its

own work and also that of the one taken by

the tax-gatherer and the landowner—how to

procure two loaves, or two pounds of meat, (if

poor men are to be allowed meat,) or two

bushels of coals, when the labourer from his

wages can only command the price of ono—is

the question.

It was neither Cobbett, nor Owen, nor any
Radical visionary or incendiary whatsoever, but a

zealousfriend of all our institutions and of the esta-

blished orderof things, but, at the same time, a hu-

mane and well-intentioned man, who, speculating

on the mystery of How poor men live, deprecating

the vitiated old Poor-laws, and scheming bow to

better thecondition of the labourer, gravelysaid—

“ It is a melancholy truth—and the concealment

of it will prevent the correction of the evil—that

the poor of England are not properly fed/’ But
has the condition of the poor improved either in

food or in clothing since this was asserted by 8ir

Thomas Bernard? Few will deny that it has

deteriorated within that period—now about forty

years—the condition of the manufacturing poor

iitamensely, and that of the agricultural population

in a considerable degree. By means of even the

limited and imperfect diffusion of education

—

through Lancasterian, National, and Sunday
Schools, Dissenting preachen, popular lecturers,

newspapers, and cheap publications—knowledge
has increased, especially in the more populous lo-

calities; and it has borne its natural fruits in im-

proved habits of living among the poor, and, we
would fain hope, in amelioration of morals. But the

poorof England are neitherbetter fed, nor clothed,
nor sheltered, than when Sir Thomas Bernard
wrote what we have cited ; and until, by the fruits

of their industry, they can be “ properly fed,” they

never will be, they never ought to be, a contented

people :—an educated, a moral, and consequently

a happy people, they never can be. Pinch-

ing poverty is as much opposed to the growth
of virtue and civilization in societies as in fa-

milies and individuals. But for none of the ir-

ritating and painful symptoms of poverty do rul-

ers ever seem to care, save for open discontent. If

the producers will only keep their poverty and
rags within their oottages and cellars, all goes

well; and they are most liberally allowed post

obit bills on heaven for whatever hasbeen unjustly

wrested from them here. The strong ass, so

long as he patiently coucheth between his two bur-

thens, is declared the best-conditioned brute im-

aginable, and well-deserving his way-side thistle,

—if he will seek it out for himself, and economize
when he has found it.

It is a favourite topic of declamation with

Alarmists and Conservatives, that education

and discontent have spread together. This

was foreseen by those old Tories who judici-

ously opposed education in all shapes, and every

mode of instruction save the weekly sermon of

the Established clergyman, as hostile to those

principles of Government, of which the prop is

popular ignorance and unquestioning submission.

of all kinds of fresh meat, beef, pork, mutton, See., and a duty on eggt and fresh fruits. Prom Belgium
and Holland, and the opposite coasts of Prance, the daily and hourly supply of untaxed provisions to our

great towns, by means of steamers and railways, would have an instant effect in reducing prices which we need

not describe. The Corn-Laws, then, popularly mean the Mouth- Tax, the Trenchsr-and-pot tax, the Food-impost.

They comprehend the butter, the cheese, the ham, the bung-beef, the egg-and-poultry imposts, fastened upon theindustry

of the country, for the immediate benefit of the landowners, and for their ultimate injury. These laws mean as well

the candle and soap laws, as the import duty which enhances the price of meat raises that of tallow ; so that soap

and candles are first taxed in the raw material, and then excised when manufactured. Let us, then, give the Corn-

Laws their true designation—the Mouth-Tax, the Food-Impost. Men live not by bread alone, nor yet, in this

country, by any one necessary which escapes the landowners. Along with engravings and models of the different

sizes of the loaf which is of equal price in despotic Russia, revolutionary France, and in free and happy England,

where the poor man’s house is his castle, however slenderly it may be provisioned, there should be, side by side,

engravings and models of hams, cheeses
,
and tubs of butter, all so “ beautifully leas,” for equivalent sums of Eng-

lishmen’s money.
It is worse than idle to waste one more word upon British landowners. On this subject, they are given over to

the curse ofjudicial blindness. In laboriously undermining the manufactures and trade of their country, while

they half-starve their countermen, they must be left to kill the goose that laid them golden eggs in their own way.

Their sin will find them out : or the sins of the fiithen must be visited upon the children, if the iniquity last so

long.
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Itwerofatilatodenythatdiscontent has increased,

and will increase, with the spread of knowledge
and adaption. It is the certain result ; and this

itate of things must go on, until discontent is

rtaqnUhed by the redress of every detected griev-

inct, and, above all, by the removal of the evil

of extreme poverty in the midst of the plenty

produced, and capable of being much farther

produced, by the industry, skill, and enterprise,

of the vhole members of a community, pursuing,

each member in his own sphere of action, a com-
mon interest. The mass of the people of this

country have, at this moment, the conviction ri-

veted into their minds, that the interests of the

higher, and, what is more to be lamented, of

the middle orders, is diametrically opposed to

their interests ; that they must be ground to dust,

in order that the capitalists and farmers may be-

come wealthy, that therichmaylive inluxury, and
the great maintain their magnificence. With so

plain a case as the Tax on Food, independently of
every other inequality of privilege, glaring upon
them, how is it possible for working-men not to

feel, in the bitterness of their hearts, that the
orld, if not made for Cesur, is by Caesar usurped
and plundered ? While the labouring class knew
so better than that they wdr'e born to be hewers of
wood and drawers of water, they might be patient.

Now content is no longer possible :—but, if full

justice will scarcely satisfy their demands, how
shall injustice and oppression ? If the political

axiom hold, that states are secure in proportion
u tbs great mass of the people are contented
*ith their situation, and, consequently, attached
to the institutions of the country, what shall be
•id of the present condition of Great Britain
tad Ireland ? In many of the despotic states of
Europe, there is certainly far more contentment
aad security; because the physical condition of the

pople of the continental nations is always re-

tahrtljr, and often actually better. They may
hare less wages ; but with toil less incessant,

they possess a greater command over the neces-
mries, and many of the comforts of life, as these
an estimated in the society in which they live

;

wd it most be borne in mind, that their elevation
bas kept steady pace with that of the middle
dam, while, in England, the middle class has
advanced mueh more rapidly, in proportion, than
the labouring class.

The basis of all effectual reform we hold to be
the amelioration of the physical condition of the
peat body of the population ; and the question,

*hieh is only one of time, is. Whether they are to

look for this great step towards justice and im-
provementfrom their rulers, or to force it for them-
•dess, by obtaining a real, not a mock control
°*er their own affairs. It is worse than idle—it

«as intuitingas nnwise—to talk ofthe necessityof

^proving their own habits, and training their

children aright, to ill-fed, over-worked, and ha.
ramsd men and women, driven, by a sense of
fciaoy or actual inanition, to snatch what-
ever indulgence offers itself, indifferent to

coBBOpences, and callous at length to the
dNBgwt as to the tendered affections [of their

nature. It is to accomplish this reform, which
they know must originate with themselves, and
which they believe never will be yielded by
their task-masters, that the more intelligent of

the working class now sink every consideration

in the demand for direct control over their

affairs through Extended or Universal Suffrage.

Thoy waive, unwisely we think, even the ques-

tion of the immediate abolition of the Food-Tax,

at a time when the seasons and the elements

second the righteous demand, that they may
obtain the instrument of all the reforms neoessary

to their well-being. They justly deem those

political changes unsubstantial and useless whioh

do not promote the comfort of their firesides

:

but for this they are contented to wait ; and
one may guess the extent of the sacrifice, and
the importance which they attach to the Suf-

frage, when we see what they are ready to

endure in the meanwhile to obtain that great

instrument of salvation, free and direct repre-

sentation. Like greater politicians, they seek,

in the language of Burke, for “ a power—what
workmen call apurchase—-to enable them to gain

their end."

In the meanwhile. How poor men live—
how they keep soul and body together—is the

standing miracle whioh few regard. From the

late reports of statists—though they are always

more or less inaccurate, and, moreover, gene-

rally disposed to err on the flattering side—
the average wages of artisans in towns may be

rated, at the very highest, at XI per week ; and
we believe that, if times of dull trade and want of

employment were taken into account, 15s. would
be much nearer the truth. We say thisconfidently,

as there are many callings—such, for examples,

as that of printers—where, although 80s. or £8
may be gained by bard work and night.work when
work is plentiful, a settled yearly wage of 18s. or

80s. would be preferred by a prudent compositor.

And the same must hold of trades in which the

wages are lower—such as those of carpenters or

shoemakers. It holds, almost invariably, that in

those callings where wages are very high, em-
ployment is fluctuating, so as to reduce all ordin-

ary artisans to a nearer level of income than is

at first apparent. And in how many trades do

the workmen, for a few years, increase their

wages by spending their capital—namely, their

health, vigour, and skill—untimely worn out ?

If a working man must spend his whole wages

as he goes along in the necessary maintenance

of his family—and, alas ! how seldom does that

little all suffice for its comfortable subsistence !

—if he make no accumulation against the

evil day, he is assuredly living upon and ex-

hausting his capital; that which ought to be

stored against the season, not merely of fluctua-

tion in trade, and Bickness, but of diminished

strength and ability of labour, and finally against

decrepitude, old age, and the workhouse. A
provision for his widow or his children is not

to be thought of. But all this expended capital

goes to swell the nominal amount of his wages

in the days of his youth and his prime. Thus
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16 HOW DO POOR MEN LIVE ?

the average of 20a. a-week * in towns, is far too

high a rate to take ; but we shall, nevertheless,

assume it. The average for the agricultural

population may, at the utmost, be 10s. This

seems to be the amount, or rather more, fixed

by the Poor-Law Reports and other documents,

and it also is too high. When the numbers of a

family are assumed as data in economical cal-

culation, five appears the golden mean—a man,
his wife, and not five, nor seven, nor nine—very

common numbers inapoorman's family—hut three

children. Theaveragejofthe wagesof agricultural
labour in Ireland is not half that of England ; 5s.

upon the whole yearwould drive the Irish peasant

mad with whisky and prosperity, and 12s. is an
equally high average of wages for mechanics and
handicraftsmen in that country. Yet how the

peasantry of Ireland live, is, when the different

habits of the people are considered, less wonder-

ful to us than the mystery of existence among
the very poor, but still the decent householders

of both the countries ; those who wear shoes,

and stockings, and hats, all the year round, who
use knives and forks, towels, brushes, and even
bed and table linen ; who sometimes see a cheap

periodical or a newspaper, subscribe to a library,

and pay for a pew in a church
;
perhaps give

the pastor, the schoolmaster, or the priest, his

dues; and contribute their mite to some purpose

of benevolence.

The little books, published by the Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, give us no
help in making household estimates. They point

out how surplus may be applied in Savings'

banks, &c. and how much the weekly saving of

a shilling, or any number of shillings, bearing

compound interest, will amount to in a given

number of years. We have, therefore, no guide

save knowledge and experience. The only esti-

mate we can find in these books, is one bor-

rowed from the economical work of Mr James
Luckcock of Birmingham,—and it can be of little

use to working men, as it applies to an income
of £400 expended in providing for a family of

six persons, two of them being maid-servants.

We haveto dealwith anincome about the eighth

part of that sum, but which must maintain five

persons. A work on domestic economy, published

some years ago by Colburn, contains numerous
household estimates—and the lowest income esti-

mated, is exactly one shilling more than our sum,

or 21s.a-week. We are content to throw that shil-

ling into the total, which thus makes net 3s. 6d.

a-day for every working-day in the year, and now
give the particulars of the weekly bill

Bread and flour for five persons, 24lb,

at lfd. . . .£036
Butter, cheese, and milk, . .019
Sugar and treacle, . . 0 0 9

Rice, oatmeal, and salt, &c., .006
Butchers’ meat or fish, say meat, 6lb,

at 4£d. . . . 0 2 3
Vegetables, including a } cwt. of pota-

toes, 4lbs a-day, . . 0 12
Table-beer, . . .016
Coals—1| bushel, on an average, at

Is. 4d., Is. 8d., and wood. Id. .019
Candles—average, ^lb at 7d. . 0 0 3J
Soap, starch, blue, for washing, .0 0 3

\

Sundries, for cleaning, scouring, &c. 0 0 1

Total for household expences, £0 13 6

Rent, . . . .026
Clothes and haberdashery, . 0 3 6

Total expense, . . £0 19 3
Weekly saving on an income of £1 : 1, Is. 9d.

The framer of this estimate states, that he
knows it to be low ; but then there are many fa-

milies in the country, whose incomes are even
less than is here premised, to whom his statement
must apply. He is quite right. It is not too
much to say that the incomes of two-thirds of

the aggregate families of the producers of Great
Britain and Ireland are lower, probably to the
extent of one-half. If Ireland be included, cer-

tainly fully one-half. It is framed on data &iven
by a mechanic of Bristol, who, as coals are cheap
there, consumes more, and yet saves on that ar-

ticle what affords him, now and then, “ a dobbin

* There are various statements from which we could form a tolerably accurate estimate of the rate of wages of
mechanics. We take those subjoined from the Report of the Poor-Law Commissioners, (bunded on facts collected

by the Manchester Chamber of Commerce in 1832, when wages were rather higher than at present, and provisions
much cheaper. Ironfounders, from 28s. to 30s. ; Dyers and Dressers, 15s. to 20s. ; Tailors, 18s. ; Shoemakers,
15s. to 16s.; Whitesmiths, 22s. to 24s. ; Stone-masons, 18s. to 22s.; Bricklayers, 17*. to 20s.; Painters, 18s.;
Plasterers, 19s. to 21s.; Sawyers, 24s. to 28s; Machine-makers, 24s. to 26s. The wages of manufacturers are
much lower—generally 13s. to 14s. Spinners, 20s. ; and in one high department, Stretchers, 25s. to 26s. The aver-
age wages of the Miners of Salop appear, by the Report of the Poor-Law Commissioners, to have been for the last
twenty years-~Holers, 2s. 3Jd. ; Tinsmen, 2s. 9}d. per day. At these iron-works, Blacksmiths gain 3s. 6d. a-day •

Engineers, 3s. 6d. ; Joiners and Carpenters, 3s.; Pattern-Makers, 4s. 6d. The state of the Colliers, in the same
county, is dismal. Their wages are not high ; they are often out of employment, and unfit for any other kind of
labour. They begin hard-work (men’s work) at eighteen ; and, about forty-five, fall off Their habits are bad and
improvident; and it must be owned that the nature and accidents of their calling tend to make them so. Nearly
all trades are liable to some peculiar disease, which often affects the constitution very early. Rheumatism and
asthma, and pulmonary affections, are the diseases of the Collier and Miner, arising from damp, bad air, and dost

;

and so liable are they to accidents, that this return states, out of one bundled, seventy-five would, in thirty years
meet with slight accidents, fifteen would be wholly disabled, and ten killed. Out of twenty deaths of male person^
in the seven years before the Report was made, sixteen were from accidents. At sixty, the agricultural labourer will
be as able to follow his employment as the miner at forty or forty-fire—from forty to fifty they are generally labours
ing under asthma, with all the appearances of premature old age. But in many occupations besides the miner, no*
thing can be more fallacious than the prosperity indicated by the apparent high rate of wages, when the precarious
and deleterious nature of the employment is examined. The evidence before the Select Committee on the Poor-laws
shews a much lower rate of wages. A common rate is 8s., and able-bodied labourers art at present thankft&I to
work for 7*.
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of ale for himself and a brewer’s servant in

Norwich* who has three young children, and yet

saves something out of 21s. a-week, * € because he
is determined to save.” Granting that the al-

lowance of bread, flour, and meat, here given is

sufficient, which we think it is, we must notice

that the price is too low—2jd. or 3d. for bread
and floor is much nearer the mark.* Again, but-

ter, cheese, and milk, in a family where there are

three children, much of whose daily food should

he milk, is far too low for healthful nurture. A
quart per day is the smallest quantity that

should be allowed for such a family, and this

alone in London would cost Is. 9d., and from Is.

2d. to Is. 5£d. in the country. It is to be ob-

served, that in this estimate there is neither tea,

coflee, nor any sort of groceries or condiments.

Coals are estimated too low, in quantity, for com-
fort and domestic use, though in some localities

the sum of la. 9d. is more than sufficient. One
of the greatest blessings of the working-man s

family, is being located in a coal district. There
was a time in “ merryEngland” when wood might
have been had for the gathering ; but such a thing
is now hardly known. No woman or child can
now enter a wood to pick up sticks but on tres-

pass, if they do not commit a misdemeanour.
Let us look closer to the state of our poor

family, though it will be time enough to enume-
rate the many items of expenditure that are re-

quired in such a household, which are omitted in

the above estimate. The husband and father may
have been a prudent youth, who, while a bachelor,

has, from hia wages, saved what would be suffi-

cient to purchase good household furniture, and to

defray the expenses of his marriage. Perhaps he
may even have a few pounds hoarded against the

evil day. H is wife, likelya poor man’s child, has, in

ill probability, been a servant in some respectable

and economical family of the middle rank, which
is taking the best view of her training and cir-

cumstances. She must, at first, have plenty of

clothes if she has been careful, though, unfor-

tunately, modern fabrics for female wear are not

of very enduring texture. She is not likely to

bare made any considerable saving, unless well

advanced in life. Personal vanity, duty, and
kindly feeling—for she is sprung ofan humble, and,

most probably, of a poor and struggling family

—

will have absorbed the whole of her “ sair-won

penny fee” as fast as it was earned ; and she

can add little or nothing to the income of the

family after marriage, unless her children and
her domestic business are neglected, and herself

made a much worse drudge than in the hardest

of her early service as a maid-of-all-work. She

is itill a servant of all-work, but with scanty or

no wages. The condition of a young woman,
who passes from domestic service into that of

the mistress of a working man’s household, is,

•o far as regards her food, clothing, and lodg-

ing, almost always for the worse ; while her

0 Exactly as this paper passes through the press, No-
vember 6th, I find, on inquiry, that good flour, such as is

mti in my own family for pies, dumplings, &c., is 3d.

s-poand.

work is often more exhausting, and her cares are

increased tenfold. Affection, duty, the feeling

of independence, and maternal love remain, to

sweeten her toils, and atone for her many priva-

tions ; and wo to her if hope, the cordial of life,

should cease to sustain her under her exertions

and anxieties !—In the meanwhile, after the first

year or two of her married life, she will have

sufficient business in nursing and tending her

children, cooking, washing, making and mending
for five ; and, above all, in making her husband's

wages furnish all that is required from them, with

her early habits, not of comfort and indulgence,

but of neatness and cleanliness, and her taste for

the decent appearances of the humblest do-

mestic life. How hard would her daily tasks now
have seemed to her in her master’s house ! We
once heard a lady say—“ I always have my re-

venge on my bad servants after they marry.”—
But we wish to have nothing to do with either

a bad servant or a bad wife. Our humble
matron is one who brings health, knowledge of

her business, frugality, activity, and good will, to

the discharge of her domestic duties as a work-
ing-man’s helpmate.

Let us suppose her looking over the above

estimate. No tea or coffee ! But even what is

reckoned a scanty weekly allowance of these arti-

cles to each female servant is two ounces of tea,

say, at 5s. a-pound, 7^d.,and a halfpound of sugar,

say 3^d., and this has likely been hers while in

service, or its value in money. Again, 3s. 6d.

a-week for the clothing of the whole family of

five is not much more than her own wages and
perquisites while a maid, servant, if so much. It is

£9 : 2b. a-year. How with this is she to get shoes

for the family, flannels for all of them, clothes for

the husband, finery—so deartothe mother’s heart!

—for the baby? But this sum also includes

thread for making and mending, worsted thread,

which is so very dear, for darning; tapes, needles

and pins, which are always losing; buttons, hooks*

and-eyes, and an infinity of small wares, for

which 6d. a-week would be very little. This

leaves but 3s. a-week ; and, to us, shoes and

stockings alone for five, would seem to swallow

it up, though no other article of clothing were

required. The dress of a gentleman in good

circumstances generally costs less than that of

his well-dressed lady, who requires such an end-

less diversity of things for all times and seasons,

hours of the day, and months of the year ; but

the reverse holds in humble life, mainly, we fear,

because one must want, and the wife is the volun-

tary victim. The respectability of the family de-

pends upon the appearance of the husband ; and

where the wife is good for anything, her pride

and her happiness depend upon the comfort and

neatness of both husband and children. But a suit

of new (t Sunday's best” to a workman, even once

in two or three years, would make a sad inroad on

the 3s. a-week. A suit of Sunday clothes for a

decent artisan, with hat, shoes, gloves, &c., can-

not cost less than £6 or £

7

. They may last

some years, but he must have linen, flannels,

shoes, working clothes, &c. for daily wear ; and

VO. I.XI.—VOL. VI.
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in many trades clothes,wear out fast. We leave

the mystery of 3s. 6d. new-clothing and furnish,

ing shoes, linen, and haberdashery to live of a

family—for loath are we to think of a respect-

able artisan being driven to equip himself piece-

meal at Rag Fair—and pass to other items.

Candles, hslf-a-pound. This cannot be. What-
ever is wanted, there must be more light.

It is often after her nursling is put to bed,

and when she should sleep, that the poor

mother must do her washing, ironing, and

needlework ; altering the clothes of one child

to suit another, or working for her husband

;

and we are assured by ladies, competent judges,

that making is a joke to the labour of mend-
ing in a small family, and to keeping child-

ren's things in good repair. Nor is it easy to

tolerate the idea of an industrious mother, in

her hours of quiet, and when she might (where

he is not too much exhausted by his daily

toils) enjoy the conversation of her husband,

or where both might gain mutual instruction

and entertainment from hearing him read some
good volume, being compelled either to sit in

dreary chillness and darkness, or, laying aside her

necessary needle-work, go to bed to save candle.

A household without fire or light in the cold

dark season of our climate—-a household such

as Cobbett has powerfully depicted, and such

as may be found in many of the southern

and midland counties of England—is the fit

harbour for Swing ; nor need the rich wonder

that he of whom
u The world is not the friend,

Nor the world’s law,

should sometimes sally forth from that dark den of

despair which shelters his loved ones, and glut

his vengeful eyes with one good blaze.

The industrious wife of an artisan will have

more candles whatever she lacks. Light and
warmth are as indispensable to her own industry

«—a mother's work being proverbially “ never at

an end"—as to her husband's comfort and good
domestic habits. If the family apartment is a

chill dungeon, he must go to the ale-house, and
there would be no economy in sending him
there. The allowance for soap and other things

necessary to cleanliness is also too low. What-
ever the neat respectable wife of a working
man should want, she must have more soap, and
also soda, sand, whiting, blacking, oil for her
furniture, &c. These things she may, per-

haps, gain off the beer allowance, which, how-
ever, as she haB no tea, and very little milk, can
ill be dispensed with. Even Hannah More
allows the husband a pint, and the wife a half,

pint of beer per diem

;

and in the work-house,
under the old poor-laws, a great deal more was
allowed. The sum of 2s. 3d. a-week, or £6:\ 7s.

a-year for rent, will not pay for a palace of two
rooms and a cellar ; but we suppose it must do.

In the country, even less will procure a neat, if

cold, cottage ; and in towns, a room or two in bad
situations. But, as the children grow up, health
and decency absolutely demand wider space and
more separate apartments ; for we liavo no doubt

£0 IE 0

O 12 0

4
2

10
6

that much of the coarseness and indelicacy, ii

not the vice of the lower orders, may be traced

to the pell-mell manner in which they are com-
pelled to pig together for want of proper lodging-
rooms. Taxes upon houses, local taxes, and
parish rates of all kinds, which, by some means
or other, affect the very poorest houses and
householders however humble, are omitted alto-

gether in the above estimate, with other items of

necessary expense, which we have to specify, and
which, as they are not constant, may be taken
by the year. What does our estimate-maker
allow for tea ?— for there must be some of that

luxury consumed in the course of the year : say

then

Tea, three lbs., or less than an ounce
a-week, at 4s.

Education for one child only, at 3d. a-

week, for 48 weeks.

Reading-books for the child, qnd sta-

tionery for the family, at Id. a-week.

Carriage and postage, by the year, •

Taxes, water-rent, and parish rates,

One seat in a church for the family,

Subscription to a book-club, or a Me-
chanics' Institution, with which a
lending library and reading-room are

connected, Is. 6d. a-quarter,*

To a Medical Club, those new institu-

tions so warmly recommended and
patronized by the Poor-Law Board,

the sum paid indifferent localities is.

Insurance of household furniture and
clothes, &c. valued at £60,

Expenses attending the wife’s confine-

ment—the half only to fall on the

year.

Christening fees and registering births.

Fruit and toys for the children, £d.

a-week,

Holiday excursions with the children

and friends twice a-year, with omni-
bus and steam-boat hire, &c..

Tear and wear of furniture,

Replacing broken glass and crockery,

blankets, household linen, towels,

sponges, brushes, oombs, brooms,

mats, &c. &c..

Sweeping chimney, and painting and
whitewashing,

Charity, . .

0 6 0

0 10 0

0 2 6

1

2

0 2 2

0
0

10 0

0 2 6

Carry over, £6 4 0

9 This is too low, and so is the education of the child,

unless we are to subject our artisan, in the prime of his

life, to the humiliation of accepting the aid of charity in

educating even his first child. The cost of the edueatioa

of each child at the National or British and Foreign So.

ciety’s Schools, with books, &c. is estimated at about,

£1 ; of which the parent pays about one-third. Our

school-fees are rated too low ; and so is the subscription

to the Mechanics* Institutions, which is, in the different

towns we have examined, from 2s. 6d. to 4s. a-quarter |

in London, 6s. Bnt how few mechauics belong to, or

can afford to belong to them ? This is sometimes made a

complaint ; but how is the ordinary mechanic, if married,

to command money and time to improve himselff
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Brought forward, £6 4

Wise, (save at the wife's confinement,)

spirits, porter, ale, tobacco and snuff.

Theatres, soirees, and cheap concerts,

Fiovers, birds, rabbits. &c., for the

children, . . ,

Casualties—such as breaking panes,

the grate coming loose, a key lost,

removing to a new house, &c. See.,

must be considered—and we shall

ay, . . . 0 5 0

Total, £6 9 0

Sickness and death, neither of them infre-

quent guests in the poor man's home, we leave

out of account. If the father is laid aside by
illness, or if a funeral occur, then is often taken
the fcrst downward step to irretrievable ruin, to

debt and danger," to the pawnbroker, if not yet
to the workhouse. But we wish to look only to the

bright side of the picture—in the working mans
beat years, when his strength is unimpaired, his

constitution sound, and his family less expensive
tfun it must soon become—if it be maintained,

however frugally, in ordinary decency—and while

hii» helpmate is still in full health and activity.

But, against the necessary items that we have
enumerated, there is to be set £4 ; II saving
epos the weekly income of £1 : Is., leaving a
deficit ofonly £1 : 18 a-year. Where is this tocome
from, small as the sum seems ?—and upon what
article of the above expenditure can any saving
he made? Our humble family are nearly tee-total-

lirs, and have very little tea. The husband spends
not one penny on his own pleasures, and he never

an hour’s work. Their allowance of solid

food iis not more than sufficient, and is, in meat
and cheese, and even bread, not above the

pinched allowance of paupers under the whole-
some, temperate dietary of the new Poor-Law,
»d far under the rate of most parishes under
the jolly old lawgivers, who considered that those
vbo created all ought to have a good share, and
only erred because they mistook or confounded
&e,lazy paupers, with industrious labourers and
vtieaae in misfortune. There is one blessing un-
der the new Poor-Law: children under nine years
have wholesome food ad libitum ; children above
that age, the same allowance as a woman. Now,
tvery labouring man cannot be so liberal in his

family, though a woman's allowance in the work-
top* is by no means excessive. The paupers
ue allowed more cheese and butter than
oar artisan s family ; as much bread and floor,

ud, as their meat is to be reckoned cooked,
rot much less meat. The paupers are allowed
* beer. They have gruel for breakfast, or,

ifipwards of sixty years of age, the indul-

gttce of the choice of one ounce of tea,

f
ounces of sugar, and five of butter, tobreak-

1
feUpoa, for the seven days in the week. This
tttaiuly is not faring sumptuously any day ;

yet we fear many of the labouring poor in

,

ou peat towns, and very many of the manu-
[’ hetarisg poor, Care even worse. Three shillings

***kt0*kee, and clothe, and furnish aUsorts
.

• of small wares for afamilyjof fire, must be under
pauper cost ; although the modern work-house,

recognises no “ Sunday best," nor neat holiday

gown, shawl, or ribbon. As we look closer to

the case, the mystery of how poor men live

darkens upon us. The estimate of Mr Colburn's

book is, we think, not to be challenged, save

that in several things, as candles and soap, it is

too low ; and as to the omissions which we have

endeavoured to supply, we cannot imagine any
man objecting to even one of those items, who
values the health, morals, and happiness of the

operative class. We have allowed of no indul-

gence or luxury whatever, save two family holi-

days; scantily provided for many necessaries; and
left nothing for savings against old age, sickness,

or misfortune ; and yet there is a deficit of £1 : *6—
and this is in a high income, as wages run through-

out the country.

How then do poor men live? We fear

Sir Thomas Bernard was in the right. The
poor of England, and the workmen of England are

not properly fed; they are not properly clothed;

they are not sufficiently lodged and warmed;
they are not able to pay for the proper education

of their children, nor for the things necessary to

their own improvement and domestic comfort,

that there may be bread barely sufficient, and a

decent, if meagre exterior maintained, as long as

possible. But ultimately, our handicraftsman first

gives up his savings; then his book-club—his wife

probably thinks that an unnecessary expense

;

next his medical-club ; then the child is taken

from school, while two should be there—if all that

is said of the uses ofinfant schools be true—for he

cannot afford to pay for one. We cannot endure

to trace this humble and virtuous pair through the

gradations of misery and vice, into which so

many of their compeers sink :—we turn from the

melancholy perspective of the huxter or small

dealer, to whom the workman’s family become

enthralled by pernicious credit, and who is often

an extortioner, if he be not a cheat ; from the

miserable necessity of the pawnbrokers shop,

the lying-in hospital for the wife, and some other

charity for the husband in his sickness ; from

the winter doles of soup and fuel—the beer-shop

—the gin-shop—and, finally, the Union Work-
house and the pauper's grave. Thegood principles

and independent spirit of our poor couple will

bear them out to extremity, and happily, by work-

ing and wanting, or economizing

—

i.e., half-starv-

ing—they will sometimes weather through, no on*

can say how. “ God tempers the wind to the shorn

lamb ; and they are shorn indeed, and that to the

quick." But can that be a safe or wholesome

state of society, in which even the virtuous and.

industrious of the labouring class are subjected

to the manifold evils and temptations of Buch

a condition ? And ought they to be contented ?

It is also the workmen who are the immediate vic-

timsin the race which machinery is running against

labour, ultimatelyto bless mankind ; and this, while

the subjects of a most unequal and an enormous

taxation, and, above all, the thralls of the

I, lords of the soil, through the Food-Tax—*
B 2
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u The Starration Laws"—“The Devil's Laws"

—

as effectually as were their Saxon ancestors,

with the collar and brand of their Norman
masters on their necks.

Let us imagine the man who works so hard and

constantly to earn his £1 : Is., talking with his

wife after the candle has been extinguished to save

it, and the more expensive fire raked out though

the night may he chill, about the amount of wages

Which is actually taken from them and their child-

ren by the bread-bacon-butter-and-cheese tax ;

by the prohibition of the importation of all kinds

of fresh meat ; by the heavy taxes upon the few

excisable commodities they consume—their half

pound of sugar, which, but for duty, might be a

whole one ormore ; their half pound of candles and

soap ; tbeir beer ; and the three pounds of tea by

the year, which we have insisted for, and which

might also be about doubled in quantity for the

same money (12s.,) save for the duty. The
working man may not be able to comprehend
how taxation encounters him unseen at every

turn, in the bricks, timber, and glass of his

house ; the dye of his coat, the leather of his

shoes, the paper of his child's book, the nails in

its coffin:—that defies the most skilful financier

;

but be understands the broad, glaring outlines of

a system which grinds him from the cradle to

the grave.

He may not be a politician, and, at all events,

he is not a gin-shop or tap-room one ; but Taxa-
tion and the Corn-Laws are standing topics of his

household talk—matters coming home strongly

to hisbosom and his hearth. He strives to calculate

how much more be could do with his wages, and

how much he could save, if he bad not to pay his

disproportionate share of the interest of the debt

occasioned by the glorious war, and if bread and
meat were coming to his family as freelyas they do

to that of the French or tlie Belgian workman,
without tax and without restriction. He tries to

calculate the reduced price of those articles which

his family consumes ; and he finds that, while

affording his wife tea every day, and the children

many comforts and little indulgences in food

and clothing, be would still be a far richer man.

Perhaps he might even indulge the hope of bet-

tering his condition—dream of becoming amaster

in his trade ! Large farms have now tied down the

agricultural labourers of Great Britain into serfs

as effectually as caste does the labourers of the

East ; and poverty is doing the same with jour-

neymen craftsmen. A labourer can have no
hope of ever being a farmer ; a journeyman
little indeed of setting-up for himself.

Our artisan knows, however, that Government
must have revenue to pay the interest of the

debt, and for the necessary expenditure of the

State ; he is just and reasonable ; but he thinks

that the rich ought to contribute at least an
equal share with himself, and that those who
have large property should pay for its protection.

Life he considers sufficiently protected in

civilized society by the tacit mutual insurance

of the whole community for a common object

;

and, to make the laws be respected and executed.

need cost little. The necessity of frugality and
economy has been seared into his soul by the

rigid self-denial of bis personal habits, and by
that provident and thoughtful -disposition which
those of his superiors inculcate who pay any
attention to him ; and he naturally and pro-
perly extends his notions of thrift to the
State. He may err in his calculations ; but in

this far be is right—that a searching financial

reform, which should first lessen and then equal-
ize the pressure of taxation, would place him in

a much better situation than that which he holds ;

while the abolition of the Corn-Laws would re-

move the worst oppression be feels—that which
corrodes and inflames hisspiritwith hatred against
the aristocracy, because it half-starves his wife

and children. He bas been taught, by his read-
ing and his observation, to know, that neither the

Government nor the Parliament will give him and
his fellow-workmen redress of this master-griev-
ance, nor of any other that in the least degree
affects tbeir own interests and privileges, unless

rulers are made uneasy. He is convinced that

there is, for his Order, no protection save by ob-

taining a direct influence in the legislature

through extended suffrage. And who is entitled

to the first right of a free citizen, if he is not ?

He and his class—the intelligent working-men
of Great Britain—will, therefore, never rest in

entire quiet until they have obtained the elective

franchise, with whatever is needful to protect its

independent exercise ; and they would be traitors

to themselves if they did. The experiment of
£10 voters has, they find, completely failed, so

far as their interests were concerned, and indeed

those of any other class, save that which Lord
John Russell says it was contrived to strengthen

—the landed interest.

It may be alleged that our picture of the con-
dition of a working-man is extravagant and over-
coloured, though it will not be so easy to say in

what feature. The net annual income we have
assumed—£54 : 12s.—is very considerably above
the averagewages of Britishmanufacturersand ar-

tisans, and of miners, colliers, glass-blowers, and
those many callings in which health and life wear
out so fast, and which are subject to so many
casualties. The number in family which we
have assumed is also low. Four children is near-

er the mark ; and we cannot imagine that any
one will object to a single item of the necessary

expenditure we have given. There is rather

want of many of those things considered neces-

sary to comfort in the humblest family in our

state of society ; and there is not ease-giving,

hearty, cheerful plenty in any one article. A
sup of milk, and a slice of bread and butter

could not be freely afforded to a neighbour's

child off our allowance. There is not, in our

frugal English household, even the potato-basket,

sometimes heaped, to which the Irish peasant

can give the neighbour or the beggar welcome.

And yet, we presume, no one considers a mar-

ried artisan, with a guinea a-week of wages, an

object of commiseration. Nor ought he to be
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m, tad fee fair-plaf. We are not going to

dispats that his condition is an improving

set in spite of every drawback and obsta-

cle; though the labouring classes have risen

Jew and more slowly than the middle classes,

tad though we consider many of the indica-

tafft of the artisan's prosperity, held out by

those who studiously conceal one main cause of

his hardships, extremely fallacious. We alto-

gether disclaim that miserable, if it be not also

false, ground of contentment or consolation, that,

if his condition is one of hardship, that of the

bbotren of other countries is yet worse. The
testimony of all modern travellers is directly

against the fact assumed and so eloquently

expatiated upon by those who tell our people

that they are much better off than any other

peple, save, indeed, the Americans, (but then
their case is an accident, an anomaly,) or that, if

they be not well off, the fault is their own. Cer-
tainly it is their own fault, and they should in-

itially set about amending it, not by pinching

hack and belly, but by manfully securing to

tonselves what they hardly earn.

Among the popular fallacies employed to pro-
pagate the belief of the increasing prosperity of
the labouring classes, are the Savings' Banks. But
*e will venture to say, that labourers who are
householders, rearing families, are rarely indeed
contributors to these useful establishments ; un-
lea they have some extraneous source of income.
We hare demonstrated the utter impossibility of
a married workman, in the ordinary trades, sav-

ing anything, unless he starve his family. If
the depositors in savings'-banks be analysed, it

will be found that they consist of a different de-
scription of persons. A very large proportion
of them are female servants and children, who
m directed by their mistresses and friends to
this means of placing their small savings. In-
stead of the wonted gown or cap, a present from
i sensible mistress to afaithful servant is now fre-

quently a deposit receipt for a pound or two—
the nest-egg of the future hoard. In examining
the classes and descriptions of depositors in a
swinga-bank, in an English county, we find the
gnetest number to be female servants, who also
hold the greatest amount of funds. There are al-

socbildren,apprentices, schoolmasters and schooL.
“fceeme, seamen, clergymen, half-pay officers,

revenue officers and pensioners, small farmers,
ud females engaged in trade—probably single
W0®6°—guards, and drivers ofcoaches, and male
*°®mtic servants ; but a small proportion of
“hheen, mechanics, and handicraftsmen, or of
the labourers of husbandmen. And that small
Ntnbefr, it is fair to conjecture, are single men,
Bring, in orderthat they mayprudently marry, if
wer a working man can prudently marry. We
lessen his lot at the best. As his ill-educated
children grow fit for labour, he is not in a condi-
to* to select suitable employment for them. H is

care is how soonest to get them off bis hand
month offthe scantily-filled dish before an-
comes upon it. It should be noticed, that

feperitors in savings'-banks are, in general,

.

persons who either get their wages or pay in a

lump, or who, like guards and drivers, have

large though fluctuating incomes.

Another common fallacy, in looking to the

condition of the labouring population, is the

reduced price of all manufactured goods, and

especially of clothing. The flimsy texture of the

spurious wares which have deeply injured the

character of British goods in every market of

the world, and driven them from some, is never

considered. A labourer's wife may now have four

or five pretty-patterned cotton gowns for 4s. or

5s. each, where her grandmother's would have

cost 20s. ; but then it would have worn and washed

out six of the gay and flimsy modern dresses

;

which, moreover, must cost four times lining

and furnishing ; and either the housewife's time,

if she have the necessary skill, or else her

husband's money to the mantua-maker. The
same spurious economy holds of all articles of

female, and many of male dress, used by the

labouring class. How true is it that what

is low-priced is not often cheap! But ad-

mitting that the pretty cotton gown and
shawl, and the Sunday stockings of women
and girls, are greatly cheaper, though worth-

less and flimsy, how does it stand with the more
essential articles of clothing in our climate ?

We shall take the women's flannel and stuff-

petticoats and gowns ; their warm, long-wearing

shawls and cloaks, stout shoes, and worsted

stockings. These, if good and oflasting texture,

are no cheaper—cannot be cheaper than those

which labourers' wives formerly manufactured

for themselves in their cottages, and now often

go without, because they cannot afford to wear

them, unless the lady of the manor deal out gar

ments at Christmas. Articles of prime necessity

to the comfortable condition of working men'e

families, are meat, beer, substantial woollen

fabrics, and good shoes ; and these never have

been cheap in wealthy, manufacturing England

;

and never can be, even in the best times, easily

accessible to the labouring class in anything like

reasonable plenty under tbe present system.

The people would then require their whole

earnings to keep them comfortably, nor find them

too much. Pay the taxes who may, they will

no longer, our improved machinery and cheap

mauufactures notwithstanding, spare the half

or the fourth of their wages to the State

and the landlord, than the untaxed American

mechanic with his high wages.

After all, the difference of wages between the

countries is not so great ; and the English artisan

would have very sufficient wages, could he call

them his own.

He has, as he is often reminded, along with

some other advantages, much nioer stone-ware

and cutlery, and other such gear, than his simple

ancestors ; and, if not so substantially and

warmly clothed every day, he is more showily

dressed on Sundays. He is, however, prone to

conclude that all that is good and true in these

changes, he owes to his fellow-labourers and

their employers; to the^ thinking [heads, the
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enterprising minds, and working hands ; all that

is evil in his condition, to the improvident or rapa-

cious rulers and nobles of his country. Besides,

although the Staffordshire plate is much cleaner

and neater than the wooden or pewter platter, it

concerns him mightily that there should he at

least as much beef, bacon, and dumpling served

on the new utensil as replenished the old one ;

and this to him, Is a very doubtful point. But
how are these evils to be remedied ? This must
form the subject of another paper; in which we
shall endeavour to shew, nicely and accurately,

how much of our poor man's weekly guinea goes to

the State, to the national creditor, and into the

pocket of the landlord ; and how much more would
be subtracted ifhe indulged more freely in excise,

able commodities. If the sum taken were but a

fourth part of his weekly income—as it is greatly

more—how far would that rescued Ss. 3d. go in

elevating his physical and moral condition ! He
could then educate his children by the fireside as

well as in the school; he could live better ; he
could save and accumulate ; he could hope to rise

in the world, and he could look with cheerful-

ness to that gloomy future, the contemplation of

which leads many a poor man to seek pernicious

indulgences, until he becomes callous to every

good feeling. There is a kind of misery per-

vading the depths of British society, which bruti

alizes the temper, indurates the heart, and en-

dangers the public safety, upon which we have
not yet touched, “ Among savages," says a

Tory writer, but a philanthropic man, u those

tribes have ever been found the most un-
feeling who possess the fewest coiAorts, and
have the most difficulty in obtaining food ; for

when self-preservation becomes the prime con-

cern, the natural charities are starved, a brutish

selfishness occupies the whole heart, and man,
having no instincts to supply the absence of his

human affections, becomes worse than the beasts.

Mournful as this is, it is far more mournful to

contemplate the evils of extreme poverty in

the midst of a civilized and flourishing society.
“ There was a Methodist dabbler in art who, in

the days of our childhood, used to edify the

public with allegorical prints from the great

manufactory of Carrington Bowles. One of

these curious compositions represented a human
figure, of which the right side was dressed

in the full fashion of the day, while the left was
undressed to the very bones, and displayed a
skeleton. The contrast in this worse than Me-
zentian imagination is not more frightful than
that between Wealth and squalid Pauperism,

who are every day jostling in our streets."

MY COURT-DRESS.

“ L* habit de cour.
Me repondes plus de pereonne.M—Bbbahgbo.

Now, ne’er again trust mortal men—I join the courtly

band ;

Here, Moses, fly ! I want to buy a court-dress second-hand.
I’ve caught the eye of Royalty, to levee I must press ;

To the palace-gate must hasten straight, equipped in a
court-dress

—

Like the old courtiers of his Grace—his Grace’s old

courtiers.

Ambition, near my willing ear, already calls me slow

;

My robes so rich the fashion teach of bowing very low.

Politeness heie, politeness there, what throngs around me
press!

As on I go, to make my bow, equipped in my court-dress.

With the old courtiers of his Grace—his Grace’s old

courtiers.

Not having yet a carriage fit, on foot I jtake my way

;

When, in the street, some friends I meet cry—

.

4< Join our
breakfast, pray ?’ *

“ I can’t refhse—but no time lose !” 1 answer their

address

;

aFor I must go to make my bow—respect, sirs, my court*

dress

!

I’m a new courtier of his Grace—his Grace’s new cour.

tier.”

The breakfast done, away 1 rurf ; but, by an ancient

friend,

Again imprest, a joyous guest, his wedding must attend.

The bowl is crowned, the song goes round, in mirth and
happiness,

Till I must go, to make my bow, equipped in my court-

dress—
• Like the old courtiers of his Grace—his Grace's old

courtiers.

At length, despite the champagne bright, I yield to

honour’s call

;

With tottering feet, along the street, I gain my patron’s

hall.

But Rosa’s there, with form so fair, amid the crowds
which press

—

More dear to me than Royalty, Rose wants not a court-

dress,

Nor the old courtiers of his Grace—his Grace’s old
courtiers.

So, from the pile where coquettes smile on minister and
peer,

I seek once more the humble door, la bygone daya oo

dear.

By Rose’s side, my robes of pride are awkward, I con-
fess ;

His Grace forgot, upon the spot I strip off my court-

dress

—

No more a courtier of his Grace—his Grace’s new
courtier.

Now, vain I deem ambition’s dream, and courtly pomp
deride

;

My cap and bells are better spells the tavern-hearth

beside.

My pipe I smoke, and crack my joke, afraid of no dis-

tress

—

And who would pass to see his Grace may take my cast
court-dress,

And be a courtier of his Grace—his Grace’s new cour-
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DIALOGUE OF THE UNBORN.

Scece—The air over Japan, half-a-mile above

the earth. Myrto and Erpias in their respect-

tive balloons.

Myrto. Good morning, Erpias ! What a de-

lightful surprise it is to meet you here ! It was
hot yesterday I heard yon were hunting eagles

anoog the Oral mountains.

Erpiae. That was quite true. I have tra-

velled here overnight, having satisfied myself

vith the sport. I came here merely because

there Is to be dry weather in this quarter for

tereral weeks ; and, having a slight sore throat,

1 am desirous to avoid damp until 1 am quite

veil again. Had I thought of meeting you here,

it would have proved an additional inducement.

Miy I ask what cause has brought you here ?

Myrto. I had no intention of being here ; but

my wife, Paulina, has a friend, a Japanese lady,

and, being very desirous of seeing her, she pre-

sided on me to accompany her. I left her with

her friend only five minutes ago, and they are not
ten miles off. I am merely sailing about here,

enjoying the delicious air and sunshine, and
wining myself with my wife's pet pair of tame
eoaden. There they are, over the top of that

hill towards the north.

Erpiae. Are you accompanied by any of your
fanily?

Myrto. One little boy. The rest are all either

it home or otherwise occupied ; and, on leaving,

ve did not propose making any long stay. At
hnt, I thought my great .great-grandfather
would have accompanied us ; but he is beginning
to get a little staid, and preferred remain-
ing at home cultivating his flowers. Indeed, I

do not wonder he likes quiet ; for he is upwards
of 150 years old.

Erpiae. Oh, that is a trifle ! One of my
inceitors is 180 years old, and is to be married
i second time, in a month, to a very nice person
of 150. I think you must have met him at my
table. His name is Pylias.

Myrto. What ! old Pylias ! I remember him
perfectly. His sprightly conversation amused us
dl eery much at a plc-nic party, conducted by
yoar lovely Paulina, on the banks of one of the
thousand branches of the Amazon. His contri-

bution to the feast consisted of a splendid
routed rhinoceros, and a huge fragment of an
keberg for cooling the wine. But there was
aeed for abundance ; for I think the party con-
®*«d of 3000 at least. That was only three
yean ago ; and I think Pylias had then a wife
alive, and a fresh and fair wife, too.

Erpiae. His wife died soon afterwards, at the
age of lio. It was surmised that she had
•bwtened her life by excessive indulgence in

stimulating gasses. In fact, she was always
helping herself to a gulp of exhilarating gas, or
**phalie gas, or melancholic gas, or imaginative
«*»« tranquillizing gas, or some such article,

mrie two gasmakers’ fortunes, and never

travelled without an assortment of gasses, in the

most condensed form. However, de mortuis nil

nisi bonum is a maxim we must not forget.

Myrto. You may forget it when you will for

me ; it seems to inculcate that charity should be

most displayed where it can be of least use. I

would say, de mortuis nil nisi verum. But, pray,

tell me how you mean to spend your time in this

region ? I presume that, being in rather deli-

cate health, you will not pass your nights, nor

even the whole of your days, in the air. Your
apparatus, too, seems scarcely calculated for that.

Erpias. Oh, this is a mere hunting apparatus,

of small size, and wants, as you see, the self-

acting plummet-works for keeping its place in

the air during all changes of wind. But I have

frequently passed the night in this little bark ;

and, in the present steady weather, 1 can easily

adjust it before going to sleep, so as to find my-
self within ten miles at farthest when I awake.

It is a London-made article, and acts admirably.

Myrto. The London ones are still the best

;

those made in Central Asia are cheaper ; but, if

you happen to get into the middle of a thunder

storm with one of them, it is very apt to give

out a bad smell.

Erpias. As to passing the night in the air, I

have not thought of that one way or other. I

am fond of the air, and am well provided with

the means of securing a uniform temperature.

Myrto. Let me urge you, my dear friend, on

no account to sleep in the air. Damp or elect-

rical clouds, passing across, frequently produce

mischief, independently altogether of change of

temperature. Had you consulted our friend Dr
Abercrombie on the point, I feel assured he

would have agreed with me.

Erpias. To him then let us leave it. It so

happens that this is just the hour when he is

to be consulted at his own house at Edinburgh,

Let us adjourn to the next electrical telegraph,

and we shall have his answer in two minutes.

Myrto. I am delighted to have the opportu-

nity of getting the Doctor's opinion. There is

the telegraph, not two miles off, and we shall be

there as soon as you can frame your question.

Now, then, get ready ; for I see the telegraph

keeper at the door of his bureau.

Erpias.—(Addressing the officer of the tele-

graph.)—Will you have the goodness to despatch

this message, and say when I may expect an

answer ?

—

(giving him a scrap of writing.)

Officer. The time required will consist of that

occupied in sending the message from the tele-

graph-bureau in Edinburgh to the house of your

friend ; and in receiving his answer, and carrying

it back at the rate of fifty miles an hour, with

the addition of half a minute for the operation

of the telegraph. I now despatch it.

Myrto. Can you tell us what changes are now
in contemplation on the telegraphs ?

Officer. I do not hear of much. It is said that
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the Telegraphic Council have now under con.

sideration the best means of extending one to

the North Pole, for the use of the population

there, which is now pretty numerous, as in sum-
mer many people go there who dislike night ;

and, in winter, astronomers resort there, that

they may be constantly making observations

;

besides numerous young men, for the purpose of

fishing and hunting. It is also a great resort

for pleasure parties at all times of the year.

But numerous complaints have been made of the

defective state of the communications. The
nearest telegraph is at Spitsbergen, which is

several hours distant.

Myrto. I have myself experienced the incon-

venience, having a year ago made one of a

pleasure party to the North Pole. Nothing
could be more strange, amounting almost to pain,

than the consciousness that you were cut off

from the great mass of humanity by so dreary

an interval. An ingenious attempt was made to

communicate by the aurora borealis, but without

success.

Officer. Here is your answer :
—

“

Dr Aber-
crombie advises Erpias not to sleep in the air

;

at all events, not unless he has got the protective

nictitating nightcap.**

Erpias. As I have not got the nightcap, I

shall, Myrto, follow your and the Doctor’s ad-

vice.

Myrto. You do well ; and I can ensure you a

comfortable sleeping-place. But we have still

time, if you are so inclined, to enjoy the beauti-

ful twilight, by making a run across the island.

Erpias. With all my heart. {They proceed to-

gether in their balloons.) And now, Myrto, tell

me what you of the Great Council of Europe are

about ?

Myrto. That is a wide question ; and it is al-

most needless to go into detail at present, as

the whole will be stated in our report to the

Annual Universal Meeting, which will take place

within three weeks.

Erpias. At least, tell me, was your last calen-

dar of offences a heavy one ?

Myrto. 1 lament to say it was. The state of

Ireland has given the Council considerable anx-

iety. Offences, under the head of culpable ig-

norance, still prevail to an extent unknown in

any other part of the globe. In one case, in

particular, a schoolmaster in the south of Ire-

land was convicted of having his pupils in such

a state that boys of eight years committed
several errors in the differential calculus ; while,

in the higher branches, particularly in the doc-

trine of enclyclopedic ratios, a gross degree of

ignorance and misconception prevailed. This

aggravated case was certified by the European
council to the nest Universal Meeting ; and it is

thought the teacher will be sentenced to suffer

three consecutive sarcasms from the president.

Erpias. A dreadful sentence ! to be sneered

at before the whole world !

Myrto. Then we had much about the usual

number of cases of selfishness from Scotland, in-

sincerity from France, and so on. One Russian

magnate was convicted of omitting the proper
mark of respect to a peasant’s wife.

Erpias. Has the Council as yet done anything
regarding the great educational question of

teaching ancient history to the children ?

Myrto. Nothing has been done, farther than
much copious discussion. The idea, however,
seems to gain ground, that ancient history should
either be wholly excluded, or, at least, restricted
to the more advanced classes. There is, in fact,

a large party who seem as much ashamed of being
descended of our ancestors of the nineteenth
and preceding centuries, as it is related these
ancestors themselves were scandalized with a
theory, propounded at that time, that mankind
were merely improved ourang outangs, and had
originally tails. It has actually been proposed,
that the whole records of ancient history, from
the end of the nineteenth century backwards,
should be utterly destroyed, with the exception
of the sacred writings ; and excepting also a
complete library in each of the four quarters of
the globe, under the control of the respective
General Councils.

Erpias. The facts of history are, unquestion-
ably, of a sort not to be readily introduced into

the youthful mind. The existence, nay, the uni-

versal prevalence of so dreadful a practice as war,

the shedding of human blood, the every,day per-

petration of fraud and violence in a thousand
shapes—tyranny, slavery, democratical violence,

vulgarity, and brutality : all these things having
now been so completely banished from the face

of the globe, it is not necessary that the youth
of the world should be too early familiarized

with the ideas of them ; and 1 incline to the

opinion that, by prematurely accustoming them
to such objects of contemplation, there may be

danger of rousing the dormant mischief within

their bosoms ; for human natsre is still essenti-

ally the same as it was three hundred years ago.

Myrto. I go along with you to a considerable

extent ; but I doubt the policy of excluding from

the education of youth anything with which it

is necessary or proper they should be acquainted

in mature age ; and I cannot but differ from those

who would banish, as much as possible, the re-

cords of history from the contemplation of man-
kind. If these records shew, in fearful perspec-

tive, ages of blood, and tears, and toil
;
yet by

these sufferings were laid the solid basis on

which the present beautiful fabric of human so-

ciety is built.

Erpias. It would, undoubtedly, argue a weak-

ness of mind, to avert one’s eyes from any part

of human history. We must embrace the whole

subject from the acorn to the oak, before it can

be truly useful or even interesting. How can

we fully relish the calm, unless we know the

evils of the storm ?

Myrto. We owe an infinite debt of gratitude

to our predecessors, for struggling through the

evils of life in a world which offered them little

but discomfort, and which we can compare only

to a house without doors or windows, and totally

unfurnished. Only conceive the greater portion
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of the humAn race spending1 one-half of every

yew, skivering from a too low temperature, and

groping about in comparative darkness, while, to

the opulent few, uncomfortable means of light

tad warmth were supplied, by the dreary and
dangerous toil of multitudes in subterraneous

nines, and on oceans whose dangers they knew
not how to overcome. It is by such considera-

tions only, that we can appreciate those dis-

omies now so familiar to us, by which we can

extract light and heat directly from the elements

themselves, by merely evolving and calling into

activity that which is at all times and everywhere

present.

Erpuu. Perhaps the earth, at that time, more
resembled what was called a haunted house, two-

thirds of its best apartments being locked up and
rendered useless, on account of some goblin

vhieh the inmates had not skill to exorcise.

Those glorious countries upon the equator,

which now supply the world with food, and
luxuries, and products of every kind, were then

haunted by yellow fevers, agues, plagues, or

other mischiefs, worsethan thewild beasts, snakes,

or mosquitoes; and thus our impotent ancestors

fell the victims of that exuberant nature which
ii to us so tractable and invaluable a handmaid.
They even knew no easy mode of purifying the

air intended for respiration. From their miser-

able means of locomotion, the labourers’ hours of

recreation and repose were passed in the less

salubrious atmosphere which brooded over the
scene of his toil; instead of his being lightly

wafted twenty, fifty, or a hundred miles, to a
smiling cottage, on some sunny hill-side, where
the purest breath of heaven might expand his

longs, and fill his heart with cheerfulness.

Jfyrto. Much also of that, as of many other
erik, arose from the necessity of the population
being so stationary. It was not enough, as now,
that the people should be in those regions during
the seasons of cultivation and of harvest ; they
were necessarily kept there during all the
fear round, to brave the trying vicissitudes of
the rainy season, and of the scorching summer
tons. Indeed, there is scarcely any region of the
earth where it is salutary to remain the whole
year round, even for the strongest constitution

;

to say nothing of the unpleasantness of a long,

esld, cheerless winter, such as that of Russia, or
Iran of Scotland.

Erpiat. How wretched to be imprisoned in a
country during the whole of a winter, a rainy
Kann, or a hot season, instead of following the
gracious sun into those climates where, for the
thoo, his happiest influence dispenses beauty
and salubrity, as all who are so inclined can now
b. Indeed the human race could not then be

to possess the world so much as to subsist
apou it Each individual was nailed to a little

locality, like a limpet to his native rock, and
t* roam was to incur danger and distress.

•Fyrto. It was ever the belief of our species,
that the world was made for their use ; yet the
pooler part of its resources remained, for thou-
ooods of years, unproductive. Until the nine-

teenth century, little had been done towards

establishing rapid communication on land ; and,

at the same era, the use of steam first, in reality,

conferred a partial command of the seas. These

imperfect contrivances have sincebeen superseded

by agents infinitely more powerful and manage-

able. Nor was it until a still later period that

man asserted his supremacy over that most de-

lightful and congenial of all the elements—the
atmosphere—which now bears our burdens and

our bodies, from dime to clime, with such perfect

safety, and with all the speed which our tremen-

dous moving powers can bestow.

Erpias. To my mind, the tracing of these

changes, and the revolutions consequent upon
them, are the most interesting parts of human
history. What vast changes, moral, political,

and social, have, within the last two hundred

years, metamorphosed the whole aspect of the

world and its inhabitants !—and how contracted

would be the policy that would limit our ac-

quaintance with the elements of so mighty a re-

volution ! How auspicious for the human race

was the circumstance that from Britain—the

land of liberty—emanated those inventions

which, had they been disclosed in some of the

many despotic states which then existed, espe-

cially in such a diabolically rapacious state as

Russia, might have crushed a subjugated world,

and banished liberty for ages. Even as it was,

you may remember the struggles, vain and

weak, of despotism aided by hireling ingenuity,

against the might of science, liberty, and hu-

manity.

Myrto . It is indeed a spirit-stirring tale how,

by the spread of the electric telegraph, and of

railroads and steam-navigation, and the conse-

quently increased communication of ideas, the

despots of the earth began to be troubled and

dismayed, and to double the chains of their

thraldom. Other inventions followed. The na-

vigation of the balloon was accomplished, and
the crisis was precipitated. Then came that

ever-memorable time, when, in one night, by a

single flight of free war-balloons, the power of

the Autocrat of Russia was paralyzed over all

bis vast domains—his Siberian captives freed—
Poland, Circassia, and Persia, delivered from his

galling chain—and the boon, then scarcely de-

sired or understood by the degraded people, of

personal and political liberty, conferred on the

thralls and serfs of his realm—and all without

the shedding of blood. It was speedily seen

that all personal thraldom, and all those com-

mercial restrictions, necessary under a different

order of things, must be abandoned. The world

speedily resolved itself into a vast community

—the laws of justice and humanity were every-

where enforced—and thus has commenced the

system which has ripened into our present state,

so much transcending the golden age fabled by

the poets of ancient times.

Erptas.—How it charms me to hear you speak

with such enthusiasm ! It has sometimes struck

me that our present times are rather too unex-

citing—that there is too little left of that no-
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velty and adventure which gave interest to the

olden time. We have now no fond lovers or affec-

tionate relations in ignorance of the fate of some
long absent object of their attachment—the tele-

graph has destroyed all that source of interest,

since our antipodes can now communicate with

ns with the rapidity of speech. All the wonder-

ful tales of miscreants fleeing from justice are

now matters of mere history, since the arm of

justice encompasses the globe.

Myrto. The interest of all these things lies

in their history. They are most picturesque

when viewed from a distance ; but, could the

story of our age have been told to our prede-

cessors, what a marvel—what a miracle would

it have appeared to them ! The world all united

in one community ; harmony universally preva-

lent ; and disputes decided not by the blind and
ruthless arbiter War, but by a wise and just

Council, whose authority extends over the whole

world ; the rights of all men respected ; every

human life valued and cared for ; the glories and
comforts of the earth, in all its regions, thrown

open, as free as the light and air, to all the race

of Adam ; a universal language known and used

by all, not in virtue of any despotic decree, but

from a universal desire for it, produced by the

mostpowerful ofmotives—universal convenience;

and directed towards its end by the greatest

wisdom and talent ; the means of health and

longevity understood and provided fdr all men

;

and human happiness incalculably increased.

Erpias. Yes, these, although familiar to us,

are indeed wonders, compared to which those of

the ancients, such as the voyage of Jason in

quest of the golden fleece, or of Columbus in

search of what was called theNew World, sink into

child's play. Had such things been predicted to

that conceited generation, the men of the nine-

teenth century, they would have treated the

prophet as a silly dreamer. They, indeed, were

so much occupied with the pursuits of money-
making, or of personal enjoyment, that they

would, on no account, engage in any scheme,

however excellent, unless, as the phrase was, it

would pay. That age saw a large portion of the

population of England degraded into the slaves

of manufacturing capitalists, under a system in-

finitely more debasing than the avowed slavery

of feudalism, or of Russian barbarism. In those

days, many of thenobles ofthe earth expended vast

sums in the course of a year, on objects of mere
personal enjoyment or splendour, when one tithe

devoted to the developement of science, would

have vastly accelerated the approach of such

happy days as those we now possess, and been

to themselves a source of intense gratification.

Myrto. Had the gentlemen of England de-

voted to scientific invention one-hundredth part

of the money annually expended on the single

article of fox-hunting, it would have told on
the destinies of humanity. Yet we know there

were some splendid exceptions, although too few

for any general effect. Another cause of the tard-

iness of improvement, was the timorousness of

scientific men. They feared to peril their repu-

tation by joining in or encouraging any great

scheme. And here let me make an honourable

exception of a chemical professor of Edinburgh,

Dr Hope, a man of high reputation, who, at a

dinner given in his honour by the most eminent
citizens of Edinburgh, publicly avowed his belief

that, in the course of time, the electrical tele-

graph would be established and adopted. I be-

lieve it was from this species of cowardice that

the absurd idea of the impossibility of navigat-

ing the balloon through the atmosphere was so

long allowed to prevail, and inventive ingenuity

diverted from the attempt. But I fear it is time

to turn, as Paulina and her friend will be expect-

ing me soon—and you will accompany me.
Erpias. With infinite pleasure ; yet, as we

return, I trust you will continue the interesting

conversation in which we have been engaged.

Myrto . Willingly. I may mention that the

subject of the arrangements of the Universal

Council itself will become matter of discussion

at its next meeting. Last year it took place in

the great plain at Texas, and was attended by
four hundred millions of persons ; but, although
the arrangements were such as completely to

prevent all confusion, it was found difficult for a
single speaker, even with all our inventions for

increasing the volume of sound, to make him-
self heard by so great a number. A proposal

la to be submitted for remedying this evil.

Erpias. Look, my friend, is not that Paulina
whom I see in the air, about twenty or thirty

miles off?

Myrto. Lend me your glass. It is so ; she is

giving our little boy a practical lesson in the
geography of Japan, by way of recreation ; for

at present he has the holidays. Poor little fellow !

he takes to his studies with right good will.

He and his sister, accompanied by their tutor,
have already been four times over the globe,
while engaged in successive courses of modern
history, geology, botany, and geography. How
delightful it is that instruction is now combined
with exercise, fresh air, and happiness !—how
much manly energy was formerly lost by the
exclusively bookish system of education !

Erpias. 1 shall be truly happy to meet with
my excellent friend Paulina. Where are you
living at present ?

Myrto. In the ancient city of Queatay.
You may now see its towers and domes gilded
by the setting sun. How different (excuse me
for so often reverting to these historical dis-
cussions) from the same city, indeed from all
cities, three hundred years ago, when every
house poured into the polluted atmosphere its
compliment of smoke, destroying its healthful,
ness and defiling its architecture—when filth,
fetid odours, narrow streets, and a low and
vicious class of population, dishonoured and de-
graded every city, driving many refined mind]
into constant residence in the country ! Thesi
evils our ancestors considered inseparable fron
large cities. The physical ones, however,

been remedied by science ; and it has now laeei
found, that, if vice and discord have a tendenc
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to MMeotrate in cities, so also have their anta-

gonist forces, wisdom and virtue ; that the latter

influences, if fairly and vigorously brought into

the fleld, are ever an overmatch for the former

;

and that, by the adoption of sound principles

ind sfstems, the just and virtuous regulation of

i diy is rendered easier than that of a rural

district. The social appetency of human nature

is good, and tends to good ; negligence and igno-

rance alone have led to its producing evil. But
I see Paulina ha9 recognised you, and is hasten-

ing towards us. I shall leave you with her for

a few minutes, until I have a short telegraphic

communication with a mercantile friend at Capd
Horn, regarding some commodities which he is

desirous of purchasing.—Au revoir.

A COURT.

Arc what h a Court that the lip of the bold
Staid be pale, and the heart of the brave should be cold
At its frown ; and the brow of the dastard be high,
Aai the traitorous craven flash pride from his eye,
And the laugh that is loud when the web of guile
Hath entrapped the free, break forth at its smile ?

Ob, it is s place of enchantment I ween.
The magical bower of a fairy queen

;

Where inch wondrous vagaries of nature are wrought
Hut the wonders of Araby shrivel to naught.
Ohi Circe could charm the brave Greek to a pig,
Aad change to rough bristles the hairs of his wig

;

Bat ne’er like a Court could she charm to an owl
The grey phis of a sage, or transform to the howl
Of a treacherous wolf and the face of a ram.
The bleat and the face of an innocent Lamb.
Oh, merry and blythe is the courtly dance,
Bright with the sunshine of royalty’s glance

!

There Comma the statesman, all perfumed and sheen,

Gaily bedecked, in his glory is seen ;

No office is foreign his genius to shew
Of sweetly grimacing and jumping Jim Crew.
The hypocrite’s there with his hollow smila ;

And the harridan’s there with her painted wile;

And there, like a tithe-pig, fat and sleek,

Is the heavenly bishop, when he’s to seek.”

Oh, breathe not the word—for a word hath power
To unspell the charm, in its strongest hour

;

From the lip of Comus to dash the cupg

Wreathed with the lily and mantling up

;

To wake the Sloth from its slumbers deep,

And wither the heart of the mighty Sheep

;

Make the lawn-robed vermin shudder and stare—
The word is Honesty !—breathe it not there.

Cyaus.

SONG OF THE RHINE.

FROM THE GERMAN OF SCHBNKENDORH.

These is a tone that deeply thrills

Each native German heart along

;

With it his verse the poet Alls

Whene’er he wakes a German song 1

Tis of an ancient, high-born king,

Whose worth each Getman heart will sing;

His name repeated is so dear,

No German it too oft can hear.

It is the name of holy Rhine t

Throughout a kingdom rich he rolls

;

His name, as precious as his wine,

Each true-born German heart controls

;

h every breast his sway is still

For fatherland, its good, its ill

—

Of all we think, whene’er begun
A song of Rhine—proud, rock-born son !

lot, ah ! the focman’s band had now*
Robbed him of all his glory’s pride,

Aad stripped from off his kingly brow
The verdant vine-wreath round it tied

;

Then fetter’d lay the hero’s form

;

Hit proud lament, his anger's storm,
We oft have heard at midnight deep,

At spirits o’er him seemed to sweep.

How tang the conquer’d hero then,

With voice of mingled scorn and wo ?—
“0 worthless world, and worthless men,
For whom no more may freedom grow I

Year honour gone, your trust all o’er—
Oh, can they then return no more f

Tk mine to grieve my children's flighty

To mourn each broken German right.

“Alii ! my indent, glorious time,

To me a spring-like golden day

!

BflR as once in my grandeur's prime.
My realm before me seems to lay

;

a Thiocropstloo of Germany by the French in 1813L 4

When by my banks, on either side,

Walked noble forms, with mein of pride,

Heroes who far and wide could roam,

With Soul and Sword to win their homes

<c A race of worth once placed them here,

When giant-forms possess’d the land

;

Their lion-hearts ne’er felt a fear—

Yet gentle they as maiden’s hand

;

In song their names men still retain,

How they by Hagen vile were slain,

And that dark deed inciting gold

My rocky bed still safe doth hold.

“So rage, ye tyrants, stain'd with crime!

Your guilty cup soon Ail'd shall be

!

That Niebelungen Hoard, in time

Shall rise and arm my sons for ye

!

Your hearts shall sink with fear and dread.

When I my terrors round ye spread

—

1 well and true beneath my wave,

Have kept the store old Wisdom gave.”

Lo ! now fulfilled Is every word !

Our monarch old has broke his chain,

The Niebelnngen’s mighty Hoard
Hath risen to the light again—

Oh ! may it be our German pride,

To guard it well on every side

!

Be ever justice, might, and feme

Link'd with our holy German name !

Grace, then, our Ancient Lord, to thee!

Again we drink thy welcome wine !

Our guiding star thy freedom be,

And for our signal word—“ The Rhine !”

Anew to him our oath we swear,

As we must him,^he us shall hear

—

“ Free from the rock his stream doth Row,
And to God’s ocean free shall go.'*

Devonport
F.
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MRS POSTANS’ CUTCH ; OR, RANDOM SKETCHES OF WESTERN
INDIA.*

The Province of Cutch is likely to rise in

commercial importance, from the successful in-

troduction of steam navigation into India ; and

people already begin to inquire into its capabi-

lities, in the event of the Indus being traversed

by steamers. Whether this work shall minister

greatly to utilitarian purposes or not, is doubt-

ful ; but the book is a right pleasant and lively

book, and one that will prove engaging to the

curious reader, whatever be the particular object

for which he turns over its pages. The author-

ess has had good opportunities of acquiring a

knowledge of the province ; she possesses lively

talents, some power of reflection, and is wholly

without pretension, and the worse affectation of

being especially diffident and humble. Her work

is the result of a series of notes taken during a

residence of some years in Cutch ; and its em-
bellishments, frhich are all characteristic, are

coloured engravings, taken from her original

drawings. But, as our space is very limited, we
must make the most of it, in introducing that

entertaining work to our readers. Mrs Pos-

tans, who is probably the wife of an officer, or

some gentleman in the Company's military ser-

vice, left Bombay for Cutch in a native vessel

—

the discomforts of which even surpass those of

the boats which wont to ascend the Ganges,

before the blessings of steam were known on the

sacred river. Like all young authors, and too

many female authors of every age, she is rather

diffuse and excursive at the outset. Seeing so

much that is new, such authors seem to imagine

that it is absolutely necessary to describe all

they see.

In a country where every one, at every age, is

in a state of perpetual mental activity, or of in-

cessant toil—where the labours of the senate, the

desk, the loom, and the forge, do not admit of a mo-
ment's relaxation, from the rising of the sun until

the extinction of the gas lamps—we are not sure

but that the following picture of Asiatic indolence

and dreamy repose may be looked upon with a

certain degree of complacence. The toil-spent

denizens of our counting-houses, mines, manu-
factories, and workshops, where men become

spirit-worn and old before their time, and may
be rather said to endure life than to enjoy it,

can hardly at first sight avoid envying the lux-

urious idleness of the natives of tropical climates,

or “ the long night of revelry and ease" of the

northern tribes. Mrs Postans writes

—

The crews of these boats are usually half Hindu and
half Mahotnedan. They are a satisfied and slothful race,

who lie scattered about the poop, or on the rafters of the

bows, during the noontide heat, with the exceptiou of the

helmsman, alternately sleeping and smoking until sunset,

when they assemble round a large platter of rice, curry,

* Cutch ; or, Random Sketches, taken during a Resi-

dence in one of the Northern Provinces of Western
India, interspersed with Legends and Traditions. By
Mrs Postans. 1 rol. 8vo. London: Smith, Elder,

A Co.

and coarse grain cakes, which, after the prefatory measure
of pouring a little water over their hands, they rapidly

despatch—sitting round in a circle, and gathering up the
rice between their fingers, each dipping into the same
dish. I have never, on any occasion, observed the crew
use water for the purposes of ablution ; neither have I

seen any attempt made to cleanse a boat, or to put it into

any sort of order. The whole scene is one of filth and
confusion ; fowl-coops, cocoa-nuts, cooking-vessels, coir
ropes, and passengers, mingled together, and surrounded
by every ill savour that bilge-water and native cookerycan
produce. A boat's crew can imagine no state of existence

half so desirable as one of rest ; they consequently display a
total apathy as to their amount of daily progress. If a
foul wind set in, they immediately anchor ; and if at ulght
a fair breeze should spring up, they never set sail again,
but remain very quietly until the following morning;
thus they can have no sympathy with their unhappy pas-
senger, whose every sense furnishes him with fresh ave-
nues for disgust and suffering. Remonstrance is vain ;

but daily does he groan in spirit, as the approach of
evening sees him little advanced on his weary way ; and
the crew again prepare, even under a fair wind and a
refreshing breeze, to drop anchor, and wait the morning
tide. To enlarge on the miseries of such a locale is

needless; many of my readers may have experienced
them, and memory will readily complete the sketch.

The European voyager, and, above all, the
English one, must be extremely miserable ; but
yet, on board the Cutch boats, “ the greatest
happiness of the greatest number" is ensured.
Mandavie is the principal port and harbour
of the little province. The inhabitants are a
busy, cheerful, and industrious race, slothful
though the navigators be ; and the bright and
varied costume of the inhabitants gives a look of
gaiety to the town not often seen in the smaller
towns of India. Here is a bit of good word-
painting

—

The population is principally composed of Banyans,
Brahmins, and cultivators, many of whom may be seen
on the outside of the town, either engaged in their several
callings, loitering lazily along, or grouped together in
little knots, gossiping, with vehement gesticulation, on
any trifling subject of profit or pleasure. Here and there
a retainer of the Rao comes swaggering along, displaying
the superior height, aquiline nose, and long moustache of
the Rajpoot tribe; his arms are a sword, shield, and
matchlock, and his dress and bearing are marked by an
air of mingled haughtiness, foppery, and independence.
Then are seen swarthy but fine-limbed children, rolling
on the soft sand in childish glee, and shouting with joy,
as a horseman passes them, circling and passaging with
consummate skill his gaily decorated steed. Near these,
a water-carrier urges on his bollock, which, laden with
the water-bags, slowly saunters forward, whilst his
master smokes his hookah, and indulges in a pausing
chatwith the women,who, gracefully bearing their earthen
water-vessels on their heads, are returning to the well
to which he journeys. Lastly, are groups of women, em-
ployed in sifting grain from light baskets, in which they
display the most graceful attitudes; the passing breeze
winnows the corn, as it falls into large heaps, and nume-
rous asses wait leisurely around, to carry it in sacks to
the merchants* granaries.

Mandavie enjoys a considerable trade with, the
ports of the Red Sea ; and the Cutch mariners
will sometimes even venture to Ceylon, and so
far as the China seas, and the eastern coasts of
Africa. The Cutch pilots are intelligent, end
even skilled in navigation. All the inhabitants
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Kite t remarkable faculty for imitation, the first

step towards invention. The exports of Mun-
dane are cotton cloths ; the returns are dates,

cafes, dried grapes, drugs, and coloured mats

from the Red Sea. From Africa is brought

elephants' teeth, and rhinoceros' horn.

The Arab sailors, who, coming from Mocha and other

pm of the Red Sea, are frequently seen here, are a wild

sad linfularly picturesque-looking race, and although

vtiiinf the flowing robe and giaceful turban common
tsthe East, seem strikingly dissimilar to the men of other

triko. Their dress is usually ofa darker hue, and their

pAkUue and red turban less studiously ai ranged ; their

oNDplrxions are of a deeper hue than even those of the

Iwr-cute Hindus ; their eyes sparkle with a darker, yet

ran restless brilliancy, and their general bearing is that

ifma used to peril, but accustomed to defy it. Such is

a characteristic view of the sea-port of Mandavie, as it

int appears to the stranger’s eye.

The people of Mandavie are considered a pecu-

liarly handsome race, which Mrs Postans attri-

butes to the soft and cool climate, and the tem-
pering sea-breezes. The dress of the women is

peculiar, tasteful, and highly picturesque :

—

It consists of a satin petticoat, with broad horizontal

itripes of red, blue, and yellow, and a bodice tightly

cDTeriag the bust, and embroidered with various-coloured

slit; over the head and shoulders flows the usual

“Sane,” which, as it gracefully flutters on the breeze,

iferdsa charming effect of grace and softness to the out-

lines of their elastic figures ; whilst the becoming variety

of colour selected for their dress, and the brightness of

their aumerous ornaments, adds gaiety and animation of

Mcmnon order to the passing scene. On certain holy-

tar* all the women of the city walk together to the sea-

side in their richest drones, to render there a totire offer-

i*f of rice and cocoa-nuts ; and on these occasions the
pace and beauty of their persons, the richness and variety
of their costume, and the barbaric splendour of thejr

jevda, are shewn to the greatest advantage.

In the small town of Kaira, which boasts of

baring the prettiest women in Cutch, the damsels,

among many other adornments, ornament the
bans of their garments with little silver bells,

tnd ititch bits of luoking-glass into the embroi-
dery of their bodices. Mrs Postans* destination

appears to have been the British camp at Bhooj,
vhieh city may be considered the capital of the
province. It contains about 30,000 inhabitants

;

tad here is the palace of the Rao, or* ruling

prince. He is still a very young man, and is said

to be of good dispositions and amiable manners.
When his father was, for his crimes, set aside,

bf the King-making Company, this youth was,

*bile in infant, taken under the protection of
tbe British authorities, and his early education
** superintended by an Edinburgh gentleman ;*

bat the disorganized condition of the province
®*de it necessary that the young Rao should be-
«we a ruling prince, long before his education
™ finizhed. Mrs Postans gives an agreeable
description of this Prince, the effect of which is

"ftewhst marred, by the coloured full-length
bheness which fronts it, of a squab, square-
fettered, good-natured, middle-aged personage,
a ft costume more unique than elegant.
Inptnonthe Rao is remarkably stout, with peculi-

* The tutor of tbe Prince of Cutch was the late Rev.
Guy of this city, then chaplain at Bhooj, whom
task from a task to which he had anxiously dc-

Tstathtaaelf#_Jg. T. M.

arly fine eyes, and a benevolent and agreeable expression

of countenance, although, unfortunately, disfigured by the

ravages of small-pox. His dress is usually rich, well-

arranged, and strikingly picturesque. On state occasions,

it consists of a most magnificent Kinkaub turban, of the

usual stupendous size worn by the Rajpoots, ornamented

with strings of pearl, and jewels of great value, with im-

mense ear-rings of gold wire set with precious stones.

Over the muslin Ankriha, worn by all natives of respect-

ability, his Highness has a sort of body armour of thickly

wadded purple velvet embroidered with gold ; a pair of

rich satin trousers, also embroidered or rather embossed

with gold ; and crimson velvet slippers, curved upwards

at the front, and decorated with pearls and coloured

silks.

His Highness’s jewels are of great price, and very nu-
merous ;

consisting principally of armlets, bracelets, ta-

weeds, and a succession of rings and necklaces of which it

would be hopeless to attempt a description. The gems
most in use are pearls, rubies, and diamonds, but uncut,

and set in the rudest style of workmanship. His High-
ness has some knowledge of the English langusge ; and it

is the custom for the European officers stationed in Cutch,

to make him visits of ceremouy, with which he seems

gratified, and has in several cases evinced a warm friend-

ship and interest for some.

We fear his Royal Highness is not in any re-

spect superior, either in intellect or knowledge,

to other native princes. His casual guests usually

find him seated in his private reception cham-
ber—
A small room, the walls of which are hang with swords,

shields, matchlocks, and a curious variety of other wea-
pons, of which his Highness seems most to value a beauti-

fully inlaid gun, presented to him by Sir John Malcolm,
on his visit to Cutch in 1830. During his hours of re-

laxation from the cares of business, the Rao is frequently

attended by a negro giant, a son of royal jester, who
throws himself into all sorts of contortions, and displays

an agility in the performance of his antics, which excites

the risible faculties of his Highness to their greatest ex-

tent, keeping him in a convulsion of laughter at the mon-
ster’s efforts.

Mrs Postans details all the magnificence of

the palace and of the establishment, about which

we see nothing very attractive, save the horses and

the harem. Five hundred horses form the Rao's

stud. His favourite dun riding horses are

splendidly and richly caparisoned. On occa-

sions of state, his Highness is attended by 500

horsemen, with elephants, banners, and other in-

signia of Oriental royalty, making no contempt-

ible show ; though, probably, one which fully jus-

tifies the mistake made by the natives in another

place, who, on beholding a review of British

troops, took the band, in their picturesque and

rich, or, at least, showy dresses, for the great

men. The Indian is nearly as fond of his horse

as the Arab. With it he not only shares his

meal, but his ball of opium. The horse in the

East is a gentleman ; his master’s companion

in peace, and his friend in war. To the ass, the

bullock, and the camel, are left drudgery and

heavy burdens. The horse is reserved for the

nobler occasions of war and ceremony.

The government of Cutch, like that of so

many semi-barbarous countries, is essentially

feudal. The reigning Rao is but the highest

chiefamong a set of inferior chiefs, called Jharrt-

jahs, who are of the Rajpoot, t. e. Norman tribe,

and hold thpir lands as feudal tenures, doing

military service to the Raos when required. The
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system iscomplete in all its parts; the lesser chiefs,

in like manner, owing allegiance, not to the

Rao, hut to their respective feudal lords. Those
lesser Cutchee barons or retainers are called

Grasias, and hold the government of the villages.

This Norman class are a remarkable tribe. They
are, says our author, a singularly fine race of

men

—

Naturally robust, and peculiarly warlike in dress and
bearing; but in their habits dissipated, proud, andcrueL
Some years hare now passed since Cutch has been a scene
of contention for federal rights ; and during this interval,

the Jharrejahs have sunk into a state of apathy and
sensual indulgence. Addicted to the use of opium and
spirituous liquors, those amongst them who are much ad-
vanced in life betray, in their haggard countenances, the
common effects of these habits . of intemperance and
excess.

The Rajpoot women, who marry these men for the

sake of their estates, are handsome, high-spirited, and
very superior to the other castes of women. I speak,
however, only from representation ; as ths Jharrejahs
seclude their women, and I have not had any opportunity
of being introduced to these Calypsos of the land. But
it is said, that (( the sacred harem's silent tower” is too

often the scene of desperate intrigue
; and that, “ fair as

the first who fell of woman-kind,” the dark-eyed Raj-
pootni frequently becomes the victim of her wayward and
evil passions. Beautiful and high-born, these women
fe«l little sympathy or affection for their debauched lords,

and are accused of diverting the tedium of their lives by
intrigues and associations of a most degrading nature.

The Rajpoot Jharrejahs derive their name from
Jharrah, a Mahomedan of rank, who, coming to Cutch,
which was at that time inhabited by pastoral tribes,

became enslaved by the loveliness of a fair Hindu, whom
he married. After his death, his young widow was ex-

pelled from his family at the instance of his Mahomedan
wives ; and, like another Hagar, she departed, with her
infant son, to seek refuge fromthemore merciful. Her son
grew

; he took unto himself wives of the daughters of
(he land ; and his descendants established themselves in

independence, taking the title of Jharrejahs. In time,

the chief of this tribe assumed the title of Jam, and held

it for many years, until expelled from Cutch into Ratti-

war, by the fiat of the celebrated Emperor Akbar. It is,

therefore, difficult to decide, whether the Jharrejahs should
he classed as Hindus or Moslems; more particularly as

the Rao, who is the head of the Bbyand, pays reverence

to both modes of worship ; and the Order of the Fish”
was bestowed on the early princes of Cutch by the Em-
peror of Delhi, on their pledging themselves to defray the

expenses of all pilgrims travelling to Mecca. The Hindus
also form family connexions with the Moslems. A
sister of Rao Bharmuljee's, a princess distinguished by
her wisdom and masculine understanding, married a Jam
of the Noanugger family, in Kattiwar, but died shortly
after her marriage; and it was suspected that she had
been destroyed, by poison introduced into her slippers.

The jealous passions of the harem's inmates could ill

brook the sway of this highly gifted and most unfortunate
woman. With a spirit uncontaminated by the presence
of evil, Kesser Bhye had passed her life in a court de-
graded by crime, and all her energies and affections had
been exerted to save the victims of her brother's dark
and gnilty passions. Often had his blood-stained hand
been sta>ed from the commission of deeper crime, by the
entreaties of his gentle sister ; and though herself the
victim of dark and private treachery, the name of Kesser
Bhye is still hallowed throughout the province. It would
appear, then, that the Cutch Jharrejah shares the

proportions of his divided faith, according to ths

origin of his ancestry. He believes in the Koran,
worships saints, sweats by Allah, and lives in Mahomedan
style: the worship of Vishnu is, however, skilfully

mingled with all this, and the whole forms a curious

mslang* of religions faith. Another caste of warriors,

-called jdeyannahs, were originally shepiierdj, hut, ex-

changing the crook for the spear, have become a fierce

and warlike people, celebrated as plunderers, and as

being ready to take any military service, if well paid

and suffered to pillage without restraint. The hand of

the Meyannah mercenary is equally ready for the

warrior's spear or the assassin's dagger ; and he never
fails his employer, or hesitates to perform the most
atrocious deed, if proportionately recompensed. In the

reign of the Rao Bbarmuljee, daring a civil war, when
the British power was required to quell the contentions

of the feodal chiefs, the Meyannahs came to Anjar, and
poisoned the wells, by which many men and cattle died.

These men art Mabomedans, and may be mustered to

the amount of three thousand warriors.

The Soodahs, although not a provincial tribe, may be

mentioned here, as being intimately connected with Catch,
both by their predatory excursions and the intermarriages
of their beautiful daughters with the Rajpoot Jharrejahs.

This tribe reside in Wandhs, or grass huts, on the great

desert of tbeThurr,in a state of peculiarwretchedness and
privation. Ignorant and barbarous, they pass their lives

as shepherds, frequently assembling in hordes, and making
forays across the northern Boon, into the neighbouring
provinces, and driving back the cattle of the villagers to

their Wandhs, where they for a time subsist in peace, on
milk, and the few vegetables of the jungle.

The Soodahs find their principal source of riches in the

beauty of their daughters, for one of whom rich Maho-
medans will frequently pay ten thousand rupees. Rajahs
and wealthy chieftains despatch their emissaries, as

Abraham sent his servant, to seek a wife for Isaac of the

daughters of Nahor
;
and, like Bethnel, the Soodah father

offers no objections to a wealthy suitor, but, on the con-

trary, robs his son-in-law, before his camels and servants

depart. Beside the wells, and in the hovels ofthe Thurr,
foil many a flower of female loveliness would blush un-

seen, but for the fame of their surpassing beauty, which
claims and maintains its ascendancy, and transplants ths

blossom of ths desert to bloom amidst the gorgeous pomp
of a royal harem. It is said, that ths Soodah women
are artful and cunning ; and that by these qualities they

gain a powerful influence over the minds of their liege

lords, to whom they bear little affection. The Soodah
wife of a Rajpoot cares only for hsr son ; and, report

avers, hesitates little to dispose of the father, to invest bis

heir with the estate.

The Soodahs themselves never intermarry, but form

alliance3 with the people of the neighbouring provinces.

From this circumstance, it is reasonable to infer that the

daughters inherit their fairness from their paternal an-

cestry; as otherwise, it would be less uncommon. In

Cntch the crime of infanticide prevents our judging of

what charms may descend to the female offspring of the

Soodah ^omen ; but I should imagine they would be

many, as the Rajpoot Jharrejahs are naturally a very

handsome race, although enervated by intemperate

habits. Too proud to be virtuons, these haughty chiefs

are cruel and debauched in times of peace, and terrible

in the days of strife. No deed of blood, no act of treachery,

is then too dark for their evil passions to plan and ex-

ecute.

The Jharrejah families have Jewish features;

and they speak the Sindh language, and pure Hin-

dostanee, which is the language of the court.

The boors have a rude dialect peculiar to them-

selves. It is considered loss of character for a

Jbarrejah's daughter to marry any man, none

being considered her equal ; and, as in India,,

celibacy is considered as synonimous with shame

or guilt, infanticide of daughters is the only

alternative. The aristocratic principle is every-

where incompatible with female happiness. In

Catholic countries, the victim daughter of the

noble could be sent to a nunnery ; in Protestant*

communities, she may pine and wither on the

virgin thorn. In India the deep guilt of thq

parent prevents the future misery of the child*
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60 ttocugbly are women the slaves of custom,

that the Rajpoot mothers (Soodah women) are

mere tenacious of its observance than their

husbands. The infant is poisoned by opium
applied to the breast of the mother. Of these

Catehee aristocrats, Mrs Postons remarks—

«

Depiableas these wretches are, from the constant ex.
otiie of every rice, they imagine themselves superior to

ili ether castes : and although their sensual passions lead
than to seek wives from a tribe of plunderers, they con-
ed* that no caste is worthy to receive their daughters or
» be honoured with their alliance. Not only the Jhar-
rtjiha. but all Mahomedans in Cutch, who pride them*
afro on being descended from the same original head,
coamit, daily, these deliberate murders. Great and
various have been the efforts made by the British Govern-
est to prevent this dreadful practice ; and the Jharrejahs
bn entered into a treaty with us, agreeing to forbid the
iatruction of their female infants, ou condition that we
mpect the prejudices of the Hindus, and their religious

merence for the ox and cow. This agreement has been
beU sacred on our part, and the slaughter of these animals
isfobidden throughout the province ; but it is feared, that
m forbearance has done little to suppress the amount of
mat It is wholly impossible to institute strict inquiries
iato the domestic affairs of a Jharrejah’s family ; their

vwnen are secluded, and the harem's privacy is inviol-
iWt According to the terms of the treaty, the Jhar-
njahs are bound to return a yearly census of their tribe

;

to« hare no means of ascertaining its troth, and the
aaie population ao far exceeds the female, that no doubt
ao exist bat that these murders are still common. It

ta» been calculated that there was annually in this pro-
vince, a destruction of one thousand lives, and that
UMogft eight thousand Jharrejahs, the number of their
•weo did not exceed thirty. This very small number
»m preserved, some by accident, and some by the Jh&r-
wj* believers in Vishnu.

The Rao has promised that if a daughter be
Writ to him, be will preserve and nurture her, to
prove bis desire to correct this horrible custom

;

Wt, until the original feeling, the disgrace of a
««alliance and the shame of celibacy, he re-
moved, the Rajpoots will prevent the imagined
degradation of their daughters and their fami-
lies whatever example is set them. There is,

meanwhile, good hope that the Rao will soon have
u opportunity of setting a good example. He
We already, at twenty-four, five wives ; and he is

W<mt to take two more, the daughters of power-
ful chiefs, who naturally esteem it a high honour
to gain admission for their offspring into the
royal harem. French or English nobility es-
teem it a high honour to be nominated to
rone menial office in the household of the sove-
roign, even when there is little or no salary
>toached to the dignity of Gold Stick or Lady of
toe Bedchamber. Mrs Postans was so fortunate
ro to obtain admittance into the Rao’s harem.
TW avenue immediately leading to the women’s apart,

aroti a guarded at its entrance by a pair of most hideous
who sit cross-legged, in a sort of basket chair

rod en each side of the portal. These sooty guardians
"fcwals virtue are armed to the teeth, and in addition
* tost, here g Urge blunderbuss lying by each seat.
w®t toroed them retainers of marital tyranny, we

large court. Ailed on the occasion of my visit to
**bdta, by about three hundred women of the city, of
2*to»eanes and degrees, who had come to gratify two
to**roage«t desire* of the female mind, curioeity and

rop. After passing op an avenue formed by a double
“"Ok-duk besotted—

*' MaMena, la whose orient eyes
Mm then summer sunshine iks'W

and being greeted by whisperings, gigglings, and other

demonstrations of amusement, at what they thought re.

markable in my drees and manner, I entered the sitting

apartment of the Ranees, which was a stone verandah,

level with and open to the court, having sleeping-rooms,

and other private apartments, leading from doors to the

back.

The Rao’s mother, who resides with her husbaud, the

ex-Rao, in a separate palace, came to her son’s harem on
the occasion of my visit, and received me with great ease,

partaking of the graces of European etiquette. Taking
my hand, she expressed her pleasure at seeing me, and
then placing me in a chair next her own, conversed agree-

ably on a variety of subjects, in excellent Hindustan**.

She is a very lovely woman, and does not appearjolder

than about five and thirty ; she has a very fair complex-
ion, fine figure, and lustrous black eyes $ not possessing

the languid sleepy softness which generally characterises

the native eye, hut large, bright, and expressive. She is

the daughter of a chief of Soodahs, a tribe who inhabit the

great desert of the Thurr, and are remarkable for the

surpaming beauty of their women. The fathers of these

belles calculatetheir amount of property according to their
u heads of daughters,” being happy to dispose of them ns

brides to the highest bidder.* And to judge of all, by
this specimen in the person of the lovely queen-mother,

if lusty love would go in quest of beauty,” few of the

daughters of the land coaid, I think, compete with the

passing fairness of the Soodah maidens.

The Ranee,
" Rich in the genu of India's gsudy zone,”

was superbly attired according to the fashions of Manda.
vie, which have been before described ; hut the materials

of her dress were unusually costly and well-chosen. Her
petticoat was ofa rich Tyrian purple satin, embossed with
a border, and scattered bunches of flowers ; each flower

being formed of various gems, and the leaves and stems
richly embroidered in gold and coloured silks. Her
bodice was of the same material as the petticoat, having
the form of the bosom marked by circular rows of seed

pearl ; her slippers wen of embroidered gold, open at the

heels, and curved up towards the instep in front ; from
her graceful bead flowed a Kinkaub scarf, woven from gold
thread of the finest texture and mo t dazzling brightness.

Her soft glossy hair, parted in the Greek style, was con-

fined by a golden fillet, and a profusion of pearl orna-

monts; and on her brew, imbedded in the delicate flesh,

and apparently unsecured by any other means, rested a
beautiful star of diamonds and peat Is.

The lovely Ranee was absolutely laden with jewels 3

A description of her nose-ring, ear-rings, toe-rings, Anger,

rings, armlets, bracelets, anklets, and necklaces, would
alone occupy a volume.
The young Ranees, the present Rao's wives, were

seated together on a mat in a remote corner of the veran.

dah, decked in all their finery ; but the poor girls, abashed

and timid, sat huddled together, afraid to be seen, yet

every moment whispering to each other, with a half-

suppressed giggle ; now and then stealing a glance at me
through their long eye-lashes, but turning their eyes away
the instant the gesture was observed, and hiding their

pretty faces in the laps of their companions. By degrees,

however, they gained courage
;
gave me their trinkets

to admire ;
asked me a variety of trifling questions ; in-

sisted on handling all the ornaments I wore, and would,

I believe, have fairly undressed me, had I not avoided

any farther familiarity, by re commencing a conversation

with the fascinating queen-mother.
I

The jewels of the young Ranees were similar to those

already described ; but one of the fair dames seemed pecu-

liarly enchanted with the beauty of a ring she wore on
her flrat finger. It was indeed of huge dimensions ; in

the centre Was a mirror about the size of a half-crown

piece, and this was encircled with rubies, pearls, and

diamonds. The fair wearers of all this barbaric wealth

most have been sorely wearied ere the day was done, had

• The Jharrejah or Rajpoot chiefs usually intermarry

with the Soodah women, as they can do so without offence

to their pride of caste.
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not female vanity aided them to rapport its burthen

;

their ear-rings alone were of solid gold^and not less than

eight inches each in diameter," and embossed with gems of

a large size.

The Ranees have no family; they are all very young,

and seem perfectly happy together, and contented with

their lot.

After spending some time with the Ranees, who ex-

pressed great anxiety to hear ofother English ladies who

had visited them at various times, I made a movement for

taking leave ; when two slave girls entered, bearing trays,

on which were little baskets formed of leaves, and con-

taining betel-nuts, pan supairee, cinnamon, and other

spices, with rose-water, attar, and sandal-wood oil in

minute opal vases. The Rao’s mother then presented me

with betel-nut, which in Eastern etiquette is understood

to convey a permission to depart ; and having (as a mark

of friendship) sprinkled me, by means of a little golden

ladle, with the various unguents, accompanied by a pro-

fuse shower of rose-water, scattered through the rose of a

richly-gemmed Golaubdani, the Ranees all politely and

kindly entreated me to repeat my visit. Afterwards,

each took my hand and raised it smilingly and grace-

fully to her forehead. 1 then left them, and was ushered

back through the wondering crowd to the outer gate of

the palace. The situation of the Ranees interested me

deeply. I was pleased with their amiability; but felt

sincere commiseration for their degraded, useless, and

demoralizing condition.

Mrs Postans makes a very sensible discourse

upon the condition, and the emancipation, of

Eastern women, without entertaining much hope

of her benevolent wishes being effective, save

through British power.

She describes the degraded social condition

and daily drudgery of the Cutchee women. They

are unusually slight in figure, and have interest-

ing rather thhn beautiful faces, save the females

of Mandavie, many of whom are strikingly

handsome. When Mrs Postans laments the hard

fate of the Cutchee matrons, and their daily

drudgery, is she aware, that not much bet-

ter is that of the women, in a similar condition,

in England and Ireland, if, as we fully believe,

their menial toils do not greatly exceed those of

their simple-mannered sisters of the East ?

Separated as these women are from rach advantages of

civilized opinion, the taste of the observer is pained to see

so much artless grace enslaved by ignorance, and so much

real beauty condemned to the most filthy and disgusting

labour. Notwithstanding the delicacy of her appear-

ance, a Cutchee woman is capable of great exertion, and

she pursues the fatiguing routine of daily duty without

a murmur of discontent. At early dawn she grinds the

com for family consumption, collects the materials for

firing, cleans the cooking utensils, and sweeps out the

dwelling. Then, with probably a tier of three water-

vessels on her head, an infant seated on one hip, which

she rapports with her arm passed round its body, and an

elder child clinging to her skirts, she walks to the nearest

well, or tank, returns with the water, cooks the family

meal, and sits down to her spinning-wheel. After this,

she again goes to the tank to wash herselfand her clothes.

This, indeed, constitutes her sole amusement. Divested

of her upper clothing, she sits in the water, laughing and

chatting to her neighbours, or trolling some simple ditty,

as with garments neatly tucked around her, she beats her

linen against a stone, or holds aloft her gaily coloured

saree, to dry and warm in the sunny breeze.

Now an English mother has nearly similar du-

• These enormous pendants are supported by small

gold hooks, which fasten into the hair above the ear.

We wish English ladies would adopt this custom, as we

sometimes tremble for slit ears befalling them from their

present pendants,—/?* T, M*
4

ties to perform, and often in addition to hire out

her labours to the farmer, or the factory, or her

wealthier neighbours. It was but the other day,

that a philanthropic gentleman of Bath wm
informing the world that poor widows were per-

fectly able to work for the support of two or

three children, besides taking care of them.

Women in Bath made a great deal, he alleged,

by charring, and often maintained their husbands ;

so, when left with children, a widow can have

no just claim from the poor-laws, and is no ob-

ject of charity.

The author describes a recent suttee at Cutch,

which she appears to have witnessed. The Rao
is considered blamableby Mrs Postans, as his com-

mand would probably have prevented the Immo-
lation ; and it is feared he secretly approved the

Brahmins’ proceedings. The whole of his peo-

ple were present at the sacrifice, from his prime

minister to the lowest wrestler. A suttee must

be an exciting spectacle. What is a boxing-

match or a bull-fight to it ! About the same

time, the beautiful queen-mother died of a vio-

lent fever, and an old female water-carrier, one

of her attendants, buried herself alive, in order

to attend her mistress in another state. A trait

of this poor wretch displays the subtlety of one

of the strongest instincts of human nature—the

love of life.

Before her grave was closed, while yet the breath of

heaven fanned her face, and the glad scenes of life floated

before her eyes, she made a request so singular that I can

find no one to account for it. She desired an inverted

chattee to be placed over her head ;
which done, the

earth was thrown over it, and in a few seconds trampled

down with shouta of exultation. The unexhausted air

in the chattee, must have preserved life for a short time

after the grave had been filled in, and probably, while

her pulse yet beat, the fiendish shouts of her murderers

rang in her ears, and mingled with the agonizing death

of this infatuated woman.

Both the widow and the attendant had the

highest inducements to the sacrifice of life,

founded on the promises and denouncements of

the sacred writings of the Hindoos ; and proba-

bly regarded lightly that which to us seems so

dreadful. The widow was, in this case, a wo-

man of high caste, and the only wife of an in-

timate and confidential friend of the Rao. She

resolved to mount the funeral pyre in front of

her husband’s tomb.

News of the widow’s intentions having spread, a great

concourse of people of both sexes, the women clad in their

gala costumes, assembled round the pyre. In a short

time after their arrival, the fated victim appeared, ac-

companied by the Brahmins, her relatives, and the body

of the deceased. The spectators showered chaplets of

mogree on her head, and greeted her appearance with

laudatory exclamations at her constancy and virtue. The

women especially pressed forward to touch her garments ;

an act which is considered meritorious, and highly de-

sirable for absolution, and protection from the Evil eye.

The widow was a remarkably handsome woman, ap-

parently about thirty, and most superbly attired. Her

manner was marked by great apathy to all around her,

and by a complete indifference to the preparations which

for the first time met her eye : from tliis cirumstauce an

impression was given that she might be under the in-

fluence of opium ; and in conformity with the declared

intention of the European officers, present to interfere

should any coercive measures be adopted by the Brahmins

or relatives? two medical officers were requested to give
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their fpiBian on the (abject. They both agreed that the
requite free from any influence calculated to induce
torpor or intoxication.

Cfptsui Barnes* then addressed the woman, desiring
tokaov whether the act she was abont to perform were
rolsatiryor enforced; and assuring her that, should she
atcnsin the slightest reluctance to the fulfilment of her
«*, be, on the part of the British government, would
fanntee the protection of her life and property. Her
stiver was calm, heroic, and constant to her purpose

;

6
1 4k of my own free will

; give me hack my husband,
isd 1 will consent to live ; if I die not with him, the
noli of seven husbands will condemn .

Ere the renewal of the horrid ceremonies of death
wire permitted, again the voice of mercy, of expostu*
Utioa, and even of entreaty, was heard ; but the trial
ra Tain? a^d tha cool and collected manner with which
tfc woman still declared her determination unalterable,
ckilhd and startled the most courageous. Physical pangs
evidently excited no fears in her : her singular creed, the
easterns of her country, and her sense of conjugal duty,
exdnded from her mind the natural emotions of personal
drred ; and never did martyr to a true cause go to the
stake with more constancy and firmness, than did this
debate and gentle woman prepare to become the victim
d a deliberate sacrifice to the demoniacal tenets of her
katben creed. Accompanied by the officiating Brahmin,
the widow walked seven times round the pyre, repeating
fie mul mantras, or prayers, strewing rice and coories
« tbs ground, and sprinkling water from her band over
tbe bystanders, who believe this to be efficacious in pre-
testing disease and in expiating committed sins. She
tkm removed her jewels, and presented them to her re-
htksa, saying a few words to each, with a calm soft
mile ofencouragement and hope. The Brahmins then
floated her with a lighted torch, hearing which,

*' Fresh as a flower just blown.
And warm with life, her youthful pulses playing,"

*k Hepped through the fatal door, and sat within the
pie. The body of her husband, wrapped in rich kin-
kxab, was then carried seven times round the pile, aud
dolly laid across her knees. Thorns and grass were
pkd orer the door ; and again it was insisted, that free
fare should be left, as it was hoped the poor victim
aifbt yet relent, and rush from her fiery prison to the
protection so freely offered. The command was readily
•kyed, the strength of a child would have sufficed to
b«at the frail barrier which confined her, and a breath-k pause succeeded ; but the woman's constancy was
fateful to the last; not a sigh broke the death-like
aleace of the crowd, until a slight smoke, curling from
the summit of the pyre, and then a tongue of flame
darting with blight and lightning-like rapidity into the
dor blue sky, told us that the sacrifice was completed.
Fatally had this courageous woman fired the pile, andm 1 froan had betrayed to us the moment when her

fad. At sight of the flame, a fiendish shout of ex-
slUtioQ rent the air ; the tom-toms sounded, the people
dipped their hands with delight, as the evidence of their
wderous work bunt on their view ; whilst the English
*Fceat®*» of this sad scene withdrew, bearing deep com-
kko ia their hearts, to philosophize as best they might,

» custom so fraught with horror, so incompatible with
and so revolting to human sympathy. The pile

emtinued to burn for three hours; but, from its form, it
* opposed that almost immediate suffocation must have
fafanated the sufferings of the unhappy victim.

The Hindoos believe that the victim endures
w physical pain, but that her soul springs to the

* The traveller—aud nowthe assistant resident inCutch.
+ This woman declared that she had already passed seven

tin* through the fire; having been Sadhwee for seven
ktetnds; and should she now withdraw, they would rise
andcoodemn her, according to the doctrine of the Shastrus,
•bite myi—‘‘As long as a woman shall decline burning
kntli, like a faithful wife, on the same fire as her de-
ctiftd lard, so long shall she not he exempted from
aPrkging to life, in the body of some female animal.”
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paradise of Indra the moment she fires the pile.

Mrs Postans lays the blame of these cruelties

upon the cunning and fraudful Brahmins, who
never forget that their duties, as priests, are to
delude the people and profit by the delusion.

This, we fear, holds, whether the priests be of
Jove, Juggernaut, or Mahomet. Earthquakes
have, at different times, been fatal in the pro-
vince of Cutch ; and, from one tremendous shock,

the town of Bhooj was nearly a heap of ruins in

two minutes :

—

The Hindus purified themselves, and made offerings to
appease the wrath of the terrible Sivah . The Mahomedan
Moolahs stated the cause of the earthquake to be the
horse Dooldool, pawing for his food. Thus, in the midst
of terror and consternation, human selfishness prevailed :

the Brahmins exhorted the people to make liberal dona-
tions to their temples, as a means of evading the de-
stroyer's arm ; and the Moolahs enjoined their disciples
to send grain to satisfy the good steed, Dooldool, whose
supplies were appropriated to the private use of the pious
priests of the prophet. All sorts and varieties of ludicrous
stories were framed for the explanation of this great
phenomenon ; and the more absurd, the more readily
were they believed After death, the
greatest proof a rich native can give of his grief, is to feed
and make presents to the Brahmins. Immediately after
the decease of the Rao's mother, thousands of Brahmins
came into Bhooj from every part of Cutch $ and between
their feasting for the ten appointed days of mourning, and
donations made to the temple at D'waka, it is supposed
that the Kao expended more than a lac of coories.

The Hindoos have an ingenious theory of
earthquakes. They fancy the world sustained
by an enormous many-headed snake ; one head
only bearing the weight at a time. When that
head becomes fatigued with the load, the snake
shifts the burden to another, and an earthquake
is the consequence. By a not unnatural su-

perstition, they imagine the earth becomesheavier
in proportion to the sins of its inhabitants. Mrs
Postans gives a lively account of the general
features of the scenery of Cutch, and of its ani-

mals and natural productions. The beautiful

wild ass, with other wild animals, is found in

great numbers on the Runn, an immense, des-

ert, salt plain, which, from May to October, is

flooded with salt water, and at all other seasons

exhibits the wonders and euchantments of the
mirage. In the islands or oases of this desert

marsh, the Cutchee shepherds feed their flocks,

in a primitive and patriarchal style. Here the
wolf and the boar haunt; and the whole pro-

vince, as well as the Runn, abounds in game of
various kinds. The country is prolific in life,

and the natives are sparing of all life save the hu-
man. Mrs Postans gives a minute account of
the several religious sects of the province, and
their superstitions, superstitious legends, and
modes of worship. More atttractive than
these details of the two great sects of Brahma
and Mahomet, and their numerous off-sets, is her
description of the workmen of Cutch. They fa-

bricate beautifully ornamented armour, and war-
like and defensive weapons. The embroiderers
are skilful, and, from the description given, they
appear to have adopted the little implement for

tambour-work, said, to be invented, above half a
century ago by a Frenchman and long since in

C
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general use throughout Europe for a common
species of embroidery. At least we supposethat

the original invention is not Cutchee, of thetam-
bouring hooked needle and the mode of opera-

tion described. The only difference is, that the

Cutchee workers have no pattern on the cloth

embroidered, but, trusting to the eye, imitate

one placed before them ; while the European
tambour.embroiderers have the pattern stamped
on the fabric, which both favours exactness and
rapidity of manipulation. It would be odd, af-

ter all, if the French claimed a petty invention

really stolen from the Cutchees; for our authoress

seems to have no doubt of this mode of embroid-

ery being peculiar to the province. She says— 1

The goldsmiths* work of Catch has been long and
justly celebrated. The artisans succeed admirably in

imitating European patterns ; but the rich purity of the
Venetian ore, which they alone use, is seen in greater

perfection in the natire designs, which are massive and
rich in 4< barbaric splendour.**

The favourite native ornament is the Tulsi, a neck-
lace formed of small plates of richly chased gold, strung
on a small wire, or gold thread ; ear-rings, also, fastened

by a hook which passes through the bore of the ear, and
secures them without a clasp ; together with a great var-

iety of bangles, or bracelets, usually made of an enormous
weight, and adorned with curiously embossed figures of
elephants, tigers, snakes, and monkeys. In common
with the armourers, the goldsmiths work gold orna-
ments on a pure dead silver ground, with great taste and
delicacy of design. This description of work is princi-

pally in favour for sherbet bowls, and golaubdania, or
rose-water sprinklers ; the elegant forms for which are
copied from those made in opal and china, which are

brought from Turkey, as articles of merchandise with
Persia.

The goldsmiths design remarkably well, and both
draw and colour their designs with great correctness. In
total ignorance of Hogarth’s line of beauty, their ac-

quaintance with the peculiar curve which constitutes

grace in all delineations of the fine arts, is everywhere
developed ; and few models of ancient art can display

forms more elegant than the Hindus choose for their

common water-vessels, the designs for their embroidery,
the garlands and wreaths which everywhere adorn their

temples, tombs, and palaces.

The workmen have few tools, and those they have are
of the most primitive description. Thus in embossing a
cup, or snuff-box, which when finished displays a grace-

ful garlanding of the most delicate flowers, with minute
leaves, tendrils, and stems connecting them, the workman
forms a large lump of lac round a wooden handle in the
form desired, and, having moulded the silver on it,

punches it out, in the pattern he requires it to be, by
means of a little rough awl, apparently more calculated
to mar, than to perfect, the tasteful elegance of the
artist’s design. The execution of woi k under these dis-

advantages is necessarily tedious ; but its exactness and
beauty must proportionally raise our admiration of the
manual dexterity of the native artisan.

All these arts being, as it were, hereditary in

families, produces, in the course of generations,

a remarkable degree of expertness and high
finish, however unfavourable the custom may be
to invention.

The followers of the Prophet scattered over
the countries of Sindh, Kandahar, and Cabool,

pass through Cutch to embark at Mandavie,
when they go to pay their vows at Mecca ; and
the Rao, by an old treaty, is bound to afford

those pilgrims free convoy. The most interesting

group of pilgrims which fell under Mrs Postons'

notice, were Usbeck Tartars from Yarcund. Bent
on their holy errand, they are contented to sub-

sist on the alms of the faithful, or to receive

those of charitable Hindoos or Europeans. Their
dress and equipments are of the humblest kind

—

a hookah, a staff, and a small compass, named
the Kcbla Nimah, or

“ Director to the House of

God.”

This little instrument is enclosed in a silver case, about
the size of a sparrow’s egg : the dial of the compass is not
divided, or marked, like our own ; but the hand is in the
form of a flying dove, whoee beak, true to its duty, points

always towards Mecca. This, the travellers ascribe to

the influence of the Prophet, and follow its guidance over
desert plains with as much implicit confidence as the
mariner, secure in the power of science, tracks his way
over pathless and unknown seas.

The authoress gives a view of the poetry
and music in the province where she had her re-

sidency :—painting cannot be said to exist. Few
natives study music as an art, the usual per*
formers being hired or wandering minstrels

;

for women of character never practise any
branch of the fine arts, as it is considered in-
compatible with morality and good breeding.

An interesting chapter is devoted to the bards—
i.e.y the story-tellers—and to the bardic literature

of Cutch. It is interspersed with many fanciful

legends and romantic tales. The provincial bards
repeat to the Jharrejah chiefs the warlike deeds
of their ancestors, exactly as the Norman or
the Irish and Highland bards, minstrels, and
seanachies may have done, and with the same
bardic license and extravagant use of hyperbole.
These minstrels attend at marriage-feasts and
other festivals. Specimens of their recitations

are given. The same low caste, the Kalatnee
,

which furnishes hired or itinerant minstrels, also
affords magicians, tumblers, jugglers, and snake-
charmers. Of the arts of the latter calling, we
have, for the first time, this rational account.
The Sampuris, or snake charmers, are a caste well

known, in India ; and though perhaps not entirely de-
serving the title of impostors, they are undoubtedly a
shrewd, cunning, and abundantly fraudulent race, who
almost equal the Brahmins in the art of imposing on the
credulity of the people. That the beautiful description
of snake, known as the Cobra Capella, may be attracted
by a peculiar sound is possible, and undoubtedly they are
at times so seduced from their hiding-places, and captured
by the Sampuri. Generally, however, a succession of
tricks are amusingly displayed by the artist, who in-
geniously contrives to introduce one of his own snakes
already trained for his purpose. A sampuri always
makes an agreement with his employer that the tnaks
•hall not be killed ; and thus one cunningly brought in
his cumberbund, first dropped, and then at a fitting op-
portunity again caught near a suspected place, is quite
sufficient to excite the wonder and awe of the spectator,
and procure for the artist, the rupee, or half a rupee,
promised to his success.

A short time since, a Sampuri made his salaam to ua,
intending to display his skill, and from him I learned
the secrets of his calling. The man was shrewd, good-
humoured, and active : he wore a red turban decorated
with two bunches of pink feathers ; under one arm he
carried a small bundle, and from the other was suspended
the instrument whose sound is supposed capable of
charming the most venomous snakes. In form it re-
sembled a double flageolet passed through the centre of a
small gourd ; but its sound for exceeded in harshness
anything I have ever heard, except perhaps the bagpipe
whose drone it was somewhat Uke.

*
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fa 0* Sampuri ’• uncoverinf a small basket, a ltrjs

and tastifal cobra raised itself perpendieularly, with the

uBdalitiof motion peculiar to its species ; and, spreading

its boad, the apparently enraged reptile commenced a

senes of stqfks upon its keeper, who, seizing it by the

tbrsst, affected to coax and play with it caressingly.

Htafarcrards stated that it would readily take milk, or

AST description of appropriate sustenance j but, when the

aide was brought, the Sampuri seemed to regret having

firm it soch a character for docility as a messmate, and

ns constrained to administer the liquid by means of an

;wry funnel, which, with an iron stile, he forced into the

reptile'’* mouth.

Tbe venom had been removed, but the fangs still re-

u&ised. . . . . In a remarkably small canvass

he, the Sampuri carried a second snake : it was large,

isd of a bright orange colour, relieved by black spots.

Thi sort of snake is common in Catch, and is called by
tte natives, the Lohar, or worker of iron. The Sampuri,

I hire no doubt. Intended that this snake should remain

podse; and, had we consented to a display of his art, he

mid cunningly have watched bis opportunity, and then,

afsa s little piping on his calabash, he would have ex-

tliiafly captured this poor reptile, and accused it of

lets* the depredator of our fowl-house.

This snake, tbe 8ampari assured txs, had beat cough b

only a few days before ; and he set it at liberty in the

garden, and recaught it for our amusement. The method
of actually catching the snake, in the first instance, is

curious, and requires great coolness and dexterity. The
snake-catcher is provided with two long bamboos : the

first he at once fixes on the reptile's tail, and rapidly

slipping the other horizontally along his body, he seizes

him by the throat, and, holding him tightly with one
hand, despite all his writhing and wriggling, extracts the

I venom with a small hook. This done, the captive soon

I
discovers its defenceless state, and is readily tamed.

!

The natives regard the whole as the result of magic f

I and, as magicians, fear, respect, and support the Sampuri*

|

who practise those arts. Of course, the Sampuris exer-

cise all tbe tricks of their profession to sustain an opinion

which thus conveniently ministers so much to their ad-

vantage.

From the above extracts, our readers may
have a tolerably fair idea of this agreeable vo-

lume, which, whatever their opinion of its merits

may be, we have perused with great satisfac-

tion.

GIFT-BOOKS OF THE SEASON.

Illustrated and embellished works are this

setson so plentiful, that three months pass before

they ire all fairly out. To our former list we
kre nos to add, first,

OEMS OF BEAUTY.
This work is edited by Lady Blefsington, who

seems to undertake for this species of literature,

tad probably takes fully more in hand than one

bdycui rightly accomplish. The “Gems” of 1839

ire all Spanish Beauties, or at least are meant
to be such ; and they lack none of tbe appro-

priate insignia of comb, fan, mantilla, and guitar,

tough English beauty sometimes appears as if

outquerftding in Spanish costume ; and we have
Wt alight glimpses of either the high-browed
Ana, or of the olive-tinted maiden, with her

delicious and piquant mixture of voluptuous

laoguor and sprightly coquetry. The first plate,

designed by Bostock, is the real portrait, as we
toe no doubt, of a beautiful Englishwoman, here

aimed The Dejected, though we see no peculiar

n*rk of melancholy in her composed and intel-

ligent features. The Masquerade gives us a
group of vohnt beauties, sporting on “ light fan-

tastie toe," and attired in operatic Spanish cos-

tame—the high, ornamented comb, tbe deeply-

fcoged basquina, and all the other et ceteras,

la The Prado Mine F. Corbaux is more true to

utieaal costume ; and, if not to Spanish physiog-

*7. yet to expression. Her promenading
toes make a very pretty group. In The Siesta

,

Meadows has once more repeated his voluptuous
toutjr, sg»inst whom tbe critics in art will re-

f®* to swear the peace before they getnid of
to. There area variety of other subjects. The
h|t design is the gem of tbe “ Gems." It is by
kttenaole, and named The Duenna, though
to Dnennas exquisitely lovely young charge
is the prominent object. In this plate, besidee
to refined loveliness and animation of the lady,
to fir, attitude, and costume are faultless, and,

if not Spanish, something better. The illustra-

tive verse is all from the pen of Lady Blessing-

ton. Some of the ideas are felicitous, and touched
in a light, sprightly vein ; but they demand no
particular attention.

THE CHILDREN OF THE NOBILITY.

Last year we were delighted with the first

volume of this series. It scarcely keeps up to the

high promise it gave, but is, nevertheless, a very
attractive work, appealing to the purest tastes

and tenderest sentiments of the human bosom

;

and certain, we should imagine, not to appeal in

vain. Some of the children are represented with

allthesimplicityand infantile grace which once be-

longed to the infantine national character. Others
are not children, but little mannikin lords and

ladies—fine, fussy, furhelowed, and man-
nered. The frontispiece, the Princess Mary of
Cambridge, painted by Zeigler, is in good taste.

The sensible-looking and rather plain little girl,

appears as an English child should do, and with

no marked lineaments of a princely race, save

those for which she is indebted to her courtly

bard, Dr William Beattie. Two children of the

Earl of Durham, painted by n Russian artist,

are also devoid of the tawdry ornaments for

which we trust the other poor children are rather

indebted to their nurse-maids than to the artists.

Lady Blessington tells the little Viscount Lamb-
ton to tread in the footsteps of his sire, and
“ to serve his country for its weal, with pa-

triotic love and zeal." She sees something in his

face which assures her he will follow the path of

his father. There would be no great harm though
he went a generation back, and followed those

of his grandfather, plain John Lambton. Of
three daughters of Lady Jersey, two are very

sweet and pretty girls ; but a little daughter of

Lady Charlotte Berkley is something more. The
details of this picture are good, and, moreover,

some of the best verses in the volume are de-
C 2
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voted by Barry Cornwall, to the small Miss and
her kitten. A group of three boys, with faces

somewhat too beautiful, is sure to be quite " a

mother's darling." The elder boy is dreamily

watching the floating on of his mimic yacht in a

pool ; an operation which does not appear in the

least to interest his younger brothers.

The Lady Margaret Coke, a daughter of Mr
Coke of Norfolk, (now Earlof Leicester,) makes a
charming picture of childhood, though the details

and costume, while in keeping with the Lillipu-

tian lady's rank, are rather inimical to simplicity.

The expression of candour, goodness, and under-

standing in the truly English countenance of this

child, is quite captivating. Then we have a

small seraph boy, in contrast with a very long,

backed, rough, and shaggy deer-hound ; and in a

daughter of the Marquis of Northampton, seated

in a bower, with a lapful of flowers, a revival of

the shepherdess of our grandsires. Landseer, to

avoid the tame, the commonplace, and the

mannered, has for once mistaken the reverse of

wrong for right, and painted a little daughter of

Lord Francis Egerton, as a mature Esquimaux
beauty and belle. The original would appear to

be one of those human stools—things of blood and
substance, out of which often spring the finest

women ; but, meanwhile, the poor girl, though
a striking picture, is certainly an extraordinary

figure ; indeed a perfect squat and dusky Esqui-

maux, finely contrasted with the gorgeous cocka-

too perched behind her squab form.

The “Portraits of theChildren of the Nobility,"

are edited, as before, by Mrs Fairlie. The
literary contents are all that the occasion re-

quires ; light, elegant, and, of course, highly

complimentary. As a favourable specimen, we
will give a stanza from Barry Cornwall's ad-

dress to the bright-eyed, yet thoughtful child,

and her kitten

“ I remember (many a day
Since that merry time hath fled)

When the skies were ever gay

—

Ever azure over-head

;

When my heart ran o’er in showers
At the beauty of the flowers !

Even now I try to rhyme

t Of that faded flowery time

;

Loving more that morning gay
Than the later years serene

Happier, though v
t be lost for aye,

Than if it had never been

!

“ Gentle child, may time’s soft hand
Lead thee at last to the happy land

!

Meantime, gather, whilst thou may,
Every sweet of every day

;

And when dull November cometb,
With its melancholy sun,

And the bee no longer hummeth,
Tell thou too, as I have done,

Of those times of stainless pleasures,

Which the heart so wisely treasures

;

When thy thoughts were fresh and light,

And the hour was always bright,

And the world was without end,

And the kitten was thy friend !”

Landor’s verses on the portrait of the Earl of

Leicester’s little English maiden, are in fine and
pure taste. Happy the daughter of an English

nobleman, who may truly appropriate his com-
pliments, and happier still her sire.

(
< Many are prompt, my little maid,

B

To praise thy blooming face ;

And many vainly have displayed *

The lustre of thy race.

“ Be thou as ready, and more wise,

In asking what they mean

;

Then turn aside these lively eyes,

And view thy native scene.

u Where honest labour shah thou see,

And labour’s rich reward

;

Nor want, to praise thy sire and thee,

Courtier, or Wit, or Bard.”

heath’s picturesque annual.
Versailles has this year been selected for the

subject of the Picturesque Annual. It is one
abundantly fertile, and embracing great variety.

Louis Philippe has been at considerable pains

and cost in re-edifying the palace which was
the principal residence of his ancestors in the

most palmy days of the French monarchy.

The denizens of the palace, during the reigns

of Louis XIV., XV., and XVI., the queens,

princes, ministers, mistresses, wits, confessors,

and courtiers of all descriptions, are the chief

topic ; the scene of action being less important

than the actors and the drama which they per-
formed for upwards of a hundred years. The
“ PicturesqueAnnual" is thus an anecdotal history

of the French court in its most splendid and its

most depraved era. Mr L. Ritchie has, upon this

occasion, given way to a French writer,and figures

rather as the translator than the author ; though
the descriptive parts of the work are all from his

pen. The French author has given an immense
mass of court scandal and anecdote ; not put
together in the arti6tical style, yet sufficiently

piquant, though not scrupulous as to accuracy.

An English author might, with the copious me-
moirs and letters which illustrate the private

and personal history of the French court in the
three reigns, have produced a better book, but
not one that would so well have hit the French
taste ; and the “ Picturesque Annual” will pro-
bably circulate as widely in France and Belgium
as in England. The book is inscribed to Louis
Philippe. If it chronicle the vices and crimes
of his royal predecessors, it also records their
power and magnificence. Monarchy had attained

its consummation of external splendour, in the
brilliant middle period of the reign of Louis
XIV., in whose eyes " monarchy was a religion,

of which he was at once the god and the priest ;

and, full of the idolatry, the most common of his
actions appeared to him something solemn and
sacred.” On the other hand, the slavish and
besotted people fell down and worshipped the
idol they had made. Mr Ritchie describes the
ceremonial of the chase instituted by Louis XIV.
To him hunting was not a pleasure, but the ne-
cessary business or duty of a French king ; re-
gulated to the most minute details, and only to he
shared, like the Order of the Garter or the Bath,
by a privileged few. The King fixed, before,
hand, not only where the stag should be run,
but where he should be killed by his own royal
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rapier. For this purpose he arrived in his carriage

near the spot, mounted his horse, and, all being

prerioatiy prepared, performed the royal act of

butchery, in the time and order pre-ordained.

We should not have been at the pains to notice

this burlesque, save to introduce the following

anecdote. Among the other superannuated eti-

quettes against which the youth and high spirits

of Maria Antoinette, and the simple and natural

character of Louis XVI. had revolted, when Na-
poleon, wished to revive monarchical despotism

•oder a new name, the royal chase was instituted

afresh, along with all the other usages of the old

Court

Oat day, in the last years of the empire, on the ocea-

ns* of a hunt in the Bois de Boulogne, a crowd assem-
Usd at the Porte Mailott, to which the huntsmen were
mb to gallop. Here the stag, faint and bleeding, got
sot of the shrubbery, and sank down dead under a tree.

He had been wounded in turning him out of the wood to

pot him in the Emperor's way ; for the rule of the royal
chase was, that the creature should fall by the hand of
the Sovereign. But even death could not altogether baf-

fle the green-wood laws of Louis XIV. The crowd were
ranged by the valets in two parallel lines; Napoleon ad-
vanced gravely ; and, with that hand which had traced the

plaa of so many battles, and signed so many glorious

tnriea, fired into the bowels of a dead beast ! Among
the spectators, there was a young man, then an obscure
clwk in an office, but who afterwards became a great

poet, and one of the loftiest of the political spirits of
•w en. This young man’s name was Beranger.
He tew Napoleon there for the first time ; and it was
rather a singular occasion to make the acquaintance of
of the hero of Aboukir and Marengo.

It would be a curious speculation to contrast

the manner in which the above incident would
bare affected the imagination of Walter Scott

and fieranger, especially if the dealer of the fin-

ishing-stroke to the hunted and dead stag had
been a legitimate sovereign, a Louis XVIII., or

a Charles X. As a specimen of this work, we
(ball present our readers with a picture of the

Court of France in one of its least depraved per-
iods ; for the profligate gallantries of the age of

Louis XIV. were purity itself compared with the

brutal sensuality, and unredeemed gross vice of
the era of the pare awe cerfs. After stating

ory plainly that the King had an incestuous in-

tercourse with his sister-in-law, Henrietta of

England—a scandal renewed in a subsequent
reign, affecting the unfortunate Maria Antoinette
and her brother the Count d'Artois, and, in all

probability, alike false in both cases—the French
•stbor commences the history of the King's first

distinguished mistress. La Valliere—that French
Magdalen, always sinning always repenting

—

u A very woman in her carnal part ;

But still a sad, good Christian at her heart”—

that La Valliere, upon whom French and Frenchi-
fed English writers dwell with such tender fond-
aem, and whose character and example—(though
*e are far indeed from sinking her to a compari-

with a De Montespan or Castlemain—has
been probably more seductive. The career of
La Valliere is dwelt upon at full, if not tiresome
length. She was succeeded by Madame de Mon-
tapea. Henrietta of England, after being the

of the King in obtaining from her

37

brother, Charles II., a secret treaty, disgraceful

to the sovereign, and injurious to the interests

of England, died in a few days after her return

to France, of a very violent illness. She was, in-

deed, believed to have been poisoned, and there

is no doubt that she thought so herself. These
facts are not noticed here. Bossuet was then
the court preacher ; and the French author tells

us grandly—“On Sunday the 29th of June,

1670, was heard echoing in the palace of St

Cloud, that cry which Bossuet will transmit to

future ages—

‘

Madame is dying ! Madame is

dead !’ " The writer continues—

Even this event did not interrupt the gallantries of the

court, which had become licentious in the extreme. Gal-
lantry had taken the place of love, and, in like manner,
diplomacy had succeeded a generous war. [The war was
renewed ; and, in 1679, the treaty of Nimuegen was
signed, which left the King entirely free to pursue his

pleasures.] In the seven years of the war, Lonis led a
very unquiet life. He went back and forward continually
between the army and his palace, and always found in
his court a fire as fierce ae that which ravaged the front-

iers of his kingdom. The King’s example gave autho-
rity to the disorders of the time ; for even the art and
beauty of De Montespan, although she never actually lost

the rank of favourite, were unable to preserve the fidelity

of her royal lover. [The anecdotes of this period are
hardly fit for TaiCs pages.] There was a
certain Madame de Lnde whom the King looked at and
talked to so often, both in going to and returning from
mass, as to give not a little uneasiness to Madame de
Montespan ; who, to be short, one day flew upon her like

a tigress, and nearly strangled her, and afterwards
compelled her to retire to a convent, to do penance
for her ambition. Madame de Montespan now fell

sick, and the Countess de Gniche was ambitions of taking
her place ; but the latter, If not too innocent, was too

inexperienced. She did not manage matters well ; and,
on the recovery of the chief favourite, she was put aside

again without ceremony. The courtiers had laid bets

upon the question; and the backers ofMadame de Guiche
complained justly of her imprudence. Madame de Mon-
tespan gained little by having excluded Madame du Lnde
from the Court, for Louis found the charms of Madame
de Soubise just as poignAnt. The favourite, as usual,

got into a passion, and the King condescended to dis-

semble ; and one night Lonis was missing, and all Ver-
sailles was in an uproar In the morning,
when the important subject came on the tapis, Madame
de Soubise mentioned broadly a certain lady as the cause
of the temporary eclipse of royalty ; and this lady finding

the scandal bitter because unfounded, complained to

broadly, that the King himself was obliged to explain the

nocturnal mystery. Madame de Soubise, and no other,

was the cnlprit Louis, in his confessions, went a little

into details, which threw some light upon the manners
of this voluptuous court Madame de Soubise, it appears,

as a sign that she consented to grant a rendezvous, wore
emerald ear-rings ; and Louis, to demand a t6te*a-t£te,

put a diamond ring on his little finger. This lady was
a good dissembler

; and was more ambitious of the reality

than the ensigns of power. She acquired a great empire
over the King, and exercised it accordingly. The next
favourite was Mademoiselle de Fontanges, who made a
deeper if not more durable impression upon Louis. She
was presented by Madame de Montespan herself, who
talked incessantly of a certain beautiful statue she had
seen with Madame [the successor of Henrietta.] Ma-
demoiselle de Fontanges was in fact beautiful to perfec-

tion, from the crown of the head to the sole of the foot

;

but she was utterly destitute both of mind and feeling.

Yet the King adored this marble figure. She became the

declared mistress, delivered herself up entirely to the

pride of her new fortunes, swept past the Queen without
saluting her, returned to Madame de Montespan even

greater
a
insults than she received, spent 100 crowns
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a-month, And was Astonished when that was called extra-

vagance. She was encouraged by royal profusion, and her

least caprice became the rule of the court. One day, in a

hunting party, the wind having disturbed her head-dress,

she tied it with a ribbon, the bows of which feli over her

brow. The King, admiring the effect, requested that she

would make no alteration the whole day ; and next day
all the ladies of the court wore fontanges, The most
splendid fetes, of which she was the goddess, succeeded each

other rapidly; and the imagination of Quinault seemed too

poor in enchantments and machinery to please her. But
her career was as brief as it was brilliant. An unfortu-

nate accouchement destroyed all her charms, which the

love of the King did not survive for a moment ; and a

convent in the Roe de St Jacques speedily received the

queen of a moment. 9'

Madame de Montespan was the sister-spirit of

the harpy Caitlemain ; but Louis was not always

so easily cowed as the indolent Charles. When
Louis, too old to tinner it, began to saint it,

Madame de Maintenon received all the praise

of the King’s recovery from “ unbridled licen-

tiousness” to “ a severe devotion though Time
ought to divide the praise with Scarron’s widow
—the most odious of all the royal favourites, inas-

much m hypocrisy, an intense and selfish ambition,

and the most profound dissimulation, were added

to other vices. We resume our specimen of

court morals, and of the style of the Picturesque

AnnuaL
Already the [Scarron’s widow] had acquired a great

empire over the mind of the King; and, at the time at

which we have now arrived, towards 1680, when Louis

abandoned himself to Mademoiselle de Fontanges, through

weakness, and returned to Madame de Montespan,

through habit, be was drawn to the side of Madame de

Maintenon through taste. Madame de Montespan was
speedily relieved of one rival by death ; but the other

j

was too many for her. All the brilliance of her spirit ,

was nothing before the solid reason and profound dissim-

ulation of Scarron's widow. Queen Maria Theresa, iu
J

the meantime, looked on these debaucheries of her lord

for twenty years, without complaining, and without being

pitied. She rarely stirred out of her apartments hut to

mix coldly in some cold ceremony. When told that

Louis had taken a new mistress, she replied—** That was
the old one's affair,'’ and thought no more of the matter.

She spoke little herself, and people spoke little of her.

Once only she caused some excitement at court. It was
when she lay in of a little girl, as black as a Moor, who
was brought up in a convent, from which she never

stirred iu her life. This odd circumstance was explained

by the presence of a young negro in the Queen’s suite,

who had one day frightened his mistress. At Paris there

was a place where all the gallantries of Louis were cri-

ticised with freedom and ridicule—the drawing-room of

Ninon de l’Enclos—where the most profound mysteries

of Versailles found an echo. The greatest ladies, and
those of the best reputation, came to inform Ninon of

the new intrigues of the day, and Ninon did not allow

one to pass. She was biting and audacious in her satire,

tearing away every veil, and sparing nobody. Her wit-

ticisms were collected, repeated, and hawked about every-

where. They amused the very court which had occa-

sioned them, arriving even at the ears of Louis himself,

who often asked what Ninon had said last. This was
truly a singular epoch. The court was full of prelates,

who witnessed all these improprieties without uttering a

word. Bossuet himself was silent; and the task of cen-

suring the manners of the court was left in the hands of

a courtettn.

How closely allied are elements of character in

thevoluptuaryordebauchee,and the bigoted devo-

tee—characters, in certaincircumstances, divided

only by twenty or thirty years—and how the

blarknoes of the tinner enhanoes the brightness

of the saint. It was upon knowledge of this

fact, which is never so fully developed as among
the devotees of the Romish Church, that Scarron's

widow founded her empire. “,Bhe felt that Louis,

arrived at the last stage of debauchery, wanted
repose rather than excitement, and, pondering
on this theory, she soon began to please and
satisfy that withered heart whieh could no longer
be inflamed. She found, besides, in preaching
moderation, that there still lingered at the
bottom of his soul some traits of the devotee,

which she, at length, developed with consummate
skilL” This part of the history of the court,

and the character and long reign of the favourite,

who had stepped iu when satiety and the
terrors and compunctions of superstition became
her allies, is instructive. To expiate the sins, past
and to come, of the King, the ceremonial observ-
ances of the Church were not sufficient ; and,
from the filth of debauchery, he plunged into
the fury of religious persecution. The wrath of
heaven was propitiated by fouler crimes than
those by which its laws had been outraged. The
revocation of the edict of Nantes was signed

—

the most cruel outrages were committed upon
his unoffending Protestant subjects, who were
murdered and tortured ; and not even allowed
to escape from the demoniacal fury of the royal
saint, who shortly afterwards braved the pride
of the French monarchy, and fully propitiated

the wrath of heaven for his early debaucheries,

by secretly becoming the husband of Madame
de Maintenon.

The traditional history of the intriguee of
this cold-blooded female Machiavel, to be de-
clared Queen of France, are amusing, but are
very probably exaggerated. The church and the
state both interfered here. The loyal French
people, and the nobility, who would have forgiven
their King a whole seraglio, with constant ad-
ditions, and liked him all the better for his gal-
lantries, would not have endured a Queen of
France that was not of the blood-royal. From
the extreme of licentiousness to that of equally
extreme devotion—ceremonial devotion—for wo
will not degrade religion by giving even its name
to the bigotry and ritual formality of Louis,
or the hypoerisy of Madame de Maintenon—
the King had passed by the most rapid transi-

tion. The voluptuary grew at once into the
ascetic, and the court followed the example of
the King. Gallantry had been the fashion when
ho was young, and amorous hypocrisy became the
rule when he was old and devout.

It will be seen that the PUtwruque is of much,
more permanent and higher interest in the liter-

ary department than the ordinary annuals. It
contains the essence of history ; and both facte
and lessons. The plates, the landscapes, or ar-
chitectural views, are all good, and well finished.

The likenesses of some of the royal favourites arm
loss deserving of commendation. They caaaot
be from authentic portraits. They look, indeed,
like wax figures in eosrt ooetumes, or those per-
sonages at which children wont to peep thnoagtx
a glass at a penny-show, whore they were aa.
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sured that they had a view of the King and Court

either of France or England, walking in Kew
Gardens or the Tuileries.

James* Book ofthe Passions.

Bus elegantly printed volume is embellished

or illostrated in the style of the Annuals. It

consists of six tales, each descriptive of a passion

—or, at least, more descriptive than dramatic.

Remorse, Revenge, Love, Jealousy, Despair,

and Hatred, are each assumed as the subject-

matter of a single story. Mr James may not

have conquered a difficulty which Joanna Baillie

scarcely surmounted ; but he has produced a book

that will while away an hour pleasantly enough,

to those who seek amusement in pictures of life

which are about as true to nature as the engrav-

ings with which they are connected.

WHAT NEED WE SEEK THE BALLOT, SIRS?*

Wstat need we seek the Ballot, sirs •

Why should we vote by stealth ?

We fear not kings nor ministers—
Why insolence or wealth ?

Would Landlords wield us ?—Who are they ?

Whence sprint? they ? Let us see s

They once, perhaps, led in the fray—
Who combated f—Why, we !

Xo longer useful, like the drones,
Still ranked as w men at arms !*f

They were allowed—the mighty ones l

To fait their place on terms.$
Their dull successors, monied men,
Men dealers in vile pelf.

Have now no other care or pain
Bat caring for their self.

They sell the use of laud, tee buy—
Both subject to the state

:

Whence then their claims of dignity,

Or right to rule our fete ?

They gone, all still would be at now,
Our profits only—more ;

Bat, wanting us, no blade would grow
When giraeli now run o’er.

The thews and sinews of the State,

Of use where'er we go,

If it for us to dodge and wait.

Who might command ? Not so

!

Each husbandman should have his lease,

And thence the means to live ;
And use his every right in peace,

O'erawed by none that live.

u May one not use what is their own ?*’

Some fool exclaims—Amen !

Bat nothing has been made our own
To give the power to pain.

The earth on which the empire stands,

Is its, not anf max’s $

Its sat is la the nation's hands,

And its abuse in none’*.

let husbandmen make common cause

To scout the wretch that grinds,

And toon the maker of the laws
Were harmless as his hinds.

Who next insults ? The wealthy cit.

His tradesmen must succumb

;

He, great by wealth, and not by wit,

Wonld make the world sing dumb

!

Proclaim him ! Let no tradesman serve

This dollar-chief—this clay !

One flip—and you for life unnerve

This tyrant twopenny

!

Yes ! should the very menial but

Take up the Freeman’s cause,

The very humblest household slut

Could vindicate the laws.

Untaught themselves to serve, the great

Must buy, at any price

Of wealth or yielding, those who wait—
And that too in a trice.

Behold the greatest potentate

Reduced to roast and stew

!

The greatest dandy in the State

Could scarcely clean a shoe !

We blame the Irish helot for,

Though starving, he’ll not serve

The man he hates : but the wherefor

Might all our ire unnerve.

If ’tis the man who trample* on
His heart, his only wealth,

He’s right ; and we such rights should own,
And aid, and not by stealth.

Who shall resist the working man,
The sinews of the State ?

By whom it stands, as it began,

Its founder and its fate !

And why should we the Ballot seek ?

Why should we vote by stealth t

We—if we will it, poor and weak

;

In fact, the commonwealth l

And Wbigs or Tories should we trust ?

No l—both alike are fools !

And shameless—yes !—is this unjust?—
Let u* inspect the tools :—

Stands not great Lambtox, (that is, great

As public men now go,

The taut and meanest in the State,)

Stands he not thus, or so ?

An empty jobber, and so gross

Even Peel upbraids vrith truth

;

Whilst we who furnish all the droas

Must vote by stealth, forsooth

!

Down, down, then, with the Ballot, sirs !-—

He’s shamed that votes by stealth,

Or quails to Kings or Ministers,

Or insolence or wealth

!

Pwilo-Bexamoeh.

• WcteMvtms poem* net that we agree in the leading dogma expressed, but to shew what we know to be now the ipredominant feeling

a great majority of the unfranchiied-—and those the most energetic. Ballot, like every other right too long withheld, has Imt halt its

f#ad value, aad aU Ms grace. The masses have become Indifferent to Ballot ; and, unless coupled with a Urge extension of the Suf-
bj*, V est with Universal feufflrage, would consider it—whether justly or not is a different question—as a positive injury to them. Lord
jwa ftaweft may, therefore, spare his contumelious refusal of the Ballot this session; the ten-pound voters In towns do need and wish

jnkithiNrfi mil aaw, in avmt majority of earns, vote with their lords, whether protected or not; the working-men despise what, if

^bdrepaeaded* would have been esteemed a boon, and have proved one.
f wssUt ffeaslowm—Yaomm sf the Qmwd
Jjkwylt Ant alkawed the Bmons, Earls* or AMennea, to fell their placet as Landreevei ; a thiDg entirely incompetent, but found
•wMMBteut They had become nuisances.
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BLANCHE DELAMERE.

CHAPTER I,

Blanche, Countess of Delamere, was “ the

accident of an accident ;” and one exceedingly

mortifying and provoking to the noble lady

whose pure Norman stock she came into the

world as if on purpose to taint with the admix-

ture ofher plebeian blood. The father of Blanche

Georgiana Yates Delamere had been the only sur-

viving representative, almost the onlyliving rela-

tive, and the sole heir to the long accumulating

honours of a very ancient and still wealthy

family, now represented by the Countess Mar.
guerite Delamere, a Peeress in her own right.

In very early youth, when just entered at

Oxford, a high-spirited and ingenuous, though

a proud and wayward boy, George Dela-

mere had become passionately enamoured of a

very lovely, ingratiating, and well-educated girl,

who, by the ill favour of her stars, had been

promoted to the perilous office of reader and

amanuensis to the Countess ; and who, until the

low and degrading attachment was surmised,

had, from her meekness of submission and sweet-

ness of manners, been rather a favourite with

her haughty patroness. The origin of the beau,

tiful Margaret Yates was no loftier than being

the fondly cherished and only child of the curate

of Stoke Delamere, himself the descendant of

an old stanch race of respectable north-country

yeomen, some of whom were becoming opulent,

from having early engaged in the cotton manu-
facture.

When the guilt of the youthful culprits had

been fully detected, and it was ascertained that

the heraldic readings for which the Honourable

George all at once took so violent a fancy, had

been followed by stolen interviews in the gar-

dens, and way-layingB in the glades and dingles

of the park, through which Margaret passed on

her daily visit to her father, the Countess sum-

moned the youth to her presence. She received

him in the library in baronial state, and with

the grandeur, dignity, and severity of the times

when aristocratic parentswere the stately tyrants

of their children—the children hating or dis-

sembling slaves. The guilt and audacity ofhim

—

a boy, a child—meditating insult or injury to a

young person under the protection of her roof,

one of her household ! immediately about her

person ! was duly expatiated upon by the Coun-

tess.
“ Insult, injury to Margaret !” exclaimed the

arraigned youth, indignantly.

“ Presumptuous boy !—this tone to me !” re-

turned the Countess—the blood of the Delameres

rushing to her knitting and throbbing brows

—

“ Is the seduction and shame*of a virtuous girl,

however low be her rank, no injury to her, no

degradation to you ?”

The eyes of the youth flashed wildfire.

“ What wretch has abused your ear, madam ?'

The love of her guardian angel is not more pure

towards Margaret than is mine. That I love her
is most true—that I hope to deserve—to win
her love—most true—but that”—
“The boy is mad !” cried the Countess, sternly.

“ Do you, young sir, remember who you are, and
in whose presence you stand ? If you forget, I

cannot. Her love !—win her love !—away, sir ;

your tutors have been negligent. This boyish

folly must be whipped out of you.” (This taunt
to the proud heir of the Delameres—a man of
eighteen, a lover of three months !)

“ It shall be
my task to command the girl her duty.”

The lofty dame rung the large silver bell which
stood on the table before her easy chair, or
rather throne of judgment, and Margaret was
ordered up in thoughtless, passionate haste. The
Countess was not a woman of conciliation or
management. She could not be made to under-
stand how a Delamere, a peeress in her own right,

a race ennobled as long as the De Booses and
the De Cliffords, should not carry all points
with a high hand, or by her sovereign pleasure.

The pale and trembling girl, conscience-struck,

and inexpressibly alarmed, glided slowly into
the room, like a doomed thing. Tears were her
only answer to the abrupt and contumelious
questionings of the Countess ; and the sobbing,

reiterated words—“ Forgive me, my Lady—for-

give me ; suffer me to return to my poor father !”

were all she could utter.

“ Margaret, why forgiveness ?' said the rebel
lover, walking up to the girl's side—“ Is it then
a crime to love me ? But you do not love me—
you contemn me, shun me, perhaps hate me

—

while I” The sentence was interrupted by
the girls imploring glance, as, for one mo-
ment, she raised her eyes to her impetuous
lover, full of tender reproach, and of inextin-
guishable love. That look's electricity was in.
stantly felt by one who, if she had ever known,
must have long outlived the remembrance of the
passion whose excess it spoke.
" Are we to have a love-scene rehearsed in

my very presence ?” cried the Countess, starting
from her chair. “ Begone, audacious boy !—on
your duty, I command you ! The bold companion
of your folly shall be fitly cared for. Gracious
heavens ! for what sin of mine or of my fathers
is this stroke sent upon my house in my old
age !’’

CHAPTER n.
“ Blood of the Mirabels !” said the jocular,

witty, and impudent new-come London footman
to the three giggling house-maids and the two
young laundresses, as they sat over their double
ale in the servants^-hall, about two hours after
this scene—“ what a kippage my lady waa in !

and what a rumpus up stairs ! Mr George off
like the whirlwind, as if the deuce were after him,
while it is only the Chaplain to fetch him back -

and Miss Yates, poor thing, crying and packing
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iet bandbox. Can’t say why the lad should put

oat bis eyes to a pretty girl, or sing dumb be-

en* the old ’un is as proud as Lucifer’s bride.”

* It's very ’dacious, though, of a poor Metho-

d's daughter to go for to think of being a * my
lidy/

M
said the elder housemaid.

« Bat they say she won’t or would not have

bin
;
and I’m sure she always runs out of his

vay as if the red bull were after her, when she

ins him in the chestnut avenue—for 1 see’d that

nysel’,” added the younger girl.

“ Poh ! all make believe of you skittish ladies,

Mias Molly,” replied the footman, archly : “ run,

that yon may be pursued behind the bush.”

“Well, if 1 were a young gentleman, or a

mag lord,” said the youngest and prettiest of

the housemaids, “ 1 would follow my own fancy,

aod marry ever a pretty girl 1 liked, whatever

y grandmother said, though with never a shift”

--she corrected herself hastily—" chemise to her

back.”

“ Oh fie, Miss Betty,” interrupted the foot-

man, smiling wickedly and archly ; and the

young and really pure-minded girl blushed at a

apposed breach of delicacy ; while Miss Molly,

tftctedly pushing Harry, cried, 99 Go, you
naughty fellow

!”

“ I mean 1 would rather marry for love than

money, any day,” added the young girl.

“Bravo!* cried Harry, in honour of this

generous sentiment from a very pretty girl.

“ And make pretty Miss Yates ( lhy lady/

rather than ever a one of that skinny, dun Lady
Bonoria my Lady wishes to tie my Lord
George to ; and she is an old puss too.” There
vaa here a side glance at Miss Molly, head-

broom of the chambers in Val Crucis Abbey;
and Harry laughed, and Betty giggled.
" Had she but a few drops of good blood in

her, our George might do worse,” continued the

and free and easy gentleman’s gentleman.
“ Blood here, blood there,” Baid the provincial

nsder-cook, 99 the blood without the suet won't

aake the dump] in’. And Mr Jervis Yates, her
unde, is as rich as Cruises ; and a coining o’

more, by them factories of his'n.”

“And neither chick nor child but herself

among the Yateses ; and were she once a 9 my
lady/ never a poor soul of his kin would handle
a stiver of the fortune the nigger is grinding

«at o’ the faces o’ the poor,” said the elder laun-

tom, who had great local knowledge of the dis-

trict in which Mr Yates was flourishing.

"Ay, ay,” added the north-country under-
cook, “ ilka one lards the fat pig’s tail. But 1

reckon if Lord George got Jervis Yates’ forten,

they might keep a decenter table for poor servants,

and no ha* the housekeeper’s long nose for ever

a-poking in the dripping can ; so I says—Amen!”
" Suppose, ladies, we drink to the good luck

of the match,” cried the gallant Harry.
" But, gracious, not in more of that nasty,

betvy, fat ale,” said Betty.
" A pitcher of stingo is drink for a squire,”

cried the under-cook and brewer of the Abbey.
“ Faugh !” rejoined the refined Harry, produ-

cing a bottle of old and choice claret ; and the

happy marriage of our George and Miss Yates,

was toasted by “ the ladies” in the best vintage

of the Countess’s cellar. Before this revel was

concluded below stairs, the Countess had con-

ferred with her chaplain above. Afterwards, she

consulted with her woman, and finally her pillow

;

and the result was, that Margaret should, as

a measure of prudence and safety, remain at

the Abbey, while her lover was to be sent to

London till his college term.

The Countess repented the explanation into

which her temper (she said her feelings) had

hurried her. But George was a boy, whom the

first glimpse of the world, of good society, and

of well-born women, and even elegant women of

pleasure, would shew his folly and bad taste

;

and the audacious hussy must be taught her

duty. 99 What is Mr George but a child ?” said

the lady*8 maid. 99 Heaven bless him ! a mere
child. A woman of seventeen is more than a

match for a boy of nineteen at any time, let

alone having the arts of our sly Miss Margaret.”

The hopes of the Countess—if it were possible

to believe that she calculated upon the pleasures

and seductions of the capital leading her grand-

son to forget his plebeian but virtue-strengthen-

ing attachment—were fully accomplished. George

Delamere, surrounded by temptations, plunged

into the vicious excesses of other young men of

his rank ; and, among her other sufferings and

mortifications, Margaret had soon the misery of

hearing the chaplain and his patroness discuss

the gay follies of the high-spirited youth, who
vindicated the blood of the Delameres on the

turf, at the gaming-table, and in every fashion-

able haunt. His letters to Margaret, which it

had cost her such agony of apprehension to re-

ceive, became shorter and more rare ; and alarm

for the detection of the correspondence was lost

in a feeling tenfold more bitter, when few letters

came. Those few were ever kind—or she tried

to think so—ever delicate ; and Margaret felt

that all hope was not lost, that his heart could

not be wholly changed, while he spared her those

details of the fashionable scenes in which he was

engaged, which he dutifully related to his grand -

mother, especially when he wanted a remittance.

The agony of the Indian tied to the stake could

not be more exquisite than the torture of the

poor girl, compelled to control her feelings, and

read and re-read these epistles to her conscious

tormentor.

If, as we have said, the object ofthe Countess of

Delamere had been to weanher heir from his igno-

bleattachment by plunginghim into scenes of dis-

sipation, it was amply fulfilled. Before he was of

age, the Honourable George bad been three times
99 ruined,” and twice had his debts paid. If the

incensed lady ventured to remonstrate against his

profligacy and extravagance, the ready and care-

less apology was, that, in refusing to consent to

his union with Margaret Yates, she had sacrificed

the happiness of his life to her heartless pride,

and he cared not what came next. Such observ-

ations rendered the Countess doubly indignant

;
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and for Borne months she had broken off all in-

tercourse with her heir. Poor Margaret was now
to experience another stage of misery, when six

weeks passed, and no tidings of any sort came ;

and when the former “ cruel letters" would have
been comparative bliss to the torturing anxiety

—the yearning suspense of her present condition.

No one in the Abbey knew much of the prodigal

heir of Delamere, save, perhaps, the lower ser-

vants. He had been on the Continent ; he was
said to have gone to the Greek Isles. The news-
papers, gently ministering to the tuft-hunting

propensities of John Bull, who takes such a de.

vouring interest in the movements of thefashion-

able world, represented the Honourable George
Delamere as now in London, now at Melton
Mowbray, now here, now there ; and Harry, the

oracle of the cervants'-hall, avouched “ that the

chap had some spunk in him after all—shewed
blood." The second table discussed the affair

more respectfully and gravely ; and the chaplain

and Countess Marguerite held daily senates and
councils on the gloomy prospects of the House of
Delamere. " A dashing affair," announced to the

housemaids by blaster Harry, about this time,

deeply incensed the Countess, and also created

an immense sensation in the fashionable world.

The Honourable George had, one night, by mis-

take, carried off a brilliant foreign singer in the
first blaze of her fame, who was claimed as wife

by some other foreigner, who, at least, appreciated

her salary in the character of husband. In the

first heat of anger, the old lady paused upon the

propriety of yielding to the wishes of the head-
strong youth, before he had utterly ruined the

health and principles of the representative of

the Delameres, painful and deplorable as the
sacrifice was. What was her unfeigned astonish,

meat, her glowing indignation, to hear the hum-
ble curate, summoned to her august presence,

emphatically declare, that, although he never
would force his daughter's inclinations, yet so far

as legitimate paternal influence might go, itshould

be the duty of his life to warn Margaret against

the misery and degradation of an alliance with

George Delamere, until he was a changed man.
He added, “ that he trusted to her own good
principles and strength of mind enabling her
soon to eradicate every trace of her misplaced
and unhappy attachment." The silent and bit-

ter tears of Margaret gave faint confirmation to

these hopes of her father. This night, he car-

ried her home with him—the mortified and angry
Countess felt, as if in triumph.

“ That insolent, beggarly, puritanical parson,"

said she to her chaplain, “ has pride enough for

a cardinal ; will not even my coronet content his

ambition for his offspring ?" And the name of
father and daughter were forbidden ever to be
mentioned again within the walls of the Abbey.
Whatever might have been the effect of this

dreadful visitation on the health of the curate,

it is certain he did not long survive it. He died
of a fever caught in visiting a poor parishioner

;

and his orphan daughter was transferred to the*

care of her wealthy rode, Mr Jervis Yates.

Meanwhile, the rebellious heir wan once more
forgiven and taken into favour ; and all his debts,

whether of honour or dishonour, were once
again discharged. As his opposition to every
matrimonial overture was as resolute ms ever,

and his name, at this time, too much up, to

make him, without going through some inter,

mediate state of penance and purification, an
acceptable match in the great but poor aristo-

cratic family, to one of whose five marriageable
daughters his grandmother wished him to throw
the handkerchief, it was settled that he should,

for a time, sojourn in the East, as an attach

6

of
an old family friend, lately appointed ambassador
to the Porte.

Chance led him, immediately before his depart-
ure, to attend the county races, where again
chance introduced him to his old acquaintance,
Mr Jervis Yates—a coarse and unpolished link

in the electric chain of his fondest associations.
“ Could she love me still, all unworthy as I am ?"

was his painful yet tender thought ; and he felt

that Margaret could. The accidental invitation of
Mr Jervis Yates, was gladly accepted ; and where
much love was, there came full forgiveness. How
willing was Margaret to listen to those half apo-
logies, and half and very slight explanations ; and
to believe that seductive example, and tho snares

of the wickedand deceitful world, had, for a transi-

tory moment, only for a moment, led him astray,

who protested, and truly protested, that, in his

wildest aberrations, he had never ceased to love

her 1—and how blest the gradation ofher softening

feelings, from the proud, silent indignation with

which the insulted girl met him, through the

silent, weeping regrets that such things had been

—into full reconcilement and renewal of love

and confidence—into a dream almost as ecstatic

at that of the few untroubled moments of their

early passion j

There was now no high-principled,wise father to

oppose the warnings of wisdom and duty to the

wishes of the lovers. In the East, Mr Delamere
felt that he should be spared the sound of the

fashionable world's dread and withering laugh,

still so.appalling to him ; and Margaret saw how
she might for years escape the more dread pre-

sence of that awful lady who had been as the

Nightmare of her young existence. The only

individual wholly delighted with the hurried

marriage, was, perhaps, Mr Jervis Yates, whose

ambition was gratified at his niece becoming s

Countess in prospect, upon any terms. It was in

his carriage the fugitives repaired to Scotland

;

it was he doubled the allowance to Mrs George
Delamere, of the paltry £1500 a-year, withdrawn
by the Countess in the first impulse of impotent

fury ; and it was still Mr Jervis Yates against

whom the fond and meekly enduring wife could

feel rather than perceive, that the stomach of

her aristocratic partner rose, even while he so*

copied the low-born nun's benefits.

CHAPTER HI.

The exiles had been for nearly two years in

Syria-*—for Delamere had speedily disengaged
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kiusslffire® his diplomatic Appointment—when
Mr frits wrote, ibet the serious illness of the

CooaUm epened a near prospect to the brilliant

Mowni— The tidings came toe late. Dels*

mm, tn altered and a sadder man, was, ere they

reacted him, daily watching, by an infant's
1

cradle, or by a solitary grave under the Cedars of

Lekeaon—a grave whither devoted affection for

himM had harried the gentle and endearing

cftitme, who, in teaching him te love,* had first
1

tstghft him all the charm, and now all the misery

aadoethingneas of life. Mrs Delamers, in attend-

ing on her hnsband under an attack of the

plague, when friends, attendants, and even phy-
iteuM had abandoned them, subsequently sank

udar the frightful malady, from which her hat-

band recovered, having, ai he felt, paid her life

hr Ms. Their infant had been received into the

family ef the nearest European Consul, and Dels,

mere abandoned himself to solitude and sorrow.

Yet vm not this time misspent. It was during
this melancholy period, that, in perusing the

jaurmls of his wife—so full, from earliest girl-

hood, of himself—and the letters and private

ppm of her father, that the high-born Dela.
men obtained the first perception of a virtue

which transcended all his previous ideas. The
high-muded integrity,and simple, self-sustaining

dignity ofthe humble pastor; the gentle forbear-

inee, the unfailing tenderness—pure emanations
of the unbounded love of her he had not learned

folly to appreciate until she was for ever gone—
cum te him now like heavenly revelations.

How unworthy had he been of so noble a crea-

tor* 1—yet how wretched to have lost her ! How
kv seemed now the standard of the false world's

nitus, its honours, and its ambitions, compared
]

with that placed before him in the writings of
his humble, Christian father-in-law ! He began
tsompect that his dislike or antipathy to Mr
Jerris Yates might be the effect of aristocratic

prejudics
; for warn not he the brother of this

meek-minded and high-hearted man ?—and, in

the sudden recoil of his feelings, he appointed
Mr Yites of Bellevue Park, and his own friend
the Coasul, the guardians of the rights and per-
ns of his infant heiress.

The birth ef the infant Blanche had been duly
ad dutifully intimated to the Countess, her
agmt great-grandmother, who deigned no reply.

Haonlyeongratelation had beenanangryremark
Uber chaplain upon the “ impudence and pie-
nmptiMi of bestowing the favourite female name
tftfcs Dslameres upon Miss Yates* base-horn
kit,

1

* while she throw him the letter. That
Most and excellent person knew better than
the tbu child was base-born ; but he had no de-
da ts cause his patroness another of those
Mgusss fainting-fits, which might have proved
Mto his hopes of the good living for which,
kasgh a dozen years, he had sorely laboured.
h vm fans the newspapers, soon afterwards,

tktths Cmmtem first learned that “ the bane
sad of her house," as she termed

^•gmut, was mo more Dead or alive, I

Mdssrer have acknowledged that intriguing

and ungrateful minion as his wife ;
nor the off-

spring of a clandestine Scottish marriage as the

heiress of Delamers/' was her lament.

Her hopes of the glory of “ her house" re*

vived with the death of Margaret. Delamere

was not yet twenty-three—and widowers of

twenty-three, in all ranks, and however afflicted,

are generally consolable. Yet strange reports

came home about his habits ; nor were those who
knew him best surprised to hear that the way.

ward and eccentric heir of the Delameres—

a

man of violent passions and enthusiastic feel-

ings—had, upon the death of his wife, and his

own narrow escape from death, become devout,

if not a gloomy ascetic, buried for life in one of

the monasteries of Sinai. It was in vain that

his grandmother repeatedly wrote, urging his

return ; in vain employed the influence of

the ambassador, and, finally, of the Sublime

Porte, to drive the rebel to England, and to
“ hie duty to his religion and his house."

Mr Jervis Yates indirectly co-operated in

urging the same measure ; for, though the old

lady, surrounded by chaplain, surgeon, steward,

“ own maid," housekeeper, and cook, all alike

deeply interested in her preservation, aeemed

to bear a charmed life, it was medically if not

morally certain, that she must paas off suddenly

at last, and perhaps speedily ; and wise in her

heir to be near the spot. Bellevue park was

quite at the command of Mr Delamere. The
Countess despatched one letter, wbieh she did

not shew even to her chaplain. It excited the

deepest indignation in her grandson, though it

contained the magnificent offer—the rich bribe

—of instantly surrendering all the honours and
emoluments of her station to her heir, upon

terms specified. “The heartless woman—the

cold-blooded aristocrat !" was the exclamation

of the gloomy Delamere, to the wife of the Con-

sal. “ And she would actually strip herself of

all those baubles aihd distinctions she prizes

so highly, to gam her unworthy end ! Her hatred

and prejudice have depraved her natural feelings,

aa well as perverted her moral sense. Would
•he have me dishonour the memory of my wife,

and bastardise my child, and bribe me, by free

license in viee, to the line of conduct which

her idiot pride exacts ?**

He replied tothe offeroftheCountees rashly and
resentfully, though sorrowfully ; and, in answer to

one insinuation, stated, " that all the honours of

English nobility could not wean him from a lonely

grave inSyria; nor all the powersof Hell keep him
from England, if the honour of his wife's mem-
ory, and the rights of birth of her child, made
his appearanoe needful there." The rage of the

Countess, on the receipt of this letter, was un-

bounded. The measure of her hatred of her con-

tumacious heir at last fsirly exceeded that which

she had entertained towards his submissive wife.

Failing Hie infant Blanche, the honours of the

lofty and far-descended Delameres reverted to

a Kttle boy still at school in a remote town in

Ireland, whither his mother, the widowof“a Cap-

tain Delsasere," had retired from motives of eco-;
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nomy. The degree of kindred was so distant,

that only a herald or genealogical lawyer could

have reckoned it. With the mother of the boy

a communication was instantly opened.

But the grave in Syria was not long solitary ;

and indurated as the feelings of the Countess

seemed, in the first revulsion and anguish of her

heart for the loss of the last of her family—him
who had been once the idol of her hopes—senti-

ments of tenderness sprang up, and the claims

of the infant Blanche might have been favour-

ably considered, save for the impertinent inter-

ference of the child’s guardian and low-born re-

lative, Jervis Yates, Esq., of Bellevue Park.
“ Do I not remember this paltry weaver, when

a lout of a boy, deeming it an honour to run
through the muddy lanes to open the gates for

the lowest of my menials," said the haughty

dame; “ while the boor, his sire,theld the plough

on his own fields, in better ordered times than

these—times when every churl at least knew his

own place.”

The question of legitimacy or illegitimacy

—

heiress or not heiress—now assumed a very grave

shape ; and soon Lancashire, the West Riding,

and the County Palatine, were fairly divided into

two bitter factions—of legitimists and illegiti-

mate, aristocrats and democrats, Blanchettes

and Marguerites. Strange it was, that some of

the plebeians declared loudly against Mr Jervis

Yates ; while a few of the patricians pronounced

the always eccentric Countess now fairly mad.

But these persons were of the order whom she

contemptuously denominated “ Pitt's Peers,” or
“ Peg Nicolsons Knights,” only one degree

better in birth than “ Jerry Yates” himself.

Several years had been spent in the contest,and
immense sums of money lost on both sides ; but

the suit still proceeded briskly and hopefully.

The litigants were admirably pitted—the pride of

purse, and much real respectability of character

and good sense, however alloyed by pitiful am-
bition on the one hand, and extreme obstinacy,

ignorance, and aristocratic hauteur on the other.

The innocent object of this legal battle still

lived in happy ignorance in Syria, in the charge

of the lady of the Consul, to whom her dying

father had committed her, and who had cherished

her orphan childhood with maternal tenderness.

It was not until the seventh year of the great

suit, that, by the judgment of the Chancellor, the

little girl in Syriawas declared the legitimate child

ofGeorge Delamere, and consequently presumptive

heiress to the Countess, his grandmother. The
Countess appealed to her peers—she wrote to

Queen Charlotte with her own hand. She tried

to stir and warm the blood of the Howards, the

Cavendishes, and Stanleys, and of whatever, as

she said, was still worthy of the name of noble in

England, to sympathize with her wrongs—and in

vain. “ Little cared I for the decision of that

pettifogging, pitiful fellow, sprung from the

dregs of the people, who carries the Great Seal

of England,” cried the frantic lady ;
“ but I did

hope^ there was still enough of manhood and

chivalry left among the Peers of England, to have

protected a helpless and insulted woman, one of

themselves :—but no ! there is neither faith nor

honour among them. I shake them off. The

person of Marguerite Delamere shall never more

darken the doors of St. James' Palace. From a

Hanoverian Court, I or mine had little to expect.

And to this insult to a lonely, childless woman, the

last of a brave and noble race, the few real, though

degenerate Peers of England have consented!

—what had I to look for from the descendants

of Castlemaine and Nelly Gywnn ?" In her blind

anger, the Countess vowed never again to stir be-

yond herpark walls. England she excommunicated,

with its degenerate Peers. A happy diversion of

feelings which tended to madness, was contrived

by the chaplain, who suggested that, since the

law had declared Blanche her heiress, she was

entitled to claim the care and education of the

child—even as her nearest relative; and she

soon became as much excited in thwarting Mr

Jervis Yates as in vituperating the degenerate

Peerage.

Scarcely had the mansion and numerous mills

of that gentleman ceased to blaze in honour of

his victory, when he was compelled to surrender

the Countess Blanche, as his domestics had been

instructed to call her, to the care of her grand-

mother, as the Court of Chancery had directed.

Blanche had not been many months in England,

when, in a carriage on which the arms of the

Delameresand Yateses were learnedly quartered,

and, with a cortege that might have sufficed for

a princess, the rich manufacturer, attended by

his law-agent and counsel, conducted the bewild-

ered child to her ancestral home in Val Cruds

Abbey. The party was received in form by the

Countess, in the grand saloon or hall. She was

attended by her whole household, from the chap-

lain downwards—all the men-servants being

duly marshalled, with a few mutes and super-

numeraries from the stables and gardens. The

ceremony of surrender and reception was gone

through with great decorum and solemnity, to

the especial wonderment of Hasson, the Arab

attendant of the fair child.

It was to the hand of this wild, swarthy, pic-

turesque-looking person, her father’s attendant

in the Desert, and her guide across the seas,

that the little Blanche clung the more closely

when desired to approach the lady named her

grandmamma. Itwas round the neckof the kneel-

ing Arab that she wrapped her arms in incon-

trollable sorrow, imploring him “ to take her

home—back to her own home." Though no one,

save Mr Jervis Yates, knew one word of that

plaintive, wailing speech, the spectators were af-

fected by the deep grief of the child. Mr Yates,

whose sense of propriety, and of the lofty pre-

sence in which he stood, began to be scandalized

at this scene of violent sorrow between persons

so dissimilar in condition as a future Countess of

Delamere and an Arab servant, interfered, some-

what abruptly, to end that prolonged weeping-

farewell, at which the old lady stared, haughty

and vacant. The child, unaccustomed to con-

tradiction or control, looked angry and defy-
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ingfy towards her plebeian uncle, and resolutely

maintained her place by Hassan’s side. The
ckipkin whispered to his lady. Her features

relaxed ; she looked more graciously to the indig.

naotlittlegirl, fancying 9he perceived asmallrear-

isgof the swan-like neck, an indescribable proud
tan «f the aristocratic head, as Blanche looked

peatingly and scornfully towardsMrJervisYates.
a The blood of the Delameres” was mounting in

tkaosall and degenerate specimen of the race,

and herLadyshiphailed the sign. Thechaplainand
the lady whispered again ; and then the reverend

personage, stepping forward, in a very bland

met and courteous manner, informed the child

that her kind grandmamma, the Countess of

Delsmere, would receive Hassan into the house-

hold until she should become more familiarized

with her new home. It was in the speaking eye
of the Arab, that Blanche read the meaning of

this speech, even before he interpreted it to her
in French, and as rapidly and eagerly uttered

his own thanks. The delighted child, instantly

comprehending what she had gained, and from
whom, sprung as of impulse towards her noble re-

ktin, gracefully kissed her hands, and pressed

them to her forehead and kissed them again.

The itately lady was taken by surprise. She
m almost affected.

“ What a lovely graceful creature, and how
rety like !” was the whisper of the housekeeper.

The Countess, recollecting herself, drew up,

aying, coldly, “ Enough, child and she bowed
Mr Yates and his counsel off, and gave orders

that
“ Lady Blanche Delamere” should be con-

ducted to the nursery apartments prepared for

her. The words, the title, (albeit one of mere
aartesy,) spoken in the hearing of his lawyers,

half appeased the resentment of Mr Jervis

Yates, who shook hands with his grandniece,

and, bowing profoundly, backed out of the pre-

ieace, and for years saw no more of his intended

heiress.

The little Blanche, on the insinuation of the
chaplain, who, as usual, dined tete-a-tete with
the Countess, was sent for after the dessert had
been placed on the table. IJer costume was
digular, and her ways even more “ odd'* than
her eastern dress. Her imperfect English, and
ild glances of shyness, of proud defiance, or of
hen scrutiny, were pronounced boldness or sul-

kooesL His Reverence judged better and more
tindly ; and good-naturedly ventured to impute
hw shyness to her strange position ; and advised
that the should be let alone ; while his noble
petroness meanderingly bewailed her own hard
fee in being plagued with such a charge, and the

Mate condition of the house of Delamere.
A plate of dates served in the dessert, at-

Med the Tegard of the child. She fixed her
*7" passionately upon them, burst into tears,

*4 fcre* herself upon the carpet in an agony of

The chaplain hastened to present her
tome of the fruit, and she pressed it fondly
W lip* and bosom. She was, by his caresses

®4 induced to eat ; and she soon smiled
* aad forgot her grief. The Countess

stared at the child in an amusing state of per-

plexity. There was the creature she had wrested

from the hands of Mr Jervis Yptes, her grand-

son’s child, decked out like a stage-player,

unable to sit upon a chair, like a Christian

child, or to speak a word of English—yet,

alas ! the heiress of her house ! There was a

singular mixture of refined awkwardness and

free natural grace in the looks, and motions, and

attitudes of the child of the Desert ;
yet, it

must be owned, Blanche was much more like a

young gipsy than a well-born English girl. The
chaplain found amusement in watching her pro-

ceedings ; while she, in turn, seemed to drink in

with her lustrous eyes the conversation which

was maintained about herself and her parents.

Before lights had been ordered, the windows of

the small dining-room used by the Countess

when alone, were thrown open, at her desire, to

admit the perfume of the tuberoses and other

plants arranged in the terrace which ran along

this front of the Abbey, the Delameres being,

as she always observed when repeating the same

order, " epicures in flower-scents/’

“ And this little lady displays the hereditary

taste,
1
’ the chaplain ventured to remark, as

Blanche, recognising the flowers of her Syrian

home, darted out upon the terrace, kissed their

petals, addressed them, fondly flitted about among
them, like a butterfly, enjoying their beauty and

odour, and finally sung to them, a wild and low,

but beautiful strain, in some tongue unknown
at Cambridge. The stately lady was somewhat

mollified. She bad baffled Mr Yates. Good
digestion had waited on appetite ; and a few

glasses of old Madeira, medically ordered, and

strictly administered by the chaplain, had at-

tended on both. He again, in the regular course

of his
,
duty, as physician in ordinary, as body-

curer and soul-preserver, filled her glass.

“ I am almost sure I have had my proper

quantity already, doctor." The chaplain pro-

tested, and solicited her attention to Blanche

“Well, really, it is a not ungraceful, foreign-

looking, little creature—but all English children

have now got a sad foreign air—and if those

Yateses can be kept aloof—which must be”- - -

i€ Shall be !’’ reiterated the emphatic chaplain.
" If she is properly trained, and never hear nor

surmise one word of what is low in her descent-

for which I shall issue immediate orders—who
knows, my excellent friend, but that the Pro-

vidence who has ever graciously watched over

my illustrious race, may even from this insigni-

ficant girl rear up anew the desolate house of

Delamere ? The throne of Great Britain will,;

in all human probability, one day be filled by a

girl, goodly as was the family of noble sons which

my queen and my friend, Charlotte of Strelitz,

bore to England. Shall I repine, when the

royal house is thus left desolate, while mine

may again be raised from the dust ? But, alas

that it should be by such means ! The child

shall never know anything of her origin, not

even of the unhappy person who gave her birth ;

yet what, my dear friend, can cure that fatal
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taint? You guess, my excellent friend, that a
double-Delamere must have faith in blood/*

“ And that the pure and noble will overcome
the mean/* replied the chaplain, who really suf-

fered daily martyrdom from the twaddle of his

patroness ; though, with a steady eye to the ex-

pected Rectory, he bore all with exemplary phi*

losophy. “ Your Ladyship’s usual acuteness

perceived how the little lady bore herself when
that person, that Mister Jervis Yates, interfered

with her ; one spark shews the flint as well as a

thousand. But what is the child about ?*’ He
hastened to the window. The crescent moon
had risen in her brightness, and was shedding
silvery radiance on the ancestral towers and
woods of the little heiress. This was another

dear friend met in a strange land ; and, turn-

ing from the flowers, Blanche was gracefully

kissing her hand, and bending in adoration to

the Queen of Heaven.
u It is worship/* said the chaplain, smilingly.

“ My Heavens ! is the child an idolater also ?**

cried the lady, falling back, quite shocked, in

her pile of cushions. The clergyman was not

half so much alarmed ; and when the girl clapped

her hands, and the Arab sprung to her side from
the gardens, and both together talked, gesticu-

lated, and pointed with rapture to the sight ; and
when the child drew the chaplain to the window,

and, in broken English and with joyous looks,

shewed him the blessed planet, and attempted to

say, " 8he shines in Syria too/* he could not

help thinking her very like her beautiful mother

—

that poor Margaret whose sufferings from their

patroness he had so often pitied, and whom he
could almost have married himself, provided he
had first got the Rectory. He signed to Hassan
to be gone, shut the windows, and led the child

to her grandmother, and, with a little pious fraud,

or perhaps two frauds, pretended to interpret to

the old lady the flattering and kind things which
Blanche said in Arabic, (a language of which he
knew not a word,) of her “ dear, grand, princess

grandmamma/* and of her own love and gratitude.

The humour of the Countess became so gracious

that he ventured to sound her upon keeping up
some sort of prudent connexion between her
heiress and the enormously rich manufacturer.
But on this topic he soon sang dumb, marvel-
ling withal, well as he understood her, at the
incredible folly of the woman, who said, vehe-
mently and bitterly, “ His money perish with
him, sordid dog ! The very air of the north
of England is polluted with these filthy facto-

ries. Some one,** she continued, glancing

rather suspiciously and scornfully at her chap-

lain, “ has bad the impertinence to inform my
woman, Martin, that this very fellow derives

more profit from his dirty cotton concerns than

the whole revenues of the Delamere estates.

It is a lie !—a base lie ! But, if it were true,

who shall presume to weigh filthy lucre against

the honour of an ancient race—against the
rich blood of princes ?** The child was staring,

with her searching, soul-beaming eyes, upon the
excited lady. “ Take her away—-out ofmy sight

!

She is like her mother f* And the ehftplim

himself hurried Blanche away. Another affray

arose. The child would not sleep with her newly-

appointed nurse only, in her chamber. She de-

manded Hassan. She wept, and stormed, and

stamped, like a little fury ; and the Arab, who
had scarcely been parted from ber for one day of

her abort life, seemed equally resolute to main-

tain his post in her apartment. There was a

compromise ; and he slept as usually at her cham-

ber door.

These early difficulties were gradually sur-

mounted. Both Hassan and his charge became

favourites with the household, and were tole-

rated by the Countess. The peace-making chap-

lain was the steady friend of both ; and there

were suspicions that he was even the secret

correspondent of Mr Jervis Yates, who had now
livings in his gift as well as money in his purse.

Blanche, in a few months, made considerable

progress in the English language, though very

little in the Church Catechism ; and when Bhe

either kissed hands to the moon, crossed her

self, or called on Allah, her spiritual instructor

was charitable, and had no more doubts of the

ultimate Christianity of an English Countess

than of her aristocratic feelings springing in due

time. Her grandmother, on perceiving her readi-

ness to cultivate the friendship of all sorts of

people, and especially of the children admitted

to weed in the gardens of the Abbey, hinted to

the chaplain that the little wretch bad, she

feared, naturally the same democratic taint with

which old Yates had, at one time, nearly viti-

ated the mind of her unhappy grandson, by unac-

countable and most abominable interpretations

of Scripture, to which the Church gave, she was

sure, no sanction—such as, that to honour the

king meant to honour the law, and other such

like seditious and Radical trash. The chaplain

always, however, “ through the grace of God and

the noble example of his patroness/* hoped the

best for the ehild, whom he probably loved, and

to whom he was uniformly indulgent and attentive.

It was a trial to Blanche, as well as to the Count-

ess, when, after a very severe winter, the long-

expected living became vacant, and he departed.

At first, he spoke of remaining and appointing a

curate ; but then came his strong sense of spirit-

ual duty in these awful times. He was, in

truth, heartily tired of the weary wo of attending

upon and studying the caprices of a weak and

violent woman ; but, though he wished to re-

cover his freedom, he wanted to retain his in-

fluence.

The piety of the Countess, it is to be feared,

languished after bis departure, and the educa-

tion of Blanche stood wholly still. He was

always looking out for a chaplain and tutor, but

none proper to the high and double office could be

found; so he still paid his patroness frequent

and long visits, for the advantage of her soul,

and of the mind of her heiress. The arrival of Dr
Hayley, or “ Madam Grandmamma's Religion/’as

Blanche named him, was ever welcome to the

Countess, as an event in the dreary monotony
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of her elected and dull existence ; for she was

now becoming as indolent in body as enfeebled

in mini ; and there was ever something to be

duomed relating to the dignity of the Dela-

meres, which no one could understand or appre-

cuts to well as “ the good Doctor/'

Blanche alone, of that grand, cheerless, mono-
tamos, and heartless, aristocratic household, was
happier than she knew. Many loved or seemed
to lore her, and all flattered and bent to her will.

The imperative orders of “ Madam my grand,

mamma,” (as the child termed the Countess,)

under pain of dire displeasure, and the penalty

of instant dismissal, had prohibited the slightest

mention of the story of ignoble birth ; yet, by
nme means, Blanche divined much of the truth

;

aad nature had already constituted her the warm
champion of her plebeian mother. The interdict

of the Countess could not extend to the Arab,
*bo freely indulged the little girl's tender curi-

osity about her parents, and kept alive in her

mind that beloved Syrian home, to which she

ikimmed back, flying through the air, in those

rapturous dreams which she recounted to Hassan,
aad sometimes to the chaplain; her beaming
e?es and lively gestures telling more than half

tbs story. So excited did she become in relating

her dreams, that the nurse-maids sometimes half

fancied the little idolater and her wild attendant
held intercourse, by means of broomsticks, with
the pagan lands they decribed.

Want of the society of children was the most
nrere of the present privations of Blanche.
Tbe little, shoeless, merry urchins, in their

fsock.frocks, who weeded, or scared away the

birds, bad been formally tabooed to the heiress,

for reasons she could not be made to understand.
Tbe meaning of such English words as low,

tt/pr, plebeian, were as incomprehensible as
“ Madam Grandma’s

1
* lectures on gules and ar-

pnt, griffins and wiverns ; nor could she under-
hand why she must not go beyond the park
nlla, and run about the village green at play
«itb the other children, on whom she looked
» wistfully as often as a distant glimpse of them
erald be obtained. “ Take me to the village—
tdl me of my own mamma," were the only wishes
that could not be complied with ; though the per-
Raal attendants of the Lady Blanche, if not
judiciously kind, were attentive and indulgent

;

rnd all were studious to gratify the wishes of the
«dy young creature who had for twenty years
gkddened the dreary residence with the music of
^dhood's speech and joyous laughter, and with
faiweetness of childhood'ssmiles—of her, more-
OTer, who was the future lady of all, and whose

and warm heart it was their interest to

and attach. Through the gladesand wood*
futbs of tbe wide domain, ehe might gallop her
P*y at will, Hassan running by her side ; but

came those impassable gates, guarded with-

cross, old lodge-keepers, and assailed with-
by terrific giants and ogres, under the ap-

PuHing names of Swing and the Weaver. On the

point, Blanche was more successful. If
** Emperor of Austria could not prevent his

grandson, the young Napoleon, from hearing the

wondrous and interdicted tale of hie father, it

was not to be expected that the Countess of

Delamere could prevent her heiress from learn-

ing something of her beautiful and gentle low-

born mother.

Notwithstanding the edict which cut off the
child from all congenial society, and her still

imperfect knowledge of the language, it was
wonderful how much eye knowledge she had ac-

quired and stored for future rumination during
her first year in England.

A scanty acquaintance with the language-
more apparent, however, than real—sometimes
betrayed her into ludicrous blunders and mis-

takes. She seemed to attach to particular

words the meaning of deaf and dumb persons,

who very often apply the true instead of the

proper or rather the conventional word. Where
another child would, even at her age, have
softened the word ugly into plain—er a lie into

a falsehood, or a fib—Blanche unconsciously

spoke the true word, and called “ a spade a
spade." Many of her ideas were as odd and
savage, or aa anti-civilized as her words. In-

stead of prizing tbe society of the little gentle-

folks who were occasionally permitted to come
from some of the neighbouring seats to visit and
play with her, she still sought the tabooed hoers

and weeders. They were more living, she said,

and motefunny, and ran and jumped better, and
she loved them more. This native innate vul-

garity was studiously concealed from the Count-
ess, who, in the frequent passionate caprices

and headstrong fits of the mismanaged child,

pleased herself to see the blood of the Delameres
“ assert itself."

chartan IV.

The Countess, who had never recovered tbe

insulting decision of tbe Peers, was now often

confined to her winter suite of apartments

;

while the Lady Blanche, almost nine years

old, reigned, with Hassan as her vizier, supreme
from the stables to the attics of the Abbey
—from the laundry to the conservatory. Her
ignorance of language fortunately rendered the

patois of nearly all the under domestics an un-
known tongue.

One day, when Blanche had been nearly a year

in the Abbey, she flew to the apartment of the

Countess, exclaiming

—

“ Madam Grandma, your Religion is coming ;

I saw his carriage in the avenue. I am so happy

!

1 shall dine with you to-day; and pray do order

the poacher for dinner. Yonr Religion likes

game— I have often heard him say so—and I

wish to eat a bit of a poacher myself ; in Syria

we never bad any."
“ My Religion, child," interrupted the old

lady, “ coming up the avenue in a carriage

!

What do you mean ? And to order a poacher

for dinner !—you mean a pheasant, ,1 piewma
But you never will learn your mother tongue

—

I mean pure English," caught op tbe lady, who
had made a slip in using the word mother. “ I
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fancy you mean that Dr Hayley is coming—my
former chaplain—who, though a worthy minister

of religion, is not my Religion."

Blanche was not convinced. “ What, then, is

it ?—this ?’’ She touched the large gilt prayer-

book, which now formed a part of the customary
garniture of the dressing-room.

The Countess frowned.
“ Or this ?" And Blanche touched reverently

the sacred, crimson-velvet hassock.
“ My heavens ! such deplorable ignorance

!”

exclaimed the petrified Countess—“ something
must be done with this heathen child."

“ Oh, then, these are only what you do reli-

gion with—not your religion its ownself—I un-

derstand. 1 knew a lady at home, in Syria, who
had so beautiful a Religion ! a string of beads

as long as so, and a Jesus of gold. But do,

good madam, my grandma, order the poacher

for dinner—the poacher the keepers shot last

night."

“ My heavens, child ! the fellow is surely not

shot dead ! Good God ! to what the guilt and
audacity of the lower orders are driving persons

of condition, in defending their property ! But
where is Martin—where your maid, young lady ?

—and why, with so little ceremony, do you in-

trude on my privacy uncalled?"

The nurse-maid tapped, entered, curtsied, and
looked very demure.
“ You are come just in time for a very

naughty child, Mrs Martin," continued the old

lady, as the nurse-maid stood curtsying on,

and frightened as to the consequences of her

pursuit of her fugitive charge. “ Pray, is that

wretched man—one of the Watertons of Mill-

hurst, is he not ?—is he seriously hurt ?"

“ Smartly winged, my Lady, and richly de-

serving it, the desperate villain ! to go to clamber
into the preserves, in spite of your Ladyship’s

strict orders about the game, every feather of

it ; though your Ladyship’s housekeeper, in dis-

tributing the flannels last Christmas, gave his

wife as fine a petticoat—three full widths—as

any of your Ladyship’s servants need wish for

their own wear. Well, he won’t clamber over

my Lady’s park pales in haste again, ungrateful

vagabond ;—so please come away. Lady Blanche

;

but tell her Ladyship first how you ran off in spite

of me."
u I did," said Blanche, gravely, and without

once looking at her nurse, who stood dangling

her bonnet. “ Then, madam, a poacher is a
man. I shall remember to tell Hassan that

—

not a bird—not a beast."
" Surely, child ; a worthless, lawless wretch,

who breaks into my preserves to kill and destroy

the game

—

my hares and my pheasants 1"

‘ And you hire the keepers to shoot poachers

when they shoot birds ?’’

" Surely, child," said the instructive grand-

mother—“ but not quite that. I, and persons
of my rank and condition, have gamekeepers to

protect our game, not merely to shoot poacher*.”

It was a distinction too nice for Blanche.

£
“ And weaver* too, grandma ?-*-the keepers

shoot weavers. Did I ever see one, Martin?

Is it a bird or a beast ?*’

“ The child is an absolute fool," exclaimed the

vexed lady, fearful that even the rich blood of

the Delameres had not quickened the plebeian

puddle of the Yateses. “ A weaver is a sort of

a man, certainly—a low kind of man—one of

the lower orders, and wild enough probably."

Blanche was wrapt in musing. There were

other “ chimeras dire," of which she had heard

in the nursery, besides poacher* and weaver*, and
of which there were no pictures in her little

books of natural history.

“ And Swing ?” she said at length. “ But I

fancy he is a fiery-dragon, or perhaps a giant."

“ To fly away with naughty little ladies," said

the simpering nurse, who had probably used the

dreaded name, to subdue her charge to the whole-

some terrors of the nursery.

“ My heavens ! what shocking ignorance and

perverted knowledge !" cried the alarmed noble

grandmother. “ Where can the child have

heard of all those disagreeable and horrid things?

This must be looked into. She is almost nine

years, and can read, and has been carefully

taught her prayers and catechism."

“ Oh, yes !" exclaimed tbe girl, eagerly ; “and
I have a soul :—have the lower orders souls,

grandma? Your Religion takes care of your

Ladyship’s soul, Martin says. Does any one

take care of the poachers’ souls ?"

“ Truly, child, you get too deep for me, and

not a little impertinent," said the Countess,

haughtily, while her secret thought was, Here

is the blood of the puritan fellow. The command
was given—“ Take the Lady Blanche to her

nursery, Mrs Martin."

“If madam my grandma don’t tell me, I

don’t care," cried the angry and excited child.

“ Plenty of people will tell me. Aint I a girl of

quality and fortune, Martin?"
“ To be sure you are. Lady Blanche," replied

the nurse, in a caressing tone
; yet as if afraid

that stair-walls might have ears. “Though a

very young lady, you will be mistress of all, and

a generous one too : but my Lady, though a dead

old lady, may hold out a long while yet. But

here is the Doctor : now, do behave handsome.

Lady Blanche, and credit your nurse." Blanche,

always glad to meet her grandmother’s smiling,

bland, and comely Religion, and doubly so now

to learn that his pocket contained something

to be exhibited at dessert, forgot Swing and

weavers, and all sorts of fearful and nondescript

English animals; and, with unusual patience,

suffered herself to be equipped for her daily

walk in the park, attended by Martin and her

own footman. Master Harry. The gates, the

impassable gates, were at all times the point of

attraction for the walkers; and this evening,

“ my Lady" being secured at table for at least

two hours, the gate next the village was the

favourite rendezvous, for there news might be

obtained of the desperate skirmish of the former

night, between the poachers and the game-keep-

ers. Several men were believed to be wounded
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and tertri wounds had been inflicted on the

keepfn ;
bat only one delinquent had been left

in the hands of the enemy—the unfortunate

WiAerUm. The pale faee of this man's wife,

who nt on a curb stone without the gate, a

child in her arms and two at her knees, was the

frst object that met the walking party who
•lowly approached. She sprang up and forward—
a fleam of sad pleasure shooting, for an instant,

across her meagre features.

“ Oh, Mrs Martin, how happy am I to have

net with you ! The cruel gate-keeper will not

adnit me, though I hoped, if I could see you,

job would speak to the house-keeper, to plead

with ray Lady for my poor Tom."
“Soh ! indeed, admit you, Mrs Waterton ! It

is more than his place is worth, or mine either,

to admit any such, or yet to speak of so ungrate-

ful a law-breaker, to the best and kindest of

ladies, who does so much for the poor every

Christmas. Harea and pheasants, forsooth !

Why, it is not often we have anything better

thaa partridges, or barn-door fowls, at the second
table. Good bread and cheese, or bacon and
»et dumpling, were likelier food for your family,

good woman/* And the ignorant and " pampered
ucoial,** though not an ilLnatnred woman, tossed

her head in scorn.

“Had 1 that same, or far worse for them?**
returned the monrnful woman. " Alas, alas ! it

ii little the likes of you know of us, or what we
hare, or what we want. Yet, would that he who
is lying in Stoke-Delamere jail, a maimed and
bleeding object, had left us to beg or starve,

rather than have brought this ruin and misery
011 himaelf and us !** The poor mother struggled
with her tears, and the children wept aloud.

“To offend my Lady, who is so kind, and so

particular about the game !** continued the nurse,

severely.

“And break the laws,** said the footman.

“And destroy the park wall,'* growled the

fate-keeper.

“ Alack, alack ! what know I of your laws,

but that they press hard on poor folks ?*' sighed
the woman ;

" but if you, dear Mrs Martin,
who have so much to ssy with my Lady and the

housekeeper, would but speak a good word for

that poor fellow. *Tis his very first offence, and
severe starving ; and he is comeof the good old

•tockof the Watertons, who have for two hun-
to* years, they tell me, been under her
Ladyship; and, were he only to get out, we
*oald go to the Potteries or Factories, or any-
"tore, and never more trouble my Lady's game,
* any living thing it was her pleasure to favour,W it but a stoat or a weasel."
“ Mine daddy ! mine daddy !" sobbed a child,

liks a chorus, to his mother’s petition.

"Don't weep, little boy," cried the Lady
Blanche, thrusting her caressing hands through
to tors of tbe gate—" I had a father once, too,

bathe died. When 1 im a big lady, I will not
to* the keepers to shoot your father ; for I

b** now a poacher is not like a partridge or a
itosrat. A poacher is a man, and has a soul.
10. X.XL—VOL. VI.

Don't cry, ma'am, pray. Tell me what to say to

Madam the great Countess. I am the little

Countess myself, and yonder is Hassan, my Arab

friend." She clapped her hands, and her family

iar was by her side. She addressed him in their

native speech, with lively emotion, frequently

pointing to the woman and the children. His

eyes flashed fire, and his gestures, as he threw

his clasped hands over his head, were passionate

and violent. " I have told Hassan, my friend,

that poachers are men/* said the animated little

lady, " whom the Christian keepers -shoot in

England if they take a bird to the tent for the

children's supper. He says Allah will be very

angry with them ; for they are wicked men, and

Madam my grandmamma a bad old woman, for

making her people shoot your baby's father for

taking a few flying birds."

" Fie, fie, my Lady I—how you do talk !*' said

the nurse-maid, dragging away the child.

" I will talk," replied Blanche, resisting firmly.
“ Tell me what to pray for you, ma'am, and Has-
san will do it too ; and I shall make grandmam-
ma's Religion do it for the children/*

"Her Religion! Dear child ! dear, kind-hearted,

lovely child !" returned the poor woman ;
" for,

lady-born thongh ye be, you have your mother's

heart in your bosom. Say to my Lady, that

a whole poor family—five miserable creatures,

though still her fellow-creatures—cry for mercy
to him who has offended her only from too ten-

der love for us.—Oh, Mr* Martin, you can bet-

ter tell my sad story to this dear, good child,"
" A pretty story indeed !—Arn't you ashamed

of yourself, to keep up such a confabble with low

villagers, Lady Blanche, and saying such things

of my Lady, yourowngrandmamma, and dragging
Mister Harry and myself after you to the gates,

which is more than our places are worth ?"

" Woman, that's a lie!" returned the imperious

little Countess, whose sincerity and frank-deal-

ing were much more unimpeachable than her

ohoice of words ;
" but I won't tell—I am cun-

ning—Hassan says I must be cunning among
you Christian dogs." The footman and house-

maid exchanged meaning looks. " Is not money
good for something to you Christians ?" contin-

ued Blanche, addressing her maid.
" Surely, my Lady," returned the nursemaid,

forcing a smile, "good for everything in the

whole world."
" And I have a great deal of money, ma'am/

rejoined Blanche, addressing the poacher's

wife-—'" a great mint of money, which my
plebeian cousin, Mr Jerry Yates, will give me
when I marry. I heard so yesterday from Betty

Thompson, in the laundry ; and I will be sure

to give you and the children plenty ; but, if you
know where my vulgar cousin lives, you may go
to him, and say it will be best to give you some
now. Please tell him the Lady Blanche, the

Little Countess, orders him to give you some of

the money he has to give her when she marries."

The whole group smiled at the mimic dignity

with which the Little Conntess issued her com-

mands, interpreting them, at the same time, to
D
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Hassan. The Arab better knew the Christian

world ; and the scene closed by the nurse being

ordered to surrender to the poacher's wife the

one bright sovereign which she kept for the

Lady Blanche, to give to the church collection on
some approaching holiday. The attempt to kiss

the baby, at parting, through the bars of the

gate, fairly upset the nurse, following so soon

on the compulsory levy.

“ Marry, come up ! kiss and fondle such like

chits ! 1 should not wonder if they gave her the

itch! Fellow-creatures, indeed! to the Countess

of Delamere, a Peeress in her own right ! In

good sooth, there is something in gentle blood,

and in churl's blood, too. Master Harry ; and it

tells in an instance that shall be nameless"—and
her eyes dropped on Blanche.
“ You mean me !" cried the quick child, her

eyes flashing. “ You mean my mother’s blood.

I have heard the Great Countess talk of that

ere now to her Religion, when she fancied I did

not understand ; but I did. I am cunning since

I was a Christian. I said not a word ; but from

you I won't bear it. Hassan says my own
mother was never a great Countess, and my own
friends in Syria that she is an angel in heaven ;

though, when I went to Madam my grand-

mamma's, I must not speak of her. I think of

her though, and say my prayers to her. I am
not a fool, and I hate all the cruel Christians.

I love only Hassan, my father’s friend.”
“ Goodness gracious ! Lady Blanche ! my

Lady !" screamed the alarmed nurse. “ Did I

mean ? could I mean ?—Mr Harry, could I mean
anything so disrespectful as my Lady Blanche

fancies ?”

“ Do not lie to me more," said the indignant

child, taking the hand of her Arab friend, and

walking on.

"Here is a kettle of fish! Was ever such

a little vixen ? But I don't know whether to

tell the housekeeper or not. Yes, I daresay it

will be wisest to sing dumb—‘a close mouth
catches no flies.*

"

Mr Harry's judgment sanctioned the prudent

resolution Better keep all frdm the ears of

the old un."

It was with lively joy that the Lady Blanche

embraced “ grandmamma's Religion,” when ad-

mitted to the dessert. He had heard ofher divert-

ing mistake about the poacher, and began to joke

with her ; but Blanche became very grave, and

Bpoke low and earnestly—“ Hassan says, 'tig

wicked to shoot men so—Allah will be angry with

Madam my grandmamma, when the poor woman
weeps, and the little babes cry to Him, because

their father was put in the prison for seeking

their food.”
“ Hush, my dear !" whispered the peace.mak-

ing Doctor ; and he diverted the discourse ; and

Blanche had a hundred questions to ask him, all

treasured up against the time he should arrive

—

doubts of her own and Hassan’s, and mostly

turning on the lower orders, to which class her
mother hadbelonged, and on people of meanblood,

and the poor. Blanche owned that she was per-

suaded they had souls ; for, only yesterday, she

had heard the groom, who was breaking the colt,

say to tho old deaf man, who brought sand to

the maids in his donkey-cart, “ Damn your old

soul
!
get out of the way !" and give him a sharp

cut with his whip. Dr Hayley smiled at the

soundness of her logic.
“ Is that groom a Christian ?" inquired

Blanche.
“ That act and speech did not shew him to be

such at all events," was the reply,
“ Is the Bible all true ?" was the next grave

query. Luckily the old Countess was nodding in

hereasy chair.

“ All true and all good," was the solemn reply.

“ Then, I fancy, the Christians do not believe

it, nor care for it ; and are like the great

Countess, my grandmamma, and my vulgar

cousin, Mr Jerry Yates."
“ Hush, hush ! Well, but how do you think

so?”
“ Oh, I have been reading the Bible so much

since you were here, and making the old laun-

dress read it for me ; and I don't think it will

ever make me a Christian like grandmamma. It

is so much the other way."
“ The other way," was a peculiar and signi-

ficant phrase with Lady Blanche, in her still

limited vocabulary ; but Dr Hayley had an un-

derstanding of what she meant ; and, as the

Countess shewed symptoms of wakening, he pro-

duced the pretty little volumes of coloured plates

of animals, which he had brought for her. The
Lady Blanche did not now weep over dates, and

kiss the flowers which resembled those of Syria;

yet it was with lively joy she recognised the

gazelle and the dromedary. At the camel, she

paused some seconds, and then addressed the

learned Doctor.
“ Madam my grandmamma is rich—is she not,

sir?"
" Certainly, my dear—who properly can be

called rich, as well as illustrious and honourable,

if not my noble patroness the Countess of De-

lamere?"
“ Grandmamma, you have no camels in your

park—there are plenty of them at home in

Syria:—and they are so large—so huge—bigger

than two bullocks."

“ I have seen camels, child,” said the Countess,

peevishly.
" Then, madam, do you know how hard it will

be for you to get to Heaven ?”

“ Doctor, is this child merely impertinent, or

a fool ?" The question was difficult to answer.

“ The Bible says— I can shew it you, my-

self—‘ It is easier for a camel to pass through

the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter

into the kingdom of heaven.’ But Hassan

don't think the Christians believe one word about

that Heaven of theirs. But, were I you, and so

old a lady, I should give away all my money,

grandmamma, that I might get to that happy

place, where my own mother is an angel, for she

was poor and good."
“ Good God ! How that strange child talks

!"
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exclaimed the excited lady. “ One might fancy

the puritan, her grandfather, spoke through

her lips ;
my nerves—my harassed spirits—can.

sot stand such shocks—take her away instantly/*

A worse shock awaited the noble lady. The
alarm bell of the abbey suddenly broke on the

stern silence which ever brooded over the domain.

The report of fire-arms was heard.

“Tis the Radicals, my Lady !** exclaimed “ my
Lady's woman/'entering,and becominghysterical.

REGISTER. 51

“ *Tis the poachers !** cried the housekeeper,

who followed in haste.

“'Tis Swing himself!" announced the butler.

"What, Doctor, shall be done ? The left wing is

on fire—we must save the papers, the paintings^

and plate : I have sent for a party of dragoons/

The house-keeper fainted—-the waiting-maid

screamed—the Arab rushed in, and snatched

away the Lady Blanche.

(To be continued.)
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Remarks on the Evils affecting the Highlands

sad Islands. By Allan Fullarton and Charles

Baird, Members of the Statistical Society of

Glasgow.

This pamphlet is not only creditable to the general in-

telligence and talents for business details of the authors,

tat to their patriotism and philanthropy. We are the

are disposed to call attention to it, as there is nothing

is ttaae statements, concerning the Highlands and the

Hebrides, with their comparatively few inhabitants,

which does not apply exactly to more than one-half of

the Irish people. The Irish have a better soil and milder

climate; but in almost every other respect their condition

the same. Language, character and manners, dwell-

ings, food, occupations, and tenure of holding land, are

quite alike. The chiefdifference is, that the Highlanders

m rather more decently, if not more comfortably, clothed

;

ud are, though suffering equal hardships, less turbulent.

Bat then they hare no tithes to pay, nor direct taxes of

fflf kind, from all which their extreme poverty exempts

dam. The authors, after a general view of the condi-

tion of the people, make a number of special remarks on
particular districts and parishes, both of the islands and

ainland. These remarks contain much minute statist-

ical information. It is a remarkable fact that where

migration was earliest introduced, and has been most

natinnom, population has run a race with and heat it.

The population of Uist, Barra, Lewis, and Harris has

tan doubled within the last forty years, notwithstand-

ing the constant drain of emigration and of the late war.

A ringnlarcircumstance regarding population is noticed.

I» a place on the west coast, of which the name is not

pwn, there were, in 1790, 1900 inhabitants. Of these

HI emigrated ; yet ten years afterwards the numbers

were 1967, although no stranger had settled in the place,

and fiOO men had in the interval been supplied to the

amy and navy.

Every parish has a clergyman ; and for the excellent

immo, that in every one there are funds for the comfort-

able maintenance of one. These clergymen are often ex-

tant* formers and graziers, lease-holders of course from

tie absentee lairds ; and education, even with all the ap-

pfonces of the Lowland Society, and the funds contri-

tated, is in a wretched state. To hear of an island

dergyman having a stipend of .£200 or £300, together

vita his manse and glebe, and being alse an extensive

tamer, while there is neither school nor schoolmaster

•pal to the wants of a fourth of his parish, is disgusting,

k Lewis and Harris there are seven parish clergymen,

> population of about 21,000, and 1350 scholars in all

tMing schools, supported in all probability by contri-

butions from the south. The island *of Barra, where

there is ofcourse a parish minister comfortably supported,

contains 2200 inhabitants, of whom only 200 can read

and them is not one effective school on the island. If

the General Assembly have not influence to establish a

more Christian order of things in these outskirts of its

dominions, and, if need he, to take something from the

Church to maintain the School, it should strive to obtain

the necessary power. The minister of one of the Uists

grazes seventy milk cowb with their followers, until,

becoming three-year olds, they can he turned to good

account at Donne Fair or Falkirk Tryst. Now, we

should have no objection to such clerical formers follow-

ing the bent of their genius, in rearing cattle instead

of Christians; hut we would insist that they paid for

having their duty being performed to the children of

their parish, by more efficient and congenially-minded

individuals. Parson Trulliber was nothing in the scale

of his pig-fattening to these Hebridian clergy.

The population of Skye is ahont 24,500. There

are eight resident clergymen, and 1290 children a*

school ; nearly one half of the population cannot read

at all; and we should imagine two-thirds of the other

half very imperfectly. In some of the smaller islands,

it is yet worse. Out of 1000 persons in Eigg above six

yean of age, 600 could not read. Yet the natives of the

Hebrides are remarkable for their anxiety to he taught,

and their docility. They are aware of the immense ad-

vantage of the slenderest education when they emigrate,

or go south in search ofemployment—which many ofboth

exes annually do—as houss-servants and labourers, post-

boys, waiters, and the other vocations generally filled

by Highlanders.

Among the evils affecting the Highlands and islands,

(in common with Ireland,) are—absenteeism ; over-

population, in relation to the present means of subsist-

ence $ the want of education ; the want of poor-laws

;

the want of capital ; and, above all, the want of employ-

ment. How these evils are fostered and aggravated by

the law of primogeniture, by entails, and their sure con-

sequences—ruinous extravagance, and estates mortgaged

and under trust we leave to the readers of this intelli-

gent pamphlet. The evils dearly stated naturally sug-

gest the remedies.

A number of statistical tables are appended to the Re-

marks. Among these are tho funds for the poor, which,

in several parishes, do not exist, and, in others, are next

to nothing. In Harris, the funds are £3, for a population

of4000 ; and every Highland population is very poor. In

South Uist, for a population of 7200, there seems nothing.

Nothing in Canna, Eigg, Muck, and Rum. Tyree, with a

population of 3200, nothing. Applecross, with 3090 of a
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population9 nothing. The paupers of Gaiiiodh and

Polewe, get 2s. 6d. each a year, and the other parishes

are much in the same condition. Prom what is said in

this pamphlet, we are led to imagine, that the general

poor-law of Scotland does not extend to the Highlands

and Islands. Legally, it must; actually, it does not.

Of the 200 schools, scattered oyer those wastes and wilds,

a large proportion are maintained by the ftinds raised by

the General Assembly, and by voluntary societies and

charitable persons, haying no local or personal connexion

with the Highlands. It is said, with entire justice, that,

were the assistance drawn from foreign sources to cease,

there is nothing more probable, than that the population

would relapse into the utter barbarism by which they

were formerly characterised ; as, from their extreme

poverty, they are unable to help themselves—and what can

their poor landlords do for them, save squeeze through their

factors as much rent out of them as possible, and in years

of dearth leave them to the charity of the Lowlands ?

We would earnestly recommend this pamphlet to every

humane individual who, in giving his mite to the relief

of the Highlanders, ought to turn his thoughts to that

permanent improvement of their condition which the

pittance wrung from compassion, however needful its

bestowal, will not effect. Such persons may be encouraged

in their investigation, by the assurance, that the very

same remedies which are applicable to the Highlands, are

equally applicable to Ireland.

Travels in Town. By the author of “ Random
Recollections/' &c. &c.

Though there is a good deal of what, to provincials,

will be curious information in these volumes, we would

offer the author the fHendly counsel of now lying fallow

for a year or two, before he attempt to raise another

crop of London notabilities. The present two volumes

might have been in one, which would amply have held

all that they contain which is not sheer make-bulk. jThe

best chapters of the work are “ The Poet Office/* “ Mag-

azine Day/* “ The Newsman/* and an account of the vari-

ous religious sects of London ; which last is, however, far

too diffuse. It is stated that not one Scotchman in twenty,

four, of those settled in London, attends any church ; but

what is more surprising, with all the Irish in London,

there are only 26,000 Roman Catholics attending in all the

chapels not a very alarming number of active Papists,

one woul() think, in the great Metropolis ;
yet the author

is in great alarm at the spread of Popery. The number

of Quakers is exceedingly small—eleven chapels, with

congregations of about 160 each ; nor are the Unitarians

numerous. Six or seven hundred attend Mr Fox’s Lec-

tures. The aggregate number in all the chapels is esti-

mated at 2,600, though of the body there may be 3,000.

There is one new society, in which either the preacher

(a Scotchman, named Aitkens) or his doctrines, are at

present so popular, that his large chapel is constantly

crowded $ and, while 2,600 get in, double that number

are excluded. Mr Aitkens appears to be a highly-stimu-

lating preacher. One evening that the author attended,

the following scene took place :

—

For soma time, his remarks appeared judicious enough

;

but, when he got to the middle of his sermon, be used

expressions which might well make one shudder to think

of. He said that, if the unconverted persons who were

present did not come to Christ and be saved that very

night he having made so full and free an offer of the

Saviour to them—he thought u that they deserved to be

damned I** Shortly afterwards, ha remarked that, if the

unconverted sinners who were present did not come and

be saved that night, then he would u bid them farewell

:

be did not wish ever to see their faces in that chapel any

more ; be did not wish ever to see them again, until he

met them at the judgment-seat/* Continuing the same

strain of address, he added

—

44 If you refuse to come and

be saved this night, then I could almost wish that you

were damned now.** Here the preacher paused for some

seconds, buried his face in his handkerchief, and appeared

aa if weeping. Then, as if his breast were labouring

under the most violent emotion, he remarked—“Per.

haps some of yon think I do not know what I am say.

ing when making use of sack expressions. I do know
what I am saying ; for, if you refuse to be sated to.

night, you will only so awfully add to your guilt that

it were better you perished now.**

Towards the conclusion of his sermon, he implored,

seemingly as if weeping, every person present who felt

that he was not in a saved stats to go into the vestry and pray

formercy—addressing them as if theireternal ruin would be

the inevitable consequence of not complying with his invit-

ations. Eventually, he sat down, completely exhausted

by the excessive—indeed, almost superhuman exertions

he had made, both by voice and gesture ; and, on resum-

ing his seat, he continued, for a few seconds, to address

the audience in a sitting posture. About a minute or so

after he had fairly concluded, he rose up again, with

great quickness, and said—<< I see many persons, in the

gallery, leaving the chapel altogether, instead of going

into the vestry, althongb, but a few minutes before, their

eyes were wet with tears, under the sermon. It is/* h#

added, with great emphasis, and looking to the parties—
“ it is a sure proof you*ll be damned !** He then stood,

for a few moments, without saying anything
; when, all

of a sudden, he pointed to a particular seat under the

gallery, and said, with much emphasis of manner, to a

female standing in the passage—“ Sister Mayhew, I

know there are two persons in that pew who are not

saved—look after them.*’ By this time., the passages

were full of persons going to the vestry, but who were

obstructed by the crowds that stood at the vestry door.

Observing this, Mr Aitkens said to the obstructing

parties—“Clear the way there, and allow the penitents

to pass !” He then descended from the pulpit, and went

about from pew to pew, imploring those whose cariosity

prompted them to remain after the service to go into the

vestry and “ be saved/* The great body of the people

bad by this time left the chapel :
perhaps the number of

persons who went into the vestry was from 156 to 200.

[They were chiefly females.] And what shall I say of

the scene which was there exhibited ? It was a shocking

sight. Scores of persons were to he seen on their knees

in different parts of the vestry. Some calling out

44 Mercy ! mercy 1” only ? some offering up longer

prayers $ others making use of language which was alto-

gether unintelligible; but all, except the elders and

teachers, either praying, in many instances, screaming

as loud as they could, or heaving such deep groans as

that they might have been heard a great distance. Then
there was the excited state of their manner and appear-

ance. The violence of some was so great that one could

have fancied they were in hysterics. The scene of con-

fusion, whether as regards the physical motions of the

parties or the discordancy of the words, and phrases, and

sounds they uttered, was such as J could not—and 1 am
sure no one else could—hare ever had any idea of before.

Andwhatstruckme asremarkablewasthe matter-of-eoune
like way iu which the individuals who took upon
themselves the task of comforting the parties, viewed

the whole thing. They seemed to think nothing of it

;

but, with the greatest coolness and composure, went

about giving counsel to the various 44 penitents ;** for that

is the term by which Mr Aitkens always calls them. 1

was much surprised to witness the singular suddenness
of the transition which took place, in many cases, from a
state of the most awful seeming alarm about the condition

of the parties* sonls, to the most perfect quiet and com-
posure. One minute yon saw a particular person dis-

playing the most frightful gesticulations, and literally

shrieking while praying for mercy ; in another minute,

the party rose from his or her knees and aat down on a
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bra, or, it might be, walked through the vestry room,

ai travail, and seemingly as much at ease, as if nothing

had happened. In several instances, while dozens were

oa their knees, all praying aloud at the same time, I

saw others talking to one another—their countenances

ocomiially exhibiting a smile, and their whole appear-

ance sad manner shewing that they were accustomed to

safe renes, and looked upon them as a necessary conclu-

de to the services of the evening. I was struck with

ik almost careless tone in which some of the office-bearers

yoke to one another about particular penitents.

We can give no more of it. Mrs Trollope has nothing

to surpass this, in the worst of her American camp-meet-

isp. Let us sweeten the reader's imagination with a

mf diderent exhibition*

MAGAZINE DAY.
The most remarkable feature in modern book.selling,

a the trade in periodical literature. “ Magazine Day"
is a sort of monthly era in the history of a London
tokstller. The orders tor the forthcoming numbers of
tie rations periodicals which he is in the habit of re-

aring for some days previously, keep it constantly in

in mind's eye ; and when it does arrive, tho great con-
testwoof the trade la, who shall be able to supply their

raumen earliest. Magazine Day can only be said

fairly to commence about half-paat nine o'clock, and
Ware twelve you will see the various periodicals in the

wadoirs of every retail Bookseller throughout the length
ad breadth of the metropolis. Perhaps in no other
iutaoce, that of newspapers alone excepted, is an article

* rapidly circulated over town, as is periodical liter-

atare on that day. The point from which the Magn-
uses and other periodicals all start, when their distri-

fcwwo is about to take place, is, as in the cate of larger

vwki, Paternoster Row ; which, with that fondness for

taffy of expression, so characteristic of the people of
Loodsn, i9 invariably called “ the Row." . • . •

Tie actual publishers of periodicals have, properly
fpaking, nothing to do with the sale of their respective

vorb on Magazine Day, and they seldom have even any
ta of the actual number sold of their own publications
a that day. .

The quantity of business which some of the larger
taws go through on Magazine Day, is immense. I

know one house which draws, on an average, from £1200
is £1500l Only fancy the number of periodicals, vary-
Uf from twopence to three shillings and sixpence, which
ant be turned ovter from the shelves of this eatablish-
at to the hands of the purchasers, before such a sum of
®»ey could he taken!..•••
The constant bustle kept up from morning till night,

® these wholesale houses, exceeds anything of which a
promt who has not witnessed it, conld form any con-
Bptira. The premises are full of young men and boys,
higgling for a priority of “ supply.'* I have often

«ra as many as fifty or sixty, wedged into a shop of the
taimrysiae. •

To a person unacquainted with snch matters, who
taxed to spend a few minutes in a large house in the

on Magazine Day, all that he heard would be quite
intelligible. The individuals ordering periodicals
R
fyfy ever call the periodicals they wish to procure by

tair proper names. The love of brevity, to which I
k*e already referred, ia observable in every word they

The “Gentleman’s Magazine" never gets any other
“M than the ct Gents.” “ Tait's Magazine” is simply
“Tut” The “ New Monthly Magazine" is the t( New
-Hsith.* The u Metropolitan Magazine” is abbreviated
frthe fint three letters, with the addition of an a. The
6
Encyclopedia Britannica'* is the u Ency. Brit." The

^Cowt Magazine” is the “ Courts.” The M Lady's
jbftaae and Museum" is reduced to the dissyllable of
‘udks;w so that it is quite common to hear one per-

^ tag out In one breath, “two Gents," “six Taits,”
*tar Blackwoods.”
Ifcvt said that Magazine Day it a sort of era in the

tatty of the bibliopolic trade ; so it is also in that of
* ttwher dais of persons : I mean authors of books
ta contributor* to periodicals. Every Magazine Day,

Uu-yol. VI,

by ten o’clock, authors are attracted to the Roar from all

parts of the metropolis, to see what is said of their pro-

ductions in the literary notices ;
while contributors, or

rather would-be contributors, are drawn to the same
locality, to see whether their articles are inserted, or

whether they can read their fate in the notices to corre-

spondents. Neither authors who expect their books to

be reviewed, nor candidates for admission into magazines,

have resolution to wait till the periodicals are regularly

published. Their anxiety to ascertain their doom is, in

such cases, so intense, that they will rather walk from the

most distant parts of London to the Row—the magazines

being there first seen—than wait for two or three hours

till brought to them. When the result is agreeable, they

do not regret their early rising, or the distance they have

walked ; when it is otherwise, they reproach themselves

with their folly, in having tormented themselves before

the time.

Magazine Day is not confined to the metropolitan

circulation of periodical literature. On that day, works of

this class are collected for all parts of the country, and sent

off in packages by the earliest conveyance. Since the late

establishment of steam communication between lx>ndon

and almost every port of any importance in the kingdom,

the periodicals which first see the light in the Row, on

Magazine Day, are in the hands of readers, in the re-

motest parts of the country, in less than a week. Tho
quantity of literature thus sent off, in monthly parcels,

to the country is immense, and has been vastly increased

since the introduction of cheap publications into the

bibliopolic market.

Ancient Scottish Melodies ; from a MS. of the

Reign of James VI.; with an Introductory

Inquiry, Illustrative of the History of the

Music of Scotland

,

by William Dauney, Esq.

4to. Edinburgh.

For this very interesting work, we are indebted to the

Bannatyne and Maitland Clubs ; two literary societies,

whose prime object has been the publishing of worka

relating to the history and antiquities of Scotland, tho

limited demand for which would throw them beyond tho

pale of bookselling speculation. In this instance, as in

many others, the patronage of these Clubs has been most

laudably bestowed.

The most valuable portion of the volume, although

not constituting a tenth of its bnlk, and that to which all

the other portions are subsidiary, is the collection of Scot-

tish tunes, from the Skene M.S., as it is called. From

external evidence, Mr Danney is satisfied that this

M.&. collection of music was made by Mr John Skene,

of the family of Skene of Hallyards, somewhere be-

tween the years 1600 and 1620. The airs are

adapted for the Mandolin, a species of lute; and are

written on a stave of four lines, iu an antique notation,

perfectly different from that now in use ; certain letters

of the alphabet indicating the position of the note or

half note, on the string ; the particular string being dis-

tinguished by the space
,
(Mr Dauney says the /me, in-

accurately, we think, judging from the facsimile he has

given of the M.S.
;)

and the duration of the note being

marked by a common musical character above the stave.

Eighty-five tunes are given, with their names, from the

M.S. Several of these are favourite old Scottish airs

;

not previously known, however, to be so old as they are

now proved to be, by a hundred years. Among these are—

* John Anderson my Jo Good Night and Joy [the M.S.

has God] be with yon w Sa mirrie as we [twa] hae

bein ;" “ The last time I cam owre the Muir” (M.S.,

« Alace! that I came oner the Moor, and left,” &c.;)

“ Bonny Dundee” (M.S., “ Adew, Dundee !") Sev-

eral well-known tones appear under different names from
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those by which they are now known ; at, “Jo Janet**

(Long er onie old man ;)
u Wae’s my Heart that we should

sunder” (“Alaeel tbit Night, that we told tinder ;*’)

“Banks of Devon” (“Let neverCrueltiediehoooarBewti*”

in the miyor key, possibly an error of the M.8. or of the in-

terpreter;) “Johnny Faa” (*• Ladle Camilles LHt ; “Bab
at the Bowster'* (“ Who learned yow to Dance and a

Towdle ?’’) “ Steer her up and hand her Gain” (8cer

dnstia
;)
“ We be Three Poor Mariners,*’ an English gist

(“ Brangill of Poictn.”) Also several airs that are evi-

dently the prototypes of known tones—at “Peggie is

over tht Sie wi’ the Souldier” (the original of w Hey, *

Jenny, come donn to Jock ;”) w I Lots my Love for

lore again” (“Jenny Nsttlss 5”) “ John Andersonae my
Jo” (original of the modern tone, and of M When she

cam ben the bobbit ;)
“ Prettie weill begann, Man”

(“ The Lee Rig,” reel set ;) “ Jennet drinks no
Water” (the tune of that name, and “ I’ll mak yon he

Ain;”) “My Mltires Blush is hooie” (“ Ths Braes

o’ Killiecrankie;”) “ Boole Jean malts melkill of me”

(
w Somebody,” old set;) “I serve a worthie Ladie”

(“ Dumbarton’s Drums j”) “ Mane Me, Marie Me,
quoth the Bonis Lass I” (“ Saw ys nae my Palthsr ?”)

“Shepherd, saw ye not?” (“Buy Brums Bssoms;”)
“The Fourth Measur of the Rofflni, a fragment,”

(“ Will ye go to Sherrie Muir ?”) Te these we may
add, “ The Flowres of the Forest for the air given in

the Skene M.8. under that title, although evidently the

original of the common air of the same name, differs

from it as much as the old tunes we have just mentioned
do from those of which we have stated them to he the

prototypes.

Besides these airs, and a considerable number of trashy

pieces, which have none of the characteristics of the

ancient Scottish mnsic, this publication contains a num-
ber of tones which carry the Scottish stamp broadly im-
pressed on their front, and possess merit sufficient to give

fhem a chance of popularity after their long slumber of
two centuries. Among these are—

*

To Dance about the

Bailyeis Dubb;” “ Kilt thy Coat, Maggie;” My Lore
ihe winns not her away ;” “ I mett her in the Medowe
“ Alace, I lie my alon ; I’m Ilk to die awld;”
* Doun In yon banke;” “ Omnia Vincit Amor;” and
m Scullione.” To these from the Skene M.S. may be add-
ed, “ Honest Luckie,” and “ Jocky Drueken Babble,”
given by Mr Dauney from a M.8., of date 1692, belong,
ing to Mr Biaikie of Paisley. Both of these tones
are strikingly Scottish in every feature ; and so excellent

In their way, that it seems strange that they should
have been preserved only by the accident of their bring
found in an obscure old M.S., which not half a doien
musical people in the three kingdoms could decipher.

The contents of the Skene M.S. being such as we
have described, its publication must he welcomed as a
most precious revelation of what formed the delight of
our ancestors.

In Ms preliminary Essay, Mr Dauney has, with great
Industry, collected all the scattered allusions to Scottish
tongs which are Co he found hi the works of our ancient
poets and historians; but beyond the mere names of a
number of tunes, or rather of the song* to which they
were united, nothing is known of the popnlar music of
Scotland farther back than die date of the Skene M.SL
The subject of the musical Instruments used In Scotland,
in ancient time* has been amply discusmd by Mr Dauney,
and he has brought much learning to hear on it. Mr
‘EMIay Don, an acfompHshed musical piwfemev of Edit*

burgh, hat contributed an able Analysis of the Scottish

music. He has noted its peculiarities with accuracy aad

clearness ; but we can neither admit his theory of the

connection between the Scottish tunes and the ancient

canto fermo, or music of the church ; nor accept hie ex-

planation of the difference between the style of Scottish

music and that of modern composition. He ascribes to

the Scottish music what he calls the ancient tonality;

as if there were some mode other than the mqjor and

minor, and the Scottish music belonged to that ancient

and now discontinued mode. There are few of the

phrases of our national tunes that have not occasionally

been used by musical composers ; and those that have not

been so used, might have been, had composers not chosen

to abridge their natural liberty by rule#which they ought

to hare known admitted any occasional exception which

would produce an effect grateful to the ear. But a rigid

observance of rule has long been on the decline. Musical

liberty is In the ascendant, as well as civil and religious.

Great cart has evidently been bestowed upon the trans-

lation of the tunes from the antiquated notation in the

Skene M.S» into the modern. Many errors in the M.9.

have been corrected. We observe a few which escaped

Mr Dauney; and, if we are not greatly mistaken, he

has not always rightly interpreted the note forming the

seventh of the sosleu One of the mast common peculiar-

ities of Scottish music is the frequent use of the flat

seventh, as a tonic, or fundamental note in the harmony.

In the major key, these flat sevenths require an accidental

natural orflat, not indicated by the stove* The sevenths,

in several tune* we better* should have been so marked,

where Mr Dauney has omitted to do so; for instance,

Nos. 10, 68, and 71* But the volume, on the whole, is

highly creditable to the Editor, and deserves a place in

the library of every person to whom the ancient aiusiosr

the ancient history of Scotland presents a subject of in-

terest.

Mr Dauney has the natural prejudice of an editor and

an antiquary, in favour of the ancient versions of the

Scottish tune* and even the ancient names. To us,

<< Bonny Dundee” Is as acceptable a title as “ Adew, Dun-

dee ;** and our national airs we maintain to bare been

purified and enriched, ratherthan corrupted, by the liber-

tles taken with them by the generations whose solace they

have been. Differing, however, from many ofMr Dauney’s

musical criticism* wo admire the learning, taste, and sa-

gacity displayed in his elaborate Preliminary Disserta-

tion.*—T.

The Poor Gentleman ; or How to Live in Lon-

don on a Hundred a-Year, Qc.

A shrewd, sensible, knowing, and thoroughly sslfish,

thoughmoot respectable fellow, is the poor gentleman,who

hero favours his brethren with the lmsone ef his twoatf

years’ experience in Loudon. It is said that then is a

large clam of persons in Parle—poor gentlemen, poor

men of pleasure—who make that capital their residence

solely because they can there commend the greatest quan-

tity and variety of ssnsuul enjoymeute foe their moosy,

with the eheap addition of what are named pleatam

—

such as theatre* picture galleries, public promenade*

garden* and eights of all kind* Bat, for solid enjoyments

as enjoyment is considered by true-born Englishmen

* TV»e Uraffom tBe Skehe M.A are declared to be copyright
(page tie.) But they caa be copyright no tether then they are

original; 4 varied tern the M.O.
~

^
r cannot bee

ae they are ft

given, they cannot be copyright, until a copyright aid be made tom
back te m year* and the legal reprewotaOvas of tht iuttte"
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Uata* weriy known, infinitely surpasses Paris, even

wit* a ray small income. In what restaurant could a
fiostf (is an Englishman) be procured for a livro and a

that which the peer gentleman obtains here for

If.«.?

Tlit post gentleman has a clear £100 a-year, and pre-

fix* firing on bis Income to being employed in trade or

teoeu of any bind, save peddling a little in the penny-
t-iise vaft

to gain a few additional guineas for bis plea-

mu He is a bachelor, a lodger, and a breakfatter and
draw st the eoffee-ehops and eating-houses. He never

hdh, be never borrows ; be never gets into debt ; he pays
nrivMney ; he makes good bargains ; be has no friend,

no confident, no home, no hope ; and, were he to fail into

tie rirer, or be Barked in going to his lodgings, no one
voold soies him, save his landlady, to whom he pays 8a
vwtfk for her rooms. His place at the coffee-shop and
oting-hoase would speedily be filled np by some other

astoner. The loungers in the Parks, the bazaars,

loctioM, British Museum, National Gallery, &e^ where
bfjond his grails amusements, would never mite his

pmeact

;

and hia seat in tba various churches and chapels,

rim he flnds an open door every morning and evening
cf the week, would be occupied by some other poor gen-

tleman, or gentlewoman, who thinks the Gospel should
W freely given.

Bat, if any small annuitant should make up his mind
b the idle, * loveless, joyless, unendearing” life of the
par gentleman, and fin upon London as hia headquarters,
tot good counsel and directions are given him, by an
“oU-med band,” how to get the most for his money.
Lsdgings are the first consideration

; and these the poor
grtfieman may have as comfortable as at the West
Efld, sod much cheaper, by keeping to such locali-

ty as the Edgeware Road, City Road, Clapham,
Bruton, ftc. ; and, as he has no particular business, a
nlk of a few miles will do him good, and kill an hour
* tvs of those of which he has plenty to spare.

The necessity of going abroad to breakfast, foul day
«r for day, seems severe to family-men

; but then, for

begone, the poor gentleman may have a buttered roll

•af s cop of coffee, and plenty of newspapers, vp stairs;
« hr threepence-halfpenny below; and one penny to the
hotle waiter gives her full contentment with the gentlo-

»a mitomer. It will, however, be best to give part of
tables, which contain so important an error in arith-

wtic that many will doubt of the soundness of his ecu-

smiealknowledge,which, however, seems unimpeachable.
Hb ooe dress-coat a-year, lasts the year out, and costs
bw punts*—last year's coat serves him for ordinary
*****

t two pairs of trousers, three guineas ; and
** vaistcoat, fifteen shillings ; making, in all, £8 : 2b. ;

ar# to clothe the poor gentleman, £3:18*.

I**®**
fc»ts> *»«, boom, shoes, and gloves, and keep-

®f tp his dozen cotton shirts with M Irish fronts.** His
^wg* cost 8a, and two more to the maid-servant and
fctdtminf shoes, or £96 per annum. His dinnen, aver.

Is, 3d. a-day, afford a plate of the best meat,
fodor boiled; pudding or tart, bread and vegetables,

for porter, and Id. to the waiter. If he will
^irta^ he may want the porter and pudding, and
fo «ily a fid. plate of meat, which will allow him oc-
tmm&

T * half*piat of wine. If he long for fish, he
®"**£fotbe Billingsgate Tavern, and have the best

for la; if for soup, ht may have it at CH. a
fo* Cock, or any of the chop-Shops near the

fWlfotagth* Tlte general account atandfow

365 breakfhsts, at fid. each,
365 dinners, at Is. 8d. each,
366 teas, at 6d.

Wearing apparel, .

Lodging, boots, attd servant,

22 16 8
8 2 6

12 0 0
26 0 0

£79 1 »

There is still a surplus of £20* 18 : 9 of the £100,
applicable to the uses and pleasures of the poor gentle-

man—which, by an enormous blunder, he States as 154.

a-week—for coals, in the winter, washing, library, an oc-

casional treat, and all the necessities and contingencies not

specified in his table; while, in fact, it is but 8s^ which
makes an important difference. Although we cannot
think the self-centred, cautious poor gentleman a model
for any man, he gives excellent advice to those who
choose to remain as poor, single gentlemen, instead of bo-
coming hard-working, energetic men, and useful mem.
here of society ; nor are his maxims or his small phHosm.
phy to, be despised by those for whom he writes. The
poor gentleman is directed—

Keep your circumstances to yourself. Never ask ah
important favour. Always pay ready money. Niver
claim acquaintance in the street with richer people : lot
them pass, do not see them, if they do not see yon
first.

Accept not every invitation, even from your beet friends*
it is making yourself too cheap.

?

Spend as little as possible in cabs or omnibusses.
Waste no money in purchasing trifles you do not want,

always bearing in mind that £6 per year jh only a groat a
day.

Close your pockets against pastry-cooks’ cakes and
soups.

Never accept invitations from other young men to dine
at hotels

; for, if you do, courtesy requires that you invite
in return, which is very expensive.

Never borrow of your rich friends. Pay cash to your
tailor, for which he will give a liberal discount, which will
bring the first-rate tradesman to a level with the boteher.
Never buy clothes of advertising puffing tailors, who

always make up inferior materials.
Frequent not taverns and hotels, for they are very ex-

pensive ; the waiters frequently expeet half as much aa
will pay for a comfortable meal at an eating or coffee-
house.

Let us, looking to wealth, take any one gentleman
whom you so much envy, for instance, in his cab, or takr
Ing a canter at five or so in the Park. Where, in the
twenty-four hours, shall We begin? He has, possibly
£3000 a-yeor. The poverty of fashionable families, with
a carriage, on £3000, is pit iable. Does this make him pass
his time one bit more delightfully from its own weight ?
Not a jot, 1 suspect ? He is tired of his cab, and horridly
annoyed on seeing Booby Botherem with a more splendid
turn-out than bis

,
his reins Were wrong, and his tiger

was not so smart

!

Hs got home at seven to dress, tedimts
again ; dines at home ; they sit down very formally with
some humble invite

,
as it is not one of their intimate days

;

how Wearisome this formal politeness. Ho wishes the
fellow (his wife’s cousin, of some scribbling critic) at the
devil : they fly for refuge to the opera ; too late for Pasta,
Grisi, Malibran, Tamburini ; Taglioni still pleases for a
moment, spite of tbe tedium of repetition. The charm
has lost its spring from being over-stretched : he yawns ;

nod* across, and is bored by foofiert-m, in tome way at
other : or he goes round himself to say “ How d'ye do ?”
to people he sees every hour 1 But suppose he passes a
pleasing hour in a slyflirtation with a friend’s young wife,
or some girl, whose eagerness for admiration does not care
for his being married, as she hates h» wife—perhaps an
old flirt : this ends, he put her in her carriage, and drops
in at C ’s, St James s Street, Where he toscS a hundred,
and goes home perhaps very philosophically, or swearing
all the way

; gets up next day at one pr two,the Weather
heavenly ; ay, but he knows nothing of the fresh morn*
ings ; all is now dusty, noise and bustle—the very thing
for a town life. His wife persuades him to go mid make
» call or two with her ; they see some pleasant people,
and talk of music possibly, and get into a hot araument
on Church Reform. Awfty he comes, and gives his wife
the slip at Howell k James’s, for a loungerat the Alfred

E 2
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or U. S. dub ; take* up the papers ; see* himself quizzed,
perhaps abused

; goes home m a rage, resolves not to
notice it; dresses for a large dinner-party without curio-

sity, interest, or appetite. And thus his days drag on.

How are they better than soars 9 His wealth has done
nothing whateverfor him. Yes ; it has made him thinner
and paler ; there is nothing new for him.

Certainly the rich poor gentleman is not to be envied.

We have said the poor gentleman is thoroughly selfish,

or at best he is like the philosophic jolly miller, who—
“ lived on the river Dee,

Who cared for nobody, no not one

;

So nobody cared for Ac.”

Only the jolly miller worked and tang all day, and was

blithe as a lark.

The poor gentleman exhorts the idle hundred-pound-

ers to be content. Although their incomes were doubled,

they could command little more real enjoyment; and

even on £300 a-year, they could cut no more figure than

on £100. If the possession of £400 tempted them to a

hone and groom, they would grow poorer still. And
hereupon follows the very essence of the discreet, cautious,

selfish, and respectable poor gentleman** philosophy :

—

Do you long for two hundred pounds a-year ? the plea-
sure of asking a few friends to a coffee-house dinner now
and then ; or a better room where you could ask them ?

and more cash in your pocket for cakes, jellies, and ices ?

All this would not increase your enjoyments onetittle ; nor
would I advise you to alteryour rigid economy as to “ food,

j

fire, and clothes,'' if you have two hundred. On three

hundred you can make no appearance more than on one.
On four hundred, if you kept a horse and groom, you
would be still the poorer ; and so on. Always, in short,
say to yoursel, this and that is, after all, a great plague to
those who sport them ; a servant’s a plague, housekeep-
ing's a plague ; a carriage is a great plague, and looking
after horses

; a wife is (I'm afraid) often a plague ; child-

ren another ; many friends often a plague ; parties (the
greater number) plagues ; and the jealousy, shifts, envy, of
those just above (on another thousand more !) and all the
longing and heart-burnings for thaw in the fashionable
world, the ne pint ultra of plagues in this life ! compared
with which, if you are still not content, wish yourself a
Welsh curate on forty pounds a-year !—if this fails of
making you comfortable, set yourself down as incurable."

Rules are given for living comfortably on £50 a-year in

London, for prudent, cautious fellow^ who dread the

plagues of wife, children, and intimate friends, like the

Enemy ; care for nothing but their own dear selves ; and

yet are to be esteemed infinitely beyond those who have

no enlightened care for anything, and, least of all, for

paying their debts.

Price's History ofProtestant Nonconformity.

The second volume of Dr Price’s important work has

appeared at so long an interval after the publication of

the first, that we fear it comes forward under disadvant-

ages. These, however, a little time will remove, though

the History is cast upon so broad a scale that we regret to

find Dr Price is not likely to bring his valuable labours

to a conclusion until another long period shall have

elapsed. The present volume is, however, complete in it-

self as the history of Nonconformity in a most important

time. It commences with the accession of Charles I. and

ends with the death of Cromwell. The reverend author,

like every other foreseeing, impartial historian, antici-

pates blame on all sides. By the zealots among the

Dissenters, he expects to be suspected of lukewarm-

ness and false candour; and from the zealots among

Churchmen, or rather from all Churchmen, he may
look for the condemnation which this one declar-

ation renders unavoidable. It is. That the farther he

has looked into history, the deeper has become his con-

viction that the alliance at present existing between

Church and State is j>art of the grand apostacy—an un-

natural and most pernicious association—which must he

terminated before the ultimate triumphs of the Christian

faith are achieved. « The essential spirit of Popery,” he

says, * has been retained under a Protestant name

;

and the consequence has been distraction to the State,

and formality and worldly-mindeduess to the Church. To

expect political men to administer ecclesiastical affairs

with any other view than the advancement of their secular

interests, is to look for grapes from thorns, and figs from

thistles.” The author does not wish to be regarded as

neutral on this cardinal point. His opinions have

been maturely formed. As a specimen of the style

of the work, we select the characters of Hampden and

Pym :

—

John Hampden was a private gentleman, of ancient

family, and of large estate, in Buckinghamshire ; a man of

unblemishedvirtue ; whose reputation speedily became the

property of his country, as his spirited defence of its

liberties constituted the redeeming feature of the period.

He had hitherto been little known beyond his own county,

where he was universally respected and beloved ; but ms
fearless and high-minded patriotism now prompted him

to oppose the illegal exactions of the crown, by requiring

the payment of twenty shillings, in which amount he was

assessed for an estate in the parish of Stoke Mandeville.

The sum was insignificant, but the principle involved was

all-important. A man of less decision and moral courage,

would have shrunk from awakening the wrath of a court

which knew no mercy ; but Hampden united to great

equanimity of temper and an entire self-command,a reso-

lution which no threatening* or dangers could appal. . .

The patriotic object of Hampden was completely achieved.

He succeeded in arousing his countrymen to a sense of

their danger. Having broken up this false security, he

well knew what must follow. . . The death of Hamp-

den was occasioned by a wound received on Chalgrove

Field, June 18, ( 1643). He lingered a few days in extreme

suffering, expressing an entire satisfaction in the course he

had pursued, and commending his country to the protec-

tion of God. “ O Lord," said this dying patriot—* save

my bleeding country ! Have those realms in thy especial

keeping ! Confound and level in the dust thosewho would

rob the people of their liberty and lawful prerogative ! Let

the King see his error, and turn the hearts of his wicked

counsellors from the malioe and wickedness of their designs

!

Lord Jesus, receive my soul !’’ Again recurring to his

na ive land, he prayed—* O Lord, save my country ! 0
Lord, be merciful to” Here his speech failed him,

and, falling back ou his bed, he expired. The royalists ex-

ulted in his death, as a great deliverance to the nation,

while the Parliament were filled with dismay.

Little need be said respecting the character of John

Hampden. It is sufficientlyapparent throughouthisjhistory

,

and has uniformly commanded the respect and admiration

of impartial men. His fearless resistance of the tyranny

ofCharles, when that tyranny was both powerful and mer-

ciless ; the calm and dignified tone in which he ruled the

early deliberations of the Long Parliament ; and the energy

and decision with which he sought to bring the struggle

to an issue when an appeal to arms was inevitable—all

E
rove him to have been as consummate a statesman as

e was an inflexibly upright man. Even Clarendon,

while endeavouring to injure his reputation, is compelled

to do homage to ms transcendant abilities and surpassing

prudence of address. * He was indeed," remarks the

party historian, * a very wise man, and of great parts

;

and possessed with the most absolute spirit of popu-

larity, and the most absolute faculties to govern the

people, I ever knew.” To a remarkably equable temper,

he united a self-control and clearness of perception, which

rendered him an eminently successful parliamentary

speaker ; while his unspotted integrity, and firm adher-

ence to principle, constituted him the most formidable

opponent of the Court. With the eye of a skilful tacti-

cian he surveyed the forces arrayed against him ;
allowed

them to expend their strength, to pour forth the vials of

their wrath, or to justify themselves behind the prece-

dents of a former age ; and then, when their victory w*»

supposed to be won, and tokens of exultation were dis-

played, the matchless power of Hampden's eloquence was

felt. “He had so subtle a way of interrogating, and. undtf

the notion of doubts, insinuating his objections, that be

infused bis own opinions into those from whom be pro
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tended to levs and receive them. And even with them
vfco were able to preserve themselves from his infusions,

and discerned these opinions to be fixed in him with
which they could not comply, he always left the character
ofin ingenious and conscientious person.*' To hisprofound
warily as a statesman, and his skill as a Parliamentary
leader, be added an enlightened patriotism, and the ster-

fiqp virtues of Christianity. On the whole, it may be
pronounced with safety, that English history records no
purer or brighter example of public virtue and of private
exreOeoce, than was exhihited in the character or John
Hampden. Consistent from the first, that career was
bppdy terminated before its lustre had been dimmed or
its booty unpaired by the mists of human passion ; and
be now shines forth the idol and the pattern of all suc-
ceeding worthies.

Pym.
John Pvm, who died in the same year, was cast in a

•i&rent mould from Hampden. He was more moderate
is ha ecclesiastical views, and would probably have pre-
law! a reduced episcopacy, such as Usher advocatea, to
my other form of charch government. But the efforts
tf the Bishops to widen the misunderstanding between the
Knf and his Parliament, and their zeal m aiding the
S39 of the former, induced him to concur in the aboli-
t» of their functions, 44 which I conceive," he said, 44 may
u vefl be done as the dissolution of the monasteries,
stub, and friars, was in King Henry YIIL's time.”
His intimate acquaintance with the forms of parlia-
mentary procedure, combined with unwearied diligence,
abusive research, matchless skill in the arrangement of
pibfic business, and an unspotted integrity, secured him
peat influence iu the House. His style of oratory was
asacnlioe and nervous, and effected its purpose by a
Nraij&t-forwardnes8 and honesty, rather than by any
brilfiiocy of conception, or loftiness of intellectual range.
“He bad a very comely and grave way of expressing him-
*1C says Clarendon, 44 with great volubility of words,
utanl sod proper ; and understood the temper and affec-
tions of the kingdom as well as anyman ; and had ob-
served the errors and mistakes in government, and knew
vefl how to make them appear greater than they were."

Extracts might hawe been found which exhibit the

•nfiaal powers of the author to more advantage ; but we
bet what is beat adapted to the popular taste.

Sketches and Essays by Hazlitt.

Mr Hazlitt's son has collected, in a small volume, those

nay* of his eminent father, scattered through the various

periodicals to which he contributed, and which have not

Wfeit been published in a collected form. The essays

m generally short or not long. If they are lets brilliant

»d ambitious than many of Hazlitt's popular works,
they bear the stamp of his mind, in all its vigour, sharp-

am, sad elegance, and with less of either his harsh or

taatffe peculiarities than is apparent in many of his

am elaborated performances. There Is one very bean,

tifol paper on Taste, containing the germ of Hazlitt's

ane matured theory of the Beautiful in arts and litera.

tut, and the facility by which it is perceived and en.

Pflh There is an acute paper on “Prejudice," teeming

practical wisdom ; and another of the same cha-
°£te* “On Knowledge of the World there is also a do-

ubtful sketch, entitled 44 Merry England mad some
fagkicrpapers. From an admirable essay 44 On Cant and
Hyj*ri*y»” we feel pleasure in copying oat a single

pngnph.

Though I think there is very little downright hypocrisy
atheworid, I do think there is a great deal of cant

—

religious, cant political, cant literary,” as Lord
flpon nid. Though few people have the facie to set up
« the very thing they in their hearts despise, we almost
dviatto be thought better than we are, and affect a
pate admiration or lesser of things than we really feel
Hred* some degree of affectation is as necessary to the
was dress is to the body ; we must overact our parts,
was measure, in order to produce any effect at all.

Tboawas formerly the two hours’ sermon, the long-wind-
wpea, the nasal drawl, the uplifted hands and eyes ; all

though accompanied with some corresponding

pvpe than was really frit, and were.

in fact, intended to make np for the conscious deficiency.

As our interest in anythingwean oat with time and habit,
we exaggerate the outward symptoms of zeal as mechani-
cal helps to devotion ; dwell the longer on our words
as they are less felt—and hence the origin of the word
cant. The cant of sentimentality * has succeeded that of
religion. There is a cant of humanity, of patriotism, and
loyalty—not that people do not feel these emotions, but
they make too great a fuss about them, and drawl out the
expression of them till they tire themselves and others.

There is a cant about Shakspeare—there is a cant about
Political Economy just now. In short, there is and must
be a cant about everything that excites a considerable
deal of affection and interest ; and that people would be
thought to know and care rather more about than they
actually do. Cant is the voluntary overcharging or pro-
longation of a real sentiment. Hypocrisy is the setting up
a pretension to a feeling you never had, and have no wisn
for. There are people who are made up of cant—that is,

mawkish affectation and sensibility—but who have not
sincerity enough to be hypocrites ; that is, have not hearty
dislike or contempt enough for anything to give the lie to
their puling professions, and admiration and esteem for

Letter to the Lord Chancellor on the Present

State of the Law of Lunacy, §c. By a Bar-

rister of the Inner Temple,

Any one who reads the newipapera, though his know-

ledge extended no farther, mast be aware of the neces-

sity of the revision of the law of lunacy ; nay, any one

who has read the newspapers in former years, must be

awareofthe real—whethertheintentional or the accidental

—injustice and cruelty perpetrated under the existing law.

The Barrister does not represent the evil in half its enorm-

ity ; for he does not advert to the many motives which

exist to excite interested and weak-principled, as well as

unprincipled relatives, to take advantage of the law of

lunacy for selfish ends. Neither does he notice the igno-

rance or the liability to bias of professional men. There

are a set of mad-doctors and medical judges in lunatic

cases, whom we should regard as little better than crimps

for private lunatic asylums. The Barrister states his

object to be simply this:—
My present object is simply this—to draw your Lord-

ship’s attention to the fret, that by the law as it now
stands, an idiot—a monomaniac—the mere lonely and
quiet sufferer from morbid feeling and imagination, |is

placed in a worse condition, and a more perilous situation

with regard to his personal liberty, than the criminal,

who by his delinquencies has rendered himself liable to

punishment. The property of an actual or supposed

lunatic is infinitely better guarded than his person—in-
deed, property receives all the protection which can be

bestowed ; bat, let the individual himself be never so in-

offensive, and sane upon every subject bat one, his per-

sonal liberty can at all times be placed in jeopardy by
the written order of a friend, when backed by the war-

rant of two physicians, surgeons, or apothecaries. This

is indeed a startling anomaly in the jurisprudence of

England. How little is it in accordance with our notions

of that freedom which we pride ourselves upon t—how
great is its opposition to the very principles of that con-

stitution which we live under and are wont to admire !

—

Nevertheless, the case as stated is correct, and can be sup-

ported, not only by the evidence of facts, but by reference

to the several Acts of Parliamentwhich hare been passed

on the subject.
44 It was the doctrine of our ancient law,” says Black-

stone, 44 that persons deprived of their reason might be

confined, until they recovered their senses, without wait-

ing for the forms ofa commission or other authority from

the crown.” Is the law less barbarous in practice at the

present day than it was at the time which the learned

commentator referred to ?—a question very easy of solu-

tion by reference to the statute books ; and by their au-

* There has been another revolution lnou** since Mr HasUt*
wrote this.
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thority ft would appear that such a question can only

be answered in the negative.

The Barrister examines tbe nature and provisions of

the statute. The frequent eases of eccentricities way-

wardness, singularity, and oddity which occur in society

are noticed as described by an intelligent physician, Dr
Prichard ; cases which, if the persons possessed property

to tempt the avariee of relatives, night lead two-thirds

of society to consign ths remaining third to mad-houses,

< But,'* says the Barrister, in commenting on these cases—
Does it accord with any principles of reason, of law
or equity, that such individuals as are alluded to by the

learned writer—and who compose by far the greater

number of insane persons—should be treated in the same
manner as the raving madman—that they should be torn

from their associates aud their homes, to be made the

inmates of a licensed gaol J there to be goaded by all the

horrors of their dreadful situation ; and if reason has not

quite deserted her citadel, there to be distracted by sur-

rounding objects, and harassed into wretchedness, until

the intellect is altogether dislodged from its seat.

The recent and startling case of Mr Paternoster, lately

imported in the London newspapers, is noticed.

This gentleman was said to be insane, he was in fact

certificated as such, and would, probably, have been in-

carcerated in a mad-house* without the public attention

having been called to the fact ; but for his appearance at the

Marlborough Street Police Office, for the purpose of

lodging a complaint against two men, who, armed with
the certificate, had violently attempted to gain possession

of his person. If tbe newspaper report of the proceed-

ings was correct—and it is reasonable to suppose that it

Was so, from the fact of its never having been contra-

dicted—sanity itself could not have suggested a more
touching or rational appeal than was made on that oc-

casion by Mr Paternoster to the Magistrates
; but in the

Police Office he found no security for his liberty, no pro-
tection for Ids person ; tbs boon which every Englishman
has a right to expect could not be granted to him ; and
why ? because the order had been regularly signed, the

certificate had been regularly filled up ; and he was at

last dragged away, almost frantic, by the minions of a

mad-house. Let such a case speak for itself—it requires

no comment.

This is horriblt. But, were Mr Paternoster, and a

lady, whose case has sines been reported, as mad as they

are made to appear by the doctors’ certificates, is this

enough to entitle their relatives wholly to disregard their

feelings, aud obliterate their free-will—to crush and tor-

ture? Is there no medium for the unhappy mono-

maniacs, whose disease is often inflamed by tbe treatment

they receive, between entire freedom of purse and person

and the common mad-house, with its cells, manacles,

and obdurate keepers ? The Barrister suggests some

remedies ; but he does not go for enough. Lunatic cer-

tificates are, we fear, too often the Lettres de Cachet

of England. The mode in which they are given demands

instant revision.

Moral Viewe of Commerce, Society, and Politico.

By the Rev. Orville Dewey.
This gentleman, if we mistake not, is the author of a

book of travels in England and upon the Continent

which was published a few years ago. He is an Ame-
rican, and a man of enlarged and sound views. His
opinions art stated in a aeries of Lectures or Moral Dis-

courses, actually preached in a pulpit, and upon Sunday
evenings. We can safely recommend the Discourses,

which are as religious in tone as many of Blair's Ser-

mons, (that on Order for example,) and leave our readers

to judge for themselves' of an innovation which Mr
Dewey vindicates very plausibly. If the popular work
“ Mammon’' had been delivered from the pulpit, no one
would have taken offence.

We shall give a brief specimen of Mr Dewey*§ Die-

courses, and ask if bis opinions accord with the Euro-

pean reader’s observation and experience. He is speak-

ing of the revolution towards which not Britain, not

Prance alone, but the whole civilized world, is steadily

and grandly moving ; and remarks

In former days, when power has been wrested from
its despotic possessor, it has been done only by a violent

and bloody hand. But now an influence, silent and ir-

resistible, is rising up from the mass of the people, and
is stealing, from thrones, and princedoms, and hierarchies

their unjust prerogatives ; and, at the same time, as if

by some wonder-working magic, is making their in-

cumbents helpless to resist, and even willing to obey.

Potentates are learning a new lesson, and so are the

people too. Before, revolutions have been violent and
bloody, from the very weakness of those who have car-

ried them on, from the very uncertainty whether they

should succeed. Now the People are reposing in calm
security upon their undoubted strength. Assurance has

made them moderate. Let no one mistake their modera-
tion for apathy, or their quietness for defeat ; for they are

calm only at they are determined and sure. Such is un-
doubtedly the character of the present era, however we
may regard the good or the evil involved in it. To me,
I confess, it is by far the most momentous and sublime

era in the history of the world. The intioduction of

Christianity and tbe discovery of printing—the two
greatest events on record—are, in fact, now producing,

for the first time, on the broad theatre of national for-

tunes, the very results which we are witnessing. They
have given birth, if not to the free principles of modern
times, at least to their free action. Like the sun and the
moon in heaven, they have penetrated, by their influence,

the great deep of society. The effect produced may well

awaken that solemn and even religions emotion in the

mind of which a late distinguished writer has spoken.
What Is now presented to the attention of the world is

not, as formerly, kingdoms convulsed, or navies wrecked
upon the shore, but that u tide in the aflairs of men”
that slow rising and gradual swelling of the whole ocean
of society, which is to hear everything upon its bosom.

Mr Dewey, in a note connected with this passage, re-

marks :

—

Nothing surprised me more, four yeans ago in Eng-
land, gian what appealed at first sight, this apathy,

this moderate tone of the most Radical Reformers ; but
how much more was I struck to find, ou closer observa-
tion, this deeper determination, this repose of conscious

strength—the purpose to succeed not weakened, but only
stronger in its calmness !

An Impartial Examination of all the Authors on

Australia.

This is a small and cheap compilation, in which the

author gives a decided preference to New South Wales
over all the other colonies, Van Dieman's Land in-

eluded. Of Van Dieman’s Land, the older settlement

seems, indeed, peculiarly jealous. Those who intend to

emigrate should read everything, look to all sides, ex-

amine, compare, and by no means be hasty in coming to

a judgment This compilation gives a very bad account

of South Australia, and one not much more flattering of

the Swan River Settlement, or Western Australia. The
New Zealand colony is also run down, though we be*

liere no one is thinking much about it ; and that the

million acres which Lord Durham purchased from the

natives for £10 or £50 will, after ally he a dear bargain

before quiet possession is obtained. We should my to

intending emigrants, Read this pamphlet ; but remember

that the writer la the advocate of New South Wales,

though not an unfair one. He draws hugely upon Dr
Lang, and the other writers who laud that colony.
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Lsttm ts andpom the Government of Madras,
rtktiee to the Disturbances in Canara in

April I83T, &«., Ac. By F. C. Brown, Esq.

Ii April 1887, there were alarming rumours of insur-

itttian in the province ofCanara. The British authorities,

tbc servants of the Government, civil and military, were

k«4 with panic, and fled as fast as possible from Manga-

lore; and when the rebels or invadeia did appear, they

were found not formidable, and were easily defeated, and

tike tanmlt put down. Martial law wae proclaimed, and a

annieskra subsequently appointed to try prisoners, trai-

tors, and rebels ; and, in all probability, in that country,

tad seder these circumstances, harshness, and perhaps

<ndty, was shewn to the natives in some or in numerous

iadsacei ; and the forms of justice might not hare been

ware striedy maintained than in any country in a state of

Jotarteace and excitement, in which the few keep down
the many. Mr Brown, the writer of the letters, who
ifpeaff to hare a •considerable amount of landed and other

property in the province, has been deeply Injured in hie

fortune by these events. His estates will not sell, and

he cannot realize his property. He is an earnest re-

fcmtr #f the wrong* inflicted on natives of India, and,

in particular the sufferers in consequence of the late in-

fittoctioo in Canara. He appealed to the Govern*

ant of Madras, and obtained no redress ; ho has come
a England, and appealed to the Board of Directors, and

in not obtained even a hearing. He has therefore

priatad, to “ shame the rogues;” and, perhaps, be has

foot well; though hie personal case is so mixed up with

that of “ justice to Canara,” that the latter, and the

vnsgi of native India in its breadth and length, may
not, ss they are represented, directly or indirectly, in them

Letten, obtain half the attention they deserve, and might

am readily have obtained, had not Mr Brown been

kitottlf the principal personage of the piece.

Knights Pictorial Edition of Shakspeare.

Mr Chsrlos Knight is at the head of his profession, in
|

prrisdsg illustrated and annotated editions of popular

works This work will be very cheap, considering its plan,

toughferfroma low-priced edition; and itpromises to com-

ksc Matrons excellencies. Among these are~caipf«U

collation of the original text ; a digest ofwhatever is found

falsahit in the numerous critics and commentators on

Skkapeeret an amusing melange of antiquarian notes ;

nd a prodigality of clever, and really illustrative wood-

agranogs. Each part contains one play, and is thus

toupkts in itself. Those already published are— 1st,

Tie Tm Gentlemen of Verona ; 9d, King John. The
diUff saigns reasons for the adoption of this order,

tab we do not consider important* The choice has

{ben facility for great variety in the embellishments,

fm tbs scene lying in twp different kingdoms, widely

feanilsr in costume and all those accessories of daily

A which may be made the subject of picture. The
t«k has started well, and with the promise of fair pre-

pm, which we shall have further opportunities of no-

Exposition of the Peculiar Doctrines of the New
Jerusalem Church.

Tht Bar. A Noble, (be pastor of the New Jerusalem

farth, in Cross Street, London, and a devoted and en-

todwtic follower of Swedenborg, has published an en-

brpd teeond edition of an appeal to tbs Christian World
hWhslfsf the views which are held by his sect, or the

tafcabsrgians. Among other things, his bulky and

•dtMy twstifl* displays much curious theological and

w
controverrial learning. Ha claims Wesley as, at one

time, the half-convert of Swedenborg ( and also other Dis-

senters of name. Mr Noble natnrally displays a strong

bias ; but he has stripped away a great deal of the rub-

bish with which ignorance end prejudice have loaded the

nap»e of Swedenborg, which, probably, has enough to

answer for without the imputation of gratuitous absurdi-

ties. This work appeared originally as an answer to the

Rev. Mr Beaumont of Norwich, who wrote (be “ Anti-

Swedenborg.” The enlarged work is intended to stop the

months of all gainsayera of the Baron's doctrine. It

contains collections of instances pf Swedenborg's alleged

intercourse with the Spiritual Woild, which are very

curious, and, at least, as well authenticated as many things

of the same kind. From this book it would seem that

Kant was at one time a believer in Swedenborg's super-

natural faculties; thus furnishing another chapter to a

work which ought to be written on the Credulity of

Sceptics.

Life 8 Lossons.

A sensible, well-written tale, after the spirit and man-
ner of Miss Edgeworth's “ Moral Tales,” forms the first

of ( < Life's Lessons.” It is the fictitious autobiography of

a young lady, the daughter of a rich merchant, who grows

up indulged and selfish, but not quite heartless ; and upon

whom adversity, time, example, and reflection work a

saving change. These influences transform her into a use-

ful, respectable, and happy young woman ; although nofc

ont lover appears, and although no rich relation bequeaths

her a Urge fortune or an estate. We Bee indeed no

brighter prospect before her, than leaving her situation as

a governess, and sinking gracefully into the condition of

an old maid, the instructor ofher little nieces and nephews,

and the inmate of the family of her affectionate brother,

tnd his kind and amiable wife.

Part IV. qf Dr Ures Dictionary

Contains elaborate articles on Distillation, Ferment*^

tioo, Evaporation, and Dyeing with many lesser, yet

valuable articles, and a few that will be found cu-

rious even to general readers. Among these last, are Cut*

lery, and the new invention for embroideriug. The

machine is invented by a German, and enables one fe-

male to embroider any pattern with 80 or 140 needles, as

accurately and expeditiously as she formerly did with

one. Many of these machines are already introduced

into the Manchester factories, where Dr Ure has seen

them worked, and “ doing beautiful work.” Are these

machines to supersede all the hand-workers of the beau-

tiful Ayrshire and Moravian work throughout the three

kingdoms ? We trust not hastily. One of the machines,

of 130 needles, costs £200 ; but it does as much work as

fifteen haud-embroiderers, and requires only the care of

one person and two children to assist. We must refer

to the original work for the description of this ingenious

machine.

Geraldine and other Poems.

ItwaaeitherSir Morgan O'Dogherty or some one of that

order of knighthood, who, about a dozen or fifteen years

since, vowed to complete Coleridge’s “ Christabel,” Sir

James Mackintosh's History, and a few other great lite-

rary undertakings, then in the dead-thraws. The gallant

knight never redeemed his vow; and it has been left to

Mr Tapper, the author of “ Proverbial Philosophy,” to

compose, in a few days, the sequel to Coleridge’s “ wild,

beautiful, and original poem,” which the author never

ventured to complete. How the ambitious task is accom-

plished, we leave to_ fame, oblivion, and the admiring
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critic*. The remainder of the volume it occupied with a

number of little domestic and other poems, all very

kindly and amiable in spirit ; and a few copies of ver-

ses displaying considerable vigour of thought. Those

we mean are entitled « Contrasted Sonnets.**

Motives to the Study of Biblical Literature.

By William Goodhugh.
The author of these Lectures is the writer ef the

“ Critical Examination of Bellamy’s Translation of the

Bible,'* which appeared in the Quarterly Review- Hence

his spirit and his bias may be surmised. He wishes to

stir up a desire for the cultivation of Protestant biblical

learning. The work is adapted chiefly to theologians

and critical scholars ; but it may also be read with advan-

tage by such as hare no intention of carrying their studies

~beyondlits pages, as it contains a vast quantity of varied

biblical knowledge.

Pearls of Great Price ; or, Maxims, Reflections,

Characters, and Thoughts

,

&c. Ac.

Some skilful redacteur, or rather Literary Digester,

has given the world the pith and essence of the works of
j

Jeremy Collier, in one small volume. Collier, though

rather a voluminous general writer, is best known by

his <* Short View of the Immorality of the English

Stage ;** a work which, in spite of some faults of spirit

and of style, has been productive of incalculable good. In

stringing his pearls, the Digester has followed an alpha-

betical arrangement ; and in his hands the wit and wis-

dom of Jeremy Collier make a rather respectable addi-

tion to the number of this kind of books, though we

must demur to placing this work, as he bids us, on a

level with those of Montaigne and La Bruyere.

The Young Naturalist*s Book of Birds.

’ The anecdotes and descriptions of the feathered race

in this little volume are compiled by Mr Percy B. St.

John ; and the work is illustrated by dashing designs of

birds of prey, by I*andseer. Every work on birds mnst

have some engaging features, and this one is no excep-

tion. The anecdotes are more recondite than those we

are accustomed to see in such collections.

The London Flora. By Alexander Irvine.

The work so named comprehends the plants of all the

home counties, extending to the Channel, and as far west

as Southampton, and east as the Essex coast. It dis-

plays pains and industry; and the specified localities

will give it value to metropolitan botanizers. The com-

piler seems to have had valuable assistance in the envi-

rons of London. Many localities are noticed far beyond

his prescribed boundaries.

Schoolhouses.

This is the reprint of a Report made to the American

Board of Education, by their Secretary, upon the form

and arrangement of Schoolhouses best adapted to the

comfort and improvement of children. It is a sensible

little treatise, and deserves attention from those about to

build schoolhouses, whether individuals or societies, and

may be studied in connection with the Prussian and

Dutch models.

An Examination of Phrenology. By Dr Thomas
* Sewall, Professor of Anatomy and Physiology,

See. &c.

This Examination is the substance of two lectures de-

livered to the students of the Columbian College, Colum-

bia, and published, it is said, by request. In the first

place, like the Treatise of Dr Roget, it gives an account

of phrenology and of the older systems by which facul-

ties have been located on the head; and then proceeds to

refute the new doctrines, or that new aiTangement of

organs, which the Doctor does not consider one whit

more tenable than those of the middle ages, which have

been long forgotten. The u new science*’ is very fairly laid

down, assuming the works of Gall, Spurzheim, and

Combe as the received code of phrenological principles.

There are some newer expounders of the science, such as

Mr Sidney Smith,who differ from Spuizbeim and Combe ;

but we presume they are not recognised by the great body

of believers, though they may turn round on Dr Sewall,

and say “ This is not true phrenology. This is merely Dr
Spurzheim or Mr Combe’s version of a science, in which

Gall only led the way in discovery." However, as all agree

in the great principle, the existence of the organs, and on

their position in the head, these objections are not mate,

rial. The subject-matter of Dr Sewall’s second Lecture

is to shew how far the science is reconcilable with the

anatomical structure and organization of the brain, the

cranium, and other parts concerned. He adopts this

course for two reasons

—

1st, From a belief that the anatomy of the parts con-
cerned, is the proper and only standard by which to ascer-

tain its truth.

2d, That the metaphysical arguments on the subject,

while they have been urged with great power, have too

often been evaded, and the public mind has not been en-

lightened, as to the real merit of Phrenology, by the

usual methods of investigation. Even the lash of ridi-

cule, under which it has generally been left to wither, has
done but little in arresting its progress, or exposing its

errors.

The ground which Phrenologists assume the right to

occupy is so extensive, and the outlets for retreat are so
numerous, that it is difficult to present an objection to

the science, which cannot, upon the common principles

of reasoning, be plausibly evaded. A few examples will

illustrate the idea which I wish to convey.

If an individual hm» a large head, and his mental mani-
festations are unusually powerful, the case is brought
forward as a proof of the truth of Phrenology ; but if the
manifestations are feeble, it is said that the great size of
the head is the result of disease, or that the brain is not
well organized, or that other circumstances have exerted

an influence in diminishing its power. If a small head is

connected with a powerful intellect, it only proves that

the brain, though small, is well organized, and acts with
uncommon energy. If an individual has a particular pro-

pensity strongly marked in his character, and there is no
corresponding developement of the brain, it is said that the
organ has not been thrown out by indulging its desires

;

but ifthere is a large developement ofan organ, and no cor-

responding propensity, then it is contended that the germ
of the propensity is there, but that it has been reprewed
by education, or other circumstances ; or it is found that
some counteracting organ is fully developed which neu-
tralizes the first. For example, if the organ of Covetous-

ness is large, and the person has no uncommon love of
gain, and the organ of Benevolence is also large, it is urged
that the action of the one neutralizes that of the other.

^

I have already mentioned that the temperament also is

supposed to perform an important part in modifying the
action of the different organs, and for which all due allow-

ance is to be made.
When all these fail in furnishing a satisfactory explana-

tion, another method still more amusing is sometimes
resorted to, in relieving Phrenology from embarrassment.

It may be illustrated by the following facts :~
There is a celebrated divine now living, in Scotland,

equally distinguished for his amiable disposition, his

gigantic powers of mind, and the great moral influence

which he exerts upon the Christian world. This indivi-

dual, it is said, has the organ of Destructiveness very

largely developed, and not having any counteracting organ

very large, it is contended by those who are acquainted

with the fact, that he manifests his inherent disposition

to murder, by his mighty efforts to destroy vice and break

down systems of error. In this way, he gratifies his pro-

pensity to shed blood.
By a recent examination of the skull of the celebrated

infidel Voltaire,itisfoundthathehadthe organofveneration
developed to a very extraordinary degree. For him it is

urged, that his veneration for the Deity was so great, his
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tensMBf upon the subject of devotion so exquisite, that
be tame mocked and disgusted with the irreverence of
eves the most devout Christians, and that, out of pure
rupee* sod veneration for the Deity, he attempted to ex-
tenmnste the Christian religion from the earth.

Tbos, it is said the organ of Destructiveness, when ill-

fincttd, makes maid-servants smash glass and china with

fittls remone, or positive pleasure ; hut if well disciplined,

tike pleasure in eradicating dirt from tables, floors, &c.,

with tbs besom of Destruction.

It is laid down by all phrenologists that live of brain

ii tbs msMure of intellectual power. il This inquiry,”

mp Dr Sewall, “ involves one of the fundamental prin.

Cpfes ofphrenology.’* He cites Mr Combe as to Size ; and
Mr Sidney Smith, the latest phrenological writer, though

1c lifers from Mr Combe on many points, recognises the

pin of u the big-headed men'* to the fullest extent:
-

K,*’ says Mr Combe, 44 we take two heads, in sound
bedtb, of similar age, in each of which several organs are
ainhr in their proportions, hat the one of which is large,
md the other small, and if the preponderance of power of
nanifcstation is not In favour of the first, then phrenology
tad be abandoned as destitute of foundation.**
And here it is proper to inquire, whether in speaking

«f the volume of the brain, its absolute or relative size is

to be understood. If the former, then men of small sta-
ture mast rank as inferior in intellectual power, to men of
tape sac ; and phrenology has also to contend with the
bet, that the wliale, the elephant, and several other ani-
ah of the lower order, have a larger brain than man,
vhiie their intellect is inferior.

If the relative size of the brain be intended, then it is

*««smry to know with what it is to be compared ; whether
vith the dimensions of the face, the size and length of the
seek, with the size of the spinal marrow, the cerebral
wpw, or with the volume of the whole body. Upon
thapoint, phrenologists have not been explicit.
The difficulty of institutin* an accurate comparison of

thefadn with the first four of them, seems likely to pre-
vest either from becoming the standard ; and the great
variutious to which the body is liable from different causes,
fc** u it sometimes does, nearly half its volume, while
the bnin remains the same, renders this not a more cer-
tain criterion. Some facts, however, seem to have afforded
the inference, that the power of the intellect is in propor-
tion to the volume of tnc brain, compared to that of the
body

; and that just as we descend in the scale of intel-
lectual existence, from man through the various tribes of
•aimak, the brain will be found to be diminished In size.
But the investigations of Haller, Wrisberg, Soemmering,
Bhnnenbach, Cuvier, and other anatomists, shew this
wodumon to be erroneous, and prove byactual experiment,
that it has no foundation in nature. A summary of the
nwlt of CuvierTs investigations upon this subject, is pre-
dated in the following table.

He considers the brain in man, in proportion to his
body, as one to thirty; and though it might with more
propriety have been calculated as one to forty or fifty,

the relative proportion between man and the lower ani-
uab k no Iess certainly ascertained.

We cannot give the tabular statement, but quote the

malt:—.

This table shews that four species of the monkey, the
Mphin, and three kinds of birds, (the canary bird, spar-
row, and cock,) exceed man in the proportion of the brain
h the body, and that various other animals are nearly on
• level with him T

Nordocs the argument in favour of a regular gradation
of intellect, according to the size of the brain, hold good
k & comparison ofthe lower animals with each other, their
mtoflwtual capacities not being in proportion of the brain
to the body. This fact is shewn by the table of Cuvier.
‘The doctrine, therefore, that man owes his intellectual

•priority to an excess of brain, derives no support from
comparison with the lower animals ; nor does it appear,

fam observation, that this is the source of the diversity
tfhtdketual capacity which distinguishes individuals of
fte human species from each other.

Professor Warren of Boston, who has probably enjoyed
"pmt opportunities for dissecting the Drains of literary

iataaecfeial men of high grade, and of comparing
fmm with the brains of men in the lower walks of life,

»my minwist of our country, if not of the age, says,

as the result of his experience on this subject, that, in
some instances, it appeared that a huge brain had been
connected with superior mental powers, and that the re-

verse of this was true in about an equal number. One
individual, who was most distinguished for the variety and
extent of his native talent, says Dr Warren, had, it was
ascertained after death, an uncommonly small brain. I
might accumulate testimony of this description to an
almost unlimited extent ; bat I will not detain you.

In the same summary way, must we deal with the de-

monstrations on the thickness of the sknll, which are

illustrated by plates. Of two of these plates, representing

each a horizontal section of the skull, it is said

Plate II. represents, by a horizontal section, the skull

of a sturdy, athletic waterman, who was drowned in the
Potomac. It is scarcely the eighth of an inch in thick-
ness, though it is firm, compact, and in every respect
healthy, in its structure.

Plate III. represents, by a horizontal section, the skull
of a young and onoe beautiful female, who came to this
city from a neighbouring State, fell into bad company,
abandoned the paths of virtue, and died in abject poverty.
It is nearly twice the thickness of the former, ana is well
organized and healthy in its appearance.
Here we have two skulls from healthy individuals in

the vigour of life, the one a male and the other a female

;

and, to render the oontrast more striking, the skull of the
female is twice the thickness of that of tnc male. Where
is the phrenologist, however experienced, who, by the
delicacy of his touch, the keenness of his eye, and those
aided by his craniometer, could have pronounoed, that
the sturdy waterman had a skull scarcely the eighth, while
that of the female was at least one-fourth of an inch io

thickness, and been able to make due allowance, and tn
ascertain the relative volume of the brain in each.

The result of these and other experiments, entitles he
lecturer to say

—

I hold it then to be clearly eetnblished,that no phreno-
logist, however experienced, can, by any inspection of the
living head, ascertain whether an individual has a skull of
of one inch, or one-eighth of an inch in thickness, nor
whether he has 56.22 ounces of brain in volume, or only
25.33 ounces.

With the result of these experiments before you, gen-
tlemen, I leave you to estimate the value of phrenology as
a practical science, in determining the powers of the hu-
man intellect. But we wiHjpass on to inquire, Ac.

This inquiry is about the frontal {sinuses, that stum-

bling,block which Phrenologists usually clear by a bound,

either forward or to one side. After describing these cavi-

ties, the lecturer proceeds

—

Plate VIII. represents, by a horizontal section, the
skull of an individual whom I well knew. He was an
athletic, labouring man, who became intemperate, and
died at the age of thirty. During his life, I frequently
remarked, that he had what would be called by Phreno-
logists, a fine head for the perceptive faculties* His eye
was deeply ensconced under a full projecting brow, and
the organs of Form, Size, Weight, Colour, Order, Num-
ber, Individuality, and Comparison, were uncommonly
well developed. His Locality was enormous. We should,
upon the principles of phrenology, have pronounced him
a Rubens in painting, a Humboldt in arrangement, and in
Form, Size, and Weight, a Wren, a Douglas, or a Simp-
son. The developement of his Comparison and Individual-
ity would have placed him by the side of Dean Swift and
the Earl of Chatham ; and his Locality represented him as
quite equal to Columbus, Newton, Volney, and Sir Walter
Scott.

But what do we find upon an examination after death ?

We discover the frontal sinuses to extend over the organs
of Individuality, Form, Size, Weight, Colour, Locality,
Order, Time, and Comparison ; the two tables of bone,
separated in some points at the distance of an inch, and
the intervening cavities so capacious as to measure one
and a half fluid ounces.

Plate VIII. shews the form, size, and situation of the
frontal sinuses, by a horizontal section of the skull.

So far, then, from the great apparent developement of
these organs, being occasioned by a forward protrusion of
the anterior lobes of the brain, the prelection was caused
by the receding of the inner from tne outer table of the
skull, in the formation of the frontal sinuses, and the brain
is discovered to he actually very deficient in its anterior
portion.
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- I need seetfoely observe, that no on* presumes to distin-

guish between thet projection whisk is caused by the full

devetapement of the enterior lobes of the brain, and the

existence of the frontal sinnses.

Here, then, are nine of the organs, of which no correct

judgmentcan he formed, as to the degrees ef their develope-

ment in the living head. From the large frontal sinuses,

delineated in this plate, 1 have skulls in which they are

seen of almost every intermediate rise, to those whieh
pleasure only a few grains.

The temporal muscle presents the next difficulty, to.

gether with the ridges and grooves exhibited npon the

Internal surface of the cranium; the result being

—

No Phrenologist, therefore, who discovers a protuber-

ance on the skull, can determine whether it is caused by
fulness ofthe brain, at that part, or an increased thickness

of the bone. . ....
How is the Phrenologist to knew, when measuring the

head, whether the skull is thick or thin ; whether the

frontal sinuses arc large or small, and whether the protu-

berances which he finds on the head, represent correspond-

ing developcmcnts of the brain, or are occasioned by an
increased thickness of the skull, at the place where they
exist ?

1 do not deny that them is a difference in the natnml
capacities of men, some individuals being endowed with
stronger, quicker, and clearer minds than others ; but I am
far from admitting tliat this difference depends on the

amount of brain, or that the development of the mind In

the progress of life Is to be determined by the increased

size of the head. If we look round upon the intellectual

world, we shall find as many men distinguished for intel-

lectual power, with a head of a small or medium size, and
as many with a large head possessing a feeble Intellect, as

the reverse of these ; and had plirenology in its commence-
ment received a different direction, and a small ktad, in

conformity with the preference of Aristotle, been mads the

standard of perfection, it would, doubtless, have enlisted

as many seskms and confident sdvooates as are now found

in its ranks.

Bnt enough of Dr Bewail, who probably entertains the

common American and erroneous notion that phrenology

Is in general acceptation in its headquarters, Edinburgh.

Notes on Naples. By a Traveller.

This Is a sprightly clever book, of the kind which may

be termed occasional volumes.** we say occasional or fugi-

tive poetry. The Traveller’s Wit, or rathersmartness, is apt

to diverge into flippancy sometimes; bnt, to make amends,

be has a flue, or, if we may so speak, a rick eye for pic*

tore, for colour, and grouping. If his word-pictures do

tend to the exuberant, they are, at the tame time, vivid

and flowing. We shall take but one example, which

includes both the modes which especially characterise the

Traveller. The scene Is a rustic fete at Ischia.

Borne time before reaching the inn on our return, we
had heard

** ilie twanging of guitars j and, shortly after,

A Most unoriental roar of laughter §"

and, drawing near, we saw, along the arches of its low
porch, the curtain, whieh screens alike from heat and
cold, loosened from its usual festoons, and drawn down,
and lights glimmering from behind it* We oould only

enter our apartments by passing through the midst of the

revellers ; and, as we drew the curtain back with this in-

tent, there stood disclosed to us one of those scenes which,

in the general merging of customs and manners in the

great commonwealth of modern nations, present, where
you do meet with them, those peculiar marks of national

physiognomy which, year by year, become rarer all over

Europe. Around, upon bench or stool, or squatting on
the ground, as chance or a softer power led, was every

denizen of the establishment, from the high padroni* in

her festal oap, down to the very faeddna of the kitchen,

dog and cat, and all. Among them, too, we observed,

and no insensible partakers in the fun either,
.
the lady* a

visiter here, of a grandee pf Spain—such conjunctions do
happen, and who’s the worse ?—accompanied by a very

sweet-faoed girl, her daughter, whose only regret seemed
to be, that she was not more prominent still among the

performers. Red caps Andbrown Caeca were poked through
the curtains from time to time, belonging to the people,

who had looked, like bees to a bell, to the musio of this

bucolic congress; while sundryIndian-looking figures stood

with their nudes and esses in the dna^ et the further part

of the hail.

At one end of the open space, in the centre of the

groups, sat a hero who had changed our platters at din*

ner, and with whom we had had some confabulation—not
much, to be sure ; but, upon the strength of this confer-

ence, such as it was, I could venture to predicate of him
that not a mortal man in all Christendom, Naples includ-

ed, could match him at an extemporaneous lie. . . .

There he sat, this Scapin of Soapins, as though nothing

had happened, thrumming away at the guitar, cleverly as

he played the knave, yet out of tune too, his very music

being a sort of untruth. Near this Coryphnos of the

company, the niece of the house, who was called thirteen,

to magnify the miracle of her accomplishments, lolled,

with languishing Ieohs, behind a second guitar, doing all

her little possiblo to com the laudations we had, in the

previous part of the day, heard paid to her in adranee

;

while between the two was seated, with kerchiefed head

and jewelled cars, an ancient dame they called old Ma, a

term by which they contradistinguish, as it appears, the

dowager mamma from the reigning mamma (the mother

of the Queen, she was not the Queen-mother) ; there she

sat, rubbing and grinding at that instrument of inopera-

tion, the tambura di Basqoa ; and I can venture to say,

that not one in all the rustic revel was so fresh, and hale,

and buoyant of spirit, as this octogenarian. Well, in the

midst of all these auxiliaries, satellites you may call them,

were two small slie-thiugs, to whose celestial bodies, ts

pursue the figure, the faces of all around were turned—
albeit, never planet that danced round the sun ever found

such a centre of gravity. These were two young female

Ischiotes, with ornamented heads and bare feet and arms,

which, together with their faces, were as brown as work-

ing all day in field and orchard oould render them, who
were liere In all the intoxication of tarantella, Neapoli-

tans in general, but Ischiotes in particular, are sufficiently

addicted to grimace and fracas. Rage or pleasure mani-

fest themselves and evaporate in a shout or a squall ; sod

a whirl in the air, as though they were beside themselves,

I seems the natural language of their emotion. The taran-

tella appears to me to embody and to poetise the spirit

of all this. To say that, as the measure

quickened, they cried with a sharp, shrill cry, and then

plied their castanets, and squalled, and whirled, and

wheeled again, one should hazard the suggesting, except

for the accompaniment, something of tlie clod-pole dance

of Bcotland, the rude vagaries of which are tlie mere

romping of Esquimaux squads, oompared with the na-

tional a&nce of Naples, which, in all its extravagance, is

ever graceful and flowery, arid harmonious as its own
music. Its grace, too, untaught as it is inimitable, is

one which seems like the natural birth of jdeasure and

sweet sounds. One could imagine tlie blithe yonug

supple figure, overfraught with enjoyment, launched

suddenly forth to music, as you would set in motion

some cunning instrument, with which movement sod

sweet sounds were twin-born, and that the cessation

of the one were the loss of both. This joyous sunny

spirit of the 8outh I remember but in Mercandotte and

in Heberie, and In them only. Then another very sin-

gular effect in this dance arises from the perfect noiseless-

ness which intermits between the delicious acces dc Joie,

the cause being, that the dancers are unshod, so that

their bare shoeless feet twinkle over tlie flat stones with-

out a sound ; and in twilight, as I have seen the dance,

a busy fancy might half believe the flitting figures among
tlie shadowy vines, moving, as spirits move, all sound-

lessly, to be some creatures of the elements—Naiads of the

mountain stream, or unsphered Oreads of the star-lit hills*

The tarantella is certainly the most inspiring danoe io

the world. It thrills even the spectator*—so, at least, it

did me. I only regret I cannot convey a better idea of

it. But there is a monotony in the ever-recurring ca-

dences of the music, and whioh, in the very gusto of con-

trast to the extreme animation of the movement. Is no

less singular than it is indescribable. And then, ever and

anon in this ease, the Mourns of the party, the Scapin

aforesaid, would interpose some odd laughable quatrain

or other, while still wound on ths measure, on and on,

untiringly, enjoyment, frolic, life, and spirit, with a sort

of under-current of plaintive feeling sporting through the

whole Their danoe seemed to permit e
anoccasion of performers, the dropped thread of the dance

being taken np by one after another ; an instance of which
we were witness of, for one of the girls having slipped her

foot said#, a substitute leapt Into her places—and a sub-

etitoto which it wild be wjuetioe to forget, Tb» v*
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a MW, wkh » thoek boUet-*l»Md brad,
•—1 » wi*. to mai«h, oa eoe tide of it, incapable of any.-

ttwhub^b. IbwtaeoQ puqr like him hem. Hie
ooljr hshilbnents were * shirt, mile perhaps before but-
tons went invented, for wholly buttonfossa it was, the
inns of it rolled up to the shoulder, and the front open
down to heaven knows where ; and a wondrous strango
pair of anotterables, of the same material as the shirt,

wfefcfc might perhaps have been trousers Ht the olden
ta ; hut they had been dooked and docked until dock-
isfsoold no farther go, since the number of inches of nut-
sg adorned skin they betrayed was already somewhat
abfmigg, At these two items comprised the whole of hie
tirdrobe, the quantum of his orange-tawny person that
wm to be seen for nothing may be better imagined than
dneribed. This supernumerary mime threwa character, an
expression upon the scene entirely different, although the
noTcment seemed unchanged. I should give a better
ides of this mirthful being by saying, that he was the
fceeiafle of the Faun in the Florentine gallery, for such
W was, and would certainly uphold the idea of Boll, that
that celebrated antique antic was drunk, and that Mi-
chael Angelo had given a wrong eliaraoter to it on restora- l

tiaL This fellow was certainly drunk, and some of his
i

TOooscioas gesticulations were exact as a tee to the *

fetae. got indeed his attitudes were altogether most
remarkable. Nothing ungainly or preposterous offended
jot ; stultified with wine, and in all the luxury of fantastic
frolic though he was, there was no superfluous flinging
dwut of limbs

; yet there was inconceivable variety too.
Be wemed in short a classic Bacchanalian, and wanted
hat thjTsas and vine leaves, and a cluster of blaok grapes
a his dutch, dropping odours, dropping wine, to mark
him of the jovial crew of Bemeie'S great son. Behold here
th* xbjbUtj of the fine arts ! 6uch was the feeling that
wared to me as this man leapt into the rustic arena ;

such it is still. Where could a life of study do for
the student—save in Greece indeed—what lie has but to
triMcrihe, so foir is Nature's autograph, to find fo tills

air dime done for him ? Take here the peasant from his

vineyard, hew him in marble or stamp him mi flaws
Could the peasant of the North serve the artist thus?
And not in fanns and satyrs only—for the chiefs and
demi-gods that Art robes in heroic mould, would be little

shamed in any of the half-naked forms you still may see

In Italia's field, following their herds, or idling in the sun.

This is aptitude for art.

Were the reader to peruse the entire body of Notes,

be would not have a much better Idea of the traveller's

peculiar style, or of his mark and likelihood, than the

above extract affords.

PAMPHLETS.
Sir William Molesworth has published an abridgement

of the “ Parliamentary Report of the Select Committee

on Transportation." The labours and report of the Com.
mittee must, in the course of the next session, lead to

some important change in the present system of secondary

punishments. Sir William dedicates his pamphlet to his

constituents in Leeds. We merely announce it, as it is

•ur purpose fully to discuss the important subject on

which It bears. It every day becomes more evident that

it is far easier to fabricate a dozen very plausible consti-

tutions, than to frame one really good Poor-Law Bill, or

Education QiH» and, above all, a sound legislative scheme

of Secondary Punishments.

Oliver fit Boyd have added to their series of useful

Catechisms one on Heat. It is written by a well-

qualified popular instructor, Mr Huoo IIeid, Lecturer

on Chemistry, teacher of the philosophical department

in the High School of Glasgow, and the author of M The
Steam-Bugiue," aqd several excellent popular scientific

manuals.

POLITICAL
ENGLAND.

Tm large meetings, by torch light, of the working
dsWet, In the north of England, have at length excited
he attention Government, and a proclamation has
*** ksned, u warning and commanding all persons to

from such assemblies at their peril." The im-
cawe of taxing this proclamation was a meet.

f, bald at Bury, on the 8th December, at which, not-
*kbstandj«g of a previous notice ef its illegality by the
Htastes, several thousands assembled, many of them
fnwisud bearing torches, and pistols were discharged
tbs air. No disorder, however, appears to have oc-
*•*•1 The breaklog of thrashing-machines has again
feeme a common practice, and numerous incendiary

both of agricultural produce and of manufacturing
Publishments, have taken place. At the very time the
tag was holding at Bury, an extensive cotton-manu-
tary, it Ashton-under-Lyne, was set on fire and eom-
plady destroyed. Another large cotton-mill at Bui.

tar Nottingham, was destroyed by fire the same
tac, sad several Instances of stacks being found on fire

bwr vanned during the month- There is little doubt
*•* tae fires have been the work of incendiaries. The
*tk prise of food, without any adequate rise of wages,
^qfillluu of the New Poor Law, and the inflamma-
*7 fcanagues of Stephens and others, operating upon
fr* taring population, are, no doubt, the causes of the
Etal state of matters. We leer that if the high price

*ftadoee continue, it will be very difficult to pre-
•*fos peace daring the winter.

Preparations are going on at at ell our
ports. A great many ships of war are fitting

talieUs for military and naval stores have been

Jtal sailers and marines are enlisting $ and allta on the coasts have been examined, and placed
•tata footing, in so for as the number of troops at

foifodUf Government will permit. Surveys have
"•talefor the purpose oferecting additional forIs at

tatllfo tfnmber and Tees^ andaim at. White.

REGISTER-
haven ; for ft is seen Chat the use of steam-vessels in war-
fare will render our coasts lees secure than they have
hitherto been. We hope, however, that peace will be
preserved ; for war would pfrove the death-blow of every

Internal improvement, and would accomplish what the

Aristocracy so ardently desire—the finality of Reform.
The Church.—The proceedings of the English

clergy, daring the month, have been too remarkable to

he passed over. In the Court of Queen’s Bench, the

Rev. A. M. Gathereole has been sentenced to three

months' imprisonment, for a grots libel oa the nunneries

at Stockton and Darlington. The Rev. Ebeneeer Morris,

vicar of Llanelly, in Carmarthenshire, summoned John
James, one of his parishioners, before the ecclesiastical

court, for non-attendance at Church—he being a Dissenter,

and attending his own place of worship. He was admon-
ished by the Bishop for his u lireligion,” and ordered to

pay the expenses of the suit against him, being £7 * but,

being unable to comply, he has been 6tnt to Carmarthen
jail. The same clergyman has also imprisoned David
Jones, another Dissenter, for not attending Chnrch, and
for not furnishing the communion elements at his own
expense. Jones was a churchwarden, and, at the proper

time, he summoned a meeting to obtain a Church-rate.

The rate was refused. The expense of the prosecution

against Jones came to £48. A clergyman in the Isle of

Wight, whose name is Breeks, prosecuted a widow for

putting on her late husband's tombstone an inscription

calling on the passers by to pray for his seul ; but the pro-

secution was dismissed by Sir Herbert Jennsr, in the

Court of Arches, and the clergyman ordered to pay the

costs. Oar owii clergy in Bdinburgh have been talking

about stopping the tunning of the mail on Sundays. It

would be much better to shat the tolls at once.

SCOTLAND.
A dinner urae given by the Liberal electors of Stirling,

shire to their member, Colonel Abercromby, at Stirling,

on the 7th December. It was, we believe, the meet

splendid and numerously attended dinner ever given In
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a Scottish provincial town, there being between 600 and
700 gentlemen present. Sir Michael Brace of Stenhonse

filled the chair. The principal speakers were Colonel

Abercromby, Admiral Fleming, Lord Dalmeny, Mr
Gillon of Wallhonse, and Mr Weir of The Glasgow
Argus. Admiral Fleming defended the Ministry against

the recent attacks on them on account of the navy, and
maintained that it was in a most efficient state ; and he
held in derision the notion that we had anything to fear

from an attack by Rossia. Loid Dalmeny defended

Lord Durham from the attacks of the Tories, and spoke
strongly against additional endowments to the Church
of Scotland. Mr Weir hoped that the time of Parlia-

ment during the ensuing Session would not be entirely

devoted to the Canadian Question, for the concerns of

millions at home were of far greater importance than of

thousands on the other side of the Atlantic.

Sir James Graham has been elected Lord Rector of

the University of Glasgow, instead of Sir Robert PeeL
The Duke of Sussex was set up in opposition to him

;

but his Grace only obtained 207 votes, while Sir James
had 262. We cannot see what good the keeping up this

absurd form of an election can possibly effect ; while it

must distract the attention of the students from their

studies. The less political excitement there is within the

walls of a university the better.

Society ofAbts—Indelible Ink.—An ink which
would not become paler by age, and which would resist

the effect of acids, has long been a desideratum—as all

the inks at present in nse are very easily removable from
the paper, and there is no doubt that numerous frauds

have in consequence been committed. In France this

fraud is carried to such an extent as seriously to injure

the revenue of stamps ; the writing being washed out of

bill stamps, and other stamped paper, and the paper

again used ; and there is no doubt that the same stamped
paper may in this way be used many different times. In

Paris there are numerous persons who make a business

of washing the ink out of stamped paper, for a small per-

centage on the value of the stamps. Several years ago,

the French Government appointed a commission of the

most able chemists in France, with the view of dis-

covering how this fraud could be prevented; but the com-
mission has failed in the attempt. Some time ago, Dr
Traill announced that he had discovered an indelible ink ;

but, it turns out to be a mere pigment, like Indian ink

;

and, although it resists acids, it can be washed out by a
camel-hair pencil and a little water, or, more easily, with
soap and water. Strong alkalis have been proposed ; but
inks made with them will not resist for a moment the

chloride of lime. At a meeting of the Society of Arts,

on the 12th of December, a communication from Dr
Veitch on the formation of an indelible ink was read,

which excited considerable attention. The difficulty of

making an indelible ink was shewn by the following

facts :

—

1st.—That no vegetable colour could be used, because

all such colours were destroyed by acid.

2d.—That no soluble substances were applicable,

because they could be washed off.

3d.—That no insoluble substances, such as lamp black,

were applicable, as they were merely particles of matter

adhering to the surface of the paper, through the medium
of some mucilaginous body. In this last class, we ap-

prehend we must rank the inks used by the ancients

;

for, though some of the members of the Societyjseemed to

think the ancient inks of an indelible character, we
believe they were not so, and that they (like Dr Traill’s)

could easily have been washed offwhen recent, and could,

perhaps, even yet be removed. The plan fallen upon
was, to obtain a substance alike indestructible by any
chemiesl agent and the effect of time ; a substance which
Is insoluble, and which cannot be removed by any
means without making an erasure. For this purpose a
mixture was used, containing a small quantity of sul-

phuric add, which chars the paper on the application of

heat, so that the paper itself furnishes the colouring

matter. Dr D. B- Reid and others agreed in thinking,

that this was the only plan left; though not free

from otrjcctfon*—as,in so tor as we decompose the paper,

we necessarily weaken it. Adiscnssion of an interesting

nature took place after the communication was read, in

whichseveral of the leading members took a part, some

ofwhom thought it would be necessary to attend to the

composition of the paper as well as the ink. A com-

mittee of thesodety has been appointed to report on the

subject.

The Clergy and their Stipends—Cork Laws.
—It has often appeared to us to be a remarkable dream

-

stance that, now that the Established Clergy have

awakened out of what they themselves admit to have

been a lengthened and lethargic slumber, they have not

called public attention to the faulty manner in which

their stipends are paid—viz., by drawing a certain por-

tion of it from each landed proprietor in the parish—and

the troublesome, expensive, and tedious process by which

alone they can obtain any augmentation. Nothing

irritates and provokes a body of men whom it ought to

be their chief aim to conciliate more than these processes of

augmentation. In former times, these processes were

certainly more frequent than they are now ; for

the landowners were so annoyed with applications for

augmentation of stipend, and by the serious litigations

which arose among them in the allocation of the

proportion of the augmentation payable by each, that,

in 1808, the legislature was forced to interfere, and to

declare that, in future, no application of a clergyman

should be afterwards received, if he or any of his prede-

cessors in the same cure had obtained an augmentation

within twenty years previously. This is, perhaps, the

only instance in which the legislature has been com-
pelled to prohibit a body of men from stating their

claims in a court of law. By the provisions of this act,

the landed interest resorted to a very ingenious device for

identifying the interest of the clergy with their own.
At that time, much discontent existed in Scotland, occa-

sioned by the yearly-accumulating burdens of the war,
and exasperated by the high price of provisions, especially

as wages had not risen in proportion. The act converted

the money stipends of the ministers into grain ; and
thus the established clergy have the same interest with
the landowners that grain should be dear. For ex-
ample, in augmenting a minister’s stipend, he is not
allowed a fixed sum of money, but a certain number of
quarters of grain. The actual grain is not delivered to
him ; but, calculating the value at the market price of
the year—for ascertaining which a method has been long
practised in Scotland—the clergyman receives that value
from the land proprietors of his parish, in proportion to
the extent of their estates. The clergy were easily
induced to go into this scheme, as, for a great number of
years previously, grain had been constantly rising in
price. This accounts for the General Assembly having,
more than once since the date of the act, petitioned Parlia-
ment against the repeal of the Corn-Laws—a circumstance
that must be inexplicable to those who are not aware how
stipends are paid.

But this mode of payment is attended with the follow-
ing evils. The slightest augmentation sets all the pro-
prietors of the parish into a series of the most expensive
and tedious litigations ; for the most difficult points of
law often arise in ascertaining in what proportion the
augmentation is to be paid by the different heritors.
Farther, the stipend has to be collected, in many parishes,
from thirty, forty, or even a hundred individuals, some
of the payments being only a few pence. The payment
from each varies every year $ and, especially since the
change of measures, the conversion of the old measures
in which most of the stipends were modified into new,
and the calculation of so many payments, are very
troublesome ; besides, where there are many small pro.
prietors, a great part of tbe stipend is never paid at sail

«

and when tbe minister resorts to compulsory means, b*
is brought into unseemly collision with the landowners.
It, therefore, appears to us, that it would be much bettei
to fix permanently the proportion of stipend payable b^
each land-proprietor, to collect it along with the land-ts]
of the county, and to pay it Into exchequer, whence th
clergy would draw their stipends quarterly, instead, a
once s-yesr, as *t present* Another strong reason for 4
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ekaafti^tkftt it most hare an injurious effect, with such

•f the fsrhhiooers as do not derive their means of sub*

bHocb frsoa the anil* to have it believed, truly or falsely,

tint their pastor has an interest in bad crops, disastrous

sad high prices; for by these means alone can he
•taia a high money stipend ; and that, in this way, his

ipihtsftl duties and temporal welfare are at variance.

Local Lbqklation.—During last Session, 329 Acts
were added to the Statute-hook, of which only about
m4hiid—120—are public Acts, an equal number being

placed under the head u Local and Personal,” (under
wfeck is included all Road, Bridge, Canal, and Railway
BU1% and otbersof the like nature

;)
thirty-five Private

Ada,* printed by the King's printer ; and fifty private

Ada set so printed. These last are generally Acts of
Xitanlifatkm and Divorce. Several of the local, and
jmms l, sod private Acts have, unquestionably, occupied

met tine in their discussion and adjustment than many
cf the public statutes ; and, indeed, nnder the title of

PsUk, are to be found numerous statutes strictly of a
Isol asture—for example, that for settling the affairs of
the Gty of Edinburgh, passed last Session, c. 55. We,
datfcnv *** certainly far from exaggerating, when we
mm, that one-half of the time of Parliament is spent in
bMoms which could be much more easily, cheaply, and
expeditiously conducted by local legislatures. Even the

satitei strictly public, such as those for reforming the
bv of Scotland, could surely be much better carried

through in Edinburgh than in London; for all the
nknastion necessary to prepare them most he pro.
cued in Scotland, and constant intercourse must be had
vitkpenons there, during the progress of the bills through
PariiauenL The separation of public from personal,

ad fecal, and private legislation—using the terms in

a rill brooder sense than is done in the present heads
•f tbe Statute-book—would, we are convinced, be at-

tad«d with incalculable benefit, not only to the country
pMraliy, but also to those individuals who have occasion
(•obtain statutes for the arrangement of their private
lUn, or for establishing mercantile or banking com-
puitt; and we beg to direct public attention to tbe mode
propmd for its attainment, explained in last Register.

Legislation apfkctikg Scotland in Session 1838

—

TW dm Statute of the 1st and 2d Victoria, affecting

Scstbnd, along, however, with England and Wales, is

L44, fer the purpose of consolidating the laws relative to
tfe aannfacture of glass, and for the collection of the
fata payable on that manufacture.—The benefit of in-

tautioaal copyright is attempted to be secured, under
ortais conditions, by c. 60.—An Act of the 6th and 7th
Willis® IV. increased the powers of heirs of entail, in
(nstiag ticks and making excambions—that is, in ex-
<ta(iiif parts of their lands for others with greater
frilitj than previously. This Act is extended, by c. 70*
to wro cases which had been overlooked in framing
(fe farmer act—Several statutes were, in this Session,

fwni, relative to the taking of oaths, some of which seem
(•apply to England alone; bat the following are of general
application. By a preceding statute, Quakers and Mor.
uiai» wen entitled to make an affirmation, in a pre-
vibadform, instead of taking an oath; this permission
*wo extended to persona who have been Quakers or
*fo*rism, but who have renounced the peculiar tenets
rfthtK wets.—c. 77 ; end, by another statute, (c. 105,)
“ it declared, that all persons are to he bound by the
•^risainistmd in the form they themselves declare

This applies to criminal cases as well as to
wilt ts every court in the kingdom, and to oaths taken
wtht entering upon offices, or on other occasions. False

or folse swearing, though the oath be out of
(fe eaoal form, is declared punishable with the pain of

The time appears now fast approaching, when
aleatbi or appeals to a Deity and a future state should
"(•paled, ud a solemn affirmation substituted in their
***' I® consequence of the disturbances which the
A* wafiusace of labourers to public works sometimes
<BMfes% a provision has been made for the payment of
yyMv for keeping the peace near railways, canals,
datbm public works.—As to the revenue, there is

***((• 85) a provision allowing stamps, denoting the

duties payable in one part of the United Kingdom, to ba
used in other parts ; and there is also a Customs* Amend-
ment Act, making a variety of alterations of the exist-

ing law ou that branch of the Revenue, and containing a
new Table of Dnties, applicableHo twenty or thirty ar-

ticles of merchandise.—The establishment of additional

schools in Scotland, is provided for by c. 86 ; and the

conveyance of the mail on railways, by c. 98*—The law
relative to legal proceedings by joint-stock banking com-
panies against their own members, and by member*
against the company, is amended by c. 96.—In Scottish

law exclusively, we have c. 86 relative to advocation*

and suspensions, by which the judgments of inferior

courts may be brought under the review of the Coart of

Session in a more cheap and speedy manner than at pre-

sent ; chap. 1 14, by which those diligences, or modes of
execution called letters of horning, poinding, arrestment,

and caption, are abolished, and the decree itself made the

warrant for charging a debtor to pay, and for execution

against his debts, movables, and person, in case of failure.

The necessity of applying to the Coart of Session to enforco

the decree of a sheriff, when the debtors goods or

person are beyond the county, is also removed ; the sheriff

of the connty in which the debtor is resident being

authorised to grant his concurrence for the enforce-

ment of the warrant. A power of restricting arrest-

ments, which are often used in a very oppressive man-
ner, is also given to sheriffs; and, instead of being

in force for five yean, as at present, they are do-

declared to fall in three years, except where the debt is

future or contingent. A great alteration is made in tho

duties of Lords Ordinary and Clerks in the Court of Ses-

sion, by c. 118. At present, there is a certain rotation,

so that it is a matter of uncertainty before which of tho

Judges a case brought into Court may come to be de-
cided ; but now the suitor may choose by which of tho

Outer-House Judges his case is to be determined. We
fear the effect of this regulation will be, to create an im-
mense accumulation of business before one or two judges^

and hence great delay
; while one or two others will bo

reduced almost to a state of idleness. Each clerk is to

be attached to a particular judge, and will not henceforth

be necessitated to run from one to another, as at present.

There will also be a considerable saving in fees to tho

public, as all the officers of Court are henceforth to bo
paid by salaries. It is to be regretted, however, that tho

fee-fund has only been reduced, instead of being abolished,

and that no provision has been made for diminishing the

great, and, in many cases, useless expense of printing in-

curred at present. What is the use, for instance, of

keeping up, as an imperative rule, tbe printing of all de-

fences, and of almost all summonses, at the very outset of

s suit, when, as often occurs, a single copy of them is all

that is ever required ? What is to prevent the judge per-

using the original manuscripts ? Neither do we think
that there would have been any great difficulty in abolish-

ing tbe Bill Chamber, which has long been felt to be a
nuisance. The Sheriff-Courts have not been overlooked

(c. 119,) though we have some donbt of the pro-

priety of the provision relieving the sberiff-deputes of

their obligation to reside four mouths within their coun-

ties annually, and substituting for that obligation tho

holding of eight courts yearly. Under this provision, tho

Sheriff will be enabled to visit his county twice a-year,

remaining there four days each time at the longest. The
ground alleged for allowing the sheriffs to be absent from
their counties—vis., that they may be enabled to keep up
their knowledge of law by attending the Court of Session

—is a mere pretext, which we have repeatedly exposed. It

ought not to be forgotten, that that Court sits only 114
days in the year ; so that there is not the slightest diffi-

culty in combining four months* residence of tbe sheriflSa

in their counties, with constant attendance on the sittings

of the Court. Tbe sheriff-substitutes, however, having

fewer friends at Court, are to be kept strictly to their

duty. They are not to heabeent from their countiesmore
than fourteen days at a time, nor more than six weeks in

all ; and they are not to act aa conveyancers, factors, or

agents for hanks; but, on the other hand, they am
no longer removable at the pleasure of the deputes
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and a provision if made for giving them superannuation
:(flowancet. It would hare been adrisable to hare in-

creased the salaries of some of them at the same time

;

:fs £160 a-year Is too little for a judge haring so im-
portant duties to perform, and so extensive a jurisdic-

tion. There are a variety of other important provisions in

the statute, which we can scarcely enumerate—viz., for a
ummary mode of removing tenants for a less period than
;year, whose rents do not exceed £90 ; allowing sheriffs

to recall extracted decrees in absence ; to suspend diligence

{there the sum is under £26

;

explaining and regulating

rheir maritime jurisdiction
;
permitting criminal and de

mrditationcfuga warrants, to beexecuted beyond thecounty
where they have been issued, without the indorsation

of a magistrate of the county In which the criminal

it found; a provision for remedying the inconve-

nience of bringing jurymen from distant parts of the

('-otraty, and another for catting down the emoluments
rtf the grossly overpaid, and, in many instances, all but
sinecure office of sheriff-clerk. In the next Parliament
fre hope that Mr Wallace of Kelly, or some of the other

taw-reforming Members, will turn his attention to the

state of the Law of Evidence in Scotland, and bring in

:t Bill to assimilate it with that of England, so far as to

flllotv the evidence of near relations to be received for

each other. The present state of the law is attended

with great hardship in numerous cases; and the feel-

ing of the jndgeB is not to exclude evidence ; bnt the

rnle against the reception of the evidence of near rela-

fons in favour of each other, Is too firmly fixed to be
broken through without legislative authority.

IRELAND.
' The accounts of the progress of the Precursor Society

Are so contradictory that it is impossible to discover

whether it h likely to become the formidable associa*

tion O’Connell expected, or whether It is about to die a
natural death. The Pilot boasts of the accession of tens

of thousands
; hut, if this be true, the members must be

almost entirely of the lees influential classes, for a great

proportion of the Irish Liberal Members of Parliament
has refnsed to join It. The O’Connell Tribute in Dub-
lin already exceeds the collection of last year. By the

11th December, it had reached £1680, and contributions

Were daily coming in; while last year £1339 was the

total amount collected in Dublin. A proposal has been
made to collect £100,000, to purchase an estate for

O’Connell, and discontinue the Tribute ; but we suspect

that such an effort is beyond the means of the Precursors.

Mr John Ponsonby, son of Lord Duncannon, having
expressed his disapproval of the Precursors, and of the

Anti-Tithe agitation, has, in consequence, been severely

taken to task by O’Connell, who asserts that ** the pre-

Sent Ministry cannot stand without the Precursors ; and
that, if he gets two millions of Precursors, the Ministry
is secure, and justice would be done to Ireland.” He
sap that the Precursors' Society was formed to strengthen
the hands of Ministers; and that, if he is to be told

that the Precursors are to be thrown overboard, the
Ministry must be thrown overboard also.

CANADA.
As had been anticipated, another attempt hat been

made to establish a Republic in Canada—but without
Success. The arrangements appear to have been as de-

fective as those of last year; and, indeed,the great military
force in the Colony renders all attempts at insurrection
hopeless. It appears that since June preparations for a
rising havebeen going on; and a secret oath had been taken
by a great number of the habitant during the autumn.
Themoretocnt took place on the night of the3d November,
hi the district of Montreal,and neighbourhood; but, though
many thousands assembled at first, the great proportion of
them dispersed on finding that no arms had been provided
tor them. The insurgents took the village of Beauharnois,
and made Mr Ellice, jtm., Member for the Cupar district

<*f burghs, and his lady, prisoners. They Were headed by
Dr Robert Nelson, who, hi the assumed character of
* President of the Provisional Government,” issued a
declaration) enumerating the grievances of the Cana-
dians, and proclaiming a Republic. In the course of
* Week, ike rebels In Lower Canada were dompfctdy

dispersed, and the insurrection put down. The jails

have been filled with prisoners, and the most oarage retal-

iation has been resorted to by the victors. Over a large ex-

tent of country, it is said that •• not a single rebel house

has been left standing,” and the miserable habitant have

been left to starveby hundreds In the woods. In Upper Ca-

nada, the British settlers remained perfectly ^nlet; bnt, on

the night of the 8th November, several hundreds of armed

Americans sailed from Ogdenslrarg, and made an attack

on Prescott, a small town in Upper Canada, fifty miles

east from Kingston. They took possession of a windmill

and some other buildings, abont a mile from Pres-

cott, and maintained their position for three days against

all the efforts of the militia. On the I6tb, four com-

panies of the 83d regiment, with two eighteen pounders

and a howitzer, having come up, and also two gun-

boats, with two more eighteen pounders, the Sympa-
thizers were unable to stand the fire, and surrendered

at discretion—102 in all, of whom sixteen were

wounded. The exasperation of feeling on the Ameri-

can and Canadian frontier is represented to be very

great; and retaliation, on the part of the Canadians,

for the attack made upon them, was feared. It is

strongly suspected that the Russian Government ha#

been actively fomenting the discontent in Canada ; and

that even the American Government is not sincere in it#

professions of neutrality. It is plain that, henceforth,

Canada can only be kept down by a great military force

;

and whether it is worth the expense of keeping—probably
two millions a-year, drawn from the over-taxed people

of Britain—may well be doubted.

COMMERCE AND MANUFACTURES.
A considerable rise has of late taken place in many ar-

ticles, which has been attributed to an increase of the Issues

of the joint-stock banks. For some time past, there has

been a speculative spirit afloat, as evinced by the formation

of banking and other joint-atock companies, and by the

rise of the price of the stock ofmany of them. The etock of

nearly all the newly projected Scottish banka is at a

considerable premium ; and many persons have had the

good sense to realize the profit, and retire from the

companies, being fearful that there are more banks

In existence, and in course of formation, then there is

business for. An important commercial treaty between

England and Turkey has been finally ratified, by which

our trade with Turkey will be, in future, free from in-

vidious distinctions and exclusions of particular articles,

which have been folt to be so annoying. Our vessel# are

to be exempted from all taxes and charges in passing the

Dardanelles or Bosphorus, and our merchants are placed

on the same footing ns the most favoured subjects of

Turkey itself. A commercial treaty has been concluded

between Holland and the Prussian Commercial League.

The com and timber of the Baltic are to be admitted into

Holland at diminished duties, and the League is to allow

the importation of sugar from Holland on equally favour-

able terms.

AGRICULTURE.
The price of the best wheat has now risen to (he war

price of 86s. a-quarter ; and, the average having reached

73s., the duty on importation is 8gain reduced to It.

There is every reason, however, to believe that there it

no great quantity of foreign wheat to be entered for home

Consumption ; the operation of our Corn-Laws of late

years having had the effect, not merely of preventing the

importation, hat also the growth of foreign com. The

duty on all other kinds of grain, except wheat, still con-

tinues prohibitory ; so that no relief can he obtained by

tbe consumption of foreign barley or outs. All the ac-

counts appear to shew that the late crop throughout the

three kingdoms was greatly below an average. In (he

higher and later districts, Indeed, it was a complete flub

are, many of the hill formers not having enough of grain

to keep their horses till next crop. In Aberdeenshire,

great distress prevails, in consequence of the failure in

the crops. In the eaat of Ireland, the high price of pro-

visions, particularly of oatmeal and potatoes, has excited

some alarm ; and a meeting of the magistrates of the dis-

tricts around Dublin has been held for the purport of

deriathr means to relieve the distress of (ha poor*
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LORD DURHAM AND THE REFORMERS.

TiisNewYearopens gloomily,whetherwe regard

the political or social aspects of the times, whether

the domestic or foreign prospects of the country

:

cmr young Sovereign, egregiously misled ; her

Minsters universally hated, despised, or dis-

troated ; the nation split Into factions ; and the

lover orders either actually starving, or upon

tie eve of starvation, and in a more inflamma-

tory state than we can remember, even in the

vorst periods of popular discontent. That we

are on the verge of some change, no one doubts,

though nothing certain can be predieted, save

tiat the Duke of Wellington may now have the

Whig Ministry dirt-cheap—i. e.f at salary price

—

ifhe is willing to strike the bargain ; and that the

Radicals may gain Lord Durham for a feather to

tie cap of liberty, if they will only be more
prompt In their flattery, and strike while his

lordship's wrath is hot. The moment the Whig
Government took courage to slam the doors of

tie Court and the Cabinet in his face, and to

withhold that Plymouth salute—pitifully to

withhold it—Lord Durham’s course might have

been foretold. There is now for him no altern-

ative between sullen silence, and that high partfor

which his haughty temper, his aristocratic pre-

judices, and family connexions would render

him inapt, although he did possess those com-
uisding qualities of intellect, and the various

talents necessary to the leader of a great party

in times like the present. Heaven knows, how-
ever, that the Whig swindling system has brought
the came of Reform, in its practical working, to

a condition in which Reformers cannot afford to

throw away one atom of strength. If the Earl
of Durham be, as his adulators allege, willing

to confess his errors, or ev«n to be silent about
them—to refrain from injudiciously vindicating

hii Canadian policy, and from claiming merit
ud triumph from it—the Reformers, having
weurity for the future, may probably grant him
indemnity for the past.

Notwithstanding the seal and industry of the
pncnnory,MrWakefield, and thetactandaddress
ofthe ure-Durhamizing”journals, the RadicalRe-
faners are anything but alert in hailing as one of
tieir leaders the man who, upon the small capital
of three speeches, gained a great reputation for

dutch and sterling Liberalism ; and, -the mo-
feot that his supposed influence at Court gave
to* the meant of performing or of attempting

ml service, insolently turned his back
Won them, and, by a gratuitous blunder, a
P*ee of inconceivable folly, wrote the uiemof-

epistle to that Mr Bowlby who is now very
ctaseterietically employed in getting up ad-

of confidence, and u Durham Demon-
drations.” Those Reformers are worse than
dotted who degrade themselves and their
CM*o in this way. Let Lord Durham now De-
“•dnte. It it his turn. We trusted him,

!

have been wefnlly dedeitfcd. Lai bias

express bis regret and penitence, and ho will

be forgiven and restored, and taken back
at his real value, which we apprehend the world

now sees to be something considerably less than

that at which be rates himself. We claim to

have equally good, or better opportunities of

knowing the state of public feeling than those,

who, in interested newspapers, and at abortive

meetings, would represent the people as in a
state of idiotic excitement and enthusiasm,'

about Lord Durham, the ex-Radical, ex-Ambaasa-

dor, ex-Dictator. It is a palpable mistake. Tbfi

people are not such gulls. Russia, Canada, and
the Bowlby manifesto, are not so easily forgotten.'

If Sir William Molesworth, a young and amiable

man, bat an inexperienced politician, has been

influenced to compromise his reputation in one
rash letter, the acuteness of Colonel Thompson,
of whose truth and earnestness no man doubts,

furnishes the antidote. The Reformers will not

precipitate themselves into another snare, even

before the former Whig swindle is fairly eonsunu
mated.

What have the few Reformers who have been

congregated about Lord Durham by his precur-

sors yet gained ? The noble Earl, most unguarded
in the expression of personal resentment, has

been studiously cautious not to commit himself

to the cause of reform, in his late progress.

The pointed insult of refusing the ex-Dictator

gunpowder at Plymouth, did produce a faint

reverberation of his great Olasgow guns, along

with those strains of self-laudation which so

well became him, immediately on his landing

;

and a clap-trap about “ ships, colonies, and com-
merce,” which shewed his high opinion of the

understanding of the parties whom he addressed

;

or else, incredible ignorance of the feelings of the

Reformers on his Canadian policy and oonduct.

It is themore needful to warn a handfulofheed-

less Radicals against degrading themselves to

gain Lord Durham, that we are assured, by a very

competent authority in this case, that his Lord-

ship utterly despises us ; and that, as he cut us

dead when we courted himon his hasty returnfrom

St Petersburgh in 1837, so will he again upon
his equally abrupt return from Canada. The
jExaminer, long Lord Durham’s vassal, and now
the vassal of Lord Melbourne, assures us that

he understands his former patron better than

the pitiful Radicals can do; and that whpt
his Lordship told Mr Bowlby then, he is ready

to say again. This may be true, and H may
not. Lord Durham in his present trim may
be obtainable; bat the question becomes, on*

what terms is be worth having? Is he not

likely to be more a hindrance than a help ?

This discussion may, however, be very safely

deferred until it is seen what he will do.

He is in the use of issuing Bowlby manifestoes

and Canadian proclamations : let him issue one

now, telling as what be witt do for us ; on what
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LORD DURHAM AND THE REFORMERS.68

terms he will negociate ; on what principle

—

not to be abandoned when it becomes convenientto

his Lordship to make his peace with the Court

—

he is willing to take his stand among our leaders,

with or under the Broughams, Humes, O'Con-

nells, Wards, Leaders, Roebucks, Thompsons,

Attwoods, Harveys, Wakleys; and, in brief,

every able public man who is willing to forget

the past, to make manly and magnanimous sacri-

fices of small objects, and unite for the ener-

getic promotion of the common cause.

To close this subject: If Lord Durham,
without requiring farther cajolery and flattery,

choose to come manfully forward, and declare for

Household Suffrage, Triennial Parliaments, and

the Ballot—his principles avowed at Glasgow

—

we shall be content, in the meanwhile, with

earnest efforts to procure so valuable an instal-

ment, and not press him hard on the question of

the Church, Hereditary Legislators, Primogeni-

ture, or even the Corn-Laws. But “ the Durham
policy'* must be immediate. For all that his

Lordship has ever volunteered, the country is

now more than ripe—it is impatient. The toes

of the Universal Suffrage multitudes already gall

the kibes of the more cautious Reformers. We
give his Lordship one more month of grace, and

pray him to make good use of it in redeeming

himself and serving his country. He has tried

the Whigs; he has tried the Court. If he

choose frankly to throw himself upon the rational

Reformers with repentance and earnestendeavour,
we give him a cordial welcome back ; and pro-

mise that all that is past shall be buried in

oblivion.

Waiving our doubts and fears, and assuming

that Lord Durham is the high-minded patriot

which his friends and his Tail represent him,

he will come promptly forward, in the face of

an imminent and inevitable crisis, and, sinking

all merely personal resentments and grievances,

remembering that it is his own Whig allies and
his own political blunders that have injured him,

Gordially co-operate with the other Reform
leaders. Acting in this spirit, we should deem
Lord Durham a valuable accession to the

national cause—a cause most hopeful, even at

this its seemingly lowest ebb, could its true

friends be fused into one compact body. The
imminent danger of the immediate accession of

the Tories, must alarm the Irish Members, who l

should either at once leave the British Parlia-

ment, or, in future sessions, be less exclusively

Iriab, and more wise and liberal in their policy,

viewing the interests of the empire as indivisible.

Before the imbecile and dishonest Whigs shall

have finished their four years* swindle, and
evacuated on terms—handing over Court and

country to the Tories, when no longer able to

keep them for themselves—there is time for the

Reform leaders, now divided into twenty jealous

carping factions, to throw their pitiful quarrels,

and more pitiful personal objects, hostilities, and

hobbies, to the winds. It is still quite practicable,

that a powerful, because united, phalanx might,

on the meeting of Parliament, oppose a front

before which the insidious enemy would quail.

It is evident that the Tories are byno means easy

—the thing is not yet quite ripe. The Registra-

tionCourts have not been sufficiently worked, and

there is a wild spirit abroad, and an up.heaving

under-current, the force of which is not easily

calculated. The real reforming party has

nothing whatever to lose by the accession of the

Tories, and much to gain from the adherence of

a great number of the present ministerialists in

the cities and boroughs. The Tories will scarce-

ly hazard a dissolution ; they will prefer to ex-

periment with the Whig-Melbourne Parliament,

if they must prematurely come forward, lest

better men step in. Already the Reform leaders

possess every element necessary to carry on the

government of the country, save one, union;

and, we sadly fear, those magnanimous qualities

necessary to insure union :—a pure and elevated

patriotism—a proud and generous humility—

that hearty good-will which would make
each man cheerfully carry a halbert, if there be

no truncheon for him. Without union and

harmonious action among themselves, how can

they obtain either respect or confidence from

the nation ? How should the Tories be asked

to place faith in men whom their own friends

distrust ? Not the vainglorious personage

who, like Alexander, if he reign, must reign

alone, and suffer no rival near him—not

the self-seeker—not the merely ambitious

man—not the pragmatical doctrinaire, is the

Man for the Time.
In confessing to this want of union and con-

centration of purpose among our so-called

leaders, we make a sweeping abatement from

their capacities, either for carrying forward the

Government efficiently, or constituting a formi-

dable Opposition. Placeand power, once attained,

of themselves form, no doubt, a powerfully cohe-

rent principle ; but not such a one as it is desir-

able to see formingthe cement of a Reform Minis-

try ; and the country has a right to see how
the new order of men can bear themselves in a

properly disciplined Opposition, before theyobtain

rule. Will they justify the faith which Reform-

ers place in them, by exhibiting, in the coming

session, the spectacle of a hearty, generous,

and wise co-operation ? If they shall, they may
defy the Tories, as they have demolished the

Whigs.

From the Stbam-P&sss of Prrxn Brown, Printer, Ifl, St James' Square.
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MRS JAMESON’S WINTER STUDIES AND SUMMER RAMBLES IN
CANADA*

Politicians, and those who expect to peruse a
kistory ofthe discontents and troubles in Canada,
from the pen of an intelligent eye-witness, may
be disappointed in this work ; hut to every other
daas of readexs, five mmutes will dispel the
illusory notion conveyed by the title ; and they
will find that, if not what they expected, they
fitTe stumbled wipon a lively, graceful, and pictur-

esque book of random sketches, interspersed
with gems of feminine wisdom, coloured by
womanly sensibility. The present work proves, as

we think, that the authoress has gained a much
nore wide and commanding range of observation
and reflection, than was indicated by any of her
former elegant performances. Yet, happily, she
is not didactic ; she does not preach, nor philo-

sophize, nor tire, nor bore her readers with

self-consequence, and solemn consciousness of
some vast mission to humanity, committed to the

pedal care of Mrs Jameson. One brief and
pregnant paragraph, or a single incidental sen-

tence, will open up a train of thought, on subjects

influencing and tainting society to its core ;

objects upon which men who can think and feel,

will not speak ; and from which nearly all women,
butting their eyes in disgust, turn away shud-
dering and loathing ; hastily covering the foul

ad noisome eating cancer, which they would
fun forget, as they have neither hope to effect its

me, nor courage to make the attempt. What a
dismal picture does this lady give of the condition

of all women in civilized life, and of their sexual

relations, whether legitimate or illegitimate

!

Tbe condition of her Indian squaws seems envi-

able in the comparison. In one place, she says

—

K
1 have not often in my life met with contented

nd cheerful-minded women ; but 1 never met
with so many repining and discontented women as

is Canada. 1 never met with one woman recently

settled here, who considered herselfhappy in her
sew home and country. 1 heard of one, and,

doubtless, there are others ; but they are excep-

tions to the general rule.** Mrs Jameson herself

a, we fear, no exception. She does not pretend
' * Saunders and Otley. 3 Yols.

sa lxil—vol. vi.

it. She states her grievances frequently and

piteously ; and really interests the sympathies

of her readers, were it but by the frankness

of her murmurings. Though she dwells much
on her personal sufferings, from the extreme

rigour of the climate, and the social and physical

discomforts of a new and ill-concocted society,

she seldom adverts to personal history. Her
husband, it is known, obtained an appointment

in Upper Canada ; and his accomplished lady, an

Irishwoman by birth and by character, appears to

have followed him, about the close of 1836.

Dates are not given of any year ; though the

months are noted. She travelled alone, in the

very heart of a severe winter, from New York to

Toronto, suffering much from the cold, but more
from the roads, during six days and three nights

;

and, in the last days of December, wasflung, half

dead, into a steamer at Queenston, making a last

trip to the capital, Toronto.

How long I slept I knew not s they roused me sud-

denly to tell me we were at Toronto ; and, not very well

able to stand, I hurried on deck. The wharf was utterly

deserted, the arrival of the steam-boat being accidents!

and unexpected ; and as 1 stepped out of the boat, I sank

ankle-deep into mud and ice. The day was intensely

cold and damp ; the sky lowered sulkily, laden with

snow, which was just beginning to fall. Half- blinded

by the sleet driven into my face and the tears which filled

my eyes, 1 walked about a mile through a quarter of

the town mean in appearance, not thickly inhabited, and
to me, as yet, an unknown wilderness; and through

dreary, miry ways, never much thronged, and now, by

reason of the impending snow-storm, nearly solitary.

I heard no voices, no quick footsteps of men or children ;

I met no familiar face, no look of welcome. I was sad

at heart as a woman could be—and these were the im-

pressions, the feelings, with which I entered the house

which was to be called my home !

These are chilling and melancholy first im-

pressions ; and we see nothing save the influences

of time which could materially soften them. The
excessive cold alone must have been dreadful to

a woman of delicate habits. She says, with vi-

vacity which mocks her complaints—

I could almost wish myself a dormouse, or a she-bear,

to sleep away the rest of this cold, cold winter, and wake
only with tbe first green leaves, the first warm breath of
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the summer wind. I shiver through the day and through
the night ; and, like poor Harry Gill, M my teeth they
chatter, chatter still and then at intervals I am burned
up with a dry hot fever : this is what my maid, a good
little Oxfordshire girl, calls the hager

,
(the ague) more

properly the lake fever, or cold fever. From the parti-

cular situation of Toronto, the disorder is very prevalent

here in the spring : being a stranger, and not yet accli-

matte, it has attacked me thus unseasonably. Bark is

the general and unfailing remedy.
The cold is at this time so intense that the ink freezes

while I write, and my fingers stiffen round the pen ; a
glass of water by my bed-side, within a few feet of the

hearth, (heaped with logs of oak and maple kept burning
all night long,) is a solid mass of ice in the morning.
God help the poor emigrants who are yet unprepared
against the rigour of the season!—yet this is nothing to

the climate of the lower province, where, as we hear, the

thermometer has been thirty degrees below zero. I lose

all heart to write home.

The Assembly was then sitting, discussing,

among lesser matters, one branch of that plague
of the whole world in one form or another, the

Church Question—the appropriation of the clergy

reserves, for which, in Canada, Episcopalians and
Presbyterians, Catholics and Methodists, are

scrambling ; while the Liberal and rational party

would leave the clergy to Voluntary support,

as in the United States, and devote the entire

produce of the appropriated lands to education.

Though all the members of Assembly are not
accomplished readers and spellers themselves,

they wish, it would appear, to secure a good
education to their children—certainly no proof
of their ignorance, however slender may be their

scholarship.

A great part of this work is filled with re-

miniscences of Germany, criticism, and specula-

tion on German dramas, and other matters quite

foreign to Canada, though perhaps bearing

closely on the means of filling three volumes.
These matters we lay aside, though they make
pleasant literary readings. One of the first ex-

cursions made by the authoress was to the Falls

of Niagara, and in January. She wished that

she had left the cataract to imagination. She
was frozen, chilled in fancy, disappointed. The
country was a wide snowy waste—the parlour

of her little shabby inn heated like an oven

—

and that New Amadis, “ Don Juan,” lying open
on its face, for the winter entertainment of the
inmates of “ Oakville House Hotel.”

In a few weeks, the stranger began to look

more calmly around her, and to be more reason-

able in her expectations. A city forty years
since a swamp, and which only took form after

the last American war, could not be expected to

possess the accommodations and agrSmens of

London ; though it is accused of possessing all

the evils, with fewofthe advantages, of the home-
system of town life.

It is curious enough to see how quickly a new fashion,

or a new folly, is imported from the old country, and
with what difficulty and delay a new idea finds its way
into the heads of the people, or a new book into their

hands. Yet, in the midst of all this, I cannot but see

that good spirits and corrective principles are at work

;

that progress is making: though the march of intellect

be not here in double quick time, as in Europe, it does
not absolutely stand stock-still.

There reigns here a hateful factious spirit in political

matters, but for the present no public or patriotic feeling,

no recognition of general or generous principles of policy

:

as yet I have met with none of these. Canada is a cslouy,

not a country ; it is not yet identified with the dearest af-

fections and associations, remembrances and hopes of its

inhabitants : it is to them an adopted, not a real mother.

Their love, their piide, are not for poor Canada, but for

high and happy England ; but a few more generations

must change all this.

Canada will never be prosperous and peaceful

until it be a country. The effects of colonial

government in a province seem as ruinous as the

management of middle-men on an absentee’s

estate. Mrs Jameson describes the Tories as the

ascendancy party, who enjoy all the power and

patronage ; the Whigs as their rivals ; and the

Radicals butwe shall give them at first-hand.— '

"

Another set are the Radicals, whom I ge-

nerally hear mentioned as ‘ those scoundrels,’ or
‘ those rascals,’ or with some epithet expressive

of the utmost contempt and disgust. They are

those who wish to see this country erected into

a republic, like the United States. A few among

them are men of talent and education ; but at

present they are neither influential nor formi-

dable.” The immense inferiority of the colony to

the opposite frontier, Hi enterprise, improvement,

and prosperity, visible at a glance to every tra-

veller, is dwelt upon at some length by Mrs

Jameson. But the cause ? That must not be in-

vestigated. It cannot be because Canada is a

distant colony ? The morale of the population

seems as inferior as the cultivation of the soil,

when compared with the United States. Drun-

kenness is a more general vice in Canada than in

the States, and, where indulged, is carried to far

greater excess. Toronto is the polished capital of

Upper Canada, and morals and manners would

seem there equally low.

With the interminable forests within half a mile of ui

—the haunt of the red man, the wolf, the bear—with an

absolute want of the means of the most ordinary mental

and moral developement, we have here conventionalism in

its most oppressive and ridiculous forms. If I should

say, that at present the people here want cultivation, want

polish, and the means of acquiring either, that is natural

—is intelligible—and it were unreasonable to expect it

could be otherwise ; but if I sty they want honesty, you

would understand me, they would not ; they would

imagine that I accused them of false weights and cheating

at cards. So for they are certainly indifferent honest”

after a fashion ; but never did I hear so little truth, nor

find so little mutual benevolence. And why if it so?—
because in this place, as in other small provincial towns,

they live under the principle of fear—they are all afraid

of each other, afraid to be themselves ; and where there is

much fear, there is little love, and less truth.

Is there no one who will bring a few grains of truth

to Toronto ?

We have noticed that insulated thoughts and

passages on social morals, and the condition and

relations of woman, legitimate and illegitimate,

form the gems of this work. In one place, when

speculating upon the doctrine of expediency, or

acquiescence in a small injustice to altain an

imagined general good, the authoress remarks:—
We women have especial reason to exclaim against

this principle. We are told openly by moralists and

politicians, that it is for the general good of society, nay,

an absolute necessity, that one-fifth part of our sex should

be condemned as the legitimate prey of the other, pie-

doomed to die in reprobation, in the streets, in hospitals,
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that the virtue of the rest may be preserved, and the

prifr and the passions of men both gratified. But I have
a bitter pleasure In thinking that this most bate, most
cruel conventional law is avenged upon those who made
sad uphold it ; that here the sacrifice of a certain number
ef one sex to the permitted license of the other is no gene-
ral good, but a general curse—a very nicer in the bosom
«f society.

The subject is a hateful one—more hateful is it to hear
it sometime* alluded to with sneering levity, and some-
times waved amide with a fastidious or arrogant prudery.
Unless we women take some courage to look upon the
nil, and find some help, some remedy within ourselves,

I know not where it is to come from.

A common story of seduction follows ; such a

story as may, in every year and month, find

hundreds of parallels. The close of it is deeply

tragic. An English officer, whose companion
told Mrs Jameson the tale, seduced a girl from
her family in Lower Canada. She passed from
one keeper to another, and, finally, the wretched
creature came to London, where her original

seducer, who had left the army, also was.
While he was roaming about London, amusing him-

self as young men are wont to do after a long absence

from the central mart of pleasure and dissipation, he be-

took himself one evening, after a tavern dinner, to some
fcease of infamous resort, and one of the wretched women
of the establishment was sent to him as a companion.
A* she entered the room, S. started from the sofa to en-

counter, in the impudent, degraded, haggard, tawdry thing

Mors him, the poor child who had been his victim in

Caaada. But long years of vice and misery had not yet

tterly hardened her. They stood face to face for a few
mcoods, and looked in silence upon each other, (and who
osn tell what in those few seconds may have passed

through the minds of each ?) and then the miserable girl

Wl senseless on the floor.

He raised her up, and, in the remorse and agony of the
ta—

l

ent, offered her all he had in the world;—poor,

peer compensation ! He urged her return to Canada :

—be would pay all her expenses place her beyond the

reach of want—bat it was all in vain.

After the first burst of feeling was over, the wretched
girt shook him from her with sullen scorn and despair,

sad not only refused to return to the home she had dis-

graced, but even to accept from him anything whatever
—ad thus she left him. He it was—Aims*//-—who de-

scribed the scene to P.
* Poor fellow !** said F., in conclusion, “ he did not

nearer it for a long time—he felt it very much !”

Poor fellow !—and yet he was to be pitied ; he did not
aake the system under which he was educated.
* What became of Captain S. ?” I asked.
* Oh, he married well ; he is now a very respectable

sad excellent man—father of a family.**
* He haa children, then ?”
u Yes; several.”
u Daughters f*
* Yes.”
“ Ho doubt,” thought I, “ he will take care of them.**

Ho ; there is no salvation for women but in ourselves

:

is self-knowledge, self-reliance, self-respect, and in mutual
Mp and pity ; no good is done by a smiling abuse of the
“ wicked courses** of men, while we trample into irre-

cfvermblt perdition the weak and erring of our own sex.

The sum of Mrs Jameson’s demands, as a

"first instalment” of the Rights of Women, is

that “ they shall be left, in all cases, responsi-

ble for their own actions and their own debts,”

having also, we presume, first obtained power and
independence commensurate with that of their

present masters and legislators. She approves and
eulogizes that provision of the Poor-Law Act
which makes women the sole guardians of their

own honour and chastity, and, she might have

added, of the virtue of thenobler sex also—a pro-

vision which leaves this unmitigated responsi-

bility, ndt alone upon women like the well-pro-

tected daughters of such persons as Captain &
—triply fenced by education, custom, the expe-

rience and vigilance ef their friends, and the

usages of society—hut upon the whole lower

order of uninstructed and unprotected females,

maid-servants, parish girls, and factory girls,

upon creatures vain and ignorant, exposed to

temptation in every form, and unguarded by
opinion, if not rather deemed the natural prey

of licentiousness. Mrs Jameson indeed laments

that the legal liabilities should fall on the least

guilty, and shews her courageous good feeling,

by affirming that it will be the duty of those

women who take a generous and extended view

of the whole question, to soften the horrors that

will ensue, by individual acts of mercy, “ for the

next few years,” until all comes right, and the ele-

vation of the one sex, we presume, shall regenerate

both. Let it be so, and we shall rejoice. It is not
a little singular that this discussion in Mrs Jame-
son’s book arises from a bill then before the As-
sembly, for the provision for natural children by
their supposed fathers, and that it originated

in that Legislative Council where Sir Francis

Head was endeavouring to enact a law which
he had shortly before openly condemned in the

mother country, in his flippant writings, and aa

a poor-law commissioner. Having by this new
and satisfactory English law provided for one of

the many evils to which society is heir, and of

which women are the especial victims, another

almost equally appalling and universal mischief

remains, which Mrs Jameson states strongly,

without, however, openly suggesting a remedy.

This is matrimonial infelicity. In travelling with

the Bishop of Michigan, a young prelate of the

United States, with a diocese of 800 miles in

length, and 400 in breadth, and probably a very

narrow revenue, the conversation took a turn

which brought out facts that struck the authoress

very much.

In converting with him and the missionaries on the

spiritual and moral condition of hie diocese, and these

newly settled regions in general, I learned many things

which interested me very much; and there was one
thing discussed which especially surprised me. It was
said that two-thirds of the misery which came under the

immediate notice of a popular clergyman, and to which
he was called to minister, arose from the infelicity of the

conjugal relations ;
there was no question here of open

immorality and discord, but simply of infelicity and un-
fitness. The same thing has been brought before me in

every country, every society in which I have been a so-

journer and an observer ; bat I did not look to find it so

broadly placed before me here in America, where the

state of morals, as regards the two sexes, is comparatively

pure ; where the marriages are early, where conditions

are equal, where the means of subsistence are abundant,

where the women are much petted and considered by the

men—too much so.

For a result then so universal, there must he a cause

or causes as universal, not depending on any particular

customs, manners, or religion, or political institutions.

And what are these causes ? Many things do puzzle me
in this strange world of ours—many things in which the

new world and the old world are equally incomprehen-
*

sible. I cannot understand why an evil everywhere ac-

F 2
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knowledged and felt is not remedied somewhere, or dig-

cussed by some one, with a riew to a remedy ; but no

—

it is like putting one's hand into the fire, on(y to touch

upon it ; it is the universal bruise, the putrefying sore,

on which you must not lay a finger, er your patient (that

is, society) cries out and resists, and, like a sick baby,

scratches and kicks its physician.

Strange, and passing strange, that the relation between

the two sexes, the passion of love in short, should not be

taken into deeper consideration by our teachers and our

legislators. People educate and legislate as if there was
no such thing in the world ; but ask the priest, ask the

physician, let them reveal the amount of moral and phy-

sical results from this one cause. Must love be always

discussed in blank verse, as if it were a thing to be played

in tragedies or sung in songs—a subject for pretty

poems and wicked novels, and had nothing to do with

the prosaic current of our every-day existence, our moral

welfare, and eternal salvation ? Must love be ever treat-

ed with profaneness, as a mere illusion ? or with coarse-

ness, as a mere impulse ? or with fear, as a mere disease ?

or with shame, as a mere weakness ? or with levity, as

a mere accident ? Whereas, it is a great mystery and a

great necessity, lying at the foundation of human exist-

ence, morality, and happiness; mysterious, universal, in-

evitable as death. Why then should love be treated less

seriously than death ? It is as serious a thing. Love and
death, the alpha and omega of human life, the author

and finisher of existence, the two points on which God's

universe turns ; which He, our Father and Creator, has

placed beyond our arbitration—beyond the reach of that

election and free will which He has left us in all other

things! Death must come, and love must come—but

the state in which they find us, whether blinded, asto-

nished, and frightened, and ignorant, or, like reasonable

creatures, guarded, prepared, and fit to manage our own
feelings ?

—

this, I suppose, depends on ourselves ; and for

want of such self-management and self-knowledge, look

at the evils that ensue !—hasty, impiovident, unsuitable

marriages ; repining, diseased, or vicious celibacy ; irre-

trievable infamy ; cureless insanity.

Mrs Jameson would seem to be a fatalist in

love. A man can, it is very true, meet death

but once ; but there may be, we cannot presume
to guess how many “ real true loves” in most
men's lives ; and, we suspect, in some women's
too. Could we be once quite assured as to the

genuine symptoms of the one real love, of the

grand passion, which is as sure to come as death

itself, it would be more easy to legislate on
this delicate subject.

We doubt the true love of the foolish and en-

thusiastic girl mentioned by Mrs Jameson—who
some years ago made so great a sensation by
bestowing her hand and fortune on the Red
Indian missionary, Peter Jones, and devoting

herself to love in a wigwam—has not been the

one love which comes as certainly as death

;

for it has not, even with the fear of the laugh

against her, enabled Mrs Jones to act her part as

a squaw, although she became such of her own
free choice. “ She has quitted her village, to

return to Europe.” Nor are we surprised. Mrs
Jameson saw the station which Mrs Jones had
abandoned, when on a visit to an interesting

family of settlers, of whom the father had named
his romantic residence Erindale, from fond re-

collection of his native country. It is situated

on the Credit River. Few Canadian scenes are

so rationally pleasing as this

Mr M * is the clergyman and magistrate of
the district, beside being the principal farmer and

land proprietor. His wife, sprang from a noble and

historical race, blended much sweetness and frankhearted-

ness, with more of courtesy and manner than I expected

to find. My reception was most cordial, though the

whole house was in unusual bustle, for it was the 4th of

June, parade day, when the district militia were to be

turned out $ and two of the young men of the family were

buckling on swords and accoutrements, and furbishing

up helmets, while the sister was officiating with a sister's

pride at this military toilette, tying on sashes and ar-

ranging epaulettes ; and certainly, when they appeared

one in the pretty green costume of a rifleman, the other

all covered with embroidery as a captain of lancers—

I

thought I had seldom seen two finer-looking men. After

taking coffee and refreshments, we drove down to the

scene of action.

On a rising ground above the river which ran gurgling

and sparkling through the green ravine beneath, the

motley troops, about three or four hundred men, were

marshalled no, not marshalled, but scattered in a far

more picturesque fashion hither and thither : a few log-

houses and a saw-mill on the river-bank, and a little

wooden church crowning the opposite height, formed the

chief features of the scene.

Some had firelocks; some had old swords, suspended

in belts, or stuck in their waistbands; but the greater

number shouldered sticks or umbrellas. Mrs M - —
told us that on a former parade day she had heard the

word of command given thus—“ Gentlemen with the

umbrellas, take ground to the right 1 Gentlemen with the

walking-sticks, take ground to the left 1*' Now they

ran after each other, elbowed and kicked each other,

straddled, stooped, chattered ; and if the command-

ing officer turned his back for a moment, very coolly

sat down on the bank to rest. Not to laugh was

impossible, and defied all power of face. Charles M.

made himself hoarse with shouting out orders which no

one obeyed, except, perhaps, two or three men in the front;

and James, with his horsemen, flourished their lances,

and galloped, and capered, and curveted to admiration.

James is the popular storekeeper and postmaster of the

village, and when, after the show, we went into his ware-

house to rest, I was not a little amused to see our captain

of lancers come in, and, taking off his plumed helmet,

jump over the counter to serve one customer to a “ penny-

worth of tobacco,” and another to a “ yard of check.”

Willy, the younger brother, a fine young man, who had

been our cavalier on the field, assisted; and, half in jest,

half in earnest, 1 gravely presented myselfas the purchaser

of something or other, which Willy served out with a

laughing gaiety and unembarrassed simplicity quite de-

lightful. We returned to sit down to a plain, plenteous,

and excellent dinner ; every thing on the table, the wine

excepted, was the produce of their own farm. Our wine,

water, and butter were iced, and everything was the belt

of its kind. . . ....••
The next morning I looked out from my window upon

a scene of wild yet tranquil loveliness. The house is

built on the edge of a steep bank, (what in Scotland they

term a scaur,) perhaps a hundred feet high, and descend-

ing precipitously to the rapid river. The banks on either

side were clothed with overhanging woods of the sumach,

maple, tamarask, birch, in all the rich yet delicate arra

y

of the fresh opening year. Beyond, as usual, lay the

dark pine-forest ; and near to the bouse there were seve-

ral groups of lofty pines, the original giant-brood of the

soil ; beyond these again lay the “ clearing.” The sky

was without a cloud, and the heat intense. T found

breakfast laid in the verandah : excellent tea and coffee,

rich cream, delicious hot cakes, new-laid eggs—a banquet

fora king! The young men and their labourers had

been out since sunrise, and the younger ladies of the

house were busied in domestic affairs ; the rest of ys rat

lounging nil the morning in the verandah ;
and in the

intervals of sketching and reading, my kind host ana

hostess gave me an account of their emigration to this

country ten years ago.

Mr M. was a Protestant clergyman of good family,

and had held a considerable living in Ireland ;
but such

was the disturbed state of the country in which be re-
• Magrath.
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a&d, tbit be was not only unable to collect hie tithes,

bat for several years neither his own life nor that of any
•f his family was safe. They never went out unarmed,
sad never went to rest at night without having barri-

cadotd their house like a fortress. The health of his wife
began to foil under this anxiety, and, at length, after a
severe struggle with old feelings and old habits, he came
Is the determination to convert his Irish property into

nadv money, and emigrate to Canada, with four fine

warn from seven to seventeen years old, and one little

daughter. Thus yon see that Canada has become an
asylum, not ouiy for those who cannot pay tithes, but for

those who cannot get them.
Soon after his arrival, he purchased eight hundred

acres of land along the banka of the Credit. With the
assistance of his sons and a few labourers, he soon cleared

i space of ground for a house, in a situation of great
Batumi beauty, but then a perfect wilderness ; and with
ns other aid designed and built it in very pretty taste.

Being thus secure of lodging and shelter, they proceeded
ia their toilsome work— toilsome, most laborious, he
allowed it to be, but not unrewarded ; and they have
now nee hundred and fifty acres of land cleared and in

csltiration ; a noble barn, eutirely constructed by his

*»*, measuring sixty feet long by forty in width ; a car-

penter's shop, a turning-lathe, in the use of which the old

gentleman and one of his sons are very ingenious and
effective, a forge, extensive outhouses, a farmyard well
locked, and a house comfortably furnished, much of the

•rnamental furniture being contrived, carved, turned, by
the father and his sons. These young men, who had re-

ceived in Ireland the rudiments of a classical education,
had all a mechanical genius, and here, with all their

energies awakened, and all their physical and mental
powers in fall occupation, they are a striking example of
what may be done by activity and perseverance ; they are
their own architects, masons, smiths, carpenters, farmers,

gardeners; they are, moreover, bold and keen hunters,

quick in resource, intelligent, cheerful, united by strong
section, and doting on their gentle sister, who has
grown up among these four tall, manly brothers, like a
beautiful azalia under the towering and sheltering pines.

Then I should add, that one of the young men knows
mawtbing of surgery, can bleed or set a broken limb in

case of necessity ; while another knows as much of law
a enables him to draw up an agreement, and settle the

quarrels, and arrange the little difficulties of their poorer
sdchbours, without having recourse to the “attorney.”
The whole family appear to have a lively feeling for

natural beauty, and a taste for natural history; they
know the habits and the haunts of the wild animals
which people their forest domain ; they have made col-

lections of minerals and insects, and have (< traced each
kerb and flower that sips the silvery dew.* Not only the

rmit servant girl, (whom 1 met running about with a
mcking-pig in her arms, looking for its mother,) and the

Hole black boy Alick, but the animals in the farmyard,
Ike old favourite mare, the fowls which come trooping

round the benignant old gentleman, or are the peculiar

pets of the ladies of the family,—the very dogs and cats

appear to me, each and all, the most enviable of their

*?««•
Mr M. told me that for the first seven or eight years

they had all lived and worked together on his farm ; bat
Utterly he had reflected that though the proceeds of the

firm afforded a subsistence, it did not furnish the means
independence for bis sons, so as to enable them to

&my and settle in the world. He has therefore esta-

Waked two of his sons as storekeepers, the one in Spring-
field, the other at Streetsville, both within a short dis-

rate of his own residence ; and they have already, by
tkdr intelligence, activity, and popular manners, suc-

ceeded beyond his hopes.

This sensible resolution galled the pride of
the well-born Irish gentleman, and some linger-

ing of “ the old Adam/* made him attempt ex-
cuses for the degradation of his hoys selling out
groceries in a Canadian village. His sensible

country-woman sympathized, not withhisnational

prejudices, hut with his good sense, in providing

for the future independence of his sons.

Happily for the reading world and herself,

Mrs Jameson formed the design of going farther

west than ever white woman did before who has
the samepower oftellingthetale ofheradventures.
She has performed another feat, which beats all

former fair travellers : she passed over the falls

of St. Mary in an Indian canoe, and has been
adopted into the Chippewa tribe in consequence
of her heroism. Dr Johnson has somewhere said

that travelling in France or Italy was nothing, as

these countries were but a worse sort of England ;

but that in the Hebrides, he had got many new
ideas of life. So has Mrs Jameson among the

Indians. On this tour she was quite alone. In

reaching the steamer, Michigan, she visited Buf-
falo, in which she found several good booksellers*

shops, filled with cheap editions of English pub-
lications, “ generally of a trashy kind.'* Like most
professional authors, she is a warm friend to the

authors' monopoly ; and would settle the matter
at once, by a sweeping international act.

In travelling from the Falls of Niagara to

Hamilton by the stage-coach, she had the mis-

fortune to have, for a companion, a young and
uncommonly handsome man, “ beastly drunk.**

The adventure was not pleasant, though, we fear,

that the same thing might have happened in
“ the old country/’ once or oftener in the course

of the life of those who travel by the stage-coach.

Many pleasing little snatches of manners and
sketches of scenery occur as the route is pursued
to the far-famed Talbot Settlement, the adven-

turous lady having resolved to beard the old lion.

Colonel Talbot, in his den. At one place, an
Irish farmer, dining at the inn where she halted,

offered her a glass, from his travelling store

of genuine potheen, which “ bad never seen
God's beautiful world nor the blessed day, since

it was bottled in ould Ireland." The traveller

passed through the Oxford of the new world ;

a little village, with the usual saw-mill, grocery-

store, and tavern, and a dozen Shanties, con-

gregated on the banks of the stream. Of Lon-
don, the site of which was once fixed upon
for the capital of the province, the first house
was built in 1827. Its central position in

the midst of the three lakes, Erie, Ontario, and
Lake Huron, presents many advantages. The
Thames, on which it stands, is navigable for boats

and barges, and London already contains 1300 in-

habitants. It boasts a jail and court-house,

five churches, three schools, and seven taverns.

The population is chiefly artisans ; and the tra-

veller fears that there is a good deal of drunken-
ness and profligacy. Besides the supply of spirits

in the taverns, the grocery stores elude the law

against selling whisky. Mrs Jameson saw a

district magistrate carried off the pavement dead

drunk. Here women of the better class bit-

terly lament the want of respectable society;

and those in the interior are condemned to entire

solitude, and generally spend their lives in dis-

content, from, as it appears to us, sheer idle-

ness. Mrs Jameson says truly, that “ a woman
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who cannot perform for hereelf and others all

household offices, has no business here/' in

the bush ; and, in effect, that a healthy, reason-

able woman, who brings cheerful good-will to

the discharge of her duties, may be as happy in

Canada as anywhere in the world.

After remaining a short time at London, the

tourist pushed on to Talbot country, which

stretches along the shores of Lake Erie.

Towards the end of the last century. Colonel

Talbot, then a very young man, was aid-de-camp

to Governor Simcoe, whom he accompanied on

surveying expeditions of a country which then

contained not one white inhabitant, except along

the borders, and on the shores opposite Detroit.

The Six Nations were then settled on the Grand

River, with a few wandering tribes of Hurons

and Chippewas. Here Colonel Talbot resolved

to form a colony ; and he accordingly obtained a

grant of 100,000 acres on the shores of Lake

Erie, on condition of planting a settler on every

900 acres. He subsequently was appointed sole

commissioner in colonizing a large tract of coun-

try. He has effected wonders in colonizing ; but

his life has been no child's play. He has him-

self put his shoulder to the wheel ; and he has

also demonstrated what may be done by energy,

unremitting perseverance, and wholesome disci-

pline. Letus cite MrsJameson's report of the "ec-

centric" Colonel Talbot, a high-born Irish gen-

tleman—.who, more flattering still,
“ must have

been very handsome when young," and who is

remarkable for his resemblance to the royal

family, and, in particular, to the late King Wil-

liam. Well, it is a matter of taste this same per-

sonal beauty, and we defer to the lady; who, by

the way, in another well-turned compliment, ap-

propriates to Dick Talbot, (Duke of Tyrconnel,)

a repartee on the subject of royal resemblances,

which is usually attributed to the Earl of Stair.

Of the life he led for the flr«t sixteen years, and the

difficulties and obstacles he encountered, he drew, in his

discourse with me, a strong, I might say a terrible pic-

ture : and observed that it was not a life of wild wander-

ing freedom—the life of an Indian hunter, which Dr
Dunlop says, is so fascinating, that u no man who has

followed it for any length of time, ever voluntarily re-

turns to civilised society !” Colonel Talbot’s life has

been one of persevering, heroic self-devotion to the com-

pletion of a magnificent plan, laid down in the first in-

stance, and followed up with unflinching tenacity of

purpose. For sixteen yean he saw scarce a human being,

except the few boon and blacks employed in clearing and

fogging his laud : he himself assumed the blanket-coat

and axe, slept upon the bare earth, cooked three meals a-

flay lor twenty woodsmen, cleaned his own boots, washed

his own linen, milked his cows, churned the butter, and

made and baked the bread. In this latter branch of

household economy he became very expert, and still piques

himself on it.

To all these heterogeneous functions of sowing and

reaping, felling and planting, frying, boiling, washing,

wringing, brewing, and baking, he added another, even

more extraordinary ;—for many years he solemnised all

the marriages in his district ! • •

His continual quarrels with the successive governors,

who were jealous of the independent power he exercised

in his own territory, are humorously alluded to by Dr
Dunlop.
“ After fifteen yean of unremitting labour and priva-

tion,” says the Doctor, “ it became so notorious in the

province, that even the executive government at Toronto

became aware that there was such a place as the Talbot

Settlement, where roads were cut and farms in progress

;

and hereupon they rejoiced, for it held out to them just

what they had long felt the want of—a well -settled,

opened, and cultivated country, wherein to obtain estates

for themselves, their children, boro and unborn, and their

whole kith, kin, and allies. When this idea, so creditable

to the paternal feelings of these worthy gentlemen, was

intimated to the Colonel, he could not be brought to see

the fitness of things in an arrangement which would con-

fer on the next generation, or the next again, the finite

of the labour of the preseqt ; and accordingly, though his

answer to the proposal was not couched in terms quite so

diplomatic as might have been wished, it was brief,

soldier-like, and not easily capable of misconstruction ; it

was in these words ‘ I’ll be d—d if you get one foot of

laud here s’ and thereupon the parties joined issue.”

Colonel Talbot has fought a tough battle, but

he has conquered. His homestead or chateau

is picturesque, and, in one sense, patriarchal.

Colonel Talbot is a generous despot, but still a

despot. He likes no gentlemen settlers, nor will

he permit any settlements within a certain dis-

tance of himself. As his power is absolute, he

compels conformity with his regulations.

The land under his superintendence is divided

into lots of 200 acres, 150 sold at three dollars per

acre, and 50 given * gratis. Each settler must

clearand sow ten acres, build a log-house, and form

one chain of road in front of his house in three

years, on pain of forfeiture. “ He never associates

with the people except on one grand occasion, the

anniversary of the foundation of his settlement.

This is celebrated at St Thomas by a festive

meeting of the most respectable settlers, and the

Colonel himself opens the ball with one of the

ladies, generally shewing his taste by selecting

the youngest and prettiest." So many stories are

circulated about the woman-hating, or woman-

shunning Colonel, who, for many years, had per-

mitted no female near his dwelling, that poor

Mrs Jameson, who was not sure of her welcome,

began to lose heart’altogether, as, after a weary

day’s jolting in a cart—which sort of vehicle was

often the only conveyance she could obtain

—

darkness and the dwelling of the man of the

woods came together. Fortunately, a person was

met near the house, who informed her that

the Colonel expected a lady “ who had corned

over the sea to visit him."
,
She was at^ once

relieved. Lights were gleaming in the distant

windows, and, as her carriage drew up, the gallant

and much belied Colonel sallied out to receive

her. She says—" My welcome was not only

cordial, hut courtly. The Colonel, taking me

under his arm, and ordering the boy and his

horses to be well taken care of,handed me into the

hall or vestibule, where sacks of wheat and piles

of sheep-skins lay heaped in primitive fashion

,

thence into a room, the walls of which were

formed of naked logs." Her conversations wit

this eccentric recluse, if not important, are en-

tertaining. Most she marvelled at his stoical

indifference to those mighty events which ha

shaken Europe, and the whole world, since he

had betaken himself to the wilderness. Thoug

vowed, like St Kevin or St Oran, we presume,

against the womankind, they have been too many

for him. His favourite servant, after enduring
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eelitoy for twenty-five years, married at last

;

and there is now his wife, and a little child also,

muring about at its pleasure.

The Colonel has made different trips to Eng-
land daring his long period of sequestration, to

bombard the Colonial Office ; and has generally

carried his points.

Mrs Jameson departed as she came, in a cart.

Her postilion, with a nate Kerry brogue, had
not one Irish feature in his face ; and it was found
that his grandfatherhad been aFrenchman. What
an endless variety of cross-breeds are and will

be in America ! The driver and owner of the

cart, had a farm of a hundred and sixty acres,

and has cleared one hundred of it ; for which,

together with a log-house and barn, he had paid
about £200. It was a grazing farm, which is

rare in those parts, and his wife sold a good deal

of batter and cheese at Port Stanley, one of
Colonel Talbot’s towns. We have this passing
glimpse of the condition of Scottish Highland
emigrants—

Tie road continued very tolerable during the greater
fart of this day, running due west, at a distance of about
m or ten miles from the shore of Lake Erie. On either

I met a constant succession of farms partially
dared, and in cultivation

; but no village, town, or ham.
la One part of the country through which I passed to-

by is settled chiefly by Highlanders, who bring hither
>11 their clannish attachments, and their thrifty, dirty
hakita—add also their pride and theirhonesty. Westopped
•heat noon at one of these Highland settlements, toW the hones and procure refreshments. The house was
oiled Campbell's Inn, and consisted of a log-hut and a
ottlMhed. A long pole, stuck into the decayed stump
efatreein front of the hut, served fora sign. The family
ifske nothing hut Gaelic ; a brood of children, ragged,
fifty, and wichout shoes or stockings, (which latter 1
hand hanging against the wall of the best room, as if for
a show,) were running about—and all stared upon me
*i|h a sort of half-scared, uncouth curiosity, which was
V»ik onge. With some difficulty I made my wants
onfcntood, and procured some milk and Indian corn
oka. This family, notwithstanding their wretched

might he considered prosperous. They have
a property of two hundred acres of excellent land, of
to* titty acres are cleared, and in cultivation ; five
***** and forty sheep. They have been settled here six-

j® Jtan,—had come out destitute, and obtained their
gratia. For them, what a change from abject po-
*od want, to IndependsMe and plenty ! But the

agiotages are all outward there he any inward
"Uft it is apparently retrogradetion, not advancement.

The cart driver had thirty cows and eighty
deep. The wolves commit depredations on the
foeksduring winter; they appearalmost the same

os the Australian dog, and hunt in packs,
ti&n are hunted ; and deer are still so plen-
ty k Upper Canada, that venison is common

in cottages and farm houses, and sells

in the towns. Some of the inhabitants
elthe forest are even in a worse condition than^ dirty inmates of Campbell’s Inn, who yet
P^bablycall cousins with Maccallain More. After
bring read the following passage, we begin to
understand the advantages, soapt to be forgotten,
of nunofacturing towns

where* mail population is scattered over a wide
**** of fruitful country, wharf there Is not a village
* 1 bmln for twenty, or thirty, or forty miles together

then are no masrafoefeories—where there is
*toisntin equality of ooaditiocu—where the means of

subsistence are abundant—where there is no landed aris-

tocracy—no poor laws, nor poor rates, to grind the souls

and the substance of the people between them, till nothing
remains hut chaff,—to what shall we attribute the grots

vices, the profligacy, the stupidity, and basely vulgar
habits of a great part of the people, who know not even
how to eqjoy or to turn to profit the inestimable advan.
tages around them P—And, alas for them ! there teems to

he no one as yet, to take an interest about them, or at

least infuse a new spirit into tbs nextfgeneration. In one
log-hut in the very heart of the wilderness, where I might
well hare expected primitive manners and simplicity, 1

found vulgar finery, vanity, affectation, under the most
absurd and disgusting forms, combined with a want of
the commonest physical comforts of life, and the total

absence of even elementary knowledge. In another I

have seen drunkenness, profligacy, stolid indifference to

all religion ; and in another, the most senseless fanaticism.

There are people, 1 know, who think—who fear, that

the advancement of knowledge and civilisation must be
the increase of vice and insubordination ; who deem that

a scattered agricultural population, where there is a suffi-

ciency of daily food for the body ; where no schoolmaster

interferes to infuse ambition and discontent into the ab-
ject, self-satisfied mind ; where the labourer reads not,

writes not, thinks not—only loves, hates, prays, and toils

|

-—that such a state must be a sort of Arcadia. Let them
come here 1—there is no march of intellect here !—there

is no Schoolmaster abroad** here ! And what are the

consequences ? Not the most agreeable to contemplate,

believe me.

1 passed in these journeys some school.houses built by
the wayside : of these several were shut up for want of

schoolmasters { and who that could earn a subsistence in

any other way, would he a schoolmaster in the wilds of

Upper Canada ? Ill fed, ill clothed, ill paid, or not paid

at all—boarded at the houses of the different farmers in

turn, I found indeed some few men, poor creatures!

always either Scotch or Americans, and totally unfit for

the office they had undertaken.

She calls for missionaries of education and re-

ligion ; and for social amusements, and innocent

excitement, in place of whisky and camp meet-
ings. With all its drawbacks, the country is

advancing. The post-mistress of Howard town-

ship, who six years ago drew only ten dollars a

quarter, now draws above forty ; and yet postage

is so high that poor emigrants are often unable

to redeem their letters.

Mrs Jameson spent some time in conversing

with the Moravian Missionary, settled among
the tribe of Delewares, located near Chatham on
the river Thames. The tribe bad about 100,000

acres of the richest soil in the province ceded to

them, of which the Lieutenant-Governor has

lately purchased 25,000, for the very reasonable

quit-rent of £150 a-year for ever. The tribe were

not unanimous in this bargain. One hundred and

fifty Delewares were in the minority. The for-

ever is likely to be of short duration, as the

Delewares are expected to move on before the

inroads of civilization, and some have already

gone off far west. How does the Government
permit such acts in its functionaries ? Those De-
lewares who objected to the sale (as it is called)

of their hunting gounds, are also about to

move westward, accompanied by some of their

missionaries. It is painful as hopeless to con-

template the condition and prospects of the In-

dian tribes throughout Canada ; and humiliating,

indeed, to think that their moral degradation is

principally owing to their intercourse with the

Whites, as their total extinction will be at last.
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With shame and pain may we all read this sen-

tence :—

“

Wherever the Christian comes, he
brings the Bible in one hand, disease, corrup-

tion, and the accursed fire-water, in the other

;

or, flinging down the book of peace, he boldly

and openly proclaims that might gives right,

and substitutes the sabre and the rifle for the

slower desolation of starvation and whisky/*

We cannot be satisfied with the grounds upon
which Mrs Jameson grounds her fanciful opinion

of the Indians being an untameable race. The
same thing has been said of the painted Bri-

tons, more recently of the wild Irish and the

wilder Highlanders; but all were found perfectly

tameable where there were time, motive, and
fair play. These requisites will never be found

for Indians in Canada. One of her own notes is

the best refutation of her opinion which can be
given

When General Wayne (1794) deitroyed the settlements

of the Wyandots and Miamis along the Miami river, and
on the south shores of Lake Brie, he wrote thus in his offi-

cial despatch :—“ The very extensive and cultivated fields

and gardens shew the work of many hands. The mar-
gins of those beautiful rivers, the Miami of the lake and
An Glaize, appear like one continued village for a num-
ber of miles, both above and below this place. Nor have
I ever beheld such immense fields of com in any part of
America, from Canada to Florida And all this fair

scene was devastated and laid waste ! and we complain
that the Indians make no advance in civilisation !

Mrs Jameson proceeded to Detroit in one of

the small lake steamers. She was accompanied
by the Moravian missionaries and their families,

who were about to emigrate with the Delewares
beyond the Missouri. They are descended of

the early German Moravians, but appear to be
natives of the country. They were not prepos-

sessing companions. In the steerage were some
Scotch and Irish emigrants of the lowest grade,

and a patriarchial family of Vermonters on their

way to the Illinois, and already eleven weeks on
the route. They had two covered waggons, a
yoke of oxen, and a pair of horses. The pa-

triarch from Vermont led out into the wilderness

fifteen children, by three wives. The group is

cleverly painted. All attempts at conversa-

tion with them were unsuccessful. The father

was rude, the children shy, and the third wife

sickly and melancholy. The following sketch is

in a happier tone—and why force those gay
Habitane to become sulky Vermonters ?

—

The banks of the Thames are studded with a succession

of farms, cultivated by the descendants of the early French
settlers—precisely the same class ofpeople as the Habitans
in Lower Canada. They go on exactly as their ancestors

did a century ago, raising on their rich fertile lands just

sufficient for a subsistence, wholly uneducated, speaking
only a French patois, without an idea of advance or im-
provement of any kind ; submissive to their priests, gay,

contented, courteous, and apparently retaining their an-

cestral tastes for dancing, singing, and flowers.

In the midst of half-dilapidated, old-fashioned farm-
houses, you could always distingusih the priest’s dwell-

ing, with a flower-garden in front, and the little chapel

or church, surmounted by a cross,—both being generally

neat, clean, fresh-painted, and forming a strange contrast

with the neglect and slovenliness around. .

^ We stopped half way down the river to take in wood.
Opposite to the landing-place stood an extensive farm-
house, in better condition than any I had yet seen : and

under the boughs 6f an enormous tree, which threw an
ample and grateful shade around, our boat was moored.
Two Indian boys, about seven or eight years old, were
shooting with bow and arrows at a mark stuck np
against the huge trunk of the tree. They wore cotton

shirts, with a crimson belt round the waist ornamented
with beads, such as is commonly worn by the Canadian
Indians $ one had a gay handkerchief knotted round his

head, from beneath which his long black hair hung in

matted elf locks on his shoulders. The elegant forms,

free movements, and haughty indifference of these Indian
boys were contrasted with the figures of some little dirty,

ragged Canadians, who stood staring upon us with their

hands in their pockets, or importunately begging for

cents. An Indian hunter and his wife, the father and
mother of the boys, were standing by, and at the feet of

the man a dead deer lay on the grass. The steward of

the boat was bargaining with the squaw for some veni-

son, while the hunter stood leaning on his rifle, haughty
and silent. At the window of the farmhouse sat a well-

dressed female, engaged in needlework. After looking

np at me once or twice as I stood upon the deck gazing

on this picture—just such a one as Edwin Landseer

would have delighted to paint—the lady invited me into

her honae ; an invitation I most gladly accepted. Every-

thing within it and around it spoke riches and substantial

plenty ; she shewed me her garden, abounding in roses,

and an extensive orchard, in which stood two Indian

wigwams. She told me that every year families of

Chippewa hunters came down from the shore of Lake
Huron, and encamped in her orchard, and those of her

neighbours, without asking permission. They were per-

fectly inoffensive, and had never been known to meddle

with her poultry, or injure her trees. “ They are,” said

she, « an honest, excellent people ; but 1 must shut the

gates of my orchard on them to-night—for this bargain

with yoar steward will not conclude without whisky, and

I shall have them all ivres mart before to-morrow morn-

ing. I passed half-an-honr in pleasant conversation with

this lady, who had been born, educated, and married in

the very house in which she now resided. She spoke

English well and fluently, but with a foreign accent, and

her deportment was frank and easy, with that sort of

graceful courtesy which seems inherent in the French

manner, or used to be so. On parting, she presented me
with a large bouqet of roses, which has proved a great

delight, and served all the purposes of a fan. Nor
should I forget that in her garden I saw the only hum-

ming birds l have yet seen in Canada : there were two

lovely little gem-like creatures disporting among the

blossoms of the scarlet-bean. They have been this year

less numerous than usual, owing to the lateness and

severity of the spring. The day has been most intoler-

ably hot ; even on the lake there was not a breath of air.

But as the sun went ([own in his glory, the breeze

freshened, and the spirea and towers of the city of Detroit

were seen against the western sky. The schooners at

anchor, or dropping into the river—the little canoes flit-

ting across from side to side—the lofty buildings—the

enormous steamers—the noisy port, and busy streets, all

bathed in the light of a sunset such as I had never seen,

not even in Italy—almost turnedme giddy withexdtement.

In rambling about Detroit, the traveller saw

more of the Habitane. One day she was sitting

under a tree, speculating upon the causes of the

evident superiority visible in all things on the

American side of the river

—

When an old French Canadian stopped near me to

arrange something about his cart. We entered forthwith

into conversation ; and, though I had some difficulty in

making out his patois
,
he understood my French, and ws

got on very well. If you would see the two extremes

of manner brought into near comparison, you should

turn from a Yankee storekeeper to a French Canadisn;

It was quite curious to find in this remote region such a

perfect specimen of an old-fashioned Norman peasant-

all bows, courtesy, and good-humour. He was canyinf

a cart-load of cherries to Sandwich ; and when I begged

for a ride, the little old man bowed and smiled, and
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pond forth ft voluble speech, in which the words en-

shanti ! kmiteur ! and madam*

!

were all I could under-

stand; but these were enough. I mounted the cart,

sated myself in an old chair surrounded with baskets

hmped with ripe cherries. After permission asked, and
gnated with a pleasant smile and a hundredth removal of

the rigged hat, I failed not to profit by my situation, and
dipped ay hand pretty frequently into these tempting

basket* When the French penetrated into these regions

acestnry ago, they brought with them, not only their

lttimsl courtesy, but some of their finest national fruits

—plums, cherries, apples, pears, of the best quality—ex-
cdlaat grapes too, I am told—and all these are now
grows in such abundance as to be almost valueless. For
his cart-load of cherries my old man expected a sum not

acceding two shillings.

The traveller was charmed with Detroit, which
is, comparatively, an ancient and venerable city,

that has suffered many of the vicissitudes of war
in its time. Five or six newspapers are published

in Detroit alone, and forty-two steamers touch
at it. At the library Mrs Jameson borrowed
some books ; and though the “ gentleman* who
kept it neither moved his hat from his head, nor
bowed at her entrance, he would receive no re-

muneration for the use of his books from “ a
lady and a stranger/* Every country has its

own way of expressing civility, and this was no
doubt meant for high courtesy, and accordingly

accepted as such. At Detroit Mrs Jameson
heard the Baptist preacher, after praying for all

men of all conditions, including the King of
Great Britain, manage most adroitly with the
President:

—

f4 The suppliant besought the Al-
mighty, that * if Mr Van Buren were a good
man, he might be made better, and if a bad man,
he might be speedily regenerated/*

Mrs Jameson had previously made a hasty
but delightful acquaintance with a very interest-
ing woman, a half-blood Indian, the wife of Mr
MacMurray, a missionary to the Chippewas,
settled at Sault Ste. Marie. She had been in-

vited to visit them at their far distant station,

on the River St Mary, between Lake Huron and
Lake Superior ; and had conceived so strong a
desire to move westward, and see wild Indians
in their primitive condition, that she resolved to
proceed, and get, at all events, as near them as
possible. Her chosen comj^^ion and guide was
the Travels of Henry, who had, seventy years
before, when the Red Man was more in his pri-

meval state, been a fur trader on the Lakes.
In (teaming along to St Clair River, she had
the gratification of seeing groups of Hurons
and Sagginaws ; and, after a night of deadly sea-
sickness, if we may call it so, at dawn opened her
eyei on that exquisitely lovely island of Mac-
kinaw, which so enraptures poetical travellers.

Here we have a sun-rise which may almost rival

Byron's Italian sun-set, when
** The moon la op, and yet it is not night”

We were lying in a tiny hay, crescent-shaped, ofwhich
to* two horns or extremities were formed by long narrow
ptmanfuiMa projecting into the lake. On the east, the
*hele sky was flushed with a deep amber glow, flickered
vkk softest shades of rose-colour—the same intense

being reflected in the lake ; and upon the ex-
twwitysftha point, between the glory above and the
iW Msw, stood the little missionary church, its light
9aa«i Mfry defined against the sky. On the oppo-

site side of the heavens hung the moon, waxing paler and
paler, and melting away, as it seemed, before the splen-

dour of the rising day. Immediately in front rose the

abrupt and picturesque heights of the island, robed in

richest foliage, and crowned by the lines of the little for-

tress, snow-white, and gleaming in the morning light.

At the base of these cliffs, all along the shore, 'immedi-

ately on the edge of the lake, which, transparent and un-
ruffled, reflected every form as in a mirror, an encamp-
ment of Indian wigwams extended far as my eye could

reach on either side. Even while I looked, the inmates

were beginning to bestir themselves, and dusky figures

were seen emerging into sight from their picturesque

dormitories, and stood gazing on us with folded arms, or

were busied about their canoes, of which some hundreds

lay along the beach.

There was not a breath of air; and while heaven and
earth were glowing with light, and colour, and life, an
elysian stillness, a delicious balmy serenity, wrapt and in-

terfused the whole. Ob, how passing lovely it was ! how
wondrously beautiful and strange ! I cannot tell how
long I may have stood, lost, absolutely lost, and fearing

even to wink my eyes, lest the spell should dissolve, and
all should vanish away like some air-wrought phantasy.

The more mundane and solid affair of break-

fast which follows, is equally good in its way.

At Mackinaw, the Indian agent of the United

States is Mr Schoolcraft, the author of a well-

known book of travels in these regions. He is

married to an elder sister of Mrs MacMurray.
Mrs Jameson, who, luckily for her readers, is

more enterprising than timidly considerate, knew
nothing of this family, and was afraid that the

MacMurrays, on their way to the Far West,

might not even have mentioned her—that she

might, in short, be an intruder, de trop, especially

as the lady to whom she came a volunteer guest,

was indisposed. She was, however, very kindly

received, became much attached to her interest-

ing hostess, and diligently cultivated an inti-

mate acquaintance with the Indians then at Mack-
inaw. This portion of her book is exceedingly

interesting, from the artistical style in which the

Red Men are represented, though much informa-

tion is not longer to be expected from such acci-

dental or flying guests to wigwams, as English

ladies mu6t,of necessity, be. Mrs Jameson had,

however, the advantage of being present at “ a

talk** between the Indians and Mr Schoolcraft,

at which the brother of Mrs Schoolcraft acted as

interpreter.

About twenty of their principal men, including a ven-

erable old chief, were present; the rest stood outside,

crowding the doors and windows, but never attempting

to enter, nor causing the slightest interruption. The old

chief wore a quantity of wampum, but was otherwise un-

distinguished, except by his fine head and acute features.

His grey hair was drawn back, and tied on the top of his

head with a single feather. All, as they entered, took

me by the hand with a quiet smile and a “ bojou,” to

which I replied as I had been instructed, *• Bojou, neeje !**

(good-day, friend !)

After some whispering among themselves, an orator of

the party addressed Mr Schoolcraft with great emphasis.

Extending his hand, and raising his voice, he began :

Father, I am come to tell you a piece of my mind.**

But when he had uttered a few sentences, Mr Schoolcraft

desired the interpreter to tell him that it was useless to

speak farther on that subject, (I understood it to relate

to some land-payments.) The orator stopped immediate-

ly, and then, after a pause, he went up and took Mr
Schoolcraft*a hand with a friendly air, as if to shew
he was not offended. Another orator then arose, and

proceeded to the object of the visit, which was to ask an
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allowance of com, salt, and tobacco, while they remained
on the island—a request which I presume was granted,

as they departed with much apparent satisfaction.

There was not a figure among them that was not a study
lor a painter ; and how I wished that my hand had been
readier with the pencil to snatch some of those picturesque

heads and attitudes !

Of another " talk** she says

—

There were fifty-four of their chiefs, or rather chief

men, present, and not less than two huudred Indians
round the house ; their dark, eager faces filling up the

windows and doorways ; but they were silent, quiet, and
none but those first admitted attempted to enter. All as

they came up, took my hand : some I had seen before,

and some were entire strangers ; but there was no look
of surprise, and ail was ease and grave self-possession : a
set of more perfect gentlemen, in manner

, I never met
with.

Fresh parties of Indians, of different tribes,

were arriving at this island every day. It seems
to have been a rendezvous for them on their

route to the Manitoolin Islands, to receive the

presents annually distributed by the British Go-
vernment to those tribeswho had been our “allies”

during the American war. Some of them make
a voyage of 500 miles to receive a few blankets

and kettles. They paddle all day, and at night
“ camp out" on the shores, subsisting on the

parched Indian corn and bear s fat which they

bring along with them, and the fish and game
they can find. This annual expedition occupies

from six weeks to two months of what to civil-

ized men is the busiest season of the year. It

may be doubted whether the gratuities received

prove benefits.

Mrs Schoolcraft was proud of her Indian origin,

and took an enthusiastic and enlightened in-

terest in the improvement of her race
;
yet she

spoke of them in a melancholy spirit, as if she

considered them a doomed race. Many beau-

tiful traits of character are related of these

noble savages—of their high sense of personal

dignity, and the strength of their domestic af-

fections. It has often been said that the Indians

are insensible to the romance, the enthusiasm

—

shall we say, the virtue?—of the passion of love.

The following little anecdote, while it exhibits

the actual condition of the equates to be one
of greater comparative social elevation than is

generally imagined, proves that there may be

red, as well as black and white Sapphos.

Some time ago, a young Chippewa girl conceived a
violent passion for a hunter of a different tribe, and fol.

lowed him from hia winter hunting-ground to his own
village. He was already married, and the wife, not
being inclined to admit a rival, drove this love-sick

damsel away, and treated her with the utmost indignity.

The girl, in desperation, offered herself as a slave to the

wife, to carry wood and water, and lie at her feet—any-
thing to be admitted within the same lodge, and only look

upon the object of her affection. She prevailed at length.

Now, the mere circumstance of her residing within the

same wigwam made her also the wife of the man, accord- ,

Sng to the Indian custom ; but apparently she was con-

tent to forego all the privileges and honours of a wife.

She endured, for several months, with uncomplaining re-

signation, every species of ill usage and cruelty on the

part of the first wife, till at length this woman, unable

any longer to suffer even the presence of a rival, watched
an opportunity as the other entered the wigwam with a
load of fire-wood, and cleft her skull with the husband's

tomahawk.

“ And did the man permit all this ?” was the natural

qnestioo.

Ths answer was remarkable. « What could he do?

He could not help it : a woman is always absolute mis-

tress iu her own wigwam 1"

Mrs Jameson's greatest feat in voyaging was

still to be performed. She set off one day im-

promptu for Sault Ste. Marie in a little Canadian

bateau; and, all at once, her friend Mrs School-

craft resolved to accompany her on a visit to

her Indian mother. At night they “ camped

out,” and by day rowed on, exactly as in the

ante-steam] age of the Canadian lakes. The

mosquitoes bear a peculiar spite to Mrs Jame-

son ; and we have never seen those minute

tormentors more feelingly described. She be-

comes ashamed of so often reverting to this

petty but most irritating plague, and breaks off—<( Enough of mosquitoes—I will never again

do more than allude to them ; only they are

enough to make Philosophy go hang herself, and

Patience swear like a Turk or a trooper." On
one side of the river Saint Mary was the mission

station of Mr MacMurray ; opposite it, the cu-

rious homestead of his Indian mother-in-law,

0,shah,gu8h,ko,da,na,qua, alias Mrs Johnston.

The strongest inducement which the fair voyager

had to come so very far West, was to see in the

mother of her two friends a woman of pure

Indian blood, and of a race celebrated as war-

riors and chiefs from generation to generation.

Some forty or more years previously, a young

Irishman, in the fur-trade, named Johnston, fell

deeply in love with the daughter of the chief

Waub Ojeeg.
“ White man 1” eaid the chief with dignity, “ your

customs are not our customs! You white men desire our

women, you marry them, and when they cease to please

your eye, you say they are not your wives, and you for-

sake them. Return, young friend, with yonr load of

skins to Montreal, and if there the women with the pale

faces do not put my child out of your mind, return hither

in the spring, and we will talk farther—she is young, and

can wait."

The fairbrown O,shah,gush,ko,da,na,qua mean-

while dreamed that a white man was to be her

future husband, and that she was to become a

very great woman j-yet, during the negociation

for her hand, reluctance, aversion, and terror at

the connexion, were the very natural sentiments

of the Chippewa maiden.
On being carried with the usual ceremonies to her

husband's lodge, she fled into a dark corner, rolled her-

self up in her blanket, and would not be comforted, nor

even looked upon. It is to the honour of Johnston, that

he took no cruel advantage of their mutual position, and
that she remained in his lodge ten days, during which
he treated her with the utmost tenderness and respect,

and sought by every gentle means to overcome her fesr

and gain her affection ; and it was touching to see how
tenderly and gratefully this was remembered by his wife

after a lapse of thirty-six years. On the tenth day, how-
ever, she ran away from him in a paroxysm of terror,

and, after fasting in the woods for four days, reached her

grandfather's wigwam. Meantime her father, Wanb
Ojeeg, who was for off in his hunting-camp, dreamed
that his daughter had not conducted herself according to

his advice, with proper wife-like docility, and he returned
in haste two days' journey to see after her ; and find-

ing all things according to his dreamy he gave her a good
beating with a stick, and threatened to cut efif both her
ears. He then took her back to her husband, with a
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propitiatory promt of fan and Indian corn, and many
apologia and exculpation! of his own honoar. Johnston
sw.adod at length in taming this shy wild fawn, and
took her to hia house at the Sault Ste Marie. When she
had been there oome time, she was seized with a longing
once more to behold her mother’s face, and revisit her
people. Her husband had lately purchased a small

schooner to trade upon the lake; this he fitted out, and
scot her, with a retinue of bio clerks and retainers, and
m*«ch state as became the wife of the “ great English-
swa,” to her home at La Pointe, loaded with magnifi-

cat presents for all her family. He did not go with her
himself, apparently from motives of delicacy, and that he
might be no constraint upon her feelings or movements.
A few months* residence amid comparative splendour and
laxary, with a man who treated her with respect and
tenderness, enabled the fair 0,8hah,gush,ko,da,na,qua to

centrist her former with her present home. She soon
returned to her husband, and we do not hear of any more
languishing after her father’s wigwam. She lived moet
happily with Johnston for thirty-six years, till his death,
which occurred in 1828; and is the mother of eight
children, four boys and four girls.

She shewed me her husband’s picture, which he brought
toherfrom Montreal; the features are verygentleman-like.
He has been described to me by some of my Canadian
fneads, who knew him well, as a very clever, lively, and
eccentric man, and a little of the bon vivani. Owing to

his independent fortune, his talents, his long acquaintance
with the country, and his connexion by marriage with
the satire blood, be had much influence in the country.

This Indian lady inherits the poetical talent

of her father Waub-Ojeeg, though we must say

that an allegory of hers, translated to Mrs Jame-
son by her daughter, so closely resembles Mrs
Barbauld’s allegory of the Seasons, that the

coincidence could hardly be accidental. A large

tract of Sugar Island is her property, and she

manufactures maple sugar upon a scale which
astonishes us. “ Three thousand five hundred
cwt. of sugar of excellent quality,’* manufac-

tured in the season when Mrs Jameson visited

her, must render the chieftainess the very Mrs
Couttsofthe Indians—though it is probable there

is some mistake as to the quantity.

la the fall, the goes up with her people in canoes to

the entrance of Lake Superior, to fish in the bays and
creeks for a fortnight, and coma back with a load of fish

cued for the winter’s consumption. In hsr youth she

hunted, and was accounted the surest eye and fleetest

hot among the women of her tribe. Her talents, energy,

activity, and strength of mind, and her skill in all the

fanatic avocations of the Indian women, have main-
tiined comfort and plenty within her dwelling in spite of

the losses sustained by her husband, while her descent

from the blood of their ancient chiefs renders her an
ebject of great veneration among the Indians around,

who, in all their miseries, maladies, and difficulties, apply

t» her for aid or for counsel.

Some Chippewa songs and legends are intro-

duced, from the free translations of Mrs Jame-
son’s amiable semi-Indian female friends ; and
many fine traits of native character are noticed.

Mr Schoolcraft, who has been twenty -five

yean an agent to the Indians from the States,

said, that he had never known them break a

promise or violate a treaty ; which is pretty con-

aderably more than, in relation to Indians, can

be averred of the Government for which he acts.

Mrs Jameson, we have intimated,
« Has some stout notions on the marrying score.”

She considers the condition of the squaws, rela-

tively to the state of the society in which they

life, as better than that of her own fair country-

women ; and goes far to make out her case. The
Indian girl would, in the first place, seem to have

the sole power of accepting or rejecting her lover.

If she or her relations are propitious, all that re-

mains is to carry her home to his lodge. “ He
neither swears before God to love her till death

—an oath which it depends not on his own will

to keep, even if it he not perjury in the moment
it is pronounced—nor to endow her with all his

worldly goods and chattels, when even by the

act of union she loses all right of property

;

but apparently the arrangements answer all

purposes, to their mutual satisfaction.” She

denies that the men treat the women as

a slaves,” i( drudges,” or “ beasts of burthen,”

or that they are so further than the true and

natural position of women in such a state of so-

ciety makes them. The next argument is of

larger scope, and equally cogent:—
When we speak of the drudgery of the women; we

most note the equal division of Jabot# ; there it no class

of women privileged to sit still while others work.

Every squaw makes the clothing, mats, moccasins, and

boils the kettle for her own family. Compare her life

with the refined- leisure of an elegant woman in the

higher classes of our society, and it is wretched and

abject; but compare her life with that of a servant-maid

of all work, or a factory girl—I do say that the con-

dition of the squaw is gracious in comparison, dignified

bydomatic feelings, and by eqnality with all around

her. If women are to be exempted from toil in reverence

to the sex, and as women, 1 can understand this, though

I think it unreasonable ; but if it be merely a privilege

of station, and confined to a certain set, whils the great

primeval penalty is doubled on the rest, then 1 do not

see where is the great gallantry and consistency of this

our Christendom, nor what right we have to look down
upon the barbarism of the Indian savages who make
drudges of their women.

1 will just mention here the extreme delicacy and per-

sonal modesty of the women of these tribes, which may
seem strange when we see them brought up and living

in crowded wigwams, where a whole family is herded

within the space of a few yards : but the lower classes of

the Irish, brought up in their cabins, are remarkable for

the same feminine characteristic : it is as if true modaty
were from within, and could hardly be outwardly defiled.

But to return. Another boast over the Indian savages

in this respect is, that we set a much higher value on the

chastity of women. We are told (with horror) that

among some of the north-wat tribes the man offers his

wife or sister, nothing loath, to his guest, as a part of the

duty of hospitality ;
and this is, in truth, barbarism /—

the heartless brutality on one side, and the shameless in-

difference on the other, may well make a woman’s heart

ehrink within her. But what right have civilised men
to exclaim, and look sublime and self-complacent about

the matter ? If they do not exactly imitate this fashion

of the Indians, their exceeding and jealous reverence for

the virtue of women is really indulged at a very cheap

rate to themselves. If the chastity of women be a vir-

tue, and respectable in the eya of the community for its

own sake, well and good ; if it bo a mere matter of ex-

pediency, and valuable only as it affects property,

guarded by men jost as far as it concerns their honour—
as far as regards ours, a jest—if this be the masculine

creed of right and wrong—the fiat promulgated by our

lords and masters, then I should be inclined to answer,

as the French girl answered the Prince de Conti, Pour

Dien ! monseigneur, votre altesse royale at par trop in-

solente !” There is no woman, worthy the name, whose

cheek doa not barn in shame and indignation at the

thought.

Such women as those poor, perverted, sacrificed crea-

tutes who haunt our streets, or lead as guilty lives in

lavish splendour, are unknown among the^Indians.
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With regard to female right of property, there is no
such thing as real property among them, except the

hunting-grounds or territory which are the possession of
the tribt. The personal property, as the clothing, mats,
cooking and hunting apparatus—all the interior of the

wigwam, in short—seems to be under the control of the

woman ; and, on tbe death of her husband, the woman
remains in possession of the lodge, and all it contains,

except the medal, flag, or other insignia of dignity,

which go to his son or male relatives. The corn she
raises, and the maple sugar she makes, she can always
dispose of as she thinks fit—they are hers.

Here is matter to give us pause. The ladies

are getting too many for us. They seem deter-

mined that, since we must needs be the lords, they
shall be the ladies of the creation, every inch of it.

They claim no privileges—they stand on right.

Whatever judgment may be formed of the bold

opinions we have just quoted, Samuel Johnson's

ghost, we believe, would give it wholly against

Mrs Jameson. What follows is worthy of earnest

consideration :

—

Until of late years there was no occupation for women
by which a subsistence could be gained, except servitude

in some shape or other. The change which has taken
place in this respect is one of the most striking and inte-

resting signs of the times iu which we live. I must stop

here : but do you not think, from the hints I have rather

illogically and incoherently thrown together, that we
may assume as a general principle, that the true import-

ance and real dignity of woman is everywhere, in savage
and civilised communities, regulated by her capacity of
being useful ; or, in other words, that her condition is

decided by the share she takes in providing for her own
subsistence and the well-being of society as a productive

labourer ? Where she is idle and useless by privilege of
sex, a divinity and an idol, a victim or a toy, is not her
position quite as lamentable, as false, as injurious to her-

self and all social progress, as where she is the drudge,

slave, and possession of the man ?

The two extremes in this way are the Indian squaw
and the Turkish sultana ; and I would rather be bom
the first than the last ; and to carry out the idea, I would
rather, on the same principle, be an Englishwoman or a
Frenchwoman, than an American or a German woman
—supposing that the state of feeling as regards women
were to remain stationary in the two last countries

—

which I trust it will not.
Mrs Jameson left the Sault Ste. Marie and

her Chippewa mother's house in sadness. She
went to the Manitoolin Islands with Mr and
Mrs MacMurray, for the purpose of observing

more of Indian life and manners. They made
the voyage of 170 miles in a bateau, “camping
out" as before. The crew were admirably as-

sorted. “ They were all Canadian voyageurs of

tbe true breed—that is, half-breed—shewing the

Indian blood as strongly as the French. Pierrot,

worthy his name, was a most comical fellow ;

Masta, a great talker, amused me exceedingly

;

Content was our steersman and captain ; and
Le Blanc, who was the best singer, generally

led the song, to which the others responded in

chorus.”

The voyage was full of stirring incident, and
is most picturesque in all its details. On the first

night forty-five miles had been made.
In the evening we came to an island consisting of aflat

ledge of rock, on which were the remains of a former
camp-fire, surrounded by tali trees and bushes : here we
pitched our little marquee, and boiled oar kettle. We
made onr beds by spreading mats and blankets under ns;

and then, closing the curtain of the tent, Mr MacMurray
began a very effective slaughter and expulsion of the

mosquitoes. We laid ourselves down, Mrs MacMurray
in the middle, with her child in her bosom ; Mr Mac-
Murray on one side, myself at the other, and the two

Indian girls at onr feet ; the voyageurs, rolled in their

blankets, lay upon the naked rock round the fire we had

built, and thus we all slept. I must needs confess that I

found my rocky bed rather uneasy, and my bones ached

as 1 turned from side to side ; but this was only a begin-

ning. Tbe night was close and sultry, and just before

dawn I was wakened by a tremendous clap of thunder.

The next morning was beautiful ; the sun shone

brightly, though the lake was yet heaving and swelling

from the recent storm—altogether it was like the laugh-

ing eyes and pouting lips of a half-appeased beanty.

About nine o'clock we ran down into a lovely bay, and
landed to breakfast on a little lawn surrounded by high

trees and a thick wood, abounding in rattlesnakes and
squirrels. Luckily for us, the storm had dispersed the

mosquitoes.

Keeping clear tf the covert, to avoid these fearful snakes,

I strayed down by the edge of the lake, and found a tiny

creek, which answered all purposes, both of bath and
mirror, and there I arranged my toilette in peace and
security. Returning to our breakfast-fire, I stood some
moments to admire the group around it—it was a per-

fect picture : there lay the little boat rocking on the

shining waves, and near it Content was washing plates

and dishes ; Pierrot and Masta were cooking ; the two
Indian girls were spreading the tablecloth on the turfi

Mrs MacMurray and her baby—looking like the Ma-
donna and child in the “ Repose in Egypt" were seated

under a tree ; while Mr MacMurray, having suspended
his shaving-glass against the trunk of a pine, was sharing
himself with infinite gravity and sang-froid. Never, I

think, were the graceful, the wild, the comic, so strangely

combined !—add the rich background of mingied foliage,

the murmur of leaves aud water, and all the glory of a
summer morning !—it was very beautiful 1

We breakfasted in much mirth, and then we set off

again.

This was a voyage worth making. Who would
voyage by steamers or Indiamen with such a
mode of conveyance in their power? At another
halting-place, they came upon the wrecks of an
Indian tribe.

A number of little Red-skins were running about, half,
or rather indeed wholly naked—happy, healthy, active,

dirty little urchins, resembling, except in colour, those
you may see swarming in an Irish cabin. Poor Ireland !

The worst Indian wigwam is not worse than some of her
dwellings; and the most miserable of these Indiana
would spurn the destiny of an Irish poor-slave—for he ia

at least lord o'er himself. . . While they pitched the
marquee, I stood for some time looking at a little Indian
boy, who, in a canoe about eight feet in length, was play*
ing the most extraordiusry gambols in the water ; the
buoyant thing seemed alive beneath him, and to obey
every movement of his paddle. He shot backward* and
forwards, described circles, whirled himself round and
round, made pirouettes, exhibited, in short, as many
tricks as I have seen played by a spirited English boy on
a thorough-bred pony.

The mosquitoes were in great force, but we began by
sweeping them out of tbe tent with boughs, and then
closing the curtaiu, we executed judgment on the re-
mainder by wholesale. We then lay down in tbe same
order as last night ; aud Mrs MacMurray sang her lixtle
boy to sleep with a beautiful hymn. I felt all theluxury
of having the turf under me instead of the rock.

From a schooner on the lake they demaneioei
news, and learned that William the Fourth was
dead, and that Queen Victoria reigned in Ixig

stead ! Of that Princess the voyager aayna-—

-

“ And what a fair heritage is this which

fallen to her! A land young like hersel£

land of hopes—and fair, most fair! Does ahi
know— does she care anything about it ?
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while hearts are beating warm for her, and

roices hies her—and hands are stretched out

towards her, even from these wild lake shores !”

The Manitoolin islands are to the Indians

sacred places. The name signifies “ the dwell-

ing of spirits.” Three thousand seven hundred

peraoas had assembled there to receive the annual'

gift of their “ Great Mother, across the Salt

Lake/ to her red children. Mingled with the In-

dians was an Englishman offamily, settled up the

lake, who had brought down his brace of Indian

distresses to receive their share of the presents,

to which he might fancy them doubly entitled,

ia rirtue of his aristocratic blood.

TWre is a man here, an Englishman, settled up the

likemntwhere, who has a couple of Indian mistresses,

mi k* brought them down to receive their presents.

Hr is a man of noble family, and writes honourable
Mm kit name. He swaggers about in a pair of can-

iui trovsert and moccasins, a check shirt with the col-

lar open, no cravat, a straw hat stuck on the side of his

kti, aod a dirty pipe in his mouth. He had a good
taunt, and an honourable station in society ; the one
vu wasted in excesses, and the other he has disgraced

ud tbsfidoned. His countenance and his whole deport-

at conveyed an impression of reckless profligacy, of
falty, weakness, aod depravity, inexpressibly disgusting.

TWreuno ruffian like the ruffian of civilised life. 1

t*n*d from this man to my painted, half-naked Potto-

wtttomia with a sense of relief.

She had in her lake voyage passed the Island

of St Joseph, in the interior of which is an Eng-
hih settlement, and a village of Indians. Here
the principal proprietor, a patriarchal rf Major
H—

"

a magistrate and justice of the peace,

bs two Indian women, sisters, living with him,

ad a family by each.

Seeing bo much of missionaries, the Canadian
tardier naturally inquired into the practical re-

mits of their labours.
‘The English Church,” said one of our most intelli-

f®t Indnn agents, either cannot or will not, certainly

Mi u/, eow, therefore cannot expect to reap.” The xeal,

fc&ritj, and benevolence of the travelling missionary
EUiattare beyond all praise ; but his ministry is devoted

the back settlers more than to the Indians. The
Catholic missions have been, of all, the most
and persevering ; next to these the Methodists.

TW Presbyterian acd the English Churches have been
tkettCDinparatively indifferent and negligent.”

Father Crue is a Roman Catholic missionary,

stationed at Manitoolin Island ; but, as Major
•Person, the Indian agent there, observed, he

“ always on the go, up the lakes and down,
Hercver he had hope of being useful.” He is

* zealous, active man, of whose interference the

Churchmen and Methodists complain ; but of
whom, if Mrs Jameson's information be correct,

true Christians cannot complain.

One thing is most visible, certain and undeniable, that

the Roman Catholic converts are, in appearance, dress,

intelligence, industry, and general civilization, superior

to all the others.

A band of Ottawas, under the particular care of Father
Crue, have settled on the Manitoolin, about six miles to

the sooth. They have large plantations of corn and po-
tatoes, and they have built log-huts, a chapel for their

religious services, and a house for their priest. 1 asked
him distinctly whether they had erected these buildings

themselves : he said they had.

The voyage down the lake, in a birch-bark

canoe, after Mrs Jameson had parted from her
returning friends, and was again alone among men
and strangers, is, if possible, more beautiful and
picturesque than her previous voyage. Well is

she entitled to say, that the Roman Emperor,
who proclaimed a reward for a new pleasure,

should have made a voyage down Lake Huron
in a birch-bark canoe. She wonders that the

gentry in London, looking as if they would give

an empire for a sensation, do not go there. If

epicures, they could eat white fish and beaver

tails ; if sportsmen, it is the sportsman's para-

dise. This same white fish, found in its full

perfection in Lake St Clair, would seem to drive

Mr Stuart's and Captain Hamilton's canvass-back

ducks fairly out of the market. Mrs Jameson is

inapproachable in novel luxuries and dainties, as

in everything else.

A painful account is given of the condition of

the commuted pensioners, of whom eight hun-

dred reached L’pper Canada, though only one

hundred and fifty are now living, some of them
begging their bread, or living on public charity.

A few more days restored the adventurous

lady safely to her home in Toronto, after spend-

ing exactly two months in what she terms her
" wild expedition.'' It is, however, one on which

she must long look back with delight. How
much freshness and animation—what an accumu-

lation of new and vivid images—of romance and
savagery—does it present, even to the tame fire-

side reader, five thousand miles away from the

scene of her travels! Next to being with Rosa-

lind in the forest of Arden, or with Miranda in

her enchanted island, is, for an hour or two, to

accompany this imaginative rambler along those

wild western lakes, and among those everlasting

woods and their ancient Red inhabitants.

“ NOT RIPE FOR POLITICAL POWER.”

bona whose minds move faster than their age,

Ik hater than society’s dull flight,

War the ribald railings and the rage

Of tea whs lag behind it. As the light

Fbj»m Iks horizon's verge before its might
0* Iterate life's dark and murky stage

;

*M**dgi on his pilgrimage

the fountain bubbling bright

;

As the sweet smiles of infante promise youth,

And martyr-sufferings herald sacred truth

—

go Thought flung forward is the prophecy

Of Truth’s majestic march, and shews the way

Where future time shall lead the proud array

Of peace, of power, and love of liberty.

Job* Bow&ing.
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WAR IN INDIA.

By late accounts from India, we are informed

that the utmost alarm prevailed there, and that

preparations were being made at all the Presi-

dencies to place the army in a proper state to resist

a threatened invasion of the Russians, and also to

keep in check the Nepaulese and the Burmese,

who were simultaneously preparing to attack our

possessions on the east and south-east frontiers.

Unfavourable as these accounts are, there is an-

other of a still more gloomy character ; it is,

that the tributary and dependent states of India,

between thirty and forty of which are bound to

furnish military aid whenever called upon by the

British Government, are conspiring against us,

and are prepared to second the designs of Russia,

being resolved to seize every chance of freeing

themselves from British control, though they

should eventually fall under the yoke of Russia.

Amongst these, the Rajah of Satarah is particu-

larly mentioned, as being devoted to the interests

of Russia. He was formerly the acknowledged

legitimate head of the Mahrattas, and, although

the other Mahratta chiefs have been compelled

to renounce their allegiance to him, it is not un-

likely that a common interest will lead them
again to unite round him, should the opportunity

present itself. But the design of re-establishing

the Mahratta power is too hopeless an enter-

prise to allow us to suppose that the Rajah has

been induced, by mere ambitious views, to re-

nounce his allegiance to the British Government.

He seems to have been actuated by deadly hatred

to the English, to risk his own destruction ; and
we may imagine how prevalent this feeling is,

when it is thus evinced by one who is under pe-

culiar obligations to the British Government.
For a long period, the supreme authority of the

Mahratta state had been usurped by the Peishwa

or Prime Minister, and the Rajah was kept a

state-prisoner, and allowed to appear in public

only on special occasions. In 1817, the Peishwa
organized a confederacy of the Mahratta powers,

and, having assembled his troops professedly to

assist us in putting down the Pindarries, he trea-

cherously fell upon a small body of the British

troops ; he then quitted his capital, and carried

on a desultory war for several months, taking

with him the Rajah of Satarah, and giving orders

to put him to death, should there be any danger
of his falling into the hands of the English.

The Rajah was, however, rescued, and the terri-

tories of the Peishwa having been conquered and
taken from him, a part thereof, yielding about

£200,000 per annum, was conferred upon the

Rajah of Satarah. Whether the Rajah has since

that time suffered wrongs and indignities which,

in his eyes, may amount to a cancelment of for-

mer obligations, it is not our object to inquire.

Without attempting a justification of his con-

duct, the inference we would draw from it is,

that, if this man, notwithstanding all his obliga-

tions, is disaffected to the British Government,

how much more likely is that to be the case with

others who have not received the same favours?

The thraldom in which the native princes are

held ; the degradation of their authority in the

eyes of their subjects ; the intermeddling of the

British residents in the internal affairs of these

Btates—overruling and opposing the constituted

authorities ; and the alacrity with which they

sacrifice the dearest interests of these states to

promote the views of the British Government

—

are all calculated to render the British hateful

both to prince and people.

We need only refer to the opium monopoly,

which, about 1820, was established in Malwa

;

and, although Sir John Malcolm warned the Go-

vernment, in the following year, that it had “ al-

ready made an impression not favourable to our

interests," instead of being relinquished, it was

extended, and made infinitely more rigorous and

oppressive than before. The native princes were

compelled to enter into engagements to restrict

the cultivation of the poppy in their territories,

and to sell the entire produce, at a stipulated

price, to the British Government. This price was

less than half what might have been obtained for

the opium in the open market. The landholder

suffered in his rents, the cultivator in his profits,

and the merchant in being prohibited from en-

gaging in a lucrative branch of trade, which, in-

stead of enriching the country where it was car-

ried on, was appropriated to the service of a for-

eign state. But this was not all : in order to

maintain the monopoly, to prevent smuggling

and illicit cultivation, swarms of British agents

and spies were spread over the states, who ha-

rassed all classes of the people with their vexa-

tious inquisitions
;
yet smuggling was carried on

to a great extent, and sometimes under the pro.

tection of bands of armed men, who set the au-

thorities at defiance, and engaged the Govern-

ment troops. This oppressive monopoly was

persevered in till 1829, when it was perceived by

Government that the states affected by it were

so greatly exasperated, and the country becom-

ing so disorganized, that it was considered dan-

gerous to prolong it. When we add that the India

Government has been blamed for its tenderness

to the native states, and its neglect of British

interests, by abolishing the monopoly, some idea

may be formed of the general nature of our pro-

ceedings regarding them. Mr Mill of the India-

House, in his evidence on the subject, said—

“ These treaties it has been since thought exped-

ient to give up, on account of a supposed harsh-

ness in their operation ; a supposition in which /

never was able to concur 8urely all sense of

justice must be lost, when acts of such enormous

tyranny can be defended, and their supposed

harshness denied. This judgment, however, no

less than the case to which it refers, will serve

in some degree to explain how it is that, in the

hour of danger, our allies and dependents are
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tarniflg $g.
tiflst us. It is a melancholy and lin-

aiKsting reflection that the dominion of Eng-
land should be thus universally detested by the

native powers of India. Often before has the

(get been declared ; but while all remained tran-

quil, while no actual revolt took place or was in

preparation, the fact was doubted or disregarded.

He ijstem of the home authorities has ever been
to stifle inquiry, and to keep the affairs of India

in profound obscurity, in order to induce the be-

lief that everything is going on well. We are

told of our mild and benevolent government of

India scattering benefits on all within its influ-

ence; but, when the hour ofdanger arrives, when
the empire is threatened on all sides by foreign

enemies, it can no longer be concealed that our
chief danger is from within. And how are we
prepared to meet all these difficulties ? Through
t short-sighted economy, the army of India has
been reduced to an extent which scarce allows it

to perform the ordinary duties in the time of

peace; promotion has been stopped, and the
European officers rendered discontented and ir-

ritated by a reduction of their fordier allowances ;

yet these savings, effected at the hazard of the se-

orityof India, have been shamelessly squand-
ered away at home, amongst the jobbers in East
India stock and the friends and dependents of
the Directors.*

So greatly has* the Indian army been reduced,
that it is stated, in an Indian newspaper, that
the largest force we could now collect for frontier

ierrice from Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, could
wt exceed 60,000 natives, 16,000 Europeans, and
100 guns

; a force quite sufficient. It is added,
to beat all our enemies, were they collected in one
body, for a regular “ stand-up fight," but utterly

inadequate to meet the attacks of numerous
bodies of light troops, invading, at uncertain in-

tervals, a frontier of many hundred miles in ex-
tent It has been considered necessary to march
30,000 of these troops immediately to the northern
frontier, part of whom will enter Cabul or Aff-

jfanistan, to secure the country from the Shah
of Persia, who has been instigated by Russia to
>ttock it. As this country will soon become the
theatre of important events, and many very er-
roneous accounts have appeared concerning it, we
*tafl give s few particulars, to explain the state
of parties there. About the time that the Eng-
lish became masters of Bengal, Ahmed Shah Ab-

the King of the Affghans, overran the
north of India, took possession of Delhi, and
almost annihilated the Mahratta army at the
celebrated battle of Panipnt, in 1761, after which
withdrew to his own country. His grandson,

Shah, threatening to invade India for
•cveral years previous to 1800, Sir John Mal-^ vat sent to Persia, and he prevailed on the

to attack Cabul, which called home Ze-
*** to protect his own dominions. Soon after his
retwn

> a conspiracy was formed against Zemaun
®tab> *ho fell into the hands of his enemies,
tad bis eyes put out, and his brother, Mahmoud,
ymted the throne. The latter was opposed by

* Act Tbit's Magazine for July 1838, p. 429.
~~

Shah Soojah, another brother,who also proclaimed

himself king ; but he was at last obliged to take

refuge with Runjeet Sing ; and eventually both

the deposed monarchs, Zemaun and Soojah, re-

tired into the British territories, and for many
years received pensions for their support from the

BritishGovernment. In themeantime, Mahmoud,
having put to death his vizier, the chief of a

powerful family who had been instrumental to his

elevation to the throne, a rebellion was raised.

Mahmoud was compelled to fly to Herat, where
he became a tributary to Persia, and the rest of

the country was split into small principalities

and divided amongst the brothers of the mur-
dered vizier. Since that period, the country has
been in a very distracted state ; the chiefs have
been constantly at variance amongst themselves ;

and Runjeet Sing has taken advantage of their

weakness to subdue a great part of the country

—having acquired Cashmere, Moultan, Peshawur,
and other districts. At Mahmoud’s death, his son.

Prince Kamram succeeded him at Herat, which is

now the only place in Affghanistan in the posses-

sion of anybranch of the royal family. In 1809, Mr
Elphinstone was sent to Cabul, in order to secure

the co-operation of that state in repelling a
threatened invasion of India by the French. At
that time, Shah Soojah was on the throne, and a
treaty was entered into with him. Shah Ze-
maun having been deprived of sight, was thence-

forth incapable of reigning ; and Soojah being

next in succession, must be considered the legi-

timate king. He has made two attempts to re-

cover the throne ; at the last, in 1833, Soojah

was encouraged by Runjeet Sing, and he accord-

ingly collected a considerable, but very ineffi-

cient and disorderly body of troops, with which
he entered the country ; but, being defeated at

Candahar, he again retired into the British ter-

ritory. He is now about to be restored to hie

dominions by the British, who will, no doubt,

enter into the same engagements with him as are

usual with the other protected states—viz., that

a body of British troops shall be permanently

stationed in his territories, the expense of whose
maintenance shall be provided for by him. It it

understood that the rebellious chiefs, and parti-

cularly Dost Mahomed Khan, the ruler of Cabul,

would willingly have entered into treaties with

the English to oppose the Persian army ; but, as

this could not be done without giving umbrage to

our ally, Runjeet Sing, they joined the Persians

in their attempt to reduce Herat. We may hope
that, through the mediation of the English, these

chiefs may be induced to submit to Shah Soojah,

without resorting to hostilities ; and, in that

case, the whole force will be directed against

Prince Kamram, who, having some pretensions to

the throne, a considerable army under his com-
mand, and being elated with his late success, is

less likely to yield without a struggle. With
regard to a Russian invasion of India, though by
no means an impossible event, we cannot believe

it to be so near at hand as has been represented.

It would be a great and hazardous enterprise for

any European nation. Russia is proverbially
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slow in all her movements, and her preparations

mast be known long before they could be com-

pleted on a scale of any magnitude to promise

success ; but, besides this, Russia could never

expect to derive any advantage from the success

of her armies in India, adequate to her loss and

expenditure in a protracted war, at so vast a

distance from her own frontier. Her chief

motive for undertaking such an enterprise, would

be to injure England, by depriving us of this

source of our power, or by weakening us in our

attempts to maintain it. “ It must be obvious/*

says the Marquis of Hastings, “ that should

any European potentate aim at the subversion

of the British establishment in India, it would

not be with so absurdly extravagant a hope as

the succeeding to a similar domination. To re-

duce Britain's strength by depriving her of such

sinews as India affords, would be the purpose

;

and the course which would suggest itself for

effecting it, would be the exciting some powerful

sentiment in India against us." It is perfectly

in accordance with these views that Russia, with-

out having any present design of marching an

army to India, should threaten us with invasion ;

that she should even prepare the way, and, by her

emissaries, involve us in difficulties, internal and

external, that she may impress upon us a sense

of our insecurity in India, and render us fearful

of thwarting her in her other schemes of ag.

grandisement. In the event of an invasion, it

has been generally supposed that the Russian

army will proceed from the Caspian Sea along

the valley of the Oxus, and through the fertile

countries of Bokhara and Balk. It has been well

known that Russian agents have been dispersed

over all the neighbouring countries; but it is

only within a few years that any attempts have

been made by the British Government to inquire

into the nature of their proceedings, or to ascer-

tain how far the march of an army by that route

was practicable. The result of Lieutenant Burnes*

journey to Bokhara in 1831, at length called the

attention of Government to this subject, since

which time various measures have been adopted

to extend our influence to the countries*north of

the Indus. By treaty with the Government of Sind,

a trade has been opened through the whole line of

the Indus. Sir J. Burnes has been again sent to

the north : a few months ago he was at Cabul,

where he found a Russian agent negociating with

Dost Mahomed the ruler. The Russian endea-

voured to prejudice Dost Mahomed against the

British agent, and obtain his dismissal ; but, after

some hesitation, the latter was received with fa-

vour. Of Runjeet Sing, the ruler of the Punjab,

it may be briefly stated, that he is master of a

large army, great part of which has been dis-

ciplined under French officers: From the station

of a petty Sikh chief, he has raised himself to

supreme power, and has also made many foreign

conquests : he has never been at war with the,

English, with whom, for some years past, he has

been, to all appearance, on a very friendly foot-

ing, though it is believed that he regards them
secretly with great jealousy. Runjeet Sing oc-

cupies the passes through which an invading

army would most probably penetrate into India

—

a circumstance which renders his alliance of the

utmost importance to us.

A pamphlet, under the title of “ India, Great

Britain, and Russia," having appeared just be-

fore the news arrived of the probability of our

being involved in hostilities in Affghanistan, has

excited much attention, from the circumstance

of the author having recommended that line of

policy which the Indian Government has actually

adopted—viz, “ to assume the part of a media-

tor between the different rulers whose dissen-

sions now distract the Affghan territory but

although the Indian Government has resolved to

pursue this course, it has been with views and

under circumstances very different from those

contemplated by the writer in question: the

latter seems inclined to provoke a war with

Russia, while the Indian Government has judi-

ciously refrained from any interference in the

affairs of Affghanistan, until such a step could

be fully justified to all the powers of India, as a

measure of strict self-defence against threatened

invasion. This pamphlet has been written under

great misconception of our actual position in

India. For many years past we have been as-

suring the native powers that we bad no wish

whatever to extend the British territories—an

assertion in which they do not place too much

confidence, and which they would wholly disre-

gard, if we were to send our troops into coun-

tries beyond the Indus, except under circum-

stances of the most evident necessity for the

defence of India. Sir John Malcolm relates, that

when endeavouring to convince the minister of a

native prince of our fixed determination not to

extend the British territories beyond their pre-

sent limits, the reply was—

“

You are no doubt

sincere in your professions ; but, however, the

time will come when there will be but one coin-

age for all India." We must also refer to our

relations with Runjeet Sing, who has been for-

bidden by us from extending his authority over

the Sikh or other chieftains south of the Sutlege,

but was, at the same time, allowed, by a tacit or

implied agreement, to extend his conquests on

the north : for many years he has been appro-

priating to himself parts of the Affghan terri-

tory, taking advantage of the dissensions in that

country, and he would not have consented to 6ee

it placed under British protection, unless con-

vinced that such a step was requisite to preserve

him from some impending danger.

From the north of India we have now to di-

rect our attention to the south, where, at a dis-

tance of 1500 miles, another war is impending

with the Burmese, while the Ghoorkas of Nepaul

are arming themselves as if preparatory to a

similar outbreak, The first indication of a rup-

ture with the Burmese was manifested more

than a year ago ; a revolution took place at Ava,

in which the King was deposed and his brother

mounted the throne: the usurper promised to

spare the lives of his enemies, but he soon be-

gan to wreak his vengeance on them, putting
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then to death with the most horrid barbarity,

and doing the same to others, merely for the

purpose of extorting their wealth. We have be-

fore ns a letter from an English merchant, re-

siding at Rangoon, dated July 1837, which says
—“ The new King ha& advisers or has senti-

ments inimical to our prosperity ; he disapproves

of oar resident. Colonel Burney, being at Ava,
except on his sufferance, and I have no doubt
bat we shall find it the best policy to take this

country under our protection. Whether or not we
serchanta will be placed in jeopardy by any pre-

nature act of our Government, remains to be
proved ; the idea of being sawn in two, or tor-

tured to extort money in ways which we daily

hear of, has made my blood run cold, and con-

vinced me that it would be an act of mercy to

take this country/* Though the new King pro-

fessed a desire to remain at peace with the

English, he refused to recognise Colonel Burney,
or to receive a British Resident ; our military

force on the coast was accordingly increased,

and Colonel Burney found it necessary to quit

the Burmese territory. It has since been dis-

covered, or at least strongly suspected, that a

secret correspondence has been carrying on be-

tween the Burmese monarch and the Rajah of

Nepeul ; and troops have been marched to those

parts of Assam, through which it was suspected

the envoys would pass, with a view to intercept

them. Both of these states have the same

grounds for hostility against the British ; they

have both suffered defeat and lost territory, and

they are both warlike, having overcome all their

neighbours till they came in contact with the

British ; it took two campaigns to subdue the

Ghorkas, and there was much hard fighting with

them, which was not the case with the Bur-

mese.

On a full consideration of all the circumstances,

it can scarcely be denied that the situation of

India ia alarming, if not perilous, and that we
are more dependent than ever on the fidelity of

the native troops. It happens, fortunately for us,

that this part of the Indian population may be

depended on more than any other class ; but

even with regard to them we must not be too

•score ; for where there is a general spirit of

dimffection throughout the country, it cannot

have failed to make some impression on the

troops. One of the strongest holds we have on
them is the consideration of their own individual

interests, and the punctuality with which their

pay is distributed. Now it is said that the re-

venues of India will be reduced six millions

sterling, in consequence of the famine which has

prevailed in the western provinces ; and when
ve remember that the last Burmese war cost

fifteen millions, it may be apprehended that the

Indian treasury may be exhausted if another

war should occur at the present moment. The
native troops are the only part of the popula-

tion whose interests have been cared for, and

even they have their grievances to complain of.

Witness the masacre at Barrackpore, at the com-

mencement of the Burmese war—an event which
so. Lxn~—vol. wu

has never yet been properly investigated, and

which, we will venture to say, has not been for-

gotten by the Sepoys. That these men are not

always inclined to be the passive instruments of

their European officers, has been proved by many

facts. And we are informed, that, so recently as

July last, when a party of Sepoys were warned

for the execution of a prisoner, their comrade,

whom a general court-martial had sentenced to

be shot to death by musketry, four or five of

the men positively refused the duty ; and, though

they subsequently undertook it to the extent of

forming a part of the detail to whom the execu-

tion was assigned, they intentionally and openly

fired clear of the convict, who was, in consequence,

obliged to be dispatched by the provost sergeant.

We trust that the present critical state of our

India possessions will arouse the attention of

this country to the subject before it is too late,

before an outbreak shall have occurred such as

that in Canada, which will render it next to

impossible to restore order, and that a strict in-

quiry will be instituted into that system of go-

vernment, which, while it provokes the hostility

of all surrounding states, has neither secured

the attachment of our own fellow-subjects, nor

the fidelity of our allies. Among the numerous

grievances of British India, we may specify the

intolerable pressure of taxation, which deprives

the mass of the people of all the fruits of their

labour, except a bare maintenance ; to this we

may attribute the dreadful sufferings, and the

loss of many thousand lives in the late famine

in the north-west provinces—a famine it has

been called, though it now appears that the

calamity was rather excessive poverty, from

which the inhabitants were unable to purchase

the means of support, than a scarcity of food

itself. What tenderness has been shewn to the

natives of India, let the dreadful mortality in

the Indian jails proclaim, or the facilities granted

for shipping them off to the slave colonies, and

the continuation of slavery in India. The courts

of justice are so venal and dilatory that no one

can enter them without bribery, or expect a

decision in a civil case under seven or ten years.

Such was the case at least within a very few

years ; and we have lately seen the East India

Company conferring a grant of £5000 on the

heirs of a judge who was murdered at Delhi,

while the act of assassination was one so highly

applauded by the inhabitants, that a tumult was

apprehended ; and although the design of rescuing

the murderer was baffled, his grave was adorned

with garlands, and prayers were addressed to

him as a saint and a martyr in the cause of his

country. This is not a solitary instance of re-

venge for real or supposed injuries; -several

other cases have lately occurred, in which the

lives of European officers, civil and military,

have been sacrificed, and attempts have been

made upon a larger scale to provoke the Sepoys

to mutiny, and to murder their officers.

In a recent work on India,* by Captain West-

* The Present and Future Prospects of our Indian

Empire.
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macott,late assistant to the political agent on the

north-east frontier, the author, who has visited

nearly all the cities of importance in Northern,

Western, and Central India, affirms, that “ the

laws we have given to the East have made it ne-

cessary to erect prisons which overflow with

debtors and felons ; while in the native states

there is scarcely a prison to be seen.” In Decem-
ber 1837 there were upwards of 1250 prisoners

in the criminal jail of Bareilly. We have over-

turned the most valued and useful institutions

of the natives, and seized upon the funds which

from time immemorial have been devoted to

religious and benevolent purposes, and for the

improvement of the country. Formerly every

village had its own municipality, by which its

affairs were conducted, the public taxes appor-

tioned, order preserved, and disputes settled :

these municipalitieshave been abolished, to make
way for our corrupt, dilatory, and incomprehens-

ible judicial system, and a rapacious and ty-

rannical body of policemen, whose extortions

are unbounded. “ The waste lands belonging

to villages, and reserved by the inhabitants to

meet the wants of their increasing populations,

and to support schools, charities, and caravan-

series. have been appropriated by Government.”
€t Religious endowments have been sequestrated,

and the reservoirs and aqueducts that fertilized

the country are gone to decay. The charitable

institutions, the asylums for the poor, the sick,

and the maimed, splendid and useful public

works, are crumbling to dust, and the wells and
resting places in the desert, built and endowed
by princes, and the wealthy and benevolent, as

a refuge for the traveller under an eastern sun,

are neglected, and fallen to ruin.” Since the

decay of the caravanseries, merchants and cara-

vans are obliged to seek an asylum in the vil-

lages, or to encamp in the open plain, exposed
to depredations ; and it is now dangerous to

travel through a country where formerly there

was as complete security as in England. By a
combination of the judicial and financial func-

tions, the tax-collectors are enabled to inflict

penal law on those who disobey their authority,

a aystem which “ has covered India with disaffec-

tion
, poverty, and crime.” Insurrections are

continually breaking out, in one part or other

of the British territories, and the tributary

states " entertain towards us no friendly feel-

ing.” “ There are few of our allies and tribu-

taries who bear towards us a friendly feeling1

,

and few who could resist the temptation of se-

curing an accession of territory by conspiring to

effect our ruin.” “ Were the Muscovite hordes

to cross the Attock, all our allies and tributaries

would probably be in arms ; it would be a signal

for the Sikhs, the Rajpoots, the Mahrattas, the
Rohillas, and the warriors of Oude, to fling

away their scabbards.” Such is the description

given by Captain Westmacott, of the effects of
British rule in India ; and yet he would have us
to extend our empire to Attock, which would
call forth hosts of new enemies, in order to pre-

pare against the problematic danger ofa Russian

invasion. But, though the possibility of such an
event is not to be overlooked, our real danger
in India is from within, and our chief efforts

should be directed to correct the manifold evils

of mugovernment : the best security against

foreign invasion is the affection of our native

subjects and allies.

THE VALUE OF « THE WISDOM OF OUR ANCESTORS."
Before the rise of the Utilitarian Philosophy,

the friends of reform were too timid to adopt a

foundation of their own for the doctrines they

reared, and merely attempted to shew a prefer-

able right to that on which their adversaries had
erected the stately structure of despotic and

unequal government. Thus, honest Cartwright,

when he felt himself called upon to strike a

blow in the cause of freedom, must needs write

an octavo volume, to prove that Vote by Ballot,

Annual Parliaments, and Universal Suffrage,

were legacies left to us by our Saxon ancestors

—

a project in which he signally failed. This prac-

tice has been now, with a better judgment, aban-

doned. The enemy had a mighty advantage in

it. The history of all ages affords too many
illustrations of successful depravity, to be safely

appealed to as a line of precedent for just mea-
sures. When the slender foundation, too, was
occasionally formed, it was easily removed by the

enemy. Perhaps a franchise having been founded
on the laws of Edward the Confessor, or the

declaration of King John, the whole theory of

its formation might be undermined by a new
interpretation of a Saxon word, or by the per-

verse diligence of some prerogative antiquary,

whose superior accuracy enabled him to deter-

mine that what appeared to his Liberal brother

the letter it, was undoubtedly the letter w, in
virtue of a small waving line thrown over it,

plainly distinguishable by the assistance of the
microscope.

If we look back, indeed, upon the early history

of some of the “ bulwarks of our constitution,
9*

we will not find much to gratify our vanity. It

is quite true that the suffrage in counties, before

the restriction to forty-shilling freeholders,

seems to have been something very nearly ap-
proaching to universal: but the privilege of
choosing a person to tax them, was not much
valued by the electors ; nor was the task of at-

tending at Westminster, to drive the bargain,

much coveted by the elected. “ The man of
their choice” sometimes fortified himself from
the returning officers, by a formidable array of
cross-bows and mangonels displayed on his bat-

tlements, and sometimes betook himself to flight,

or hid himself among the Chiltern Hundreds,
where the King’s writ could not be used. Let
us just take a momentary glance of Sir Francis
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Palgrste’f picture of a county election, in that

sussing and too much neglected little work,

* The Merchant and the Friar/’

“ Daring the confabulation several nods and

viaki of intelligence passed between Trafford

and a well-mounted knight : and, while the for-

mer appeared to be settling the business with

the tnitors, the latter, who had been close to

iir Giles, continued gradually backing and side-

bag away through the group of shiresmen ; and,

jest as he had got clear out of the ring, John
frsford declared, in a most sonorous voice, that

the mitors had chosen Sir Richard de Fogeys

m one of their representatives.
“ The sheriff, who, keeping his eye fixed upon

Sr Richard as he receded, had evidently sus-

pected some manoeuvre, instantly ordered his

bailiffs to secure the body of the member—this

k rather an Hibernian phrase, but, as I cannot

depart from my authorities, 1 do not know how
it can be amended—‘ and,* continued he, with

much vehemence, ‘ Sir Richard must be forth*

with committed to custody, unless he gives good
WJ—two substantial freeholders—that he will

duly attend in his place among the Commons, on

the first day of the Session, according to the

lavs and usage of Parliament/
“ All this, however, was more easily said than

dese; for, before the verbal precept had pro-

ceeded from the lips of the Sheriff, Sir Richard

m galloping away at full speed across the

fields ; off dashed the bailiffs after the member,
midst the shouts of the surrounding crowd, who
forgot all thsir grievances in the stimulus of the

cbm, which they contemplated with the perfect

certainty of receiving some satisfaction from its

termination—whether by the escape of the

fugitiTe, in which case the common enemy, the
Sheriff, would be liable to a heavy amercement

;

w by the capture of the knight, a result which
wwuld give them almost equal delight, by impos-
ing a disagreeable and irksome duty upon an
individual who was universally disliked, in con-

absence of his overbearing harshness and do-

eetic tyranny/*

Of the rough-handed class of men who were
tin sent along to grant aids and tallages, and
Inland redress of grievances, and of the respect

pid to them, we may form some estimate from
® anecdote of the 14th century. The Parlia-

mat had no particular place of meeting ; and
rerer objected to any caetle, jail, church, abbey,

H*ce, or other sufficiently large building that

discs threw in the way. Once on a time, hav-
iag got the use of the chapter-house in West-
erner Abbey, the members created so mighty
i fiitarbsnce that the stout abbot, growing in*

hgssat, collected a sufficient force, and drove out

representatives of the people, pell-mell, pro*
tetiog he would never let his bouse be entered by

guests again. “ This was called the Parlia-

*** ef Bettes/* says Stowe, of the Parliament
1*26, “ because men being forbidden to bring

tVQtdi or other weapons, brought great battes
ud Saves on their necks ; and when those
Htpons were inhibited them, they tooke stones

and plomets of lead/' 8uch is a characteristicspe-

cimen of the legislative wisdom of our ancestors.

It is not to be supposed that all the sport

was reserved for the poor Commons. Not only

the Lords Temporal, but the Lords Spiritual,

had their share and more. Each of the arch-

bishops had a massive silver cross borne be-

fore him ; and when the two crosses, at any time,

came in each other’s way, then, to be sure, it

was—
“ As rolls ths river into ocean,

In sable torrent wildly streaming;

As the sea tide’s opposing motion,

In azure column proudly gleaming,

Beats back the torrent many a rood.

In curling foam and mingling flood ;

While eddying whirl, and breaking wave,

Boused by the blast of winter, rave

;

Through sparkling spray, in thundering clash.

The lightnings of the waters flash.

In awful whiteness, o’er the shore,

That shines and shakes beneath the roar.

Thus—ns the stream and ocean greet,

With wavee that madden aa they meet—
Thus join the bands whom mutual wrong,
And fate, and fury, drive along.”

The Parliament, of course, met within one of

the provinces—generally Canterbury. If the

two archbishops met each other, there was no-

thing but to fight for it ; and occasionally his one
Grace would lie in wait for his other Grace, who,
having been thrashed once or twice before, would
increase his retinue with the intention of doing

a final and decided thing. Spiritual weapons—
the usual recourse, when a poor king or baron

was to be humbled—were here of no use ; the

primates knew that, and took more applicable

measures. But, in illustration of this, let us

draw another slight sketch from Sir Francis Pal-

grave :

—

At the beck of the clerk, the door unclosed, and the

strangers had scarcely entered the chamber, when Bar-
dolph da Tyl, the Gascon, the King’s pursuivant, rnsbed

into the room, exclaiming, in tones of horror— Murder,
murder 1 My Lord, the Archbishop of York, is murdered
by the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, in his way to the

Parliament House.** The whole assembly was astounded.
“ The road by the side of the river, along the Strand, as

your Majesty well knoweth, is hat a perilous slough,

and my Lord of York’s mule, sure-footed as she is, could

scarcely pick her way amidst the ruts and mire. Just as

my Lord of York was in that solitary spot, not for from
the pound, over against the church of Saint Martin, my
Lord of Canterbury, who had stationed himself in the

adjacent fields, with a large body of forces, suddenly

rushed upon the flank of the procession. At the am#
moment, my Lord of York wa furiously attacked in

front by the Prior of St Bartholomew's , who had been

warily lying in ambush behind Charing Cross. My
Lord attempted to retreat to York House ; but my Lord
of Canterbury furiously pursued his brother prelate, and
with one fell stroke brought him to the ground.”

We believe it is not to be found in history

that any Archbishop of York was slain by aa
Archbishop of Canterbury ; and the spirited

sketch of Sir Francis, merges into the individu-

ality of inoident with whioh rumour has been

pleased to adorn the fury of the fight. The twe
archbishops appear soowMng at each other, and
the blood lost has been found to be only that

of their followers. Ere we leave 8ir Francis

Palgrave, let us observe that his little book,
G 2
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containing so much spirited information on the

habits of our ancestors—with whom he is far

better acquainted than he is with the men of the

present day—would have been one of the most
popular works of the period, had he not mixed
it up with much absurd politics and stupid phi-

losophy. Our ancestors he understands, because

he has studied them. The men of the present

day he knows nothing about, for the converse

reason; and Cartwright did not make a more
ludicrous mistake, when he supposed that, under
the title " Brevia Parliamentary Rediviva,"

Prynne pleaded for the restoration of short Par-

liaments, than Sir Francis has done in his at-

tempts to describe the nature of the utilitarian

philosophy.

It may be seen from these specimens, that the

practice of our ancestors proves but a slippery

foundation for rights, whether popular or aristo-

cratic. When properly used, however, the history

of the constitution is a subject not altogether

barren. In the first place, the enemies of freedom

generally refer to it for precedents for their

evil deeds, and, like all men who can make an
important use of the complexion of a fact, they

exaggerate and misrepresent it. When the calm

inquirer proves them to be wrong, he conquers

them on their own ground. But there is another

and higher use of the experience ofhistory. Fran-

chises and popular rights generally come into

existence at periods when it is not the interest

of governors to suppress them, and are often

allowed a peaceful life till that time arrives.

Many useful practices were so brought into ex-

istence in early times, which, in later and more
enlightened days, when their value was better

appreciated, fell before oligarchy or despotic

power, or maintained their existence by a pro-

tracted war. A few notices of the fraud and
violence committed on these privileges, may be

useful as a portion of the monitory wisdom which
history was meant to teach. .

The people of England assuredly possessed

certain customs or privileges conducive to the

checking of arbitrary government, and the pro-

tection of private rights, which the Norman con-

quest, and the increasing power of the Norman
nobility, could not overcome. Force was, indeed,

too rude an instrument to lop away these objects

of the affection of the people. The ruthless

Norman monarch might strip a province, and

inclose it for his hunting-ground ; and the noble

might pillage the little mansion of the* neigh-

bouring franklein—such acts of oppression were
always committed when the party had power to

do so ; but the old customs of justice thus broken

in upon were not abolished or forgotten, and

they held their silent course in the universal

practice or adoption of tbe people, whenever

actual violence was withdrawn. It was by the

exertions of a more ingenious race than the

Norman kings or barons that these popular

rights were gradually levelled, and a system

wafr-created that, at the accession of James I.,

had brought England nearly to a despotism

founded on principles quite distinct from the

rude law of the strong hand, which characterised

earlier acts of oppression. As the nation became

more civilised, and alive to more subtle political

distinctions, the clergy, deriving their know-

ledge from the slavish doctrines of the civilians,

gradually diffused around them the influence of

their pernicious learning. Anxious, as it were,

to raise a rival on earth to the Deity, whose

word they professed to teach, they invested the

sublunary king with a portion of the sacred at-

tributes at their disposal, and gradually fashioned

the British monarch on the model of that pure

and ethereal Divine right which characterised

the Roman Emperor. One instance of this may

be illustrated in the history of the law maxim of

Blackstone, that “ the king never dies im-

plying that, from the moment of the decease of

one king, another begins to reign ; a principle

now of little importance, but the absence of

which was probably useful in preserving the

liberties of our ancestors. Henry of Hunting-

don tells us that, from the death of Stephen till

the arrival of Henry II., a England was without

a king.'* The earliest annalists always speak

of a king being “ electus
>*

or chosen ; and of his

beginning to reign at the ceremony of the coro-

nation, and the taking of the oath. The writer

of a late work on the rise of the royal preroga-

tive, discovered that, during the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries, the kings passed no public

acts till after their coronation. With one excep-

tion—viz., Richard I.; and another antiquary,

pursuing researches more intimately connected

with chronology, discovered that previous chron-

ologists had made a mistake of a whole year in

that reign, and that it was no exception from the

general rule.* In the reign of Elizabeth, this

doctrine was condemned by the judges. When

James I., even with his questionable title,

mounted the throne, he did not feel grateful to

the Parliament for confirming his accession, pre-

ferring the respectable title of divine right to

popular sanction. By Charles II., the doctrine

was still more ludicrously treated. A statute of

Henry VII., passed before the subtle doctrines of

the civilians had been fully absorbed, made it no

treason to obey the command of a King for the

time being, however defective his title might be.

When this statute was pleaded by Sir Harry Vane,

it was answered that Charles II. had been king,

not only by title, but de facto, from the moment

of his fathers death, though he was “ kept out

of his royal author!ty by traitors and rebels."

The judges probably hesitated between deciding

in this form, or, that Charles 1. was still living

both de jure and de j'acto, though his head had

been cut off by traitoi s and rebels. The years of

the acts of Parliame nt run from the death of

Charles I. ; and ever y loyal historian immedi-

ately after that event ,
heads his chapters with

the reign of Charles JI., noticing Oliver Crom-

well as one of the persons who distinguished

themselves during his reign.

• Allen's “ Inquiry inti > the Rise and Growth of th«

Royal Prerogative^ Sir H. Nicolas’ « Chronology o

History.”
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There were many other more substantial prin-

ciples which the learning of the clergy attempt-

ed, happily often in vain, to dissolve in the same
manner. Little as we may be inclined to admire
the wisdom of our ancestors, had they not stub-

bornly adhered to many of their venerable

usages, we should have had, at this time, to fight

the battle of freedom on less advantageous
ground. Among these, the intricate and in-

dexible provisions of the common law, and the

privileges of Parliament, were occasionally rocks

of defence, which baffled allendeavours to assault

er undermine them, and held out against the

fiercest attacks of despotism, till relieved in bet-

ter times. A judge might wilfully misinterpret

the law at the desire of the king—but what then ?

It required a continued series of such judgments
to alter it ; and the judge who misinterpreted

did so at the risk of suffering from some other

principle of the law, from which the prince might
not be able to protect him. Charles 1., to make
his judges more useful instruments, changed
their patents from a holding by good conduct to

that of the Sovereign's will ; but another remedy
vaaat hand ; for the judges who decided in fa-

vour of ship-money were impeached. The
most sharp-eyed friends of despotism saw, in the

destruction of these respected customs, the surest

road to absolute rule. “ How well this suits

with monarchy," says Strafford, speaking with

contempt of the common lawyers, “ when they

monopolize all to be governed by their year

books 1" and, writing from Ireland to his courtly

eoadjutor. Laud, he cheeringly remarks—“ I

know no reason, then, but that you may as well

rule the common lawyers in England, as I, poor

beagle, do here."

The reservation by the Commons of the right

to hold the purse-strings, so vigilantly and punc-

tiliously guarded, was the chief of these protect-

ing powers ; and it has done so much to lesson

the difficulties of reform in later ages, that those

vho have contributed an item to the integrity

and efficacy of the system, deserve the deepest

veneration. Though sometimes invaded by hos-

tile force, the right is as old as any constitu-

tional practice we know, and it was generally

practised under a condition usual with those

vbo have money to give—security for value

before payment. During the unpopularity of

Edward 111., his Commons are reported to have
addressed him in the following plain, sturdy,

and business-like strain :—“ The said Commons
i

appeared in Parliament, protesting that they

|

bad the same good will as ever to assist the
King with their lives and fortunes ; but that it

seemed to them, if their said liege lord had
always possessed about him faithful counsellors

and good officers, he would have been so rich

that he would have had no need of charging his

commons with subsidy or tallage, considering

the great ransoms of the French and Scotch

Kings, and of so many other prisoners ; and that

it appeared to be for the private advantage of

some near the King, and of others by their col-

lusion, that the King and the kingdom are so

impoverished, and the commons so ruined. And
they promised the King, that, if he would do

speedy justice on such as should be found

guilty, and take from them what law and rea-

son permit, with what had been already granted

in Parliament, they will engage that he should

be rich enough to maintain his wars for a long

time, without much charging his people in any

manner." On an occasion not long after, they

insisted on seeing the vouchers of the expendi-

ture of a previous supply before they voted

more money, and objected that “ large sums
had been expended upon garrisons in France

and Ireland, and other places beyond the king-

dom, of which they protested themselves not

liable to bear the charge ;"* a precedent which

might have been advantageously followed in the

present century.

When Elizabeth haughtily warned the Par-

liament not to be too free in their discussions

;

when James, with less dignity, telling them not

to meddle with matters beyond their compre-

hension, tore a resolution from the journals, and

prosecuted members for their speeches within

the House ; when Charles invaded the Commons
with an armed force, for the purpose of appre-

hending five of their members—it is pretty evi-

dent that, however much their proceedings had
been adapted to the more complicated legisla-

tion of the times, they were little more inde-

pendent than in the days of Edward 111., and
had as hard a battle as ever to fight with the

power of the crown. Other popular rights had
meanwhile sunk, and been almost forgotten.

Many of the writers of the seventeenth century

are remarkable for their ignorance of some of

the practices of the constitution ; and the

learned Clarendon frequently attributes a re-

currence to early precedent as innovation, when
there is no occasion to attribute his mistakes to

want of candour. In the struggle with the

commons, the principal appeal to old precedent

by the crown, was the fruit of the investigation

of Noy, the Attorney-General, who, with bane-

ful ingenuity, fabricated the imposition of ship

money from some dubious provisions for the de-

fence of the country, during the Saxon period.

The sound constitutional information was all

on the other side, and formed the foundation of

the proceedings of Whitlocke and Pym in Par-

liament, or was selected from the mighty stores

of historical learning, collected by Selden and

Prynne.

* Hallam's Middle Ages, iii., 82, 90. j
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LAKE REMINISCENCES, FROM 1807 TO 1880.

BY THE ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH

—

Continued.

William Wordsworth was born at Cocker-

month, a email town of Cumberland, seated on

the river Cocker. His father was a lawyer, and

acted as an agent for that Lord Lonsdale, the

immediate predecessor of the present, who is not

nnfrequently described by those who still re-

member him as “ the bad Lord Lonsdale/* In

what was he bad? Chiefly, I believe, in this—that,

being a man of great local power, founded on his

rank, on his official station of Lord Lieutenant

over two counties, and on a very large estate,

he used his power in a most oppressive way. 1

have heard it said that he was mad ; and, at

any rate, he was inordinately capricious-—ca-

pricious even to eccentricity. But perhaps his

madness was nothing more than the intemper-

ance of a haughty and a headstrong will, encour-

aged by the consciousness of power, and tempted
to abuses of it by the abject servility which po-

verty and dependence presented in one direction,

embittering the contrastofthat defiance which in-

evitably faced him in another throughout a land

of freedom and amongst spirits as haughty as his

own. He was a true feudal chieftain ; and, in

the very approaches to his mansion, in the style

of his equipage, or whatever else was likely to

meet the public eye, he delighted to express his

disdain of modern refinements, and the haughty
carelessness of his magnificence. The coach in

which he used to visit Penrith, the nearest town
to his principal house of Lowther, was old and
neglected ; his horses fine, but untrimmed : and

such was the impression diffused about him by his

gloomy temper and his habits of oppression, that

the streets were silent as he traversed them,

and an awe sate upon many faces, (so, at least,

I have heard a Penrith contemporary of the old

despot declare,) pretty much like that which

may be supposed to attend the entry into a guilty

town, of some royal commission for trying state

criminals. In his park, you saw some of the

most magnificent timber in the kingdom—trees

that were coeval with the feuds of York and
Lancaster, yews that perhaps had furnished bows
to Cmur de Lion, and oaks that might have
built a navy. All was savage grandeur about

these native forests : their sweeping lawns and
glades had been unapproached, for centuries it

might be, by the hand of art ; and amongst them
roamed—not the timid fallow deer—but thunder-

ing droves of wild horses. Lord Lonsdale, ac-

cording to an old English writer, (in describing,

I think, the Earl of Arundel,) " went sometimes

to London, because there only he found a greater

man than himself ; but not often, because at

home he was allowed to forget that there was

such a man/* Even in London, however, his

haughty injustice found occasions for making

itself known. On a court day, (I revive an

anecdote onoe familiarly known,) St James* Street

was lined by cavalry, and the orders were per.

emptory, that no carriages should be allowed to

pass, except those which were carrying parties

to court. Whether it were by accident or no,

Lord Lonsdale's carriage advanced, and the

coachman, in obedience to orders shouted out

from the window, was turning down the forbidden

route, when a trooper rode up to the horses*

heads, and stopped them : the thundering

menaces of Lord Lonsdale perplexed the soldier,

who did not know but he might be bringing him.

self into a scrape by persisting in his opposition

;

but the officer on duty, observing the scene, rode

up, and, in a determined tone, enforced the

order, causing two of his men to turn the horses

heads round into Piccadilly. Lord Lonsdale

threw his card to the officer—and a duel fol-

lowed ; in which, however, the outrageous injust-

ice of his Lordship met with a pointed rebuke

;

for the first person whom he summoned to his

aid, in the quality of second, though a friend

and (I believe) a relative of his own, declined

to sanction, by any interference, so scandalous a

quarrel with an officer for simply executing an

official duty. In this dilemma—for probably he

was aware that few military men would fail to

take the same disapproving view of the affair

—

he applied to the present Earl of Lonsdale, then

Sir William Lowther. Either there must have

been some needless discourtesy in the officers

mode of fulfilling his duty, or else Sir William

thought the necessity of the case, however

wantonly provoked, a sufficient justification for

a relative giving his assistance, even under cir-

cumstances of such egregious injustice. At any

rate, it i9 due to Sir William, in mere candour,

to suppose that he did nothing in this instance

but what his conscience approved ; seeing, that

in all others his conduct has been such as to win

him the universal respect of the two counties

in which he is best known. He it was that acted

as second : and, by a will which is said to have

been dated the same day, he became eventually
possessed of a large property, which did not

necessarily acoompany the title. Another anec-

dote is told of the same Lord Lonsdale, which
expresses, in a more eccentric way, and a way that

to many people will be affecting—to some shock-
ing—the moody energy of his passions. He
loved, with passionate fervour, a. fine young
woman, of humble parentage, in a Cumberland
farm-house. Her he had persuaded to leave her
father and put herself under his protection.
Whilst yet young and beautiful, she died : Lord
Lonsdale's sorrow was profound ; he could not

bear the thought of a final parting from that
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hot vMefa bad become to familiar to hie heart

:

be mined her to be embalmed ; a glass was
placed am her features ; and, at intervals, when
bit thoughts reverted to her memory, he found

a consolation (or perhaps a luxurious irritation)

of Us sorrow, in visiting this sad memorial of

Us former happiness. This story, which I have
often heard repeated by the country people

of Cumberland, strengthened the general feeling

of this eccentric nobleman’s self-willed character,

though in this instance complicated with a trait

of character that argued nobler capacities. By
what rules he guided himself in dealing with the

various lawyers, agents, or stewards, whom his

oteniiTe estates brought into a dependency upon
biijisticeorhis moderation—whether in fact he
had no role, but left all to accident or caprice

—

I hare newer learned. Generally, 1 have heard it

Mid, that in some years of his life he resisted

the payment of all bills indiscriminately, which
ho had any colourable plea for supposing to con-
tain overcharges ; some fared ill because they
vote neighbours ; and his Lordship could say,

tbit "he knew them to be knaves others fared
vone, because they were so remote that “ how
odd his Lordship know what they were ?” Of
this number, and possibly for this reason left

uspsid, wasWordsworth's father. He died whilst

bit four sons and one daughter were yet help-
1«m children, leaving to them respectable for-

taoes; bnt which, as yet, were unrealized and
tolenbly hypothetic, at they happened to depend
upon so shadowy a basis as the justice of Lord
Iflndile. The executors of the will, and
traitees of the children’s interests, in one point

acted wisely : foreseeing the result of a legal

fMtest with so potent a defendant as this levia-

than of two counties, and that, under any nominal
award, the whole estate of the orphans must be
^allowed op in the costs of a suit that would be
wried into Chancery, and finally before the
Urds, they prudently withdrew from all active

uasuret of opposition, confiding the event to
bard Lonsdale's returning sense ofjustice. Un-
fortniutely

4for that nobleman's reputation
, a
and

aba, as was thought, for the children's pro-
|parity, before this somewhat rusty quality of

j**iee could have time to operate, his Lord-
*>p died. However, for once the world was
Vfang in its anticipations for the children : the
fcccetaor to Lord Lonsdale's titles and Cumber-
bad estates was made aware of tbe entire case,

b aQ Hs circumstances ; and he very honourably
five directions for full restitution being made.
Rb was done ; and in one respect the result

more fortunate for the children than if they
been trained from youth to rely upon their

^petitions : for by the time this repayment
** made, three out of the five children were
•body settled in life, with the very amplest
ptfepeefes opening before them—so ample as to

*«ks their private patrimonial fortunes of in-

•adderable importance in their eyes : and very
Probably the withholding of their inheritance it

however unjust, and however little con-
iewfisted m an occasion of any such effect, that

urged these three persons to the exertions re*

quUite for their present success. Two only of

the children remained to whom tbe restoration

of their patrimony was a matter of grave im-

portance ; but it was precisely those two whom
no circumstances could have made independent

of their hereditary means by personal exertions

-—viz., William Wordsworth, the poet, and Do-
rothy, the sole daughter of the house. The
three others were—Richard, the eldest ; he had

become a thriving solicitor at one of the inns of

court in London ; and, if he died only moderately

rich, and much below the expectations of his

acquaintance, in the final result of his laborious

life, it was beoause he was moderate in bis de-

sires ; and, in his latter years, reverting to the

pastoral region of his infancy and boyhood, chose

rather to sit down by a hearth of hit own amongst
the Cumberland mountains, and wisely to woo

the deities of domestic pleasures and health,

than to follow the chase after wealth in the fe«

verish crowds of the oapital. The third son (I

believe) wasChristopher, (Dr Wordsworth,) who,

at an early age, became a man of importance in

the English church, being made one of the chap-

lains and librarians of the Archbishop of Can-

terbury, (Dr Manners Sutton, father of the late

Speaker.) He has since risen to the important

and dignified station—once held by Barrow, and

afterwards by Bentley—of Master of Trinity in

Cambridge. Trinity in Oxford is not a first-rate

college: but Trinity, Cambridge, answers in

rank and authority to Christ Church in Oxford

;

and to be the bead of that college is rightly con-

sidered on a level with a bishopric. Dr Words-

worth has distinguished himself as an author by

several very useful republications, (especially the
“ Ecclesiastical Biography,") which he has en-

riched with valuable notes. And in his own
person, besides other works more exclusively

learned, he is the author of one very interesting

work of historical research upon the long agitated

question of “ who wrote the Eicon Basilike 9
”

a question still unsettled, but much nearer to

a settlement in consequence of the strong pre-

sumptions which Dr Wordsworth has adduced

on behalf of the King's claim. The fourth and

youngest son, John, was in the service of the

East India Company, and perished most unhap-

pily on the voyage which he had meant to be his

last, off the coast of Dorsetshire, in the Com-
pany's ship Abergavenny. A calumny was current

at the time, that Captain Wordsworth was in a

state of intoxication at the time of the calamity.

But the printed report of the affair, revised by

survivors, entirely disproves the calumny ; which,

besides, was in itself incredible to all who

were acquainted with Captain Wordworth's most

temperate, and even philosophic habits of life.

So peculiarly indeed was Captain Wordsworth's

temperament and demeanour, and the whole

system of his life, coloured by a grave and medi-

tative turn of thought, that, amongst his brother

officers in the Honourable Company's service,

he bore the sirname of (t The Philosopher." And
William Wordsworth, the poet, not only spoke
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of him always with a sort of respect, that argued

him to have been no ordinary man, but he has

frequently assured me of one fact which, as im-

plying some want of frankness and sincerity,

gave me pain to hear—viz., that in the fine lines

entitled, “ The Happy Warrior," in which an

analytical account is given of the main elements

which enter into the composition of a real hero,

he had in view chiefly his brother John's cha-

racter. That was true, I daresay ; but it was in-

consistent, in some measure, with the note at-

tached to the liues, by which the reader learns,

that it was out of reverence for Lord Nelson, as

one who transcended the estimate here made,

that the poem had not been openly connected

with his name, as the real suggester of the

thoughts. Now, privately, though still professing

a lively admiration for the mighty Admiral, as

•ne of the few men who carried into his profes-

sional labours a real and vivid genius, (and thus

far Wordsworth often testified a deep admiration

for Lord N.) yet, in reference to these particular

lines, he uniformly declared that Lord N. was

much below the ideal there contemplated, and

that, in fact, it had been suggested by the re-

collection of his brother. But, surely, in some

of the first passages, this cannot be so ; for ex-

ample, when he makes it one trait of the heaven-

born hero, that he, if called upon to face some

mighty day of battle—
*< To which heaven ha* join’d

Great issues, good or had, for human kind

—

Is happy as a lover, and attired

With a supernal brightness, like a man inspir’d”

—

surely he must have had Lord Nelson's idea pre-

dominating in his thoughts ; for Captain Words-
worth was scarcely tried in such a situation.

There can be no doubt, however, that he merited

the praises of his brother ; and it was indeed an
improbable tale, that he should first of all deviate

from this philosophic temperance upon an occa-

sion when all his energies, and the fullest self-

possession, were all likely to prove little enough.

In reality it was the pilot, the incompetent pilot,

who caused the fatal catastrophe :
—

“

O pilot,

you have ruined me !" were amongst the last

words that Captain Wordsworth was heard to

utter—pathetic words, and fit for him, “ a meek
man and a brave," to use in addressing a last re-

proach, and summing up the infinite injury, to

one who, not through misfortune or overruling

will of Providence, but through miserable con-

ceit and unprincipled levity, had brought total

ruin upon so many a gallant countryman. Cap-
tain Wordsworth might have saved his own life;

but the perfect loyalty of his nature to the

claims upon him, that sublime fidelity to duty

which is so often found amongst men of his pro-

fession, kept him to the last upon the wreck

;

and, after that, it is probable that the almost

total wreck of hie own fortunes, (which, but for

this overthrow, would have amounted to twenty

thousand pounds, upon the successful termination

this one voyage,) but still more, the total ruin

of the new and splendid Indiaman confided to

bis care, had so much dejected his spirits, that

he was not in a condition for making the efforts

that, under a more hopeful prospect, he might

have been able to make. Six weeks his body lay

unrecovered ; at the end of that time, it was

found, and carried to the Isle of Wight, and

buried in close neighbourhood to the quiet fields

which he had so recently described, in letters to

his family at Grasmere, as a Paradise of English

peace, to which his mind would be likely often-

times to revert, amidst the agitations of the sea.

Such were the modes of life pursued by three

of the orphan children—such the termination of

life to two. Meantime, the daughter of the house

was reared liberally, in the family of a relation

at Windsor : and she might have pursued a quiet

and decorous career, of a character, perhaps,

somewhat tame, under the same dignified auspices;

but, at an early period of life, her good angel

threw open to her a life of nobler prospects, in the

opportunity which then arose, and which she did

not hesitate to seize, of becoming the companion,

through a life of delightful wanderings—of what,

to her more elevated friends, seemed nothing

short of vagrancy—the companion and the con-

fidential friend, and, with a view to the enlarge-

ment of her own intellect, the pupil, of a brother,

the most original and most meditative man of

his own age. William had passed his infancy on

the very margin of the Lake district, just six

miles, in fact, beyond the rocky screen of Whin-

latter, and within one hour's ride of Bassin-

thwaite Water. To those who live in the tame

scenery of Cockermoutb, the blue mountains in

the distance, the sublime peaks of Borrowdale

and of Buttermere, raise aloft a signal, as it were,

of a new country, a country of romance and

mystery, to which the thoughts are habitually

turning. Children are fascinated and haunted

with vague temptations, when standing on the

frontiers of such a foreign land ; and so was

Worsdsworth fascinated, so haunted. Fortun-

ate for Wordsworth that, at an early* age,

he was transferred to the very centre of this

lovely district. At the little town of Hawks-

head, seated on the north-west angle of Esthwaite

Water, a grammar school (which, in English

usage, means a school for classical literature) was

founded, in Queen Elizabeth's reign, by Arch-

bishop Sandys, a member of a very ancient family

of that name, still seated in the neighbourhood.

Hither were sent all the four brothers; and

here it was that Wordsworth passed his life un-

til the time arrived for his removal to college.

Taking into consideration the peculiar tastes of

the person, and the peculiar advantages of the

place, I conceive that no pupil of a public school

can ever have passed a more luxurious boyhood

than Wordsworth. The school discipline was

not, I believe, very strict ; the mode of living

out of school very much resembled that of Eton

for Oppidans; less elegant perhaps, and less

costly in its provisions for accommodation, but

not less comfortable ; and in that part of the

arrangements which was chiefly Etonian, even

more so ; for in both places the boys, instead of

being gathered into one fold, and at night into
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eoe or two huge dormitories, were distributed

amongst motherly old “ dames/’ technically so

called at Eton, but not at Hawkshead. In the

latter place, agreeably to the inferior scale of the

whole establishment, the houses were smaller, and
more cottage-like, consequently more like pri-

vate households ; and the old lady of the manage
was more constantly amongst them, providing,

with maternal tenderness and with a professional

pride, for the comfort of her young flock, and
protecting the weak from oppression. The hum-
ble cares to which these poor matrons dedicated

themselves, may be collected from several allu-

sions scattered through the poems of Words-
worth ; that entitled “ Nutting,” for instance, in

which his own early Spinosistic feeling is intro-

duced, of a mysterious presence diffused through
the solitudes of woods, a presence that was dis-

turbed by the intrusion of careless and noisy out-

rage, and which is brought into a strong relief by
the previous homely picture of tbe old housewife

•quipping her young charge with beggars' weeds
in order to prepare him for a struggle with

thorns and brambles. Indeed, not only the mo-
derate rank of the boys, and the peculiar kind
tf relation assumed by these matrons, equally

suggested this humble class of motherly atten-

tions, but the whole spirit of the place and neigh-

bourhood was favourable to an old English

homeliness of domestic and personal economy.

Hawkshead, most fortunately for its own man-
ners and the primitive style of its habits even

to this day, stands about six miles out of the

fafeionable line for the “ Lakers.” Eethwaite,

though a lovely scene in its summer garniture of

woods, has no features of permanent grandeur
to rely upon. A wet or gloomy day, even in

miner, reduces it to little more than a wildish

P«d. surrounded by miniature hills ; and the

•ole circumstances which restore the sense of a

romantic region and an alpine character, are the

knowledge (but not the sense) of endless sylvan

avenues, stretching for twenty miles to the sea-

side, and the towering groups of Langdale and

Grasmere fells, which look over the little pastoral

harriers of Esthwaite from distances of eight, ten,

sad fourteen miles. Esthwaite, therefore, be-

ing no object for itself, and the sublime bead of

Cooiston being accessible by a road which evades

Hawkshead, few tourists ever trouble the re-

pose of this little village town. And in the days

sf which I am speaking, (1778
-1787,) tourists

were as yet few and infrequent to any parts of

ths country. Mrs Raddiffe had not begun to cul-

tivate the sense of the picturesque in her popular

mnanees ; guide books, with the sole exception

of K Gray’s Posthumous Letters,” had not arisen

Is direct public attention to this domestic Ca-
labria ; roads were rude, and, in many instances,

id wide enough to admit post-chaises; but, above
all, thewholesystem of travelling accommodations
wasbarbarousand antediluvian forthe requisitions

•fthe pampered south. As yet the land had rest

;

tbe annual fever did not shake the very hills

;

and (which was the happiest immunity of the

*h©U) false taste, the pseudo-romantic rage, had

not violated the most awful solitudes amongst
the ancient hills by opera-house decorations.

Wordsworth, therefore, enjoyed this labyrinth

of valleys in a perfection that no one can have
experienced since the opening of the present

century. The whole was one paradise of virgin

beauty; and even the rare works of man, all

over the land, were hoar with the grey tints of

an antique picturesque ; nothing was new, no-

thing was raw and uncicatrized. Hawkshead, in

particular, though tamely seated in itself and its

immediate purlieus, has a most fortunate and
central locality as regards the best (at least the

most interesting) scenes for a pedestrian rambler.

The gorgeous scenery of Borrowdale, the austere

sublimities of Wastdalehead, of Langdalehead,
or Mardale ; these are too oppressive, in their

colossal proportions and their utter solitudes, for

encouraging a perfectly human interest. Now*
taking Hawkshead as a centre, with a radius of

about eight miles, one might describe a little cir-

cular tract which embosoms a perfect net-work of

little valleys—separate wards or cells, as it were,

ofone large valley, walled in by the great primary

mountains of the region. Grasmere, Easdale,

Little Langdale, Tilberthwaite, Yewdale, Elter

Water, LoughriggTarn, 8k el with, and many other

little quiet nooks, lie within a single division of this

labyrinthine district. All these are within one

summer afternoon’s ramble. And amongst these,

for the yearsof his boyhood, lay the daily excursions

of Wordsworth. I do not conceive that Words-
worth could have been an amiable boy ; he was
austere and unsocial, 1 have reason to think, in his

habits ; not generous ; and, above all, not self-

denying. Throughout his later life, with all the

benefits of a French discipline in the lesser

charities of social intercourse, he has always

exhibited a marked impatience of those particular

courtesies of life. Not but he was kind and
obliging where his services would cost him no
exertion ; but 1 am pretty certain that no con-

sideration would ever have induced Wordsworth
to burthen himself with a lady’s reticule, para-

sol, shawl, " or anything that was hers.” Mighty
must be the danger which would induce him to

lead her horse by the bridle. Nor would he,

without some demur, stop to offer her his hand
over a stile. Freedom—unlimited, careless, inso-

lent freedom—unoccupied possession of his own
arms—absolute control over his own legs and
motions—these have always been so essential to

his comfort, that in any case where they were
likely to become questionable, he would have
declined to make one of the party. Meantime,
we are not to suppose that Wordsworth, the

boy, expressly sought for solitary scenes of

nature amongst woods and mountains, with a
direct conscious anticipation of imaginative plea-

I

sure, and loving them with a pure, disinterested

love, on their own separate account. These are

feelings beyond boyish nature, or, at all events,

beyond boyish nature trained amidst the neces-

sities of social intercourse. Wordsworth, like

his companions, haunted the hills and tbe vales

for the sake of angling, snaring birds, swim-
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ming, and sometimes of hunting, according to

the Westmoreland fashion, on foot ; for riding

to the chase is often quite impossible, from the

precipitous nature of the ground. It was iri

the course of these pursuits, by an indirect

effect growing gradually upon him, that Words,
worth became a passionate lover of nature, at

the time when the growth of his intellectual

faculties made it possible that he should combine
those thoughtful passions with the experience of

the eye and the ear. There is, amongst the

poems of Wordsworth, one most ludicrously mis-

construed by his critics, which offers a philo.

sophical hint upon this subject, of great instruc-

tion. I will preface it with the little incident

which first led Wordsworth into a commentary
upon his own meaning. One night, as often

enough happened, during the Peninsular war, he
and 1 had walked up Dunmail Raise, from Gras-

mere, about midnight, in order to meet the car-

rier who brought the London newspapers, by a

circuitous course from Keswick. The case was
this:—Coleridge, for many years, received a

copy of the Courier, as a mark of esteem, and in

acknowledgment of his many contributions to

it, from one of the proprietors, Mr Daniel

Stewart. This went up in any case, let Cole-

ridge be where he might, to Mrs Coleridge ; for

a single day, it staid at Keswick, for the use of

8outhey ; and, on the next, it came on to Words-
worth, by the slow conveyance of a carrier, ply-

ing with a long train of carts between White-
haven and Kendal. Many a time the force of

storms or floods would compel the carrier to stop

on his route, five miles short of Grasmere, at

Wythburn, or even eight miles short, at Leg-

berthwaite. But, as there was always hope until

one or two o’clock in the morning, often and often

it would happen that, in the deadly impatience

for earlier intelligence, Wordsworth and I would
walk off to meet him about midnight, to a dis-

tance of three or four miles. Upon one of these

occasions, when some great crisis in Spain was
dally apprehended, we had waited for an hour or

more, sitting upon one of the many huge blocks

of stone which lie scattered over that narrow
field of battle on the desolate frontier of Cum-
berland and Westmoreland, where King Dun
Mail, with all his peerage, fell, more than a

thousand years ago. The time had arrived, at

length, that all hope for that night had left us

:

no sound came up through the winding valleys

that stretched to the north ; and the few cottage

lights, gleaming, at wide distances, from recesses

amidst the rocky hills, had long been extinct.

At intervals, Wordsworth had stretched himself

at length on the high road, applying his ear to

the ground, so as to catch any sound of wheels

that might be groaning along at a distance.

Once, when he was slowly rising from this effort,

his eye caught a bright star that was glittering

between the brow of Seat Sandal and of the

mighty Helvellyn. He gased upon it for a minute
or so ; and then, upon turning away to descend
into Grasmere, he made the following explana-
tion :— I have remarked, from my earliest

days, that, if under any circumstances, the atten-

tion is energetically braced up to an act of steady

observation, or of steady expectation, then, if

this intense condition of vigilance should sud-

denly relax, at that moment any beautiful, any

impressive visual object, or collection of objects,

falling upon the eye, is carried to the heart with

a power not known under other circumstances.

Just now, my ear was placed upon the stretch, in

order to catch any sound of wheels that might

come down upon the lake of Wythburn from the

Keswick road ; at the very instant when I

raised my bead from the ground, in final aban-

donment of hope for this night, at the very in-

stant when the organs of attention were all at

once relaxing from their tension, the bright star

hanging in the air above those outlines of massy

blackness fell suddenly upon my eye, and pene-

trated my capacity of apprehension with a pathos

and a sense of the infinite, that would not have

arrested me under other circumstances.” tie

then went on to illustrate the same psychological

principle from another instance ; it was an in-

stance derived from that exquisite poem in which

he describes a mountain boy planting himself at

twilight on the margin of some solitary bay of

Windermere, and provoking the owls to a con-

test with himself, by “ mimic bootings” blown

through his hands ; which of itself becomes an

impressive scene to any one able to realise to his

fancy the various elements of the solitary woods

and waters, the solemn vesper hour, the solitary

bird, the solitary boy. Afterwards, the poem

goes on to describe the boy as waiting, amidst

“ the pauses of his skill/' for the answers of the

birds—waiting with intensity of expectation—
and then, at length, when, after waiting to no

purpose, his attention began to relax—that is,

in other words, under the giving way of one ex-

clusive direction of his senses, began suddenly to

allow an admission to other objecte—then, in

that instant, the scene actually before him, the

visible scene, would enter unawares

—

u With all its solemn imagery”—

This complex scenery was—What ?

M Was carriedfar into his heart,

With all its pomp, and that uncertain heav*n received

Into the boeom of the steady lake.”

This very expression, " far," by which space

and its infinities are attributed to the human
heart, and to its capacities of re-echoing tbs

sublimities of nature, has always struck me as

with a flash of sublime revelation. On this, how-

ever, Wordsworth did not say anything in his

commentary ; nor did he notice the conclusion,

which is this. After describing the efforts of

the boy, and next the passive state which suc-

ceeded, under his disappointment, (in which con-

dition it was that the solemn spectacle entered

the boy's mind with effectual power, and with a

semi-conscious sense of its beauty that would not

be denied,) the poet goes on to say—
“ And I suppose that I have stood

A fall half-hour beside his quiet grave,

Mute—for he died when he was ten years eld.”

Wherefore, then, did the poet stand in the vil-
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bp cfanfcjrard of Hawkshead, wrapt in a

tones of reverie, over the grave of this particu-

lar bef?
w It wia," says Lord Jeffrey, “for

that aiiifle accomplishment"—vis., the accom-

pMoeet of mimicking the Windermere owls bo

veil that not men only—Coleridge, for instance,

or Profcmor Wilson, or other connoisseurs of owL.

aaac—might have been hoaxed, but actually

tto old birds themselves, grave as they seem,

ten effectually humbugged into entering upon

i KBtimental correspondence of love or friend-

ship—almost regularly “ duplying," “ replying,"

iri^quadruplying/' (as Scotch law has it,) to

the boys original theme. But here, in this

nfaitioD of Lord Jeffrey's, there is, at all events,

i dismal oversight ; for it is evident to the

Boot careless reader that the very object of the

peon is not the first or initial stage of the boy's

history—the exercise of skill which led him, as

aa occasion, into a rigid and tense effort of

ittestia*—not this, but the second stage, the

ameqMnce of that attention. Even the atten-

tion vas an effect, a derivative state ; but the

second stage, upon which the poet fixes his

object, is an effect of that effect ; and it is clear

that the original notice of the boy's talent is in-

trodsosd only as s conditio cine qua non—

s

notice without which a particular result (namely,

the tense attention of expectation) conld not

hire been made intelligible ; as, again, without

this result being noticed, the reaction of that

ictien could quite as little have been made
intelligible. Else, and but for this conditional

md derivative necessity, but for this dependency
d the essential circumstance upon the boy's

powerof mimicry, it is evident that the “ accom-
pkbment"—which Lord Jeffrey so strangely

applet to have been the main object of the

pat in recording the boy, and the main subject

d his reverie by the side of his grave—never
would have been noticed. It is difficult, indeed,
tocoocaireastronger evidenceof that incoherency
d thought under which Lord Jeffrey must have
dbved himself to read Wordsworth than this

my blander. But, leaving his Lordship, what
mi the subject of the poet's reverie? some reader
ay isy. A poem ought to explain itself ; and

cannot for a moment admit, as a justifying

subject for reverie, any private knowledge which
the poet might happen to have of the boy's

character, or of the expectations he had chanced
to raise amongst his friends. I will endeavour
t* lay a word on this question ; but, that I may
mi too much interrupt the narratien, in a note.
At the same time, let me remind the reader of
me great^and undeniable truth: It is a fact

*hidi cannot be controverted, except by the
Toy thoughtless and the very unobserving, that
tiucely one in a thousand of impassioned cases,

"mmiy one effect in a thousand of all the
mmrable effects produced by poets, can, upon
®7 theories yet received amongst us, be even
^perfectly explained. And, especially, this is

tns of original poetry. The cases are past
fiiabsriag in which the understanding says, or
teens to say, one thing, impassioned nature

another ; and, in poetry, at least, Cicero's great

rule will be founj} to fail—that “ nunquam aliud

natura, aliud capientia dicit /" if, at least, we
understand capientia to mean dispassionate good

sense. How, for instance, could plain good

sense—how could the very finest understanding

—have told any man, beforehand, that love in

excess, amongst its other modes of waywardness,

was capable of prompting such appellations as

that of “ wretch" to the beloved object ? Yet,

as a fact, as an absolute fact of the experience,

it is undeniable that it is among the impulses of

love, in extremity, to clothe itself in the language

of disparagement

—

why, is yet to be explained.

“ Perhaps *tii pretty

To mutter and mock a broken charm ;

To dally with wrong that doei no harm ;

Perhaps *tii pretty to tie together

Thoughts so all unlike each other

;

To feel, at each wild word, within,

A sweet recoil of love and pity.

And what if, in a world of sin**—Ac. Ice.

That is Coleridge's solution ; and the amount
of it is—first, that it is delightful to call up what

we know to be a meie mimicry of evil, in order to

feel its non-reality ; to dally with phantoms of

pain that do not exist : secondly, that such lan-

guage acts by way of oontract, making the love

more prominent by the contradictoriness of its

expression : thirdly, that in a world of sin, where

evil passions are so often called into action, and

have thus matured the language of violence in

a service of malignity, naturally enough the feel-

ing of violence and excess stumbles into its old

forma of expression, even when the excess hap-

pens to lie in the very opposite direction. All

this seems specious, and is undoubtedly some
part of the solution ; and the verses are so fanci -

fully beautiful, that they would recommend even

a worse philosophy. But, after all, I doubt if the

whole philosophy be given: and, in a similar

attempt of Charles Lamb's, the case is not so

much solved as further illustrated and amplified.

Finally, if solved completely, this case is but one

of multitudes which are furnished by the English

drama : but (and I would desire no better test of

the essential inferiority attaching to the French

drama—no better argument of its having grown

out of a radically lower nature) there is not,

from first to last, throughout that vaunted field of

the French literature, one case of what I may
denominate the antinomies of passion—cases of

self-conflict, in which the understanding says one

thing, the impassioned nature of man says another

thing. This is a great theme, however, and I

i dismiss it to a separate discussion.

|

So far, however, as I have here noticed it, this

question has arisen naturally out of the account,

as I was endeavouring to sketch it, of Words-
worth's attachment to nature in her grandest

forms. It grew ont of solitude and the charac-

ter of his own mind ; but the mode of its growth

was indirect and unconscious, and in the midst

of other more boyish or more worldly pursuits ;

and that whioh happened to the boy in mimick-

ing the owls happened also to him. In moments
of watching for the passage of woodcocks over
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the hills in moonlight nights, in order that he
might snare them, oftentimes the dull gaze of

expectation, after it was becoming hopeless, left

him liable to effects of mountain scenery under

accidents of nightly silence and solitude, which

impressed themselves with a depth for which a

full tide of success would have allowed no open-

ing. And, as he lived and grew amongst such

scenes from childhood to manhood, many thou-

sands of such opportunities had leisure to improve

themselves into permanent effects of character,

of feeling, and^of taste. Like Michael, he was

in the heart of many thousand mists. Many a

sight, moreover, such as meets the eye rarely of

any, except those who haunt the hills and the

tarns at all hours,* and all seasons of the year,

had been seen, and neglected perhaps at the time,

but afterwards revisited the eye and produced

its appropriate effect in silent hours of medita-

tion. In everything, perhaps, except in the re-

dundant graciousness of heart which formed so

eminent a feature in the moral constitution of

that true philosopher ; the character, the sensi.

bility, and the tiste of Wordsworth, pursued the

same course of developement as in the education

of the Scotch Pedlert who gives so much of the

movement to the progress of “ The Excursion/'

One of the most interesting among the winter

amusements of the Hawkshead boys was that of

skating on the adjacent lake. Esthwaite Water
is not one of the deep lakes, as its neighbours of

Windermere, Coniston, and Grasmere, are : con-

sequently, a very slight duration of frost is suffi-

cient to freeze it into a bearing strength. In this

respect, Wordsworth found the same advantages

in his boyhood as afterwards at the university ;

for the county of Cambridge is generally liable

to shallow waters ; and that University breeds

more good skaters than all the rest of England.

About the year 1810, by way of expressing an

interest in The Friend, which Coleridge was just

at that time publishing in weekly numbers,

Wordsworth allowed Coleridge to print an ex-

tract from the poem on his own life, descriptive

of the games celebrated upon the ice of Esth-

waite by all who were able to skate : the mimic

chases of hare and hounds, pursued long after the

last orange gleam of light had died away from the

western horizon—oftentimes far into the night—

a

circumstance which does not speak much for the

discipline of the schools—or rather, perhaps, does

speak much for the advantages of a situation so

pure, and free from the usual perils of a town, as

this primitive village of Hawkshead. Wordsworth,

in this descriptive passage—which I wish that 1

had at this moment the means of citing, in order

to amplify my account of his earliest tyrocininm—

speaks of himself as frequently wheeling aside

from his joyous companions to cut across the

image of a star ; and thus already, in the midst

of sportiveness, and by a movement of sportive-

ness, half unconsciously to himself expressing the

growing necessity of retirement to his habits of

thought. At another period of the year, when

the golden summer allowed the students a long

season of early play before the studies of the

day began, he describes himself as roaming, hand-

in-hand, with one companion, along the banks of

Esthwaite Water, chanting, with one voice, the

verses of Goldsmith and of Gray—verses which,

at the time of recording the fact, he had come

to look upon as either in parts false in the prin-

ciples of their composition, or, at any rate, as

wofully below the tone of high poetic passion

;

but which, at that time of life, when.the profounder

feelings were as yet only germinating, filled them

with an enthusiasm which he describes as brighter

than the dreams of fever or of wine.

Meanwhile, how prospered the classical stud-

ies which formed the main business of Words,

worth at Hawkshead? Not, in all probability,

very well ; for, though Wordsworth is at this day

a very sufficient master of the Latin language,

and reads certain favourite authors, especially

Horace, with a critical nicety, and with a feel,

ing for the felicities of his composition that pro.

bably few have ever felt, 1 have reason to think

that little of this skill had been obtained at

Hawkshead. As to Greek, that is a language

which Wordsworth has never had energy enough

to cultivate with effect.

From Hawkshead, and, I believe, after he had

entered his eighteenth year, (a time which is

tolerably early on the English plan,) probably at

the latter end of the year 1787, Wordsworth

entered at St John's College, Cambridge. SI

John's ranks as the second college in Cambridge—
the second as to numbers and influence, and gen

eral consideration ; in the estimation of th<

Johnians as the first, or at least as coequal in al

* In particular, and by way of giving an illustration, let me here mention one of those accidental revelations tbs

nnfold new aspects of nature : it was one that occurred to myself. I had gone up at all times of the morning and th

year, to an eminence, or rather, a vast field of eminences, above Scor Crag, in the rear of Allan Bank, a Liverpoc

gentleman's mansion, from which is descried the deep and gloomy valley of Great Langdale. Not, however, for matt

years, had it happened that I found myself standing in that situation about four o'clock on a summer afternoon. A
length, and on a favourable day, this accident occurred ; and the scene which I then beheld, was one which I shai

not wholly forget to my dying day. The effects arose from the position of the sun and of the spectator, taken i

connexion with a pendulous mass of vapour, in which, however, were many rents and openings, and through then

far below, at an abyss-like depth, was seen the gloomy valley, its rare cottages, and unrejoicing” fir-trees. I ha

beheld the scene many times before ; I was familiar with its least-important features, but now, it was absolute!

transfigured, it was seen under lights and mighty shadows that made it no less marvellous to the eye th

memorable creation amongst the clouds and aznre sky, which is described by the Solitary in “ The Excursion.

And, upon speaking of it to Wordsworth, I found that he had repeatedly witnessed the same impressive transfigur

tion ; so that it is not evanescent, bat dependent upon fixed and recoverable combinations of time and weather.

f* Amongst the various attempts to justify Wordsworth's choice of so humble and even mean an occupation for t

philosopher, how strange that the weightiest argument of all should have been omitted—viz., the privilege attach

to his functions of penetrating witbont offence, and naturally, and at periodic intervals, to every fire-aide.
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things with Trinity ; from which, at any rate,

the general reader will collect, that no such ab-

solute supremacy is accorded to any society in

Csnbridge as in Oxford is accorded necessarily

to Christ Church. The advantages of a large

callege are considerable, both to an idle man who
vahesto lurk unnoticed in the crowd, and to

the brilliant man, whose vanity could not be gra-

tiied by pre-eminence amongst a few. Words-
worth, though not idle as regarded his own pur-

gaits, was so as regarded the pursuits of theM With respect to them he felt—to use his

ovn words—that his hour was not come ; and

that his doom for the present was a happy ob-

sesrity, which left him, unvexed by the torments

af competition, to the genial enjoyment of his

hfe in its most genial hours.

It will excite some astonishment when I men-
tion that, on coming to Cambridge, Wordsworth
actually assumed the beau, or, in modern slang,

the dandy.” He dressed in silk stockings;

bd his hair powdered ; and in all things plumed
kiwself on his gentlemanly habits. To those

who remember the Blovenly dress of his middle

tad philosophic life, this will furnish matter for

simile.

Stranger still it is to tell, that, for the first

time in his life, Wordsworth got “bouzy” at Cam-
bridge. It is but fair to add, that the first time

was also the last time. But perhaps the strangest

part of the story is the occasion of this drunken,
cot; which was in celebration of his first visit

to tbe very rooms at Christ College once occu-

pied by Milton—intoxication by way of homage
to the most temperate of men, and this homage
oiered by one who has turned out himself to the

fall as temperate ! Still one must grant a privilege

—and hewould be achurl that could frown on such
idaim—a privilege and charter of large enthusi-

asm to such an occasion. And an older man than

Wordsworth, at that era not fully nineteen, and
i man even without a poet's blood in his veins,

mighthave leave to forget hissobriety in such cir-

cumstances. Besides that, after all, 1 have heard,

from Wordsworth's own lips, that he was not
too far gone to attend chapel decorously during
the tctj acme of his elevation.

The rooms which Wordsworth occupied at St

Johns were singularly circumstanced ; mementos
ef what is highest and what is lowest in human
things solicited the eye and the ear all day long. If

theoccnpant approached the out-doors prospect, in

«e direction, there was visible through tbe great

Widows in the adjacent chapel of Trinity, the

feta* of Newton “ with his silent face and
pam," memorials of the abstracting intellect,

fetene and absolute, emancipated from fleshly

tads. On the other hand, immediately below,

**>d the college kitchen ; and, in that region,

taa noon to dewy eve, resounded the shrill

tae of scolding from the female ministers of

ta head cook, never suffering the mind to for-

get one of tbe meanest amongst human ne-

ctatiss. Wordsworth, however, as one who
paaed much of his time in social gaiety, was less

ia the way of this annoyance than a profounder

student would have been. Probably he studied

little beyond French and Italian during his Cam-
bridge life ; not however at any time forgetting

(as I had so much reason to complain, when speak-

ing of my Oxonian contemporaries) tbe literature

of his own country. It is true that he took the

regular degree of A.B., and in the regular course

;

but this was won in those days by a mere nominal

examination, unless where the mathematical

attainments of the student prompted his ambi-

tion to contest the honourable distinction of

Senior Wrangler. This, in common with all

other honours of the University,* is won in our

days with far severer effort than in that age of

relaxed discipline ; but at no period could it

have been won, let the malicious and the scorn-

ful say what they will, without an amount of

mathematical skill very much beyond what has

ever been exacted of its alumni by any other

European university. Wordsworth was a pro-

found adm rer of the sublimer mathematics ; at

least of the higher geometry. The secret of this

admiration for geometry lay in the antagonism

between this world of bodiless abstraction and

the world of passion. And here I may mention

appropriately, and I hope without any breach of

confidence, that, in a great philosophic poem of

Wordsworth's, which is still in M.S., and will

remain in M.S. until after his death, there is, at

the opening of one of the books, a dream, which

reaches the very ne plus ultra of sublimity in my
opinion, expressly framed to illustrate the eter-

nity and the independence of all social modes or

fashions of existence, conceded to these two

hemispheres, as it were, that compose the total

world of human power—mathematics on the one

hand, poetry on the other.

u The one that held acquaintance with the stars

undisturbed by space or time ;

The other that was a god—yea, many gods

—

Had voice* more than all the w'inds, and was
A joy, a consolation, and a hope.”

I scarcely know whether I am entitled to

quote—as my memory (though not refreshed by

a sight of the poem for more than twenty years)

would well enable me to do—any long extract ;

but thus much I may allowably say, as it cannot

in any way affect Mr Wordsworth’s interests,

that the form of the dream is as follows ; and,

by the way, even this form is not arbitrary ; but,

with exquisite skill in the art of composition,

is made to arise out of the situation in which the

poet had previously found himself, and is faintly

prefigured in the elements of that situation. He
had been reading “ Don Quixote" by the sea-

side ; and, oppressed by the heat of the sun, he

had fallen asleep whilst gazing on the barren

sands before him. He dreams that, walking in

some sandy wilderness of Africa, some endless

Zaarrah, he sees, at a distance

*< An Arab of the desert, lance in rest,

Mounted upon a dromedary.”

The Arab rides forward to meet him ;
and the

dreamer perceives, in the countenance of the

rider, the agitation of fear, and that he often

looks behind him in a troubled way, whilst in
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his hand he holds two books—one of which is

Euclid's “ Elements the other, which is a

hook and jet not a hook, seeming, in fact, a shell

as well as a book, sometimes neither, and jet

both at once. The Arab directs him to applj his

ear ; upon which

—

M In an unknown tongue, which jot I understood,”

the dreamer sajs that he henrd
“ A wild prophetic blast of harmonj,
An ode, as if in passion utter'd, that foretold

Destruction to the people of this earth

By deluge near at hand.**

The Arab, with grave countenance, assures him
that it is even so ; that all was true which had
been said ; and that he himself was riding upon
a divine mission, having it in charge

u To burj those two books

;

“ The one that held acquaintance with the stars,” Ac.

—

that is, in effect, to secure the two great in-

terests of poetry and mathematics from sharing

in the watery ruin. As he talks, suddenly the

dreamer perceives that the Arab’s

countenance grew more disturb’d,”

and that his eye was often reverted ; upon which

the dreaming poet also looks along the desert in

the same direction ; and in the far horizon he
descries

u a glittering light.”

What is it ? he asks of the Arab rider. “ It

is," said he, “ the waters of the earth,” that

even then were travelling on their awful errand.

Upon which, the poet sees this apostle of the

desert riding off,

“ With the fleet waters of the world in chase of him.”

The sketch I have here given of this su-

blime dream sufficiently attests the interest which
Wordsworth took in the peculiar studies of

the place, and the exalted privilege which he
ascribed to them of coeternity with “ the

vision and the faculty divine" of the poet

—

the destiny common to both, of an endless

triumph over the ruins of nature and time.

Meantime, he himself travelled no farther in

these studies than through the six element-
ary books, usually selected from the fifteen

of Euclid. Whatever might be the interests

of his speculative understanding, whatever his

admiration, practically be devoted himself to the

more agitating interests of man, social and pol-

itical, just then commencing that vast career of

revolution which has never since been still or

stationary ; interests which, in his mind, altern-

ated, however, with another and different inter-

est, in the grander forms of external nature, as

found in mountainous regions. In obedience to

this latter passion, it was—for a passion it had
become—that during one of his long Cambridge
vacations, stretching from June to November,
he went over to Switzerland and Savoy, for a

pedestrian excursion amongst the Alps ; taking

with him, for his travelling companion, a cer-

tain Mr J , of whom (excepting that he is

once apostrophised in a sonnet, written at Calais

in the year 1 803) I never happened to hear him
j

speak : whence I presume to infer, that Mr
jJ owed this flattering distinction, not so
|

much to any intellectual graces of his society

as, perhaps, to his powers of administerin

" punishment" (in the language of the fancy

to restive and mutinous landlords—for sue

were abroad in those days; people who pn
sented huge reckonings with one hand, and, wit

the other, a huge cudgel, by way of opening th

traveller’s eyes to the propriety of paying thei

without demur. I do not positively know thi

to have been the case ; but I have heard Wordi
worth speak of the ruffian landlords who playe

upon his youth in the Grisons ; and* howeve

well qualified to fight his own battles, he migh

find, amongst such savage mountaineers, tw

combatants better than one. Wordsworth'

route, on this occasion, lay, at first, throug]

Austrian Flanders, then (1788, I think) on th*

fret for an insurrectionary war against th<

capricious innovations of the Imperial coxcomb

Joseph II. He passed through the camps thei

forming, and thence ascended the Rhine t<

Switzerland ; crossed the great St Bernard

visited the Lake of Como, and other interest

ing scenes in the north of Italy, where, by th<

way, the tourists were benighted in a forest-

having, in some way or other, been misled by

the Italian clocks, and their peculiar fashion ol

striking round to twenty-four o'clock. On hii

return, Wordsworth published a quarto pamph-

let of verses, describing, with very considerable

effect and brilliancy, the grand scenery amongsi

which he had been moving. This poem, as well

as another in the same quarto form, describing

the English lake scenery of Westmoreland and

Cumberland, addressed, by way of letter, “ to a

young lady,” (viz., Miss Wordsworth,) are re-

markable, in the first place, as the earliest effort

ef Wordsworth in verse, at least as his earliest

publication ; but, in the second place, and still

more so, from their style of composition. “ Pure

description," even where it cannot be said, sneer-

ingly, “ to hold the place of sense," is so little

attractive as the direct or exclusive object of a

poem, and in reality it exacts so powerful an

effort on the part of the reader to realize visu-

ally, or make into an apprehensible unity the

scattered elements and ciroumstsnces brought

together, that, inevitably and reasonably, it can

never hope to be a popular form of composition ;

else it is highly probable that these u Descrip-

tive Sketches" of Wordsworth, though after-

wards condemned as vicious in their principles of

composition, by his own maturer taste, would

really have gained him a high momentary no-

toriety with the publio, had they been fairly

brought under its notice : whilst, on the other

hand, his revolutionary principles of composition*

and his purer taste, ended in obtaining for him

nothing but scorn and ruffian insolence. This

seems marvellous ; but, in fact, it is not so : it

seems, 1 mean, prima facie marvellous, that the

inferior models should be fitted to gain sftf

higher reputation ; but the secret lies here—

that these were in a taste which, though fre-

quently spurious and hollow, had been loag ro-

oonciled to the public feelings, and which*
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ksidee, bare a specific charm for oertain minds,

apart from all fashions of the day ; where-

at, tbs ether had to struggle against sympathies

Jeag trained in an opposite direction, to which
the recovery of a healthier tone (even where na-

ture bad made it possible) presupposed a difficult

prams of weaning, and an effort of discipline

hr reorganising the whole internal economy of

tk sensibilities, that is both painful and mortify-

iag: for—and that is worthy of deep attention

—

tk misgivings of any vicious or unhealthy state

;

tk impulses and suspicious gleams of the truth

stnggling with cherished error ; the instincts of

bgbt conflicting with darkness—these are the

red causes of that hatred and intolerant scorn

vkich is ever awakened by the first dawnings of

mw sad important systems of truth. There-
fore it is that Christianity was so much more
tatsd than any mere novel variety of error.

Tkrsfore are the first feeble struggles of nature
tmrds s sounder state of health, always harsh
ud discordant ; for the false system which this

cknge for the better disturbs, had, at least, this

nothing advantage—that it was self-oonsistent.

Therefore, also, was the Wordsworthian restor-

ation of elementary power, and of a higher or

trusceodent truth of nature, (or, as some people

ragtely expressed the case, of simplicity,)

received at first with such malignant disgust.

For there was a galvanic awakening in the
dock of power, as it jarred against the ancient
system of prejudices, which inevitably revealed
so much of truth as made the mind jealous that

dl «u not right, and just so far affected as to

ta dimtisfied with its existing creed, but not at

dl raised up to tho level of the new creed ; en-
lightened enough to descry its own wanderings,
tat not enough to recover the right road. The
sore energetic, the more spasmodically potent
ue the throes of nature towards her own re-

fctahliahment in the cases of suspended anima-
te®, by drowning, strangling, &c., the more
ta«n is the anguish of revival. And universally,

s transition state is a state of suffering and dis-

Meantime, the early poems of Words-
worth, that might have suited the public taste so

ftdi better than his more serious efforts, if the
hihion of the hour, or the sanction of a leading
Rues, or the prestige of a name in the author,
tad happened to give them a season’s currency,
&d in fset drop unnoticed into the market. No-
where have I seen them quoted, no not even since
the author’s victorious establishment in the
fablic admiration. The reason may be, how-
erer, that not many copies were printed at first

;

&• nkequent edition was ever called for ; and
!*t, from growing interest in the author, every
Bty of the small impression had been studiously
taoght up. Indeed, I myself went to the pub-
takrs (Johnson’s) as early as 1805 or 1806, and
taught up all the remaining copies, (which were
tat fix or seven of the Foreign Sketches, and
two or three of the .English,) as presents, and as
Mu* curiosities in literature to literary friends,
whom interest in Wordsworth might assure one

due value being put upon the poem. Were

it not for this extreme scarcity,# I am disposed

to think that many lines or passages would long

ere this have been made familiar to the public

ear. Some are delicately, some forcibly pic-

turesque ; and the selection of circumstances is

occasionally very original and felicitous. In

particular, I remember this one, which presents

an accident in rural life that must by thousands

of repetitions have become intimately known to

every dweller in the country, and yet had never

before been consciously taken up for a poet’s use.

After having described the domestic cock as
" sweetly ferocious”—a prettiness of phraseology

which he borrows from an Italian author—he
notices those competitions or defiances which

are so often carried on interchangeably from

great distances

“ Echo’d by faintly answering farms remote.”

This is the beautiful line in which he has caught

and preserved so ordinary an occurrence—one, in

fact, of the commonplaces, which lend animation

and a moral interest to rural life.

After his return from this Swiss excursion,

Wordsworth took up his parting residence at

Cambridge, and prepared for a final adieu to

academic pursuits and academic society. It waa

about this period that the French Revolution

broke out : and the reader who would under,

stand its appalling effects—its convulsing, revo-

lutionary effects upon Wordsworth’s heart and
soul—should consult the history of the Solitary,

as given by himself in " The Excursion for

that picture is undoubtedly a leaf from the per-

sonal experience of Wordsworth :

—

“ From that dejection 1 was roused—
“ But how ?” &c.

Mighty was the transformation which it wrought

in the whole economy of his thoughts ; miracu-

lous almost was the expansion which it gave to

his human sympathies ; chiefly in this it shewed

its effects—in throwing the thoughts inwards

into grand meditations upon man, his final des-

tiny, his ultimate capacities of elevation ; and,

secondly, in giving to the whole system of the

thoughts and feelings a firmer tone, and a sense

of the awful realities which surround the mind ;

by comparison with which the previous literary

tastes seemed (even where they were fine and

elegant, as in Collins or Gray, unless where they

had the self-sufficing reality of religion, as in

Cowper) fanciful and trivial. In all lands this

result was accomplished, and at the same time

:

Germany, above all, found her new literature the

mere creation and product of this great moral

tempest ; and in Germany or England alike,

the poetry was so entirely regenerated, thrown

into moulds of thought and of feeling so new—
so primary—so different from the old worn-out

channels in which they had been trained to flow

—that the poets everywhere felt themselves to

be putting away childish things, and now at

* In some of the later editions of his works, I believe,

Wordsworth has himself republished a few extracts from

these early sketches ; bat they are mutilated, garbled,

and very much curtailed) if I remember aright

OO < 4 * >
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length—now first (as regarded the eighteenth

century) entering upon the dignity and the sin-

cere thinking of mature manhood.
Wordsworth, it is well known to all who know

anything of his history, felt himself so fascinated

by the gorgeous festival era of the Revolution—
that era when the sleeping snakes which after-

wards stung the national felicity, were yet co-

vered with flowers—that he went over to Paris,

and spent about one entire year between that

city, Orleans, and Blois. There, in fact, he con-

tinued to reside almost too long. He had been

sufficiently connected with public men to have

drawn upon himself some notice from those who
afterwards composed the Committee of Public

Safety. And, as an Englishman, when the war
had once obliterated the too fervent and too

indulgent partiality which, at an earlier period

of the revolutionary movement, had settled upon

the English name, he became an object of gloomy
suspicion with those even who would have

grieved that he should fall a victim to undis-

tinguishing popular violence. Already for Eng-
land, and in her behalf, he was thought to be

that spy which (as Mr Coleridge tells us, in his

Biographia Literaria) afterwardshe was accounted

by Mr Pitt's emissaries in the worst of services,

againit her. I doubt, however, (let me say it,

by the way, without impeachment of Mr Cole-

ridge’s veracity—for he was easily duped,) this

whole story about Mr Pitt’s Somersetshire spies ;

and it has often struck me with astonishment,

that Mr Coleridge should have suffered his per-

sonal pride to take so false a direction as to

court the humble distinction of having been sus-

pected as a spy, in those very years when poor

empty tympanies of men, such as G
,

Thelwall, Hoicroft, were actually recognised as

enemies of the state, and worthy of a State sur-

veillance, by Ministers so blind and grossly mis-

informed as, on this point, were Pitt and Dundas.

Had I been Coleridge, instead of saving Mr
Pitt’s reputation with posterity by ascribing to

him a jealousy which he or his agents had not

the discernment to cherish, I would have boldly

planted myself upon the fact, the killing fact,

that he had utterly despised both myself, Coleridge

to wit, and Wordsworth—even with Dogberry,

I would have insisted upon that— 1" Set down,

also, that I am an ass !” I would have exulted

in this fact ; it should have been my glory—

namely, that two men, whom, in their intellectual

faculties, posterity will acknowledge as equal to

any age, were scorned and slighted as too con-

temptible for fear; whilst others, so gross and

vulgar in style of mind as this Holcroft, this

Thelwall, this—(what is his name ?)—were as

brainlessly feared by Mr Pitt’s cabinet as ever

Bottom was adored by Titania. What a perver-

sion of pride ! that Coleridge should have sought,

by lending his ear to fables which Wordsworth’s

far sterner principle views as lies,* to gain the

fanciful honour of standing upon Mr Pittt’s

pocket-list of traitors and French spies ; when,

after all, they stood confessedly in that list as

tenth-rate and most inconsiderable villains.

Heavens ! that was a strange ambition, that,

rather than be wholly forgotten by Mr Pitt, (in

which fate there was, by possibility, a great

dignity,) would seek to figure amongst the very

rear-guard of his traitors i

In France, however, Wordsworth had a chance,

in good earnest, of passing for the traitor that,

in England, no rational person ever thought him.

He had ohosen his friends carelessly ; nor could

any man, the most sagacious, have chosen them

safely, in a time when the internal schisms of

the very same general party brought with them

worse hostilities and more personal perils than

even, upon the broader divisions of party, could

have attended the most ultra professions of anti-

national politics, and when the rapid changes

of position shifted the peril from month to

month. One individual is specially recorded by

Wordsworth, in the poem on his own life, as

a man of the highest merit, and personal quali-

ties the most brilliant, who ranked first upon the

list of Wordsworth’s friends ; and this man was

so far a safe friend, at one moment, as he was a

republican general—finally, indeed, a commander-

in.chief. Thi9 was Beaupuis ; and the descrip-

tion of his character and position is singularly

interesting. There is, in fact, a special value

and a use about the case ; it opens one's eyes

feelingly to the fact that, even in this thought-

less people, so full of vanity and levity—never-

theless the awful temper of the times, and the

dread burthen of human interests with which

it was charged—had called to a consciousness

of new duties—had summoned to an audit, as if

* The reader, who may happen not to have seen Mr Coleridge’s Biographia Literaria ,
is informed that Mr Cole-

ridge tells a long story about a man who followed and dogged himself and Mr Wordsworth in all their rural

excursions, under a commission (originally emanating from Mr Pitt) for detecting some overt acts of treason, or

treasonable correspondence ; or, in default of either, some words of treasonable conversation. Unfortunately forhis

own interests as an active servant, capable of bagging a promising amount of game, within a week or so, even in a

whole month, that spy had collected nothing at all as the basis of a report, excepting only something which they

(Coleridge and Wordsworth to wit) were continually saying to each other, now in blame, now in praise, of one Spy

Nosy ; and this, praise and blame alike, the honest spy very naturally took to himself—seeing that the world

accused him of having a note of unreasonable dimensions, arid his own conscience accused* him of being a

“ Now,” says Mr Coleridge, “ the very fact was, that Wordsworth and I were constantly talking about Spinos*.

This story makes a very good Joe Miller; but, for other purposes, is somewhat damaged. However, there is one

excellent story in the case. Some country gentleman from the neighbourhood of Nether Stowey, upon a party

happening to discuss the probabilities that Wordsworth and Coleridge might be traitors and in correspondence

with the French Directory, answered thus

“

Ob, as to that Coleridge, he’s a rattle-brain, that will say more in s

week than he will stand to in a twelvemonth. But Wordsworth—that’s the traitor : why, God bless tat,

he’s so close on the subject that, d—n me if you’ll ever hear him open his lips on the subject from year’s end to

7tar’s end V9
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tt tome great final tribunal, even the gay, radi-

ant creatures that, under less solemn auspices,

under the reign of a Francis I. or a Louis XIV.,

voold hare been the merest painted butterflies

of the court-sunshine. This Beaupuis was a

nun of superb person—beautiful in a degree

which made him a model of male beauty, both

m to face and figure ; and, accordingly, in a

hnd where conquests of that nature were so

easy, sod the subjects of so trifling an effort, he
had been distinguished, to his own as well as

the public eyes, by a rapid succession of bonnet

fortune* amongst women. Such, and so glorified

kj triumphs the most unquestionable and flatter-

mf, had the earthquake of the revolution found

ha. From that moment, he had no leisure,

act a thought, to bestow upon his former selfish

and frivolous pursuits. He was hurried, as one
inspired by some high apostolic passion, into the

terries of the unhappy and desolate serfs amongst
his own countrymen—such as are described, at

in earlier date, by Madame de Sevigne, as the

iktimi of feudal institutions
; and one day as

he ns walking with Wordsworth in the neigh-

borhood of Orleans, and they had turned into

a little, quiet lane, leading off from a heath,

nddenly they came upon the following spectacle

:

A girl, seventeen or eighteen years old, hunger-
bitten, and wasted to a meagre shadow, was
knitting, in a dejected, drooping way ; whilst to

her arm was attached, by a rope, the horse,

equally famished, that earned the miserable sup-

port of her family. Beaupuis comprehended the

wene in a moment ; and, seizing Wordsworth
by the arm, he said—“ Dear English friend !

-brother from a nation of freemen !

—

that it is

that it the curse of our people, in their widest

iiriikm; and to cure this it is, as well as to

aaintain our work against the kings of the
arth, that blood must be shed and tears must
low for many years to come !” At that time,
the revolution had not fulfilled its purposes ; as

yit, the King was on the throne ; the fatal 10th
of August 1792 had not dawned ;* and, as yet,

there was safety for a subject of kings. But the
irosiitible stream was hurrying forwards. The
King fell

; and (to pause for a moment) how
divinely is the fact recorded by Wordsworth in
the M.S. poem on his own life, placing the awful
koto past and passing in Paris under a pathetic
rtiief from the description of the golden, autum-
*1 day, sleeping in sunshine

—

« When I

Towards the fierce metropolis bent my steps

The homeward road to England. From his throne

The King had fallen”—&c.

What a picture does he give of the fury which
there possessed the public mind ; of the frenzy

which shone in every eye, and through every
gesture ; of the stormy groups assembled at the

Palais Royal, or the Tuileries, with “ hissing

factionists'* for ever in their centre, “ hissing'*

from the self-baffling of their own madness, and
incapable from wrath of speaking clearly ; of fear

already creeping over the manners of mnltitudes ;

of stealthymovements through back streets; plot-

ting and counter-plotting in every family ; feuds

to extermination, dividing children of the same
house for ever ; scenes such as those of the

Chapel Royal, (now silenced on thatpti6/»c stage,)

repeating themselves daily amongst private

friends ; and, to shew the universality of this

maniacal possession—that it was no narrow
storm discharging its fury by local concentra-

tion upon a single city, but that it overspread

the whole realm of France—a picture is given,

wearing the same features, of what passed daily

at Orleans, Blois, and other towns. The citi-

zens 8re described in the attitudes they assumed
at the daily coming-in of the post from Paris ;

the fierce sympathy is portrayed, with which
they echoed back the feelings of their compatriots

in the capital : men of all parties had been there

up to this time ; aristocrats as well as democrats

—and one in particular of the former class is put
forward as a representative of his class. This
man, duly as the hour arrived which brought the

Parisian newspapers, read restlessly of the tu-

mults and insultsamongBt which the Royal Family
now passed their days ; of the decrees by which

his own order were threatened or assailed ; of

the self-expatriation, now continually swelling

in amount, as a measure of despair on the part of

myriads, as well priests as gentry—all this and
worse he read in public ; and still as he read,

44 hi* hand
Haunted his sword like an uneasy spot

In his own body."

In short, as there never has been so strong a
national convulsion diffused so widely with equal

truth, it may be asserted that no describer, so

powerful, or idealizing so magnificently what he
deals with, has ever been a real living spectator

of parallel scenes. The French, indeed, it may
be said, are far enough from being a people pro-

* How little has any adequate power at yet approached this great theme ! Not the Grecian stage—not 44 the dark
of the line of Thebes,” in any of its scenes, nnfolds such tragical grouping of circumstances and sitaations

***7 he gathered from the memoirs of the time. The galleries and vast staircases of Versailles, at early dawn,
of the greatest days—the tempestuous gathering of the mobs—the figure of the Duke of Orleans obscurely

htaui amongst them—the growing fury—the growing panic—the blind tumult—and the dimness of the event—all

*p a scene worthy to blend with onr time-hallowed images of Babylon or of Nineveh with the enemy in all her
(*•> Memphis or Jerusalem in their agonies. But, amongst all the exponents of the growing agitation that

the public mind, none is so profoundly impressive as the scene (every Sunday renewed) at the Chapel
"id Even in the most penitential of the litanies, in the presence when most immediately confessed of God him.
•N-wbfu the antiphoniefl were chanted, one party singing, with fury and gnashing of teeth, Salvum fac regemi,

mother, with equal hatred and fervour, answering Et Reginam—the organ roared into thunder—the semi-
***** welled into shouting—the menaces into defiance—the agitation into tempestuous fury—again the crashing
**Kfc*w mug with shouts their Salvum fac regem—again the vengeful antiphony hnrled back its Et Reginam—

•

**** person, an eye-witness of these scenes, which mounted in violence on each successive Sunday, declares that,

****«» the temhchoral bodies were at the point of fighting with each other in the presence of the King.
** UU,—VOL. VI. H
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found in feeling. True ; but of all people, they

most exhibit their feeling on the surface ; are

the most demonstrative (to use a modern term ;)

and most of all mark their feelings by outward

expression of gesticulation and fervent enuncia.

tion : not to insist upon the obvious truth—that

even a people of shallow feeling may be deeply

moved by tempests which uproot the forest of

a thousand years* growth ; by changes in the

very organization of society, that throw all

things, for a time, into one vast anarchy ; and

by murderous passions, alternately the effect and

the cause of that same chaotic anarchy. Now,
it was in this autumn of 1792, as 1 have already

said, that Wordsworth parted finally from his

illustrious friend—for, all things considered, he

may be justly so entitled—the gallant Beaupuis.

This great seasonof public trialhadsearchedmens
natures ; revealed their real hearts ; brought

into light and action qualities oftentimes not

suspected by their possessors ; and had thrown

men, as in elementary states of society, each

upon his own native resources, unaided by the

old conventional forces of rank and birth. Beau-

puis had shone to unusual advantage under this

general trial ; he had discovered, even to the

philosophic eye of Wordsworth, a depth of be-

nignity, very unusual in a Frenchman ; and not

of local, contracted benignity, but of large, illim-

itable, apostolic devotion to the service of the

poor and the oppressed^—a fact the more remark-

able as he had all the pretensions in his own
person of high birth and high rank ; and, so far

as he had any personal interest embarked in the

struggle, should have allied himself with the aris-

tocracy. But of selfishness in any shape, he had

no vestiges : or, if he had, it shewed itself in a

slight tinge of vanity; yet, no—it was not vanity,

but a radiant quickness of sympathy with the

eye which expressed admiring love—sole relic

of the chivalrous devotion once limited to the

service of ladies. Now, again, he put on the

garb of chivalry ; it was a chivalry the noblest

in the world, which opened his ear to the Pariah

and the oppressed all over his mis-organized

country. A more apostolic fervour of holy

zealotry in this great cause, had not been seen

since the days of Bartholomew las Casas, who
shewed the same excess of feeling in another di-

rection. This sublime dedication of his being to

a cause which, in his conception of it, extin-

guished all petty considerations for himself, and
made him thenceforwards a creature of the na-

tional will—

“

a son of France,** in a more emi-

nent and loftier sense than according to the

heraldry of Europe-—had extinguished even his

sensibility to the voice of worldly honour : “ in-

juries,** says Wordsworth—
u injuries

Made him more gracious.”

And so utterly had he submitted his own will or

separate interests to the transcendent voice of

his country, which, in the main, he believed to

be now speaking authentically for the first time

since the foundations of Christendom, that, even

against the motions of his own heart, he adopted

the hatreds of the young Republic, growing cruel

in his purposes towards the ancient oppressor,

out of very excess of love for the oppressed ; and,

against the voice of his own order, as well as in

stern oblivion of many early friendships, he be-

came the champion of democracy in the struggle

everywhere commencing with prejudice or feudal

privilege. Nay, he went so far upon the line of

this new crusade against the evils of the world,

that he even accepted, with a conscientious

defiance of his own inevitable homage to the

erring spirit of loyalty embarked upon that

cause, a commission in the Republican armies

preparing to move against La Vendee ; and,

finally, in that cause, as commander-in-chief, he

laid down his life. “ He perished,** says Words-

worth

—

- - « perished, fighting in supreme command,
Upon the banks of the unhappy Loire.”

Homewards fled all the English from a land

which now was fast filling its' prisons, and

making ready the shambles for its noblest citi-

zens. Thither also came Wordsworth ; and then

he spent his time for a year and more, in Lon-

don chiefly, overwhelmed with shame and de-

spondency for the disgrace and scandal brought

upon liberty by the atrocities committed in that

holy name. Upon this subject he dwells with

deep emotion in the poem on his own life ;
and

he records the awful triumph for retribution

accomplished, which possessed him when crossing

the sands of the great Bay of Morecamb from

Lancaster to Ulverstone ; and hearing from a

horseman who passed him, in reply to his ques-

tion—was there any news ?—

“

Yes, that Robes-

pierre had perished.** Immediately, a passion

seized him, a transport of almost epileptic fer-

vour, prompting him, as he stood alone upon this

perilous* waste of sands, to shout aloud anthems

of thanksgiving for this great vindication of

eternal justice. Still, though justice was done

upon one great traitor to the cause, the cause

itself was overcast with clouds too heavily to

find support and employment for the hopes of a

* That tract of the lake country which stretches southwards from Hawkshead and the lakes of Esthwaite, Win-

dermere, and Coniston, to the little town of Ulverstone, (which may be regarded as the metropolis of the little

romantic English Calabria, called Turness,) is divided from the main part of Lancashire by the estuary of More-

camb. The sea retires with the ebb tide to a vast distance, leaving the sands passable for a few hours for horses

and carriages. But partly from the daily variation in these hours, partly from the intricacy of the pathless track

which must be pursued, and partly from the galloping pace at which the returning tide comes in, many fatal acci-

dents are continually occurring—sometimes to the too venturous traveller who has slighted the aid of guides—

sometimes to the guides themselves, when baffled and perplexed by mists. Gray the poet mentions one of the

latter class, as having then recently occurred under affecting circumstances. Local tradition records a long fi**

interesting cases*
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poet who had believed in a golden era ready to

open upon the prospects of human nature. It

gratified and solaced his heart, that the indig-

nation of mankind should have wreaked itself

upon the chief monsters that had outraged their

nature and their hopes ; but for the present he
found it necessary to comfort hi9 disappointment,

by turning away from politics to studies less

capable of deceiving his expectations.

From this period, therefore—that is, from the

rear 1794—3 we may date the commencement
onfordsworth’s entire self.dedication to poetry

a> the study and main business of his life. Some-
ikre about this period, also, (though, accord-

ing to my remembrance of what Miss Words-
w-irth once told me, I think one year or so later,)

bis sister joined him ; and they began to keep house
together : once at Race Down, in Dorsetshire

;

«ice at Clevedon, on the coast of Somersetshire ;

tan amongst the Qu&ntock Hills, in the same

county, or in that neighbourhood ; and, at length,

at Aifoxton, a beautiful countryhouse, with agrove

and shrubbery attached, belonging to Mr St

Aubyn, a minor, and let (I believe) on the terms

of keeping the house in repair. Whilst resident

at this last place it was, as I have generally

understood, and in the year 1797 or 1798, that

Wordsworth first became acquainted with Cole-

ridge ; though, possibly, in the year I am wrong ;

for it occurs to me that, in a poem published in

1796, there is an allusion to a young writer, of

the name of Wordsworth, as one who had some-

thing austere in his style, but otherwise was
more original than any other poet of the age ;

and it is probable that this, and knowledge of

the poetry, would be subsequent to a personal

knowledge of the author, considering the little

circulation which any poetry of a Wordsworthian
stamp would be likely to attain at that time.

(To be continued.)

WHO IS A LIAR?

Who is a liar ?—his guises what ?

Ceoe listen awhile, and 1*11 tell you, Pat.

That portly sage, with the ruby nose,

Who waddles in fat as he churchward goes.

Why, that's an apostle—a Peter, a Paul.

He'd tell you so—he's a bishop—that's all.

Tis no narrow path that the sycophant trede,

A broadway of smiles was his heavenward road.

Did he court the smile of the lowly and poor ?

No—the smile of his Lordship and lordship's

And he smiled when the curse was load and long,

And gaily cheered at the libertine’s song;
He quoted the Bible with delicate sneer,

And blasphemy minced in his patron's ear ;

And along the high-road of preferment was driven

—

An apostle of Christ, with a call from heaven.

Who is a liar ?—his guises what ?

Come listen awhile, and I'll tell you, Pat

There stands the patriot—fired with zeal,

He'd brave the stake for public weal.

How his heart was consumed for his country's cause 1

And the skies might fall, but he'd stand by the clause—
His country—.his conscience !—ah ! dearer than life \

For conscience and country he'd die in the strife.

Behold the placeman !—what recks he,

At Windsor, where the cause may be ?

The cause must yield to beauty's charms

;

The placeman smiles, and folds his arms

;

His conscience will sleep in the storm, as calm

As the innocent sleep of the harmless lamb
'Mid the howl of the tempest—the hurricane's sweep;—
To the trill of the nightingale’s music 'twill sleep.

But the patriot wakes ?—To suppose it were stupids

They are one and the same, by the soul of Cupid.

Cyrus.

THE CORN-LAWS AGAIN.

Bxvore the rulers of hia fate

The poor man humbly stands ;

His cheek is wan, his eye is sunk,

Toil-hardened are his hands.

Care-worn bis face, and deep the stamp
Of sorrow and despair ;

Though blasted be his faded form,

A heart is beating there—

A heart that, spite of human laws,

h true to nature's ties,

And swells whene'er he dares to think

Of this life's destinies.

Unto the Molochs of the land

He oft bath made appeal

—

u Give, give to me my daily bread"—
Bat, no !—their heart is steel.

The wife that to his manly breast

In hopeful youth he took,

Must sink beneath the deadly blows

By stem Starvation strook.

His children, clinging to his knee,

Have begged of him for bread ;

And in his bitterness of soul,

He sobs and hangs his head.

His brother-worms fare sumptuously

Their lands are broad and fair

;

Of want and wretchedness like his

What should they know or care ?

Stem were the laws which History tells

Old Draco writ in blood ;

But sterner far must be the code

That takes the poor man's food.

How long shall toil, without its meed,

Be all his earthly doom?
How long shall life to thousands be

A sunless, joyless tomb ?

How long, how long shall selfishness

And might o’er right prevail ?

Arise I ye millions, at whose voice

Earth’s pigmy things must quail I

Sunderland.
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THE QUEEN AND THE BEGGARMAN.

A NEW AND TRUE BALLAD.

There was a jolly beggarman
A-begging oft had been

;

And at last he went a-begging

To the pretty little Queen

—

With a whack row de dow dow, fol de dol

de dee.

Oh, he wouldn’t beg for praties,

Nor he wouldn’t beg for meal

;

But he begged for scraps of freedom

For himself and all his Tail

—

With a whack, &c.

So off he went, with this intent,

And with him went a throng too

;

And when he reached her palace gate,

He rapped both loud and long too

—

With a whack, &c.

The Queen’s engaged, her porters state

;

But that was all a bam

:

She was only sitting flte-d-tete,

Along with her pet Lamb

—

At their crack, Ac.

So at the gate he had to wait,

Himself and all the boys

;

“ But, until I see herself,” says he

;

« Or, Sowl ! I’ll make a noise

—

With a whack,” &c.

Another message then was sent

—

“ Her Majesty’s at prayers

But, the noise increasing still, she went,

To see the cause, up stairs.

Of their whack, &c.

She trembling there, with doubts and fears.

To see this begging crew

—

Cries, “ They’ll pull this house about our ears !

Oh, dear! what shall I do ?

With their whack,” &c.

Says Lamb, quite pat, u We’ll manage that,

If you’ll do as I warn ye

—

To give their Chief both bread and beef.

And feed the rest with blarney,

And whack,” &c.

But when they saw her pretty eyes,

With cheers and whillaloo,

They threw their caubeens* to the skies,

And that soon brought her to

—

With a whack, &c.

This changed her mind ; and, growing kind,

She says, « I’ll go salute them.

Says her men of war, M ’Twere better far,

To let us go and shoot them,
And their whack,” &c.

* Old hats.

But says Lamb & Co., u You need not go,

For we’ll go parliamenting,

To stop their voice with votes and noise,

And save you from consenting

To their whack,” &c.

Still the boys without would bawl and shout,

And liked to raise a riot,

Till mighty Dan would wave his hand,

And tell them to keep quiet

—

With a whack, &c.

So, to treat between the crowd and Queen,

Their chief soon gained admission

;

And, with scrapes, and bows, and loyal vows,

There hands her his petition.

With a whack, &c.

“ To refuse me and these boys without

I’m sure you’re not so cruel

—

You’re the world’s darling, without doubt

—

You’re a diamond of a jewel!

With a whack, &c.

Sure, you’re far too grand for any man”

—

(You see, he wished to please her)

—

u Ay, even for Brian Bouroo, himself,

Or ould Nebuchandesor

—

With a whack,” &c.

“ Well, indeed, I’d grant you all you want,

You’re so modes*, and engaging ;

But then, you see, ’tween you and me,

Their Lordships would be raging,

With their whack, &c.

u And the Bishops, too, that holy crew,

Though waiting my translation,

If I should grant you what you want,
Would shut me from salvation

—

In their black, &c.

“ And you must admit it is not fit

I’d treat with a Precursor.”

—

“If you wont,” says Dan, “ adopt my plan,

You must a worse and worser

—

With a whack, &c.

u For, to tell you plain, we’ll not again

A-begging here be seen ;

If you won’t consent, we'll parliament

Ourselves in College Green

—

With a whack,” &c.

“Then, I must get my Cabinet

To meet in consultation.”

—

So, thero we leave the whole conclave

To mystify the nation,

With their clack, &c.

Parabawn.

SONG.

BY EBENEZER ELLIOTT.

Land of the Men who brought before

All nations, in all times,

A King, soul-gorged with pride and gore.

And slew him for his crimes !

Shall we not name thy name with pride,

Famed Mother of the brave ?

Who would not die as Hampden died,

That looks on Sidney’s grave?

O’er it thy mountain summits rise,

Thy dewy roses bloom

;

We stand upon it—Here he lies l

Thou, Britain, art his tomb !

Yet scorners say, thy hills and vales

Are curs’d from sea to sea ;

“ The land of palaces and jails”

Derision nameth thee.

For shameful stripes thy children fight,

Or labour iu despair,

Where demons tax the blessed light,

And taint with plague the air.

Land of the wise, the great, the good!

When wilt thou break thy chains,

And startle into honest blood

The filth in tyranti’ veins ?
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BLANCHE DELAMERE.

CHAPTER V.

Swing and his Satellites.

1Tb left the inmates of the Abbey of the Holy
Cross in confusion worse confounded. In the

conflagration of a great house, like the end of a

battle, the general maxim is, Sauve qui pent

;

iod when the little Lady Blanche, hawing strug-

gled out of the arms of her Arab rescuer, flew

back to her grandmother, she found that noble

lady abandoned by all her servants, and in some-
thing like cataleptic rigour, from which it was
iicult to rouse her faculties.

“ Haste, haste, my lady grandma !" cried the

Me girl, clasping her arms fondly about the

rind, motionless lady I will carry you ; Has-
an will carry you. Oh ! come, my own father's

Bother—come with us—with Hassan !" A my-
riad of broken, confused, and distracted thoughts

&hed, as in a night-mare dream, across the

brain of the perturbed lady. She was in the

!*Tthological state of the little tipsy old woman
in the ballad, who doubted her ow identity.

Was the indeed Marguerite Countess of Dela-

wre, sole representative of an illustrious line

—alone, deserted by “ her people," and her man-
son in flamesoverher head, from the torch of vil-

laaousand ungrateful incendiaries ? And was this

England? The Arab gave no time for rumina-
tion or parley ; and a more unceremonious hand-
ing down the great staircase than his could not

tell be imagined. I n the open air, thejiscord-

ut foices of the people and the glart of the

torches acted upon her senses and partially re-

stored them. She was hurried, dragged across

tbe lawn, and flung upon a bench under a soli-

tary and magnificent beech tree, whence she

night undisturbed contemplate the progress of
tk conflagration.

“ It might better have become the last Dela-

yers to haveperished in theashes’of the old nest,"

aid the reviving lady ;
“ but God's will be done."

“Oh, don't be sorry, dear grandmamma,'*
aid her only companion, venturing to caress her
«ed relative with more freedom then at any
perious time of their intercourse. “ Fred will

*#« put out the fire, and you will get back to

mr own warm room again—never fear that.

Id me pnt my little shawl round your feet."

And, u the girl knelt to perform this act of at-

tention, the aged Countess, under the influence

«fone of those electric touches which sooner or
ider come to all, suddenly kissed the affectionate

ud intelligent creature ministering to her corn-

ed; and Blanche, though she had often endured
kr grandmother's formal salute, felt that this

the first motherly kiss that had ever been
pren to her. She repeatedly kissed her grand.
BAhefs hand; and, looking up with her mother's
*1% which glowed through tears, exclaimed—
Grandmamma, you love Blanche? Do you? Not

10 Bell as Mrs Thompson at the laundry loves

Lucy. Oh, she is so happy, that poor child!

—But some little you love me. Ah, when I

feared you should be burned alive, poor old grand-
ma ! how 1 loved you then—when we came back
to you ! But now !"

“ Did you indeed return for me ? Do you in-

deed love grandmamma, Blanche ? You are a
strange, a very strange child. . . • Who else cares

for me?" added the lady, sorrowfully but haughti-

ly, recalling in full force her lonely situation, as

the deserter. Dr Hayley, approached in haste.
“ My people, base poltroons, fled—leaving their

too generous,too easy mistress to the protectionof

a foreign menial, and the kindness of a child. My
friends—those who had called themselves"
“ Madam, you wrong your servants," inter-

rupted the Doctor, " and the most devoted and
faithful, though the humblest of your friends.

I had flown for aid to convey you to a place of

safety." The good doctor said nothing of sun-
dry small matters of cash and papers in his own
apartment, hastily secured about his person

;
yet

his statement was substantially true. “ 1 find 1

have been anticipated. The flames are happily

completely subdued. To the main building there

never was any danger, thanks to the courage of
a young hero, or rather to the knowledge and
self-possession of a young philosopher, who has
to-night earned the gratitude of every friend

of your Ladyship and the family."

“ It is Fred," cried Blanche, exultingly. “ He
is the gardener's nephew, Lucy's cousin, and a
scholar—not a gentleman. Oh, he is so clever

and good—and they are all so proud of him ! He
is the friend of Hassan, and knows our language
very well. I love him very much myself. ....
Oh* here he comes"—and she sprang towards
the youth, who was eagerly advancing, bare-

headed, and blackened in the face.
“ You are safe. Lady Blanche ?" said he, eagerly.

Yes, yes ; come, Fred, to grandmamma. And
she dragged the lad forward, who, on recognising

the august and awful Countess, was modestly
shrinking back.
“ Ah, this is your Ladyship's young champion

against the Fire-king," Baid Dr Hayley. “Though
he does bear sable tokens of the combat, per-

mit me to present Mr Frederick Leighton to

your Ladyship." The Countess saw a handsome,

slight boy, with a pale and interesting, though
shockingly begrimed face. An expression of

mildness and benignity, and a smile of singular

sweetness—at least as his eyes fell upon the

tfltamphant little lady who held his hand

—

•were

more remarkable than the features. The Coun-
tess was most gracious.
“ The family of Delamere, this young ladyand

myself, are, I understand, indebted to you, sir ;

and aDelamere never forgets a service, nor yet an
injury." Sheextendedherhand. Theabashed youth
muttered some words of acknowledgment, and
bowed most deferentially upon the gracious hand

ofthe lady, for he literally fell fainting at her feet.
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“ Poor boy ! his feelings have overcome him ;

he is unused to a presence like ours/’

Dr Hayley had more serious fears. “ The poor

fellow has, I fear, sustained some severe personal

injury while on the roof of the wing. Where,
Lady Blanche, is Hassan ?—he is a skilful leech."

Here Lady Blanche ran screaming across the

lawn towards her “ Arab friend and, as the

Countess was now surrounded by “ her people,"

steward, butler, housekeeper, own maid, and
own footman, all alike respectfully eloquent, in

protestations of attachment, and explanations of

the accident ; and as the bench and the sward
around her became literally cushioned, clothed,

and carpeted for her comfort, as if by enchant-

ment, no one regarded the Arab, the heiress, or

the fainting boy.
“ Take him to my own nursery ; we will watch

him ourselves, Hassan— his arm, you say, broke?

—only broke—boys don't die of broken arms

—

Fred shall not die !"—And the Lady Blanche
heroically cut away the sleeves of the boy, and
his blood-clotted hair ; and, under the directions

of the Arab, who was indeed no contemptible

surgeon, performed the besprinkling duties ne-

cessary in such cases. She then flew back to poor
“ Madam Grandma," who, now leaning on the

arm of Dr Hayley, was contemplating the ra-

vages of the fire, so happily arrested by the in.

telligence, courage, and activity of Frederick

Leighton. “ He is a noble boy," said the Coun-
tess, unusually excited ;

“ and I have long

marked him. It is the privilege of English no-

bility to patronise and reward talent in the

lower orders. I shall write to the commander-
in-chief

; or, should he prefer the Church, I have
livings in my gift. And Blanche is a good child,

too," added she, as the girl burst to her through
the phalanx of servants.
“ And he is living, grandmother ! I put water

on his face, and he would not live
; I held smelL-

ing salts to him, and Hassan gave him a good
shake, and he would not live. And then I wept,

and kissed him, and kissed him, and he lived

!

He opened his eyes so wide, and said, ( How
good, Lady Blanche !* " Dr Hayley smiled, and

made his usual significant gesture of silence.

The features of the Countess were assuming

that peevish, perplexed look, called forth by the

odd ways of her grandchild, when Blanche, who
had a savage’s acuteness in all her senses, called

out—“ Hark ! I hear the tramp of horses." This

was disputed for some minutes, until the more
distant beat of the horses’ feet, and the flash of

torches in the woods, proved that the troops

sent for were approaching.
“ Thank heaven !" ejaculated the Countess.

t€ Browne, Mr Grimshaw,” (she addressed her

head-butler and her steward,) “ is the ruffian

named Swing, the villanous incendiary, secured?

I should wish the military to find that my house-

hold is not altogether inadequate to the defence

of my property." Mr Browne was half-afraid

to tell that there was no trace of any strange

incendiary ; and yet that both he and Dr Hayley,

and indeed every one whom the care of their

own goods and chattels had given leisure for

observation, noticed some very suspicious cir-

cumstances attending the fire. It had broken

out in the steward’s business-room ; and, what

was remarkable, while the furniture and build-

ing timber were nearly unharmed, a mass of

valuableand important papershadbeenconsumed,

and even thick account-books destroyed in their

strong stone and iron repositories. What the

flames had spared, water had wasted ; and all was

one heap of inextricable confusion.

The steward wrung his hands in despair. He

was ruined ! forever ruined ! The scene was over-

acted ;
and Dr Hayley, remembering the hint

he had received from Frederick Leighton, coolly

bade the worthy man be composed, for the butler

should maintain vigilant watch over the half-

burned premises, until the affair could be probed

to the bottom by the proper functionaries, who

might, perhaps, find it necessary to call in the

assistance of some of the keen-sighted gentle-

men of Bow Street. It was long afterwards

universally alleged by the servants, that Mr

Grimshaw had changed colour and started at

this hint.

“ Bow Street officers, thief-takers! rummaging

the dwelling of my noble and honoured mis-

tress, under the direction of a county magis-

trate—of probably Jervis Yates—taking the de-

position of the Countess of Delamere ! May the

old eyes of the faithful follower of her house be

spared that sight
!"

“ Ay, indeed. Doctor, how should you talk of

Bow Street officers and Jervis Yates ransacking

my family repositories—taking my deposition—

about the base, low wretches who have fired the

mansion of the Delameres ! But the military

gentlemen approach. I charge you, Browne,

that all fitting attention and hospitality be

shewn to our brave defenders, his Majesty 8

troops. The commanding officer will, no doubt,

wait upon me for his further orders—1 mean for

the necessary explanations.”

“ And leave to me, my Lady, to the most de-

voted and now the oldest servant of your house,

to look after Swing , while Mr Browne attends

to his duties in-doors," said the steward. “N

your Ladyship should catch cold in the night air

or suffer from this excitement :—but, no ! True

Delamere ! ever the more calm and self-pos

sessed as danger rises higher ! I think I nw
venture to shew you this diabolical scrawl of tin

monster Swing, written in characters of blood-

sealed with the death’s-head and cross-bones o

the Irish Papist, O’Connell—threatening my de

struction for my fidelity to c that brimston

harridan,’ as they wickedly and blasphemous!

term a noble lady
!’’

“ Good Heavens, Grimshaw—my poor, faithfi

Grimshaw !”

“Alas, madam ! I was fool enough to fane

that my own poor place and my few ricks at tl

Grange only were threatened, while destructie

hovered round the dwelling of my noble mi

tress."

“Let that epistle be preserved fbr the 1
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ipectioo of the magistrates,” said Dr Hayley,

authoritatively.

“Perish the thought, sir !” cried the steward,

tearing the precious document into a hundred
pieces in his virtuous fury. “Not, save at the

price of my blood, shall any eye rest upon the

eonti&helious epithets applied to my thrice-

hoooured and honourable lady, by these blood-

thirsty monsters ; and, least of all, the eyes of

Mr Jervis Yates. For myself, 1 welcome the

rain and personal distress that may spare Lady
Delamere a moment’s pain.”
“ Ay, indeed, doctor !—such language going

through all the Jacobinical journals, as applied to

ae !—Let the vile scrawl never be seen again 1"

“ Incorrigible fool !” thought the vexed and
angry ex-chaplain, as he impatiently waited the

arrival of the dragoons. “ Fawning rascal, if

not black, designing villain
“ Don't you be so sorry, pray, for Mr Grim,

shav said Lady Blanche, addressing herself to

the consolation of her grandmother. “He won't

he raised. I have heard Mr Browne and the

housekeeper say, many's the time, he had
feathered his nest well, and had still very pretty

pickings.” In spite of “ the august presence,”

there was a suppressed titter among the unin-

terested bystanders ; while the steward gave one
blighting side-glance at the girl, whom her grand-
mother commanded to silence, as malapert.

What could stay the military, expected now
for several minutes ?—Had some one, in league
rith the incendiaries, led them off the two miles

long and now neglected avenue, which led from
the Stoke Delamere gate ?—Were they, man and
horse, over the crags into the river ?—No such
thing. But, after really having been within the
pork,theyhad been told the fire was got under,and
recalled to suppress a riot in the borough, where
» lawless mob had set fire to the jail, and rescued
the wounded poacher Waterton. Now they
came gallantly on, at a brisk trot ; and as they
emerged from the avenue, and were loyally re-

crired by the cheer of the spectators, which was
Earned till the echoes of the old abbey rang
aim; sad as the numerous torches held by
the servants flashed on plumed helmet, and
abre, and glittering harness, the bosom of the

ancient lady swelled with proud and long-for-

gotten emotions. Here was a shadowing of the

gallantry, the gorgeousness, and the inspiring

linger* of the olden time. Just so might the
Abbey of the Holy Cross have looked on that

trer.tnemorable night when it enjoyed the

eever-te.be-fbrgotten glory and felicity of shel-

tering the fugitive royal Charles and a band of
nliant cavaliers. Such as now looked the
yeug and handsome lieutenant of hussars, who,
pieefcUy dismounting, stood unhelmeted, bend-
agWy before the lsdy of the mansion, at the
pa&d entrance to the saloon, might the royal

ftarlei have been. The gorgeous dream bad
» abrupt awakening ; there were here men and
tfeagi, intrusive vulgar realities, which had no
pwtotypes in the glorious days on which she

pujeiet her fancy.

“ The Colonel,” said the officer, “ with his

most respectful compliments, charged me, ma-
dam, to express his deep regret that important

affairs in another part of the county have pre-

vented him from taking this duty in person. I

may be inexperienced in such delicate affaire ; but

1 walk by this gentleman’s wisdom. . . . Mr Jervis

Yates, madam, one of your intelligent and well*

affected county magistrates, who volunteered this

duty. I am happy, however, to find that your

Ladyship requires none of my services—that the

affair is over.”

“ Nor of Mr Yates's either, sir,” returned the

Countess, drawing haughtily up, as the bustling

and somewhat consequential magistrate, who had
thrown his bridle to his acquaintance Hassan,

hastily advanced. “My own household are per-

fectly adequate to the defence of my life and pro-

perty ; if not, they mutt be augmented.”
“ Don’t you consider it rather curious, my

Lady,” said Yates, “ that the fire should have
done so much damage in the steward’s business

room, without spreading farther ? . . . • Ha 1 my
noble little cousin, Lady Blanche, how d’ye do,

my dear?”
“ Madam grandma, may I shake hands with

my plebeian cousin ? . . . Pray, sir, did the poor

poacher’s wife come to you from me, to get some
of that money from you to buy food, which you
are to give me when 1 make a great match with

a grandee, and make you uncle to an Earl ?”

Mr Jervis Yates smiled, the undigested ple-

beian notwithstanding. “ This frank young lady.

Lieutenant Wynne,” said he, “is my little

cousin. Lady Blanche Delamere, a young lady

not yet perfect in her English, though otherwise,

it seem 8, abundantly precocious. . . . Thinking of
marriage, the great act in the woman’s drama,

already, Blanche, my dear ?—Ah, ha ! a touch

of old Mother Eve in all bloods. Doctor.”
“ I intend to marry Fred myself, if be will

have me,” continued the frank-spoken maiden ;

“ and everybody, save grandma and the Doctor,

tells me I am a young lady of title, and a great

heiress, and may do just as I please : and I will,

too.”

The young officer laughed.
“ Very pretty, my little lady,” returned the

merry magistrate. “ Anything, you mean, be-

coming your duty, and your exalted rank and
station.” And he winked—yes! Mr Jervis

Yates made some sort of slight motion of intelli-

gence with his left eye, at or towards Marguerite,

twentieth Countess of Delamere, whom the

naivety or pertness of her grandchild, and this

fresh audacity, appeared to have frozen to stone.

“ But to business !** cried the active magis-

trate. “ Here are no ordinary matters for inves-

tigation.” And, in defiance ofthe remonstrances

of the steward, Mr Yates went on, till mid-

night, plunged forty fathom deep in examinations

and depositions; and, with all his acuteness,

was so effectually baffled, that he took nothing

for his pains save a very severe cold.

The distinguished email party in the dining-

i

room, meanwhile, partook of refreshments ; and
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the ten troopers and their sergeant, in the hall,

joyously regaled themselves ; while Blanche and

Hassan remained with their patient.

The Countess deeply, though silently, re-

sented the smallness of the military party sent

to her assistance, though thiB was but one of the

many mortifications to which she was this night

doomed ; for the jovial troopers did not consider

themselves half qualified to pronounce upon the

quality of the far-famed double ale of the

Abbey of the Holy Cross, when a mounted
messenger brought a summons to their com-
mander, from a neighbouring magistrate, to

come promptly to the defence of another place

threatened by the Stoke Delamere rioters ; nor

could the indignation of the Countess be dis-

guised, when the commanding officer—himself a

scion of Norman nobility—hastened their de-

parture from her almost untasted hospitalities, to

the protection of some trumpery cotton-factories,

a few miles down the valley, respectfully stat-

ing, that he was bound instantly to obey the

orders of the civil magistrate. ... It was long

past her usual hour on that memorable night be-

fore the Countess was undressed, put to bed, and
had received her Madeira-whey from her faith-

ful Martin.
" Is Lady Blanche in bed ? You tell me the

poor boy's arm is properly set, and that magis-

trate person gone with his followers.”
“ Yes, my Lady ; and I trust in gracious Provi-

dence, my Lady, that the prayers of your

faithful servants, my Lady, may prevent the

gout”
“ There must be family-prayers, thanksgiving,

in the hall to-morrow, at twelve precisely,”

interrupted the Countess, “ for my signal

deliverance from this most guilty and horrible

attempt. Let the servants be warned, and see

that the state apartments are in order. Doubt-
less there will be distinguished visiters at the

Abbey to-morrow. Many will sympathize with

me in this calamity. O Martin, what will

society—what will ruined, unhappy England
come to? Well might the immortal Pitt ex-

claim in his dying hour—' O my country ! my
country

!' ”

The afflicted Countess swallowed the final

gulp of her wine-whey, and was tucked up for the

night in swandown blankets and satin coverlets,

under a coroneted canopy.

CHAPTER vi.

Cases of Conscience.

The consequences of that fire were many and
various, which, to her dying day. Lady Dela-

mere persisted in attributing to that omnipresent,

and, it would seem to some imaginations, that

omniscient miscreant Swing. In the first place,

it brought an influx of the provincial nobility

andgentry—from the Lord Lieutenant,the Right
Honourable the Earl of Fanfaronade, and his

Countess, downwards—with congratulations, con-

dolences, friendly offers of service, and of leagues
for mutual protection ; and with the expression

of warm sympathy in this undoubted conspiracy

against the aristocracy, and extravagant praises

of the high spirit displayed by the noble sufferer.

Its future consequences were, inextricably-rav-

elled accounts, numerous petty prosecutions of

tenantry, an expensive chancery suit, long after-

wards instituted by the heirs of Mr Grimshaw

against Blanche Countess of Delamere, aifd the

loss of large balances.

Awkward or impertinent as Blanche had been

on the previous night, the marks of her instinc-

tive attachment to her deserted grandmother

were not forgotten by that lady ; and on the day

of general gratulation. Lady Blanche behaved

so well, and was so much commended by the

noble visiters, for improved growth and appear-

ance,prepossessing manners,and a decided resem-

lance to the Delamere family, that she had

never before been so high in favour. A proper

governess was forthwith to be provided for her,

on the recommendation of the noble governess

of an “ illustrious personage ;” the Arab was to

be senthome to his country; she was to have her

hair turned up, wear longer petticoats, and

be confirmed, along with some junior branches of

the neigbouring noble families. The Countess,

in the plenitude of her exultation, declared

that she had resolved to provide for Frederick

Leighton, either in the Army or the Church,

whichever was found most suited to his genius.

With this last intelligence, which she had picked

up with her usual quickness, the Lady Blanche

flew back to the bedside of the patient, whom the

Countesshadherself condescendedto visit,though

Blanche had been prohibited the indulgence.
“ Be a soldier, Fred—if you cannot be a great

man. Do not, Hassan says, be a priest—to do

religion, and flatter, and imbibe, and play cards

all day with old women like grandmamma,” was

the earnest exhortation of Lady Blanche.
“ I would rather be a scholar,” said the mild

youth. “ But do. Lady Blanche, leave me ;
the

Countess will be so displeased with you for be-

ing here against her orders.”
“ Then you don't like me near you, Fred

;

you like Lucy better ; you do not love me to be

with you, to watch you, and give you drink.'*

The boy sighed, and turned away his head.

“I wish you loved me as I love you, Fred;

but you won't look at me—then I don't care for

you either.” The Lady Blanche walked off, in

disdain, and in sorrowful anger. She sought

Hassan, to tell him of her causes of grief ; but

found she could not tell him that Fred did not

love her.

She proposed that they should have a gallop

to the Stoke Delamere gate, to hear of the lib-

erated poacher. It was long past her ordinary

hour of exercise, but she resolved to go ; and

the Arab never baulked her in any wish, though

in violation of all established rules. She stole

back to her nursery for her riding-whip, which

happened to be there, and to be friends with

Fred, if he asked her ; for a quarrel of above

five minutes with any one she loved, and, above

all, with him, lay like a dead-weight on the

|

heart of Blanche* Aunt Thompson, from the
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laundry, was with him, and little Lucy-—the

pretty, fair, and fairy Lucy, was prattling to himA

aod holding his hand. The heiress stole back
nnpereeived, silently mounted, and far outrode
even the fleet pace of Hassan. When he over-
took her,he found her stretched, as if dead, in the
path, beside a poacher’s great-coat and dark lan-

tern, which had probably startled the pony. The
vorld,at this sight, seemed a blank to the Arab.
She was, however, perfectly recovered long be-
fore he got her home, and said merely she was
deepy—she should like to sleep. The greatest
alans and distress pervaded the establishment.
The consequence of the little heiress had never
been felt till now. It might now have been
thought that the Countess had no object in ex-
istence save her grandchild, for whose preserva-
tion heaven and earth were stirred. The family
surgeons, three in number—the Fanfaronade
family surgeon—the “ very able” medical friend
of Mr Jervis Yates, were all in turn eagerly
velcomed. Their learned fears, diverted from the
brain, rested on “ injury to the spine.”

Perfect inaction, a constantly recumbent pos-
ture, was the cruel sentence pronounced upon the
lively, restless, and quick-spirited girl ; and rigidly
vas it enforced by the entire household. In the
accession of the Lady Blanche, every one placed
hopes, and no one knew what might befall to
place and perquisite under the regime of the
little Irish boy and his mother* The Countess,
horrified by the idea of the death of her heiress, or
ofher possible deformity—deformitywhich might
prove an obstacle to her marriage—to thegreatest
of earthly interests, the lineal transmission of
the familyhonours—yielded to or anticipated her
every wish. Her early kind friend, Mrs Thomp-
son, was, at her desire, permanently planted in
her apartments, as her principal attendant. The
pretty, gentle, little Lucy was engaged as her
playmate

; and Frederick Leighton, until he was
^ont to the University, was her reader and
“aster of design ; Dr Hayley taking long spells
of tbe same duty. Hassan alone, the wild Arab,
fancied itcruelty, perhaps designingcruelty of the
franks, to fasten his companion, his wild gazelle,
bis graceful antelope, all day long, like a dried
aummy, to a board. He became more and more
“wdy and dissatisfied—he was not fitted for an
“•door attendant ; and, though the Lady Blanche
affectionately received his daily visits, their inter-
rowse began to be less happy. Her intellect was
rapidly expanding—thoughts and images were
rapidly accumulating. The mind of the Arab was
» completely stereotyped as that of the English
Countess. As his influence with the hope of the
bouie appeared to decline, Mrs Martin became
aaucy, and Mr Browne surly; and, on several
ftcasions, the fiery Hassan had drawn his dagger,
aadnpon one he used it. Blanche clung to him
afdl

; and it was, perhaps, fortunate that the
take to part came on his side. During a tedious
Hd severe winter, which nearly precluded out-
foor pursuits, now his only pleasure in England,
“swan was seized with the home-sickness—with
tbt indescribable languishing desire, that un-

|

appeasable yearning for home and kindred, to

which medicine has given a name, though nature

I alone affords the remedy. He was finally sent

home with liberal presents, and an annuity which,

in his own country, made Hassan a chief.

It was not until the eve of his departure that

the Arab secretly committed to his young mis-

tress a sacred trust, which he had cherished

with Mahommedan fidelity—every scrap of the

writings which had been in her father’s pos-

session at his death; her mother’s diary and
daily correspondence while a girl, the reader of

the Countess ; and thatgood grandfather’s letters,
ofwhom Mrs Thompson delighted to tell her, that

virtuous pastor of Stoke Delamere. Her grand-

father’s daily notes of counsel and direction for

his daughter’s studies and conduct, and the open,

affectionate, and cordial interchange of mind
and heart between them, were all in her posses-

sion. What precious treasures, as Blanche came
to consider them ! One sealed packet was ad-

dressed, “To mydaughter, Blanche Georgiana, to

be read when she shall be seventeen.” Blanche

pressed it to her lips.

Though occupied by these parting gifts, the

Lady Blanche wept a long day for the loss of

the giver, her “ Arab friend,” who, in exchange

for a lock of her hair, bestowed upon her the

precious amulet brought from Mecca by his

grandsire. From a mingled sentiment and su-

perstition, Blanche secretly wore this charm in

an armlet, till old enough to smile at the fond

folly, and to sigh at the discovery that it was
one.

The Lady Blanche was soon left yet more to

her own resources. Frederick Leighton was at

his college, and Lucy with an aunt in Chester,

who wished to adopt her ; Dr Hayley at his

living, and the Countess gouty, rheumatic, fee-

ble, peevish, and repining. The fiat of the

physicians still held her recumbent, allowing her

only a couple of hours a-day for carriage exer-

cise. It was a trying discipline for one with

animal spirits so high, and whose former exist-

ence had been nearly that “ of a dweller out of

doors.” Reclining, she could now work, sing,

draw, play with and arrange the flowers heaped

upon and around her bed, or her couch, or the

floor, on which she was condemned to lie ex-

tended for hours. But her business, her pur-

suit, her engrossing pleasure or passion, was

reading, followed in a very irregular and desul-

tory manner, but with enthusiastic ardour, in-

comprehensible to all around her, save Frederick

Leighton. " Save for books,” was her speech

to him in aftertimes, “ I should, under medical

torture, have become a maniac or an idiot ; bless-

ings be with them, my preservers ! my com-

forters !” Of Mr Frederick so flattering were

the accounts that the Countess resolved to have

him yet Archbishop of Canterbury ; but he was

first to be constituted, when qualified for the

important office, her domestic chaplain and pri-

vate secretary. In the meanwhile, he was em-

ployed, at every recess, in directing or rather

sharing the studies of the invalid Lady Blanche*
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and as her language-master. In general lite-

rature she had, he said, far outstripped him,

which was probably true ; for she had read lov-

ingly in the light of her mother's often gay
and girlish, but heart-inspired criticism, and
ofher grandfather’s profound and eloquent com-
mentaries on those favoured works which were,

on this account, the volumes cherished by his

young descendant. In this weary, sad, but

most important interval, when the habits of

her mind were strongly and rapidly forming,

Blanche owed much to her humble friend Mrs
Thompson. This matron was a Quakeress,

well and solidly, though plainly educated, who
had been thrust beyond the pale of the Friends

for a love-match, which, however, she had
not yet, when past middle age, repented. On
being left a young and destitute widow, her ex-

quisite skill as a laundress had recommended
her, spite of dissent, to the housekeeper at the

Abbey; and for many years she had reigned

matron paramount of lawn and linen, and inde-

pendent mistress of the romantic and comfort-

able residence within the park, called the Laun-
dry. She had been, strange as was the fact, in a

great house, universally beloved and esteemed.

There were some things remarkable in her his-

tory—she had saved money, and refused several

offers of marriage from persons of consideration

in the Countess’s establishment ; and while duly

performing her business, she had cultivated her

mind. It was, however, her motherly kindness of

manner, and perhaps her pretty tales and ballads,

that first won the heart of Blanche ; and cer-

tainly neither her acquired knowledge, nor yet

her high moral principles or singular religious

opinions. These, indeed, she kept to herself,

and let her life and conversation declare them.

In this humble matron Blanche found a friend

to whom she could communicate her doubts and
intrust her distresses, and with whom she

could even converse about her books and her

projects for the future. No one could manage
the Lady Blanche, the petted, wayward, capri-

cious heiress, save the Quakeress ; and with her,

Blanche, affectionate and docile, required little

management.
“ I obey my grandmother because it is my

duty, and I will not grieve her—my good Dr
Hueh-ley never exacts obedience,” said she one

day to heryoung tutor, now become Mr Frederick

Leighton ;
“ but I obey ma bonne”—her caress-

ing name for this humble friend—

“

because I

defer to her clear judgment and strong intellect,

and know that 6he loves me for myself, and to

do right for its own sake, and because it gives

me such pleasure—such heartfelt pleasure—to
comply with the wishes of those I love—of those

whom my compliance can render happy

They are not many.” This last was spoken in a

melancholy tone—melancholy for one so young

and so much the darling of fortune ;—one natur-

ally so gay, so affectionate—to whose feet, to do

homage to whose charms and high endowments,
all that was noble, or great, or illustrious in the

world of England, would yet be gathered. So

dreamed the silent listener, in a long pause, last,

ing till Rollin, the study of the day, was re-

sumed, on the suggestion of the pupil. Lady

Blanche was now almost fifteen, but she looked

at least three years older. In her long recum-

bency she had grown rapidly ; and her always ani-

mated features had taken a higher and more re-

fined and thoughtful expression. “ Deep, humid

eyes, surmounted by a brow of lofty thought,”

had been a descriptive flight of Mr Fred’s, the

truth of which Dr Hayley was unable to chal-

lenge, though he scarce approved its tone.

A maiden lady, a visiter to the Abbey, commis.

sioned for the purpose of scrutiny, had written

a more minute account of the personalities of the

great heiress-hermitess, to Lady Blande, the

married daughter of Lord Fanfaronade, a dis-

tinguished leader of fashion, a very clever, bril-

liant woman, only half of the world, but who

was quite willing to use a little sisterly diplo-

macy for the advantage of her second and fa-

vourite brother.

With this brother she sat in her dressing-

room in May-Fair, ready to go out, letter and

watch in hand.
“ ‘Just entered sweet sixteen—but looks nine-

teen—a decidedly fine figure ; completely lost

by a careless slouching gait.* Well, that is

still quite remediable under good treatment,

and, I dare Bay, caused by those abominable

spine-doctors and their strappings. My belief

is, that Blanche, who, three years since, was as

firm and elastic as a young savage, has no more

spine than I have, or, at any rate, than she should

have, being an inch taller, but encourages this

nonsense to gratify an indolent habit of saun-

tering, and reading poetry and romances, under

cover of study with this Abelard, whom her

foolish grandmother has chosen to give her

—

with the usual consequences, no doubt of it— if

my good-nature and your good fortune, your

very good fortune, Horatio, shall not prevent

them.”

The lady read on. “ ‘A certain curious awk-

ward elegance, or rustic gracefulness of manners,

is conspicuous
;
yet she is quite unformed. No

discretion—less retenu than a child of seven

years old. She will laugh at nothing perceptible

to other people, like a mad creature ; and they

tell me she is as easily moved to tean, though

we, fortunately, are not favoured with any dis-

plays of sensibility. Save for her long protracted

valetudinary state, the young lady might have

been masculine or hoydenish ; now she inclines

to the lackadaisical. They speak here ofher can-

dour ; I can witness for her brusquerie. She can

be positively ill-bred. Her admiren say she

has very generous and warm feelings. We see

nothing of them. If she has a heart, she keeps

it to herself. She has been remarked from child-

hood for obstinacy, and liability to bursts of

passion, especially with those she loves ;
and

she has imbibed some most extraordinary reli-

gious opinions, which is no wonder, considering

her origin among Mahommedans, Jews, and Ca-

tholics, and that her spiritual director, or sole
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director in the family, is not really Dr Hayley,
f

bat sn old Quakeress or Moravian, her mother-

confessor. 1 have been, at your request, sound-

ing the Countess about allowing Lady Blanche

to visit you in London ; but the old lady will not

let her go into the world in any shape until she

is confirmed ; and the 6trange, obstinate, and im-

pious girl will not submit/ Well, what think

you of all this, Horatio ? I have shewn you
the worst of it,’* said Lady Blande, folding up
the letter ;

“ a very, very fine fortune, and more
in expectancy—a fine person—no trail of younger
brothers and sisters ; and, in heart and mind,

good material and plenty of it, out of which a

sensible man may fashion an admirable wife/'

“ Have her up for judgment by all means/’

odd the laughing brother ; and he took the letter

to read for himself.

Lady Blande, in person, claimed the fulfil-

ment of an old promise, that Lady Blanche should

be allowed to visit her for three or four months,

to have a sly peep of the world from her nursery

windows. She would be taken such care of as

never was taken of young lady before. “ They
were so quiet in good old Grosvenor Square

—

indeed the very highest circle in London was
ever the most quiet/’

Blanche was passive, yet pleased with the

graceful pressing kindness and fascinating

manners of a pleader who would not be refused ;

and Dr Hayley was urgent for her departure.

Blanche, from rapid growth—he was unwilling to

believe it might be any cause more serious—had,

ever since her accident, now three years back, be-

come more andmore delicate in habit,and thought-

ful in mind. Languor, wasting, fluctuating spirits,

andfits of unaccountable waywardnessanddepres-
Bon, were among the gloomy train of symptoms
which he lamented. The provincial physicians

had varied their treatment of her case, and ex-

hausted every means of their art. In London,
she would be under the daily care of that famed
md fashionable physician, two or three times

brought down, but whom even the fees of a Lady
Delmmere could not lure for many days from his

lucrative practice. The Countess consented.

Martin and Mrs Thompson were to attend the

ymmg lady ; and, lest any inconvenience might
arise, she was, with Lady Blande’s permission, to

have her own carriage. “ After this long re-

tirement, we may afford to dash off our heiress a

fittle, though not brought out,” said the Countess

to the Doctor. “ That duty I take upon myself.

If God spare me, it is her grandmother shall

present the Lady Blanche, future Countess of

Delamere, to her sovereign, and his illustrious

consort. Only, I insist that, before moving,

&e shall be confirmed. She shall not leave

her ancestral home a tall heathen, to shame
wall."
M The Lady Blanche/' said the good Doctor,

hesitatingly, “ still doubts her fitness for what,

to a young person, seems, and in one sense is the

most solemn rite of the Church. I own I respect

her scruples so much—your grand-daughter’s is

oe common mind, my Lady—that I should be re-

|
luctant to see your Ladyship use your undoubted
authority at this time. A leetle time, a leetle

discussion. There are eminent theologians in the

Church of England, who do not consider confirm-

ation quite an essential—an absolute essential,

I mean.”
“Not be confirmed !—not obey me !—set up her

independent judgment, not alone against me, her

only parent, but her spiritual directors and her

Church ! I will not, Doctor Hayley, longer

tolerate such perversity and rebellion. My grand-

daughter, before she stir beyond these walls,

shall be confirmed in Delamere chapel, as 1 was.

These are not times when well-born persons may,
with impunity, set an example of laxity in the

fulfilment of their religious duties.”

Blanche was summoned. There was a point

up to which Blanche, young as she was, and head-

strong as she was reputed to be, now readily

yielded her own will to the wishes of the

Countess, as if in lofty forbearing compassion

with her age and her narrow understanding, or

from the generous desire of contributing to the

happiness of one ever more favoured by fortune

than affection. The Countess urged her purpose.

The bishop had kindly offered to come himself

to the Abbey. The family chapel, so long un-
used, had been repaired, and decorated for the

ceremony.
“ Why make a hypocrite of me ?” said the

girl, driven to the last resort. “ The Bible tells

me nothing of it. Indeed, indeed, grandmother,

I cannot. Leave me alone— I am not good
enough—I am not religious in the Articles. I

am a very ignorant, simple Christian.”

“ The Articles, child ! how indeed should you
pretend to understand such things? The Bible

!

what know you of it, save as you are taught to

believe ?”

“ Madam, am not I, like yourself, a Pro-

testant ? You have had me taught to read

—

inestimable blessing !—and my Creator has given

me reason and understanding. Shall I extin-

guish the divine light in my own mind—strive

against inborn conviction ?”

“ Grant me patience ! Is she a Quaker, Doc-
tor ? They rave something about inward light,

I believe. Has that artful woman, who has such

sway with her—and whom I only retain because

she understands her constitution—has she cor-

rupted her religious principles with which we
have taken such pains ? 1 shall never forgive

Martin for having introduced a Dissenter into

my family. What are all the nice clear-starch-

ing and small-plaiting in the world, compared
with bringing hereBy into a great household like

mine ?”

Blanche smiled ; while the slightest possible

shade of contempt mingled with the feeling of

the ludicrous, quivering on her lip.

“ Do you presume, young lady, to have more
reason and understanding than your grandmo-

ther—more than the whole of your ancestors ?

—you, a child—a baby but yesterday !”

“ And therefore not fit for this solemn rite

—one you conceive so solemn. No, no I will
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not—I never will be a wicked hypocrite, and
make a mock of belief—when I do not, cannot
believe other than my Saviour had bidden me in

those plain doctrines and pure and holy precepts

to which my inmost heart responds/*
“ Child, child,** cried the excited Countess,

“ does not all the world declare against you ?

Every young lady—nay, I am happy to say that,

in these improved times, every young gentleman
also publicly performs his religious duties. You
are surely distracted. There never was an
Englishwoman of title a Dissenter, save Lady
Huntingdon, to the grief and shame of her
family, and with no advantage to her own cha-

racter. A Methodist, a Quaker—a what is she.

Doctor?*’ The Countess held up her spread
hands in horror.
“ I am neither, madam. Give me time. I

hold to the Scriptures as my rule of faith and
life—I don’t understand beyond that. Many of
my ancestors were Roman Catholics, and must
have held the doctrines ofthe Church of England
damnable heresy. My maternal ancestors have,
I learn, been Puritans and Nonconformists,
and thought the hierarchy erroneous and anti-

scriptural. In the country where I was born,

there are a great diversity of faiths. My friend

Hassan worshipped the Prophet whom you call

Antichrist ; I once kissed hands to the moon

;

and my early protectors were zealous Roman
Catholics. I have since had the great benefit

of Dr Hayley's instructions, and those of my
bonne, I have, in these long, weary years read
my Bible in the light shed upon it by the pure
and holy life of my grandfather, and with the
advantage of his instructions to his daughter,
my poor mother. I am of no peculiar sect

—

I am of the faith of Jesus Christ and his gospel,

as, in all humility, my reason apprehends them.
It is the faith my soul needs—the faith my heart
cleaves to ; and I am not of the Church of En-
gland—I am a simple Christian.** This was said

in a low, deep tone, but with an earnest vehe-
mence which overpowered the hearers.
“ Simple enough, God wot, and mad too/*

said the vexed and angry lady. “ And, pray,
what call you a Christian ?—Am not I—is not
Dr Hayley a Christian ?**

I trust you are. The more pure and holy
in heart and mind, the more warmly and ac-

tively good in thought and deed, the more
religious I am bound to consider every one,
whether poor or rich. I know of no other stan-
dard than

—

4 If ye know these things, happy are
ye if ye do them.* Scripture speaks nothing to
me of a religion apart from goodness. One of
your own High-Church philosophers says—‘ The
more I am a good man, the more I am religious—the more a Christian.* I suppose Mr Coleridge
did not confine the opinion to rank or sect.**j
“ And does the Church of England make dis-

tinctions of rank ? No, ignorant child :—per-
sons of all conditions—boors or parish paupers

—

may receive the comfortable rites of the Church

;

and, if they repent their sins and believe, are
not cut off from salvation.”

“ Providence, doubtless, for wise and merciful

ends/* put in Dr Hayley, “ has decreed a vast

variety of conditions in this transitory life,

many of them, no doubt, trying and painful

;

but with God there is no respect of persons.

And what are the ills and poverty of this brief,

transitory existence to the everlasting life set

before the pious poor, and the suffering, when

God’s own hand shall adjust the balance, and the

last be first, and the first last ?**

“ And what, also/* said Blanche, “ the goods

and luxurious enjoyments of so brief a life?

Why so tenacious for the privileges and distinc-

tions of the threescore years and ten, if we really

believed that the grave levels all distinctions,

save those created by superior goodness? Oh

!

it is a strange subject, and might well perplex a

stronger head than mine. Hassan, the Mahom-
etan, has said to me he could not think the

wealthy grandee Christians believe their own

religion, else they would exclude the poor and

vulgar from their Heaven, and keep it all, or at

least the best places in it, for themselves, as the

do here on earth/*

“What shocking blasphemous things have

been infused into this girl's mind !** cried the

Countess, piquing herself upon dignified forbear-

ance with the ignorance and perversity of her

grand-daughter. “Why, child, that person

—

a respectable enough individual, 1 believe, in

his own way—your relative, by the maternal

side, Mr Jervis Yates, has, as I am informed by

my Lord Fanfaronade, at this appalling crisis,

when the welfare of the State and the security

of property are so indissolubly connected with

the maintenance of the Church, publicly re-

nounced dissent, and returned to its bosom.

Go, child, I have long borne with your ignorance

and petulance— and shall I say presumption ?

—

from reflecting upon your disadvantages in

childhood, and that you were full ten years old

before you were taught your catechism. I leave

the Doctor to converse with you. But confirmed

you shall be. It is your duty ; it becomes your

condition as my apparent heiress ; and it cannot

be longer delayed.** The Countess swept off in

her grandest manner.

Good Dr Hayley was anything but an over-

bearing and pertinacious, and much less a perse-

cuting priest ; for, though he every day more and

more abhorred dissent, he loved his ease ;
and was

more likely, in ordinary times, to have erred

upon the side of indifference and laxness than of

strictness and severity in “ mere matters of

opinion’—of “ mere ceremony/* as he now de-

scribed the stumbling-block placed in the way of

Blanche. “ What was it but a ceremony ?—and,

though most becoming in the observance, particu-

larly in young ladies of condition, not materially

different from a lad, on entering the university,

subscribing the Articles of the Church. It leads

to nothing,** he continued ;
“ and merely shews

the colours likely to be afterwards worn by the

individual. It is certainly not worth vexing the

aged Countess about, who has set her heart on

the performance/*
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“Why should my grandmother be vexed
about a mere ceremony, if to me it is stuff of

the conscience ?” said the unconvinced Blanche,

quickly ; “or yet about what I privately think ?"

And Blanche argued the matter in her own
earnest and simple way, drawing her sharpest

arrows from the quiver of Milton, whose prose

writings, given to her by Frederick Leighton,

when he had last gone to college, had, for some
months back, been the private study of her re-

cumbent solitude.

Jejune as the remarks of his catechumen might
be, many of them were perplexing to the good,

iwny Doctor, who, failing to move the under-
standing of his disciple, wisely rested his case

on an appeal to her heart, in behalf of her aged
and pious grandmother, whose peace of mind
and happiness depended so much on her com-
pliance with “ the ceremony." He carried his

point
;
only “ the ceremony" was to be delayed

for a few months, until his instructions had
brought the young lady to a more suitable frame
of mind, and take place immediately before she
went to London, after Easter. Both ladies looked
forward with some anxiety to that period. Blanche
was 90 untaught in elegant female accomplish-
ments, so deficient in everything, that her grand-
mother became uneasy for her, and, for relief,

took up the good Doctor's idea, that the education
and acquirements of her heiress, though different,

were more valuable and solid, than those of other
young ladies ; and she really knew a very great
deal—perhaps, in one sense, a great deal too much.
These matters formed frequent topics of convers-
ation between the Doctor and his patroness. The
Countess had one peculiar source of sympathy
with her grandchild. Enjoying many of the privi-

leges of the other sex, her pride had often suf-

fered under the legal prescription of women;
and if she could not reason, she could be at times
ray indignant, that, while the Earl of Fanfar-
onade was Lord-lieutenant of the county, she
could not be a deputy—not even a Magis-
trate, like Mr Jervis Yates ; or do judgment at

Quarter Sessions on poachers and paupers, like
her own Grimshaw ; and Lady Blanche also,

though destined to be that exalted being, a
Peeress in her own right, was the proscribed
entity, a woman. Dr Hayley had no sympathy
with these feelings, which he fancied very ridi-

culous
; but he had a very bad opinion of Mr

Gnmshaw, the steward, or chamberlain as he
was styled—who, he was sure, systematically
imposed upon the Countess ; and he was aware
of the importance of the Lady Blanche, with her
prospects, obtaining a competent knowledge of
accompts, and, perhaps, of the outline of the laws
rod interests of the country in which she had so

a stake. Besides her large estates in dif-

ferent parts of the kingdom, Blanche would,
m all probability, succeed to a great monied
fortune, and an interest in manufacturing and
®roing concerns. Some knowledge of the
womomical interests of the country and of the
British constitution was requisite ; and Lord
Fanfaronade was consulted, and approved. His

Lordship had caught the opinion, probably as

people catch a prevalent epidemic without know-
ing how or when, that in the one case Adam
Smith was the standard, and in the other Black-

stone infallible; and no doubt Mr Frederick

Leighton, the young favourite, with whose for-

tunes Lady Delamere charged herself, and of

whose intelligence, learning, and good principles,

his college tutors spoke so highly, was the very

domestic oracle to expound these authorities.

A regular course of study to be undergone in

three months,was drawn up by his Lordship, cut-

and-dry, ready to be administered. “ Butler's

Analogy" was to alternate with “ Chesterfield's

Letters," and Hannah More and Warburton bal-

ance Horace Walpole and Lady Mary Wortley.

Memory was to be refreshed in English history

;

for the Lady Blanche had already been initiated

into “ history, geography, and the use of the

globes."
" I will have Lady Blanche intimately vers-

ant with the history of her own country, and

of France, the land of her Norman ancestors,"

said the Countess, at a solemn family conclave.

“ But she must know nothing of politics—poli-

tics, Mr Frederick, I expressly debar. Nothing

is so odious, improper, and unlady-like as a female

politician, save, indeed, a female sectary. Un-
derstand, Mr Frederick, that 1 confine her studies

to history alone."

“ To the politics of every year but the pre-

sent," whispered Blanche ; and she added, aloud,

“ Pray, Doctor, what do politics become after

they are fifty years old ?"

“ Politics," interposed the Countess, “ are

always vulgar and unfeminine, and particularly

unbecoming to young ladies of condition."

“ Shall I tell you. Doctor," continued Blanche,

in by-play with her old friend, while the Countess

lectured and documented the young tutor in-

trusted with so precious a confidence as the

farther initiating the heiress of Delamere into

History as it should be taught to young ladies.

“ Shall I tell you ? I found it out quite of my-
self, I assure you, from a conversation I had
with ma bonne and^FVederick, the other even-

ing, about the times of the Civil Wars. Why, the

turbulent, saucy, scolding, quarrelsome minx
Politics becomes, in forty years, that grave, staid,

and dignified matron History, whose deeds it is

the province of women to study, until they have

at their finger ends, how Elizabeth was the lion-

hearted Protestant princess ; that Charles I.

suffered martyrdom on the 30th of January

1649 ; and how his gracious son was blessedly

restored upon the 29th May 1660 ; and such like

important events, never once venturing to in-

quire or to reason about the causes which sent

the one to the block and the other upon his

travels." The Doctor shook his head in smiling

menace, as if he said, “You are incorrigible
;"

and the Countess, who had caught all that was

meant for her, went on—
“ Certainly, child ; these are the exact dates

I believe. My Lord Fanfaronade is quite of my
own opinion, that a solid and liberal education, in
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the station in which it has pleased God to place

you, is necessary; that, notwithstanding your sex,

it is your duty to understand the laws and leading

interests ofyourcountry, and particularly those of

our Order, which is the first in the state. I make
no doubtMr Adam Smith has placed all that in the

proper light.—Though I have the utmost confi-

dence in the zeal of one so devoted to my family as

you must be, Mr Frederick, I shall deem it a

duty to look, from time to time, into Lady
Blanche's progress ; and you will not, 1 am cer-

tain, neglect Lord Fanfaronade’s excellent hint

about the analysis or theme from Smith, to be

submitted to me. Mrs Thompson here, of course,

pursues her needlework while Lady Blanche

studies. I need not commend the child to your

best care, nor yet say, that, as her parent, I de-

pute to you all needful authority. Your arm.

Doctor.”—And the Countess sailed away before

the disclaiming or complimentary speech of the

young tutor—blushing as much from thearch side

glances of the pupil as the lecture of the Coun-
tess—was half concluded.
" Well, sir, are you to whip me, or only lock

up the naughty girl in the dark closet, if she is

idle or disobedient ?” said Blanche, as he shut

the door of the pretty apartment formerly named
the schoolroom, but now refurnished, and filled

with all her literary and other treasures, and
dignified with the appellation of “ Lady Blanche’s

study.” No answer was returned.
“ Dear lady,” said the Quakeress mildly, “ my

friend feels this to be misplaced, perhaps cruel

jesting.”

“ Let us resume our task,” said the still em-
barrassed tutor.

“ Oh, surely, sir ; but, on penalty of whipping

—which 1 daresay 1 may deserve—I shall take

my own way with my Smithian exercise.”

“ You will deeply offend the Countess,” said

the gentleman, with the utmost gravity ;
“ but

I beg pardon—you know best ; I have only to

submit to your will. Lady Blanche.”
“ Every one, of course, submits to Lady

Blanche’s will,” replied Blanche, in a tone of

pique, yet of deep feeling, and with an affected

playfulness of manner. “ Will any one in the

world ever care for her enough to control her will

—to make her reason submit to a more enlight-

ened or wiser will than her own ?” She hastily

looked up—the eyes of her tutor were riveted

upon Adam Smith, and a silence followed, embar-

rassing from its mere protraction, before the gen-

tleman faltered out—‘‘Is she capable of this?”
“ Who is there to try her ?—who ever, save

you, ma bonne— you who are too indulgent

to my faults—and my Arab—who never saw
a fault in me—has ever, in a kindly spirit,

thrown away one precious pearl of truth on
poor Blanche? But to our studies,” she has-

tily added, with the consciousness of having

gone too far.—“ I shall, as I have told you, find

such things in this pleasant, light reading selected

for me, as shall make my grandmother and Lord
Fanfaronade believe I have been studyingTom
Paine or Cobbett under your care.’*

“ When the Countess will be deeply offended

—perhaps put an end to our readings.”

Lady Blanche appeared sunk in reflection. This

was a result she by no means desired. “ You must
not be implicated, however. But I cannot refuse

myself the pleasure of seeing how Lord Fanfaron-

ade will stare and grandmamma look. Remember
how forthree years I have been a prisoner in bonds,

and do not grudge me a little pleasant revenge.”

CHAPTER VIII.

Studies of an Heiress.

Upon the next visit of the Earl, the Lady
Blanche was summoned to give an account of her

studies to that paternal and urbane nobleman

;

and she went, her prepared theme in hand. “ Nay
then, dear lady,” said the Quakeress, in gentle

expostulation, and laying her hand on the paper.

“ Nay then, dear friend,” returned the Lady
Blanche, laughingly, “ why baulk my sport ?—

I

assure you, Frederick—Mr Frederick Leighton

—shall not suffer from my temerity.” She gently

extricated the paper, crying, as she went off,

“ Is it not rare sport

To see the engineer hoist with his own petard ?”

Arrived in the presence, and the preliminary

ceremonies over, the theme was produced, and

the fair student assured her noble auditors that

it was wholly her own—Mr Frederick Leighton

had not even read it. This drew forth the com-

pliments of the Earl ; and the young lady being

accommodated with a reclining chair, commenced
reading a cento of sentences from Adam Smith.
“ € I. Of productive and unproductive labourers,

or ploughmen and footmen.*—‘ Labour was the

first price, the original purchase-money that was

paid for all things.'—Does that, my Lord, in-

clude the price my ancestors paid for their fief?

—Is feudal service labour, productive labour?”

“Certainly, Lady Blanche, my dear—most

certainly. Countess. What labour so produc-

tive as that of our minds in the council, and our

swords in the field?”

Blanche proceeded—“ ‘ The labour of a manu-

facturer generally adds to the value of the

materials upon which he works, that of his

own maintenance and his master's profit. The

labour of the menial servant, on the contrary,

adds to the value of nothing/ I beg Mr
Smith’s pardon there, though,” said the reader.

“ I do think the cook adds very considerably

to the value of the chicken she roasts for

me; and the chamber-maid every day to the

value of the bed she makes, and the rooms

she cleans for me. But my author perhaps

means lackeys, when he says—‘ The main-

tenance of a menial servant never is restored.

A man grows rich by employing a multi-

tude of manufacturers ; he grows poor by

maintaining a multitude of menial servants.

The labour of some of the highest orders of

society, is, like that of menial servants, unpro-

ductive of any value. The Sovereign, for ex-

ample, with all the officers both of justice and

war under him, the whole army and navy, *re

unproductive labourers/
”
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“ Child, what jargon is that ?" interrupted

the Countess. “ They are gentlemen—they

are not labourers at all/'

“True, madam. Your definition is the exact

and scientific one," said the Earl.

Blanche did not perceive any definition, and
she was signaled to proceed.

Though the profusion of the Government
most, undoubtedly, have retarded the national

progress of England towards wealth and im-
provement, it has not been able to stop it. . .

.... In the midst of all the exaction of

the Government, capital has been silently and
gradually accumulating, by the private frugality

and good conduct of individuals/
"

“ VThen did the man write this stuff, Blanche,
my dear ?" said the Countess.
“ About sixty or seventy years since, madam/'
“ Most extraordinary ! I do fear, my Lord,

you have been imposed upon in thid Scottish

writer. Sixty years ago was before the Jacobins !"

The noble Earl seemed uneasy ; he took snuff,

and Blanche, though tickled, with the charity

of true politeness, read on.

“ 1 1. Taxation, Corn-Laws.—* Taxes upon
the necessaries of life have nearly the same
efect upon the circumstances of the people as a

poor soil and a bad climate. Provisions are there-

by rendered dearer, in the same manner as if it

required extraordinary labour and expense to

raise them To lay a new tax upon
them because they are already overburthened
with taxes, and, because they already pay too dear
for the necessaries of life, to make them likewise

pay too dear for the greater part of other com-
modities is certainly an absurd way of making
amends. Such taxes, when they have grown up to

a certain height, are a curse
, equal to the barren-

ness of the earth and the inclemency of the heavens,

and it is in the richest and most productive
countries they have been generally imposed.
.... A tax may take out of the pockets of
the people a great deal more than it brings into

the public treasury, in four ways :

—

First*
"

" Have done with that trash, child,” said the
exdted Countess. “ Surely a writer, quoted in

Parliament and so extolled, must have something
better than that nonsense, and I trust you have
profited by him in something/'
w I have learned all about the effect of bounties

and prohibitions, madam."
u That is well enough for merchants and

traders, and so forth, but of little consequence to

persons of family and estate."
“ Primogeniture and entails, then ?"

“ Ay, indeed," said the Earl. “ Primogeni-
ture, the palladium of our Order, my Lady ; along
with the Church, the very bulwark of the Con-
stitution ; and Entails, the fundamental principle,

the bans of primogeniture."
u Read, child," said the Countess ; and Blanche

very demurely read

—

u 1 Entails are founded on the most absurd
of all suppositions—the supposition that every
®M**rive generation of men has not an equal
ngbt to the earth, and all that it possesses, but

that the property of the present generation

should be restrained and regulated by the fancy of

those who died perhaps five hundred years ago/"
“ H ear you that, my Lord ?" cried the Countess.

“There must be some mistake—someveryserious
blunder here—that, child, cannot be Smith."

“ Yes, madam, it is—quite right, I assure

you. He says— ‘ Entails are still retained,

through the greater part of Europe, in those

countries especially where noble birth is a neces-

sary qualification for the enjoyment of either

civil or military honours.'

"

“ Certainly, save now, in unhappy, degenerate,

revolutionized France," said the Earl. 1

“ fEntails," ' readLadyBlanche, “ f are thought

necessary for the maintenance of this exclusive

privilege of the nobility to the great offices and
honours of the State/

"

“ Certainly," repeated the Earl, emphatically.

“ The career open to talents—a novel, innovating

principle—may be the maxim of a Republican

Usurper, but can never find place in a legitimate

monarchy."
“ Was Napoleon a Republican, my Lord ?"

inquired Blanche, gravely.

“He was. Lady Blanche, the very child of

Jacobinism and Revolution."
“And a tyrant, too," said Blanche. “But to the

order of nobility :
—

‘

That order having usurped

one unjust advantage over the rest of their fel-

low-citizens, lest their poverty should render

them ridiculous, it is thought reasonable they

should have another.*

"

“ Grant me patience ! Is this, my Lord Fan-

faronade, the book you have put into the hands

of my granddaughter ? You must have been

dreadfully deceived—the man is a rank demo-
crat and leveller."

The discomfited Earl again took snuff.

“ He is a philosopher, grandmamma."
“Ay, ay, a Scotch philosopher—perhaps an

infidel ; but pardon me, my Lord. It shall not be

said 1 have condemned unheard." Blanche read—
“ f Allfor themselves,

and nothingfor the rest of
the world, seems in every age to have been the

vile maxim of the Masters of mankind. As soon,

therefore, as they [the feudal nobility] could

find a method to consume their rents upon them-

selves, they had no disposition to share them
with any other person. [He has just been de-

scribing, Madam, how in rude times the feudal

nobles kept a great many retainers, until the

gradual increase of luxury afforded them another

and more selfish way of consuming their re-

venues.] They sold their birthright, not, like

Esau, for a mess of pottage, in time of hunger

and necessity, but in the wantonness of plenty,

for trinkets and baubles, fitter for playthings for

children, than the serious pursuits of men. . .

. . In countries where a rich man can spend his

revenue in no other way than by maintaining as

many people as it can maintain, he is not apt to

run out ; and his benevolence is seldom so violent

as to attempt to maintain more than he can

afford. But where he can spend the greatest

revenue upon his own person, he frequently has
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no bounds to Lis vanity, or to Lis affection for

Lis own person/
”

“ I am astonished—confounded !” cried the

Earl, unable longer to restrain himself ;
“ there

must be a mistake ; this cannot be the work I

mean—Smith's f Wealth of Nations/ Lady
Blanche?”
“ Indeed it is though. He goes on to tell,

madam, how the estates were cleared, in the

manner Mr Grimshaw went over to Donegal to

help the Irish agent to clear your property of

Papists and paupers ; and how farms were en-

larged and rack-rented, and yet”—and the tone

of the speaker became earnest—“ how the wrath
of man worketh the righteousness of God, and
society is bettered even by this cruel means.”
“ Don't cant, child,” interrupted the Countess

angrily ;
“ I detest cant. And how, my Lord,

shall I ever forgive you for allowing this incen-

diary work to come into my library ?”

She attempted to soften the severity of the

rebuke by a smile.

“ I shall never forgive myself. Lady Delamere.

I have been strangely deceived. But what
shall we say, when sedition and sectarianism

may be found lurking in everything we read ? I

have heard this man quoted by those who ought
to have known better. What edition is it that

your Ladyship possesses ?” It was ascertained.

“ I knew it !—interpolated, I make no doubt, by
some seditious Scotch editor."

Even with this explanation. Smith was ig-

nominiously expelled from the library of the

Lady Blanche, and her theme committed to the

flames, and thus ended three weeks' study of
u Political Economy” by a great heiress. The
study of the British Constitution was deferred.

The Earl, having made one fatal error, could

not be certain of Blackstone himself. Besides,

Blackstone had writtenbefore the French Revolu-
tion, and things,though nominally the same, were
now, in reality, very different. It was, therefore,

resolved that the Lady Blanche should, save his-

tory, suspend all her more serious studies, and

betake herself to the “well of English unde-

filed/' as the Earl phrased it—to Shakspeare and
Milton, Dryden and Addison. The Earl re-

mained to dinner, and Mr Frederick Leighton

had the honour of being admitted to table, and
properly lectured.

“You comprehend the wishes of the Countess,

for Lady Blanche. The poets—down to Pope,

and no later—the dramatists as I shall select

them ; our best essayists ; with county histo-
ries, memoirs, and antiquities. This is my idea,
my Lady ; and, as a little indulgence,” continued
the graciously-smiling Peer, “ suppose we throw
in a romance or two—Richardson's or Scott’s.**

“ Quite my own idea,” responded the Countess.
“ And make good use of your time, my dear

young lady. My daughter Blande will be down
at Easter, and will not leave the county with-
out you ; so, by the middle of April—it is now
hard on February—you will require. Doctor, to
have your interesting pupil in proper training.
It is with you, sir, I believe. Lady Blanche reads
Italian ?” He turned to Leighton.

“ Lady Blanche has read a little Italian with
me,” replied Mr Fredrick Leighton ;

“ but that
beautiful language was one of her native, her
childhood's tongues. She has not learned—she
has merely recalled.”

“ I have a smack of all the tongues of Babel,**
said Blanche, laughing, “ save Irish, which
grandmamma has promised to let me over to her
fine place in Donegal, to catch, some day ; and a
touch of all national characters, which, I sup-
pose, is the cause of my prejudices being kept
in equilibrium.”

Leaving Dr Hayley to do the honours, the
aged Countess, considerably exhausted, sought
her comfortable fauteuil for her afternoon sleep,
and the Lady Blanche flew to her bonne. Her
colour was high ; for the palest rose tint seemed
as the deep rose hue in the usually marble cheeks
of Blanche. Her eyes glowed, her spirits were
elated. She communicated all her good fortune.
Her joke had told

;
perhaps one or the other of

her noble auditors might ponder some one of
Adam Smith's apophthegms, and Lord Fanfaron-
ade try to make independent provision for his
younger sons and daughters. The benevolent
Quakeress shook her sagacious head.

“ Oh, that hope-damping, Burleigh shake, ma
bonne !” cried Blanche, laughing. “ Think that
I have still three months of delicious spring be-
fore me, and nothing to do all day but drive my
pony-chaise, gather flowers with you, and read,
read, read poetry and romances, or, better still,

hear Fred read, read, read, and you talk to us
about it ! Will it not be delightful ! Najr, I
won't suffer that second shake. Thus I prevent
it.” And Blanche playfully placed her hands on
each 6ide of the neat lawn coif of her maternal
friend, until they almost touched it.

( To be continued.)

THE BELLEVUE STEAMBOAT.
Owe Monday last summer, two hours before noon,

We left Interlaken by steamboat for Thun

;

A rather large party : a gent, and his wife

;

A brace of yonng ladies, with sweet graces rife—
The eldest perfection in all points might claim—
If she is long unmarried, ’twill be a sad shame

;

A youth, with a fancy for scribbling and singing

;

A nice little lad, to discourse just beginning;

Two soubrettea; a Florentine courier too

;

Nine persons in all, besides strangers a few

;

Three Englishmen voyagers, baggage, and spouses $

One courier ; children, some sporting new blowses,

Some coated and cloaked as the fancy might lead ’em,

Some carrying books, but unwilling to read ’em.

On deck, a glass case, very carefully locked,

With cbamois-horn pins, ditto shirt buttons, stocked ;

Two old GalignantSy a Gazette du Rhin,

A carte <( avec Champagne et toutes sortes des vins ;”*

A vast lump of ice fresh from Grindelwald ;viewa

Of Hotel de Bellevue, for those who might choose

To spend their five francs for a franc’s worth, or lew
*Tis not one of our follies, we freely confess.

Le Capitaine, civil enough in his way,
Pointed out all the lions, nor asked us to pay,

Till we stepped from the boat, and were landed at noon.^
In time for the table d’hdte dinner at Thun, [Doouebxl
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The disclosures marie at the late meetings of

the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, areindeed

sstotmding. That the Corn-Laws were a great

andcrying evil, was well known; but for this fear-

ful revelation of the extent of the evil, the pub-
lic was altogether unprepared.
The taxes on food were known to be imposed,

not for the purpose of revenue, but for the main-
tenance of high rents—that is, to enable the

owners of land to plunder all the rest of the

community. They were known to make the price

of corn and butcher meat about twice as high in

the markets of Britain as in other markets.

The sum which these nefarious imposts directly

cost the people, it was known, had been estimated

st from twelve to thirty millions of pounds ster-

ling, and even higher, while not above one-fifth

of the enormous pillage ever reached the pockets
of the perpetrators and upholders of the robbery.

It was known that the food taxes kept the most
skilful and industrious artisans, and the capital

of the highest order of merchants and manufac-
tBrers in the world, comparatively unproductive
of their proper rewards. It was known that the

same infernal imposts kept down population in

this manufacturing country, by the operation, as

Malthas has it, “ of the various forms of misery,

or the fear of misery,” and, to an equal extent,

prevented happiness and indicted misery in other

countries, which should have sent us food in ex-

change for manufactures. It was farther known,
that these primary effects of the great robbery
had a tendency to foster the manufactures and
commerce of foreign countries, and even to send
British capital, skill, and machinery abroad, to

riTal what remained at home, and thus under-
mine the very foundations of our national pro-

sperity. But that these last consequences had
already ensued to a most alarming extent—that

we were already far on the road to ruin—was
little known or suspected, until the important

proceedings at Manchester carried surprise and
dismay over the length and breadth of the land.

The manufactures and trade of Britain, on which
so many millions of our countrymen depend for

subsistence, are threatened with something very

like ruin. Market after market is becoming
Aat against our commodities, and supplied with

borne manufactures, called into existence and
aintained by our Corn and Timber Laws ; in

the markets which are still open, we are beaten

bf these same forced rival manufactures ; and
fren in our home markets, there are instances

of our being actually undersold by foreigners,

ri» send us back our own raw material, wrought

*p, and, after having paid two duties, cheaper
than the same description of goods can be made
it home

!

The Report of the two Meetings of the Man-

* Report of two Meeting* of the Manchester Chamber
Commerce, on the subject of the Corn-Laws. 8vo, pp.

1M. Ridgways, London.
ia LXU.—VOL. VL

Chester Chamber of Commerce on the opera-

tion of the Corn-Laws on commerce, has been
printed as a pamphlet. It is a publication of the

deepest importance to every man and woman in

the kingdom, and should be read and pondered

by every person who can exercise even the small-

est influence on the course of conduct to be pur-

sued by the Government of this country. And
who is there that cannot exercise some influence

on the public men of his neighbourhood ? He
that hath ears to hear, and voice to utter sounds

of approval and disapproval, if he can do no

more, let him go to every meeting at which he
can have an opportunity of signifying his feel-

ings in regard to the taxes that have brought so

much evil on his country already, and threaten

it with an extent of misery appalling to contem-

plate. There is no time for trifling longer with

the Corn-Laws. This disclosure of their deadly

operation, in its full extent, must and will be

followed up by the most determined efforts to

remove them from the statute-book. We shall

do our part, by giving what publicity we can to

some of the more important facts stated by the

different speakers at the Manchester meeting.

On the 13th and 20th December, meetings of

the Manchester Chamber of Commerce were held

to consider the propriety of petitioning for a Re-
peal of the Corn-Laws. Nineteen of the twenty-

one Directors of the Chamber had signed the re-

quisition for the meeting, and the assemblage of

the members was the largest which has taken

place for the last eight years ; comprising men of

every political party, seven county magistrates,

the mayor, and eight aldermen of Manchester ;

and the most wealthy and intelligent manu-
facturers of the chief manufacturing city of the

world. This assembly of men, eminently pos-

sessed of every quality which entitles their state-

ments to the attention of the community, al-

though confessedly reluctant and “ slow to pro-

claim, at a public meeting of the Chamber, their

own adverse situation and gloomy prospects, and
thus advertise to the world the cheaper markets

of their rivals,” have at last been drawn to con-

fess that their industry is yielding to the

rivalry of foreign manufacturers ; whilst they de-

clare it to be their solemn conviction that this is

the commencement only of a state of things

which, unless corrected by a timely repeal of all

protective duties uponthe importation of corn and
other foreign articles of subsistence, must event-

ually transfer our manufacturing industry to

other and rival countries.” This ominous de-

claration sounds in our ears like Mene, Mene,
Tekel, Upharsin. But this solemn and impres-

sive warning cannot have been made in vain.

The nation will arouse itself, and throw off the

incubus that threatens its vital energies with

destruction.

Passing over the sensible speech of the Chair-

man, and the able and argumentative petition

I
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prepared by the Directors of the Chamber, we
come at once to the remarkable speech of Mr J.

B. Smith, one of the directors, and a county ma-
gistrate. Mr Smith commences with a concise

history of the Corn-Laws, which may be useful

as information to some of our readers, and as a
refresher to the memory of the better informed.
He did not hesitate to say that he could not approve of

any protective duty on corn ; and that, in his opinion,

the whole course of legislation on the subject had been
from beginning to end one of the most scandalous in-

stances of landowners legislating for their own benefit at

the expense of the people, that was to be found in the his-

tory of legislation in any country of the world. (Hear,
hear.) In the early history of corn-law legislation—at

the Revolution of 1688, when the country grew more corn
than could be consumed—the landowners passed an act

giving a bonnty of five shillings upon all com exported
to foreign countries ; thus enabling the foreigner to ob-
tain British wheat at a cheaper rate than the inhabitants
of this country themselves could purchase it at From
1740 to 1780

,
no less a sum than £1,615,000 was paid

in this way, out of the pockets of the English people, in

the shape of bounty, for the exclusive benefit of the corn-

law legislators; and when it was recollected that the

bounty system continued not for those ten only, but for

one hundred and twenty years, he would leave the meet-
ing to form an estimate of the amount that must have
been taken out of the pockets of the people during that

period for the benefit of the landowners. (Hear, hear.)

Mr Smith proceeded to trace the history of

prohibitory duties on corn from 1773 to the pass-

ing of the prohibitory laws of 1815.
By the law of 1773 the bounty duties were relinquished

and protective ones substituted. By that law the import-
ation of wheat was prohibited up to 48s., when it was
admitted at 6d. per quarter, duty. This was the most
favourable corn-law we ever had. From that time our
population and manufactures began rapidly to increase,

and enabled us to consume our com at home ; pro-

sperity smiled upon the country, prices rose, and the agri-

culturists in 1791 , taking advantage of that prosperity,

passed another law, by which the duty was raised from
6d. to 24s. 3d. per quarter. In 1804, prices having risen

in consequence of the war, they passed another law, by
which the duty of 24s. 3d. per quarter was imposed till

the average price reached 63s. Then came the law of

1815, the year after the peace, when prices began to fall,

for they had obtained during the war as much as 120s.
a quarter. Then the landlords passed a law prohibiting

foreign com till the average reached 80s. per quarter. In

those days our worthy president was an agitator, (hear,

hear,) and be remembered bearing an excellent speech

from him, declaiming against the injustice of that iniqui-

tous law. The excitement of that time had never been

equalled within his memory. Crowds ofpeople assembled
and beset the houses of parliament, which had to be

guarded by soldiers whilst the law was passed. That law
might be said to have been passed at the point of the

bayonet He believed that it was the only instance in

which a law was so carried in the British parliament,

and he hoped it might be the last (Hear, hear.) This
law, however, was found not to answer the purpose of
those for whom it was framed, and then came the Duke
of Wellington's law of 1828, by which, instead of pro-

hibiting corn till it was 80s., it was admitted on a
graduated scale of duties. This law was given as a great

boon, by which we were to have an importation of grain

at all times. Corn was admitted when the average price

reached 40s. at a duty of 46s. 8d. What an insulting

mockery 1 By the com laws of 1773 we were allowed to

import com when the average price reached 48s. on pay-
ment of fid. duty ; by the boon of 1828, we might im-
port it by paying 38s. 8d. 1—(Hear, hear.) In tact, up
to 60s. a quarter we still pay a duty of 2fis, 8d., and it

was not until the market price had attained to 70s. that

it was admitted as low as 10s. 8d« duty, and 73s. that

it was admitted at a duty of Is. This was the land-

owner's boon, and he would appeal to the meeting ifhe

was not justified when he said, that the British parlia-

ment had, under the forms of constitutional law, adopted

a system of legislation in reference to com, which no

despot had ever dared to attempt. (Hear, hear.)

To complete the account of the Corn-Laws,

we shall interrupt Mr Smith's speech, to quote

some remarks from that of Mr Richard Cobden,

the well-known “ Manchester Manufacturer.**

Mr Cobden will not allow “ that the Corn-Law

of 1827-8, under which the country now suffers,

was a relaxation of the one which was passed in

1815 ;** and maintains that

The law of 1827-8 is an aggravation of that of 1815.

In fact, it never was intended to be a relaxation, but was

passed with a full knowledge that it was a severer law

than the previous one. To understand this subject

clearly, it was necessary to refer to the very different

state of the currency in 1815 and 1828; at which later

period, it had undergone an appreciation of about twenty-

five per cent. That this point was very well understood

by the confederates—he might call them conspirators—

who passed the present law, was very evident to all who
read the proceedings in parliament of that time. Indeed,

the alteration in the currency was urged by the Chancel-

lor of the Exchequer, Mr Robinson, (who let the cat out

of the bag when hard pressed by Sir E. Knatchbull and

the fanatics of the agricultural party for a complete

monopoly,) as a reasou for passing the bill ; and Sir F.

Burdett, who was in favour of the high duty on corn,

consoled his party by telling them, that, wjiilst the cur-

rency law remained in force, they would not be worse

off by the change. An appeal to the duties at the

two periods fully justifies this opinion. In 1815,

com was admissible, duty free, at 80s. ; and, by the law
of 1828. it is admitted at a shilling duty, when the price

in the home market reaches 73s. Taking into account

the change that had taken place in the currency, by
which the sum of 80s. in 1815 had been made equivalent

to 60s. in 1828, the landlords actually raised the monopoly
some fifteen per cent higher by the change.

Allowing Mr Smith now to resume, he re-

marks, that
The effects of excluding foreign com had been to in*

dues foreign nations to impose heavy duties upon out
manufactures. We had disregarded their remonstrances
against our unjust exclusion of their produce in exchange
for ours, and we might now turn to look at the effect

of our selfish policy. In 1820 we exported to Russia,

13,203,857 yards of cotton cloth ; in 1837 our exports to*

that country were reduced to 847,022 yards only. (Hear,,
hear.) In 1820 we expoited to Prussia 5,442,535 yards
of cloth ; now we exported not a yard. (Loud cries oil

hear.) To Germany in 1820, we exported 47,658,283
yards ; in 1837 our exports to that country had fallen oil

to 38,581,533 yards. The effect of our prohibitory sys-

tem had been that, notwithstanding the great increase hi

the population of Europe since the peace, our exporta hi

Europe had actually fallen off, and were less by 20 pe
cent, in the last five years than during the first fiv

years of peace. Our exports to Northern Europe, b;

for the most populous, civilised, and wealthy portion «i

the globe, were less by £7,400,000, in the five years sine
1832, than during the first five years after the war.
was this all ; a more fearful state of things had arisen
THOSE COUNTRIES HAD BECOME MANUFAC
TURERS THEMSELVES, and we, instead 0/ 6ei«i
manufacturers of cotton goods for them, had become were
the spinners qf their pom, while our poor weavers we
reduced by it to a state of wretchedness and sufferi]
which admitted of no hope. To shew the truth of tki

last statement, he would call attention to our exports
cotton twist. In 1820 we exported to Russia 8,702,3.1

lbs, while last year the quantity exported amecixxted
23,910,019 lbs. To Germany and Prussia in 1820, i

exported 11,682,683 lbs. ; last year 36,109,100 iba.
the United Netherlands, in 1820, we exported 232,4
lbs. of cotton twist, while last year oar exports or t
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aftiek had rim to 17,457t232 lbs. (Hear, bear.) These

wm our exports to Northern Europe, and oor trade

vasturtonly going to destruction there, but we were

hat kmof oor ground in Southern Europe, where a si-

milar policy was being adopted to that pursued in tha

north, and we should find, that while in 1820 we exported

osnrist to Prance, in 1837 the exports amounted to

£4,025 lbs. In the aame manner our exports had in-

erased daring the aame period to Gibraltar, frpm 61,182
to 280.114 lbs.; to Malta and the Ionian Islands, from

10M64 lo 371,760 lba.; to Italy, from 1,291,261 to

9,116^938 lbs. ; to Turkey, from 542,093 to 4,047,671
Ik Total exports to South Europe in 1820, 2,003,000
Ik; list year, 14.172,708 lbs. (Hear, hear.)

Bat the exportation of raw material! was not confined

ts cotton alone ; labour was so much cheaper on the con-

facet, that, true as the needle to the pole, manufacturers
rat finding their way to the cheap food. In 1820 our
exporta of woollen yarn was only 3,924 lba., in 1836 it

tai 2,546,177 lbs. (Hear.) The same process was
going on with respect to linen yarn, and on examining
tk exports it would be found, that while in 1820 we ex-

ported not a pound, our exports in 1836 were 4,574,504
Ik The total export of cotton yarn in the same period

had increased from 23,032,525 to 105,106,529 lbs. ; and
ve ftmnd now that warps were sent abroad sized and
ireued ready to he put into the loom ; thus affording

nay facility for the most nnskilful workman to weave
tka into pieces. Mr fiazley had just mentioned to him
fotercn oops were sent out io casks ready to put on the

dwttk The effect of all this upon our labourers was to

deprive them of half their work—We exported more
eattsn yarn than would be sufficient to manufacture all

tk csttra goods we exported to all parts of the world;
aad if; instead ofexporting yam, we exported it mads up
iite goods, which we should do but for the corn-laws,
then would be employment for double the number of
hud-loom, and double the number of power-loom
wexTBi employed in this way at present. This was a
ost important consideration, and sufficiently accounted
hr the deplorable condition of our poor weavers. (Loud
erin of “ Hear, hear.”)

But our exportation of cotton yarn was only on *uf-
ftnmce : THE SPINNING OF OUR RIVALS
FAS RAPIDLY INCREASING. On looking at
tk consumption of cotton in foreign countries he fonnd,
thit while in 1808 the United States consumed only 100
holm of the raw material, in 1836 they had converted
into manufactures no leaa than 237,000 bales. (Hear.)
Pnnte, in 1832, consumed only 262,719 bales, whilst
is 1836 her consumption amounted to 353,005 bales ; and
dm were no leas than sixty cotton mills in course of
maian. In Austria also a rapid increase was taking
pluc in cotton manufactures, and in 1837 she had
06,000 spindles at work, and 100,000 more in prepara-
fos. Similar progress was making in Bohemia, the

Tyrol, Lombardy, Naples, and Salerno.

Do not these facts justify the declaration, that

several of the most important branches of our

aanufacturing industry, for the successful pro-

secution of which we had many advantages, are

yet, owing to these atrocious Corn-Laws, <f yield-

ing to the rivalry of foreign manufacturers/' and
Ktnally in the course of being “ transferred to

ether and rival countries?"

Mr Smith has not confined his investigations

to Uie trade of Manchester. We owe to him
•Iso an important account of the hardware man-
ufacture, the result of personal inquiries in

fcnningham and Wolverhampton.
The export of hardwares and cutlery from this country,

to 1824, was 12,285 tons ; and, in 1830, 16,275 torn
—hong an increase of 33 per cent; while what

most important was, that, in the same period,
de exportation of bar iron, pig iron, and castings,

increased from 34,591 tons to 106,467 tons—being
® aorta* of 300 per cent. The Sheffield people com-

plained that there was no increase in their export trade

;

and, in 1820, the export of unwnraght steel was 326
torn ; in 1634, it was 1,709 tons—an increase of 550 per

cent. With these vast exports of raw iron and un-
wrought ateel, added to the export of coals, the foreign

manufacturers were enabled to make articles at a cheaper

rate than in this country ; and it was important to

notice the great increase in the export of coals coincident

with the increase in that of raw iron and unwrought
ateel. In 1820, the export of coals was 158,672 tons; in

1835, 54(^338 tons. By these means the foreigner was
enabled to make and export cutlery at a less price than
ourselves. .....
A great number of articles which were formerly made

in Wolverhampton—such as scythes, sickles, coffee-mills,

pepper-mills, common knives, hinges, common locks,

and bolts, which were formerly exported to Germany—
could now be purchased so much cheaper in Germany,
that the merchants of Wolverhampton purchased in that

market, instead of manufacturing themselves, for re-

exportation to foreign countries. (Hear, hear.)

merchant of Birmingham said, that for years past they

had been constantly losing the sale of some article or

other which they had formerly supplied to foreign mar-
kets—that, in Constantinople, they were cut out of the

hardware market by the Russians; while, in Portugal

and Spain, the wares of Germany and Prance were sup-

planting those of England ; and, what was more extra-

ordinary, that the wares of those countries were im-
ported to supply oar own markets. Even the article of

Brummagem buttons, which one would think were
cheap enough, were imported from France; and, after

paying a duty, were sold for less in the London market
than they could be made for in Birmingham ; while the

article of gilded toys, which formerly gave employment
to numbers of persons, had ceased to be manufactured in

Birmingham, and were imported from France.

In relation to the hosiery trade, Mr Smith

mentions that,—

At Leicester, one of the largest manufacturers had told

him, that he had bought a quantity of foreign worsted

hosiery, at lower prices than he could make it, and that

the quantity of woollen yarns now exported was suffi-

cient to give employment to 10,000 stocking-makere

all the year round. This, of itself, was sufficient to ac-

count for the distress felt in the hosiery trade. In
Derby similar statements were made to him, and the

furniture trade was suffering from the importation of

foreign rosewood and mahogany goods, which were im-

ported and offered for sale by public auction. A gentle-

man in Manchester, indeed, had corroborated this state-

ment, and said that he knew honsee where such articles

were regularly sold in Manchester. America waa
exporting machinery to Russia, and a gentleman in

Birmingham said he had a relation in Rnssia who had
engaged himself to an American company who were

establishing cotton weaving and spinning manufactories

there, the machinery for which was supplied by the

United States. (Hear, hear.^ Another article, which

we were losing the supply of, was cotton hosiery ; for

not only was Saxony manufacturing as large a quantity

as ourselves, but while we exported only 430,000 dozen

pair, they exported 1,500,000 dozen pair per annum. The
Saxons supplied as much cotton hosiery to the United

States alone, as we did to all the world. He held in hla

hand a beautiful specimen of their manufacture of white

cotton gloves, which cost only 3s. 6d. per dozen at Ham-
burgh. He held in his hand also anotherspecimenofgloves

of foreign manufacture, and one of similar quality of the

manufacture of this country
;

but while the price

of the English goods was 6s. per dozen, those of

the Saxon manufacture were purchased at Hamburgh
for 3s. 2d. per dozen. He had before him another speci-

men of beautiful stockings of Saxon manufacture, which,

at Hamburgh, sold for 12s. 4{d. per dozen, while the

stockings of the same quality of English manufacture

which he held in his hand, could not he had for len at

Nottingham than 23s. per dozen. It was a lamentable

fact, that Saxon hosiery and gloves were now regularly
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imported and told in this country at lower prices than

they can he made here, and will, undoubtedly, shortly

entirely destroy this large branch of our manufactures.

(Loud cries of hear, hear.)

Well might Mr Smith exclaim

—

Could thete be a doubt of the pernicious effects of laws

which enabled the Saxons thus to undersellus in the manu-
factured article, the raw material forwhich they purchased

in the same market as ourselves (cheers,) and when it

was recollected that the yarn was spun in England, taken

there for the purpose of being converted into goods, which

were brought back again, after a land carriage of nearly

700 miles, and sold at the low rates he had already

uoted?

At the meeting of the Chamber, on the 20th

December, Mr Smith brought forward a number
of additional illustrations of the effects of the

Corn^Laws on our trade. He observed that

—

He had endeavoured to shew, at the meeting of last

week, that the greatest increase in our exports was in un-

manufactured goods, such as cotton twist, unwrought
iron, and steel ; that these articles were now sent abroad

in the raw state, and manufactured by the foreigner,

whereby the workman of this country was deprived of

the employment
(
he would otherwise have received by

converting them into manufactured goods. He would
now proceed to shew how this had affected different

branches of our trade. Last year (1837) the total value

of the exports of cotton manufactures was £20,000,000.
Of these goods, one-half consisted of cotton twist, the

value of which was only £6,000,000 ; whilst the value

of the manufactured goods was £13,000,000 ; and there-

fore by the export of yarn instead of manufactured goods,

wesustained a loss of £7,000,000 in labour and profit. Now
he would ask,, what would have been the condition of our

weavers and otherartisans, if these£7,000,000hadbeen left

here in the shape of wages among our working classes, in-

stead of going to remunerate the foreign labourer?

(Hear, hear.) He should be able to tell them the loss to

this country in the wages of the workman, in the export-

ation of the raw material instead of the manufactured

article, by some facts counected with thd exportation of

hardware. According to Mr Babbage, the labour ex-

pended on the manufacture of a quantity of bar iron

worth £1 into agricultural instruments, increased its

value to £3 : 5 : 7 * of the same quantity into musket-

barrels, £9: into swords, £16; saws, £14; files, £20;
razors, (cast steel,) £53 ; table knives, £35 ; needles, £70

;

pen-knives, £657 and buckles, £896. Now, only con-

ceive the immense value of the labour lost to this country

by being deprived of the manufacture of hardwares,

which was sufficient to account for the distress in Bir-

mingham, Wolverhampton, Sheffield, and elsewhere.

(Hear, hear.)

Let not gentlemen flatter themselves with the delusion

that we had little to fear at present—that, at all events,

the loss of our trade would be gradual. Let them take

warning from the facts which he had already laid before

them, and listen to the past. In the year 1834, the

Prussian league was established. In 1833, the year

previous to that time, our exports of velvets amounted to

8,162,000 yards; in 1837, only four years afterwards,

they had fallen to 4,638,000 yards. In 1833, our ex-

ports of cambrics and muslins was 12,754,000 yards;
while, in 1837, it amounted only to 6,193,900. In the

year 1833, our export of nankeens was 18,000,000
yards

;
in 1837, it had decreased to 355,000. (Loud

cries of hear, hear.”)

Although wo are aware of the risk of weaken-
ing, by superabundance of details, the effect of

the alarming evidence of the supplanting of

British trade by the progress of foreign manu-
factures, we cannot resist the desire to extract

more from this important speech of Mr Smith.
“ From various quarters,” he says, “ since last

week, he had received a large amount of inform-

ation.”

One gentleman had sent him a lot of patterns of

American prints, which he was desirous should be ex-

hibited to the members of the Chamber, in the same way

as the Saxon cotton hosiery ; but any gentleman could

see them after the meeting. A gentleman who bad been

in the United States three or four yean ago, and who

was complaining to one of his customers there that they

had sent him no orders for hosiery lately, was told—
t( Oh, we get it so much cheaper in Germany.” The

English merchant, supposing that the low price arose

from the market being overstocked at that time, and that

people could not sell goods at that price without being

rained, persuaded his American customer to give him an

order for £500 worth of English hosiery, and to order

that amount of Saxon hosiery at the same time. This

was executed ; and the reply to his inquiry as to the re-

sult was, that the English hosiery cost his American

friend 25 per cent, more than the Saxon. There were

gentlemen present in the Manchester trade, who had

been in the habit of selling largely to American bourns

;

and they told him that, since the revival of the demand

for America, many Americans had called on them to

purchase goods, and they had shewn to these Americans

various articles which they had been in the habit for-

merly of selling to them, and had received the reply, as

to one article—“ That article we now manufacture at

home.” As to another—'“ What is the price ?” u So

and so.” “ Oh, we can beat you at home.” “ What is

your price for this?” “So much.” “Oh, we can’t

afford to give it.” Such were the answers, in very

many instances, of the American buyers. He was in-

formed by one of the largest exporters in this town to

the American market, that all descriptions of low broad

cloth had now ceased to be exported from this country,

being manufactured in America. He knew that the

article of Negro clothing, in which he (Mr Smith) dealt

largely himself, when in business, was now manufactured

in the United States, and its export thither from this

country had almost entirely ceased. The Americans no

longer took our grey unbleached cloth, sheeting, shirt-

ings, and bed-ticks—no longer took our printed goods

under the value of twelve shillings, except blacks and

whites ;
what we now exported were all of finer quali-

ties than those, and they were every day getting of finer

quality, while the Americans were daily improving in

their manufacture of prints, as would be seen by the

specimens in his hand. In the low qualities of hardware

they manufactured many articles superior to the English,

and as cheap ; and we were losing that trade in conse-

quence, as to the lower qualities. They made also a low
fancy pantaloon stuff, not yet sufficient for their own
consumption, and hitherto that deficiency had been rap-

plied from this country ; but his informant stated, that

this year that article might be bought so much lower in

the German than in the English market, that all orders

for it this season had gone to Germany. The Americans

were beginning to manufacture kerseymeres for them-

selves, and what the same gentleman told him of the

decrease in our exports of this article seemed so prodi-

gious that he almost doubted the statement ; and when
he got home, he referred to such documents as he pos-

sessed, which were not the latest, but they convinced him
that the statement was correct He found, from the

tables of the Board of Trade, that in 1820 we exported

to America 13,217 pieces of kerseymeres; and in 1831,

only 3,500 pieces. Of flannels, we sent to the United

States, in 1820, 1,525,000 yards; but in 1831, only

104,000 yards. That article we had lost the sale of in

America. Such was the progress of cotton spinning in.

the United States, that hiB information led him to expect

that, in four or five years, they would be powerful rivals

to us in the exportation of cotton twist. (Hear, hear.)

It waB an object at which they were aiming; and he had
no doubt that they would accomplish it.

Other speakers corroborated the truth of Mr
Smith's dismal array of facts, proving the gra-
dual shutting out of our commerce from the
nearest, the best, and the old-accustomed mar-
kets, by the competition of foreign manufac-
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tores, which, bat for the infamous monopoly
possessed bythe British landowners, would never

hare existed, or never have obtained their pre-

sent efficiency, as rivals to the manufactures of

this country. Mr William Neild, calico-printer,

of the firm of Thomas Hoyle & Sons, said,

"that within seventeen or eighteen years,

printed calico was reduced 75 per cent, in

price, or from 100 to 25 per cent., from various

causes, the most powerful of which was compe-
tition.” Mr Richard Cobden “ had made the

tour of Germany, lately, and had given some
attention to the progress of manufactures in

those countries through which he had passed

and he “ corroborated generally what Mr Smith
had stated.” Mr W. Rawson, hosiery manu-
facturer, had been, from 1815 till 1820, engaged
in furnishing the Saxon market with cotton

hosiery, when his house was obliged to yield in

the battle of competition.
From 1820 to 1833, they had straggled on ; but, at

the Utter period, they had lost all the Sooth American
continent io every article of cotton hosiery made by the
Shod*. In fact, they coold not stand before Saxony a
•ingle moment after she had entered the field of com.
petition. In consequence of our long wools, they had
ut much interfered with the Leicester manufacture,
which consisted of worsted and woollen hosiery. But
Mr Smith, in his late visit to Leicester, was informed
that wonted and woollen yarns had been purchased there
hy the Saxons sufficient to employ 10,000 itocking-mak-
in ft* » year. He believed he could not be contradicted
when he asserted, in reference to our cotton hosiery, that
not an article in that line had been sold during the last
three yean, from one extremity of South America to the
•tor, at a loss of lees than thirty per cent. From 1834
Sanmy had, in this department, commanded every market
mthe world. If, as we had seen, they could beat us in our
pwn market, after paying the importation duty of twenty,
fire percent, it was evident we could not have the slightest
dance when we met them on common ground. After
what he had seen last week of Saxon manufacturers, and
comparing them with what they were in 1814, he felt
Bit a person awakening from a feverish dream. They
amid sell us goods of equal quality to ours, at little more
than half our price. He had given orders for a lot of
pods from their market, which he would have at the
proportion of 3s. 3d. to 6a., duty paid. They were a
bod of goods on which about eighty per cent, of the
whole value was expended in labour ; and it was cheap
hhoor, arising from the cheapness of food, that caused
thh, to ns, alarming difference in price. In the hosiery
tnd^ with which he was connected, this element operated
te a greater extent than in manyothers ; but he, aud others

thlt trade, were only a little in advance of the rest
® to toad to ruin. They might be compared to persons

in a valley in which an alarming flood was ris-

The inhabitants of the table lands around were
optical aa to the progress of the flood, so long as it did

J*
threaten immediately to invade their own dwellings.

Uoftnimately for them, they lived far in the valley ; but
* "told tell them who might think themselves secure,
tot the rising tide would soon reach them also. This
wowhdming tide of foreign competition would continue
fr dnnce so long as the cheap food of foreigners enabled
to® to work at half the money price of labour. It

be actually better for the manufacturers of Not.
^fban, engaged in foreign trade, to throw their ma-
cfaptry imp the Trent, than to employ it while they“owed wider their present disadvantages. But it
toured a great deal of moral courage to take such a
**Ms that. They were, however, only the advance
I®**, and the evil, if not determinedly met, would
Wily overwhelm them alL With all due deference to
to merchants of Manchester, he thought the thundering
" labouring wains, incessantly pushing through

their streets to convey the produce of their spindles to the
looms and workshops of the foreign manufacturer, seemed
as if destined to act as a continual monitor, not to be
misunderstood.

What man, of the least pretension to justice,

or even to discretion in pillaging, can refuse to
join worthy Mr Rawson in his concluding re-

mark ? “ After the astounding facts which had
been brought before them, to talk of anything
less than complete abolition [of the Corn-Laws,]
would be a mockery to the branch of manufac-
ture in which he was engaged, and a false

beacon of delusion to those in other branches,
who still indulge in a false confidence."

The idea of our being rivalled by foreign

manufacturers, has hitherto never produced
much alarm. We foolishly confided in our supe-
rior advantages—our numerous and admirably
trained manufacturing population ; our large

commercial marine ; our colonies ; our abundant
capital ; our excellent machinery ; and our
facilities of internal communication. But it is

now proved that we have no monopoly of these
requisites to a large and successful commerce.
The nations of the European Continent, and the
United States of America, have been digging
canals, constructing railroads, building ships,

importing and making machinery, and encou-
raging numerous skilful artisans from this coun-
try to lay the foundations of a manufacture of
such excellence as to be qualified to compete
successfully with even that of Britain. They
have, moreover, imitated us in placing the same
sort of protection around their rising manufac-
ture that we have bestowed on our agriculture.

They protect the home manufacturer against the
foreign, as we protect the home grower of com
against the foreign grower. This is only natu-
ral, and indeed has been forced upon them by
our refusing to supply them with our manufac-
tures on the onlyterms onwhich they can buyfrom
us—that is, taking their corn, &c. in payment.
How can we blame them ? How can we convince
them that they are wrong ? Such of them as have
no advantages for manufactures, and great ad-
vantages for producing corn, certainly are wrong.
But they see that we have become wealthy and
powerful by commerce. They see that we have
become great under a system of restriction ; and
attribute no small part of our greatness to what
has been our bane. It is in vain to preach free
trade to foreigners, while we ourselves practise
restriction. They will go on in their too suc-
cessful attempt to cultivate manufacture, at
least as long as we “ protect" our agriculture,

and refuse to take their raw produce for our
manufactured goods.

Let us see what some of those nations, who
ought to be our best customers, have already
done, in the way of attaining manufacturing fa-

cilities similar to ours. And, first, as to the
grand requisite of perfect machinery. We have
already quoted Mr Smith's information, that
America is not only making her own machines,
but exporting machines to Russia. Hear, next,

Mr Cobden state the results of his personal

observation in Germany.
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He would refer to a branch of industry that waa mak-
ing great progress, and which had struck him as one of

the most ominous signs he had witnessed. He alluded to

the great increase in the manufacture ofmachinery abroad,

under the auspices of English mechanics. Previous to

the time of passing the Corn-Law in 1828, the manufac-
turers and spinners of this country, anxious to share the

monopoly of the landholders in some shape, pressed for a
prohibition of the exportation of machinery, and it was
granted. The artisan, who had beeu previously inter-

dicted from emigrating, now demanded a law to enable

him to carry his labour to the best market, and this of

course was granted. And here we see the invariable

effects of trying to make selfishness harmonize with the

public good. The artisan left this country to teach the

foreign spinner how to organize his mill, and was then

sent home to reap the effects in a restricted market for

his industry. But now the demand arises for the makers
of machinery, and the same process was going on to in-

struct the foreigner in making spinning frames, that was
formerly done in spinning cotton. Whilst at Dresden,

he was shewn over a large machine-making establish-

ment, by an Englishman, who took him into a large

room filled with machinery for spinning fiax, with Gore
and Wesley's patent improvements—this, said he, was
brought out from England, at an expense of 35,000 dol-

lars, for models, and 1 am engaged to superintend the

copying it At Chemnitz, also in Saxony, he visited also

a large establishment, organized and conducted by Eng-
lish mechanics, for the manufacture of machinery. And
it happened, that on the very day he was there, the place

was decorated with evergreens and laurel branches, for

the purpose of doing honour to the King and Queen of

Saxony, who paid a visit to the premises. He found at

Prague, in Bohemia, an establishment belonging to an
Englishman, for making machinery for manufactures.

And at Vienna there were two of onr countrymen accom-

modated nndsr an imperial roof, carrying on a similar

trade. At Elberfield and Aix-la-Chapelle, he also found

large machine-making businesses carried on by English-

men. At Liege there is a similar concern, the largest in

the world, belonging to Mr Cockerell, who was born at

Hasiingden, in this county, and who employs nearly four

thousand hands. And at Zurich, he found the large

establishment of Mr Esher, with an Englishman at the

head of the foundry, and another at the head of the

forge, casting five tons of iron a-day brought from Eng-
land, into spindles, rollers, and wheels, for the spinners

and manufacturers of Austria, Saxony, or Bavaria. In

almost every large town there were English mechanics
instructing the natives to rival us. Now he contended,

that every one of those artisans was expatriated from
their native country by Act of the British Parliament.

They carried their labonr abroad, because our Corn-Law
trill not allow them to exchange the results of their in-

dustry for the corn and food of other countries.

The next witness to the progress of our foreign

rivals in the acquisition of first-rate machinery,

ahall be Mr R. H. Greg, a county magistrate,

and a partner of the firm of Samuel Greg &
Co., the most extensive spinners in the king-

dom, who consume, in their numerous establish-

ments, the hundredth part of all the cotton spun
in this country.

To add one or two facts to those mentioned by Mr
Smith and Mr Cobden, as to the rapidity with which
forsign manufacturers supply themselves with the means
of competition, be (Mr Greg) had had furnished to him,
In the beginning of last year, a list of orders for machin-
ery to the amount of £660,000 in the hands of Mr
Schlumberger, Mr Esher, and a very few others, all

foreign machine makers of Belgium, Switzerland, and
Germany* (Hear.) That was proceeding with very

great vigour, and it might readily he supposed that that

gap which yet remained to he filled up in the supply of

their own markets, would very rapidly he filled up. The
competition was already felt in our own market. His
(Mr Greg's) house had, last year, to break up 200 looms,

which formerly supplied an article for one of those mar.

kets. And this year they had broken up 200 looms

more, which supplied another article for another of those

markets. (Hear.)

Lastly, on the point of foreign machinery, Mr
Holland Hoole, of the firm of Lambert, Hoole, &
Jackson, extensive cotton-spinners and export

merchants, shall give his testimony. Mr Hoole

is a Conservative; but the question of corn

monopoly or free trade, is not one of Whig or

Tory, nor of Radical politics neither, if we may

credit what we heard only two days ago of a

soudisant Radical Member of Parliament. He

and this Conservative manufacturer take oppo-

site views on this trying subject.

Mr Hoole thought both petitions for the repeal of tbs

Corn-Laws [there were two under discussion] good

ones, and could sign either or both. .... He felt

strongly on the subject of the Corn-Laws, and not

without occasion ; for the welfare of the establish-

ment with which he was connected, the support of his

family, and the continuance of his business, all depended

upon the continuance or the repeal of the Corn-Laws.

(Hear.) Therefore, though differing from many present

upon political questions, he did not differ from them upon

this, which was not a political question. He had been

informed by a gentleman of respectability, that a gentle-

man, who transported himself to Belgium some yean

ago with his capital, and commenced the cotton business,

was over here a /ortnight ago, engaging hands and pur-

chasing machines, which he found no difficulty in doing;

and he said, “We," meaning foreign manufacturers,
(i have nothing to fear except an alteration in your Corn-

Laws. (Hear, hear.) If you'll let them alone for ten

years to come, we can do without you, we can then set

yon at defiance.” (Hear, bear.)

Our rivals, it is plain, do not want for ma-

chinery. Will they have to struggle with de-

fective internal communications? Hear Mr
Alderman Cobden as to the progress of railroads

in Germany, under the encouragement of the

German league.

The extent to which that vast league was operating to

our injury might he judged of, from the fact, that it com-

prised 26,000,000 of the most intelligent and the richest

people of the continent, containing four monarchies with

their capitals, and a score of minor independent sove-

reignties, each having a nucleus in its capital for the con-

sumption of luxuries and articles of considerable cost in

the fabrication ; so that we must see the extent to which

we were injured, and to what extent that league was

calculated to foster the industry of a state like Saxooy,

whose manufactures now, instead of being confined to

the consumption of two millions and a-half of people,

had the whole range of a country comprising twenty-six

millions. This was a most important element in the

competition we must now expect from Germany. Those

who were now manufacturing in Berlin, Leipsic, or any

any other part of the country, would have access to the

whole of the markets of Germany. But the league not

only stimulated them, but had security to give to them.

(Hear, hear.) Hence a feeling of confidence had sprung

up; they had overrun the country with railroads;

joint-stock banks were established ; and this confidence

was bo great as even to sustain paper money. All

those evidences of security and confidence were mainly

the growth of that commercial league, and all that

security and confidence would become elements in a

powerful competition with ourselves, since we had

hitherto, of all nations, alone possessed and enjoyed

this confidence and security. The Dresden and Leipsic

Railroad Company had permission to issue 500,000

dollars in paper, one of which notes he held in his hand.

These were absorbed and circulated immediately, pay-

able as they were on demand, though (ae one of tbs

Intelligent directors had told him) five yean ago, not
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QBtdailir of those notes would bore kept in circulation.

(Hesr.) Sorely some reference should be made, in our

petition, to the great progress making in internal im-

ptvmsaats abroad—as ordinary roads, railroads, and
thou other improvements of which we had hitherto had

the monopoly in Burope. We had this no longer; rail-

mto were being constructed 'in almost every part of the

mtneot, and Belgium was more completely intersected

with railroads than any other country in the world.

They wen now constructing in Prussia a line of rail-

road to ran through the empire : in Saxony they had
aoriy finished one from Dresden to Leipsic, and that

fromMagdeburg to Leipsic was in a forward state ; so that

probably by the end of next year, we should be able to

(o by steam from Hall direct to Leipsic. This commu-
nication gave to the stocking manufacturer of Chemnitz
aa quality, at least, with our Nottingham manufac-
turers Russia, and even Switzerland, were busily en-

Pftf in constructing railroads
; and this ought to be

referred to in the petition, as one reason why we could

sot afford to be left in our present adverse position in

point of food.

It is superfluous to speak of the railroads,

canals, navigable rivers, and inland seas of the

United States—they are well known to be of

the most stupendous magnitude. If any of our

readers wish particular information on this sub-

ject, let them consult the recent publication of

Mr David Stevenson, Civil Engineer, and learn

to what degree our best customer among the

nations at present, but also our most formidable

rival in trade, possesses the elements of com-
mercial greatness.

It were unnecessary to adduce any testimony

to the generally admitted fact, that skilful arti-

sans from this country have been drawn to our
foreign rivals, and are busily employed in making
machines, and teaching the native populations

bow to use them. Equally superfluous would it

be to insist on the natural tendency of capital

to leave the countries where it is unproductive,
for those where it can be profitably employed.
Masters will go abroad as well as the men,
machinery, and capital, unless the food mono-
poly be speedily abolished. The forbidding

projects of manufacturers in this country, Mr
Greg, the great mill-owner already quoted,

tells us,
" had been acting on his mind and the

miotU of his partners so powerfully, that, some
tune ago, they had made a determination to have
no increase in their establishments in this

country, but to look abroad." Mr Greg's

bouse, it will be recollected, had even broken
op two hundred looms in each of the years, 1837

»d 1838. He and his partners, he adds, “ had
been on the point, more than once, and should
be again, of forming establishments out of this

country; in Germany, and, probably, in America.
Suck were their convictions, that they intended
to act upon them in this way.—Then came the
question—If this was the state of things, what
could be done ? How could we retrace our steps,

ud extricate ourselves from this difficulty and
longer ? He was certainly almost hopeless, re-

specting our capability of extricating ourselves

;

but, his strongconviction was, that the onlychance
of escape lay in the repeal of the Corn-Laws." Of
shipping our rivals suffer under no deficiency.

Most of them have food at half our prices

;

and, consequently, cheaper labour. And they

have protecting duties on their manufactures, to

complete our expulsion from their markets. A
glance at the nature of some of their protecting

regulations may be instructive. Would that

we could make every British landowner read the

direct effects of his monopoly of the supply of

food to his manufacturing countrymen !

It was well observed by the president, that the

manufactures of America had their origin in the

British restrictions on the importation of corn.

In consequence of onr engaging in war with America,

she was thrown upon her own resources ; manufactures

were established ; they received legislative protection

;

then came high duties ; and the manufacturing interest

of America had reached the high pitch it had now
attained, in consequence of the hostilities between the two

countries. On one occasion a proposition was made by

the President of the United States to abandon their sys-

tem of prohibitive duties, and to adopt one of moderate

duties (having reference only to finance, and not to the

protection of manufactures), provided we would adopt a
similar course with respect to grain. We refused, and

adhered to our prohibition with respect to American

floor ; and America maintained her position with respect

to onr manufactures.

On the same point, Mr Smith remarks

—

We had the best evidence that our Corn-Lawb had

been the means of establishing the manufactures in

America. The British Minister at Washington, Mr
Addington, in reference to the tariff, wrote to Mr Can-

ning as follows

I

have only to add, that had no

restrictions on the importation of foreign corn existed

in Great Britain, the tariff would never have passed

through either House of Congress ;
since the agricultural

states, and especially Pennsylvania, would have been

opposed to its enactment*

The recent German league was alluded to by

several of the speakers ; and certainly it deserves

the most serious attention of those who have the

destinies of this great commercial nation at their

disposal. Some of the effects of that league have

been already quoted (page 122) from Mr Smith.

Inanother place he remarks— 1“The Prussian am-

bassador had frequently remonstrated against the

exclusion of their corn and timber ; but had our

ministers ever had the courage to mention this

when complaints were made in Parliament of the

Russian-German league ?"

We now quote from the president's opening

speech :

—

The merchants and manufacturers of this town were

suffering at this moment from the German league ; which

was a system similar in kind, though not equal in de-

gree, to that by which our importation of corn was go-

verned. They sought to protect, by high duties, their

home manufactures, in the way we seek to protect by
high duties our growth of corn at home.

Mr J. C. Dyer, the eminent machine-maker

and patentee, chairman of Mr Poulett Thomson's

first election committee, said, in relation to the

same subject

—

The outlets of the Rhine and Bibs ought to bring

us timber, corn, and cattle, and every article of food,

as well as wines and a few straggling articles of mer-

chandise. We ought not to complain of the German
league, when their artisans ate food at half the price that

ours paid for it.

Mr Cobden's ideas on the subject of the league,

from his recent German tour, must be worthy

of particular attention.

There was a question, he remarked, which hadraise

glanced at, and which was very much misundqt too
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which ought to he referred to—he meant the great com-
mercial league in Germany, upon which our national pre-

judices and pugnacity had been very much invoked, but
upon which those who had the guidance of public opinion

had studiously avoided the truth. That great league, so

far as regarded its own people, was a benign measure : it

was calculated to unite the German family in one bond
by the establishment of a common tariff, and ultimately

one common standard of weights and measures, and one
system of money. (Hear, hear.) It was a union formed
fbr the first time in the annals of the world, without a
political bond. (Hear.) It was not an alliance of princes

for their own purposes of aggrandizement, involving the

disputes of legitimacy—not a mere parchment treaty ofdi-

plomatists, that might be torn in pieces any moment, as

thousands had been before—but a bond of union, a com-
mercial confederacy, a partnership entered into between
the German people, for the purpose of facilitating their

trade ; allowing travellers to pass the frontiers into every
country from Belgium to Russia, from the Tyrol to the

Baltic, without let or hindrance, without being stopped at

barriers in the shape of custom-houses, in the interior, as

was formerly the case, three or four times a-day. But
we were told by those who guide public opinion, that the

German league was formed as a hostile measure towards
England, forsooth ; that the Prussian cabinet had no other

object in it than to annoy and harass us. It was thus

that our bristles were set up, and we were sent abroad
with our nationality misdirected, to fight against Rus-
sians, Prussians, or against any people or principle in the

world, so that it only diverted us from the real cause of
all our mischiefs—the landlord’s corn-laws. (Applause.)

That German league had for its object the settling of one
uniform tariff for the whole country ; but that was not to

be fixed for a perpetuity. Every three years a congress

of the leagued states met together, and arranged the com-
mercial terms of that tariff for the next three years.

When travelling lately within the pale of that league, he
made it his business to inquire minutely into its opera-

tion ; he procured semi-official introductions, with a view
of ascertaining the truth ; and it was his firm conviction,

from what he heard every individual say with whom he
conversed, even including the Saxon manufacturer,
throughout Prussia, Saxony, Wirtemburg, and Bavaria,

that it was in our power at any time to effect a reduction

in the duties upon our manufactures. All intelligent

men concurred in saying—“ Repeal your corn-law, and
we will remove the duty on your goods.” He would
give in his own words the saying of a person of great in-

telligence in Prussia, upon this subject,

—

u If you will

send ms,” said he, “ a commercial agent, to represent a
commercial people, and competent to agree to take in ex-

change for your manufactures our products, we shall have
no difficulty in arranging an extensive trade together;

but whilst you send us an agriculturist to represent an
agricultural people, we cannot hope to deal with you, for

we are agriculturists ourselves.” (Hear, hear.)

In a subsequent speech, while animadvertingon
the conduct of Mr Poulett Thomson, Mr Cobden
confirms what Mr Smith had said as to the re-

monstrances of the Prussian ambassador to our
Government. Whilst in Berlin, Mr Cobden was
told that the Prussian embassy in London had
again and again told our Cabinet that our Corn-
Law was the sole obstacle to the arrangement
of a commercial treaty between the two nations.

He would read an extract from a letter he had just

received from a gentleman at Berlin, whose intelligence

and means of access to the first sources of information,

disposed him to place implicit confidence in his autho-
rity u—iu I have spoken,” says the writer, to one or two
leading men in the finance bureau, and the result of our
conversation has been, that, in their opinion, if we choose
to alter our Corn-Law in England, and to admit the

qpm of Prussia at a fixed duty, there can beno doubt that

thessia would reduce the duties on British manufactures
comp/ one-half; and, of course, this would apply to

(Mr thole Union, and to a population of twenty-six

millions. This contains an indirect answer to your
question, and shews that our Corn-Laws originally led

to the legislative enactments of Prussia, and, through her

influence, to a system of retaliation through the whole of

the North of Germany. One official man told me, that

he knew the Prussian ministers in London had repeatedly
told Mr P. Thomson that your Corn-Law was the

stumbling block to a trade between the countries.** (Hear,
hear.)

It may now be proper to inquire what has

been the effect of all this insane conduct on the

part of the British Government—this fostering

of the manufactures and trade of foreign coun-

tries at the expense of so much suffering to our

own. What progress have these foreign manu-
factures been making ? It was known that they
were increasing ; but the rapidity of the increase

will excite some surprise, and no little alarm

—

especially when coupled with the remarkable
decline of our own trade in what used to be some
of our best markets. We quote from Mr Greg,
as to American trade.

The exports of their own manufactured cloth from the

port of New York alone were, in 1823, 1700 bags; in

1825, 1600; in 1827,2500; in 1828, 1900; in 1829,
2800 ; in 1830, 5300 ; in 1831, 3000 ; in 1833, 13,000 ;

and in that pan of 1834, ofwhich he had a return, 10,000
bags, valued at two millions of dollars. In 1835, the ex-

port was valued at 2,856,000 dollars. He had no re-

turns for the last two years ; but he knew that, in the

eighteen months including half of 1836 and the year

1837, the Americans had exported 20,000 bales of their

own manufactured cloth round the Cape of Good Hope,
and 16,000 bales of cloth to South America. (Hear,
hear.) As to the profits on these articles, it was some-
times said that the Americans could not compete with ns
in plain cloths, but must sell without profit. A gentle-
man, who had established a mill at Lowell, and who was
formerly well known to some gentlemen here, stated that
he had cleared there, in great part by these exports,

£200,000 ; and gentlemen might be sure the Americans
would not export at the rate stated, if they did not get a
profit by it. The same gentleman, who was the owner
of the mills at Lowell, said to him, (Mr Greg,) “
have pushed these low domestics beyond the mark, ai
now we are turning our attention to spinning lo
numbers of twist fbr the German market.” (Hear, heai
These were facts which, for some time past, had filled hi
(Mr Greg) with alarm ; but what most alarmed him w
this—that our own manufacturers and merchants—the
who ought to know better—who knew or ought to ha
known these facts—were not only ignorant of, but i

terly incredulous as to theqp facts. That was the mot
alarming feature of our case.

We have seen (supra, page 119) that the Saxon
hosiery and gloves were not only supplanting our
articles in common markets, but actually meeting
us in our own, under the most disadvantageous
circumstances to the Saxons, excepting the com-
parative cheapness of food and labour in their
own country. Farther examples of the prosperity
of foreign, and the depression of British, manufac-
tures, would be needless. Let us next advert to
what Mr Smith justly styles the alarming fact,

that, while the exports of this country were
nearly stationary, the exports of foreign coun-
tries were greatly on the increase.

He had before him a table of the declared value of the
exporta in the years 1815 and 1836, of three different

countries. He would begin with our own first: the exports
of Great Britain, iu 1815, amounted to £51,603,029; in
1836, to £53,368,571. The exports of the United States
of America, in 1815, amounted to 28,500,000 dollars ; in
1836, to 66,500,000 dollars ; an increase of more than
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590 per cent (Load cries of « hear.*’) The exports of
France, in 1815, were 23,750,000 francs ; in 1836 they

hii risiQ to 74,000,000 francs ; nearly 400 per cent.

!

So that while our exports had increased only four per

caet, those of France had risen to nearly 400 per cent,

m the same period. (Loud cries of « Hear, hear.’*) He
weoU repeat, that these were alarming facts ; and the

ncnue in the manufacture of different articles in other

(•aatries was also rapidly progressing. He happened to

hare in his hand a return of the increase of Russian

Bumfactnree from 1821 to 1831, a period of nine years.

In that period the cotton manufactures of Russia had
increased 230 per cent. ; silk had increased 25 per cent.

;

woollen had increased 30 per cent. ; flax and hemp had
increswd 45 per cent. ; tobacco and snuff had increased

loO per cent. ; and the manufacture of soap 131 per
cal (Hear.)

Mr Smith’s comments on these alarming facts

are worthy of the deepest attention :

—

Some gentlemen expressed bat little alarm at the dan-
ger of losing our manufacturing superiority, and con-

gratulated themselves that the country was not ruined

jet It might be that thoee who were engaged in the

•pinning of cotton twist were doing well. (“ No, no,

do.*) He saw that gentlemen dissented. The makers of

aw iron and steel he understood were well employed,

bat those who were engaged in the fabrication of these

Materials into articles were complaining of the hardness

of trade. (Hear, hear. ) Now, when he had occasionally

met some of the directors of the Chamber, they had
affected surprise, that, notwithstanding the loss of por-

tions of our trade, we should have flourished so long, ex-

hibited such signs of wealth, and asked how could it be

acooonted for? It might be accouuted for, he would
reply, by the fact, that it was difficult to ruin a country
like this all at once, abounding in wealth and natural

nouM. (Hear.) But were gentlemen insensible to

the handwriting cm the wall ? (Loud cries of “ Hear,
bear.”) Might not what had been raised by the superior

•kill and industry of oar countrymen be destroyed by bad
legislation? (Hear, hear.) We had attained our pre-

teat position chiefly by the enormous increase of our
productive power, by our steam and machinery, at a time
when other countries had not turned attention to its em-
ployment. This bad enormously increased our wealth.

But who derived the benefit of this ? Had the working
dames? (Hear, hear.) No; because they had been
giving constantly a greater quantity of manufactures for

the mme or a less quantity of food, and because it had
Wen exchanged, not for the food which they consumed,
but for luxuries for the rich—(hear)—or for raw mater-
ials, or for blocks of wood, as Mr Dyer had justly said,

fa anything but what the people could eat. (Hear.)
The increase of our productive power might be inferred

from the fact, that in 1815 our steam power was equal
to 30,000,000 of labourers, while at present it was equal
to 000,000,000. (Hear, hear.) That it was this that
had enabled us to sustain the enormous burthen of taxa-
tion, and aa Urge a burthen in the shape of Corn-Laws,
wider which we groaned, there could be no doubt. But
whenever the time arrived that our competitors should
Vain to that point in mechanical power possessed by this

country, then was the time that Britain's sun would set.

(Uud cries of “ Hear, hear.”)

Em the landowner, who looked beyond the receipt of
next year's rent, must see that the destruction of the

aanfactores of this country was the inevitable deatruc-

tisnef himstlf. (Hear.) What must be the result of
fcrtroying our manufactures, but to throw the greatest

fart of the people out of work, and reduce them to a
**te of pauperism ? How were they to be supported
*Wn manufactures no longer exist, but by the land ?

And what, then, will be the value of the Undowners*
otata, which the starving people will eat up like

beasts, and even find these insufficient to save them
from misery and destitution ? (Hear, bear, and cheers.)

Mr Cobden is not less solemn in his warning :

—

He quitted the continent at Antwerp for England, and
to weald tell them what were his feelings after walking

through the deserted Exchange of that once famous em-
porium, and looking at its almost deserted harbours, in

which by the way he observed American, not English

vessels, which had been the bearers of the coffee and sugar

of Cuba. Whilst looking at these evidences of departed

greatness, and reflecting npon the cause of the decay of

Antwerp, of the atrocities of the Spanish general Alva,

who banished the skilful weaver and the capitalist of

Belgium to foreign countries, he felt a conviction, which
he still ’was sorry to entertain, that the rulers of this

country were pursuing precisely the same policy as the

Spanish governor in Belgium, or Louis XIV., by the re-

vocation of his edict of Nantes—that our aristocracy was
playing over again the same part in a different character

—and unless prevented by the efforts of the suffering peo-

ple, it would end as in Belgium, in the ruin of the

empire. (Loud cheers.)

The suffering people will prevent such a con.

summation. It is impossible that the food mo-
nopoly can be longer upheld. The failure of

last harvest, with its consequent.high prices, and
the speeches we have quoted, are exciting a

spirit of resolute hostility to the monopoly,

which nothing short of its total abolition will

satisfy. The men who have struck so forcibly

against the Corn Laws, will follow up their

blows. They are evidently in earnest. These
are not " flash" speeches, from which we have

extracted so largely. They are not interlarded

with scraps of English poetry, nor quotations

from Virgil, like the orations of the grown school-

boys in the House of Commons. The able peti-

tion drawn up by the Directors of the Chamber,
and enforced by them and the Chairman at the

two meetings, was unceremoniously thrust aside,

on account of its dealing with the monster mono-
poly too gently, to make way for one by Mr
Cobden, more expressive of the feelings of the

Chamber. The same champions of commercial

freedom have established a museum for the ex-

hibition of articles of foreign manufacture, sideby
side with English manufactures of similar quali-

ties, with the prices of each affixed; thus appeal-

ing to the eyes as well as the ears of the public.

They have engaged a secretary with a liberal sal-

ary, to correspond with other places, and unite

the whole mercantile community of England and
Scotland in a general movement against the food

monopoly. Above all, they have subscribed liber-

ally towards the expense of the proceedings they

have resolved on, including the obtaining a

hearing at the bar of the House of Commons.
In every respect, the leaders seem worthy of the

cause. We have no doubt whatever of their

success. Already the country has responded to

their call. Meetings have been held in Leeds,

Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, London, Liver-

pool, See., at all of which the total and immediate

abolition of the monopoly was demanded, and
everything like moderation or compromise in

dealing with so pressing a .question, denounced

as culpable weakness.

The example of the men of Manchester should

be followed everywhere, even in the little towns

and villages. Meetings should be held, and strong

resolutions passed, in favour of immediate and
total abolition of all the food taxes. No place,

where men know their grievances and dare raise

their voices against them, should be thought too
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small to take part in this grand movement in

favour of commercial freedom.

If any man can yet doubt whetherwhat iscalled
“ a moderate fixed duty** might not be tolerated,

we beseech him to recollect that a duty ofeven Is.

a quarter, imposes a tax on the community of no

less than £2,600,000. By “ a moderate fixed

duty/' some mean 10s. a quarter ; some, 6s. or

7s.; and some 5s. a quarter. A duty of 10s.

would tax the community to the extent of

£26,000,000, a sum nearly equal to the inter-

est of the National Debt, and in favour of

that class by whom chiefly that stupendous debt

was brought upon the nation. A duty of 5s.

per quarter would rob the public of £13,000,000.

After being plundered by the landowners since

1815 to a vast extent, are we now, instead of

obtaining restitution of any portion of the plun-

der, to be robbed of £13,000,000 annually still,

by a 5s. duty, because those who have been so

long accustomed to prey on us, may find it in-

convenient to live on their own means alone ?

He is a crawling slave who would longer submit

to the smallest remnant of this robbery by Act
of Parliament. Would the working men, on
whom the burden chiefly falls, permit the food-

tax to continue a single month, if they had the

elective franchise ? Assuredly not. And shall

those to whom the franchise has been entrusted

for the good of all, do the working men so

great a wrong as to continue this grievous

burden on them ? It has been maintained

that the working-man is deprived of one-third

of his small income by the operation of taxes in

the imposition of which he has no voice. This

opinion has been held by Mr Hume, and by Sir

E. Lytton Bulwer. (See “ England and the

English,” voL I., p. 187.) Other authorities have

attributed to the food monopoly alone a robbery

of the working-man, to the extent of one-fourth

of his earnings. The calculation is, that the

food-tax raises the price of bread, or the sub-

stitutes for bread, to double its natural price ,*

and that, of the working-man's wages, one-half

is expended on food for himself and his family.

If this be true, how guilty are they, in the sight

of God and man, who lay this heavy burden on
the poor man—a burden, be it observed, which

falls moderately, in comparison, on the middle

classes, and very lightly on the rich, of whose
expenditure only a small portion goes for food

!

It must not be forgotten that the landowners

have a “ protection” against the foreign grower,

independently of any duty, in the whole charges

of freight, insurance, damage in transport, ware-

house rent, and profit to the importer ; amount-
ing, according to the common notion, to 10s. per

quarter, or £13,000,000 sterling. Their claim

to even that protection is questionable. At
least the sum that they realize in this way, by
the mere increase of population, without any

merit or cost of their own, is a peculiarly proper

subject for taxation.

But it is commonly urged as a plea in favour

of the landowners being protected by a duty

of about 6s. or 7s. a quarter, that they are

already taxed above their fair proportion. They
unfairly taxed ! They who have made all the

laws, and imposed all the taxes ! The idea is as

ridiculous as untrue. If they are unfairly taxed,

let them shew it, and claim, not a tax on the com-

munity to enable themselves to pay a dispropor-

tionate share of taxation, but relief by an equal-

isation of burdens. We maintain, however, and

can prove it, that the landowners pay less, much
less, than their fair share of the burdens of the

State.

But should not the food-tax be reduced

gradually ? No. It should be abolished at once.

The effect on prices will be gradual notwith-

standing. Corn will not be grown for us in suf-

ficent quantities for several years after the abo-

lition of our Corn-laws. The best judges of the

subject declare, that there is little reason to fear

much land being thrown out of tillage. Our own
belief is, that a great stimulus would be given to

English agriculture, by the abolition of “ protec-

tion,” the never failing cause of slovenly manage-
ment. Competition, and not protection, has

been the grand source of improvement. Ac-
cording to Mr M'Culloch*

—

te A great future

increase may reasonably be looked for, in the

imports from Ireland. But, independently alto-

gether of this, there is still very great room
for improvement in Great Britain. We believe,

it may be safely affirmed, that were the whole
island as well cultivated as East-Lothian, Ber-
wickshire, Northumberland, Lincoln, and Nor-
folk, its produce would be at least doubled.”

This is cheering information ; for it shews, that

there is no fear of many of the agricultural la-

bourers being thrown out of employment, but,

on the contrary, a prospect of their number be-

ing greatly increased, whenever the stimulus of

foreign competition shall incite the British farmer

to improved cultivation. For the farmer him-
self we have no fear : he will be in a much bet-

ter position without the Corn-Laws, than he
has ever been with them. Besides, only tenants

under lease are liable to be affected by altera-

tion of the present system ; and forthem provision

can be made by a clause, converting their money
rent into a grain one. Many such leases exist

already. If the circumstances of either land-

lord or tenant are to be altered materially by
abolition of the monopoly, it is for the interest

of both that the period of transition from
the one state to the other should not be pro-

longed ; but that they should know as early as
possible, what their new situation is to be,

and accommodate themselves to it. A gradual

change, if it be for the worse, is more painful,

more destructive of a man's energies, than a
sudden loss. But we are far from thinking

that abolition of the monopoly will entail much
loss on any class of agriculturists, except, per-
haps, landowners whose estates are not their

own. In the event of a fall of rents, the land-

owner might be made liable to those relations

who have provisions secured in his estate, only in
• Smith's Wealth of Nations, M’Culloch’s Edition,

8to, p. 62L|
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i sum corresponding to the reduced rent. But
for the case of the landlord whose estate is mort-

gaged, we fear nothing could be done. Any in-

terference of the Legislature between debtor

and creditor would be highly objectionable. A
man who has incurred debt has put himself into

a false position, and cannot be saved from the

consequences. Those landowners who are not

in debt will benefit by the abolition of the Corn-

Laws. Their rents will be better paid than now,
and, if somewhat less in nominal amount, will

exchange for at least an equal amount of the

necessaries and luxuries of life. But it is not

on account of its harmlessness that the abolition

of the landlords’ monopoly must be called for.

The abolition, the total and immediate aboli-

tion, is demanded as an act of justice, and as a

measure of proved necessity.

HYMN.

BY EBENEZER ELLIOTT.

JTtrtsx of the Pilgrim Sires, who sought.

Beyond the Atlantic foam,

For fearless truth and honest thought,

A refuge and a home !

Who would not be of them or thee

A not unworthy son,

That hears, amid the chain'd or free,

The name of Washington ?

Cradle of Shakspeare, Milton, Knox

!

King-shaming Cromwell's throne !

Home of the Russells, Watts, and Lockes 1

Earth's greatest are thine own

:

And shall thy children forge base chains

For meat that would be free ?

No! by thy Elliots, Hampdens, Vanes,
Ptms, Sidneys, yet to be

!

Xo!_for the blood which kings have gorged
Hath made their victims wise,

While every lie that Fraud hath forged

Veils wisdom from his eyes

:

Bat time shall change the despot's mood

;

And Mind is mightiest then,

When turning evil into good,

And monsters into men.

If round the soul the chains are bound
That hold the world in thrall

—

If tyrants laugh when men are found

In brutal fray to fall

—

Lord I let not Britain arm her hands,

"

Her sister states to ban

;

Bnt bless through her all other lands.

Thy family of Man.

For freedom if thy Hampden fought

;

For peace if Falkland fell

;

For peace and lore if Bentham wrote,

And Bubns sang wildly well

—

Let knowledge, strongest of the strong,

Bid hate and discord cease

;

Be this the burden of her song

—

u Love, Liberty, and Peace !*'

Then, Father, will the nations all,

As with the sound of seas,

In universal festival,

Sing words of joy, like these

Let each love all, and all be free,

Receiving as they give :

Lord !—Jesus died for Love and Thee

!

So let thy children live

!

THE DAY-DREAMER.

A REVERIE.

A xht delightful occupation is that of build-

««tles in the air !—how noiseless-swift glides
ta* over heads so engaged ! Not the poppy's
Nack juice, nor the generous blood of the grape,
ptldi so fine a madness

;
pleasant while it lasts,

kwuleas when gone. What is there in life
vkidi ean equalize its conditions, soften its hard-
(bipt, and charm away its cares, like this ima-
ftative faculty ? Who so happy as the Day-
Dimmer?

1* he poor and of no account among bis fel-

kt-men? He is lord of all—king or kaiser, if

b pleases, in his own dream-world.
Has he no discernible tenement or messuage

tat ke can call his own, in any town or county ?

^taaUy not. Yet doth he retire at will to
1 •bis air-castle, seated in fair-visioned pleas-

***, with clear lake and hanging woods-—the
****•{ rich nebulous domains, well stocked

(use, and yielding a princely revenue.
Is hit housekeeping cold—his servants few or

***? Granted. Neverthlesa, be supports an
*tahliahment consistent with his air-

; sad lives splendidly, and gathers around

his table the great, and the wise, and the witty

;

himself ever being (O rare privilege !)
the

greatest, and the wisest, and the wittiest in the

company.

Is he an ambitious man, checked and kept

under by narrow circumstances? Very likely.

Therefore, in his cloud-dominions, he builds for

his friends and rivals as well as for himself ; and

rewards or takes revenge by appointing them
splendid lodgings or mean ; his own particular

dwelling ever towering supreme, with glory piled

on glory, in a Temple-of-Solomon sort of mag-

nificence.

Does he bear a mighty mind in a pigmy body,

and thirst for martial fame? Straitway, then,

he ia dubbed Admiral; waxes terrible on the

high seas, vanquishes the combined navy of

Europe, and becomes a second Nelson (in all but

death) at another Trafalgar. Or his taste lies in

the land-service ; and then beware, ye fortresses

and towers of strength, for impregnability shall

avail yon nothing ! France and Russia, arise

!

Prussia and Austria, to the rescue ! for here

comes our hot dreamer, charging at the head of
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a hundred thousand cavalry, and dealing destruc-

tion not to be equalled till the fight of Arma-
geddon.

Are politics and intrigues of state his dream ?

And is he hindered of success in that walk by the

impediments of a narrow intellect, a poverty of

language, a stuttering speech ? Truly so. Yet
in this, his hour of pride, he is standing forth

before gods and imaginary men, delivering him-
self of an oration Demosthenes might envy, and
no gainsayer may answer. Persuasion sits on his

lips—by the wind of his mouth he has overthrown

one administration, by the breath of his nostrils

shall he build up another.

Is he addicted to the tender passion, soon

vanquished by speaking eyes and soft voices,

yet himself not likely to inspire love or obtain

marriage—-being short and ugly, shy and poor

;

and, in speech, purse, and bodily presence, alto-

gether weak and contemptible ? Pity him not !

—

such may be his hard fate in gilded saloons, not

in his own dream-land. There he dilates into a

Hercules, softens to an Adonis ; becomes the

happy Romeo of some fortunate Juliet, or the

Sir Harry Wildair of lighter loves. And there,

moreover, his fictions are not wholly fictitious.

His paradise of Dainty Devices is peopled with

some realities; for there, fair familiar faces,

whom he has secretly worshipped afar off, regard

him with looks of love, and living bright eyes

seek to rain influence only on him, and softest

animate forms woo him to their arms.

Blest privilege, indeed, is this of self-retire-

ment ! Possession, more enviable than proper-

ties real or personal, is such a Happy Valley of

Thought ! Let the lord of this inheritance ever

dwell and take his pleasure therein, basking in

the sunshine and beauty of his own creation;

let him recline, ever lapt in dreamy bliss, be-

neath his own imaginary vine, his own ideal fig-

tree, nor envy the possessors of care-burdened

realities, be they the proud halls of the Escurial,

or the delicious gardens of Versailles.

O.

MOUNTAINS.

Ye proud old mountains, what dark spell

Have ye contrived, to chain

In love to you the souls that dwell

Beneath your cloudy reign P

Have your wild winds more melody
Than harp-awakening breeze ?

Or sound more sweet your blasts on high,

Than lute *mid orange trees ?

Say, in your giant’s lightning spear,

And cloud-wove billowy banner.

What magic charms the mountaineer,

And lures his soul to honour ?

For far though from your eagle’s nest

The Highland youth may roam,

His spirit clings around your breast,

No other spot his home.

The cit beneath a foreign sky

May court its gales of balm,

And, reckless, breathe his latest sigh

Beneath a foreign palm.

But your bold child, though round the sea

May gleam his battle blade,

Prays that his last, long home may be

Within your solemn shade.

He sings the songs his father sung,

On golden Cathay’s strand,

To which your echoes oft have rung—
The songs of father-land.

Old mountain echoes 1 mighty names
Are yours—from age to age

Sounding from crag to cavern—fame’s
Undying heritage.

Wild tones ye on the winds have sped

To climes where bondsuien muttered
And clanked their chains in wrath and dread—
The tones which Wallace uttered.

And Annan Bruce and William Tell,

The glorious mountain three,

Whose names, wherever freemen dwell,

Are linked with liberty. G. P.

LITERARY

A Manual of Private or Ball-Room Dancing.

By Barclay Dun, Teacher of Dancing and

Calesthenics.

Among the endless Manuals
,
Hints

,
Systems, Hand-

Books
,
and Treatises on every imaginable subject, it is ra-

ther surprising that there are few or none upon Dancing,

an art practised every day, and, at one time or other of

their lives, by every individual in civilized society, which

Is more than can be affirmed of any other art whatever.

Where there is one singer of any description, and how-

ever bad, there are fifty dancers. It is just so much the

more necessary that the most universal and tbe most

social of arts and exercises should be well understood

;

and though we do not go quite so far as Mr Dun in

thinking that f* the value of Dancing and Calesthenics

depends entirely on the way in which either is taught,”

REGISTER.

we at once admit that the more scientifically they ar

taught, so much the better. The lessons or rules lai

down by Mr Dun are the result of many yean* experi

ence, and, as he states, of much thought Far befoi

mere dancing, or tbe knowledge of steps and figure*, M
Dun places the power which his pupils may posersa I

present themselves before company ; or how easily ar
gracefully they may sit, walk, and comport themseFn
in dancing. This, undoubtedly, is the spirit of dancii

as an art, and that which remains to charm wh
w dancing days” are long past and gone. Mr Dun pr
pounds the true philosophy of his art in his preHminai
remarks. The best dancer is not he who can leap
high and perform so many tricks with his descakdii

legs, as to astonish the groundlings ; nor yet the daiac
most skilled in intricate and new-fashioned steps mi

figures. Dancing he considers the art of shewing m, ft
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fens, dcgint taste, and graceful carriage to advantage.

It kss nothing more in truth than “ to teach the lovely

jooog woman to more unembarrassed and with peculiar

give through the mazes of the dance, either in private

codes or public balls ; in hours of happy pastime, or

the debntion of festivity.** A canon for ladies is, that

“The utmost to which a gentlewoman need aspire in

fearing is, an agile and graceful movement of her feet,

ta harmonious moving of her arms, and a corresponding

tuf carriage of her whole body.** Some of the agile

fescsn are described as dancers only from the waist

fevnwaids—the nobler part of the person remaining

other inanimate or in awkward motion ; although the

sen use of the legs is “ not half the art.** Mr Dun,

she has long been a fashionable teacher in Edinburgh,

remarks, “that ease aud elegance of manner** is what

he has always been anxious to inculcate on his scholars—

Brine fully aware that the height of art is to conceal art,

ad that therefore case, or at least the appearance of it,

ihoaid accompany all the dancer’s motions. There are,

hoitrw, very few professional or public dancers who pos-
*09 this happy art entirely ; hcncc that astonishment
tM the performance of their most difficult and brilliant

B.*wnents excites, is generally so blended with an idea of
the uncommon toil to which they must necessarily subject
liffluelves during their practice, that although our wonder
my be for a moment extorted, yet compassion or regret
woo follows. But our unalloyed admiration is reserved
hr the dancer whose steps are firm, yet flexible and well
rtiadated—whose sinkings and risings are easy, soft, and
-^broken, proceeding from a well-regulated employment
of the strength and suppleness of the legs—whose body is

erect (without stiffness), well balanced, and possessing an
dartk power of rising and yielding, aepreeably with the
E^tioa of the limbs—whose head is well set, and in per-
fect equilibrium, so that its moving may not disturb the
tsonstnined state of the body, with which, as well as
rlth the arms and legs, it maintains an harmonious ac-
ftmpaaiment. In conjunction with these acquirements,
rtich may possibly result from art, it is presumed that
atme has endowed the dancer with that feeling or sen-

of which I have already spoken
, for it is impos-

to exhibit through the medium of the body, what
tk soul does not feel. Thus accomplished, then, while
‘•he Boats through the mazes of (the dance,” the simple,
fetinct, and varied movements of her feet, will be accorn-
?aied by an appropriate gesticulation of the body, head,
til anus, rendering the tout ensemble a perfect combina-
toa of all that is beauteous and lovely : and then, and
®iy then, can dancing be called the u poetry of motion

There is the heart of the mystery. How to attain this

feriktioo, we most leave to Mr Dun*s instructions. They
ir Kientific, practical, aud minute. One general remark
«r shall quote, as we imagine that, by neglect or igno-

of the caution given, many a young lady has injured

and many a poor yonng gentleman has been need-

pained and mortified—

lvoald recommend it, with every deference

,

to teachers
rf fearing to inculcate on the minds of their pnpi Is the
i®pHety of giving the hands, as it is called, in a free and
wy manner

; avoiding, while they are preparing to do so,
i iiected writhings of the neck, and all unnecessary
fridiagi of the wrists ; as I have often seen these faults
varied to a ridiculous length by persons who could use

legs well. It is the fate of affectation never to escape
ferctkm. I would likewise recommend the giving of the
Ms in the dance always with an air of frankness and
Ned good-will, which has a charming effect ; for often
^®e there is not the slightest intention of wounding the
kdags of parties with whom one has to dance, a careless
^station to the matter I am speaking ofmay sometimes
fn odence, where perhaps none was meant.

Mr Dun conceives it the duty of teachers of dancing

ui alttthewcs, to know something of human anatomy,

freakrthenics, and exercises of older fame, he has de-

***11 portion of hit work, and his brief treatise on
'

Distortion, and its consequent deformities, corn-

ea whatever has been said by the most eminent phy. >

I siologista on this fertile subject Mr Dun disapproves of

soft beds and high pillows ; and where two children sleep

in the same bed, he recommends that they should take

different aides of the bed on alternate nights, and also lie

on both their sides alternately. He gives, many sound

practical directions for the promotion of health, the de-

velopement of the body, and the prevention of distortion

and deformity, which may be useful to mothers and

governesses, as well as to teachers.

The “ Manual of the Ball-room*’ is, besides its more

important qualities, a very neat and handy small tome,

and an inexpensive one*

Ben Jonson*8 Works.

Mr Moxon has published an edition of this sterling

English classic, in the same form as his late Falstaffian

edition of Shakspeare. The whole works are contained

in one handsome volume, printed in double-columns, and

in a fine and clear type. From the style of the binding,

it opens freely, so as to he comfortably read. Editions of

this description, ofstandard works, uniting excellencewith

cheapness, and adapted to the rapidly-increasing number

of persons of large literary desires and limited means,

we look upon with great interest An economical book-

buyer can hardly make a better investment

The memoir and dissertation are from the pen of

Barry Cornwall, who does not seem to have that hearty

sympathy with his author which is always desirable in

the composition of a brief literary biography, where ono

naturally looks more to the works than their author. A
good portrait of Ben

,
who looks as rough as he describes

himself, and a pretty view of Hawthornden, are the

embellishments of the edition.

The Pictorial Shakspeare.

The Second Part of this superb work consists of

the play of King John; the Third, of Romeo and Juliet.

Both are exquisitely embellished ; and the variorum

notes display the same critical and antiquarian learning

and good taste, which augured so fairly for the edition

on the appearance of Part I.

Records of the Kirk ofScotland, from 1638 down-

wards. By Alexander Peterkin, Editor of the
“ Compendium of Church Laws/* &c. &c.

Nec tamen oonsumebatur
,
is the motto of our vener-

able national kirk—a burning bosh its blazonry. The

hush is fairly a-blazo again, whatever be the upshot,

and therefore forma the appropriate ensign of Mr
Peterkin’s title-page. Most opportunely does his work

appear, as if to beet the flame, and rake up the embers of

our old controversy, not so much with Papists as with

“ prelatic malignant*” and the “ wicked hierarchy.’*

Individually, the editor does nothing of the sort—though

an ably written Historical Introduction breathes Pres-

byterianism “ true blue”—hut the purpose is more ef.

fectually accomplished by the publication of the Acts of

Assembly and the Becords of the Kirk. These docu-

ments are in every way curious and interesting ; and con-

vey a high idea of the political sagacity and capacity for

public business of the Fathers of the Scottish Church.

The work is to appear in a series of One-shilling Parts.

It is very neatly printed, and must form a desirable book

to all Scottish Presbyterians and their numerous off-

sets, whether clerical or laical. From his peculiar line

of research, and filial devotion to the Church of Scotland,

we know of no man living so perfectly fitted for the task

he has assumed as Mr Peterkin. The publication is

exceedingly interesting, merely from its historical and

*
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antiquarian character, and alio from proving in every

page how troe it it that

“ New Pmbyter is but Old Print writ large."

To this work we shall probably advert hereafter*

The formal sentences of Deposition of the Bishops, the

bjoration of Episcopacy, the u Bastard Sacraments,**

and such matters, are truly piquant now-a-days, when
the Sister Establishment” of England has grown so

gTeatly in favour with Presbyterians.

The Booke of the Untversall Kirk of Scotland.

This work is, like the above, edited by Mr Peterkin,

with Historical Notes. It is the earliest record of the

Church of Scotland known to exist ; and to Mr Peterkin

belongs the merit of rescuing it from the black-letter and

MS. oblivion in which it has lain for centuries In public

libraries. It embraces the period from 1660 to 1616.

The original registers were, it would seem, filched by a

Mr Campbell, a rigid Episcopalian, to whom they had

been intrusted, and who bequeathed them, as if his private

property, to Sion College, under an injunction that they

should never be restored to the Presbyterian Church.

They were destroyed when the Houses of Parliament

were burnt down ; but, fortunately, several transcripts

existed, though somewhat abbreviated. It is from two

MS. copies of 44 The Booke,** which are in the Advocates*

Library, that Mr Peterkin is printing, with literal

fidelity, this curious work. His object is to render so

important a record cheaply accessible to the country and

the Church ; and it is really surprising that, with so

many leisured and zealous Churchmen, this duty should

not have been performed long ago. It was indeed an

object for the Assembly to have undertaken. A brief

specimen will best explain the character of these happily

rescued registers :

—

Sees. 3a. December 28, 1567.

Ordaines that Superintendants and Commissioners ap-
pointed shall plant ministers vaikand in sic rowmes where
the parishioners will gladly sustaine them on their owne
expenses, whlll other order be had ; and that they remove
nane out of their rowme, being found qualified, without
the advyoe and consent both of the ministrie, and kirk-
worthie of the place.

Seas. 4a. December 30, 1567.

Anent the accusatione laid to my Lord Argyll’s charge,
touching the separation betwixt him and his wife ; de-
clared that he was not the occasions thereof. As to other
offences whatsover, wherthrough he hes been anywayes
sclanderous to the Kirk, he was content to subject him-
self to the discipline of the Kirk at all tymes maist willing-

lie ; and, therefore, the Kirk ordained the Superintend-
ant of Argvle to take tryall of the saids sclanders com-
mitted be the said Earle, and thereafter to cause sic satis-

faction be made, as Gods Law appoints, and to report the
order thereof to the next Generali Assemblie of the Kirk,
together with his own diligence in executionc of his office

of Superintendancie.
Anent the marriage of the Queen with the Earle

Bothwell, be Adam, called Bishop of Orkney; the haill

Kirk finds that he transgressed the acts of the Kirk in
marrying the divorced adulterer

; and, therefore, deprives
him of all functione of the ministrie, conforme to the
tenor of the act made thereupon, ay and whill thq Kirk
be satisfied of the sdonder committit be him.
The same day Mr John Craige was bruitit for proclaim-

ing the bands betwixt the Queen and the Earle Bothwell;
who answered be word, justifying his proceedings there-

anent, and was ordained to give in his purgation in write,

to the effect his good mynd and proceedings may be
knowne to all and sundrie that hereafter would be satis-

fied thereanent.

A passage in the purgation of Mr John Craige is to this

effect :

—

Being admittit, afternoone, before my Lord in Councill,

I laid to his charge the law of adulterie, the ordinance of
the Kirk, the law of ravishing, the suspicion of collusioune

betwixt him and his wife, the sudden divorcement and

*

proclaiming within the space of four dayes, and last the
suspicioune of the King's death, whilk his marriage will

confirme. But he answered nothing to my s&tisfactioune

:

Wherefore, after many exhortationes, I protested tliat I

could not but declare my minde openly to the Kirk.
Therefore, upon Sonday, sifter I had declared what they
had done, and how they would proceed whether we would
or not, I tooke Heaven and earth to witness that I abhor-
red and detested that marriage, because it was odious and
sclanderous to the world ; and seeing the best part of the
realme did approve it, either be flatterie or else be their
silence, I desyred the fkithfull to pray earnestly that God
would turne it to the comfort of this realme, that thing
whilk they intended againes reasone and good oonseieooe.
L, because I heard some persons gangand againes me, used
tliir reasones for my defences : First, I had broken no law
be proclaiming of thir persones at their request : Secondly,
If their marriage was sclanderous and hurtful* I did well
for warning all men of it in tyme . Thirdly

These were the palmy days of Presbytery, when Lady
Argyle, for being present at the christening of the infont

James, could be thus rated :

—

Sees. 5a. December ultimo 1567.

Anent the complaint give in against my Lady Aiwyle,
declaring how sene once being at the table of the Lord
Jesus, andprofessing hisEvaugelL,had revolted therefne, in
giving her assistance and presence to the baptizing of the
King in ane papistical! manner. The said lady being pre-
sent, grantit tliat she had offended to the eteraall God,
and been ane sclander to the Kirk in committing the pre-
mises; and therefore willingly submitted herself to the
discipline of the Kirk and discretioune of them. There-
fore, the Kirk ordaines the said lady to make pnblick re-
pentance in the Chapell-Royall of Stirling, upon ane Son-
day in tyme of preaching ; and this to be done at sick
tyme as the Kirk hereafter shall appoint to the Superin-
tendant of Lowthiane, providing alwayes it be before the
next Assembly.

This work is surely well-deserving the patronage of

the Church and of all its adherents. It is appearing in

Parts, and will form a work worth any fifty of the Rox-
burghe or Bannatyne-Club publications. Among the

articles sent up by the Assembly to the Queen, in 1666,
we find the following :

—

Fourthly, For sustentation of the poor, that all lands
founded to hospitalitie of old be restored agane to this
same use, and that all lands, annualrents, or any other
emoluments pertaining any ways to the friers of wli&tsum-
ever ordour, or annualrents, altarages pertaining to Priests,
be applyed to the sustentatione of the poor, and uphold
of Schooles in the towns and uthers places where they ly.

What would the landed aristocracy of Scotland aay
if those lands were now reclaimed for these purposes—
lands of which they have had the use for nearly three
centuries ?

The Law of Christ, respecting Civil Obedience9

and the Payment of Tribute.

A Third Edition of Dr Brown’s work has appeared,
improved and enlarged ! We should imagine, that those
who, for some matter of a few shillings, or pounds, if it

Came to pounds, stirred up this affair, will now he ilia,

posed to cry—“ Hold ! Enough !*’ To say that we
regret the issues which this strife has brought forth,
would be gross dissimulation. From recent manifesta-
tions of the Established-Church clergy,both in Scotlandand
England, it is becoming evident that it is to the principles

of dissent that the laity have now to look for the defence
of civil liberty and of personal security. It is long

these reverend persons set themselves above the gospel

now they fairly set themselves above the law of the land.

Essays on the Apocalypse. By R. B. Sanderson*
Second Edition.

It is not necessary to notice anything in Second Edi-
tions, save additions* Here a preliminary address to
the Queen is the principal. Mr Sanderson wishes
her Majesty to be a religions woman, and a liberml-

minded Sovereign. He wishes her a good hustoad
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who shall be a friend to liberal measures; but, above

ail, be advises her to lay down her spiritual supre-

macy, which he does not consider fit for any human

being, and, least of all, for a young female. And, if

Henry VIII. could assume it of himself why may not

Victoria I. lay it down ? Finally, he desires to impress

upon her Majesty’s mind that there is no safety for any

pstcntate of the present day, save by an immediate dis-

solution of the partnership between Church and State.

National churches are the parasite ivy which clings to

until icfandermine the crumbling tower—the incrusta-

tion which has enveloped, by gradual concretion, the

damond Christianity. The Church, ths Queen is told,

teoaghtCharles I. to the block ; and Queen Anne, through

uental anxiety, to an untimely end. The Headship of

tbe Church was certainly never more a source of amuse-

weat than now to those sour Presbyterians and vain

jours who do not acknowledge Queen Victoria’s Spirit-

ual Supremacy; and it doss sound oddly enough

—

“ Yesterday, the Head of the Church took a gallop

m tbe downs in a dark-green habit and riding-cap, at-

tended by the Master of the Buck-hounds, Miss Quentin,

Laid Melbourne, Ac.;” or, ‘4 Last night, tbe Head of

tbe Church, at the court ball, danced a quadrille with

Priam George or, “ The Head of the Church went pri-

utdy to Druiy-Lane to see the pantomime of « Jack

Frost,’ with which she expressed herself highlydelighted. 1’

If we do not greatly mistake bis drift, Mr Sanderson,

admitting the first Beast in the Revelations to be

tbe Church of Rome, makes out the Second to be the

Church of England.

Whistle Binkie.

Apropos to the season of festivity
y
when all sing who

ua sing, and, kinder still, many are willing to try whether

they can or not, oat comes to their aid, and tbe delecta-

tion of their friends, a Second Series of *« Whistle Binkie.”

Cfcr edition, we are glad to find, comprehends both first

isd second, and is, moreover, edited by Sandy Rodger.

The songs are, we imagine, nearly all original ; though,

» uy the truth, some of tbe bards are probably better

known to oral fame than to the regular police of the press.

Tbe choicest contributions are those of the Editor and

BsUantine of Edinburgh. A few sterling old songs find a
place. Oar selected specimen is anonymous, and in com-
memoration of the

f(lories of the Glasgow deputation who
sanded upon Geoige IV. on his visit to Scotland but

st the worse for granting a name.
9 Come afif wi* your bonnets, huzza ! huzza

!

Tbe provost is coinin', hnzza 1 huzza I

The bailies and !>eddles, wi’ hammers and treddles.
An* tingles, and barrels, an* a*, an* a*.

u Gif in Erabro our dwellin’ ye saw, yc saw,
Wr our ain Pro vest's name on the Ca, the Ca,*
An* a* that accords, ye wad tak us for lords.

An* let them that win, laugh awa, laugh awa.
Come an wi’ your bonnets, Ac.

Weil hing up our signs in a raw, a raw,
Kong flunkie i and sanlies sae braw, sae braw,
W? goad and wi* green, well dazzle folks* een,
An* 4 Let Glasgow aye Flourish !* awa, awa.

*

Come sff wi' your bonnets, Ac.

* When to Majesty down we maun fit*, maun fa’,

Ilk bailie sae gaucy and braw, and braw,
We canna well guess how great George can do leas

Than to ma’ke bits o’ knichts o' ns a*, ns a*.

Come aff wi* your bonnets," Ac.

TMb we ca ll a good song ; so in general are all the

kuswswu* eoes ; hut there is a selection of superlatively

•The Am^pjate—the Ohugow Deputation sccupiedjm whole

fine sentimental lyrics, which transcend us. We hope

Mr Rodger comprehends them. Here is the closing

stanza of—
“ Brightly is the streamlet flowing

Brightly, oh ! brightly, oh

:

“ But what sun illumes the bushes.

Radiant, oh ! radiant, oh!
*Tis Matilda’s glowing blushes,

Radiant, oh ! radiant, oh !

Thus then, streamlet, run, and never
From thy mother river sever

:

Oh I Matilda’s mine for ever

—

Radiant, oh ! radiant, oh !**

This beats M a Person of Quality” all to sticks ; but

we suppose it may be a sly parody of Whistle Binkie's on

some sentimental tong.

The Comic Almanac .

In the II. Victoria, the pencil of Cruickshank is richer

than ever ; and Rigdum Funnidos, Gent, the editor of

« The Comic,” no whit fallen off, either in his jest oi in

his earnest The Illustrations of the Months serve a

double purpose; for they also illustrate the twelve principal

adventures of “ The Life of Robert Stubbs, the younger,**

whose thread of story runs round the whole circle of the

months, from January to December ; by which time, not-

withstanding the comic tarn of his many disasters, one is

quite sick of so pitiful and sneaking a scoundrel. It is,

however, a clever storyof the Jeirold school; and it renders

the interest of the Comte continnous, and the incidental

jokes and squibs so much the more piquant, for this kind

of relief. Rigdum Funnidos dabbles this year in politics,

in a small way, and is Conservative and satirical.

The minor illustration for September, ofjarveys in all

stages of despair, is followed by these lines :

—

HARVEY versus JARV£Y.
A Moloncholy Case.

“ Well, here's a fine beginning all along of these here
Harveys,

Sure-ly they’re getting the whip hand of all ns honest
jarveys;

To rob us of our fare is like depriving us of vittlc,

And giving us no meat to cut, but leaving ns a Whittle.

The watermen are all in tears—it’s fitting you should know.
That the stopping of our going is to them a tale of 4 Wo ;*

And the ’osses stands, quite sad to see, beside the crib in
vain.

And wonders whether they shall ever taste a bit again.

Now they’re gettin’ out of natur, for their raws Is all a
healing.

And soon they’ll be onsenseiess brutes, without a bit of

feeling.

Or else they'll pine away so feat, the knackers scaroe will

skin ’em.

For they miss the bits of thrashing just to keep the life

within 'em.

And the cuts that makes ’em lively, arter waiting in the
street.

For *tis but being on the stand, that keeps 'em on their feet.

Now, blowd if I can understand this here licensious day.
Unless it means the taking all our license quite away ;

And then, again, for characters, how very hard they use
'em.

Both them as vainly strive to find, and those who’d gladly

lose ’em.

The cads look quite cadaverous, to think there’s such a fuss

At their stepping from the treadmill, to the step behind
a bus;

But here's the greatest grief, and sure it makes one choke
to put on

A libel to one’s neck, just like cheap cag-mag-scrag of
mutton

;

There’s nothing stares us in the face but rueful ruination.

So there’s my ticket, and 1*11 seek some more genteel

vocation.

One of ths illustrations of August is a chess-board, with

the pieces set out, and the motto a Black moves and

wins." It commemorates the abolition of Negro Apprent-

iceship, and tells of him—
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“ Dozing in his easy chair,

•Round his nose mosquitoes flitting.

Sweltering in the sunny air.

Was Nine-tail Joe of Kingston sitting.

“ Now Nine-tail Joe loved cheerfulness.

And he chanced in a pleasant mood to be.

So he flogged his niggers, and played at chess.

And drank a full jorum of Sangarec.

“ What can be the matter with flogging Joe ?

His eyes are rolling to and fro,

And he rubs his nose with his finger and thumb.
And gasps to speak like one that is dumb.
“ The forms that lately were pawns and knights.
And bishops, and queens, ana kings.

Were reeling and wheeling, like so many sprites

Or other unearthly things.

“ And beings all fearfully black were there.

And they roll’d their eyes at Joe,
And wildly flourished the cat in air.

And danced to * Jump Jim Crow.’

“ Before them fled both bishop and knight,
While pawn and king were seen
Rolling and tumbling in awful plight—
Decorum was gone, and they fled outright

—

And surely it was a most terrible sight,

When the bishop fell over the queen.

“ With burning head and soiling heart.

Up from his chair did the planter start ;

But the vision had fled, and there, instead
Of dancing niggers' furious tread.

Was seen the bill, the dreadful bill,

The Whiggish Act of Slavery,

That made him rich against his will.

And stopped him in his knavery.

“ The planter’s dream doth plainly seem
To point a moral deep :

It you choose to whack a nigger's back.
You should never go to sleep.”

The ft Annual Register,’ * and the “ Association of the

British Illuminati at Birmingham,” contain several good

hits.

Hay on the Laws of Harmonious Colouring, as

adapted to Interior Decorations, Manufactures,

dye. Fourth Edition.

This volume, which, we believe, in its original form,

was intended chiefly as a guide to housepainters and de-

corators, has, in its various editions, gradually grown

into a scientific work, without, however, losing its prac-

tical character. The laws of colouring are illustrated

by coloured plates. The entire work seems the result of

patient study and long-continued observation. It will

afford many useful hints to those who arc fitting up and

decorating their dwellings, while it forms a code of sys-

tematic knowledge to young designers and practical

decorators.

Mudics Mental 'Philosophy

.

This volume is intended as an elementary treatise, or a

first book in teaching the means and objects of the study of

the mind. The arrangement is clear, and the illustra-

tions are often felicitous. It will form a good introduc-

tion to the study of M Brown’s Philosophy while to

those young students who do not pursue the science of

metaphysics deeply, it may, in some sort, supply the place

of “ Brown’s Lectures.”

The Entomologist's Text-book. By J. O. West-
wood, F.L.S.

In this volume, the leading entomological articles,

written by the author for the “ British Cyclopedia of

Natural History,” are collected, and form a general out-

line of the science, or Elements of Entomology. New
plates of insects have been added to those which originally

illustrated the different articles in the “ Cyclopaedia.”

Some of the insects, as gnats, moths, butterflies, Ac., are

very prettily coloured. The book will be found amusing

to young persons, besides being instructive in the science

|

which it expounds.

Todd's Student's Manual

.

Among the many plain, sensible, and highly-commend-

able works for the young which we owe to America, this

is one of the best. The regular student in his college, or

the youth anxious to improve himself, will find the gene-

ral directions and the advice of this well-informed moni-

tor equally valuable. Some may consider the author of

the manual too sober-minded or too frugal of both time

and money ; but let it be remembered that he is of the

country of Franklin. He is also a rigid moral disciplin-

arian; and, it may be thought, apt to be somewhat

puritanical, narrow, or strait-laced in his opinions of

certain popular books and authors. But, if there be

error, it is on the safe side. The work seems carefully

reprinted from the seventh American edition.

Scenery of Edinburgh and Mid-Lothian.

A second set of these engravings has been published,

which, in every respect, keeps up to the promise of the

first. To specify the various excellencies of the series,

would, therefore, be only to repeat ourselves. The work

is neatly and even handsomely executed, and surpris-

ingly cheap. We do not mean low-priced, for many

pictorial works are very low-priced, which we should not

call cheap; The principal subjects of this set are Holy-

roodhouse and Bums' Monument ; the interior of the

Parliament House ; and very pretty views of the classic

and pastoral Habbie's How
,
Duddingstone Loch in the

skating season, with Crichton Castle
,
Dalkeith,

and a few

more architectural plates and interiors. We have no

doubt that the joint labours of the brother artists will

find a cordial welcome with all Scotsmen, as well as

with those who have found a temporary home among

the beautiful, the grand, and the venerable scenes w

tastefully delineated.

Every Man his own Butler.

Mr Cyrus Redding, the author of “ A History and

Description of Modern Wines”—a work of considerable

reputation—has been induced to “ gett up a word ofadvice

upon wine,” giving honest counsel to everybody who

buys wine and who drinks it. The previous knowledge

of the subject possessed by the author has made him a

full man, and he has pot a great deal, into narrow space,

and produced, at the same time, a c leverly-written and

entertaining book, at about the price of a single bottle of

sherry, and well worth more money t o all wine consum-

ers who require a guide, and have the j sagacity to follow a

well-informed and sound one.

PAMPHLETS.
The “ Letter to the Queen, by a F riend of the Feo

pie,” has formed a text for a set of tn impery or catcb<

penny pamphlets, the object of one of them being to apolo

gize for her Majesty’s Whig Ministers ; of the others, A

sell. They demand no particular notice* The apology

goes over the beaten ground of what the Whigs, in theil

new Poor-Law, their Irish Poor-Law, th,e Abolition o

Slavery, the Municipal Bill, &c., &c-, &«., have doiw

and the unimagined and unnamed blessings they ma;

yet confer upon the country, if it will only maintai

them in place.

Mr Lister, the author of the Life of Clare*

don, has published a refutation of the gioes misstate

menti and bold averments of The Quarterly Review^ 1
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id late captions, shallow, and ill-informed review of his

work.

We are glad to see that Colonel Thompson has sent

abroad, at this time, a large si xpenny-worth of his acute

exposure of Corn-Law Fallacies.

•
#* We have received a number of London publica-

tions, some of them important, so late in the month aa

to render it impossible to give any adequate account of

them in the present number.

POLITICAL REGISTER.
The sitting of Parliament is at hand, but no indicn-

tian has been given of the policy of Ministers. That the
daier for niente

, the do-as-little-as-possible system, will
b* persevered in, if possible, there can be no doubt. But
ti* rumour is, that the Ministers will be forced into a
tended course of conduct, at the very opening of the
Session, by the 200 Members of the Commons who voted
ter the Ballot. If a Government opposition be again
mde to the Ballot, it is understood that these Radical
>LP.*s will no longer « support the present Ministry,”
» the phrase is ; by which is meant, keep them in power,
kt the expense of the principles which these M.P.’s pro-
nto maintain. The Ministers are said to have resolved
t* oppose Reform, if the Reformers will force them to
teide, and to lean on the Tories for support. No doubt
ibt Tories will support them, until Tory support, no less
t^n the opposition of the Reformers, shall have utterly
rained them with the country; and then their Torysup-
perters will quietly “ walk into them,” as the Yankees
“7* The alarm caused by the violent proceedings of the
Chartists or Universal-Suffrage men in the manufactur-
ing districts, has subsided, and even with the Tories in
p«er there is not now materiel wherewithal to get up a
peen-hag committee. The fire and fury of the physical
farce men have expended themselves very innocently; the
propositions of the supporters of it at the later meetings
haring dwindled down to the mere assertion of the right
of the people to keep arms, and to use them if illegally at-
tacked—propositions which nobody ever disputed, and
vhtch are laid down much more emphatically by the Tory
vmtrs of the last century than by the Ultra-Radicals of
rsr own day. So far were ohr ancestors from being
»fnid of the people being armed, that they enjoined it

tsder the most severe penalties; and the Statute-Books
of England and Scotland are filled with regnlations

« this head. The very tenure by which the citizens of
hirghs held the right to their tenements, was watching
»d warding, or the military defence of the burgh. Wea-
pte-sdiawings, or reviews of the arms and annonr of
tie population within their jurisdiction, were held yearly
*7 the sheriffs of counties, and by the provost and magis-
trates of burghs. The arms of each particular class were
sdaloosly regulated, according to its presumed wealth :

isd we find it enacted, that “ no manner of weapons be
knitted to weapon-schawings but spears, pikes, stark
rad lang, of six elnes in length, Leith axes, halberds,
bai-bows and arrows, cross-bows, culverings, and two-
Ladtd swords.” The claim of right in 1689 expressly
*t§ forth <c the disarming of Protestants” as a grievance

;

ad one of the first statutes passed under the Revolntion
wdewent, was one declaring the right of the people to
uwarms for their defence suitable to their condition and

which, as the Tory Blackstone remarks, “ is in.
«ed a public allowance, under due restrictions, of the
naval right of resistance and self-preservation, when the
Ktwus of society and laws are found insufficient to re-
at the violence of oppression.” The same writer else-

vtere remarks, in talking of the liberties of Englishmen,
fist * to vindicate their rights when actually violated or
stacked, the subjects of England are entitled, in the first

phee, to the regular administration and free course of
justice in the courts of law ; next, to the right of petition-
ing the King and Parliament lor redress of grievances ;

*s4 lastly, to the right of having and using arms for self-

puvn&tion and defence. And all these rights and li-

it is our birth-right to enjoy entire.” It would
fc well to discover how our ancestors contrived to rule
wm anted in the way we have described, and what it is

ft* occaskma so much dread when a few of the popula-
10, Um._VOL. YU

tion, in one or two counties, procure, like their richer

neighbours, for their self-defence or amusement, a few
pikes or pistols, acting up, in this respect, to the practice,

as well as precepts, of our ancestors. One thing is ob-

vious, that, as in those times there was no standing army
in time of peace, the measures of the Government must
have been more in accordance with the feelings of the

people than at the present day ; and, in truth, the sys-

tem of taxation of articles of food, and of interference

with the industry of the people, by prohibitions and re-

strictions on imports and exports, had hardly begnn. We
have little doubt that, when the burden of taxation ia

placed where it ought—where we hope it will soon be

—

on property and not on labour, and especially on the
rents of land—a species of revenue derived, not from in-

dustry, but from the mere increase of population—the
fears entertained by the higher for the lower classes of so-

ciety will quickly disappear. Besides, it is well to con-
sider, when we hear so much of foreign invasion, and
when defences, are erecting on our coasts to protect the

country, whether it is good policy to discourage the use
of defensive arms.

SCOTLAND.
Public Meetings on the subject of the Coru.Laws

have been held in Glasgow, Dundee, and Edinburgh ; and
we are happy to find that at all these meetings not
only has the u total and immediate repeal” been advo-
cated, but also the removal of all protective duties on
manufactures and articles of subsistence. The Edin-
burgh meeting was the largest that has been held for

many years ; and the only interruption to the proceed-

ings that arose was from those who, being disagreeably

crowded, and unable to hear the speakers, wished an ad-
journment into the open air ; but, on putting the motion
to the meeting, it was negatived by ten to one. The
Lord Provost was in the chair, and the Liberal party of
all shades—Whigs, Radicals, and Ultra-Radicals—joined

unanimously in the proceedings. There appeared to be
some apprehension at first among the working men who
were present that it was meant to substitute a fixed

duty for the existing law ; but when it was found that
the resolutions clearly and explicitly asserted the prin-

ciples of free trade in their fullest extent, as regards

manufactures as well as agriculture, and prayed for the

establishment of these principles, universal satisfaction

was expressed.

Fire Insurance in Edinburgh and other
Towns.—It has often occurred to us, as a remark-
able circumstance, that the owners of such property

as the New Town of Edinburgh, and of the merchan-
dise and furniture contained in it, should have been
so long content to pay the same rate of insurance as

persons who have property situated in the wont part

of the Old Town. It is plain that the risk of fire in

the case of the latter is much greater than in that of
the former; for, to say nothing of the dissipated and
profligate habits of the iuhabitants of the closes, &c. of the
Old Town, the numberof fires constantly to be foundinthe
houses there, where [each apartment, in numerous in-

stances, is inhabited by a separate family, greatly increases

the danger of fire. It is well known, besides, that at

least some of the fires which have taken place in the Old
Town, arose from the profligate character of the inhabit-

ants of the houses consumed. One of the great fires,

which took place in November 1824, was distinctly

traced to the throwing of a glass of spirits, by a man in a
state of intoxication, into the fire of a whisky cellar; and
another, that in the Parliament Square, was ascertained
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to hare broken out in a garret brothel. For a great

number of yean, there has not been a fire of a eerious

nature in the weet part of the New Town, and there

never were any of the extent of those which have so often

taken place in the Old Town. When a fire breaks out

among crowded buildings, it is exceedingly difficult to

extinguish it, from its being impossible to get access for

fire engines, and from the great quantity of combustible

matter in the form of wainscotting, &c., with which the

old houses abound. The charge payable for ordinary

risks at present— Is. Gd. per cent—certainly seems, at

first sight, very moderate ; but where the system of mu-
tual insurance has been tried, all loss and expenses have

been paid for a much smaller sum. In the Canton of

Neufchatel, in Switzerland, a Mutual Insurance Societyhas

long existed; and it is found that about 8d. percent., per

annum, covers all losses. Much less would, we are con-

vinced, corer the loss in the new part of Edinburgh ; for,

in the Canton of Neuchatel, the greater proportion of

the houses is covered with shingles of wood, and, from

the abundance and cheapness of timberin the Jura Moun-
tains, much more wood is used in the construction of

houses of all kinds than with us. In the Canton of Zu-
rich, there is a general system of compulsory insurance.

The Canton is the general insurer, and levies a tax on

all the buildings in the Canton. We have often thought

that, as Government cannot want, or at least will not

take off, the heavy tax of 3s. per cent, on fire insurance,

they ought to take the matter into their own hand ; raise

an insurance tax, and render the insurance of all build-

ings and furniture compulsory, and pay the losses which

occur. It is, perhaps, the only tax which was ever in-

vented that would be willingly paid ; for it would be the

only one for which every one would see he had some
equivalent. The present set of surveyors and collectors

of the assessed taxes would be able, with a little assist-

ance, to manage the insurance tax ; and hence, all the

money expended at present in salaries, office rents, and
other expenses, by the insurance offices, would accrue to

Government. This must amount to a very large sum
annually. In Edinburgh alone there are from twenty-

five to thirty offices and agents for insurance against fire.

We presume the proprietors of the stock of insurance

companies would not seriously object to Government
appropriating this branch of business to itself ; for it is

generally said, that the present rate of Is. 6d. for common
risks, is by no means an adequate remuneration for the

risk.

But to revert to the scheme of mutual insurance. All

that would be necessary would be for the owner of each

property, in a particular street or district, to pay a cer-

tain per centage on the value of his property ; and it

would probably be advisable, that no one should be

allowed to insure more than three-fourths of its value
;

for it is a very rare circumstance, indeed, that property

is utterly destroyed ; and such a regulation would be a

check against fraud. We have no doubt that, in the

course of a few years, so much money would be collected,

that no farther payments would be required, or, at least,

that they would be reduced to a mere trifle ; and whenever
this took place, not only the premium but the duty to

Government would be hencefoith saved. Provision

should also be made for keeping up engines and firemen,

and the efficiency of the protection would be greatly in-

creased by having the engine and firemen constantly at

hand ; for the station of the one and residences of the

other, would be within the district. The property in-

sured in Great Britain is very great ; for the duty paid

being about £900.000 per annum, shews that property

to the value of six hundred millions is covered ; yet it is

doubtful if there is not at least as much more unprotected

at present, and great misery often arises in consequence.

Any plan by which fire insurance could be extended,

is worthy of consideration. Notwithstanding the nu-

meious Scotch offices, a great part of the business in Scot-

land appears to be done by agents of English offices

:

for while the English offices pay £750,000 of duty, the

Scotch pay only £50,000, one-fifteenth part ; whereas the

usual proportion of taxation of Scotland to England is

is from an eighth to a tenth part. It it impossible to

dose this subject without adverting to the unfair ad

vantage given to the landed interest, by exempting fare

buildings, stock, &c., from duty, while the duty is allow*

to remain at a rate equal to doable the premium on thi

property of every other class of the community. No
thing but a parliament of landlords, having their sye

blinded to every interest but their own, could have beei

guilty of so gross an act of injustice.

TRADE AND COMMERCE.
Productiveness of Low Duties.—The mischie

and hardship occasioned to the people of this country b;

high duties are incalculable. These high duties are im

posed either with the view of raising revenue or of pre

tecting the interest of some particular trade or class, a

the expense of the whole community. In as far as tb

first object is concerned, high duties have signally failed

as the history of many commodities shews. Oar limit

only permit us, at present, to advert to one—coffet

Previously to 1732, the duty on coffee was 2s. per pound

in that year, it was reduced to Is. 6d., and the dut

thence arising averaged, for several years, £10,000 a

year. The high duty, however, encouraged smuggling

and the consequence was, that the revenue, in 1782, bai

declined to £2869. In 1784, the duty was reduced t

6d., and the revenue immediately rose to £7200—shew

ing an increase in the consumption of legally-importe

coffee of eightfold. In 1807, the duty was Is. 8<L, th

revenue £160,000 ; in 1808, the duty was reduced to 7<1

and the very next year the revenue rose to £245,850, a

50 per cent, and upwards of eight millions of pound

weight of coffee were consumed in 1809 more than it

1807. In 1819, the duty was again raised to Is.—th

consumption instantly declined two millions of pound

below what it had been in 1817* and the revenue wi

under £400,000. In 1824, the duty was again reduce

to 6d.—the consumption increased by three millions

«

pounds weight ; and, in 1831, the consumption ws

three timeswhat it was in 1819, and the revenue £583,00

—being 50 per cent, higher with the duty at 6d. tha

with the duty at Is. In 1836, the duty on Eai

India coffee was also reduced to 6d. ; and the tota

consumption last year Exceeded 26 millions of pound

weight, yielding a revenue of £650,000—the consumptio

being now twenty-four-fold, and the revenue fourfolc

what they were in 1807, under the Is. 8d. duty, and th

population during that period not having increased fift

per cent. This places the injurious effects of high duti*

on the revenue in a striking point of view. But it ma

be said that the increased consumption of coffee mui

have led to a diminished consumption of tea ; and thui

that the gain of revenue on the one was balanced by th

loss on the other. This, however, is by no means th

case ; for, while the quantity of tea consumed in 1801

little exceeded nineteen millions of pounds weight, u

1833 it closely approached 32 millions of pounds; an*

the revenue from it rose, in the interval, nearly half

million. There can be no doubt, however, that th

duty on coffee is still much too high, and that it i

adulterated with roasted rye, chicory, and other article!

to an immense extent. The profit on such adulterate

is very great. It is onlycoffe® of a very ordinary qu»b

which can be purchased for Is. fid. a lb. ;
while chicory

after paying a duty of fid. per lb., is sold for 8d., ani

roasted rye cannot cost 2d. per lb. There is every rew®

to believe, therefore, that the reduction of the duty, ™

at present is equal to from 50 to 100 per cent,

to the quality of the value, would not diminish

revenue ; as it would unquestionably tend not only

increase the number of consumers of coffee, but

the quantity made use of by those who drink it at P1**

Bad Effects of Discriminating Duties.-^-

other object of high duties is to protect some Part£
u

class, for each class must have its protection as far

possible, leaving it to Providence to protect all th0
J?

do not belong to some favoured trade or pursuit, n

foreign food is prohibited for the benefit of the
,

foreign sugar, coffee, and rum, are loaded with n .

duties, to favour the West India interest ;
foreign^

boots and shoes, to protect oar tanners and boot
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iboenaken; foreign cottons, woollens, fee., to benefit

our masB&ctarers ; foreign timber, to enable the Cana-
diins to assert their independence ; and so on through the

whole Tariff^ the duties varying from 20 to 60 per cent,

ltappears to be quite forgotten that one- fourth of the

hmilies in Britain are employed neither in agriculture,

nuoafactiires, trade,nor handicrafts, and thus are excluded

from protection. We are glad to observe that the Man-
chester manufacturers have expressed their willingness to

count to a repeal of these protecting duties ; for it is

unreasonable to ask tbe landlords to admit foreigners

fredyto compete with their manufacture, while other

auafecturers insist on a duty averaging at least 25 per

cent, on the value. Had the importation of grain been
regulated in the same manner as that of manufactures,
instead of importing foreign wheat at present at Is. a
quarter of doty, we must have paid 20s., and the

duty on all other kinds of grain, except oats, would
h.n been higher than at this moment. The landlords

are quite aware of this, and if the present Corn Law be

repealed, they will attempt to get an ad valorem duty
isbstitnted for the present fluctuating system ; and if

this be accomplished, it will be found that there will

be anything but advantage from a change. But not

only are the people of this country loaded with heavy
duties for the purpose of protecting favoured classes at

borne, but they are also made to pay for the purpose of

prelecting class interests in our Colonies. Hence the

hear? duty laid on foreign timber, the discriminating

duties on sugar, coffee, rum, and other articles. St Do-
mingo coffee can be purchased in bond at from 41s. to

per cart.
; but its consumption is prohibited by a

duty of la 3d. a pound, or 140s. per cwt.—a tax of 350
per cenL, and this at s time when the British possessions

do not produce enough of coffee for our own consumption.
We annually import upwards of fifteen millions of pounds

weight of foreign coffee, but all of it is again exported

owing to tbe heavy duty. The amount of the tax paid

by tbe people of this country to support the West Indies

monopoly, on the single article of coffee, may be judged
ef from a fact stated in a petition from Liverpool—vix.,

that coffee of a quality equal to what we pay £5 per

ret for, could be imported from Hayti and sold for 44s.,

silting a difference to the consumer of 6d. per pound,
wtbat from this single article a tax of £650,000 a-year

» railed for the protection of the West India interest, or

pwciaely the same sum as our own revenue derives from
article. A much larger tax is raised by the West

Ifidia monopolists on sugar, for as the consumption ex-

tftdi four millions of ewts., and the difference of the duty
between British plantation and foreign sugar is 39s. a
ret, if we assume the cost is raised in Britain 10s. a
ret, we have two millions more exacted from sugar.

We say nothing at present of other articles : but it appears
te «s that, with the view of introducing a system of free

fcad®—an object which is justly considered of the utmost
^aportance by the most intelligent men of all classes—

a

Hissing should be made by abolishing all discriminat-

H faties on articles imported, for however much our

colonies may be injured by such an abolition, tbe mother
country is sure to gain in a much greater degree.

AGRICULTURE.
The corn markets have of late shewn a tendency to

fall, the prices of grain having risen so high that specula-

tors are afraid to purchase. The average for the week
ending 18th January was : wheat, 82s. 8d. ; barley, 40s.

4d. ; oats, 268. 8d.—the highest prices sinee 1818. The
best wheat in the Edinburgh market, on the 16th Ja-

nuary, brought 90s., but the average was only 76a 6d.

;

and at Haddington, the same week, 70s. 3d. ; from which
we infer that the Scotch wheat is this year very infe-

rior to the English in quality. The efforts making for

a total and immediate repeal of the Corn-Laws, do not

appear to have deterred the farmer from proceeding with

improvementsof the most expensive nature; for the making
of drains is now going on to so great an extent in onr

southern counties, that labourers are in great demand,

and wages have risen. A great breadth of wheat has

been sown, and is looking well. The last crop has not

tamed out so well as was anticipated; and although

foreign wheat is coming in from many quarters, we do

not think there is any probability of any considerable

fall of prices till the new crop is reaped. At Leghorn,

the best wheat, at the date of the last accounts, was sell-

ing at 66s. ; and, allowing for freight, insurance, commis-
sion, and profit, it could not be sold in London under

84s. ; so that, even high as prices are, there is little induce-

ment to bring grain from the Mediterranean. It is now
asserted that in the Baltic ports there is a larger supply

of grain than was generally believed a month or two ago

;

bat considering how little inducement there has been of

late years to grow grain for exportation, it is not likely

that any great supply is likely to be got from that

quarter.

Absurd attempts are making by the Corn-Law advo-

cates to decry manufactures and laud agriculture But,

of any class, agricultural labourers are the worst paid.

Masons and joiners earn from 18s. to 24s. a-week, and
many other tradesmen much higher wages ; but an agri-

cultural labourer can seldom if ever earn 10s. a-week,

the whole year round. Suppose such a labourer has a wife

and three children, were they to consume wheat bread,

as most of them have done of late years, it would absorb

at least 7>* of his earnings; the weekly rent of his boose

will take another shilling ; so that he will only have 3(d.

a day for clothing, fuel, and all other articles of food, ex-

cept bread. Whether this be an enviable state ofthings,

we leave our readers to judge. As the number of per-

sons employed in agriculture is often exaggerated, we
may notice, that it is considerably nnder one-third ofthe

population; for it appears, from the census of 1831,

that out of 3,414,175 families in Great Britain, 961,134
were employed in agriculture ; and the proportion must
be much lees at present, for, while the population gener-

ally had, in the preceding ten years, increased 34 percent,
the agriculturists had added only per cent, to their

numbers.

THE MANAGER OF THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN COMPANY.
Wi hare received a letter from Mr Wheeler, Manager

* *** South Australian Company, dated 9th January,

'“Pbininf, that in Tait's Magazine for December we
** noticed certain queries, addressed to him by a writer

toeribinf T. H. B. in the Times newspaper of 10th

Member, but had taken no notice of his reply, which ap-

J*»d|in that journal on the 1 3th November. The reason

vs had not time, although we had considered

^ Wheeler*! 'unsupported assertion or denial—for it is

lit^af»ore—deserving publication. The Times o f the

could not have reached Scotland till the 15th. Our
c®Jhbutor» and correspondents cannot be always on the

statements inLondon journals $ and the maga-

zine for December was despatched to London on the

morning of the 22d, having been, in the interval from
the arrival of the Times newspaper, printed, stitched,

packed, &c. Why did Mr Wheeler not complain earlier?

and in the January number we should have with plea-

sure stated, what we do now—that he has never heard

one word of (i the rotten-horn,” a cattle distemper about

which T. H. B. inquires ; nor yet that emigrants, who
had carried out a capital of£2000 or £3000 to Adelaide,

were reduced to work as labourers. We did not reprint

T. H. B.*e letter—we merely alluded to his queries ; as

we now do to Mr Wheeler's reply, or denial of the facts

inquired about..
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MrWheeler has also favoured us with a long communi-

cation in reply to our remarks upon Mr Gouger's book

on South Australia, which, properly, should he addressed

to that gentleman rather than to us. He is the Secretary

for the colony. All his hopes and interests are bound up

with it. He has made statements, which we have cited,

and which the Manager of the Company denies. It is Mr
Gouger, and not we, who states, at (page 82,) that u the

Company's whaling business has proved unfortunate.”

It is Mr Gouger, among others, who alludes to the

plague of insects, to the excessive heat of the climate,

to the degraded state of morals, and to the idea of mak-

ing the first settlement on Kangaroo Island, (page 18,)

and to the Company possessing one-seventh of all the

lands disposed of, and one-sixth of the town lots, (Gouger,

page 81.) Mr Manager Wheeler should reply to Mr
Secretary Gouger, and not to us : and yet no one will

believe that Mr Gouger had any intention ofdepreciating

the Colony or the Company.

As to this new disease of the (< rotten-horn,” we can

say nothing. Cattle and flocks are liable to diseases every-

where, until knowledge and experience come to their

protection. An epidemic may exist, or may not ; and it

would be unreasonable to doubt that cattle and sheep

will thrive well in South Australia ; but, as to small

capitalists being reduced to the condition of labourers, we

can less doubt of that, nor yet that it may have been

owing to their over-rash folly, and too implicit belief in the

delusions propagated by interested speculators. It is not,

therefore, at “ tbe rotten-horn,” but at the tovting-hom,

we take alarm, if Mr Wheeler understands the nature of

that prevalent affection among some of the Company's and

*he Commissioners' agents, and those speculators who are

profiting by the loss of the emigrants.

We have no desire to say anything harsh or offensive

to those gentlemen employed by the Company, whose situa-

tions are at present likely to be uncomfortable enough ;

but, judging between them and the public, we must take

leave to consider them exactly on the footing of other

agents, acting for other great trading companies ; and,

moreover, as agents for what at present looks to be an

unprofitable or backgoing concern. The South Australian

Company, in the eye of common sense, is to be viewed pre-

cisely in the same light as any other company trafficking

for profit. They take ten per cent, interest as colonial

bankers ;
and, no doubt, make as much profit as they can

in all the other departments in which they are engaged.

This is quite right, when fairly done. But if the Com-

pany and the Commissioners set up as philanthropists as

well as traders, we are entitled to be suspicious—as we
have ever observed that where Philanthropy and Traffic

set up a joint-stock concern, poor Philanthropy, sooner

or later, is sure to be driven to the wall. Mr Wheeler

has favoured us with extracts of letters from Mr Stephen

Hack, Mr Orr, &c. &c., which have done duty so fre-

quently now, that, although we did believe them impar-

tial, candid, disinterested statements, we should decline

reprinting them, as Scottish readers may find them in the

pamphlet entitled, “TheGreat Southland,”which has been

the means of propagating great and mischievous delusion

in Scotland about this new colony—delusion which we
have conceived it to be our bounden duty to try to dispel.

Mr Wheeler, we are bound to mention, sets us right as

to the authorship of that pamphlet. It is not written by

the local agent of the Commissioners, as we conjectured,

but by a gentleman of I*eith, who was in all probability

the dupe of his own sanguine credulity, as Mr Wheeler

states that he emigrated to “ The Land of Promise” in

September last, with his family ; and, if he have money

enough, the colony may do very well for him. We trust

that when he has been as long in the colony as Mr James,

he will afford mechanics and small capitalists something

like an antidote to his previous fallacious statements.

Mr Wheeler will the more readily excuse us for not

publishing his hackneyed facts and irrelevant remarks,

when we inform him, that we have also declined com.

municationa of a character similar to his, from the friends

of rival colonies. The great Company for which he has

the honour to act, and the powerful Commissioners, can-

not suffer from the want of a fitting medium in the press.

Volumes have been already published by the friends,

agents, puffers,
and speculators interested in deluding or

keeping up the excitement about the new colony. They

had one newspaper—the South Australian Gazette
,

which has been persecuted for telling a little truth ; they

have now another—the South Australian Record, In

The Spectator newspaper the colony has ever had a

thorough-going and most zealous advocate; and we believe

other London and provincial journals have been equally

well disposed to the Commissioners and the Company; so

that the manager, Mr Wheeler, need never lack a wide

medium, though we reserve the few pages we have to

spare for what we consider a far more pressing and sacred

duty—that of warning our countrymen who are medi-

tating emigration, entreating them to reflect on what

they are about, when, in choosing a colony, they take a

step which cannot be recalled, and which may precipitate

their families into severe hardship, if not complete ruin.

Later accounts from the colony than Mr Wheeler could

have received when he wrote us on the 9th January, have

appeared in the city article of The Times of the 11th;

and since the matter has been stirred, we shall copy them,

omitting what is given from Sydney papers, as probably

exaggerated, as it is in reply to other manifest exaggera-

tions, in the South Australian Record.

Papers from South Australia have come to hand to the

22d of July. The installation of Mr George Milner

Stephen, as acting governor of the colony, on the departure
of Governor Hindmarsh, took place on the 14th. In the

course of his speech, he took occasion to observe, that
“ there are no funds whatever in the Treasury, mid that

the quarter’s salaries due to the whole of the public ser-

vants on the :20th of June last are at this day unpaid.

We have, therefore, to fear that the tempting remunera-
tion held out for the exercise of ability in private under-

takings in this province, added to the distress which they

arc beginning to experience from the want of money, will

induce many indispensable public oificerg to leave the ser-

vice of the Government.’' lie complained also that the

marines had been taken away in Her Majesty's ship Alli-

gator, by which the eolony, numbering already 4,000

people, was left to the protection of 18 policemen, lately

embodied, whilst there were then 21 prisoners confiucd
” in the weather-boarded building used as a gaol,” and
“ perhaps double that number of runaway couvicts in the

neighbourhood of the town.’* There were even no funds
for the maintenance of the force actually on foot. A pub-
lic meeting had been called to consider ofthe unprotected
state of the colony, and the want of means for the pre-

sent and future provision of a police force. An interest-

ing account is given in these papers of Mr Eyre's second
journey overland from Sydney to Adelaide.

From tbe Stbam-Prrss of Petor Brown, Printer, 19, St James’ Square.
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A NEW REMEDY FOR THE DISTRESSES OF IRELAND.

(No. I. By a Guernsey Correspondent.)

Ths moral and political state of Ireland has

long’ been regarded as the disgrace of the British

legislatureend theopprobrium of civilized Europe.

Were the evils which afflict that unfortunate

eraotry confined to particular districts, or were

they of a superficial or temporary character, the

ere efflux of time might restore her to a sound

and healthy vigour; but a retrospective view of

her history destroys this expectation, exhibiting,

as it does, one continued scene of commercial po-

verty and intellectual debasement. It is useless,

uy, it is criminal, to deny the fact : the social

tlady of Ireland is not a mere local inflamma-

tion, it is not confined to the surface ; on the

contrary, it is a deep-seated disease, a pestilent

vim, flowing through every vein and artery of

the body politic. It is not our intention to ex-

amine any of the various plans hitherto recom-

mended by various classes of Reformers—such as

the Repeal of the Union, a domestic parliament,

migration, or the abolition of tithes—for none

of these seem to us commensurate with the evils

they propose to relieve, while they are, in many
respects, clogged with insuperable objections.

Neither shall we dwell on the system of Poor-

Lavs, because we think that a permanent

tnstkm of this character is a direct acknow-

ledgment of the unjust division of national

wealth. We speak not here of casual charity, as

ii the case of defective crops from which famine

sight ensue, nor of that aid which humanity

readers to the aged or infirm ; but we allude to

a annual parochial assessment, specially enacted

kcaase the Legislature is conscious and pre-

sent that the masses must starve unless this

ftwision be made for their subsistence.

At the very root of the inquiry we are about

te institute, lies the difficulty of determining in

rist consists the right of exclusive ownership

a tbs soil. We have no intention to examine

ny of the various theories advanced as solutions

of this problem, for they all rest on bare hy-

potheses which it would be a waste of words to

&en»; and even that of Locke, in his “ Essay

tt Civil Government/' is rather an illustration

as LXI1L—VOL. vi,

L

of a doctrine, than a proof of its native soundness.

It is far from true, as he contends, that indivi-

dual proprietorship has been acquired by labour,

or that man has mixed the sweat of his brow
with the ground appropriated to his use; for

immense tracts of land were forcibly seized by
the ancestors of those who now hold them, with-

out ever turning up the sod with plough or

spade ; and the continuity of possession has been
preserved by the iniquitous law of primogeniture.

Now, we maintain, as a general principle, appli-

cable to all countries, and valid at all times and
under all circumstances, that the concentration

of land in a few hands tends to demoralize and
pauperize a nation, corrupting the moral feelings

of the privileged classes, and brutalizing the

operative sections of society. That such a sys-

tem is destructive of the increase of national

wealth is admitted even by Malthus, whose
writings bear abundant evidence of his attach-

ment to the aristocracy.*

The position we shall endeavour to establish

in this article, is, that the system of landed

,
tenure which obtains in Ireland is the veritable

cause of all the evils, moral, social, political, and
commercial, which afflict that unfortunate coun-

try ; and that the remedy is to be found in the

introduction of the old Norman tenure, as it

exists to this day in the islands of Guernsey and
Jersey. We admit that the change would be

most sweeping ; but that is no argument against

its usefulness—for we hope to shew that it is the

interest of the landlords themselves to adopt

this new system, which would secure to them a

regular payment of their rents, and diffuse glad-

ness and content throughout the whole popula-

tion. But aware as we are of the extreme

reluctance with which novelties are received,

we shall preface our main subject with an appeal

to the ancient principles of the constitution, as

they bear on the questions of absenteeism, here-

ditary title, and hereditary privileges, which.

• See his *< Principles of Political Economy,” pages

430
,
431 .

' v
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if left unanswered, would entangle tha future

discussion, and open the door to quibbles and

difficulties which we desire at once to obviate.

It can be clearly shewn that the immense tracts

of land anciently granted by the Crown to the

Barons, were wholly in the nature of a trust,

and that non-residence, as will be proved in the

subjoined case of the Earl of Shrewsbury, in-

volved their forfeiture. It also appears from

NevilTs case, claiming to be Earl of Westmore-
land, that every Peer lost his dignity if he lost

the pecuniary means of supporting it ; and the

case of Isabel, Countess of Rutland, proves that

the only reason why Peers and Peeresses were

privileged from arrest for debt, was grounded

on the presumption that they held sufficient

freehold to meet all demands. These several

cases, as reported by Lord Coke, and the argu-

ments used in their discussion, with the judgments

pronounced, we shall now lay before our readers.

/ f By force of certain letters, bearing date

28th Martii, 1612, of the Lords of the Privy

Council, directed to Sir Humphrey Winch, Sir

James Lay, Sir Antony Saint-Leger, and James
Hulleston ; they did certify to their Lordships

the claims of Gilbert, Earl of Shrewsbury, to the

dignities of the Earldom of Waterford and

Barony of Dungarvon in Ireland, in such man-
ner as followeth :

—

“ King Henry the Sixth, by his letters patent,

in the twentieth year of his reign, did grant to

his thrice-beloved cousin John, Earl of Shrews-

bury, in consideration of his approved and loyal

services in the city and county of Waterford,

pro eo quoque eundem consanguineum nostrum

pradictd terra nostrd Hibernia in partibus iliis

contra inimicorum et rebeUium nostrorum insul-

tus potentius defendat ,
ipsum in comitem Water-

ford, und cum stilo et titulo ac nomine et honors

eidem debitis ordinamus et creamus, habendum
to the said Earl and the heirs-male of his body,

to hold the premises of the King and his heirs,

by homage and fealty, and by the service of his

being his Majesty's Seneschal in the realm of Ire-

land ; afterwards in the parliament callecLDer Ab-

sentees, holden at Dublin in Ireland, the 10th of

May, the 28th of Henry Eighth, by reason of

the long absence of George, Earl of Shrewsbury,

out of this realm ; it was enacted that the King,

his heirs and assigns, shall have and enjoy in the

right of his crown of England, all honours, ma-
nors, castles, lordships, franchises, hundreds,

liberties, count-palatines, jurisdictions, annuities,

fees of knights, lands, tenements &c., and all

and singular possessions, hereditaments, and all

other profits, as well spiritual as temporal what-

soever, which the said George, Earl of Shrews-

bury and Waterford, or any other person or

persons had to his use, See, King Henry the

Eighth, by his letters patent, the twenty-ninth

year of his reign, reciting the said statute Des
Absentees, Nos preemissa considerantes, et nolen-

tes statum, honorem, et dignitatem pradicti

Comitis diminuere, sed amplius augere, de certa

scientia et mero motu, See,, did grant to the

said Earl and his heirs the Abbey of Rufford,

with the land thereto belonging, in the county

of Nottingham, and the lordship of Rotherham,

in the county of York, the Abbeys of Chester-

field, Shirbrook, and Glossadel, in the county of

Derby, with divers other lands and tenements of

great value, to be holden in capite; and the

questions were

—

“ 1st, Whether, by the long absence of the

Earl of Shrewsbury out of Ireland, by reason

whereof the King and his subjects lost their

defence and assistance there, the title of the

honour be lost and forfeited ; the said Earl being

a Peer of both realms, and residing here in

England.

“2dly. Whether by the said act, Des Ab-

sentees, anno 28, H. 8, the title of the dignity

of the Earl of Waterford be taken from the said

Earl, as well as the manors, lands, tenements,

and other hereditaments in the said act speci-

fied.

“ And afterwards, by other letters patent of

the Lords of the Council, dated 27th of Septem-

ber, 1612, the two Chief Justices and Chief

Baron were required to consider of the case

which was enclosed within their letters, and were

to certify their opinions of the same.
“ Which case was argued by Counsel learned

in the law, in behalf of the said Earl, before the

said Chief Justices and Chief Baron ; upon which

they have taken great consideration and advise-

ment, and after they had read the preamble, and

all the said act of the 28 H. 8, it was unani-

mously resolved by them all as followeth
“ As to the first point, it was resolved, that

forasmuch as it does not appear what defence

was requisite, and that the consideration execu-

tory was not found by office to be broken as to

that point, the Baid Earl of Shrewsbury not-

withstanding does remain Earl of Waterford.
“ As to the second it was resolved,-that the

said act of the 28 H. 8, Des Absentees, doth not

only take away the possessions which were given

to him at the time of his creation, but also the

dignity itself; for although one may have a

dignity without any possession ad sustinendum

nomen et onus, yet it is very inconvenient that

a dignity should be clothed with poverty ;
and

in cases of writs, and such other legal proceed-

ings, he is accounted in law a nobleman, and 60

ought to be called, in respect of hie dignity ; but

yet if he want possessions to maintain his estate,

he cannot press the King in justice to grant him

a writ to call him to the parliament ; and so it

was resolved in the case of the Lord Ogle, in the

reign of Edward the Sixth, ae the Baron oj

Burleigh, Lord Treasurer of England, at th<

parliament anno 35 Eliz., did report ; and therei

fore the act, of the 28 H.8, (as all other acts oughl

to be,) shall be expounded to take away all in

convenience; and therefore by the general word

of the act, viz., c of honours and hereditament*

the dignity itself, with the lands given for th

maintenance of it, are given to the King, am

the dignity is extinct in the Crown/ And tb

cause of the degradation of George Nevill, Duk
of Bedford, is worthy the observation, which wa
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dooe by (one of an act of Parliament, 16 June, 1

7

Edw. 4, which act reciting the making the said

George a Duke, doth express the cause of liis

degradation in these words—‘ And forasmuch as

it if openly known, that the said George hath not,

or by inheritance may have, any livelihood to

support the same name, estate, and dignity, oi

any name of estate ;* and oftentimes it is to be

sees, that where any lord is called to high

estate, and hath not convenient livelihood to

support the same dignity, it induceth great

porerty and indigence, and causeth oftentimes

grot extortion, imbracery, and maintenance to

be bad, to the great trouble of all such countries

where such estate shall happen to be ; wherefore

the King, by the advice of his Lords Spiritual

lad Temporal, and by the Commons in this pre-

sent Parliament assembled, and by the authority

ofthesame, ordnineth, established, and enacteth,

that from henceforth the same creation and
asking of the said Duke, and all the names of

dignitygiven to the said George, or to John Nevill,

his father, be from henceforth void and of none
elect, &c. In which act, these things are to be
observed:

—

“ let, That although the Duke had not any
pooeanons to support his dignity, yet his dignity

oonot be taken away from him without an act
of Parliament.

“2dly, The inconveniences do appear where
i great state and dignity is, and no livelihood to

Buiatain it.

“3dly, It is good reason to take away such
dignity by act of Parliament ; and therefore the
aid act of the 28 H. 8,shall beexpounded, accord-
ing to the general words of the writ, to take away
ftch inconvenience ; and although the said Earl
of Shrewsbury be not only of great honour and
Nine, but also of great possessions in England,
jet it was not the intention of the act to conti-
nue him Earl in Ireland, when his possessions in
Ireland were taken away from him, but that the
king at his pleasure might confer as well the
dignity as the possessions to any other, for the
defence of the said realm. And the said letters

Ptent, de anno 29 H. 8, have no words to
restore the dignity which the act of Parliament
ks taken away ; but it was not the intention of
kisg diminuere atatum, honorem, et dignitatem

Comitis, but augere bis possessions for

^sintenance of his dignity, for so much appears
this word augere ; for he doth by the said let-

^patent.with exceeding great bounty, increase
revenues of the said Earl in England, which

the King did think was an increase of large
f"*aiiong in England, instead of all that which
** taken swsy from him by the act of the 28
H.8.

“And whereas it was objected, that the gene-
^ *ords honour$ and hereditaments are ex-
fa** and qualified by the said words relative

J&equeot, € which the said George or any to

T o* hath ;* and therefore it shall not be
at<Bded of any honour or hereditament, but of
**whsreof others are seized to his use, and
09 cm be seized of the dignity, and there-

fore that the said act doth not extend to it

;

but that it is to be understood reddendo singula

singulis, and these words, ‘ which the said

George, Earl, hath/ are sufficient to pass the

dignity; and with this agrees the opinion of all

the Judges in England in Nevill’s case, upon the

like words in the statute of the 28 H. 8.”*

It appears from this case that the spirit of

the ancient constitution condemns absenteeism,

as an evil both to the King and People. It is

also clear that there was a legal condition an-

nexed to the grant of these immense estates to

the Barons, involving personal residence on the

lands they held. They stood, as it were, between

the Crown and the subject, acting on the one

hand as local lieutenants for the sovereign to

preserve his prerogative and coerce rebellion,

and on the other hand as conservators of the

rights of the people among each other. Their

duties, therefore, were not confined simply to

legislation, for they exercised an executive au-

thority, and were obliged to see that the laws

were enforced and obeyed in their respective

neighbourhoods. “For those who are Earls/*

says Lord Coke, “ have an office of great trust

and confidence, and are created fortwopurposes

—

to advise the King in time of peace, and defend

the King and country in time of war ; and

therefore antiquity hath given them two ensigns,

to resemble those two duties; for first, their

head is adorned with a cap of honour and a coro-

net, and their body with a robe in resemblance

of counsel ; secondly, they are girt with a sword

in resemblance that they should he faithful and

loyal to defend their prince and country/'t

The only excuse for a Baron being absent

from his estates, was personal attendance on the

King either in the senate or the field ; but with

those two exceptions, it was a condition annexed,

(as Lord Coke expressly declares) to the estate

of the dignity that the possessor should reside

on the baronial lands ; for otherwise he would not

have been able to advise the King in time of

peace ; for it was only by living constantly among
his tenants, that he acquired a real knowledge^

of their wants and wishes, and had opportunities

of collecting local information, which it was his

duty to submit to the King when cited to attend

at the royal council. In conformity with these

principles, the Earl of Shrewsbury forfeited his

Irish estates, being a notorious absentee, “ by

reason whereof the King and his subjects wanted

their defence and assistance there/* We may
detect vestiges of the old system in modern

practice. Noblemen quitting England for the

Continent attend his Majesty's levde, to take

leave, and again present themselves at their

return ; so that what was once compulsion has

been softened down into courtesy. In Russia,

to this day, the rule is stricter than with us,

as no nobleman can quit that country for foreign

travel without obtaining the formal permission,

a practice quite consonant with the spirit of

• Coke’s Reports. Part 12, P. 106, et seq. Oct.

Ed., 1793, Dublin.

t Neyiil’s case. Coke’s Reports, 7th Part, P. 123.

L 2
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feudalism—“ for no lord shall quit the realm
without notice to the King, lest his services

should be wanted.**

Another wholesome provision in the ancient

constitutional law deprived a peer of his rank
and privileges when his fortune was dilapidated,

as appears from the remarksin the case of George
Nevill, Duke of Bedford, embodied in the report

of the case of the Earl of Shrewsbury. It would
be difficult to fix a pecuniary standard for the

peers, which would be free from every captious

objection, as in all questions of degree some line

of demarcation must be drawn. Our ancestors,

however, reduced the matter into arithmetical

precision, as we learn from the remarks of Lord
Coke in his report of Nevill’s case, cited above.
“ And it is to be known that, as in ancient times

the senators of Rome were elected a censi

2

of their

revenues, so here in ancient times, in conferring

of nobility, respect was had to their revenues,

by which their dignity and nobility might be
supported and maintained. And therefore a
knight ought to have £20 land per annum ; a
baron thirteen knights' fees and a quarter ; an
Earl twenty knights* fees, (for there was not

any duke in England from the time of the Con-
quest until 11 Ed,w. 3rd, and the Duke of

Cornwall was the first duke after the Conquest
in England.) And that appears by the statute

Magna Charta, c. 2. For always the fourth

part of such revenue, which is requisite by the

law to the dignity, shall be paid to the King as

a relief ; for the relief of a knight's fee is £5,
which is the fourth part of £20, which is a

knight's revenue ; and the relief of a baron is

100 marks, which is the fourth part of his reve-

nue—viz., 400 marks, and includes thirteen

knights' fees and a quarter ; and the relief of an

Earl is £100, which is the fourth part of £400,
which is the revenue of an Earl. And it appears

by the records of the Exchequer that the relief

of a duke shall amount to £200, and by con-

sequence his revenue ought to be £800 per

annum ; and that is the reason in our books that

every one of the nobility is presumed in law to

have sufficient freehold ad sustinendum nomen et

onus, for supporting his rank and the burthen
of it."

It was this legal assumption which exempted
Peers of the realm from arrest for debt. Of this

we have a proof in the case of Isabel, Countess
of Rutland, who, being a widow, was arrested by
certain Serjeants-at-mace, in consequence of
which the Attorney-General lodged an informa-

tion against them for false imprisonment. The
arrest, be it observed, was not on mesne process,

but on a capias ad satisfaciendum, judgment in

debt having been given against her in the Com-
mon Pleas. The arrest was set aside, and the

Serjeants-at-mace punished, the Judges having

decided :

—

“ That the person of one who is in law a

Countess by marriage or descent, is not to be

arrested for debt or trespass ; for, although in

respect of her sex, she cannot sit in Parliament,

yet she is a Peer of the realm, and shall be tried

by her Peers, as appears by the statute 2, 20th

of Henry the Sixth, which was but a declaration

of the common law. And there are two reasons

why her person should not be arrested in such

cases ; one, in respect to her dignity ; the other,

in respect that the law doth presume that she

hath sufficient land* and tenements in which she

may he distrained. And both these pointsare well

confirmed by our books, 11th of Henry the

Fourth, 15 b, in a homine replegiando against the

Lady Spencer. It appears that the Lady Spen-

cer was a Peer of the realm, and that in debt or

trespass, capias lieth not against an earl, baron,

or baroness, et hujusmodi, for, because of their

estate and dignity they are intended (presumed)

to have sufficient; 3d of Henry the Sixth, 48 a.

An action of debt was brought against a man,

and his wife Countess of D., against whom an

exigent was prayed. Newton
:
you cannot have

an exigent against an Earl, and no more against

a Countess ; and Fulthorpe there said, that the

reason thereof was not only because it cannot be

intended (presumed) that an Earl can be with-

out lands, but another reason is, for the dignity

of his name."*

Abundant evidence has now been adduoed to

prove that absenteeism is unconstitutional, and

we have dwelt strongly on the fact, to silence

the objections of that party who rejoice in the

title of Conservatives, who chatter about final

measures, and resist all change in the existing

system. We have shewn that the ancient law

has been violated ; consequently, a return to the

old principles, if not in form, at least in spirit,

cannot be condemned as an innovation. And here

the legal argument stops : it remains to inquire

how we may best remedy the evils of absenteeism,

doing justice both to the landlords and the rest

of the community—for we do not advocate any

scheme of spoliation. And this brings us to the

Norman landed tenure, as it has obtained is

Guernsey and Jersey for ten centuries, and as it

exists at the present day.

The relation of landlord and tenant, as il

exists in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland:

is unknown in the Channel Islands. Neithei

tenancies at will, nor for a term of years, ari

recognised by their laws, excepting on houses il

the towns. A single example will suffice t

explain their system, which is extremely simple

for a contract of sale seldom exceeds half a shee

of letter paper. Suppose that A possesses Ian

valued at twelve hundred pounds, which h
desires to sell, as we should say in England, c

to give to rent, as the phrase runs in Guernsey-
the following would be the process. A woo]
either convey his estate to B, the purchase
wholly in quarters, without receiving any cast

or, as is the more usual mode, he would receii
one fourth of the price in money, and convert tl

remainder into quarters. One Guernsey quart
is equivalent to twenty pounds sterling, loc

currency. In the first case, B would have
pay annually to A sixty quarters, the ixsten
on £1200, the assumed cost of the estate, at fi

• Coke's Reports. Part 6, p. 62.
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per cent

;

in the second case, he would have to

pay annually forty-five quarters. The reason

vby it is usual to pay one fourth part of the

purchase money in cash is, that such payment

nay be some guarantee to A that B will faith-

fully work the estate, and pay his rent regularly

;

for, should the rent fall in arrear, then A, by a

process called saisie, may totally eject B from
tbs property, and the three hundred pounds paid

byB when the contract was passed would be

lost to him for ever. In this manner, then, is

the seller or landlord secured in the receipt of

the equivalent for which he has parted with

the estate.

As soon as the contract between the parties is

executed, B becomes, to all intents and purposes,

shoolute proprietor of the soil ; and so long as he
ptys his quarters, he can never be evicted ; nay,

sore, he can fell timber, convert meadow into

arable, and arable into meadow, and perform
any and every act that a tenant in fee-simple

can do in England. The estAte, thus acquired,

descends to the heirs of the blood of the purcha-
ser, lawfully begotten, and, on failure of direct

kne, to his nearest of kin. Sometimes these
annual quarters are made permanent, but most
frequently they are redeemable by certain instal-

lments, as the buyer and seller may have agreed.
Their value may be fixed at a definite sum, as

twenty shillings per quarter, or they may be
^actuating so as to depend on the current
wine of a quarter of wheat, which is the fairest

ode of computation ; for, if corn is high, then
the farmer can afford a high rent ; and, if corn
it low, he is relieved from paying more than his

«rep warrants.

Having stated the nature of the system, we
proceed to enumerate the practical results which
bare flowed from it ; and these we shall class

uder the separate heads of commercial and
oral results.

The territorial surface of Guernsey contains

11,866 English acres, of which 10,240 are under
oitivation, the remainder being occupied by
bouei, roads, &c., with a large portion consist-
ing of rocks, cliffs, and places not susceptive of
culture. In the town parish, called Saint Peter s

Port, there are 1728 inhabited houses ; in the
country parishes, 1748 . The estates are small,

ntoe exceeding seventy acres ; and the average
**oant of land attached to each house in the
coontry, (including 252 nominally in the town
F*n*h, bat which are really in the country,)
ny be computed at five English acres. This
inute subdivision causes the whole island to be
cultivated as a garden ; not an inch of available
>1 if lost, and even the hedges are planted
*itb fane for winter fuel. The crops are abun-

and far exceed those of England. The
produce of wheat per acre is thirty-

Me Winchester bushels ; and as much as fifty-

^ to sixty have been raised. Five hundred
Stolls of potatoes per acre are the ordinary
Mies, and the hay crops average three tons

i half, English weight. Twenty-two tons
pvorips per acre are considered a fair crop

:

2,500 milch cows are kept, yielding an annual

revenue, in milk and butter, of £32,
520 ;

550

cows are annually exported to England, and

the same number of cattle slaughtered for home

consumption. Vegetables, fruit, poultry, eggs,

and cider, are most abumlant, and of excellent

quality. Now, the question, the commercial

question, arising out of these facts, is simply

this : Where, in Great Britain or Ireland, can

be found 10,000 acres equally productive? Let

it not be said that the islands have richer land,

a more favourable climate, or better implements

of husbandry : this is not the fact : they have,

moreover, many disadvantages, as tremendous

gales of wind in winter, and scorching droughts

in summer ; but they have one paramount supe-

riority, and that is their system of landed tenure

—the true source of their agricultural wealth.

The rent of land in Guernsey, expressed in

English terms, is never less than five pounds

per English acre; and it is a very rare case

indeed, if it ever falls in arrear. The landlord

is seldom disappointed in the regular receipt of

his income. Compare this state of things with

that which obtains in Ireland. Let the land-

lords themselves, viewing this subject as a mere
question of pounds, shillings, and pence, declare

whether their interest would he best promoted
by retaining the present system, or by adopting

that which we recommend. Which affords the

safest investment of capital ? Which most se-

curely guarantees the payment of rent ? Which
tends to raise the largest quantity of produce

from the soil ?

We shall now proceed to the moral influence

produced on the people by this system of tenure.

One of its first consequences is to raise the stand-

ard of virtue—to inspire the whole population

with a manly and independent spirit—and to

destroy that cringing adulation and fawning ser-

vility, which leases for years have necessarily

engendered among the tenantry of England.

All men, no matter to what political party they

may belong, have admitted that the institution

of property is the basis of civilization. This

principle being acknowledged sound by universal

consent, it follows that whatever counteracts its

expansion must be vicious, and that whatever

promotes its extension must he nationally bene-

ficial. The hare possession of property on a

doubtful tenure is scarcely a good : it is essen-

tial that the possession should be secure ; and if

security for a term of years he desirable, much
more so must it he for permanent enjoyment.

Now, the plan of leases for seven, fourteen, or

twenty-one years, together with tenancies from
year to year or at will, is bad in principle, as

they merely convey a temporary interest deter-

minable at a date specified ; the working farmer

thus becomes a bird of passage, without any fixed

home. He may be prudent, industrious, and

sober—a good father, a good husband, a good

master, a good neighbour, and a good citizen;

bnt these virtues avail him nothing ; he lives in

a state of agricultural servitude, and, at the ex-

piration of his lease, the caprice or spite of his
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landlord may expel him from his farm. Far
different is the condition of the Guernseyman.
Once possessed of land, he can never losejt ex-

cept by his own fault ; he has only to pay the

stipulated quarters of rent, and he continues ab-

solute lord of the property ; he feels proud of

his position, and the spirit of independence is

within him ; he is not classed among the loco-

motive machines of humanity, who, in Great
Britain and Ireland, are shifted from county to

county, seeking a precarious subsistence from an

insolent and grasping squirearchy. No ; he has

a solid stake in the country, though it may be

small ; he can say with honest pride, “ This

house is mine ,* that field is mine ; and when 1

die, the law will give them to my children.”

This system of tenure prompts to industry,

encourages economy, and represses intemperance.

A man having paid down in cash one-fourth of

the value of the land he holds, is stimulated by

the most powerful impulse to redeem the annual

quarters, and disengage his estate from the pay-

ment of rent. In the eyes of a person so cir-

cumstanced, labour loses its repulsive character,

for he feels that he is working for himself. He
has an object constantly before his mind which

he steadily pursues. The propensity to drun-

kenness, so fatal to the working classes of Great

Britain, is counteracted with the Guernseyman
by the desire and the opportunity of acquiring a

disencumbered landed property. But the Irish

labourer has no such incentive to moral restraint.

Far from contemplating even the most remote

possibility of becoming the absolute owner of an

acre of land, he considers himself eminently for-

tunate if he can secure regular wages as a la-

bourer. He passes through existence only one

remove higher than the oxen which he drives at

the plough. His feelings are deadened, his mind
is brutalized, his energies are depressed. His

life resembles that of a horse in a mill, confined

within a circle, out of which he can never escape.

As an auxiliary to the usefulness of savings-

banks, the Guernsey tenure deserves every con-

sideration. The facility of obtaining a proprie-

tary right to land, without paying down the pur-

chase-money, is a strong incentive to early habits

of economy and prudence. A farm, of course,

requires to be stocked ; and, with the prospect of

future independence before him, a young man
will deposit his earnings in the savings*-banks,

till he has accumulated sufficient capital to pur-

chase seeds, cattle, and implements of husbandry.

It is this hope, or rather, under Providence., we
may say it is this certainty, that makes a Guern-

seyman the eminently careful, cautious, and far-

seeing person that he is ; while, on the other hand,

it is fair to conclude that the absence of all pro-

spective amelioration in his condition, renders an

Irishman reckless, inconsiderate, and imprudent.

We may with truth affirm that habits of prudence,

economy, moral restraint, and the wisdom of ap-

preciating in what consists a competency, and the

disposition to live within one's income, are virtues

indigenous to the soil of Guernsey, and rooted in

the native character. Agrarian outrage is un-

known ; there is not on record an instance of

machine-breaking, rick-burning, or hamstring-

ing of cattle ; all are interested in the preserva-

tion of order, for «U have a property. But in

Ireland there are no bonds of sympathy between

the landlord and the labourer ; in most cases

they never see each other ; the absent proprietor

regards the tenant as a serf, and the tenant con-

siders the landlord as a tyrannical usurper : thus

the standard of morals is reduced to zero. How
is it, indeed, possible that a nation can be pros-

perous, when the expansion and influence of the

social virtues are forcibly repressed, and the ele-

ments of discord systematically roused into cease-

less action?

In support of the plan here recommended,

we shall cite some remarks on the subject which

have been communicated to us by Daniel de Lisle

Brock, Esq., President of the States of Guernsey,

whose accurate knowledge of all the details of

the system, whose vigorous intellect and com-

prehensive mind, invest bis opinion with the

sacred character of an authority. i€ In England,
1*

says this great and good man, “ they break up

all the small farms, depopulate the country, and

then cry up the surplus produce, as if that pro-

duce, consumed by a vigorous, happy race of yeo-

men, did not tend to the welfare of a kingdom ss

much as when carried to large towns to feed a

miserable feeble population, living by the preca-

rious returns of manufactures, instead of the cer-

tain rewards of agriculture. Besides, the main

fact on which the sticklers for large farms mt
their argument is absolutely disputed

;

the sur-

plus produce from large farms is not greater than

it would be from moderately-sized farms. There

are larger estates in England than the whole of

this island ; but where will be one found that pro-

duces the same quantity of provisions as is sent

by the small farmers of this island to market ?

Look at the hovels of the English and Irish

;

compare them with our cottages ; and the effect

of giving to the occupier an interest in the soil

and dwelling will at once be seen. In this island,

that interest is permanent: in England and

Ireland, it is limited and precarious. The writers

of the present day, on political economy, mention

the subdivision of landed property in Ireland a9

the principal cause of the poverty and barbarism

of the Irish : it is not the smallness, but the «n-

certainty of the tenure, which is the cause of all

the misery. The land is indeed subdivided, so

as to barely suffice, even in potatoes, to sustaiq

the occupier's family ; and thus the poor are made

to outbid one another in the price at which the)

may obtain possession ; and the term is so shor^

and the price so high, that the object of the oc

cupier is not to improve the spot, but to procure

a miserable existence for the year, by drawinf

from the land as much, and laying1 out upon it a

little as possible, without any regard to the ira

provement of the premises. The wretched stat

of the dwellings, and the distress of the inhabit

ants, are not, therefore, to be wondered at

they remain the same from year to year, and froi

generation to generation. Some parts of tfc
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country under the management of proprietors,

and of farmers with long leases, are well culti-

vated, and wear the appearance of comfort : from
these are produced the large quantities of grain,

cattle, butter, and other provisions, which are

annually exported, and mostly consumed in Great
Britain. The great body of the people are little

benefited by these exports ; and a year seldom
panes without a famine, or a scarcity approach-

ing to it, being experienced in one part of Ire-

land or the other, notwithstanding the export of

sc much produce, which the starving people have
so means of purchasing. The causes of this

wmrj and destitution are to be found in the
vast ofemployment for the peasantry, and, above
all, in the absence of all interest in the soil

;

causes aggravated by the general use of ardent
ipirits of the most pernicious description that

can be conceived. The obvious remedy is, to give
to the peasantry a permanent interest in the soil

—a permanent interest in the improvement, not
mly in the land, but of the dwelling and general
premises—to render him sensible of the sweets
if borne, and to create in him a desire to retain

their enjoyment during life, to impart the bless-

iigs and happiness of such a home to all who
ire dear to him, and leave them unimpaired to
his descendants. A permanent interest in such
a home, and the improvement of the land, would
prove the best means of withdrawing him from
the beastly habits of intoxication, and of elevat-

ing his ideas to the pure delight of contributing
to the happiness of those about him."
These remarks in favour of small farms appear

to as unanswerable ; but, as we wish to push the
argument to the extreme of its legitimate con-

squences, and fortify it by every fact that we
my be able to collect, we will exhibit it under
aether aspect.

IaXLAND.
Statute square miles, . 30,370
Statute acres, .... 19,436,800
Population, . . . 6,801,827

GUERNSEY.
Statute square miles, ... 24
Statute acres, .... 16,360
Population, .... 24,349

Now, it follows from these two tables, if they
w statistically correct, as we believe them to be,

that, while every square mile in Guernsey (we
wject fractions) supports one thousand persons,
«rery square mile in Ireland only supports two
kindred and twenty-three persons ; so that the
pover of sustaining human life in Guernsey,
*hen compared with the same power in Ireland,
b Marly in the ratio of five to one. But this is

*4 the only difference. Every Guernseyman
km a comfortable home to live in, a clean bed to
dtep upon, plenty to eat and drink every day in
ike year, and abundance of warm and decent
drthing; but the Irishman is lucky if he can
*heher himself in a mud cabin, find a soft plank
k deep upon with his pig, (if be is so fortunate
* to possess one,) and get a dry potato, without

to ward off starvation. In the session of
was stated by Mr Poulett Scrope, and

•fcfctod by Mr O'Connell, that upwards of two

millions of the people of Ireland, nearly one-third

of the whole population, were without occupation

—pauperized to the lowest verge of degradation

—all but houseless, shirtless, and shoeless—and
living on an inferior sort of potato, called “ a

lumper." Now, in Guernsey there is no want,

no beggary ; a wandering mendicant is not to

be seen in town or country. Let us, however,

not be misunderstood : we have no desire to draw
an exaggerated picture ; truth, and truth alone,

guides our pen. As in other communities, so

likewise in Guernsey we find physical disease,

moral delinquencies, and casual illness. Two
hospitals meet these evils—one in the town pa-

rish, the other in the centre of the island ; in

these the old and infirm, the deaf, the blind, and
the insane, find a refuge, and such a refuge as

exists nowhere else on earth. It is not a poor-

house : it is a home. There also the sick, whether
from fever, fractured limbs, or any other acci-

dent, receive surgical assistance ; and here also

profligates and drunkards are confined, with a
view to tbeir moral reformation. But these are

not receptacles of pauperism, in the English

sense of the phrase ; for, we repeat it, pauperism

does not exist in the island. Compare this state

of things with that which exists in Ireland, and
let the burning blush of shame scorch the cheeks

of the Imperial Legislators of Britain, when they

contrast the asylums of Guernsey with the poor-

houses of England.

The island of Jersey, in which the same sys-

tem of landed tenure obtains as in Guernsey, sup-

plies additional arguments in favour of the plan

here recommended for the relief of Ireland. Jer-
sey is more extensive than Guernsey, but still a

small spot. According to Colonel Le Couteur,
“ the most accurate surveys give it a superficial

extent of forty thousand English acres. Deduct-

ing about one-third for rocks, waste land, town,

houses, and roads, there remain about twenty-six

thousand six hundred acres fit for cultivation,

more than double the arable land of Guernsey."

We learn from the same eminent authority, that

the land near to St Helier's, the capital,

“ is worth nearly two hundred pounds the acre

;

in the country parishes it varies from seventy-

five to one hundred and fifty pounds the acre,

such land letting at from four pounds ten shil-

lings to six pounds fifteen shillings the acre."

According to Mr Charles Le Quesne, whose ad-

mirable account of the commerce of Jersey has

placed him in the first rank of political econo-

mists, “ the population in 1831, when the last

census was taken, amounted to thirty.six thou-

sand five hundred and eighty-two, giving to each

square mile nine hundred and fourteen persons."

The principal exports to England are stated by

Mr Le Quesne, in each year, from 1829 to 1836,

both inclusive: and at the last of these dates

they were as follow :

—

Cows and Heifers, • • 1135 heads.

Potatoes, . • . 3763 tons.

Wheat, .... 2990 quarters.

Apples, . . . 131,770 bushels.

Cider, . . . 402.443 gallons.

Pears, . 2936 bushels.
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Grapes, . . . 4638 Iba.

Bricks, . . . 180,206 tale.

As a maritime place, this small island has an
extent of shipping which is perfectly astonishing.

We again cite from Mr Le Quesne :

—

On the coast of Gaspe and

No. of
Establishment*
or Fishing
Stations.

Vessels. Tons.

Bay Chaleur (L. Canada), 11 31 3699
Labrador, . 6 14 1343
Newfoundland, • . 2 23 1901
Arichat, • 3

22

6

74

654

7597

The following statement will surprise those

who have been accustomed to view the islands as

mere rocks. It is a comparison between the

shipping of Jersey and some of the principal

ports of England, Scotland, and Ireland. It is

right, however, to observe, that it refers to the

year 1832—Mr Le Quesne not having an account

of each to a later date.
Vessels. Tone Hen.

London,
Liverpool,

. 2669 665,174 32,786
. 853 166,028 9329

Hull,

Bristol,

. 657 68,892 4348
. 296 46,567 2460

Aberdeen, . 355 41,671 3026
Glasgow, . 241 41,533

37,791

3253
Greenock, . 367 2553
Belfast, . 255 25,151

22,972
1526

Dublin, . 299 2172
Cork, .

Jtney,

. 275 18,019 1465
216 20,250 1895

Compared to the English ports, Jersey would
rank the fourteenth, and precede Poole ,* to the

Scotch, the seventh ; and to the Irish, the third

—

for the tonnage of Jersey is greater than that of

Cork. The shipping of Jersey, viewed in rela-

tion to the population of the island, will give a

proportion of half a ton to each inhabitant.

There, then, is a mass of evidence in favour

of the small-firm system, which ought to carry

conviction to every mind not absolutely barred

against the reception of truth. To those who
prefer authorities to facts, we recommend the

following opinions :
—

“

A small proprietor,” says

Adam Smith—

"

who knows every part of his

little territory, views it with all the affection

which property, especially small property, natu-

rally inspires, and who, upon that account, takes

pleasure not only in cultivating but adorning ib-
is generally, of all improvers, the most industri-

ous, the most diligent, and the most successful/'
u Ce petit champ me suffit,” said the virtuous

Chancellor De L'Hopital ; “ je trouve plus beau

de le cultiver moi-meme que d'etendre au loin

Bos limites aux depens de mes voisins. Une
grande terre annonce les richesses, l’abondance

excessive d’un maitre puissant ; un petit domaine
cultive avec soin, manifesto le caractere et l'in-

telligence d’un homme. Nous nous plaignons

que nos champs ne sont pas asses feconds ; nous

en accusons le sol, le ceil, et les dieux : c'est

uniquement notre faute. Un enfant ne sourit

pas a son pfcre qu’il n'a jamais vu, ni la terre a
son maitre qu’elle ne connait pas ; elle se plait

k se voir cultiver par ses mains.”
“ When I was,” says Mr Le Quesne, " travel-

ling on the borders of the Loire, in answer to my
inquiries relative to the smiling productiveness

of the land in Anjou and Touraine, the usual

answer which I received was, that land was di-

vided into small pantels; and with respect to

the condition of the people, it was, ft lei nous

ne sommes ni tree riches ni tree pauvres, mais

nous sommes contens et nous virons bien.” The
houses of the country people there are thickly

studded ; they are remarkable for their neatness,

and indicative of the ease and comfort of their

possessors ; they are far superior to those which

meet the eye in Normandy and Brittany, where
land is not so much subdivided : in the former,

besides being in greater number, they are built

of white sand-stone, and no miserable mud cot-

tage, with a heap of filth and dung lying before

it, presents itself, as in Normandy and Brit-

tany.”
“ Bulwer,” continues Mr Le Quesne, “ has

also noticed the different effects produced in

France by large and small estates ; and the fol-

lowing extract fully confirms my preceding ob-

servations :
4 In the northern departments of

France, where land is less divided than in gen-
eral, and cultivated with larger capitals, there is

by far the greatest number of indigent ; and in

the towns of this division pauperism has even
arisen to an alarming extent. There, says M.
Villeneuve, the poor consist of workmen, ignor-
ant, unprovided, brutified by debauchery, or
enervated by manufacturing labours, and habit-
ually unable to support their families/

”

A traveller in Spain gives a description of a
part of that fine kingdom, that might have been
applied to Ireland. “ Beside Edija and Carmona,
we met but few villages between Cordova and Se-
ville, and no solitary farms or houses, other than
the public ventas. Though the soilwaseverywhere
fertile, yet it was in general imperfectly culti-

vated, and often abandoned to the caprice of
nature. Nothing can be more painful than to
behold this country, which rose to such a degree
of prosperity under the Romans and Arabs, now
so fallen, so impoverished. The principal sonree
of this depopulation may be found in the landed
monopolies ; nearly the whole country being
owned by large proprietors, to whose ancestors
it was granted at the time of the conquest. They
who preach the preservation of families end
estates, and deprecate the unlimited subdivision
of property, should make a journey to Andalo-.
sia.”

The immediate effect of introducing the old
Norman system of tenure into Ireland, would be
the creation of a numerous resident proprietary,
who would supply the present deficiency of m
middle class. With the successful prosecution
of agriculture that would necessarily accompany
it, villages and towns would spring up in ever]
district, filled with mechanics and tradesmen
Neat and comfortable dwellings would be sub
stituted in place of the present mod hovels ; am
the pest of . Ireland, the middlemen, would. b<
swept away. Outrages on property would oesse

i

because the possessors would be so numerous
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mi 00 linked together by a common interest,

that they would stand in the relation of a mutual
iasurance company. Thus would be saved a
tag* portion of the expense now incurred for the

constabulary force, and the standing army at

present quartered in the sister kingdom.
It is also clear, from the results obtained in

GuernseyandJersey , that the agricultural produce
of Ireland would be prodigiously augmented,
which would enable her to supply the English de-

aiadfor corn ; and as the Irish rose in wealth, they
wild become large purchasers of British man.
statures. It has been shewn that every acre of

had in Guernsey and Jersey subsists in comfort
{refold tbe number of persons that an Irish acre

foes. If, then, the actual population of Ireland
in round numbers be seven millions, why should
it net increase to thirty-five millions? The
mount may excite a sneer ; but it is a fair infer,

cnce from the premises. But were it the case,

what a stimulus would it not give to the trade of

England! Again: by this plan all the Irish

wold find permanent work at home on their own
kids ; and thus would a stop be put to that an-

ntl emigration into England, against which the
English farm-servant, in the time of mowing and
reaping, cannot compete.
Surely a plan which secures the landlord his

rest—which raises the moral standard of a whole
people—which encourages industry, temperance,
«d prudence—which represses crime—which
•ooomiies the cost of the police and the sol.

fiery—and which, while putting an end to the
injurious competition of English and Irish labour,

» employs that labour as to make it the engine
*f mutual supply and demand—surely a system,
Ming out such advantages, reconciling all in-

terests, and recommended by the practice and
operienee of ten centuries, at least deserves the
aim and patient investigation of the legisla-

tue. Let politicians bear in mind, that every
experiment hitherto attempted to remedy the
state of Ireland has ended in the most miserable
failure. How much money has not been ex-
poded in schemes of emigration, and the colo-

ration of different parts of New South Wales

!

Ia apite of all this outlay, Ireland still suffers,

hoot then the time arrived when we should
strike into a new path, and apply a radical cure
to tbe evil ?

We eon only anticipate one objection to this

pla*—and that objection may come from the ter-

ritorial aristocracy ; but we cannot expect oppo.
stioQ from any other quarter ; and we hope that
*a the enemies whom our imagination has
abed up, may, on cool reflection, adopt the new

It is clear that, were land let on per.
ptal lessee, in the manner already explained,
th occupier, having paid his rent, would have
•king to hope or fear from his landlord ; con-
stantly, he could and would vote at the elec-
ta of members of Parliament according to his

“arience ; he would no longer be dependent on
ta mules or the frowns of a canvassing attorney

;

k would be a free citizen. Now, the aristocracy

be reluctant to part with this species of

influence, and that is what we apprehend : it is,

indeed, the only difficulty that we fear. On the

other hand, they should set off against this sur-

render of power, which is as illegal as it is unjust,

the innumerable other advantages which they
would acquire in exchange. Besides, all the

territorial aristocracy would be placed on the

same footing, whetherWhig or Tory, so that their

relative strength would not be diminished. This
plan would preclude the necessity of the Ballot, at

least in agricultural districts ; since no permanent
occupier of a farm, which the law would transmit

to his descendants, would require the shield of

secrecy in exercising the elective franchise.

Another immense advantage would be gained:

no turbulent demagogue would be able to kindle

sedition among a population who would be well

fed, well housed, and well clothed ; and thus the

property of the very richest would be protected

against the lawless passions of a mob.
“ I am aware/* says Mr Brock to us, “ of the

prejudices of the great landed proprietors against

such a scheme of partition ; they are unwilling

to part with the land in perpetuity, and they will

raise objections to the establishment of independ.

ent families around them as nurseries of a poor

and more numerous population. Their fears and
objections are not well founded : the system of

selling for perpetual rents, secured on land daily

improving in value, ought to remove their ob-

jections ; and, at all events, nothing can possibly

be worse for them than the actual state of society

in Ireland. The great body of the peasantry,

finding no employment from the rich, no land to

till, except at prices which the utmost labour

cannot enable them to pay, are driven to desper-

ation, when, having attempted to cultivate a field

of potatoes, they are called upon for tithes on
those potatoes which are already insufficient for

the sustenance of their families and the payment
of rent. The law, the military, the police, are,

however, called upon to force them to pay both

rent and tithes, or, in default, to eject them from
land and home. 8eeing all the authorities and
institutions of the country leagued against them,

is it surprising that the peasantry should look

upon those authorities and institutions with dis-

trust ? The situation of the landowners is not

to be envied. It is true that, by coercive mea-
sures, they succeed in keeping down the spirit of

discontent ; but they do so at the expense of their

own happiness and comfort. If there be, as we
must suppose there is, a pleasure in the exhibi-

tion of pride and power, in tbe unlimited exer-

cise of tyranny and oppression, the landlords of

Ireland must experience that pleasure in the

highest degree. The unexampled scenes of misery

which they behold at every step, attest their ar-

bitrary sway, and the extent of the mischief

which that sway has occasioned. Nothing can

be wanting to their triumph ; but amidst that

triumph, they cannot taste the sweets and com-
forts of a peaceful home—they cannot meet the

smiles of a grateful tenantry—they are obliged

to fly their country/*

The law of inheritance which obtains in Guenu
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sey, steers a middle course between the systems of

England and France. In the former country, the

law of primogeniture bestows all the patrimonial

estates on the eldest son ; in the latter, all the

children, without regard to sex, are placed ex-

actly on the same footing. In Guernsey the

eldest son takes the principal house, and from
sixteen to twenty perches of land, on which the

outbuildings may be supposed to stand ; this the

law gives him exclusively, and he also has the

right to keep all the land attached to the house

in a ring fence, and not separated from it by a

public road ; but whatever he takes over and
above the sixteen to twenty perches, he must
account for it to his brothers and sisters, by pay-

ing them the value of this excess in money. By
this plan the estates in Guernsey are never so

subdivided as to produce inconvenience, nor are

they ever so consolidated as to produce injustice.

We shall conclude with the following remarks
of the Bailiff of Guernsey, which we earnestly

recommend to the mature consideration of all

statesmen, whether Whig or Tory :

—

“ All partial remedies that seek to bolster up
the actual state of society and the precarious

tenures of land, can be of no use : things have
arrived to that degree of individual misery and
general danger, that nothing but a mighty change
can effect any permanent good. The removal of

the law of primogeniture, some centuries past,

might have prevented the accumulation of that

great mass of distress now witnessed, and an
equal law of succession would now produce great

benefits to the country : but immediate relief is

wanted ; and to obtain that relief to the extent

required, there appear but two measures ade-

quate—the cession of land to poor families on
the payment of perpetual rents, and emigration

on a large scale. Both remedies combined must
produce a great improvement. A poor-law is

another remedy about to be tried, which alone

can never restore Ireland to a happy state. The
poor are too numerous to render it possible to

give them sufficient relief, without the greatest

sacrifice on the part of the landowners. Com-
pare the sacrifices that must be made by them
in the execution of the poor-law, with the sale

of their superfluous lands on perpetual rents, and
decide which plan of relief would be most ad-

vantageous to those owners. No doubt can surely

exist on the matter. The poor-law, to be effec-

tive, will require pecuniary sacrifices to an enor-

mous amount ; the cession of land would require

none—would be attended with no diminution of

income. There is another consideration, which
is the national expense requisite for the erection

of poor-houses all over the country, independ-

ently of the moral degradation jvhich is the na-

tural result of crowding so many poor together.

In every point of view, and especially the moral

consideration, how desirable must that plan be

which would give an interest in the soil to the

great bulk of the population—which would re-

move discontent, and promote industry and con-

tent over the whole face of the country ! How
superior would such a state of things be to the

system of wretchedness, idleness, and destitution

|

which prevails ! How superior, as a means of

comfort and happiness, to the rich proprietor as

well as to the poor labourer ! How superior in

point of general interest, and in point of even

the interest of the proprietors themselves ! Com-

pared with the poor-law attempted to be intro-

duced, the superiority of the present plan is most

striking. The poor-law may give some relief,

but no remedy to the poor—no prevention of

poverty. The evil, the canker will remain, and

the discontent also. So far from creating com-

fort to the proprietors, the poor-law will be the

cause of their being assailed more than ever by

the poor who surround them, and who will think

themselves authorized by the law so to assail

them. The poor-law, as a palliation of the evil,

will cost to the proprietors immense sums of

money, while the radical cure would in fact sub-

tract nothing from their incomes. The pallia-

tion would greatly diminish that income, both by

the sums levied for the maintenance of the poor,

and by the sums levied for county rates, or na-

tional taxes for the erecting of houses for their

habitation and occupation. The radical cure re-

quires indeed the nominal sacrifice of part of the

land, but no sacrifice of the property—no dimi-

nution of the income/'

Guernsey
,
January 1839. J. D.

We leave the above paper, by an intelligent

correspondent, to speak for itself. His doctrines

will not be acceptable to one order of political

economists, any more than to the aristocracy

—

economical bigots we may well call them, who

have but one sweeping principle to apply to every

varying set of circumstances. Nor do we regard

his new remedy as a panacea, but as one of a class

of remedies which might be brought into opera-

tion for the salvation of Ireland, and the security

of Great Britain. Those of our readers who

have not an opportunity of consulting Henry

Bulwer’s work on France, referred to above, will

find the substance of it in whatever relates to

land tenures, small farms, and the laws of in-

heritance, in this Magazine, for April 1836. We
would also refer them to Mr Blacker's pamphlets,

and to part of Colonel Napier's book “ On Colo-

nization and Small Farms although we conceive

our contributor's scheme of perpetual possession

an immense improvement on small farms held at

will, or by the ordinary mode of leases,varying in

duration. We shall give a short extract from

Colonel Napier, as we apprehend his work is less

known than it ought to be. He is arguing -against

the author of “ England and America," who,

though a strenuous advocate for large, very large

farms, and for capital, labour, and land in cor-

responding proportions, meanwhile confesses that

the English farm-labourer is a miserable wretch.

Of this, says Colonel Napier,

No man doubts: he is not so miserable as an Irish labourer

—but he is miserable—yes—very—“ because,” says our

author, “ because he obtains but a very small share of the

produce of his labour : but this is a question not of distri-

bution, but of production.” But if the distribution be

such as to make the production greater, and to give it all
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(swept tbe rest) Into the poor man’s own hands : if it

nakea him the owner of what hia labour produces ; if

flack he the effect of “ distribution,” that, instead of u a
cry small share*’ given to him in the shape of daily and
ascertain wages, the poor man should receive all the pro-
dace except the rent ; and instead of buying from, sells

My the rich sun, I ask my adversary, and all the world
besides, if this is not essentially “ a question of distribn-

tioo” with a witness ? The questions are inseparable

:

whoever possesses the production, (by virtue of the distri-

bution of tb# land, in the hands of a few or of many)
will give hia neighbour the very smallest share of such
production that he can, and this is one of the exceptions

to that excellent rule of “ doing as you would be done
by ;** which exception Mr Cobbett’s “ Bull-frog farmers”
tike especial care to adhere to most strictly 1 Thus we
ms, that when the few have large farms the many come
if bedlv, and when the many have small farms the few
cone off badly.

ColonelNapiergoes analytically into the econo-

ay ofa farm, supposed the Duke of Devonshire's

property, of 1000 acres, rented at £1000, and yield-

ing Mr Middleman, the bull-frog farmer, £1000
per annum, to be spent in his bottle of claret, his

wife's silk gowns, and his daughter's pianoforte.

His management is contrasted with that of the

labourers on that farm, converted into small

farmers, with long leases, each holding twenty
acres, and each obtaining £20 a-year as his share

sf Middleman’s £1000 a-year of profit: The first

advantage specified by the Colonel is the labourer

become farmer, having constant work—though
constant work, without adequate remuneration,

goes for nothing. He brings forward better ar-

fusenta.

Such is the hired labourer’s destiny, that he may lose

work by the invention of machinery, or from the pique
of hia employer, who may take offence at some hasty ex.

prtssion. The constant fear of this makes the hired la-

bourer a slave and, it may be, a rogue, and starves him
besides. But now we have divided the 1000 acres, the

per man is no longer a hireling, but a small farmer;
sad it is quite clear, that the £1000 which gave farmer
Middleman the gout—fatted Mrs Middleman—made the

form ring with €i tanti pulpit?'—and supplied young
c&p-o*-on&4ide with cigars, would be divided among fifty

bard-working sturdy spadesmen, whose support and com-
forts would never cease. Thus, in addition to the wages
they formerly received as day-labourers, each would have

£30 a-year (that is to say, his share of the £1000) for

managing hia own portion of the great farm. These
fifty men (and their families^ would not drink claret

—

thfy would not sing “ tanti palpiti”—they would not

bare hysterica—they would not have cigars (they might
make a pipe)—but they would have plenty of food and
beer, (if the malt-tax be repealed

;) they would have a
gradual increase of comforts ; they would have constant

occupation for themselves and their children ; they would,
see and all, scorn the thoughts of parish assistance,

vhkh they would consider as the right of the poor and
niserable, and, not being either, they would consider any
sack aanstance to be a degradation, revolting to their

basest pride. Tbe son would not marry a woman that

be could not support, and the daughter would not marry
afissolnte man. u No one,” as Mons. de Sismondi says,
* voluntarily descends from their condition.” The small

femer, the English yeoman, bestows, but does not ask,

dm
The poor day-labourer, uncertain of work, cannot af-

ford to put his child to school ; if in harvest time he saves

a few shillings, he puts them by to support his family in

vtuflv; hie children idle while the father works, if he
bsee week ; or help him to poach if he have not work

;

feus they grow np ignorant from necessity, and idle from

perhaps end, if they are males, by becoming

If girls, by becoming prostitutes ; and our wise

men taunt them with being demoralized forsooth !

Yes, they are “ demoralized,” which will always happen
when people starve. Even the law admits starving to be

an excuse for theft. Starving makes men eat each other

!

In short, what will it not make men and women do ?

How different is the life of a small farmer's child ! The
farm is a school, and a noble school too, where he learns in-

dustry from habit : he grows up honest, because he is

not driven to dishonesty by early and biting want ; and
he is proud and independent because he is honest ; it is

true, he may not have read the “ Penny Magazine,” and
may never know the history of the Grand Chartreuse, or
the Vatican, and other most pleasing histories, of deep

import, no donbt, to English working men ; but to make
np for this misfortune, he will know right well how to

manage a farm. The poor hired labourer sees his half-

starved infant steal ; he wishes it were otherwise, though
he dare not correct it : who dares chastise a beloved and
starving child? But the small farmer's son who was
guilty of such an action, would tremble in the presence

of his indignant family. ....
The admirable allotment system is an approach to the

small-farm system ; it does great good ; but it is too

limited to do all that tbe fearful state of things requires.

As an accompaniment to small farms it is excellent

;

for there will be hired labour to a certain extent ; and
the hired labourer must have a garden and a cow.

There must always be hired labour, because the small

farmers’ sons will work for hire, though they will not

wear a fool’s cap and gold tassel over their ear ; and his

daughters, though they may not be able to play the

piano-forte, will go to service, still having the respect-

ability of their parents before their eyes, and deeply

implanted in their hearts, brought op to make it their

pride, their vaunt, their glory ! The son of a yeoman
will not labour for wages that are too low, nor will he
burden his family by standing out for wages that are

unreasonably high. There will, also, be plenty of com-
petition, not among starving, “ miserable wretches,” but
among honest and reasonable men.

Colonel Napier, like Mr H. Bulwer, places his

own experience, the results of his personal ob-

servation, against the theories of the modern
economists. Again he addresses the author of
“ England and America."
You say, that the great farmer’s superiority is in the

art of cultivating upon a great scale ; and for the practice

of this art, capital and labour in proportion to land, are

indispensable. Yes; and bo is the misery you describe,

as being the portion of the great farmer's hired labourer.

You then give us a note from Mr M’Culloch, in which
the Professor says, that u French agriculture is 100 years

behind ours ; that two-thirds of the French people are

employed in bad agriculture, while one-third of the

English people suffice to carry on our good agriculture $

and that in this our great superiority in domestic econ-

omy consists.” Now, sir, what does this prove ? Why,
that two-thirds of the French are well fed, and that

two-thirds of the English starve ! You assert, and with
truth, that our labourers are “ miserable wretches.” t

assert, and no man knowing anything of France will

deny the assertion, that the French agricultural labourer

is very well fed, and clothed, and lodged, and that gene*

rally he is very happy. I lived a year in France ; I

saw no beggars except old people and cripples. In Nor-
mandy I was never, in a single instance, asked for charity

by a man or a woman who was able to work. I have
conversed with tbe labourers ; they all told me they lived

comfortably; they are extremely honest; everywhere

you see linen hung out to dry on the hedges along the

high road: no one thinks of stealing: you never hear

of a robbery. I came to England ; and, from the hour

1 landed to the present moment—a period of three weeks
—I have not quitted my house once without being ac-

costed by severid able-bodied beggars, with their starving

children ; and as to leaving anything ont of doors in

safety, it is impossible! Why, locks and bolts fail in

preserving what yon have within ! To live in England
is to liye in one constant state of suffering. In France,
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a man enjoys his comforts, because be sees every one else

at their ease ; in England he cannot. Who can button

up his warm greatcoat, with any comfort, when he sees

a dozen half-naked women and children shivering and

half-starving ? or an honest, industrious, powerful man,

that cannot get work ? This horrid sight he is sure to

see in England ; he is sure not to see it in France. Is

this, let me ask Mr M’Cullocb, a proof of the “ great

superiority of our domestic economy over that of

France ?” What does this prove ? Why, that in despite

of bad farming, the French are well-fed and happy with

their small farms ; while the English, though possessing

great agricultural skill, are starving and miserable with

their large farms. In short, whether in France, Belgium,

or Tuscany, wherever we see small farms, united to

skill in agriculture, the poor man is happy and honest.

Wherever we see large farms, the poor man is miserable :

and yet the author of *< England and America,*' where
be recapitulates all the remedies offered for our distress,

(page 46,) omits to mention small farms, which are

among the most efficacious ! He quotes Paul Louis Cour-

rier: he will find nothing in that extraordinary man's
writings that advocates large farms. 1 will say more ;

the whole of his own book is one constant argument in

favour of small farms, and small fortunes, in preference

to great ones ; and yet he strangely wants to combine,

and combine, and combine heaven knows what, to create

large farms. How is it possible for a man of his talents

to avoid seeing, that what is called by the false and
stupid expression, “ national wealth," is nothing more
than the accumulation of great fortunes ?—great heaps of

money in a few hands ; and, that the greater these heaps

are, the poorer and more miserable the mass of the people

must be ; and the poorer and more miserable England
must be ;

and that it is the well-fed labourer that forms

“national wealth," and not rich weavers and stock-

jobbers, and so forth, with their “ plum," who, like

the upas tree, cast desolation around them.

This may be somewhat out of place, though

strikingly corroborative of the facts and opinions

brought forward by our contributor, both as to

the equal or superior productiveness of small

farms, and, above all, their moral effects. What
we have now to adduce is more directly to the

point.

Upon our table lies a thin quarto volume,

entitled “ Suggestions relative to Ireland and

the Church of Ireland/* It is printed for the

convenience of circulation among the author’s pri-

vate friends. We are at liberty to transfer to our

pages such of the facts and arguments as we deem
useful, to be made generally known. The author

is an Irishman, a landed proprietor, a member of

the Royal Irish Academy, and in orders in the

Irish Church—sufficient guarantees for his at-

tachment to his country, and a competent

knowledge of its interests. We do not know
what he may think of the “ New Remedy** sug-

gested ; but he, like every reflecting man, is fully

aware of the existing evils. After noticing the

evils which Ireland has suffered from the fre-

quent change of rulers, and the imagined neces-

sity of legislative interference upon all occasions,

he suggests the propriety of throwing the country

gentlemen upon the resources of their own
legitimately acquired influence, and of abating

the number of Parliamentary grants. Ireland,

he states—
Is the land of expectation. Every Irishman, from the

Peer to the coal porter, is a client.—The lesson in the

family circle, dwells upon the cultivation of patronage,
rather th&n the sure rewards of patient industry. Hence,
there is no proper reliance on a man’s own exertions.

Years are spent In calculating every possible contingency

of expectation from a patron.

Every Irishman, whether from the experience of the

political confiscations of former times, or the want of

moral restraint npon the workings of a prurient ima-

gination, would seem to prefer the incerta pro certu.

Legislation cannot cure this state of things as mere

legislation ; yet legislators who have to do with Ireland,

are liable to catch the infection of the Irish notion, that

legislation can do, and is to do everything.

To come to our immediate case, land-tenures

and holdings, the “Suggestion*” do not go so far

as “ The New Remedy/’ but they point to far-

spread and deep-seated, cankering evils :

—

It is obvious that the system of landlord and tenant in

Ireland has much to do with the unhappy condition of

the people, and require* to be ameliorated. In Scotland,

the landlord builds and upholds the farm-house, &c. ficc.,

divides and encloses the farm at his own expense, and the

tenant is a mere merchant of the surface for the curreucy

of the lease. In Ireland, on the contrary, the improve-

ment of the farm is supposed to be with the tenant. The

landlord sets the farm on the condition of the tenant

building, ditching, &c. The consequence is, the tenant’s

capital is sunk at once ; he has no means left to lime, or

manure, or drain, or increase his stock. His crops are

impoverished, his cattle distrained, and, at last, he is

ejected for non-payment of rent. Still he thinks it hard

that the house he built should pass to another. Hence

bad blood, &c. ;
hence the claim of tenant-right is some-

thing more than the mere expression itself would convey

to the ear, in England or Scotland. It is, in other

words, a prescriptive right in the minds of the occupants

of the soil, to what they hold, at a reasonable rent

;

bought by the outlay which they or their fathers have

made on the premises, on an understanding with the

landlord, though without a formal agreement on the

subject, that, in some way or other, the tenant should be

remunerated for his improvement* ; and the choice lies

with himself whether he will receive the valuation in

money assigned to him, or will continue to hold the farm.

These bargains are, comparatively speaking, never ful-

filled. A large rent is asked ; and, to encourage the

tenant, a long time is promised; the landlord is san-

guine ; the tenant no leu so ;
one half year’s arreara

follows upon another; the tenant is wasted ; the farm is

wasted ; the landlord is ultimately a great sufferer; but

the tenant is ruined. He is to be driven forth; the

landlord only claims his own : the tenant resists eject-

ment, or, ejected, attempts to return to take possession,

claiming the bouse, &c., as ths produce of his own means.

Hence an endleu strife ; the landlord ejects in the name

of law ; the tenant resists in the name of equity ; and a

whole district becomes disturbed.

Perhaps it would be difficult to remedy this miserable

condition of things by an act of the legislature; still

the moral and political incorrectness of such bargains,

should be again and Bgain pressed on the attention of

Irish landlords ; and they must at length come to see,

that the tenant’s strength is the strength of the landlord

also.

Connected with the landlord and tenant system, are

the Grand Jury assessments. These opeiate again to the

depressing of the tenantry. When will the gentry of

Ireland be content to tax themselves at once and directly,

instead of suffering that amazing taxation which they

inflict npon themselves mediately through their tenants?

It was a sad mistake the removal of the assessed taxes.

They fell npon the rich. Had they beat retained and

applied to local purposes, many benefits would have been

secured, and many evils, to a certain extent, averted.

[Why not re-enact them r]

Merchant-farm adventures as private specu-

lations are recommended ; and a plausible tabu-

lar statement is drawn up, shewing the profitable

results. But what Company will adventure in

Ireland ? No, no. They will send their capital

to Canada or Australia ; and Irish labourers will
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ftDowtt the public cost, and accomplish what can-

not be attained at home, where every element of

proiperity—land, labour, capital—abounds, and

it rendered useless by the absence of quiet and
security. In discussing other Irish questions,

the writer of the “ Suggestions

”

adverts inciden-

tally to the turbulence of the Irish people, as an

imagined symptom of that alleged innate dispo-

sition, and inherent love of riot and disorder

presumed to belong to the national character,

and said to wear frequently, if not always, a po-

litical aspect. This he denies, inquiring

—

la thevarious insurrections, or demonstrations ofinsur-

rection,which have appeared within the last centnry, has it

Mt been uniformly easy to trace them to intelligible and
prominent causes ? There certainly were many circnm-

moos in the nature of the law, still more in the spirit

tf its administration, to engender a predisposition in the

lover orders, when seeking to obtain the redress of griev-

uew of which they complained, to have recourse to

mbeoe in defiance of the constituted authorities. Bnt
vao there, in their social condition, anything to counter-

set this unhappy madness ? Here was a people suffering

torn many local enactments made by their own Parlia-

aeat—that is, by the landlords of Ireland ; but where
ni the spirit of confidence binding together the different

dames of society in the harmonies of intercourse
; where

vu the attempt, on the part of the gentry, to apply a
moral and intellectual cultivation to the people dependent

«P« them ? There was much generous charity as far

a money-giving was concerned ; bat it had no other aim
tbo present relief to the objects of it ; it sought not to

rant them in their own self-respect ; it smothered the

iprit of independence. There is a charity which enobles

—three also is a charity which degrades ; and it is to be
fared, that the well-meant kindnesses of the upper to the

lover dames in Ireland were, in general, of the latter

character.

The landlord and tenant system was always bad.

Three were, indeed, many happy exceptions in the condi-

tion of the tenantry on some estates in relation to their

britodi
; but in these exceptions of persons, there was

aehber an excepting to, nor a correcting of, the system.
A happy feeling was established, but the moral position

nt fhr from healthy. The tenantry acquired a blind
nd feudal confidence in their landlord, but they cared not
fa the cultivation of that personal independence which
the law of England contemplates as the birthright of the
msnest subject ; and which, in an instructed people,

mdentood, and claimed, and acted upon, is the best de-

fats against anarchy, an undoubted security for the

naintenance of order, the due administration of justice,

asd the well-being of the whole community.

The author of the “ Suggestions ” before us,

vhkh our readers will remember are the same
® M.S., has, with full knowledge of his own
country, and no abatement of patriotic feeling,

bd the advantage of looking at Ireland from
the shores of a more prosperous, because a more
^lightened and tranquil country, one in which
the mutual interests of landlord and tenant are

®ich better understood. When we say more
^lightened, we refer chiefly to the higher and
fciddle orders ; for the Irish peasantry are auffi-

oontiy acute.

His “ Suggestions’' for the removal of those
Irish grievances, and those bars to the improve-
ment of Ireland, which are likely to occupy the
attention of the British Legislature during the
PH*at Session, embrace a field too wide for us

enter upon at present ; but his leading views
Bpn the subjects most pressing we may state,

are—the Municipal Bill, and Education,

The date of the paper of Suggestions from which
we select, is the opening of the present Session.

Another year hat pasted away, and almost all the

great Irish questions remain unsettled. The delay, at

first sight so much to be deplored, will not, however,
perhaps, have proved altogether useless. It certainly will

not, if the consequences it has already produced, and is still

producing, have their natural and proper effect on the

mind of the legislature, if our legislators, of every shade

of opinion, by whatever means they would consult for

the good of the commonwealth, are taught by experience,

the desirableness, not to say the urgent necessity of doing

finally and at once, whatever is to be done for Ireland ;

and if so taught, they will consent, for a little while at

least, to abandon that partisanship of prejudice, faction,

and prepossession, which, at all times, in all circum-

stances, and under all parties, may be fairly said to have
been, and to be, the bane of Irish affairs, the great in-

cubus upon the prosperity of Ireland. It is now felt on
all hands, and acknowledged by men of all parties, that

the state of Ireland is a drawback to the prosperity of
the British empire. .*••••

Assuredly, it will be a happy era in the annals of

Great Britain, when those in power and those out of

power shall cease to make Ireland the arena of political

gladiatorship ; when they shall select, at length, from
the wide field of Britain’s dominion and British legisla-

tion, some less vital spot whereon to hold the tourna-

ment of party chivalry. Ireland lies too near the heart

of the empire for such a purpose. Let them change the

scene of their operations, and, dealing with Ireland as

she is, and not as she ought to be, bat ia reference to

what she might be, let them consult, without party feel-

ing or party views, how the condition of the people of
Ireland can be bettered, and how the country can rise, and
may be raised, in the scale of national resources. Patriot-

ism demands this, party interest requires it ; for, what-
ever be the party domiuant in the councils of the nation,

Ireland, unsettled, must ever prove a treacherous quick-
sand to the stability of their political power. It is a
capital fault, then, in the legislators, of whatever party,

to make Ireland and the affairs of Ireland the battle-

ground of their political strivings.

After noting that the vexatious delay of Ca-
tholic Emancipation deprived that “ healing

measure" of much that was valuable, and all

that was conciliatory and gracious, he warns
legislators not to make shipwreck a second time

on the same bar.

Now, in applying this sort of experience to that par-

ticular measure, the Municipal Bill tor Ireland (without
however, discussing the question of the exact amount of
the franchise which it ought to fix,) one is anxious that

our Legislature should profit by the example of past

times. Temporizing expedients will never do. Half
measures, like the enactments of the Catholic Billof 1821,
will defeat themselves, will disappoint their projectors.

The people of Ireland must be one with the people of
England ; they are one in interest and in feeling—they

must be one in privileges. The condition of the corpora-

tions under the proposed enactments, must he foirlylooked

at in the face. It must be unhesitatingly allowed that

the Municipal Bill, as intended, would increase the Ro-
man Catholic constituency to a great extent iu most of

the corporations ; that it would even place some of the

corporations in the hands of the Catholics. All this

must be allowed unhesitatingly. Those who propose and
those who support the measures must do so, not on the

ground of attaching the Catholics to this or that admin-
istration ; not even on the ground of attaching them to a
Protestant Government as distinct from a Catholic popu-

lation ; but on the ground of acquainting them with their

own interest in the constitution, and giving to them any
part they are able to hold in the executive of a country

whose Legislature has ceased to recognise any civil dis-

ability from religious distinctions; whose Government
exists only for the good of all, and which emphatically

would and ought to be one with ail.
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It it taid in opposition to the Bill, and alleged at a
sufficient ground for opposition, that the class of Catholics

proposed to be enfranchised is made up of uneducated
men

;
and that, therefore, not on account of their reli-

gion, but their want of education, they are unfit to possess

the corporation franchise. Let this be admitted, and 1st

it even be true, how is this condition of things to be

remedied ? Without education, with property, however,
sufficient (but for the want of education) to be entrusted

with the administration of their own civic affairs, is it to

be supposed that they will just remain in statu quo f—
Why, their very ignorance is more to be dreaded without
than within the walls of their town-house. Are their in-

stincts totally different from ours ; are their hearts totally

inacce«sible to those appeals and motives which influence

universally the human race ? are the Catholics of Ireland

a distinct species of the human family ? Unless we are

prepared to say so, let us remember that it is the very law
of our nature, on which the well-intentioned and the

well-instructed uniformly act with regard to their fellows,

that to elevate a man in the scale of society, or improve
his condition effectually in any of the moral and social

relations of life, we must raise him in his own proper
self-respect. This is the great principle which animates
to exertion, which sustains the continuance of pursuit

;

and, when the object is gained, secures the possessor

against the abuse of the possession.

Alas ! how powerfully is the truth of this proposition

demonstrated by its converse, as it is exhibited in the

history of Ireland. Why are the middling class of the

Catholics found inferior in cultivation to the same class

among the Protestants ; simply because the circumstances
in which they were placed by the legislature of the coun-
try, had a tendency, and exercised a never-ceasing in-

fluence to deprive them of that self-respect to which we
have just alluded. It is true these degrading laws are
expunged from the statute-book ; let the principle, then,

which is now asserted in their place, be fairly carried

out ; if it is so, the Municipal Bill must pass at once

;

unless we are to go back to the days and deeds of other
times ; unless the cry of extermination be to be raised,

and the war of extermination carried on.

After alluding to the tyranny of the English

Parliament during the reign of the first Guelphs,

and the abject subserviency of the native legis-

lature to English views down to its very close,

and grnng a brief history of some of the enact-

ments by which Ireland was held in political

and commercial bondage, we meet these excel-

lent general remarks upon the penal laws ; and
we beg the reader to bear in mind that they are

from the pen of a Protestant Minister of the

Church of Ireland :

—

In speaking of these laws, the attention of men is too

exclusively directed to the commiseration for the suffering

Catholic ; but, taking into account the demoralization
which they undoubtedly produced in the Catholic, their

effect in extending the same demoralization to the Pro-
testant part of the community cannot be doubted, when
attention is directed to the state of the ascendancy party,

exnltiog in them. Tyranny, successful and irresistible,

may make man abject, but the moral condition of the

tyrant and slave is the same; reverse their relative

positions, and you will have a slave and a tyrant still;

the spiritless slave becomes in power the atrocious tyrant,

and the vindictive tyrant, shorn of his prerogative, in

turn becomes the dastard slave. Wide as the interval

may seem between them, the extremes meet at last. It
|

most, therefore, ever be kept in mind, that these penal

statutes had the most unhappy influence npon the moral
condition of the Protestant community.

The influence of the priests he attributes to

the true cause. Mr O'Connell, in his fits of

candour, sometimes honestly tells to what he
owes his power—it is to the abuses, the miago-

vernment of his country. Take these away, and

you deprive agitation of the fuel without which

it could not long continue to spread. In like

manner.

It is not surprising that the Roman Catholic priest-

hood exercise an unexampled sway over their own fol-

lowers to do their political bidding—their priests had been

their friends when the Legislature, the Executive, the

Church, the Protestant gentry of Ireland, had treated

them as aliens ; and if, in 1792, it was declared by men
anxious to incorporate the Roman Catholics into the

Constitution of the country, that (< the influence of the

priesthood over the minds of the laity must be consider-

ably reduced, before they could say, with truth, that an
extension to all their body of the elective franchise would
increase the virtual basis of election,” is it surprising

that that influence has increased when nearly forty years

were allowed to pass without any alteration in the sys-

tem, and in circumstances, too, every year growing more
and more favourable to its extension ?

When, then, the party journals chronicle almost with

exultation, the unhappy doinp of the peasantry of Ire-

land ; and when the lover of his Church and of Protest-

antism lifts up his hand to Heaven and utters his protest-

ation against conciliation and confidence towards such a

people, assuredly his horror had better give place to the

distressed recollection, that Protestant legislation has had

a fearful responsibility every way in the condition of the

people of Ireland.

It is no answer to say, u The penal statutes are blottsd

out.” Thank God. they are ! But, does not the bearing

of the political Protestants in Ireland testify, at this mo-
ment, regret at the disappearance of these statutes from

the code of the empire.

Our own views of the Irish Church Establish-

ment differ so essentially from those of the

author of the “ Suggestions," who, though a very

enlightened and liberal man, is still one of its

Ministers, that we shall not advert to his specu-

lations upon Church reform. The sweeping

principle, fast gaining ground, is “ Reform it

altogether and, though grateful for every item

of good as it may arise, we should consider it

waste of space to enter into such discussions

merely upon their own merits. He admits that

the proportion of Protestants has not kept pace

with the increase of the population generally,

and that, on the contrary, there is a marked

falling off ; and he enters fully into the abuses

which have caused a state of things in the Church,

which he laments, and which we believe to be

far beyond earthly remedy. One passage we

cite, as illustrative of the utility of a Church

Establishment, in which the twenty-two Bishops

—before the Irish-Bishop-nuisance had been

partly abated—have, from the reign of Elisa-

beth, possessed estates of twice the value of the

whole Establishment in Scotland. The Esta-

blishment in Scotland is rated at £300,000 per

annum
; the estates of the Irish Bishops were

valued by Lord Altborp at £600,000. But these

primitive representatives of the Apostles did not

draw above £100,000 of this sum. What became

of the surplus ? It had been fined down to the

lowest possible amount by their disinterested

predecessors. The see of may well be

reduced to a poor £8,000 per annum, after a

reverend Doctor, who came over to Ireland with

a Lord Lieutenant, an unbeneficed clergyman,

left personal property, sworn to in the Irish

Prerogative Court, to the amount of £243,000
1 (

No, there was never anything so monstrous
,
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upon the face of the earth as the Established
Church of Ireland. But while an Englishman,
a Castle chaplain, or something oflhe sort, was
picking up these pretty personalities, what were
he and his fellows doing for their pretended
charge ?

t-Fhat has the Church done for the three million of
Jwwm who, at this day, are fully accessible only in the
ascent Irish language ?—Literally nothing. Mission-
aries of various other denominations have, indeed, entered

*ak°ur 5 hut the Church has looked on,

.

pasted by on the other side.** By the last returns,
d would seem that the population belo: ging to the Esta-
Hifrnvnt in Ireland amounts to scarcely more then one-
ana of the number of persons thus inaccessible from the
uiSrtvpce of language

; and while millions upon millions
saw been expended upon this fraction, upon a population
nx times greater the Church has not spent one single
arthrag. The case is aggravated, too, by the eircnm-
****** individuals of her own communion have come
fwuanl in the cause ; they have done so as individuals—

Church has made no movement; they have done
taaakfally what they could, hut they have done it not in
accordance with the system, hut in despite of it.

Inquiring still further into the eonduct of the Church
a Ireland, in former times, towards those of a different
communion, how little has been attempted in the way of
a comprehension. With regard to Protestant Dissenters

;
aot only has nothing been done for it, but much has been
(lose against it. Reverting to the period already alluded
to, many now alive will recollect that exclusiveness was

order of the day. It was the great expedient which™ to Prove the palladium of the Church. To have in-
tercourse with Dissenters was an obstacle to obtaining
orders, and to preferment in orders.

One would have thought that with so great a popula-
tion yet Roman Catholic, the hierarchy would have
merged all distinctions in the great one of Protestants

;

that they would have encouraged, in the united efforts of
all sects, the affectionate aggression of what all Protestants
call truth, upon all who differ; but* this was not the
policy of those days; for a diffused Protestantism, they
maintained a concentrated churchmanship ;—and what
has it accomplished for the Church and for the country ?

We retain, a few fortresses and some garrison towns, in
token of an abstract supremacy ; but the spiritual domin-
ion and spiritual commerce of the country is in the
hands of men of another ritual.

Let the advocates of the Irish Church remem-
ber that this is not said by an enemy—not even
by an Englishman, a Stanley, or any other reve-
rend, but by an Irishman, and a Minister of the
Establishment whose enormities he lays bare,
while he entertains the fond hope that her
redemption is still possible, and that, by adopt-
ing his suggestions, or measures of similar cha-
racter, the Church of Ireland may yet he saved
and the Irish people benefited by its ministrations.

Does he not see that obstacles as formidable are
opposed to his sweeping reforms as to O’Connell's
abolition? We may, at some future time, re-
turn to a fuller examination of the “ Sugges-
tions” for making the Irish Church in reality
what it would now fain call itself. Until lately,

its pride withheld even the poor homage of
hypocritical pretence.

GIVE US BREAD!*
Tam is a wail throughout the land for bread.
“ ** Bread !”—on all sides rises up theory.

Here, even here, where daily tears are shed
0 er a ruffled roses”—here in misery
Must young and aged raise a hopeless eye

Pot food—mere food, of which the earth is full
Which savages enjoy unto disgust

;

Hwe do the iron-hearted men who rule,
Wring from starvation her tear-moistened crust

;

Here phantom Famine stalks in\>pen day,
<ad grimly triumphs in the land’s dismay.

U« the blasphemer ! Hear the ancient lie 1
* The law is just—is politic and wise

;

Tb due the landowner
; and, by and by,

If war with other nations should arise,

* Ooe of tbe merciful miracle* of our Saviour was, bleating
B
J
w

i
lh J

.
ncrea8e

» to fecd 8 hungry multitude. Hoi^tSe dergy apd legislators of Great Britain imitate this dlvin
bread of twenty. five millions of the!

«y«qe>t»re>, and diminish that which is earned by the sweat c
toe hmw, to the half ofwhat might be obtained.

*Tis then you’ll learn our prudent steps to prire.”
Thou selfish dotard—pseudo-patriot I

The people, if ye would, ye cannot feed.

Shall nature’s bounties in the warehouse rot,

That thou a life.of shameless waste mayst lead ?

Shall they who toil for tby support, defence,

Shall they not share the gifts of Providence ?

O God I who, when, in stranger land of old,

Thy people groaned beneath a tyrant sway,
Raised np a Moses, wise at once and bold,

To baffle Pharoah, and to spread dismay
Oe’r Egypt, wrapt in darkness without day—

Who for a passage scooped the mighty sea,

And showered down manna in the desert place—
Raise np a Moses now, our land to free

From this oppression done before Thy face,

To strike the fiscal rock that hems our land,

And pour thy treasures on the famished strand 1

Gw

THE MOUNTAIN HERD-BOY'S SONG.

A BsED-BOT of the hills am I,

The world o’erlooking from on high ;

The sun’s most early beam I see,

And day the longest dwells with me.

The birth-place of the streams is here,
From them my drink is fresh and clear

;

Within the torrent’s headlong speed
1 dip my hand, nor goblet need.

The mountains are mine own domain,
Girt round with storms as with a chain,
From North to South they roll along
The louder then must he my song.

While bright blue sky is o’er my head,
The thunder clouds are ’neath me spread—
I know ye well, your strength 1 dare ;

Bat, oh 1 my father’s cottage spare !

If sounds the storm-bell from below.
Full red my beacon-fires must glow
Then hence to join the martial throng,
To wield my sword, and sing my song.

A herd-boy of the hills am I,

The world o’erlooking from on high ;

The sun’s most early beam I see,

And day the longest dwells with me. L. F.
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POVERTY.

Omxipotekce of earth, all hail

!

Mail, guardian of the giant-twisted bond

Of social order ! bond which not toil-hardened

Nervss, stirred by the impulse of a million hearts,

Can rend l But what, though ruler, sovereign.

Domination, potentate thou art ?—{thou,
Whose myriad subjects far out-number all

The Greek or Roman in his pride sailed his)

—

Thine are dearer names, kind parent 1 fondest nurse !

Unseparating friend through life's long years 1

For myself alone, what might 1 tell of thee !

But yet, not now. Thy sway of long, long ages,

Let me trace o'er man, o'er nations.

Spirit, all-ruling here below ! Some name

Thee heaven-born, some of birth infernal.

Dare 1 declare thy hidden origin ?

No 1 Enough, I see thy traces all around,

1 feel thy ever-present influence

;

Enough, to know that when our father Adam
Stood alone on earth in unclad dignity,

And roofless slept beneath the heavens, thou didst

Exist ; wert near him then to whisper—“ Toil 1”

And soon around that ancient ancestor

Of men, a great posterity arose ;

These, the first nurslings of great Nature’s vigour,

Thy subjects were ; and they thy first behest

Obeyed. They toiled : but toil to them was life.

And health, and happiness, and mirth, and power,

And virtue. Gently didst thou rule ; for gay

As birds were then the human denizens

Of the broad, veidant fields, and smiling vales—

Those breathers of untainted airs from hill

And mountain ; it seemed thou hadst, in truth,

Thy sway resigned. Thus thought a hellish fiend,

Who sought thee then, and in thine ear her counsel

Poured—“ Why slumbers in thy heart ambition ?”

’Twas thus she spoke—“ Seest thou not thy subjects,

Careless of thy rule, enjoy the goods of earth

As if thou reignedst not ? Arouse, arouse thee !

What though vast the teeming stores of Nature ?

What though from them now she pours with bounteous.

Loving, and maternal hand, her gifts to all

Who labour as tliou didst at first command.

Making their labour light ? Let her not thus

Subvert thine empire I She will give, fond fool.

Enough for all earth’s offspring ! Be it so !

But why shouldst thou permit that all should have

Enough ?—Send thou into the hearts of some

Desire to have more than enough ; and then

They soon will grasp the harvest of their brethren.

The fruit of others’ toil. Give a dear name

To that which thus injustice seizes

—

Let man call it his own. Sweet word I Dost thou

Not thank me for it? Breathe it in subtlest

Whispers, deep into his heart of hearts !

Then, then, thy sway will be more wide than Nature**,

More sure than hers. Yes I thou ahalt teach men thing*

At which she shuddering will recoil, and leave

The world to thee !** The fiend, prophetical

In these last words, took flight. Thee, Poverty,

She left with kindling lust for rule awakened

—

She was obeyed. Behold, again, the world,

In ancient days, not as the first so distant 1

Seest thou the landmark and the boundary ?

Hearest thou the cry—“This is mine own — that thine ?**

The storehouse and the granary arise,

The dwelling vast, the city, and the palace—

All, all, that Nature liberal has given,

There, see, by Poverty 's great handmaid, Art,

Piled up in gorgeous heaps !—each heap, the own
Of one man solely. Hist 1—What greet his ear

On every side ?—The voices of his brethren—
tC We lack—we lack—naked, hungry, cold,

We perish !”—These, Poverty, thy million

Subjects, who to the hundreds cry whom thou

Hast governed by the counsels of the fiend.

LAYS OF ANEW ERA.

IN A SERIES OF SONNETS.

r.

Upoir the troubled and tempestuous ocean.

My little bark, I launch thee without fear :

With Justice at the helm, and Truth to steer,

We'll pass the shoals of life with calm emotion.

Bearing right onward, with the purest feeling.

We will espouse the right
,
the wrong defy

;

Hold up tb’ oppressor, tyranny decry ;

But, to the good, with lowly reverence kneeling,

We will award the praise that goodness claims.

The weak to shield, the poor man's lot t’improve,

And shew mankind “ how beautiful is love

These, these shall be our constant, fervent aims.

Spirit of Truth ! our guiding star be thou !

To thee, to thee alone, be paid the holy vow

!

ii.

A mighty spirit is abroad ;
its cry

Is heard proclaiming equal rights to men.
The pampered votaries of corruption's den

Have heard it, and are issuing forth to try

How its resistless power they may defy

;

And fierce, with maddening shouts, they vainly strive

To stifle it ; but it hath reached the hive

Of men too long oppressed and cruelly.

A mighty spirit is abroad, proclaiming

The a wreck of old opinions in the tide,

Mad Superstition, screaming loud, is aiming
To stem the current she had once defied

!

Error and Bigotry, with torches flaming,

Light up th’ impetuous flood, as down the stream they

glide.

hi.

Who shall resist the universal Will ?

Who shall be deaf unto a nation's cry ?

An isolated faction ? Shall it still,

Tottering as in decrepitude, decry

All salutary changes, and defy

A people who have suffered, suffered long ?

Shall our born-lawgivers heap wrong on wrong,

Insult on insult with impunity ?

u Hereditary wisdom” must not sway

A mighty nation's destinies, and blast

Its fairest hopes. The fictions of a day

Gone by, have lost their charm, and men, at last,

Have dared assert their rights, and sworn to be

No longer slaves of hateful tyranny.

IV.

A Temple or the Lord !—behold yon pile !

Its priests are men of war, of savage mien,

And appetite instiate and vile

For filthy lucre ! In the fray are seen

These holy men in conflict with the lean

And miserable peasant ! See they come,

Fresh from Rathcormac’s slaughter 1— stricken dumb ?

No ! they the mother’s grief are mocking with a smile

Exultant 1 And are these the men to win

Souls, that the living God may be adored ?

These, that profane the altar with the din

Of impious broils, and grasp the crimson sword ?

Then call it not a Temple of the Lord,

For 'tis a hateful mockery and a sin.
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TOOKE’S HISTORY OF PRICES, AND OF THE STATE OF THE
CIRCULATION FROM 1793 TO 1837 *

This is an enlarged and improved edition

of s veil-known work, and one of authority

incog political economists—namely, “ Tooke ’s

Thoughts and Details on the High and Low
Prices of the Last Thirty Years

a

period now
extended to forty-five years, as fifteen more
hare elapsed since the date of the original pub-

lication. A brief sketch of the state of the corn

trade for the last two centuries precedes the

history. The remarkable fluctuations in that

trade, and consequently in the price of corn, are

attributed by Mr Tooke mainly, if not wholly, to

the effect of the seasons, though a few incidental

and temporary causes, Buch as war-demands and

the blockade of ports, are admitted to modify

price* in an inconsiderable degree, as well as

improved modes of agriculture, rates of freight

and insurance, and expense of land or other in-

ternal carriage. The imputed effects of a large or

Barrow circulation, or of currency in short, upon
the prices of corn, he denies in toto; and theCom.
Tax, or restrictions on importation, he appears

to consider a very unimportant element in the

{ration, though he does not enter directly into

its investigation. That the seasons are the main
agtnt in raising or depressing prices, no one can
seriously question ; and if Mr Tooke could set

acde the effect of the Corn-Laws as satis,

fktorily as he does that of the currency upon
prices, his principle would be established. His
detailed account of prices certainly tends strongly
to establish his doctrine; but in much of the
period of which he treats, the operation of Cora-
ls* was unknown or umfelt ; and England was a
gain-exporting,not an importing country. Forty-
Ire years of the eighteenth century, from about
1715 to 1765, were, with few exceptions, genial and
productive years, and prices were comparatively
lev,and sometimes absolutely cheaper than in the
fanner century. The reign of George 11. was
ns of the most prosperous periods of labourers
tid handicraftsmen.

Every writer on national economy has his fa-

vorite theory, by which he satisfactorily ac-
vantg, at least to himself, for variations in

pro*. From about 1705 the prices of corn rose
dl over Europe, up to 1775, or later ; and the
d<e wig certainly coincident with ungenial sea-

and deficient harvests. In the earlier period^ we have quoted, the average was 32s. Id.

;

W in 1765 wheat had risen to 49s. 9d., and in
lift the quartern loaf sold in London at Is. fid.

hl7f7 wheat rose to 58s. 8d. From 1776 prices
faH again, for the seasons were better. But it

* impossible for us to go into minute details ;

aad without these there can be no satisfactory

Castration of Mr Tooke’s theory. This in-

* A History of Prices, and of tbs State of the Circu-
Cfrm 1793 to 1837 ; preceded by a Brief Sketch of

State of the Com Trade in the last two centuries.
IjTkmm Tooke, Esq. F.R.S. 2 vols. 8vo. London

:

ta<naafcCet
*<>• um^von. vl

vestigation we therefore leave to the scientific

inquirer, and turn to more general points.

Mr Tooke does not believe that an income or

property-tax, equally levied upon all classes,

would in any way tend to raise prices ; and he
rightly considers high prices a very fallacious

test or symptom of national prosperity. Mr
Tooke goes apparently upon narrower data in dis-

cussing wages than any other ecconomical ques-

tion ; but, as this is not the least important

among such questions, we shall glean a few of

his own statements, and also of those he has
collected, wishing they were fuller. For thirty

years in the eighteenth century, (from 1720 to

1750,) while wheat fell wages rose ; so that a

labourer who, in the last forty years of the

seventeenth century, could purchase only two-
thirds of a peck of wheat with his day's wages,

could in the latter period obtain a whole peck.

From 1763, and for thirty years previously, a
labourer’s wages had been 7s. a-week, which was
seldom below and sometimes rather above the

price of seven pecks of wheat. Previous to 1793,

wheat had always been as cheap during war as

in times ofpeace ; nor were the wages of labourers

affected by war, previously to the last long war.

But wages appear comparatively high, in the
eighteenth century, to what they are at present.

From 1730 to 1790, and throughout times of war
and peace, by the Greenwich Hospital prices, the

wages of carpenters per day, were 2s. 6d. Those
of bricklayers were 2s. 6d. a-day, up to 1765,

when wheat rose,) after which they fell to 2s. 4d.

n the sixty years specified, the wages of masons
gradually rose from 2s. 6d. to 2s. lOd. ; and the

wages of plumbers, after sinking from Ss. to 2s. 6d.,

rallied after the American war, and rose in 1785

to Ss. 3d. During this period it is, as we have
noticed, remarkable, that agricultural produce
was cheaper during war than peace ; and the

command over the necessaries of life, in reference

to the rate of wages, must have been much
greater than at many aubsequent periods, and
much greater than at present. The highest

price ofwheat, within the period, was £2 : 10 : 2\;
the lowest, £1 : 11 : 6J. This must have been an
interval of great comfort and prosperity to the

working classes. But the severe, and almost

starvation years, extending from 1795 to 1802,

followed. The crop of 1795 was very deficient,

and there waa no stock on hand. Mr Tooke
says

The prices of all other provisions having risen in a
greater or less proportion to wheat, and there being a
very general apprehension of a continuance of the scar-

city, it had become manifestly impossible for the work-
ing dames to subsist on their ordinary wages. It was
partly from a conviction to this effect, and partly in con-

sequence of the tendency to disturbance and riots among
the agricultural labourers, that the allowance system was
at this time introduced. There was at the same time a
general acquiescence on the part of employers in the ne-

cessity of some advance of wages, which, however, when
conceded, bore still a very inadequate proportion to the
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increased price of the necessaries of life. The distress,

accordingly, of the working and poorer classes was very

severe, and the privations of the classes immediately

above them, and generally of all classes depending on

limited money incomes, were great. The whole period,

indeed, of this memorable dearth, was one of much

suffering to the balk of the community. But it was a

time of great prosperity to the landed interests, that is,

to the landlords, who were raising, or had the prospect of

soon raising, their rents; and to the farmers, who were

realizing enormous gains pending the currency of their

leases. The following extract from an article by Arthur

Young, in the Annals of Agriculture, for 1796, will

serve as a practical illustration of the principle which

I have had occasion to notice—viz., of the effect of a

deficiency in raising the price greatly beyond the ratio of

the defect, and of the consequent larger sum distributed

among the growers, than could be derived from medium

or abundant crops.

The average price of wheat for the twelve months,

from May 1795 to April 1796, has been, on an average,

in England and Wales, 10s. 7d. per bushel, and that of

barley 4s. 9d. Now the price for twelve years, ending

1794, was for wheat 6s. 10d., and for barley 3s. 3d.

For the year above described, therefore, the price has

exceeded that average 4s. 9d- per bushel for wheat, and

Is. 6d. for barley. Let us suppose the annual consump-

tion of wheat to be 8,701,875 quarters, and that of bar-

ley 10,545,000 quarters ; and, farther, that the deficiency

of the crop on the average, of the two years, so far as

they affect the period in question, has amounted, in

wheat, to one-fifth ; and that the barley has, on an aver-

age of the two crops, been a medium : in this case there

would have been consumed

—

Ofwheat 6,961,500 quarters, the extra price

on which at 4s. 9d. the bushel, or

38s. the quarter, is - £13,226,840

Of barley, 10,545,000 quarters, at Is. 6d.

per bushel, or 12s. the quarter - 6,327,000

£19,653,849

If, therefore, these data are just, and they are ventured

merely as calculation on uncertain foundations, the farm-

ers have received in these two articles only near

£20,000,000 sterling beyond the deficiency of the crop,

supposing the deficiency to be one-fifth, which is a very

great one, and without adding a word on the price of

meat or any other article.”

Is it surprising that farmers and landlords

should openly rejoice in years of scarcity and

dearth ? In the spring of 1796, the dearth of

provisions, and apprehensions of farther scarcity,

raised wheat to the average of 100s. ; but the

rise of wages held no proportion to the increase

in the price of all kinds of provisions ; and al-

though prices fell somewhat at intervals, yet be-

tween the Bpring of 1799, and in June 1800, they

had reached the following quotations

Wheat, Gazette average, 134s. 5<L

Barley, - 69a. Id.

Oats, - - 51s. Id.

In Smithfield market,

Beef sold for 4s. 6d. to 6s. 4d. per stone.

Mutton and Pork, 5s. 4d. to 6s. 8d.

In Newgate and Leadenhall markets,

Beef, - - - 9d. to Is. 2d. per lb.

Mutton, - - - 8d. to 10d.

Veal, 9d. to Is.

Pork in St James’s market, 9d. to lOd.

Hay, .... 64s. to 122s. per Id.

Straw, - 54s. to 63s.

Every necessary of life was dear in proportion

;

and this always holds. The silly alliterative saying

" Up corn,down horn/* and its converse, is a gross

fallacy, and so proved. In December of the same

year (after a slight depression from favourable

appearances in the harvest) the average of wheat

again rose to 133s. ;
barley, 76s. 7d. ; oats, 41s. 8d.

The sufferings of the people were very great; but

prices still advanced, until, in March 1801, wheat

had reached 156s. 2d. ; barley 90s., and oats

47s. 2d. Meat and dairy produce rose in propor-

tion ; and also’wool and tallow ; and, in addition

to the general dearth of necessaries, came the

first excessive taxation of Pitt upon secondary

necessaries, as malt, tea, sugar, tobacco, spirits,

&c. We shall now quote Mr Tooke :

—

Such and so great being the rise of prices of provision*,

and of nearly all consumable commodities, it was quite

impossible that the lowest of the working classes could,

upon their wages, at the rate of what they were before

1795, obtain a subsistence for themselves and their

families, on the lowest scale requisite to sustain human

existence ; and the classes above the lowest, including

some portion of skilled labourers, could do little, if at ail,

more than provide themselves with food, clothing, and

shelter, without any of the indulgences which habit bad

rendered necessaries. If under these circumstances there

had been no rise of wages, no contribution by parishes

and by individuals, in aid of wages, great numbers of

the people must have actually perished, and the classes

immediately above the lowest would with difficulty hare

preserved themselves from the same fate. In suck case

the suffering from dearth would have been correctly

designated as a famine, a term which has been somewhat

loosely applied to the period under consideration. For,

severe and intense as were the sufferings and privations

of the people of this country, in the dearths of 1795 and

1796, and of 1890 and 1801, there were few recorded

instances of death from actual destitution.

A rise of wages was imperatively called for by the

urgency of the case, and was complied with to some ex-

tent in most of the branches of industry, the claims for

increase being aided by the resource which workmen and

labourers had of enlisting in the army and navy. There

had already been an advance of wages in 1795 and 1796,

and the allowance system had been begun and carried to

some extent in these years. A further advance of wages

took place in 1800 and 1801 ; but still so inadequate, com-

pared with the prices of provisions, as, even with parish

allowances and private contributions, to leave a vast

mass of privation and misery.

Mr Tooke cites a statement made by Arthur

Young in 1801, who mentions that he once knew a

labourer near Bury in Suffolk, who, when he bad

worked for 5a. a-week, could with his 5s. pur-

chase a bushel of wheat, a bushel of malt, a

pound of butter, a pound of cheese, and a penny-

worth of tobacco; while in 1801, the same ar-

ticles cost £1:6:5. Suppose that his wage)

had risen from 5s. to 9s., and that as a paupei

he received, by the parish allowance system noi

first introduced, 6s. a-week, he was still deficien

11s. 6d. as compared with his original conditioi

when he had no parish allowance.

There was a rise also in artisan and manufacturir

labour, between 1792 and 1801 ; but in a small pr

portion only to the rise in the prices of necessarh

Various statements were put forth by different classes

artisans, setting forth the inadequateneaa of the The

wages, including the most recent advance in 1801. Am©
other statements was one from the journeymen tail©

by which it appeared that their wages, from 1777 to 17*

had been £1 : 1 : 9 per week, which, at the price of 7|

for the quartern loaf, would purchase thirty-six loan

while the utmost advance of wages, which, in 1795,

1

to 25s„ and, in 1801, to 27a per week, would parch

only eighteen loaves and a half in the latter year.
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Sternest from printers* compositors, whose weekly
waps were advanced from 24s. to 27s* in 1795, and to

30s. in 1801, gives a similar proportion of the advance of

wsga to the rise of necessaries.

By tbs Greenwich Hospital table, the wages of car-

pesters, bricklayers, masons, and plumbers, appeared to

toe experienced very little advance, according to the

jBtftstkms of 1800, as compared with the twenty years

preceding.

Tbe expense of housekeeping, as shewn by a

table kept by an inhabitant of Bury 8t Ed-
moods, rose, between 1773 and 1800, about 200
per cent,, or in tbe net proportion of £$ : 4s. to

£25: 14 : 1£, Taxation had its share in this rise

a veil as the years of dearth. Prices fell in 1803

is consequence of better seasons, and instantly

tbe alarmed landed interest stepped in, to secure,

by statute, those high prices of which they had
bid a delicious foretaste, and which they could

bo longer obtain from panic and really deficient

crops. A bill was brought in by Mr Western,
ind an act passed, by which a duty of 24s. 3d.

per quarter was to be imposed when the price of
vheat should be under 63s., certainly a very
hopeful beginning.

Before 1812, Mr Tooke thinks wages had
reached their maximum ; but with the state,

ments we have already given on his authority,

aod the tables of Greenwich Hospital, which we
hire quoted, he surely goes rather far in as-

serting that by that time

—

Tbe wages of agricultural labourers and artisans had
bca doubled, or nearly so ; salaries, from the lowest
dobs up to the highest functionaries, as well as profes-

soral fees, had been considerably raised, on the plea of
tbe greatly increased expenses of living~the expense of
liring baring been increased, not only by the increased
price of necessaries, but by a higher scale of general ex-
plore, or style of living, incidental to the progress of
»eelib and civilisation. Thus, upon the recurrence of
tbe seasons of dearth, between 1 808 and 1812, there was
sure of an adjustment, although still inadequate, of the
pecuniary means of a large part of the different classes,

vkicb prevented so great a degree of the pressure of dis-

tnm as had been observable in the previous scarcity.

Bat, while the wages of agricultural labourers and of
irisans had been raised in a considerable, although still

csdttjuate proportion to the increased price of necessaries,

tbii was not the case, or only partially so, as regarded
tbe wages of the working people in manufactories.
Considerable numbers of these had no advance of wages

;

sr, if they had, the advance was more than compensated
by reduced hours of work. In the branches of trade
vbkh were affected by the state of stagnation and dis-

credit in 1810 and 1811, and in those which depended
pot a demand for export, many workmen were thrown
vbelly out of employ. The distress, accordingly, among
tbe* dance, was very severe, and was the cause of con.
sderable disturbances in the manufacturing districts.

Ur Tooke has a note here which is worthy of
tttention :

—

Berer was there a greater delusion than that which
Fwails under the influence of the currency theory, re-

poentiug this period as one of great and increasing
pxptity. It was, indeed, a period of agricultural pro-
9ffity, bat of great privation and suffering to the balk of

community.

Wages and salaries would, however, have re-

paired to have reached their maximum, or some
kghrate; for 1811, 1812, and the greater part

1813, were years of exceeding dearth, though
pest improvements had now been made in agri-

and a vast quantity of new land brought

into tillage. Between 1795; and 1804, no fewer

than 782 enclosure bills had passed ; another

bonus to the lords of the soil, who, directly or

indirectly, first or last, have gotten the whole of

such enclosures into their hands. In 1814, cattle

and sheep were dearer than ever they had be-

fore been in this country, save for a few months
during the starvation period of 1800—1801 ; but

in 1815 they fell in price, and Mr, now Lord
Western, again called piteously upon the legis-

lature for protection! He has obtained it, in

high duties upon salted meat, and by the abso-

lute prohibition of tbe importation of fresh meat
or live cattle.

Is it not melancholy to find any sensible writer

subjected to the humiliation of propitiating ig-

norance and conceit, by averments like the fol-

lowing? Mr Tooke is speaking of the rapid

reduction of prices from 1817 to 1819.
That the great masa of the community was greatly

benefited by the tranaition from dearth to abundance,
there is not, there cannot be any reasonable doubt.
Indeed, to call it in question, and to suppose that war
and dearth can he blessings, and peace and plenty curses,

never entered into any imaginations but those which
have bewildered themselves in the mazes of the currency
theory, which supposes high prices and general prosperity

to be convertible terms. What but the privations and
sufferings of the great bulk of the community led to the
popular discontents and commotions which prevailed,

and were with difficulty repressed, in the great dearths at
the close of the last and the beginning of the present

century, and again in 1812, in 1817. and 1819 ?—-dearths
which, after their natural cessation, these legislators

would, as far as in them lay, have artificially perpetuated ;

while, on the other hand, the contented state of the work-
ing classes in 1821 and 1822, and not to mention the
great increase of the revenue in those years, attest the

comparative well-being of the bulk of the community in

periods of what those who are interested in high prices

and high rents are pleased to characterise as agricultural

distress.

In a note—and this work is peculiarly rich in

admirable illustrative notes, gathered far and
wide, in the course of many years* study—we
find a striking passage, from a speech delivered

by Lord Liverpool

When the Noble Earl (Stanhope) says that the low
prices, incident to the distress which agriculture suffers,

benefit no man, I answer, that, although I sincerely

wish the distress did not exist, I cannot be blind to the fact

that they certainly do benefit a great majorityoftbe people.

Do they not benefit the annuitant and mortgagee ? who
were, daring the war, the principal, and almost the only
sufferers. In all large towns, they have occasioned con-

siderable benefit by the fall of the poor rates. I have
been at some trouble, my Lords, to ascertain the real

state of the case, and I can pledge myself to the accuracy

of this statement. In this metropolis in which your
Lordships are now sitting, never were tbe lower orders of

the people in a better condition than they are at the pre-

sent moment. So that, when the noble earl says that

the low prices incident to the distress of tbe agriculturist

have not been benefioial to anybody, he certainly labours

under a great mistake ; for that distress, however much
to be lamented in itself, is accompanied by a considerable

benefit to a great proportion of the people.

What an argument this for the abolition of

the Corn-Laws ! A little temporary distress to

the whole agricultural body, above labourers—

how richly would it be compensated “ by a con-

siderable benefit to the great body of the people!**

The well-being and comfort of the millions.
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promoted at some small expense in wealth or

luxury, to the thousands !

What is to ensure its this season (one more
unfavourable than 1830-31) against the same

disturbances which broke out then, and from the

very same causes, which are stated by Mr Tooke
to have been the high price of provisions, though

the complaints were of the inadequateness of

wages, whioh means the same thing in the long

run-—as learned economists truly tell us—though

a poor man may perish while the abstract ques-

tion is in course of adjustment ? Let us here

give one of Mr Tooke’s maxims :
—“ According

to all experience,
whether within modern observa-

tion or recorded by history
,

it may be laid down
as an established maxim, that labour is the last of
the objects of exchange to rise in consequence of
dearth or depreciation So much for the

labourers. Now for the farmers :

—

That much farming capital has been lost by the perti-

nacity with which, in many instances, rents, calculated

upon long periods of dearth, were maintained, after the

return of abundance, and, its necessary consequence,

cheapness, cannot admit of any reasonable doubt. But
the most gross exaggeration has prevailed, in represent-

ing the farmers as being very generally in a greatly im-
poverished state* That many are so, where rents con-

tinue to be strained, may easily be supposed ; but that

they are generally so, may fairly be doubted—seeing the

state of improved and improving cultivation ; but more
especially may it be questioned, upon the single fact of

the large stocks of wheat held over of the crop of 1834.

In December 1835, wheat reached the lowest

point of depression. It was about two-thirds

cheaper then it is now, or not much less. It

was 348. lid. for the Winchester quarter. Select

Parliamentary Committees were instantly ap-

pointed by the Houses of landed legislators.

Their proceedings were noticed in this Maga-
zine at the time. They could not, by any art,

make out a feasible case of distress. Mr Tooke
aays—

The tenor of the information elicited by these commit-
tees was little calculated to bear out the views of the

persons who had moved for them. The consequence was,

that no report could be agreed upon by either House;
and the evidence only was laid upon the table of each
House, and eventually published. It seems, however,
that the chairman of the Commons1 committee had pre-

pared a report, which, not being palatable to the pro-

moters of the ultra-agricultural claims, was negatived.

While prices were thus reasonable, owing to

fruitful seasons, trade and manufactures were

also brisk. Mr Tooke quotes the wages of cot-

ton-spinners in 1833, which, in relation to the

then prices of wheat and meat, certainly look

high ; but the foreign demand for cotton yarn,

for some years back, makes the wages of this

class of workers no fair criterion of general

wages ; and this, besides, was the most prosper,

ous time of the spinners. We may remark the

singular fact, that from 1831 to 1837, no foreign

wheat was entered, save 150,000 quarters, and

even that in consequence of the miscalculation of

eertain speculators. There were, in succession,

six productive years, in which the native agri-

culturists had a virtual monopoly, an exclusive

trade in corn ; and yet, in the middle of that

period, they cried out distress, and obtained

Parliamentary Committees, though they were

unable, with all appliances and means, to make

out a plausible story, when they had got them.

No Corn-Bill, or tax, or restriction on the import,

ation of agricultural produce, can keep up prices

in favourable seasons, to the desired pitch, though

it is undeniable that they do keep them up.

Surely something more must be done for poor

farmers, as a protection against good seasons,

against too much warmth and sunshine, in our

cloudy, humid island, and harvests too super-

abundant. Mr Tooke has not formally discussed

the Corn-Laws, as an element affecting prices;

and he reckons them, it would appear, of little if of

any account. In his general summing up, he

considers the causes of the comparatively low

range of prices from 1814 to 1837, to be, first, a

succession of very favourable seasons. From

1818 only, in five seasons, was the product defi-

cient; and, while agriculture was much im-

proved at home, the bad seasons had not extended

over Europe, as was the case at the end of the

last, and the beginning of the present century.

The reductions of freights and insurance, cheaper

and more easy internal carriage, a rise of the

foreign exchanges, the reduction in the price of

all imported commodities, and of the rate of in-

terest, with improvements in machinery, chem-

istry, and the arts in general, are, he conceives,

enough to account satisfactorily for the lower

prices, without, having recourse to the cessation

of war-demand or the currency. As Mr Tooke’s

work appeared before the results of the last

harvest could be known, we regTet that we must

go without the benefit of his opinion or specula-

tions on the prospects of the opening year.

Though gloomy apprehensions prevail, there

were never more contradictory opinions afloat as

to the relative productiveness of any harvest for

forty years past.

We would recommend Mr Tooke's valuable

work to all who are in pursuit of information

upon the important subjects of which it treats

;

but especially to those who are mystified, per-

plexed, or wavering in their opinions on the

currency question.
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MRS TROLLOPE’S WIDOW BARNABY *

Let ns hope it may be something else than the
ere corruption of human nature which makes
osalwajB relish the works of this shrewd and
lirely authoress best, when, as the Yankee book-
Her phrased it, she “ Trollopizes a bit/*

Sie is nothing* if not satirical, or little more than
the herd of ordinary fictionists ; while, in her own
peculiar walk of design, she approaches an H. B.
The Widow Barnaby's portraiture is no doubt

exaggerated into extravagant caricature, despite
wbkh, we fear, there is strong, true, and staring
resemblance. TheWidow's coarse rouge, laid on
m with a trowel, and her prodigality of false

ringlets, do not more outrage nature than many
traits of her character

; yet the real woman is

there : not that nature is ever chargeable with
producing so thoroughly selfish, heartless, and
audacious a piece of feminity, though a certain

concurrence of circumstances does, in a vitiated
society, tend to form female characters in many
points strongly resembling that of Mrs Barnaby,
with her low ambition, her paltry pride, her
impudent and palpable dissimulation, her in-

teoae, mean selfishness, her brazen audacity, her
miming and quick wit, and her falsehoods, gross
is the mother that bore them. The adventures
of so odious a personage must be cleverly and
Ailfully managed to prevent fatigue and disgust
in the reader, in spite of the constant efflux of
the amusing or the broadly ludicrous. Without
contrast and relief, it might not be easy to pro-
ved far with the Widow Barnaby, as the key to
her mean and vile character is obtained at once,
instructively and divertingly as she is afterwards
developed in many a well-imagined incident. The
relief is found in the sentimental involvements
and adventures of the widows niece, Agnes Wil-
Usghby, a heroine of the shy, timid, and fascin-

ating Evelina cast, with the beauty of an angel,
the voice of a seraph, a fund of latent enthusi-
asm under the meekest, simplest guise, and the
power of fascinating every creature that comes
Tithin the sphere of her varied attractions, save
oaly the hard and brazen Barnaby. That match-
ing widow is, however, the true heroine of the
pine, and we have neither eyes nor ears save for
her.

Min Martha Compton was the daughter of the
mnie, and the belle of the pretty town of Sil-

TOton, in Devonshire—a place which, during
tie war, was always blessed with the presence of
» battalion of some infantry regiment. Balls,
ticketing, the mall in the morning, and eating
qaeen-cakes and buns at the confectioner's, with
Stations, singing, the band, and such other di-

Terttsements, were the order of every day ; but
•ue battalion followed another, while very few
proposals were made, and the affectionate mo-
ther of Martha and her pretty sister Sophy was
•ften sadly puzzled to obtain finery for “ her
dear girls." Wonderful were her shifts, more

M-ondon: Bentley. 3 vols.
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wonderful her invention, though both quailed

before the superior genius of her elder daughter

—the strapping,bright-eyed,high-complexioned,

bold-spirited belle of Silverton—the future “Wi-
dow Barnaby/' The most brilliant ball that ever

had been imagined was at hand, and the affec-

tionate mother set off in a hot sun, to beg a few

pounds, to equip her girls, from their little,

crooked, stingy, and rich old maiden aunt. Miss

Betsy ; who would not come down one farthing,

but sent her nieces advice, that, if their dresses

were so dirty and trumpery as their mother said,

theyhad better avoid disgrace by staying at home.

Mrs Compton was proud of her daughters, and

anxious for their establishment ; and by “ her

needle and her shears," and-stinting in every ne-

cessary—substituting brown sugar for white, and

eating dinners of tripe thrice a-week, and lower-

ing the quality of the home-brewed—she made
the very most of an income of less than £400, and

so contrived to obtain glazed calico slips, and long

white gloves, with carnations for her dark beauty,

and lilies of the valley for the pale one, to an

extent that must have astonished many mothers.

But, in prospect of the great ball, she was com-

pletely nonplussed by the point-blank refusal of

that “ ram*s-horn, little, ugly, skin-flint sister-

in-law, Betsy." Martha had a scheme of her

own. “ If I were you, mother, I would go to

Smith's shop at once, and tell him confidentially

that I want a little more credit till Christmas,

when all should be settled." That would not do

Smith already held a doubtful bill of the curate's

for thirty pounds ; Smith would not again be

caught napping in money matters;—and this pro-

duced Martha's debut as an intrepid swindler,

keeping, however, without touch of the law. She

|

sallied forth ; repaired to that part of the little

town where belles did most frequent, and red-

coats congregate, in quest of Captain Tate,

from whom she had parted only a half hour be-

fore.

Nor did she long wish in vnin. When her tall person,

straight ankles, and flashing eyes first entered upon the

“ High Street Parade,*’ Captain Tate was swallowing the

fourth spoonful of a raspberry ice ; but, ere she had
reached the middle of it, he was by her side.

u Oh ! Captain Tate !” she exclaimed, with heightened

colour and brightened eyes, u 1 did not expect to see you
again this morning. I thought, for certain, you would
be riding with the colonel, or the major, or some of

them.”
u Ah ! Miss Martha ! you don’t know what it is to

be ordered from quarters where—you don’t know what
it is to be tom heart and soul and body asunder, as I

shall be in a few days—or you would not fancy one

should be riding out of town, as long as one bad the

power of staying in it
!”

“ Oh, dear !—you won’t mind it, l*m sure—you will

like Plymouth quite as well—or perhaps better than you
do Silverton :—we shall all remember you longer than

you will remember us.”
“ Do not say so !—do not say so !—beautiful Martha

!

—you cannot think iL”
“ I’m sure I do,” responded the young lady, with a

very distinct sigh.

N
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It wai exceedingly wrong in Captain Tate (yet all

his family and intimate friends declared that he was as
worthy a fellow as ever lived)—it was exceedingly wrong
in him to offer his arm to Miss Martha the moment he
heard this sigh : for in fact he was engaged to be mar-
ried to his cousin, and the marriage ceremony was only
deferred till he should be gazetted as a major ;

yet he
scrupled not, as 1 have related, to offer his arm, saying,
in a very soft and even tender accent

—

“ I know it is not the etiquette of dear, quiet little Sil-

verton, for the officers to offer their arms to the young
ladies $ but just at the last—at such a moment as this,

not even the Lord Mayor of the town himselfcould think
it wrong.’*

This reasoning seemed quite satisfactory; for Miss
Martha’s arm was immediately placed within his.

In this order they reached Smith's shop. Miss
Martha took effectual care to shew that destined

victim the terms on which she was with the

stylish-looking officer, while she whispered of

mull-muslin, and said, with an air of laughing

embarrassment, and withdrawing her arm

—

“ Upon my word and honour, you must go, Captain
Tate—I can no more buy anything while you stand
talking to me than I can fly."

“ Did not you promise me ?” said the Captain, re-

proachfully, and not knowing what in the world to do
with himself till it was time to dress.

“ Yes, I know I did," she replied ;
“ but the truth is,"

and she pressed both her hands upon her heart, and shook
her head—“ the thing is impossible. You must leave
me, indeed !—we shall meet to-night at the Major’s, you
know—ferewell !" and she stretched out her band to him
with a smile full of tender meaning.
The Captain looked rather puzzled, but fervently

pressed her hand, and, saying “ Au revoir then !" left the
shop. The young lady looked after him for a moment,
and then, turning to Mr Smith, with a look, a sigh, and
a smile, not at all likely to be misunderstood, said

—

“ I suppose, Mr Smith, you have heard the news
about me ? There never was such a place for gossip as

Silverton.”

And now Miss Martha became confidential

with Smith. He sawhow things stood. She wanted
a few articles, on her own account, at this par-

ticular crisis, and Smith, careful tradesman as

he was, could not resist a bride's appeal. “ Was
there ever such a girl!" cried her mother;
and the Misses Compton were decidedly the

best-dressed young ladies at the ball. Martha
danced the last dance with Captain Tate, and
the regiment marched for Exeter next morning.
What could Smith do ? She had been betrayed,

jilted, monstrously used ; but, after Martha had
flirted with the officers of many other regiments,

he was paid at last ; for the handsome Miss
Compton, now turned of thirty, deigned to ac-

cept the addresses of Mr Barnaby, the apothecary
of Silverton ; and had, indeed, almost persuaded
herself that it was nearly as good a thing to

marry a middle-aged, country apothecary with a

good house and a good income, as a beautiful

young officer. In her maidenhood Smith had
fought shy ; but the lady of Mr Barnaby might
now have had all the goods in his shop. Her
feathers and frills were nowadays no sooner seen

approaching any counter than all eyes and arms
were in motion to serve Mrs Barnaby.
Any bride might bave found matter for rejoicing in

such a change ; but few could have felt it so keenly as

Mis Barnaby. She was by nature both proud and am-
bitions, and her personal vanity, thongh sufficiently

strong within her to form ratfaer a conspicuous feature

in her character, was, in truth, only a sort of petted imp

that acted as an agent to assist in forwarding the hopes

and wishes which her pride and ambition formed. . .

. . Mrs Barnaby burned with ambition to find herself

in a situation that might authorize her giving herself the

airs of a great lady ; and her pride wonld have found all

the gratification it sought, could she have been saro that

her house and her dress would be daily cited among her

acquaintance as more costly than their own.

Mrs Barnaby had, moreover, a fine natural

genius for stratagem and manoeuvring, which

made her aim at accomplishing her objects by
any means save the simple and naturaL

Her bridal triumphs and little parties were

cot short by the death of her mother, whose

illness, of a whole week, proved rather trouble-

some to her daughter's excessive sensibility ; and

though it “ was a blessing," and “ a happy re-

lease," Mrs Barnaby also knew that mournings

never became her, and that her white satin and
silver fringe would be yellow before she could

wear them again. Her father, the henpecked
enrate, followed next, and then, suddenly, “ dear
Barnaby," a worthy, kind-hearted man, who had
been fond of his bride, who, though no longer

so slender and delicate as she had once been,

looked, with a slight tinge of rouge, giving

brilliancy to her eyes, almost as handsome as

ever ; while the total absence of mauvnise honte,

peculiar to the experienced belle of a well-

officered country town, had enabled her to pre-

side at his supper parties, and act her part as

bride, with a brilliancy which he had felt truly

fascinating. He was, indeed, as his widow de-

clared, “ a perfect model of a husband," and
made " such a fuss about her"—“ quite spoiled

her." Mrs Barnaby was really sorry for the

death of her husband ; and, between the death
and interment, wept often, and with little or no
effort ; but she was not a woman long to de-

spise the goods the gods provided. 8he was left;

sole executrix and legatee; and, proud andl

happy as she thought of her independence and
wealth, she resolved to make good and immedi-
ate use of both. Never had her temper been m
amiably placid, so caressingly kind, as in tho
first month of her widowhood ; and, while shi

lamented her “ dear lost Barnaby," she vowe«l
to be a mother to his adopted child, the orphai
daughter of her own sister, Sophy. The girl h*
been educated in a respectable clergyman's fam
ily, atthe expense ofthat “ little, crooked, miser!
monster,’ Aunt Betsy. It was solely for th
sake of her dear niece, Agnes,that Mrs Barn&b
resolved to give up “ the tranquil consolations <

retirement," to go out into the world, yea, 1

lay aside her weeds, and introduce her nieee ini
society in the manner she was entitled to expec
Agnes was sincere and straight-forward, yet si
knew she must not give voice to the thougtvt-
“ Pray don’t pretend to lay aside your weeds f
me ; 1 don't believe yon half so sorry for um
Barnahy's death 88 1 am ;" and she only a&i
" You are very kind, aunt."

By managing the young man who wished
succeed to " dear BarnabyV' business, the cle\
widow contrived to realize an income of
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1-7ear from funded property—»a handsome, if

not large income—

“

which, with my person, if

properly made use of, may lead to all I wish."

She was resolved to marry high and fashionably,

and to marry soon ; and for neither was Silver-

ton the proper place, nor her hatefully un-
becoming* weeds the proper dress. Dear Bar-
oaby had a sister, Mrs Peters, moving in genteel

Kfe at Clifton ; but it was impossible to appear
at Clifton until the proper time for ‘

* lilacs and
greys” had arrived. She, therefore, fixed on
Exeter as her place of coming-out, but by no
means of residence. She engaged as a “ my maid"
a gawky,charity-school girl, recommended by her
great height, whose name of Betty Jacks she

changed to Jerningham. Herself and Agnes inside

the stage-coach, and “ my maid" on the top, tra-

velled forthwith to Exeter, where she endea-

voured to astonish the head-waiter and chamber-
maid of the hotel, by acting the part of “ a real

grand lady but the thing would not take.

Smart Mrs Tompkins' first floor-lodging was
secured, with a garret for Jerningham, for three

months ; by which time Widow Barnaby had re-

solved to leave off both greys and lavender.

She knew not a soul in Exeter
;
yet was deter-

mined to make her way into its beau monde—not,

indeed, as an apothecary's widow. To her land-

lady she told that her name was

* Barnaby!** with an emphasis that gave much dig-

sky to the name. » I am the widow of a gentleman of
targe fortune In the neighbourhood of Silverton, and
lading the scene of my lost happiness too oppressive to

bv spirits, I am come to Exeter with my niece, and only
«ae bdy’s-mard to wait upon ns both, that I may quietly

pn a few months in comparative retirement before I

my family and friends in the conntry, as their rank
rad fortune naturally lead them into more gaiety than I

took! at present like to share.”

Once rid of her “ nasty gown and hideous

cap," she had no fears ; and she disdained all

Silverton introductions.

“ There can be no use, Mrs Tompkins,” said the doleful

vjdow, « do you think there can—in my going on wear-
iag this dismal dress, that almost breaks my heart eveiy

time I look at myself?—It is very nearly six months now
Bace my dear Mt Barnaby died, and I believe people

4 fashion never wear first mourning longer.” Mr
fioaaby, however, had been alive and well exactly three

swaths after the period named by his widow as that

rf bis death; and that, too, Mrs Tompkins knew as well

u she did ; but Mrs Tompkins’s sister was a milliner,

family affection being stronger within her than any
detract love of propriety, she decidedly voted for laying

aide the weeds immediately, there being “ no yearthly

pad," as she well observed, “ in any woman** going on
Wnkiag her heart by looking at herself in the gloss.**

fotbe sister was sent for, and after a long consultation

a iht widow’s bed-room, it was decided that the follow-

BgSmday should send her to the cathedral in a black

wis draw, with lavender-coloured bonnet, fichu, gloves,

abode, and so forth.

Some reason was yet to be given to Agnes for

t&breach of decorum ; and the widow declared

that, though mourning suited her niece very
well, the sight of it on herself made her per-

fectly wretched. Thank God ! no one in Exeter
knew her ; and it was like rebellion against the

magemente of Providence to punish herself

**hweed«r

u The drees of a widow is indeed very sad to look up-

on ; no one can doubt that, Aunt Barnaby.**

“Good Heaven!—then you also suffer from the sight

of it, my poor child !—Poor dear Agnes ! I ought to have
thought of this before;—but I will wound your young
heart no longer. This week shall end a suffering so

heavy, and so unnecessary for ns both ; and 1 trust you
will never forget what you owe me.”

The widow kept her word, and was soon seen

flaring-up in all the colours of the rainbow. It

was a maxim with Mrs Barnaby, that nothing

makes so great a difference in a lady's dress
“ as a profusion of good work ;" so, when not

parading the streets, or shewing off her finery in

church, as Agnes could not do satin-stitch, her

education having been, in this accomplishment,

entirely neglected, the widow plied her own
needle on collars, and cuffs, and pocket-handker-

chiefs.

Agnes, in her weary existence, durst not speak

of the hire of a piano-forte ; but she took cour-

age one day to ask if she might not go on with

her French and Italian, while her aunt was at

work. She was afraid, she said, that she might
forget all she had learned.

“ I am sure I hope not, and it will he very stupid and
very wicked of you, Agnes, if you do. Your teaching is

all we ever got out of that hunch-backed Jesabel of an
aunt; and you must always recollect, you know, that it

is very possible you may have to look to this as your
only means of support. I am sure 1 am excessively fond

of you, I may say passionately attached to you—it is quite

impossible you can ever deny that ; but yet we must
neither of us ever forget that it is likely enough 1 may
marry again, and have a family; and in that case, my
dear, much as I love yon, (and my disposition is uncom-
monly affectionate,) it will be my bounden duty to think

of my husband and children, which would probably make
it necessary for you to go out as a governess or teacher at

a school I must say it was a most abominable

shame in that Mrs Wilmot not to teach you satin-stitch,

which, after all, is the only really lady-like way in which

a young woman can assist in maintaining herself. Just

look at this collar, Agnes ;—the muslin did not cost six-

pence—certainly not more than sixpence, and I’d venture

to say that I could not get the fellow of it in any shop in

Exeter for two guineas.—It is long before French, or

Italian either, will bring such a per-centage as that.

The three months allotted to the intermediate

state of Exeter, wore away, and Mrs Barnaby

bad made no acquaintances, save her dress-

maker. But her wardrobe, her embroidery,

were all ready for display at Clifton ; and Betty

Jacks, alias Jerningham, with her mistress’s

cast finery, and her two pounds a-year of wages,

had learned to iron out tumbled dresses, and

look like a disreputable young woman. Before

the widow made her next grand move, an elabo-

rate epistle was indited to her f< dear unknown
sister Margaret," her t; lost Barnaby's" sister,

whose friendship was her only glimpse of earthly

comfort.

“My lost Barnaby’s sister ! Beloved Margaret ! So

let me call you, for so have l been used to hear you

called by him ! Beloved Margaret ! Let me hope that

from you, and your charming family, I shall find the

sympathy and affection I so greAtly need.

“ Your admirable brother—my lost but never-to-be-

forgotten husband—was as successful as he deserved to

be in the profession of which he was the highest orna-

ment, and left an ample fortune—the whole of which,

as you know, he bequeathed to me with a confidence and

liberality well befitting the perfect, the matchless love
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which united us, But, alas ! my sifter, Providence do»

nied ns a pledge of this tender love ; and where, then, can
I so naturally look for the ultimate possessors of his

noble fortune as amongst your family ? I have one young
niece, still almost a child, whom 1 shall bring with me
to Clifton. But, though I am passionately attached to

her, my sense of justice is too strong to permit my ever

suffering her claims to interfere with those more justly

founded. When we become better acquainted, my dear*

est Margaret, you will find that this sense of what is

right is the rule and guide of all my actions ; and I trust

you will feel it to he a proof of this, that my style and
manner of living are greatly within my means. In fact,

I never cease to remember, dear sister, that, though the

widow of my poor Barnaby, I am the daughter of the

well-born but most unfortunate clergyman of Silverton,

who was obliged to sell his long-descended estate in con-

sequence of the treachery of a friend who ruined him.
Thus, while the high blood which flows in my veins

teaches me to do what is honourable, the unexpected po-

verty which fell upon my own family makes me feel that

there is more real dignity in living with economy, than
in spending what my confiding husband left at my dis-

posal, and thus putting it out of my power to increase it

for the benefit of his natural heirs.

“ This will, I hope, explain to you satisfactorily my
not travelling with my own carriage, and my having no
other retinue than one lady’s-maid. Alas ! it is not in

pomp or parade that a truly widowed heart can find con-

solation !

“ Let me hear from you, my dear sister, and have the

kindness to tell me where you think I had better drive*

on arriving at Clifton.**

The reader now begins to have a notion of

Widow Barnaby. Simple Mr Peters, a wealthy
Bristol clothier, was enchanted; while his shrewd,
lively little lady read the epistle, and saw the

whole case at a glance. The letter was canvassed

at the breakfast-table, by an amiable and well-

bred set of young people, after it had been read

aloud by the son, who, as he proceeded very de-

murely, often sent laughing glances to his mother.

“That’s an aunt worth having, isn’t it?” said old

Peters, standing np, and taking his favourite station on
the hearth-rug, with his back to the grate, though no fire

was in it—“ Now I hope wo shall have no airs and
graces, because she comes from a remote part of the coun-
try, but that you will one and all do your best to make
her see that you are worthy of her favour.”
“ I will do all I can to shew myself a dutiful and ob-

servant nephew.—But don’t you think, sir, that ‘the
lady doth protest too much ?’ ”

“Ohl but she’ll keep her word,” replied his mother,
laughing.

“ Keep her word ?—to be sure she will, poor lady

!

She is broken-hearted and broken-spirited, as it’s easy to

see by her letter,” observed the worthy Mr Peters ;
u and

I do hope, wife, that you will be very kind to her.”
“ And where shall I tell her to drive, Mr Peters?”
“ To the York Hotel, my dear, I should think.”
“ Do you know that I rather fancy she expects we

should ask her to come here ?”

** No !—Weil, that did not strike me. Let me see

the letter again.—.But it’s no matter
; whether she does

or does not, it may be quite as well to do it;—and she
says she likes to save her money, poor thing.”

The father and son then set off to walk to Bristol, and
Mrs Peters and her three daughters were left to sit in

judgment on the letter, and then to answer it.

Mrs Barnaby cunningly put away all her greys,

lavenders, and pink-whites on her first appear-

ance before “ Beloved Margaret."

“ My life passes, Agnes, in a constant watchfulness of
the feelings of others.—It was for your sake, dear girl,

that I so early put off this sad attire, and the fear of
wounding the feelings of my dear iister.io.law now in-

duces me to resume it, for a few days at least, that she

may feel I come to find my first consolation from her .

*

“Shew me to my sister !” said the widow, as soon aa

she bad counted all her own packages ; and with & cam-
bric handkerchief, without an atom of embroidery, in her

hand, her voice ready to falter, her knees to tremble, anu
her tears to flow, the followed the servant up stairs.

Mrs Peters came very decorously forward to meet her,

but the was, perhaps, hardly prepared for the very long
embrace in which her unknown sister held her. Mrs
Peters was a very little woman, and was almost lost to

sight in the arms and the draperies of the widow ; but
when at last she was permitted to emerge, Agnea was
cheered aud greatly comforted by the pleasing reception

she gave her.”

Mrs Peters shewed her sister-in-law to the door
of her chamber at the hour of retiring, but was not

permitted to escape without another sisterly em-
brace, and being held by the hand until the widow
delivered a very long speech, ending thus :

—

“ I so much wish you to understand me, dearest sister

!

—I so long to have my heart appreciated by yon !—
Step in for one moment, will you?”—And the reqoeat

was seconded by a gentle pulling, which sufficed to bring

the imprisoned Mrs Peters safely within the door.—“ I

cannot part with yon till I have explained a movement

—

a rush of sentiment I may call it—that has come upon
me since l entered this dear dwelling. The time is come,
is folly come, you know, when fashion dictates the lay-

ing aside this garb of wo; and as my excellent mother
brought me up in all things respectfully to follow the

usages of society, l have been struggling to do so in the

present instance, and have actually already furnished my-
self with a needful change of apparel—never yet, how-
ever, dearest Margaret 1”—and here she pressed her hand-
kerchief to the eyes

—

M never yet have I had the courage
to wear it But, thank Heaven ! I now feel strengthened,

and when we meet to-morrow you shall see the iiffluence

the sight of you and your dear family has had upon me.
And now, good night, my sister !—I will detain yon no
louger ; but do explain to your, charming family, dear
Margaret ! how this sudden change in my appearance has
been wrought—Good night ! But where is Agnes ?

—

Poor love ! she will not sleep, even in your elegant man-
sion, till she has received my parting kiss. She perfectly

dotes upon me !—Will you have the kindness to let her
he sent to me ?”

Next morning Jerningham underwent a strict

catechising about the style of the family. There
was a footman to be sure, and also a coachman,

and a world of maids, and everything elegant.

“I dare say it is, Jerningham; and you must be
very careful to keep op your own consequence, and mine
too, in such a house as this. You understand me, Jer-

ningham : 1 have already, yon remember, given you some
hints. You have not forgotten, I hope ?”

“ No, thatil haven’t, ma’am,” replied the girl ;
“ and

—

I mean to tell ’em” But looking at Agnes, she stop-

ped short, as it seemed, because she was there.

“ Very well, that’s quite right, and I’ll give you these

gloves of mine. Mend them neatly to-morrow morning,

and never be seen to go out without gloves, Jerningham.

Observe, Agnes, l have explained to

my sister all my feelings about my mourning, and you
must take care to let the young people understand that

you keep on with crape and bombasin some time longer,

because you like it best—And, by-the-by, I may as well

tell you at once, my dear, that as you look so particular-

ly well in deep mourning, and are so fond of wearing it,

you had better not think of a change for some time to

come. I am sorry to tell you, my dear, that I find every-

thing as I come up the country a vast deal indeed dearer

than I expected, aud therefore it will be absolutely neces-

sary to save every penny I can. Now the fact is, that

my mourning has been taken so much care of, and alto-

gether so little worn; that the beet gown is very nearly ad
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food as new, and the worst has still a deal of wear left

in it So, I think the best thing- we can do, Agnes, is to

hire both of them made up to fit you, that is, when your
own are quite worn out ;—and my bonnets, too, if I can
teach Jemingham to wash the crape nicely in a little

mall beer, they will come out looking quits like new,

—

and they are so becoming to you !—and, in this way
yon see, my dear, a great many pounds may be saved.'*
“ Thank you, aunt,** meekly replied Agnes.

“Well, there's a good girl ; go to bed now, and be sure

to nuke the young ladies understand that you go on with
crape and bombaain because you like it."

And so poor Agnes goes on, until her deliver,

ance come*, to wear her generous aunt’s cast-off

mourning, because it so particularly became her,

|

and she had such a fancy, her aunt affirmed, to
' go in black. The clever, impetuous, and^incere

little MrsPeters contrived to get rid ofhergigantic
painted and plumaged sister-in-law next morning,
and Widow Barnaby settled in pretty lodgings,

wheretherewas a closet in which Agnes—dear pri-

ulege !—could be alone. " For her niece’s sake”
Mrs Barnaby subscribed to the library, and went
to balls ; and, with the occasional use of the

Peters’ carriage, and Mrs Peters' fashion and
knowledge of life, fancied she had opened the

Clifton campaign with great advantage. Her first

promenade—taken with Elizabeth Peters, who,
unlike her sisters, persisted in believing “ Aunt
Barnaby” a good kind of person, who meant
to leave them her great fortune, and to whom

!

they were very ungrateful—shewed her a gentle-

|

min. tall, stout, gaily dressed, fully mous-
tached, and with an eye that looked as if accus-

tomed to active service in reconnoitering all

things.** He bowed to Miss Peters. He was
Major Allen, and the Widow declared him,
‘ upon her honour,” a very fine, fashionable man.
He kept, she learned from Miss Peters, a horse
rnd groom, was no dancer, but played cards.

I

‘ Then of course he cannot be a poor man,” said

Widow Barnaby,who was disposed to lose no time.
Nor was the bold and dashing Major Allen at

ill indifferent, though he liked to be sure. Mrs
Barnaby having dipped deep in the books of a
remarkably well-bred, obliging milliner, appeared
it her first ball in much grander style than she
bd ever appeared before. H er blonde, her rouge,
br feathers, her ringlets, and her scarf of real

French blonde, cost hours in arranging, while
poor Agnes looked, in five minutes, like an angel,

h a crape robe, fashioned, by her own taste and
^fastry, out of the widow's old flounces. At the
tail, the dashing Major Allen managed to have a
bfie conversation with simple Elizabeth Peters,

she was separated by an accident from her
P"ty—
‘Goad evening, Miss Elizabeth. Yon are just arrived,

Ifnsaae. An excelleut ball, is it not? 1 told you it

**14 be. What an exceedingly fine woman your aunt
Peters ! It is your aunt, I think ?"

* To, our aunt, certainly ; the widow of my mother’s
bwier, Major Allen."
“ Ay, I understood she was your aunt. She is a wo-

large fortune, I hear ?"

*Te,very large fortune.”
" bt she is in lodging*, is she not? She does not
••Mbave taken the whole house.”
"Oh,!*; only quite small lodgings : but she does not

Vadftatkod of her income, nor near it.”

(< Really ?—then, I suppose, handsome as she is, that
she is a little in the skinflint line, eh ?” and here the
Major shewed bis horse-like teeth by a langh.

The Major put several more fishing questions.

The property of the widow he ascertained was
real, not income. He contrived to be introduced,

and got the widow, with small difficulty, to allow

him to make up a card-table. She protested

prettily against high play—but, “ at the table.

MajorAllen should have the honour of forming for
Mrs Barnaby, the stakes were to be of her own
fixing.”

M Ah ! sure a pair were never seen,

So justly formed to meet by nature,”

said the lively little Mrs Peters, as he led off the

widow. And, as they gently won their way, thus

they talked

—

“ And what may be the stake Mrs Barnaby permits
herself?” said the Major, bending forward to look into

the widow's eyes.
t( Very low, I assure yon, Major !*' replied the lady,

with a wave of the head that sent her plumes to brush
the hirsute magnificence of his face.

“ Shorts and crown points, perhaps ?” rejoined the Ma-
jor, agreeably refreshed by the delicate fanning he had
received.

“ Oh, fie, Major ! How can yon suspect me of such
extravagance ? No. believe me, I know too well how
to use the blessings of wealth to abuse them by playing
so high as that. But, I believe, gentlemen think that
nothing ?**

“ Why, no, my dear madam, I cannot say that men—that is, men of u certain fashion and fortune—think
much of crown points. For my own part, I detest

gambling, though I love whist, and never care how low
I play—though, occasionally, when I get into a certain

set, I am obliged to give way a little ; but I never exceed
five-pound points, and twenty on the rubber.”

Widow Barnaby was not to be easily done.

She was the Major's match, yet not, as it proved,

a match for the Major. By means of Jerning-

ham—fee'd with “ the cap I wore yesterday,

with the pink ribbons”—she instituted a prudent
inquiry as to the means, fortune, and prospects

of handsome Major Allen. They were ample,
noble. William, his groom, vouched for it

;

and the Major soon afterwards related to the

widow his own strange eventful history; while,

in return, Mrs Barnaby gave him the tender con-

fidence of her lonely heart, on the very day fol-

lowing the ball. On that happy morning, he did

not arrive till the widow—properly dressed and
set out, her pink-lined work-box open, and her
album and her annuals displayed— had for three

full minutes expected him :

—

“ 1 need not ask my charming Mrs Barnaby how she

rested after her ball. Eyes do not sparkle thus, unless

they have been blessed with sleep.” And the lady's

hand was taken, bowed upon, and the tips of her fingers

kissed, before she had quite recovered the soft embarrass-
ment his entrance had occasioned.

<( You are very kiud to call upon me, Major Allen.

Do sit down ! 1 live as yet, comparatively, in great re-

tirement ; for, dnring Mr Barnaby's lifetime, we saw an
immense deal of company—that old-fashioned sort of

conntry visiting, you know, that never leaves one’s

house empty. 1 could not stand it when 1 was left alone ;

and that was the reason 1 left my beantiful place.”
“ Siverton or Silverton Park, was it not ? I think I

have heard of it.”

“ Yes, Silverton. And do you know, Major, that the

remembrance of all that racket and gaiety was so oppres-

sive to my nerves, during the first months of my widow-
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hood, that I threw off everything that reminded me of it

—gold my carriage* and horses—let my place—turned

off all my servants—and, positively, when I set off for

this place in order to see my sister Peters and her family,

I knew not if I should ever have strength or spirits tp

enter into general society again.”

“Thank God, dearest madam, that you have made

the effort 1 Though the hardened and war-worn nature

of man cannot melt with all the softness of yours, there

is yet within us a chord that may be made to vibrate in

sympathy when words of true feeling reach it ! How
well I understood your feelings ! and how difficult it is

not to envy, even in death, the being who has left such a

remembrance behind ! But we must not dwell on this.

Tell me, dear Mrs Barnaby—tell, as to a friend who

understands and appreciates you, do you regret the having

left your elegant retirement ? Or do you feel, as I trust

you do, that Providence has not gifted you so singularly

for nothing ? Do you feel that your fellow-creatures

have a claim upon you, and that it ought not to he in

secret and in solitude that the hours of such a being

should be spent ? Tell me, do you feel this ?”

Alas ! Major Allen, there is so much weakness in

the heart of a woman, that she is hardly sure for many
days together how she ought to feel. We are all im-

pulse, all soul, all sentiment ; and our destiny must ever

depend upon the friends we meet in our passage through

this thorny world.”
“ Beautiful idea ! Where is the poet that has more

sweetly painted the female heart F And what a study it

offers when such a heart is thrown open to one ! Good

God! to see a creature so formed for enjoyment—so

beaming with innocent cheerfulness—so rich in the

power of conferring happiness wherever she deigns to

smile—to see such a being turn weeping and alone from

her hospitable halls, and from all the pomp and splend-

our that others cling to ! What a spectacle ! Have you

no lingering regret, dearest lady, for having left your

charming mansion ?”

“ Perhaps there are moments—or rather, I should say,

perhaps there have been moments—when something of

the kind has crossed me. But if 1 had not disposed of

my place I should never have seen Clifton. My spirits

wanted the change, and I feel already better in this de-

lightful air. But, I confess, I do regret having sold my
beautiful greys. 1 shall never meet any I like so well

again.”
“ A set, were they ?”

« Oh, yes

“ Four greys—and all well matched ?”

“ Perfectly ! Poor Mr Barnaby took so much pains

about it. It was his delight to please me. 1 ought not

to have sold them.”

“It was a pity!” said the kind Major, with a

sigh.

“ Don’t talk about it, Major Allen I” And here one

of the widow’s most curiously embroidered pocket-

handkerchiefs, delightfully scented with musk, was
lightly and carefully applied to her eyes.

This is quite enough. We touch not on the

Major’s romantic Spanish adventures. The loves

so auspiciously begun, flourished more and more,

until one day, in badinage, the enamoured Major,

being, lover-like, doubtful of his happiness, and
wishing to make assurance doubly sure, pleaded

for a written promise of the felicity already a

million times pledged. The widow playfully de-

manded a similar proof of eternal fidelity, which

was frankly and gallantly accorded. Late, very

late, one night soon after this, when Mrs Bar-

naby returned from a party at the Peterses,

who, detesting her bold vulgarity and audacious

pretensions, were yet compelled to invite her for

the sake of pretty Agnes, Jerningham was found

from home—that favourite “ my maid,” whose

talents for flattering and espionage now made

her a person of consequence with her mistress.

Hours passed, JerniDgham did not appear, and

Mrs Barnaby discovered that she had been

robbed—her money, her forks, her spoons, her

cream-jug, and mustard-pot !—ruined, robbed !

Mr Peters found that the delinquents were

Jerningham and William, Major Allen's groom

;

and, horror of horrors ! the officers also dragged

forward before M'idow Barnaby and the bench

of magistrates, not indeed Major Allen, but his

faithful friend. Captain Maintry, he who had

told her of Allen's large estates in Yorkshire,

and who was found to be the accomplice of Wil-

liam, the groom, in the robbery. Horror of hor-

rors ! „ The widow recovered her money, her

forks, and spoons ; but how was she to get back

that fatal promise of marriage, which the gal-

lant Major, now at Bath, had safely in his pos-

session? At the worst, she was not so foolish as

to expose herself. When her business before

the Bristol magistrates was done^—
Mr Peters offered his arm to lead her out, and, with a

dash of honest triumph at having so ably managed mat-

ters, said, “ Well, madam, 1 hope yon are pleased with

the termination of this business ?”

What a question for Mrs Barnabyto answer ! Pleased I

Was she pleased ? Pleased at having every reason in the

world to believe that she had given a promise of mar.

riage to the friend and associate of a common thief!

But the spirit of the widow did not forsake her
;

and,

after one little hysterical gasp, she replied by uttering a

thousand thanks, and a million aasuranoes that nothing

could possibly be more satisfactory.

At Bath, the Major, who eould be very frank

with his particular friends and associates in cer-

tain little matters, was one evening boasting of

his late conquest—“ Mrs Barnaby of Silverton

Park** A young man present knew very well

Mrs Barnaby, the widow of the Silverton apoth-

ecary. The Major took alarm. The park, the

four beautiful greys had vanished, and he did

not give himself time to reflect if anything solid

remained behind them.
To say the truth, he rated his own priee in the matri.

monial market rather highly—had great faith in the

power of his height and fashionable toumuret
and con-

fidence unbounded in his large eyes and collier Orec, It

is true, indeed, that he had failed more than once, end

that, too, “ when the fair cause of all his pain” had

given him great reason to believe that she admired him

much ; nevertheless, his seif-approval was in no degree

lessened thereby, nor was it likely to be so long as he

could oil and trim his redundant whiskers without dis-

covering a grey hair in them.

How was he to get back the promise of mar-

riage ? It was the very idea which occupied the

widow ;
and the thing was managed in an admir-

ably comic scene. Mrs Barnaby vowed that he

might have shewn, given, herweak, fond, promise,

in jest, to some rival.

« Good Heaven !” he replied, “what a moment have

you chosen for the expression of this cruel suspicion 1 I

was on the very verge of telling you that I bad deemed

such a promise unworthy a love so pure, so perfect as

ours ; and, therefore, if you would indulge my food de-

sire, you would let each of us receive our promise back

again.”

The Major was really and truly in a state of the most

violent perturbation as he uttered these words, fearing

that the fond and jealous widow might suspect the truth,

and hold his pledge with a tenacity beyond hia power

conquer. He had, however, no sooner spoken, than a
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fault ef impressible delight banished the frown* in which
ibt bad drafted herself ; and she uttered, in a voice of the
net unafected satisfaction, « If you will really do that,
Msjor Allen, J can’t suspect any longer, you know, that
yua have given mine to any one else.**

* Assuredly not, most beautiful angel !” cried the
delighted lever ;

“ thus, then, let us give back these paper
ties, and he bound only by’*

The widow stretched out her hand for the document
which be had already taken from his pocket-book ; but
T^d this, though he had uo wish to keep it, was not

the object nearest his heart ; holding it, therefore, play-
fallj above his head, he said, “ Let not one of us, dear-
est, seem more ready than the other in this act of mutual
confidence !—give mine with one hand as you receive
your own with the other.**
u Now, then !** said Mrs Baroaby, eagerly extending

koti her hands, in order at once to give and take.
“Now, then!” replied the Major joyously, imitating

fcar action $ and the next instant each had seized the paper
biid by the other with an avidity greatly resembling that
with which a zealous player pounces upon the king when
dte has the ace in band at u shorts.**

Mra Barnaby, I will wish you good moro-
mg.” said the gentleman, bowing low as he tore the little
document to atoms. u I have been fortunate enough,
siaa I last enjoyed the happiness of seeing you, to dis-
wrer the exact locality of Silverton Park, and the pre-

P^difree of your beautiful greys.**

The equanimity of tbe widow was shaken for a mo-
snt, hot no longer ; she, too, had been doing her best
to annihilate the precious morsel of paper ; and, rising
^jreticaliy, she scattered the fragments on the ground,
wying, in a tone at least as triumphant as his own,

u And
I, Major Allen, or whatever else your name may chance
to be, have, since last I had the felicity of seeing you,
«jeyed the edifying spectacle of beholding your friend
Captain Maintry, alias Purdham, in the hands ofjustice,
for assisting your faithful servant William in breaking
open my boxes and robbing me. Should the circumstance
bt still unknown to yon, I fear you may be disappointed
tohear that both my money and plate have been re-
covered. There may be some fanciful difference between
Silverton Park and a snug property at Silverton ; but I
rather suspect that, of the two, I have gained most by our
wning’s work. Farewell, sir ! If you will take my
Mrice, you will not continue much longer in Clifton. I
any feel myself called upon to hint to the magistrates
that it might assist tbe ends ofjustice if you were taken
sp tod examined as an accomplice in this affair.**

The lady had decidedly the best of it, as ladies always
should have.

From the time ofMajor Allen’s perfidy, Bristol
ind all that it contained of " nasty, vulgar, and
merchandizing," became hateful to the Widow.
She had been bound over to prosecute Betty
Jades, which she felt would be awkward and
inconvenient. For this and other good reasons,

resolved to shift the scene to Cheltenham, to
take higher ground, to dash out, to give parties,
»hich the unexpected discovery that Agnes had
a superb voice, would he sure to render fashion-
able and attractive. Instead of the lost Jerning-
kam, she resolved to engage a tiger; and
Agnes, besides being prima donna at the musi-
cal parties, which were to bring all "the best

to the feet of the widow, was to perfbrm
the part of lady’s maid.

Behold the widow installed in a boarding-
Aoose at Cheltenham, with a separate drawing-

and a tiger, waited upon by the medical
®en, and compelling Agnes, who, she affirmed,
*** very bilious, to drink the nauseous waters
that she might have an excuse for shewing her
*** and morning dresses at the pump-

room and promenade, without swallowing the
bitter draught herself. In the hoarding house.*

Mrs Barnaby made the acquaintance of an ex-
ceedingly obliging Miss Morrison, an old maiden,
and a regular visiter to Cheltenham, who was up
to everything, in customs, manners, and charac-
ters belonging to the town, and who, the widow
having first confessed, in strict confidence, that she
did wish to change her state, gave her a catalogue

ratsonnie of the most eligible marriageable men
of the season, with the best idea of their rent-
rolls and expectancies which her industry could
obtain. Mrs Barnaby assured her dear new
friend that it was not for fortune she wished to
marry, her own being amply sufficient for every
luxury.

“ But a widowed heart, my dear Miss Morrison—

a

widowed heart is a heavy load to bear, where the tem*
per, like mine, is full of the softest sensibility and all the
tenderaet affections. Therefore, as 1 said, it is my wish
to marry again ; but God forbid I should be weak and
wicked enough to do so in any way unbecoming my
station in society—a station to which I have every right,

as well from birth as fortune. No attachment, how-
ever strong, will ever induce me to forget what I owe to

my family and to the world ; and unless circumstances
shall enable me rather to raise than debase myself in
society, I will never, whatever my feelings may be, per-
mit myself to marry at all.**

Widow Barnahy’s first great conquest was
made in the sale-room. It was a flight beyond
all her former imaginings. The wit of the
auctioneer had afforded her an opportunity of
being so energetic and animated that more than
one eye-glass was levelled at the dashing new-
comer; and—

-

The more the gentlemen and ladies looked at her, the
more Mrs Barnaby talked and laughed ; and the more
Mrs Barnaby talked and laughed, the more the gentle-
men and ladies looked at her. Flattered, fluttered, and
delighted beyond measure, the eyes of the widow wan-
dered to every quarter of the room

;
and, for some time,

every quarter ef the room appeared equally interesting to

her ; but at length her attention was attracted by the
almost fixed stare of an individual who stood in the midst
of a knot of gentlemen at some distance, but nearly oppo-
site to the place she occupied.

“ Can you tell me, sir, who that tall, stout gentleman
is in the green frock-coat, with lace and tassels ? That
one who is looking this way with an eye-glass.**
" The gentleman with red hair ?” returned Mr Pat-

terson, to whom the question was addressed.
“ Yes, that one, rather sandy, but a very fine-looking

man.*’

“ That is Lord Mocklebury, Mrs Barnaby. He is a
great amateur of beauty; and, upon my word, he seems
exceedingly taken with some fair object or other in this

part of the room.”
The sight of land after a long voyage is delightful •

rest is delightful after labour, food after fasting ; but it

may be doubted if either of these joys could bear com-
parison with' the emotion that now swelled tbe bosom of
Mrs Barnaby. This was the first time, to the best of her
knowledge and belief, that she had ever been looked at
by a lord at all—and what a look it was ! . . . .

One proof of the youthful freshness of her emotion
was the very naive manner in which it was betrayed.
She could not sit still ; her eyes rose and fell, her head
turned and twisted, her reticule opened and shut ; and
the happy man who set all this going must have had
much less experience than my Lord Mucklebnry, if he
had not immediately perceived the effect of himself and
his eye-glass.

a Singleton," said his Lordship to his ever-
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useful friend. Captain Singleton, “go and find

out who that great woman is, in the green satin

and pink feathers/* The person interrogated

by Captain Singleton, was so provoking as not

to know.—“ Gracious heaven ! how provoking !**

murmured Widow Barnaby ;
“ he will leave the

room without finding out my name." The un-

successful messenger returned, and, for a few
minutes more, the amused Peer continued his

fascinating gaze.

And then, giving a signal with his eye to Singleton,

that it was his pleasure to more, that active personage
cleared the way before him ; and the fat viscount, with
his hands in his waistcoat-pockets, stalked out of the

room, but not without turning his head, and giving one
bold, final, open-eyed, steady look at the agitated widow.

“ That man is my fate !** she softly whispered to her

soul, as the last frog on the hinder part of his coat has

passed from her eye.

They next met at a ball/ where Lord Muckle-
bury, after staring at the widow with marked
impertinence, begged to be presented, and forth-

with placed himselfon the sofa beside her, where,

for full twenty minutes, he talked in a style

which lapped her in Elysium. He then joined a

group of fashionable men, who stood in a corner,

quizzing the company, after the approved good
custom of many high-bred persons. “ Who
and what is she, in God's name ?*' said one.

w Who is she ? Barnaby ! Bless her !—Mistress

Barnaby ! What is she ? A widow—darling creature !

A widow, fair, fat, and forty—most fat !—most fair 1

and, oh ! a pigeon, a dove, a very turtle-dove for kind-
ness !*'

“She is really handsome, though ; isn’t she, Muckle-
bury ?** said one.

“Yes, upon my soul she is!” replied the Viscount
more seriously, 14 and bears looking at too remarkably
well, notwithstanding the pot-full of coarse rouge that it

pleases her to carry about on each of her beautiful

cheeks The history of our loves

was in this wise. It is said of me—I know not how
truly—that my taste in beauty tends somewhat towards
the Blowzabella order. Be this as it may, it is certain

that yesterday morning, between the hours of two and
three, being actively employed for the good of myself and
my country in Johnson's sale-room, I felt myself pene-
trated, perforated, pierced, and transfixed by the very
bright eyes of this remarkable lady ; whereupon, over-

powering my constitutional timidity, Digby, I fixed my
regards, eye-glass and all, upon her ; but the result was
astonishing. Did any of you, gentlemen, ever happen to

watch the effect of the sun’s rays when thrown upon some
soft substance (a pound of butter for example) through
the medium of a burning-glass ?”

While the gentlemen were thus merry, the
widow was in the third heavens. The flashy

compliments and audacious eyes of the Peer,

had already given birth to the most sanguine

hopes, and the firmest intentions of Mrs Barnaby
becoming Viscountess Mucklebury. But, in her
wildest delirium of ambition, the widow never
forgot the main chance, and the result of inquiry

was perfectly satisfactory. His Lordship was a

widower, as capable of settling a good jointure
“ as a widow's heart could wish.”

Were the point submitted to us, of whether
the fortune-hunter Major Allen, or the gay man,
“ in every sense of the word,” Lord Muckle-
bury, were the greatest scamp, we should, as is

always right, where it is possible, certainly give

judgment in favour of the Peer ; who fancied

the best privilege of the aristocracy, the leisure

which they had for amusing themselves; and who,

to an aptitude at probing the absurdities of his

fellow-creatures, joined a most unshrinking au-

dacity in exposing them. With Mrs Barnaby he

was most successful. She, indeed, did more than

half the business herself. The Widow was play-

ing for no ordinary stake. She consulted with

Miss Morrison, and engaged, for the season, a

carnage, a footman, and a lady’s-maid. Stock

and more stock was sold, and the widow was at

the high-topgallant of her hopes. One of the

facetious Peer's modes of extracting amusement

out of the widow, was writing her notes, which

drew forth answers that threw him into ecstasy,

and which he carefully preserved, to share with

his friends under the title of “ The Barnaby

Papers.” This went on for a few weeks, the

Peer fooling the widow to the top of her bent,

until the time arrived for his departure, and

when his collection of “ Barnaby Papers’* was full

enough even for his taste. He parted with her,

on a Saturday night, with a thousand expres-

sions of passionate admiration
;
protesting that he

would be early on the walk, to look for her, next

day. During the whole of that black Sunday,

the widow, who had ordered yet another new

bonnet, and another richly laced mantlet, roamed

the public walks, “ like a turtle whose mate had

been shot ;*' and, sad, cross, tender, and angry by

turns, it was not till the following Wednesday,

that she learned from a London paper, that

" the noble Viscount was about to set off for the

Continent, and to spend the winter in Rome; but

rather with the intention of kissing the hands of

the beautiful Lady M S , than the toe

of his Holiness.”

“ Mong Dew I” exclaimed the confidential

Miss Morrison, whose cue is to speak a mongrel

dialect of French, or rather of French phrases.
u Gracious heaven ! What is to become of me

!"

cried the widow. " Ought I to set off instantly

for London?”
Miss Morrison thought not, as restive Lords

are not easily held ; but she thought better of an

action of damages, and she had a younger brother,

a clever attorney in London. Were there any

proofs—any letter ? Mrs Barnaby had lots of

letters, and, if she obtained nothing else, she'

should have revenge!—and she was ready to shew

Miss Morrison the letters, only she had a pro-

digious deal to do just then, and, moreover, she)

was thinking—
And very much to the purpose too. She was thinking

that though she had squandered about seventy or eighty

pounds in trifling pm chases, by far the greater part of

the expenees her noble lover had induced her to run intf

were still in the shape of debts, the money with which

she proposed to discharge them being as yet paying her

interest in the funds. Could she contrive to leave the

heaviest of these debts unpaid till she knew the result of

her intended attack upon Lord Mucklebury’s purse, it

would be very convenient. Perhaps some vague notion

that she, too, might visit the Continent, and thus escap*

the necessity of paying them at all, might mix itself

with her meditations
; but at any rate she very speedily

deeided upon leaving Cheltenham the following daf

without mentioning her intention to her milliner, mercerj

tailor, shoemaker, hosier, perfumer, livery-stable keeper.
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librari&n, or even to her hair-dresser. If the got dam-
agw, she should retarn and pay them all with great

iekt; if not, circumstances must decide what it would
be most advisable for her to do.

Our widow improves on us—she got dexter-

ously away from Cheltenham, bag and baggage

;

leaving the tiger, the tall footman, and the lady's

raaid, to take care of each other.

The letters, the ground of action, were duly

submitted to Mr Magnus Morrison ; though the

vidowwasobliged to regret that delicacy had made
her But she explained the matter charmingly

herself, when the attorney hinted that such notes

« this from his Lordship were shy proof :

—

“ Bella Doxna !—Should I find the Barnaby
disengaged in her saloon, were my audacious

feet to bear me across its threshold this even-

ing? “M.”
Mrs Barnaby was most grateful for Mr Mor-

rison’s frank opinion—rejoiced to find herself in

the hands of a friend rather than a lawyer. She
would be equally frank with him, and she de-

clared

—

tf
I hire loved Lord Mucklehary most sincerely !—

tend him with all the pure disinterested ardour of my
character ; but the same warm heart, Mr Morrison,
vhkh thus surrenders itself without suspicion or re-

cnmt, is precisely of the nature most prompt to reject

uai forget a being proved to be unworthy of it. There-
fore I may truly say, that this poor bosom” (pressing her
tvs bands upon it) ** suffers more from the void within
it, than from tender regret ; and I am greatly inclined,

tact I cannot benefit by your able services as a lawyer,
to urge my friendship with yonr dear sister as a claim

yonr kindness as a gentleman. Will you assist to

ewe the painful void I speak of by giving me your help

ia my endeavours to see all that is best worth looking
at in London ?”

The lawyer, without being in the least taken
in, fell into the scheme of attending the widow
to the Tower, St Pauls, and so forth : but the

inal attempt to melt the flinty spirit of Lord
Mucklebury—

“

The bold measure''—was se-

cretly undertaken by herself. A golden sover-

eign opened the way to the door of his apartment
iaMivart's Hotel; the waiter durst not go farther

tbuthe door, and the Widow took courage to

aaoonnce herself and her wrongs. The scene is

eery good, though, like many in this work, over-

done. We shall quote the Widow’s capital rally,

after his Lordship’s cool effrontery. It is, we
think, her masterpiece :

—

Tbe widow was at a loss what to do or say next. Had
be been rude or aingry, or even silent and sullen, or in

oy other mood in the world but one of such very easy

pri humour, she could have managed better. But a
pisfol sort of conviction began to creep over her that

I*d Mucklebury'* present conduct, as well as all that

pawed before, was merely the result of high-breeding
mi fodnonable manners, and that lords and ladies always

to one another. It this were so, rather than be-

*sy mch rustic ignorance as to appear surprised at it,

d> vuuld have consented to live without a lover for

•mbs and weeks to come.
Futunately Lord Mucklebury was really hungry, and

kusiD heartily for a minute or two, that the puzzled
had time to settle her purpose.

“Wdl!—I see how it is, my Lord,” said she; M 1

Bmtfcws to ask you to do a commission for me at Rome,
*hn ths papers told me you were going ; bat yon are
* hus/aad oo hungry to spare a moment to an old
msHfoium.”

>

k
wpon my soul!” said Lord Mucklebury,

throwing some of his former homage into his eyes as he
bowed to her. There is no commission in the world
you could give me, from New York to Jerusalem, that

I would not execute with the fidelity of a western or an
eastern slave. What are your commands, bewitching

Mrs Barnaby P”
“ Merely, my Lord, that you would buy a set of shells

for me—as nearly like Lady Stephenson's as possible

;

and I dare say,” she added, very cleverly drawing out

her purse, to avoid any misconception respecting the ob-

ject—“ I dare say yonr Lordship, who has travelled so

much, may be able to tell me pretty nearly what the

price will be. About ten pounds, 1 think.”

And ten golden sovereigns were immediately thrown
from the purse upon the table.

Lord Mucklebury, perfectly delighted by this brilliant

proof of the versatility of her powers, gaily took her parse

from her hand, and, replacing the money in it, said

“ It is not so that I execute the commissions of my
fair friends, Mrs Barnaby. I will note your orders in
my pocket-book, thus—‘ A set of the handsomest shells

in Rome for the charming Mrs Barnaby.' See (—I ran
hardly overlook it ;

and when I have the pleasure of
presenting them, we will settle about the price.”

He replaced her purse in her hand, which he kissed

with his best air of Cheltenham gallantry ; upon which
she wisely rose, and saying, with every appearance of
being perfectly satisfied with her reception, “ Adieu, my
Lord 1—forgive my intrusion, and let me hope to have
the pleasure of seeing you when you return,” she took
her departure, perfectly convinced that her new-born
conjecture was right, and that lords had privileges not
accorded to other men.

Mr Magnus Morrison had, for the present, be-

come the Widow’s pis alter .

Agnes pleaded headache, that she might not

be her dashing aunt’s companion in sight-seeing

;

and the Widow entirely approved her desire to

remain at home in their lodgings in Half-Moon
Street, while she roamed about with the gallant

but cautious lawyer of Red Lion Square. After

their daily perambulations, Mr Magnus generally

partook of the Widow's nice little drawing-room

dinners ; at which there were rump steaks and
juicy cutlets, and wine and a little brandy, and
her favourite beverage, porter ; and thus all

things went merry as a marriage-bell.

The Widow was, meanwhile, meditating atripto

the Continent, partly to evade Cheltenham bills,

unless the lawyer speedily shewed cause for a
change oftactics. He was, in fact, no greattempta-

tion to her ambition in the way of matrimony,

though he answered quite well for a temporary
squire. Halfher coarse selfishness, her impudent
dissimulation, her harshness, and, at last, brutal

tyranny toherangelic niece, wehave not alluded to.

Its repetition becomes tiresome at last ; and one
is often left with no feeling about the audacious

Widow, save the desire to send her to the tread-

mill. Agnes is all this while involved in as per-

plexed and vexed a course of “ true love” as ever

bewildered poor heroine, on to nearly the end of

the third volume. And when Cupids old game
of cross-purposes is at the height with this timid,

sensitive, and most delicate of gentle-blooded

feminine creatures, bitter upbraidings for ingra-

titude, and threats of being turned into the

streets, are her hourly fate—hers who had just

before nobly refused a most unexceptionable

match with a high-born and most amiable young
man, with seven thousand a-year

!

Meanwhile, the delay of the jilted Widow,
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who was to be only two days absent from her
Cheltenham lodgings, had caused alarm in that

town of gay birds of passage and sensitive

tradesmen ; and, to cut short our tale, the dash-

ing Widow Barnaby was arrested in the streets

of London, at the suit of the livery-stable keeper
from whom she had her carriage ! "You shall

live to repent this treatment of a lady !*' cried

the enraged Mrs Barnaby ; but the dogged livery-

stable keeper heeded not ; and the paltry Mr
Magnus Morrison, when asked to be bail till

Mrs Barnaby’s broker could sell stock, took
fright, and, forgetting all the steaks and cutlets,

cheesecakes, brandy- cherries, and black wine
he had swallowed at the Widow's cost, was
" very sorry that it was out of his power." The
Widow was now really in agony. In vain she
assured the Bow-Street officer of the fact that

she had thousands in the funds, which her
broker could sell out at an hour's notice; he
grinned in her face ; and having rather im-

patiently waited Mr Morrison’s reply, would
delay no longer ; so, the amiable, wronged Mrs
Barnaby, scolding and entreating, was forced to

submit to the degradation ofgoing to the Fleet pri-

son for one day. She instantly wrote to her
broker, and knew it could not be more than one
day. But, when the coach and the horse hire

had been paid, other writs came forward, and the

amiable widow was still held in durance. She
wrote, ordering her niece to come to her, giving

her minute directions as to the route ; but the

delicate Agnes could not venture to thread the

streets of London, nor yet visit the prison where
her coarse-minded aunt was detained. She had
prudently applied for protection in this emer-
gency to " Aunt Betsy," and she found it ; and
thus was Mrs Barnaby left to shift for herself,

unburdened by her ungrateful niece.

One " charming man" Mrs Barnaby had seen

in the Fleet, during her three days' detention,

for it was thus long before her broker, by sell-

ing the seventh hundred pounds of her original

stock, obtained her release. This " charming
man" was Mr Patrick O’Donagough, the natural

son of an English peer, by a poor Irish girl, named
Nora O'Donagough ; a very handsome man,
about thirty, whom misfortune had sent to the

Fleet prison more than once or twice. And no
sooner was Mrs Barnaby left to soliloquize, after

" crooked Aunt Betsy” had carried off the un-

grateful Agnes, than she recalled the elegant, in-

teresting man, whom she had frequently met in

the passages, and whose eyes, as she said to her-

self, " spoke plainly enough what he thought of

me." And "here am 1," thought Mrs Barnaby,
" six months on my travels, and seven hundred
pounds poorer, and without having advanced an

inch towards a proper alliance and then came
the idea of Pat O’Donagough

—

" Poor fellow ! HU being in misfortune ought not

to produce ill-will to him in a generous mind 1 How he

looked as he said, < Adieu, then, madam ! With you
vanishes the last ray of light that will ever reach my
heart !* And I am snre he said exactly what he felt, and
no more. Poor O’Donagough i My heart aches for him!”

So, next day, the benevolent widow, less fas-

tidious than Agnes, took her way on foot to the

Fleet prison.

We have gone along with Mrs Barnaby's clever

biographer up to this point with great pleasure

and no remorse, thorough- paced jade as the

heroine is. But we can proceed no farther on

amicable terms. The noble father of Mr O'Do-

nagough had originally secured him a good ap-

pointment in the Customs, after the manner of

kind aristocratic fathers. And Mr Patrick made
money, which he as quickly squandered, with

those gentleman-like “ sporting characters’* in

the neighbourhood, who, moved by his fine per-

son, good address, and half-blood, were inclined

to grace him with admission into their society.

Having lost his money, his appointment, his noble

father's favour, and, moreover, his personal free-

dom, the peer was, on promise ofrepentance, once

more moved to advance his profligate offspring

£500, on condition that he went off immediately

to Australia, and was never heard of more. The

young man lost the fresh £500 at ecarti,
in a

very natural manner. The vessel sailed, and he

was again in the Fleet, where, by the kindness of

his stars, he metMrs Barnaby—not, however, be-

fore he had been converted by an old friend, once,

like himself, on the Turf, but now the preacher of

an independent congregation, who assured him

that, if he assiduously studied the calling of

preaching, he would lend him a helping hand to

turn it to account.

Mrs Trollope has completely marred the effect

of her clever story, by the outrageous absurdity

of her attempt to make another dead-thrust at

the evangelical party, in doing which, she has not

merely violated all decorum, but ail probability;

and excited disgust, where she either intended to

create amusement, gratify a party, or convey

instruction. There may be wild fanaticism, folly,

absurdity, nay, gross hypocrisy, among the per-

sons she tries to satirize and ridicule, but assured-

ly there was never one Mr Pat O'Donagough re-

ceived as an angel of the church.
He loved change, novelty, and excitement, and mani-

fasted great talent in the facility with which he mat-

tered the mysteries of this new business. He was soon

seen rapidly advancing towards lasting wealth and in-

dependence: one of the wealthiest merchants in Lon-

don had offered him the place of domestic prayer and

preacher at his beautiful residence at Castaway-Sared

Park, when an almost forgotten creditor, who bad lost

sight of him for many years, unluckily recognised him as

he was delivering a most awakening evening lecture in s

large ware-room, converted into a chapel, near Moor

Fields. Eager to take advantage of this unexpected piece

of good fortune, the tailor (for such was his profession)

arrested the inspired orator in the first place, and then

asked him if he were able to settle his account in the

next. Had the manner of transacting the business been

reversed, it is probable that the affair would hare been

settled without any arrest at all ; for Sir Miles Morice,

of Castaway-Sared Park, was one of the most pious in-

dividuals of the age, and would hardly have permitted

his chaplam elect (elect in every sense) to have gone to

prison for thirty-seven pounds, nine shillings, and eight-

pence ; but being iu prison, O’Donagough was shy of

mentioning the circumstance to his distinguished patron,

and was employed, at the time Mrs Barnaby first made

acquaintance with him, in composing disconnexion the

preternatural powers over the human mind, accorded

tp the chosen vessels called upon to pour opft the doctrine
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•f the new birth to the people.” There is little doubt
chat these really’ eloquent compositions would hare sold

rapidly, and perfectly hare answered the object of their

derer author. But accident prevented the trial from
being made.

Yes, accident, happy accident, prevented this;

for Mrs B&rnaby threw herself in his way, and Mr
Fat did not this time fly in the face of his good
fortune. Even here, young and handsome as Pat
was, and converted as Mrs Barnaby had been
by one of his sermons or tracts, she never lost

her senses. She heard the story of his noble
father, of the probability of another outfit being
obtained, and, through the kindness of Mr New-
birth, a religious bookseller, the appointment of
a missionary to Sydney ; and on this she 'gener-
ously furnished the means—,£37 : 10 : 8—of
liberating her pious young friend, lest the ap-
pointment should be lost. She afterwards made
the draught an even £40.
u The Reverend Mr O’Donagongh” would look very

well in the paragraph which she was determined should
neord her marriage in the Exeter paper ; and being quite
Otterturned that the three hundred and twenty-seven
grands per annum, which still remained of her income,
should be firmly settled on herself, she received her hand-
same friend, when he arrived at the hour of dinner, in a
w&aoer which shewed he had lost nothing in her esteem
suite they parted.

Pious Pat forthwith waited on his noble papa,
ind represented to him that the very best thing
be could do, would be once more to furnish the
means of his departure from Europe.
a That you may spend it again at the gaming-table,

you audacious scamp !** responded his noble but incensed
progenitor.

“ •o* air,” replied the soft-voiced young preacher •

** 1°° yet aware of the change in my principles,
sr yon would have no such injurious suspicion.”
« As to your principles, Pat,” replied his lordship, be-

guiled into a smile by the sanctified solemnity of his ver-
satile son, u I do not comprehend how you could change
tbm, seeing that you never had any.”
a Then, instead of principles, sir, let me speak of prac-

tice: it is dow several months since I exchanged the
race-course, the billiard-table, and the dice-box, for the
cearte of an extemporary preacher.”

This is too much. Suffice it, that Mr O’Dona-
googh made his love known ; and his noble pro-
genitor, satisfied that the widow had enough of
ber own to feed bis son, took especial care that
bo fortune should be fixed beyond the likely
dunce of any relapse of Mr Patrick. The bride-
deet was forthwith introduced to the heads
of the congregation at tea and prayers ; hav-
ing first, on the suggestion of O'Donagough,
straightened her ringlets and paled her rouge

;

she conducted herself with such dexterity
that a leader declared “ that any one going to
Sydney, in the holy and reverend character of a
aisionary, with such a wife in his hand as this
good lady was sure to make, would do more good
than all the Bishops and Archbishops that ever
vere consecrated after the manner of the worn-

superstitions of bygone ages j

M
and immedi-

ately proposed the election of Mr Patrick to the
important office. Very improbable, and not a
wtle indecent, is the scene that follows ; so we
Wldrop Mrs Trollope’s satire and her odious

till we find her at Bristol, about to em-
with her pious young husband.

167

While a large dinner-party were one day
assembling at Mr Peters’, including Agnes, Aunt
Betsy, and all the other dramatis persona, more
visiters were announced.
“ Mr and Mr* who ?” said Mr* Peters to Mary.
“ Mr and Mr* what ?” said Elizabeth to Lucy.
But, before the parties thus questioned could have found

time to answer, even had they been possessed of the in-
formation required, a lady in sober.coloured silk, with
little rouge and no ringlets, followed by a handsome
young man in black, entered the room, and considerably
before many who had seen that lady before could recall
the name by which they had known her, or reconcile her
much changed appearance to their puzzled recollections,

Mrs Peters was enfolded in her arms.
“ My dear sister Peters !” said Mrs O'Donagough,

“ you are surrounded by 6o large a party, that 1 fear these
last moments which I mean to dedicate to the affection
of my kinsfolk, may be more inconvenient than pleasure-
able to you. But you cannot, I am sure, refuse me some
portion of your society this evening, as it is probably the
last one we shall ever pass together. Give me leave, sister

Peters, to introduce you to my husband, the Rev. Mr
O'Donagough. Mr Peters, Mr O’Donagough ; Mr James
Peters, Mr O'Donagough

; Mr O'Donagough, my dear
Mary

; my husband, young ladies
; Mr O'Donagough,

my dear Elizabeth and Lucy ! Good Heaven ! Agnes
here? and my aunt Compton, too ! Well, so much the
better, my dear Patrick; I shall now have the pleasure
of presenting you to more relations, and as I should be
proud to introduce you to all the world, this can only be
an increase of pleasure to me. Agnes Willoughby, my
dear, 1 can’t say you behaved very well to me when the
cheerful sort of life I indulged in, solely on your account,
was changed for sorrow aud imprisonment.”

But we have had enough, and indeed a surfeit,

of Mrs Barnaby. For some months O'Dona-
gough was the most popular and eloquent preacher
in Sydney ; but the old man was not vanquished,
and one unlucky race-day, the ruling passion re-
turned in pristine force. The reverend Pat took
a bet with one of his congregation of more than
he was worth in the world ; mounted in a blue and
yellow jacket, took a desperate leap, and left a
weeping Widow, O’Donagough ; who this time
wore mourning only a month, because the death
was accidental! The gay, handsome, and clever
Pat, scamp as he was, had been far too good for
her. After his death, she fell sadly off in her reli-

gious profession, met her true counterpart, Major
Allen, who had come to Sydney in the course of
his travels, and was able to expatiate to him on the
handsome income which “ my Lord/' her father-
in-law, had taken care to secure upon herself.

We hope her third husband may contrive to out-
live her, and outwit her too.

So ends Mrs Trollope’s best novel, the History
of Mrs Barnaby—the most odious, unredeemed,
and unredeemable of all the heroines of fiction ;

compared with whom Moll Flaggon or Madame
Duval—to take opposite extremes—are, if not
respectable, yet amiable, female characters.

Mrs Trollope’s grand and lofty perfection.
Colonel Hubert, the lover of Agnes, is to the full

as tiresome as many of our old acquaintances of
the Grandisonian family. But she has produced
an excellent group in the Peters family ; and
the character of “ Aunt Betsy/' with a spice of
originality, is both clever and pleasing. Of the
style of the novel, the reader is enabled to judge
by our specimens. If chargeable with any fault,

it is the affectation ofbeing too easy and off-hand*
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Although the South-Australian mania should

be somewhat abated, which we trust it is, its

consequences are not yet over ; and, as the

season of the sailing of “ the regular packet

s

for

Port Adelaide*' is again at hand, we return to

the subject, in the hope that our warnings may
save some unsuspecting intending emigrants

from the consequences of their own rashness

and credulity, and the delusions diligently pro-

pagated. There is evidently a strong reaction

in the public mind. The system of puffing has

been overdone ; the colonial agents, and those

absentee speculators interested, at least in the

temporary vogue of the colony, are more dis-

creetly silent ; and even the book of the Colonial

Secretary, Mr Gouger, steered clear of the gross

and inflated misrepresentations and exaggera-

tions which had so long been made.
Our former article on South Australia erred,

we are inclined to think, upon the side of leni-

ency and excess of candour. We received the

statements of Mr Gouger too implicitly, though,

through his elaborate showings up, we could not

help perceiving the many drawbacks, temporary
and permanent, attending the new settlement.

The work of Mr James, which we formerly

stated that we had not seen, and which, indeed,

we could not have seen, as it was not published,

ought to be impartial. The author appears to

have no personal connexion with any of the

southern colonies, though a traveller in all of

them ; and of South Australia he tells only

what he has seen with his own eyes. Before

going into an examination of his book, we beg
of our readers, and particularly of our Scottish

friends, some of whose usually cool and sober

heads are “in the bees" about this Land of

Promise, to ponder the subjoined closing para-

graph, and then, if our short analysis of Mr
James's account of his residence in the colony,

does not satisfy them, to turn to the original.

The book is a dear pennyworth in one sense

;

but it states what may be worth fortune and
happiness to some of those meditatingemigration.

The writer left the colony in June last, and con-

sequent^ later than Mr Gouger, who has lately,

we understand, returned to his official duties.

Since the month of May, the Governor, Captain

Hindmarsh, of whom Mr James 6peaks in the

handsomest terms, has been recalled, and Colonel

Light, the Surveyor-General, has thrown up bis

appointment. The colony has, in short, been

revolutionized. He says

—

Upon the whole, the Colony is getting on rapidly

—

perhaps too rapidly, and the existing disposition in Eng-
land to emigrate to South Australia, can hardly be

a Six Months in South Australia ; with some Account

of Port Philip and Portland Bay, in Australia Felix.

By T. Horton James, Esq. London : J. Cross. 1 vol.

Emigration Fields : North America, the Cape, Australia,

and New Zealand. By Patrick Mathew, Author of
“Naval Timber and Arboriculture.” Edinburgh: A.
It C. Black, 1 voL 12mo.

EMIGRATION.*

termed anything short of madness. In another six month
there will be bitter disappointments; and no doubt mac
gloomy accounts will he received from theColony from pa
ties who have gone oat under strongly excited expectation

Five thousand people by this time, Christmas 1838—1
are congregated in the miserable village of Adelaide, am
without growing a potato, are dependent for every mei

of victuals upon foreign supply. The chances are, then

fore, for the present, greatly against the Colony ; and i

is to be feared, that in some articles of first necessity,

scarcity may arise very much to the prejudice of th

middling classes of the community—or that portion wh
have very little capital in money, and who are unused t

labour.

Swan River was overdone at first by the same injudi

cions rush of settlers, emigrating principally from Lon
don ; and a similar reaction will take place in Sontl

Australia, if some means are not adopted to check thi

eagerness for emigrating to what is very foolishly cal let

“ The Land of Promise.”

So concludeth Mr Horton James. He, nc

more than ourselves, is so unreasonable or uncan-

did as to assert that South Australia will not in

time become a fine grazing and wool-growing

country, and that it may even now be an eli-

gible resort for a particular description of emi-

grants ; but that at present it is not eligible for

the promiscuous hordeswho are eager to rnsh into

what has been characteristically termed “the

New Utopia.”

Let us turn to our author’s first impressions.

They were not delightful. Kangaroo Island is

denounced as the “ worthless and inhospitable

island,” where there is nothing worth seeing but

the wreck and ruin of the Company's expensive

machinery. He approached Port Adelaide:

—

The shores resemble the worst parts of the Coast of

Essex below the Nore, and at high tide the little man-
groves are half covered with the water. You look oul

for a landing-place in vain, though the ship now anchors

again, and you are at the end of your voyage. The boat

is being lowered to put the passengers ashore, and yon

see two or three small vessels at anchor higher np tbs

creek, which the pilot says have lately arrived from Van
Diemau’s Land with sheep, potatoes, flour, &c. Ac. It

is now ten o'clock, and unless yon make haste yon are

informed there may be some difficulty in landing, ss the

tides are here very unaccommodating, being always low

water in the middle of the day, which is a phenomenon

not yet satisfcctoi ily explained. You ask if this is Port

Adelaido, and the answer is yes ! Yon step into tbs

boat with a number of other passengers, carpet bags,

band-boxes, and parcels, and four hands from the ship

shove off, and pull up the creek. The landing plsce is

about a mile higher up, and youklreadjr see the bottom,

and in a few minutes you stick fast in the mud.

We cannot follow the poor ladies in their best

dresses, new shoes, and silk stockings, wading

through the Slough of Despond, up to the knees

in mud, and the sailors with the children on

their shoulders, and heavy bundles in their

arms.
One comfort, however, is, that there is nobody to look

at yon. The shore is an uninhabitable swamp, and the

few people who are living in the wigwams at Port Ade-

laide, are too busily engaged in landing boards and roll-

ing up casks, to take any notice of a party of ladies sod

gentlemen up to their knees in mud trying to reach the 8

shore. This is at last managed, without the loss of I

cither life or limb : but it is certainly anything bat pies* I
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oat Arrived on the dry land—the party wash the mud
df their leg?, and pat on their shoes and stockings, then

carrying their trunks as well as they can, the sailors

baring all gone back to look after the boat and get her

afloat, they all walk np the side of a little canal, as it is

alkd, which brings them to the only spot of land at the

creek free from inundations, which is called the Sand
Hill, where one or two grog shops, made of branches of

ora, are seen, a few native blacks stark naked, and a

large iron store painted white belonging to the com-
misseoen. This is Port Adelaide 1 Port Misery would
ie s better name : for nothing in any other part of the

world can surpass it in everything that is wretched and
Bcenvecient. Packages of goods and heaps of merchan-
4m are lying about in every direction, as if they had
cost nothing. Stacks of what were once beautiful Lon-
too bricks crumbling away like gingerbread, and evi-

dently at each returning tide half covered with the flood ;

trasses of hay, now rotten, and Norway deals, scattered

asm as if they had no owner— iron ploughs and rusty

harrows—cases of door frames and windows that had
«ee been glazed—heaps of the best slates, half tumbling

winnowing machines broken to pieces—blocks of

lanin cement, now hard as stone, wanting nothing but
tk staves and hoop*—Sydney cedar, and laths and
dingles from Van Dieman’s Land in every direction

;

whilst, on the high ground, are to be seen pigs eating

through the flour sacks, and kegs of raisins with not
only the head out but half the contents; onions and
potatoes apparently to be had for picking up. The sight

is disheartening’. What with the sun and the rain—the

sndand the floods—the thieves with four legs and the

thieves with two—the passengers hug themselves at the

ncaUection that they have brought no merchandise for

ale, glad enough to be able to take care of themselves.

Tto sooner they get out of this horrid hole the better ; so

tky inquire if there is any coach to the town—they are

rawered by a careless shake of the head, and so, like

pod settlers, they determine to set off and walk, carry-

ing their light parcels with them and leaving the heavy
(togs with a friend, who refuses to go any further. They
ad for a drink of water, before starting.—there is not
sxh a thing to be had ; but the bullock carts are ex-

ited down every minute with the usual supply! Whnt

!

» water? exclaims our passenger. No, sir, but the

ceuumioners are sinking a well, though they have not
m found any but salt water ; but they are going to dig
is another place, shortly, we understand.

The city of Adelaide, the beau-ideal of all

possible cities, so elegant and vast in the design

ttatose blushes for the comparative insignifi-

cance of London or Paris, Constantinople or

Canton, is seen at last ; and, as the bullock wag-
gsns with the water for the port are met by the

ny, every one obtains a refreshing draught in

psming the warm and dusty, but agreeable

jetrney. Glimpses of the mountain range are

obtained ; and a few huts and marquees begin to

»?pear, with people walking about. The emi-

tnnta step across that famed river the Tor-

m*, which makes so good a figure in ground
plans and in Mr Gouger's book, without know-
ing i*. is a river. They inquire for the inn, and
u
are directed to the Southern Cross Hotel, then

ieptby a German Jew of the name of Levy,
considered the best house in this settlement;
od here we will leave them for the present,

thirsty, and fatigued—covered with

and perspiration—and with feelings of
sbame and disappointment at being so taken in."

Kr James decidedly disapproves of the site of
fc capital, and prophesies that, unless it be
*pcedily abandoned, or left as a village, and the
headquarters of the colony planted at Port

Lincoln, speedy ruin must overtake the settle-

ment. We do not pretend to decide the point ;

but, although Port Lincoln were the preferable

spot, we can easily understand the injunction-—
“ You must not say anything against the town
of Adelaide till I have sold, or otherwise got rid

of my town acres."

Those who have speculated in town lands at Adelaide,
will not listen to any, the least breath of, objection to

the beauty and suitableness of that spot for a great com-
mercial city. If you hint at the long walk from the

,

port, or shew them the long bill sent in by Mr Cock or
Mr Hack, for the carriage of goods or luggage—you are
stopped immediately by a scheme of a joint-stock rail-

road or navigable canal-company. Where the money is

to come from, in a little society that has not yet raised a
potato, and much less a bushel of grain, they do not
inform you.

For a canal, he demands, where is the water?
Why, it is coming by Mr Hack’s bullock wag-
gons, which, in return take up goods from the
Port to the city at the moderate rate of 40s. a-

ton ! Mr James cracks some hard jokes on the
City of Promise. It was already eight miles in

circumference, with a population of 3000. This
he remarks, from persons who are all for con-

centration, seems strange ; and the consequence
is, that in the day-time people are constantly

losing themselves ; and dare not stir out at night

alone, unless they make up their minds to sleep

under a tree, in some place, which, on the map
figures as a square or crescent, though at pre-

sent you may
Lean against any tree in the city and exclaim

“ ThU shadowy desert, unfrequented woods,
I better brook than flourishing peopled towns.”

And yet there are sprinkled up and down the place a few
substantial buildings; one belonging to the Company, on
an enormous scale—another good brickhouse to Mr Hack—another to the enterprising Mr Gilles— one to Mr
Thomas, and a couple of new taverns. The rest of the

dwellings are made of very slight materials, and the num-
ber of canvass tents and marquees give some parts of the
settlement the appearance of a camp. Most of the new
comers settle down on what is called the Park Lands,
where they are handy to the little rivulet, and they run
up a Robinson Crusoe sort of hut, with twigs and
branches from the adjoining forest ; and the climate being
fine and dry, they answer well enough as temporary
residences.

It is probable that there may yet be consider-

able loss on town-lands ; but that concerns the
speculators only, whose market for building-lots

Port Lincoln would spoil. “ Serve them right,"

Mr James thinks, for asking a monopoly price

of respectable new comers :—and we say, Amen

!

These, however, are all matters that will right

themselves with time, though they may bring

ruin to hundreds in the meanwhile ; and we shall

leave them, to consider the permanent features

and prospects of the colony. The climate is de-

clared by Mr James to be, for eight months in

twelve, as fine and salubrious as can be desired.

But from the latter end of November, all December,
January, February, and part of March, the heat it op-

pressive and almost intolerable. 1 have seen the ther-

mometer, in these uncomfortable months, in a dark
room nearly closed up, and with a thick roof of thatch

over it, as high as 96° ! not once but a dozen different

days; and if the instrument is hung upon a wall in the

direct beams of the sun, it rises to 140° ! This is a de-

gree of heat I never remember to have &lt in any part of
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the tropics even ; it dries up everything 2 not merely the

few running streams that in winter come from the moun-

tains, lut all garden vegetation ; and so pulverizes the

dust in the camp at Adelaide, that it is reduced to an

almost impalpable powder, and penetrates every article of

clothing, from its extreme fineness ; whilst as much cau-

tion is requisite in stepping across the road, as if a person

were going through the muddiest part of Piccadilly or

Whitechapel.

Of course the tiny little Torrens all but vanishes be-

fore such a sun ; in the few places where it runs at all,

there would be plenty of room for the whole of it to run

through an Irishman's hat; and a far better river is made

every day in the London streets when the parish turn-

cock opens a plug. There are, however, several pretty

good holes which have too much water in them to be

entirely exhausted by the sun’s heat, and it was on

account of these water holes that the town was placed in

this unfortunate situation.

Now comes ophthalmia, the worst disease pe-

culiar to the hot but healthy climate.

And as misfortunes never come singly, the few wells

about the settlement of Adelaide become dry—the scarcer

the water the more you want it for washing ; and the

fine particles of lime-stone dust carried up in numerous

whirlwinds about the plains, fall into one’s eyes, and a

three months’ attack of opthalmia is the frequent con-

sequence. Half the people you see have got bad eyes, the

dandies even wearing veils; but it may be very reason-

ably doubted whether they do not produce more harm
than good. This is the only drawback to the climate.

The extreme aridity of the climate, and the

want of rivers and of water, is, however, not un-

favourable to sheep stock; and there is no doubt

that, if the colony is to prosper rapidly, means

must speedily be taken to economize wat.er, and

to preserve it in tanks and reservoirs, as in other

dry countries. Mr James talks of the rivers of

the province with great contempt ; and true it

is, that where there are few mountains, there

can be but few streams. The Murray is the

only river he thinks worthy of the name ; but it

is so far off from the present settlement, and so

is the Glenelg,* discovered by Major Mitch el,

as to be out of the question with civilized

emigrants for years to come. The dryness of

the climate has a favourable effect on health,

though we cannot see much in the observation,

that emigrants for a long time retain their Eng-
lish ruddiness, or that “even the children, when
kept clean, a very difficult matter in summer,
look plump and chubby.” In the first place, Mr
James cannot judge of the effects of long resi-

dence, as no one has been long in the place ; nor

isitwonderful that, in aclimate so salubrious, in a

Land of Promise, the children should look plump
and chubby. Next to the want of water, is the

want of fuel, and of timber for all useful pur-

poses. There is already want of wood for fire and
fences ; and timber for building and furniture,

&c. must be imported. In this important re-

spect the other colonies, and especially the un-

• The Glenelg boundary river, on which there is no
settler, and to which none will venture to approach, must
not be eonfounded with the South Australian township of

Glenelg, about which, Mr James says, “ The surrounding
country is low and sandy, full ofswamps, misery, and mos-
quitoes, and contain* a population of about seventy per-

sons. It has, nevertheless, been dignified with the name
of ‘ Glenelg,' and no doubt we shall soon see a ship laid

•u with emigrants, to be called the * City of GUaelg*’/’

lucky Swan River settlement, are superior to

South Australia.

What figures as the botanical garden

,

in the

puffing accounts of the colony, is, in the mean-

while, a much more sensible and useful thing

—

a garden for raising vegetables,andwhere cucum-

bers and very fine melons are raised. This garden

belongs to the Colonial Government, and is skil-

fully managed by Mr Allan and his sons, who
will, it is said, draw £10 a-week. This seems a

great sum, though, if the gardener had to pay

his workmen £2 each a-week, his profits might

not be too large. MrJames thinks a hard-work-

ing practical gardener could do well ; but then

he must not depend on hired labour till it get

cheaper, hut work with his sons, like Mr Allan.

Now, we cannot see why the labour of a gar-

dener's sons, or of any workman's sons, should

be counted as nothing, though it may he a great

convenience to a poor man to have at first a

command of this valuable sort of capital. Pota-

toes and pumpkins have not succeeded with Mr
Allan ; but all common vegetables, peas, beans,

onions, &c., yield abundant returns. We would,

however, rather hear of fine potatoes than fine

melons. The latter, very fine, cost 5s. 6d. each ;

cucumbers. Is. 6d. ; cabbages, 2s. ; no carrots

or turnips ; onions from 6d. to Is. a pound

;

potatoes, when Mr James left in June last, cost

15s. per 112 lbs., which in the month of February
had cost 508 ! Indeed, all his prices of provisions

shew a considerably higher rate than is exhibited

in Mr Gouger’s work. We shall enumerate a

few. Common milch cows, £16—good, £25.

Working bullocks, broke in, from £25 to £28.

Young ewes from Van Dieman’s Land, 40s.

Small wethers (about 38 lbs.) 35s. Strong draught
horses, £70. A strong cart or dray, £24. Light
cart, £16. These come from Van Dieman'a
Land. The 4lb. loaf was Is. 8d. ; beef Is. 4d. a
pound ; mutton. Is. 3d. ;

pork. Is. 8d. ; fowls, 5s.

to 6s. each ; turkeys, 25s. ;
geese, 15s. ; ducks,

7s. 6d. ; fish, 7d., and scarce. These prices must
fall, and so must the price of labour, and of all

sorts of materials necessary to the erection of
houses and the enclosure of ground ; but just
now, they are enormous, and present the most
formidable obstacles to the settlement of small
capitalists. Horse hire is at present 20s. a-day ;

the cost of bringing a ton of goods from the port
to the city, as we mentioned, 40s. The hire of a

gig and horse to the port and back, 40s. House
rent about 5s. per room per week ; and everything

else in the same proportion. Tea, sugar, and
wine, and also salt beef and pork, had fallen

greatly before Mr James left; and such fluctua

tions in imported goods may be looked for. II

is more discouraging to find, that a person a
Sydney, who, hearing bread was so dear in Adie
laide, exported five tons of flour, at £18 per ton
before it was sold in Adelaide, at an advamo
of 50 per cent, lost £6 by the transaction

Among the other expenses of sale, is £4 : 4a. ti

the Company's bank, for exchanging their ow;
optional notes for specie ; and £4 : 10s, landin
charges at Port Adelaide.

J
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The bank seems one of the Company's best

concerns.

Yonder neat-looking low brick cottage is the Bank, and

trsascts all the basinets of the Colony in that way, and,

as far as it goes, is a most thriving concern ; it issues

Brtctof all sorts and sixes, but they have all got the

optional danse in them, [viz., payable in London.] They
dirge ten per cent, for the use of the sepieces of paper, and

wbeo you take them for payment, they charge yon one

•killing premium on every sovereign !

The Company would require to profit by some-

thing, though this does not mend the case of those

seeding their aid as bankers. Mr James trembles

for the Company's dividends. After quoting a

grandiloquent speech delivered by Colonel Tor-

rens at a public dinner—and charity obliges us to

helieve that the gallant Colonel spoke in sheer

ignorance, when he eulogized “ the moisture of

the climate, the mountain ranges," the never-

failing streams, the means of internal water-

carriage, &c.—Mr James states that the speech

was followed by great cheering ; and then re-

marks

—

It seems the greater tbe nonsense the more vehement

tlie applause. “ Great cheering** indeed ! Why, dry as

5 Mouth Wales is, it rains twenty-fire days more than

h does in the New Province—in the England of the

Kmthem hemisphere; and if it were not a more rainy

craotry, how is it that it originates so many valuable

men as the Colonel enumerates. Which are the rivers,

tad what their names, that rise in the New Colony ?

Is there one? For the little streams Hindmarsh and
Lugaroo can hardly be designated as rivers. The Yass

finisa puddle, and the Tumat a mere mountain tor-

mi; aod though both valuable in the highest degree in

their several districts, can never be thought of in con-

nection with navigation. Even the great “ Murray**

itself, and its thousand miles of navigation, according to

the gallant speaker, will all end in disappointment. No,
m; South Australia, though a beautiful sheep and cattle

mntry, will never arrive at any very great commercial

xiportance, nor can it ever maintain any dense popula-

te, for want of rivers, and therefore will never be the
" England of the southern hemisphere.**

Slice we are upon the subject of puffing, it

may he as well to finish it.

It has been stated in print, that a “Steam Flour Mill’*

has been erected in Adelaide ;
and that a “ Dock*’ has

ken opened at the Port, for receiving and repairing ves-

k; that sawing machinery has been set to work ; and

thu a number of other useful matters are either in opera-

tion, or in progress; that a Literary and Scientific Insti-

muon has been established ever since 1835, and that an

mmsive library, and collection of philosophical appara-

tm,had been shipped for the Colony.

It is stated also, that a “ South Australian' Corre-

pending Colonial Society” has been established at Ade-
&de ; Benefit Societies at “ Kingscote ;*’ and that plea-

ion towns, and watering places, for the East Indian Na-
kks and invalids, Ac. Ac. Ac.

Now, this would be all most gratifying and agreeable,

J tt weie only true ; but, unfortunately, it is not, nor is

it likely to be true for many yean to come ; and philoso-

phical and dilettanti societies are the last things wanted
a sew communities. This puffing is the more to be re-

pettod, because the Colony is a very good Colony, If they

i omld only lot it alone, and not smother it with their

I rifimlous, inflated, and intemperate praises. There is no
I daak that hard-working, industrious persons, who will

isl grumble at roughing it for four or five years, and
yemrqhqiy attend to their sheep, and have nothing to

ds with the City of Adelaide, or tbe purchase of land any-

I
vkwe, will make an independence. This Is the best

I
this is true; but nothing short of the wand of

I SMgkian could have accomplished all the fine under-

|

Ntfap just esmmtnted. The last we »w of the steam
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flour mill, and patent slip, belonging to the South Aus-
tralian Company, and which was stated gravely, In a re-

port to Parliament in 1837* to have been erected, was
lying fathoms deep in the sands in May 1838, rusting and
rotting where it had been landed years ago, on the shores

of Nepean Bay, iti Kangaroo Island, without a thought

or prospect of removing it from its u dread abode ;” and
the sawing machinery was lying by its side, subject every

return of tide to a not very salutary wetting. As for the

dock and patent slip, there is some talk of making an
effort to commence these works.

Mr Gouger tells us, page 122, that “ a literary

and scientific association was founded in England,

and a library collected and sent out." What says

Mr Horton James?
As to the library of books that was sent out to the

Colony In 1835, for the use of the members of the
MLiterary and PhUosophicaJ Society ofSouth Australia
the whole concern was put up by Mr Charles Knight, of
Ludgate Street, and consists of various works published
hy the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Kuowledge, and
when the discount was taken off, the entire cost, as per

invoice, amounted to £14, odd shillings. This is no mat-
ter, because £14 even, small as it Is, will go a gieat way
in the cheap publications of the present day ; but when
the author was walking through the woods of Adelaide,

and inquiring for the library and the “ Philosophical So-
ciety,” he could find neither “ hooks nor running brooks,”

but was told that a case of hooks had been landed out of
the ship Tam o’ Shanter** at the creek, and' that they
were somewhere in Mr Surfien*s store, though most pro-
bably by this time rotten and good for nothing.

Mr Mann, the advocate-general of the colony,

has stated, in a pamphlet, that a valuable species

of flax will soon be raised for exportation ; and
that castor oil, opium, gum arabic, and silk will

all be supplied to England from her industrious

youngest daughter: and he gives some very ex-
traordinary reasons for this latitude of belief.

What again says our author ?

—

Now, nil this is not merely the sheerest twaddle of igno-
rance and impertinence, but it is false and mischievous, as
every one must know by the time he has travelled the first

hundred miles in the new colony. The great and staring
want of all exports la one of the principal evils of Sonth
Australia; and to begin with the beginning, and a very
humble article, it cannot supply the ships that aail away
even with ballast The next articles in the way of ex-
ports that one might very naturally look for in a great

colony like this, are water and fuel ; but no—neither of
these primitive things are to be had at Port Adelaide !

Fire wood of all things might he expected to abound id

an infant colony ; hut, like water and ballast, it is not to

be had. The only exports to be thought of for the next
twenty years will be wool and oil, a tew hides, and a lit-

tle bark. To Van Dieman*s Land they may have an
opportunity of exporting a little maize, pork, hams, and
bacon, from the rich flats on the banks of tbe Murray,
which of course will have to be shipped in Encounter
Bay. But nothing more than this can be counted on for

many years, and it will be well to accomplish this
; but

for Mr Mann’s flax, castor oil, silk, opium, and gum
arabic, it is all balderdash, and not worthy another
thought. The first step towards exporting, is to put an
end to the ruinous imports of farm produce from Sydney
and Van Dieman’s Land. Now, in the fifth year of its

establishment, it is high time South Australia should
leave off buying her wheat and flour, mutton, beef, and
pork, from the adjoining colonies. Such cargoes after

cargoes of these things, immediately emigration slackens,

will drive every piece of money from the colony, and
leave it comparatively without a shilling. What is to

prevent their raising barley, oats, maize, potatoes, bran,

onions, apples, currants, turnips, hay, boards, battens,

and scantling, lath and shingles, soap, candles, beer,

butter, cheese, tobacco, pigs, poultry, leather, Ac. They
should all be raised in the colony before exports are much
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talked of, and not brought at they now are from the ad-

joining colonies of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s
Land.

Among the other attractions of Adelaide, were

races, and a theatre. Happily, the theatre,

erected by a tavern-keeper, is already advertised

to be sold. It may make a cow-house ; and cer-

tainly would be much better occupied as such,

for many a year to come. A cow-keeper or dairy-

man would indeed make money in Adelaide. At
present this lucrative department is partly filled,

like so many others, by the universal Mr Hack.

He is a principal carrier from the Port. This

sentence alone speaks volumes :
—

“

All the bul-

locks and horses in the colony, instead of being

employed at the plough, are employed at this,

[carrying goods from the Port to the town,] which

is a dead loss to the colony of £30,000 a-ycar.”

To be placed against the many natural disad-

vantages of this colony, in the want of water,

timber, stone, metals, &c., is the soil, which, so

far as the country has been explored, is declared

superior to that of the older colonies; that is, it

does not appear to have so large a proportion of

bad soil as compared with good. In New South

Wales and Van Dieman's Land, according to Mr
James, on the average, out of twenty acres of land,

one is good and nineteen bad. He does not state

the proportion inSouth Australia, but, in general,

praises the soil ; and, what may assuage the ar-

dour of emigrants, assures them that there will

be plenty of good land for many years to come,

and that it must get cheaper. It is not indeed

to South Australia, but to South Australia in its

present condition as a settlement for the class of

emigrants who are hurrying off to the New El

Dorado, that we object. Mr James illustrates

the process of colonization very happily, by the

laying of the foundation of a house. The first

stones are carelessly thrown in, and any rubbish

does to begin with, till, in process of time, if

there be motive, money, and perseverance, up by

degrees rises the fair and beautiful edifice ; while

the first stones, like the first settlers—the first

sufferers—are covered over and forgotten. But
this colony, unlike all others, was to be planted,

as Sir Henry Steuart did full-grown trees, with

their leafy honours suffering no diminution.

Laying aside the immense expense, the thing is

impossible. No early emigrant can promise him-

self to remain a fresh bloom or living spray on

the transplanted tree ; and it becomes those who
do not choose to be overlaid and forgotten found-

ation rubbish, to think in time.

The most direct and useful part of Mr James's

book, is his warning to emigrants ; and it applies

to nineteen out of twenty of those meditating

emigration.

If the intending emigrant has neither capital in money,
nor capital in his hands—is neither a sawyer, carpenter,

or any of the trades before-mentioned, he had hetter

•top at home, or go to some maturer place, some older

colony ; for in South Australia there are very few public

appointments, the civil establishment of the colony being

on the smallest scale, and these very inadequately paid

;

so that there is no chance of getting a government ap-

pointment, unless he carries it in his pocket ; and it is

not every one who would like to open a low grog shop $

but that is a trade which hardly ever fails; wine, beer,

and spirits, are always wanted in new settlements, espe-

cially when it is so hot as in South Australia.

To many families what follows applies even more
forcibly : those who propose carrying out pretty

daughters, with a few of the superficial accom-

plishments of an old and luxurious society, to

the wilderness, to make their fortunes by mar-

riage. There may be husbands in Australia for

dairy-maids, cooks, and laundresses; but there

is, we fear, still a very limited demand for young

ladies as helpmates.
The country is too new for respectable families going

out without any fixed plan -for their future means of tup.

port ; they, if genteel at heme, must descend a step or two;

and when the author has had the question hinted to him
whether young ladies are likely to get married in South

Australia, he has always preferred, in such a very impor-

tant matter as this, to say decidedly not—the young men
out there are far from a connubial set, not from any

want of inclination to lead a respectable and quiet life,

but they are generally not doing well enough to make
such an additional expense desirable, most ofthem indeed

not having the means of furnishing a house just yet,

whatever they may have hereafter. The thing looks

very pretty in theory, but in settling in a wild territory,

there is so much rough work to be done, that an equal

number of the sexes is rather objectionable than other-

wise, and far from being indispensable; and so it will be

found out ere long. In after years, when the ground has

been cleared, and the settlers get themselves houses, and
are a little to rights, it may then be desirable to furnish

them with wives, but not before ; unless, as formerly ob-

served, the parties have got some capital, and can afford

to make themselves comfortable. But ladies don't do

altogether under canvass. ....
A tent is a very bad substitute for a brick or pise cot-

tage. And yet I have seen happy and smiling faces

peeping out from the doors of their tents in the plains of

Cowand ilia, who seemed to envy nobody.

Grog-selling, bullock-driving, milk-men, gar-

deners, will all fail in time ; and the only perman-
ently profitable calling will be sheep-farming.
The only thing it requires is ready money to begin

with, and the strictest attention afterwards to the sheep
with personal superintendence and constant dressing

when diseased. With this, and a good look-out after
wild native dogs, there is a fortune to be made in an]

part of South Australia by sheep-farming. The follow*

ing statement of the increase in a large flock of ewres win

drawn up by a friend of the author, and is nothing moin
than the true account, casualties excepted ; but, as befoir

mentioned, the casualties are to the careless. Whc
deaths are heard of, it is generally, in nine cases out c

ten, traceable to some neglect—either allowing ths she^
to feed on improper pasture, not shifting the folds, or
general system of bad management. Under such inatteu
tion, sheep property is the very worst property a carelei
settler could possibly dabble in, and they ought not i

that case to be meddled with.

The statement is much the same as that whi«:

we published in December. Mr James continui
his counsel to emigrants

—

As the land about Adelaide is not calculated to mai
any very great return for the large capital that must
expended on it in fencing and digging water holes for 1

1

support of the cattle, I would counsel the settlers «m i
]

plains of Cowandilla, not to lay out their ready mox

.

in expensive fences, expedients for damming up the wat i

and other improvements, because, when once their mon
is gone, they will never see it again, unless it has b i

judiciously laid out in breeding stock, at moderate pri«i
and under their own charge. Yes, if the settler will
satisfied to follow his own sheep, they will give bin
good return, and he need have nothing to buy but
stock, and then it is of no consequence to him whet

!

the headquarters are removed to Port Lincoln or n
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TUn if plenty of frets at present in the interior, and
pare cents aotiiing. With care and attention, and living
the lift ofa hermit for fire or six years, following, dress-
ia& and shearing his sheep himself, buying nothing,

ring nothing, owning not a brick nor an acre of
in any pan of the colony, such a yonng man will

d* I* i* « great sacrifice, bat nothing else will do,
ctc^t labouring, as stated before, for those persons who
will not help themselves. With a resolution of this
kind, and nerer coming into the miserable town, or mix-
ing in its miserable pursuits, success will be certain,
though slow at first.

One pleasing feature of the new colony, is the
importance and respectability of skilful, well-con-
docted working-men. Shepherds, and those
haring the care of stock, appear to be raised to
their former elevation, in the good old times,
when the English yeoman or the Scottish farmer
sat at the head of the hospitable board, round
which was gathered all his household ; his old
pJonghmen and shepherds, and the whole esta-

blishment of domestics, forming no unimportant
|

part of the family. In Adelaide, the author has
seen this primitive custom, now almost obsolete
a England, revived. “ He has often dined with
respectable residents, where the overseer, after
washing his hands, drew in his chair among the
cempany, and, not only with perfect propriety,
but entertaining his master and guestB with ac-
eooats of his day's work—the sheep and cows,"
&c. At present, working-men make more money
than those who have acquired a profession ; the
labourerswho carry the surveyors' chain, gain, by
tbeir daily wages, thirty pounds more in the year
tkin thesurveyors

; and it is much more profitable
to be a sawyer, or splitter of timber for fences,
than a physician.

It follows, as a matter of course, that there is not much
wife in the colony for the talents of educated men without
mu capital ; and if persons have not got this capital
ether in their hands or their pockets, it is of little use
haring it in their heads. This is pretty much the case
h all yonng colonies, but in none so observable as in
Scath Australia. Bat either of these descriptions of
Migrants will do well—.the healthy labourer or mecha-

whose habits of industry and hard hands will obtain
ha a large remuneration, or the gentleman, even know.
M trade, provided he takes out money enough to buy

ilack of sheep. But he must have nothing to do with
hud, and not buy an inch of it ; rent as much as he
fkwes, hot purchase none ; leave buying to those who
iw* more money than wit; good as the land is in
**7 places, it is not worth more than five shillings per
an, sod must ultimately be fixed at this price, and, even
fts, unless you select your purchase with so much skill

is command the adjoining run or vacant pasturage for
yw, and in extent five times as much as you purchase,
s would be madness to give so high a price as 5s. per

jj*; and no profits of sheep-farming, great as they un-
•s^kdly are, would enable any grazier to give 5s. an
•a* for land, in a country which requires, on an average,
ft sera to feed a sheep, which is the case all over New
°*fasd and Van Dieman's Land. Buy a piece of build-
ftland in town if you fancy such a thing, by all means,
•ftgh a sheep-farmer should be never seen in town, and
ftftfore cannot want it ; such purchases should be left
to lbs merchants.

He frequently reiterates the advice against
ftying land.
Thftgh I recommend every person to abstain from

•JieglMd in Sooth Australia fer the present, and until
cheaper, which it is sure to be, I am, of course, aware

‘J***®?
land is necessary to begin even those small

****** ®f cultivation, which have been alluded to, as
*0. Ullly—.VOL. VI.
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promising a quick return. But the best thing any person
can do before going out to the new Colony is, to go and
agree with the Company in Bishopsgate Street to rent a
section of 134 acres at £15 per annum, or half a section

at £8 per annum. This is what I should do in prefer-
ence to buying, were I going out again. The terms on
which the Company treat are liberal, and from all I saw
of the way their concerns are managed, over the water,
it is very easy to see that they are doing more good for the
Colony, than they are for themselves.

Mr James, as we have seen, considers the price

of land far too dear, and he believes that it must
be greatly reduced in price. This is done virtually

by selling dear, but renting at very cheap rates.

When he was in the colony, several sections of
80 acres, which sell in London for £80, were
“ hawked about the settlement at £70," a loss of

£10, and two years' interest—and " no buyers
even at that sacrifice." He continues—

It has been thought necessary to state this fact, as no.
1

torious aa the sun at noon-day, to put English readers on
their guard against improper statements and printed cal-

culations, that all the rural land throughout the Colony
is worth £2 per acre.* Now, in spite of these accounts^
I can state, that, with one or two solitary exceptions
of land taken adjoining the township, Ac., none of the
country sections are worth what they have cost. There
is, and always will he, too much in the market for sale
ever to command a high price, or even a profit to the pur-
chasers who have bought at 20s. per acre. And with re-

gard to the town acres, these being limited to one thou-
sand, may rise, a few of them, in good situations, to even
£200 per acre; but the bulk of them were obtainable in
June 1838, when the author left, at about £30 to £35
each ; but if the head-quarters are removed to Port Lin-
coln, they will fall rather than rise in value. The great
cause of this high price of land in the town is, that it is

held principally (at least one half) by absentees or mono- •

polizers ; either by persous living in London, or by the
South Australian Company, Mr Hack, Mr Gilles, Mr
Fisher, Ac., so that the Government have no more to dis-

pose of.

This monopoly of town land is felt as a great

grievance. Emigrants of capital arrive with
their wooden houses, ready to put up, and yet
have not a piece of land to put them on, in a
desert township sixteen miles in circumference,

save at monopoly price.

It is hardly fair to those respectable parties, who are
arriving in the colony day by day, and naturally wish to

purchase a quarter of an acre to receive their wooden
house, that the price of all the eligible building plots in
the townships should have been raised, not by the im-
provements made on their lands by the absentee proprie-

tors themselves, but by the industry of those who have
built upou the adjoining lots, right and left.

One pound the acre for rural land, he often

declares a great deal too dear. What is more

—

It is thought in New South Wales and Van Dieman’s
Land to be the rock upon which the whole concern will

be wrecked. People in New South Wales, where the

price is five shillings per acre, calculate that sheep would
not pay even at that, unless the purchaser command a
large back run; and they prefer renting a section at

twenty shillings yearly, which is about a farthing and a
half per acre! Now, if the Commissioners had done
wisely, they would hart leased the land on seven yean’
leases, at one penny per acre, in square miles of 640 acrea

each, and this would have brought them a large revenue.

They could have allowed also the renters to purchase the

land at any time during the seven yean* lease, at thirty

years’ purchase, which would have been two shillings and
sixpence per acre. Because it is a bad thing to invite

people to lay out their capital in the purchase of land,

when the money is wanted for the purchase of stock. .

• Gouger’s «* South Australia in 1887,” page 76.

0
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It will of come be objected, that thia ie entirely sub-

versive of the very principles on which the Colony was
founded—-viz^ concentration, and a high price of land to

prevent dispersion ; but in a country like South Austra-

lia, proved to be unfit for extensive cultivation, and
only adapted to the growth of wool and the rearing of

large cattle, how can such chimerical views of concentra-

tion be carried out? Though the grass is very fine in the

neighbourhood of the mountains, the author having fre-

quently brought home with him specimens of a sort of

cocksfoot, six feet high, yet the general character of the

country, as for as it is at present known, may be said to

be such as to require from two to five acres to feed a

sheep, and from fifteen to twenty acres to keep a cow, all

through the year ; therefore my advice to the emigrant is

not to buy any land whatever, but rent it, till the price

comes down, or at any rate till he is enabled, out of

his earnings, to buy it of those who may have it for sale,

at a discount, of which class of persons it is not difficult

to predict that there are already many, and in a few years

more the number will be increased. At Swan River, the

author was the subscribing witness to a conveyance of

some thousands of acres of land, where the consideration

was only a halfpenny an acre

!

The wages of labour are, no doubt, high ; but

this too is relative. Where rations are served out

to those in the service of the Commissioners, the

wages are 12s. a-week, though clothes, shoes, and
comfort

$

are very dear. There is a heavy duty on
spirits and beer; and, in addition, the license to

sell spirits costs £50 a-year, and that for beer

£10. There are, however, notwithstanding these

imposts, abundant sellers of both. The duty on
cigars is 5s. a-pound, and on tobacco Is. fid. Of
course there must be smuggling or evasion of so

heavy a duty. The duty on foreign spirits is 12s.

a gallon, and on colonial, when any malt shall be

distilled, 4s. And the colonial government is

sadly pinched for money ; for, though the salaries

and other expenses are moderate enough, there

is not revenue to meet them,and a debt of£60,000,

at ten per cent., is already incurred. This has

given rise to amusing scenes ; but the evil may
still be remedied by a better scheme of finance.

There was, when Mr James was in the colony,

and the population about 3000, plenty of work
for the judge in the Court house of Adelaide. It

is a wooden building of one room, and the busiest

place in the township

Here, st ten o'clock, the worthy magistrate takes bis

place every morning on the bench, to dispose of the nu-
merous cases that are brought before him for petty

offences, assaults, and robberies ; and on the Wednesday
in each week he adjudicates in the Court of Requests,

and decides summarily in all questions of debt which may
be brought before him for sums under £20. After all is

over, he sets, when the Supreme Court is sitting, as Soli-

citor and Barrister; and in this distracted Colony, where
the vile spirit of party, led on by those pests of the place,

Mr . — and Mr
,
is tearing the Colony to pieces, it

is no small praise to Mr Wigley, the resident magistrate,

to say, that all men concur in speaking well of him. . .

Here assemble most of the strangers, or visiters, from
Van Dieman's Land or Sydney, and inquire the news

—

listen to the deeply interesting cases that ars going forward

before a hundred spectators who would be better em-
ployed ploughing, and then come away, praising the mild-

ness, suavity, and justice of the magistiate’s derision.

Then follows that account of a horrible and
appalling execution which we foimerly noticed,

and which, from its appearance in many of the

newspapers, led us to imagine that Mr James's

book hadbeen published some monthssince. Con
;

victs are not allowed tobe sent to the colony; and

some ofthe old colonieswould considerthia agrest

hardship, as the necessary work of road-making

and all public undertakings, are performed by

convicts, and, consequently, at the cost of the mo-

ther country ; though it would require one to be

naturalized in New South Wales to join in this

opinion. Convicts, or emancipists,have, however,

found their way to Adelaide, though not yet in

great numbers. They are generally men dis-

charged from the whaling bands, who come to

spend their money in the grog-shops, and remain

as labourers. Runaways also arrive by the newly

discovered cattle tracks; and, as they are handy

fellows, and have a good deal of knowledge of co-

lonial business, they are prized; and the police—

for there is an armed police in the small commu-

nity—look sharply after them and the natives.

We shall not trouble ourselves with the

squabbles, the party spirit, and the bitter animo-

sities which have disturbed the young colony.

Of the South Australian Gazette, denounced by

Mr Gouger and the other colonial functionaries,

Mr James gives a very high character:—“ The

only thing that could be said against it was, that

it appeared at very long intervals and with great

irregularity, sometimes as long as three weeks

intervening between the daysof publication. But

the best eulogium upon its fearless and independ-

ent character was, that it gave great offence to

those who were turning their official situations

in the colony to their own private advantage/

The proprietors were lately prosecuted for a

libel on Mr Fisher, the resident commissioner.

The trial lasted six days ! when a special jury,

very oddly composed, brought in a verdict of

guilty. The jury to try a libel case, gives one

an idea of the colony. It consisted of three

bullock-drivers, two carpenters, two stone-

masons, a wittaler
,
(which we suppose means an

innkeeper,) a tailor, a sawyer, a lodging-house

keeper, and a publican. During the trial, the

Supreme Court of Adelaide resembled a bear-

garden. Though not very favourable to the

liberty of the press when the press takes the

libertyto tell unpleasant truths about themselres,

some of the colonial functionaries are stanch de-

mocrats. One of
%
them came into the office

where a gentleman was employed in preparing

blank forms of writs, summonses, and so forth,

in the usual legal phraseology.

He exclaimed with indignation to the learned and gen-

tle Jickling, “ What's all this, sir ?" hastily reading ore*

the harmless words, “ William the Fourth, by the gn«

of God, King of Great Britain and Ireland," and so forth,

“ Pooh ! Pooh ! We want no nonsense of this sort here!

Kings indeed I Out with it, sir!—this is South Australis/

The quiet Barrister was in a tremble, and, getting np froa

his seat, and rubbing his spectacles, in the simplicity d

his heart assured him there was no treason in the word

—that he had merely inserted them because it was tb

practice of the higher courtsat Westminster. But he w*

inflexible, and said, “ Strike it out, we'll have no king

here—if you must have a earns to the papers, pat it

O. G„" meaning that active and enterprising cdonift

Osmond Gilles, Esq.

In May 1838, there were in the colony 150(

head of homed cattle, *80 hones, and 12,«H
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AUSTRALIAN EMIGRATION.

sheep. Besides the important circumstance
whish was noticed in our former article, of a herd
of cattle hawing arrived overland from New
South Wales, another has reached the settlement

from Port Philip. The cattle, drivers on both
expeditions were intelligent persons, and have
ade valuable geographical discoveries in the

coarse of their long routes. Mr Eyre, who
brought the lot of 300 head from Port Philip, was
twenty weeks on the route, and lost sir horses

for want of grass and water. He discovered a
fine fresh.water lake—Lake Hindmarsh—four-

teen miles long and seven broad, just outside the

boundary of the New Province.

With the excellent advice, on many points,

tendered by Mr James to the South Australian

Commissioners, we shall not intermeddle. Our
mle object is the safety of rash emigrants, and
specially those ill-adapted to a new colony.

He gives an interesting pccount of a ride of
ox hundred miles, from Sydney to Melbourne
and Port Philip, through the lllawara country.

Thisyoung settlement heconsiders likelyto prove
a formidable rival to South Australia. The chief

advantage seems proximity to the older colonies, !

vhich, at the outset, is immense ; but, to coun-
terbalance this. South Australia is nearer the
European market for the future exports of all the
colonies, unless the Pacific, from Panama, should
jti be bridged by steam. As little is known of

the Port Philip settlement, we shall cite the

opinion of this eye-witness. Building timber he
states to be scarce, and the supply of water in

the interior scanty, though the town is well

mpplied. The harbour is good, and ships ride

right before the windows of the settlers ; so

that Melbourne, though having last year no more
than a thousand inhabitants, enjoyed a consider-

able trade. Trade without people is, however,
Bot easily understood. But the great number of
sheep, as compared with the larger settlement,

may explain the cause.

Their can be no question, therefore, that Port Philip
wd the town of Melbourne is altogether a very rising

tUement, and, from the richness and fertility of thesur-
isanding country, as far north at Mr Ebden’s old station,

fcrtjr wiles, and westward beyond the Campaspd, almost
vitbout limit, nothing can prevent its prosperity. Al-
mdj the sheep amount to 200,000 head, and are rapidly

itoeuinf ; mad as the means of the settlers whoown these

&ep are increasing also, it gives employment to the

vtisans in the town of Melbourne, which is even now a
'ey hustling place down at the wharf, where six or seven

vbteoen of seventy tons are seen receiving or discharg-

cargo from the neighbouring ports of Launceston,
Hsfcart Town, and Sydney. The trade is principally with
Uanceston, which is distant only two days* tail, and
assists chiefly of ps—engert backwards and forwards,
VTying sheep and lumber from Van Diemen's Land, &c.
Hmdj men get £60 a year at Port Philip, with board
ad lodging ; and mechanics, shepherds, bnilders, and all

vfcer tradesmen, likely to answer in South Australia,

imple encouragement. If the headquarters of the
Sooth Australian Colony should be decided to remain
fad where they are at present, in each an inconvenient,

j

ahad place, Port Philip will toon excel it in wealth and
xapertanc*. For a young man, not afraid of bashing it,

«d determined to look after his sheep himself, I am in-
diaed to think that he would make more of £1000 at
P«t Philip in Avt years, than hi could in South Auetra-

176

But the price ofmutton iamuch higher in Sooth
Australia—and likely for a time to remain so—
than in any of the other colonies. It is for the

Commissioners and the great Company to weigh
Mr James's recommendation about immediately
shifting their quarters to Port Lincoln ; and, if

town, lot* and buildings on hand do not personally

influence many of them, it is probable the change
will be made. The commissioners themselves

(witness Colonel Torrens' speech) seem as igno-

rant on many important points as the credulous

emigrants. They must, for one thing, have
imagined the Torrens a fine river, running up
from the harbour to the town ; for, in their writ-

ten instructions to the resident commissioner,

they constantly speak of the quay* which were
to be. “ There will never," quoth Mr James,
“ be any quay in the town of Adelaide and
the projected railway to the Port is an under-
taking too magnificent even for New South
Wales, with its surplus revenue, or unappropri-

ated balances.

In this notice of Mr James's book we have
done our duty—if not to the author, to the pub-
lic ; and we conceive it the duty of all who have

ignorantly and unintentionally helped, through
the press, to foster the prevalent mania, to come
forward now and retract their error.

This paper has drawn to such length that we
cannot, at this time, advert to Mr Matthew's
book entitled “ Emigration Fields," and his de-

tailed scheme of conquering and colonizing New
Zealand—for his plan amounts to no less. He
does not, indeed, go openly armed ; but, like the

beggar in “Gil Bias," states his demands to the

New Zealand chiefs from behind the bush, shew-
ing, at the same time, the least possible bit of

bis ready-cocked musket. His work was meant
to be limited to New Zealand ; but, as all the

world .is agog about emigration, the shrewd
publisher suggested that Mr Matthew should

survey the entire fields. This he has done ably,

though in a cursory way, before entering upon
New Zealand—the settling of which fine and
promising field forms, at present, the most
difficult problem in colonization. As little more
than “ foundation rubbish" is yet thrown into

New Zealand, we can afford to lay that problem

aside for a month or two, and shall merely in

this article cite Mr Matthew's opinion of South

Australia as an emigrant settlement.

South Australia answers to the lower part of the basin

of the Mississippi, and the city of Adelaide to New Or-

leans, with this difference, that Adelaide appears to be a

salubrious place, while New Orleans is the wet grave.

There is this difference, however, in the rivers, that the

Murray, about one thousand miles long, is navigable

only by barges, and is almost dried up in the snmmer

;

while the Grand Mississippi is navigable by steamers of

three hundred, tons, at all seasons, for nearly three times

that distance. Excepting in the vicinity of the Golf of

St Vincent (where the South Australian colonists have

commenced operations), and along the Murray, almost

nothing is known of the portions of Australia, which

go to form the territory of South Australia. The dis-

trict around the Gulf is comparatively a good sheep pas-

ture country.

The coast of South Australia stretches south-east, with

sea to the south-west* from whence the prevailing winds
02
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blow (it Is said for nine months in the yean) This will

afford a moist and cooler air immediately on the coast,

rendering it a rather favourable field for British emigra-

tion, being suited for a wool-raising country, and perhaps

even for the raising of grain and cotton, and other valu-

able products; but from the absence of high land or

mountains in the interior, from being surrounded on three

sides by a great extent of hot arid continent, and from

the sea being towards the pole, there is every reason to

believe, that, excepting near the coast, there will be very

little deposition of rain, as, though the winds from the

sea be charged with moisture almost to the dew point,

yet by reaching a warmer locality in the interior, they

will acquire greater power of suspending the moisture,

and give out none. A priori , we should therefore expect

the interior to be extremely arid, and only fitting for an
emigration-field for the Bedouin Arab, with his camel

support. Even the districts near the sea coast exhibit

features of great aridity of climate ; the forest cover not

general, but only straggled over the country in the cooler

localities, and where the soil is deepest, and most capable

ofwithstanding drought ; the character of the tree-leaves,

and the thin tufted nature of the grasses ; the streamlets

and rivers from the hills losing themselves when they

come to the low country in marshes ai\d stagnant pools,

and only reaching the sea in winter; AH these are signs

which cannot be mistaken.

After noting the zeal and enterprise of those

who projected and established the colony, he
proceeds—and his hearsay statements should be

compared with those of Mr James made on the

spot :

—

Upwards of five thousand persons are already at work,
laying the foundation of what, in all probability, will be

the future emporium of Australia—the city of Adelaide.

The only plague-spot upon all this fine display of popu-

lar vigour, is that they have commenced by borrowing
funds to carry on operations at ten per cent, per annum
interest, a debt due by the colony, and which, it may be

apprehended, will accumulate at compound interest faster

than the wealth of the colony, and swallow up all

In regard to the colony of South Australia, it surely would

be absurd to expect capitalists to resort thither to pur-

chase a comparatively unproductive soil at one, two, or

more pounds per acre, when they could obtain land in

New South Wales and the United States at one-fourth

the price.

Eighteen months since, the debt of the New
Colony, by the admission of the Commissioner,

Mr Hutt, was £60,000. It must, by this time,

be £100,
000, or more, if the Commissioners are

conducting the necessary public operations with

spirit. Here is already £10,000 a-year of in-

terest of debt on a population of between five

and six thousand souls, and no public works

completed—few undertaken. This interest, with

the salaries of public officers, slender as they are,

and the other expenses of the Colonial Govern-

ment, will,we fear, trench sadlyon theEmigration

Fund, which was devoted to procuring “ abund-

ant**—that is, cheap labour, to compensate capi-

talists for the high price of land. But, if labour

is to be made “ abundant*' by means of this fund,

what are to be the bright prospects of labourers

in the colony ?—-or, if the fund is to^be diverted

from the original purpose, to pay the interest of

the debt, what advantage will capitalists derive

to compensate paying three or four times dearer

for land than in the other colonies ? It is need-

less to multiply words : capitalists need not be

longer hood-winked unless they choose, and

labourers and artisans would do well to make
their bargains with the Commissioners and the

Company before they leave their own shores.

We can only repeat, that, if they are ensured for

a term of years of a much lower rate of wages
than that held out, with provisions at the prices

of England, we shall be glad to see tens of thou-

sands depart for " The Land of Promise."

ON THE DEATH OF A FAVOURITE DOG.

“ For love, thatcomes wherever life and sense
Are given by God, In thee was most intense $A chain of heart, a feeling ot the mind,
A tender sympathy, which did thee bind,
Not only to us men, but to thy kind."— JTorcliworft.

After briefest separation,

First with welcome at the door

;

Ever, to our home returning,

Herald 2 glad to run before.

Though I see him now do longer.

Busy Fancy shapes him still,

From the blank unending, weary.
Which his form no more may fill.

Solitary am I often—
Never used it to be so

;

In the fields, nor in the wild wood.
By the fireside’s cheerful glow.

Then, whoe’er might else forsake me,
Not of all was I bereft,

Still had I one true companion,
Still one faithful friend was left.

Little, in that pleasant season,

I for other being cared

;

Cheerful thoughts were evertwith me
If that friend bat with me fared.

Then I felt no argent impulse
From my weary self to fiee ;

Of my kind as independent
As the world could he ofm*

Very happy days, and many,
Have we two together spent,

O’er the hills, and through the meadows,

By the flowery-kirtled Trent.

There, with him all blithe before me^
,

Wheresoever I might come,

I’d the sense in all roy wanderings—
The strong feeling of my home.

Well he read his master’s purpose,

Long foreknew the coming walk.

And, alive with joyful gestures,

His whole body seemed to talk.

Favourite stations had we many,
Where he paused to bask when won ;

These now, in my rambles lonely,

I most see with pain, or shun.

Though the frigid scorn such feeling,

Though vain men all praise engroM,

By the snm of past enjoyments

Am I taught to feel my loss.

Of the past was he a portion

—

Of domestic bliss & port

—

And, with dearest household memories,

Will be honoured in my heart.
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BLANCHE DELAMERE.

CHAPTER Vni.

Uk Trial9 of the Teem in High and Low Life.

Fortune, omnipotent over mortal woman, will

sometimes disconcert the best-laid and most pru-
dent schemes, and as readily those of the Duchess
as of the dairy-maid. The three spring months
which the Lady Blanche Delamere had promised
herself were to pass like a vision of enchant-
ment, in the fairyland of Shakspeare and Spenser,
ud the brighter regions of her own young ro-

nance, began in disappointment, and ended in
endurance, if not in sorrow. Three days fled on
wings of rapture ; but, on the morning of the
fourth, the young tutor—so honoured, so trusted
by the Countess, so affectionately and frankly
treated by her granddaughter—had left the
Abbey of the Holy Cross without leave asked or
giren 1 The immediate or alleged cause of his dis-

appearance, as explained in a letter to the Coun-
tess, was the illness of his mother, who had
expressed a wish to see him ; and, with many
grateful acknowledgments for her munificent
designs in his favour, he respectfully declined
bcr future patronage. The Church was not
suitable to his views, and he disliked the Army.
He intended to prosecute the study of medicine,
which he had always been fond ; and had no

doabt of turning his acquirements into the means
of supporting himself until he was qualified to
eiercise the profession he had deliberately
chosen.

The surprise and displeasure of the Countess
were extreme. Here was respect!—here was
gratitude ! Dislike the Church J—-dislike the
^“7 !—not suitable to his tastes and views

!

“ How, indeed, should they !—both are the
professions ofgentlemen. So, Blanche, my dear-
how very late you are, child, this morning!—this
Mister Fredrick Leighton chooses insolently to
feline my patronage, and the line of life 1 had
elected for him. He is quite right ; he is unfit
for the profession of a well-born man. He
c^°ose* to be an independent apothecary—a com-
poser of drugs—instead of my chaplain and se-
cretary, and probably a future dignitary of the
Church of England/’
Blanche had her own deep and peculiar causes

grievance this morning with her runaway
t&tor, to which her troubled brow and clouded
•yes bore testimony, though one which, fortu-
sately, her grandmother could not read; but
•be was too high-minded to be unjust, and she
beld a proud silence, not only then, but all

through that day, brooding and moody, and at
ti»es retiring to weep alone. Not one word had
she deigned to address to her bonne, who had sat
**th her, dejected and silent, after several at-

kwpts at establishing their ordinary happy and
CQDfidenti&l intercourse.

“"Tis thy hour for bed,” said the mild
Q**fcerNB, who had meekly and compassionately

borne the young lady’s waywardness, in sym-
pathy with her sorrow. “ Thou art feverish

and heated, dear lady. Shall 1 send Martin to

undress thee ?—or wilt thou permit thy grieved
friend the pleasure of serving thee ?”
“

I’ll have no Martin—I can serve myself,

thank ye !” cried the young lady, proudly, though
scarcely able to restrain her tears ; and she
broke forth—'

"

You at least

—

you whom I have
loved as a mother—revered as ray better angel

—you who, I believed, loved me—But 'tis no
matter ! Good night !—good night !” The
Lady Blanche rose, and waved her hand.
“ Nay, I will not leave thee thus. Thou

knowest I could not sleep ; and wouldst be sorry

to-morrow.”

Blanche was melted.
“ Have I been very petulant ?—sullen ?—

I

fear I have—and I detest sullenness. And proud
too ?—but my pride is humbled to-day. How
very condescending—yes, it was—how gracious

and compassionate it was, in your nephew, Mr
Frederick Leighton, to leave the message yoi*

delivered this morning to the vain, giddy, per-
haps—yes, perhaps—the forward, unmaidenly
person he must consider myself !—most gene-
rous to flee ere the forlorn or lovelorn damsel
had farther exposed herself.—Oh, how I hate

—

how gladly I could kill myself—could I ima-
gine that my heedless indiscretion had given
this insolent, this most unparalleled presump-
tion, but a shadow of cause !”

And scalding tears forced their way in tor-

rents down the burning cheeks of the heiress.

Her friend suffered this paroxysm of wounded
pride and wounded affection to expend itself.
" And you—you won t speak to me—you

whom I have regarded as my wisest and best

friend !—struck dumb with pity, are you, for the

love-sick girl whose silly, childish heart was
given unsought, and flung back unprized ?—
How little all of you know her ! No, truly—Mr
Frederick Leighton need not have taken such
deadly alarm. Oh ! I could sink into the earth

for very 6hame that he may have gone hence
with so false, so humiliating an idea of my
real sentiments. Surely, ma bonne

, you who
read my inmost heart, know that I am incap-

able of the most unwomanly weakness of giving,

were it to a prince, my love unsought.”
" I know it well, believe firmly—thou couldst

not do aught unmaideuly ;—thy faults are on
the side of the pride which would die and
make no sign. Wert thou thy grandmother’s

milkmaid, instead of her proud heiress, thou

must be wooed to be won. Thou art under
strange misconception, dearest ; deeply dost thou

in thy displeasure wrong poor Frederick ; deeper

still thine own noble nature, which will yet do

him justice. He has followed the clear line of

duty and honour, probably with no little sacri-

fice of vague hopes, idly and too fondly cherished ;
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and, in thy esteem, he will yet obtain no mean
portion of his merited reward."

The tears of Blanche rained fast and faster

;

hut their source lay deeper in her heart than

the scalding drops which pride and indignation

had wrung forth. Was it conscience barbed the

arrow which, since the delivery of Frederick's

complimentary and simple message, had rankled

inherproud, and maidenly, andnow desolateheart ?

Gentle as was the hand of the maternal Quaker-

ess, she kindly and wisely forbore to probe that

young bosom, quivering in its first-felt woman’s

agony ; and when the more gracious and healing

shower was spent, even Blanche had recovered

herself. She dried her eyes, and half-smiled.

“ This is all very foolish ; but, thank heaven,

no one can guess save you If Mr
Frederick Leighton must needs go home—if his

duties here were become so unpleasant to him

—

though, once, he seemed to like to be with us—
might he not have said so ? Did he fear that,

because I was childish enough to shew my satis-

faction at the arrangement for my studies made
by the Countess, his inclinations were to be

forced?-—or was it that he must kindly steal

away lest the silly girl should not have fortitude

to see him part ?”

“ Deeply thou wrongest him in thy proud

speech, lady, to whom thy secret thoughts do

more justice. Thou knowest the natural diffi-

dence—the utter want of self-confidence and

presumption—of him on whose spirit, neverthe-

less, the yoke of dependence would have pressed

hard, though imposed by a lighter, more delicate

hand than that of the Countess. In this mat-

ter, pardon me, thou art thine own accuser

—

thine own tormentor. Frederick’s healthy, right

mind pointed out the necessity of his going. If

in the manner there was fault, that was mine:

—

I approved the measure, and I urged speed.

He has dallied too long—been but too sensible

to the pleasures and fascinations of a life to

him enervating and perilous, and for thee, noble

maiden—pardon that frank sincerity without

which my friendship for thee were of no worth—
for thee unwise—for me, thy friend, unworthy.

That is done which time, which society must '

shortly have accomplished, but only when es-

trangement might have been more painful, when
hopes, unwisely placed, but fondly cherished,

might have made that death to thy presumptu-

ous playmate which to thee bad been sport.’’ •

“ Sport to me the pain of Frederick Leighton

!

Nay, then, I have a right to blame you—you ill

understand me. No hopes that he could have

formed in relation to me—to my own self

—

me,

the poor orphan Blanche—could I ever dare to

view as presumptuous ; impossible as I am aware

their fulfilment might be, while the customs of

society conspire against the happiness of all

womankind, and most against those in the high-

est station—mine, whose seeming independence

Is but a mockery. But enough of Frederick

;

do not mistake me so far as to imagine that,

notwithstanding the accident of my birth—and

heaven knows that hitherto it has been no bless-

ing—I ever dared compare myself with man or

woman but by the one standard of superior intel-

lect or greater goodness. I require to reflect

that I am placed thus high ; and, do believe me,

but very rarely feel it—and never when I am very

amiable or yet very happy. Why do I esteem

thee, in thy pinched coif, petulant and wayward

as I have been to-day, far beyond the noblest

matron in the land that 1 have ever seen, or

am, I fear, likely to see ?"
“

I will not call thee flatterer,’’ replied’ the

gratified gouvernante, with her softest maternal

smile, “ but I will call thee dear, fond enthusi-

ast, and pray that thy generous, expanding

mind may guard, while it sustains, thy pure and

ardent heart:—and now good night indeed.

Thou hast forgiven Frederick Leighton ? Many
years may roll away, and change come to all of

us, before we see him again. But thou wilt do

him justice ; for thine is a nature to sympathize

with the noblest struggles of the inward war-

fare—and those have been his."
“ Had he but suffered me to shew how firmly

I could have seen him depart—how frankly have

cheered his honourable purpose; but it mat-

ters not ;—and so farewell, Fred, whom I have

liked too long, too young, and perhaps too well,

ever to have been in love with ; that was impos-

sible, you know, in an intercourse so kindly

and familiar, and, until these last days, so frank

as ours."

The bonne half smiled. " Spite of thy rank

and conventional relations, how true to thy sex’s

instincts art thou—to its haughtiest caprices, as

to its deep tenderness !” were her secret thoughts.

Whatever poets and dramatists may have re-

corded, the dawning love of sixteen is rarely

found dangerous to the lasting peace of its

victim. The Lady Blanche, bravely as she had

borne herself before the most trusted friend ahe

had on earth, wept sadly enough for one half-

hour when darkness and the bed-curtains had

fairly veiled her weakness. She felt as if she

must be miserable while life endured ; and so she

rose and re-perused in the moonlight the scene

in “ Cymbeline,’* which had formed her reading

on the former evening, when her heart had

thrilled so rapturously while her young tutor

eloquently dilated upon the exquisitely feminine

character of the heroine—and then she remem-

bered, half-resentfully,howherbonne had abruptly

put an end to the twilight reverie which followed

the reading. She knew that it was idle to return

to bed, as repose to her was impossible, however

bravely she should bear herself during the day, so

that not even she should guess how deeply her

affections had been entangled. It was therefore

with some vexation that the Lady Blanche awoke

next morning, at the usual hour, after a long and

profound slumber. No, no—the dawning, inno-

cent love of the teens never yet cost enamoured

swain or maiden a whole night’s sleep; and,

upon the whole, in wise and kind hands, like

those in which Blanche was placed, is very easily

manageable.

By active and varied in-doer employments,
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and out-door exercise, and frank and frequent

conversations about the absent hero, those

dream? reveries which are the food of passion

sere prevented ; and discussions en the duties

and real difficulties of the manly part which
Frederick had choeen, and by which he must
abide in working his way to independence and
distinction, dispelled illusion and cast down wild

imaginations. He was to be a physician ; and if

posable, an eminent one—or his should not be the

knit Although the irritation produced by the

reproaches of the Countess, by moving the gene-

rous ardour of Blanche’s nature to the defence

of her absent friend, kept him constantly in her
aind, Mr Frederick might have been mortified

to learn from his aunt's letters bow soon any
painful sense of his disappearance faded in that

noble household. Other occurrences intervened,

And other interests arose. The able organist

from a distant town who had long been Lady
Blanche's instructor, was ordered to come more
frequently ; and the rite of confirmation, to

which she consented with great inward reluctance

and with tears, flatteringlyascribed to the tender-

ness sad warmth of her devotional feelings, was
fallowed by several solemn festivals at the Abbey,

mi by a few visits, strictly en famille, as the

jmng lady had not been presented atCourt. The
open profession of adherence to the Church of
England, exacted from her, had endeared her to

the Countess, whose original unreasonable dis-

like neemed changing into doting, superannuated
fondness.

“What would Frederick say to my step of

thin day F* said Blanche to her friend, on escap-

ing from the entertainment given to the Bishop,

the Earl and Countess of Fanfaronade, and a

ull “ distinguished " party at the Abbey, in

brneur of this important event in family annals
—“ to that step which we have so often debated

—

sod which, save for my scruples, he seemed
to regard as unimportant."

“What says thine own conscience—whose
shot response is more to thee than the approv-

ing or condemning judgment of all mankind ?"

“That I have taken my first downward step,

ad with my eyes wide open, venial as the wrong
asp neem, and pure as is the motive—to con-

tent my poor grandmother. On the rights of

commence—of my private proteetant judgment
—girl as I am, my mind has never wavered."

The subject was not stirred again, and weeks
few by serenely and happily, because busily and
profitably to health and mind. Gradual relaxa-

tion had taken place in both medical and educa-
tions! discipline. Lady Blanche in her studies

required rather the rein than the spur, good Dr.

Htpleysaid ; and the Countess generally adopted
bk commonplaces, and used them until she

haded them the original inspiration of her own
vistas. The heiress in her long mornings was
therefore left much to her own devices ; and to

her, sage and womanly as she had grown, few
vers more pleasant than getting beyond tbe
Park walls, and passingly renewing her acquaintt-

ei with the friends of other years. Among

these wasPhoebeWaterton,the eldest daughter of

the poacher. Of this dispersed and ruined family

few knew anything and no one said good. Thefa-

ther was skulking from justice, helplessly lamed

;

the eldest boy had been transported for a petty

theft ; the mother had died of a broken heart

;

Phoebe alone, the fair, pretty, merry Phoebe, the

joyous playmate of the Lady Blanche in her early

escapades to the strawberry-pickers and weeders

in the Abbey gardens, was doing well, and still

living under the protection of her grandmother,

whowas one ofBlanche’s out-pensioners, through

the ministration of her Quaker bonne. One day

a visit was to be made to Dame Waterton, and

Blanche also volunteered—

“

It is months since

I have seen little Phoebe. I daresay she cannot

leave her old grandmother, save when at work

—

field-work. 1 hope it will not make her ugly, she

is so pretty now ; I am sure I should like it my-
self—hoeing and hay-making—far better than

scrubbing and dish-washing ; but Phoebe fancies

house^service genteeler, and I promised her a

good turn with the housekeeper. If she could

smuggle her into the laundry, or the dairy,

grandmamma would never be disturbed with the

sinful example of giving bread to a poacher’s

child.—That poor family ! I cannot think ofthem

without sorrow corrupted, dispersed, ruined.

I know not whether aristocratic game-preservers,

with their insulting, irritating, tyrannical laws,

or the desperate invaders of those laws, are

worst ; but 1 know with which I sympathize."

The pony phaeton which Lady Blanche usually

drove, wasl left within the Stoke Delamere

gate, and with her friend she took her way to

the solitary cottage of Dams Waterton, which

was a little way beyond the village, and on the

outskirts of one of the farms of him who, with-

out the park walls, was often named Squire

Grimshaw. It was about the hour when Phoebe

might be expected to rest from her field labours

;

and there she was, sunk in a corner of the settle,

weeping, and the old dame stamping on the day
floor, in great apparent wrath and exdtement.

As the light elastic figure of Blanche appeared on

the spot where her presence usually made sun-

shine, Phoebe started up, half-screamed, and,

drawing her shawl suddenly and dosely around

her, sunk down, and wept afresh.
“ What is wrong, Phoebe ? Dame, I fear the

lady’s visit is ill-timed," said tbe Quakeress.
u Grannie cross, Phoebe ?" whispered Blanche,

laughingly. “Oh, never mind. Mrs Martin

will hire her, dame—very soon, too. One of the

laundrymaids is going to be married—oh, to

your old admirer, Stephen Duck, Phoebe ; but

don’t despair for that, lass.’’

“O my young Lady Countess, who was always

so good to the good-for-nothing quean ! O
Missus Thompson, marm, has she not shamed us

all—there, where she sits, the vile, light hussey *

1*11 brain her ! yes, I’ll brain her 1—to bring me
to shame in my old days. Never will she^ get

creditable place, never honest husband ; the 'rec-

tien house is the place for h®*—“d too good,

too."
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The wretched girl, taking her hands from her

faoe, cast one wild, despairing look on her grand-

mother, and rushed from the house. Her slight

and very girlish figure, and pretty baby face,

contrasting with her enlarged size, too plainly

told her story, without the angry commentary

of the furious dame. Blanche, inexpressibly

shocked, became suddenly faint, and leaned

against the little mantel-shelf, which it had once

been the pride of Phoebe to deck, and which yet

shewed some of her own old toys.

“ The vile, wicked slut !—her wickedness will

kill my Lady too”-—-
“ Peace, peace, dame—fetch a cup of water, if

you can—and not another word,*
:
said the Qua.

keress.

The dame, “ sadly flustered,” as she said, had

not performed the duty when a village matron

entered, screaming

—

“DameWaterton
!
yourgrandchild hasdrowned

herself in Squire Grimshaw's pond ! See what

comes of your worrying the poor wench, as if

she were the first girl in the parish had ever

gone wrong, or would be the last either l Lor*

bless me ! my Lady Countess here, too 1”

Her dreadful information acted as a restor-

ative to Blanche, who sprung out of the cot-

tage, and flew to the spot indicated. It was a
little pond, bordered by willows and alders, and
divided from the path to the cottage by a narrow

strip of meadow. The despairing and maddened
girl had darted across the meadow, and at once

plunged into the water, from which she had been

rescued, in less than a minute, by a labourer

who was trimming the trees. She lay on the

grass, completely drenched, hut, by the time

Blanche reached her, perfectly sensible.
“ Thank your God with me, Phoebe, who has

mercifully preserved you from a rash and fearful

act.” And, stooping, she took the girl's hand.
“ O my Lady, do not speak so kind to me

!

It kills me worse, ten times, than grand-dame's

scolding.”

“ She will not be so harsh to you again, poor

Phoebe. I will beg her not. Here she is coming
to you, poor old body, to comfort you. She was
so proud of you, Phoebe.”
“ Oh, she will kill me—she will kill me—she

vowed she would—if he would not marry me—
and, oh, cruel ! he won't/ Why did they drag me
out of the water, and not let me die at once,

and never see the light again ! Oh, if it were
but dark to hide me !” And, wrenching her hand
from the grasp of Blanche, she writhed in de-

spairing anguish.

The party from the cottage had now come up ;

and the crone, relieved from immediate fear for

hergranddaughter's life, again beganto pourabuse
upon her, as if the strength of her righteous in-

dignation were to atone to the bystanders for the

girl's sins. The Lady Blanche stood the image
of shame, horror, and grief. The Quakeress
directed that Phoebe should be removed : and re-

monstrated, though in a gentle tone, with the
clamorous grandame.
“ Be merciful wi' the wench, dame,” said the

labourer who had dragged Phoebefrom the pond,
“ or thou'it drive her far enough. - . . .

If the chap do not the handsome thing by thee,

Phoebe, poor lass, the neighbourhood will cry

shame on him.”
“ He wo'not, he wo'not,” shrieked the dame.

“ Did not the wretch but now go down on her

knees, and crawl like a yearth-worm before him,

at the parson's honour's, who axed him and

coaxed him to make the wench an honest wo-

man ?—and first he denied, the villain ! the child

was his, and then swore he wo'not marry an inch

ofthee, disgraceofme ! Getthee gone to thework-
house with thy brat—or to bridewell—for my roof

shall fall on me ere it cover thee ! Why, Robert,

did ye take her out o* the pond, when she was

well in it ? The vagabond is looking after the

smith's daughter, who has a portion will buy him

a team ! I ax a ten thousand pardons, my Lady

;

but that wench has put me mad—I was so proud

of her—and she'll never hold up the head of an

honest woman.”
“ This is a terrible scene for thee, dear Lady,”

whispered the Quakeress ;
“ couldst thou not

return alone to the gate, and so home, or else

wait me there.”

“ Dreadful indeed—but unavoidable—a dark

chapter in woman's life ; but I must now see to

the end of it. I cannot feel it in my heart to leave

the wretched creature with this outrageous wo-

man, in the present temper of both—nor can I

desert her. Say, could we not place her some-

where ? The laundry—dear old sanctuary ! No
servant from high to lowdare whisper against me.”

The matron could not approve of this scheme,

nor could she abandon Phoebe ; and, trusting all

to her intelligence and humanity, Blanche re-

turned alone, on her request—and within thepark

gate sat long under a tree, ruminating deeply on

those tales of wo and guilt which, even in this

quiet neighbourhood, had reached her guarded

seclusion, and upon the exposed condition of

young girls in the rank of poor Phoebe Waterton.

Her early regard for her old playmate, and re-

collection of the painful circumstanoes which had

deprived Phoebe of a mother's guardian care, at

the critical period of maiden life when it becomes

the most necessary and valuable, deepened the in-

terest which her fate inspired. BeforeMrsThomp-
son returned, she had provided a respectable

temporary house for the girl,and seen her seducer

in presence of the clergyman and Mr Grimshaw.

She described him in few words, as a very young

and good-looking rustic—ignorant, selfish, and,

perhaps, brutal. The power of marrying or not

marrying—of deciding a fellow-creature's fate-

seemed to have mightily augmented his self-con-

sequence, especially since the squire and "the

young Countess” had become parties in the affair.

But the price of a team was his dogged ultimatum,
“ So the unmanly boor, who has won her sim-

ple and affectionate heart, would graciouslyaccept

poor Phoebe on these terms,” said Blanche, indig-

nantly. " I would give her the price of ten teams

if 1 had it, had she the sense and spirit to respect,

in herself, fallen as she is, a far nobler creature,
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and to despite this fellow* Can any good come
of sudi a marriage ?—I will talk to her myself."
Even the benevolent Quakeress was startled by
the idea of Phoebe, were the offer in her power,
refusing, by marriage, to solder up her broken
reputation ; although, in such a union, she saw
so hope of happiness, and no foundation, war-
ranted by ordinary prudence, for these two young,
ignorant, and improvident creatures uniting
their fate. She accompanied the Lady Blanche
next morning on her visit to the forester's cot-
tage, where Phoebe had obtained shelter. They
found her engaged in needle-work, which,
blushing the deepest scarlet, she hastily con-
cealed, as she rose tremblingly to make her little

curtsey. Her work had been some sort of
baby^clothes, which poor Phoebe was fabricating
from her maiden finery.

Blanche looked upon her sad, pale, childish

countenance, with deep compassion.
u Ah, poor Phoebe, you have been very foolish,

and you have suffered, too," said the Quakeress.
“ You have gone through a fiery ordeal ; nor is

the worst past." And Phoebe, fancying this

something very wicked, yet pitying herself, wept
abundantly, while murmuring

—

“ I know I am very, very wicked ; but, oh, I

am very wretched too." And her tears flowed
faster.

“We are not come to upbraid you, Phoebe,
my poor girl," said Lady Blanche, whose heart
was smitten. She knew her playmate to be un-
tutored, vain, and credulous ;

* but she was also

sweet-tempered, affectionate, docile, and, in

spite of her frailty, richly endowed with that

aative delicacy which seems the inheritance of
the great majority of uncorrupted women, in

whatever condition they may be placed. She
made no complaint of her betrayer, cast no blame
to him ; though, far beyond all that she had
swfered from remorse, shame, and the harshness
tf her grandmother, was her agonizing sense of
tie brutality with which he had cast imputations

|

tyni her modesty, and charged her, in rude
vindication of himself, with misconduct, which
tie clergyman was moved to repel and indig-

;

ftntly rebuke. On this point only her feelings

ktrayed her into the expression of anything
Ike resentment or indignation.

“He might have refused to marry me—per-

hjml deserve to be no man's wife ; but to say,

led before all the gentlemen, I was a light, bad
£rl—oh, that was wrong, that was cruel !"

The sense of injustice and unmanly dealing

had cot her to the soul, wounded her trusting

j

heart to the core, and beyond healing.

1
“ Surely, then, poor Phoebe, you could not

' fbiak of marrying the man capable of such base,

umaaly villany ?"

“Alack ! he won't have me," murmured
fhcU. “ 1 have no portion. The parson

hgged him, the overseer threatened, I went
down oo my knees, as grand-dame said, and he
*9m only angry, or laughed at me, and said

Pfefcft* jeering things. Oh, if poor girls would
FWb* warning!" moralized Phoebe. “But, per-

haps, if my Lady or Squire Grimshaw ordered

him, he might, though I am over bold to speak
of it."

“If we bribed him, forced the unmanly
fellow to do you the poor justice in his power !"

cried Blanche. “ Oh, no, Phoebe. He does not

love you ; he never loved you ; he is unworthy
of you."

Phoebe looked up in transient surprise.

“ Him you must learn to forget, to despise—*

respect and love him as a husband, you surely

never can."

She turned to her friend.

“Those enforced parish marriages, how I

loathe them ! To me they seem unutterably de-
testable; and, to women, how miserable, how
utterly degrading ! Forget this man, Phoebe—
avoid him—earn your own honest bread. Rear
your infant in peace, if God give it life. Re-
spect yourself, and you will be respected : and,

as a well-conducted single woman,you shall, after

all that has passed, never want a friend in me."

Phoebe wept profusely, ere she murmured,
artlessly—“ But, my Lady Countess, I should

never then be an honest woman."
In spite of her habitual gravity and decorum,

the Quakeress smiled at what she knew her
pupil would regard as “ the honest-woman fal-

lacy ;" and Blanche, who was too much interested

and excited to sympathize in these mirthful

feelings, replied, earnestly—

“What shall prevent? Other than an un-
fortunate girl you cannot be ; but an honest and
reputable single woman you may be. Look, then,

Phoebe, for your redemption to yourself, not to

the pitiful atonement which may be wrested from
this young man, at the price of true womanly
dignity and future peace."
“ Neither a maiden to have a suitor, nor yet

a wife," was Phoebe's melancholy thought ; while

the Lady Blanche energetically addressed her.

“ Phoebe Waterton, give me the satisfaction of

rescuing you from the farther consequences of

your folly, in a degrading and most unpromising
marriage. Have the fortitude to encounter a

brief shame, which cannot be worse than it is

cow, rather than a life-long, gnawing sorrow. I

leave you now to your own reflections."

The result was, that Phoebe reluctantly re-

signed her hope of marriage ; while . her rude
lover, suddenly changing his mind, pressed his

suit ; and, though the clergyman was at fault,

the parish overseer surprised, maids and matrons
in consternation, the Lady Blanche resolutely

maintained that Phoebe was in a better moral

and social position nursing her unfathered babe

in her grandmother's hut, than as the “ honest

woman" into which, at the expense of a few

pounds, or promises and threats, she might have

raised her.—“ I have but one regret," said she,

when her friend returned from her first visit to

the young mother—“ It is, indeed, hard that the

innocent babe must bear a deeper stain of shame

than the parents. There is nothing in Christian

society more anomalous and cruel than the.con-

dition of illegitimate children."
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“ Art thou prepared to say it may not be for

the beat—may not ward off greater evil
?*'

“ That the heaviest or the longest punishment
should fall not on the erring but the innocent ?

Oh, no, that cannot be right; yet it may be

better that poor Phoebe's babe remain a stigma-

tized child, rather than the first of the offspring

of an ill-assorted marriage, entered on with

loathing, dragged on in strife and probablyhate—
the first of a family trained in misery unto all

vice of temper, if not of life.”
“ Thou wilt not, then, approve of our patched-

up parish marriages on the Delamere estates ?”

“ Quite the reverse. If 1 ever have power, I

shall discountenance such alliances to the point

of tyranny. How much happier, and, to my
feeling, more respectable, may simple PhoBbe
become, an unfettered single woman, earning her
own bread, than the partner on sufferance of that

coarse-minded, ignorant fellow, And the mother
of a wretched brood, whose first lessons might
be their father's ruffianly upbraidings of their

mother's shame ?'*

“ But where the transgressors really loved, and
wished to be united ?” said the Quakeress.

Blanche reddened, as she gravely replied

—

“ Such cases are beyond my jurisdiction—-love,

real love, must be a law unto itself—the parish

and the lord of the manor are no more entitled to

disjoin united hearts, than to bind together hat-

ing or uncongenial minds."

Squire Grimshaw had “ come good to the

parish” for the consequences of Phoebe's indis-

cretion, and, farther to conciliate the young
Countess, had dismissed Phoebe's lover from his

employment in a manner which precluded any
one from hiring him. Phoebe was to be sent to

the neighbourhood of Chester, to nurse her child,

under the care of a sister of the Quakeress, who
readily promised to look after her ; and a load

was removed from the heart of Lady Blanche.

But the tale of Phoebe's undoing had, meanwhile,
reached the ears of the Countess, through the

ordinary medium of village gossip, her maid,

Mrs Martin ; and so outraged were her ideas of

morality and parish discipline, that Mr Grim-
shaw was commanded to have the fellow fetched
back from Lincolnshire, whither he had gone,
and married to the worthless hussy at the point
of the beadle's staff, although his own should be
exercised on his bride’s shoulders ten minutes
thereafter. The Lady Blanche was almost sick

with vexation. She took courage to speak to
her grandmother—to reason with her. The
Countess, though not made aware of one half the
extent of her grandchild's knowledge or inter-

ference in this delicate affair, was petrified at

the young lady knowing, or, at least, at her ap-

pearing to know anything whatever of so shock-
ing and shameful a business ; and the delicacy

and womanly feelings of Blanche were deeply
wounded by the tone of her censure and re-

proaches. She retired in tears to her own apart-

ment ; and a long while elapsed before she could
unbosom herself to her gouvernante

;
which, at

last, she did abruptly.

“ Were ignorance innocence, I might deserve

grandmamma's reproaches,” die said; "but,
alas, it is not !—1 am very young to be sure—at

least 1 am not old ; but 1 have been born into a

world of suffering and sorrow, as well as of

grandeur and gaiety, and I can neither obliterate

my understanding, nor put my senses of hearing

and seeing, and power of involuntary thought, to

sleep, because 1 am a young woman—a young
lady. 1 cannot help reasoning on what I am
compelled to feel. 1 hoped my strong, natural

sense ofjustice and of female honour, and mytrue

sympathy with poor Phoebe, might hare supplied

my want of experience, and yet not have ex-

posed me to the suspicion of indelicacy. I am
not satisfied that 1 have done wrong ; but I begin

to feel the world will be too strong for me:
one by one 1 shall be forced to surrender what-

ever 1 consider good and right, that is opposed

to its opinions, be they right or wrong, and be-

come the slave of custom, like all womankind."
" Thou wilt not,” said her friend. u The de-

gree and activity of thy opposition may become
a question of prudence ; but thou wilt not allow

thy understanding, thy conscience, the divine

instinct of truth, glowing in thy young and pure

bosom, to be either perverted or extinguished.*'

The Lady Blanche shook her head mournfully,

yet half-playfully, replying—" These sons of

Zeruiah be too strong for me !—yet 1 shall man-

fully give battle.”

This battle of wild opinion and extravagant

speculation, as he deemed it, was frequently

maintained with Dr Hayley, and partly in fun

and drollery.’ The Earl of Fanfaronade had

been tried in these skirmishes ; but he was found

too dull for a butt. Her strange wild flights

of thought and imagination often threw the

worthy doctor into consternation, or left him,

like Time with Shakspeare, toiling after the

Lady Blanche in vain, while her bold doubts, and

bolder questionings, sometimes half frightened

him, not so much for her orthodoxy as her

sanity. Her genuine, unaffected indifference to

the advantages of her birth, and, as it often

seemed, to life itself, shocked him yet more

than her wild notions. It was unnatural, and, in

one so young, almost revolting.

" Of what use is life to me, since of none to

any one else ?” would she say. “ A pain—often a

burthen. 1 have no power of independent action

—my existence is without value, not alone to

society, but nearly to any one human being.*'

“ You are then, 1 presume, a utilitarian phi-

losopher,” said the Doctor, smiling.

"Yes—but one who holds dispensing know-

ledge, happiness—even innocent pleasure—the

highest mode of utility; and feels herself of

small account indeed.”
u It is wrong—nay, almost impious to say so,

Lady Blanche. Had Providence, who has been

pleased to plant you in the highest station, no

gracious purpose to advance in so doing ?"

Blanche shook her head. “ If so, I am un-

equal to it. But 1 doubt. My grandmother—

has she fulfilled her high destiny ? Or my great}
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great grsndsire, him called the wicked Earl ; yet

ke who was far more powerful, and far more
rich?—But if Providence allot our social posi-

tion, then also that of the millions on millions

around us, who live in misery, and perish in

ignorance. Ah, no, no ! Providence has blessed

b« every one with reason—and given us re-

relation ; and we pervert the one, and act as if

ve believed not the other—which, in truth, we
4o not Who believes with the understanding ?

Few, if any. Who obeys ? Oh, not one !—and
least of all, /." This was said with deep em-
phasis, and in a tone of despondency.

“None are faultless/* said the good soothing-

syrap Doctor; “few without blame, though
mrely, Lady Blanche, you judge yourself

harshly.''

“Pardon the interruption, Doctor. I guess

vbat you would say. I have been a safely, if

not well-brought-up girl : 1 break no positive

eonmandment—1 do not kill—I do not steal

—

1 do not swear ; but do 1 not violate every day
the purity of conscience, and live far, far

below my own sense of right ; immeshed in the

evils of insincerity and selfishness, and enslaved

by the tyranny of custom and false shame?
Loving my Creator with my whole heart, where
dull 1 find strength of mind, moral courage, to

set as if 1 indeed loved my neighbour as myself,

even while that love is burning in my human
bosom?—where, with some power of know-
ledge, and probably one day to have much of for-

tune, fortitude to enter upon a life of resolute

good?"

Doctor Hayley, even when arguments were
at hand, often fancied it wisest to permit these
morbid feelings and distempered fancies to ex-
haust themselves in combating each other.

He was not afraid that the Lady Blanche would
go abroad to the lanes and highways, or yet
to drawing-rooms, to preach a purer or higher
morality

; nor that, in due time, the world, though
it might not gain her judgment, would compel
her obedience.

She was about to be put to the test ; for Lady
Blands claimed her promised guest, and Blanche
batty left her grandmother and Holy Cross
mth deeper concern than she could well account
for; and with more ornaments, directions, and
injunctions than ever young lady carried to

hmdon before or since. The town physician
to correspond with the village Esculapius,

ad daily bulletins of health and adventures
*ere to be despatched to the Countess and her
now inseparable Doctor.

"Dr. W 's duty is likely to be a sine-
wre" replied Lady Blande to the “ more last

TOds" of the Countess, touching her grand-
fighter'shealth, and symmetrical perfection of
%we.
*1 have never seen Lady Blanche, always

forming, look half so handsome as now. Even
fa tardy roses are bndding through the snows
*Wt." And she gently tapped the delicate
faok, now wearing the softest tint of maiden
fafa * Budding into richest beauty, ” whis-

pered the graceful lady in her dulcet tones—
“ gather them who may."
“ My grandchild lias improved wonderfully of

late," said the Countess, “.both in health and
person. She looks, indeed, almost too formed

for her years—too womanly. Her Quaker gou-

vernante has some merit in her training system

:

—and, by the way. Doctor Hayley, as well as

myself, is of opinion that it should be persisted

in, even in town, alternating with eques-

trian exercise—of which, Blanche, as a Dela-

mere, is extravagantly fond.—Riding, and the

love of horses and hounds, is, indeed, a hered-

tary passion in our family."

Lady Blande was ready to promise for every-

thing. Had swimming or ballooning been de-

clared necessary, or a family propensity, she

would have undertaken for Blanche enjoying

those modes of exercise.

Until the eve of her departure, Blanche had
never once spoken of Phcebe Waterton, now
some weeks a wife, by her own glad consent at

last, and to the delight of her grandmother.
“ She ought to be the best judge of her own

happiness," said Blanche ;
“ and, if apprehensive

for her, and somewhat grieved, 1 am not offended.

But to the point. My grandmother has quite en-

riched me to night—and Phoebe shall not want
the team which would have made her acceptable

once, and may be useful still." She gave her
new and well-replenished note-case to her confi-

dante.

“ Thy marriage gift] may not be wanted now
—yet needed in time—there is no present

haste," said the Quakeress.

“Yes, there is; she shall lose no chance of

comfort in her new state that this small help

can give her—you will do all that is proper for

me ; and, pray, don't be niggardly—of your own
property you never are ; remember I shall be
rich some time or other, and, if I may not have
even the pleasure of doing a little good to an
old playmate, of what value will wealth be ?"

She added, in a low and earnest voice—“ My
older, dearer, more unhappy playmate—have you
made those inquiries which may give us a clew,

yonder where we are going, upon the trace of

her—Rosa ?—Rosamond Weston ?”

“ I have—but, alas ! with no success ; and,

although I had obtained some trace, I fear that

poor lost one is far beyond your help."

“ Do not say it. Is it not singular, pitiable,

that, of the very few young girls whom I have
ever known and cared about, two—and those

each in her own station the most gentle and
amiable—should be thus the victims of their

own folly, of their exposed position, and of that

horrible licentiousness of which women dare not

think, and which fills the world with misery sur-

passing my comprehension which makes me
shudderand recoil when 1 should act. Butwe will

seek out Rosa. You, dear bonne, have knowledge,

goodness, and experience ; I have a brave will,

and 1 shall have power. I would have snatched

poor Phoebe from a life of, 1 fear, wretchedness

and degradation, and most certainly of poverty

;
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and I will, through your agency, rescue Rosa-

mond Weston from the sin and slavery of a life

of involuntary vice, if it be possible!** The
young woman of whom Blanche spoke, was the

daughter of an humble medical practitioner in

Stoke Delamere, and had, as matter of grace

and of necessity,, been admitted to the Abbey
with one or two more young persons of respect-

able family, when the heiress, on her first ap-

pearance in England, had been taught dancing.

Rosamond Weston was some years older than

the Lady Blanche, and a fair, delicate, and ele-

gant girl, whose gracefulness and beauty of per-

son, and sweetness of manners, the little Count-
ess had admired with the passionate fondness

which children often conceive for young women
who are kind to them. The sudden death of her
father left Rosa a penniless orphan ; and to this

hour the Countess continued to lament the hand-
some sum she had thrown away when a subscrip-

tion was raised in the neighbourhood to place

the girl at school, in order to qualify her for a

governess. “ Fifty guineas thrown away on so

worthless and ungrateful a wretch—one of those

vile creatures who employ their beauty and ac-

complishments, forsooth! to entangle and seduce

thoughtless young men of family and fortune.

Do you know. Doctor, I have been told that the

Honourable Mr Horatio Devereux, the second

son of my esteemed friend Lord Fanfaronade,

the heir to his mother's pretty estate, and one of

the members for the county But why explain

to you, who know Horatio so well—so rising and
promising, and indeed so exemplary a young man
—so much the pride of his family and his

tutors—who made that fine speech, you know,
on the Malt-Tax, and wrote that immensely

clever pamphlet about something, which Hatch-

ard sent down to me, with so eloquent a letter

from the author ? But, indeed, he was always

one of my pets. Well/* whispering, “ there's a

mistress in the wood, in that quarter, too. It

is truly shocking ; but so I am informed.''

The Countess did not give up her authority

—

her all-knowing Martin, namely ; and the Doc-
tor, who heard nothing new, was duly affected.
“ Some wretched creature, who has success-

fully woven her toils around even this well-

principled, very clever, and highly moral young
man. But it is all over now, I believe ; nor

have I, my friend, in any respect committed
myself with Lord Fanfaronade. The character

and connexion are, certainly, in every way unex-

ceptionable. And, thank Heaven ! in matri-

monial alliance, the Delameres need care little

for either title or fortune.”

One might have fancied the Lady was herself

meditating matrimony. The subject was not

new to the Doctor, though her Ladyship had
never before spoken so explicitly. He was well

aware that her family vanity would be unwilling

to 6ink the title ofDelamere even in a ducal coro-

net, and that she would be much better pleased

to bestow dignity than receive it. Besides, no-
thing could be easier than the united interest

of the families obtaining that title for the Hon,

Horatio Devereux, which, in the event of his

marrying the Lady Blanche, must, at all events,

descend to their son. With his other advan-

tages, the husband-elect of the Countess* fancy

was not a mere penniless younger son. He was

heir to his mother’s snug estate of £7000 per

annum, of which he already enjoyed above half

the income. Had the Doctor 6poken his in-

most thoughts, he would have said that it would

be all in good time to settle the matrimonial

interests of the young lady some seven years

hence. Indeed, he saw no great use or advan-

tage in her marrying at all, which event would

effectually disturb his little pleasant arrange-

ments, and probably not contribute much to her

own happiness; but, if it must be so, then

Horatio was just as eligible as any other young

man of rank. He contented himself with

merely hinting that it would be as well not to

disturb the young lady's education, and the con-

firmation of her recovery, by the introduction of

a topic so agitating.
“ Nay, nay—for that, you might trust to my

prudence, my good friend,” replied the gratified

Countess. “ My grandaughter, in one sense, is a

mere child. But special circumstances create

special cases, my good Doctor—and the extinc-

tion of an illustrious house is matter of no

ordinary consideration. My project is, if it be

the Almighty's will"—the Countess, when she

had made up her own mind, was always very

resigned—

“

to present my grandaughter at the

last drawing-room of the season, and to marry

her immediately thereafter ; if her health be quite

firm—for which l have now small fears. The

young people may spend the honeymoon at

Lady Fanfaronade's pretty little place in Staf-

fordshire, a toy-thing in the way of a mansion,

but which at her death will be Horatio’s ; and,

I then intend that until Blanche is of age we

shall form one family—though I shall not object

to a town establishment.”

Though the Doctor was far from satisfied, he

had not a word to object ; and he had a strong

reserve of hope in the suspected contumacy of

the young lady. That the Hon. Horatio should

be insensible to his good fortune was not pro-

bable; and the long friendliness of the whole

Fanfaronade family, together with the excessive

empressement of Lady Blande, left him no doubt

as to them.

CHAPTER IX.

Our Heroine in a New Scene.

It was certainly not the fault of her lively,

agreeable, and thorough-bred hostess, if the

visit of the Lady Blanche to London was not

delightful to her. She was the distinguished

and caressed inmate of a well-appointed and

admirably-regulated establishment ;
where the

most refined luxury seemed but to minister to

taste and ease. Lord Blande was found an

agreeable and high-bred man, less lively in parts

than his Lady, but never in the way of social

pleasure ; though, beyond his graceful bow and

smile, the joke of gentle dulness, and a faultless
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toilet, lie might not contribute much to the
general stock of entertainment and enjoyment.

There were two very pretty children unspoiled

and engaging; and Mr Horatio Devereux was,

as Blanche speedily informed her bonne, one of

the most gentlemanlike and agreeable persons*

she had ever seen—-quite a new style of a man—
with an ease and simplicity of manner which
gave her a new idea of the boasted politeness of

the fashionable world—a perfect contrast to the
stiff dignity and elaborate courtesy of his father,

ud so much more simple, quiet, and self-poised

than his sister.

“I may say of his manners/' remarked Blanche,
“as is said of the accent of the finest speakers,

that he has no particular manners of any kind."

Mr Devereux had been the only dinner guest
on the evening that the fair travellers reached
London ; and the ladies had not been five minutes
in the drawing-room when Blanche remarked—
“ I am surprised. Lady Blande, that you did not
mention your brother to me, among your other

attractions ; I have a sort of pre-adamite recol-

lection, or rather knowledge of him, from hear,
ing grandmamma and Dr Hayley celebrate his

great talents and orthodox Tory principles.

Once, indeed, at an election, I had a peep of
him from the nursery-window, when he came to

pay his devoirs to the Countess ; but I am afraid

1 fixed my regards principally upon his beau-
tiful horse"

“ Oh ! Horatio !'' replied Lady Blande, in a

tone of easy indifference—“he is so much one of

corselres, or a second myself, that I never should
hare thought of marshalling him the way to

your good graces. He is, indeed, an uncom-
mon, a very superior man—a brother to be
proud of; though 1 should not have fancied him
at all likely to captivate Lady Delamere—but
there is no answering for the caprices of old or

young ladies."

“ He does not seem in too good health, I fear,”

aid Blanche.

"No, that detestable House of Commons half
hilled him last year, and he was again attacked

a low nervous fever at the beginning of
this season. He is still a sort of invalid, though
new muchi better ; only prudently keeping out
of society a good deal, and, I suspect, glad of an
Bone. Indeed, he never liked our May-fair
cobs ;—he was always fond of literature—and
Utterly politics have quite absorbed him, though
I doubt if he be quite the sound Tory her Lady-

&P gives him credit for. Horatio is, I fear,

to break bounds some time or other ; hut
ho is a very good old young gentleman for all

thst. Do you know he is eight-and-twenty—
qaite a papa, a Methuselah, in your idea ;—and
® foud of my children, that I am sometimes
JttWs—if a mother could he jealous—that he
haunts me as much for them as myself."

The gentleman spoken of appeared with Lord
®*ode, who, in compliment to his guest, did not
go abroad

; and an evening passed away, the most
o^hrating, if not the most happy, that ever

Udy Blanche had spent in her life. The

conversation—gay, lively, and, if not absolutely

witty, something better, glancing swiftly and
gracefully on all subjects in that touch-and-go

style which charms and yet leaves no dis-

tinct impression—was of a kind which bewildered

while it pleased the young stranger. It was
like nothing she ever had heard or joined in be-

fore. It was, she said, “ the lightest allegro move-
ment of conversation—champagne-talk ;” and
she apologized earnestly for having kept her

bonne so late out of bed—perfectly astonished to

find it was one o'clock in the morning before she

had fancied it ten o'clock. Upon farther re-

flection, Blanche was at a loss to guess whether

Mr Devereux was serious or in jest in maintain-

ing her side of an argument, which had greatly

amused Lord Blande ;—namely, that it was the

duty and happiness of every member of society

to labour with head or hands, and to employ his

talents as best qualified, for the common ad-

vantage ; but he had seemed very fearnest and sin-

cere ; and they had already discovered one com-
mon sympathy, in admiration of Handel's music,

and for a style of music with which Lady Blande
seemed entirely unacquainted, with which the

spirit of Blanche had been imbued while a child,

living with her Roman Catholic friends in Syria.

“ Fancy me singing with any one save Fred,

or good old Palmer the organist, or, at most.

Dr Hayley !" said she. “ Mr Devereux has,

indeed, very little voice, hut I am sure he has

musical sensibility ; the musical part of his na-

ture, wherever that may lodge, has received the

Promethean touch, wanting to ninety-nine in the

hundred of accomplished musicians, so far as I

know anything of them : besides, his love of my
dear, old, magnificent, soul-swelling chants,

might cover the multitude of musical defects.

But it is time I were asleep now, and more than

time you were. I wish to be in good looks to-

morrow, that the new doctor may not inflict more
than enough of professional penance upon me.”
The “ new doctor" was the most courtlyand in-

dulgent of London lady-curers. It was necessary

to prescribe, as prescriptions are the seed from
which fees spring ; hut the Lady Blanche was
left entirely in the hands of her hostess, save as

to late London hours. Dr W — approved

of everything that his provincial brethren

had done, and also of everything in which they

had been circumvented or tacitly opposed by
Mrs Thompson. The patient was assured that

she had nothing to do hut keep good hours,

repose till she was inclined to stir, take exer-

cise till she was inclined to rest, and enjoy her-

self, to he quite well ; and the Doctor went on
his rounds, to tell his fair and fashionable patients

what a magnificent, unbroken Arabian the future

Countess of Delamere was, and to stimulate their

curiosity to besiege the doors of Lady Blande to

obtain a sight of a greater natural curiosity than

any the Zoological Gardens afforded.

“ Is it true. Doctor, that she preaches how we
should all work, and that she can churn butter

and get up fine linen herself?" asked one lady,

|

a few days afterwards. The Doctor smiled scep-
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tically. “ Lord Blande says so. I wonder what

his insipid Lordship would be fit for under the new
order of things?—could he tie a cravat, or dress

a lobster, or a salad perhaps, if that be work ?

For Mr Devereux, he can write books, or at

least pamphlets : his fortune is made/’
“ It is really cruel, however, in Lady Blande/'

said another lady, “ to shut us all out from the

benefit of the young lady's philosophical lectures

on our duties and privileges, in being raised to

the dignity of usefulness, in the way of making
loaves and milking cows."

The prohibition was rigid. Lady Blande heeded

little the sneers and drolling of her acquaint-

ances, and pleaded the delicate health of her

young charge, and her own implicit promise to

the Countess. In her house Blanche remained,

therefore, in as effectual seclusion, in the heart

of London, as if at the Abbey of the Holy Cross.

Yet the most assiduous, kind, and considerate

attention was paid to the comfort and amuse-

ment of so cherished and honoured a guest, and

every morning produced a fresh scheme for the

pleasures of the day. She had been privately at

the theatres, and at the Opera House more than

once, and had been disappointed ; and she had

also seen Exhibitions and Picture Galleries,

and the shops, at hours too early for the encoun-

ter of the fashionable world ; and, what was

much pleasanter, she had spent some delightful

May mornings in rural excursions ; and one long

day was passed at Richmond, and part of two at

Windsor, with Lady Blande, her brother, and

the children. Mr Devereux had occasionally

been her squire, when she had no chaperon save

her bonne, to whatever lion-shrine awakened

curiosity in a rural bosom, and also to places of

which the fashionable denizens of London had

either never heard or thought of before—to a

Quaker meeting—a synagogue—the Borough
Road School—a Bible Society meeting—and an

Infant School.

The amusement of Lord Blande at such visits

was so much beyond his ordinary tone of good-

breeding, though rarely indulged in the presence

of Blanche, that his lady was obliged to chide

his mirth ; while her brother drily said—
“ 1 begin to think that Mrs Thompson's taste

in sight-seeing, or that of her lady—for it is

between them—may be quite as refined, as it is

undoubtedly more intellectual, than our own ex-

clusive tastes."

“ Are you bit, too, Horatio ?—I fancy I may
expect to see you all go off in a hackney coach

to the Tabernacle some morning soon ; or shall

it be Greenwich Fair ?—I could fancy it pleasant

enough pastime squiring the younger lady there

;

but what do you make of that tiresome Qua-

keress ?"

“ I do confess that she is de trop sometimes,"

replied Mr Devereux. “ Eleanor, could you not

persuade this worthy matron that it is sinful to

idle and gad about in this way."
“ I am afraid it will become as needful to per-

suade her to forget that Mr Horatio Devereux

engrosses a great deal more of the society of her

pupil and nursling than is quite proper* That

tiresome, imperturbable woman does vex me.

A hint is totally lost upon her. I must, how-

ever, congratulate you upon your increasing

influence, Horatio : I will not say Blanche is

attached ; but she begins to fall into the habit

of expecting you—of missing you—of reckoning

on you in all our little plans."

“ And I am falling into the habit of admiring

her beyond all womankind ; the freshness and

strength ofher character are a continual feast

—

even the eccentric and visionary nonsense which

fills her exalted little head, and makes her suffi-

ciently absurdattimes, speaksnobilityof nature."

“She is indeed a charming creature, and 1

prophesy will make a greater sensation in society

than many a regularly-trained demoiselle of

quality," said Lady Blande..
“ Then, now is your time, Horatio," rejoined

Lord Blande. “ If she do not lecture, nor insist

on setting us all to very hard and perhaps filthy

work, 1 could not desire a more charming sister-

in-law. But the sooner the nail is struck on the

head the better," added the sagacious Peer.

“ I have a notion the young lady, like her

father before her, has a will of her own, if it is

fairly roused."

“No will at present opposed to Horatio's

hopes, I am confident," replied the lady. “ But

I must not make you too vain. And let me add,

that, if I did not believe you truly appreciate her

qualities, and will make the best husband of any

man in London to my young friend, you should

not have my good wishes ;—for she is truly a

noble creature—with more frank, generous

heart than would furnish the bosoms of half-a-

dozen marrying misses."

“ And more genius than would irradiate a

galaxy of blues” said Mr Devereux.
The compliment was repeated to Blanche in a

few minutes afterwards, as she attended Lady

Blande's toilette. Her Ladyship was dressing

for the greatest ball of the season, whither she

went with affected and, perhaps, real reluctance.

“But I must shew myselfat D House—no

one would believe else that 1 had an invitation

;

and, heaven knows, they are as plenty as black-

berries. Blande won't come, lazy fellow, till late,

after you are asleep ; and Horatio has cut the gay

world altogether. Between them and the child-

ren you will be well amused—and how I shall

envy you ! The demands of society are the

saddest penalty attached to a certain rank in

life. Among your many reforms, pray do, dear

Blanche, reform the system of London routs in

the first place."

“ I will, at least, place myself above its in-

flictions."

They returned to the drawing-room, where

all admired the splendid costume and brilliant

beauty of the lady ; and, in a sudden fit of gal-

lantry, Lord Blande resolved to attend his wife

himself. The Lady Blanche was thus left to the

versatile powers of amusement ofMr Devereux,

and the company, for a time, of the children.

Other evenings of the same kind occurred, in
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vhiditalkabout the excursions ofthe morning, or

those planned for a future day, a little reading,

a little music, a little chat, and a world of de-

sultory but agreeable discussion, whiled away the

time; and, at length, led a man, experienced in

the female heart, to conclude, that
44 A little lore, when urged with care,

May lead a heart, and lead it far.*'

Blanche fell into musing fits. Her grand-

nether’s anxiety for her early marriage was no

secret to her, and had often excited the latent

spirit of opposition.

“ I must be married, not that I may be be-

ared and happy, but that the world may have a

dunce against being visited with the overwhelm-

ing calamity of lineal heirs being wanted to the

taoours of Delamere !” she was wont to say to

her nurse. “ My uncle Ifales, too, is most

inxious for my marriage.”

After her intimacy with Mr Devereux, the idea

of marriage—if not entertained with the usual

feelings of a young lady in love—became much
\em repugnant. To her bosom confidante she

fnnkly owned that she thought Mr Devereux
my pleasing, very well informed, and possessed

»f many of the qualities she should prize in a

ksband. Above all, were his domestic tastes,

and the love of quiet and intellectual pleasures,

ud of music and literature. She had been ex-

ceedingly happy in his society and that of his

lister, even in London ; and liked them far bet-

ter, in ordinary intercourse, than any persons of

their rank she had ever seen.

“ Thy heart is touched at last, proud maiden,”

Bid the Quakeress, half sorrowfully.

“Hearts!—what have grand princesses like

ayielf to do with hearts, who must be married

ior the glory of our families and the advantage

ef our heirs ! Were I even independent, is free

choice permitted me? Below a certain rank,

nrt any man, though a Plato or a Washington,
to address me, the kind world—they call it

‘ the

uderstanding of mankind’—would impute mo-
tires of mean ambition, or others more sordid

*tilL I might suspect their existence myself :

—

ud how could love, and reverence, and trust

abounded, harbour in the same breast with

4oflbt of the beloved? While, on the other

hud, how would the false world judge and brand
the traitress to her rank, to the delicacy of her
sti, her duty to her family and to society, who
graced herself by contracting what it is pleased

t® call an unequal or low marriage, though with

the man she loves and honours ! Oh, no !—the

vorld is in everything too strong for me ; I must
ia the strife ever succumb at last.”

“ And if Mr Devereux has obtained the appro-

bation ofthe Countess, must thy consent follow ?”

“ Why, so I presume ; that is, if the princess

anut needs be married, evhich, however, she

voold rather decline. I see no one 1 like more.
1 coaid have fancied something so far different”

—and Blanche sighed inaudibly—

“

but it was a
girl’s dream, a fond illusion of imagination ; per-
hapstome broken dream ofmy pre-existing, some
shadow ofmy future state of being, X am in the

world, and it claims its own. I will endeavour

to bend my will to what it dictates as my duty so

far as I am able ; exalted happiness is for few,

and certainly not for noble heiresses.”

“ She will be this man’s wife,” thought the

Quakeress, sadly. " A blighted portion for so

fair a nature—so lofty and yet so tender—
so loving, and faithful, and womanly

; yet will

the world pronounce it blest and enviable ; and

she will strive to acquiesce in the hollow be-

lief, and live, if not unhappily, yet far below

herself.”

“ Does Mr Devereux’s fancy accompany all the

wild flights of thine ?” asked the Quakeress, one

evening, *hen Blanche was recounting a con-

versation on De Grammont’s picture of the Court
of Charles, in which they had differed in

opinion—“ does he comprehend ail thy poetical

and half-metaphysical nonsense ?”

“ Alas, no !—how should he when I but half

understand myself?” said Blanche, laughing.
“ I must pardon him there, since his wings were

not imped in the East,nor yet full-plumed during

a course of romance-reading under the beeches

of Holy Cross, with a young poet, now a philo-

sopher grave and erudite ; but there are other

points on which 1 have ventured to ring Deve-
reux, and he has sounded hollow, or given no re-

sponse. Our conversation, but lately, on that

odious book which embodies the very quintes-

cence of whatever is most false, heartless, and
profligate in the mutual relations and obliga-

tions of the sexes, makes me fear that we enter-

tain opinions, wide as the poles asunder, on points

which men and women in society seem tacitly to

have agreed to banish or bury, but which I

cannot banish from my thoughts while 1 remem-
ber poor Phoebe Waterton, and, far more com-
passionately, Rosa Weston. Is there no trace

of her ?”

“ None ; she was not one to blazon her shame

;

she has hid herself somewhere—but 1 have not

yet given up inquiry or hope.”

While this conversation was passing above

stairs. Lady Blande was amicably rating her

brother for, as she said, “ rousing the Quixotry

of Blanche about that trumpery book De Gram-
mont. You men, with all your conceit, don't

understand women half so well as we do each

other. Blanche is new to life, and will, no
doubt, yet learn to curb her thoughts, or, at

least, to hold her tongue like other people. But
just now her head, and 1 dare say her heart too,

is filled with many wild vagaries and soaring

notions about the purity, and honour, and rights

of women—which, as mere opinions, no one would
condemn ;—but then I have a notion she is just

the damsel to act upon them.”
" Act upon them—certainly ; can any lady

entertain ideas too high of the honour of her

sex ?” said Devereux.

“ Certainly not,” returned the lady, coldly;
“ but Blanche is of a temper which would make
her break off an engagement, even at the altar,

with a man by whom she conceived another

woman had been betrayed or wronged ; on these
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matters she has very peculiar notions. One
thing candour compels me to say—you have
evidently made a favourable impression upon
her ; she is, probably, as much attached to you
as she is capable of being to any man, until the

spirit of Plato is unsphered, or something in

that grand way; but a breath might destroy

your hopes.”
“ I conceive your meaning, Eleanor,” replied

the gentleman, seemingly shocked. “ But sat-

isfy yourself ; that unfortunate, that infatuated

business is completely at an end ; Blande will tell

you that it is now in the hands of my solicitors.

The children”
“ Well, well—never mind,” interrupted Lady

Blande, eagerly, unwillingtohear more, “There,”
kissing him, “ we are friends again ; and now
you have my cordial good wishes. Indeed,

Horatio, it went to my conscience to have you
under my own roof, dangling after my friend,

and so fine a creature too, and so very eligible

a match—and that unfortunate liaison hang-
ing over your head. Now, to-morrow, pen a

proper epistle to grandmamma, with a post-

script to the Doctor ; but be sure to secure

Blanch e's consent before the favourable answer
comes.”

Mr Horatio Devereux bowed acquiescence, and
immediately took his departure ; though soul,

stricken and melancholy, yet resolved to pen
the letter, to obtain the consent.

“Poor fellow, I pity him!” said Lord Blande.
“ Rosa was so devotedly attached to him ; and it

is so old an affair now : and really the children

are very pretty creatures. Do you know the girl

is very like you, Eleanor?”
“ Don't mention it, I entreat. It is a dread-

ful annoyance, and from any other quarter would
be insult. Thank God, it is over now, and my
brother saved! It has gone near to destroy

him. Conceive Horatio's pining for the death

of that infant, as if its life had been desirable ?

I have no patience with such preposterous non-

sense !—As much concerned as if it had been a

lawful child!”

“Probably more, Eleanor ; as Horatio may con-

ceive that he has something to reproach himself

with. And a man's child is still his child, whe-
ther it be his wife's or not,” added the sapient

Peer, while his Lady blushed angry, though
virtuous, ruby red. “ Besides, Horatio was
really much attached to Rosa and her children.

She, indeed, poor thing, bore her faculties

meekly.”
“ Surely, my Lord, you forget yourself,” re-

plied the lady, sharply. “ At all events, I don't

suppose you would wish this fallen angel for a

sister-in-law, and her babes for your children's

cousins? Let Horatio make all the atonement
in his power. My brother is a man of honour
—and only too humane and susceptible where
female frailty is concerned. He has properly

left the affair to his solicitors, who are men of

sense. And, I trust in heaven, Blanche will

never hear of it ; for I affirm again, she is just

One of the high-flown damsels who would be off

at once. How shocking, to discuss my brother's

misfortunes with my husband !** The lady with-

drew in haste.

About four or five years previously to this

period, RosamondWeston—the money subscribed

to finish her education having been more than

expended—waited upon Lady Blande, in conse-

quence of an advertisement for a preparatory

governess, whom her Ladyship wished to engage

for a friend in the country. Miss Weston called

more than once, by desire, and both sister and

brother were much struck with the beauty and

elegance of the poor girl, whose soul seemed to

hang on the response of the lady, and to sink into

despairwhen a doubtful answer wasreturned toher

modest application. Mr Horatio Devereux was a

man of fine sensibility—all theworld said so—and
his feelings were deeply interested for the beauti-

ful petitioner. To do him justice, he, in the first

place, repeatedly urged his sister to do something

for the girl. She was very young, very lovely,

tolerably accomplished, and an orphan—strong

pleas. Lady Blande promised ; and, had she been

a fairy, with the power of making fairy gifts and

conferring happiness as easy as speaking, or by

the touch of her wand, Rosamond Weston would

have been relieved and protected. But she was,

on the contrary, a fashionable lady, whose time,

thoughts, and, above all, money, were fully

engaged. She, however, kindly gave the girl

hopes of better success ; and her brother assumed

the character of her ambassador to Rosa, cer-

tainly with no premeditated scheme of villany

;

for he pitied, while he admired. Mr Horatio

Devereux was not a rake—not a libertine. He

was, as Lady Blande said, a man of elegant

taste and quiet manners—fond of literature, of

music, and of refined female society ; and very

delicate in all his feelings about the sex. The

imprudent and friendless girl, unable to receive

the visiter whose kindness and gentle courtesy

had sunk so deeply into her desolate heart,

agreed to receive messages from Lady Blande,

sometimes real, sometimes pretended, at places

of meeting agreed upon, which she could easily

do in the search for situations upon which she

was daily despatched through London by her

school-governess. No dishonourable advantage

was taken of these assignations—probably none

was meditated; and, mutually enamoured, and

forgetting, or never once recognising any rule

of propriety or prudence, this desultory, unac-

knowledged courtship proceeded until, at the

commencement of winter, Rosa, on a particular

morning, came to the accustomed rendezvous aU

in tears, and informed her—she durst not givehim

any familiar name even in her thoughts—that al

engagement in a minor theatre had been offered

to her, and that thq mistress of her school in

sisted that she should accept of it at once, or, a

all events, leave her house. Her whole soul ap

peared to recoil from the idea of such a life—

from the nightly exhibition of her person, he!

talents, and graces, and allurements,
before I

promiscuous or rude throng ; and Mr Deveren

warmly and indignantly partook of her feelings
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and rowed that she should never go upon a stage.

Her plan was to return to the north, where, per-

haps, she might obtain a little work, perhaps some
pupils for music ; but she had no friends—none 1

and when Mr Devereux urged that she should try

one more chance, remain one more month in Lon-
don, and wait yet another letter from his sister,

she was easily persuaded ; for where her treasure

was, there was her heart also ! To remain at his

cost was, she feared, very wrong—and it was very
repugnant to her delicacy—but to go was death

;

and she procured a little lodging at Camberwell,
and remained for the time specified, and for

erer ! It was an after consolation to Mr Deve-
renx that he never had indulged any deliberate

scheme of seduction. His stars were in fault,

and Rosa's guardian angel had fallen asleep

;

hut “ it was all over now ;" and no one in her
unhappy circumstances was ever more delicately

treated, or honoured with more respectful ob-

servance.

“ It was very wicked and shocking," Lady
Blande said ;

" but the girl must either have
been a perfect idiot, or have thrown herself in

his way ; but it was all over now !"

And the liaison—to use one of those foreign

terms by which English virtue reconciles itself to

rice and cruel injustice—was even winked at by
the elderly ladies of the family, and such of Hora-
tio's sisters as hadcome to the years ofunderstand-
ing theworld, as the means of preventing greater

inevitable evils and more dangerous ties—or con-

nexions with rapacious and extravagant actresses

or ballet-dancers—until the protracted celibacy,

and obstinate fidelity ofDevereux to his mistress,

begat fears of another kind—" either that he
might never marry at all—though his elder

brother had no family—or marry that artful

creature.” Though Mr Devereux had fashionable

London lodgings—" convenient,” asthe Irish say,

to his duties as a legislator—and an apartment
in his father's town-house, when he chose to

occupy it—farthe greater part of his time, for the

last four years, had been spent at what even his

high-bred sisters jestingly termed his " country-
seat,” a cottage near Streatham, in which he had
embowered “ his Rosa" and their two children.

Thither he was in the custom of riding out every
Friday after the House rose, and in all weathers

;

and there he remained until duty and patriotism

brought him back to town on Tuesdays.

At “ the country-seat," in the enjoyment of
life's best and sweetest blessings, no more em.
tottered to him either by forethought or reflection

than served to give zest and piquancy to sweet-
bos which otherwise might have cloyed, he lived

ia happiness, whatever might have been the
occasional remorseful feelings of that delicate

companion whose mind he had cultivated, whose
sensibilities be had cherished, and who, loving
him with passion far more profound than in the
hows of her girlish devotion, was told that she
vas to see him no more. Here, where he made
a home, and planted its dearest joys and trea-
wes, Mr Devereux was never again to ap-
pear. He was going to amend his life—he
10. lxiti.- .voi, vx

was going to be married ! Devereux had not,

indeed, told her so himself. Accident spared
him that pain.

Save a ramble on the Continent in the first

months of their connexion, and a stealthy trip

to the Isle of Wight, Miss Weston had hardly,

even for a day, gone beyond the precincts of
her sweet and sequestered, but most precarious

and degrading asylum, save when, at hours not
liable to remark, " her protector" had sometimes
taken her an airing, or to see some celebrated

spot in their neighbourhood. Neither the refined

Devereux, nor his gentle mate, were of the in-

trepid order of sinners, who brave or defy the
world's opinion ; and, though the respectability

of the neighbourhood at first hotly resented
their settlement, they had conducted themselves
so discreetly—that is to say, they had paid their

bills so punctually, and been so unobtrusive in

their manners—that the connexion was now as

leniently regarded as anything of the kind could
be by wise and respectable people. The beauti-

ful and well-dressed children of the cottage were
universally pitied, and sometimes caressed, by
ladies when met walking with their nurse-maid
in the lanes ; and, by the less scrupulous vil-

lagers, " the darlings" were admired and praised.

The death of the youngest child, a mere infant,

had been followed by a long and severe illness

of the mother, from which she was not yet re-

covered ; and it had deeply affected the spirits

of her " protector," to use another elegant and
delicate English periphrasis.

We have said that Mr Devereux's "fine feel-

ings"—his familyand friends could never enough
celebrate their trembling delicacy—were spared
the pain of telling his unfortunate companion
her destiny. On his final visit, gently sad and
subdued in manner as he ever found her, until

the joy of his arrival and the charm of his

society had attuned her spirit to whatever might
be the prevailing tone of his, there was this day
melancholy change which could not be mis-

taken. After an ineffectual struggle to com-
mand her feelings, broken murmurs and irrepres-

sible tears were the only reply to his constrained

and chill, but courteous greeting.

His visits alone had ever brought sunshine

and gladness to that lonely home ; and the happy,

unconscious children rushed to " papa," as at

other times, and olung around him.
“ Be well now, mamma !" said Horatio, the

boy, a quick and affectionate child, whom his

" young" papa had graciously honoured to bear

his own honourable name, because it was the

dearest name on earth to " poor Rosa/'
" Go, sir

!
you trouble your mother," said Mr

Devereux, peevishly, pushing back the child.

" Go, dearest Ho; go, poor boy," whispered

the sinking mother, in a choking voice.

"Yes, mamma, since you bid me." And the boy
led away his little sister.

" You are spoiling those children, Rosa," said

Devereux, sharply, and after a painful embarrass-

ing pause—-and the over-stretched heartstrings

snapped I—
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“ Those children !—your children

—

our child*
|

ren ! Oh, tell us our fate, Deverfeux !**

Mr Devereux durst not trust him to look to-

wards the unhappy young woman, who, with

clasped hands, breathed these simple words in

the low, thrilling voice of exquisite mental

agony; yet was he pleased that probably the

gossip of the servants had anticipated his “ pain-

ful but most necessary duty/* He had no friend

to whom he could depute so delicate a task—and

write he could not. A letter, he feared, might

drive Rosamond mad, and lead to the most painful

scenes, and perhaps to fatal exposure ; and he knew
his own power with “ poor Rosa/* and had resolved

not to leave her until she had “ come to reason,

and was resigned and composed/* With some

effort, he worked himself up to sternness and dis-

pleasure at what he called her “ impatience, and

unreasonable nonsense/* What, he at last de-

manded, though very mildly in tone, had she

looked for? This refined and honourable Mr
Devereuxinquired, “What could she expect else?*'

and for a moment the wretched girl glared upon

her former lover with an expression which made
him quail to the inmost recess of his dastardly

spirit But this was not the natural mood of

Rosa. She had felt as if a shot had passed through

her brain—her flesh quivered and burned for

an instant as with the thirst of blood—and then

the strange feeling was gone—and, lowering her

eyes, she replied, almost inaudibly, “ Nothing

—

oh, nothing ! For myself, 1 have never expected

—never presumed. Hence my weakness—my
incredible folly—my deep guilt—my misery, my
most intolerable misery ! I have long even

foreseen this day—known it—felt it. It has

been ever present with me—and yet I lived on/*

The children were now heard returning with

noisy mirth; they brought in fresh-gathered

flowers and fresh water-cresses for papa—not

gifts to propitiate love—of which they had

neither doubt nor fear, though this time papa

had forgotten to bring them any of the promised

pretty things from London. He hastily rung the

bell, and dismissed them. Not such had been

their usual reception. It was a new agony for

their mother ; yet she said—
“ Thank you for sparing me their sight. No,

Devereux—for myself I expect nothing, deserve

nothing. But these children 1—how shall I

henceforth think of them ?—how look upon
them, and endure to live ?'*

The feelings of Mr Devereux were anything

but comfortable. Compassion, remorse, nay,

affection, battled with ambition, or with what he

wished, rather than succeeded, in thinking his

paramount duty to his family—his father's, not

his own—and, above all, to himself. Lord

Blande was right in believing him even tenderly

attached to “ poor Rosa and her children ;*' only

he loved himself—nay, his rank, his place in the

estimation of that small section of mankind
which he called society or the world, and the

means of increasing his fortune and influence—

a

great deal better ; and gradually, ss the point

was debated in his own mind, better and better,

until the appearance ofthe titled heiressbanished

every doubt, and left, as the only difficulty, how
she was to be gained, and Rosamond to be most

prudently, and kindly, and generously dismissed.

Yes ! Mr Devereux determined to be both deli-

cate and most generous ! Rosa's gentleness and
devoted attachment merited good treatment at

his hands. Her children—they were now here

only—should be sent to France to be educated,

and their mother should have an annuity suffi-

cient for her few wants. She would retire to

some quiet, remote neighbourhood, where nobody
could know her, and, perhaps, might marry.

—

But, no I he was almost sure she never would
marry. Delicacy, love for himself—for deeply,

fondly, devotedly had poor Rosa loved, and
must ever love him—would prevent a step

which, by a seeming incongruity, but a really

natural sentiment, he thought of with jealous,

angry pride at the same moment that he was
meditating eternal separation. No, not eternal

;

perhaps, at some future time, in some change
of circumstances—-Mr Devereux could not
premeditate injury to bis future wife, or the

violation of his own conjugal duties; but,

while his ambition and his pride demanded the
hand of Blanche Delamere, whom he certainly

admired fully as much as he pretended, other, and
softer, and habitually-cherished feelings made
him reluctant to surrender for ever the heart of
" his meek and endearing Rosa !'* Mr Devereux
was, in short, bewildered in a maze of sentiment
and sensibility. He would have been both deeply
mortified and hotly offended, had Rosa been
able to hear of their separation—of her dismissal

—without sorrow and despairing agony ; and he
was equally alive to the necessity of that event
preceding his addresses to Lady Blanche. As
he rode out that morning to Streatham^ his

consolatory thought was

—

“ I know poor Rosa loves me so much am to

submit patiently to any arrangement I may
shew her to be for my advantage and happiness.

Whatever her weaknesses may be, no creature
can be more patient and disinterested than poor
Rose/*

This very favourable opinion made Mr I>eve-
reux the more angry with her unreasonableness,

even while thankful that she had divined the
cruel purpose in his breast, and spared him the
shame of revealing it.

But we have left Mr Devereux in the midst of

an explanation which cost him such an effort.
“ 8peak not of me/* continued his companion.

“ Tell me of these children. Once you seemed
to love them—and 1 !—how shall 1 now dare
look upon them, when already I shrink from
the eyes of that poor boy !*'

“ And surely I do love them, and yon too,
Rosa, were you only yourself, and reasonable/'
And he attempted to draw caressingly to-
wards him the shuddering and recoiling1

girl,

between whom and himself a wall of separation
had been raised which neither bribes nor blanch
ishments would ever again overthrow.
“ Please then to sit down, madam, till ws
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discuss the matter of your children/' said the
now incensed Mr Devereux ; and he began to

recount his wise and generous designs. “I am
aware that it could be no more pleasant than
right that you should educate the children.

They will be carefully attended to, anc| you may
occasionally hear of them. Of the boy there is

no fear. If he conduct himself properly, he
shall not want my countenance nor that of my
family ; and for the little girl*’

The explanation proceeded no further ; with a

shuddering groan, the unhappy mother of the

children fell into a fit, and Mr Devereux, though
shocked, deemed it wisest, on the whole, to

take advantage of her insensibility to with-

draw.

The old gardener, who attended the cow, and
trimmed the shrubs, and mowed the grass-plats,

and defended the premises from rats and robbers

when the master was absent, led out “ master's

horse," as in happier times.
“ So Madam is to be sent off, your Honour,

ve hear," said old Robert, whom the fear of be-

ing thrown out of a good place had strangely

emboldened. “ Well-a-well ; I should ha' got

a warning though, too ; and so should Molly, my
wench—but I knowed it must come to this

wo« time, when your Honour, like other grand
gentlemen, turned off your Miss and married a

lady. Well-a-well 1—I reckons we'se get wages
and board, Molly and me, to Michaelmas, any
way—that's but justice. I'm cruel sorry for

Madam, too ; for, an' she were a , she was
soe of the beat kind of 'em."

£very fibre, every drop of aristocratic blood,

in the body of the Honourable Mr Horatio

Devereux boiled and quivered to the sound of the

esDtamelioua epithet bestowed upon “ his Rosa"
~and old and new wrath, and a host of mad-
dening and conflicting feelings were expended,
in laying his horse-whip about the shoulders of

tke gardener, who, ignorant of the delica-

cies of gentlemanly feeling, had supposed he
might use plain speech, especially after “Madam
bad been cast off."

“Dr*at the chap 1" soliloquized Robert, afterMr
Devereux had sprung to his horse and galloped
off, as if justice were after him—“ Dr'at the

! but I ha* a mind to take the law on him,
for striking me only for calling the poor wench
vbat he made her his ownself

!"

The Honourable Mr Devereux did not again

tat himself at Streatham, nor yet change in

me jot his fixed purpose regarding the inmates
•fbis “ country-seat." Again, “upon his hon-
our," he assured his sister that unhappy business
vaa for ever over. The children were to be
Motto France as soon as the necessary arrange-
ments could be made ; and “their mother?"

—

to her Mr Devereux had penned a long letter of
admonition and advice for her future conduct.
She was still very young and very attractive, and
Bight be exposed to the arts and temptations of
Bin—if sbe fell, it should not be through the
temptation of want.

While these gracious things were passing, Mr

Devereux was often as “ low, and nervous, and
nonsensical," as it provoked his sister to see and
call him. But it was, thank heaven ! all over

now ; and that day he had spent a long morning
in Westminster Abbey, the sole attendant of the

Lady Blanche. Her bonne had gone to spend

the day with some “ Friends" in the country,

and Lady Blande set down her fair guest at the

Abbey,9(whispering, “Just the spot to woo a

heroine,") under “ excellent care," and took her

up when Mr Devereux—and he was not more
rash nor more presumptuous than other gentle-

men of his standing—flattered himself that he
had only to speak and be accepted. He had
done all but speak, and more than words could

perform ; and Blanche had not frowned, nor
withdrawn her arm, nor reared her neck into

her swan-like, unconscious, and involuntary,

haughty attitude of superiority. At one time,

indeed, when he gently upbraided her impa-

tience for the return of Lady Blande, and im-

puted weariness of his society, she had said

—

“ 1 am not tired of your society, Mr Devereux.

So far from it, I find no one so entertaining, plea-

sant, and friendly." At his murmured, raptur-

ous thanks, and sudden, passionate pressure of

the very tips of her gloved fingers, she looked

oonfused, and, as their eyes met, blushed and
trembled, and walked away, and then stopped to

question him of Nelson's tomb. Mr Devereux was
skilled in the pathology of the female heart.

That evening Lady Blande could not doubt that

her brother and Blanche were heart, or—to her

it came to the tame thing—hand-plighted. They
sat apart, talked together, sang together, and
appeared completely absorbed in each other—
Devereux in gay and exulting spirits, Blanche

more softly, sweetly, and gently feminine than

she had ever before appeared. Lord Blande
went off to one of his clubs, tired, he said, of

playing nobody in his own house ; and, at a late

hour, his lady, who had held out alone over a

dull, fashionablenovel as long as patience and eyes
could hold out, playfully pointed to the pendule,

and told her brother he must be off.

“ How very late !" cried Blanche, rising, and
blushing, as much at her own thoughtlessness

as at the gallant, complimentary reproaches of

her admirer, who, as he for the first time kissed

her hand, after he had embraced his sister, craved

leave to wait upon her next morning.

“Silence is maidenly consent," said Lady
Blande, gaily. “Come to us as early as you
will. Ho. ; but go now." And she pushed him
away. “ Poor Mrs Thompson, who will not

take slumber to her eyelids till she has seen her

lady cared for, must be half dead by this time,

with her early travels and her late vigils, and

may, perhaps, have a word of exhortation to

give," she added, archly.

Lady Blanche hastened to the comfortable

apartment where her friend, as usual, awaited

her—“ Pray, don't scold me. 1 am punished by

remorse ; it was so heedless, so thoughtless, so

selfish—as heedleasness ever is—to keep you

waiting. And why wait? Yet I should have
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been so disappointed bad you been gone to bed

!

I have so much to unbosom. For how many
years, now, has this unrobing hour been one
of the happiest of my days ? What would be-

come of me, deprived of our confidential inter-

course ? I can never forego it.”

Blanche, more from the impulse of an almost

morbid delicacy, than any pride of personal in-

dependence, chose to be in many things her own
lady*s maid. She hated, she said, to have Mar-
tin, or any she did not both like and love, fidd-

ling about her person, and annoying her with

those offices of undressing and hair-brushing

usually performed by servants. At this hour,

her bonne ostensibly read to her, though more of

the time was generally consumed in talking of

the adventures and incidents of the day.
“ I have a world to tell you of to-night,” said

Blanche to her very grave friend, whom she

feared her tardiness had seriously displeased:
“ so very much, and wonderful, too, that I am
sure, after you hear all I have gone through,

done, and suffered, you will pardon me.”
“ I would have thee first listen to me, lady.

I have to tell what, I fear, may grieve thee.

Yet it must be told.”

“What!” cried Blanche, while the idea of

Frederick Leighton struck on the conscious

heart, which first felt that it had that day been
unfaithful, where fealty, though never claimed,

was given. And she was glad that the thick,

dark tresses hangingover her arm, to be brushed,
veiled her deepened colour.

“ A sad tale—yet one that it concerneth
thee deeply to hear, while it is yet time. The
man to whom thou hast all but pledged thy hand,
to whom thou art unconsciously losing thy heart,

is bound to another^—bound by ties which the

proud and the false may contemn, which man's
laws may defy , but which the God who seeth in

secret and judgeth his creatures in mercy and
equity, regardeth.” The Lady Blanche was
effectually roused, and yet inexpressibly relieved.

It was not, then, of Frederick—what but good
could be heard of him 1 I

[

“I have found Rosamond Weston! Her

betrayer, the author of the life-long disgrace

and misery which brings neither suffering nor

shame to him—though her own passions, her

own folly, should have been partly the cause of

her betrayal—is the man who offers thee honour-

able addresses—thee, pure-hearted, high-minded

maiden.” The outline of the tale we have re-

lated, was rapidly traced ; and Blanche listened

earnestly, but with the entire composure which

gave her anxious friend assurance that, however

her delicacy or her pride might be hurt, there

was no deep tenderness to wound, no jealousy

to awaken.

“What shall I do first?” was her eager re-

sponse—for she never paused upon the necessity

of doing something.

“That I leave to thy heart and thy judg-

ment, lady; to thy wise and just regard for

thine own honour and happiness, and—may 1

not say it ?—for the rights, if not longer the hap-

piness of thy fallen sister-woman.”
“ I will drive to Streatham to-morrow before

breakfast. On an errand of mercy, you will ac-

company me—mercy to myself. I have promised

Mr Devereux an interview, which can never now

take place. I will not consult Lady Blande
;

I

will act by my own counsel in what so nearly

concerns myself ; I will see Rosamond ; culpable

she may have been—but how treated ? Paley’s
‘ Moral Philosophy * appears to you English

people, if not altogether canonical, yet a kind of

supplementary Bible. What 6ays the Rabbi of

Craven in the passage you made me insert in my
book of Canons, soon after poor Phoebe's mis-

fortune? If I remember aright, it runs this

way :
—

‘ If we pursue the effects of seduction

through the complicated misery which it occasions,

and if it be right to estimate crimes by the mis-

chief they produce, it will appear something more

than mere invective to assert that not one half oj

the crimes for which men suffer death by the

laws of England ,
are so flagitious as this

”

(To be continued.)

LITERARY REGISTER.

Shelley’s Poetical Works.

Mrs Shelley edits the first complete edition of her

husband's works which has appeared. It is published by
Moxon, in a style of elegance worthy of the work, and is

to consist of four volumes, to appear in succession. Mrs
Shelley, in her preface, says, that the time is not come
to relate the truth of her husband’s private history, and
that she rejects any colouring of the truth. No account

of the events of his life has, she asserts, i( ever been given

at all approaching reality in their details, either as re-

gards himself or others.” And why she abstains from
setting the world right can only be conjectured, since it

is highly probable that the errors in action, committed
by a man so noble and generous as Shelley, may, as far

as he is personally concerned, be fearlessly avowed, by
those that loved him, in the firm conviction that, “ were
they judged impartially, his character would stand in

fairer and brighter light than that of any contemporary.**

For his fame and his happiness, Shelley would seem to

have lived or died too soon. As a boy and a youth, he

was cast among those who could neither understand

nor appreciate his mental idiosyncrasies, nor manage hie

singular though highly-gifted mind with united wisdom
and love ; and he died just as his suffering and turbid

spirit was, in its own strength, working itself clear of the

haze and feculence in which its fine and noble attributes

had been involved by some faults of judgment and tem-

per, but much more, we fully believe, by circumstances

adverse to their healthful and gracious developement.

We can fully believe, that his were the high and generous

aspirations for human improvement, and the desire to

free life of its misery and its evil, which his panegyrist

affirms, without admitting that he either at first knew ok

took the best and safest road to his pure and exalted ends.
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Hi* editor is perhaps more to be trusted in her warm ap-

prsristien of bis moral qualities than of his genius, and
* the fest augmenting influence over mankind*' which

ibe ascribes to his achievements for the amelioration of

the human race. If some of his mental aberrations may
be fairly attributed to the want of knowledge and good-

sen in those who thrust themselves into harsh collision

vith so delicate and peculiar a mind, other causes may
be found in the irritation of almost continual bad health.

Huy of Shelley’s errors might perhaps be best resolved

>y Charles Lamb’s humorous and fanciful theory of

inperfect sympathies. Of the praise which his widow

fan lavished upon his memory, none is more truly

tamed than the commendation of his unworldliness—
that rarest of the virtues even among philosophical poets.

Sienys—

Shelley possessed a quality of mind which experience
las shewn me no other human being as participating in

mm than a very slight degree. This was his unworldU-
•fo. The usual motives that rule men—prospects of pre-
seat or future advantage, the rank and fortune of those
round, the taunts and censures, or the praises, of those
vfco were hostile to him—had no influence whatever over
his actions ; and, apparently, none over his thoughts. It

y difficult even to express the simplicity and directness
4 purpose that adorned him. The world’s brightest

fjads, and its most solid advantages, were of no worth in

fcs eyes, when compared to the cause which he considered
tnth, and the good of his fellow-creatures.

Happy and blest is the memory of the manwho deserved

«ch praise ! The poems in this volume are “ Queen
M»b,” mutilated—a questionable step, especially when we
Tie* the high ground taken by the editor in vindicating

the parity and nobility of the motives and aims of Shel-

ly in every line that he ever composed. Mrs Shelley

hs appended notes to each of the poems, narrating the

ercasstances attending the origin and history of each.

Mab” may be styled the most distinctive and re-

mrkable, though far from the greatest of Shelley's works,

specially when it is learned that it was written at the age

rf eighteen. He had by this time been deeply imbued with

ibe spirit of the speculations of Godwin and Condorcet ; and
he had suffered that academic persecution and disgrace,

viueb, how necessary soever they might be to the main-
masce of proper discipline, were anything, it will be

tUiwed, rather than calculated to reclaim a culprit of

this rare sort The frame of mind in which il Queen
Mab" was written is described as the most lofty and
kseficeot.

His sympathy was thus early excited by the misery
ritb which the world is bursting. He witnessed the
brings of the poor, and was aware of the evils of igno-
a&ce. He desired every rich man to despoil himself of
apeifluity, and create a brotherhood of property and ser-
riee, and was ready to be the first to lay down the advan-
ce® of birth Ill health made him believe
tiat his race would soon be run—that a year or two was
iS he had of life. He desired that these years should be
wfsl and illustrious. He saw in a fervent call on his
Hbw creatures to share alike the blessings of the crea-
tor, to tore and serve each other, tho noblest work that
ik and time permitted him. In this spirit, he composed
“Queen Mab.”

It was written while he wandered through the lovelies*

awry of England, Ireland, and Scotland, and while the

Main and lake were his home.
He new intended to publish “ Queen Mab*' as it

though a few copies had been distributed among
bis friends; bat it was published surreptitiously while i

W was in Italy; and, in a letter to the Editor of The
;

(at that time his friend Leigh Hunt) he regrets
]

publication for the best and strongest reasons. He
^ 1 am a devoted enemy to religions, political, (

and domestic oppression ; and I regret this publication,

not so much from literary vanity, ax because I fear it is

better fitted to injure than to serve the sacred cause of

freedom."
i( Alastor," the next poem in the volume, was the fruit

of a mind more matured and calm, though still far from

the cloudless serene. It was written under the oak shades

of Windsor Great Park; and is considered, by his editor,

as the most characteristic of his poems. “ The Revolt of

Islam," which may he said to embody Shelley's moral and

political creed, and not a little of his history, completes

the volume. The dedication of this poem is a morsel of

mental autobiography. It was composed while he re-

sided at Marlow, and in his boat, as he floated on the

Thames, under the beech groves of Bisham, or during his

wanderings in the beautiful neighbouring county. Mrs

Shelley was now his domestic companion. After allud-

ing to the beauty and richness of that fertile country, ehe

remarks

—

With alkthis wealth of nature, which, either in the form

of gentlemen’s parks or soil dedicated to agriculture,

flourishes around, Marlow was inhabited by a very poor

population. The women are lace-makers, and lose their

health by sedentary labour, for which they are very ill

paid. The poor-laws ground to the dust not only the

paupers, but those who had risen just al>ove that state,

and were obliged to pay poor-rates. The changes pro-

duced by peace following a long wax and a bad harvest,

brought with them the most heart-rending evils to the

poor. Shelley afforded what alienation he could. In

winter, while bringing out his poem, he had a severe attack

of opthalmia, caught while visiting the poor cottagers. I

mention these things, because the minute and active sym-

pathy with his fellow-creatures gives a thousand-fold

interest to his speculations, and stamps with reality his

pleadings for the human race.

We look forward with interest to the forthcoming

volumes ;
and hope that the snatches of biography may

be even more copious than in this one.

The Comic Annualfor 1839.

The world in general, and ourselves in particular, have

great reason to complain of the tardy appearance of the

Comic this season ;
nor can we see any better reason than

that it was waiting the return of the Inconstant,
for the

matter of a preface. The leading card this year is political.

The Stoke-Pogis Corresponding Club makes several good

hits, aud not a few misses ;
for many of the jokes are of

a kind at which people are laughing, and are likely for

some time to laugh, on the wrong side of their mouths*

The manner in which the fair sex have lately come for-

ward as political agitators, at Stoke-Pogis, as well as other

places, is one of the most novel topics* The principal fe-

male Radical is Mrs Frisby, whose speech is fully reported

in that inflammatory journal, not the Glasgow

,

but the

Pogian Argus. Her unladylike conduct is duly condemned

)yMrs Jones, in her epistolary communications, regarding

he terrible outbreak and revolution in Stoke-Pogis, to her

riend Mrs Humphries

“

Wat do you think," she says,

* of Mrs Frisby sitting up for a Demy Gog ;
and mixing

iromiscusly in a tap-rum and spowting out her inflameable

intiments like a feiry draggon on the top of a Table ? I

inly wish I was the Mare for her Sack, and she should

duck in a hospond- Howsumever, I have had the com-

it to see her collapsed between two pelises, and pully-

ialld through the publick streets with a hole tote of tu

agging and bob-tale to her deserts—namely, the^

’age, wear she is instelling her pisnus doctrinesi f I oi

he Ban to a complete rotundity of littel bo;

A

irgus reports Mrs Frisby fully u Mrs Frj.

rated herself; and expressed herself very '
,

oncurred in all that had been said, aud '

1 1
10* 4

t *
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Some people thought that female* had no right to their
lights. Women koew when shoe* pinched as well as
men, and could he quite as oratorical. She wa* al-
ways pressing on her daughters the necessity of forming
Unions. Then wa* nothing like agitation ; and a good
deal might be done at home. She had agitated her hus.
hand that very morning

, and, if every wife did the same,
they would soon obtain their ends. .... Mini*,
ten would never have been so badly advised if they had
consulted the soft sex. Women could fight too like lions
and tigers, when their sperrits wen put up. Then wasMary Ann Talbot that fot the French. She wished all
the Niggen at Old Nick. The humane and pious had
been so diverted with African flogging, and cruelties,
they forgot the English ones. She liked white natives
better than black ones. Then then was the Com Bill.
She had never been in a skrimmage, but she thought she
could let fly a blunderbuss. Justice wasn’t justice any
when. What had we done for the Irish, except taking
all their pig* and batter from them? Why wasn't then
a Poor-Law for the rich ?” &c, tec. There are, however,
better thing, in the volume than Mn Krisby’s eloquence s
nor does Mr Hood succeed so well with political agita-
tion as we have seen him do on ench topic, a. ’‘Animal
Magnetism,’ “Modem Boarding-School Education,’’
Emigration, and other important topics: If graver in

manner, the poetical specimen of the annual which we
select is in better taste. It is an English Beranger.

ALL ROUND MT HAT;
A new Version,

U my old hat, ray step* attend IHowever wags may sneer and scoff.My castor still shall be my friend.
For 1 11 not be a caster-off

So talce again your olden place.
That always found you fit and pat—

Whatever mode might please the kce—
All round my hat !—ail round my hat

!

All round the world, while I’ve a head,However I may chance to be,
Without a home, without a shed.My tile shall be a roof to me.
Black, rusty, grey, devoid of felt,A shocking shape, or beaten flat.
Still there aro joys that may be felt
All round my hat !—all round my hat !

* ?\
C 9"aker

,

loves an ample brim,A hat that bows to no salaam.
And dear the beaver is to him
As if it never made a dam.

All men in drab he calletli friends—
But there's a broader brim than that—

Give me the love that comprehends
All round my hat !—all round my hat

!

“ nonarch his brows in gold.With gems and pearls to sparkle thprp •

Bui stdl a hat—a hat that’s old—
*

/bey say is much more easy yearAt regal state 111 not repine.
For Kaiser, King, or Autocrat,

Whilst there s a golden sun to shine
All round my hat !—all round my hat

!

“ my kat
» you’ve got a crown

;

A little nap the brush can find

;

You are not very, very brown.
Nor very much scrubbed up behindAs yet your brim is broad and brave—
I took some little care of that.By not saluting every knave
All round my hat f—all round my hat!

yet, my hat, IVe got a house,
dine as other people do

;

propitious, still allows

' l
or *ne—a peg for you.

bread wan but a crumb—
JMyself as poor as any rat

Whv, I would cry, ‘ Good people, come
All round my hat !—all round my hat I

*

u As yet the best of womankind
Continues all that wife should bet

And, in the self-same room, I find
Her bonnet and my hat agree •

B*teay the bliss should nofcendiim-
should turn a perfect cat—

o trust to time to bring a cure—
All round my hat ’—all round my hat

!

“ No acres broad pertain to me.
To furnish oattie, wool, or com;

Bike people that are bom at sea.
There was no land where I was bom-Y m

7
fla8 of ,ifc >8 furled—

What landlord can do more than that?—
I’ll leave my heir the whole wide world

All round my hat ’—all round my hat .’ ”
To those who have not yet seen the plates of the “ Conic

Annual,’ we propose, a* an exercise of ingenuity and in-
vention, the following questions t—How coaid you Her-
sonify “Cambridge Batterf How portray Lord Durham’*
return to the tune of *< Saw ye Johnnie cornin’ ?” How
• poor gentleman under « Circumstances over which h.
ha. no control?” How « RUIng after the lark ?» HowA Radical Demonstration ?’’ How « Nobody’, enemy
but hu own ?” or “ Plata, don. In stone,” or “ Counter.
Irritation or

“

A Lion or « Off by mutual emuro,
or Portrait, taken In thia style ?” and a hundred and
fifty more, which may form capital subject, for guewe*~»d the fireside, and be rerolved with much eleven..*,
before the true, or rather the Hoodieh interpretation, isknown or suspected.

’

rr ‘
h*w -•* not * *—y n..

J
h
*

T

.

p*"’ p*tltion «" y*we-are melted by It, and besides, from embodying a
grievance, it is appropriate to a Reform periodical. Be
it prenured that the Aerietant Draper, had pnm.lt.lly
•covered that the proper hoar to leave off buaine« is

eeven In the evening
, or that thia i. the time to dooe the

oore and dear off the debrie, whieh, In eplte of tholr in-
dnetry and alertness, le accumulated during the day bythe caprice of their fair customer*.

7

S7 th
.?
BonPwt of olaee of men,

they bow to fashion and frivolity

^Hn»
n^d cla,™» or woes fictitious pen,

7'

But WT0nS8 ell-wide, and of a last&g quality.
“ a

?
d discontented with our lot,

A R^vK
C'amoroU8 we take our atation—A host of Ribbon-men

; yet is there notOne piece of Irish in our agitation.

“ vyj ““tell the miseries of men
Tin j

the Ter? cheapest shops in town •’T£l““‘ and weary, they leave offdtem
’

Knocked up by ladies beating of ’em down 1

“
Oh

hla °Pin,on ^cn_
‘ That „fT

et
,

h
?
d a heart for draper.’ servant*-

‘M^h i8T8ay
,

cu*tom “ftcr seven—
1118

„Jtore honoured IQ the breach tiurn the observance.’
then, gentle ladies !—oome in time •

TC ut"* V*
tho “venth chime rBut et °* have the remnant to onnelvee

!

“ y°,wUh to lav of knowledge in a stock

To'sroH
1C,

<if
e?aw in i#norancc incurable

A„
t

^
d
?.
S '8

,
k3)

?arc’ Milton, Dryden. LockeAnd other fabrics that have proved io dSSble.

And not I"
th
?
u^‘9 of intellectual kind,

WBb .t. w
t0

§°,
be

!
rilder«l to our beds ;

^
With .tuff and fustian taking up the

u
And pin* “nd needles running in our heads.

L°,'L
0hLthe brain Set# very dull and dry

Or^witlf^^ffc
‘° ni

?
h‘f°r cash credit

;

w2«i ^
ant faco ana vacant eve.

Watching cheap prints that Knig&t did never edit.
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Till, rick with toll and lassitude extreme.
We often think, when we are dull and vapoury.

The bliss of Paradise was so supreme,
Because that Adam did not deal in drapery,”

As it will be carried by general acclamation that Hood
as the cleverest punster extant, it were desirable that he
would occasionally take one of his lessons, and know
* when to leave off.’*

The “ Character* is a good household sketch, in which a
female sharper, quite as particular about the sobriety,

sad especially about the strict honesty of a female ser-
vant, as was Lady Blarney about the character of the

Vkarls daughters, contrives to carry off the gold repeater

sad silver tea-pot of Betty’s simple mistress. There is

both wit and fan in AH Ben Nous ; and as for Doves
mi Crows, we charitably conclude, from it and former
iaditinga, that there most be a good many admirers of the
w Comic Annual” in the West Indies and the slave States

tf America.

The History, Rise, and Progress of the New
Cshny of South Australia . By John Stephens.

This is the second and enlarged Edition of a work
iiteaded to place the new colony in the fairest, if not in
the most faithful light, of which the first edition was
entitled * The Laxd of Promise.'* Mr Stephens has
sow taken a soberer name ; but he has done the reverse in

points more material. This work is, in plain terms, one
enormous puff of South Australia. He is all for Adelaide
snd its Port, and nothing for Port Lincoln and Encoun-
ter Bay ; sad contemplates a road for bullock-waggons
between the Murray and Adelaide. But, if the expense
•f transporting goods between Port Adelaide and the city

•f Adelaide be, as Mr James states, 40s. a ton, what will
be the cost of bringing raw produce, or sending back sup-
plies to the hanks of the Murray ? All that has ever been
written or said in praise of the colony finds a place here
aai net one word that has ever been said against it, save
W he denied ; so that, in these pages, the new province is

a Land of Promise indeed. The flattering epistles of
Mem Hack, Morphett, Fisher, &c„ Ac., are reprinted,

heasekss epistles some of them are, too, as It surely can-
not be lor •* well-cooked dishes, claret, hock, and cham-
pagne, Victoria cafes,” a “ theatre-royal,” and “ sport,

iwr intelligence,” or “ the soothing strains of a piano,’*

that people In their senses emigrate to any new colony.

This history finishes with what is called a “ refnta-
&»” of the article in Taits Magazine upon Mr Gonger’s
nwk. We need only refer to the article, and to Mr
Gmrgeris statements. Though the Secretary of the Colo-
ria is tied to It by every interest, every hope, and every
fTBptfhy, his work la much more candid and trust-wor-
thy than tbs History before us, which, among other
thiags, Calls final of Mr Ganger for his rash admissions,
•i aUagad ignorance of the Company’s affairs and sac-
ossm in whaling, ahip-building, Ac. The author of the—{ci-devant Land of Promise”)—states, that
thsavguMot used by the reviewer in Tail, hi warning

hearers against rushing heedlessly into the
•baay* is frtlacUma, as it applies to the small amount of
pipalsikm in 18®7» when the numbers were about 3000.

know exactly what the present population may
ha. Mr Jamas says about 6000 ; but were it 10,000, the

wmniBf gieen by ue is equally applicable. It has been
rilrnhaei that 6000 labourers went to the Swan Hirer
tsHl—iuL Where are they all now ? Have they been
pra^s isua , here theymade fortunes—hove they suffered» htrdstip?

The Boy's Country Book. Edited by William
Howitt.

Edited by Friend Howitt, and written by him too, we
opine, which is just so much the better. It is, at all

events, a very pleasing book, and, whether exactly literal

or not, certainly the genuine autobiography of a boy

•

and, moreover, a lively picture of rural manners and cha-

racters in an old English neighbourhood. Into this his-

tory is introduced all the adventures, and pastimes, and
pursuits of boys in the country. There is also a minute and

pleasing description of the great Quaker Seminary at Ack-
worth, where the little Friends, rigid discipline and broad

brims notwithstanding, appear to enjoy themselves very

much like other young gentlemen, and to partake con-

siderablyof thecommon tastes forth*plum-cake and liquor-

ice, the leap-frog and prison-bars, of the world’s naughty
boys. There are pleasing annals and reminiscences of

other schools, and of boyish adventures, perils, and
escapes of all sorts. The Boy's Country Book is, besides,

very trim and neat in its exterior ; and so prettily embel-

lished with appropriate vignettes and tail-pieces, that the

artist deserved to have his name blazoned on the title-

page.

Janet

;

or, Glances at Life. By the Author of
w Misrepresentation." 3 vols.

The characteristics of this novel are calm good sense,

and an unpretending, spirited fidelity in delineating the

homely personages of every-day life. The developement

of the passion of Envy is assumed as the groundwork of

the tale, a passion whose homogenity is very question-

able. The character of Janet, the envious coquette

—who, from the maliciously placing a flower or

ribbon awry, to the highest interests of life, is true as the

needle to the pole to her base feelings for her beautiful

half-sister—does not remove our doubts. Envy is a qua-

lity entering largely into many minds ; but, as a steady,

animating principle, directing and regulating the whole

course of life, it is non-existent, and if it did exist, would,
under favour of Miss Baillie, be too odious for prolonged

representation. But the novel succeeds in spite of the

great failure, and its secondary aims become its highest

performances. If never brilliant, never impassioned,

and if it rarely touches the sympathies—for who can sym-
pathize with envy ?—it is always pleasing, and often very
amusing ; the slight degree of caricature being nothing
more than the rouge which the player must wear to keep
up the tone of his complexion to nature as seen behind the

lamps, where the natural hue might seem flat or cada-

verous. The most instructive part, the true moral
,
of this

novel, is, not that Envy returns the poisoned chalice to

the mixer’s lips, or the exhibition of the canker at the

heart, though hid under the most prosperous fortune and
the most brilliant exterior of gratified ambition ; but the

paltriness, trickiness, meanness, misery, and crime which
unavoidably minglewith the imagined necessityofwomen,
in the middle, and even in the higher ranks, making good

matches, or being provided for by marriage, and only by
marriage. Surely the moral of ten thousand lessons to

Mothers and Daughters will' have some effect at last.

The Reclaimed Family.

A collection of abort and plain moral stories, read ®y

an amiable young daughter, whose virtuous examp^ *nd

lessons reclaim her father and mother from drunken-

ness, and produce the happiest effects on h*r younger

brothers and sisters. Thty are very good their own

homely way.
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English Wild-Flowers.
Miss Twamley has, with the first snow-drop, pat

forth an elegant Yolame, genus annual, under the above

attractive title; in which the wild darlings of the Eng-

lish meadows, banks, streams, lakelets, hills, and valleys,

are “ familiarly illustrated and described.” The new
priestess of Flora has painted, as well as described ; and

the coloured plates of groups of wild-flowers are taken

from her drawings. The framework of her familiar

descriptions is an account of rural walks, in search of

flowers, taken by a pleasant English family and a semi-

old-maiden aunt, who is an artist and poetess, and, more-

over, a very kind and delightful person, and quite the

joy of her little flower-loving nieces. The volume alto-

gether is a charming one, and will form an appropriate

and desirable Easter-gift. I have wreathed England's

wild-flowers for England's children,” says the authoress.

“ May they approve the gift !** We answer for them:—
they will approve.

Bonnycastles Introduction to Astronomy.

Of this work—in its own department a standard book

for young persons—we have before us the ninth edition,

with the corrections, additions, and modernizations ofPro-

fessor Young of Belfast. The work is now altogether in-

dependent of the recommendations of the press.

Candolle's Vegetable Organography .

A translation of this work has long been a desideratum

to the British botanist. One is now offered by Mr
Boughton Kingdon, which, for the convenience of pur-

chasers, is to appear in monthly 2s. 6d. parts. The
work is well printed, and is illustrated by lithograph

plates of the organs, and minute anatomical parts of

vegetables. It is to be followed by a translation of

Candolle’s « Vegetable Physiology.”

The Lady and the Saints. With Illustrations,

by Cruickshank.
We wish Cruickshank's pencil had been employed to

some better purpose. This is a volume written in dog.

gerel verse, in ridicule of probably some very absurd per-

sonages ; but it is altogether without discrimination, and

in very bad taste—the small degree of talent by no means
redeeming the indecency of the performance.

Minstrel Melodies : a Collection of Songs
, dye.

If these melodies be not of the highest order of lyrics,

they are at least pleasant enough “ social songs for the

hearth, and lays for Beauty's bower,” where Beauty is

not too impassioned in her feelings, or fastidious in her

tastes and there is both plenty and variety of them.

Some malicious sprite has tempted the Minstrel to at-

tempt Scottish songs, in which we cannot congratulate

him upon very moderate success.

Extracts for Schools and Families.

A well-selected book of scraps, in aid of the moral and

religious training of children. The selections are in

prose and verse. Some may fancy them too uniformly

didactic, and desire a little more of the imaginative ; but

no one can object to them either in spirit or tendency.

The Obligation and Extent of Humanity to

Brutes. By W. Youst.

S
the age does not tend towards cruelty to

here is much to amend, and much ignor-

i, and thoughtlessness to warn ; and the

rritten in a pious and humane spirit, will

. The most atrocious cruelties recorded

however, those perpetrated in knacker's

hers, sportsmen, and wicked little boys,

hut by men of science.—Shame

!

The Quarantine Laws*
Dr Bowring's broadside is here followed up by a let-

ter from a gentleman who has been a recent martyr to

the Quarantine Laws—Arthur T. Holroyd, Esq., who as-

sures Sir John Cam Hobhouse that the contagion of the

plague is all nonsense, and musters a formidable array of

evidence. The writers on this question try to prove too

much. It is enough that—whether the plague be con-

tagious or not—it can be demonstrated that the harsh and

troublesome sanatory regulations occasion far more mis-

chief than they prevent.

An Outline of Ancient and Modem Rome,
with

an Account of Italy. By a Lady, for the use

of her Children.
This little work is in the form of question and answer,

and contains a great deal of good information of the kind

largely administered to poor children, under the cram-

ming system*

Catechism of the British Constitution.

One of Oliver & Boyd's series of useful Catechisms;

containing a lucid and accurate account ef that heri-

tage upon which every British subject so justly prides

himself, and also of the rights by which he holds it. It

is a book for old and young.

Travels of Minna and Godfrey.

We were delighted with the first portion of this little

work, which treated of Holland and Belgium. It was

pleasing in style, original in plan, and accurate io in-

formation. The Travels are prosecuted up the Rhine,

and through a part of Germany ; and the continuation is,

we dare say, equally praiseworthy ; though we have not

bad time since its arrival to peruse it fully.

SERIAL WORKS.
Ure's DictionaryofArtsandManufactures, S$c. $c.

The Fifth Part of this popular and useful work is be-

fore us ; so that it is now half done. The principal

articles are flax-spinning, now become so important a
branch of British manufacture, “ Founding,” “Gaslight,”

and “ Lighting ;” “ Gin,” ^ Glass-making and Cutting,”
and “ Gold.”

Heads of the People, No. III.,

Presents us with (i The Spoiled Child,” a very imp;
“The Old Lord,*’ who is not unlike Sir Francis Bur-
dett ;

“ The Beadle of the Parish,” a truculent-looking

knave in full costume, with a pot-belly and a sin-

ister cast of the right eye ; and “ The Linen-Draper's

Assistant.” This last head, and that of “ The Old Lord,”
are worthy of unqualified approbation ; and the descrip-

tive parts—the reading—arc quite as good as the engrav-
ing. Satire and wit are made, as they ought to baZ-tbe
ministers of philosophy.

Ward's Library ofStandard Divinity,

Gives us Archbishop Leighton's “ Theological Lectures
to his Students,” at very small cost.

The First Part of a work has. appeared, entitled
Greece, Pictorial, Descriptive, akd Historical
The letterpress is by Dr Christopher Wordsworth, ofCam.
bridge, whose name, connected with Greece, gives earned
of the high excellence of the forthcoming series. Tb<
work will form a very handsome book, independently ol

its literary merits. It is richly and profusely embellished
by a number of the most eminent engravers and designers

Part X. of the interesting History or Britire
Birds, treats of the Bunting, the Finch, and the Sparrow
families. The plates are, as usual, extremely lively
and pretty.
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WAGES AND PRICES.
Whoetke first broached the doctrine that, if the prices

of food fell by means of a repeal of the laws against

the importation of food, wages would fall in like pro-

portion, and that it is useless, if not pernicious, to

sgitste for a repeal of these laws till Univertal Suffrage

he obtained, ought to hare a statue of silver erected

t» him by the Tory landed interest. No course of po-

licy could so effectually prevent either an extension of

ih« suffrage or the obtaining of cheap food. Judging

cf the capacity and intelligence of such of the working

thiM as are misled by demagogues whose honest means

of living are not very obvious, and viewing the disgrace,

fa] and unfair conduct which some of the Universal-

Ssffrage men have exhibited at meetings called expressly

to petition for a repeal of the Corn-Laws, both in Eng.

isad and Scotland, many of the upper and middling

classes who have heretofore advocated an extension of the

Suffrage will be induced to pause in their efforts for a

'

time. Indeed, if public meetings cannot be conducted

viih more propriety and decorum than they have of late

been, every person of respectability must refrain from

mending them. There is no meeting, however numerous,

which may not be interrupted, and its object frustrated

by twenty or thirty bawlers, whose power of making

mass is generally in the inverse ratio of the quantity of

tkir brains. Till some general understanding be come

ts between the advocates of Repeal and the Universal-

Suffrage men, and as long as the latter persist in interrupt^

fag the meetings of the former, we suggest that it is no

ere than reasonable that the latter should take upon

themselves exclusively the burden of the poor-rates, of

np kitchens, and of the other means by which the

middle classes are yearly in the practice of aiding dis-

ertmed operatives and their families ; for ths Corn-Laws

tequestionably produce the greater portion of the distress

—wh only by enhancing the price of food, but by curtail-

ag the means of employment, lessening the demand for

hheur, and thereby inevitably reducing wages.

That wages must fall because prices fall, is, however,

tbs dogma ofsome of the most ignorant of the operatives,

ad too valuable a dogma not to be inculcated by the

egsns of tho landed aristocracy, Whig, Tory, and—sorry
fit we to say—Radical, at this their hoar of peril. With

aceptions too insignificant to be regarded, the whole land*

wbcis and farmers of the three kingdoms are handed,

<r beading together, to keep up the Starvation Laws

;

sot doubting that, if the present summer can be got

•w, if next harvest prove abundant, and prices fall, they

oa afford to allow the Chartists to amuse themselves

vith their theories for a quarter of a century to come.

The aristocracy do not fear theories, hut they hate

psetical questions; and, of all that the ingenuity of man
<aa devise, free trade is to them the most hatefuL To
•themes for changing the ruling dynasty, for over-

throwing tho constitution of any monarchy, and for

•Btahlishing even a Republic on its rains, the titled oli-

garchy of Europe have always, in smaller or greater

Makers, been ready to accede ; but hardly an instance

has occurred, where an aristocrat has joined any large

hedyof the people for the purpose of increasing the

ftasral welfare, where there was any ground, howsver

Iffitfinary, to dread that the interest of his own class had

anychancs,even in the remotest degree, to suffer. It ispre-

Yfe LXOL—VOX. VI.

cisely for the reason given by the Chartists for opposing the

middle classes, in their attempt to repeal the Corn-Laws

it is precisely because we have a legislature almost en-

tirely of landlords—that all, high and low, not of the

land-owning class, should join together. The Chartists

maintain that it is useless to petition Parliament to re-

peal the Corn-Laws : how do they mean to obtain the

Charter ?—Is it not by petitioning the same Legislature?

And, if they expect that their own unaided efforts will

succeed in causing a change of such vital importance as

they contemplate, overturning, by the roots, ths wfiols

political power of the very men they petition, is it not

certain that an union of all classes not connected with

land, and which form, at least, two thirds of the popu-

lation, could extort from the same men a much smaller

matter

That wages will fall if prices fall, is daily bawled iu

our public meetings, and is daily reiterated by ths Tory

press ; but any attempt to prove the assertion is most

carefully avoided. Yet there cannot be a working man,

of middle life, and possessed of ordinary observation,

who must not on the slightest reflection know it is false.

Times of high prices have, uniformly, been times of dis-

tress among the body of the people. It is needless to look

back into history—for no one surely will pretend that a

dearth was ever anything else but a period of suffering

to the lower orders. We will rather take times nearer

our own age, when we have authentic data to .go on,

which, on subjects of this kind, it is very difficult to oh.

tain, statistics being a science yet in its infancy in Great

Britain. We have, however, one authentic record of

wages and prices. The accounts of Greenwich Hospital

have been kept with much accuracy for a number of

years, and they furnish not only the prices paid for are

tides of consumption in the various years, but also the

wages of different kinds of artisans. We shall take two

years, at a considerable interval from each other : one

after a long-continued war, when, from the enormous

waste of human life, men must have been in great de-

mand, and wages comparatively high ; and the other af-

ter a long period of peace. The population of the king-

dom during the period increased at least thirty per cent.,

and the demand of men for the army had almost ceased;

so that it might have been expected, not only that wages

should have fallen with prices, but in a much greater ratio*

But here are the facts.

Article.

1812.

£ t.

Flesh, perewt
Flour, per sark,.

Butter, per lb

Cheese, per lb

Pease, per bushel,-...

Salt, per bushel,

Malt, per quarter,....

Beer, per barrel,

Candles,perdozen lbs.

Shoes, per pair,

Coals, per chaldron^.

|

Stockings, per pair,...

3 18

5 7
0 1

0 0
0 12

0 19

4 18

1 0
0 12
0 5

3 0
0 2

Price.

1832.

Days*
Labour.

1812. 1832.

d.

0
5

34

:i
9
6

?
6
8
2

£ t.

2 6
2 13
0 0
0 0
0
0 1

2 18 8

0 13 1

0 5 2

0 3 4,

1 4 3
0 1

d.

2
1

»i
3f

8 9
8

n

13*

*1

3*
17

3|
2
1

10*

9
10

4
104|
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1812. 1832.

«. d. t, d.

Carpenters, per day, . 5 6 6 6
Bricklayers, do. . . 6 6 4 9
Masons, do. . . 8 9 8 3
Plumbers, do. . . 8 9 6 6

We hare given the wages of all the kinds of workmen
to be found in the Hospital accounts, and the prices of

all the articles admitting of a correct comparison. The
columns fourth and fifth shew how many days' labour,

or parts of a day's labour of a mason, purchased the

quantity of the article of which the price is indicated in

1812 and 1832. For example, in 1812 it required 13}

of his day’s wages to enable a mason to purchase a cwt.

of flesh, and only 9 in 1832 ; to buy a sack of flour

in the former year, he had to labour for no less than

nearly 19 days, in the latter only 10 ; and so on. We
thus see, that, while the most material articles of con-

sumption fell one-third or more, wages were reduced only

one-tipenty-third parti The last year for which we
have these returns of prices and wages is 1835, and had

we taken that year instead of 1832, the difference would

have been still greater ; for, while wages remained un-

reduced, prices had fallen still farther; flesh to £2:0:7
per cwt. ; flour to £1 x 11 s 0 per sack, Ac. Ac. If we
take averages of years, we will find similar results. The
average price of flesh for the five years, ending with 1814,

was £3 : 16 :8[; the average day's wages of a mason, during

the same five years, 5s. 8d. ; so that 13} days* labour was
required to purchase a cwt. of flesh. The average price

of flesh in the five years, ending 1835, was £2:4:4;
the average wages 5s. 3d. ; so that les9 than 8}. days*

labour would have purchased as much animal food dur-

ing the latter period, as 13} during the former. But, as

we are talking of the Corn-Laws, let us take the price

of flour during the two periods of five years we have

mentioned. During the first, the average cost was 90s.

per sack, during the latter, 45s. 3d. ; requiring, at the re-

spective rate of wages, about 15 days* work of a mason,

to purchase a sack of flour, during the first period, and

only about 8 at the latter. These results get quit of all

grounds of uncertainty relative to the state of the cur-

rency, with which questions of this sort are generally

embarrassed. It is a matter perfectly unimportant what

was the value of gold, or whether the paper money was
or was not depreciated at the respective periods ; for our

standard is not gold or paper, but flour and meat com-

pared with a day’s labour. We trust thatwe have now con-

vinced every one who has read our statement with ordinary

attention, of the fallacy of supposing that wages fall with

prices. It must not also be overlooked that these re-

mits have taken place notwithstanding the scarcity of

labouring men at the first period, occasioned by the army
and navy, and the preparation of warlike stores and mili-

tary equipments, at the hottest period of a war unparalleled

ibr its extent, the immense sums of money expended, and

the number ofcombatants engaged ; and the great abund-

ance of labour at the latter period, arising from the

cessation of the war and the increase of population.

Nor is it merely in so far as regards articles of meat

and drink, that the working man is in a better condition

at this moment than formerly. All other articles have

fhllen in at least as great a proportion as those we have

specified. Take for example the wholesale prices of ar-

ticles of Birmingham manufacture, in the years follow-

Buttons, for coats, per gross,

for Waistcoats, per ditto,

1818.

s. <L

1834-

f. d-

4 6
2 0
6 0
4 6
1 0
4 6

2 O
0 7
1 8
O 8
0 7
1 4

Gun Locks, each.

Plated Stirrups,

Shovels and Tongs,
Japanned Tea Trays, 30 inches,

There is only another point we shall at present advert
to. An attempt is sometimes made to induce the work-
ing classes to believs that they are worse remunerated
now than in former times, because they are paid at a
lower rate for a given quantity of work than formerly g

and because manufactured goods are much cheaper than
they were. But this arises from two very well known
causes the great reduction of the price of the raw mate-
rial, aud the amasing improvement of our machinery',

which enables an immensely larger quantity of work to
be executed now than formerly, with the same labour.

For example, cotton wool la only about one-third of the
price it was no more than twenty years ago. In 1788,
the sale price of cotton yarn. No. 100, was 38s. ; in 1794,
15s. ; in 1807, 8s* 04. ; in 1832, 2s. 1 Id. ; and we believe it

is still lower at present. Then, as to the improvement*
in machinery. In 1786, the expense of spinning a pound
of No. 100, cotton yarn, was 10s. ; in 1700, 4s. ; in 1793,
2s. 6d. ; in 1826, 6}d.. All these reductions followed on
new inventions in machinery, and the spinner positively

earns more money at 6}d. than when the price was 10a.

We hope we have now said enough to convince every one
who is not determined before-hand not to be convinced,

that there never was a more groundless, and, as we firmly

believe, a more dishonest argument set up than that the

working classes would derive no benefit from the repeal

of the accursed Starvation Laws, (for the preventing the

import of foreign grain ia bat one of the innumerable

evils they occasion,) because wages would fall in propor-

tion to the fall of prices Such an argument, if so it can

be called, so far from being true, or having the least

foundation in truth, is contrary to the uniform experience

of mankind in every country and in every age.

THE GALLOWS IN CANADA.—* PIRATES"
AND « PATRIOTS."

M Hebeilion lay In their way—and they found If—Foist ff.

While packet after packet continues to inform us

that blood still flows on the scaffolds of Canada, it

does appear somewhat unaccountable that, in this land

of benevolence—in this land whose philanthropists t€ sur.

vey mankind from China to Peru," in search of objecti

for their compassion and protection—only two member!

of the Scottish press, and not one public meeting through,

out all Britain, should have hinted disapproval ! The exoi

cution ofa murderer at home would draw more attention

and excite more compassion than does the ignominioui

death of scores of men, for an offence which, in certain cir-

cumstances, is a duty and a virtue—a crime, the commit,

sionof which is Washington's gloryand Sydney’s renown

!

One Whig journal, in the north of Scotland, calla fig

u signal and sanguinary punishment!" another, in Rdin.

burgh, u dares any man to deny" that these hangings an
u essential to the stability of society !" and all the papery

Whig, Tory, and Radical, teem with each phrases as “ pi

rates," “ murderers," applied to the Canadian rebels, and

their allies from the States. Their unanimity is, indeed)

wonderful. Can absolutely nothing be said in palliation

of the offence of these men f Can there not be preferred
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<mi reusnsble pica for mercy f—We shall attempt to say

•saethiaf in palliation, if not in justification, and ventnre

to hint a fear doubts of the justice, as well as the policy,

of tkese sanguinary punishments.

It need not be said, at this time of day, that there are

circumstances in which submission to a government be-

ts®®* a crime and resistance a virtue. Swift, a Tory,

sad far indeed from either “ theorist ** or enthusiast,

mp—“As to what is called a revolution principle, my
opinion is this—that, whenever those evils which usually

tftend and follow a change of government would not, in

sd probability, be eo pernicious as the grievances we suffer

tnder present power, then the public good will justify

•sefa a revolution.** Whether or not the Canadian re.

tellkm was justifiable on these grounds, they themselves

are the best judges. That Canada, of older settlement

and with a better soil, presents such a miserable contrast

tt the southern shores of the Lakes and the 8t Lawrence,

canonly be accounted for by ascribing it to misgovernment.

Mr» Jameson (the most recent traveller there, and no

ftToorer of the insurgents) says—“ On one side is all the

beetle of prosperity and commerce, and on the other side

til the symptoms of apathy, indolence, mistrust, helpless-

scss. . . . . There must be a cause for it surely*

.... Can you send some of our colonial officials

Gtrw the Atlantic, to behold and solve the difficulty."

Speaking of Sandwich, the principal place in the western

district, and a county town with 400 inhabitants, she

nys—“ The Appearance of the place and people, so dif-

ferent from all I had left on the other side, made me
sdaacholy. What is the reason that allflourishes there,

tad all languishes here 9
n Colonel Prince, M-P.P. for and

proprietorof this wretched placeof Sandwich, (thesamehu*

naae conqueror who shot his prisoners in cold blood after

the recent skirmish near his village,) in a speech to the

U. C. House of Assembly, said, that ll countless numbers

•f emigrants passed during the summer [1836 J through

Canada to the western part of the United States, and none

amid be prevailed on to stop and settle in these provinces,

thongh the soil and all other natural advantages are con.

hardly greater, and the distance saved from 600 to 700

Bile*.* The number which passed that year was

200,000. This was before the rebellion.

Again, the Canadians were a conquered people—they

vm made over to Britain against their will, as Poland

ws to Russia ; and a conquered people have a right to

Rktse themselves when they are able. Scotland was a

conquered country when Wallace turned rebel. But what

recall patriotism in Poland is piracy in Canada. Had
Ten Shultz—the gallant Pole whom we have hanged at

Imgeton—fallen when he fought at Warsaw, a short

tone ago, some future Campbell might, perhaps, have

skhed him into immortal verse ; and yet, it does not

ifpear very clearly why, if the rising at Warsaw was

patriotism, that at Montreal should be “ bese and bloody

iawnrectkm.” Had the Americans been unsuccessful

ra their rebellion, we must, by the same right, have

hnged Kosciusko, who fought on their side. Kosciusko

buged by the countrymen of Campbell 1

Sail farther, an immense majority of the people wished

a change qf Government

;

and, when that is the case,

they have a right to obtain it. Milton, on this subject,

lays down the sentiment of a freeman—a sentiment

deathless as his own renown “ The people, as oft «s

they shall jndge fit for the best, may either choose a

king or reject him, retain him or depose* him, though

o tyrant, merely by the liberty and right of frec-bron

109

men to be governed as seems to them best,** That a

majority of the people of Canada thirsted for a change of

government appears even from Lord Durham's “Re-
port ;** and It is evidenced by the fact that, in Upper

Canada, the tf Radicals,’* whose known object was sepa-

ration from the mother country, had a sweeping majority

in the House of Assembly, till unconstitutionallyswamped
by Sir P. Head, in 1836, as admitted in Lord Durham’s
“ Report that they had this majority in the Assembly of

Lower Canada till the very last; that Papincau was, for

a long period, and till the outbreak, Speaker of the last-

named body; and that W. L. Mackenzie was an M.P.P,

and Mayor of the metropolis of Upper Canada. The

fact is admitted even by those most bitterly hostile to the

Canadians. The Montreal correspondent of The London

Standard, in The Standard of the 5th February, says:

—

“ The Canadians will never be quiet till their majority is

annihilated. .... They are at this moment ripe

for revolt, and would rise in arms to a man, if they had

any prospect of success.**

Besides all this, the Canadians were, probably, in-

fluenced by the precedent they had for their rising iu the

much-bepraised Revolution of their flourishing neighbours

It does not seem astonishing that they should think the

cases parallel. Wherein lies the difference ? The

present Uuited States rebelled against the claim of

the mother country to tax them without their consent.

The Canadas were by this claim equally affected. The
“ Congress,” at Philadelphia, before the commencement

of the struggle, sent an address to the inhabitants of “ the

province of Quebec,” asking their co-operation. This

call was not responded to, and the Canadians—the Pa-

pist, the French Canadians—remained loyal, whilo the

Protestant and British part of America rose in arms. The

malcontents were supported by the Whigs at home, then, &
a Parliamentary party, numbering much about the same

as the party who favour the Canadians in the present

Parliament. Chatham warned the Government, that it

was going to war with three millions of Whigs on the

other side of the Atlantic. The number who supported him

on the first division was eighteen / Who knows but that,

if the Whigs had been out of office now

,

they might have

chosen the better part of their progenitors ? But, alas for

their Chatham !—The Americans conquered—Chatham,

Washington, Franklin, are household words over all the

earth. Such were the circumstances of the American

rebellion—what were those of the Canadian ? Shortly

this :—The Canadian constitution gave to the House of

Assembly the power of stopping the supplies raised by the

taxation of the province for the payment of the colonial

officials. In the exercise of this unquestioned right, after

many years of memorialising against their grievances,

they stopped the supplies ; and the British Government

passed a coercion act, which authorised the Executive to

take the moneyforcibly from the chests. The Americana

were taxed without theirconseut—the Canadians were al-

lowed to tax themselves, and then had the money taken

from them, and applied to a purpose for which they had

refused it. The Americans rose against a claim in making

whichtbe Government violated no fepo/compact—the Can-

adians rose against an infringement, by the Government,

of their guaranteed constitution. Can it be made level

to plain understandings, why, if the Americans did right,

the Canadians did wrong t—why the former are “ Pa-

triots,” and the latter “ Pirates ?” But let us not forget

that, nine-and-sixty years ago, the American “ Patriots”

were as much vilified as the Canadian Pirates” are
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now ! Not one term, not only ofreproach, but ofcontempt,

now heaped on the latter, but haa its fellow, not merely in

the common ran of the writings of the pamphleteers and
journalists of the time, but in the sage inditinga of the

ery incarnation of sagacity—Samuel Johnson!

Now, one word for the Sympathizers; for it may
be said, that what defends the resident Canadians does

not palliate their conduct. Perhaps, indeed, the Sympa-
thizers had better hare staid at home. It may be doubted

if much good to liberty erer accrued from foreign inter-

ference. But why all this vituperation of the American
Sympathizers alone ? Let us be consistent, and condemn
all Sympathizers alike. What was Colonel Evans in

Spain but a Sympathizer—ay, and a Sympathizer who
probably had his sympathy awakened, at least pretty

considerably quickened, by the promise of good pay, and

a handsome sum cash down ? What was Lord Byron in

Greece but a Sympathizer ? What Lafayette and Kosci-

usko in the American Revolutionary war ? As mnch
right as Evans had in Spain, so much right had Von
Shultz in Canada. Why should we knight Evans,

and hang Von Shultz ? Von Shultz embraced a des-

perate cause without fee or reward, and set his life

upon a cast ; Evans took what seemed the stronger

side, and stipulated for his reward in hard Spanish-

dollars. The first was hanged—the latter knighted !

* O world, thy slippery tricks !** One would think that

the different fates of these Sympathizers were propheti-

cally alluded to by Byron. Hear the noble Sympathizer

addressing his brethren

!

•« When a man hath no freedom to fight for at home.
Let him combat for that of his neighbours

;

Let him think ofthe glories of Greece and of Rome,
And get knock’d on the head for his labours.

To do good to mankind is the chivalrous plan.

And Is always as nobly requited

:

Then combat for freedom wherever you can,
And, if not shot or bang’d, you’ll get knighted.*

Though this be said lightly, it contains bitter truth.

Why should we vilify Cabrera, and pass by Arthur ?

Why turn up our eyes in horror at the doings at Durango,

and applaud or disregard those at Toronto ? In the eye

of justice, the guilt is the same of the Spanish General and

the British Governor. They are undr r the same category

Legionites and Sympathizers !—Cabrera and Arthur I

—Durango and Toronto

!

But, if none of all this can either palliate or justify,

may it not be doubted if the present sanguinary measures

serve any good purpose P Is the ignominious death of so

many men, among friends and neighbours who, more or

less, sympathize in their crime, not more likely to exas-

perate than to deter ? The first execution in Canada

(last spring), was that of Mr Lount, M.P.P. for Simcoe

county; and, in a few short months, his son appears in

the situation of “ Military Secretary** to one of the late

foolhardy attempts !
u Bequeathed from bleeding sire

to son !** Dr Theller, who lately escaped from the cita-

del of Quebec, from whence he was to be taken to the

gallows, was, when the last accounts left, actively getting

together men for another rising. At the first outbreak

this winter, the insurgents said, in their proclamation,

they rose 44 to revenge the blood of Lount, and Mathews,

and Morreau.'* Confiscated fortunes and desolated

hearths—the gallows and the torch—do not cause inac-

tive despondency, but headlong despair

—

** What though the field be lo«t.

All U not lott!—the unconquerable will

And study ol revenge, immortal hate,

And courage never to submit or yield."—
During the vet y time that these executions are going

on, do we not hear of mad attempts at insurrection al-

most in sight of the gallows which Sir John Colborne

has erected, in terrorem
,
for the dispatch offorty persons

at once ? Surely a life-long exile to a penal colony, as

it would more than expiate their own crimes, might mors

effectually deter others from after attempts. This is cer-

tainly no slight punishment to such men as many of the

rebels are; for even the one-sided press of Canada admits

that manymen ofproperty and character are involved in the

rebellion; and though theLondon papers say that rheCana-

dian prisoners now in Milbank are all of the lowest

order of society, such is not the fact—we happen to be

aware that one of them, at least, is a young Scottish gen-

tleman, a gentleman by birth and accomplishments.

But yet, not one of our religious denominations—not

one of our societies for tbe abolition of capital punish,

ments—has sent out a single petition for mercy ! We
have a society of the latter kind in Edinburgh, which
gets up petitions even in the less heinous cases of

murder—but not a word have they uttered, even to ask

that these Canadians might pay the penaltyof their crime
(or their too generous bravery ?) by a life of bondage,

rather than a death of infamy ! Where are our Wig-
hams, and Erskines, and Grevilles? Is their philan-

thropy, which protects thieves and murderers at home,
not expansive enough to include rebels across the Atlan-

tic ? Is intercession for the first, religious duty—/or ths

latter, politics ? Is their Whiggery stronger than their

benevolence ?

Some people are generous at the expense of tbeir neigh*

boars—it looks as if we were determined that our mercy
and pity should cost us nothing. We pity the Poles at

tbe expense of the Russians, the Greeks at the expense

of the Turks; but, to shew mercy to the Canadians

might cost us. we think, “ a valuable colony* We had

better be merciful while we are yet strong. Though no

poet*s lay consecrate the struggle—though the fall of

hardy backwoodsmen in Canadian swamps and on Cana-

dian gallows-tree—may not draw the romantic sympathy
which flowed so freely for those who fell on the walls of

Missolonghi, or on M Prague's proud arch though

hundreds of nameless Kosciusko's may fall tinhonoured

and unsung—yet is their cause not the less the cause of

justice, nor its success yet altogether hopeless. Let not

oar present revenge be too cruel, nor our Io P&ant
yet too loud

—

— ** Vain is the vaunt, and victory unjust.
That more to mighty hands than righteous cause doth trust!”

Let us not think alone of the blunders and braggadocio

of (heir leaders, and their present miserable failure :—the

American war raged through eight hot campaigns. Let

us beware of contemning where we may yet have to suc-

cumb -remember Johnson's contemptuous scorn of ths

Americans—remember Canning's sneers at their “ bits of

bunting." Let us make sure that the obloquy we so

liberally pour forth is neither unjust nor premature:—
Johnson called Washington and his compatriots, (i incen-

diaries who wished to rob in the tumults of a conflagra-

tion.’* Though the odds may seem desperate; yet, if the

Canadians “ have their quarrel just"—if tbeir cause be

the cause of freedom, and if they maintain it like free-

men—not contempt, not defeat, not obloquy, not the

sanguinary promptitude of Arthur, not Colborne, with

his forty-hangman power—can prevent its ultimate

triumph. Time will do justice to all : to the nation

which was oppressed—to the government which oppressed

—to the British people who callously looked on ; aod

let those now on their way to bondage and exile, though

they think they now see their cause given up to disaster

and defeat, and themselves to calumny and disgrace, draw
comfort and hope from the assurance which supported

the Scottish “ rebels" two centuries ago :—“ Truth is the

daughter of Time ; and although Calumnie oft starteth

first, and runneth before, yet Veritie foliovveth her at ths

heels 1”

PARLIAMENT.
Parliament has again commenced its sittings, at the

usual time, with the usual piece of pageantry, and with

a Speech, as usual, devoid of meaning. How long is the

highest personage of these realms to be used as a mere
puppet—a mere mouth-piece of the aristocracy—one of

their appendages, to be retained for show on state days,

but to be kept devoid of any real power, even of that

which the Constitution gives in terms the most explicit,

the right of deliberating on and rejecting any bill pre-

sented to the Crown f What a mockery must that Con-
stitution—that gloriously incomprehensible three-legged

stool of Blackstone and De Lolme—be, when one of tbe

estates of the realm has been, if not de jure,
yet de facto

exauctorated—when upwards of a century has elapsed

since the monarch has been permitted to exercise ths

undoubted rights belonging to the regal office. It is fall
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tine, bow, after one of the essential prerogatives of the
Crown has so Jong been trampled under the foot of our
unprincipled aristocracy, that the mockery—insulting, as
aow conducted, alike to the sovereign and the people

—

tf a Speech from the Throne at the opening of Parlia-
sent, should be dispensed with. Insult ought no longer
ts be permitted to be added to injury. Who, in ordinary
hfci and in the daily management of his own concerns,
bewever trifling, would allow himself to be subjected to

inch an intolerable piece of tyranny as to be compelled to

repeat by rote, as his own, sentiments which he possibly
B9« only never entertained, hut which he may thronghout
Eft have uniformly held in contempt, if not abhorrence ?

Who in ordinary life would submit to have dictated to

bim twice a-year, speeches to be delivered as his own,
slieh, though utterly destitute of information, argu-
nmt, or eloquence, were yet so incuriously, and, by so
rotward an apprentice in the use of language, put
tspther, as to have two dozen of “ Ts,” and one dozen of
b nyY* congregated in an equal number of lines !

As to the intentions of Ministry—as to their schemes
fcr keeping hold of office during the session—we may
«t, we believe, with safety, in the words of Doctor
Johosoo, that, “as nothing has been derided, nothing
can be known/* That they are ready to do everything
fet relinquish their salaries, there is but one opinion.
What their conduct on the most vital question that ever
one under the consideration of any Ministry, in the
jnweot crisis of the country—the Corn-Laws— will be,

** wed not speculate upon : it is developing while we
vt writing. Lord Melbourne says, Corn-Laws have
ilstTS been, with the Whigs, since they came into power,
u epen question—a statement which has been, without
f&l&cation and without contradiction, denied by one
who had, at least, had as good an opportunity of
browing the fact. But what sort of a Cabinet is it

that tolerates open questions ? When the Sovereign ap-
points, when the people pay for their servants, the Mini-
*«*, it is, we imagine, expected that they are to do
MKthing ; and what can it be fordoing, but those things
riich the master and payers cannot conveniently do
fcmselves ? One of these things, for example, is to de-

cide questions which the people, from their time being

*f»ged in other occupations, from want of authentic

hta, from want of previous study of such matters, cannot
«ile satisfactorily for themselves. Government includes

*i >ti very notion that, not of opening but of closing

fatstums, of deciding and not of discussing, of acting and
tot of talking. An open-question Cabinet is no Cabinet
v sll; it is unfit for the only work for which it is hired

—

deciding and acting
;
and the sooner it is turned to the

Cfbt about, to make way for men of energy and decision

who have made up their minds, or who, at least,

** capable of quickly making up their minds on every

^sntioo which harasses and distracts the Empire, and of

tetifig without fear and without favour on the decision

fey have conacientiously come to—the better, not only
far the country, bnt for itself. Let us figure to ourselves

ta epen question in a court of law. Bad as these courts

we, they have never gone the length of not deciding at all,

Seppeie two parties were to claim an estate, and the

declared the question of right “ open,’* who would
fit the estate? Would there not be a complaint to the

Cmra, and a petition that the judges should be turned

«€ for incapacity ? Suppose a jury left it “ open” whether

were guilty or innocent, what would be thought,

mart especially in that country where it is a fixed

pimple, that, unless the whole twelve be unanimous,
tbc natter has not been sufficiently discussed among them,
tod where, to punish their indolence or obstinacy, they arc

kqt without meat or drink till they discover the truth,

wd prove they have done so by coming to an unanimous
TinikL As we are not inclined to extreme measures

*boe milder will serve the purpose, we recommend this

tome in future ;—viz, that, whenever a question is found
to be * open,” the Cabinet Ministers be shut up like the

Coadave of the Cardinals when a Pope is to be elected,

*ad kept from all intercourse, either with their Royal
Miami or with society, until the “open** question is

toadeadosed one.

Phagophobia, a New Disease.—A large propor-

tion of the people of this country are at this moment
under an apprehension, or rather a disease, which we do

not believe ever existed in any other country at any pe-

riod of the history of the human race. It is of so refined

a description, though concerning a very vulgar matter-
eating and drinking—that no man whose intellect has

not been puzzled by a long course of mysticism, could by
any means be made to comprehend the grounds or nature

of it We have it from the best authority that we are

positively in extreme peril of being inundated—perhaps it

is meant—choked, with cheap food by foreigners; not

food poisoned with deadly nightshade, such as ’our an-

cestors sometimes served up to their foreign invaders,

but good, wholesome loaves of wheat ; legs of mutton
and lamb, raw, roasted, and boiled ; sides of beef ;

pork,

hams, Dutch butter, Swiss cheese ; and, in short, in culi-

nary phrase, all the delicacies of the season. Then we
are to have wine, brandy, and gin at discretion. Thank
God, no one has yet told ns that we are to get all these

good things absolutely for nothing; foreigners, it is

thought, may still be prevailed on to take something for

them, though many wise heads are satisfied that no sort

of persuasion will ever induce them to take anything like

a half of what they at present cost among ourselves.

But, although there is no immediate danger of our

being fed for nothing by foreigners, those who have

been abroad are confident that to that consumma-
tion matters must soon arrive. When it does happen,

matters will be in a pretty state. Only think of

a nation of well-fed gentlemen, having nothing earthly to

do or think of, but run after foxes the whole year—for

there will be no crops to stop the sport all the summer
as at present ; to shoot, gamble, skate, curl, eat, drink,

and be merry ! Only imagine a Marquis of Waterford

in every parish—and there will be a dozen at least—and
consider, what will watchmen's skulls, knockers, and
bell -handles be worth ! Not one night's purchase, cer-

tainly. How long will Muntz keep his beard P Not
one week. Where will be the cabman not bribed to

drink himself to death, or the “Boots” whose face will not

be constantly blackened with his own brushes ? But we
forgot: there will be no watchmen to knock down, cab-

men to fill drunk, boots’ faces to blacken—because trciy

one will be a gentleman ; and there will be no suih
thing as a patriot's beard, for there will be nothing to agi-

tate for . It is plain, whenever matters come to this pass,

we must beg permission of foreigners to be allowed to

hunt their foxes, shoot their game, knock down their

policemen, shave their patriots, and so on ; for there will

not be employment in this country for one half of us in

these important occupations. But, objects the patriot

starving on sixpence a-day, and who never was proprietor

of a wholesome leg of mutton in his life-time, “ What
will become of landlords, and what of rents ?” Never
fear, friend—wc will be all landlords ; the whole world

will be our estate, to provide us with food; we will not

be troubled with bankrupt tenants and arrears of rent—
for there will be no rents, they will be neither asked

nor given, because there will be no need for them,

and nobody will be the worse for their non-existence.

Not you, the sixpenny patriot, who never had any to

receive, nor the tenant who has to pay them, nor yet

the landlord who will not require them. We will be in

precisely the same condition as they are in in the land < f
Cockaigne, where the trees have dollars instead of leaves,

and loaves of bread instead of seeds ; where the earth is

moistened with wine instead of water ; where the pigs

run about ready roasted, with hot potatoes in their

mouths, and knives and forks stuck in their backs, and,

instead of the inharmonious grunt which they at present

have with us, whisper to the passengers, in the most in-

sinuating manner, “ Come eat me.**

SCOTLAND.
Court of Session.—We believe we were the first to

point oat, nearly seven years ago, that the business of ».he

Court of Session was in a state of rapid decline. Our
statements were regarded, at first, with incredulity, and
afterwards with surprise, as no one seemed to have sus-

pected that, while the wealth and population of the coun-
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y had been increasing so rapidly for the last forty years,

t ! te business of the Supreme Civil Court of the kingdom
had been progressively falling off during that time. The
decline has, however, been proceeding, year after year,

riuce we first published our statement ; and matters are

1 ow in such a state, that, among the most observant, an
opinion begins very generally to prevail, that the time is

i>ot far distant when the Court will, or at least ought to

he reduced to a court of review of the decisions of the

Sheriffs, and consisting of a single chamber of three or

Jour judges. It is a little remarkable, therefore, that

the present time should be chosen for bringing a bill into

Parliament for increasing the salaries and retired allow-

ances of the judges—these salaries and allowances having

been fixed in 1808 and 1810, when every article of con-

sumption, taxation, house rents, &c., were nearly one-

half higher than they are at present. The increase of the

retiring allowance from three-fourths to full salary is

evidently a bait held out to the old judges to retire, in

order that the vacancies may be filled up as long as the

present Ministry continues in office; but where three or

four Whig lawyers worthy of promotion to the Bench
;ire to be found, will, we suspect, exceedingly puzzle the

Home Secretary to discover. We trust that the Whigs
will at length t>hew that the administration of justice in

Scotland is not forever to be sacrificed to party purposes.

The weak state of the bar, and, perhaps, the declension

of the Court in public favour, has arisen from the Tories,

during their long misrule, promoting none but their own
partisans to the Beticli. Nobody complained of this so

loudly as the Whigs themselves; but they have hitherto

scrupulously copied the example set them. They cannot

do so longer with decency ; for, if three or four vacan-

cies occur, at least two of them should be given to Tory
lawyers, for they are best entitled to it, from their ex-

perience, talent, and knowledge of the law. But we hope

that, before the House of Commons agrees to any addi-

tion to the salaries and retired allowances, they will make
an investigation, whether there is any need for so many
as thirteen judges. We have long maintained—as was
indeed the opinion of the most eminent lawyers of the

time—that the division of the Court into two divisions,

in 1808, was a most injudicious step. It has led to no-

thing but contradictory decisions, delay, and annoyance
to the suitors, advocates, and agents ; for, so far from ex-

pediting business—the only ground on which the altera-

tion was advocated— it has led to the reverse, owing to

the continual jostlings of two courts, of co-ordinate juris-

diction and having the same body of practitioners, con-

stantly sitting at the same moment. The Court only sits

114 days in the year, and the Chambers of the Inner-

House very frequently not more than an hour a-day

;

and we are convinced that, were one of these chambers

to sit only an additional hour a-day— 1 1 4 hours in the

year—it would get through more business, and in a much
more satisfactory manner, than both do at present. We
therefore recommend to the Whig Government, which,

on originally assuming office, professed to rule without

patronage, to abolish the Inner-House of the Second Divi-

sion, by which £13,000 or £14,000 a-year will be

saved to the public, and the efficiency of the Court
improved. This will he a real saving—not a saving like

those which have been made of late years, which will not

come into operation for twenty years to come. The Lord
Advocate, in enumerating the Courts which have of late

years been abolished, (some of them, we think, very in-

judiciously,) and offices reduced, and in summing up the

salaries saved, kept entirely out of view the compensa-
tions which are paid to the judges and clerks deprived of

office, by which it happens that, instead of a present

saving to the public by the reduction, there is in reality

an additional burden created, which will terminate only
with the lives of the existing generation. In illustration

of this system, which has never been exposed, we will

give an instance. The office of Extractor in the Court
of Session has been abolished, and the business put on a
new footing. There were formerly four Extractors and
eight clerks, drawing altogether about*£2000 a-year,

By the new regulation, there are one Principal and one
Assistant Extractor, with salaries of £500 and £300 ;

and, instead of £320 for writing .clerks, we will suppose

that that head of expenditure will be reduced to £200.

There is, no doubt, in this alteration, at first sight,a saving

of £1000 a-year ; but let us bring tbe compensations into

operation. They are not yet fixed ; but we believe we

can guess pretty nearly what they will be:

—

Two superannuated Extractors, £250 each, £500 0 0

Eight clerks dismissed, £50 each, . 400 0 0

Two Extractors who have been appointed to

offices of smaller emolument, £75 each, 150 0 0

£1050 0 0

And perhaps might be added to this, £300 for compensa-

tion to the present principal Extractor, who formerly held

an office worth £800 a-year. It will thus be seen how

fallacious is any statement of saving by reduction of

offices, while compensations are kept out of view. Why
every one who has once fingered public money should

henceforth, during life, be kept by the public, is a matter

that has always transcended our weak understandings;

but so it is, and so we presume it must be, until some

honest Ministry will carry into execution an old threat

of Sir Robert Peel, to bring in a bill declaring that no

one who is appointed to any office in a court of law shall

have a vested interest therein, but be removable at plea,

sure, without any claim to compensation.

Supposing the bill for giving the Judges full salary

after fifteen years’ Bervice is passed, it will he curious to

observe which of the Judges will take advantage of iu

The four to whom the bait is held out are well known.

Now, two, if not three of them, are men of independent

fortune ; and the retiring allowance of the fourth, under

the existing lcue
f

is no less than £3125 a-year. All that

the two Judges of independent fortune—one a bachelor

—

would require to give up, is £500 a-year, they being at

present entitled to three-fourths of their salaries. Yet

rather than resign this fourth part of their official income,

and probably an eighth or tenth part of their real in-

comes, the one is content to do all the dnties of President

of the Court at the age of nearly ninety, after having

been no less than forty-six years a Supreme Judge, and

almost three quarters of a century having elapsed sin«

he was called to the bar. It has indeed been stated il

Parliament, that he is so weak that it is absolutely neres.

sary to support him by three men when he is deliverinj

judgment. The other clings to office after experiencinj

one of the severest afflictions to which mankind are sub.

ject. The Judge* have often told ns of the laborious natun

of their duties. We have here a simple fact worth twenty

speeches. In what other line of life would men, broket

down with years or disease, not accept of three-fourthi

of their salaries, and retire from their labours, even sup

posing that they had no other means of subsistence

What other inference can be drawn, whatever may b

held out about tbe laborious duties of the Judges, aui

whatever extent of work is pretended to be shewn by Pal

liamentary returns, (and we know how these returns hav

been concocted,) than that, after all, the 114 days’ attend

ance, at least iu the Inner-House, is little more than a

amusement ?

AGRICULTURE.
A much larger breadth of wheat than nsnal has bee

sown in all parts of the kingdom, under the most favoui

able circumstances ; and, owing to the mildness of tl

winter, it is forward and healthy in its appearanc

Notwithstanding the agitation for the repeal of the Con
Laws, we are happy to say that the demand for forms

steadily on the increase, and rents are rapidly risin

We have it from information on which we place tl

most perfect reliance, that, for one farm in the eastei

part of Berwickshire, let within these few weeks, the

were upwards of thirty competitors
;
that, for one of tl

best farms in Roxburghshire, which was rented

£1600—on a lease, as we understand it, of the ordinal

endurance—£2850, or, by other accounts, £2750, ha

been given by a most respectable tenant, on a nineteen

years' lease ; and that, for another form in the neighbou

hood of Jedburgh, which the tenant threw up as not wor
the rent of £200 a.year, £260 was obtained, within tl

month. €< Bead nimium
,
si sua bona noruni agricola.
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Hovxtxe the present Session of Parliament may close—if it ever come to a natural close—it opens singularly

awoffe. The personages who perform the principal parts more to gingerly, are to afraid of committing themselres and

oftaking a false step, that no one can affirm more about them than that they are cautiously groping their way, them-

mirm in the dark as to what a day may bring forth, and steady to nothing save the determination Never to resign.

Up to the moment at which we write, the Government, we fully believe, have not resolved on the course they are

n take with the most pressing questions of the day—the Corn-Law abolition, and the pacification of Canada. Acci-

&t must, as usual, shape the course of men who have not, so far at the world is aware, any one fixed or guiding

principle.

We are not without considerable apprehension that they will, from discerning the trim of 8ir Robert Peel, and
fit tack on which he lies, pluck up courage to resist the leading of evidence at the Bar of the House on the subject of

Corn-Laws and Manufactures. Before this sheet is abroad, that point will be determined one way or the other, and

w can barely anticipate anything so glaringly indecent as the opposition of the so-called representatives of the

People to the earnest prayers of the starving People, only that evidence may be heard ; that the truth may be elicited

ad lifted on a subject affecting the vital interests and prospects of the empire, and coming painfully home at this

merit to the household of every industrious family in it—for what is the mere handful of the aristocracy in the

fwstkm of food and of national industry ?

To eome to the point s—If the petitions of the Corn-Tax payers are either scouted, or civilly shelved, by those who
topsse arid profit by the tax, we would urge upon the Delegates not to lose an hour in leading Evidence themselves,

with the concurrence and assistance of as many Members of Parliament as choose to support them ; and to publish it

fnm day to day, through the newspapers and every possible channel, to every comer of the empire. Their Report

vifl excite universal interest
;
and, in the extraordinary circumstances, command as much attention as if inning

fnm that House which shuts its doors against them. Too little has been hitherto heard of the proceedings of the

Delegate*—.they make too little noise ; but their proceedings hitherto may be viewed as only preparatory, and aa

veitiag the fiat of Parliament. The nation also waits, in the assurance that if it become necessary they will make
tlme lves be heard ; and assuredly they will be responded to. The circumstance to be lamented at this moment,
tom all others, is the very mistaken tactics of the Chartists. Not their final objects—not their

pmriplea—are objectionable ; but the wrong-headedness which keeps them aloof, if not detrimental, when a common
ekjm is to be carried, and that with no loss to their cause. The contemporaneous sitting of two rival, and, we fear,

lesrile bodies of popular delegates, by more distinctly tracing the broadening line of demarcation between the great

n— of the people and the middle class, fills every reflecting Reformer with grief. It is the worst new symptom of

tto social progress, the bitterest fruit of the Reform Bill. The Corn-Law delegates would appear to hold aloof

k— the Chartist delegates, in disdain of their ignorance and wrong-headedness ; and the latter seem to scowl back

fafianc^ Are there no catholic-spirited men among the Corn-Law delegates—such men as Kbeneser Elliott—to

pnist, day after day, in the attempt to dispel this fatal delusion, and heal that widening breach, of which the enemy
both parties will inevitably take advantage ? The tone assumed by some of the Corn-Law abolition advocates to

fie Chartists, is, instead of wise and conciliating, absolutely insulting and irritating, as if intended to estrange them
till farther. They are not assailed by arguments and persuasion, but by scoffing and ridicule. That they are the

nrj same class whose generous self-sacrifices during the Reform straggle, and until every hope of good by the Reform

HU bad vanished, it were as ungrateful as unwise to forget Would they only act in the same magnanimous man-
xr tor a few critical months longer, the whole community would have cause to exult in cheap food and returning

Maaerrial prosperity, while their particular object would be incalculably forwarded. Cheap food would enable many
—king men to become householders ; bud it is through Household Suffrage that Universal Suffrage is to be safely

ntsiaed, with all the other rights demanded by the Chartists. We almost despair of seeing this lamentable

tosude, more lamentable in its cause, surmounted. The Tories exult in the estrangement and hostility between the

boer and middle-class Radicals
; and a considerable section of middle-class Reformers, stanch on the subject of

Cun-Laws, contemptuously think they can carry their measure without the help of the working-classes, which, to

Vi the truth, they would be glad to be able to dispense with on many occasions.

It is, we fear, idle to repeat to those determined to shut their ears, that cheap food would form a powerful instru-

ia procuring a greatly extended suffrage, which must in turn lead on in that right direction in which all true

«i an moving; differing, not even about the rats of speed, but about the stones and blocks to be first

n—vtd out of the path. How we should rejoice to see a deputation ef the Chartists taks the first step, and go to

fit Corn-Law delegates, saying—“ To our constituents and yours cheap food is equally dssirable : the juncture is

ifvlarly favourable, and not to be neglected. We will neither forego one jot, nor for a moment lose sight of

nr own peculiar object ; but, in the meanwhile, we will, heart and hand, co-operate with yon for yours, which is also

nm It shall not be said that the popular delegates of the English people have for one day stepped between them

ad the chance of immediate redress, in so vital a matter as their daily breed.”

Next in importance, though at an immeasurable distance, comes the question of the settlement of Canada, which
at present, by some general conglomeration, appears to be viewed as identical with Lord Durham. His Lordship has

bad the good sense and good taste not to mix up his personal wrongs, real and imaginary, or his petty resentments,

with his suggestions for the pacification of Canada. He has recovered his temper in the meanwhile, and acted on our

advice* so tor as to my nothing about the past. He may recover his political principles, those which he disclaimed on
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his return from Russia, and up to the moment that his famous Ordinance was disallowed ; but, of all the cautious

and gingerly movements of public men, those of Lord Durham, the temper of the individual considered, aro the

most gingerly. For what high destiny, to be achieved by what extraordinary means, is his Lordship secretly nurs-

ing himself ? Let his clique say for his late adulators begin to wonder and question.* Three-and-twenty years ago,

his Lordship, it appears, was favourable to a modification of the Corn-Laws, though he has been silent on the subject

during the long interval. We trust he is stanch now to the total repeal of every tax—every restriction on food. Hia

individual interests point strongly this way, which is always a favourable circumstance when ordinary men and

motives are concerned ; though far be it from us to judge his Lordship by the vulgar rules applicable to ordinary men.

One present source of consolation is, that so experienced a man as the Duke of Wellington does not appear to con-

sider the mincing, cinque-pace of official men and political leaders the true measure of that grand Movement which is

sweeping all forward. The clear-headed, far-seeing old campaigner seems still afraid to lend a hand at ousting

the Whigs, lest what he considers worse shall come of it This is so far gratifying. But what are the Tory party

to think or to do, if the wary Duke persist in following the same course in the present Session which he has done in

the last two ;
critically interposing, in the hour of deadly peril, for the protection of the eminently lucky Favourite

;

oneof whose most fortunate accidents is the position of the Duke ; who, too old for the leader in active service, falls

back upon the new, if not constitutional office of Supreme Umpire between parties ? The Duke of Wellington has

more real influence, though indirectly, in the Cabinet, than if the Tories were in power. They might afford to

shew something like independence. But how do the Tories like the continuance of this state of things ? Do they

confess, with the Duke, the weakness of their party, or do they begin to grumble at the “ Fabian policy*
9 of their

great chief ? One or the other they must do.

The intrigue to get rid of Lord Glenelg, we pointed out at the close of last Session. It ramified on Ireland then,

and it would have been carried farther long before this time, had the strength of the Premier in Parliament been equal

te his null, and to his ascendancy at Court. But Lord Melbourne, notwithstanding the accession of the author of Yea

and No,** cannot yet afford to expel the Finality Secretary, endeared to the Tories by his declarations against Reform,

and to the whole aristocracy by his ardent support of the system of legalized plunder perpetrated through the Food-tax.

Tbers was, as we foretold last autumn, a set purpose of sacrificing Lord Glenelg; partly as the scapegoat for Minis-

terial unpopularity, but more to strengthen the Premier in a Cabinet which, wanting Glenelg, would have included one

honest man the less. It has, however, so chanced, by Lord Melbourne's usual good luck, that, in this last piece of

characteristic thimble-riggery, two birds have been hit by one stone. Lord Glenelg is got rid of, having left few abler,

and certainly not one honester man behind him ; and the raven down of Lord Durham's wrath may perhaps be

somewhat smoothed by the sacrifice. Lord Glenelg, in the arrangement of the Cabinet, was thrust into the most

onerous and invidious office of the State ; crippled in power, circumvented in action, and, we can make no ques-

tion, very ill-informed on matters that would indeed require the study of an official life, and the farther

advantage of long practical acquaintance with the business details of the colonies. Really it would be much
better in the present state of things, that the high families of Whigs and Tories should come to an understanding

to take the government in turn, on a lease of seven or ten years each, than this perpetual changing of official men in

the great departments, with the necessary ignorance and probable incapacity ofeach new Colonial Secretary, or Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland; and the farther circumstance, that every new man has bis fresh set of hungry dieate to

satisfy or glut at the expense of the people. The only fault that can be found with Lord Glenelg is, that, having

accepted an important office, he had not, on founding the hollow ground on which he stood, either manfully in-

sisted for power corresponding to his responsibility, or had at once resigned. He was, moreover, the member of a

Cabinet who behaved with the blackest perfidy to Lord Brougham, and very ill to Lord Durham ; and now hia

turn has come, and we regret to see less expression of sympathy from any party, at his betrayal, than might

have been expected; though the shameless conduct ofhis treacherous colleagues does excite indignation, andwould excite

more, save that the public are now so well accustomed to such things that they are looked on as mere matters of

course. Lord Glenelg will probably give some explanation of the intrigue by which he has been ourted. It ought to

be ample and unsparing. As a statesman in office, his career is probably closed ; but another duty remains, te

which his talents are fully equal, and for which the moral influence of bis character renders him eminently fit.

Among the many intrigues and treacheries of ths period, and the excessive caution of every one of the great leaders

the conduct of O'Connell is not the least inexplicable. The torrents of rage poured out upon Lord Brougham is «

mere interlude ; hut what is the piece to be ?—is it to be force or tragedy ? This, however, we will say—insult mor<

deliberate and mortal was never offered to any public man, than the British Minister has studiedly offered to 0*Con.

nell ; and, if he forget or meekly brook it, he is not the man we take him for. How be has been restrained, even fo\

one day, makes the affair look more portentous. Does Mr O'Connell deserve the reward the grateful Whigs are pre

paring for him, and of which we warned him long ago ? Great Britain says be does ; and much of the intelli

gence of Ireland confirms the judgment.

* Will any of the sponsors for Lord Durham's political consistency and reform principles, inform the public of hi
reasons for refusing to preside at a Great Com-Law Dinner of the London Delegates and the friendly M.P.'e?—an<
farther, why, if such a Demonstration was considered necessary, it could not take place although his Lordship decline<
to join in it, or to give it the light of his oountcnancc ?

From the Stiak-Pubss of Pbtxe Shown, Printer, 19, St James' Square.
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NUMBER OP THE LANDED INTERE8T.

It being now admitted by every one who has

tie least pretension to candour, that the land-

owners alone have any interest in keeping up
tie price of food—that it is a mere landlord’s

question—it becomes a matter of some import-

once to ascertain what are the real numbers and
actual property of those for whom every other

class of the community is to be sacrificed.

Jo big late speech in Parliament, Mr Cayley
Made the astounding assertion that, in the

United Kingdom, there were no less than 600,000

land-proprietors, and that five-sixths of the whole

population depended upon them
;
And this asser-

tion was allowed to pass without remark in the

House of Landlords ; for, whether Repealers or

Anti-Repealers, it was, no doubt, exceedingly

gratifying to tbeir vanity. Mr Cayley, however,
baa attempted to prove too much. If he be
correct, the landed interest must be miserably
poor

; for it is well ascertained that the land

rental of England does not amount to £80 ,000,000
of Ireland, to .... 10,000,000
** of Scotland, to . . 5

,
000,000

Gross Land Rental of the United
Kingdom, ... £45,000,000

The Irish Poor-Law Commissioners estimate
fat in Ireland one-tenth must be deducted for

•apenses and losses, and three millions for the

Merest of charges, making the net rental of

HeUnd six millions ; and applying the same de-

fafan (four-tenths) to the whole United King-
fca, ve have the mighty landowners reduced
to £27,000,000 a-year. The incomes arising

fan trade, commerce, and professions, exclud-
ing those under £50 per annum, have been aa-

Mtainsd, from the property-tax return of 1810,

toW £90,000,000. (See Encyclopedia Britan-

srt. France.) This exceeds the land rental

itself. But the landowners used to be fond

holding out that the land was the security

fa tational creditors had for their money : and,

W*1? that they are quite ready and willing to pay
the debt, it will be found, on examination, that
** UUV*—»TOL. vi.

the interest and the expense of its management
are upwards of twenty-eight millions and a-half

;

so that it is not the landed interest—which, on
this supposition, has ceased to exist in any other

condition than in bankruptcy—but the national

creditors, that will suffer, if the Corn-Law Re-

pealers have their unholy will. And, in truth,

it is difficult to see on what other principle than
by succeeding to the soil of the country any one
can be liable for the national debt. It was con-

tracted by the owners of that soil, who are now
where nobody will go to seek them, for the sole

purpose of protecting their estates from being

transferred to new and foreign proprietors—in

much the same way as their own ancestors had
acquired them—by force ; or the loans were di-

vided among themselves and connexions. On
every principle, therefore, of common sense, law,

justice, and morality, the burden should be borne

by those who have reaped the benefit. We
must, however, admit that it must be rather

a humiliating reflection for the landed interest

to And that, so far from being the only class in

the state worthy of consideration, the holders

of public stock alone are richer than themselves.

Were we to compare them with the working
classes, it would be seen that the wages of the

latter exceed, by flve-fold, their rentals.

If Mr Cayley’s computation be correct, how-
ever, the clear rental of our landowners is con-

siderably under fiftypounds each; which, of itself,

shews he is in error, unless he includes every

owner of an area a few feet square under the

name of landowner. We must, therefdfce, look

for some better authority on this subject than

the honourable Member. Dr Beeke, whose

authority in such matters is praised by M’Culloch,

estimated that there are 200,000 proprietors in

England and Wales; and the Secretaryofthe Cen-

tral Agricultural Association, instituted in 1835,

also a good authority, estimated them at 300,000

in the whole United Kingdom. We cannot help

thinking,however, thatthese estimatesare greatly

over-rated ; for, in Scotland, the whole number
of estates was ascertained, under the property-
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tax return*, to be 7,700; and, at the number in each county

was returned separately, and some of our nobility hare

estates in above half-a-dozen counties, and many of our

landed gentlemen in three or four, the number of proprie-

tors must have been much less than that of estates. But

there is another circumstance from which tfye.amajl num- ,

her of landowners in the kingdom may be inferred. In

Scotland, under the old system of representation, hardly a

proprietor of £200 a-year, or upwards, was to be found

who was not enrolled as a freeholder. When the Re-

form Act wa* ptlsed, the total county eonetUuemcy of

Scotland wis only 3,211 ; and, on examining some of the

counties With which we art best acquainted, we observed

that at least one-half must be struck off, as enrolled in

more counties than one, foi liferenters and fiars twice

entered on the roll, and for parchment-voters not having

an acre of landed property. We, therefore, do not see

how there can be anything like 100,000 landed proprie-

tors having £300 a-year, and upwards—in the three

kingdoms ; yet a class contemptible in numbers, and not

to be compared, in point of income, to the labouring

men alone, by means of banding together, keeps up a

succession ofgovernments which will not even listen to the

complaints of the other classes; and, for fear of alarming

them, forsooth, (because we observe the best-informed

men in Parliament are satisfied the repeal of the Corn-

Laws would do them no actual iqjury,) twenty-six mil-

lions are to be sacrificed. This is the way in which

mankind are governed in the middle of the nineteenth

century I

As to Mr Cayley's statement, that five-sixths of the

population depend upon the landed interest, it may be

averred, with much greater certainty, that nine-tenths of

the landed interest depend upon the middle and working

classes. How many of these lords of the soil could

keep their estates, were the charges and mortgages se-

cured upon them to be suddenly called np t And how

would there be any rent at all, if the Working classes did

not purchase, from the wages of their labour, the produce

of the soil ? If the landowners my, they give the labourer

Ms wages, we ask tbem, What would their land be

worth without labour-—withou t cultivation ? A man
may transfer his labour to another country. Can the

landowners remove their estates f If their income en-

ables them to do so much, are not the middle, the working

classes, nay the faudholdert alone, eqaaliy potent P

EXCLUSIVE TAXATION OF LAND.

One of the chiefarguments in favour ofwhat is called the

Protection of Agrieultare~~that is, the keeping up of rents

—is, that the land, or landed interest, is burdened exclus-

ively with a variety of taxes from which other classes are

exempt. This is a topic not only insisted on at all pub-

lic meetings held for the support of the Com Laws^ but

adopted in Parliament by the Tory leaders. In one of

the late debates, for example, the Duke of Wellington said

—“ The existing Corn-Laws cannot be repealed without

the repeal of many of the duties and charges now im-
posed on the land.** What these were, his Lordship did

not specify ; but Sir Robert Peel was a little more expli-

cit : he remarked—

-

ft Could he, in arguing it, {repeal ofthe

Corn-Laws,] put out of view the land-tax, county-rates,

the malt-tax, and other burdens, which preaud so heavily

on the land ?** Now, let us consider these various taxes.

The land-tax can be traced back to the earliest antiquity

:

it was levied in the Saxon times, though under a different

name. The landowners were then the sole military force

of the country. William the Conqueror divided Eng-

land into knights* fees, ofwhich there were 60,125 ; and

for every knight's fee the proprietor was bound, at his

own expense, annually, to attend personally on horseback

the king in his wart for forty days. In Edward the Se-

cond’s time, (1307-1327*) every one who held a knight's

fee, Which amounted to only£20 per annum, was obliged

to be knighted, and attend the king in bis wars, or fined

for non-compliance. Edward VI., Queen Elizabeth, and

Charles I., exerted the prerogative of making knights,

as considerable foes accrued to the crown upon perform-

ance of the ceremony. Id this manner there Was, at ell

times, a large military forts kept up at the ecduifcvs ex-

pense of the landowners; and the burden must have hem

very severe, as it will be observed, that for every 20s. of

land rent, a cavalry soldier for two days was required to

be furnished. Making every allowance for the foil ef

the value of money, (and it has not been so great as in

most other countries, the pound weight of silver at

the Conquest being coined into 20s*, and at present into

66s. of the same fineness,) we may easily imagine what a

magnificent army the land rental of England and Wales,

which now amounts to thirty millions, would famish.

The notion of our ancestors was, that property in land

imposed duties as well as conferred rights ; they never

imagined that the influence that kind of property neces-

sarily gate, was to be used, first, to free the owners from

the obligation they had come under to defend the kingdom,

and lay It upon others ; and, secondly, artificially to di-

minlsh the supply of food, that rent-rolls might be in-

creased. But, instead of being now protided exclusively

by the landowners, the army costs the general revenue

eight millions a-year, or more than one-balf of the fires

revenue after deduction of the interest of the national

debt. This obligation to provide for the national defence

the landowners have never been relieved from. During

the contest between King Charles and the Parliament,

tbs land-tax was imposed, end at a rate varying from

£35,000 to £120,000 a month, or one million four hun-

dred thousand pounds a-year. Though termed land-tax

in England, the 8©otch term cess Is much more applicable

to It ; for ft to assessed upon individuals in reference te

their real property, and in Scotland one-sixth of it basal*

ways been paid by the royal bnrgha. In England, ftap»

peart fromthe evidence given before the Agricultural0>»*

mittee of 1836, that only abont one-half is asserted on tin

land rental. In 1692, a new assessment or valuation of

estateswas made throughout England ; and atthe Uniomthe

proportion of the new land-tax was fixed at a trifle under

two millionsfor England, and under £48.000 for Scotland.

At that period, the total revenue of England was little

snore than five millions and a-half ; that of Scotland wai

£1 10,604 : so that the land-tax in each kingdom yisldsd

considerably more than one-third of the total rertnuo cf

the country. Now the revenue of the kingdom sWrtds

forty-five millions ; so that the land-tax, which he* nevur

been increased, does not, at present, yield so mich si a

twentieth part of the gross revtnue—so cartful have tbs

landowners in Parliament been oftheir own interest Tbs

land-tax imposed at thsUaionwaa calculated toamonat to

4s. in the pound of the real rent ; and, as it affects aot only

land but other real property, insteadof yielding little mors

than two millions, as it does pt present—allowing fof

about a third of it which hae been redeemed—it would

yield ten millions, were the same proportion of the

rental drawn now as at the beginning of tost century#

The land-tax was also levied on pensions and person*!
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jrtprtyt Vat the holders of the hsreditary pensions

gnatcd to the helve of the Marquis of Schomberg (who

wu killed it the battle of the Boyne in 1689) and the

Dike of Mtrlborough* haring complained* pensions were

relieved firs® the tax a few years ego* There is nothing

wlstover in the Treaty of Union to prevent the augment-

slice ef tbs land-tax ; all that that treaty does is to fix

the proportion. Ireland has never paid, at any time,

tbs bnd.taa—why, it would be difficult to imagine

;

batty* is one of the penalties we pay for the privilege

af (owning the Irishjnot like subjects, but as conquered

—fu, and hr keeping up an established priesthood in

(hat country. In France, the direct taxes* chiefly on

list asoeoBt tor thirteen millions ; so that our land-

sunns have very little reason to eomplain of the land-

tu, Ml more than one-half of which appears to fall on

(bus. Besides, not one of the present proprietors is any

ntrssntkled to eomplain of the land-tax, or other bur-

den on his land, than of the tithes ; because, his land

bsving bean always subject,to them, he took it under

tbit ceadltion, if he acquired it gratuitously. If, on the

ukr hand, he purchased it fhr a fair price, then, in

•banting that price, the burdens were deducted, and

At valor estimated on the balance ; so that, if these bur-

kes were to he removed, it is not the present holders of

atote^ hut those from whom they were purchased, who
et|ht to enjoy the benefit ef the removal.

The next burden on land specified by Sir Robert

ftfl, tu the county-rates. These amount, in England
sad Wales, to about a million and a half annually, of

which between a half and two.thirds only (688 in 1000)
wt paid by the land. The application of the assessment

b wry much the same as that raised in towns under the

lime ef police tax—.via, the erection of jails and houses

«f correction, the payment of constables, the protection

ef preperty, the apprehension of criminals, ficc. Why
fe landowners should not protect their own property

Wt threw that expense on their neighbours in the shape
if • Corn-Law, and, at the same time, complain of the

*** they themselves voluntarily levy and expend for

is not obvious.

Hew the malt-tax and spirit-tax can he said to be
Wrtens on the landowner, we cannot well understand.

W« knew, indeed, that it is asserted they lower the priee

barley and the rent ef light soils $ but we have seen no
•idence of the assertion. Like the land-tax, however,

*»y we oflong standing, (the malt-tax having been first

fepfri in England in 1697,) and must, therefore, have
kn token into consideration by the present landowners,
*ka they acquired their estates. But the malt.tax and
*?bit-tox do not foil upon the landowner and tenant,

k iptn the eeoanmer of the malt and spirits. This
fctbs spinlm» of the most distinguished political econo

-

fchto. Adam fhnith, for reasons which he has fully

ktdhl, gives ft as his opinion, that u the different

teBB Mikh have bean imposed upon malt, beer, and ale,

nsusr Ismorse* fhr price of barley, have never

the teiUland peoft efbarley land. The price of

*ktofo* brewer has eaastantly risen in proportion to

kitsam imposed onto; and them taxes, together with
kffomtdstks upon bear and ale, have constantly

^kwtaissd the price, cr, what comes to the same thing,

the quality of those commodities to the consumer.
Ttoinm ramvr or these taxes has fallen
«w»TAr»f.Y noar tmx consume*, and mot upon

TEihacKiJ* H|s commentator, Mr Buchanan,
tMi iks ea this p—agtu “ A duty on malt never eomld

reduce the priee of barky ; became, unless * as 'much

could be made of barley by malting it, as by selling it

unmalted, the quantity required would not be brought

to market. It is clear, therefore, that the price of barley

must rise in proportion to the tax imposed on it, as the

demand could not otherwise be supplied.” Mr James

Mill demonstrates the same point ; and the conclusion he

comes to is, u that a tax upon corn, for example, would

raise the price of corn as of any other commodity. It

wouldfall by consequenoe neither upon the fanner nor

upon the landlord
,
but upon the consumer Indeed, if

we look at the prices of barley and malt in any market,

we will see that the duty falls on the consumer ; for we
will always find that the price of malt is, at least, by the

whole amount of the duty, (20*. 8d. per quarter,) dearer

than barley, although the expense of the manufacture is,

in a great measure* paid by the increase in bulk—29
quarters of barley making 33 quarters of malt. Of IaIo

years, indeed, the price of barley has sometimes .very

little exceeded the malt-duty. For example, in winter

1835, it was selling at 26*. 8d« Will any one contend

that out of this the fanner paid the malt duty, leaving

to himself only 6s. a-quarter ?

We have a decisive test of the incidence of such taxes,

in what took plaos on the repeal of the beer-dnty. That

duty raised considerably above three millions annually

;

and, at the rates charged, a quantity ofbeer was made from

a quarter of barley on which was paid about 30s. of duty.

The duty on a quarter of malt is only two thirds of this,

or 20s. 8d. ; so that the former was considerably higher

than the latter, and the two together (50s. 8d.) were

much higher than the price ofthe barley. The amount of

beer-dnty collected, shews chat npwards of two millions

of quarters of barley must have been annually consumed

in the manufacture of beer ; and there does not appear

any probability that the total quantity brought to market

then exceeded five millione of quarters $ for the whole

British spirits charged with duty annually, at the same

period, was twenty-two millions of gallons—a quantity

which little more than a million of quarters of barley

will produce. Had, therefore, the beer-tax, according to

Sir Robert Peel’s theory, been a tax on the landowner or

farmer, the consequence of its repeal must have been to

raise the price of barley at least two-fifths of 30s., or 12s.

a-quarter. But what was the result?

—

The price of
barley, instead of rising after the repeal of the duty,

positively fell, as appears from the annual average price

of the fire years before and after the repeal, which took

place on 10th October 1830.

Years. Price. Years. Price.

1825 40a Id. 1831 38a 0d^
1826 34s. 5d* 1832 33s. Id.

1827 36a 6d. 1833 27a 6d.

1828 32a lOd. 1834 29a. Od.

1829 32a. 6<L 1835 29s. lid.

6)176.. 4d. 5) 157s. 6d.

Average* 35a 3d. Average, 31a 6d.

being, instead of a rise of 12*^ a fall of 3s. 9d. a-quarter,

by a repeal of what was alleged to have been a burden

on the farmer of upwards of three millions a-ytar.

It weald be a very comfortable thing, indeed, could

a tax be imposed in so judicious a manner at to fall

on the prodnoer and not on the consumer. It would

be the strongest argument ever adduced for free trade.

But will anybody maintain that the French pay the mil*
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lion and a half we annually collect at duty on foreign

brandy, or that they and other foreigners pay the duties

on wine and on the other articles we import from

foreigners ? How is it possible, for instance, that, out of

Os. or 6s. a-gallon, which the Frenchman gets for his

brandy, he can pay our duty of 22s. 6d. a-gallon ?

The authorities and facts we have given shew com-

pletely how the fanners are deluded by the landowners.

In 1836, when our agriculturists had had for many years

a complete monopoly of the home market, the landlords,

to aroid reducing their rents, held out to their tenantry,

as a means of relieving their distresses, the repeal of the

malt-tax ; although they must hare known, or shrewdly

suspected, that the effect of the removal of that tax would

have lowered the price of malt and not raised the price

of barley.

Since the reduction of poor-rates, nearly one half, in

England under the new poor-law, and the removal of

thousands of families from the agricultural to the manu-

facturing districts, the landed interest seem almost

ashamed to enumerate these as an exclusive burden on

land ; and neither dowe hear much of tithes—for it is now
pretty well understood that to complain of paying tithes,

is equivalent to complaining that the landowner is not

allowed to draw and retain for his own use the rent of

1000 acres of land, when he only purchased and paid for

900 acres.

It would indeed have been a very extraordinary mat-

ter if a Parliament which has always consisted of two

houses, one of Lords and another of Lindlords, elected al-

most entirely by the holders of real property, and in

which the middle classes not connected with land, and the

operative classes, have never been represented, should have

imposed exclusive taxation upon themselves—that is, upon

the landed interest. No such thing has occurred, nor,

we may add, ever will occur, in the history of mankind.

Had they not done the very reverse—had they not shifted

every burden off themselves upon the unrepresented—it

would have been wonderful ; and we shall therefore now
proceed to shew how they have exempted the land from

taati on, and imposed exclusive burdens on industry and

labour.

EXCLUSIVE TAXATION OF INDUSTRY AND LABOUR.

We might commence this enumeration by setting

down, without much hesitation, the whole stamp-duties,

amounting to nearly seven millions per annum ;—for,

except the duties on dice, cards, plate, race-horses, a small

proportion of the advertisements, receipts, and stamp-duties

on deeds—the landowner is hardly reached by that branch

of the revenue. The industrious classes pay exclusively

the following duties :

Probates and Letters of Administration, £900,000

Legacies, .... 1,100,000

Bills of Exchange, . . . 500,000

Receipts, four-fifths, . . . 150,000

Marine Insurance, . . . 200,000

Stamp-Office Licenses, and Certificates to exer-

cise Professions and Trades, (i.e., /or permis-

sion to work /) . • 250,000

Fire Insurance (from which Farm-Bqildings,

Stock, Crop, Ac. Ac., are exempt,) . 1,100,000

8tamps for Deeds and Advertisements, 4-5ths, 7^0,000

Auctions, (produce of land, Ac., is exempt,) 250,000

Excise Licenses of all sorts, (Auctioneers sell-

ing produce of Land, Ac., are exempt,) 900,000

Carry forward, . , £6,100,000

Brought forward, . • £6,100,000

The Post-Office Revenue ! £2,250,000 per

annum. The nobility, and 658 Members of

the House ofCommons, are exempt from pay-

ment ; we may therefore put down for the

industrious classes, 2,00 ,000

£8 ,100,0000

So that
,
betides the starvation laws

,
which impose a

burdenfor behoof ofthe landlord, of at least ten mURons,

we have an additional taxationfor the purpose ofpubUs
revenue

,
pressing on the industrious classes exdueitseijh

of EIGHT MILLIONS more! !

We have not overlooked those taxes chiefly paid by the

upper classes, such as those on servants, carriages, dogs,

armorial bearings, game duty ; hut those duties, in no far

as they press on the landed interest, are much more them

compensated by the following, to which that interea

hardly contributes, viz.

Stage Carriages, Ac. . • • £400,000

Post Horses, . . 200,000

Hackney Carriages, f.
• • 60,000

Horses used in agriculture, shepherds* dogs, Ac. flee., do

not pay any duty. The house-duty was most unfairly

collected ; for, while the houses in towns and villages paid

to the utmost, the mansions of the aristocracy ware net

assessed at one-tenth of their real value, andfarm hamses

were not assessed at all. In this way, nearly a million

was annually drawn exclusively from the industrious

classes.

The great branches of the revenue are the customs and

excise ; and the landowners, tenantry, and peasantry con-

tribute to the payment of these in a very small proportion.

The first two classes do not probably exceed one million,

and the farm-servants and labourers are so miserably paid

thst they have nothing to spend on lnxnriee. In Scotland,

they do not earn more than 7«- and 8s. a-week through-

out the year, even when fully employed. Id England, it

may be more—say 10s. ; but in Ireland, according teethe

evidence of the Poor-Law Commissioners, it is not move
than from 2s. to 2s. 6d. a-week. It is therefore impossible

that they can afford to live on anything but oat and barisj’

meal, potatoes and milk. The Scotch peasantry do not, aa

we well know, consume anything else from year's end to

year’s end, even in the best counties, except upon ram occa-

sions. It is therefore plain that the customs and excise

must be paid, in a much larger proportion than their num-
bers, by those unconnected with agriculture or land;

who form, as the population returns shew, two-thirds of

the entire population of the kingdom. Mr Cayley's pro-

posed amendment to Mr Villiers* motion, is an additional

instance of the one-sided way in which the landed inte-

rest go to work—viz., 4< That under the heavy debt and
taxation of this country, its productive industry and vested

interests require to he protected from the lightly tmered

produce and cheaper labour of foreign countries.** Now,
if the four words in Italics he taken out, it is a resolution

which every manufacturer will assent to. The u cheaper

labour** arises from cheaper food ; and the object of re-

pealing the Com Laws, is to equalize the price of food.

But how does it follow that, because a working man ban

to pay 3d. a-pound on his sugar to Government, he ought

therefore to pay another 3d. on his loaf to the land-

lords? It is as complete a non sequitur as we have seen ;

for the obvious argument is, that precisely because he is

taxed by the Government, he ought not to be taxed by tbs

landowners.
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THE CORX-LAW ADVOCATES.

0** of tb* stratagems which the supporters of a desperate

upncat occasionally resort to, is what is called, in sport-

lsngsage, throwing oat a false scent ; and, if the

cppooent is so weak as to relinquish the true trail for the

(he strategist is successful. A stratagem of this sort

m moiled to, in a letter lately published in an Edin-

taffh newspaper, by one subscribing himself an East

Lstfcisa Farmer'*—.though any person who read the let-

dr sight easily hare seen he knew nothing either of

gut Lothian or farming. The false scent was laid in

nmuag,/rsf, that the repeal of the Corn-Laws would

throw s great deal of land out of cultivation ; and, to use

ksovn words, second,
that “ the thin clays of this conn-

try,though capable of producing wheat of the best quality,

asset be laid down in permanent pasture, so as to pro.

ka grass lor the sustenance of cattle or sheep $ that the

donate system of cropping alone, gives to them a tern-

ary capability of bearing grass ; that, with all the cul-

ton yen bestow on them, the manure you pour into

tbm, the draining they receive, (though these means of

iaprrament will doubtless produce a present flush of

yutare grass,) the grasses on these soils, after the first

yrar, degenerate and die out in the succeeding years;

dot lands revert to a state of utter unproductiveness, till

tky become unfit, I do not say for the feeding, but even

fer the subsistence of animals.** The obvions answer to

til tbit is, that, although the fields should become bare,

it is so reason why the people should starve*; and that

igood dinner is n better prospect to a hungry man than

spm held. But to the argument. The first assump-

tn proceeds on another, that wheat can be imported into

this coentry and sold for 24s. a-quarter. Now, as every

mt knows, Dantxic is the greatest port in the world for

the export of wheat, and the price there regulates the

srkel in all countries where free importation is allowed.

We bsre, on the average, received more than one-third

tfmr foreign wheat from that quarter. Let us see then,

e* ss vague assertion, but on evidence to be relied on,

wha* is the price there. Mr Grade of Dantxic furnished

fit Agricultural Committee of 1821 with a table of the

•mage prices, free on board, in decennial periods, from

ITTOto 1820. The lowest was in the period 1770 to 1779,

0*. W.; the highest 1800 to 1809, 60s. ; and the ag-

pegats average priceof thewhole forty-nine years, 45J. 4d.

father table was furnished subsequently by the British

Cwnl, for the ten years, 1822.1831 ; and the lowest

image was 23s. 8d., in 1824 ; the highest 50a 2d., in

1B1 ; tbs average of the whole period, 33s. 5d., and,

kfof shipping charges, 34s. 2d., free on board. Bat
»kone of the low price daring 1823.4-5 can be very

«*ly explained. The average annual export of wheat
tow Dantxic, as we learn from Mr Jacob, for the

period 1801-1825, was 200,330 quarters, of

wore than three>fourths, 157,359 quarters, came
t» Britain. But we only imported from that port, in

181.39,258; in 1822, 21,52&; in 1823, 4,635 ; which

of demand, of course, created a complete glut

a Dantxic. It is in vain, therefore, to expect to be

fa to purchase wheat at Dantzic at less than

We are quite aware that at Hamburgh, wheat
* *B*ionally lower than at Dantxic. It is, however,

*7 inferior in quality
; but, notwithstanding, the

the average of the ten years, 1822 to 1831, was
**• quarter. Then, about the freight, the most
^*4 potions prevail. The great bulk and weight of

^ » overlooked. Four quarters of good wheat weigh

a ton. From Mr Jacob’s statement, corroborated by

others, it appears that wheat cannot be brought from

Dantzic to London, all charges inclnded, for less than 10s,

a-quarter; so that Prussian wheat will cost, on arrival

in London, 50s. Considering the perishable nature of

the commodity, and the risk which always attends the

corn-trade, we may allow 15 per cent, of profit to the

importer, which brings up the sale-price in London to

67s. 6d., instead of 24a. Now, the average price of

wheat, of late years, in this country, has been very greatly

below 57*. 6d. ; the average of the three years 1833,

1834, 1835, was only 46s. ; and we cannot, therefore, see

any probability of land being thrown out of cultivation

by a repeal of the Corn-Laws.

But we shall be very happy if any one can convince us

that foreign wheat cau be imported for 24s., and still

better pleased if it can be had for 10f. It would, In our

opinion shew, in a stronger light than ever, the impolicy

of the Corn-Laws, the oppressiveness of their nature, and

the necessity for their instant and total repeaL

But, although land should be thrown out of cultiva-

tion, we deny that there is any difficnlty in laying down

any land which will bear good wheat, in permanent

pasture. It is undoubtedly true, that, as the’matter is at

present managed, pastures, not only on poor days, but on

all sorts of soils, get thin after the first year; but this

arises from farmers sowing only one species of grass, rye

grass, out of nearly 300 species : whereas no old pasture

can be shewn in which there are not, at least, twenty or

thirty species of true grasses, besides hundreds of other

plants. Where a proper selection of grasses and other

plants has been made, the pasture has become as good in

two years as it otherwise would have done in ten ; and,

so far from its being necessary to plough it up, it will

improve for centuries, if properly managed. One of the

most extensive proprietors in Berwickshire, celebrated for

his knowledge of agriculture, who died lately, left an

entail of his estate ; and, as there were nearly 600 acre*

of pasturage on it, some nearly a century old, it is one of

the piovisiont of the entail, that, if any heir shall plough

np any part of that pasturage, he shall forfeit the estate.

But sorry are we to say that the landlords must not

console themselves as to their pastures. The Corn-Law

repealers mean to have some kitchen to their foreign

bread ; not only foreign hotter and cheese, which they

are allowed occasionally to have at present, bnt some fo-

reign beef, mutton,kc.—prohibited articles—andwhichcan

be bought for 2d. per lb. in the retail markets of Prussia.

So much nonsense, however, is poured out from all

quarters about the effect of the repeal of the Corn-Laws,

that, were we to dedicate the whole Magazine to the sub-

ject, we would not have space sufficient for an answer.

We shall therefore make only one statement, which will

surprise those who expect such an inundation of foreign

corn. Taking the annual consumpt of all kinds of grain in

the United Kingdom at 60,000,000 qrs., and allowing each

vessel to make two voyages a year, the whole registered

shipping of England,
Scotland

,
\and Ireland

,
could not

import in three years}oxe year’s supply.~So that,

though we could get grain abroad for nothing,
we must

stillgrow it here, because it would be impossible to import

the large quantity consumed.

It is now plain that the Starvation-Laws can be

got rid of only in one way—that by which the Reform

Act was carried—operating on the fears of the aristocracy.

But, as long as the Universal-Suffrage men keep aloof
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from tbs middle clawei, the landed interest, as they do

pot offset to conceal, will hold both in contempt, and

neither extension of the Suffrage nor any other bene-

ficial measure will be obtained. Evidence appears to be

daily accumulating, that, for the purpose of preserving

the Corn-Laws, tbe Tories are secretly fomenting the

division between the middle and working classes—a most

dangerous policy, certainly, and which, sooner or later,

will recoil on their own heads, with a fearful reaction.

Meantime, tbe Repealers are not idle. They foresaw

their defeat, and are not discouraged t and the frets and

arguments which have been brought forward in Parlia-

ment and by the press, and widely circulated throughout

the country, will soon produce their natural effect, par-

ticularly if aided by another bad harvest. We have sel-

dom had a worse seed-time than the present t and, if the

weather does not soon improve, the lords and landlords

may have something more than their rent-rolls to defend

next winter.

THE SHIPWRECKED SAILOR.

Suggested by Mr Harveys picture
, The Castanay, at present exhibited in the Royal Scottish

Academy .

The shipwrecked sailor on the raft

Drifts o’er the wide, wide sea

;

Of all the mates that sailed with him,

Remains now only he

;

And he drifts away, alone, alone,

On the wide and desert sea.

Tbe dog that watched with him is dead

;

With his last strength be laid his head

Upon his master's knee;

And he looked with a piteous look,

That seemed to say, as ’twere a book,

“ Good master, sinned or you or I,

That we are thus cast out to die

Upon the desert sea ?”

O God f O God 1 for three long days

He drifted alone on the sea :

For three long weeks he had drifted on

With his mates, on tbe wide, wide eea.

It was a weary, weary fare f

A demon might have feasted there

To see such sights of wo.

Letn Hunger there, and pale Hope, fed

With long delay, did ply their trade

To lay each brave heart low.

They were torn with torturea, and gnawed with pains,

They were baked with heats, and washed with nine,

And yet their death was slow.

All, one by one, they dropt away

—

A new dead man for each new day.

They had not strength to give a groan

;

Like weak and wasted things they felU-

And he was left alone.

The shipwrecked sailor on his raft

Is drifting o’er the sea;

With his parched skin and staring bones,

A ghastly man is he

;

And he holds up his bony hand,

And his arm so brown and bare,

And his hungry soul peers forth beneath

His black and knotty hair

;

And, with a fixed and eager eye,

He looks into the air:

—

** 6 Jesu Mary, save my soul !”

A ghastly man is he ;

Alas ! and yet for three long days

He shall drift on the wide, wide sea.

The first day was a scowling day

:

The winds in angry gusts did bray,

The clouds were wintry blade

;

The light shone out with a loveless glare,

As a thing strange to the troublous air

:

The waves boomed on at a giant pace

;

And wild and swift was the eager race

Of the headlong-driving rack.

« I thank thee, God !” the sailor cried,

Rejoicing in tbe roar

;

For three long weeks the sailor’s heart

Had not rejoiced before.

*< Blow, wind, and crack thy cheeks, if thou

Wilt blow my raft ashore I”

The second day was a sultry day •

There was no health in the sun’s ray

—

The sun was livid lead

;

The air was hot and thick ; the clouds

Seemed wearing Nature’s choking shrouds;

You might have heard a spirit walk ;

The busy waves that love to talk

Were silent as the dead.

(f *Tls the shoe !—the hot siroc

Blows from no distant strand I

Welcome the Arab waste to me.

Or Afric’s burning sand !

Crack Nature’s joints with heat, if then

Be harbinger of land P

The third day was a joyful day

;

Tbe sun went forth with laughing ray f

A cheering west wind blew

;

The frequent monsters of the deep

Plied huge their buoyant roll and leap ;

Life was a-sport ; the sea was mad ;

—

One only soul was silent, sad,

Amid the load halloo.

And he did pray to God Blest High,

An inward, voiceless prayer:

** O save me—-save me, God Meat High 2—
Save me or here or there 1”

And, with a fixed and eager eye,

He looked into the air.

“ O God, the land !—I spy the land

!

O God, the land 1—the blessed land !”

The shipwrecked sailor cried

;

But his thread was broke with that strong cry,

And with salvation in his eye

The shipwrecked sailor died.

J. 5. B.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH'S PAMPHLET ON
THE BALLOT *

Though the two hundred and twelve professed

§drotates of Ballot in the House of Commons
are slumbering and sleeping, it is evident that

tbs aristocracy are alarmed at the Steady pro*

yress of the question in popular favour ; and
the friends of things as they are* feel themselves

forced to attack a principle which is opposed to

their usurpation and cupidity* cuts at the root

of all the corruption and vice created by the

present system, and gives the People an oppor-

tunity of using their franchise fearlessly and
independently.

The Rev. Sydney Smith—the sleek canon of

St Paul’s Cathedral, formerly a preacher in an

Episcopalian Chapel in the Cowgate, and one of

the originators of The Edinburgh Review, sub*

Kquently Rector of Poston, &c., Yorkshire—
has just published a violent attack upon the

Ballot. The parson is one of those who profess

liberal opinions, so long as they have no practi-

cal bearing upon their own pockets. He has

lately shewn himself as a supporter of the

abases of the Church Establishment, and the

prebendal gilding of the English cathedrals

;

and spares neither O’Connell, Hume, Melbourne,
Russell, nor his Qrace of Canterbury, though he
plumes himself upon the name of Whig. The
Ballot, he knows, would deprive the gentry of

that undue influence which they now hold, and

make them humble themselves so far as to

render it necessary for them to earn by their

ssnduct the good opinion qf constituencies ; and
his pride revolts against a principle that asserts

that a country bumpkin or city cheesemonger
has as good a right to have an opinion as a
'squire or a pluralist.

We hail the appearanceof Mr Smith’s pamphlet
with satisfaction ; for it will have the effect of

arousing public attention to a subject of the

deepest importance ; and the examination of

the case will shew the people of the United

Kingdom the flimsy pretences and the shallow

arguments which the aristocracy have to advance
against the Ballot. It will at once be admitted
that it ia of the highest importance to the

interests and liberties of the People that we
should have an independent House of Commons.
The independence of the Lower House is

the base upon which the whole fabric of our
liberty rests ; and, if it become subservient to

the Upper—if, instead of watching with jeal-

ousy the two branches of the legislature that are

independent of the People, it leagues with them,
te perpetuate the subjection of the People and
dhride the spoil—we have no security for free-

dom. The British constitution is founded on
the theory, that the Assembly of Commons are

appointed to represent the nation at large, in

oppoeUkm bo the aristocracy—therefore, any
system which tends to place the House of Com-

• The Bdla By tbs Rev. Brine? &uith* Longman*
1939*

mons under the influence or in the power of

either crown or nobility, is opposed to the consti-

tution.

Now, the cate of Ballot is this Does, or

does not, the present system enable the aristo-

cratic class to obtain a preponderating influence

in the House of Commons?
Let the nation answer the question. Is it not

notorious that the majority of the members of

the House ofCommons not only are selected from

the aristocratic class, but obtain their seats by

means of intimidation and bribery? Nobody,
iu his reason, can deny it. It is true, the

borough system no longer exists ; it is true that we
are in the sixth year of what is called the Re-
formed Parliament ; but, notwithstanding all

this, is it not a fact that we have no more
security for good government now than for*

merly ?—that the aristocracy, by means of their

gold and their influence, can bend the House of

Commons to their purposes? The remark of

Paine is still true, that it is wholly owing to

the constitution of the People, and not to the

constitution of the Government, that the crown
is not so oppressive in England as in Turkey.

What has our Whig canon—this great gun
of the church.and-state-abuses party—to say to

this ? He shirks the question. He was a Re-
former. Parliamentary Reform meant the inde-

pendence of the House of Commons—the con*

trol of that branch of the legislature by the

People—an end to bribery, corruption, and the

undue influence of the aristocracy. The Reform
Bill has not answered these ends

;
yet he can see

no evils, and but few inconveniences, in the pre-

sent system ; and is utterly opposed to change^!

He is even witty upon the subject. “ Many
honest men/’ he says, "may wish for these

changes. I know, or at least believe, that

wheat and barley would grow if there were no
Archbishop of Canterbury, and domestic fowls

would breed if our Viscount Melbourne were
again called Mr Lamb ; but they have stronger

nerves than I have who would venture to- bring

these changes about.” He says, in another

place—

“

There is no end to these eternal

changes. We have made an enormous revolu-

tion within the last two years ; let us stop a little,

and secure it from being turned into ruin.”

But how are we to secure the advantage
gained by the Reform Bill? Let Mr Sydney
Smith answer that. Let him shew us any other

method than the Ballot to preserve the inde*

pendence of the House of Commons, and put an
end to the bribery, suborning, false-swearing,

drunkenness, and debauchery, that are created

by the present system. He advances none ; he
sees none of the evils which are visible to every-

body else. His object is not to proteot the

liberty of the People, not to promote their happi-

ness or elevation, but to defend the nobility and
gentry, and protect their ill-gotten booty.
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Who will believe him when he asserts, that he
has i( very rarely eeen a combination againet any
tradeeman who modeetly, quietly, and conscienti-

ouely took hie own line in politico ?” The experi-

ence of every reader of these pages contradicts

Mr Smith. No man at all intimate with the

practices at our elections can be ignorant of the

intimidation, the undue influence, in every

variety of form, which is brought to bear

against tradesmen and shopkeepers. In con-

tested elections, no man exercises the franchise,

unless he have virtue sufficient to disregard

the seductions of money, independence to resist

dictation, and moral courage to set the opinion

of a violent party at defiance. At a late election

in Yorkshire, one of the successful candidates

declared on the hustings, with reference to the

owner of property in the Ainsty of York, that

he had driven the electors to the poll, against

him, like hoge from his ain sty ! Mr Sydney
Smith gives us quite as revolting a statement of

the vassalage of the tenantry. They have, he
tells, no more predilection for whom they vote

than organ-pipes have for what tunes they play ;

they pull off their opinions to their landlords

as easily as they do their hats ! Amiable priest 1

and yet you come forward to support a system
that produces these results? Even Lord John
Russell, although he has sinoe thought proper to

alter his mind, was so shocked, at the last election,

at the extent of intimidation and bribery, that

he declared that ha was in favour of Ballot

;

and, as one of the framers of the Reform
Bill, had conscientiously introduced it as one of
u the constituent parts of that measure/'* Mr
Sydney Smith may crack his jokes over his port

;

but he may rest assured, that those who desire

the independence of the House of Commons

—

who see, and know, and feel the tyranny prac-

tised under the existing laws, and the immorality

that they engender—will not be prevented there-

by from reiterating the call for Ballot. The
great objection urged by this writer, as by all

other writers against Ballot, (overlooking entirely

the perjury, falsehood, and duplicity created by
the system now in action,) is its alleged tendency
to multiply false promises and false declarations.

He says—

“

We should soon say, on deliberation,

what David only asserted in his haste, that all

men were liars/' But this objection is ably dis-

posed of by Mr Grote, in hie speech in 1837. “ Is

it/' asked the honourable Member for London,
“ intended that there should be no matters what-
ever discussed privately and confidentially, be-

cause false statements may be made concerning
them, the falsehood remaining undiscovered?
Are we to have no such thing as sealed corre-

spondence by post, because a man may state one
thing in writing to one person, while he com-
municates the direct contrary by word of mouth
to another ? The secrecy of the post opens a

door to falsehood, just in the same way as the

secrecy of the Ballot ; but, if I were to name any

• The editor of The Era, a London Whig papa*,
Was present and heard this declaration.

one act of despotic governments which excites

peculiar abhorrence, it is the breaking of the seal

of private letters, and the violation of confiden-

tial epistolary intercourse between man and man.

And what, then, would be thought of the impu-

dence of him who should claim the right to un-

seal his neighbour's correspondence, under pre-

tence of taking security that no untrue assertions

should be made to him about the contents of it ?

8uch a claim, sir, would be scouted as frantic

impudence. But in what respect, let me ask,

is the pretension less impudent, when applied to

voting at elections?"

Mr Sydney Smith admits—a thing that cannot

now be well disputed—that it is possible for votes

to be given without its being discovered for whom
they are given

;
yet he assures us, that secret

voting would not put an end to dictation or

bribery. But what is his assertion worth, when
opposed to matters of fact and common sense ?

Every man knows that he can, if he think fit,

keep his own counsel. No man, ever so rich,

would give a bribe under such circumstances

;

for one might take a bribe from one party, and
vote for the other. No security could be given,

and the venal could take bribes from both par-
ties. " Oh !* adds Mr Smith, “the attorney (if

such a system prevailed) would say to the candi-
date, ‘ There is my list of promises; if you come
in, 1 will have £5000 ; and if you do not, you
shall pay me nothing/ " Propose such a gam-
bling transaction to one of the most adroit fre-

quenters of Doncaster, Newmarket, and Epsom,
and he would laugh at the proposition. The at-
torney, in the first place, should be a man who
commanded public opinion in the place; and it is

not likely that a venal tool could possess the
confidence of his fellow-citizens, jealous of tbeii
liberties ; secondly, the bribery could not be con.
fined to the few who would turn the scale—it

would be carried on more extensively, and th<
chances of detection would be multiplied. Ther«
never can be a free exercise of the franchise in

these countries without the Ballot. Petty tjran.
ny will, as long as the viva voce system lasts, con.
tinue to annoy the tenant and the tradesman
the independence of the House of Commons will
by degrees, be broken ; the influence of the aria
tocracy will again become omnipotent ; civil an<
religious liberty will be trodden under foot
taxes will multiply ; spies, pensioners, and sine
curists will reappear, like the animalcules amon
the galvinized powder of flint-stone ; the Digwexa
ter and the Catholic will be insulted by an arr«
gant priesthood, already, on the assumption <
apostolical succession, (and what successors of
apostles

!)
claiming fresh funds for the endow

ment of the English Church, and the manageiraox
of national education ; we shall see the rejav^
sentatives of the people sleeping, in their collar
beneath the ministerial manger ; we shall

a new war and a new debt ; in a word, the ^
vernment will return to its old ways of folly

corruption, (and our last state shall be tori

|

than our first,) without—tbs Ballot !
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ELLIS'S HISTORY OF MADAGASCAR *

Sixes the occupation ofthe Mauritius by Great
Britain, the most important epoch of the history

of Madagascar has evolved, and a vast amount
of curious information been added to our previ-

ous knowledge of that fine island. Of this inform-

ation, the Rev. Mr Ellis has availed himself, in

compiling the first general history of Madagas-
car which deserves the name. He has produced

a work which, with some crudities and faults of

arrangement, is yet the best which we can hope

to possess for another generation, and one which

has the merit of exhausting the entire subject.

Madagascar, whether we regard its extent,

geographical position, or natural advantages,

may be regarded as one of the finest islands in

the world. Its inhabitants are a mixed race,

consisting of two or more distinct races—the

black, and the olive-coloured or Hovas ; the for-

mer, supposed to be the more ancient, are of

African, and the latter in all probability of

Malay origin ; which fact seems established

by the similarity of language and customs. It

a not long since the population, which is now
estimated at five millions, was broken into fifty

or more clans and tribes, each under a leading

chief, and many petty chieftains. Amalgamation
ns produced to a considerable extent by the

father of the late Radama, a powerful, warlike,

and politic chief of the olive-coloured race, who,

then dying, enjoined his son to complete the

conquest of the whole island, which he had so

accessfully begun. The principality of this

peat chief was Imerina, the central province of

Madagascar, and the country of the Hovas,
though the black population of Imerina is as

Bamerous as the olive-skinned race. The father

ef Radama had united all its tribes, and esta-

blished his residence at Tananarivo, which is

till the capital of the kingdom, if not of the

island. This conquering chief, who is said to

hare been a man of great energy of character,

riae, politic, a lover of justice, and a promoter
f improvement and industry among his people,

*as, in 1808, succeeded by his son, the famous
Badtina, the Peter the Great, if not the Alfred,

Madagascar. Domestic slavery has been the

immemorial practice of the island; and it has also,

ior a long time hack, been a considerable mart
for the slave-trade. The continual intestine

fesdi among the tribes, afforded a supply of pri-

ori of war for the traffic, and kidnapping
la practised to some extent. Degradation to

•ferery i« also the frequent punishment for minor
•fences; and debtors are liable to be sold by
fair creditors. Slaves were therefore the most

important article of traffic among this half-

ririlized people ; and the most intelligent of the
chiefs (educated half-castes) were the principal

"fae-dealers, giving arms, ammunition, andother
toKhcmlieed commodities,in exchange for human
hongs, and thus furnishing tools to prosecute the

* Kiber, 800, k Co. 2 roll, royal 8vo, with numerous
Ppiok

*0.mv,—vol. vi.

trade farther in the interior. The slaves of Ma-
dagascar were generally sent to the Mauritius or
the Isle of Bourbon, though both America and
the West Indies have thence received occa-

sional supplies. When, at the close of the war,
it became an object to Great Britain to suppress

that horrible traffic, long before solemnly abo-

lished, the Governor of the Mauritius, Sir Robert
Farquhar, to close one great mart, fixed his atten-

tion upon Radama, the most powerful and intelli-

gent of the princes of Madagascar, whose domin-
ions were, moreover, the principal seat of the

traffic, Itadama's conquests produced numerous
prisoners; his capital of Tananarivo was the
great mart of the traffic, and his principal Port
of Tamatave the place where the victims were
embarked. The Governor of the Mauritius re-

solved to send an embassy to this prince, to

induce him to discountenance, and, if possible, to

abolish the trade.

Radama, a very young man, was at this period

the uncultivated chief of a half-civilized people,

and, “ in manners, dress, and superstitions, en-

tirely the Malagasy
;
yet possessing a mind highly

susceptible of improvement, and fired with the
noble ambition of becoming superior to any of
his ancestors/* The government of Radama's
territory may be described as a pure despotism,

modified by customs and traditions, and " the
wisdom of our ancestors,*' for which the Hova
nation entertain unmeasured respect. Where
there was no written language, there could be no
fixed laws. Every case was determined upon its

own merits, and the will of Radama was omni-
potent over all, save prejudice and superstition.

Popular assemblies were convened on great occa-

sions, but rather to learn and approve the will

of “ the visible god** than to advise or remon-
strate. Radama was high priest as well as king.

The religion of the Malagasy presents an in-

conceivable jumble of superstitions, unmeaning
in their character, but dark and cruel in their

working. The most baneful of the national cus-

toms is the Tangena or poison-ordeal, by which
all possible coses are tried, and which proves a
fruitful source of fraud and cruelty, by which

thousands of victims are every year immolated*

It more closely resembles the old ordeal for

trying supposed witches than anything we ever

read of in history; hut is carried to a far

greater extent, as witchcraft is but one of many
cases submitted to the Tangena. The English

Residents and the Missionaries were in the know-
ledge of several murders effected bythe Tangena,
of which singular custom a minute and very in-

teresting account is given in this work. The
Tangena may be administered not only in cases

of suspicion of crime, but by false accusation. If

any member of a family is taken ill, all the slaves

may be subjected to the ordeal, to discover which

has bewitched the sick person. While Mr Hastie

was British Resident with Radama, in 1822,
about fifty female attendants of the king’s second'
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sister drank the Tangena under a suspicion that

the princess was bewitched. It chanced that not

one of them died, which is presumed to have

been by the management of those who had to

administer the poison. It is obtained from a nut

which grows abundantly in Madagascar. If the

sovereign be taken ill, not only the slaves, but

all in personal attendance, courtiers and judges,

may be put to the test. During an illness of

Radama, an old judge, devoutly attached to the

Tangena and every other national custom, insisted

that all about the person of the king should

take the ordeal ; and, among others. Prince Ra-

taffe, Radama’s brother-in-law, (who afterwards

visitedEngland,) and othermembers of the king’s

family. The Prince insisted that, as the judge

was also coming about the king, he should drink

like the rest. All drank ; but the judge was the

only individual convicted by the very equivocal

test. He died, his property was confiscated, and

his house razed to the ground without delay.

The Tangena is a double or twofold ordeal. The
person swallowing the poison is also made to

swallow three bits of the skin of a fowl, with a

variety of ceremonies ; and, unless he vomit them,

he is held guilty ; so that, if he escape the effects

of the poison, he may still be cruelly murdered

for not disgorging the bits of skin. It seems a

point of honour for the accused to submit eagerly

to the test, in order to prove their innocence

;

and refusal is construed into an acknowledg-

ment of guilt. Sometimes a whole district will

take the ordeal at once, by order of the king. It

is a source of great profit, which, no doubt, tends

to maintain a custom which even the sovereign

will of Radama durst not set aside. Whether
acquittal or conviction follows the ordeal, there

is always money to pay, and advantage to be

reaped by the diviners. Radama, after his inti-

mate intercourse with Mr Hastie and other

Europeans, was no longer himself the dupe of the

ordeal, for he noted the many cases at which it

either proved false or failed. On one occasion,

the wife of one of Radama’s officers was sick.

She had been, when too late, attended by Mrs
Jeffries, the wife of one of the Missionaries.

The woman died in a few hours, as Mrs Jeffries,

when called in, had foretold ; and the King re-

marked, that the people around her should have

been more careful. This was felt as a reproach by
her relatives. Their honour was affected ; and
the mother and sister of the deceased, her hus-

band’s mother, and two more near relations, who
had all been most tenderly attached to her, and
who were sunk in the deepest grief, requested

permission to take the Tangena, to prove their

innocence of any intended neglect or maltreat-

ment of the person so dear to them. Radama
told them they were fools for proposing the

ordeal, as out of five some one must fall ; but

they insisted upon the lawful and customary

means of establishing their innocence. They
all fell victims to this feeling of honour, and not

a tear was died for them. Radama remarked,

that the administrator of the potion had made it

u a little too bitter.” To infanticide, another

custom of Madagascar, the King gave a more
decided opposition.

The Malagasy are fatalists; and infanticide,

like more of their crimes, arises from their con-
stant practice of divination, to discover lucky
and unlucky persons, things, and days. Their
mode of divination is termed stkidy, and it is

elaborately worked by beans, straws, rice, &c.
Its nature and responses, or results, are regarded
as oracular, and it directs to the use of particular

charms and incantations. Appeals are made to

the tikidy on many occasions ; and from the cikidy
is learned how evil is to be averted, or good ob-

tained. It determines what amulet is to be
worn, or what sacrifice made. The natives of

Madagascar are so peculiarly well endowed with
allmannerof superstitions, that theirs seem a com-
bination of those of every semi-barbarous nation,
and especially of the debasing and cruel.-—They
have many social ceremonies at births, betroth-
ings, and burials, which are of a more kindly
character, and they celebrate numerous festivals-

Polygamy and concubinage are general, and are
attended with the usual consequences of domestic
discord and misery, and the degradation of
women. Radama had twelve nominal wives.
No one is allowed to have so many, save the
sovereign, and two or three seem common num-
bers with the rich. The first wife obtains a
donation in money from the husband when he
takes a second, and the sovereign also receives
tribute, or a present. Upon these, and, indeed,
almost every oocasion, divorce is easily obtained,
and frequent. Among many other causes, a
wife may be divorced for extravagance, idleness,

and gadding about too much. A divorced
woman may marry again in twelve days ; but,
by the usages of the country, which are its only
laws, the husband, if vindictive, may divorce
his wife in a form which precludes her from ever
marrying. If the husband is guilty of any
crime for which be is reduced to slavery, the
wife and children share his fate.

The rite of circumcision is practised in Mada-
gascar with endless ceremonies, occupying many
days ; and the custom of two persons pledging
in brotherhood, by tasting each other’s blood, is

common.
The people of Madagascar cultivate rice,

maize, yams, sweet potatoes, and, latterly, the
Irish potato, and a variety of the vegetables and
fruits known in Europe and the tropics. They
have large herds of cattle ; and, as food, use
the flesh of the ox, sheep, goat, monkey, and
hedgehog. Fish are used, and poultry is plenti-
ful. Manioc and a species of arrow-root are
among their articles of food, which, however,
consists principally of rice—whatever is taken
with the rice being termed laoka, a term equi-
valent to the Scottish and Irish word, kitchen.

They make a sort of unleavened bread of Indian
corn ; but boiled rice is the great staple. Meat
of all kinds, birds' eggs, and those of the croco-
dile dried, honey, locusts, and the chrysalis of
the silk-worm, a singular dainty, all form the
additional laoka. The meat is dressed with the
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•kin on ; and the skin of beef is, with the hairs,

often boiled to a jelly, and considered a choice

luxury by Malagasy epicures. They take only
two meals a-day, one before noon, and the other
in the evening. Their principal drink is water,

tboagh King Radama found it necessary to

issue an edict against the introduction or use of
spirits or wine, which were prohibited to every
one else, to be abased by his Majesty himself,

vhoee early death was hastened, if not caused
by excess. The natives have long known the
art of distilling a coarse spirit from the sugar-
cane, or from honey. They are fond of tobacco,
vbich they cultivate, and use in great quantities
in the form of snuff, which they place between
the teeth of the under jaw and the inner surface
of the under lip, and suck at their leisure, to
their great contentment. A powerful stimulant,
formerly used to a great extent, was the native
hemp, which was smoked, especially before en-
gaging in battle, and which roused the smoker
to temporary madness. Its use has been pro-
hibited under severe penalties ; but it is believed
that it is still used as a means of intoxication in

mote places. The Malagasy are a healthy
mi long-lived race, subject to few violent

dhmses, though the low swampy coasts of
thair island prove fatal to foreigners, who, at

certain seasons, are sure to fall victims to the
fever and ague of the country. By this fatal

fever, every attempt to conquer or colonize
Madagascar has been cut short. Radama once
aid, when threatened by France, that General
Tasa (the native name of the Madagascar fever)
weld be his best ally. SmalLpox was a fear-

fol scourge ; but Mr Hastie, among the innum-
erable benefits which he conferred on Mada-
gascar, introduced vaccine inoculation ; and it

haa been renewed by the Missionaries, though it

it too probable that, with their expulsion, this,

with many other blessings, will be lost. The
Mtive remedies for the fever are emetics, fol-

ded by the vapour-bath, and fumigation with
bcrba, which often cut short the disease. Their
npour-bath is so simple and practicable in any
Reality, as to merit description. Seating the
pttient over a large earthen or other vessel

attaining water, and covering him with several
h*ge native cloaks, they produce the steam re-

jpired by casting pieces of red- hot stone or iron
«to the water. A sort of rude shampooing iB

practised by the preparers and venders of me-
fieme, who, by a combination natural in a bar*
kawus state of society, are also the makers of
rbarms to ward off disease. Particular idols have
tot power of preventing particular maladies or
fenns of evil. Before the reign of Radama, the
fed person seized with small-pox was either
toned to death or buried alive. The natives
km a strong aversion to bleeding, though a
rsde kind of capping is sometimes practised. In
1*90, Radama, who had shortly before learned to
ride on the first horse ever seen on the island, and
present from Governor Farquhar, had a severe
Cdlfrom horseback. His domestics ran for the
fcgbh; mi Mr tftmes> the first Missionary

that visited Tananarivo, foundjthe King lying on
the floor, his face and neck covered with blood,and
his attendants pouring the blood of fowls into

his mouth, to make up for the royal blood

wasted by the wounds. Mr Jones proposed to

cease pouring in fowls’ blood, and,onthecontrary,

to take a little more from the King, “ What

!

take away more blood, when the King haa lost

so much already !—let the aikidy be consulted.'*

The King was not quite insensible, and he had
faith in the proposed bleeding. He whispered

in a low tone—“ Bleed me—let the aikidy not

be consulted—bleed me immediately.’* His at-

tendants would not permit this, but still con-

tinued cutting off the heads of the fowls, and
pouring the blood into the King's mouth. The
English present effected the bleeding almost by
main force; the King fainted, and his native

attendants were frantic ; but he revived, got

better, and was put to rest. The aikidy was then
consulted, and the diviner ordered that no one

should enter, save Mr Jones, two other Euro-

peans, and some attendants, with the King's

mother, and three of his wives. The recovery

of the King made some of his now converted

nobles solicit to be bled, as a preventative, in

anticipation of a fall from horseback.

Many of the funeral ceremonies of the Mala-

gasy are indicative of strong and ardent natural

sensibility, and warm domestic affections ; nor is

it easy to reconcile those ceremonies with what
is affirmed of their opinions respecting a future

state.

The useful arts were not in a very forward state

in the first years of the reign of Radama, though

great improvements have since been introduced

by artisans connected with the Missionaries. The
professions are few. The highest office is that

of judge and magistrate. These are appointed

and removed by the king at pleasure. The
keepers of the idols in different places, derive

considerable emolument from the only office

which seems hereditary. In every village, head-

men or elders are appointed by the sovereign,

with inferior officers under them. The makers

of charms and medicines, the consulters of the

aikidy, the administrators of the Tangena ordeal,

and the discoverers of fate, or astrologers, are

all distinct professions. Prophets or fortune-

tellers, who foretell (only good) by looking in a

man’s face, are another class of professors.

Soldiers are a distinct order ; and the rest of the

people are divided into rice-cultivators, herds-

men handicraftsmen, and hucksters or pedlers.

A 8 there were, till very lately, neither roads nor

animals of draught iu the island, bearers or

caoliea are numerous. The rice grounds are, in

many places, well and very neatly cultivated

;

and the grain, though by rude and tedious pro-

cesses, is well managed. Manioc is also carefully

cultivated ; and Mr Hastie and the missionaries

introduced wheat and oats. The latter thrive

well in the highland provinces of Imexina. The
natives viewed the plough and harrows, and the

use of oxen broken in to ctkltivaie the ground,

with. astonishment, but, on the whole, preferred
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the way of their ancestors. They have long

been able to smelt iron, which abounds in the

island ; and their mode, though rude and tedious,

at least answers their purpose. The native

smiths were exceedingly limited in their opera-

tions until 1822 ; but they have made rapid im-

provement under the instructions of English

artisans. To prove how exceedingly valuable

really useful knowledge may be to those sent to

countries in the condition of Madagascar for

other purposes than teaching the humble arts,

we shall quote a passage from Mr Jones the first

missionary :

—

They made nails, but they were round, and not square.

I was the first, I think, that taught them to make a
square naiL Towards the end of 1820, a favourite

horse, sent to Radama hy Sir R. T. Parqnbar, in the

charge of Mr Hastie, in the previous year, lost one of
his shoes, and there was no person in the capital who
knew how to shoe a horse. Seeing the anxiety of the

king, I said to him—** If you wilj trust me, I will nail on
the old shoe.'* The king was exceedingly pleased, and
wished me to do it. I made a model of a horse-shoe

nail, and the native smiths made some nails exactly like

the model. The horse was brought into one of the

royal houses; and the king, his officers, smiths, die.,

assembled, to witness the novel transaction. While 1

was driving the nails into the animal's hoof, the king
frequently cried out—“ Take care, take care ; don’t hurt
the horse,(don't hurt the horse !” I continued driving the

nails, clinched them, rasped the foot, Ac., and the horse

was led out unhurt, to the great astonishment and delight

of all present, who appeared, from this trifling circum-
stance, to attach increased importance to our residence

Among them. I should not have attemped it had I not
often nailed on old shoes when I used to take my father's

horses to the blacksmith's shop in Wales. After this,

the Malagasy smiths made these sort of nails, as well as

horse-shoes, and shod the king’s horses, though they did
it but clumsily, until the arrival of the smith sent out
from England.

Formerly they had no locks ; but Europeans, since

the commencement of the mission, have taught the
natives to make several kinds of locks. A very clever

smith once borrowed a patent padlock from me, which
he opened, and, having examined it thoroughly, made
one exactly like it.

Mr Chick, an excellent artisan sent out by the Lon-
don Missionary Society in 1821, was the first European
smith who settled in the interior of Madagascar ; and to

him the natives, of Ankova especially, are indebted for

their improvement in the art of working in iron. He
reached the capital in 1822, and fixed his residence at

Amparibe, where he erected his shop, and fitted it up in

the European style, as far as circumstances would admit.
Mr Chick was himself m powerful man ; and the tools,

the bellows, the anvil, and the large sledge-hammer
which he used, filled the natives with the greatest astonish-

ment. The report of his great strength soon reached the

palace ; and, shortly after he began his work, the king,

with a number of his officers, paid him a visit. Mr
Chick's boys were at work at an anvil of a middling
size. A spare one, of considerable weight, was standing
on the floor in another part of the shop ; and the king,

after looking about with admiration for some time, told

his officers to lift the anvil that was standing on the

floor. Each in his turn put forth his utmost strength,

but could not raise it from the ground. ** What 1" said

the king, * are you all conquered ? Let me try.” His
majesty then laid hold of it with all his might, and tried

to raise it from the ground, but with no better success

than his officers. ** Aoka izay,*' (said the king,) “ avelao

mba atao ny vazaha ankehitriny”—“ Enough : let the

white man try now.” Mr Chick then lifted the anvil to

a considerable height from the ground, to the great sur-

prise of all present ; and it is singular to notice the first

impression which this evidence of the superior strength of

the Englishman produced on the minds of the king and

his suite. They all concurred in declaring that it would

be dangerous to fight with such men.

A number of youths were placed, by order of the sove-

reign, under the charge of Mr Chick, as apprentices, and

were carefully instructed by him in the several branches

of his art. When the king commenced building the

palace, Mr Chick furnished the iron-work for it; while

thus occupied, he had about two hundred and fifty native

smiths employed under him, and from that time may he

dated the improvements made in smithing by the natives.

Mr Chick's work at the palace entirely ceased when
Radama died. He was employed by the present govern-

ment to furnish the iron-work for the mills erected by

Mr Cameron at Alakaly, and had under him about two

hundred persons, who had every opportunity of improv-

ing themselves, and learning the more difficult branches

of the business.

Many of tbe native smiths are now able to make
hinges, screws, and a variety of the most valuable articles

of iron used in civilised liic. They have also attained

considerable proficiency in wire-drawing.

They have also unhappily learned to fabricate

implementsofwar, far more deadly than their ori-

ginal javelin and spear. The native goldsmiths

and silversmiths discover considerable ingenuity

;

and a Frenchman has lately introduced many
improvements in carpenter work. He it was

who, so late as 1821, first introduced the saw

among five millions of people. Now they have

lathes ; and many natives have made respectable

proficiency in building, carpentry, and joining,

and in manufacturing leather. Long before they

had seen any Europeans, the native women spun

and wove cotton and silk, both obtained by

native industry. The spinning was performed

by the primitive spindle, the weaving in the

rudest and slowest manner ; nor have the wheel

and loom sent out by the Missionary Society yet

succeeded. The weaver died, and the people of

Madagascar are still clothed according to the

wisdom of their ancestors. They prepare indigo

and a few dyes ; and both the patterns and tex-

ture of their fabrics are said to shew attention,

accuracy, and good taste. They are ingenious

in weaving the mats which they use for bedding

and for the covering of their floors, and in

plaiting a variety of useful and elegant baskets.

They make coarse earthenware, of all sorts, for

domestic purposes, and of handsome forms.

Their dress is uniform and simple, though Euro-

pean and Oriental costumes have of late been in-

troduced at court. Even among the rich, children

of all ranks run naked until they are five or six

years old. The dress of all ranks consists alike of

two, or at most three garments, which the poor

fabricate from native hemp, cotton, or the bark

of trees, and the rich from soft, costly silk, or im-

ported cassimere, or broad cloth. A salaka, about

a yard in width, and two yards long, is worn much
in the fashion ofthe Celtic philabeg, and the man-

tle or lamba , which is worn by both sexes, and by

all ages and ranks, is equivalent, and indeed very

similar to the plaid. The royal lamba or mantle

latterly worn by Radama was of fine scarlet

English broad cloth, ornamented with gold lace.

The rich have their lamba of substantial native

or foreign silk, stripped in a variety of brilliant

colours, and the poor of hempen doth, or white
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European cloth. Covering for the head is only

lately introduced, and is still infrequent ; nor

was any protection for the feet known save the

rode sandal of untanned bullock's hide, common
to so many semi-barbarous nations. Shoe9 and
stockings have now been introduced. Caps, or

a sort of hats, are now used on the coast, made
of common grass or rushes. Radama wore an or-

namented cap of velvet ; and a red worsted cap

bs been assumed as a piece of finery by second-

try chiefs, while officers and courtiers now sport

European cocked hats. European dresses and
irtides of luxury are in great request ; and the

jpverament, besides large bands of builders,

md-cutters, smiths, and carpenters, now em-
ploy many tailors and sempstresses in making up
weiring apparel. Few natives, however, appear

wholly in foreign dresses. The present queen,

soon the same principle which makes Queen
Victoria order a quantity of silks from Spittals-

it\d, or poplins from Dublin, appears with the

sative white lamba spreading its ample folds

over a dress of rich foreign velvet or silk. The
attires are fond of ornaments, and wear as many
necklaces, ear-rings, rings, bracelets, and chains,

u4 ornaments on their forehead, and in tbeir

bir, as if they were a highly civilized, if not
a very refined nation. Beads are nsed for a va-

riety of ornamental purposes ; and, of late, the

women have acquired a taste for wearing feathers

and artificial flowers at their dances. They are

also fond of artificial perfumes; and the Hovas
bve discovered the U9e of cosmetics and denti-

frices. Instead of black patches, the young Ma-
lagasy, to heighten their charms, paint minute
pink spots on their faces. Formerly much time,

f*en days together, were consumed in plaiting

tb hair; but one day the king, having first

tried the experiment on one of his brothers, had
Ms own hair cut in the European fashion, and
^mediately made the troops, and the scholars

in all the missionary schools, follow the royal

example. This daring innovation upon national

««tom produced a tragi-comical catastrophe.

A number of discontented females held a meet-
ing or tabary, to express their disapprobation of

th shearing of the plaits, and the alarming in-

novation made by combs and scissors.

Information of these proceedings soon reached the
u^taL About two thousand soldiers were immediately
Kamooed ; they renewed their oaths of allegiance, pro-
ving that whoever should be found guilty of creating a
ustarbance, even if their own parents should be impli-

they required but the king's order or permission to

them to death : after these assurances of fidelity, the

were ordered to guard the capital. On the
fc^owing day, four or five thousand females assembled
51 imbatoroko, a village to the east of Tananarivo, and

a kabarv, or metaage, to the king, complaining of
b having adopted foreign customs, and having allowed
b people to be taught by Europeans. In reply, Radama
tot to aik them what were their grievances ; if they

too heavily taxed, or if they were displeased at
bring their soni employed in the army ; whether he
w«a their king or not, and whether they had choaen
•to* other king in his stead? They replied to these
qwitioos ha the negative ; but said, they were the nurses

I

tht king, and complained because he hnd adopted the

!

^tos ef the foreigners; had allowed them to teach

I

toil his people; had changed the customs of his

ancestors ; and, finally, he had cut off his hair, and

drank spirituous liquors. Radama sent back a message

to ask, if, being king, he had not a right to do as he

pleased with his hair without consulting women ; re-

minding them, it was the inalienable right of the twelve

monarchs to do as they pleased, and added, that he would

presently give them a proof of this, by taking care that

their own hair should never grow again. Having ascer-

tained who were the ringleaders, five of them were se-

lected, and orders were given to the soldiers of their

districts and families so to cut off their hair that it should

never grow again. The order was mournfully obeyed,

and they perished under the bayonets of the soldiers in

sight of the multitudes of females, and a vast concourse

of people from the town. His majesty immediately sent

for the Europeans, told them that a number of persons

who were fools, and wished to remain such, had created

a disturbance. I have ordered five of them, said Radama,
to be put to death ; but don't you be alarmed. 1 am
here to protect you.—The bodies of the five women who
were put to death, remained upon the spot until they

were devoured by the dogs and birds.

The rest of the women, after being detained

for three days, guarded by the troops, and kept

without food or shelter, were released upon their

earnest prayers, and probably never again inter-

fered either with the king's cut of hair or his

drinking cups. As an imperfect, yet pleasing

sketch, of the manners of the natives, we shall

extract the description of the ordinary occupa-

tions of a day :

—

The Malagasy rise early; and in order to do this, it is

customary to have a cock roosting in the south-east

corner of the house, that he may give warning of the

first approach of the morning. He first crows about

three o’clock, which is much too early to begin the oc-

cupations of the day in a country where there is but little

twilight, and where the sun does not rise before six. He
repeats his call, however, about five, when, if any doubt

should exist as to the actual dawn of day, the master of

the honse or one of his slaves opens the door, and, after

glancing towards the eastern horizon, exclaims, “ It it

morning.*’ The necessity for doing this, arises from the

circumstance of the honse having no glass windows, and
being therefore entirely dark, except where a ray of light

is admitted by an accidental crevice. The door has no
other fastening than a piece of stick, about four inches in

length, stuck in like a wedge at the bottom, or let into a
small groove made for that purpose.

As soon as the family has risen, the master, and other

members of the household, squat themselves down beside

the fire-place, or outside the building, and, stretching out

their naked arms, call to a slave to bring them water*

A slave then advances, carrying iu his left hand an
empty pitcher, and in his right a zingia, or bullock's

horn, with a stick fixed into it for a handle. This is

filled with water, which he pours upon the hands of his

master, who rubs them together, and dashes some of the

water into his face, while the slave holds the pitcher or

wooden bowl beneath. In the same manner the rest of

the family are attended upon, the zingia being replenished

by dipping it into the siny-be, or large water-jar. The
slaves then assist each other to wash in the same way,
nene using the napkin to wipe off the water, hut some
rubbing it off with the lamba, and others leaving it to

dry in the sun. After this operation, the master dis-

misses his servants, or accompanies them to their re-

spective occupations.

At home the mistress ordinarily employs herself In

arranging her room, and weaving. There are ordinarily

a greater number of servants than can be constantly em-
ployed where the wants of the people are so few. One of

these, perhaps, will remove the pigs or other animals

from the comer of the house, by driving them out;

another will release the calf from the post to which it is

tied within the house; while another milks the cow*
These, and other simple employments, with long inter-

vals of squatting on the ground, occupy the slaves until
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the time of preparing for the first meal. This is not

ordinarily taken until eleven or twelve o’clock, and the

hoar is computed by the length of the shadows on the

ground.

Out-door labourers in Madagascar continue at work
from the morning till sunset, when, about six or seven in

the evening, thousands may be seen returning from the

rice grounds, markets, and distant fields, bearing their

spades on their shoulders, and bundles on their backs,

sometimes cheered as they pass along by a native bard,

who, seated on the ground, will chant his short but lively

songs, descriptive of the pleasure of returning home after

the toil of the day is over. On reaching their dwelling,

another meal is spread, exactly resembling that of the

morning ; and while this is preparing, as well as after it

is dismissed, the family amuse themselves with cheerful

conversation. The day often closes with dancing and
singing ; after which they spread upon the ground their

simple bedding, which consists of one or two mats, on
which they repose until chanticleer awakes them in the

morning.
The occupation in which the people especially delight,

is traffic carried on by hawking different things about for

sale. Some go down to the coast, and obtain articles of

British manufacture from the merchants. Others pur-

chase articles manufactured by their own countrymen, in

hope of realizing some profit by selling them. Perhaps no
class of men gain less than these hawkers, certainly none
endure greater hardships; yet none are so devoted to

their employment, and so unwilling to exchange it for

another. The native songs often describe the mpivavotra

hawkers, sitting patiently all day at the market, or tra-

velling from house to house until the sun sets upon their

path, yet unwilling to cook a meal ofrice until their hearts

have been encouraged by obtaining some profit on their

goods. To a corresponding feeling, in all probability, is

to be ascribed the excessive fondness of the Malagasy for

the public markets ; these are the most favourite places

of resort for all classes.

A great deal of haggling and cheapening is

employed in making a purchase, the seller ask-

ing much more than he can expect to obtain,

and the buyer offering less than he intends

finally to give, if compelled. Nor is this pecu-

liar to Madagascar.

Money-changers form a separate profession.

They do not lend out at interest, but simply

exchange, by weight, a number of parts of a

dollar in cut money, for which the receiver of

the entire dollar allows a profit, according to

the rate of exchange at the time. Nothing is

sold by weight save money—measure and the

eye being the standard. In the interior, a bushel

of best picked white rice may be had for a shil-

ling, and red rice one-third cheaper. Eighteen

or twenty fowls or ducks may be bought for a

dollar, and the same money will purchase six

geese and four or five turkeys. Sheep and pigs

are about a shilling each ; a bullock costs from
three to eight dollars, a cow and calf three or

four ; twenty or thirty pine apples may be had
for two or three pence, and a peck of grapes or

bananas for the same money. Provisions have,

however, risen rapidly of late ; and near the

coast the prices are higher than in the interior.

Wages are correspondingly low. Twopence
a day is a common wage for a labourer, with pro-

visions. This is not so bad—not much inferior,

indeed, to the rate of Irish labour at certain

seasons. But many work for their rice alone,

with an allowance of laoka or kitchen . Smiths

and carpenters have about double the wages of

labourers. A master will often hire out die

labour of his slave, for which the remuneration

is about twenty shillings a-year, with clothes and

food. The people are in the habit of assisting each

other upon important occasions, such as building

a house or constructing a tomb, and a feist is

indispensable at all such bee# in Madagascar.

The Malagasy have one or two rude musical

instruments ; and, though not gifted with pleas-

ing voices, they are fond of singing. The so-

vereign had a band of female minstrels who ac-

companied him whenever he left the palace,

either for an airing or a distant journey. Their

songs were in his praise, or to the praise of hit

royal race. The inhabitants of the country

villages have attained greater proficiency in

singing than the Hovaa and the people of the

towns ; and it gives a pleasing idea of their man-

ners, to learn, that in the villages singing may

be heard in most houses in the evening; and

that, when it is moonlight, they often assemble

and pass a few hours in singing, dancing, and

clapping their hands, accompanied by whatever

instruments the village affords. Radama used

to delight in hearing the children sing the songs

and hymns they were taught in the mhsriouary

schools. The natives have several athleticgames

and sports peculiar to themselves. A favourite

amusement is hunting wild cattle upon dark

nights. Bull-fighting, bull-baiting, cock-fight*

ing, are also favourite amusements. In 1824,

when Mr Hastie accompanied Radama and the

army in an invasion of the ftakaiava country,

they halted to hunt and dry-salt a stock of beef

for future provision. The hunt was commenced

with great solemnity.

Agreeably to the custom of the country, en the it*

herd being seen, the party halted, laid down their arm*

with the muzzles of the guns and the points of ths speti*

turned to the rear, and an aged chieftain implored for

success on their enterprise in nearly the following terms

:

—-“O thou great Rangoral master of these superb plain*

and herds, be it known to thee, that the mighty king

Radama, attended by a formidable army, is thy visiter

;

and it will only be consistent with thine own dignity,

and his exalted rank as governor of the earth, a king un*

equalled by any other king, that thou shouldst present

him with a part of thy superabundant stock, for the iw

of his attendants. Be it known to thee, O Rangers'

that the wants of the mighty king are bounded, bat hit

liberality is without bounds ; be is slow in accepting

but lavish in bestowing favours. He comes not in hot

tile array, but, as thy visiter, in amity. O you KoU

fotsy and Taihana ! guardians of your great master’

innumerable flocks, let it be your care to do him honou

in the selection of the presents that he may order for th

use of his royal visiter, so that we, his attendants, ms

partake of such fare as will induce ua to make fiavounbj

representations of your attentions to our mighty kin;

and hereby entitle you to his beneficent considerate

We again repeat, we are visiters in amity, and only dal)

your hospitable entertainment during our sojourn wl

you.”

Before the troops returned, three hundred and fort;

six head ofcattle were killed, besidea the number wound
and followed by the spearmen : two days aftenran

four hundred and thirty-one more were killed by i

soldiers.

Upon another occasion, Mr Hastie saw ftj

hundred head killed on the firat day of the hu|

Fishing is principally left to the women,
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mek a supply of food in the rivers. Crocodiles

sad alligators abound in all the streams, and
many native superstitions are connected with

these creatures. A game peculiar to the Mala-
gasy is termed “ kicking backwards

” The
game consists in the opposed parties kicking at

each other, in the same manner as horses, asses,

and other animals. In this game the young men,
by early training, become very expert, and hun-
dreds at a time will engage in a kicking match,
which is often attended with broken legs and
aod ankles. Throwing bamboos, tipped with iron,

it a target, is the method of teaching the young
sen to throw the spear, and is also a favourite

amusement. Trials of strength are made by
Biting and throwing stones ; and young people

fhj with pebbles in the manner of shuttle-cock.

They have a sedentary game resembling drafts ;

md cards have, of late, been introduced by the
traders.

Instead of pursuing this desultory outline of

of the manners and customs of the people of Ma-
dagascar, we shall now turn to Mr Ellis's account
<f their intercourse with the English, in what
we hare called the most important epoch of their

history.

Radama was uniformly kind to the English

Residents and the Missionaries, and they in re-

tira have probably placed his character in the
feirest possible point of view. The best thing
that can be said of him is, that his foibles, self-

will, and caprice, were, when under the influence

« * superior mind, capable of being turned to

the advantage of his country.

When Captain Le Sage, the first agent sent
by Sir Robert Farquhar, visited Radama in 1816,

st his capital of Tananarivo or “ the city of a
thousand towns," he was, in dress, manners,
tod superstitions, entirely a Malagasy ; and,
though naturally quick and intelligent, power-
fully influenced by the prejudices and customs of
ofhis native country. He was found Beated on
the floor of his house on hia mat, clothed in his

mtive lamba, and with neither chair nor table,

in the palace, which shortly afterwards was fur-

nished with many European accommodations
ind elegancies. He ate only from silver dishes,

which, together with being carried in a sort of
plaoquin, were exclusive privileges of the so-

rtrrign. He was much addicted to the use of

qurituous liquors himself, though he rigidly

continued the prohibition against them, promul-
gated by his father. He had permitted no road
to be made to his capital ; and Captain Le Sage,

miring on the coast in the unhealthy season,

offered severely in making his way through the

brakes, swamps, and morasses which lie between
Tamatave and the capital. His party had nearly
task under fatigue and despondency ; and they
at last reached the capital with that insidious

disease in their veins, to which so many Euro-
peans have fallen victims in Madagascar. While
the embassy was advancing, frequent messages,
frith presents of food, were sent by the King to

leSage; and it was received with great honour.

On approaching the capital, the party wen agreeably

827

arprUed by a fresh Menranee of welcome, conveyed in a
manner by no means indicative of a barbarous state of
society. A company of persons, about eighty in number,
suddenly appeared running towards them, divided into

parties of twenty, and bearing on their heads rice, finite,

and different viands for the refreshment of the travellers,

which all partook of on the spot, while the hospitable

strangers danced and sang around them. They proved
to be some of the most distinguished families forming the
court of Radama. Their dress was very elegant, the
women being adorned with silver chains, necklaces, and
anklets, and their garments, consisting of a dark purpla
cotton lamba, wound round the body, and hanging in
graceful folds so as to exhibit the knotted fringe in the

most pleasing manner. The men wore on their heads a
silver ornament somewhat resembling a coronet, and
round the waist a belt, with a pouch for containing their

amulets. They also had silver ornaments like the
women, and were armed with muskets, many of which,
instead of brass mountings, had silver ones, and stocks

studded with silver-headed nails.

Dances and firing of cannon succeeded, uptil

they reached the palace, when a strange cere-

mony followed. One of Radama's ministers first

commanded silence to the crowd

He then addressed the people, saying, that Radama had
given their country to his visiter ; and on asking them if

they consented, they answered, Yea. The minister then,

with the same politeness, addremed Le Sage, telling him
he was their king, aod commanded their country and
all that was in it ; adding, that Radama commanded only
at Mauritius. Le Sage placed
himself upon a kind of stool covered with white linen,

when Radama addressed his ministers and people to the
same effect as his minister had done before, asking them
if they consented that Le Sage should be their king • to
which they all answered in the affirmative. He then
told his guest that Madagascar was his, and his own
country Mauritius. After some complimentary con-
versation, Le Sage then presented his credentials, which
were read by one of the princes, when the king again
assured hia guest of the great pleasure his arrival afforded
him.

Le Sage here observes of Radama, that his manners
and conduct were totally different from those of any
prince or chief he had seen in Madagascar. His addrem
was extremely agreeable and prepossessing ; and he was,
even then, what might justly be termed a polite man.

The people of Madagascar long entertained

the belief, that Europeans were cannibals ; an
opinion which originated in the slave-trade, and
which is not yet quite exploded—“for what could

the white men want the children but to eat

them ?" This opinion was renewed when Ra-
dama afterwards made the children be sent in

great numbers to the mission-schools. They
were then often concealed in the rice-holes by
their alarmed parents, to save them from the
“ European cannibals.” Two young brothers of

Radama were, however, immediately after the

visit of Le Sage, sent to the Mauritius, to bo
educated, and several of the chiefs visited Go-
vernor Farquhar about the same time. By their

influence, and certain equivalents to be offered

by the English Government, the Governor hoped
to induce Radama to abolish the slave-trade.

Mr Brady, a non-commissioned officer in the

British service, was left at the capital by Captain

Le Sage, to instruct the troops of Radama in

European tactics. He secured the good-will of

the natives and the sovereign, and ultimately

became a general of tbe native forces^ end ac-

companied Radama in all his wars*
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Bya mostfortunate arrangement,thetwo young
brothers of Radama were, on their arrival in the

Mauritius, placed under the care of Mr Hastie ;

and next year he accompanied them to the Court

of Radama, over whose mind he acquired an in-

fluence almost unbounded, which he never once

used save to promote the improvement and wel-

fare of the country, and the respectability of the

semi-barbarous prince. His goingwas nearlyacci-

dental, as he had undertaken to convey, in safety,

a valuable present of horses, sent by the Governor

to Radama, and the first animals of the kind seen

in Madagascar. Horses are now becoming plenti-

ful in the country of the Hovas. Mr Hastie

was received with as much distinction as the

British agent had been. The King was found

dressed in a gay European costume, sent him
from the Mauritius, and his house was furnished

with chairs. He sent for Mr Brady, whom he

introduced to Mr Hastie, telling him Mr Brady
was now an officer. A crowd always surrounded

the King, and whatever passed between himself

and Mr Hastie, was interpreted to his captains

and the people around, who uniformly agreed to

whatever the King said.

The Resident, for such we may call Mr Hastie,

though he was not yet appointed, enjoyed many
opportunities of closely observing the character

and dispositions of Radama, whom he appears

to have thoroughly understood, and whom he

soon moulded and wielded at his will, by the

natural supremacy of a strong mind over a weak,

but well-disposed one. Soon after Hastie’s arri-

val, taking the proper precautions of wearing

talismans and charms against accidents, Radama
got on horseback, and, having conquered his first

natural terror, he laughed loudly, screamed and

danced, and declared that he had never been so

delighted before.

As he grew more accustomed to the exercise, his enjoy-

ment of it every time increased ; and, like most learners

who have attained a slight degree of proficiency, he evinced

a consciousness of his own superiority, by wishing to

see others placed in the situation which had lately ap-

peared so perilous to him. Several of his officers were

accordingly ordered to make the experiment, while he

laughed heartily at their awkwardness. During the stay

of Mr Hastie at the capital, several merchants arrived

from the coast, for the purpose of purchasing slaves ; but

all were dicountenanced by Radama. There were vast

numbers of slaves at the capital, at that time, on sale

;

and it is not to be wondered at, that the traffic should

have been encouraged by a people whose indolence in-

duced them to give up all kinds of manual labour to this

unfortunate class of their fellow-beings. The inhabit-

ants of Tananarivo at that time never worked their

grounds. Their land was tilled, their houses built, and

their timber and clothing obtained by slaves. With re-

gard to the abolition of this traffic, the king himself ap-

peared, at an early period of the negotiations, to be won
over by the arguments of Mr Hastie ; but, though so ab-

solute in his government, and his influence over his peo-

ple, that every look and woid of his was the subject of

imitation, and the slightest command for silence obeyed

in an instant by tumultuous thousands, there seemed to

he a point to which he could not, dared not, lead his peo-

ple—and this was, the abolition of the traffic in slaves.

Every morning, the principal councillors wont

to assemble in sight of the British agent, and,

after long consultations, despatch two of their

number to counteract all that Mr Hastie had

accomplished on the previous day. Still his it

fluence was increasing. At this time he had a

opportunity of witnessing the poison-ordeal o

Tangena.

One of the king’s sisters had been ill for several day

and on the 24th of August became slightly deliriouj

Her female attendants, four in number, were subjected t

the following processes, in order to ascertain whether the

had been accessory to her sickness. For one day the

were confined in separate huts, without being allowe

any food, and on the following morning they wet

brought out, each to have administered to them thn

hits of the raw skin of a black fowl; after which, the;

were obliged to drink warm rice-water until they bega

to vomit. If each vomited the three pieces of skin, am

did not in straining fall with her head to the south, ih

was to be considered innocent The pieces of skin wer

swallowed whole, and unfortunately only one of the fool

was able to prove her innocence.

The customary fate of those considered to be guilty, i

instaut death. In this instance it was delayed nearly si

hour, as one of the unhappy creatures was a great favour

ite with the king’s mother, who, while Mr Hastie wa
with Radama, went to her son to beg her life. He rtfasei

to grant this favour, and desired his mother to withdraw

The supposed criminals were then taken to a rock on thi

south side of the capital, and, having their fingers, toes

arms, legs, noses, and ears cut off, were precipitated from

the rock, the children from the surrounding crowd amu*

ing themselves for nearly an hour after with throwing

stones upon their mangled bodies. The two younj

princes were seen thus employed ; and such was the gene

ral indifference to the fate of the sufferers, that Mr Hastie,

who did not approach nearer than forty yards to the rock,

could not see one anxious countenance in the whok

crowd, who thronged to witness the scene. The womeq

were all young, and the favourite handsome. As a pari

of this system of injustice, the survivor was handsomely

rewarded.

As may be supposed from what has just been related

of the young princes, they were now fast returning to the

ordinary habits of their countrymen, although Mr Hastie

still acted as their preceptor, and did his utmost to in*

spire them with higher tastes and feelings. A few days

after they had taken a part in this barbarous and inhu-

man pastime, the elder of the youths not appearing at ths

usual time in the morning, his tutor sent to request hia

attendance, and, on being told that he was still asleep,

W'ent himself to arouse his young pupil, prompted partly

by curiosity to see the interior of his dwelling. He found

him in a small and mean apartment, his sleeping-place

within a yard of the fire-place, and presenting a picture

of idleness and filth scarcely to be surpassed in the mean-

est dwellings of the common people. The tutor remon-

strated with his pupil upon this deviation from the habits

he had acquired in the Isle of France : to which the young

prince could only reply, that dirt was warm, and tbe

weather cold, and he chose the former because it was

customary.

When the time for Mr Hastie’s departure arrived, so

great was Radama’s desire to detain him, that he first

endeavoured to persuade Mr H. it was the Governor's

wish that he should remain to superintend the education

of the princes ; and then, when it was explained to him

that this was a misapprehension, he offered to reward

Mr H. for his trouble, if he would stay and continue to

act as their tutor. Delays and hinderancea were also

thrown in the way of Mr Hastie, whenever he wished to

prosecute any plan for the benefit of the king or h is

people, by the general belief in the influence of unlucky

days ; so that when Mr Hastie asked for bullocks, with

the intention of training them to carry burdens, tbe

lucky day for such an attempt was never found. When

he wished to visit the iron mines, the same hindersnes

presented itself; and when he proposed returning to Tam*

atave, difficulties appeared to increase. He was not will-

ing to depare without again reverting to the conversa-

tion he had previously had with Radama on the subject

of the slave-trade.
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Ate > short visit to Mauritius, Mr Hastie re-

tained to JUdsma's court, and employed all his

address sod influence with his royal friend in ac-

complishing the abolition of the slave-trade. Ra-

ima was willing to give up selling slaves him-

self, to gratify " his good father" the governor;

hit he could not compel his people to follow his

example. He was vulnerable upon one point,

on which all kings are peculiarly susceptible

;

Hastie had only to tell him that “ he was governed
by his people instead of governing them," or that

tie princes and people of Europe would be

docked to hear of any particular piece of un-

princely conduct, to induce Radama to yield.

He had chosen a Reform minister, whose cha-

pter Mr Hastie approved; a bold, sensible,

sod intrepid young man, resolved that his master
Aould be obeyed, and whowas generallyesteemed
by the people. The trade was abolished, and
fir this concession, Radama was to receive yearly

i thousand dollars in gold, a thousand in silver,

i considerable quantity of arms, ammunition,
tad cloth, with other presents. He, indeed, be-

ams, fora time, a sort of pet chief to the British

Government; though General Hall, the acting

gwenior of Mauritius, after Sir Robert Far-

jnkar went to England, nearly threw away all

the advantages of the treaty, by refusing the

mey and goods stipulated for as the equivalent

k abandoning the trade. It was just when this

breach of faith had been discovered by the in-

feoant Radama, that the first two missionaries,

wot out by the London Missionary Society,

rucked the coast of Madagascar. They expe-
rienced many hardships ; and while Mr Jones
*hh difficulty recovered, his companion, Mr
Bctio, and both their wives, fell victims to the

terrible fever of the coast, before leaving Tama-
tne. Among other unwarranted acts of General
Hill, subsequently disapproved by the British

Gwernment, was sending back to Madagascar
youths who had been taken to the Mauritius

to be educated. “ Why," said Radama,
fa Weald not your government at Mauritius permit

koyi to be instructed, whom I had sent for that

^qeu ? Although your government violated the

taty, and discontinued intercourse with me, I would
My have paid for the education of the boys !”—an
spoaon as characteristic of Radama as it was honour-
^ to tbs chieftain of a partially civilized people.

The slave-trade was thus revived for a time,

only finally abolished by the influence and
^gociation of Mr Hastie, after the return of
k Robert Farquhar.
h&m* had now several military Europeans

a bis service, and the superiority of disciplined

***!» was beginning to be understood. After a
foul Mary, at which 20,000 persons assisted,

*wvas undertaken, which, instead of extend-

toj the conquests of the king, ended in defeat,

ft* cipUned troops would not face the enemy,
fix* disasters might have lowered his temper,

*Mktn Mr Hastie was once more sent to him,
to endeavour to atone for the ill conduct of Go-

Hall, he was, contrary to expectation,
**1 *dl received. In advancing from Tama-
fe*e(the great sea-port of Radama's dominions)

ixiv—vol. VI.

to the capital, Mr Hastie, still doubtful of his

reception, was re-assured by a letter from the

king's own hand. Radama had previously been

able to write his native language in Arabic cha-

racters, but now he wrote in what is termed
Creole French, which was his language in con-

versing with the English. “ * Come along,' wrote

Radama, * I shall receive you. Do not be afraid.

I am glad that you are coming, my friend Mr
Hastie, to see me again. Come along, fear not.

I am not so ready to cut off heads as people say

I am/ " The reception was most cordial. Mr
Hastie was accompanied by Mr Jones the mis-

sionary, whom he had ventured to carry along

with him, and whose subsequent feats in horse-

shoeing we have already noticed. Though some-

what alarmed at bearding the lion in his den, Mr
Jones was also well received. Things wore a

very different appearance now from that which

Mr Hastie had seen on his first visit to Tanan-
arive three or four years before.

w At four o’clock,” Mr Hastie write* In hi* journal—
“ Mr Jones and I ascended the hill, several cannons hav-

ing been fired since our arrival at noon. About half-

way up the ascent, we entered between two lines of

troops, well dressed and accoutred, and drawn out in

honour of our reception. Though I have had frequent

occasion to witness the orderly appearance of these people

under arms, and the evidence they afford of the indefati-

gable labour and skilful discipline of Mr Brady, I must
confess I was astonished at their present appearance. The
lines extended all the way to the palace (a building

which in this country really merits the name;) the

court-yard being crowded with drums, shell-blowers, and
singing-women. As I reached the head of the lines, the

king appeared, coming from the old court-yard ; and he

received me with joy. I introduced to his notice my
companion, Mr Jones, to whom he gave his hand with

pleasure, accepting the hasina, or tribute, from each of

us according to custom; after which he led us to the

palace, and we ascended to the state-room by a massive

ladder. I could not conceal my surprise on entering this

elegant apartment, which was furnished and decorated in

a very superior style. The king was quite overcome
with joy, and took such extraordinary means of shewing
it as 1 never before witnessed. He hogged me in his

arms, pulling me close to him, and burst into such peals

of laughter that he was unable to retain his seat. He
frequently called out my name in a most friendly tone*

and then took hold of me, as if to ascertain that I was
really present with him. After a little time the troops

were dismissed, and an excellent repast served up, to

which Prince Rataffe, Field-Marshal Rafaralahy, Majors
Rameno, Ramanetaka, Ramananolona, Captain Ramar-
osikina, Mr Brady the English drill, Mr Robin the se-

cretary, Mr Jones, and myself, sat down. The king,

seated at the bead of the table, ate but little, and was
very attentive to his guests, repeatedly asking after his

Excellency Governor Farquhar and his family, and our
sovereign King George. About eight the party sepa-

rated ; and in returning to the house which had been

prepared for our reception, I found it in excellent order,

and decidedly the largest in the capital.

On the following day, the king received Governor
Farquhar’s letter, and read the letters from him to the

two princes; but made no comment upon the purport of

either, evidently intending to give the matter his cool
,

and deliberate consideration. With the present of plate

from the governor he was much delighted, but most of

all with one of the horses, which he mounted imme-
diately ; remarking, at the same time, that it was not a
gift, but a part of the stipulated equivalent. He then

invited Mr Hastie and Mr Jones to ride with him, and
led them over three miles of excellent road, fit for any
carriage ; an improvement in the neighbourhood of the
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capital truly astoniahiog to Mr Hastie, who had so often

had cause to regret the want of such accommodation before.

In the evening the travellers sat down, in company with
eight persons, to an excellent dinner, served on the plate

sent as a present to the king, and tome manfactored in the

island. A servant attended each chair, and there was as

much formality observed as was consistent with the con-
venience of guests but recently accustomed to such habits.

After tea, the king proposed to Mr Hastie a game at

cards.

Many obstacles were, however, opposed to the

renewal of the treaty for the abolition of the

slave-trade. By Radama it had been observed

with the strictest fidelity, until violated by Go-
vernor Hall. He had even put some of his

nobles and relatives to death for infringing the

law ; and these executions, so unpopular among
his subjects, now filled him with remorse,

though an execution, more or less, does not seem
to have affected Radama deeply. An assembly of

counsellors was summoned, at which Mr Hastie

pleaded the great national advantages which

must result from abolishing the traffic, while

the elders who opposed him inveighed against

the bad faith of the English government. Many
subsequent discussions took place, hut the king

carried his point. " Radama will be m king to-

morrow/* said the Resident—and Radama was a

king ! One of the conditions of the new treaty

was, that ten of his subjects should be sent to

Mauritius, and ten more to England, to he edu-

cated and instructed in the useful arts. The
parents of the lads selected became alarmed ; hut

Radama proceeded in his purpose in his kingly

way. “ A lad in perfect health yesterday/
1

he

said, tc When called this morning was sick, and
could not go. 1 soon found a remedy for his

complaint : I gave orders he should receive

fifty stripes, and he hoisted by the thumbs to

such height on the flag-staff as that all the city

may see the example.** Radama, whatever were
his motives, seems to have been most earnest and
energetic in making the treaty he observed.

The French government became uneasy at the

excellent understanding now established between
Radama and the British. Presents, and the

royal portrait, were sent to him by Louis XVI II.

and he was dissuaded from admitting the mis-

sionaries into his territories. But, however in-

different he might be to their religion, he was
now sufficiently enlightened to the value of their

services as schoolmasters; and several schools

had been established. The war was also renewed
against the Sakalavas, a hold, black tribe, and
was attended with success. On the morning
when the army left the capital, Radama, as high-

priest, sacrificed a cock and a heifer, and offered

up a prayer at the tomb of the most renowned of

his ancestors. The sikidy had also been diligently

consulted as to the route to be taken, the water

to be drunk, and the safest places for encamp-

ments ; and the flight of birds over the heeds of

the troops was carefully observed as aaguring

good or had fortune to the expedition. Radama
was accompanied by Mr Hastie 09 his Talleyrand,

and by his field-marshal Brady. His promis-

cuous army was exactly like a feudal levy. The
people kept to their several elans ; and each clan

had its own leader. Every soldier famished hit

own weapons, whether a gun or the spear sad

shield. The city of the “ Thousand Tovm”

seemed deserted save by women and children

;

and, upon the day when it was calculated that

Radama would enter the territory of Sakaltva,

all the females of the capital rose by daybreak,

and, forming themselves into parties, began sing-

ing their war-songs, in farm of predictions of and

prayers for the success of the king and the army.

They stood with their faces turned towards ths west,

the direction of the Sakalava country, holding rads is

their hands, and which they brandished like spean, and

endeavouring by every kind of warlike movement to ex-

cite themselves to enthusiasm. This practice was coo-

tinnedeverymorning and evening, and sometimes thrasfh

the principal part of each day. The words ef the soof

consisted chiefly of the praises of the sovereign, inch «,

“ God is gone to the west,* u Conquer wherever thou gu-

est.** The warriors were also supposed to be addressed,

“ Bravely use the spear,** Icc.

The expedition waa crowned, we have said,

with success. Vast numbers of slaves and cattle

were taken, and prisoners of war captured, who

were afterwards sold as slaves, hut within tbs

island. Yet Kadama's people had also suffered

much, particularly from sickness.

On the king's return with the people, they rested s fee

miles west of Tananarive There Radama and all hi

followers bathed, as a religions ablution on returning too

the war ; after which the king proceeded in pomp U

Tananarive), and alighted on the holy stone at Andobalo

The idols were then brought to Mess him ;
andsbulloci

brought to secure benedictions on the people, aad indem-

nify and purify them from all blame. The king wcapi»

lated, briefly, the events of the expedition; and praise

those who had been left in charge of affairs at home, foi

their fidelity and attention ; nor were the females per

mltted to go unrewarded with thanks, for able perform

ances in singing the war-songs, and thereby centribd

ing, as was supposed, to whatever measure of success hs

attended the expedition.

Next year the Sak&lava war was renewed b

this African Napoleon. Before entering tb

Sakalava country, he sent a kabarp to the bortd

chiefs, ordering them to submit to his authority

and they would he placed on the footing of ^

natural-horn subjects ; while, if they rejected h

terms, he would teach them who was theirw
ter. The answer of the black men was woi

thy of warriors—“Tell Radama, we know he hi

powder, so have we ; he has fire-arms, so hai

we. Radama has his own to seek, and we hat

ours ; let him prepare well, and come up* **

take our village if he can/* Their village, bej

upon a rocky eminence of difficult access, a|

strongly fortified, was subsequently stonnd

though they made a brave defence.

When asked why they would not be friendly withl

dams, the general reply was, Because he is tbs «
of the white men, and ail the white men are deceiver^

therefore we never will submit to him.** Radamsi

pression in reference to what he had now accompli

was, that it wasmere play, incomparisonwith whit b

tended to do $ aad with this determination, he oida

party of 2060 men to go with spades aad bartiett*

build a village on the spot where as engagement

taken place, over which and the surrounding distnt

appointed Rakizoarivo governor. He then set d

search of Ramttraha, king of the Sakalavas, Ms I

taking different routes in the pursuit.

The war terminated by Radama marrying
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alkae, to only child of the king of Sakalava.

On approaching his capital, he wrote Mr Hastie

that he sod his sable bride would dine with him

aa the day of their arrival at the capital.

To thi« Mr Haitie replied, that he should with the

grate* pleasure receive the royal party, if Radama would

catseat to regard Rasalima as his only wife, for since he,

Mr Hastie, coaid acknowledge but one king of Madagas-

car, so he could acknowledge no more than one queen.

To this there was no objection made on the part of the

Mng; and accordingly, on their arrival at the capital,

the party repaired to the house of the British agent, where

& nuptials were again celebrated. Radama was wel-

©Efdirith every demonstration of affectionate loyalty.

He alighted on the holy stone, and mounted the tempor-

pt stage as usual, where he received the congratulations

rfthe people, and their hasina [tribute.] He then pro-

rated to his palacem a carriage which had been sent him
fas Mauritius, accompanied by his queen.

Those ministers of the king of Sakalava who
hd attended the new queen to Tananarive were

treated with the greatest respect, and taken to

ire all the wonderful things introduced by the

English artisans ; and Radama sent back some
SBitbi and carpenters with them, to erect a pro-

per boose for their chief, his august father-in-

lav. They also received packets of seeds and
phots, which they, however, very characteristi-

tally threw away on the road—observing, “ Of
what good are they to us ?—we have plenty of

plants in our own country."

Notwithstanding the extreme jealousy of the

satires, the missionary schools, warmly patro-

liied by the king, were now in full operation

;

wdmany of the Malagasy youths were also re-

ceiving instruction in the useful arts from the

intelligent and zealous artizans connected with

tie mission. Under the enlightened and phil-

nthropic influence of Mr Hastie, King Radama
became daily more liberal in his views, and more
vise in his policy. The criminal code, if we
aay use the term, was modified and reformed in

cases of minor offences ; and the sumptuary laws,

restricting the use of dress and food, were ab-

ated. The single exception to the abolition

all restrictions was, that the nobility alone

we to b« entitled to wear coral and gold in

heir hair. The removal of these vexatious re-

strictions caused universal joy. Many useful

pdice and economical regulations were intro-

heed, on the suggestion of Mr Hastie, a very

remarkable man, and certainly the greatest pub-
k benefactor that Madagascar had ever seen,

) for a time, Radama appears to have been but

» puppet in his hands, played for wise and bene-

hent purposes. Mr Hastie, however, found it

^possible to effect the abolition of the poison-

redeal, though he was able to shake the faith of

tk king in its truth and utility ; and had the

Hie of Radama been prolonged, there is reason

(•believe that this horrible scourge, and agent

fraud, injustice, and diabolical cruelty, would
bn* fallen into disrepute.

About this time, Radama visited his sea-port

of Tamstave on one of his frequent journeys of

•tervatiaa, accompanied by Mr Hastie and a

tylendid native military cavalcade, together with
• Tuthoitof irregular trope* He had new a

musical band, which had been instructed in the

Mauritius, and which gave great brilliancy to

his public appearances.

He at this time dined on board an English

vessel, the Ariadne, commanded by Captain

Moorsom, Radama was now about thirty years

of age, short and thin, and looking not more
than twenty. Captain Moorsom pays him the

compliment of saying that he approached, in

personal character, to Peter the Great. This

gentleman endeavoured to make his frequent

conversations with Radama of benefit to the

semi-civilized king, who characteristically ex-

pressed his ardent attachment to his brother

George IV., by saying—“ 1 hail him, old boy !"

He went, with a number of his followers, round
to the Bay of Antongil, in the Ariadne, and,

while on board, seemed to be impressed with the

power which caused the rapid motion of the

vessel.

<* Radama,v says Captain Moersoom, " is an extraor-

dinary man. His intellect is as mneh expanded beyond
that of hit countrymen, as that of the nineteenth century
is in advance of the sixteenth. But his penetration and
straightforward good sense would make him remarkable
under any circumstances. With all the impatience of a
despotic monarch, exacting the most prompt and implicit

obedience to his will, jealous of his authority, and in-

stant to puniah, he is yet sagacious, and cautious in al-

tering established customs. His power is founded upon
popular opinion : his game is to play the people against

the chiefs, and hs understands it well ; for these fear,

and those love him.”

Female schools bad now been opened ; a print-

ing press was expected ; and refractory and hos-

tile chiefs were gradually submitting, at least

for the moment, to the king. Many improve-

ments had been introduced, and reforms effected.

Radama was wont, at time9, to go about among
his subjects in disguise, like the renowned Caliph

Haroun Alraschid, or James IV. of Scotland, to

gather the opinions of the populace on his mea-
sures, and to make his own observations on
affairs. The last important expedition in which
Radama was accompanied by Mr Hastie, secured

him the nominal dominion of nearly the whole
island.

The king returned to the capital from his last

oampaign, very ill in health ; and, at a public

kabary, gave, as usual, a brief account of the

operations of the war, and eulogised the services

of Mr Hastie, who had induced the chiefs of

many portions of the newly conquered provinces

to submit voluntarily to his government. We
must quote the royal speech :

—

He told the people that he had enjoined the tame laws
on those new parts of the kingdom as he had on them,

and exacted the same taxes as in Imerina. << The whole
island,

1 ’ said Radama, “ is now mine ; it is governed by
one king, ruled by the same laws, and must perform the

same service. There are no more wars. Guns and spears

may sleep. I am the father of the orphan and the father-

leas ; the protector of the widow and the oppressed ; the

avenger of evils and wrongs ; and the rewarder of the

good and just. Here are soldiers to suppress rebels,

should any arise ; and to protect you and your children,

your lives and your property. With regard to your-

selves, you must now work, cultivate the waste lands,

and plant elfc you can,—rice, wheat, barley, manioc, po-

tatoes, cotton, hemp, flax, and the newly-introduced iUk«
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Unless you work the soil, you will be like this little bol-

lock before you, without father or mother, or any one to

pity or care for you. Rushes grow from the earth, and

gold and silver will not be poured down upon you from

the skies.*'

About 2000 children were, by this time, under

course of instruction ; and, although the original

jealousy of the people had not yet been wholly

surmounted, the king supported the schools,

though anxious not to advance too rapidly, or

to offend the prejudices of his people, with many
of which his own mind was still deeply imbued.

The constitution of Radama, early impaired by

excess, suffered in his frequent military expedi-

tions, and he was in very bad health before he lost,

in Mr Hastie, one of the truest friends that ever

he or his country possessed. Of the value of

Hastie, King Radama had the merit of being

quite sensible ; and, when that gentleman lay

on his death-bed, he visited him frequently, and

sent hourly messages of inquiry to his house.

“ I have loet many ofmy people, many of my soldiers,

most of my officers, and several of the Maroserana, or

highest nobles ; but this is nothing in comparison with

the loss of Andrian-asy.* He has been a faithful friend;

vady ny Madagascar—a husband to Madagascar: the

good he has done cannot be too highly spoken of by me.

He has surpassed every agent that preceded him
;
and

never will any who may succeed him, prove his equal.

Many may come here, but none will feel more interest in

Madagascar than Andrian-asy. Many may boast much,
hut none will do so much as he has done, nor endure the

toils which he has endured. May God spare his valuable

life to us!”

Every testimony of respect was paid to the
memory of Hastie, whose funeral, contrary to

custom, was attended by the King and the royal

family, as well as by the judges and officers, and
a vast concourse of the people. There had
already been several deaths among the English ;

hut this was by far the most important to the
public interest.

The private history of Hastie is, in some re-

spects, remarkable. He was a native of Cork,
and his parents were Quakers. By them, he
was, after the manner of their sect, carefully

educated and instructed in his religious duties.

The hand of discipline was probably felt too heavy
and strict : and young Hastie, notwithstand-
ing the sobriety of his training, early discovered
that taste for gaiety and pleasure which some-
times breaks out wildly in the youthful Friend.
He, no doubt, half broke the hearts of his parents,
by entering the army as a private soldier in the
56th regiment, in which he served during the
Mahratta war. He gained the esteem of his

officers, was promoted to the rank of sergeant

;

and, like Cobbett, kept the regimental books.
In 1815 he arrived at Mauritius

; and, by his ex-
traordinary and daring exertions, fortunately
saved the Government House, during a confla-

gration at Port Louis. His conduct on this occa-
sion attracted the regard ofGovernor Farquhar

;

and to Hastie he intrusted the two young
brothers of King Radama, while he rec ommended
him for a commission in the army. For seven

• “ Andrians,” nobleman—a title of res pect and ho-
nour; and Hastie contracted into *asy.”

years afterwards, Hastie was the agent of the

British government in Madagascar, a country

of which he proved the enlightened, indefati-

gable, steady, and most useful friend. Wild as

his boyhood had been, the influence of his early

moral discipline was strongly felt during his long

and intimate connection with Radama.

In reference to the king, although he was clear and

decided in hia statements, inflexible and uncompromising

in maintaining the truth, he always endeavoured to in-

fluence him rather by persuasion, and by suggestions

which might find their way to his own judgment, sod

awaken and stimulate his own reasonings and wishes,

than by any remarks which the king coaid deem intru-

sive or dictatorial. He knew Radama's vanity, and,

without offering adulation, endeavoured to prompt and

lead him on to exertion, by appearing merely to give the

hint, and then allowing the credit of the measure to be

appropriated by the monarch himself—thus in reality

effecting far more than he could have done by direct pro-

posals and urgent solicitations. He wished Radama to

exhibit before his people, so far aa he could, by his own

royal example, a pattern of industry and improvement to

his people—to be, in short, the principal builder, mer-

chant, cultivator, planter, and gardener in the kingdom.

Hia influence with the king increased rapidly from the

time of their first acquaintance. Radama was cautioui,

but he shewed, in mauy instances, that he placed a con-

fidence almost unbounded in the opinions and judgment

of the British agent.

It would be fruitless to attempt anything like an ac-

count of the individual instances in which Mr Hastie en-

deavoured to promote the great work of civilization in

Madagascar. The introduction of the first Protestant

Missionaries to the capital; the wiae, humane, and judi-

cious counsels he gave to Radama ; and the faithful, la-

borious, persevering efforts made to effect the abolition of

the slave-trade,and the suppression of the piratical attack*

on the Comoro Islands, have been already detailed. His

successful efforts with the king to induce a commutation

of capital punishments, by substituting hard labour in

chains for death, is as creditable to his humanity, a* the

reduction of money from 70, 80, and 100 per cent to 33,

is to his sound policy, in a country where capital is small,

and requires encouragement. Besides the good already

stated, Madagascar is indebted to Mr Hastie for the in-

troduction of the horse, and many other useful and valu-

able animals, and of seeds and plants of various descrip-

tions. He had made arrangements with tbe king for tbs

manufacture of sugar, and a short time before his de-

cease, ordered apparatus from England for that purpose;

He had also introduced two ploughs, a harrow, and som<

wheel-carriages, with various implements of industry

j

and to him the people were indebted for the method ol

training oxen for the yoke and to carry burdens. Thougl

passionately and avowedly fond ofamusements, he neitbd

introduced nor encouraged them at Madagascar. .

The Protestant Mission in Madagascar is deeply in

debted to the support and countenance of Mr Hastid

He was not only ready on all occasion! to sanction it

labours when solicited, but voluntarily embraced emj

opportunity by which he could manifest the corditl in

terest he felt in its prosperity, believing it to be sssonj

the most important means for securing his favourite oh

(ject—the civilization of Madagascar.

The high esteem in which Mr Hastie was also held bj

those traders at Mauritius who had commercial cot

nexions at Madagascar, deserves to be noticed. Dorid

the period of his agency, he possessed the full measure <

their confidence, for they knew that no exertions of h

would be wanting to secure respect for their property*

Among Hastie's many useful acquirement

was a respectable practical knowledge of

cine, and particularly of treating the Malaga*

fever, which greatly increased his usefulness i

the island, as both natives and Europeans hi

the utmost confidence in his skill.
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Although the missionaries were so much satis-

fed with Mr Hastie, it does not follow that he

was always quite as well satisfied with them ; but,

as nothing of this occurs inMrEllis's work, neither

shall we recur to it. His death was, within two

years, followed bythat of the king, who, in his last

rears, had given himself up to vicious indulgence.

Both events were deeply injurious to the mis-

sion cause, and to the best interests of the na-

tion. Radama was succeeded by the first among
his nominal wives, Ranavalona, who, in this age

ef female sovereigns, now reigns in Madagascar.

Though descended of a dynasty set aside by the

father of Radama, and consequently a legitimate,

the seems to have usurped the throne ; but it

is not easy to understand the law of succession

in Madagascar.

The death of Radama was concealed until her

intrigue was ripe ; and some days had elapsed

before it was announced that the King had “ re-

fifed"—“ had gone to hie fathere and that the

accessor appointed by his father was Ranava-
iooa. The only acknowledged wife and queen
wis Rasalimo, the daughter of the black king of

&kalava, whose nuptials had been celebrated

by a feast at Mr Hastie's, as we have noticed.

Radama's only surviving child, the daughter of

Rasalimo, is still alive, and is now about fourteen

years of age. “ His first child is said to have

died
;
but grounds are not wanting for suspicion

that cruel means were used to destroy the in-

fant, in order to secure the succession to the

crewn for R&kotobe, the nephew of the king.

Tbe reigning queen, Ranavalona, has a son who
is called the son of Radama, although born about

twelve months after the king's death."

TbeaccessionofQueen Ranavalona was foilowed
by tbe destruction of several members of the royal

family. The missionaries fell gradually into dis-

grace; and not without cause became alarmed
far their personal safety. Prince Rataffe and
bis wife, the eldest sister of Radama, were hunted
m the woods with the royal blood-hounds, and
tab were cruelly assassinated, as their son, the

sepbew and favourite successor of the King,
bad previously been. The usurper, or the legi-

timate queen, and her counsellors, now returned
in full tide to the idols and the “ wisdom of their

ucestors”—the old customs and usages of the

Boras. The treaty with Great Britain was
uimlled, though the slave trade was not re-

naed
; and Mr Lyall, the Resident, appointed

to succeed Mr Hastie, was, in the most ignomi-
nious way, driven from the capital, and yet in

we exceedingly characteristic of the country.

He bad intimated his wish to proceed to Tama-
tive.

Tlf answer of the government was, “ He is to go, and
bis fiunily with him.'* About a fortnight afterwards
^ea the 29th of March, he waa alarmed by a large

aaltitade of people coming to his house at six o’clock in

tfc owning, headed by the keepers of the idol Ramaha-
?dy, one of whom carried the idol on a long pole. One
ef HrLyall's servants had been seized and put in irons,

hmdfandhis sonswere treated as sorcerers, and peremp-
l*rilj ordered to leave the boose, and proceed to the vil-

hp of Amhohipeno, about six mileo distant. He waa
tot allowed to change his linen, to take any packages, or

|

even to enter his bonse to take leave of his family. The

|

coart-yard of his house was filled with serpents, large

bags-fhll of which had been brought and emptied out on
the ground. These reptiles are the imagined servants of
the idol Ramahavaly, and the executors of his anger ;

and it was desired that the people should regard the num-
ber then brought to the immediate vicinity of MrLyall’a
dwelling, as drawn to the spot by the influence of the
idol ; and hence they were held up by the priests as in-

dications of the power and anger of Ramahavaly. Mr
Lyall was told that the idol had ordered him to leave,

and was come to send him away ; and thus he was rude-
ly hurried off on foot, the priest refusing to allow him to

ride to the village where he was to wait the further inti-

mations of the idol’s will. As he was led away, the
keeper of the idol Ramahavaly walked after him, carry-
ing on the top of a pole the idol, enveloped in a small
covering of scarlet cloth ; fifty athletic men, either the

keepers of the idol, or the relatives of such, followed im-
mediately after, walking two abreast, and having their

bodies uncovered to the waist, each man bearing in his

hand a serpent, which he held by means of a small quan-
tity of grass or straw. They were attended by a great

number of the votaries of the Ramahavaly—or spectators,

whose attention had beeu excited by their novel proceed-
ings.

The procession moved along in the most profound
silence, the men carrying the serpents, frequently lifting

up the hand in which the reptile was held, exhibiting it,

as it had twined its slimy folds round his hand or arm,
to the great terror of the spectators, who expected that

this manifestation of what they were taught to regard as
Ramahavaly ’s anger, would be followed by still more
serious consequences to the British agent
The reason assigned for the outrage upon the person

and family of the British agent was, that he had proceed-
ed himself, and had allowed his horse to approach one of
the villages regarded as sacred to the idol, and which no
horse or pig was allowed to enter; and that he had far-

ther transgressed, by sending his servants to catch butter-

flies and serpents, which he was collecting for scientific

purposes. Radama had encouraged naturalists from.

Mauritius and elsewhere, and no prohibition of' these

pursuits had been made public. The government pre-

tended that the whole had been done at the bidding of
the idol, and thus endeavoured to avert any unpleasant

consequences that might result. .... Mr Lyall
proceeded to Mauritius, where he died shortly afterwards.

The treatment that he received at the hand of the native

government was severely censured by the Secretary of
State for the colonies at the time, by command of the

Prince Regent • and the authorities in Madagascar were
warned against a repetition of their conduct. Mr Lyall’s

servant was liberated, after having been confined nine
days in irons, as this was deemed sufficient to inspire the

natives with the dreadful anger of the idol, and to shew
that his restrictions were not to be violated with im-
punity.

The coronation of the queen, a show got up
to amuse the people, and which took place shortly

afterwards, was attended with as much mum-
mery and ceremonial as if she had been crowned
at Westminster. We shall give a small speoimen

of this solemn farce. After homage had been
done to the idols.

When the queen entered the place of assembly, she was
carried towards tbs sacred stone, which stands abont one
hundred yards north-west of the platform on which the

sovereign usually appears. Alighting on the south side

of the stone, her majesty ascended it, and stood with her

face towards the east, being surrounded by five generals,

each holding his cap or helmet in one hand, and a drawn
sword in the other, the band at the same time playing the

national air. The queen, standing upon the sacred stone,

exclaimed, M Marina, marina, v’aho P” i. e. u Am I con-

secrated, consecrated, consecrated?*' The five generals

replied, “ Marina, masina, marina hianao !”

—

w Yon are

consecrated, consecrated, consecrated 1** Then all the

crowd shouted, “Trarantitra hianao, RanavalomaiqakaV
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i. e. « Long may yon lire, Ranaralomanjaka !*• The
queen then descending from the stone on the east side,

took the idols Manjakatsiroa and Fantakm into her hands,

and addressed them, saying, “ My predecessors have given

you to me. I put my trust in you ; therefore, support

me.” She then delivered them into the hands of their

respective keepers, entered her palanquin, and was borne

towards the platform, which she ascended by the east side.

The royal chair or throne, which was covered with

searlet cloth, richly adorned with gold lace, was placed

at some distance from the eastern side of the platform, on

ascending which, the queen proceeded to the royal chair,

on which she took her seat. On her right hand sat her

eldest sister, the mother of prince Ramboasalamaravaka

;

in front of the princess sat a major of the body guard,

holding a large silk umbrella over the head of the queen.

On her majesty's left hand stood the prince, heir-appa-

rent ; and on the right and left behind him, the members
of the royal family sat on the platform. Behind these

again, in the arms of her nurse, sat the only daughter of

Radama. The wives, and some of the family of Radama,
were also seen sitting among the wives of the judges be-

low, on the north and the south of the platform. On the

east and west sides sat the judges, civil and military offi-

cers, and the nobles. At each corner of the west side of

the platform, the idols, Manjakatsiroa and Fantaka, were

held up by their respective keepers. The idols themselves

were covered as already described, and the greater part

of the splendid cloth of scarlet and gold employed for this

purpose, waving in the breeze, and viewed by the people

with a degree of superstitious awe, added much to the im-

pressiveoese of the occasion and the scene.

It is supposed that about 60,000 people were convened i

in thisvast assembly; of these eightthousand were soldiers.

After remaining a short time on the royal chair, the

queen arose, the bands at the same time playing the na-

tional air. Her majesty leaned on her eldest sister, whom
she requested to receive the hasina, or money presented

from the officers, from heads of provinces, and of districts,

from foreigners, lie., in token ofacknowledging her supre-

macy. The queen then addressed the immense assembly

to the following effect i—
Veloma Zanadralambo, veloma Zanakandriandro-

raka, veloma Zanakandriamasinavalona,* Ac., i. e. u I

salute you,** (different clans as named,) and continued,

<* If you have never known me before, it is I, Ranavalona,

who now appear before you.** The people then shouted,

“ Hoo, boo.*’ Then she said, (( God gave the kingdom to

my ancestors, they transferred it to Andriampoinimerina,

and he again to Radama, on condition that I should be

his successor. Is it not so, Ambaninandro ?”—(my sub-

jects). All replied, “ It is eo/* Again she added, u I

will not change what Radama and my ancestors have

done ; but I will add to what they did. Do not think

that because I am a woman, I cannot govern the king-

dom : never say, she is a woman weak and ignorant, she

is unable to rule over us. My greatest solicitude and

study will always be to promote your welfare, and to

make you happy. Do you hear that, Ambaninandro ?**

All replied, “ Yes.*’

Rainimahay, her prime minister, stood at a little dis-

tance west of the platform, and addressed the queen, say-

ing, “ Veloma hianao Ramavalomanjaka, veloma hlana-

reo Ramirahavavy, veloma Ramboasalamarazaka.” He
then turned to the people, and addressed them, saying,

that they could put every confidence in the queen, and
repeated to them the speedx she had just delivered, with

some appropriate observations on it. Then the first class

or clan, called Zanadralambo, rose up, and one of their

chiefs or heads addressed the queen, assured her of their

fidelity, and presented to her, as their hasina, i. e. their

mark of respect or homage, a Spanish dollar ; then the

next clan, Zanakandriamasinavalona did the same; then

the Zanakambony
;
then the people of different provinces

and districts, through their heads or representatives ; then

the Arabs of Muscat, who had but recently arrived with

merchandise ; then the Europeans ; and, last of all, the

generals, as the representatives of the army ; Ravalonsa-

lama, the oldest general, being selected to speak on behalf

of the rest, assured the queen that the army would be

found faithful in supporting her throne. ... The

firing of cannon indicated the return of the queen to her

palace. Having reached the court-yard of the Tranovo.

la, the queen left her palanquin, and, standing near the

grand tomb of Radama, took the flags of Manjakatsiroa

and Fantaka into her hands, and offered up a short prayer

to Radama, which she* concluded by saying, “ May thy

name ever he respected.**

The dress of the queen and her attendants

was strictly national, but of the most splendid

and costly description ; and the Wellington and

Melbourne of Madagascar topped their parts.

The accession of the Queen was followed by the

revolt of several of the provinces which had

reluctantly submitted to the arms of Radama

;

and an expedition arrived from France which had

been intended to act against him. Some time was

spent in negotiation, and fresh troops arrived

from Europe to supply those destroyed by Ra-

dama's General Tazo, (fever,) who fell in their

turn. The enterprise was abandoned ; and the

natives displayed a spirit which will not tempt

its repetition. “ On one occasion, when the

officers on the coast sent up a report of the claims

of the French to a part of the territory, the

nobles and chiefs of the principal districts in the

interior were assembled ; and when the demand

of the French was made known, their reply was,

* No : before we will consent to give them one

foot of land, we will face them ourselves, and,

if needful, will send our slaves. If this be not

sufficient, our wives shall go and fight against

them rather than allow them a place on our

shores/'

Though thus daring and frank upon great oc-

casions, the more civilized tribes of the Malagasy

are remarkable for going about the bush—for

servile flattery, manoeuvring, and blarney. Du-

plicity is a conspicuous trait in their characters,

as it is in that of every people not openly en-

slaved, and yet far below the dignity of free-

men.

It is said to be often impossible to understand their

object for an hour or more, as they will talk on the most

apparently dissimilar subjects, but with a visible rest-

lessness, until, after all the windings of plausibility are

travelled through, they hit, as if by accident, en the

point designed from the beginning. It is remarkable,

that this characteristic equally distinguishes all public

proceedings. Every petition to the sovereign is prefaced

by a long prologue of flattery and servility, when the peti-

tion is made to close the address often in the* following

words “ And since this is finished, since tbs introduce

tion is tccompiished, we have to beg and petition,” An

Ac. Every answer to a proclamation of the sovereign

asking advice of the chieftains, is commenced by an elo

quent but hackneyed detail of their sovereign’s royal pe

digree, supremacy, equity, Ac. The sovereign also usoallj

smooths the way for any nnpalateable declaration by

little of the oil of flattery previously poured into tb

people’s
t
ears, calling them ‘‘ the ancient roof,” (whic

has adhered for generations to the bouse of their at

castors,•) and the H under the day,* the * under ti

* The native houses in Madagascar having no chic

neys» and the door and window affording the only men
of escape for ths smoke arising from the fires which si

kindled on the floor of the bouts, the soot oolleets on ti

inner side of the roots of their dwellings, where it

never disturbed by the people, who consider it a badge

honourable ancestry to have large quantities of soot ban

inf, frequently in long black shreds, from the roofof tin

dwelling.
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ity/te, It which many other Ulusiratkms might he

«fotd.

The accession of Ranavalona has been the

ersef a retrograde movement in many things

though perhaps much of the spurious or forced

drilisation of her predecessor was like the gaudy

Umms stuck into a baby's garden! which, having

so root in the soil! speedily wither. The court

tod the government! who had returned to the

regime, became seriously alarmed at the in-

sorsting spirit of knowledge! and the levelling

principles of Christianity. Gradually were the

sew converts and the schools discountenanced!

util what had begun in suspicion ended in per-

Mention. At first the queen bad granted the

sms toleration for public worahip and the ad-

ministration of the sacraments! as Radama ; but,

the natives using wine in the sacrament of the

lord's Supper! was found to be an infringement

if the law prohibiting to every one the use of

tins sod spirits. An exception had always, in-

ked, been made in this regulation, in favour of

foreigners; but the queen's subjects were not to

be longer permitted to violate the laws by plead-

ing the ceremonies of their new religion. The
Minonaries compromised on this point, by sub-

stituting water ; but other difficulties arose. One
of the most eminent of the converts, who had
originally been a diviner, but who was now bap-

tized, and took the venerable name of Paul, was
become so obnoxious to what is here called the
' heathen party" in the government, that he was
charged with witchcraft,* and obliged to sub-

nit to the ordeal ofthe Tangena. Fortunately,

be escaped, to the joy of his friends, and the

triumph of the cause ; for, in his death, his new
religion would have suffered. It was now evi-

dent that the mission was valued only for the
dull and knowledge of the artisans connected
with it, and its mechanical uses to the govern-
ment. First, natives were prohibited from re-

cririig the sacraments, and then, with a policy

worthy of the slave States of the republic of

Aaerlea, an edict was issued, forbidding slaves

to be taught to read, on pain of the master for-

feiting his property in the slave, and being him-
telf reduced to slavery.

A narried pair arrived from England to open
tttafuftt school and instruct teachers; but,

tbeait was found that they conld neither teach
tbe piinting of portraits nor yet any useful art,

ud, in short, do nothing more than the mission-

either hi manufactures or handicraft work,
their presence was not wanted. In the schools,

i general conscription for the army had, among
other causes, left the Missionaries with oompar-
uirilyfew pupils; while the people became more
*nrsrtotheschoolsand all kindsof instruction,on
to&ngAat the boys sent to be educated ortaught
fctehazuc arts were pressed intothe service of the
gttttiment. Restricted in theirspiritual labours,

^••kdenaries occupied themselves in translat-

tyintoMalagagy,and printingtheScriptures. No

What the people of Madagascar term mpamctaoy,

h
****** 110 Biuiw*!*11* word. The Scotch say

tteameienie, uncanny or not canny.

foreigner is allowed to hold land in Madagascar

and, by a law of the Hovas, permission can be

granted to strangers to remain for ten years

only. When Mr Griffiths, one of the missionaries,

who had remained for this length of time,

craved to have his permission of residence re-

newed, the peremptory message of the queen

ordered him “ to tie up his luggage and return

to his native country ;'* and Mr Conham, another

of the number who had originally come out as

an artisan, but had left off work, was also

ordered to depart at the end of the limited

period. Yet all this while the labours of the

artisans who were capable of teaching the people

to work in wood and iron were very highly

prized ; and, while those who taught only book

knowledge and religion were rejected, Mr Came-
ron, who had completed the erection of mills,

was engaged to undertake the establishment ef

a foundry and a glass manufactory. The arti-

sans were ever the main dependence of the

missionaries in carrying out their special object

;

but this, too, failed at length. An edict was

promulgated prohibiting all teaching except in

the state schools—i. e., those established by the

government; and the Queen's three favourite

ministers no longer disguised their design of ex-

pelling the missionaries. Formal complaints

were laid against the native Christians, among
which was this strange one, “ that they were all

of one mind respecting their religion." When
blamed for speaking evil of idols and other na-

tive dignities, the native Christians persisted,

for conscience sake, in their course, and the in-

censed Queen declared that “they would not

stop till some of them lost their heads." She,

accordingly, published another edict of a kind

which, we imagine, those who admire the monar-

chical principle will allow she had full right to

do, and which does not seem half so despotic as

many Christian proclamations which we have

seen or read of, directed against Jews, Poles,

Hngnenots, Covenanters, or Roman Catholics,

We shall give the leading passages of this im-

portant Conservative state paper.
“ And I also inform all yon Europeans, that whilst

you reside hers in my country, you may, among your-

selves, observe all the customs (religions observances) of
yonr ancestors, and your own customs ; and do not en-

tertain any fears, for I do not change the customs ofyour
ancestors, or your customs, for tbs disposition that you
have manifested to my country is good : however, though

I state that, if the law of my country be violated, the

party is guilty, whoever he may be ; nor is that done in

this country only, bat throughout the world—wherever

the law of the country is violated, the party is guilty. .

. • . . That which has besn established by my
ancestors 1 cannot permit to be changed t I am neither

ashamed nor afraid to maintain the customs of my ances-

tors.”

The missionaries respectfully remonstrated,

and entreated that they might be allowed to

teach their religion, together with the sciences.

A great kabary was forthwith held, amounting

to 150,000 persons; and 15,000 troops were

marched to this Wittengamote, to demonstrate

that the government would enforce the decrees

promulgated in a third edict, of which we select

one choice morsel :

—
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« As to baptism, societies, places of worship distinct

from the schools, and the observances of the Sabbath,

how many rulers are there in this land ? Is it not I

alone that rule ? These things are not to be done, they

are unlawful in my country, saith Ranavalomanjaka

;

for they are not the customs of our ancestors, and I

do not change their customs, excepting as to things

alone which improve my country. Now then, those who
have observed baptism, entered into society, and formed

separate houses for prayer (or worship,'} I grant ye one

month, saith Ranavalomanjaka, to confess, (to make self-

accusation,) and if yon come not within that period, but

wait to be first found out, accused by others, I denounce

death against such, for I am not a sovereign that deceives,

and servants are not to be deceived. . ......
“ Remember it is not about that which it sacred in

heaven and earth, that which is held sacred by the twelve

sovereigns, and all the sacred idols, that you are now ac-

cused ; but it is that you are doing what is not the custom

of our ancestors ; that I abhor, saith Ranavalomanjaka."

Thequeenwas resolved to beeveryinchaqueen,

and, moreover, the supreme head of the church in

Madagascar. Persecution was now let loose on

the native Christians ; fines were levied ; they

were obliged to give up public worship ; and

their Bibles and other books were taken from

them. The far greater number quietly submitted

to the queen’s decree. Yet the conduct of many
of the new proselytes has received the greatest

praise from those who witnessed their steadfast-

ness. Some were tried by the ordeal and mur-

dered ; none apostatized. The missionaries

now gradually withdrew from the capital, and

also the artisans, of whom the principal persons

have since settled in South Africa ; and when
the last of them took their departure, the pater-

nal government afforded every facility for their

journey, as if heartily glad to be rid of them.

The last of the number, Mr Johns and Mr
Baker, remained until the summer of 1836, when
they went to Mauritius, where they have since

directed their especial attention to the natives of

Madagascar residing on that island.

Since the expulsion of the missionaries, little

is known of the internal condition of the coun-

try ; but it is believed far from being secure or

prosperous. The people have been impoverished

by levies to carry on the various wars in which

the queen has engaged, and oppressed with a

military conscription. To avoid those oppres-

sions, multitudes have fled from the towns and

villages, and, settling in the forests, have be-

come banditti, living by plundering travellers or

seizing cattle. Nearly two hundred of these

robbers or guerillas were, in 1835, executed at

one time in Tananarivo. The success which at

first attended the queen's arms has failed ; and in

the later expeditions, fraud, and the most bar-

barous cruelty,had takenthe place of the courage

and good military conduct which made Radama
victorious over so many of the inferior chiefs. In

one province, after the people had submitted to

the queen and given up their arms, ten thousand

of them were collected in a low, swampy place,

under the pretence of “ striking the waters," a

ceremony employed in taking the oath of allegi-

ance, and were massacred in cold blood ! And no

sooner was this wholesale butchery effected, than

all the boys who might soon become capable of

carrying arms, were separated from their mothers
and families, and, if found above a certain height,

put to death. The rest of these miserable people,
with their cattle and other property, were then
driven to Imerina as slaves. This is but one
chapter in the chronicle of the late sanguinary
wars of the Queen of Madagascar. The chiefs
of the southern provinces in 1837, sent an earnest
application for protection to the British authori-
ties at Mauritius, denying that they had ever
acknowledged the right of the Hovas to their
country.

Cultivation had been neglected while so many
of the people were engaged in military services ;

and,, in 1837, a great dearth of rice, the principal

food of the people, if not an absolute famine,
aggravated the general distress. In 1836, the
queen sent an embassy to France and England.
In London the embassy was well received ; but
nothing important followed, and the government
of Madagascar Beem to have been disappointed

at the result, and to have, from that time, more
rigidly than ever declined all foreign interference

with its internal affairs.

The present condition of the native Christians
and their future prospeots is extremely interest-

ing, and calculated to awaken the deepest sym-
pathy in all Christian nations. In 1837, Mr
Johns went to Tamatave, and had a meeting
with some of them, and, although they had, in
compliance with the royal edict, given up public
worship, it is said that

These native Christians were accustomed to read the
Scriptures at the hour of midnight in their own houses,
or other places of concealment, and to meet in small com-
panies for singing and prayer. They were also, at the
capital, and in some of the provinces, in the habit of
meeting together on the Sabbath, either in retired places
in the forest, in caverns among the rocks, or on the sum-
mit of a mountain, for the reading of the Scriptures, and
social worship.

Some of the native disciples had assumed the
duties of spiritual teachers, and the missionaries

retain the hope that their labours will not be in
vain, and that a seed of truth has been deposited
in Madagascar, which will yet flourish and bear
good and abundant fruit. One female convert
has already with her blood watered this little

seed. Upon a Sunday in August 1837, a number
of Malagasy Christians assembled on a moun-
tain near the capital, for Binging, reading the
Scriptures, and prayer. They were discovered,

and reported to the queen.

The premises of the suspected parties were searched, for
the purpose offinding ground for accusation against them,
and a box of books, viz. copies of the Scriptures,and other
Christian publications, that had been given by the mis-
sionaries, being found buried near the bouse of that emi-
nent Christian woman, Rafaravavy, who bad been pre-
viously accused of reading the Bible, she was apprehended
and imprisoned; her house, her entire property, was
given up to plunder ; her person secured, and her hands
and feet loaded with heavy iron rings. She was menaced
in vain during a period of from eight to ten days, to -in-
duce her to impeach her companions. She remained firm
and perfectly composed ; and was pnt to death by spear-
ing on the 14th of August 1837. She had said repeatedly
by letter to her friend, Mrs Johns, “ Do not fear on my
account. I am ready to die for Jesus, if such be the will
of God." She was most wonderfully supported to the
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late moment of her life. Her age at the time of her

4*th vae thirty-eight yean. No feature in her Christian

character appear! to hare been more distinctly manifested

than her steadfastness and fidelity eren to the death.

Nany, eren of the old people, remarked they had never

wen anyone eo “ stubborn” as Rafararary ; for although

the queen forbade her to pray, she did pray, eren when in

atm ; and continued to preach Chryt to the officers and

to the crowd that followed her for nearly three-quarters

af a mile, from the place of public condemnation to the

place of common execution.

This heroic woman had been previously disco-

rerod and threatened. She has left one orphan

girl Fifteen more of the converts have, with

their families, been condemned to irredeemable

slarery, and had their property confiscated ; and,

by the latest accounts, the severity shewn to the

Christians had not been mitigated. Infanticide

has, it is said, been revived in the country,

though we should doubt if that crime had ever

been wholly discontinued ; but, the slave-trade

has not been renewed, nor, if the policy of the

government, which forbids all intercourse with

foreigners, be maintained, can it be carried on

ave by pirates and banditti about the coast.

We have hitherto said much more of Ma-
d^asc&r than of the history of it. That the

work was wanted, which skilfully lays open a

country of great natural capabilities, already in

in advanced state of civilization, and occupied

by five millions of human beings, no one will

question ; and though it bears occasional marks
of haste, and want of proper concoction, it mast
be received as a valuable contribution to the

most important of all knowledge, that of our

race. A large portion of the materials employed

vis furnished by the missionaries, for what was

originally intended to form a “ History of the

Protestant Mission to Madagascar but the de-

agn extended, and other excellent materials

were collected by Mr Ellis, besides those ac-

counts of Rochon and Dury, and of Benyow-
sk/s expedition, and the other works on Mada-
gascar, with which the public is familiar. Access

to the voluminous and interesting official jour-

nals of Mr Hastie was obtained from the Colo-

nial Secretary. If these journals exactly corre-

spond with the unpublished private diaries of

Hastie, we are bound to say that, comparatively,

reiy slender and imperfect use has been made

of them. The latter we bavfi bad the pleasure

of perusing ; and so complete a picture of the

interior movements of a court, and of a sovereign

prince, in a certain stage of civilization, but
with all the instincts of royalty in full bloom, has,

we believe, never yet been given to the world.

These MS. diaries are the faithful transcript of

the daily transactions of the Resident> and of

his conversations with Radama. They give,

besides, a minute account of his many journeys
with the King, whether warlike expeditions or
surveys and royal progresses. They are cer-

tainly elliptical and imperfect, leaving much to

be guessed from the context ; but they also con-
tainmany minute and graphic strokesand snatches
of autobiography, with which Mr Hastie would
not probably have troubled the Colonial Office.

On this account we the more regret that Mr Ellis

does not seem to have perused those papers. As
a whole, they may not be of equal value, but
they possess inimitable parts, that would have
formed most appropriate additions to a history

of Madagascar, in all its relations, and in its

most important epoch.

Let us, however, be grateful for the excellent

work we have obtained, and to which, in all

matters under their particular direction, the
publishers have done ample justice to the author.

The engravings, if not fine, are true ; and really

illustrative of manners and usages ; and we have
a very good map, framed from the late survey of

the coast, made by Commodore Owen. Mr Free-
man, one of the missionaries, has given, in an
appendix, an essay upon the Malagasy language,

and an outline of its grammatical structure. The
poetry, and the legends and fables of the natives,

are illustrated, and the specimen of poetry given
is certainly not that of a rude or unintellectual

people. The translator may have adorned it

somewhat ; but he could not have added the high
and abstract cast of thought and of contempla-

tive moralizing. Suitable attention is also paid to

the geography and natural history of this im-
portant island—the Great Britain of Africa;

which, whether for weal or wo, must henceforth

occupy a more prominent place in the world’s

annals.

MY FATHERLAND.
(From the Danish of Jetsmark.)

BY DAVID VEDDER.
** Duftende Erge tq kornrlge range," tee.

Ors. valleys and straths are bespangled with daisies,

Ye're silver-bine seas and a rich wooded strand

;

Our maids are like gracee.

With sweet smiling faces—
Oh, these are the riches and joys of our land 1

Our sailors have farrowed each field of the ocean,

Ts circle the globe they have gallantly striven ;

Our corn-fields up-heaving,

Are gloriously waving,

Aai glowing like gold with the bounties of heaven.

The groves of our heroes who battled for freedom,

Ait hallowed for aye in each green Danish dell

;

W e’ve planted the pines,

To bloom o'er the shrines

Where patriots conquered and Tyranny fell.

Mighty our monarch
g,

with sword and with sceptre,

And stalwart the lances they had at command

;

The skalds poured in rhyme
Inspirations sublime

;

And Fame built her fane in our dear Danish land !

Deep-rooted and strong is the fair tree of Freedom ;

It flourishes green *neath our cold northern iky

;

Whilst glory and honour
Await on onr banner $

And Tyranny quails at our fierce battle-cry 1
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NOOKS OP THE WORLD.

NO. II—A VI8IT TO THE WHITWORTH DOCTORS.

BY WILLIAM HOWITT.

Tnl proverbial credulity of John Bull is in

nothing more miraculous than in the avidity with

which he runs after quacks, and in the enormous

deluge of their lethal, but legalised trash, which

he pours into his stomach. To look at the por-

traits of honest John, one would not suspect, for

a moment, that that “ fair, round paunch" was

with aught but “ good capon lined," except the

ancient and honourable staple of his table, roast-

beef and plum-pudding, standing side by side

with his cool tankard of “ jolly good ale and old."

Lord, what a mistake ! It is a notorious fact,

that John drinks physio, and physic of the worst

kind, with greater eagerness than he does stout

October ; and that fair rotundity of corporation,

and elephantine massiveness of legs, with which

he is represented, may be more than suspected

to be half drouthy dropsy and cumbrous disease.

It would be a patriotic action for some one to

obtain from theStampOffioe the amount of money
annually paid for stamps on quack medicines, and

thereupon calculate, as might readily be done,

the sum spent every year, in this enlightened

empire, on the vilest and most deleterious mass

of death, in the shape of pill and potion, that ever

was put together by impudence and conscienceless

oupidity, and distributed, by the aid of patents,

and the publio and the private press,* through

every channel of the community. The sum
would be found to be enormous and startling be-

yond conception. I wonder the advooates of

the Temperance Society have not opened upon

this scent. I would with moot earnestly to put

them upon it. They have descanted on the gin-

palaces and the distribution of liquid fire amongst

the poor, to good purpose ; but are they not aware

that an immense quantity of gin circulates under

the disguise of quack nostrums, amongst the

poorest of the poor? Do they not know that

these have purposely all the allurements and all

the effect of drams—the momentary stimulus—

the sensc of warmth and comfort—and then the

sinking, sickening feeling, and the greedy, raven-

ous craving and inward cry of “ More
!
give me

more !" They have all this ; with the far worse

pretence and delusion of cherishing and curing,

while they are killing. The tippler of gin—the
squalid haunter of the gin-palace—does not pre-

tend to believe, and the heartless vender of the

destroying-fire-water does not pretend to tell

him, that it does him any good. The wretch goes

to his ruin and his grave with his eyes open. He
knows that his daily, and, if he can get it, hourly

dram is, to use his own language, “ eating his

inside out but the poor tippler of quack phy-

sic is persuaded by the daring puffs of the ven-

* Printed bills, containing pufft of quack medicines,

are sent out by the wholesale patent-medicine houses to

their customers, druggists, stationers, &c., by thousands,

gratis, which serve to wrap bottles and small .parcels,

and tbps get* distributed into families.

der, and persuades himself, that his potion is

putting him a new one in. The thing is, mind

you, not a thing of odium and reprobation, a

thing denounced and warned against, but it is

licensed and legalised by the government. It

has the stamp of its sanction, approval, and au-

thority. “ What !" says the poor but credulous

man, “ will you tell me that our great and learned

legislators would stamp and recommend this

medicine if it were not good ? And will you per-

suade me that our patriotic proprietors of news,

papers, who are every day crying for right and

justice to the poor man, would fill their papers

with advertisements and praises of those medi*

cines, if they were not wholesome ?"

u Patents must be bought;
Venders and puffers for the poison sought

;

And then, in many a paper, through the year,

Must cures and cases, oaths and prooffe, appear

:

Men snatched from graves as they were dropping in,

Their lungs coughed up, their bones pierced through thdr

kin;
Their liver all one schirrus, and the frame
Poisoned with eviU which they dare not name

;

Men who spent all upon physicians* fees,

Who never slept, nor had a moment's ease—
All now as roaches sound, and all aa brisk as bees!”

I again earnestly call upon the influentisl

members of Temperance Societies, and, indeed,

upon all friends of humanity, to turn their at-

tention to this subject. 1 would advise them to

read the seventh Letter of Crabbe*s “ Borough,”

from which the preoedlng lines are taken, for a

fuller and more accurate expose* of the qi&ck-

murder system than can be given hers. They

will there find what they will soon find confirmed

in real life, if they will take the trouble to look

into it—that, as to quacks—
« No class escapes them t from tha poor man’s pay

The nostrum takes no trifling part away.
See those square patent bottles from the shop,

Now decoration to the cupboard's top 1

And there a favourite hoard you’ll find within,

Companions meet ! the julep and the gin.”

A whole volume could not describe more com-

pletely the character and the career of the regu-

Jar quack, than Crabbe has done it already

That character and career were drawn from tin

life, and Neddy may stand an everlasting typ

of his class. The lad, who was the zany of th<

school, happening to find in an old took tb

name of oxymtl of squills, thereupon turn*

quack doctor, and succeeded.
“ Now all the profit fell to Nedls control,

And pride and avarice quarrelled tor bit oesL

When mighty profits by tho trade were made;

Pride built a palace, avarice groaned, and paid

;

Pride placed the signs of grandeur all about.

And avarice barred hia friends and children out*

Who could not point out at least half-a-doze

of these Neddies? In my own experience^

could point to several who are now living!

their palaces, while their puffs, with wood-c*

at theif heads, are going through every ne4
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paper in the kingdom, in order to extinguish

that little health remains in the squalid huts

of the mechanics of crowded towns. It is true

that the mischief is not confined to the poor

;

it pervades all ranks ; and the silly rich hare

d<me no little to strengthen this destructive in-

fatuation of the lower orders, by their pompous
patronage of their St John Longs, animal mag-

aetisers, et hoc genu* omne. But for the aris-

tocracy of fools I feel comparatively little

cempasrion. It is one thing to kill oneself half

by luxurious indulgence, and then the other half

by an absurd credulity, from which station,

education, means of better information, better

advice, and better aid, ought to have been suffi-

cient safeguards—to do this on a silken sofa,

vith our feet on Turkey carpets, and a table

before us with every delicacy of the season upon

it, and so to put ourselves out of a world where

ve are of no real use ; and another, and much
more deplorable one, for the poor man, worn with

excessive labour and despair, to be lured to his

death in the hope of recovering his vigour, and

tbit on his straw mattrass, on his cold brick

door, with squalor and wretchedness surrounding

bin, in the shape of broken windows, fireless

grate, empty pantry, and a wife and children

who are deplorable objects of misery now, but

who on his death, see before them only separa-

tion and unknown hardships in Union Prisons,

tad under severe taskmasters.

If any one think this a fanciful picture, I do

not ask him to believe it, or to believe anybody

that he may meet, and who may tell him that it

is true ; but 1 ask him, if he lives in a manufac-

turing town, to take a few turns in its alleys and

liley-courts ; and I tell him, and all whom It

concerns, (and whom does it not concern, if we
are not a little behind the generous heathen who
aid, w Homo sum/* &c., " I am a man, and I

think nothing indifferent which affects hu-

Baaity?”)—I tell them these few following facts

from a dozen years of professional experience.

The quantity of quack medicines consumed by

tbe poor Is not merely enormous, but has been

steadily increasing for the last ten years. For

this there are two causes—-one is the increased

facility for advertisements by the multiplication

advertising papers, and by the reduction of

the stamp-duty on advertisements : but the great

aad frightful cause is the increase of distress

aaongst the working population. This is one

tf the many horrible ramifications of the Corn-

ud-Cattle monopoly, which, while it has

restricted commerce, and thus reduced me-
chanics* wages on the one hand, has, on the

ether, carefully hedged out, not only corn under
a certain price, but every species of fresh meat
at any price, and thereby driven the poor, not

only to overwork themselves, but to seek to

satisfy themselves by the most wretched and
disease-inducing food ; and, even these failing

in quantity, to seek to deaden their natural

appetite by gin, tobacco, opium, and quack

spilths under the delightful names of Cordial,

Bahn ef Gilead, Balm of Rakassilr, and all kinds

of nectars and nepenthes. I have contemplated

with horror the rapid increase of the consump-
tion of opium, and its spirituous tincture, lau-

danum, within the last ten years. The ravenous

fierceness with which opium-eaters enter the

druggists’ shops, when want of money has kept

them from their dose beyond their accustomed

time of using it, and the trembling impatience

with which they watch the weighing of the drug,

(every moment appearing to them an age,) and
the avidity with which they will seize and tear

off their wonted dose, and swallow it—are fright-

ful to be seen ; yet must have been seen by many
on such occasions. The extent to which this

drug is administered by poor women to their

children, too, is another crying evil, of which

the humane public has little notion ; and it is

one for which there never will be found any
remedy but the abolition of the abominable

restrictions on the importation of food. The
wretched mother, while her husband is thunder-*

ing away in his loom, for sixteen hours a-day,

and her older children are gone out to the fac-

tory, or elsewhere, to help to increase the scant

family revenue, which, altogether, does not reach

the point of sufficiency, and with, perhaps, two
or three little half-clad and half-starved brats

about her, has also one in the cradle. She has no
snug nursery—she has no nurse—she cannot

afford even to keep at home an elder daughter

for that purpose ; but, on the contrary, she has

to cook the family food, such as it 1b, to wash
and mend the family clothes ; and, very probably,

besides this, to take in washing or other work.

While she is busy at the wash-tub, the child

wakes and cries. What shall Bhe do ? At night,

while she and her husband should and must
sleep, or they cannot go through their daily

work, the child again wrangles and cries. What
shall she do ? There is nothing for it but to go
to the druggist’s shop for—A Pennyworth op

Peace ; and what that is, anybody in Lancashire

can tell you ; and, if you are not in Lancashire,

I can—it Is laudanum, or opium disguised in

treacle, and termed in other places Godfrey’s

Cordial. It is In vain to remonstrate with the

poor on this practice—they always a9k you what
they are to do, and think it unanswerable to add
— A pen'orth of peace is worth a penny.”

Thus are the constitutions of the poor sapped

and stupified even in the cradle, and all the

wisdom of England cannot point any remedy but
that of taking off the violent pressure on the

means of existence ,* and. If that will not enable

the poor of this country to live on bread and
cheese and honest beef, instead of opium and
quack medicines, then there will be nothing for

it but their escaping to those new lands where
they can.

In commencing this article, my intention was,

as may be seen by my title, to have noticed

merely a set of medical practitioners, who, com-
pared with those I have alluded to, would be
libelled by the name of quacks. They are coun-

try practitioners, who have taken up this pro-

fession of themselves, apd who, however great
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may have been their ignorance, were honest in

their endeavours to benefit their patients. Amid
the mischief which, in some cases, they must

inevitably do, they, no doubt, did a considerable

quantity of good. This class of Doctors has

been put down by the regular medical men, who
have obtained an Act for the purpose ; and thus

a very curious class of old English leeches, full

of original character, has been annihilated, while

the great evil itself of quackery has been per-

mitted to go on and prosper on the vitals of the

poor, under not merely the nose but the sanction

of Government.
My readers may possibly some of them call to

mind the trial of a man of this class, of the name
of Warburton, in Staffordshire, some years ago,

who was prosecuted by the medical men of his

neighbourhood under the aforesaid act ; and

whose examination caused enormous merriment

in the court. He professed to practice on the

principle of the Whitworth Doctors, and, being

asked in what doses he gave his medicine, whe-

ther in grains or scruples, replied he had neither

grains nor scruples, but dealt it out by hand-

fuls. Sir William Garrow, the judge, asked

him if he doctored horses, and he replied—

“

Yes,

and humans as well/* The Whitworth Doctors,

whom Warburton professed to follow, were,

however, far superior in their knowledge and

practice to him. They are indeed the most re-

markable men of the class that ever perhaps

appeared in England, and have accordingly be-

come proportionably celebrated. For originality

and eccentricity of character, there are few of

those many varieties of singular personages

with which the lower walks of English life have

abounded, which may be compared with them.

As this class of characters is therefore fast

becoming extinct under the operation of the

Apothecaries' Act, and as the descendants of the

original Whitworth Doctors have been obliged

to qualify themselves at our regular medical

schools, it may be interesting to many to have

on record such particulars of these singular men,

as a visit to them twenty years ago, and what

I have been able to learn of them from other

sources, have furnished. It must, however, be

kept in mind that this visit was twenty years

ago, and that such matter as floats about in com-

mon conversation may require some correction.

But, in the main, I believe the following relation

will be about as correct as can be obtained.

Whitworth is a little village of Lancashire,

about three miles from Rochdale. In this vil-

lage, I suppose half a century ago or more,

resided John Taylor, a farrier, and, most likely,

originally a blacksmith. This man, who pos-

sessed a strong, rough, but sagacious character,

was eminently successful in practice upon horses.

It is probable that, seeing the beneficial result

of his pharmaceutical and surgical operations

on horses, like Warburton, he began to imagine

that they would succeed on “ humans as well/*

It is certain, however, that their efficacy was
tried, and with such consequences that his

neighbours began to have a great opinion of his
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skill, and not only to put themselves under his

hands, but to sound his fame abroad iu tile

country. H is patients increased to such a degree

that "the humans ** soon became more numerous

than the brutes. John Taylor did not, on this

account, however, despise and abandon the

brutes ; on the contrary, he continued to prac-

tice on “ horses and humans as well** during

his life ; and it is said that, to the last, he gave

the preference to, and had the greater pride in,

the veterinary department of his business. Long

after his death, it will be seen, as we proceed,

that stocks for securing horses while any opera-

tion was performed on them, were standing before

the door of the house, and may be standing there

now, for aught I know—but they were, at the time

of my visit there, not merely standing but in use.

John Taylor’s fame soon became preeminent for

the cure of cancers, for setting broken bones,

and straightening twisted and contracted limbs.

For these and numberless other causes, people of

all ranks flocked to him from all parts of Eng-

land. He seems to have been a curious com-

pound of rude independence and good nature.

Whoever went to him, gentle or simple, lord

or labourer, were treated just in one way. John

was no respecter of persons, but he seemed to

have strong feelings of the rights of man, and

an unbendable sense of justice. It was with

him, first come first served ; as every one entered

his dressing-room, or surgery, or call it what

you will, he took his place, and was attended to

in his turn, and no sooner. If he came in hia

carriage or on his bare-feet, it was all one—he

would get no preference, and suffer no neglect.

If any one, presuming upon his wealth and rank,

attempted to claim prior attention, he was sure

to get a rebuff that satisfied him on that head;

and, if he chose to take affront and go away,

why, so he might—John Taylor would neither

seek to conciliate him, nor care about it.

Dr Radcliffe, of free-spoken notoriety, who told

William III. that he would not have his two

legs for his three kingdoms, or Abernethy of

our day, could not be more rude and uncere-

monious in their manners than John Taylor.

He charged all alike, rich and poor; and such a

charge !—hear it, O ye doctors !—-eighteenpence
a-week for medicine and attendance ! It was

plain he did not want to make a fortune ;
and

yet, even at this rate, such was the immense

numbers who flocked to him, he did make a for-

tune. The rich, it is true, who received benefit

from him, often made him handsome presents;

but, if they made these before they left, they got

no better attention than they would have don<

without—for it was his principle to do all that

his art could for every one ; and, if the pool

never paid him, as many never did, he nerei

asked them for it ; they staid as long as the]

pleased, and they went when they pleased. The]

had lodgings in the cottages of the village, ant

I believe that it was owing to the need of lod

gings that the village itself sprung up. Thri

was a subscription box kept to help such j

the poor as could not support themselves ; si
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when John Taylor heard of any cases of great
need amongst them, he would carry round the
box himself amongst the more affluent of his
patients, and contribute liberally too. It is no
wonder that such numbers hastened to the
Whitworth Doctor. The medicaT men of the
neighbourhood, of course, exerted all their in-
fluence against the spread of John Taylor's
extraordinary reputation, and carefully trum-
peted about all the cases in which theycould learn
that he had been unsuccessful; and, no doubt,
there were plenty of these, especially as almost
every patient who went to him had been under
the hands of a regular practitioner till his faith
had failed ; and a great proportion of them were
such as had been dismissed from hospitals and
infirmaries as incurable. But John Taylor cared
for none of these things. It was his daily de-
light to deride the skill of the medical men of
the country ; and, sure enough, he had always
before him plenty of instances of signal failures
on their part. “ Ay," he used to say, as he sat
dressing his patients, and looking round on
perhaps such a group of cripples and invalids as
so infirmary in England contained, “ the doc-
tors call me a quack, and a horse-doctor

; but who
have been doctoring you, I wonder? What
makes all you come to Whitworth, eh ? if you
have good doctors at home ? I should like to
know that. Can any one tell me that?" And
then he would laugh, and tell them what had
passed between himself and some of the neigh-
bonring^doctors. “A famous doctor of Man-
chester, said he, on one occasion—and naming
a leading physician—" met me the other day as
I was going along the street. ‘ Well, John
Taylor,^ said he, f you go on killing as usual, I
oppose/ ‘ Ay/ replied I, to humour the man,
‘hot at somewhat a cheaper ratethan thou does/"
That John did some signal cures there can be

bo question. It is probable that his clear, strong
head, and a native turn for surgery, gave a pre-
cise knowledge of what his drugs and applica-
tions could effect, and that his boldness carried
tan through what more scientific hands dared not
have undertaken. I knew a lady well who had
keen given up by the ablest surgeons of her
neighbourhood as incurable. Her complaint was a
oncer in the breast. Though living a hundred
miles from Whitworth, she resolved, as a last re-

to go to John Taylor. When John had ex-
amined the breast, he looked at her, and said
“What art thou come here for, woman ?"

The lady, who was a woman of a dauntless
heart, replied, " To be cured, to be sure."
“ Cured !

* said John in a stern voice ;
“ not

all the doctors in England can cure thee : thou
may go home again, and dee /"

w

W
I you, John Taylor," replied the lady,

“ 1 shall do no such thing. I am come here to
see whether you are as much cleverer than other
men, as you are represented. Try your hand,
John Taylor, on me. You think I am afraid of
being hurt, but you are mistaken ; I can bear
jhatyou can inflict ; and I say, try your hand-
set it be kill or core. I can but die at last."

“ Thou art a brave lass," replied John, in evi-

dent surprise. " Then, I will try—and God pro-

sper us both
!"

The lady remained there six months, and,

during that period, she suffered as much as it is

perhaps possible for a human creature to bear

;

but she came home a sound woman, and lived

thirty years afterwards. I have often sat, when
a boy, and heard her tell what passed at Whit-
worth. Dr John, as he was called, had then two
sons, grown up, who assisted him, George and
James. George was married, and Mrs George
acted as the compounder of his medicines ; and
the lady, who seemed herself to catch the spirit

of the place, used to help her. The principal

remedies used were, a diet drink to purify the

blood ; an active caustic, called by the appro-

priate name of " Keen," with which they eradi-

cated cancers ; a spirituous liniment, called
“ Whitworth Redbottle a black salve ; a snuff,

of wondrous virtues, for the head ; and blisters.

All these, Mrs George and the lady found abun-
dant occupation in preparing, and in the most
primitive manner. They used to boil a whole
kettle of ingredients for the black salve ; then
mop the floor, and fling the salve out upon it

while it was wet ; after which they cut it into

portions, and rolled into it little sticks. They
made diet drinks by gallons ; and made pills by
the thousand.

Dr John was not only sought by patients

of high rank at Whitworth, but he was, on
several occasions, sent for to them to consider-

able distances. One of these journeys was to

Cheltenham, to attend a lady of high rank—

a

duchess—where arriving, and finding her sur-

rounded by a great number of people, he ordered
all out but the husband and maid ; and, ascer-

taining that the complaint was an abscess, with
her permission he opened it, and gave her instant

relief. This raised such an opinion of his skill,

that George III., who was therewith his family,

afterwards sent for him to the Princess Eliza-

beth, who had a complaint in the head which re-

sisted all the skill of the royal physicians. John
Taylor gave the princess some of his famous
snuff, and eventually relieved her. Of some
characteristic passages which occurred then, we
shall speak anon.

When I visited Whitworth, old John Taylor
was dead, and his son James, and the two sons of

George, (then dead, too,) were the doctors. I

remember James as a stout man, in a blue coat,

about fifty years of age, havingmuch the appear-

ance of a respectable farrier. The elder of the
two nephews appeared a fine active young man
of three or four-and-twenty ; the other, a youth
two or three years younger.

I well remember approaching Whitworth from
Rochdale. The way lay along a very miry, wind-

ing road, which it would not have been easy to

traverse on foot but for a raised footpath with

one single row of flag-stones. The country

round was of the wildest description ; desolate

moors and moorland hills, with scattered fields

of the most neglected aspect, with banks with a
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flag-stone here and there raised on the top of

them, and a few bramble-bushes for fences.

Winding round a brown moorland hill, I came
to a sort of opening in the side of it, up which
continued the causeway of single flag-stones. In
this core or opening of the hill, I found the
village-—a group of grey-stone houses, above
which swelled away a great heathy hill, almost
deserving the name of mountain, and, as I soon
learned, called u Brown-Wardle.” The poor
patients, such as lodged beyond the precincts of

the village, were just coming away from the

dressing-room ; and never did I see such a sight

on any other occasion. It appeared to me that

the allegory of the “ Mountain of Miseries" was
here become a reality, and was pouring out all

*

its evils in a bodily and human shape. A crew
of the poorest and most emaciated creatures

came hobbling along, some on crutches, and some
on sticks, with shrunken forms and ghostly coun-
tenances, bearing in them all the 6igns of phy-
sical suffering. What rendered their wretched
aspect still more wretched was, that most of

them were clad in that coarse grey cloth in

which the parish authorities now generally array

paupers. We found the village an assemblage

of poor cottages, such as the houses of Lanca-
shire weavers generally are, and the inhabitants

living chiefly on dry oat-cake, milk, and pota-

toes. Such a thing as fresh meat, we were told,

was rarely seen there, except at the doetor’s

and the inn, or in lodging-houses where patients

of some property were. The only barber in the

village was a woman. Luckily we found the inn

a tolerably good village public-house ; and, more
luckily still, we found two or three highly-re-

spectable and intelligent people staying in it

;

part of whom were patients, and one a wealthy
old gentleman of Leeds, who was in the habit of

coming and spending some weeks there annually,

from the grateful pleasure of having been there

cured of a most formidable disease, which had
baffled the most able surgeons of his own town.

The inn was at the top of the glen, close under
the foot of Brown-Wardle ; the doctor's house
on the same side of the village, but lower down.
Having established ourselves in our quarters,

we soon issued forth to reconnoitre the place

and see the Doctors. Of all the “ Nooks of the

World," never was I in such a nook as this. All

about the village were wretched invalids walk-

ing, some with patched faces, some with an arm
or a leg bound* fast to a board—I suppose, in

order to straighten them ; some with splints on
their arms, shewing that they had been broken

;

others moving slowly along like spectres, in the

lowest state of physical exhaustion ; and others

inwardly groaning as they passed, evidently from

the torture they were undergoing from the keen.

Dante might have there learned new forms of

torture for his “ Inferno." The Doctors’ house

was sufficiently pointed out by its larger size,

and by the wooden machine standing in the

street before it, for fixing immovably horse-

patients when under their hands. On entering

the dressing-room, a scone still more singular

than that without presented itself. In the vil-

lage there were, at that time, more than a hun-

dred patients. In this room there were at least

fifty, waiting to be dressed or examined. They

were all arranged in a row round the room, and

in one corner sat James Taylor, with his surgical

apparatus—such apparatus as, I suppose, was

never seen in any other surgery. It was, in

plain truth, the old shoeing-box of the black-

smith—such as, I presume, most of my readers

have seen ; an oblong, shallow box, with an iron

handle, in the shape of a bow, rising over the

middle of it, to carry it by—the very box, no

doubt, which had served on many an occasion

of shoeing a horse before doctoring became John

Taylor’s trade. In this box were a few bottles

and pot8 of their invariable remedies—“ keen,"

green salve, red-bottle, some blisters and pias-

ters ready spread, a large wooden skewer or two,

and some hurds. The patients came in succes-

sion before the Doctor, and he rapidly examined

and dismissed them. Some he sent to Mrs

George for medicaments ; to others he handed

out a plaister or quantity of head-snuff; others

came with a blister ready risen ; on seeing which

he took a skewer, wrapped some hurds round it,

and with that desperate weapon flirted the blis-

ter straight off at once, gave the raw place a good

rubbing with the hurds, and, handing the writh-

ing patient a plaister, told him to go and put

that on, and come again in the afternoon,whenthe

same process would be repeated. Some were

dressed with the “ keen,” who, in the agony of it,

darted out of the place full speed; and some

with rheumatic contractions in the arms or hands

were sent to rub the hand-rail of the stairs for

half an hour. The whole scene was most singu-

lar ; but nothing was so remarkable as the stoical

endurance of pain by the patients. I suppose it

was seeing how lightly pain was treated by the

Doctor, that every ons felt himself bound, before

so many witnesses, to betray no effeminacy ;
but

certainly endurance which, under ordinary cir-

cumstances never would have been dreamed of,

there was general. That very morning I saw a

stout blacksmith present himself. His arm had

been broken, and had been set crookedly by bis

surgeon. James Taylor told him to sit down ia

a chair in the centre of the room, and, signing a

strong man to go behind and put his arms round

the patient> and hold him fast in the chair, hs

ordered another man to take him by the hand

and pull out the ailing arm with all his might.

He then laid his hand on the ill-set fracture, and,

with a sudden pressure, crack went the bond

splints were at hand, and it was set again in a

space of time that appeared but as a moment*

There, thought I, that man has had enough for

one day
;
yet in the afternoon I met this black-

smith walking about the village with his ***** m

a sling, and quietly whistling, as if at perfect

ease.

The young George was the one who took tM

department of bone-setting, and he went all

round the country, often to very great distance**

for that purpose. He had ft sftpHalhow®! ,
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rode anywhere to set a bone* at the simple charge

of one shilling a-mile, operation included ! A
gentleman who had been there some time, told

me that he saw this George have the arm of a

strong man strapped to the iron palisades on the

garden wall, and two strong fellows pulling at

the man, while he himself took a run-jump, and
struck the man on the arm, in order to break
again an ill-set fracture, which was, however,
too firmly knit to give way to any gentle means;
sad that, fearful as the operation appeared, the

man's arm was soon reset and did well.

To complete the picture of this singular place,

we must see, while these things are going on,

somber* of patients walking about, having all

the appearance of violent colds in their heads,

the effect of taking the head-snuff ; now and
then a horse coming up to be doctored, which
the Doctor would walk out to, leaving all his “ hu-
mans" to wait his return within. The younger
James, however, appeared, whilst I was there, to

take the horse department. I saw him order a

horse to be put in the stocks one morning, with
hk head fixed fast aloft, and, coming out of the
house with a red-hot iron, he bored, very deli-

berately, five or six holes with it under the

horse's jaws, and as coolly then said—

>

'* Take him away, and keep him from any
other horses ; the disease is contagious, and he'll

sever be any better."

“ If be will never be any better," I asked,
“ why put the poor creature to that torment ?”

“Ah," said James, “ but how did 1 know that

till 1 bad tried how far the disease was gone ?”

This James might often be seen walking about
before the house, with an old hat slung before

him by a cord over his shoulders. In this hat he
had a large lump of some compound, which he
worked into pills as he went about. The hatm fairly saturated through and through with
the drug, and appeared to have been used for

that purpose for years. When he had made a

hat-full of pills, he went and turned them into a
box, took another lump of compound, and again

commenced hit walk and his pill-making.

These curious, primitive people, by this time

mo become very wealthy. The place, and a

frsat deal of land round it, belonged to them.
They kept a pack of hounds, and were very
food of hunting ; and often would the Doctor
leave the dressing-room without a word, mount
his hone, and be off after the bounds before the

patients were aware of his intentions. No doubt,

it most have been a great relief to him, to get
sst of the fetid air, and from amongst the mise-

riesof the dressing-room, and enjoy the freshness

sf the moon and the excitement of the chase

;

for, callous as the Doctors seemed outwardly,

ud blunt in their behaviour, there was no
vast of humanity in them. James used to sit

m he dressed his patients, endeavouring to amuse
them with all the local stories he could recollect.

Hs sften entertained them too with anecdotes
ef his father. Dr John ; of which we may give

m instance or two.

A gentleman of greet wealth feme to Whit-

worth. He drove up to the inn in his oarriege,

and with a very splendid equipage. He soon

sent down a very smart and powdered servant,

requesting John Taylor to wait on him, “Wait
on him !—-wait on him !" exclaimed John, in

apparent astonishment. “ Tell the man I wait

on nobody—those who oome here must wait on

me. If he wants me, he must come to the dress*

ing-room like the rest, and take his turn."

This answer was so offensive that the gentle-

man, though suffering excruciating pain from a
complaint pronounced by his own medical men
to be hopeless, was, like Naaman, when the

prophet told him to go and dip in Jordan, so

indignant that he ordered his carriage out, and

told the coachman to drive home again. His

servants, however, prevailed on him, as it was of

so much consequence to himself, to humour this

Lancashire hear, as they called him. He did so,

and when he entered the dressing-room—“ Thou
lazy dog," said Dr John, “ what hast thou come
here for P If it is not worth thy coming from

the inn, it was not worth coming all the rest of

the way, I think." The gentleman smothered

his indignation, and John eventually sent him
home a sound man.
At another time, a nobleman brought his lady

to Whitworth. She could not walk, and was

carried into the private dressing-room. John
inquired what was the matter, and was told that

she had been startled by a sudden fright ; had

fallen ; and from that time had never been able

to put one foot to the ground. John Taylor

told her to try to walk. The lady, smiling, an-

swered, that if she could have walked she need

not have come to him. Nothing would satisfy

John, however, but that she must try to walk.

So, being raised up by her husband, and leaning

on him, she made the attempt. As she stood in

great pain, John went behind her, and gave her

a sudden push with his knee. The lady gave a

scream, and a start, and fell into her husband's

arms. The nobleman, very indignant at the

insult he supposed put upon his wife, asked

the Doctor very fiercely what he meant. “Why,"
said John, “ I mean to see what good that has

done her. Let her try to walk again now."

The nobleman was very angry, and the lady

very much alarmed and agitated ; and it was

with the utmost difficulty that the Doctor could

get them to listen any farther to him. “ Why,
if you are fools, ye are fools," said John. “ Let

the woman, I say, try to walk again." They
were at length prevailed on to consent, when,

to the astonishment of the lady, she found the

power of her limb in a great measure restored,

and was able to get across the room, leaning

on her husband. The nobleman was now as

full of amazement as he was before of wrath.

“ In the name of wonder," said he, “ how came

you to hit on that scheme ?” “ Why," replied

the Doctor, “the womans hip was out. It

was put out in a fright, you said, and I thought

a fright was just as likely to jump it in again.

There it is, yon see. She must have it well

bandaged for a while, then ell will be safe.
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But you may go home to-day if you like.’* Of
J

course, the joy of both husband and wife was not
small. The nobleman, in his gratitude, pressed
upon John a purse of gold ; but he refusing

to take more than his regular fee, the nobleman
threw the purse on the table and left it.

James related this story of himself. He was
in Staffordshire, near Lichfield, and, it becoming
known, he was sent for to a gentleman who was
in bed. When he got into his room, he found
him surrounded with abundance of bottles of

physic. He immediately rung the bell, and or-

dered the servants to throw all those into the
yard ; and to get up their master, and let him
sit down to dinner with him. They all ex-

claimed, that was impossible, for their master had
not been out of bed for some months. “ Never
mind,” said James ;

“ get us some dinner here

;

and bring your master a glass of brandy and
water. What he is dying of is want of nourish-

ment.” With much persuasion the gentleman
was got up ; drank the brandy and water, and
took some food. Next day, he felt a great deal

better. James had him down stairs to dinner

;

and, in a very few days, had him out with him
on horseback, and after the hounds.

James used to relate his father's visit to the

Royal Family, to prescribe for the Princess Eliza-

beth, with much gusto. The complaint of the Prin-

cess was a continued pain and stupor in the head.

Of course, John Taylor immediately ordered her

to take his snuff. This snuff is made of the pow-
dered leaves of the Assarabecca, (Asarum Euro-
pceum,) which has the property of purging the

head, and of which plenty was grown in the gar-

den at Whitworth. John, having given his order,

and delivered the snuff, looked about him, and,

seeing the Princesses all there, he clapped the

Queen familiarly on the back, and said—

“

Well,

thou art a farrently woman* to be the mother of

such a set of straight-backed lasses.”

Charlotte took this unusual familiarity with a

very good grace, smiling, and replying—

“

Yes,

Mr Taylor, and I was once as straight-backed a

lass as any of them.”

John had not, however, retired from the pre-

sence of royalty very long, when he was sent for

again in great haste. “ Well, and what is the

matter now ?” asked he, on entering.
“ Oh ! the Princess is taken with such a con-

tinual sneezing, that we are quite alarmed.”
“ Is that all ?” said John ;

“ then let the girl

sneeze ; that is the very thing that will do her
good.”

John is said to have had the honour of com-
pletely relieving the Princess of her complaint.

We must, however, give one more characteristic

anecdote of him before we withdraw him from
court. One morning, as he sate chatting with

theQueen and Princesses, a draper s man brought
in, by order, a number of pieces of Irish linen for

the Queen's inspection. On looking it over, none
was found to be so fine as was desired. The man
was ordered to bring some much finer. He, of

course, assured her Majesty that every effort

* Good-looking,

should be used to meet her wishes, but that he

was doubtful whether any finer really was made.

“ Oh, dear, yes !” exclaimed both Queen and

Princesses, “ much finer than this, we are con-

fident.”

The man bowed and retired. When he was

gone, John Taylor, who sate closely observing

all that passed, said—“ Now, do you expect the

man will bring you any finer ?”

“ Oh ! certainly
!”

" Well,” said John, “ I don't.”
“ You don't ? Why, Mr Taylor, what makes

you think so ?”

“ Because,” replied John, “ I don't believe

there ever was finer made than one piece amongst

these. But I can tell you what the man will do.

He'll go home and rest a while, and then he will

come back with the finest piece of cloth, and put a

good deal higher price upon it, and then it will do.”

“ Oh, no !*' exclaimed Queen Charlotte. “ I am
a better judge of linen than you give me credit

for, Mr Taylor. Besides, the man dare not do

such a thing—he would at once lose our patron-

age—he dare not do such a thing.”
“ Well,” said John, “ we shall see.”
“ Well, now,” said the Queen, “ we will see.

You shall remain here till the man return, and

be convinced
”

He did so. The man, after a while, came back

with a single piece. He assured her Majesty

that they had sent all over the city, and had had

the good fortune to discover this piece—certainly
the most extraordinarily fine piece of linen which

he had ever beheld. The Queen and Princesses,

on examining it, at once joined in expressions of

admiration of it.
“ That was fine, indeed ! That

was much superior to the finest of the former

pieces
!”

As soon as the man had withdrawn—ft There !"

said' the Queen, turning triumphantly to John
Taylor, “ what do you think now, Mr Taylor ?

You will admit, I think, that you were mis-

taken.”
“ That may soon be settled,” said John. “ If

that be the fine piece which the man had here

before, there is the mark of my thumb on it

;

for I never saw finer linen than that in my life,

and, expecting what the man must do, I privately

wet my thumb, and rubbed it in the chimney,
before I took hold of the piece.”

There was an instant eager examination of

the piece, and there, sure enough, was John
Taylor's mark.

The country people in the neighbourhood bad
such an opinion of Dr John's ability, that they
believed nothing was too difficult for him. James
often told this story. A country fellow one day
appeared before the house with a couple of

wretched old horses, and asked to speak with the

Doctor. John Taylor went out to him; and, on
seeing the man's cattle, supposed he was come
to sell them for the hounds. What then was
his surprise when the fellow gravely told him
that he got his living by carting coals with these

two horses; that they were now nearly worn ont

;

and that he was too poor to buy freah ones ; 00
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he would be much obliged if he would take them,

and make him one preatty good ’un out of them.

If he could not do that, he was a ruined man.

“One preattygood'un !" said John, looking very
grimly at the horses; “why, fellow, what preatty

good 'trn con be made out of two such bare-boned

old dog-tits m those, thinkest thou ? But, how-
erer, take them and turn them into the close by
the bam there, and come again in a fortnight.

I must try what I can do for thee."

With many thanks, the man made his bow, and
took hia leave. Duly at the end of the fort-

night, to the day, the man appeared, and asked

die Doctor if he had done the job for him. John
Taylor called a man, and told him to go and
bring the horse that he made the other day.

Accordingly, the horse was brought from the

neighbouring croft, and the fellow, looking him
ill o?er with the air of a judge, declared that

the horse was certainly better than both of the

old unsput together ;
“ but," said he, “ Doctor,

you're made one mistake, and a great 'un."
“ What's that ?" asked the Doctor.
“ Why," said the fellow, “ it is a wall-eyed-

dq ; and, of all things, I canna abide a wall-

eyed ’un."

"Get away, thou fool !" said Dr John, “ thou
should ha' told me that before. It can't be al-

tered now." So the man, walked his beast off

the ground, never for a moment doubting but it

was compounded of the two old ones, or thinking
it at all wonderful that Dr John had done such
a thing. The Doctor had plenty of horses on the

moor, reserved for his hounds ; and out of these

he had picked the best.

One of the peculiar features of the place was
in the strange things which wealthy people, who
had received benefits from the Doctors, had sent

them as presents—gewgaws, and things the

most unlikely to be valued by such men, and
which shewed more gratitude than judgment in

the senders. I was astonished one day to find, in

a house-trough, in a lane, a quantity of fine gold

hh. On asking the Doctor why they were put

there, he replied—“ Some silly people had sent

them, and he did not know what to do with them.
He thought they were as well there as anywhere."
Another present, of silver-pheasant fowls, found
* better reception. George had them up at a

ham above the village, and took great delight in

them
; and truly they were a most splendid flock

of fowls indeed.

But we must draw to a close. Great changes
time hismadeamongst the Whitworth Doctors, as

veil as amongst other people, since that day.

Old John had a sister married to a great manufac-

turer, of the name of Madon, at Bacup. A friend

of mine once went with James there, to see his

sister, and met with a most hospitable reception.

He there saw an old woman of 105 years of age.

She had lived in the Madon family 90 years, and

nursed four generations of them. She had then

a young child in her arms, and related to my
friend the history of the family into which she had

entered at the age of 15 . Her wages were then

sixpence a-week, which were afterwards raised

to one penny a-day. She appeared at this ad-

vanced time of life still very cheerful, being al-

lowed to do just as much or as little as she

pleased, but still attending to the nursery, and
retaining it as her peculiar task to clean an old-

fashioned grate which no one else could keep
bright enough for her. She had a daughter of

her own, about 70, whom she jocularly called the

old woman.
But not only has time swept away this patri-

archal old nurse, but Dr John, and Dr James,

and Mrs George, and one of the younger ones

too. I have heard something of the two young
men going out shooting, and one accidentally

shooting the other; of the younger branches

going to study and taking their medical degrees

at the University ; that one or more still remains

at Whitworth ; one practises largely, much in

the old style, at Oldfield Lane, Manchester ; and
one is settled at Todmorden. The newspapers,

in giving an account of the riots at Todmorden
the other day, stated that the house of James
Taylor, Esq., a magistrate, and one of the family

of the famous Whitworth Doctors, had been en-

tered by the rioters, and his family paintings cut

to pieces. Can this be the James of the days of

my visit to Whitworth—the slim youth of the

old pill-manufacturing hat ? If so, it is proba-

ble that the portraits of Drs John, and James,

and George, of Mrs George, and all the famous
Whitworth Doctors, are gone to destruction, be-

yond the art of their successors, or all the powers

of “ keen," red-bottle, or black-plaster, to restore

them. The rascally rogues of Todmorden rioters

!

A cotton-mill might have been rebuilt ; but who
shall return to the world the likeness of honest

John Taylor, who made nobles come to him as

common men ; who clapped the Queen of Eng-
land on the back ; and made, for a believing

countryman, one “preatty" good horse of two bad

ones ? The loss is irreparable ; and, perhaps,

even this slight reminiscence may ba the most

palpable record of him remaining.

REMINISCENCES.

Tbi pleasure that from contemplation springs
Of nature’s beauties, doth not quickly die,

ii a Hiring fount of harmony,
which the goddess Memory often brings

Tk wearied spirit : hopes and fears which lie

Within the daily round of common things,
Grew dim in distance, while the days gone by

*o. LX1V.—vol. VI.

Float over ns with joy upon their wings.

Calm as the light which in the summer sky

The placid moon doth round about her cast,

Pure as the thoughts which glisten in the eye

And speak in smiles of artless infancy,

Is the remembrance of a former joy,

Streaming in shapes of beauty o’er the past.
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LAKE REMINISCENCES, FROM 1807 TO 1880.

BY THE ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.

NO. III.—-WILLIAM WORDSWORTH

—

Continued.

It was at Alfoxton that Miss Mary Hutchinson

risited her cousins the Wordsworths ; and there,

or previously, in the north of England, at Stock.

ton-upon.Tees and Darlington, that the attach,

ment began between Miss Hutchinson andWords,
worth, which terminated in their marriage about

the beginning of the present century. The mar-
riage took place in the north ; somewhere, I be-

lieve, in Yorkshire ; and, immediately after the

ceremony, Wordsworth brought his bride to

Grasmere ; in which most lovely of English val-

leys he had previously obtained, upon a lease of

seven or eight years, the cottage in which I found

him living at my first visit to him in November
1807. I have heard that there was a paragraph

inserted on this occasion in the Morning Poet

or Courier—and I have an indistinct remem.
brance of having once Been it myself—which de-

scribed this event of the poet's marriage in the

most ludicrous terms of silly pastoral sentiment-

ality ; the cottage being described as “ the abode
of content and all the virtues,** the vale itself in

the same puerile slang, and the whole event in a
style of allegorical trifling about the muses, &c.
The masculine and severe taste of Wordsworth
made him peculiarly open to annoyance from
such absurd trifling; and, unless his sense of

the ludicrous overpowered his graver feelings,

he must have been much displeased with the
paragraph. But, after all, I have understood
that the whole affair was an unseasonable jest of

Coleridge's or Lamb's.

To us who, in after years, were Wordsworth's
friends, orat least intimateacquaintances—viz., to

Professor Wilson and myself—the most interest-

ing circumstance in this marriage, the one which
perplexed us exceedingly, was the very possi-

bility that it should ever have been brought to

bear. For we could not conceive of Wordsworth
as submitting hi9 faculties to the humilities and
devotion of courtship. That self-surrender—that

prostration of mind, by which a man is too

happy and proud to express the profundity of his

service to the woman of his heart—it seemed a
mere impossibility that ever Wordsworth should
be brought to feel for a single instant ; and what
he did not sincerely feel, assuredly he was not
the person to profess. Ah, happy, happy days !

—in which, for a young man's heart that is deep
and fervid in his affections, and passionate in his

admirations, there is but one presence upon earth,

one glory, one heaven of hope !—days how fugi-

tive, how incapable of return, how imperishable
to the heart of all that a man has lived l Word s-

worth, I take it upon myself to say, had not the
feelings within him which make this total devo-
tion to a woman possible. There never lived t he
woman whom he would not have lectured and

admonished under circumstances that should

have seemed to require it; nor would he have

conversed with her in any mood whatever with-

out wearing an air of mild condescension to her

understanding. To lie at her feet, to make her

his idol, to worship her very caprices, and to

adore the most unreasonable of her frowns—these

things were impossible to Wordsworth ; and,

being so, never could he, in any emphatic sense,

have been a lover.

A lover, therefore, in any passionate sense of

the word, Wordsworth could not have been.

And, moreover, it is remarkable that a woman
who could dispense with that sort of homage in

her suitor, is not of a nature to inspire such a

passion. That same meekness which reconciles

her to the tone of superiority and freedom in ,

the manner of her suitor, and which may after-

wards in a wife become a sweet domestic grace,

strips her of that too charming irritation, capti-

vating at once and tormenting, which lurks in

feminine pride. If there be an enchantress's

spell yet surviving in this age of ours, it is the
,

haughty grace of maidenly pride—the womanly
sense of dignity, even when most in excess, and

expressed in the language of scorn—which tor-

tures a man and lacerates his heart, at the same

time that it pierces him with admiration.

Oh, what a world of scorn looks beautiful

In the repelling glances of her eye!**

And she who spares a man the agitations of

this thraldom, robs him no less of its divinest

transports. Wordsworth, however, who never

could have laid aside his own nature sufficiently

to have played hie part in such an impassioned

courtship, by suiting himself to this high sexual

pride with the humility of a lover—and, perhaps,

quite as little have enjoyed the spectacle of such

a pride, or have viewed it in any degree as an

attraction—it would to him] have been a pure

vexation. Looking down even upon the lady of

his heart, as upon the rest of the world, from

the eminence of his own intellectual superiority

—viewing her, in fact, as a child—he would be

much more disposed to regard any airs of fern,

inine disdain she might assume, as the im-
pertinence of girlish levity, than as the caprice of

womanly pride. He would not, indeed, like Pe-
truchio, have hinted a possibility that he might
be provoked to box her ears—for any mode of

unmanly roughness would have seemed abomin-
able to his nature, with the meanest of her sex ;

but much I fear that, in any case of dispute, he
would have called even his mistress, “ Child

!

child !" and perhaps even (but this I do not say
with the same certainty) might have bid her hold
her tongue. Think of that, reader, with sach
lovers as I am placing in ideal contrast with these!
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—image to yourself the haughty beauty, and the
majetlie wrath, never to be propitiated after hear-
ing inch irreverent language—nay, worse than
irreverent language—language implying disen-

chantment ! Yet atill, it may be said, can a
min forget—absolutely and in all moments for-

get—hii intellectual superiority ? You yourself,

for example, who write these sketches, did it

follow of necessity that the woman you loved
iboald be equal (or seem equal in your own
ejes) to yourself in intellect ? No ; far from it.

1 could not, perhaps, have loved, with a perfect
lore, any woman whom I had felt to be my own
equal intellectually ; but then I never thought of
her in that light, or under that relation. When
the golden gate was opened, when the gate
moved upon its golden hinges that opened to me
the paradise of her society—when her young,
melodious laughter sounded in my too agitated
ear—did I think of any claims that / could have?
Too happy if I might be permitted to lay all

things at her feet, all things that 1 could call my
own, or ever hope to do §o—yes, though it had
been possible that bypower divine I should possess
the esrth, and the inheritance of the earth

—

u IV sea, and all which they contain.”*

WTiat was intellect, what was power, what was
empire, if 1 had happened to possess them all in
wee®! These things were not of the nature of,

had no common nature with, did not resemble,
were no approximation to, the sweet angelic
power—power infinite, power deathless, power
unutterable, which formed her virgin dowry. O
heart, why art thou disquieted ? Tempestuous,
rebellious heart! oh, wherefore art thou still

dreaming of things so long gone by, of expecta-
tions that could not be fulfilled, that, being mortal,
must, in some point, have a mortal taint ! Empty,
"W thoughts! vanity of vanities ! Yet no ;

»ot always
; for sometimes, after days of in-

tellectual toil, when half the whole world is

dreaming— I wrap my head in the bed-clothes,
which hide even the faintest murmurs yet linger-
ing from the fretful day—

* The gaudy, blabbing, and remorseful day
*nd then through blinding tears I see again
that golden gate ; again I stand waiting at the
entrance; until dreams come that carry me once
m°ee to the Paradise beyond.

If, however, no lover in a proper sense—though
from many exquisite passages one might con-
eeive that at some time of his life he was, as
^emsllyfrom the inimitable stanzas beginning

—

** When she I lov’d was strong and gay,
And Hke a rose in June

w perhaps (but less powerfully so, because here
the passion, though profound, is less the peculiar
Pmaoa of love) from the impassioned lamenta-
foo for “ the pretty Barbara/' beginning—

14
’Tii said that some have died for love :

And hen and there, amidst unhallow'd ground
In the cold north,” Ac. Ac. s—

Tfh if no lever, or (which some of us have some-
th thought) a lover disappointed at some
ylicr period by the death of her he loved, or

• ** faiadlist Regained.”

by some other fatal event, (for he always pre-

served a mysterious silence on the subject of

that “ Lucy," repeatedly alluded to or apostro-

phized in his poems, and I have heard, from gos-

siping people about Hawkshead, some snatches

of tragical story, which, after all, might be an
idle semi-fable, improved out of slight mate-
rials)—let this matter have been as it might—
at all events he made, what for him turns out, a
happy marriage. Few people have lived on such

terms of entire harmony and affection as he has

lived with the woman of his final choice. Indeed,

the sweetness, almost unexampled, of temper,

which, in her early and middle years, shed so sunny
a radiance over Mrs Wordsworth's manners,

sustained by the happy life she led, the purity

ofher conscience, and the uniformity of her good
health, made it impossible for anybody to have
quarreled with her; and whatever fits of ill

temper Wordsworth might have—for, with all his

philosophy, he had such fits, though rarely—met
with no fuel to support them, except in the

more irritable temperament of his sister. Bhe
was all fire, and an ardour which, like that of the

first Lord Shaftesbury,
“ O’er-inform’d its tenement of clay ;*

and, as this ardour looked out in every gleam of

her wild eyes, (those “ wild eyes," so finely

noticed in the “ Tintern Abbey") as it spoke in

every word of her self-baffled utterance, as it

gave a trembling movement to her very person

and demeanour—easily enough it might happen,

that any apprehension of an unkind word should

with her kindle a dispute. It might have

happened ; and yet, to the great honour of both,

having such impassioned temperaments, rarely

it did happen—and this was the more remarkable,

as I have been aseured that both were, in ehild-

hood, irritable or even ill-tempered; and they

were constantly together; for Mist Wordsworth
was always ready to walk out—wet or dry, storm
or sunshine, night or day; whilst Mrs Words-
worth was completely dedicated to her maternal

duties, and rarely left the house, unless when the

weather was tolerable, or, at least, only for short

rambles. I should not have noticed this trait in

Wordsworth's occasional manners, had it been
gathered from domestic or confidential opportu-

nities. But, on the contrary, the first two occa-

sions on which, after months' domestic intercourse

with Wordsworth, I first became aware of hie

possible ill-humour end peevishness, were so

public, that others, and those strangers, must
have been equally made aware of the acene.

Having brought down the history of Words-
worth to the time of his marriage, I am reminded
by that event to mention the singular good for-

tune, in all points of worldly prosperity, which
has accompanied him through life. His mar-
riage—the capital event .of life—was fortunate ;

so were all the minor occasions of a prosperous

life. He has himself described, in his " Leech-
Gatherer," the fears that, at one time, or at least

in some occasional moments of his life, haunted
him, lest at some period or other he might be
reserved for poverty. “Cold, pain, and hunger,

IT O '
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and all fleshly ills/' occurred to his boding ap-

prehension^

And mighty poets in their misery dead."

“He thought of Chatterton, the marvellous hoy,

The sleepless soul that perished in its pride

;

Of him who walked in glory and in joy,

Beside his plough, upon the mountain side."

And, at starting on his career of life, certainly

no man had plainer reasons for anticipating the

worst evils that have ever persecuted poets, ex-

cepting only two reasons which might warrant

him in hoping better ; and these two were—his
great prudence, and the temperance of his daily

life. He could not be betrayed into foolish en-

gagements ; he could not be betrayed into ex-

pensive habits. Profusion and extravagance had

no hold over him, by any one passion or taste.

He was not luxurious in anything ; was not vain

or even careful of external appearances—(not at

least since he had left Cambridge, and visited a

mighty nation in civil convulsions ;) was not,

even in the article of books, expensive. Very few

books sufficed him ; he was careless habitually

of all the current literature, or indeed of any
literature that could not be considered as en-

shrining the very ideal, capital, and elementary

grandeur of the human intellect. It will be seen,

further on, that, in this extreme limitation of

his literary sensibilities, he was as much assisted

by that accident of his own intellectual condi-

tion, which the Germans of our days have so use-

fully brought forward to the consciousness, and
by which so many anomalies of opinion are solved

—viz., his extreme, intense, unparalleled one-

sidedness, (einseitigkeit,) as by any peculiar

sanity of feeling. Thousands of books, that

have given the most genuine and even raptur-

ous delight to millions of ingenuous minds, for

Wordsworth were absolutely a dead letter

—

closed and sealed up from his sensibilities and
his powers of appreciation, not less than col-

ours from a blind man's eye. Even the few
books which his peculiar mind had made indis-

pensable to him, were not so in the degree which

they would have been to a man of more sedent-

ary habits. He lived in the open air ; and the

enormity of pleasure which both he and his sis-

ter drew from the common appearances of na-

ture and their everlasting variety—variety so in-

finite that, if no one leaf of a tree or shrub, ac-

cording to Leibnitz's principle, ever exactly re-

sembled another in all its filaments and their

arrangement, still less did any one day ever re-

peat another in all its pleasurable elements—
this pleasure was to him in the stead of many
libraries—

“ One impulse, from a vernal wood,
Could teach him more of Man,

Of moral evil, and of good,

Than all the sages can."

And he, we may be sure, who could draw,

“ even from the meanest flower that blows,

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears

to whom the mere daisy, the pansy, the primrose,

could furnish pleasures—not the puerile ones

which his most puerile and worldly insulters

imagined, but pleasures drawn from depths of

reverie and meditative tenderness far beyond all

power of (heirheartstoconceive:—thatmanwould

hardly need any large variety of books. In fact,

there were only two provinces of literature in

which Wordsworth could be looked upon as well

read—Poetry and Ancient History. Nor do I

believe that he would much have lamented, on his

own account, if all books had perished, except-

ing the entire body of English poetry, and, per-

haps, “Plutarch's* Lives."

With these simple or rather austere tastes,

Wordsworth (it might seem) had little reason

to fear poverty—certainly not with any mod-

erate income ; but meantime he had none. About

the time when he left college, I have good

grounds for believing that his whole regular in-

come was precisely = 0. Some fragments must

have survived from the funds devoted to his edu-

cation ; and with these, no doubt, he supported

the expenses of his continental tours, and his

year's residence in France. But, at length,

cold, pain, and hunger, and “ all fleshly ills," must

have stared him in the face pretty earnestly.

And hope of longer evading an unpleasant des-

tiny of daily toil in some form or other there

seemed absolutely none.
“ For," as he himself expostulates with him-

self

—

« For how can he expect that others should

Sow for him, build for him, and, at his call,

Lore him, who foy himself will take no thought at all ?”

In this dilemma he had all but resolved, as Miss

Wordsworth once told me, to take pupils; and

perhaps that, though odious enough, was the sole

resource he had ; for, with all his immeasurable

genius, Wordsworth has not, even yet, and from

long experience, acquired any popular talent of

writing for the current press ; and, at that period

of his life, he was gloomily unfitted for bending

to such a yoke. In this crisis of his fate, possibly

it might be—a fact which a mere accident once

caused Miss 'Wordsworth to mention to me, in a

whispering tone, and (as if ashamed of it) sbe

never recurred to it—that Wordsworth, for once,

and once only, became a martyr to some nervous

affection. That raised pity ; but I could not

forbear smiling at the remedy, or palliation,

which his few friends adopted. Every night

they played at cards with him, as the best mode

of beguiling his sense of distress, whatever it

might be ; cards,
which, in any part of the thirty

and one years since I have known Wordsworth,

could have had as little power to interest him,

or to cheat him of sorrow, as marbles or a kite—

(
Scotice , a dragon !)

However, so it was ;
for my

information could not be questioned.

The crisis, as I have said, had arrived for de-

termining the future colour of bis life. Memor-

able it is, that exactly in those critical moments

when some decisive step had first become neces-

sary, there happened the first instance of Wordfr

• 1 do not mean to insinuate that Wordsworth

at all in the dark about the inaccuracy and wan* «

authentic weight attaching to Plutarch as an bistorianj

but his business with Plutarch was not for purpose*

«

research : he was satisfied with his fine moral eflscta
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worth's good lack ; and equally memorable that,

at measured intervals throughout the long
sequel of his life since then, a regular succession
of similar but superior God-sends have fallen in,

to sustain his expenditure, duly as it grew with
the growing claims upon his purse. A more
fortuoate man, I believe, does not exist than
Wordsworth. The aid which now dropped from
heaven, as it were, to enable him to range at
will in paths of his own choosing, and

“ Finally array
Hit temples with the muses’ diadem,"

came in the shape of a bequest from Raisley
Calvert, a young man of good family in Cumber-
land, who died about this time of pulmonary
consumption. A very remarkable young man he
most have been, this Raisley Calvert, to have
discerned, at this early period, that future
superiority in Wordsworth which so few people
suspected. He was the brother of a Cumber-
land gentlemen, whom I have seen ; a generous
man, doubtless ; for he made no sort of objec-
tions (though legally,I have heard, he might) to
his brother 8 farewell memorial of regard ; a good
man to all his dependents, as I have generally
understood, in the neighbourhoodof Windy Brow,
his mansion, near Keswick ; and, as Southey
always said, (who must know better than I could
do,) a man of strong natural endowments ; else,

is his talk was of oxen, I might have made the
mistake of supposing him to be, in heart and
soul, what he was in profession— a mere farming
country gentleman, whose ambition was chiefly
planted upon turning up mighty turnips. The
mm left by Raisley Calvert was £900 ; and it

vas laid out in an annuity. This was the basis
of Wordsworth’s prosperity in life; and upon
this he has built up, by a serious of accessions,
in which each step, taken separately for itself,

seems perfectly natural, whilst the total result
has undoubtedly something wonderful about it,

the present goodly edifice of his fortunes. Next
in the series, came the present Lord Lonsdale’s
repayment of his predecessor’s debt. Upon that,
probably, it was that Wordsworth felt himself
entitled to marry. Then, I believe, came some
fortune with Miss Hutchinson; then—that is,

fourthly—some worthy uncle of the same lady
pleased to betake himself to a better world,

leaving to various nieces, and especially to Mrs
Wordsworth, something or other—I forget what,
ht it was expressed by thousands of pounds. At
this moment, Wordsworth’s family had begun to
increase

; and the worthy old uncle, like every-
body else in Wordsworth’s case, (I wish I could

the same in my own,) finding Lis property
T«y clearly “ wanted," and, as people would tell
him, « bespoke," felt how very indelicate it

»ould look for him to stay any longer ; and so
off he moved. But Wordsworth’s family, and
th* wants of that family, still continued to in-
tense; and the next person—viz., the fifth

—

who stood in the way, and must, therefore, have
wondered himself rapidly growing into a nuis-
ooce, was the Stamp-Distributor for the county
of Westmoreland. About March 1814, 1 think

it was, that his very comfortable situation was
wanted. Probably it took a month for the news
to reach him ; because in April, and not before,

feeling that he had received a proper notice to

quit, he, good man, this stamp distributor, like

all the rest, distributed himself and his office

into two different places—the latter falling, of
course, into the hands of Wordsworth.

This office, which it was Wordsworth’s plea-

sure to speak of as “ a little one," yielded, I

believe, somewhere about £500 a year. Gradu-
ally, even that

, with all former sources of income,

became insufficient, which ought not to surprise

anybody ; for a son at Oxford, as a gentleman

commoner, would spend, at the least, £300 per

annum ; and there were other children. Still it

is wrong to say that it had become insufficient ;

as usual, it had not come to that ; but, on the

first symptoms arising that it soon would come to

that, somebody, of course, had notice to consider

himself a sort of nuisance elect—in this case, it

was the distributor of stamps for the county of

Cumberland. His district was absurdly large

:

and what so reasonable as that be should submit to

a Polish partition of his profits—no, not Polish ;

for, on reflection, such a partition neither was
nor could be attempted with regard to an
actual incumbent. But then, since people

had such consideration for him as not to re-

model the office so long as he lived, on the other

hand, the least he could do for “ people" in re-

turn, so as to shew his sense of this consider-

ation, was not to trespass on so much goodness

longer than necessary. Accordingly, here, as in

all cases before, the Deus ex machind who in-

variably interfered when any nodus arose in

Wordsworth’s affairs, such as could be considered

vindice dignus, caused the distributor to begone
into a region where no stamps are wanted,

about the very month, or so, when an addi-

tional £400 per annum became desirable.

This, or perhaps more, was understood to have
been added by the new arrangement, to the

Westmorelafad distributorship : the small towns
of Keswick and Cockermouth, together with

the important one of Whitehaven, being severed,

under this regulation, from their old depend
ency, or Cumberland, (to which geographically

they belonged,) and transferred to tbe small

territory of rocky Westmoreland, the sum-total

of whose inhabitants was, at that time, not

much above 50,000 ; of which number, one-third,

or nearly so, might be collected into the only

important town of Kendal ; but, of the other

two-thirds, a larger proportion was a simple

agricultural or pastoral population, than any-

where else in England. In Westmoreland, there-

fore, it may be supposed that the stamp demand
could not have been so great, not, perhaps, by
three quarters, as in Cumberland ; which, besides

having a population of 160,000, had more and
larger towns. The result of this new distribu-

tion, was something that approached to an
equalization of the districts—giving to each, as

was said in round terms, a thousand a-year ; but,

in more accurate terms, perhaps £900.
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Thus I have traced Wordsworth's ascent

through its several steps and stages, to what, for

his moderate desires and habits so philosophic,

may be fairly considered opulence. And it must
rejoice every man, who joins in the public hom-
age now rendered to his powers, (and what man
is to be found that more or less does not?) to

hear, with respect to one so lavishly endowed by
nature, that he has not been neglected by for-

tune ; that he has never had the finer edge of

his sensibilities dulled by the sad anxieties, the

degrading fears, the miserable dependencies of

debt ; that he has been blessed with competency
even when poorest ; has had hope and cheerful

prospects in reversion, through every stage of

his life ; that at all times he has been liberated

from reasonable anxieties about the final inter-

ests of his children ; that at all times he has

been blessed with leisure, the very amplest that

ever man enjoyed, for intellectual pursuits the

most delightful
; yes, that even for those deli-

cate and coy pursuits, he has possessed, in

combination, all the conditions for their most
perfect culture—the leisure, the ease, the soli-

tude, the society, the domestic peace, the local

scenery—Paradise for his eye, in Miltonic beauty,

lying outside his windows. Paradise for his

heart, in the perpetual happiness of his own
fire-side ; and, finally, when increasing years

might be supposed to demand something more
of modern luxuries, and expanding intercourse

with society in its most polished forms, some-
thing more of refined elegancies, that his means,
still keeping pace, in almost arithmetical ratio,

with his wants, had shed the graces of art upon
the failing powers of nature, had stripped infirm-

ity of discomfort, and (so far as the necessities

of things will allow) had placed the final stages

of life, by means of many compensations, by uni-

versal praise, by plaudits reverberated from sen-

ates, benedictions wherever his poems have

penetrated, honour, troops of friends—in short,

by all that miraculous prosperity can do to evade

the primal decrees of nature—had placed the

final stages upon a level with the first. This

report of Wordsworth's success in life, will re-

joice thousands of hearts. And a good nature

will sympathize with that joy, will exult in that

exultation, no matter for any private griev-

ances, and with a non obstante to any wrong,

however stinging, which it may suppose itself to

have suffered. Yet, William Wordsworth,
nevertheless, if you ever allowed yourself to

forget the human tenure of these mighty bless-

ings—if, though wearing your honours justly

—moBt justly, as respects A. and B., this man
and that man—you have forgotten that no man
can challenge such trophies by any absolute or

meritorious title, as respects the dark powers

which give and take away—if, in the blind spirit

of presumption, you have insulted the less pros-

perous fortunes of a brother, frail, indeed, but

not dishonourably frail, and in his very frailty

—

that is, in his failing exertions—and for the

deficient measure .of his energies, (doubtless

too much below the standard of reasonable ex-

THE ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.

pectations,) able to plead that which you never

cared to ask—then, if (instead of being 68 years

old) you were ^
8

, I should warn you to listen

for the steps of Nemesis approaching from afar

;

and, were it only in relation to your own extre-

mity of good fortune, I would say, in the case of

your being a young man, lavish as she may have

been hitherto, and for years to come may still

be

—

“ Yet fear her, O thou minion of her pleawire !

Her audit, though delay’d, answered must be.

And her quietus is to render thee.***

But now, reverting to the subject of Words-
worth's prosperity, I have numbered up six sep-

arate stages of good luck—six instances of pe-

cuniary showers emptying themselves into his

very bosom, at the very moments when they

began to be needed, on the first symptoms that

they might be wanted—accesses of fortune sta-

tioned, upon his road, like repeating frigates, con-

necting, to all appearance, some preconcerted

line of operations ; and, amidst the tumults of

chance, wearing as much the air of purpose

and design, as if they supported a human plan

—

so much the more, also, to a thoughtful observer,

as the subject of this overflowing favour from
the blind goddess, happened, by the rarest of
accidents, to be that man whom many of us
would have declared the most worthy of that

favour, most of us, perhaps, as in the case of

Themistocles, would have declared, at the very
least, second best. I have come down to the
sixth case. Whether there were any seventh, I

do not know : but confident I feel, that, had a
seventh been required bycircumstances, a seventh

would have happened. At the same time, every
reader will, of course, understand me to mean,
that not only was it utterly out of the power
or will of Wordsworth to exert any, the very
slightest influence upon these cases, not only was
this impossible—not only was it impossible to

the moral nature of Wordsworth, that he should
even express that sort of interest in the event,

which is sometimes intimated to the incum-
bents of a place or church-living by sudden in-

quiries after their health from eager expectants

—

but also, in every one of the instances recorded,

he could have had not the slightest knowledge
before-hand of any interest at issue for himself.

This explanation I make to forestal the merest
possibility of misapprehension. And yet, for all

that, so true it is, that still, as Wordsworth
needed a place or a fortune, the holder of that

place or fortune was immediately served with a
summons to surrender it—so certainly was this

impressed upon my belief, as one of the blind

necessities, making up the prosperity and fixed

destiny of Wordsworth, that, for myself—had I

happened to know of any peculiar adaptation in

an estate or office of mine, to an existing need
of Wordsworth's—forthwith, and with the speed
of a man running for his life, I would have laid

it down at his feet. u Take it," I would have
said—

“

take it-—or in three weeks I shall be a
dead man."

• Shakspeare's Sonnets.
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Will—let me pause : I think the reader is

likely, by this time, to have a slight notion of

mf notion of Wordsworth's inevitable prosperity

—and the sort of lien that he had upon the

incomes of other men who happened to stand in

his way. The same prosperity attended the other

branches of the family, with the single exception

of John, the brother who perished in the Aber-

farenny : and even he was prosperous up to the

moment of his fatal accident. As to Miss

Wordsworth, who will, by some people, be classed

amongst the non-prosperous, I rank her amongst

the most fortunate of women ; or, at least, if regard

be had to that period of life which is most capable

of happiness. Her fortune, after its repayment
by Lord Lonsdale, was,much of it, confided, with a

sisterly affection, to the use of her brother John

;

and most of it perished in his ship. How much
I nersr felt myself entitled to ask ; but certainly

a part was on that occasion lost irretrievably.

Either itwasthat only a partial insurance had been

effected, or else the nature of the accident, being in

homewaters, (off the coast of Dorsetshire,) might,

by the nature of the contract, have taken the case

<mtof the benefit of the policy. This loss, how-
erer, bad it even been total, for a single sister

amongst a family of flourishing brothers, could

not be of any lasting importance. A much
larger number of voices would proclaim her to

have been unfortunate in life, because she made
bo marriage connexion ; and certainly the

insipid as well as unfeeling ridicule which de-

scends so plentifully from vulgar minds, upon
thorn women who, perhaps from strength of cha-

racter, have refused to make such a connexion

vhereit promised little of elevated happiness,

im make the state of singleness somewhat of a

trial to the patience of many ; and to many the

cruelty of this trial has proved a snare for be-

guiling them of their honourable resolutions.

Doubtless the most elevated form, and the most
impassioned, of human happiness cannot be had
out of marriage. But, as the opportunities are

rare in whieh all the conditions concur for such

connexions, how important it is that the dignity

•f noble-minded (and, in the lowest case, of firm-

minded) women, should be upheld by society in

the honourable election they make of a self-

tapendent state of virgin seclusion, by preference
to a heartless marriage ! Such women, as Mrs
Trollope justly remarks, fill a place in society

which, in their default, could not be supplied,

ud are disposable for duties requiring a tender-
Mm and a punctuality that could not be hoped
fan women preoccupied with household or
maternal claims. In another point, Mrs Trollope
is right : few women live unmarried from neces-

«ty—few indeed. Miss Wordsworth, to my
knowledge,had several offers—amongst them, one
ban Haxlitt

; all, without a moment's hesitation,

she rejected decisively. And she did right. A
happier life, by far, was hers in youth, coming,
as near as difference of scenery and difference of

relations would permit, to that which was pro-

mised to Ruth—the Ruth of her brother's* crea-

tion—by the youth who came from Georgia's

shore ; for, though not upon American savannahs,

or Canadian lakes—
“ With all their fairy crowds

Of islands, that together lie

As quietly as spots of sky
Amongst the evening clouds**—

yet—amongst the loveliest scenes of sylvan Eng-
land, and (at intervals) of sylvan Germany—
amongst lakes, too, far better fitted to give the

sense of their own character than the inland seas

of America, and amongst mountains as romantic

and loftier than many of the chief ranges in that

country—her time fleeted away like some golden

I
age, or like the life of primeval man ; and she,

like Ruth, was for years allowed

“ To run, though not a bride,

A sylvan huntress, by the side**

of him to whom, like Ruth, she had dedicated

her days ; and to whose children, afterwards,

she dedicated a love like that of mothers.

Dear Miss Wordsworth ! How noble a creature

did she seem when I first knew her !—and when,

on the very first night which I passed in her

brother's company, he read to me, in illustration

of something he was saying, a passage from

Fairfax’s Tasso, ending pretty nearly with these

words

—

Amidst the broad fields and the endless wood
The lofty lady kept her maidenhood**—

I thought that, possibly, he had his sister in

his thoughts. Yet “ lofty" was hardly the right

word. Miss Wordsworth was too ardent and
fiery a creature to maintain the reserve essential

to dignity; and dignity was the last thing one
thought of in the presence of one so artless, so

fervent in her feelings, and so embarrassed in

their utterance—sometimes, also, in the attempt

to check them. It must not, however, be sup-

posed that there was any silliness or weakness of
enthusiasm about her. She was under the con-

tinual restraint of severe good sense, though
liberated from that false shame which, in so

many persons, accompanies all expressions of

natural emotion ; and she had too long enjoyed

the ennobling conversation of her brother, and
his admirable comments on the daily reading

which they pursued in common, to fail in any
essential point of logic or propriety of thought.

Accordingly, her letters, though the most care-

less and unelaborate—nay, the most hurried that

can be imagined—are models of good sense and
just feeling. In short, beyond any person I have
known in this world. Miss Wordsworth was the

creature of impulse ; but, as a woman most
thoroughly virtuous and well-principled, as one

* “The Ruth of her btother’s creation :**—so I express it ; because so much in the derelopement of the story and
fatioiis necessarily belongs to the poet. Else, for the mere outline of the story, it was founded upon fact : Words-
*wth himself told me, in general terms, that the cate which suggested the poem, was that of an American lady
rtaw husband forsook her at the very place of embarkation from England, under circumstances and under expecta-

span her part, very much the tame as those of Rath. I am afraid, however, that the husband was an
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who could not fail to be kept right by her own
excellent heart, and as an intellectual creature

from her cradle, with much of her illustrious

brother's peculiarity of mind—finally, as one

who had been, in effect, educated and trained by

that very brother—she won the sympathy and the

respectful regard of every man worthy to approach

her. All of us loved her—by which us I mean
especially Professor Wilson and myself, together

with such Oxford or Cambridge men, or men
from Scotland, as either of us or as others in-

troduced to her society. And many a time,

when the Professor and myself—travelling to-

gether in solitary places, sleeping in the same
bedroom, or (according to accidents of wayfaring

life) in the same bed—have fallen into the most

confidential interchange of opinions upon a

family in which we had both so common and so

profound an interest, whatever matter of anger

or complaint we might find or fancy in others.

Miss Wordsworth's was a name privileged from

censure; or, if a smile were bestowed upon some
eccentricity or innocent foible, it was with the

tenderness that we should have shewn to a

sister. Properly, and in a spirit of prophecy,

was she named Dorothy; for, as that name
apparently predestines her who bears it to figure

rather in the character of aunt than of mother,

(insomuch, that I have rarely happened to hear

this name, except, indeed, in Germany, without

the prefix of aunt,) so, also, in its Greek mean-
ing,• gift of God, well did this name prefigure

the relation in which she stood to Wordsworth,

the mission with which she was charged—to

wait upon him as the tenderest and most faith-

ful of domestics ; to love him as a sister ; to

sympathize with him as a confidante ; to counsel

him as one gifted with a power of judging that

stretched as far as his own for producing ; to

cheer him and sustain him by the natural ex-

pression of her feelings—so quick, so ardent, so

unaffected—upon the probable effect of whatever

thoughts, plans, images he might conceive

;

finally, and above all other ministrations, to in-

graft, by her sexual sense of beauty, upon his

masculine austerity that delicacy and those

graces which else (according to the grateful

acknowledgments of his own maturest retrospect)

it would not have had.
“ The blessing of my later years

Was with me when I was a boy

:

She gave me hopes, she gave me fears,

A heart the fountain of sweet tears,

• •••••
And love, and thought, and joy.**

And elsewhere he describes her, in a philosophic

poem, still in M.S., as one who planted flowers

and blossoms with her feminine hand upon what

might else have been an arid rock—massy,

indeed, and grand, but repulsive, from the se-

verity of its features. I may eum up in one

brief abstract the sum total of Miss Wordsworth's
* Of course, therefore, it is essentially the same name

as Theodora—the same elements being only differently

arranged. Yet how opposite is the impression upon the

mind! and chiefly, I suppose, from the too prominent
effect of this name in the case of Justinian's scandalous

wife.

character, as a companion, by saying, that she was

the very wildest (in the sense of the most natural)

person I have everknown; and also the truest, most

inevitable, and, at the same time,the quickest and

readiest in her sympathy with either joyor sorrow,

with laughter or with tears, with the realitiesof life

or the larger realities of the poets ! Meantime,

amidst all this fascinating furniture of her mind,

won from nature, from solitude, from enlight-

ened companionship. Miss Wordsworth was as

thoroughly deficient (some would say painfully

deficient—I say charmingly deficient) in ordi.

nary female accomplishments, as “ Cousin Mary"

in Miss Mitford's delightful sketch. French she

might have barely enough to read a plain mo-

dern page of narrative ; Italian, I question

whether any ; German, just enough to insult the

German literati, by shewing how little she had

found them or their writings necessary to her

heart. The “ Luise” of Voss, the “ Hermann

und Dorothea" of Goethe, she had begun to trans-

late, as young ladies do “ Telemaque ;’* but, like

them, had chiefly cultivated the first two pages

:

with the third, she had a slender acquaintance,

and with the fourth, she meditated an intimacy

at some future day. Music, in her solitary and

out-of-doors life, she could have little reason for

cultivating ; nor is it possible that any woman

can draw the enormous energy requisite for this

attainment upon a modern scale of perfection out

of any other principle than that of vanity (at

least of great value for social applause) or of deep

musical sensibility ; neither of which belonged

to Miss Wordsworth's constitution of mind. But,

as everybody agrees in our days to think this

accomplishment of no value whatever, and, in

fact, unproduceable, unless in an exquisite state

of culture, no complaint could be made on that

score, nor any surprise) felt. But the case in

which the irregularity of Miss Wordsworth’s

education did astonish one, was in that part

which respected her literary knowledge. In

whatever she read, or neglected to read, she had

obeyed the single impulses of her own heart ;
where

that led her, there she followed : where that was

mute or indifferent, not a thought had she to

bestow upon a writer's high reputation, or the

call for some acquaintance with his works to

meet the demands of society. And thus the

strange anomaly arose, of a woman deeply ac-

quainted with some great authors, whose works

lie pretty much out of the fashionable beat; able,

moreover, in her own person, to produce brilliant

effects ; able on some subjects to write delight-

fully, and with the impress of originality upon all

she uttered—and yet ignorant of great classical

works in her own mother tongue, and careless of

literary history, unless where it touched upon

some topic of household interest in a degree

which at once exiled her from the rank and pri-

vileges of blue stockingism. The reader may

perhaps have objected silently to the illustration

drawn from Miss Mitford, that t{ Cousin Mary”

does not effect her fascinations out of pure

negations. Such negations, from the mere

startling effect of their oddity in this present
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ige, might fall in with the general current of

her attractions ; but Cousin Mary's undoubtedly

1st in the positive witcheries of a manner and

a character, transcending, by force of irresistible

nature, (as in a similar case recorded by Words-
worth in “ The Excursion/’) all the pomp of na-

ture and art united, as seen in ordinary creatures.

Nov, in Miss Wordsworth, there were certainly

so
" Cousin-Mary" fascinations of manner and

deportment, that snatch a grace beyond the reach

of art : there she was indeed painfully deficient

;

for hurry mars and defeats even the most ordi-

nary expression of the feminine character, its

gentleness: abruptness and trepidation leave

often a joint impression of what seems for an

instant both rudeness and ungracefulness : and

the least painful impression was that of unsexual

awkwardness ;—but the point in which Miss

Wordsworth made the most ample amends for

all that she wanted of more customary accom-
plishments, was, this very originality and native

freshness of intellect, which settled with so be-

witching an effect upon some of her writings, and
upon many a sudden remark or ejaculation, ex-

torted by something or other that struck her
tje, in the clouds, or in colouring, or in accidents

of light and shade, of form, or combination of

form. To talk of her “ writings” is too pompous
ao expression, or at least far beyond any preten-

sions that she ever made for herself. Of poetry
she has written little indeed ; and that little not,

in my opinion, of much merit. The verses pub-
lished by her brother, and beginning—“ Which
way does the wind come ?** meant only as nur-
wry lines, are certainly wild and pretty ; but the

ether specimen is likely to strike most readers as

feeble and trivial in the sentiment. Meantime, the
book which is in very deed a monument to. her
power of catching and expressing all the hidden
beauties of natural scenery with a felicity of dic-

tion, a truth, and strength, that far transcend
Gilpin, or professional writers on those subjects,

is her record of a tour in Scotland, made about
the year 1802. This hook, unless my recollection

if it, from a period now gone by for thirty years,

hs deceived me, is absolutely unique in its

class: and, though it never could be very popular,

from the minuteness of its details, and the luxu-

nation of the descriptions, yet I believe no per-

son has ever been favoured with a sight of it

that has not regretted that it is not published,

hi own extraordinary merit, apart from the in-

terest which now invests the name ofWordsworth,
orald not fail to procure purchasers for one edi-

tion, on its first appearance. Coleridge was of
the party at first ; but afterwards, under some
tttaek of rheumatism, found or thought it ne-

ctttary to leave them. Melancholy it would be
it this time, thirty-six years and more from the
ora of that tour, to read it under the afflicting

remembrances of all which has been suffered in

the interval hy two at least out of the three who
composed the travelling party ; for I feai that Miss

Wordsworth has suffered not much less than Cole-
ridge: and; in any general expression of it, from
the same cause—viz., an excess of pleasurable ex-

citement and luxurious sensibility, sustained in

youth by a constitutional glow from animal causes,

but drooping as soon as that was withdrawn. It

is painful to point a moral from any story con-

nected with those whom one loves or has loved

;

painful to look for one moment towards any “ im-

provement” of such a case, especially where there

is no reason to tax the parties with any criminal

contribution to theirown sufferings, except through

that relaxation of the will and its potential

energies, through which most of us, at some time

or other—I myself too deeply and sorrowfully—

stand accountable to our own consciences. Not,

therefore, with any more intention of speaking

in a monitorial or censorial character, than in

passing, after dark, through Grasmere church-

yard, and trespassing a little to the left, 1 could

be supposed to have the intention of trampling

upon the grave of one who lies buried near the

pathway, and whom once I loved in extremity,

do I here notice a defect in Miss Wordsworth’s

self-education of something that might have

mitigated the sort of suffering which, more or

less, ever since the period of her too genial, too

radiant youth, I suppose her to have struggled

with. 1 have mentioned the narrow basis on

which her literary interests had been made to

rest—the exclusive character of her reading,

and the utter want of pretension, and of all that

looks like blue-stockingism in the style of her

habitual conversation and mode of dealing with

literature. Now, to me it appears, upon reflec-

tion, that it would have been far better had Miss

Wordsworth condescended a little to the ordi-

nary mode of pursuing literature ; better for her

own happiness if she had been a blue-stocking

:

or, at least, if she had been, in good earnest, a

writer for the press, with the pleasant cares and

solicitudes of one who has some little ventures,

as it were, on that vast ocean. We all know with

how womanly and serene a temper literature has

been pursued by Joanna Baillie, by Miss Mit-

ford, and other women of admirable genius

—

with how absolutely no sacrifice or loss of femi-

nine dignity they have cultivated the profession

of authorship ; and, if we could hear their report,

1 have no doubt that the little cares of correct-

ing proofs, and the forward-looking solicitudes

connected with the mere business arrangements

of new publications, would be numbered amongst

the minor pleasures of life ; whilst the more ele-

vated cares, connected with the intellectual busi-

ness of such projects, must inevitably have done

much to solace the troubles, which, as human
beings, they cannot but have experienced ; and

even to scatter flowers upon their path. Mrs
Johnstone, of Edinburgh, has pursued the pro-

fession of literature—the noblest of professions,

and the only one open to both sexes alike—with

even more assiduity, and as a daily occupation

;

and, I have every reason to believe, with as much
benefit to her own happiness, as to the instruc-

tion and amusement of her readers: for the

j

petty cares of authorship are agreeable, and its

I serious cares are ennobling. More especially is

I such an occupation useful to a woman without
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children, and without any prospective resources

;

resources in objects that involve hopes growing

and unfulfilled. It is too much to expect of any

woman (or man either) that her mind should

support itselfin a pleasurable activity, under the

drooping energies of life, by resting on the past

or on the present : some interest in reversion,

some subject of hope from day to day, must be

called in to reinforce the animal fountains of

good spirits. Had that been opened for Miss

Wordsworth, I am satisfied that she would have

passed a more cheerful middle-bge, and would

not, at any period, have yielded to that nervous

depression which, I grieve to hear, has clouded

her latter days. Nephews and nieces, whilst

young and innocent, are as good almost as sons

and daughters to a fervid and loving heart that

has carried them in her arms from the hour

they were born. But, after a nephew has grown
into a huge hulk of a man, six feet high, and as

stout as a bullock ; after he has come to have

children of his own, lives at a distance, and

finds occasion to talk chiefiy of oxen and tur-

nips—no offence to him—he ceases to be an

object of any very profound sentiment. There
is nothing in such a subject to rouse the flagging

pulses of the heart, and to sustain a fervid spirit,

to whom, at the very best, human life offers

little of an adequate or sufficing interest, unless

when idealized by the magic of the mighty poets.

Farewell, Miss Wordsworth ! farewell, impas-

sioned Dorothy ! I have not seen you for many
a day—shall never see you again perhaps ; but

shall attend your steps with tender thoughts, so

long as I hear of you living : so will Professor

Wilson; and, from two hearts at least, thst

loved and admired you in your fervid prime, it

may sometimes cheer the gloom of your depres-

sion to be assured of never-failing remembranee,
full of love and respectful pity.

Here ceases my record of the life and its main
incidents, so far as they are known to me, of

William Wordsworth ; to which, on account of

the important services which she has rendered
him ; on account of the separate interest which,

apart from those services, belongs to her own
mind and character ; on account of the singular

counterpart which in some features they offer

to those of her brother ; and, on account of the

impressive coincidence and parallelism in this

remarkable dedication of Dorothy to William
Wordsworth, with that of Mary to Charles Lamb
—I have thought that it would be a proper 00m-

plement of the whole record, to subjoin a very

especial notice of his sister. Miss Wordsworth
would have merited a separate notice in any
biographical dictionary of our times, had there

even been no William Wordsworth in existence.

1 have traced the history of each until the

time when I became personally acquainted with

them ; and, henceforwards, anything which itmay
be interesting to know with respect to either,

will naturally come forward, not in a separate
narrative, but in connexion with my own life ;

for, in the following year, I became myself the

tenant of that pretty cottage in which I found
them ; and from that time, for many years, my
life flowed on in daily union with theirs.

THE GRAVE OF LOVE.

Away, dim twilight!—o thou star,

Lead all thy host to mourn !

Each eyeing, from his radiant car,

Pale Beauty o’er the urn.

Alas ! the leaf is red and sere,

And the hills In silence brood,

When winter, stealing on the year.

Sighs forth a low prelude.

Oh, he Is gone !—the pallid flower

Is waving o’er his head,

Wet with a maiden’s heart-wrong shower,
Low bending o’er his bed.

The soft breeze wafts the waving hair

Back from her dewy cheek

;

Her marbled hands are pressing there

—

In wo she dare not speak.

Those ringlets on her bosom’s swell

Have found a troubled pillow,

As when the night-wind breathes its spell

Low moaning o'er the willow.

The star-beams pour their fitful light

Full on her lofty brow ;

Where grief, amid its struggling might,

Has shed a hallowed glow.

Who now will shield thee, gentle one t

Whose smiling look will cheer ?

Whose love, like the unfading sun,

Shall awe the world’s cold sneer?

Whose quivering lip and downcast eye.

Amid the stranger's hall.

Will glance in voiceless ecstasy,

As flits thy light footfall ?

When cold looks check thine eager eyes.
Oh, then, thou’lt think of Aim—

Though Love should smile, warm tears will rii
' it would not smile like Atm.

Oh, let the moaning of the brook.

As for its mountain shrine.

The waving bough, the heaven’e sad look, *

Blend sympathy with thine.

Hark ! as the swelling of the breeze,

Love-laden, hurrying on,

Dies in low plaintive melodies—*
Was it a mortal tone P

For thou art like the diadem
That brightens morning's eye s

But frail as is ti\t fragile stem,

That bendg to every sigh.
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BLANCHE DELAMERE.

CHAPTER X.

Rosamond*i Bower!
The Bright-eyed morning of the still vernal

summer wore its fresh dew and innocent beauty,

vben the carriage of the Lady Blanche Delamere
drew up at a small green portal, which broke
the high wall over which sweet-scented hawthorn
sprays and blooms, and the gorgeous flowers of

the horse-chestnut, were shedding a luxuriance

of floral loveliness. It had cost the servants

some trouble to discover the sequestered resi-

dence by any address that Blanche or her go-
v?rue ss could imagine as appropriate to “the
lady liring under the protection of Mr Deve-
rau." She could not be known as Mrs Devereux
~nor, the mother of a family of children, as

MissWeston. In fact, the inmate of the pretty

detached cottage, in former days playfully named,
hr Mr Devereux, “ Rosamond's Bower," and
known in his family as “ Frederick's country
seat," went by the most common and convenient
of all names—that of “Mrs Smith." From the
narrow precincts of her domain, of an acre and a
half, or thereabouts, laid out in flower-beds, orch-

ard, and lawn, the prying eyes of the curious

and vulgar were as jealously excluded as if the
cottage had been an aristocratic mansion, embo-
somed amidst “ the pomp of groves and garni-

ture of fields,” in the lordly park of the Fanfa-
ronades, over whose high walls even the prying
eyes of the bagman, on the top of the fast coach,

could hardly catch a passing glimpse, though
straining his neck like a crane, that he might
tare the pleasure of telling, ever after, at dinner,
how he had seen Lord F.'s “cha'ming place."

Tis the worshippers make the idol.

The sudden opening of the green door in the
tawery lane revealed a fairy scene, as the fairy

-

dom of gentility 1b imagined in England—

a

cottage, of the order picturesque, ornamented
rith French lattices and a verandah, and embo-
somed, or rather matted and mosaicked, by roses

ud honeysuckles, passion-flowers, fuschias, myr-
tles, and clematis—the latter disporting their

Migrant fancies in a luxuriant entanglement of

klossom and foliage. The bright, fresh turf of

tietrim,span-breadthlawn, was embroidered with
violets, and primroses, and the wild blue hya-
cinth

; and the folding glass door of the hall,

thrown open beyond it, shewed, in tasteful con-

fusion, skin mats, rustic seats, and baskets, and
stands with plants in flower ; with a few stuffed

birds and animals, and fishing-rods and fowling-

pieces, slung up with garden rakes fit for a

lady’s hand. But the principal ornament of the

saloon, was a large and handsome Newfoundland
dog, stretched across the threshold, and basking

sleepily in the morning sun, while a lovely little

girl strewed his glossy, ebon coat with flowers

from the stores in her lap. Her brother had
been attracted from her side by the appearance

of the ladies, whom the maid-servant now ad-

mitted with the fuss and bustle consequent on
that wonderful phenomenon, the appearance of

female visiters in a place where nothing that

could, by any stretch of politeness, be called a

lady, ever had appeared-~save the poor semp-

stress who lost some of her best and most vir-

tuous customers by making frocks and bonnets

for Mrs Smith's children.

“ How sweet a spot 1" whispered Blanche to

her friend—“ how pure, and peaceful, and home-
like !" She stooped to pat the child and the

dog—the one giving her welcome by bright

smiles—the other with a benevolent growl, and
wag of his tail. “ Were this indeed poor Rosa-

mond's home—these her children—which yet

are her children—how delightful our visit—how
pleasant to renew early friendship—how gracious

a continued intercourse with one amiable and
affectionate—the mother—the wife—surround-

ed by all the sweets of home and family—and
oh ! more than all, enjoying the security, the

self-approval, wanting which all else is with-

out value, if not the source of remorse and un-
appeasable anguish 1 How dreadful for an af-

fectionate-hearted woman to have placed herself

in a condition in which she must be compelled to

wish her children unborn or buried !"

The ladies were meanwhile ushered into a
light and airy morning room, in which break,

fast was set out. The sunbeams were dancing

through the clustering foliage of the lattice upon
its gay chintz furniture, and brilliant paper hang-

ings, and airy draperies, and its few choice cabi-

net pictures, and well-stored Lilliputian book-
cases. The whole scene, and every comfortable

or elegant accessory, were so thoroughly domes-
tic, yet so cheerfid and happy—that Blanche,

addressing the little girl who toddled after her,

for a moment forgot her errand, and where she

stood. Her recollection was instantly recalled

by a portrait in crayons, which, as the most
cherished ornament of the home, hung over the

mantel-piece.
“ That's papa," said the boy, following her

eye. It bore, indeed, a striking resemblance to

the alleged head of the household, if head it

might ever be said to have. He was, however,

the absolute master of the inmates ; their sole

hope and dependence—by whom and for whom
they existed ; the lord of their destiny. Other
households have claims and rights; legal pro-

tection ; friends, neighbours, sustaining social

sympathy—that strongest bulwark of the secu-

rity of families, which is bound up with the

general weal of society: this little household

was thrust beyond its pale. It had been drawn
together for the licentious or selfish pleasure of

one man—it had existed at his mercy—it was
now to be annihilated by his fiat. With such

thoughts passing through their minds, the unex-

pected visiters silently waited the appearance of

Molly's “Missis," who*the handmaiden tookupon
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her to assure them, would appear “ in a jiffy.”

As she disappeared, the boy informed the ladies

that “ mamma was not very well this morning.”
“ If you are from town, ma'am, perhaps you

will see papa. He has not been down for some
time. If I could write, I would send him a let-

ter, bidding him come, for mamma is not able to

write him now, she says—her headache is so very
bad ; and she cried so, when I would not let Mary
put papa's flute away from mamma's pianoforte.”

Twice had the quick ear of Blanche caught a

faint rustle, as if a child touched the door-handle,

and had then desisted as if afraid to venture in.

At a third palpable attempt, the boy threw open
the door, and the sad. pale, drooping, and tremb-
ling young woman staggered, rather than walked
forward, and failed in an incoherent attempt at

speech. It was not the innocent, happy, and
buoyant Rosamond Weston of past times, though
there were many traces of her in the tall ema-
ciated woman, who, still in mourning for her in-

fant, wore a dress somewhat resembling that of

the Sisters of Charity. Lady Blanche advanced

with a grave expression of sympathy and friendli-

ness ; and the Quakeress also advanced, with that

air of mild and benign kindness and courtesy,

which won all unsophisticated hearts. There
was instant though silent mutual recognition.
“ I may seem an unpardonable intruder,” said

Blanche ;
“ but the motive ofmy visit must plead

my apology.” The words of the young woman,
in reply, were unconnected and unintelligible

;

her eyes were downcast and brimming with tears;

her voice tremulous. The boy pressed to his

mother's side, in sympathy with those signs of

distress, and took her hand—and the tears over-

flowed their bed.
“ You are the Lady Blanche Delamere,” she

whispered at last ;
“ and I can guess your errand

—yet, for a few moments, spare me.” She
gasped as if for breath, and her colour went and
came. Blanche turned away in compassionate

sympathy, and busied herself in opening the lat-

tice to give her freer air.

“ You are very ill, dear mamma,” said the boy,

anxiously pressing his mother's damp hand.
“ I will be better soon—go now, Horatio—go,

dear boy. Take Eleanor into the garden, Mary,
till I call you. I have business with the ladies.”

The boy had been trained in the obedience of

love ; and, though very unwilling to leave “ poor

mamma” and the strangers, about whom he was
curious, he never thought of disputing her will.

She hastily shut, and even bolted the door, and,

rushing towards the Quakeress, threw herself on
her knees before her, and gave way to the pas-

sion of sorrow and shame which she had struggled

to subdue in presence of her infants. No words

passed for some time ; and Blanche, bending

over the weeping Magdalene, kindly and respect-

full)* pressed the thin hand, on whose white at-

tenuated fingers the rings, forgotten by the wearer
as by the bestower, though tokens of fond

remembrance, if not troth-plights, yet glittered.

And now Blanche almost embraced, in gently

raising the feeble despairing creature, over whom

she leaned, while she whispered—“ I am, as you
guess, your former playmate, Blanche Delamere—but not here, Rosamond, to give you pain or

sorrow—oh, no !” And she led her old companion

to an ottoman, and sat down by her. u Since you

remember me, and have heard of me, you may
also have learned where 1 am living—whose at-

tentions, and almost courtship, 1 have, in igno-

rance, been receiving. I have been in immi-

nent danger of becoming the affianced bride,

while another is, or ought to be, the wife of Mr
Devereux.”

“ Softly, dear child !” interposed the Quaker-

ess, alarmed at the impetuosity of her pupil,

whose impulses, if always benevolent, were not

always, she feared, under the restraint of cool

judgment ; but Blanche heard her not.
“ Your claims, Rosamond, are of older date

and of more sacred character than mine.”
“ Ah, no, no—alas, no !” answered the young

woman ;
“ I have no right—no claim—none which

law sanctions—none which society allows;—to

him alone I looked—to his love for us.”
“ What ! are not your children his—is not

this the home which he has given you, and shared

with you for so many years?”
“ Alas, yes !—my poor innocent children !—

I

have gathered the apples of Sodom—but, for

them remain the ashes. Ob, could I be the only

sufferer, I should ask no more !”

It was at last to the benign Quakeress that the

unhappy girl was beguiled into confiding her

whole story. From her young, rich, beautiful,

and—as her still devoted, and, therefore, jealous

heart whispered—her triumphant rival, sheshrank

with mingled shame and apprehension. Her
feelings far more refined, and her heart as purely

feminine as that of simple Phcebe Waterton, she

also attempted no self-justification—permitted

no reproach, no complaint, to escape her against

the author of her misfortune. There was in her

manner and her words, a degree of meek forbear-

ance, of deep humility, which almost chafed the

quick and high spirit of Blanche.

She spoke in French to her gouvernante, who
perfectly understood, without ever allowing her

lips to be polluted by pronouncing one word of

that polished language ofgallantryand sentiment,

compliment and double-entendre.
“ One might fancy this poor woman agreed in

opinion with the generous world—that her se-

ducer is the injured party, and she the only cul-

prit, because he is about to be slightly whipped
by the natural consequences of his pleasant

vices—or from having to deal with a person so

eccentric, for one in her rank, as my humble self,

in her opinions of morality, religious obligation,

and social rights—who, knowing it is my highest

duty to love my neighbour as myself, cannot
think it fit to marry my neighbour's husband.”
The flushed cheek of the unhappy girl shewed

that she understood the scope of this speech.
u You understand what I have taken the

liberty to say,” added Blanche, hastily. “ Tell

me, then, frankly, do you think you have no

claims on Mr Devereux? Are your youth,
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yeir affection, your womanhood, your honour
and happiness, of no value, save the wretched,
pecuniary recompense it is at his pleasure either

to set upon them or to withhold ?'*

" Yes, alas!—sometimes, when despair has,

for a moment, given way to indignation, and to

that natural pity for myself which 1 may not
deserve from the virtuous, I have dared, for a
few moments, to think so :—but, oh ! no ! no !

Me he could not now marry, without the dis-

grace I could never bring upon him, were he even
willing to incur it for me. Is it for me—weak,
infatuated as 1 have been, and now justly pun-
ished—to come between him and the brilliant

ftfe which may yet be his ?"

Blanche was not satisfied.

“ Right, indeed, it must be/* she said, in a
tone of asperity, “ that men decree that what
in them is a jest—an amiable weakness, a venial

trespass of youth—should on their frail part-

ners, be visited with social proscription, ruin,

misery, irreparable degradation and infamy,
since women themselves can vindicate the

opinions and rules which their masters establish

for their own benefit, or to secure indemnity for

their most cruel injustice/*
**' It is not for me, who have for ever forfeited

the world's good opinion, to brave it now,**

sighed the afflicted woman. “ The poor child-

ren, of whom he seemed so fond—save for them,
1 am resigned to everything. Mine, in ray

happiest moments, when Devereux loved me
well, has ever been a troubled joy/*

** Loved you !’* exclaimed Blanche, scornfully.

"Durst this man so profane the attribute by
which God Himself chooses to be revealed to his

creatures ? How false, how shameless a mock-
ery 1—Loved you ! while his every act degraded
ysu in the eyes of your fellow, creatures and in

ysur own. Thus the wolf loves the lamb, which
he tears to glut himself with its tender flesh ;

thus the vermin loves the fruit in whose bosom
it riots till it become wasted and loathsome/*

She felt that she had spoken too strongly;

aad, considering the delicate situation and sen-

sitive feelings of the unhappy object of her
mdigsant pity, perhaps harshly ; and endea-
voured to soften the expression of her opinion,

by adding

—

"I do perhaps feel too strongly on those

points; but it is because the world—even the
virtuous part of it—seems so hardened as not to

feel at all/'

The delicate, but ingenious questioning of the

Quakeress could not draw from the unhappy
Rosamond that she had ever received any direct

pramsu) of marriage from her lover.
** 1 sever demanded one," she said, with tones

of pathos which thrilled to the heart of Blanche.
u At tint, while happy in hi9 love, how could I

douht ?—at last, how could 1 speak ?**

It was too true. Mr Devereux spared him-
self mad her on the past, and she never found
courage to speak of the future, until the

Lwuiig intelligence of her eldest child alter-

sstely presented it in uncertainty, or dark-

ness and terror. After fthe birth of that

child, with infinite pain and sorrow she made
up her mind to separate from the man in whom
her soul, with all its affections and hopes,

was centred ; but Mr Devereux, who had
no other serious attachment, and who was
not yet tired of his gentle and elegant com-
panion, took alarm at the idea of his Rosa's

desertion ; and her wise and virtuous resolution

was overruled by his remonstrances. The Quaker,
ess considered this unwise submission a very

great aggravation of the original error of the

unhappy girl, whom she, nevertheless, sincerely

pitied ; but this severe opinion she suppressed

;

and, to afford a temporary diversion of feeling

to her involuntary hostess, she begged for a
cup of coffee, aware that poor Rosamond might
feel it presumption, or impertinence, to offer

her guests refreshments after their early drive.

Breakfast was accordingly served, and slightly

partaken—the children again appearing, and
prattling to the kind strangers—to the hand-

some and the good lady—with all the captivating

simplicity of their age, while the mother’s eyes

gushed over, and Blanche gazed pitifully on the

lovely Paria family, sprung of English aristo-

cracy. The little girl, Eleanor, what—as she

grew up in beauty, and with the refined and
sensitive feelings of her sex—were to be her
sufferings and mortifications

!

“ Eleanor is papa’s pet/* said the little boy,

raising to Blanche the candid brow which already

said

—

" Here, shame is ashamed to sit !**

What were to be his feelings when time revealed

to him the ignominy of his birth, and the humilL
ation and wrongs of her who was now the angel

of his life ?

When the slight repast was concluded, the

party went into the garden for freer air ; and,

while the children tumbled on the grass plats,

or gambolled in the walks, the former conversa-

tion was resumed, in that bowery summer-house
which, in fine weather, was the usual afternoon

haunt of Rose and her protector. Blanche had
whispered to her bonne that it would refresh her

spirit could poor Rosamond only be roused to

one burst of hearty, honest indignation against

him ; but all she obtained was one fugitive glance

of joy, one bright gleam of rapture, when she

energetically declared that, between herself and
Mr Devereux, every tie was severed—that,

whatever the world, or even the law might pro-

nounce, she considered him an unmarriageable

man, if an unmarried one; bound by the deepest

obligations to his children, and with much to

atone for to them, and very much to be for-

given. Tears streamed down the cheeks of

Rosamond—a soul-relieving flood. All that she

dared wish for was not to be separated from her

children just yet, while they were still so very

young ; while, on the other hand, her judgment

whispered, that the sooner the dreaded sacrifice

was made, the better for them.
" The law, I believe, Rosamond, cannot de-

prive you of your children ; in that respect you
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are more happy, as a'mother, than women whose

rights it protects, as wives. Oh, no ! Our masters,

the law-makers, seek no powerover those unhappy

children whose existence only embarrasses them.

It leaves children in the sole power of those

women who are presumed to be vicious and cor-

rupted, and who certainly are degraded and

ruined in the world's esteem, and strips the

virtuous married mother of all power over her

own offspring ! You smile, tna bonne, at my not

unusual warmth ; but there is something rotten

in this our state of Denmark, and why should

not I denounce it
?**

“ Whatever be my wishes or my rights, how
can I oppose the decision of Mr Devereux, in dis-

posing of my poor children ? On his will they

must depend for the very bread they eat, while

my watchful care, my yearning love, can only

bring blight and shame upon the dearest ob-

ject of my soul."

“ Gracious heavens !

M
exclaimed Blanche, when

again seated in the carriage, “ that man's selfish

vice and woman’s weakness should thus convert

the finest and sweetest feelings of a nature, even

in its frailty so exquisitely feminine, into scorpions

to sting her 1 What is to be the fate of her little

ones ? How often have I heard you descant on

the manychances against the healthfulgrowthand

developement of the moral principles and feelings

of illegitimate children
!**

The mother had not ventured to follow the

guests, whose respectful sympathy and parting

injunctions that she would take no step and

consent to no arrangements until she heard from

them, had fallen like healing balm on her crushed

and desolate heart ; but the joyous children fol-

lowed to the green door, the boy requesting that

papa might be sent down, and the little girl hold-

ing up her rosy mouth to be kissed, as, all glee

and smiles, she lisped her pretty farewell.

On the homeward drive, the conversation na-

turally turned on the scene they had witnessed,

and the condition of deserted women, with illegi-

timate offspring. Before they reached home, the

bonne quietly inquired of herimpetuous pupil what

she meant to do ? " Need you inquire ? My
kiss on the lips of that innocent child, is the

seal of my covenant that through me no injury

or injustice shall ever come to her or her un-

happy mother/* She was in the drawing-room

ere the words were well uttered.

A note, left for Lady Blande, had merely

stated that Lady Blanche was to drive into the

country a little way with Mrs Thompson, to visit

an old friend, but would be back early ; and

thpugh there was a little wonder at the very in-

dependent manner in which the young lady often

acted, and some doubtful augury at this capri-

cious and ill-bred breach of a formal appointment,

with a lover all but vowed, it was quietly set

down to Lady Blanche's way ; and her friend,

embracing her, sportively exclaimed—u Ah, run-

away ! give an account of yourself directly. Here
has Horatio been twice—and will soon be a third

time—most lorn and lover-like, that you should

choose to absent yourself on this particular morn-

ing. I set it down in my own mind to the true

cause—dear caprice—vagrant virgin fancies;

but would not so far impeach my late order ai

to own as much to him. But seriously, Blanche,

why do you look so very grave ? Where have

you been ?"

“ I have been where I presume you never were,

Eleanor—though there is much to be seen to in.

tercet your feelings—I have been to Streatham,

and, farther, to visit the family of your brother,

Mr Devereux/*

Lady Blande coloured violently, and, with all

her tact and use, became confused and at a loss

what to reply to so blunt and home a thrust ;
but

the thought was quick—this must be some wild

flight of romantic generosity, indulged by a young

lady who entertained very extravagant notion!

on many subjects, and especially on what shewn

pleated to consider her duties, and who, no doubt,

having unfortunately heard of their existence,

must have been seized with the crotchet of wine

imaginary duty, obliging her to adopt and educate

the children of the man whom she was about to

make the master of her fate.

“ I do not affect, with your keen perception,

to misunderstand you, my love
;
yet you antoniih

me. There was, I have understood—for you

know little birds will sometimes whisper naughty

tales, which ladies should not hear :—there wa»,

ages ago, some vain and silly girl, and some

boyish entanglement, which Horatio, who ia the

very fool of women's tears, found it difficult to

get handsomely rid of, until hia solicitors cut the

gordian knot, in the ordinary manner, withit

golden scythe. I understood there was a ebu

or children, which made the matter much mort

unpleasant to my brother ; but, on my honour, it

is all over ages ago. You cannot imagine that

1 would sanction the attentions of my brotberj

dear to me as he is, to my guest and deareit

friend, with the knowledge that any entangle

ment of this sort existed."

Blanche made no reply. -

“ I understand from Blande—for, of course, I

cannot discuss such points with Devereux 4

the young woman, who was quiet in her wayai

and rather respectably conducted, is most grat^

ful for his generosity to the children. *

surprised, Blanche, you are not more shock
,

though much worse things are quite the or

of the day among our lords and masters, an >

suppose, always will be. But come, tell me yo®

adventures, dearest—make me your confidant

—your only one—for I own that I am stnid

dumb. 1 know that you possess that noble a

magnanimous way of thinking which

so fervently adores
;
yet, I confess, to visit

little wretches, would, in similar circumstance

have been too much for me. I might have

hated the precursors ofmy own children ;
bu

Devereux swears, magnanimity is the nf*

peculiar virtue of Blanche Delamere. 1 18,15

however, as an elder sister, assume the P1*™^

of experience and knowledge of the worl

caution you against either committing or
_

cumbering yourselfwith the brats* The
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vifl, assuredly, not take such liberal views

as her generous grandchild. Even mamma,
though the adores Horatio, may take to the

high ropes on the question of the decorous, if

not of the right ; nor need Horatio himself

know the length your warm and generous feelings

hare carried you. All men, my dear Blanche,

are more or less conceited. I must candidly

virn the inexperience of my friend against my
ova brother. They are all apt to misconstrue

oar motives, and to resent interference with
vhat they consider their especial or exclusive

concerns ; and, besides, no one has more refined

—1 may say more fastidiously absurd—notions

about female proprieties than Devereux.—But
huh !—is not that his voice ? The woman and
the children are entirely in the hands of the
sen of business ; Horatio, I imagine, concludes
they have long since left the country ; and that
is all as it should be/* *

Daring this long and hurried speech, Blanche
had kept her eye steadily and gravely fixed upon
the flattered speaker. At its conclusion, she
silently turned away her eyes with a calm and
Hera expression, which, to those who could read
her character, said—

“

Why expostulate with this

woman? 1 never could make her understand me.
Her worldly opinions and their hollow found-
ations 1 can comprehend; she cannot fathom
mine."

Lady Blande, as the expected gentleman did
»ot immediately appear, again resumed :

—

“

Did
Mr? Thompson learn why the creatures are not
gone abroad, or to Wales, or Scotland, or some-
where—for I am certain Devereux not only
wishes but believes it

?**

“One reason of delay may be the very delicate
health of the mother," replied Blanche. “ She
has had fever, and seems to me still hovering be-
tween life and death. Your Ladyship cannot be
avare that Rosamond Weston was the loved and
admired playmate of my childhood.**

Lady Blande started, without any affecta-

tion.

“ Such as I can remember her, lovely and spot-
hm, kindly and amiable, must not I, with my
whole heart, abhor the selfish being, calling him.
•df man, who could steal the treasure of her
pang affections, and use his power over her de-
*«Ud heart only to rob her of her innocence, to
ksahle her maiden pride, and, finally, cast her
forth to shame and sorrow.**
“ You talk with strange inconsiderateness, my

kwmt Blanche,** whispered the lady. “ Pardon
at for saying so ; and, for heaven's sake ! for
ay take ! be silent, until we have more leisure
to confer. This girl your friend !•—and you are
•nth excited. Had you not better retire, love.
It is mot from your lips surely, with your lofty
dm of maidenly parity end womanly dignity,
tbit we are to hear an apology for an ill-

wndueted woman ?'*

Lady Blanche coloured with indignation, but
"homed* so motion to retire ; and Mr Devereux

his brother-in-law entered the drawing-
T0**^tiie latter playfully questioning Blanche
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about her stolen march, though unable by his

jocularity to move her ominous gravity.
*“ l betted that you had gone to Hanwell, to

study mad people in a philosophical way,'* said

the jocular peer.
“ Needed I have gone so far?'* replied Blanche,

coldly.

“ Or else to the Friends’ Meeting, in the ex-

pectation of some ontpouring ; or, perhaps, to

the Penitentiary.*’
“ You were nearer the mark there,” replied

Blanche.
" But why not carry Devereux along with you?

The poor fellow has been fluttering about all

the morning like a hen whose ducklings have
taken the water."

The jest, such is it was, told on no one.

Blanche rose, with an air of grave dignity ; and,

fixing her eyes steadily upon Devereux, said

—

“
1 promised you an interview this morning,

Mr Devereux, on a subject of the highest im-

portance to both of us ; but a higher duty called

me to Streatham.—Nay, hear me ! I have break-

fasted, along with my friend Mrs Thompson, at

your late residence there, with your lovely and
amiable children, and their unhappy mother-
once my own innocent and beloved Rosa Weston
—that erring and culpable, but deeply injured,

friendless, and helpless creature, whose greatest

weakness has been forgetfulness of hsr own
honour and happiness, from blind, unmeasured
confidence in your honour and tenderness, and
excess of infatuated attachment to the man
—not to bis rank nor to his fortune. Her years

exceed mine but by some few ; and, with a

woman's warmest feelings, she is invested with

the sacred character of a mother. But it is not

my province, nor yet my inclination, to lecture or

dictate to you, Mr Devereux. In many of our

late conversations, your opinions on such topics

seemed to be more just than those too generally

acted upon by men—even when they are pro-

claimed in words. But let that pass. I have

only to consult my own honour and happiness,

and to follow the clear dictates of my principles,

as a Christian woman—softened, it may be, in

this instance, by my feelings, as a partaker of

the same frail nature with that poor girl whose
condition fills me with grief—the more profound,

that her case, as the world views it, is beyond
all help of womanly sympathy. I cannot restore

Rosamond to innooence, and to the ever-grateful

esteem of her fellow-creatures; but, while I

protect myself, I can and will mark my indignant

sense of the selfish and cruel system of which she

is the victim. I need scarce, therefore, tell you,

that we meet no more; and that, in Mr Devereux,

I can henceforth only know either the husband,

or the seducer of Rosamond Weston.”
Before the petrified gentleman addressed could

gain breath to attempt reply, she had walked

out of the room in " unblenched majesty
.'*

Devereux turned his eyes on his sister, who
looked the image of vexation, and of irritation

with difficulty suppressed. Lord Blande first

found his voice—*
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“ What means all this, Eleanor ? What pry-

ing, officious devil has put this heroical damsel

on the scent of your little Rose, Devereux ? It

is a deuced unlucky contre-temp$% to be sure !

I fancied Mrs Smith and her babes in the Isle of

Man, or some such asylum for love-families,

long ago. Are you dumfoundered, good folks?'*

“ Nothing was ever so provoking,** exclaimed

Lady Blande. “ It must have been that busy,

intriguing Quakeress : a very Maintenon she

is, in her love of power and cool cunning.*' Mr
Devereux was walking across the room with

hasty steps.

“ A cool thing enough in the young lady !*'

continued Lord Blande. “ Conceive her auda-

city ! A jealous, furious wife could not have
done more than stormed poor Rose's retreat; and
have put her to the question in the grand moral
and philosophical style. It absolutely beats fic-

tion. Have you lost your voice, Devereux ?**

“You surely have your usual fine tact,

Blande," cried his vexed and angry lady. “ What
is to be done, Horatio ? Blanche is so strange,

so singular a creature, that common rules, as I

have often told you, do not apply to her. That
odious Quaker woman, with her precise, puri-

tanic notions, ferreting out that worthless girl,

has done it all. No one else would, could,

or durst have presumed to carry to Blanche such

unwelcome tales of the man to Whom, I may say,

she was all but married ; but I must follow her,

and make the best of it."

“ A thousand thanks, Eleanor !** exclaimed the

brother. “ From your admirable tact—your
true sisterly kindness—I reckon on everything.

—Yet what accursed meddling fiend can

have done all this ! Durst Rosamond com-
plain?** And he knitted his brows in pale

anger.
“ Use your own wits, also, Horatio. I assure

you, you will have need of them all in this

emergency. Generosity— magnanimity —- ro-

mance—these are your cue.**

When Lady Blande, having tapped, found
admission into the dressing-room of her guest,

she found Blanche already unshawled and un-

bonneted, and busy writing ; while near her,

Mrs Thompson, at whom her Ladyship looked

scorpions and basilisks, was quietly pursuing her

perpetual fine needle-work, bhe offered apolo-

gies for intrusion, and looked as if she wished

the matronly friend away ; who, understanding

her meaning, and rather desirous to leave her
pupil to entire self-reliance and self-guidance

in this delicate crisis, quietly disappeared.

The clew which Lady Blande possessed to the

feelings of Blanche at this time, was necessarily

as imperfect as her knowledge of the rare cha-

racter of her guest. She concluded that the

proud and lofty-minded heiress might be, even
more than the ordinary run of young ladies,

shocked, jealous, offended, affronted ; and she

was ready to make every concession to feelings

so natural, as she said, and so proper. She ac-

cordingly condemned, in good-set general terms,

the usages of the wicked world, and the weak-

ness and wickedness of women, to which Mr
Devereux had fallen a prey ; but she also, in his

behalf, pleaded, remonstrated, appealed to, and

touched every passion, and every shade of feel-

ing in the female gamut, so far as she could

sound it, from the bottom to the top of the scale

—from the maddening despair of the lover, to

the dread laugh of May Fair.

It was in vain.

“ Would you. Lady Blande, in plain terms,"

Blanche demanded steadily, “have me marry

either the husband or the seducer of Rosamond

Weston ?—that is the true and narrow question

on which you have, pardon me, wasted much

needless eloquence."

“ Nay, pardon me, dearest Blanche,** replied

Lady Blande, exercising that strong control

over her feelings which proved that the pas-

sions of quick-tempered ladies are often more

in their own power than they are sometimes

willing to acknowledge. “ You wrong your ex-

cellent understanding when you talk in this

strain. You cannot mean to affront me, by

alluding to the possibility of this unfortunate

person—admitting that she has been faithful

and well-behaved—becoming my brother's wife.

I allow fully for your feelings—for your just

indignation—though, believe me, you will out-

live it. I blame only those who have secretly

aimed a blow at your happiness, by reviving

this piece of antiquated scandal, only to mar

my brother’s felicity, and disappoint all our

hopes."
“ And, pardon me, Eleanor ; but those who

imagine that I could, in the same circumstances,

talk in any other strain, entirely misunderstand

me. No question of right and wrong, which

ever interested me, or was left to my own de-

cision, has been more simple—it has no sides."

“ Why, the L’ountess herself," returned the

lady, evading direct reply, “ would, I am con-

vinced—notwithstanding her little prejudices,

from mere knowledge of the world and of society

—see this silly affair (magnified by malice

into undue importance) in the true light ;
espe-

cially when matters have proceeded so very

far between you and Devereux. You cannot

imagine, my dear Blanche, that, flattering and

delightful as this alliance is to all my family,

but particularly to one who, like myself, so

highly and warmly appreciates your admirable

qualities, who so anxiously desires to obtain

you for the sister of her heart, the second

mother of her children—you cannot imagine

that I have used any improper influence, direct

or indirect, to forward the wishes of my brother

;

yet, the flattering encouragement with which

his attentions have been received by you, can be

construed only in one way. I would not offend

your modesty—I would propitiate your very pru-

dery, dearest Blanche ; but you have given

Horatio hopes, which, to disappoint now, is, I

know, impossible with your feelings of probity

and honour—laying the judgment of society out

of account."

Blanche was covered with blushes at this
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implied accusation* Though her judgment and
memory of the past did not quite acquit Lady
Blande of all participation in the hopes or
schemes of her brother, she was unable to fix the
blame of any specific act upon her. Lady Blande
had done nothing unhandsome, or not more than
was sisterly ; and Blanche candidly confessed
her precipitance.
“ I may have too heedlessly, too lightly, both

for his sake and my own, accepted the attentions
of Mr Devereux. I am new to fashionable so-
ciety, and know not well where vapid gallantry
ends and serious courtship begins ; and I will
confess that the manners and sentiments of Mr
Devereux—his opinions—must I now call them
abstract, speculative—not such as influence,
much less strictly regulate, men’s conduct to
women?—made a strong impression on me ;—yes,
I was imperceptibly beginning to love him—to
listen to him with deference—to expect and rely
upon his sympathy in my peculiar opinions—to
do, in short, what every woman, who places her
love happily, must do—look up to him with fond
homage. Now I look down upon him! He is a man
of great talents and knowledge, and I am but a
girl, a weak woman—yet am I that man’s supe-
rior r
Lady Blande was again thrown out. The proud

energy with which the last words were pro-
nounced, was more intelligible to her than their
import

; and she still fancied Blanche only very
»ngry and jealous ; and, accordingly, said, in her
Kftest and most cajoling tones—“ Well, dearest,
ve shall sleep and wake on it. I am quite sure
that, to-morrow, you will see the affair in the true
light. 1 am content with any penance, however
levere, that you may choose to inflict, on Hora-
ho, so that it be not extended beyond the season
—that July realizes his hopes, and makes us

united and happy."
“ There i6 but one light in which it can be

Ken—nor, till my nature is changed, can 1 ever
new it in another

; and I wish 1 could make you
see it with my eyes, Eleanor; for the world and
it* false glare has not yet dazzled me. A mutual
uror (tu view the conduct of your brother to
thu friendless young woman in the most lenient

n.v)i*> to her and her children, followed by ruin
tad iofam>—by even what you, Eleanor, must
Mess to be deep and lasting injury to one party,

ud that the weak and helpless—the trusting, the
Wtrayed

; while the other But, no, 1 can-
art speak of it. Yet some—even you, my friend

—fancy that these transactions, and their conse-

qaences, should be no bar to your brother’s pro-
sperity and happiness, to his immediate alliance

rith a noble heiress—ay, pardon my candid
pride, with Blanche Delamere."
“ You cannot rate the pride and happiness of

neb an alliance more highly than I do, dearest
Blanche. Yet, for heaven's sake, keep those very
Angular notions you have formed to yourself,"
said the lady, pettishly. “ I do not pretend to

vindicate many parts ofthe conduct which society,

wd women themselves, tolerate in young men of
fashion—in all men

; but that my brother has
LXIT.—vol. vi.
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brought any stain on his honour—done anything
unbecoming the character of an English gentle,

man—no one will dare to affirm. His liberality

to that indiscreet young woman, on whom the

laws of society justly visit the consequences of
her own folly and guilt, has even been cause of

censure to more prudent persons—of praise, I

grant, to those who, like you, think more charit-

ably.”
“ This is no subject for debate between us.

Lady Blande," returned Blanche, coldly ;
“ you

forget that I have seen this unfortunate person
and her tenderly-nurtured children only this

morning—that 1 knew and loved her in happier

times, though that does not far influence my
judgment now. You will not permit me to allude

to Mr Devereux, as the possible husband of Rosa-
mond Weston, nor do I wish to force so repug-
nant an idea upon you ; but the seducer of Rosa-
mond Weston—I say it again, and for the last

time—her seducer cannot be named or thought of
as the husband of Blanche Delamere without
the deepest offence.”

This was said in a tone so decided that Lady
Blande was silenced for a minute ; and Blanche
resumed her writing, concluded and folded the
letter, and ordered her own footman to take it

to the post-office.
“ Cannot your epistle go in the ordinary way?"
“ No— I am unwilling to lose a post. I am

announcing my instant return to Holy Cross to

my grandmother. I wish to spare her the pain
and fatigue of a needless journey to London, on
my account. It is now scarce worth while to say,

that, in answer to Mr Devereux's application, my
grandmother sanctions his addresses, since she
informs me she has written him to that import."
“ Good heavens! and that letter, so welcome,

will probably be waiting Horatio at hi9 lodgings.

For God’s sake recall your letter”—and she ran
to recall the man herself, hut he was gone. ft Give,
were it but one day, to reflection—let me entreat

you, dearest Blanche—by your regard for me,
five yourself time to think ; conceive the grief

of the Countess—the ridicule of society ; spare
me, spare yourself the disgraceful eclat of such
an affair

; let it, at all events, go off gently

;

and be assured that, though I had set my whole
heart upon calling you sister, 1 shall never renew
the subject ; nor is Horatio—adoring, worship-

ing you as he does, ’placing the sole happiness of
his future life, as he has told, on the dear hope
you have allowed him to entertain, of calling you
his—a man likely to urge any lady beyond the

point to which her own feelings for him freely

lead her ; but spare me the open breach. You
do not, dear Blanche, with all your acquirements,

know wicked London society quite so well as 1 do.

The breaking off of a match, in high life especially,

merely because the gentleman has a discarded

mistress, would positively render you the jest of

all the clubs, the ridicule of all the coteries, for

a month ;—the men would absolutely combine

against you—so atrocious a case ofprudery would

be condemned as utter indelicacy by the women
—they would never pardon you, for knowing so
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much of what it does not at all concern us women
to know/'

“ Not concern us ! The purity of the morals

of our lovers—the fidelity of our husbands ? You
astonish me. Lady Blande—what then does con.

cern us ? The title—-the diamonds—the settle-

ments—the provision for matrimonial discord,

hatred, and separation—all these concern us, and

are cared for accordingly
.”

“ I spoke not for myself, but others ; yet ridi*

cule, sneers, impertinent remarks, are not less

certain in this case/’

Despising herself for a conscious weak suscep-

tibility to the threatened species of contemptible

annoyance, yet unable to brave the idea of the

laugh of “ society” with indifference, Blanche

reddened with vexation, even while she calmly

replied—

“

I must, I find, if I mix much in what
is called society, teach myself to bear, for the

sake of my conscience and principles, persecution

hotter than the passing flash of a fool-born jest.”

Before the interview concluded. Lady Blande
having learned that the letter to Holy Cross was
asimple announcement of an abrupt return in con-

sequence of unforeseen circumstances, extracted

a reluctant promise that Blanche would take no
farther measure for two days, with the under-

standing that she should not, in the interval, be

intruded on by Mr Devereux, nor past occur-

rences be referred to in any shape. If she then

still persisted in returning home, and would not

fulfil the promised term of her visit, her noble

hostess declared herself bound in honour to re-

store her, in person, to her grandmother, though
in the middle of the season. This was a cere-

mony with which Blanche would gladly have dis-

pensed.

This had been a day in which the high-spirited,

but womanly-hearted heiress of Delamere had
fulfilled a dutywhich demanded no ordinary exer-

tion of moral courage and fortitude. At its close,

she was far from happy, and not even satisfied

with herself. How false and hollow, and teem-

ing with sin and misery, seemed the world on
which she was entering ! and how powerless her

efforts to amend the ills over which she grieved,

even in one solitary instance ! Her spirits had
never been more low and desponding; and a

secret, creeping, insidious, world-begotten sense

of impropriety, if not of indelicacy, of conduct,

although her conscience and her pride scouted

the idea, had yet power to annoy her. This

feeling was betrayed, rather than owned, to her

friend at theircustomaryhour of confidential talk.
“ Grandmamma will, no doubt, be extremely

angry when she learns that I have visited Rosa-

mond ; and with you, my friend, as much as with

myself. It was heedless to implicate you ; yet

I should repeat my visit to-morrow and to-

morrow, if I saw that it would be either useful

or consolatory. I disdain the spurious female

modesty which can smile on the seducer while

it treats his victim with horror or scorn; yet

this is the modesty of all the women around me
—of the really modest, the truly amiable, as

well as of the pretenders.”

“ There can be no imaginable impropriety in

my visits to this unhappy one,” replied the Qua-

keress ;
“ and I will alone fulfil to her a duty to

which my heart urges me. To reason about your

continued visits is unnecessary—they might be

fancied improper; and,what you will more readily

feel, they might be painful to their object

Really penitent sorrow seeks few witnesses.'*

“ I fear, indeed, poor Rose may not like to see

me
;
perhaps I was ungentle with her ? How

unlike to you I am, even when not wrong in the

main ! What is worse, my warmth in her cause

may have irritated her sultan, and done her

injury where good was earnestly meant. I fear

a moral reformer like myself,” she continued,

laughingly, “ cannot always enact the mild and

gentle maiden, which, to say truth, is rather

foreign to my—my haughty Delamere blood,

shall I call it ? I don’t see why blood should

not be chargeable with a few of the faults of as

aristocrats, as well as the fountain of all our

virtues and honours. Do you think R possible

that, if more dexterouslyand delicatelymanaged,

Mr Devereux might not have been induced to

marry Rosamond?”
“ Ask rather if I should, in the present

state of opinion in England, think such a union

desirable for either party ; but, waiving this, I do

not imagine such an atonement in the least pro-

bable :—he will never marry her. An English

aristocrat is sometimes seen to marry the mis-

tress of another man, or the wife of a man of his

own caste, but rarely his own mistress. I do

not understand the distinction—I merely note

the fact.”
“ By the laws ofScotland, our educated, highly

moral sister, and next-door neighbour, Rosamond,

would be held his wife, and their children legiti-

mate. Well, never shake your quilled coif at me;

but the marriage laws of that unpolished country

are—I will not say more merciful to women

and children—to the weak and defenceless—for

I want not mercy—I stand for justice ; and they

are far more just than our own.”
" Liable to sad abuse though.”
“ Which abuse, however, never or very rarely

occurs. You are a terrible Conservative at heart,

ma bonne

:

—the old objection to every law, new

and good—it is liable to sad abuse. But what

can we do for Rosamond ?—that is the urgent

question.” And it was soon decided. Long after

midnight, on this eventful day, and long after

as many of the inmates of the cottage near

Streatham as could sleep were wrapped in repose,

the fevered ear of Rosamond, or her heart’s

quick sense, listened once more to what had so

often been the glad signal to welcome and joy—

the clatter of horse-hoofs in the lane, which, in

her frequent lonely watchings, she had learned

to distinguish, long before the gate bell was

touched. The agitating events of the morning,

and the low nervous fever which had for months

been consuming her, aggravated by the silent bat

ever-gnawing sorrow at her heart, had produced

an exacerbation of disease; and now the ap-

proaching footstep#—tha very breathing, pain-
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faJJr distinguished, brought a deadly pang of

lUrm, which seemed the messenger of dissolu-

tion. “ He is come again—he brings my death

-

nmntr was her agonizing thought. “ He
bo learned the visit of Lady Blanche—he has

borne the proud scorn of her he adores—he
eenes hither to wreak his anger and disappoint,

oast Would that this hour were past
!"

How it did pass, can never now be fully known
<m earth. At an inquest held two days after,

nrds upon the body of Rosamond Weston , alias

Smith, spinster. See. See., held in spite of the in.

leases, and almost direct interference of Lord
Blinds and other friends of Mr Devereux, the
awn-maid gave evidence that she had been
awakened by her mistress, and directed to admit
Mr Dtvereux, which she did. That her mistress

bd long been in delicate health, and was all that

by particularly indisposed. She had dressed

brseif with some difficulty, and been assisted

into the drawing-room, where Mr Devereux
rated impatiently, calling more than once to

loro if her mistress were not ready. That she
herself retired to the nursery, and, being
htigaed with her business during the day, fell

fatuleepin her clothes, and knew no more till,

wikened again by the furious ringing of Mr
Derereux, she hastened back to the drawing-
room, where she found her mistress a corpse.
Inning in the easy chair, and Mr Devereux
tfoctionately supporting her in his arms. There
*20 nothing remarkable in her appearance.
Sta looked then as placid as the corpse before
tb cout ; there was no perceptible difference,

are that a few drops of blood were then oozing,
* babbling, from the lips. The witness stated,

father, that Mr Devereux appeared exceed-
ugly distressed and agitated ; and it came out,
• the examination of the old gardener, the
father of the preceding witness, that Mr Deve-
iwx had dispatched him, on his own horee, to
wnmon a medical gentleman from Epsom, much
h bis confidence, and who had sometimes at-
tended Mrs Smith and her children ; but with
junctions to send also the first surgeon he could

Mr Devereux was alleged to be too ill to at-

the Coroner's Chart ; and delicacy, consider-

for his feelings, was secretly pleaded
“gainst the delay, suggested by some sturdy
Ida Boll sitting on the inquest, till the person
» deeply implicated should be in a condition to
k examined.

The evidence of two medical gentlemen, one
d whom had examined the body of the unfor.
toeete young woman not more than an hour
far life was extinct, was consistent, dear, and
^fafaetery. The immediate cause of dissolu.
fa* was die rupture of a blood-vessel in the
tart. Agitation might have proved an exciting
****, but could not be the primary cause of
fa* dmease ; and the verdict, given, after what
**• reported in the newspapers, as “ a long and
Patent investigation," was—u Died by the visita-
ta of God ”

The gentlemanly Coroner in-

tart Shade, who waa present, that his

honourable relative, the Member for shire,

remained without a speck on his character.
“ Died, or was hurried and tortured to death,

by the injustice ef man f” exclaimed Blanche

Delamere, throwing from her the newspaper in

which, spite of the efforts of the Family Compact,

a detailed account of the inquest appeared. “We
want a term for destroyers of life of this worst

description. I must not call Mr Devereux amur.
derer, an assassin. I do not believe that he has

used violent means to remove the object in the

path of his ambition, or of his desires. I can

even imagine him grieved and compunctious.

What matters it ? Were Rosamond alive again,

in all her beauty—nay, in her first innocence—
would he act differently ?”

Notwithstanding the shock, the scandal, the

very unpleasant eclat of such an affair. Lady
Blandesecretly felt pleased, and scarcely concealed

her opinion that Deverenx*s mistress had done,

though rather inopportunely, the very best thing

possible in the circumstances.
“ If she possessed the sense of virtue, and the

refined feelings you attribute to her, my dear

Blanche, surely, for herself, this is the most de-

sirable consummation. Good Mrs Thompson ap-

pears resigned to a dispensation, shocking, but

scarcely to be lamented. Now 1 can, with perfect

propriety, look after my brother's children."
“ To the care of my friend, Rosamond Weston

has bequeathed her children. She has, at least,

done what 1 feel equivalent to myself—besought
my protection and kindness for their friendless,

parentless infancy, and given us all the rights

she possessed. We will not deceive her confi-

dence. Mrs Thompson has gone, even now, to

remove the children from the care of the respect-

able and compassionate neighbour, who could not

hold any intercourse with Mr Devereux’s mis-

tress, but who took home his worse than orphans.

She is to place them with a friend at Stoke-New.

ington. Yes, Lady Blande, the love of life Is

still fresh and strong in me ; yet I, too, though

mournfully, acquiesce in the catastrophe which

takes from me an early, and a once much-loved,

and still loved friend. For her the best refuge

was an early grave. She is gone to just judg-

ment:—we wait our turn."

Lady Blande was silenced. The event of Rosa-

mond’s death had procured her a delay in the

departure of Blanche, whom she was still resolved

to accompany, if she could not divert away the

resolution. Her brother was indisposed, and

meant to go to Paris for a few weeks ; and matters

looked blaek enough ; still she was inclined to

hope that the worst was past, and that Rosamond,

the one great obstacle, fairly removed, the proud

heiress might be won. She should be indulged

in the absurdity of protecting the children.

Fondness for them might prove a tie with the

father ; and, to work on the feelings of Blanche,*

her Ladyship permitted herself to exaggerate,

while she affected to rail at the excess of concern

which Devereux exhibited at this “ untoward

business."

In the meanwhile, the fashionable physician
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who still occasionally took fees for Blanche,
became, for a few mornings, of double import-

ance, though he protested he could tell nothing.

“Oh, but you know the whole, though, of course,

professional honour seals your lips/* said the

young matron mouthpiece of one fair bevy that

baited the May-Fair Galen. “ Mr Devereux
had a most beautiful mistress—a Rosamond

—

a Rosa Munda !—of whom he was passionately

fond. 1 know it. Lord Albert Seacote and
Tom Jerningham often drove round by her cot-

tage when at Epsom, to have a peep of her over

the hedge. Well, this imperious heiress thought
fit to fall in love with Devereux—too good a

match for him to be slighted—and there was a

violent flirtation—carried even to indecent

lengths ; for the young incognita was to be seen

with him everywhere, without anything in the

shape of a chaperon. But this was all very well

—Lady Blande knows what she is about—until

the little Tartaress heard of the beautiful mis-

stress ; when, down she goes by herself, storms
the cottage, assails the poor woman like a jea-

lous tigress ; and, next morning, Devereux’s
beautiful mistress was found dead in the sum.
mer-house, with a vial beside her, labelled Hydro-
cyanic Acid! Since you will not tell us your
edition of the story, doctor, you are welcome to

ours—that which is circulating all over the
town.'*

The doctor smiled his ambiguous smile of

acquiescing incredulity, while he blandly whis-

pered

—

“ The report of the Coroner’s inquest in yes-

terday’s Morning Post”
“ True

; but what does it signify ? Died, by
the visitation of God—certainly—and not one
word of the visitation of Queen Elinor. Nay,
more, Lady Blande has this morning set off for

the north, to convey the terrible creature to her

grandmother's custody. I do not see, now, how
Mr Devereux, or any man, could venture to

marry her, with all her splendid advantages :

—

if not deranged, she must be worse."

.
,This much of the tale was true : Blanche,

attended by Lady Blande, had returned to

* Holy Cross.

With confusion, and a strong desire to dis-

claim the excess of filial tenderness ascribed to

her, she heard Lady Blande dexterously, yet

evasively, impute the real motive of the im-

promptu return, to fond fears and anxieties for

" dearest grandmamma ;*' while, on the first

absence of the heiress after their arrival, it was
more than insinuated that the dignified delicacy

of the heiress of Delamere required that, under
the guardian and maternal eye of the Countess,

in her proper home, was she to be wooed and to

be won ! The self-complacency of Lady Dela-

mere was moved ; her pride was gratified ; her

tenderness for her grandchild excited. “ After

what had transpired, Mr Horatio Devereux must
be aware that his visits would be most welcome
to the Lady of Holy Cross, and probably not

disagreeable to its future mistress/' the Dowager
added, with gracious smiles.

“ My dear Lady Blande, I am more than satis-

fied—1 am proud of my grandchild’s choice,

which naturally waited on, and has followed my

approval. The heiress of Delamere, in affairs of

great moment to other young ladies though of the

highest rank, can afford to waive certain consi-

derations, and look alone to character, connexion,

and inclination. Were Mr Devereux the first

Duke in England, 1 could not more heartily

approve the alliance."

Lady Blande was equally delighted. Dr Hay-

ley, and every other kind, considerate friend,

had kept from the knowledge of the aged Count-

ess whatever might be supposed unpleasing to

her granddaughter or disagreeable to herself.

The sister of Mr Devereux appeared, at this

critical time, on the most intimate and friendly

footing with Lady Blanche ; and, whatever might

intervene, there was little doubt of him hsing

her accepted suitor and eventual husband. A

word in his disparagement, though an honest

one, would have been dreaded as high treason.

Yet was Dr Hayley highly gratified to learn how

the affair really stood, and that the misunder-

standing—as Blanche, without much explanation,

asserted—was interminable ; for it rested on

principle—on total dissimilarity of views and

feelings, which time could not remove. She

owned, in the saunter in the shrubberies to

which she invited the ever-soothing, ever-indul-

gent ci-devant chaplain, that the art of Lady

Blande in—without direct falsehood—lulling her

grandmother in the belief that all was harmony

between herself and Mr Devereux, did provok«

her.

“ But," she added, “ I dislike annoying pool

grandmamma. I was truly shocked to find her

though in great spirits, looking so changed oi

my return yesterday ;
and, for the time, was a

much affected as Lady Blande alleged. Tell w
all that has happened in our absence, to interrt

me ? Is Phoebe's husband kinder than we durt

hope ? But you may guess how I long for horn

news. How do Squire Grimshaw's doings plea*

you ? How many poacher prosecutions had y«

at the Sessions ? Above all, what think you <

grandmamma’s health—her mental health?—

trust she has had no more faintings ? Her at

poarance altogether, and her high, flighty spirit

are not satisfactory to me."

Dr Hayley made light of those fears. Tl

Countess was aged, no doubt of it. Time she*

slight respect to peeresses, though such in tin

own right. He did not indeed say this ; he har<!

permitted himself to imagine anything so lev

ing and audacious on the part of the old, ire

toothed Inflexible. Lady Delamere, at all tin

excitable, had been of late, he aaid, worried

applications, amounting to mysterious men&<

from the next heirs to the estates and title

the Delameres ; the family whose pretentil

she had maintained against her grandchild, i

afterwards deserted in caprice, which ]

amounted to positive dislike.
“ *Tis the worrying she has had from tl

troublesome and importunate people haamadi
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Countess so very anxious for your speedy mar-
riage,” said the Doctor.

,f Importunate ! Is it not hard though, my
good friend, that this poor lad, between whom
and these large estates and coveted titles there

only interposes my silly self, should be half-

starred, waiting for their possession ? 1 am sure

i cannot comprehend how the rights of this

unknown twenty-first cousin are not about as

good as ours.”

“As yours!—Let me beseech you to take

heed what you say, my child. There may be

persons quite of your opinion, if it seriously be

jours. The Countess has been so exasperated

as to withdraw the allowance of £300 per annum,
generously made to this ungrateful youth and
bis mother, for his education ; and since then he
has been going among the 1 rish tenantry, foment-
ing ail kinds of mischief. There is a very bad
qnrit among those people. You alone interpose,

as you say, between him and them, and most
flagitious hopes/*

“You don’t imagine he will have them ma-
tdacri me,’* said Blanche, laughing.

“God forbid!—though they are fit for any
wickedness. All this last spring there have
been nocturnal disturbances—carding and turn-
ifig up ground in the barony ; and one horrible

Border has been committed. They are incor-

rigible wretches, whom indulgence only renders
worse.”

“ Another murder !** said Blanche, shuddering.
u
This might have been foreseen—those cruel

ejectments—no wonder grandmamma is dis-

tre*ed.”

“ When the petitions of their priest were very
properly referred back to the local agent, some
of the wretched creatures had the wicked hardi-
hood to send the Countess threatening letters,

one of which, of shocking import, was thrown
into the carriage as she was driving to church,
ud was unfortunately read to her Ladyship by
Mrs Martin. We had—Grimshaw and myself

—

rtudiously kept back all such incendiary writings
from her, with the knowledge and full approba-
tion of Lord Fanfaronade, aware of their alarm-
ing tffects on her nerves.**
u Or on her conscience,'* thought Blanche,

fcdly. Compassion for the notorious Donegal
teuotry had made her much better acquainted
*ith their wrongs and their condition than was
& good Doctor.
“ 1 trust the last days of grandmamma’s life

**7 be blessed and gladdened by some effort on
krpart to improve the condition of her Irish ten-
ntoy

; by making some atonement for the neglect
•fgenerations, and the oppression of later times."
“ 1 tell yon. Lady Blanche, it will be at the

J*ril of her life, if the subject is again brought
tofore the Countess,** said the Doctor, with un-
®*»1 energy. “ That abominable letter nearly
>P«et her mind ; besides, it is too late now ; most
of the peasantry—a pestilent, lazy, filthy, re-
bellious, priest-ridden crew they are—have gone
^America”
“Or to their graves."

“ Oh, heaven knows where ! But a few desperate

characters continue to loiter about the outskirts

of the estate, boiling with designs of pillage and
murder. You surely would not encourage such
demoralized, unnatural wretches? It was a fran-

tic beldame, the grandmother of a notorious band
ofthem, named O'Hanlon—no good of characters

with big O s before their names. Lady Blanche—
who lurked ahout the park, till, when refused an
audience of the Countess, she threw that incen-

diary letter into the coach/*
“ The handsome O’ Hanlons ! Sure you have

heard grandmamma speak of that family hun-
dreds of times. How different the Donegal
estates must have been fifty years since, when she
wont to go over among the people, and when the
loyal and enthusiastic race worshipped the very
footsteps of their young Ban Tierna ! When
grandmamma, in the exuberance of her loyalty

to the Bourbons, or hatred of the Jacobins, raised

that famous Delamere Brigade, on her Irish

estates,Widow O’ Hanlon’s three gallant sons were
the first that flocked to her banner. It has been
whispered that the young O’Hanlons would rather

have fought on the Republican side than either

under the French Princes or in the British army,
but that the volunteer condition with the poor

farmers, was either to send out their sons or lose

their little farms. Alas ! both evils have been in-

curred—the young men were first sacrificed, the

parents then driven forth."

“ Pardon me. Lady Blanche
;
you know well,

or might know—for you have often been told—
the kind of rude, lazy, husbandry practised by
those turbulent, half-savage. Papist people. The
property was every year deteriorating, and sub-

stantial tenants were offering. The Countess
at last determined to adopt a better system ; of
which the first step was getting clear of those

wretches. And how generously the Countess pro-

vided, or would have provided for them, in moun-
tain farms or fishing villages ! What sums, at all

events, were lavished in attempting to settle

them ! But that wretched country, not alone to

my patroness, but to Great Britain, is Magormis-
sibib—evil and a curse to herself, and tot all

around her
!"

The usually calm, downy doctor was actually*

excited ; and Blanche, though unconvinced, gave,

way so far as to keep silence. She could not,

however, think, that the way to restore her

grandmother to healthful quiet and equanimity

of mind, was to conceal facts which might lead

to some healing measure—to some degree of

atonement; and she ruminated upon how she

might introduce a subject always hateful to

the Countess, unless she herself led to it, in

discoursing complacently of her bright young
days—the days of her patriotism and glory, when
she had unfurled the banner of Delamere, and
seen her peasantry rally around it with those

proud feelings which exalted vassalage, and gave

to serfdom a colour of sentiment. Her rumina-

tions were ended by her grandmother inviting

her to drive her t&te-clMte next day in the gar-

den chaise, to inspect a lodge, or gamekeeper’s
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cottage, which she was erecting in a part of the

Chase lately taken into the park. Lady Blande
was to spend that day with her mother, and pass

the next again at Holy Cross, previous to her re-

turn to town.

It was now near the end of June, and a day of

resplendent, out-gushing, and steady sunshine ;

and Blanche and her grandmother, conversing af-

fectionately, slowly drove on through the sweeping

glades, and adown the stately and solemn avenues,

until they gained the opener and more lightly

timbered parts of the park, and more rapidly

crossed those spreading lawns and pastures, where

the fallow-deer were seen in groups, standing a

moment at gaze, and then scudding off to the

frequent copses and thickets, and hillocks of gorse

and fern. No sight in that world of beauty was
ao delightful to the Countess, as the numerous
young broods of pheasants, which, tame as do-

mestic fowl, were seen at feed in the fallows,

and among the newly turned up soil. The heart

of the aged lady swelled with the proud
feeling of property, not unmingled with nobler

sentiments, as her grandchild’s rapturous,

broken exclamations—the almost incoherent ex-

pression of her exquisite sense of the beautiful

with which earth and sky were bursting around

her—fell on the ear of the yet sole proprietress.

She began proudly to expatiate upon what she

had doneto embellish the demesne—on the thriv-

ing growth of the woods of her planting, and the

flourishing state of the gardens, conservatories,

and aviaries she had created or extended. Even
the fine breeds of domestic animals on her estates

—the horses, the cattle, the very poultry—had
been improved by her vigilant intelligence and
her public spirit.

“ When I first remember Holy Cross, now
more than sixty years since,” said she, “ there

were in this part of the country much fewer

pheasants than there are—thanks to the facto-

ries!—now poachers.”
“ That is no improvement,” said Blanche.

"But the yeomen, the labourers, grandmamma

—

have they improved like the breeds of cattle ?”

€i Improved !—degenerated they have ; but,

thank heaven, I have bought them nearly all

out on my own borders ; or those smoky, seditious

towns have absorbed them ; and the country,

save for the poachers, is really much more order-

ly than I can remember. My tenantry are a

very different kind of people from my father’s

;

hut then I have not one for twenty boors whicb,

with their families, then ate up the estate.

Could my dear father now see our improved hus-

bandry—the farm buildings—the enclosures—

the excellent breeds of cattle—the modem im-

plements*—
“ And the rent-roll,” said Blanche, somewhat

archly.

“ Ay, child,” returned the Countess, laughing

graciously ;
“ the rent-roll, indeed—quadrupled

since my own time ; while the value of the pro-

perty has been so much increased, in timber,

buildings, roads, and a variety of substantial and
permanent improvements, I have been no un-

profitable steward of the family inherit—et

child, as you will find.”
“ But the Irish tenantry, grandmamma ?

whispered Blanche, in tones scarce audible.
“ The Irish tenantry 1—the plague and curse c

my existence for thirty years ! Yet even o

these estates, which I have sometimes wishe

sunk in the Atlantic, good plans, with resoiutio

and firmness in executing them, have made thei

way. I have no hesitation in saying that th

Irish estates are in a much better condition thai

I found them we have got rid of three hundre
and seventy of the wretches this season—an

the property is in rapid course of improvement
But what smoke is that near Dinglebrook ? 'Ti

late in the season for burning waste, and the nei

lodge smokes should not be in that direction.”

Blanche was engaged with the reins. Thi

steady, old, favourite north-country pony, Beardit

which the Countess often drove about the ground
herself, had pricked up his ears, and shew*
symptoms of uneasiness, as they wound dowi

the steep and narrow picturesque path whicl

led to the little bridge over Dinglebrook. Thii

brook, diminished, by the summer heats, to s

mere runlet, winded among steep and verj

high banks, which, immediately on crossing th«

bridge, presented a natural pass, through which

the road had been made by blasting the solid

rock. The passwasbridged overhead, where there

were walks, on a higher level, leading to other

parts of the demesne ; and, in the centre of the

arch, was an iron gate, very rarely shut, but which

might have blocked up the pass. Having gained

the bottom of the dingle, and crossed the bridge,

they were about to drive under the arch, while

Blanche pointed out to her grandmother the

luxuriant growth of ivy and saxifrage, and the

many creepers and flowers which love the shade,

which mantled the rocks and the arches over-

head, and descended in long streamers and

garlands, which she playfully caught with her

whip.
“ How deliciously cool and fresh !—and how

lovely
!”

“ I have long resolved to have another ice-

house here. It is rather distant from the house,

to be sure ; but, though I choose to-day to drive

out with you, like a market-woman going to

Chester to sell butter and eggs, I have horses

and menials whieh mock at distance—I will have

an improved ice-house here immediately.”
“ To cool your tongue, is it !” was yelled in

her ear; and the gate under the arch swung

close with s crash which awakened all the echoes

of the glade, as s tall female, concealed in the

dark cloak and hood of the Irish peasant women,

jerked the reins from the hand of Blanche with

violence, which made the pony start.

“ Is it ice ye want, my Lady ?—ye'll need it,"

continued the stranger ; while her hood fell back,

discovering the sharp, haggard features, and wild,

scintillating eyes of partial insanity.

“ It is she—the woman O'Hanlon—that ter-

rible woman come again !” said the Countess, in

a voice, and with a look, which doubly alarmed
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Blanch*. rallying her spirits, she said,

firmly—

“

Let go the rein—who are you that

dare this interrupt us, and alarm the Countess

of Delamere ?" And she attempted to snatch

the nin, which the other held the more firmly.
“ Ye would like to hear, young madam,

would ye, who I am?—ay, ye shall, too, whether

ye like or no. . . . Let her who sits by
yea tell who I am, and who I was when her

cruel eyes fell on me first in my little cabin.

Pat O’Hanlon’s wife—the mother of three

handsome and blessed boys. Where are they

now? Murdered and crippled in the bloody

wars, to please the pride of her who drove the

heart-broken father and the orphan childer on
the black world to beg their bread through it

;

and Bould the truss of straw from beneath them,
end burned the roof over the grey heads, and
slacked the ashes on the hearth

—

her, I tell ye I

—the widow*a and orphan's curse upon her
!"

“ Let us pass, for mercy's sake i" cried Blanche,
draggling to regain the reins with one hand,
and with the other to support her winking grand*
mother, who, violent as opposition usually made
her, was now overpowered—acutely sensible to

all that was said, but too feeble to offer resist-

ance.

“ Let us pass now," Blanche continued, sooth-
ingly and persuasively ;

“ and, on my honour,
jsnr story shall be listened to—your wrongs
shall be righted, so far as atonement is now pos-
uble. You cannot be inhuman ! See how pale
and ill the lady is."

“ Is the pale and ill—the proud Lady-Countess
of Delamere?—who came among us with the
banner, and robbed us of our children, and then
of our little farms. Perhaps it is eowld her
Ladyship is?—or hungry?—or naked ?—and the
Widow O'Hanlon did it on her—the desolate
widow—whom they drove mad !"

The frantic laugh of the woman rang through
the arches overhead in frightful reverberation

—

heightening, if that were possible, the nervous
terror of the Countess, and the alarm of Blanche,
who knew not whether to think the Irishwoman
more mad or malicious. Their eyes met steadily

for a moment

—

“ Yqu cannot mean mischief to my aged grand-
mother/' she said. “ If you have had sorrows,
she, alas ! has not been passed by untouched.
Do, pray, good, kind woman, let us go our way."
“Yss,go-go, Countess—towhere your brother

Dirss waits to welcome ye. In this life, ye
bow, he had his good things, and our brother
Laiarns his evil. But where, my haughty Lady-
Coontess—where, ye cruel and sinful woman, did

b lift up his eyes ? Will it be my Patrick will

bring y« the cup of cold water, think ye ?—or my
Dennott, who died by your banner, when they
feel how ye misused and oppressed the decent
oold couple they called father and mother."
“ The Countess is innocent ef much of this,"

aid Blanche. “ The agents—the exigencies of
the time"—
“Toll not me of the agent's doings, lest I

(tattle her outright 1" shrieked the woman, in
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a wilder paroxysm than ever, while the Count-
ess clung closer to her grandchild.
“ Have you, who thus resent wrong yourself,

no mercy ?" replied Blanche—her spirit rising.

“ Have you no fears of the consequences of this

violence ?"

“ Fear 1" exclaimed the mad woman, laughing

wildly, and throwing up her bare, bony arms.

“What have I to fear? Can she and her
agents do more than crush this miserable car-

case?" And she tore open her handkerchief.

“This was the bosom that suckled them—dry
and withered now. Give me back my boys !—give

me my children, woman, and keep your lands

;

and, och ! that every stone and clod on them
laid another pound to the load will sink ye to

burning punishment
!"

“ This is too horrible !" exclaimed Blanche,

relinquishing her grandmother, and springing to

the ground. “ Wretched woman ! unless you
would see Lady Delamere expire before your
eyes, begone

!"

The dark eyes of the maniac—for such she

seemed, strange as was the method of her mad-
ness—scintillated and sparkled with gratified

revenge ; and then, after a moment, turning

calmly to Lady Delamere, she slowly and em-
phatically repeated

—

“ Fear not him who can kill the body ; but

fear Him who can cast both soul and body into

hell ! Proud and hard-hearted woman, I sum-
mon you to meet me and mine at His judgment-
seat—ay, or ever that midsummer moon be at

the fuH 1"

And, raising her eyes to the pale crescent

high in the sky, she threw down the reins, and
disappeared behind the gate.

“She will not return—shall I go to seek

help ? Dearest grandmamma, have you courage

to be left fox a moment, till I can call a wood-
man, or one of the keepers?"
“ Oh, no i I shall die, I shall perish, if you

leave me here !" Blanche was able to bring a
little water from the runlet; and she tried to

comfort and sooth the frightened lady, while she

bathed her temples and her hands. “ I am bet-

ter—yes, dear child, better. Hasten home !"

She spoke no more; and it was a full half-

hour before Blanche was so fortunate as to see

a forester crossing a distant path, whom she

called, and dispatched, by the nearest way, for a

carriage. “The Countses,” she merely said,

“ had been taken suddenly ill ;" and the man,
who ran at full speed, told the butler—“ My
Lady was lying two-fold in the little chay, quite

dead-like." Dr Hayley, and carriages, and
all appliances, were in instant readiness

;
yst

it seemed an age to Blanche—now driving on a

few paces—now halting to look at and fondly

address her speechless grandmother before they

came up.

All the medical aid in the county was in

speedy requisition. Her own physician sus-

pected a return in a worse form of those apo-

plectic attacks, politely named fainting fits, to

which the Countess was liable ; but the medical
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friend of the Lady Blanche's watchful and zea-

lous Cousin Yates, spoke decidedly of serious con-

cussion of the brain.

Days passed, and the real state of the Countess

was known and revealed. There was no longer

any violent sorrow displayed in the household

;

no keen anxiety ; no deep regret. Even Mrs
Thompson and Doctor Hayley took all calmly and

tranquilly ; and Blanche hid her own grief in her

heart. Strange it seemed, even to herself, that

she should thus feel for the Countess ; and she

sought no sympathy in her suffering, and strug-

gled to suppress every outward symptom of sor-

row, which to others, and even to those who loved

her best, might seem far greater than the event

justified. " Is it that mysterious force ofkindred

blood ?" was her secret thought.

The night of the full moon found her a silent

watcher by her grandmother's deathbed. The
Countess had never freely spoken—never, save

when violently roused by the medical men, given

any token of consciousness since the adven-

ture at Dinglebrook ; but all this day, her high

and painful breathing had been gradually be-

coming lower and more feeble, and, by midnight,

it had ceased ! The Quakeress, her regards

fixed on Blanche, whose eyes were riveted on

the dying Countess, perceived her colour change,

and hurried her out to the same balcony where

she had, in old times, paid graceful adoration to

the beautiful luminary of night.
“ The moon is at the full to-night," Baid her

friend, following her upward eyes.

“ I could be superstitious," thought Blanche,

half shuddering as she gazed and remembered
the solemn citation of the terrific maniac.

“A poor wretch—a half-mad creature—who
has wandered hither from Donegal, to petition

the Countess, has been found dead by Dingle-

brook bridge to .day," said the Quakeress. And
Blanche started violently. “ The body was

snuffed out by one of the keeper’s terriers. It

is thought she had clambered within the park,
at that lonely spot, in despite of orders ; and,
too feeble to get out again, has perished with,
out help."

They passed into the chamber, and silently

contemplated the face of the dying—
“ 'Tie all over," whispered the physician, who

still tried the pulse ; and, shortly afterwards. Lord
Fanfaronade, as of right, entered the chamber
to condole with, and lead forth “ Blanche, Coun-
tess of Delamere."

Next morning a letter lay on her table, of
mingled condolence and congratulation, from Sir

Jervis Yates, with offers of every possible or im-
possible service to the “ Countess of Delamere.**
“ So my plebeian cousin has got his nickname

too," said Blanche, bitterly.

“ Dear child, what means this? Dost fancy
thy own proud title a nickname ?"

“ I know not well what I mean. But you—you
are a very, very calm person—do you fancy me
insane—of unsound mind—unfit to manage my
own affairs ?"

“ Dearest Blanche—Countess, what is wrong ?

speak to me—to thy friend."
" If I be not yet mad, the Irish family, and

the Grimshaws, are in a scheme to make me
lunatic."

The Quakeress looked aghast. “ Who baa
dared to say—who has imagined this wicked-
ness ? They abuse thy credulity."
“ I have known it now for three days. Frede-

rick Leighton has told me—warned me. Read
his letter for yourself. Methinks they might
have let me be nearer of age ere they had taken
the trouble to make me out mad. But I go to
give orders for the poor Irishwoman's funeral ;

will you be so kind as to attend it ? She need
not tarry the plumes and scutcheons of a Coun-
tess :—will she sleep less soundly ?**

(To be continued.)

LITERARY

Lord Brougham e Dissertations on Scientific

Subjects connected with Natural Theology.

P&opeuly speaking, there is no subject of science that

may not be connected with Natural Theology, though

the topics for dissertation which Lord Brougham has

selected as the sequel to his work on this subject, bear

more closely and strongly upon it than any others in

the range of science. The principal subjects treated in

the first volume, with immediate reference to Natural

Theology, are Instinct and Animal Intelligence. These

are discussed in a dialogue presumed to be carried on by

the author and his friend, Lord Althorpe—a form which,

without reference to its classical attraction, he considers

peculiarly fitted for thorough investigation, and the

unfolding and sifting of the subject under discussion.

These dialogues, which bear a classic character, though

without pedantry or stiffness, are relieved and enlivened

by pertinent and sometimes playful allusions to public

affairs, and to scenes in which the philosophical interlo-

cutors have recently figured ; and this is done with good

REGISTER.

dramatic effect, in the keeping of the individual character

of each party ; Lord A. ever and anon calling << patience,**

and Lord B. rushing on to conclusions so clear to him-
self, if doubtful to the understanding of his slower-

paced friend. These dialogues, together with a long and
very curious and learned paper of Observations, Demon-
strations, and Experiments on the structure of the Cells

of Bees, fill the first volume. The second opens with a
dissertation on the Origin of Evil, in which Lord
Brougham, in spite of his boldness and acuteness, is con-

demned to walk in the same circle to which the greatest

and brightest of human intellects have been limited, when
discussing this most perplexing and tantalising question.

One merit of the Treatise is the clearness and precision

with which the question is stated. This dearness of
statement is, indeed, one of the distinguishing faculties

of a mind ever secure of itself, from the consciousness

of possessing a thorough knowledge of the subject

handled. Whatever has been said on the cause of evil

in the ancient philosophies, or suggested by modern
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typslbeam, i* succinctly and dourly brought oat; while,

in tefctiof and pointing oat the fallacies and incongru-

itio of every hypotbesis, Lord Brougham displays his

characteristic subtlety and acuteness.

He modestly sets out by predicating that no very satis-

factory conclusion will ever be reached by the human
faculties in our present state, either about the origin

or the soIterance of what is universally admitted to be

evil; and the result of his speculations and ingenious

arguments, and of his illustrations, borrowed from the

increasing lights of science, only serves to confirm this

•pinion. On this dark subject the philosophers have

sever go*, beyond the poets

—

‘‘One port, one little part we dimly scan.

Through the dark medium of life's feverish dream

;

Yet dare to arraign the whole stupendous plan,

If but that little part incongruous seem,” &c.

Lord Brougham speculates in a pious and cheerful

spirit, dwelling on the happiest side of the argument ; and

where he cannot dispel the cloud, wisely descants on the

probable brightness beyond it.

What is likely, if not to last the longest in these volumes,

yet to be the moat immediately useful, is a masterly an-

alytical view of the researches of Cuvier and his succes-

sors, on Fossil Osteology^ and the application of the ex-

traordinary facts brought to light by thsm to Natural

Theology ; and a popular compendium, so to apeak, of

the most important portion of the “ Principia** of Newton.

The “Principia,”whichLord Brougham, reverentially, and

again and again, pronounces the greatest work of human
gnuus—the greatest work ever produced by the human un-

demanding—is, to the bulk ofeven educated men, a sealed

book ; and it is not the least worthy of his constant labours

far mankind, to have thus brought Newton's sublime dis-

coveries within the scope of the general understanding.

The reception of the great work which Lord Brougham
has laid open to every one desirous of examining for him-

self the evidence on which the Newtonian discoveries rest,

vbo can rend English, and possesses the pre-requisite of

a moderate knowledge of the first principles of mathe-

matics, wan, notwithstanding the previous fame of the

discoverer, cold and discouraging. Twenty-seven years

elapsed before a second edition of the u Principia” was re-

quired, and thirteen years more before the third appeared,

which, moreover, has sufficed to the learned ever since, or

far about a century. It was, therefore, high time that

Xmton found a popular expositor.

Among the causes of the indifference shewn to the

tody of the great Newtonian discoveries, embraced

daoat universally by faith, though rarely comprehended

by the understanding. Lord Brougham notices the dif-

kalty which ordinary students must have experienced

m fallowing Newton's demonstrations, from his ex-

tras* conciseness, and also from his often leaving out

*eps in the demonstrations, assuming all his readers to

be expert geometricians. But he has not adverted to what
nost have formed another very formidable obstruction to

fas mass of readers, and te thinkers who might not be

dtsucal scholars, from the “ Principia** being printed in

a learned language. Had it originally appeared, not in

Latin, but in the mother tongue ofthe Franklins, and Fer-

psms, and Watts, its reception would, we apprehend,

have been different, even in Newton*s age. These subjects,

with notes and brief fragmentary arguments upon topics

sUnote or less connected with the main subject of discus-

doe, constitute Lord Brougham’s new work—a work
which will make no inconsiderable addition to the literary

a&incmilc fame of its eminent author—proving the first

statesman and orator ofour age to be also one of the small

number of onr originally-minded philosophical inquirers.

It is the more grateful to Lord Brougham’s intelligent

admirers—and, not only in this country, bat wherever

the English language is spoken and understood, they are

numerous—to reflect that an accession of honour and

fame, springing from the noblest source, is gained after

his indefatigable enemies, and his not less indefatigable

good-natured friends, had hinted, whispered, or boldly

asserted, that his great intellect was shattered and pro-

strate ; and that, if not absolutely imbecile, he was then

certainly crack-brained !—bat, at all events—and this

was coming to the true point—that he was totally, and

for ever, unfitted for public duty 1 Within this same re-

markable period of his alleged mental eclipse^ have been

accomplished many of Lord Brougham’s proudest feats

as an orator and a statesman ; and his power of giving

effect to public opinion, and even of swaying senates,

has nevsr been more forcibly displayed. Gaining votes,

however, in the British legislature, as at present con-

stituted, is a very opposite affair to persuading under-

standings. This is somewhat irrelevant, though, as ws
happen to be enrolled by some of onr friendly contem-

poraries among the blind worshippers of Lord Brougham,

we must naturally be gratified by any opportunity of

finding that there is some reason for the hope that is in ns.

The volumes are to be followed by an Analysis of

the Mlcanique Celeste of La Place, and of the remaining

books of the “ Principia.” The facts illustrative of tho

nature of instinct, and of the intelligence of the lower

animals, and the ingenious and lively reasoning on these

facts, will probably form the most popular portion of

the work ; and they certainly afford the most inviting

specimens for extract ; but, as onr space is limited, ws
propose to draw upon what bears more immediatelyupon

contemporary affairs.

About the close of the general election of the first

Parliament of Qneen Victoria, Lord A., on his way to

the north, to shoot, visited his frisnd, Lord B., in

Westmoreland; and there those discussions were re-

newed which had engaged them while Lord B. had been

at Wiseton, and which had subsequently formed the

topic of a correspondence—in which, probably, most of

the letters issued from the north. He says,

The weather being fine, we ranged somewhat among the
lake scenery, andbytherivers and through the woods which
variegate our northern country. There was not much
to tempt us in the aspect of publio affairs, which, if not
gloomy for the country at large, was yet not very flattering

for the liberal party, amongwhom the single object seemed
now to be the retention of offioe, and who might say,
with the Roman patriot, in the decline of liberty, “ Nostris
enim vitiis, non casualiquo,rempublioam verbo,retinemus,
reapse verojampridem amisimus.” Nor, indeed, on these
matters, was there a perfect agreement between os two

;

for, while we augured as little favourably the one as the
other of onr prospects, we ascribed to different causes the
condition of affairs which gave rise to these forebodings
—he tracing it to the great natural weight and influence

of the Tories throughout the country, both in church and
state ; I relying more on the energies of an improved and
active people, provided the Government had acted so as
to merit their support, bat lamenting that no pains had
been taken by them to shew any superiority of popular
principles, or make the country feel itself better off under
their rule than they would have been under the adverse
faction, while I perceived sufficiently plain indications

that the acoession of Court-favour in this new reign, would
have the effect of lessening rather than promoting any
popular tendencies which might still exist. Altogether,

therefore, the state of the Commonwealth was a subject

less suited to engage our conversation ; and we naturally

dwelt little upon passing and unpleasing topics, as unssti^
factory, transitory, ana fleeting

—

u Ista ante nee per-

cunctari neo audire sine molestia poMomua.”
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So they tat thorn Iowa, lfto a couple of ancient

philosopher*, in the cool shade, in an island of the rirer,

and held profound colloquy—classic in form, but lively,

familiar, racy—upon, in the first place, the nature of in-

stinct. A. interrupted B. in an attempt to define this

lingular faculty, or power, or gift—or what shall we

call it ?—and the check produces this sally, and lively

snatch of not irrelevant talk t—
B. Patience, good man !—patience ! What is this to

what you have gone through ? Fancy yourself once more

in the House of Commons, on the Treasury Bench, listen-

ing to

A. God forbid

!

B. Or suppose yourself again in Downing 8treet, with

Drummond announcing a succession ofseven deputations,

or of seventeen suitors ?

A. The bate possibility of it drives me wild ! Why, to

convert you to the most absurd doctrine I could fancy—to

make you swallow all the soonomia whole, and believe that

men derive their love of waving lines and admiration of

finely-moulded formsfromthehabit ofthe infant inhandling

his mother's bosom ; or even to drive yon into a belief

that the world was made by chance—would be an easy

fnaif compared to the persuading any one suitor, at any

one of the offices, that you had any difficulty in giving

him all he asks, or convincing any one of those seven

deputations that tliere exists in the world another body
bnt itself.

B. Or to convince any one man who ever asked any one

job to be done for him that he bad any one motive m his

mind but the public good, to which he was sacrificing hia

private interests. I remember M. once dxolly observing,

when I said no man could tell how base men are till he

same into office—“ Onthe contrary, I never beforebad such

an opinion of human virtue ; for 1 now find that no man
ever drops the least hint of any motive but disinterested-

ness ana self-denial ; and all idea of gain or advantage is

the only thing that none seem ever to dream of.** But,

now, compose yourself to patience and discussion, take

an extra pinch of snuff, walk about, for five minutes, a

distance of five yards and back, with your hands in

your breeches* pockets, and then return to the question

with the same calmness with which you have listened to

a man abusing you by the hour, in Parliament, or with

whioh yon looked an hoar ago, in the castle-form, at the

beast you bad bred, and which, by your complacent

aspect, I saw you had sold pretty well.**

A reference to the modern Freethinkers or Encyclo-

pedists of France, and an allusion to the hypothesis of

Helvetins, that human superiority is solely owing to the

form of the hand, Introduce Monboddo, and this in-

genious and hopeful, if not conclusive nor quite orthodox

apology for his nonsensical theory :

—

Professor Robinson, [Robison?] in his attacks on the

French school, is nowhere more severe upon them than

where he impeaches them of endeavouring to lower the

dignity of human nature ; and, undoubtedly, such at-

tempts may be in a to hurt the interests

both of religion and of morals.

A. Has not Lord Monboddo given great offenoe of the

same kind, and in the same quarters ?

B. Possibly he has; although, from his station as a
judge, and a man of most loyal political opinions, and
also from his being an orthodox believer—at least as for

as professions go—-he has been less blamed than the rest.

He was an admirable Grecian, such as modem Scotland

baa very rarely produced. There is an infinite deal of in-

genuity and subtlety, as well as learning, in his writings,

with a constant display of most correct taste, in judging

of the ancient controversies. But his theoryhas subjected

him to great ridicule—not so much from holding that

there is a gradation in the whole scale of beings, and that

the mental faculties of men are found in the minds of

brutes, as from his denying any specific difference, even in

body, and bolding that originally men were fashioned

like monkeys, and lived, like them, wild and savage.

A. I could much more easily understand this doctrine

giving offence and scandal as neterodox, than the other

;

for it seems not recoocileable either to our religion, or,

indeed, to almost any other reorived amongst civilised

nations.

B. 1 oonsider it a thing just as little supported by the
facts as it is rspugnant to all known systems of theology.

But my objection to it is really not founded opom ito

tendency to lower human nature. On the contrary, I

doubt if it does not rather exalt our faculties beyond all

the ordinary doctrines, wad draw a broader line of dis-

tinction between us and the lower animals, than that.

which it was intended to efface ; for, surely, if wc bave
not only, by our intelligence, made the great progress
from a rude to a refined state, from the New Zealander to

La Place, and Newton, and Lagrange, but have also, bytbe
help ofthe same faculties, made the progress from the state
ofmonkeys and baboons, while all other animals are the
same from one generation to another, andhave made not a
single step for sixty oeeturies, and never have attempted,
in a single instance, to store up for after times the experi-
ence of a former age, our faculties must needs be im-
measurably superior to thdrs. In short, the only ques-
tion is as to the nature of the difference.

Some of the fhets given in the dlarumion of instinct

are, we think,ofquestionable authority; though the obser-

vation ofliving persons could furnish manymore instances,

equally striking, especially of animal intelligence. The
singular fact gravely stated about the instinct of newly-

forrowed pigs, when the litter is so numerous that each

suckling cannot appropriate a teat to its sole use, must,

we presume,
1

he a type or political allegory ; thefarrowing

sow signifying the present Whig party, which, not being

able, all at once, to provide sustenance for its numerous
brood, leaves a part to amuse themselves by sucking their

cunninger neighbours’ tails, till they die of inanition $

unless theirpolitical fathers, like human nursing mothers,

contrive a few supplementary teats, named Commissions,

fcc., to which the sustaining fluid may be copiously sup-

plied by that good and useful milch cow, the Common-
wealth.

We have said that Lord Brougham, in the Discourse

on the Origin of Evil, sets out by asserting that men
human faculties can never resolve the problem—in

other words, that no second Newton can arise to explain

and reconcile what appear moral inconsistencies, by
shewing them to depend on general and immutable laws ;

and that, foiling to perform completely what appears

impossibility, Lord Brougham philosophises on the mys-
terious subject in a pious and cheerful spirit. In support

of this opinion we select our concluding extract :

—

The mere act of creation, in a Being of wisdom so ad-
mirable and power so vast, seems to make it extremely
probable that perfect Goodness accompanies the exer-
tion of his perfect Skill. There is something so repug-
nant to all our feelings, and also to all the conceptions of
our reason, in the supposition of such a Being desiring the
misery, for its own sake, of the beings whom he voluntarily
called into existence, andendowed with a sentient nature,
that the mind naturally and irresistibly recoils from sucli
a thought. But this is not aU. If the nature of that
Great Being were evil, his power being unbounded, there
would be some proportion between the amount of ill*and
the monuments of thatpower. Yet we are struck dumb
with the immensity of His works, to which no imperfection
can be ascribed, and in which no evil can be traced ; while
the amount of mischief which we see, might rink in-
to a most insignificant space, and is such as a being of
most inconsiderable power and very limited skill, could
easily have accomplished. This is not the same consider-
ation with the balance of good against evil, and inquirers
do not seem to have sufficiently attended to it. The ar-
gument, however, deserves much attention, for it ispurely
and strictly inductive. The divine nature is shewn to be
clothed with prodigious power and incomparable wisdom
and skill,—power and skill so vast, and so exceeding our
comprehension, that we ordinarily term them infinite,

and are only induced to conceive the possibility of limit-
ing, by the course of the argument upon Evil, one alter-
native of which is assumed to raise an exception. But
admitting, on account of the question under discussion,
that we nave only a right to say the power and dull are
prodigiously great, though possibly not boundless, they
are plainly shewn, in the phenomena of the uniform, to
be the attributes of a Being who, if evil-disposed, could
have made the Monuments of III upon a scale resembling
thoeeofPower*nd8kill ; so thst,tfthosethingfmkliseem
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fomsrilbefedly tbs Monitor a Mischievous design «a
«oeii aBeiM,we eaamot comprehend why they areupon so
eriWy different a scale. This is a strong presumption,
tm tie frets, that we are wrong in imputing those ap-
pearances to such a disposition. If so, what seems evil
float needs be capable of some other explanation com
attest with divine goodness—that is to say, would not
mm to be evil at all, if one knew the whole of the facts.
Bat it is nerresrary to proceed a step farther, especially
with a view to the fauanmental position now contended
fw—the extending to the question of Benevolence the
mwe principles which we apply to that of Intelligence.
The evil which exists, or that which we suppose to be

evil, not only is of a kind and a magnitude requiring in-
eoanivably less power and leas skill than the admitted
good of the creation ; it also bears a very small proportion
ifl naoant. quite as small as the cases ofunknown or imr
doeomble design bear to those of acknowledged and
pored contrivance. Generally speaking, the preserva-
tion sod the happtnem of sensitive creatures, appears to
be the great object of creative exertion and conservative
poridence. The expanding of our faculties, both bodily
fend laeatal, is accompanied with pleasure ; the exercise
<* those powers is almost always attended with gratifica-

tion; all labour so acts as to make rest peculiarly de-
licious; much of labour is enjoyment ; the gratification
of those appetites by which both the individual is pre-
•erved aad the race is continued, is highly pleasurable to
illI urinals ; and, it must be observed, that, instead of
keint attracted bygrateful sensations to do anything requi-
*»te for oar good, or even our existence, we might have
ben net as certainly urged by the feeling of pain, or the
dead of it, which is a kind of suffering in itself. Nature
then resembles the lawgiver, who, to make his subjects
ohqr, should prefer 1voiding out rewards for compliance
vkh his commands, rather than denounce punishments
fodinbedience. But Nature is yet more kind—she is gra-
biitouaijr kind ; rile not only prefers inducement to threat
«rcanpulriofi,but she adds more gratification than was ne-
tmuy to make us obey her calls. How well might all cre-
stioA have existed, and been continued, though the airhad
sot been balmy in spring, or the shade and the stream re-
freshiag in summer ! How needless for the propagation
of plaats was it that the seed should be enveloped in
font* the most savoury to our palate ; and if those fruits
am tome other purpose, how foreign to that purpose
no the formation of our nerves, so framed as to be soothed
• excited by their flavour ! We here perceive design,
became we trace adaptation ; but we, at the same time,
Percav'e benevolent design, because we perceive gratui-
taoaodaipcrerogatory enjoyment bestowed. Thus, too,
*« the care with which animals of all kinds are tended
«wn their birth. The mother’s instinct is not more oer-
kriy the means of providing for her young, than her gra-
Mtttion in the act of maternal care is great, and is also
•*dloM for making her perform that duty. The grove is

nade vocal during pairing and incubation in order to
•wore the laying and hatching of eggs ; for if it were as

“ the grave, or were filled with the most discordant
tho process would be as well performed.

The same train of reasoning is pursued with equal fe-

fcfy of illustration and beauty of style ; but we must
short, having already exceeded our bounds, and un-

kf the entire persuasion that Lord Brougham’s greatest

ud Most enduring work—for such we consider these

rriumes—will he duly appreciated, without any elaborate

“traduction from the periodical press.

The Belgians of Profane Antiquity, their My-
\ fobn, Fables, Hieroglyphics, and Doctrines,

fa fa, founded on Astronomical Principles,

BjJonathan Duncan, B.A, London; Rickerby.

A work efgreat value to the classical student, the phi-

end the theologian, is here presented in a form
"**9Mttdiag, and in a manner so unobtrusive, that it

**t<keaeeaf bring for a time overlooked. In a

prefect, the anther states that one object of
Wikis to furnish young mudflats with a key to the

Wttari fragments #f evfental mythologies, and systems

^iathspacaiof Hmfod, Homer, Ovid, and Virgil,
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of which ho rightly believes few lads studying Greek or
Latin have any perception. A higher object of the work
ia religious. The author Imagines that a knowledge of

the Cosmogonies and Theogenies of Paganism might be
rendered useful to the Missionary cause, particularly in
Eastern countries. He thinks that Missionaries visiting

those countries ought to be acquainted with the general

principles on which the prevailing heathenism is founded,
and that more progress might have been made had they
been aware of the nature of the prejudices and supersti-

tious which militate against the introduction of Christ-

ianity. But this work itself shews how every system
has been corrupted and distorted—what was originally

pore and exalted philosophy degenerating into gross

and depraving superstition ; so that Christianity has not
suffered more from priestcraft, than the systems invented

by ancient philosophy from the corruptions engrafted on
them by the sacerdotal order. One of the beet achieve-
ments of the work is to present the original doctrines
and opinions of Pagan philosophers free of the distor-

tions, encrustations, and defilements which have grown
upon them. Much curious learning »»»H speculation is

employed in the task of laying open the original Purge,
tory and the Elysium of Plato—the first ideas of the soul
•f the universe, and the soul of man—its fall and reco-

very—the origin of evil, and those other lofty topics

which have in all ages exercised the highest intellects.

The exposition of the Astro-theological machinery of the
ancients, and the astronomical solution of their fables
connected with the zodiacal signs, the constellations, the
metempsychosis, idol worship, mysteries, and initiations,

display a vast fund of curious learning, and open fields

of speculation which are rarely traversed in this country.
A more popular portion of the work will be that where
the author shews Paganism imperceptibly gliding into
a corrupted form of Christianity ; the Janus of Ovid, or
rather of Heathen mythology, assuming the form, attri-

butes, privileges, and functions of the Pope. The coin-
cidence, if it be no more, is remarkable. We shall cite

but one sentence—“ The outward symbols of authority
attributed by Ovid to Janus exactly correspond with
those of the Pope; for Janos is represtnted holding the
cross in the right hand, and the key in the left. Ovid
also calls him the key-bearing god—Clavigerum Deum*
The successor of St Peter holds the keys of Heaven and
Hell 5 and Janus possessed equal power, being propitiated

with frankincense to permit homage being paid to the gode
by the worshippers. The history ofpurgatory given by our
author shews, in a striking light, the manner in which
doctrines may become corrupted. It is traced to the Phoe-
nicians, a commercial people, who, by an inflexible law,
denied funeral-rites to fraudulent debtors. Greece was
colonized by Phoenician navigators, who introduced 8a-
beism, their own religion ; and Greece in turn transmitted

the faith of Sabeism, but exceedingly perverted, to the

Romans. Among other perversions, the original moral
purpose of refusing funeral-rites was forgotten—and in
the “ Eneid,” Patinurus is described as being in the

intermediate state of punishment, or purgatory, for no
fault of his own, but simply because his body had not

received the sacred rites of sepulture, which his shade

implores jEneas to bestow upon his remains. The Romans
had thus lost sight of the original use of the doctrine,

and merely held it as a tradition or religious truth

communicated by their ancestors. Now we dte the

author s—

Bat if the pagan Romans merit censure for having
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perverted the original idea of purgatory, the modern
Catholic Church deserves severer reprobation. It is well
known that all comedians are excluded from the rites of
burial in consecrated ground by the Romanists. The
reason was this :—In the early ages of the church, sacred
dramas were performed, called Moralities and Mysteries,
by actors employed by the clergy, who appropriated to
themselves all the profits over and above the salaries of
the performers This impious mummery was a
rich source of profit to the Church In progress of
time, however, the spirit of the age was altered, and
some bold speculators ventured to dramatize profane
subjects. A competition thus arose between the old and
new theatres, by which the receipts of the ecclesiastical

monopoly were largely curtailed. To extinguish their
rivals, the Catholic Church decreed that all comedians
who performed in profane dramas should be denied burial
in consecrated ground ; and thus alarmed their opponents
by the horrors of purgatory. In this manner a doctrine
useful on the banks of the Nile, became absurd and cruel
on the banks of the Tiber.

The Moralities and Mysteries of the Church, if less

original and interesting than the author*s solution of

pagan fables and superstitions, will afford us a more

popular specimen of his work ; which, by the way, is

more commendable for matter than arrangement, as if he

were still more of a scholar and student than a literary

artist.

So late as 1327, these exhibitions took place at Chester.
The fall of Lucifer was represented by tne tanners ; the
Deluge, by the dyers ; Abraham, Melchizedek, and Lot, by
the barbers ; the Massacre of the Innocents, by the silver-

smiths : the Purification, by the blacksmiths ; the Tempta-
tion, by the butchers ; the Holy Supper, by the bakers ; the
Last Judgment, by the weavers ; and many other Scripture
subjects were dramatized at tne expense of different cor-
porations and trades. When the mystery of the Deluge
was acted at Chester, the animals contained in the ark
were painted on pieces of paper, and brought forward as
the prompter called their names. To represent the Holy
Ghost, a white pigeon was attached to a rope, and gra-
dually drawn down upon the person who represented the
Viigin Mary Mysteries were performed in the
churches as a part of religious worship. In 1449, a canon
of the Council of Cologne, prohibited these pious repre-
sentations in nunneries, because the acton, by their pro-
fane and secular gesticulations, excited the voluptuous
passions of the nuns. Performers were sent from the
cities to the provinces ; and the remission of sins was
promised to all who frequented the mysteries. In all

those pieces the principal part was allotted to the Devil.
His horns, his enormous mouth, his fiery eyes, his clubbed
feet, together with his tail and pitch-fork, produced a
powerful impression on the ignorant and timid audience.
The Devil was always accompanied by Pice, who was the
graciosa of the piece. Vice pursued the Devil with a
wooden sword, beat him, and made him blush, to the
great edification of the devout spectators.

Numerous interesting extracts, present themselves in

the course of the exposition of Pagan creeds ; but, in-

stead of any of them, we shall borrow our author's as-

sertion of the universality of the religious sentiment as

an ingredient in humanity. At that epoch in the pro-

gress of civilization when astronomy began to be culti-

vated, Sabeism, or the astro-theology of the ancients,

took form, and was established. The institution of the

sacerdotal order followed the imperfect developement ofthe

religious sentiment, and at once assumed its proper charac-

ter, ofkindling the passions, and working upon the hopes

and fears of the vulgar, for its own advantage, and the

maintenance of its authority ; those hopes and fears]grow-

ing out of the universal conviction which man has always

felt, of his need of being upheld and protected by some
superior, invisible power. Our author rebuts the opinion

of the philosophers, “ that fear first created the gods;**

and he proceeds

—

I* is here contended that man is not religious because
he is timid, but because he is man ; in other words, that
the religious sentiment is part and parcel of humanity, in-
separable from its very nature, and essential to its exist-

ence. It is an indestructible principle; and so long ss

the nature of man remains unchanged, he must neces-

sarily be a religious animal. The experience of history

proves the position. Various systems of belief have ex-

isted and have perished, bat man has never been divested

of the religious sentiment in its essence; he has merely

changed the outward form. He has never felt himself

wholly independent of the external and invisible world

;

he has never fancied his own unaided powers sufficient

to secure happiness ; bat, on the contrary, he lias always

been conscious of his own insufficiency, and has never

ceased to entertain a feeling, however vague, crude, or

indistinct that feeling may have been, of his entire depend-

ence on some unknown and superior intelligence. . . .

. . Man, then, most be considered as an essentially

religious animal, among the first and eternal laws of

whose nature may be perceived a desire after happiness,

and a dread of misery, accompanied by a lively and rest-

less sense of hope and fear. These feelings have influ-

enced every condition of society from primitive barbarism

to final civilization ; they lie at the root of all systems of

heathenism, and form, as it were, a common centre to-

wards which they all radiate. That the modifications of

heathenism are various and dissimilar in their develope-

ment, is true ; but these relate to the superstructure, and

not to the base of the edifice. Sacerdotal corporations

never created the religious sentiment ; but, on the con-

trary, the religious sentiment created sacerdotal corpora-

tions. The cosmogonies and theogonics of heathenism,

the sacred fables, the doctrines, mysteries, and ceremon-

ies, were certainly the inventions of the priesthood ; but

these must not be confounded with the religious senti-

ment in the abstract, which, in its essence, is an inde-

pendent principle, oo-existent with our very being. . . .

. . . The priesthood could no more have originated

the religious sentiment than created the circulation of the

blood which circulates through our veins ; their power wis
limited to the control and direction of it in its develope-

ment. To accomplish their object, they rendered the

religions sentiment subservient to those first laws of our

nature which prompt us to seek happiness and avoid

misery, while, at the same time, they kept alive the prin-

ciples of hope and fear. In order to derive the greatest

and most permanent advantage from this policy, they

laid it down as a fundamental rale, that no direct com-
munication could ever take place between man and the

gods. The intercession and intermediate agency of the

priesthood was declared to be indispensable, without
which no blessing could be obtained, and no corse be

averted The desire of escaping out of the

boundaries of finity and limited duration, and attaining

to the knowledge of infinity and eternity, and thus solv-

ing the grand problem of life and death, obtained for the

priesthood the exclusive privilege of mediating between
the creature and the Creator. The germ of this feeling

may be detected even in that early stage of society when
the juggler and magician pretended to control the occult

powers of nature, by sacrifices and incantations. Man was
easily persuaded that what he could not obtain for hiss*

self, another could secure for him. He anxiously denied
a mediator between himself and the invisible powers, aai
that very desire created a priesthood.

The origin of this order our author umma to be e*

eval with the first notions of astronomy. Sabeism, m
astro-theology, which he has taken ao much pains to cs

pound, he considers the most grateful and devatjJ

of the endless varieties of heathenism—aa natuifl

man, unaided by the light of revelation, must neoemaril

have based hia beliefon some system of materialism ; nl
there is nothing in nature so calculated to excite wspflsj

admiration, and reverential awe, as the starry heard

producing, on the one hand, the most exalted idea

the Governor of the universe^ and, on the other, I

moat humiliating conviction of human insignificant

“ Hence astronomy became a sacred science, and form

the chief study of the ancient priesthood. . •

progress of time, astrology became blended with mat

nomy. Then it was taught, that the destlnieu of indt

duals, and the fhte of nations, depended on the ate

The three kingdoms of nature were subtafted to their i

fluence; cosmogonies were invented sftheogooie* d
framed ; sacred fobleswere composed and cerewod
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were instituted ; and the whole of them were intended

to illastnte the varied phenomena of nature.”

These views open up the subject, and prelude a work,

which, though sufficiently popular in style, may yet be

one Father for the few than the many. The author ac-

knowledges his obligation to several eminent continental

theologians and scholars, and modestly intimates that, if

* there be any personal merit in his volume, it is “ in the

arrangement and simplification of so complicated a sub-

ject, and not in invention.” Even the secondary merits

of the volume, as a treatise on classic mythology, must

secure it a favourable reception among scholars.

lift and Time* of Bunyan. By the Rev. R.
Philip, author of “ The Life and Times of
Whitefield/' &c. &c*
Banyan’s new biographer has not only brought the

highest veneration and the warmest love to his task, but

enthusiasm for his hero which borders on idolatry. The
tinker of Bedford he appears to regard as the greatest

among uninspired men. And Bunyan’s is indeed a cha-

racter and genius to beget enthusiasm, especially where

thee are many congenial feelings and sympathies. Here

there are so manyas sometimes to run fairlyaway with the

sobe judgment of the author. It may be concluded that,

at this time of day, very few new facts could be gathered

respecting Bunyan; the materials for whose biography

would be exceeding meagre, save for the rich ore imbedded

in his writings. Even in this secondary respect, the indus-

try and research of the biographer have effected wonders

;

far he he has gone to work in somewhat of the spirit

which leads a Catholic devotee to the Holy Sepulchre, or a

feliower of the Prophet to Mecca ; and the Bunyaniana

which he has succeeded in collecting—the anecdotes

tradit ous, relics, and wit, make at length no inconsider-

able figure, in addition to the information of former bio-

fraphere. This, however, fa but a subordinate feature in

this new Life. Ita main charm is a fervid, lively, and

iaaginative style, and the congenial feeling with which

the complete portrait of Bunyan is worked out from

bis own materials—from his experiences, his confessions,

and narrations.

The author has raised many conjectures, sometimes

me plausible than well-supported—such as that Bunyan

arest have been a thief or pilferer in hfa heathen state;

and woven most ingenious hypotheses, apparently some-

times for the mere pleasure of pulling them to pieces

again- But the hypothetical and conjectural history, and

these presumed powers of mind and influences from a

variety of external circumstances and spiritual agencies,

which often supply Mr Philip with a key-note or a text

far speculation, are not the least racy and original of hfa

tocubrations. .Such speculations abound everywhere.

Indeed the volume fa half-filled with them. To make our

waning plain, we would refer the reader to the pre-

naed influence of Bunyan’s first wife in awakening her

VHfaml to serious thought, and winning him to a holier

life; and we shall cite as a specimen, though a meagre

see, oar author's theory of those moods and aberrations

ef mind, which Southey calls w the hot and cold fits of

fisoyan’s spiritual ague.”

The dreamer seems to have been, especially in early life,

a «f imagination all compact,** swayed by everythe slight-

est impression. Under the happy influence of his wife,

Banyan had become a much more respectable character in

a far years after hfa marriage* Some said he was become

*an honest mas,” others that he was “godly.” A “fa-

9 London ; Virtu* Bsyal »vo, with portrait, to.
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mous” alteration was visible in him ; and to hear of these

things pleased him well ; and he talked “ bravely” about

religion.—But we must go deeper into a story, in which

Bunyan’s historian becomes quite as personal to the reader

as Bunyan himself, and displays idiosyncrasies which es-

tablish his aptitude to explain certain peculiarities in his

hero’s mental constitution, where more sedate biographers

have failed. While the reformed Bunyan was living in

the state of a Pharisee—though an unconscious Pharisee

—he began to question the lawfulness of hfa favourite

amusements of bell-ringing and dancing ; and from an

active ringer, he would now only look on. One day, he

was lingering, looking at the ringers, when he began to

think, “ What if one of the bells should fall !'* Then he

placed himself in safety ; but, again, he thought u If the

bell fall with a swing, and then rebound on me, it may
kill me.” So he retired to the door of the belfry ; for the

delight of witnessing the ringing, in which he durst not

perform, was not to be easily surrendered. But next

came the thought—u If the steeple should fall ?” and he

was forced to abandon hfa sinful enjoyment altogether by

this fourth and final alarm. In this anecdote, Mr Philip

imagines he has found the key to Bunyan*s hot and cold

fits—hfa spiritual ague. He was sure to examine and

scrutinize everything that interested him, and almost as

sore to look longest at the darkest side, so far as it con-

cerned himself; and now for the author's full ex-

planation :

—

Bunyan was not, indeed, a slothful man, to invent lions

in the way, nor a nervous man to suspect lions ; but ho
was a mighty and moody magician, to conjure them up, at
all times, and in terrific forms. For let it ever be remem-
bered, that it was the same powers of mind, all unknown
to himself as talents, and all unbalanced by knowledge or
example, that played the fool and the madman alternately

with scraps of Scripture in early life, which afterwards
invented “ The Pilgrim’s Progress," with the tact of Sliak-

7
>eare, the wisdom of Plato, and the precision of Locke.
he powers which created that work were sure to run

wild while they knew not their own strength, and had no
guide, and nothing delightful enough to satisfy their

cravings when they concentrated their exercise.”

Thii may not be very clearly laid down ; hot one

knows which way the writer is groping, and fancies it may
be in the right direction. Under the section, ‘‘Banyan’s

Conflicts,” we find a characteristic passage, which, more-

over, explains what fa a mystery to two-thirds of man-

kind, in a very rational manner :

—

Every Cliristian has his childhood, during which he both
thinks and says childish things, and gives way to childish

hopes and fears. He fa no philosopher who can laugh at

this weakness It is a case of spiritual

infancy in general, and often aggravated in its weakness
by ill health and low spirits. It fa not, however, a bad
tiling for any man to go through some process and degree

of mental anxiety at his outset in religion. He would not
be a better nor a wiser man without it. Personal religion

is more than a new line of moral conduct. It is that ; but

it is also a new train of ideas, desires, and motives. It is

a new line of conduct chosen for new reasons, and pursued

for eternal results. The mind cannot, therefore, adjust

itself at once to so much that is new, noble, and solemn.

It is thrown at first inevitably into some confusion, as

well as ferment, by the vastness and variety of eternal

things. To wonder at this is worse than foolish. Why,
any great change of temporal circumstances, or even the

transition from a small trade to a great one, will throw the

mind into both ferment and confusion I

have seen more men at their wit’s end by worldly embar-

rassments than 1 ever saw by spiritual; and few have been

brought into wider contact than myself with the inmates

of the cells and wards of Doubting Castle. Who has not

seen men on ’Change, and at their desks, as much con-

fused, and agitated, and panic-struck by the vicissitudes

of trade, as Bunyan was by the vicissitudes of religious

hope and fear ? I do not plead for and apologize for all

hfa hot and cold fits in religion ; hut while both hot and
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oold fits are so common in trade, I will not silently hear
him called fool or fanatic. ..... It will be quite

time enough for the world to JUng gibes at the anguish of
timid and tempted Christians , when her own bankers,

brokers, shipowners, and merchants take panics and re-

ports coolly. In like manner, it ought not to be a very
amazing thing in a world where returned bills and bad
debts make men sleepless for a time, if unanswered prayers

or unsuccessful struggles to 44 keep the heart right with
God,'” create some wearisome nights and days to reoent
converts.

Proofs are brought of this, not in the best taste, perhaps,

although the cases were as well authenticated as they are

apocryphal.

As we turn np the book, this pregnant sentence catches

the eye t—
It is somewhat curious, as well as lamentable, that

neither Wesley nor Whitefield saw, when they revived

the doctrine of regeneration, tliat a ckild-Wce spirit is what
the Saviour chiefly means by the New Birth
How can preachers on regeneration answer to God for

quoting this maxim so seldom ?

There is some very curious speculation about Satanic

agency in the chapters entitled * Banyan's Relapses,” and
44 Banyan's Temptations and we could fancy ourselves

reading a black-letter volume, composed some centuries

since, in falling upon such passages as—
It will be allowed by every thinkingman, that, if there

be a Devil, John Banyan was just the man he was likely
44 to sift as wheat.” It was worth his while to keep him
out of the Church of Christ, if he could. It required no
great sagacity [in the Devil] to foresee that such a man
would be a host in himself, whatever side he might espouse
in the contest between Truth and Error. Bunyan could
be nothingby halves. Besides, whatever he was or wisbed
to be, he could not conceal it. Out it came by day or by
night ! He both thought and dreamt aloud. He talked
to himself whenever he was alone; and had dreamt of
Satan and his angels from his youth up. Satan had thus-

no great difficulty to find out the talents and taste of
Banyan. .... He saw his weak side at a glance,
and poured 44 fiery darts” into it without delay. . . .

Satan was more afraid of the Tinker than the Poet. He
let Milton alone, but came in like a flood upon Bunyan

;

well knowing that a real Allegorist was more dangerous to
the kingdom of darkness than even the Prince of Epie
Poetry : and that the Apollyon of the Pilgrim would awe
more than the Lucifer of the “ Paradise Lost.” I do not
mean, of course, that Satan anticipated either picture of
himself, but that he could easily guess how the two artists

would paint him, and thus complete their comparative
influence upon his own power in the world. It may be
unusual to speak in this straight-forward way of Satan,
but thus he should be spoken of ifwewould think of him
or resist him as the Scriptures teach.

We own that it is very unusual. A chapter is devoted

to 44 Satan and his Angels”—a singular one, whatever

sober judgment may be formed of it. In speaking of

the fall of man, and the first Satanic Temptation, he

remarks—44 No one can prove that even our first parents

would not have sinned and fallen, if they had not been

tempted and that Adam was actually not so tempted

—the woman being the agent in his temptation. A
train of hypothetical reasoning about the fall, not tend-

ing greatly to edification we think, is thus boldly wound
up 44 It is worm than puerile, it is inexpressibly con-

temptible, to speak or think of Eden being lost by eating

an apple. There is an awful though guilty sublimity in

the ambition which ruined Adam and Eve. They fell

from human perfection, by attempting to reach divine

wisdom. They were angel-like in knowledge $ they

wished to be god-like in it too. Thus, it was for no
trifle they periled soul or body.”

A sturdy defence is made far Banyan not ceasing to

preach at the command of the authorities—the powers

thatwere—and persisting in attending conventicles ; nor

is Dr Southey spared for his sophistical vindication of

a tyrannical government, which would be quite aa

justifiable in hauling Mr Philip out of his pulpit next

Sunday, and thrusting him into prison, so in persecuting

and imprisoning Bunyan then. The time was difiemt

;

but the principle of [the acts is the same. Bunyan
would not yield either from favour or fear—“ If I fly,”

ho said, 44 the world will take occasion at my cowardli-

ness to blaspheme the gospel.” “ Although still but a

tinker, he had more influence as a minister,” his bio-%

grapher remarks, 44 than the Bishop of the diocese. His

hammer had more moral weight than the crosier, and

hi* bit than the mitre.” He vindicates Banyan's asser-

tion of the right of conscience, Banyan's disobedience to

tyrannical laws, and his seditious contumacy, to the ut-

most. Benyan*sprejadicesagainst theLiturgy—MrPhilip

uses the term prejudices—

*

e will not prove him to have

been,” he continues, 44 a high-minded or hot-minded

man, in the sense Dr Southey has called him so. He
was too high-minded to submit to dictation as to hem
h# should pray, or where he should preach ; and too hot-

minded to heed the ban of a bench, or the opinion of

the squirearchy in matters of conscience and duty.” Our
author waxes warm on this subject ; hut his is an honest

seal. Of the acuteness and power of reasoning shownby
Bunyan in his defence before the magistrates, wo must
give one instance He was reminded of what is never

forgotten on such occasions—the obedience to magistrates

enjoined by the Scriptures. He confessed that Paul did

own the powers that were in his day to be of God ; and
yet he was often in prison under them far all that;—* I

hope you will not say that either Paul or Christ were

such as did deny magistracy, and so tinned against God
in slighting the ordinance. Sir, the law hath provided
two ways of obeying ; the one to do that which I in my
conscience do believe I am hound to do actively ; and,

where I cannot obey actively, there I am willing to He
down, and to suffer what they shall da unto me.” He
was, as is well known, kept twelve yean in prison. We
should have Uked to gather a few of <* Banyan'sdsubr-
belts”—his graphic denunciations of oppressive and per-

secuting landlords, morions dealers^ and farestallcrs, and
cheating hucksters. 44 Banyan's Anecdotes,” or many
of them, are less to our taton Hie prison amuoements

farm an interesting chapter ; and, spite of his sppremor%

his long confinement must have been a season of tran-

quillity, and often of positive enjoyment. Ht had Ms
Bible and Concordance, and the 44 Book of Martyrs;**

he had a sand-glass and a rose-bush ; his jailor was kind *

and his cell commanded a view of the river and dm read;

and, while he tagged the laces which his wife and his

blind child worked and sold for the support of the family

of five children, he spiritualised, and allegorised, and
typified, in prom and verse, and gradually and ancon
ciously prepared himself far hie noblest performance^

The fate of this Hind daughterwas the sharpest trial ofMs
faith, the heaviest and bitterest of Banyan's prison-

thoughts. “ My poor blind child lay nearer my heart,”

he writes, 44 than all beside* Oh ! the thoughts of the

hardship I thought my poor Hind one might go under
would break my heart to pieces ! Poor child, thought I,

what sorrow art thou like to have fat thy portion in this

world ! Thou must bo beaten, must beg, suffer hunger,
cold, nakedness, and a thousand calamities, though I can-

not now endure the wind should How on the** The
examples of Banyan's power of sarcasm, are happier
than thorn of his humour. Ho did not spare As regular

clergy of Ms age—the 44 trencher

'

*h*plaine» sad " bene-

flee hunters,”
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Would the people learn to be covetous, (he says,)
they need but look to their ministers, and they snail
hare a My, or rather a deadly resemblance set before
them, in their riding and miming after great benefices
ind parsonages, by night and by day: nay, they amongst
themselves will scramble for the same. I have seen, that
» aosn as a man is departed from his benefice, (as he
calk it,) either by death or ont of covetousness for a
bigger, we have had one priest from this town, and an-
other from that—so run after these tithe-coeks and hand-
fills of barley, as if it were their proper trade to hunt
after the same.

Ns nil part of the value of this volume, is the

cnMyiag, in this wpy, the spirit of Banyan’s miscel-

bosses writings, and especially such passages and traits

a* redact light- upon his individual character, and tbs

hoit and peculiarities of his genian The homely and
paint manner inwhich this is sometimes accomplished, is

nore in haraeoy, in truer keeping with the subject, than

a men chaste and elevated style might have been ; and,

dloptber, this rough but vigorous and animated bio-

graphy ef the moat popular of religious writers, is one

vtiheold like ill to part with. Where other biographers

haw dog sod neatly raked, Mr Philip baa deeply trenched

the mi),and brought out all its richness and vitality.

Statistics cf the Colonies of the British Empire
By Robert Montgomery Martin, Esq.

Thaw Statistics have been drawn up with great paint

tod care, and from the best and indeed the only au-

thentic and trustworthy sourest. The u Statistics of
ths Celsuies** bear immediately upon Mr Martin’s pre-

rims studies and researches; so that be must have

pmrmd a mam of valuable systematised information

brim the papers of the Colonial Office and Urn India

Hue were, by the liberality of Lord Glenelg and the

Diivctors, made accessible to him. For a series of yean
the Celenisl Office has received from each Colony what
is ttdmkally tenseda Blm Book, inmanuscript, contain-

s variety of information, statistical And general, for

the ms of the Heme Government. From these blm
beIt, Mr M. Martin and his assistants have drawn the

iafcnathm which Government decline to methodize and
pebliab, on account of the heavy expense of examining,

cssdsoainf, and printing the information scattered through
mb a mam ofdocuments. A work is thus produced by
hdiridual talent and enterprise, much fuller and
hour than any abridgment ef official papers could have
Uco, frna combining their essence with the knowledge
fcrhei from more extensive sources 5—a work, move-
•tr, which will be found invaluable end indispensable

t» the statist and legislator, and whoever desires to be-

ame separately acquainted with the state and prospects

the Colonies. Ths work, of course* contains numer-
tabular statements connected with each Colony, and

bn s variety of histocioal and mioosUaneoua informs-
fafc This book should be consulted by permns intend-

of* emigrate.

Mture Displayed; being an Easy Introduction to

Natural Theology, Sfc., S$c.—By M. Pinnock,
Aether of the Catechisms, Ac., Ac.
Mr Pianock seems to hold the opinion advanced by

Lori Brougham in his new work, “ That the form of
^iaiopn appears eminently suited to the thorough sifting

Ms mhyset con famed!y extremely difficult.” This is ac-
^Magiy the method adopted by Lord Brougham, and
fsOrotdby Mr Ptoaeck in hia very meritorious little

I

W0lk* The dialegue it carried on by the Reverend Mr
*«"d«k,M4fcbpivU, UmuI ; and seventeen Convcrsa-^ give room for a rich variety of scimtidc illustrations

** i-jorunt tktnw handled.

The Year-Book of Fasts in Science and Art.

A useful and careful selection of such foots, in the

different departments of Science and Art, as have appeared

in the newspapers and periodical publications at home
!
end abroad, principally during the last year. The de-

sign of « The Year-Book” is worthy of commendation.

It is embellished, among other engravings, with a por-

trait of the late Dr Bowditch of Boston ; and, if we may
trust physiognomy, a most venerable, intellectual, and
benevolent philoeopher he seems to have been. The head

and the expression of the countenance will bear com-

parison with thorn of any sage of antiquity. The facts

in “ The Year-Book” are well-arranged. As a specimen

of the contents of a really useful volume, we shall copy a
cheap and simple invention, of which the inhabitants of

Edinburgh, at least, never stoed more in need than this

year :

—

SIMPLE WATER FILTER.
The charcoal must be perfectly well burnt, and kept

from exposure to the atmosphere. A test of good char-
coal is, that, when pulverized, it sinks rapidly in water.
The charcoal most be supported on an indestructible

material, as a plate ef burnt clay, perforated with hole*
The filter may consist of a common garden-pet, or similar
vessel, with holes at the bottom. The lower part may be
filled with round pebbles, then smaller pebbles, then some
coarse sand, and finally a stratum of pounded charcoal of
about three or four inches in thickness. It is a great
mistake to place any material, as sand, above the char-
coal, with the view of arrecting the grosser particles
of impurity, as the sand will quickly stop up and
be impervious to water.* A filter, prepared as above
directed, will render water perfectly clear and sweet for
many years.—M. J. T. Hawkins—Proceedings tfthe
British Association.

Such is the homely, but useful matter which fills n
considerable space in u The Year-Book.”

Turnbull*s Sketches from Beal Life.

The Rev. Mr James Turnbull, a respectable Dissenting

clergyman of Edinburgh, has produced a volume of life-

like, and, indeed, we have no doubt, true stories, for the

moral and religions instruction and improvement of his

readers. They have numerous merits, and only one blem-

ish ; which it Is,however, probable the writer may consider

their highest merit. They are not merely serious, they

are cheerless—more for warning than encouragement.

However grave and earnest the preacher may be, ths

successful story-teller must condescend to amuse; and
to study, as for as may be compatible with the higher

aim, to “ accommodate the shows of things to the desires

of the mind.” But, although the stories, being from real

life, are generally of a gloomy character, some of them
are eminently entertaining in their details. There is* for

example, Crabbe-like truth in the story of “The Impru-
dent Marriage,” and a good deal of quiet humour; and
also in the opening scenes of “ The Fortunate Old Sol-

dier.” In the name of humanity, we would offer thanks

to any author, hut especially to an orthodox Calvinistie

minister, who composed a tale in the spirit which per-

vades “ The 8uicid&” *• Scenes in the Woods*” a story

of Scottish settlers in Canada, is another of our favour-

ites. It is full of truth and trial; hut it is, at the

mme time, healiag and refreshing. We should imagine

that the Scottish Dimenten, in the first place, will not

be slow to appreciate the worth of this volume.

* To the above, we suggest a large piece of sponge laid
over the charcoal, so as to fill the aperture through which
the filter is supplied with water ; which sponge, if washed
now and then, will keep the implement in better order,

miutsheihUshkemsajwmjesia^M, Y, Jf.
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Letter to the Earl ofDurham on Paying Mem-
bers of Parliament,

&c.

Marvel Redivivub, the writer of this letter, has,

we presume, placed Lord Durham's name on his pamphlet,

to ensure it some degree of attention. He is a Radical

Reformer, going much farther than his Lordship, even

on the one point which he discusses—namely, the pro-

priety of paying Members of Parliament, which is, more-

over, thtfifth demand of the Chartists. Paying Mem-
bers will not be conceded by the legislature one jot

sooner than any of the other demands. But what for.

bids independent constituencies taking the matter into

their own hands, and reviving a custom which, though

fallen, like many other good, old, and constitutional prac-

tices, into desuetude, hasnever,weimagine,been disallowed

by act of Parliament P We should rejoice to see South-

wark, for example, revive the good old custom, and pay

its able, independent, and indefatigable representative,

so far as it is possible to requite services such as Mr
Harvey's. Though far from approving of much of the

course Mr O'Connell has steered for the last few sessions,

we belong to the very small minority who approve the

principle of the O'Connell Rent—unable to perceive how

the means of life can be more honourably earned, either

in the military or civil service of the Government, than

in the more immediate and direct service of those for

whom alone Government exists, and for whose interests

only all its functionaries are supposed to be employed and

paid. Of course, we limit this to periods like the pre-

sent, when such services are eminently required, from

the legitimate functionaries either failing in their duty,

or actihg in direct opposition to the interests of the

people.

We carry this idea so far as to believe that the People

have quite as good a right to indulge in the luxury of

keeping a pensioner or two, as the Crown ; and we ima-

gine that the People's pensioner will, in every case, be

chosen for reasons as fitting and as honourable to the indi-

vidual. If Mr O'Connell discharged his duty to his coun-

try as he professes to do^ how could the poorest peasant in

Ireland more wisely contribute his mite to public pur-

poses than in maintaining—nay, in enriching Ireland's

friend and advocate, who refuses to accept of any other

office, that he may be free to hold this, which, in these

times, is the highest post of all ?

The Giftfor all Seasons. Edited by Wm.Anderson.

The Editor disclaims the name of Annual for his neat

and pretty volume, as the design of it is higher than the

amusement of the mere passing hour. But, if not an

Annual, it is the likest thing possible to those favourite

productions. It consists, like them, of tale, essay, and

poem, and is embellished by pretty plates. Among the

plates is yet another portrait of the Queen. The binding,

too, is in the gay style of other gift books. In the literary

and poetical departments we find contributions from

Lady Emmeline Stuart, Campbell, J. Walker Ord, the

Rev. Dr Morehead, Min Pardoe, and others ; and the

editor, already known as the author of “ Landscape

Lyrics," and several volumes of fugitive poetry, has

contributed his full share of prose and verse. Our
brief specimen of this Easter gift-book shall be the song

by J. Sheridan Knowles.

THE LOVER’S WI8H.
“ I thee a wish, love ! a wish send I thee,
Of love too true the token

:

‘A joy for each pang thou hast given to me,
whole heart for the one thou hast broken**

Wherever thy footetepa lead thee by day.

May the cherub of peace hie before thee

!

Wherever, at night, tliy soft cheek thou shalt lay,

May the angel of sleep hover o'er thee 1

“ I’ll tell thee what love ia—thou taughfst it to me!

’Tis to love when thou’rt forsaken.

When the throb of the heart that’s existence to thee,

For thee no more shall awaken.

Strong, strong was the light of thy smile ; but, oh!

I’ll tell thee, sweet, what’s stronger

—

The love which more bright than at first can glow,

Though ’tis fed by that smile no longer.”

The Bouquet, or Ladies' Flower Garden.

This little volume is devoted to a description of the

most common of those hardy or green-honse plants which

flower in rooms ; and it contains a few remarks upon the

best manner of treating plants in large towns, with their

sunless and smoky balconies, and ill-aired sitting-roomi.

The plants are taken in the order of their flowering, from

January to December. Ladies will recsive many weful

hints for the in-door management of their favosritei

Camellias, it seems, fail so frequently from teo high s

temperature, but above all from an unequal one. Bat

how is it possible to preserve an equal temperaiw* in

English apartments, with open fires ? The author is-

commends that camellias be kept in rather cold rooms,

while the buds are swelling, and notices that oter-wattr.

ing at this period is the frequent cause of the flower-hndi

falling oft

The only Security against Popery.

This is a discourse lately delivered in this city,by tbs Rev.

Andrew Marshall, one of the great gums of the Secsuioii,

and published by the Edinburgh Association for Promot-

ing Voluntary Church Principles. Mr Marshall stotei

that his discourse is the exposi of the principles of the

Dissenters, regarding the Roman Catholics, and thst

from it Churchmen may learn how the Dissenters u wish

to deal with the Papists, and how with themselva.”

“ The truth is,” he says, <k we view Churchmen sad

Papists, and have all along viewed them, in nearly the

same light. We have much cause to dislike both, »n4

some cause to fear both, as long as they arsCompal-

sories j and, for our own safety, and the public good, per-

haps we might also say, we would at least diveet both of

their compulsory power." This is, at all events, pl*i*

speaking. The learned preacher secs eecurity agsinet the

spread of Popery, in the Voluntary System only. Were

all creeds placed on a level, ho has no fear that the

will prevail. u The Establishment alone makes Papery

formidable. Let that Establishment continue toesi*t>

and it will probably pass, and at no distant day, into tb«

hands of the Catholics." Had Mr Marshall limited hii

alarming prediction, or induction, to Ireland, ws should

be cautious of gainsaying him. He tells the Establish-

ment they have cause to fear Popery ; it has beaten them,

and will beat them again—that is, unless thsy ahsadoa

the compulsory system. To this vigorous discourse am

appended several important notes on the great confer

versy which shakes our land in its length and breadth,

and on that new form of Popery which is openly mriaf

its front in the head-quarters of Church-of-Englaadism—

Oxford-

The Ren. R. Montgomery's Poems.

The first volume of a new end small, but vary ntt*

edition of these poems has appeared in Glasgow. * Satin,

the first, and, we presume, still the most popular of Mr

Montgomery’s poems, occupies the volume. It bes hem

carefully revised by the author, and is improved accord-

ingly. We are glad to see Scotland once mors wndiof

forth such reprints.
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California. By Alexander Forbes, Esq.
California, or, at least, ita extensive northern division,

(Upper California,) is destined one day to become a popu-
lous productive, and highly-civilised country. The
aathor of the volume before us, imagines that the dawn
of that day has arrived, and that, if a canal, not much
deeper than the Caledonian Canal, but sufficient to re-

ceive large merchant ships, were cut across the Isthmus of
Panama, steam navigation, in all its power and magni-
tude, would commence in the Pacific, and that the colon-
itatieu of California by the British might at once take
place, and under highly favourable auspices. Even
without this great desideratum, he considers colonization

practicable.

The province is in a state of revolt against the Mexi-
can republic, of which it is a nominal part; and our
author thinks it probable that that government might be
induced to cede this troublesome and anarchical portion
of its nominal dominions to its English creditors, and
that the latter ought to accept the ceded territory in lieu
of the fifty millions of dollars, which thero is but a
•light prospect of obtaining in a hurry from any more
feasible source. For the speedy occupation of California
by the British, Mr Forbes offers many reasons. The
Auencana may advance from one quarter, and the Rus-
•ians have already effected a settlement within the limits
claimed by Mexico as the boundary of the territory of
the republic. By far the greater part of the volume
twists of a history of California, compiled from former
writer?, and from Beecbey and recent navigators. As a
p«e of book-carpentry or joinery, it ia well enough, and
the account of the natives and of the Catholic missions,
iatemting reading upon the whole ; hut all that is of
pith or moment in the work—the probable consequences
af »team navigation on the Pacific, and on the practicable
csloniiation of California—might have been put into a
•Mali pamphlet, and would then have better answered
the desired purpose, if that be to awaken attention to the
cspebilities of another promising emigration field, the
^payment of the Mexican debt, and the checking of
Rawini ambition. Would, however, that Russian enter-
prise never took a worse direction ! Out of their own
«ontry, it is not without some truth that the Russians
win the compliment of being the Americans of the
Old World—an active, restless, but intelligent people.
These gentlemen—we cannot at present call them for-

Inatt gentlemen—who have speculated too deeply in

securities, will lend a greedy ear to the sugges-
*fen ef Mr Forbes, even while their hearts despond.

*• °f opinion that, if California be ceded for the
kffob debt, the company of creditors ought to exer-

rights of sovereignty, somewhat in the manner of
East India Company. Mr Forbes, like many other

mmmarJ amalgamators and disposers of nations and
nsver appears to donbt the right of Mexico to

•hs such a transfer, nor to consider that there are, or^ parties to a bargain, though here there
be three ; and the most important of nil, the Cali-

**•**, whether Indians or Spaniards, are to have no
***** new emigration field—the slight, though, we

foil objection, surmounted, of whether the people
*®*dd admit British settlers—does look inviting.
For the comfort of Mexican bondholders, and as a

°f riie book, we dte the following eulogy :

—

Tririag every circumstance into account, perhaps no

in

whatever can excel, or hardly vie with Californa,
advantages. Its geographical situation is suchas

"W. LXIV—VOL. VI,
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one would point out if he was desired to select the most
favoured situation in the world. Its topographical rela-
tions are also most favourable. It stretches along the
shores of the Pacific Ocean, and it enjoys all the manifold
advantages of a maritime country. By its great exten*
sion from north to south, settlers have the option of se>
lecting a climate suited to their health and views.

After a small side-thrust at other emigration fields,

Mr Forbes continues :

Some countries, although they are placed in the same
geographical relation, are sandy deserts or inuudated
marshes ; others are uninhabitable mountains or imper.
vious forests; some are destitute of ports and rivers $
while others are surrounded or possessed by savages,
or bordered by shoals and unapproachable shores."

Having thus disposed of the Canadas, the Western
States of America, and of Australia and New Zealand,
for the above summary comprehends them all, our author
proceeds with his own projected paradisiacal place ofsettle,
ment.

“ California, on the contrary, enjoys natural and local
advantages equal to its geographical situation. Its soil
is of the most fertile description, capable of producing the
choicest fruits and grains in the greatest perfection and
abundance. Its coasts are bold and free of danger, washed
by the placid Pacific Ocean, and possessed of ports of
the first order. It is also watered by abundant rivers;
and there is nothing in the configuration of the sur-
face of the country to forbid the eternal spring which its
situation promises. There is found a temperature equally
removed from heat or cold ; and the range of hills which
bound the maritime part of California to the north-west,
shelter it from the only winds which might be apprehended
seriously to injure the fruits of the soil, or to incommode
the inhabitants. The situation of California for intercourse
with other countries, and its capacity for commerce
should it ever be possessed by a numerous and industrious
population—is most favourable. Its western shores on
the Pacific, possess capacious ports. The port of Sen
Francisco, for size and safety, is haidly surpassed by any
in the world ; and it is so situated as to be made the
centre of the commercial relations which may take place
betw een Asia and the western coasts of America. . . .
It appears as if California was designed by nature to be
the medium of connecting, commercially, Asia with
America, and as the depot of the trade between those two
vast continents, which possess the elements of unbounded
commercial interchange—the one overflowing with all
the rich and luxurious commodities always characteristic
of the East—the other possessing a superabundance of the
precious metals, and other valuable productions, to give
in exchange. California is also admirably adapted for
carrying on a trade with all the new republics bordering
on the Pacific

;
and as its productions are of a different

description from those of the countries chiefly situated
within the tropics, it is capable of furnishing them with
articles of indispensable necessity, which hitherto they
have been obliged to procure from Europe, at an enor-
mous expense, and often, from the length of the voyage,
rendered useless, by the damaged state in which they
arrived. California could furnish abundantly all those
countries with flour, potatoes, salted provisions, hides,
tallow, butter, cheese, wine, brandy, oil, olives, raisins,

apples, and other fruits $ as also with hemp or cordage,
flax, wood, pitch, tar, &c. . . . Another commercial
field appears to be gradually opened in the numerous
islands scattered in the Pacific Ocean, with some of which,
particularly with the Sandwich Islands, considerable deal-
ings are already carried on by foreign vessels, and also
by those under the Sandwich Island flag.

Even without a great canal cutting across the isthmus,

or a railroad, our author imagines, that if a liberal and
enlightened government were properly to encourage the

attempt, California might be . reached with little more
difficulty than New Holland. “ ’Tis a far cry to Loch-
awe,” as the Campbells say.
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Letters 6f OH Efpptton kaffir, on a Visit tt>

England in Search of a Religion .

. Thee# letters, discussing the duty of theological inquiry,

Hi Ike morality of hfemiti interference with religious

opinion, hod purporting to be written hy a heretic or

apostate from the faith of the Prophet, can hardly becon-

dderid genuine, though a preface, by an alleged English

editor, asserts as much. They enjoin toleration, religious

tbsrlty* add tmbotttlded freedom Of inquiry. If the

Writer, Whd directly attacks only the ltorah, in which he

!

>roclaims his disbelief, had another though covert object,

t will cot, we think, be forwarded by the round-about

scheme he bet devised*

England and its People*

A popular history for yohng persons dhd Children it

School; professing the praiseworthy object of telling less

Pbottt the mere kings and nobles, end more about the

People, and their domestic customs and social usages, than

histories of greater pretension. It stretches from Alfred

iiie Great to Victoria the Yonng, and is decorated with

woodeti cuts, representing costumes of the periods, kc. &c.

bMlei bf a Jewess; illustrating the Domestic

Manners of the Jews. By Madame Briodlah.

tirst Series.

If this be a genuine work, it id not Worth much ;—if

SctiHOtts, it is Worth nothing at all. It is interspersed

With What are called original anecdotes of Napoleon,
|

and a variety of coarse or equivocal stories (even those

#f bis own amoUrs) related by a father to his yOnng

daughter Judith. Perhaps it is needless to mention

Iphenteral Works of thM dort at all, when it cannot be

done without censhre ; but in this instance the title may

mislead—and the book is in every respect an indifferent

one.

SERIAL WORKS.
Among Others, we may notice Shellet’s Poems,

toL it, containing the “Prometheus Unbound,** “ Hellas,”

dnd a The Cenci ;** and, we regret to say, fewer autobio.

graphical notes than we long for, though they are very

interesting so far as they go.

Ure'S Dictionary of Arts and Manufactures

,

Part Vtl.,

Announces the welcome tidings of 200 more pages and

340 more engravings than were originally contemplated,

and no additional charge ! Now, a thrifty public will

sMy this is handsome. The author has been led into this

enlargement of his work, in consequence of Mr Willhm

$cwlon, Patent Agent, and the proprietor of the London

Journal of Arts and Sciences,
permitting him to incor.

porate in the Dictionary many interesting details and

illustrative figures of modern patent inventions, which

must give great aldiftMil talne t* Dr Utfe’d Mettlent

work*

Part V. of the Pictorial Shakspere,

Presents the pnbllc with Richard II. This play gir^s

room far much national, antiquarian, and historical

lore, and for illustrative engravings of costume* and

English scenery and antique decoration; Among other

plates, are the portrait of Richdrd II* in the Jerusalem

chamber a view of the Savoy and of Bristol—a view of

Langley^of Edward IIL’s Tomb, and the exterior of

Westminster. In brief, this Part it elegantly and prm-

fasely embellished*

tarrelts History of British Bird*,

One of the most elegant and beautiful of the Serials,

bus reached Part XI. find the end of ihe ftrit volume.

The cats of the WfttblWs, and the nests and fatfCltat Tig-

hettes, are exquisite dt their kihd. We ban Imhgbie fid

Improvement On this sferiet, unless the author chose bo

bestow oh the lovew of the featured tribes a few more

Of these traits 6f bird-character which Lord Brougham
Would select as Illustrative Of Bird Intelligence. ThcSlb

which are given throw ft high moral charin ofCPthe bOoR^

bringing it delightfully home to human sympathies.

Pictorial History of Napoleon .

A History of Napblcon, lavishly embellished by wood
engravings, from the designs of French artists, is appear-

ing in parts. It professes to give an impartial digest of

the best of the numerous publications concerning Bona-

parte, which is to be comprised in a single volume * and

that, we may say, a very handsome, though, perhaps, an

over-dressed one. Part i. shews a redundancy of clever

plates. The work is edited by R. H. Horne, Es*-, who
is well-known to the literary world of London, as the

author of the “ Exposition of the False Medium,” and

some dramas of merit Part I., in sixty-five pages,

carries us from the birth of Napoleon to his splendid

campaign in Italy. The work is executed with spirit

and rapidity of touch, which does not, however, max the

precision of its details, nor effabe the memorable points

in Napoleon’s life. We ftugnr very favoarably of this con-

densed and spirited history.

Christian Library Edition.

A selection of popolar religions works are in coarse of

being reprinted in an edition under the above name,

neatly and cheaply, in the style for which we claim some

merit, having first set the example in Tail's Magazine*

There is one such edition published by Waid, and an-

other by Warren, and there is room for both. Before us is

Cecil's Memoirs of Neivton, published by the latter for

Ninepence, and in good form ; and Ktummacher'a
“ Elisha,” also very cheap, considering that it is given un-

abridged.

POLITICAL
t'AllLIAMENT.

The appointment of Lord Ebrington to the Lord
Lieutenancy of Ireland—a useless and expensive office

—

has given great offence to the Tories, because he had, on
one occasion, expressed the same opinion as everymanof ho.

nesty and sense entertains regarding the Church of Ireland.

The state Of the hftvy has given rise to much discussion

connected With the bugbear of Rfisilah invasion. We hope

the Russians will send a large fleet into the Channel next

year; for it will have the good effect of bringing our Minis-

try and legislature to their senses, and teach them that the

ifiidfilb ahd Working classes are not always to be despised.

How would they like the experiment 6f calling ont the

REGISTER.
militia, and arming tW6 or three hnndfed thousand Vol-

unteers at present, fcs was done in 1803 ? They bfltl

not forgot what took place hi Ireland in 17®® » Ima-
gine. The militia is to be Called out*, we are tpld 5 but
on a new footing. It is advisable to make some
change.

Serjeant Talfotxrd*^ CoprkiGHt BtLt.—The
interested opposition made to the Copyright Bill by the

great publishers of Lonfloti, last year* hasbeen withdrawn,
in consequence of an obnoxious clause, bearing upon their

interests, being omitted. As it now stands, the bill will

prove advantageous to those publishers who at present

hold copyrights, or are likeiy to acquire them. Xu-
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IM, Ae &xtfcn*fdn of the toootlofKjly frtffi tfirentjr-

«fht to sixty feats, will prove for mort beneficial to

publisher* than to authors. Authors will gain little

by the measure, publishers a good deal ; but the galri to

publishers and authors will not dfiinterbalancfe the

hundredth part Of the loss to the public. We retain

the opihiOtt we expressed last year—that the cases of
Copyright hud Patents Are precisely similar; that an author
has oo more natural right to restrain others from copying
er printing his book, that! an inventor has to prevent

others from adopting bis discovery. Iti perfecting

s mechanical invention, there may have been as great

fTpenditnre of labour and ingenuity its in writing a
look. The inventor is allowed k monopoly, called a
patent, Tor A moderate number of years; Which Is

is imewed if chuse for an extension of the trionbpolp

Is shewn. We cannot see how an author can be entitled

to mort. If Serjeant Talfourd succeed in carrying his

Mil, he Wilt hdve accomplished an Ainodfit of public mis-
chief of which biS benevolent mind tan have ho todeep

-

non.

SCOTLAND*
Dm Bowmnsro.—Some of the Scottish newspapers have

neommended Dr Bowring for the expected vAcahcy in

the repreoentatlon of Leith. The recommendation is*

perhaps, premature ; but, if a vacancy should soon occur
m Leith, or any othlr mercantile town, a more zealous
and efficient representative than Dr Bowling could not be
mahed for. Thai constituency will do itself honodr,
which chooses so worthy and accomplished a public man.
Court of Session.—

W

e have received the annual
mum of the number of cases instituted and decided in

this Court last year, And we think it forms a most con*
tmdhg argilmerit Against increasing the judges’ salaries,

•hi for diminishing their number. The total number
of final judgments, in litigated cases, pronounced by the

fire Lordj Ordinary, is 507 » 312 of which were carried

into (he Inner-Houses The Inner-House of the Firsi

Division pronounced 162 final judgments, in litigated

tees; the Inner House of the Stcohd Division 135;
tbhre wfere 37 causes tried by jury ; so that the real

jedkial business of the Court consisted in deciding
S23 muses ; for the causes carried from the Lord!
Ordinary into the Irtner-HoUse, cannot be counted:
The decision of these 526 causes costs the country about
470,000 a-year for judges, clerks, fita, besides the ex-
pense of counsel and agents, paid by the litigants them-
selves, or £132 bach, which, we shrewdly inspect, is more
tab thd Average sum at stake. If we look, however,
to neve matters of form, Jlhith are, ih reality, dohe by
tfc*derics, without the judges brice looking at the appli-

otioot, we find a considerable appearance Of business ;

3r #t have fcOl decrees in absence, pronounced by the
Lards Ordinary, 659 mere formal applications, presented
to the Firtt Division, and 386 of such applications to the

Stofid. Stnall, however, as the business is, all the judges
enutrive to be ih arrear. L«rd Moncrieff had, at the date
•f the return, no less than 57 causes ready for debate, but

heard, some 6f which had stood on his roll very neatly
* twelvemonth. Lord Jeffrey had slxty-thrre, some of
fifth hsd been on the roll sihee the beginning of March
list yeir ; and the other three Ordinaries wete all, more
•r less, in ah-ear. Both of the Inner- Houses, also, were
two or three months irt fiftbar, though, as every one who
itteuded tb* Cottft tnust have observed, they Often did
am sit more than an hhurottWb a-dny. Why, with sUch
a sthtb of shatters, the sittings of the Court were hot ex-
tended* Under the provisions of the statute I. Gtil. IV. c.

tfi Wc. 10, is a question which we hope some of the

Member* At Parliament will ask the Lord Advocate ; for,

if we remember rightly, there Was a similar arfesr at the

beginning of last ytar. We Ate, therefore, glad to ob-
serve that Mr Wallace Is to move, in the Committee on
the COurt bf Session Bill, that the Sittings of the Court
le extended to eight months ; for it is pUin, from what
has occurred, that no disbretiohary power in this matter
on be entrusted either to the officers of the Crown or to

the GbriM Itself* Mr Wallace is also to move for an in-

quiry into the nature and extent of the duties of the

Jodgm, and whether one of the Ihner-HUuses, and four
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jodgn, clerks, kc. ma^not be dl^xtiMd »Uh,ati4a luring
of £14,000 a-year thereby effected. Such a reduction
would amply ehable the Fee-Fund* so long felt, as most
oppressive, to be eutirely removed. Anbther excellent
propotil of My Wallace is* that,, in future, all witnesses
should be examiued Orally . it? Court, instead of the absurd,
tedious, and expensive form of taking written proofs, by
commission { but, of course, All those valuable suggestions

will bb rejected by the Combined Whig and Tory major
rity, who consider it a much better thing that the Minis-
ter of the day should have plenty of patronage, and their,

partisans plenty of places, than that justice should be
expeditiously, cheaply, and efficiently administered.

Why, when business is sp rapidly declining, thejudged
Salaries are to be increased, we have seen no explanation ;

but that thl business is declining fearfully no one now
disputes. An appearance of business is ho doubt kept
up by employing the judges in making up records, and
other matters pot at all of a judicial fiafurp, but which
oUght to be dohe by the parties themselves pr by the clbrlpi

of court. One half of the time of the Outer House
judges is Occupied in motipUS for an order jojodge pqpers,

and other mere formal business ; most oF these motions
ArA so muett a matter of course, that no opposition, or
even appearance, is mt)de by the other party. We have,

on former occasions, given return^ of the number of cases

brought into the Onter House annually since 1794, shew-
ing a regular decrease Of bus! nets The last return we gave
was for 1831, when the number was 1956; last year, the

number was Only 1486—so that the prediction in our last

Register, that, in a few years, the Court of Session’s
u occupation would begone,” is amply confirmed. Thts
sboner Its primary jurisdiction Is abolished, And it is

rendered a mere Court of Review of the decisions of the.

sheriff and other inferior courts, the better. Four judges'

would be quite enough for that purpose, and a saving of
£50,000 a-year would be effected.

NORTH AMERICA.
We never doubted that, sooner or later, ear misgo-

vernment of Canada would lead us into collision with
the United States ; and the event seems at hand, arising

out of the North-East Boundary Question, the settlement

of Which has been so shamefully neglected by our differ-

ent Cabinets during the last twenty years.—The judiciAlr

murders proceed In Canada without the smallest Appear-
ance of any attempt in Parliament, or elsewhere, to put.
a stop to them. Five victims have been massacred
for the shooting of Mr Wslker, As if the law could not.

be satisfied with less thah five lives for one. It if
Amusing to hear the unhappy men who were implicated
in the late outbreaks* stigmatized in journals conducted,
by military men, as robbers and murderers. Would any
soldier hesitate* on a moment's notice, to proceed to the
coast of FrAnce, and bum the first village he came to,

and slay their Inhabitants As they attempted to make their

escape from the burning ruins? Soldiers talkingof robbery
and murder, forsooth ! Do they think the expedition to

Copenhagen in 1801, in time of profound peace between
Britain and Denmark, the bombardment of the city, the
massacre of the inhabitants, and the plUuiler of the
Dauish navy and arsenals, ate forfeit ten 1

AGRICULTURE.
Legality or Importing Food trom Irelavd.

The fiars have now been struck in the Scottish counties,

and they are higher than they h«Ve been since the war.
The highest fiar price of wheat for Erist-Lothiah is 78s.—double that of 1833 (39s. 2d,)—so much for the anti-

cipated effect of the present Corn-Law ih keeping prices
steady. We suspect that in that county, as well as in
other districts in Scotland where rents Are paid in grain,

however prosperous the landlords may this year be,

it will be, in reality, a year of distress to the tenantry,,

before their refits are paid. But the high price will do
them much good, by giving them a practical lesson on the

operation of the Corn-Laws, regarding which the tenantry,

as appears from the hundreds of petitions they have been
pouring into parliament, are still wofully in the dark.

We Art glad to observe that Mr Bannerman is to call

the attention of Parliament to the prohibition against tne

importation of foreign animal food. The following is
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260 LETTER FROM THE MANAGER OF THE SOOTH AUSTRALIAN COMPANY.

the terms of his motion

“

Mr Btnnerman to cell the

attention of the House to the 3d William IV., cap. 52

,

sec. 58, which prohibits the importation of beef, cattle,

fish, of foreign taking or curing, lamb, mntton, pork,

sheep, swine ; and to more that so much of the said act,

as absolutely prohibits the importation of articles of food,

be repealed.*'

We hare, for years, been attempting to direct the

attention of the public to this subject, for we bdiere it

to be one of equal importance with the Corn-Laws them-
selves. The price of beef and mntton is, at pietent, 7d.

per pound. We are convinced that, were the im-
portation of foreign animals and animal food free, it

would never be above 3d. ; for it may be purchased at

from 2d. to 2id. in the continental markets, and one
farthing per pound would pay every expense of import-
ation. The Irish have already taken the alarm, being

anxious to preserve the monopoly they now enjoy, in

supplying Britain with cattle, Ac. We beg, how-
ever, to inform them that by the treaty of Union between

England and Scotland, Act VI., “the prohibition* **

now in force by the law of Scotland against importation
of victual from Ireland into Scotland, does, after the Union,
remain in the same force as it now is, until more proper
and effectual laws be provided by the Parliament of

Great Britain for discouraging the import of said victual-**

Whether such more effectual laws were passed by the
British Parliament, we do not know, nor whether Scotch
acts, thus ratified by the Parliament of England, (for the
Treaty of Union is a statute of the English Parliament
as well as of the Scotch,) can fall into disnetude g but
the Scotch acts, if still in force, will be found tolerably
effectual. By statute 1703, cap. 9, Irish victual is pro-
hibited to be imported under pain of confiscation of the
vessel, the transportation of the sailors, resetters, buyers,
and sellers, to serve abroad as recruits, and several beery
fines; and the same act prohibits the importation of
Irish horses, cows, cattle, or beef; and, by 1705, chap. 1,

l rish butter and cheese are prohibited to be imported,
u nder pain of confiscation and heavy fines.

LETTER OF MR WHEELER, THE MANAGER OF THE SOUTH
AUSTRALIAN COMPANY.

We intend this time to let Mr Wheeler have the whole say. We have done our duty to the pubtfc—we hare in

ne jot changed our opinion of the rashness and delusion under which emigrants were rushing to South AosCrtHa ;

and, for the present, we give up the subject.

We declined publishing what Mr Wheeler calls proofs of the superiority of the soil, as these proofk were merely
the letters of Mr Hack and other interested parties, which have been hawked through newspapers and pamphlets fbr

above a year, and as we have not questioned the quality of the soil. We may also congratulate Mr Wheeler on £SJOO
having been obtained last season, by the sale of 5760 acres. This sum will not, we fear, add much to the labour-

fund ; but it may clear above one half year's interest of a debt bearing 10 per cent., which is already bearing down
the energies of the infant colony. According to the statements of Mr Hutt, made in Parliament in June last, this

debt was £60,000. It cannot now be less than £100,000.

South Australian Company,

19, Btsbopsgate Street, Within.

London
,
5th March 1839.

Sir,—

I

am induced to address you, in consequence of
the article upon “ Australian Emigration," in yonr last

Magazine, containing some quotations from Mr James's

work on South Australia, wherein false and injurious

statements are made against this Company.
The “ optional notes” stated to be issued by the Com-

pany's Bank, were invariably exchanged for specie. with-

out any charge whatever

.

The u optional clause” was
inserted in the first notes sent out, when a large stock of

specie was considered dangerous in the infancy of the

colony; but the Company's manager found, on his ar-

rival, tiiat fear groundless, and forthwith announced that

“the option** would never be enforced. It never hat
been. New notes, stipulating to pay cash on demand,
were sent out sixteen months ago ; and the old were im-
mediately withdrawn, to remove all apprehension that

the notes would not be immediately cashed. As silver

coin (either British silver, or dollars) is the general circu-

lating medium (with notes) in all the Australian settle-

ments, the charge described iu James's account-sales, if

made at all, would arise from the holder demanding gold,

(not specie,) which would, of course, only be issued at its

current premium in the market, as gold generally bears

a premium in all parts of New Holland. This Mr James
knows well ; and he also knew that the Company's
Bank exchanged their notes in the current coin of the

colony, free of charge. No charge was made for “ these

pieces of paper" as mere notes ; but if loans by the Bank
were taken in notes, representing specie, (which specie

might have been obtained in their stead,) it could not be

supposed that loans were to bear no interest. Upon Mr
James's principle, the Bank of England now charges 3}
per cent, fer the use of its “ pieces of paper !"

The “ Steam Flour Mill and Patent Slip, lying fathoms
deep in the sands in May 1838," (penetrating eyes are

Mr James's !) “rusting and rotting where it had been
landed years ago,' 9 did not reach the colony until October

1837; and it is in a far better condition than Mr James
insinuates.

It is not my intention to trespass on your pages. Still

recommending the course urged in my unpublished leu
ter—viz., searching inquiry— 1 shall only observe, con-
cerning Mr James's work, upon which your article is

based, that your readers should ascertain the truth of its

contents, and the character of the writer. I thank yam
for the comments in your February Magazine. Your
article of December wished for other proofs of the ouper-
iority of the soil of South Australia than the statements
of the officials: my letter supplied those proofs. You
state 1 should reply to Mr Gouger's work ; but the para-
graphs of which I complained were not published by you
as quotations,

but as original matter.

Cautioned by the fate of my last letter, I shall not ex-
pend time in further comments on “ Australian Emi-
gration.” One fact I may give, which rather opposes Mr
James's statements, and your ideas ; aud it rests not Upon
my “ unsupported assertion,” but is proveable from offi-

cial papers—viz., that, during the first five weeks after the
opening of the land office in Adelaide, (from 25th July to

22d August 1838,) the colonists alone purchased 6760
acres of land at a cost of £5760 ; and town acres in Ade-
laide were selling at £190, £225, and £300, and upwards,
each. Strange, infatuated people, with open eyes, thus to
•pend their money on u this new Utopia ///**

Perhaps your sense ofjustice will procure the insertion
of this letter. As Mr James's book contains its own
cure, when wholly read by an intelligent inquirer, I
should have left his statements to find credit whore they
could ; but to judge fairly of his accuracy, the entire work
must be examined. Your space would only allow of ex-
tracts ; and, as some of these extracts reflect upon this

Company, and, by their appearance in your columns, ob-
tain a larger circulation than they would otherwise pro-
cure, I think I may claim the insertion of an antidote to

unfounded calumnies, which yon have inadvertently aided
in promulgating against this Company.

1 am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

Edmund J. Wheeler, Manager.

From the Steam-Press of Peter Brown, Printer, 19, St James' Square.
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THE WHIG RESPITE.

It is now above two years since, being
ourselves easily consolable, we endeavoured to

administer to the more timid Reformers certain

prospective “Consolations under the Whig down-
fall* That great national calamity seemed then
imminent. The death of King William inter-

vened, and for the Whigs most opportunely ; and
the carpet-knight talents of the Premier, the

favour of the Crown, and what seemed a firmer

teat in office than ever, gave imagined im-
punity to those Finality fancies of which com-
parativfly nothing had been heard till then.

We have, however, no intention of expatiating

upon the past misconduct of Ministers. Such
Preachments were never less required than now,

every eye, capable of clear vision, is wide
-vate, if not sealed by gold or hope. Here they
are,

44
still in Downing Street P according to the

old exulting boast; and, although there have
been frequent occasions within the last two
years, when the Reformers of our school would
have seen them turned out with unmingled satis-

faction, this last “ crisis
0
was not one of those.

It would, upon the whole, have been a pity to

*ee the Government obtain their rich deservings
for what has been the least blameworthy part of

their conduct.

Jb Ireland, the Whig policy, if neither sound
dot comprehensive, has been studiously concij^-

tory and soothing to the great body of the na-
tion. Under Lord Mulgrave’s sway, the Irish,

or a great proportion of them, have considered

themselves, for the first time, well treated, even
if their permanent interests should not have been
considered ; and this goes a far way with a people

shorn injustice and oppression have reduced to

that unsafe social condition when men value

•pmpathy and small marks of favour, or haply
the gratification of their revenge on their im-
placable enemies, far more than the substantial

justice which alone can permanently benefit

them. That the Irish people have been reduced
to tins unhealthy state, is, after all, not the
fhult of the Whigs.—Let us not be misunder-
*tood. Although their government of Ireland
had been as liberal, equable, sagacious, and far-

seeiag, as it has been gracious aqd conciliatory to
*o, *xy,~toi» VI,

one great section of the people, that could give

the Whigs no claim whatever to be maintained

in office, neglecting or mismanaging every other

great interest of the empire, and placing a bar

in the way of reform and of practical improve-

ment,more effectually obstructive than any which

the Tories could interpose. Yet it is not on

Irish ground that the Radicals would wish to see

them finally demolished. When their day comes

—and they are merely respited, not pardoned—
their blood be on their own heads ! the Reformers

are guiltless of it ; and, since Ireland demands the

temporary remission of their sentence, the Bri-

tish Radicals have done well and wisely to grant

it. The People of both countries must be aware

that this one more narrow, neck-or-nothing

escape from the very foot of the gallows, the

Ministry owe solely to Radical forbearance and

wisdom, and to that generous sympathy with

Ireland which the Whig Government knows how
to sport with and abuse. It is the Radicals that

have once more cut the Tory noose, and afforded

farther days of grace, to be again, we have little

or no doubt, abused in the self-same way with

every former season given the Whigs for repent-

ance and amendment. “ Save a thief from the gal-

lows, and he'll cut your throat," runs the ugly

but true adage which forces itself upon memory.

Confidence in these men cannot be easily re-

stored, even if their actions seemed to justify re-

turning confidence.—But, independently of Irish

feelings, their temporary respite at this time

may be justified upon broader grounds. In the

first place who, at tip’s most deadening period,

were to succeed them? The most sanguine

dreamer cannot imagine whence a really Liberal

government was to come, or where exist the

elements for it in a fashion that has as yet

any chance of sufferance from the Crown or

the aristocracy, though they abound in the coun-

try, may perhaps be found in the House of

Commons, and must eventually come into play.

We have already had an Earl Grey, generations

behind his age, frittering away those glorious ma-
jorities, omnipotent for good, whichthe People in-

trusted tohim, oftenupon objects small, worthless,

or at best secondary; and trifling with the fairest

Y*
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occasion ever presented to a reforming states-

man. The Melbourne Administration is not

worth wasting words upon. It is a blot upon
English history, as much to be despised as a na-

tional disgrace as condemned for its deadening
and obstructive influence ;—and in its worst faults,

have not those men, in whom we are now called

upon to confide, fully shared ? Earl Grey's son. in-

law, so far as he had power, did his best to chill

the enthusiasm of the people at the opening of

this “ most auspicious" reign ; and, at least, suc-

ceeded in shaking their confidence in reforming

Ministers of his character and calibre. “ The
hour had come but the man, instead of being

ready, was retrograde, a drag, a damper, a dead-

weight upon the Movement, even at its slowest,

most measured pace. For this, let his adherents,

whoever they are, praise him. We shall not.

From Tory vituperation, it would seem to be

imagined, in certain quarters, that, under a

different set of circumstances, Lord Durham
might enact a different part. Those of

his admirers who go so far as to deny that he

has ever shewn a hair s-breadth of the cloven

foot, are still slily pointing out Lord Durham
as the Shiloh—the great Deliverer—the glorious

Man ! ready to enter upon his glorious mission !

Where such absurdity is sincere, one may safely

smile at it. For ourselves, the past—the great

test of experiment—justifies doubt. But, if the

Radicals bejustified in withholdingcredulous con.

fidence, they will never lack candour. Let Lord
Durham give earnest Reformers new cause to

praise him—reason for renewed reliance—and he
will not find them either cold or backward in

their support, or unreasonable in their demands.

Our immediate hope remains what it has been

again and again declared, during two years back

—an honest, strenuous Opposition. All things

duly considered. Reformers ought, we think, at

this crisis, deliberately to prefer an Opposition,

organized and matured by time and adversity, to

another blind and sudden transference of the

support of the Liberal representatives to any new
Government which is at present possible—to

any Government which, with whatever specious

professions it sets out, must, from the nature of

things, become much more like the old Tory
image than that beautiful and beatific ideal, which

a few enthusiastic persons are ready to worship,

and in which many more affect to have faith.

Another cause of patient acquiescence in

protraction of Whig power, is the inauspicious

period at which an election would have occurred.

The Tories must have dissolved Parliament.

They would have been gulls had they not ; and

there is not the least chance that they would have

let so propitious a season slip by unimproved.

The Church and the Orange faction are more
active than ever; the Corn-Law agitation has

excited panic in the landowners and their de-

pendents ; the Court has lost all credit and moral

weight ; and, worse than all, the ill-advised pro-

ceedings of the English Chartists, and contempt

for the Government, have placed Conservatism

more in the ascendant among the middle classes

in the towns, than at any time within the last

dozen years. In a new Parliament, the Whigs,

already worn to a thread, without moral influence,

and without numerical strength, must be neatly

exterminated ; but neither would the result

be any great accession to the strength of the

Radicals. Besides, our conviction is, that, though

no assault he made from without, the Cabi-

net must soon fall to pieoes—from its inhe-

rent corruption, worthlessness, and intestine jeal-

ousies—and no Radicals have to answer for it

With all his sins—and we have never slurred

them—it is impossible to imagine a man like

Lord John Russell submitting much longer to

the leadership of the chief of the palace. If the

honour of his Sovereign and the prosperity of hit

country be small in his esteem, which they can.

not be, he must have some sensibility for his own

reputation. But, looking to the certain, and, not

improbably, the speedy dissolution of the Govern-

ment from its own weakness—knowing that the

Radicals have the power to swamp it as soon as

the favourable moment arrives, and that no pe-

riod could be worse chosen than the present,

when a general election would give rather the

expression of the selfish fears, the just indigna-

tion, and the angry disappointment of the coun-

try, than its calm sense—we see safety in the de-

lay of Whig extermination. It is ever true wia-

dom to make the best of the bad ; and the Re-

formers enjoy, besides, the left-handed consola-

tion, that of the Whigs they know the very

worst They are opposed to everything in the

shape ofgood ; but they have rendered themselves

powerless for further mischief. Did there exist

any thing really approaching that mutual good

understanding, consistency of views, and cor-

dial union among the Liberal representatives,

of which some faint signs are becoming vi-

sible, the sooner the Whigs got their mittimus

the better. " Now is the time," cry tome of

the trimming Ministerial prints,on whose columns

has flashed an efflux of golden new-light—

“

Now
is the time for Liberal Members to come to an

understanding upon certain main points, upon

which they are at present notoriously divided"

—

such points, we presume, as the extension of the

Suffrage, the Ballot, and a fair distribution of

the electoral districts. Now, “ the notorious"

differences among the English and Scotch Liberal

Members, are not on those points, and not so

much about principles as men. One is of Paul,

and another of Apollos; but few of the true

religion. Lord Normanby has his section, Lord

Durham his two or three adherents, Melbourne
his minions, and Russell bis supporters ; and these

fractional parts never can be properly united,

until fused together by the common sympathies

of an independent Opposition, acting1 upon

consistent and intelligible principles, having no

immediate hope for themselves, and being thus

above the temptation of sacrificing their princi-

ples to interests bound up with those of their

party heads. We, however, set little store by the

arguments of those who would keep in the Whigs
merely because the Tories would be no better.
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tad vmU have greater power to be worse.

The Ministers, to borrow O'Connell’s figure, are

as useful as the old bat stuffed into the eabin.

window, to keep out the cutting wind—and this

make-shift may do in Ireland ; but a sensible Eng-
lishman would pitch out the unseemly stop-gap,

sod rather endure the cold wind, which would
stimulate him instantly to find proper materials

to glase his window, thus securing to his family

both light and heat. We hear, too, of a “ spon-

taneous*' Liberal government, which is to arise

in a night, a blessed exhalation from the dissolv-

ing elements of the present Cabinet. We want
faith bore again.-—It cannot come all at once

;

hot true Reformers long for, and desire to hasten,

hy every means, the period when men shall be
less, and principles moire than they have ever

been—when we shall see the beginning of a sys-

tem of improved institutions, that will work of

itself, independently of the great popularity of

Lord This, and the vast talents of Earl That. In
brief, it is clear that the cause of Radicalism haB

to undergo further sharp probation and trial be-

fore its final triumph. Its deepest injuries have
hitherto not come from the Tories, but from the

mpinemess, trickery, and obtuseness of its Whig
ftliiea. It is they who have quenched the grow,
tag spirit of freedom. It is they who have
alienated and disgusted the people. It is they,

from Earl Grey to Lord Melbourne inclusive, and
whether as leaders or as functionaries, who have
rendered Conservative principles, if not absolute

Toiyiam, powerful and almost predominant
among those enjoying the franchise ; and who
have sown division and bitterness between the

middle and the operative classes, where, most of

all, union and cordiality were desirable. Next
to these evils, is the social condition of the work-
ing classes, which are not things of to-day, arising

from temporary scarcity, or failure of employ-
ment, but which are of long continuance, and
of which every new investigation affords fresh

proofs.* Is this lamentable growing alienation and
discord the fruit of the Whig Reform Bill, of the

WhigPoor-Law,of the Whig-defended Corn-Law,
aad the Whig Finality policy ? It was fondly be-

lieved, by some lingering admirers of Whiggery in

the abstract, that Lord John Russell would, as he
half intimated, explain his Finality declarations,

and modify or qualify them, in noticing Mr Dun-
combe's amendment. So he probably, at one time,

intended ; but the Ministerial escape was certain,

and Lord John held his peace. Even this was
not sobarefaced as theopen desertion ofO’Connell,

with all that part of the tail which he can whisk

round at pleasure—as his desertion of the men
who had just suppressed their own feelings, and

gone every fair length in defending Ministers,

for the sake of Ireland alone. Their hopes, like

those of all true Radicals, are now placed in an
Opposition.

They saw the scattered elements of a more
formidable Opposition in the present Parliament,

bad as it is, than in any body of representatives

that could be returned at this time, and hoped
these elements might be collected. Yet some,

and they the best of the old members, would re-

appear, in any event ; and there would happily be

no government-patronage, to neutralize or cor-

rupt, to diminish or cripple, that small bn t puri-

fied body, which patriotism and reform objects

should combine. Yet, for the sake of Ireland,

they forbore hastening the trial ; and Lord John
Russell, once again safe, deigned no explanations,

while O’Connell drew off his forces from his self-

sacrificing generous allies. These things need
no commentary.

But, if the Whigs have gained no honour,

neither have the Tories mended their case by

this last manoeuvre. The Hibernian vivacity of

Lord Roden, always annoying to his wary Eng-

lish friends, seems fairly to have precipitated

the party into a serious sorape, and made it clear

that it is not the Whigs that frighten Sir Robert

Peel, but the high-fiying Tories, and those im-

practicable Radicals, who, on great emergencies,

choose to listen to the voice of duty and patriotism,

and to forget the many provocations and indig-

nities they may have received. It is not a little

flattering to find Sir Robert so backward. What
does he fear?—The Crown? Alas! in moral

influence, and in intellectual strength, it never

was lower. The Whigs—What are they ? The
Radicals, the Corn-Law agitators, the clamorous

• We refer, en this head, to a valuable and well-timed volume, entitled, “ Arts and Artisans at Home and Abroad,**

which baa fallen into oar hands. It is writtsn by Mr J. C. Symons, aad exhibits, with the state of Mannfectures, the

aeral and economical condition of the working classes, both at home and on the Continent. The present Corn-Law
agitation, and the gloomy prospects of oar most important manufactures, give immense present value to a work of

which the statistical reports and facts, relating to the new foreign establishments visited by the author, too fully

ooftrm the worst forebodings which have of late arisen. Mr Symons* duties as a Commissioner appointed to inveeti-

pn the state of the hand-loom weavers, appear to have inspired him with the desire of panning his inquiries in a
wider field $ and he accordingly, with many facilities for acquiring information, visited the different manufactories,

feundriea, and machine-making establishments in Belgium, Prussia, France, and Switzerland, paying particular

attention in his reports to those which are springing up in consequence of our unwise restrictions, and which are often

canted on with British capital, and almost always set in motion by British skill. The result is a body of facts and
mfermatten, regarding the progress of foreign manufactures, not too late to be available, if warning is not to be for

ever thrown away upon those infatuated, blinded, and selfish men whose ultimate rain were of small consequence

to any one, if it did not first involve that of better men—that of the whole industrious classes of England, the capi-

tabus and working-men alike. How can the former class peruse the tabular statements, the statistical reports and

|**y remarks in this single volume, without feeling the strongest apprehensions of the speedy consequences of the

issblsvuus system of tsxed food and restricted trade which they deprecate ; or the latter class, without bitterly con-

toasting their teforsed state of ignorance, suffering, and misery, with the hippy condition of the labourers of Switaer-

hH Belgium, Prussia, and even with those of Austria and France, as depicted by Mr Symons ? We can do no
merest present than recommend the book to all who wish to see how the peace of the country is to be re-established

vpttu foe saly sure basis—the prosperity of our home manufactures, and the well-being of the working men. It is

fedtoiatiiable that neither of these are longer compatible with landlord-taxed food and fettered commerce.
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Chartists, the hungry multitudes, the Canadian

rebels, the Irish Catholics, the Russians, the Yan-

kees? Truly, the catalogue is appalling! There

is no end to such causes of apprehension ; and

Sir Robert, if not a bold, is a thrice prudent man
in not yet venturing to turn his roasting chest-

nuts without a Whig paw to save his own fingers.

While the crazy Melbourne Cabinet holds to-

gether, he will never want one. Humble and

needy partisans may grumble; but Sir Robert

Peel is a wise man. He gains his objects without

price, and without responsibility. He has now

little to fear for obtaining a respectable working

majority, double to what the Whigs can command
in Parliament I. of Victoria ; but he fworks as

conveniently with the Whigs while his own is

gathering. It is, however, for the Reformers to

consider thewisdom ofpermitting SirRobert Peel

to hang off and on,and take his own time. Though
it be his policy to remain as he is, lest greater

haste should make less good speed, we must hare

in the Tories.

Long have we preached up the manifold advan-

tages of an organized Parliamentary Opposition—long prayed for one, united, honest, and vigor-

ous; acting, by intelligible means, to a fixed end.

It is in the ranks of such a body that our future

Ministers must learn their tactics, and prove

their armour. Reforming Ministers will never,

or we are greatly mistaken, prove the spontan-

eous growth of either the Melbourne Cabinet or

of Dublin Castle.

A UNIFORM PENNY POSTAGE.

THE THIRD REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON POSTAGE.

Nothing but the apathetic folly of the people

can prevent the accomplishment of a Uniform
Penny Pottage, and that speedily. Since we
drew attention to Mr Rowland Hill’s plan of re-

form, eleven months ago, so many additional

facts have been discovered and brought to light,

so many fallacies have been detected, so many
objections answered, so many difficulties solved,

so many cavils silenced, the whole strengthen-

ing the case we then exhibited, that it is impos-

sible for any man to dispassionately examine the

subject, without coming to the conclusion, that

the existing Post-Office system operates most in-

juriously against society ; cruelly pressing upon

the poor and the working classes, crippling trade,

and hindering the labourers in behalf of useful

knowledge, science, morality, and religion ; while

it is rather a drawback than an advantage to the

public exchequer.

But those know little of the natural history of

that most incomprehensible of all animals, the

man in office, who suppose that, therefore, we
shall obtain Post Office Reform. Pharaoh was

the great prototype of official obstinacy. No-
thing can bend it but a stormy demonstration on

the part of the people. It willingly concedes

nothing.

The Committee commence their Report by

calling attention to the vast importance of the

question to the country. “ Since,” they add,

“ on the management of the Post-Office, and the

regulation of the Postage-rates, depends in a

great measure the entire correspondence of the

country ; and in that correspondence is involved

whatever affects, interests, or agitates mankind
*—private interests, public interests ; family,

kindred, friends ; commercial business, profes-

sional business; literature, science, art, law,

politics, education, morals, religion—every rank

and class has an interest, more or less imme-

diate, in the safe, speedy, and economical trans-

mission of Post-Office communications.” The
first point of inquiry that engages their atten-

tion, is the receipts and costs of the management

of the Post-Office. The discrepancies, however,

which they find between the accounts of the

Post-Office in the returns made by that depart-

ment to the Committee, aud those to be found

in the Finance Accounts, oblige them to state,

that they cannot place implicit reliance on the

statements they exhibit. On the authority of

the Finance Accounts, the following is for the

year ending January 1838

THE GROSS RECEIPT FOR THE UNITED KINGDOH.

General Post, including

Country Penny-Posts, £2,328,205 3 6

(The Country Penny-Posts

are estimated at £47,307.)

London, Edinburgh, and Dub-
lin Id. 2d. and 3d. Posts, 134,064 9 5

£2,462,269 12 11

Deduct repayments, 122,531 14 8

£2,239,737 18 3

The expense of management during the sane

year was, according to the. Finance Accounts,

£698,632 : 2 : 2 ; the remainder, after deducting

this charge, forms a tax—being about 236 per

cent ! The glaring discrepancy in the accounts

of the same year is sufficient to prove the neces-

sity of reform in this department. Something

must be wrong someughere. An explanation of

the circumstance would afford the public a curi-

ous insight into the mode of doing things in our

public offices, and appears to be demanded by the

nature of the case. Mr Rowland Hill proposes

many changes in the Post-Office management

which would tend to simplify and improve it, But

we must follow the Committee in thgir Report.

The principle upon which the rating of letters

is At present carried on is, to charge according

to distance. But this principle is most unfair

;

for, according to Lord Lichfield, while it only

costs a quarter of a farthing to convey a letter by

mail from London to Edinburgh—a distance of

400 miles—it costs nearly a halfpenny to cany a
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letter from the metropolis to Loath, only 148

ni)e«; end the postage to the former is Is. l£d.

to the letter lOd. Those who oppose a uniform

rtte of postage must charge letters according to

the actual cost of transit, or fall into the ab-

surdity of charging the highest price for the

cheapest business. The Committee estimate

the average general postage charged on each

letter, including foreign letters, and reckoning

double and triple letters as single, at 9^d.

On General Post letters, (exclusive of
foreign) about . . . 8fd.

Average postage on all letters, foreign as

veil as inland, including Id., 2d., and 3d.

post letters, . . . 7d.

On all letters exclusive of foreign, 6jd.

Having considered the scale of taxation, the

revenue derived therefrom, and the cost of man-
agement, we are next carried to examination of

the objects for which the Post-Office was origin-

ally formed, and the effect this tax of 236 per

cent, has upon the revenue and the public. And
vbat does the reader suppose was the primary
object proposed in the establishment of a Post-

Office? To swell the budget of the Spring Rice

of the day? No such thing. The object stated

in the 12th of Charles II. is “ the advantage of
trade and commerce A cheap, swift, and sure

post would, indeed, be a powerful auxiliary to

both; but the present system is a millstone

round their neck. It is curious to see the rates

of postage in the reign of Charles :

—

Letter not exceeding one sheet, to or from
my place not exceeding 80. miles 2d.

- 2 sheets, 80 ~ id.

1 sheet, above 80 ~ 3d.

2 - — 80 — 6d.

~ 1 sheet from London to Ber-
wick, ... 3d.

- From London to Dublin, 6d.

Even in the reign of Anne, the postage from
Edinburgh to London was only sixpence, or less

than half as much as it costs in the days of Mac-
Adra, railroads, and steam, with the schoolmas-

ter abroad 1

But what is the result of this upon the reve-

sts ofthe country ? It is reasonable to suppose,

thattherevenue hasflourished inproportion as the
rates ofpostage have advanced ; hut let us hear

vhattheCommittee ofwhose reportwe are speak-
ing, have to say upon the subject. Sinoe the year

1915, the Post-Office Revenue has nearly stood
Mill ; taking the average of the last five years,

there is an increase of no more than £3,578 com-
paring it with the revenue in 1815. Whoever
cowridsrs the immense increase in population,

the diffusion of knowledge, the extension of

trade, and the increased wealth of the kingdom,
must see in this fact the certain result of over

-

taxation. But let us look abroad. The French
Post-Office revenue has increased more than
half rince 1821. The United States Post-Office

vtvenue has more than tripled during the last

twenty years. From the report of Amos Ken-
dal, the American Poet-Master-General, to the

t

President, it appears that, in 1837, the in-

crease of the revenue was twenty and one-half

per cent, over the revenue of the preceding year.

Now, how have the French and Americans ac-

complished these results ? Rowland Hill has dis-

covered the secret. It is simply this. They are

content with a tax somewhat short of 236 per
cent, on the cost of conveyance, &o. Instead of
attempting to screw a larger revenue from the

people, their rulers enlarged the revenue by di-

minishing the rates of postage. They knew that

many would write with a small postage, who
could not or would not pay a larger one. The
extinction of smuggling would tend to improve
the revenue ; and the best way to extinguish

smuggling, was to compete with the smuggler.

People will not violate the laws of their coun-

try, and run the risk of punishment, by send-

ing letters through a channel that is neither

safe nor responsible, without some strong induce-

ment.

The Committee having left the state of the re-

venue, proceed to report upon the effects of the

over-taxation. 1. The evasion of the tax by con-

traband and other means. 2. The suppression or

diminished use of correspondence. On the first

point, we need add little to what we have on a
former occasion said. AH the witnesses agreed
in stating, that smuggling is now carried on to
an immense extent. We mean all, excepting of-

ficers of the Post-Office, for Colonel Maberly
said he did not believe it ; and gave as his rea-

son for doubting the testimony of the various

witnesses, that when he was in Parliament, he al-

ways found that merchants overstated their

cases / This, he admits, is the only ground on
which he disbelieves the oaths of many of the

principal merchants and tradesmen of the coun-
try. But who can doubt the fact, that two-thirda

of the correspondence of the country is at pre-

sent smuggled? Mr Thomas Davidson, an exten-

sive manufacturer in Glasgow, in his examina-
tion before the Committee, stated that he was
acquainted with five manufacturers in that city,

whose correspondence illegally transmitted, was
to that transmitted by post, in the following pro-

portions : First, three to one ; second, eighteen

to one ; third, sixty-seven to one ; fourth, eight

to one ; fifth, fifteen to one. Every mercantile

man will believe Mr Davidson's testimony, in

preference to Colonel Maherly's belief

On the oppressive character of the present

system, in suppressing correspondence among all

classes, and more particularly social correspond-

ence between the less wealthy classes, the Com-
mittee have collected a great mass of evidence,

and express very decided opinions. “ The evi-

dence,” says the report, “ clearly establishes the

fact, that the high rates of postage deter the pub-m

lie, to a vast extent, from writing letters and send-

ing communications, which otherwise they would

write or send. In spite of the multifarious

modes in which the postage is evaded by men
engaged in commerce or professional business,

even those who have the means of evasion

within their r?$ch reduce their correspondence
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greatly below the standard, which, under other

circumstances, they would think expedient. In-

direct modes of transmission in most parts of the

country are less accessible, less frequent, and

less certain than the post. In very many affairs

of business, unless the announcement be imme-

diate, the occasion for writing has gone by. Un-

less parties, therefore, find it profitable to use

the post, they forbear writing at all. Sup-

pression of correspondence on matters of business

takes place orevasion in proportion as the transac-

tions to be announced or performed are moderate

in amount, and the condition of the parties in life

is humble,*
“ The multitude of transactions which, owing

to the high rates of postage, are prevented from

being done, or which, if done, are not announced,

or are delayed to be announced, is quite astonish-

ing. Bills for moderate amounts are not drawn

;

small orders for goods are not given or received ;

remittances of money are not acknowledged

;

the expediting of goods by land or sea, the sail-

ing or arrival of ships are not announced, and

insurances thereon are thereby prevented from

being effected
;
printers do not send their proofs

;

the town-dealer does not inform his country

customers when to expect the arrival of his tra-

veller ; the country attorney delays writing to

his London agent, the commercial traveller to

his principal, the town-banker to his banker in

the country ; branch banks delay remitting to

their central bank ; in all which, and many other

cases, instead of communications taking place

from day to day, as matters arise, regularity,

which is the soul of business, is dispensed with.

In the greater number of instances, moreover, in

which private individuals, companies or associa-

tions, or public institutions and societies, can

only accomplish their objects by a wide distribu-

tion of circulars, or a very extensive correspond-

ence, the usual case is to forego the distribu-

tion or correspondence, and with it the objects

that were in contemplation.'*

The reader will bear in mind that this is a

description ofthe working ofa system professedly

established for the “ advantage of trade and com-
merce." The Report continues
“ Thus the distribution of circulars from land-

agents, announcing properties for sale ; from

wine-agents, stating the prospects of the vin-

tage ; and from corn-salesmen, of the harvest

;

from brokers of every description, advising the

momentary fluctuations in the market; from

traders,recommendingtheirgoods ; from printers,

publishers, and booksellers, forwarding their

prospectuses, and announcing new publications

;

from fire and life assurance companies, stating

the terms of their insurances ; from manufactu-

rers, enclosing new patterns ; and from dealers,

enclosing samples—are suppressed or greatly re-

stricted."

Various other instances are cited, exhibiting

the pernicious effects of the post tax on trade,

&c. We pass to its pressure upon the poor.

The Report quotes the evidence of Mr Emery,
deputy-lieutenant for Somersetshire, who ap-

pears to have made extensive inquiry upon this

subject. We select from his statement the fol-

lowing case :

—

“ The postmaster of Bamvell said—c My fa-

ther kept the post-office many years; he is lately

dead; he used to trust poor people very often

with letters ; they generally could not pay the

whole charge. He told me—indeed, 1 know he

did lose many pounds by letting the poor have

their letters. We sometimes return them to Lon-

don in consequence of the inability of the persona

to whom they are addressed, raising the postage.

We frequently keep them for weeks; and where

we know the paities, let them have them, taking

the chance of getting our money. One poor

woman once offered my sister a silver spoon to

keep until she could raise the money ; my sister

did not take the spoon, and the woman came
with the amount in a day or two, and took the

letter. It came from her husband, who was oon-

fined for debt in prison ; she had six children,

and was very badly off.*
** He concluded by say-

ing, “ 1 am quite sure, if the postage of letters

were reduced to Id., ten times the number would

be written by all classes of the people.*’

Now, here is sufficient to demonstrate the

great importance of a uniform penny-postage to

the country, and (he absurdities and vices of the

present arrangement. The primary object of a

post-office has been lost sight of. Trade is se-

verely injured ; and a people remarkable for

their religious respect for the laws of the land,

are forced to violate them daily. Family ties

are snapped asunder, and social intercourse pre-

vented.

Without dwelling on the Report at any greater

length, we may, in brief, state, that the Commit-
tee, finding that the chief expenses of letters

—

viz., the receiving and delivering—are common to

all letters, whether going to a short distance or to

a great distance, recommend a uniform post-

age. They recommend the abolition of franking

by Members of Parliament and officers of Go-
vernment—petitions, as usual, going free ; and,

as soon as the state of the public revenue will

admit of the risking a larger temporary reduc-

tion, they think it will be expedient to subject

all inland letters to a uniform rate of one penny
per half ounce, increasing at the rate of one
penny. When this time is to arrive, we know
not. The recommendation looks like one of the
to-morrow-come-never promises which nurses

make to children—especially when we find the
second resolution is in favour of a twopenny rate
immediately. It is the opinion of the best in-
formed persons, that nothing bat a penny rate
can effeotually suppress smuggling ; so that, if

the twopenny rate be tried, it is possible that the
system may not answer, and then we shall be
thrown back upon Lord Lichfield and Colonel
Maberly. The failure of Mr Hill's plan would
perhaps gratify the vanity of those personages ;

but it would be a deep mortification to thoae who
value the best interests of the country. We are
opposed to the proposed half measure, and cor.
dially recommend uniform fenny postage.
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THE POPULAR SONGS OF IRELAND •

Tin book will cause some disappointment.
The reputation of the compiler, and especially

the boundless scope afforded by the subject—the
PopularSongs of the most joyousand jovial, song-

flagiog, loving, marrying, drinking, hunting,

racing, revelling, rebelling, tearing, swearing,

rackless, and rollocking people under the sun,

and one of the liveliest and wittiest withal

—

promised too much not to entail disappointment,

far which the editor is hardly to be held blame-
able.

The greatest fault of the collection is of a cha-

racter resembling what the lawyers call error in

nbstentmlibus. The book is, in fact, lamentably
deficient in songs. Sixty-four songs, with frequent
illustrative snatches of song, and a few variorum
readings of favourite lyrics, however skilfully

wleeted, can constitute but a specimen of the
Popular Songs of Ireland. Specimens had, per-

haps, been the truer title, while that adopted led
oi to look for an Irish compeer to Dr Percy or
Joseph Ritson. Mr C. Croker has taken chiefly

tongs in vogue, and often those in merely tem-
porary vogue ; while his predecessors have filled

Wronger and higher ground, entrenching them-
wlves among the enduring national lyrics of
their country. There are in Mr Crofton
Croker'a selection songs which will not be con-
dered popular at the end of another twenty
years—if they deserve the name now, which we
question. From the general character of the
collection, we are led to conclude that the edi-
tor has preferred those lyrics which gave him
the best opportunity of introducing the curious,

not very profound or recondite, information
he has collected as to the birth and parentage of
these fugitive lyrics. Another blemish is the
predominance of what we are compelled to re-

ford as mere slang songs—slang in idea, if not
in phrase—and the introduction of the namby-
punby, aad the clap-trap. For this error there

be reason, if the book is merely made to

*11; nor haa it been carried to any unpardon-
able length, though, in so limited a list as sixty-

far esngs, every lyric ought to have been a gem
°r a unique. Among what we consider purely
deep songs, we may point at—“O Blarney Castle,

®y darling of the namby-pamby, that melan-
ge, caterwauling and superannuated ditty

—

q
Shannon's Flowery Banks while we have

o fair specimen of the clap-trap—a hit at the
ft°ds, and a sentimental side-aim at the two-
>hilling gallery—in “ An Irishman’s heart is as

aa Shillelah,” an idea which the editor con-
*ders eminently original and felicitous, as if
“ Hearts of Oak” had not been Great Britain’s
dups and her men for above a century. These
B>7 be the popular Irish songs of theatres,
Hasoe and Orange Lodges, and convivial parties

* Tht Popular Songs of Ireland, collected and edited,

introductions and notes, by T. Crofton Croker, Esq.
*P» Colburn.

of the middle class ; but they cannot be the songs
of the Irish people. They are not those sung
round the farmer’s fire-side, on a winter’s night,

by the girls spinning or knitting, or the boy

clouting his brogues ; or such as were warbled
in the cabin before misery had quenched the

light of song around the peasant’s hearth.—Turn
we to pleasanter topics. In 1789, or exactly fifty

years since, Ritson visited Dublin, to “ pick up
songs, the native production of the country,

either single or collected. But I met,” he adds,
“ with little or nothing save disappointment.

And yet I have good reason to think that some
such compositions must either exist or have
existed.” There cannot be a doubt of this. But
the sohoolmaster had not been abroad in Ireland ;

and the humble minstrel, having no secretary or

amanuensis, died unrecorded. Mr C. Croker
gives his readers reason to believe that he has

been more successful than Ritson, though this

volume hears but slender evidence of the results

of either antiquarian or popular research. The
collection is, indeed, chiefly of modern date.

Among the best songs, are the admirable and
unique ** Groves of Blarney,” the parent, we may
add, of a vile spurious brood ; and two by Dr Ma-
ginn—spirited and truly Irish lyrics. The lays

of older date which are given, are not novelties,

though unexceptionable of their kind ; such as

the “ Kilruddery Hunt,” which Ritson published,

together with a few more omitted here, as “ Lille-

bullero,” and “ Bumper Squire Jones.*'

Mr Crofton Croker finally explains the whole

affair. He had made a very large collection,

and was prepared to submit a series of historical

songs to the English reader, from the Battle of

the Boyne downwards, (probab*y to the slaughter

of Rathcormac?) but his publisher demurred;
and, we apprehend., wisely. The collection might
have assumed a complexion too decidedly Orange
for the taste of either the Irish or British public.

The songs adopted in the limited selection are

classified. First, we have those in honour of the

patron saint of the kingdom, which, as is well-

known, are more remarkable for humour than
reverence. The national emblem, “ the green

immortal Shamrock,” is next celebrated. Po-
tatoes, the Irishman’s food, then shines in the

light of song ; and his beloved liquor, Whisky,
is the subject of no fewer than fourteen most
laudatory songs. Nor is his favourite toy, “ The
Sprig of Shillelah,” forgotten. Besides these,

we have local songs, in honour of the “ Beau-
tiful City of Cork,” of Limerick, and a number
of other places. Among the flowers of the col-

lection, are the serious-burlesque, Anglo-Irish

tongs, if we may use the term serious, to distin-

guish them from the purely idiotic burlesque.

At the very head of these, is the classic " Groves

of Blarney,” of whose author, “ honest Dick Mii-

likin,” we have this very interesting notice

Rtohaid Alfred MiHikta was ben, la 1767) at CasH
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Martyr, a small town in the county of Cork, and was
placed in the office of a country attorney, where he

had the reputation of derating more attention to paint,

ing, poetry, and music, than to the niceties of law.

Having completed his apprenticeship, when he claimed to

be admitted as a member of the legal profession, the gen.

tleman by whom he was to be examined “ thought proper

to declare his having received information by letter that

Mr Millikin, then present in Court, and claiming a right

to be sworn a member of it, so far from being regularly

initiated in the profession of an attorney, was bred a
painter, and consequently was wholly unqualified for ad-

mission. This statement, so grossly fate,” says Milli*

kin's biographer, “ was promptly corroborated by a Cork
attorney, who asserted that he could himself point out a

person in Cork, for whom the young man in question had
actually painted a sign. Such an attack, in such a place,

was in itself sufficient to abash an inexperienced young
man ; but, when a recollection flashed on his mind of

having really painted a board, at the request of a poor
widow, (she was that attorney's nurse,) to place over the

window of her son's shop, his embarrassment became so

great that he was unable to utter a word ; aud, had not

his limbs refused their office, he would have quitted the

Court never to return. But, just at that distressing mo-
ment, an acquaintance of happier times, the good-natnred,

kind-hearted Counsellor Fitzgerald (as remarkable for his

urbanity of disposition as corpulence of person) happen-
ing to be present, and taking fire at the malicious false-

hood, rose, and, in a very eloquent address to the Court,

fully disproved the illiberal and unmanly charge ; assert-

ing, in his tnrn, that Mr Millikin— his school-fellow and
early friend, who was designed fov a higher walk in life

than that he was now about to enter on—had not only
received the education of a gentleman, but was possessed

of those accomplishments generally attached to the cha-

racter, one of which was drawing, in which he excelled,

and which, till now, he had never heard attributed to

any man as a fault, or considered as a barrier to profes-

sional pursuits.

“ The consequence of this kind and seasonable explan-
ation was his being admitted and sworn an attorney, and
a member of the Kiug's Inns

; after which he returned to

Cork to commence business. Yonng and nnpatronised,

however, he bad little employment.” . • • .

As professional employment, for which thera are many
candidates, must be courted rather than shunned as irk-

some, Mr Millikin was left with ample leisure to indulge
his taste for literature and the fine arts* and, in 1795,
several poetical contributions from his pen were printed
in The Monthly Miscellany, a Cork magazine. In April

1797, he published, jointly with his sister—a lady who
had distinguished herself by some historical novels

—

The
Casket, or Hesperian Magazine

,
which appeared monthly

until February 1798, when the political circumstances of
Ireland terminated its existence.

On the breaking out of the rebellion, Mr Millikin zeal-

ously joined the Royal Cork Volunteers, and soon became
a conspicuous member of that corps. He was subsequent! y,
by the exertions of his pen aud pencil, an active promoter
of various benevolent objects in Cork
Mr Millikin's death was caused by w*ter on the chest,

and occurred, after a short illness, on the 16th December
1815. He was buried with a public funeral at Douglas,
near Cork, and his loss deplored as a general calamity.

Millikin's papers are now in the hands of Mr
Crofton Croker. The origin of “ The Groves of

Blarney” is thus traced in the Memoir of Millikin,

published, with his poems, after his decease :

—

An itinerant poet, with the view of being paid for his

trouble, composed a song in praise (as he doubtless in-

tended it) of Castle Hyde, the beautiful seat of the Hyde
family, on the river Blackwater ; but, instead of the ex-

pected remuneration, the poor poet was driven from the

gate by the order of the then proprietor, who, from the

absurdity of the thing, conceived that it could only be
meant as mockery

; and, in fact, a more nonsensical com-
position could scarcely escape the pen of a maniac. The
author, however, well satisfied of its merits, and stung

with indignation and disappointment, vented his np in

an additional verse against the owner, and sung it where*

ever he had an opportunity of raising his angry voice.

As satire, however gross, is but too generally well re-

ceived, the song first became a favourite with the lower

orders, then found its way into ballads, and at length

into the convivial meetings of geutlemen. It was in one

of those that Mr Millikin undertook, in the gaiety of the

moment, to produce a song that, if not superior, should

be at least equal In absurdity to * Castle Hyde ;' end

accordingly, adopting the tune, and taking Blarney for

his subject, he soon made good his promise.
“ ‘ The Groves of Blarney,' which was received by the

company with a burst of applause, soon rivalled its pr*.

decessor * Castle Hyde,' and continued long the favourite

of every laughter-loving party.”

Millikin's intention was to ridicule the songs which

ignorant Irish village bards—with a vast fondnecs for

rhyme, an imperfect knowledge of the English lanpsf%

and a pedantic ambition to display the full extent of their

classical knowledge—were, and still are, in the habit of

composing; and in Ireland, rhyme, or even the approach

to it, is often far more effective than reason.

We shall henceforth adopt Mr Crofton

Croker's reading of this National Song as the

true one. It is taken from the author's manu-

script. The fifth stanza is not Millikin's. It

was an impromptu added at an electioneering

dinner, and meant as a hit at the then Lord

Donoughmore, who was present. This was the

son of the Peer, we believe, of whom George III.

is reported to have said, that, %t If he gave him

Great Britain and Ireland in a present, he would

next ask the Isle of Man for a little cabbage

garden.” The wit is less characteristic of the

King thanof the rapacity ofan ever-craving, needy

Irish Peer. The Peer next in succession must

have been as ready and adroit as this one was en-

croaching. When the new verse of " Groves of

Blarney" was sung, he applauded the loudest.

In a very humorous speech, he acknowledged the re-

lationship, thanked the author for his mention of it, and

requested leave to toast the Murphys, Clearys, and Healyi,

with all others who. in the recent political contest, had

ventured life and limb in support of the Hutchinson

cause, and had thus made their blood relationship with

him unquestionable.

millikin's original groves op blarney.
(( The groves of Blarney they are so charming,

All by the purling of sweet silent streams;

Being banked with posies that spontaneous grow there,

Planted in order by the sweet rrck close.

'Tis there's the daisy, and the aweet carnation,

The blooming pink, and the rose so fair

;

The daffadowndilly, besides the lily—

Flowers that scent the sweet fragrant air.

Oh, ullagoane, tec*

c * 'Tis Lady Jeffreys that owns this station.

Like Alexander, or Queen Helen fair

;

There's no commander throughout the nation

For emulation can with her compare.

She has castles round her, that no nine-poundcr

Could dare to plunder her place of strength ;

But Oliver Cromwell he did her pnmmel.
And made a breach in her battlement.

Oh, ullagoane, tec.

“ There's gravel walks there for speculation.

And conversation in sweet solitude

;

'Tis there the lover may hear the dove, or

The gentle plover, in the afternoon.

And if a young lady should be so engaging

As to walk alone in those shady bowers,

'Tis there her courtier he may transport her

In some dark fort, or under ground.

Ob, ullagoane, Ire.
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" For lit (here*# the cave where no daylight enter*,

Bat bats and badgers are for ever bred

;

Being mow'd by natur’, that makes it sweeter

Than a coach or six, or a feather-bed.

"Til there's the lake that is stored with perches^

And comely eels in the verdant mud ;

Besides the leeches, and the groves of beeches,

All standing in order for to guard the flood.

Oh, ullagoane, &c.

u 'Tis there's the kitchen hangs many a flitch in,

With the maids a stitching upon the stair;

The bread and biskie', the beer and whisky,
Would make you frisky if you were there.

Tis there you’d see Peg Murphy's daughter
A washing praties forenent the door,

With Roger Cleary and Father Healy,

All blood relatione to my Lord Donoughmore.
Oh, ullagoane, &c«

* There's statues gracing this noble place in,

All heathen goddesses so fair

—

Bold Neptune, Plutarch, and Nicodemus,
AH standing naked in the open air.

So now to finish this brave narration,

Which my poor geni* could not entwine

;

But were 1 Homer or Nebuchadnezzar,
Tis in every feature I would make il shine.

Oh, ullagoane, Ac.”

It is remarkable that among so loving and
marrying a race as the Irish, there should be so

few popular songs of love and courtship ; and
that, among so witty a people, we should find no
strain9of slyand good-humoured sarcasm, and un-
iting satire—such, for example, as the Scotch
“ My Jo, Janet/’ or “ Tak yer Auld Cloak about
je.’ Their popularsongs of pathos and tenderness

were, as we learn from poor Goldsmith, the

Scottish tf Johnny Armstrong’s LastGood-night,”
and "The Cruelty of Barbara Allen.” In the

“is down by Banna’s Banks,” we have one Irish

love song not of the boudoir class—one songwhich
the criticism of Burns has stamped with fame.
We are disappointed to learn that the sickening
“ Banks of Banna,” of which, with Mr Hay, we
heartily agree " that ire have heard enough” was
a vernal composition of the author of the finer

xmg. He was Mr Ogle of Bellevue in the
county of Wexford, and a member of parliament
for Dublin, before the Union, against which he
*ot«d. H is namby-pamby “ Banks of Banna” was
universally sung, and much admired in its day

;

hs celebrity, probably, arising from the music.
It was the subject of a ludicrous parody, with
«ne verse of which we shall present Mr Crofton
(coker, in requital for his overstrained admira-
tion :

—

u Shepherds, I have lost my wig

—

Have you seen my jeezy ?

Pride of every barber’s shop,

It was so sleek and greasy !**

Bot Mr Ogle's more mature lyric, the favourite

,

of Barns, is truly an exquisite song. Burns
joints out the touching line

—

* Hew can she break the honest heart that wean her in

its core ?
Ah, gra-mt-chree, ma colleen oge, ma Molly Asthore !*’

Ogle had the felicity of afterwards marrying
this wayward, “ darling Molly,” who was a Miss
Jloore. « The Hermit of Killarney,” another

in this collection, is attributed to Mr Ogle.
Jt is the supposed effusion of a contemplative

>

*a lxv_yoi» vi.

sage who has not outlived the sensibilities of

youth, and who is melancholy without being mis.

anthropic. The burden of each stanza is very

fine
“ Adieu, adieu, thou faithless world !

Thou wast not made for me."

Mr Crofton Croker attributes the authorship of

the famous “ Boys of Kilkenny” to Moore ; and,

though the presumed author will not confess

this pleasant sin of his youth, the circumstantial

evidence adduced bears strongly against him.

1. Moore was a prominent member of the Kilkenny
private theatricals, about the years 1802, 3, and 4.

2. The melody called “ the old head of Dennis,” was
an especial favourite with Moore ; to it he wrote his

well-known song in the first Number of the “ Irish

Melodies,” on the Meeting of the Waters in the county of

Wicklow, commencing, “ There is not in this wide world.”

3. The internal evidence of the song itself. The
luscious picture conveyed to the fancy in the concluding

lines of the second, and the beautiful local imagery of

the third verses, as well as the humour which pervades

the entire song, partake more of the tone of Moore*3 mind
than of the national character.

It was no doubt originally written for, and sung on
the Kilkenny stage, and tbe last verse was probably an
adjunct by the author when he sung “ the Boys of Kil-

kenny” in England, where he became a permanent resi-

dent about 1807.

The Kilkenny theatre has been already noticed as a
speculation of Owenson’s. Mr Banim, in some gossiping

letters on Ireland, published in a London periodical, says,
<( Until within the last few years, a private theatre was
annually opened in Kilkenny under the management of
Mr Richard Power, an accomplished and amiable gentle-

man, at which, with other characters of consideration, Mr
Corry (Secretary to the Linen Hall) exhibited his very

rare talents. It was at these Kilkenny
theatricals that Miss O’Neil lost her heart to Mr Becher ;

while the world consequently lost its first-rate actress.

Mr B. was the Coriolanus of the amateur company, and
became captivated with his present celebrated lady dur-

ing the very last Kilkenny season, while Miss O'Neil

was gratuitously lending her mighty talents in behalf of

the widow and the orphan. It is said, too, that here, at

a very early period of her life, and when retained as an
accessory, Miss O'Neil met with a cordial and decisive

encouragement, which materially influenced her after

success in the metiopolis. I have more to say to you
about Kilkenny pic-nics. Tom Moore was for some
years the Spado

,
Mungo, and Peeping Tom of the

boards; and, by all accounts, a glorious little actor he

made. I am informed that his Spado was a treat. In-

deed, the character seems made for him. How 1 should

like to have seen the Irish ladies eyeing him as he sung—

.

“ ‘ Oh, lasses, of love can you fail,

With such a compact little lovey ?

Though no one can taste the big whale,

Sure all love the little anchovy !’

And again

—

“ ‘ Though wanting two feet in my body,

In soul I am thirty feet high.*

Here he recited his own melalogue ; and, as the final

bit of tattle, be it added, here Tommy also met, wooed,

and won his present good lady.”

Air

—

u The old head ofDennis*
Oh, the boys of Kilkenny are stout roving blades,

And if ever they meet with the nice little maids,

They kiss them and coax them, they spend their money
free.

Oh 1 of all towns in Ireland, Kilkenny for me.
Oh ! of all towns in Irelandi, Kilkenny for me !

Through the town of Kilkenny there runs a clear stream,

In the town of Kilkenny there lives a pretty dame,
Her cheeks are like roses, her lips much the same,

Like a dish of ripe strawberries smothered in cream.

Like a dish of ripe strawberries smothered in cream*

Z
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Her eyes are as black as Kilkenny** famed coal,

And ’ti» they through my bosom that hare burned a big

hole;

Her mind, like its waters, is as deep, clear, and pure,

But her heart is more hard than its marble, I*m sure.

But her heart is more hard than its marble, l*m sure.

** Oh ! Kilkenny's a famous town, that shines where it

stands,

And the more I think on it, the more my heart warms

;

For if 1 was in Kilkenny, I'd think myself at home,
For it's there I'd get sweathearts, but here I get none.

For it's there I'd get sweathearts, but here I get none.**

The two first lines of the last stanza of this

song are taken. literally from a sweet old Scoto-

Irish song which we have never met with in

print, and which goes thus

—

“ Oh, bonny Pertmore ! thou shines where thou stands,

And the more 1 look to thee the more my heart warms ;

But when 1 look from thee my heart Is aye sore,

To think on the lassie 1 left at Portmore.**

A hunter after the finer order of the popular

songs of Ireland should Try Glasgow," and

Ayrshire, and Renfrewshire. Motherwell's Col-

lection, we believe, includes some good specimens

of the Scoto-Irish style. The song “ One night

when I got frisky," with the burden, ** Oh, I'll

never get drunk any more,\ is palpably formed

upon the Scottish ditty

—

** I’ll never get drunk any more,
1*11 never get drunk any more ;

But aye when 1 smell good liquor,

I'll just look in at the door.**

The very popular song, “ St Patrick was a

gentleman," so often shockingly mangled and
vulgarized in the singing of the English and

Scotch, is, it seems, the joint production, or

rather, we suspect, was only jointly sung at a

masquerade in Cork in 1814, by Mr Bennett and
Mr Toleken, in the character of ballad-singers.

The third, fourth, and sixth stanzas of the com-

mon edition have since been added, the last by

Mr Toleken. Though first in point of time, it

does not, in wit, and brilliancy, and droll Irish

humour, approach Maginn's 4< St Patrick of

Ireland, my dear !" The Doctor calls this last a
u theological song, containing the principal acts

of the national Saint—his coming to Ireland on a

stone ; his blessed, never-emptying can, com-

monly called £t Patrick's pot ; his changing a

leg of mutton into a salmon during Lent ;" and
other genial miracles. We should not imagine

that even the most bigoted Catholic could carp

at this inimitable lyric, the Irish t( St George he

was for England
!"

Air— The Night before Lary teat stretched.

** A fig for St Denis of France

—

He's a trumpery fellow to btag on

;

A fig for St George and bis lance,

Which spitted a heathenish dragon;
And the Saints of the Welshman or Scot

Are a couple of pitiful pipers ;

Both of whom may just travel to pot

Compared with that patron of swipers,

St Patrick of Ireland, my dear !

“ He came to the Emerald Isle

On the lump of a paving-etone mounted ;

The steam-boat he beat by a mile,

Which mighty good sailing was counted.

Says he, 4 The salt water, I think,

Has made me most bloodily thirsty

;

So bring me a flagon of drink—

To keep down the mulligrubs, burst ye

—

Of drink that is fit for a saint !*

“He preached, then, with wonderful force,

The ignorant natives a-teaching ;

With a pint he washed down his discourse,
4 For,* says he, 4 I detest your dry preaching.*

The people, with wonderment struck,

At a pastor so pious and civil,

Exclaimed—* We're for yon, my old buck !

And we pitch our blind gods to the devil.

Who dwell* in hot water below !*

44 Thii ended, our worshipful spoon
Went to visit an elegant fellow,

Whose practice, each cool afternoon,

Was to get most delightfully mellow.

That day, with a black-jack of beer

It chanced he was treating a party

;

Says the Saint—* This good day, do you hear,

I drank nothing to speak of, my hearty !

So give me a pull at the pot 1*

** The pewter he lifted in sport,

(Belli ve me, i tell you no fable,)

A gallon he drank from the quart.

And then placed it full on the table.

* A miracle !* every one said,

And they all took a haul at the stingo;

They were capital hands at the trade,

And drank till they fell ; yet, by jingo.

The pot still frothed over the brim !

** Next day, quoth his host, 4 *Tis a fast.

And I've naught in my larder but mutton;
And, on Fridays, who’d make such repast.

Except an unchristian-like glutton ?*

Says Pat, 4 Cease your nonsense, I beg,

What you tell me it nothing but gammon ;

Take my compliments down to the leg.

And bid it come hither a salmon !"

And the leg most politely complied t

* * • • • *
4£ Oh ! he was an elegant blade
As you'd meet from Fairhead to KUcrumper j*

And though under the sod he is laid,

Yet here goes his health in a bumper

!

I wish he was here, that my glass

He might by art magic replenish

;

But since he ie not—why, alas !

My ditty must come to a finish,

Because ail the liquor is out!**

Mr Crofton Croker enters into the learned
controversy concerning the genuine 8hamrock,
but throws no new light upon the question. On
the whole he inclines to the authenticity of the

common white trefoil clover, of which many in-

habitants of Edinburgh may still remember pet-

patches being carefully cultivated, that the Irish

students, then thronging to our university, might
have shamrocks wherewith to garniah their

beavers on St Patrick's Day, or the 17th of

March. An anonymous Dublin writer attacks

Mr Bicheno's theory, which assumes the wood-
sorrel to be ' the true shamrock. The Dublin
writer evidently does not know what that beau-

tiful plant is, and confounds it with common sorrel

or sottrocks. The wood-sorrel is of the most bril-

liant and delicate green colour, but of a warmer
and lighter hue than the trefoil, which its ex-

quisitely pencilled leaf considerably resembles.

The trefoil is, however, the shamrock by pro-

scription, and, like the Whigs, it would be a pity

* Fairhead is the north-east cape of Ireland ; Kil*

crumper is a ruined church, and ancient burial-ground,

between Fermoy and Kilworth, in the county of Cork,
the southern comity of Inland.
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to disturb it in possession. The search for a four-

leaved plant of trefoil is common to Scotland

with Ireland, and probably to many other coun-

tries, and is held as the harbinger of good luck

to the finder.

Of the songs in praise of the Potato, that

addressed to Cobbettisthebest. Colman's broad

parody on Scott's “Boat Song" io “ The Lady
of the Lake/' does no more deserve to be classed

among the popular songs of Ireland, than a

thousand other slang songs about Irish bulls and
blenders. “ The Land of Potatoes," is ascribed

to Mr Owenson, the father of Lady Morgan.
This gentleman was a comic actor of some merit

;

and in his own country and day was particularly

admired in the personation of off-hand, half-gen-

tlemanly Irish characters. Of Owenson, now best

known through the literary reputation of his

daughter. Sir Jonah Barrington says

He was highly celebrated in the line of Irish characters

;

sod Merer did an actor exist so perfectly calculated, in my
opinion, to personify that singular class of people. Con-
siderably above six feet in height, remarkably handsome
sad brare- looking, rigorous, and well-shaped, he was not

mlgar enough to disgust, nor was he genteel enough to

be oat of character. Never did I see an actor so entirely

identify himself with the peculiarities of those parts he

wained. In the higher class of Irish characters (old

officers, Sec.) he looked well, but did not exhibit sufficient

dignity
; and, in tht lowest, his humour was scarcely

quaint and original enough 5 but in what might be termed
the middle eisas of Paddies, no man ever combined the

look and the manner with such felicity as Owenson.
Scientific singing is not an Irish quality ; and he sang
well enough. I have heard Jack Johnstone warble so

my skilfully, and act some parts so very like a man of

inurate education, that I almost forgot the nation he

ns mimicking. That was not the case with Owenson

:

he acted as if he had not received tocr much schooling,

and saog like a man whom nobody instructed. He was,

like most of his profession, careless of his concerns, and
pew old without growing rich. His last friend was old

Foetaiue, m very celebrated Irish dancing-matter, many
years domiciliated and highly esteemed in Dublin. He
aided Owenson and his family whilst he had the means
to do so ; and they both died nearly at the same time,

instances of talent and improvidence.

Mr Owenson’s song displays no distinguishing

humour or elegance. The burden is the best

of it
“ Ho«p ality,

No formality,

All reality, theta you ever ns ;

The free and the easy

Would so amaae ye,

You’d think us ail crazy,

For dull we never be 1

In the land of potatoes, 0 !”

To the imperial praises of Whisky made by

Peter the Great, who, of all wine, said Irish wine

was the beat, and who drank accordingly, Mr Crof-

ton Croker adds those of George IV., who, on his

visit toDublin in 1821 , while he maddened all Irish

brains with the intoxicating fumes of loyalty, had

his own excited by the genuine poteen. Our
author should have told that his Majesty had the

good taste to forbid the appearance of excised or
“ Parliament whisky," at the royal table. His

push was made only of that

“ Which came from a still,

flung under a hill.

White aye of ganger saw it net,*'

With the full fourteen Whisky Songs here put

on record, Ireland must we fear yield the palm
to Scotland in praising usquebae, whatever be

their respective merits in the immense consump-
tion of the beverage sacred to both nations.*

The most remarkable new fact relating to this

potent inspirer of the Irish muse is, that Big
Jack Joyce of Connemara, has joined the Tee-
Total Society ! Were this portentous joining

anything more than an equivalent to the three

months’ vow to a priest, we should fancy the end
of the Irish world at hand.

“ On the poteen,** lays Barrow, u being produced, l

hoped he (the aforesaid ‘ Big Jack Joyce,*) would not
oblige me to drink alone ; but it was not without much
entreaty I could prevail upon him to take a single glass,

which he did only, he said, to welcome my arrival.
‘ Tempora mutantur,’ thought I, and some of us are

changed with them ; for it was scarcely a twelvemonth
since Inglis visited him, when 4 room was found on the

table for a double-sized flagon of whisky, and water
appeared to be a beverage not much in repute.* The
mystery was soon unriddled by his telling me that he

Joyce, of all men in the world—had become a member of

a Temperance Society 1 and had taken a vow (on three

months’ trials not to drink spirits, save and except oq
such an occasion as the present, and when necessary to do
so medicinally. He, however, gave me to understand

that he had taken his fair share of poteen in his day, and
was nothing the worse of it.

M It is to be hoped,** adds Barrow, “ that this honest
fellow will not endeavour to prevail on his poor neigh-

bours to forego entirely this necessary beverage; absolutely

necessary, as I am assured by a medical gentleman of

great eminence, to prevent scorbntic habits in those whose
chief or sole food is the potato, which Cobbett not im-

properly calls 1 the root of poverty.* Rice has not much
more nutrition in it than potatoes, and yet the millions of

India and China feed npon little else ; but they never eat

it alone 1 it is either dressed in the shape of curries, or

highly seasoned with pepper and other hot spices, which
answers the purpose of whisky.**

...... Before the progress of whisky, leper-

houses, which, as Dr Ledwich observes, l* were every-

where to be found” in Ireland, rapidly disappeared; and
hence this healing spirit was termed the water of life, or

aqna vit», which words, rendered into Irish, are usque-

bagh, emphatically called uisge ; or, to use the expression

of Sir Walter Scott, 44 by way of eminence termed the

water,** and from nisge is our common word whisky
derived.

By the old physicians this charming cordial was recom-

mended as a means of prolonging life ; and it was, con-

sequently, eagerly and universally sought alter. Fennel-

seeds, saffron, and other pungent matters were mingled

with it ; but these were soon found to be only whimsical

adulterations of the sublime purity of an inestimable

extract Fynes Moryson, although little Incined to admit

the excellence of anything Irish, says, “ The Irish aqua
vitas, vulgarly called usquebagh, is held the best in the

world of that kind ; which is also made in England, but

nothing to good at that which it brought out of Ireland.”

Among: the Local Songs, the best is the follow-

ing by Dr Brennan of Dublin, the editor of the

defunct Milteian Monthly Magazine, whose

characteristic Monthly period was sometimes

three months, and sometimes three years, as best

suited the convenience of its eccentric editor.

* Can any of our readers furnish us, for our collection,

with a copy of a droll effusion, composed in the character

of a Highlander, in praise of usqnebae, which contains

this stanza :

—

•« When Sbaaet pt skk,and pe Bakin te Mira,
Te wee drappie trink it peebentsh her pram,
It make her to ting, and ta bowdle to pray—
Ochi lang life toJDonald and his Usquebae."
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“ A Connaught man
Get* all that he can,

Hi* impudence never hat mitt-alls

He'll teldom flatter,

But bully and batter

;

And hit talk's of his kin and hit pittoL

“ A Monster man
Is civil by plan

;

Again and again he'll entreat yoo

;

Though you ten timet refute,

He hia object pursues,

Which it, nine out of ten timet, to cheat you.

44 An (Jitter man
Ever meant to trepan.

He watches your eye and opinion

;

He’ll ne’er disagree

Till his interest it be,

And insolence marks hia dominion.

“ A Leinster man
It with all cup and can

;

He calls t'other provinces knaves $

Yet each of them see,

When he starts with the three,

That his distance he frequently saves.*'

The Irish Muses have many unfortunate or

outcast step-sons, much like those of other lands.

One or two smooth, sweet effusions, by a person

of this description named Callanan, find a place

here. In a young man they are promising and

nothing more. The author was intended for a

priest, and studied for some time at Maynooth.

He left that seminary, offended his relations,

and became a schoolmaster. At one period, in

a fit of despair, he enlisted as a private soldier.

Subsequently, he was patronized by Dr Maginn,

and became an assistant in the Doctor's school.

Callanan was also a private tutor. He was a

thorough-paced victim to the Muses, or rather to

his own indiscretion ; and his little story repeats

a warning often given, and too often in vain. He
was indolent and procrastinating, and yet bit

with that mania for instant publication, which is

one of the worst symptoms of a poor poet. He
fell into a decline, and died in Portugal at the age

of thirty-four. Thither his generous friends

—

for he never wanted friends—had sent him, to be

tutor in a family, 8ud for the recovery of his

health. His lyric 44 Sweet Avondu," is smooth

and flowing, with a smack of the melody of

Smollet’s 4f Leven's banks," but destitute of the

vigour and concentration of that beautiful poem.

In the high department of genuine lyrical poetry,

the Popular Songs of Ireland seem sadly defici-

ent. Moore, where he has succeeded, is but one

happy accident, and there is no other remarkable

Irish song-writer. The flow of song, in the nobler

sense, would indeed seem to have ceased of late

over both the Islands.

Of slang songs, or what he designates as such,

though many more of the. songs are slangish

enough, Mr Crofton Croker gives but one ex-

ample, 44 De Groves of de Pool," written by
honest Dick Millikin upon “the gallant Cork
City Militia” returning after the glorious wars
of the *98

; or rather of “ their advance back
again,” as he terms it Hibernically. One stanza

is as good for our purpose as the whole

—

44 Now de war, dearest Nancy, is ended.

And de peace is come over from France

;

So our gallant Cork city militia

Back again to headquarters advance.

No longer a beating dose rebels,

We')l now be beating de bull,

And taste dose genteel recreation

Dat are found in de groves of de Pool.

Hi fol didder nil bidder ml, Ac**

Among the political and slang songs of that
memorable period we can remember one which,

from its sprightliness, deserves that Mr Crofton

Croker, or some one else, should rescue it from
oblivion. It appeared on a broadside, of which
the figure-head was a French republican soldier

mounted upon an ass, with the motto—a parody
of the inspiring rallying word of that mad
epoch—of

ERIN GO BRAY !

44 From Rochforte, in de Bay of Biscay,

Me come for de very fine visky

To make de Jacobin frisky.

And Erin may go bray

!

“ Me get de meally potato

From de Irish democrato
To make de Jacobin fat, O !

And Erin may go bray !

44 Me put into requisition

De girl of every condition,

And Erin may go bray!

44 Erin may bray and kick, O

!

But de Jacobin will stick, O

!

As long as there’s any thing to pick, O

!

And Erin may go bray
!"

Among the local songs, “ The County of Lim-
erick Buck-Hunt," written to celebrate a famous
hunt which took place in the year 1733, is more
classic in tone than most of those temporary local

effusions. Among the ladies, toasted in bumpers
at the dinner after the hunt, was the veritable

Miss Alicia, or 44 Alley Croker," the true-love,

as we are led to suppose, of the man €< Who
lived in Ballinacrazy." She was afterwards mar-
ried to Charles Langley, Esq., of Lisnarnock,

county of Kilkenny. A sampler, worked by the

fair Alley, is preserved as a relic by a family

named Baker, in Tipperary county. The author

of 44 Alley Croker”—and why is it not included

among 44 The Popular Songs of Ireland ?"—was
Larry Grogan, a celebrated amateur piper of the

family of Grogan of Johnstown, County of Wex-
ford.

One good song, 44 Dear Mallow, adieu," was
written by Samuel White, the Masterof the Eng-
lish Grammar School, Dublin, and the teacher of

Moore (who has addressed a sonnet to hismemory)
and also of other distinguished men. He was a

spouter, a rhymester, and fond of theatricals.

He taught his pupils to declaim in the style of

Mossop, Barry, and the elder Sheridan, who had
been the associates of his youth ; and Mr Moore
believes that his taste has had a powerful influ-

ence upon the tone of Irish rhetoric, aa most of

the prominent members of the bar, and the pulpit

orators, bad passed under his tuition. This gay,

happy, and unworldly old schoolmaster died at

the age of fourscore.
44The Rakes of Mallow"—the bloods and bucks

of that once fashionable water-drinking town,
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before steam whisked the fashionables of the

south of Ireland over to Bristol, Bath, and Chel-

tenham—are celebrated in a song more truly

descriptive than recommendatory of the morals
and manners of those gay youths. A few lines

may snffice to depicture the daily life of an Irish

back not very long since.
“ When, at home with dadda dying,
Still for Mallow water crying

;

But where there's rood claret plying

Live the rakes of Mallow.
“ Living short but merry lives

;

Going where the devil drives ;

Having sweethearts, hot no wives,

Live the rakes of Mallow.
“ Racking tenants, stewards teasing,

Swiftly spending, slowly raising,

Wishing to spend all their days in

Raking as at Mallow.
a Then, to end this raking life,

They get sober, take a wife

;

Ever after live In strife,

And wish again for Mallow.”

One old historical ballad haa now a double in-

terest belonging to it.
“ The Entrenchment of

New Ross" is supposed to have been composed in

1265, when the walla were in progress of being

raised. It was written in Norman French by a
friar named Michael Kildare, and was translated

from the Harleian MSS., in the British Museum,
by the lamented L. E. L. It is printed here for

the first time. It is, however, rather to be re-

garded as a curiosity than as appropriate to a
collection of Irish popular songs

; yet it gives a
singular glimpse of ancient manners. All the

inhabitants of the menaced town took their turn
of labour at erecting the defensive walls, towers,

and bridges ; every trade or guild working by
itself under its separate banners and leaders.

Even the women and ladies laboured in carrying

stones ; and, in honour of them, one tower was
named “ The Maiden's Tower."
And thus we close Mr Crofton Croker's con-

tribution to the Minstrelsy of his native country,

commending what he has done, and hoping that,

with the materials which he has collected, he
may yet rear a broader-based, nobler, and more
lasting monument to the honour of Ireland.

STEAM TO INDIA.

Thebe are few suhjecte of more vital import-

ance to this country than the promotion of steam
navigation, since it is evident that the dominion
of the sea will henceforth rest with that nation

vhieh is able to command the most powerful and
efficient steam navy. Hitherto, however, Great
Britain has not displayed that superiority which
might have been expected of her as the first

maritime power in the world, though possessing

pre-eminently all the elements for creating a
steam navy, and incited thereto by her widely-
spread colonial possessions, which render the ap-

plication of this power of infinitely greater value

to her than to other nations. Wonderful as the
power of steam is in every aspect, its adaptation
to maritime affairs is its greatest triumph—

a

mode of operation almost miraculous, and which
vill ere long displace the ancient order of things,

ud change the face of the globe. Though the

Wnefits of this new power are open to all the
orid, it belongs to Great Britain to secure the
fullest measure of them ; it is a power expressly
mited to the circumstances in which she is placed
—suited alike to hercapabilitiesof exercising, and
to the supply of her most urgent wants. The
focovery of steam navigation was made for

England, and it may almost he said that England
xumade for steam navigation. If the profound-
tst and most acute statesmen had combined for

ages to advance the power and renown of Eng-
land to its highest point, they never could have
devised a project for applying the distinguishing
natural resources of this country, its unrivalled
nines of coal and iron, to strengthen that pecu-
liar arm of its power, the navy, and to connect
together and approximate all the various parts
of this extensive and scattered empire ; yet this

taa been rendered practicable without design

;

*®d experience has proved the possibility of

effecting what it could never have entered

into the mind of man to conceive. Henceforth,

'

steam is the arm of Britain's power ; and as this

arm is strong or weak, must she take her rank

among the nations. Should it so happen that,

at this period of her history, some other nation,

under less favourable circumstances, but more

alive to the advantages of steam navigation,

should suddenly avail itself of this new power,

and supplant England on her ancient domain,

with what shame and remorse shall we not look

back on our past indifference to this subject, and

with what scorn, the more bitter because well

merited, shall we not he assailed by surrounding

nations and by posterity ! To he content with a

mere equality with other nations, or with so

trifling an advance as to encourage their pursuit,

is to be in momentary danger of being outstrip-

ped ; for steam navigation is yet in its infancy,

and the improvement of a day on the part of any

one of our competitors may throw us behind in

the race, and destroy that prestige in our favour

which is one of the elements of success. Having

also more at stake than others, and greater capa-

bilities for prosecuting steam navigation, we
ought to be far in advance of all, to set rivalry at

defiance, and pre-occupy the ground that may
otherwise be taken from us. It is, undoubtedly, a

great honour to have established steam commu-
nication with America ; hut there is another work

to he achieved which has been too long delayed;

and although it is on a far grander scale, the

practicability of accomplishing it has been placed

beyond a doubt—a comprehensive and well-or-

ganized system of steam communication with

India, which would inevitably give rise to a regu-

lar steam communication with the Eastern Ar-

chipelago and China, with Australia, the Cape

of Good Hope, the Mauritius, and probably with
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litany other parts. *< Nothing so splendid in

speculation was ever conceived. The country

which adopts it is at once stamped as the most
remarkable in the universe. For Great Britain,

as a commercial nation, it is the most perfect real,

isation of a schema to protect, promote, and
aggrandize her interests, that the brain of a

statesman could originate. Boundless in its

issues, it is bold, grand, unrivalled In its inten-

tions. It opens to the vision England in the

vastness of her empire, the plenitude of her

power, at the climax of wealth and greatness.

Approximating the several portions of a widely*

spreading scattered dominion, by a power utterly

miraculous, it gives the idea of Great Britain in

a new point of view, as a novel phenomenon, as

a nation of which the world had only to-day

learned its stupendous and amazing features and

resources.
1
' The work* from which the above

extract is taken, hae been written chiefly to ad.

vocate the route for steamers to India via the

Red 8ea, in opposition to that proposed by Sir

John Ross round the Cape of Good Hope. By
the former route the distance from England to

Ceylon, the point of centralization in India, is

only 6959 miles ; by the latter it is 1
1 ,995 miles

—

a difference so great that it goes very far to de-

cide the question. Before, however, entering

into a comparison of the two plans, we must bring

up our report of steam communication with In-

dia, since the subject was last noticed in our
Magazine for September 1838.

It was then stated that an arrangement had
been entered into between Her Majesty'sGovern-
ment and the East India Company, for a regular

communication between England and Bombay,
through Egypt and the Red Sea. ThiB was far

from being satisfactory to the parties interested,

as it oonfined the benefits of steam navigation to

one port in India, instead of extending them to

all the presidencies, agreeably to what is termed
the comprehensiveplan ; and it was also extremely
doubtful whether the steamers would be able to

make their way from Bombay to the Red Sea

during the south-west monsoon, in which case

the communication would be altogether suspend-

ed for three months in the year ; but the East
India Company could not be persuaded to ven-
ture on a more efficient plan, and it was at least

expected that, as far as they did promise to go,

they would render the measure oomplete. What
has been tl.3 result? For several months the
mails arrived with sufficient regularity, though
not as speedily as was either desirable or practi-

cable: but, when the public were beginning to

plaoe some confidence in this regularity, the
mails oeased to arrive, and for three successive

months not a letter was received from India!
The Court of Directors had made no provision

for the dispatch of the mails during the south-
west montoon ; and when applied to on the sub-
ject by the East India and China Association, the
Direotors were totally at a loss for an answer.
Whether this is to he attributed to mere negli-

* u Steam to India eta the Red Sea, and eta the Cape of
Good Hope.4

gence, or to a fixed determination to frustrate the

scheme of steam communication with India, it is

conclusive as to the point of again committing

the management to the East India Company;
and it is now the general feeling to take it out

of their hands, and trust alone to private enter,

prise and support.

I n the meantime, the comprehensive scheme fot

extending steam communication to all the presi.

dencies was being agitated in India, and no less

than £140,000 was subscribed, chiefly in Bengal

alone, for the purpose of joining any well-organ-

ized plan that might be set on foot in this

country. The steamers at present employed in

India and the Red Sea, are about 600 tons

measurement, and from 160 to 280 horse power

each ; these are acknowledged to be inadequate

both in size and power, and Dr Lardner pro.

posed to have steamers of 1000 tons and 250

horse power, which at that time was considered

a liberal scale ; it has been, however, enlarged

by Sir John Ross, to vessels of 1200 tons and 320

horsepower; and, lastly. Captain Barber bsspro-

posed vessels of 1500 tons burthen, and 600 horse

power. The objection made to Captain Barber's

plan, is with regard to the expense ; doubts

being entertained whether the returns will cover

the great outlay required to provide and main-

tain steamers of this magnitude. Captain Barber

estimates the first outlay for five steamers of 15C0

tons, and two smaller ones in India, together with

omnibusses and vans in Egypt for crossing the

desert, at £335,000—or, to meet all contingen-

cies, £400,000 ; and the total annual charge at

£227,000, which, as it makes no provision for the

steamers to be employed between England and

Egypt, is more than double the amount of Dr

Lardner’s estimate; and he calculates that, if

only one-half of the passengers to and from India

were to proceed by the steamers, there would be

a surplus income over the annual expenditure

of £70,000, and as much more from letters, &c.
f

making the whole surplus about £140,000 per

annum. We will not venture to hazard an

opinion as to the scale which it would hs most

advisable to adopt ; but will only state that

there is no undertaking of the kind more likely

to command general support and liberal remu-

neration than a safe, rapid, and regular line of

steam communication with India, In very many

cases the civil and military officers would be

gainers by paying ,£100 more for a passage by s

steamer than a sailing vessel, inasmuch as they

would arrive in India three or four months

sooner, and for all that period be in receipt of

their additional pay and allowance; or, ifin India,

they might retain their pay three or four months

longer, and yet be in England as soon as thosewho

embarked before in sailing vessels. There would

also be a considerable saving in the outfit of

passengers, which, instead of being provided for

a period of six months, would he reduced to a

supply for one or two months, with the oppor-

tunity of replenishing in their journey through

Egypt.

With regard to the comparative advantage
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of the two routes, by the Red Sea And the Cape
ofGood Hope, we must, in the first place, observe

that the practicability of the latter for a single

steamer within any reasonable time is as yet

unproved, whereas the other route has been
brought to the test of experience. We know what
has been done under a very defective system,

we know all the dangers and difficulties that are

to be encountered on that route, and we have
therefore substantial grounds for forming an
opinion as to what may be done under a more
perfect system of steam communication. We
will, however, take it for granted, that Sir John
Ross's plan is practicable, and that a single steamer
will be able to reach Ceylon in forty-seven days,

stoppingonly at theCape ofGood Hope for twenty,
four hours ; on the other hand. Captain Barber cal-

oolites that, by the RedSea,the voyagefromEng.
land to Ceylon may be made in thirty-six days, a
saving of eleven days, or nearly one third ; and if

Colliers patent boilers were used, and found to

answer the expectations of Sir John Ross, the
voyage by the Red Sea might be made in little

store than half the time required to go round
the Cspe of Good Hope. With regard to time,

therefore, there can be no comparison between
the two routes; but there are various objections

rged against the route by the Red Sea. lit, It

i*wid that there is danger of infection from the
plagoe in Egypt ; 2dly, That the route through
that country may hereafter be closed or rendered
dangerous by political events ; 3dly, That the
frequent changes from vessel to vessel would be
highly inconvenient, especially to families ; and,

*%, That the passage from Bombay to the Red
bea is difficult and sometimes impracticable dur.
isgthe north-west monsoon. To which we reply
—that the plague is a mere bugbear; it does not
ippear fur years together; and even then, seldom
Stacks sny but persons of the lowest class, or
those who live intemperately. Of the many
hundred persons who have passed through Egypt
to *nd from India of late years, we have not
heard of one who has fallen a victim to the
pkgue, or even been attacked by it. That the
touts through Egypt may some day be closed

^nst us, is no reason why we should not take
advantage of it while it is open ; and indeed that
ftepat the present time is the most likely means
to establish and extend our influence in that
tot&tty, and secure the permanence of the route.

Jhe frequent changes from one vessel to another
1 st most an inconvenience of no great magni-
tode, ag the passengers will not be encumbered
*ith much baggage ; and with Collier's patent
talers there would be no occasion to change at
^ after embarking at Suez. The last objection
regarding the passage from Bombay to the Red
tai, applies only to the present defective system

;

ud it is one of the objects of the comprehensive
plan of steam communication, to remedy this

by carrying on the line to Ceylon, and
thence to Madras and Calcutta. If Col-

bert patent boilers answer the expectations
entertained of them, they may as well be used in
Ita Red Sea u round the Cape of Good Hope

;

and it is only by supposing the same machinery

to be used in both cases, that any fair comparison

can be made of the advantages of each route re-

spectively. The question will be whether passengers

to India will prefer the unceasing annoyances of a

steamer for a period of forty -seven successive days,

exposed to many changes of climate, to storms,

and especially to the terrible passage round the

Cape of Good Hope, without any stoppage to re-

lieve or intermit the tediousness of such a

voyage, and without, perhaps, even a sight of

land, except for twenty-four hours at the Cape ;

whether they will prefer such a passage to one

performed in little more than half the time,

relieved by the journey through Egypt, and thus

divided into two short voyages of about ten days

and fourteen days respectively ? There is no

doubt, in our opinion, that passengers would pre-

fer the route by the Red Sea—-the two short

voyages relieved by the land journey mid-way—
even though it should occupy ns much time as

the voyage round the Cape of Good H»>pe ; and

as both Dr Lardner and Captain Barber calculate

that the voyage may be performed by this route

in less time with the ordinary machinery than

Sir John Ross calculates upon with the improved

machinery round the Cape, there will be a sav-

ing of time, notwithstanding the disadvantage of

using the less improved machinery. The main
support of any plan of steam communication with

India, is considered to be from the resort of pas-

sengers ; and their convenience and accommoda-

tion mutt therefore be secured in preference to

any other object. On these grounds the route

by the Bed Sea appears to us far preferable to

the other, while, at the same time, it holds out

other advantages peculiar to itself. The inter-

course of travellers with the inhabitants of Egypt
and the shores of the Red Sea, is not only a

source of gratification, but eminently calculated,

at the same time, to promote commerce and civil-

ization, and also to strengthen the political in-

fluence of England in those regions. A constant

influx of British subjects of the wealthy and edu-

cated classes must be highly beneficial to Egypt,

which would thus be bound to us by Interest-

while the increase of our naval power in the Red
Sea, would render that country in a greater de-

gree dependent on our friendship. How widely

different is the dreary and solitary voyage round

the Cape, in the whole course of which there is

not one object to be gained or hope<) ?for till its

termination ! Again, the advantages of the route

by the Red Sea, in a military point of view, will

be evident, should it ever be necessary to dis-

patch troops with haste to defend the north of

India, the scene of the present operations. By
that route troops may be landed on the banks of

the Indus in half the time required to take them
round the Cape ; the voyages being short, and
little space occupied by water and provisions, a

greater number of men could be shipped on the

same tonnage, and, with the benefit of rest and

refreshment in Egypt, they might be expected to

arrive at their destination in better order than

after a long voyage. But although we are de-
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cidedly of opinion that the route by the Red Sea

ie the beat for passengers, and that it will gene-

rally be preferred by them, it is by no means un-

likely that those who disdain to mix among the

throng, and who require ample accommodation

and exclusive society, will, to secure these ad-

vantages, take the Cape route. Persons of this

class will be content to pay handsomely for their

accommodation ; but they will require to be pro-

vided for in a style far superior to Sir J. Ross's

estimate for passengers—four shillings a-day

—

which is, indeed, a most miserable allowance for

any description of passengers, the usual allow-

ance being ten shillings a-day for each passenger.

There is one object, however, for which the Cape

route seems better calculated than that by the

Red Sea—we mean the conveyance of goods,

which it is both inconvenient and expensive to

unload and tranship. We reckon that there are

about 3000 to 4000 tons of valuable goods, such

as silks, indigo, &c., annually shipped from India,

which could bear to pay from £8 to £10 per ton

more than the ordinary freight on sailing vessels,

provided they could be landed in England in two

months, instead of five or six months. The sav-

ing of interest for three or four months would

make up for the higher rate of freight, and it is

always an advantage to have goods brought to

market with celerity. The same observations

apply to manufactured goods, and other articles

shipped from England. Now, if the steamers are

able, as it is supposed, to carry 500 tons of cargo,

a vessel might earn, in four trips in the course

of a year, from £20,000 to £30,000 by the freight

of goods. Sir J. Ross calculates the earnings for

this period at only £12,000 from freight, and

£28,300 from passengers. He estimates the

freight at only £6 per ton, which is barely what

is paid in sailing vessels, while we are disposed

to allow more than double that rate on all valu-

able goods, provided they can be conveyed to

their destination within the time specified. We
must therefore reverse his calculations, and place

the larger amount of earnings to the item of

freight, and the lesser to passengers. If these

views are correct, it would require only one ves-

sel to be dispatched every two months or there-

abouts, instead of one every month, unless the

quantity of goods capable of paying a high rate

of freight should greatly exceed our estimate.

There is ample scope for both lines of steam

communication ; but, if only one shall be esta-

blished and brought to perfection, it will exalt

the power of England to an amazing height, and

render this country, indeed, the envy and admir-

ation of the world. Competition will be set at

defiance, for no other country has the means or

inducements to undertake so grand a work, which

time would consolidate by the establishment of

various branches, all tending to strengthen and

enlarge the original line.

The committee appointed in London to take
into consideration Captain Barber’s plan, have
lately reported, recommending steamers of even
greater size and power than those proposed by

Captain Barber. In this we have an additional

proof of the progress of this important question.

The more it is investigated the more evident

does it become, that any plan of steam commn.
nication with India ought to be on the most en-

larged scale which experience has proved to be

practicable. By a comparison of the expenses

and returns of steamers of various capacities, it

is found that vessels of large size will pay better,

on a long voyage, than small vessels, the returns

being greater in proportion to the outlay ; and

they have also the advantages of greater speed,

and more certainty of overcoming the difficulties

of the navigation ; and, as these truths have been

established, the plans have been gradually en-

larged, from steamers of 500 or 600 tons bur.

then, to those now recommended by the com.

mittee, of 2000 tons burthen, and 500 horse power.

It has been proposed to have iron steamers of 2600

tons burthen; but the committee have judiciously

resolved not to undertake experiments, being of

opinion that, although great advantages may be

anticipated from the substitution of iron for

wood in the construction of steamers, present ex-

perience does not warrant them in recommend-

ing its adoption for vessels of the class, and for

the distant employment contemplated. The plan of

the committee is, to have seven steamers of 2000

tons burthen—four for the Indian, and three for

the European side—with boats for navigating the

Nile ; the total outlay is estimated at £520,000,

and the annual charges at £250,000.

While on this subject, we may briefly advert

to a plan for establishing steam navigation on the

Pacific, from Panama to various ports in South

America, and eventually to be extended to Chins

and Australia. It is intended to place this line

of steamers in connexion with her Majesty*

packets in the Atlantic, and, by improving the

road across the isthmus of Darien, to reduce the

time occupied in that journey from two days to

eight or ten hours. The capital of the Pacific

Steam-Navigation Company is to be £250,000,

and the undertaking appears to be highly ap-

proved of by the British merchants resident in

South America, who, from their local knowledge,

must be supposed well able to judge of its suc-

cess.

We look to the establishment of a complete

line of steamers to India, as an era in the naval

history of this country ; and, great as the under-

taking is, we confidently expect that it will not

be much longer delayed. Amidst the variety of
^

schemes that have been proposed and exam-

ined, there has been a great diversity of opinion,
|

which has contributed greatly to the delay ;
but

,

all parties seem now to be agreed as to certain-

general principles, and to be approximating with

regard to the details. The establishment of

steam-navigation across the Atlantic, bas pre-

pared the way for steam to India, and removed

many of the doubts and difficulties with which the

subject was before encumbered. Success in tbs

one case augurs well for success in the other.
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THE ROYALISTS OF PERU.

BY MRS GORE.

The tan was setting gloriously, at became the

midsummer sun of a tropical country, over the

extensive plains spreading from the lower ridges

®f the Andes to the Peruvian coast
;
glittering

at intervals upon the distant domes and towers of

Lima, and streaming with fervid influence on
feyw-fenced fields of maize and luzerne; be-

tween which, occasional thickets of wild cane, en-

laced with glaring blossoms of the nasturtium
of Pera, shot up in airy lightness into the sum-
mer sky.

Bnt amid the fertile luxuriance of the season,

and brightness of the scene, a blackening blight

was discernible. The iron hand of the War of

Independence had imprinted its fatal traces on
that devoted province, the scene of a contention

which has happily bequeathed another nation to

the list of the free people of the earth. The
troops of the two factions of Patriots and Royal-
ists, (or, as they were termed in South America,
“ El Padre Rey>” and “ La Madre Patria”)
successively cantoned in the environs of Lima,
had left smoking and blackened ruins in place of

prosperous villages ; and, amid the olive gardens,

or beneath the shade of the banana trees, many
a spot of rugged and recently-turned earth re-

vealed the existence of those hurried and uncon-
tecrated graves to which the soldier is compelled

to consign his comrades of the recent strife.

Nav, the husbandman, retiring from the noonday
heats into the shadow of the willow trees, planted

along the banks of the Azequias, was often startled

ky the spectacle of a blue and swollen corpse

polluting the stagnant waters; the festering

pshes by which it was disfigured, bearing testi-

mony to the untimely end of the victim. War,
ia short, had been there, with all its horrors—nay,

still there. The Patriot General, San

Martin, had been proclaimed Protector of Peru ;

thile the Royalist Generals, Canterao and Carra-

tila, were marking the progress of their retreat

More the Liberating Army by the commission
d s thousand enormities.

The Indians, the montoniro* or guerillas of

Sonth America, and other irregular hangers-on

of either faction, rendered, meanwhile, the dis-

orders of the period a plea for the indulgence of

their own lawless and marauding propensities.

The Viceroy of Lima had not yet, however,

abandoned the city ; and, though all avenues of

the ctrcado were invested by parties of monton-

bos hovering round to cut off the supplies, the

troops under Santaila, and the brigades of

tarratali, were still confidently expected to

nuke good their promises of support to the

RoyaHstB.

Already they had sacked, burned, and plun-
dered throughout the province. Of the town of

CingsHo, not a trace remained ; the villages of

llcamayo, Huailly, and Zancao, were razed to

the ground ; the stores of the silver mines of

Pasco plundered, and the works suspended. All
*o. LXV_VOL. VI.

was ruin and desolation 1 On the morning, how-
ever, of the 23d of June, an Indian, deserting

from the retreating army of Carratala to the di-

vision of Arenales, spread tidings, on his passage,

of the defeat and discomfiture of the troops

under Canterac, and the mutiny of the Royalist

garrison in the castle of Callao ; and the harassed

Peruvians, crowding to welcome his reports, fell

on their knees by the wayside, to render thanks
to the Almighty for the termination of their

afflictions. “ Long live the Liberators !” “ Long
live San Martin !" " Peace to the Madre Patria /’*

resounded on all sides. The long-submitting

Peruvians felt that their sufferings had sufficed ;

that Heaven, content with their patience, at

length decreed them the reward of Liberty.

The mita or compulsory labour in the mines was
to be abolished ; the exactions of the priesthood

restrained ; the Spanish tyrants expelled. Hence-
forward Peru and all her provinces were to be
free I

The little town of Carguancuanga—situated,

I for its misfortune, in the direct route to Xanxa—

-

was among the warmest in its demonstrations of

rejoicing at the intelligence.
" But a few weeks more,” cried the people, as-

sembled in the Plaza of the town, and pouring

forth acclamations in honour of the Liberadores,
" we and our families must have resigned our-

selves to approaching famine. Our crops are

destroyed—our farms pillaged—our stores de-

melLhed. Every horse has been taken from us

by the villain Santaila, and our oxen carried off.

How, then, should we have faced the winter, but
for the protection of the Patriots ? Blessings on
Cochrane and his fleet ! Blessings on Miller and
San Martin !—for, thanks to the exertion of these

heroes, our children shall live and be free
!"

Under the roof of one habitation of the little

town, were these thanksgivings more calmly, but

not less piously directed. It was from the lips of

Juan, her son, that Osoria Almedo, the wife of

the sexton of Carguancuanga, received the wel-

come tidings—Juan, the eldest of nine children,

with which Providence had burthened her po-

verty, and brightened the sunshine of a warm
and loving heart : for Osoria had tenderness for

them all—industry for them all ; her nights were
short, her meals scanty—short as they were,

often disturbed by unquiet dreams, the result of

aching limbs, from excessive labour during the

heat of the day ; and scanty, because robbed of

every delicate morsel, to be appropriated to the

wants of her offspring. But then, her morning
waking was to happiness, when hurrying from

her hard pallet to attend upon the helpless

ones which, like fledgelings in their nest, cried

aloud upon her with fondling names to minister

to their wants ; and triumphant with motherly

love were the impulses of her bosom, as, one by

one, she dismissed the little creatures from her

careful hands, fresh-faced, smiling, happy—her-
2 A
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self their providence, herself their never-failing

fountain-head of happiness. Yes! hungry and
weary she might sometimes be, but blessed at all

times and seasons, as the parent of such fair,

and good, and loving children. Osoria often asked

herself, indeed, as she bent over their sleeping

heads, whether she loved them the more that

they were the children of Isidro, or whether

Isidro himself were the dearer, as the father of

those promising children

!

It is true, Osoria had more than common mo-
tives for wife-like devotion. Isidro Almedo, the

son of wealthy parents in Lima, had quitted his

own people and his father's house, and, incurring

disinheritance for her sake, became the husband

of one born to fill a menial station in the house-

hold of his parents. He had, even in the depths

of penury which followed their rash marriage,

accepted a hateful occupation, supportable only

as affording bread to a wife and child on the verge

of starvation.

But, from the period of that self-sacrifice, all

had comparatively prospered with Isidro and

Osoria Almedo. Their bread, though black and

bitter, had sufficed to the rapidly increasing

wants of the little family. Their daily mess of

legumes became augmented in size, when, every

year, another little face smiled beside their frugal

board. The industry of Osoria supplied homely
but decent garments for the family ; and when,

at night, Isidro returned from his sickening oc-

cupation, he was sure to experience that electric

gleam of household comfort, a smile of love and

peace upon the threshold of his home. “ Courage,

man, courage,*' Osoria would whisper, when he

occasionally gave way to dejection. “ I am young
and healthy—the babes strong and beautiful

—

our will is good-—our intentions honest. We
shall yet prosper; we shall yet be happy. Our
children, thriving and laborious, will do honour

to our old age. There is a golden time in store

for us. Isidro ! the helpful hand of the Almighty

is over our house I"

A blessing goes, indeed, with a cheerful spirit.

Poor as they were, the little homestead of the

Almedos was ever bright and joyous. The neigh-

bours loved to loiter in friendly gossip beside

their threshold, although too humble to deal in

hospitality. Their children were general favour-

ites ; all in Carguancuanga had a kind word
for them. No sooner did Juan, the eldest boy,

attain the height of his father’s elbow-chair,

than the worthy Father Jose, the chra or offici-

ating priest of San Carlos, undertook his instruc-

tion
; his sister Juanita being already employed

as sweeper and weeder in the fine gardens of the

Alcalde, Don Pepe di Aguero, in the suburbs of

Carguancuanga. By this august protection, food

and raiment were provided for two out of the

nine ; while, of the seven other little ravens,

crying to the Lord for food, under the roof of

the poor sexton, the youngest still nestled at

the breast of its mother.
“ Welcome ! welcome ! Joy and triumph for

us and all !" cried Osoria, as she sprang to the

neck of her husband, on the evening of that

eventful day. “ The Patriots are successful.

Peace is at hand ; and, with peace, plenty."

“ Peace will scarcely add a measure of lentils

to our granary, or maize-meal to our chest"

replied the calmer Isidro. “ But God’s will be

done ! The Spaniards reap the reward of their

oppressions ; and, if the new people fulfil their

engagements, our brethren will at least eat of

their own harvests, and sit under the tree of

their own rearing. But for thee and me, Osoria,

what benefit ? The church of San Carlos is not

like to profit by the downfall of its ancient

benefactors, or to deal more liberally with its

servitors in the decline of its revenue. Father

Jose may be displaced ; and Don Pepe himself

has sworn to abandon Carguancoanga, should

San Martin obtain possession of the province.

What omen, therefore, of good to us and ours,

in the triumph of the Liberators ?"

“ Do not talk thus before the boy—prythee,

do not talk thus !" cried Osoria, throwing back

the long braided tresses, discomposed by the

ardour of her reception to her husband. “ Let

not Juan learn that we are thinking only of

ourselves, while our enslaved countrymen of

Peru bless God for their prospects of freedom.

A heavy hand has been upon the land. The

efforts of the people have, with the aid of Provi-

dence, wrought their deliverance ; and, oh ! be

not our thoughts, at such a time, of the rags

that cover us, or the morsel that sustains us.

Providence hath hitherto filled our cruise : in

Providence, dear husband, be our trust
!"

“ My trust is in thee !" murmured Isidro,

throwing his weary limbs upon a seat, and

glancing round their humble but cheerful abode

—ornamented, by the hands of little Juanita, for

the Eve of St John, with a profusion of flowers,

bestowed on her by the old gardener of Don

Pepe. “ A blessing is with thee, wife, and with

all tby doings. Thy quiet, confiding spirit iso*

an anchor to my restlessness. But for thee, I

should have long ago quitted Carguancuanga

;

which had been but a wild speculation. For,

lo! all is well with us ; and, as thou sayest,our

children thriv^; and there is, doubtless, a golden

time in store for us and them."

Cheered by these reflections, (inspired, like

every other noble thought arising in bis mind,

by the higher courage and finer spirit of hi*

wife,) Isidro called his children around him,

bestowed a word or gesture of tenderness oh

each ; and taking, on either knee, the little

prattling Luigia, the image of her mother, and i

boy still younger

—

too young, as yet, for prattling

—he placed himself at his accustomed post at

table, and prepared to do honour to their evening

meal.
“ Mother, dear mother !" said Juan, suddenly

placing on the board before Osoria a basket oJ

limes, sending forth a delicious fragrance amij

their fresh-culled leavei, “ this fruit was givei

me by Father Jose, to celebrate our evening

festival, as a reward for my diligence of tlh

week."
“ I myself saw it plucked freak before m*
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riie this morning-, in tbe plantations of Don Pepe,

u t token for bis reverence,'* added Juanita

;

“ tod here, dearest mother, is a musk melon,

givea me to-day by tbe Senora Dolores, to make
many with my brothers and sisters on tbe Eve
of St John."
u We are to keep holiday then, at tbe expense

of our children ?” cried Isidro, in a cheerful voice,

dnwiag his knife from its sheath, and dividing

into ohsres the juicy and orange-tinted melon.
“ Well, 'tig a memorable day—a day of triumph
for Pern. Children, draw near. Osoria, bring

the bsbe on thy arm, and take a place by my side.

The blessing of the Holy Trinity upon our meal
—the bread is broken—children, let us eat and
he thankful."

And the little voices that echoed the blessing

thus pronounced, were soon heard, rising one
above another, in joyous turbulence ; for tbe mor-
row was held as a solemn festival in the church
of Carguancuanga ; and Juan was to be spared
from his studies, and Juanita from her tolls, and
father and mother had promised to accompany
their little family in the fresh evening, to wit-

DMi the fandango, mariguita, and guachambai
danced under the shade of the willow-trees bor-

dering the ramparts of the town

—

“ Where young and old come forth to play
Upon a sunshine holiday.”

So loud, indeed, was the oonfnsion of their gay
voices, and so absorbed were the happy parents
in noting to themselves and each other the pro-
gress of health and strength developed in those
bright faces and exulting tones, that, for several

foments, an intruder stood unnoticed on the
threshold

; and when Isidro at length observed
the shadow interposed between them and the
crimson gleam of the setting sun, an exclama-
tion from his wife of “ Father Jos£—a visiter

to our poor abode—rise, children, and welcome
your benefactor !’* scarcely sufficed to reduce
the young ones to silence.

Already had Isidro placed a huge arm-chair of
wicker-work, the only one in his possession, for

» honoured and unexpected a guest, while Osoria
hastened to lay aside the infant that slept upon
her bosom, and place fresh bread upon the table.

Bet Father Jose was there neither for rest nor
ftfreshment. The old man's face was pale with
ttwternation, and his voice more tremulous^ when, in his moods of deepest emotion,
htord calling from the pulpit some hardened
“taer to repentance, as he led Isidro apart from
ths children, and bad him give ear to his instruc-
ted
* All is test for Carguancuanga—all all !" fal-

krsdtheold man- “ The tidings spread this day
tfuog the people, were the words of a deceiver.
Ths troops of Carratalh are within a few hours’
Birch ofus; andwhat will then befallmyunhappy
fok? It is known to the Royalists that but
i month ago the Carguancuangites forced the
wealthy and noble cura of San Carlos to flee from
tke town, instituting myself, a poor and humble
tatdtetine, in his room ; and the vengeance of

will overtake them.” And, as the old

man clasped his hands despondingly, a heavy
groan broke from the bosom of Isidro.

“Carratalh may, perhaps, be within a few
hours' march of Carguancuanga,” said Osoria,

who had overheard all ;
u yet surely, reverend

father, till daybreak we are safe ; and, before

daybreak, succour might yet reach us. A detach-

ment of the troops of the Madre Patria is at

Xanxa.”
“ Even so ; and with them rests my only re-

maining hope,” faltered the venerable priest.

“ The alarm once given to the outposts yonder
at Moya, all might go well.”
“ But how to give the alarm ?” cried Isidro

;

while the children, awed by the panic-struck

looks of their parents, cowered in silence in a
corner of the room. “ The country is beset by
montontros ; and the reports spread this morn-
ing have probably lessened the alertness of our
friends. Who could be found to encounter the

hazard of such an errand ?"

“ Myself 1” replied the old man, in a firmer

voice. “ Should I become a victim, there will

be neither widow nor orphan to accuse my rash-

ness. I owe myself to the country, which has
maintained me—to my parishioners, who love

me ; and, so I but succeed, would cheerfully lay

down my few remaining years for their sake.

But I feel that I shall not be sacrificed. The
servants of religion command respect, even
among the lawless. I shall go safe and free,

when the young and brave could expect no
quarter. My mule is sure and swift. Before
midnight I could reach Moya ; whence the

commandant would dispatch further instructions

to headquarters.” *

"This must not be!” interrupted Isidro,

gradually recovering his self-possession. " It is

to me, Father, this work is appointed. Give me
the use ef the mule. Not a minute must be
lost

!”

" And theee f” said the old man, extending his

shrivelled hand towards Osoria and her children.
" What have they done that thou shouldst

desert them? And what would be their fate,

helpless, in the hands of the murdering ruffians

of Carratalh ?”

A cold shudder was the sexton's expressive

reply ; for he was no stranger to the tender

mercies of the Royalist troops. Nevertheless,

when he bent his eyes upon his benefactor—the

aged servant of the Almighty standing before him
—he dared not sanction the perilous enterprise of
Father Jose.
" Trifle not with me, my son, nor with the

precious minutes that are wearing away,” hastily

resumed the priest ;
“ but attend to my instruc-

tions. To spread unnecessary alarm were mis-

chievous ; for resistance has already proved in

vain. Should the Spaniards gain ground, and
reachCarguancuanga before succours from Xanxa
are on the inarch, all that remains for you is

submission. Nevertheless, I would fain preserve

the treasures of the mother church from sacrilege.

To you, my good Isidro, rather than to the

Alcalde, who is old and pusillanimous, I there*
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fore intrust the keys of 8&n Carlos ; and, I

charge you, yield them not one minute sooner

than is indispensable for the safety of the town.

Be firm, Isidro—be wise ; and the blessing of

God and his saints upon your good service !”

Again the bewildered sexton strove, by earnest

entreaties, to shake the resolution of his superior,

and obtain for himself, instead of theguardianship

of the church and its treasures, the more active

mission usurped by the priest of the altars.

“ In both duties, my son, there is danger/' re-

plied Father Jose, depositing on the table a

bunch of ponderous keys. “ For thee, for me,

this night must alike be a night of peril. The
moon that is to light me on my way to Moya,
may never rise again for either ; and since, as

regards this worn-out, worthless frame, a violent
j

death will but forestal by a few years the sen.

tence of dust to dust, verily, Isidro, my son, it

is for thee that my prayers shall ascend to the

Omniscient, that he will stretch forth his right

hand, to be thy buckler in the hour of trouble."

Remonstrance was unavailing. The sexton

and his wife, accustomed to stand in the presence

of the man of God as in that of a superior being,

were easily subdued by the mere authority of

the voice from which they were accustomed to

accept their tidings of salvation ; and all that

Osoria presumed to attempt, as Father Jose bent

kis steps towards the threshold, was to cast her-

self, with her elder children at his feet, and
humbly implore a benediction. He consented

that Isidro should bear him company to the ex-

tremity of the suburbs, to receive his last in-

structions ; and, as the stalwart Spaniard out-

stripped the paces of the mule, the town's-people,

standing beside their door-posts, believing the

curate of San Carlos and his subordinate to be

on their road to administer some sacrament of

the church to the new-born or dying in some
farm adjoining the town, bade “God speed them,”
as they went. Even the children, returning from
the village-gardens, whither they had betaken

themselves to beg for flowers, for the celebra-

tion of the morrow's festival, in the exultation of

their little hearts, held up their baskets to

Father Jose, mingling in their acclamations the

names of the patron saint, and of the triumph-

ant Patriots of Peru.
“ Poor children !—poor innocents!" murmured

the good priest, when they had passed the last

hut of the suburbs, and had nothing before them
but the open plains over which the shades of

evening had already gathered, while the brilliancy

of the fire-flies shone out upon the cane-stalks,

and the heavy flight of the bee-moth was heard

humming around. “ May their hearts be as

gay and fearless at this hour to-morrow ; and
thou and I, Isidro, once more clasp hands to-

gether 1” Then, leaning from his mule. Father

Jos£ bestowed a fervent grasp on those of his

colleague. “ Remember,” said he, in a solemn

voice, as Isidro returned the pressure, “ unless

thou seest the torch of the incendiary uplifted

against the walls of San Carlos, I charge thee, on
thy salvation, surrender not the keys/*

After a few more counsels, Isidro returned

towards the town, pausing now and then to ascer-

tain whether the echo of the mule's hurried paces

were yet lost in the distance.

“ A protecting hand is with him," murmured

he, as he resumed his way. “ The fiercest of the

guerillas would respect the white hairs of Father

Joel. But for us—for Carguancuanga—for Peru,

alas ! what hope ?"

A light was was already burning within, when

he lifted anew the latch of his dwelling
; and a

single glance sufficed to shew him that the house-

wifely hand of the matron and mother had not,

during his absence, suspended its routine of duty

—the remnants of the meal were removed, the

little ones laid to rest, and the two elder seated

side by side, and hand in hand, listening with

downcast eyes to the exhortations oftheir mother.

Young as they were, the mystery of the good

priest's enterprise was safe in their keeping, for

that tender voice had adjured them to secrecy.

No further thought of holiday—of rejoicing—for

Juan and his sister ; the evening was at hand, and

their parents in peril and tribulation. Again a

few minutes, and they too were laid down to rest,

their nightly prayer murmured, beside their pal-

lets of maize leaves, sanctified by an Agnu» Dei

suspended at the head of each.

And now all was stillness and sadness under

the roof of the sexton. Door and window were

closed for the night—only a small casement, in

a passage adjoining the bed-room, was left un-

closed, that Isidro might keep watch over the

weather and its prognostics, his ear and eye alike

vigilant to catch the most remote indications of

alarm. But Osoria, instead of betaking herself to

her distaff, as was her wont, until the children

were soundly asleep, sat with folded hands beside

the table, her eyes fixed upon the keys, her lips

compressed, till Isidro, who, after wandering

hither and thither with unquiet footsteps, sud-

denly placed himself by her side, encircled her

waist with his arm, and drew her head towards

his bosom. Not a word passed between them

—

their tenderness was too sad and deep for utter-

ance.
“ Scarcely six and twenty years have passed

over this good and precious head,” said Isidro,

at length imprinting a long kiss on the forehead

that lay cold and pale upon his shoulder;

“ scarcely six and twenty years, yet already there

are traces of silver amid its raven tresses—al-

ready these brows are hollowed with labour and

care. Wife ! thou hast suffered much—hast
struggled bravely with want, with weariness,

with a mother's sorrows. Few have been thy

hours of sunshine, my Osoria—many thy days of

storm, even while I was beside thee to soothe

and to sustain ; and now, how will it be with thee

—henceforward, how will it be with thee, and

how with them, if thou must adventure single-

handed against the troubles of the world
!"

“ No !” faltered the woman, clinging convuls-

ingly to his arm ;
“ God is merciful ; it will not

be thus, it cannot be thus ; help will be vouch-

safed ns. These innocent children will plead for
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of to the Mother of Heaven, who herself sor-

rowed as a mother. Isidro, be of better cheer
!"

"I om of good cheer," replied the sexton,
drawing her still closer to his side ;

“ for I feel

that thou art strong against suffering—strong in

cwrage—strong in virtue ; and thus it will be
easy for me to die. But die, Osoria, I shall

—

peridi, 1 tell thee, I must and shall ! I have
had warnings ; omens have been around me.
It was but this morning, girl, that, lacking em-
ployment in the Cathedral, I betook myself to
the cemetery of San Carlos, my pickaxe and
spade on my shoulder ; and, under the shade
of the two old cork-trees that branch from the
western wall, d^ged a deep grave. VThat right
had 1 to anticipate the decree of Providence,
and dig a grave which there was none to fill ?

I, who have so loathed the calling which the
wants of a wife and child forced on my adoption,
what secret influence prompted me to go forth
sad exercise it in very wantonness? It was a
tempting of God, Osoria ; and in that grave
shall 1 be laid to rest."
“ Pray Heaven that hundreds of our country-

men be not soon lacking graves !" was the
solemn rejoinder of his wife, whose thoughts
were occupied rather with the position of the
two armies than with the plight of their single

household. ^ But a few hours ago, peace seemed
restored to us; yet, again, alasl we are to be
harassed with the terrors of war and the op-
pressions of the Royalists."

“To us and ours, their oppressions are of
snail account," replied Isidro.
“ 1» it nothing to have your wife stigmatized

m in Indian ?—your children as the children of
a bondswoman ?" remonstrated Osoria.

“Nothing ! Osoria's name to me is wife—to

y children, mother—whether styled by the
corregidor of the province Spaniard, Peruvian,
or Indian."

“Hush!" eagerly interposed Osoria, closing
his lips with her hand. “ I will not listen to
what grieves me from the voice of my husband.
Yet in such sentiments were you nurtured.
lYhen Isidro saw the light, his father's father
Mled, in the city of Lima, the office of Alcalde ;

and, though you threw off the authority of your
family, to becoiqe poor and humiliated, for my
nke”

“ Enough ! enough !” cried Isidro, in his turn,

straining her anew to his breast ; and, to con-
ceal his emotion, he betook himself to the still

nelosed lattice, and looked forth, through the
stillness of night, into the open country, over
tbs bridge of Iscuehaca—on a rising ground
above which ran the street in which was situated

bis humble dwelling. “ San Lorenzo be our aid !”

be exclaimed. “ Beacons are already blazing on
tbe distant bilk ! Father Jos6’s warning came
ta> late ! Carratala must be at hand !"

“You forget it is the Eve of St John ?" re-
plied his wife, with a gentle smile. “ Yonder
fires are tokens of rejoicing in the villages,

ttttrding to the ancient custom of your na-
fien."

“ True—true 1 I had forgotten," replied the

sexton, in a desponding voice ; and again he
threw himself into a seat, and moaned heavily.
“ You will wake the children. Let the poor

babes rest in peace !" said Osoria.

And, carefully shading the night-lamp with

her hand, she led him towards the happy little

sleepers. On one bed, enlaced in jeach others

arms, lay three lovely girls, whose dark curls,

mingling on the pillow, presented a picture

worthy of Murillo. Beside them was the rest-

ingplace of Juanita, on whose protecting arm
nestled the infant.

“ Behold them !" cried the happy mother.
“ What smiles upon their lips 1 what blessed

peace upon their brows ! The angels of God are

with them in their rest. Their dreams are not
of toil and suffering, like unto our own ; but of

happy islands, and heavenly beings that hover
over them, to comfort and protect. O Isidro !

Isidro 1 is there not joy, is there not wealth,

in the possession of these treasures ?"

The sexton replied by a pressure of her hand.

He could not confirm her apostrophe. HU
heart was not that of a mother ; with him the

harsh realities of life were all in all.

" Thy rich brother yonder at Lima," pur-

sued the exulting woman, “ has but a lame and
distorted son. Heaven, which gave Atm abund-
ance, denies him the sight of fair and smiling

faces round his board, and the sound of loving

voices blessing him by the name of father."

“And how is it, when they call upon a father

for food, that he cannot give—for protection

beyond his power of granting?" replied the sex-

ton, whose thoughts were embittered by the

labours of bis loathsome avocation, and the ap-

prehension that the helpless ones before him
were about to be consigned, fatherless, to the

hard dealings of the world.

“ Be not thus solicitous for the things of this

world !" faltered Osoria. “ The God of Chris-

tians, Isidro, hath his own good time for con-

ferring benefits on his creatures. Ours may be

at hand ; if not on earth, in a brighter and
happier place. There is a world elsewhere—

a

world of compensation—where the poor are ex-

alted, and the weary find repose. Be patient,

husband ; let us kneel and pray for patience."

And the sexton and his wife knelt down, side

by side, near the restingplace of their children,

and prayed and were comforted.

In another hour, Osoria, having taken her

babe to her breast, lay down in her turn ; in

another, she was gently sleeping. But the sexton

still watched. He took down his old Spanish

fowling-piece from the rack, and examined the

lock ; he drew his knife from its sheath, and

whetted the blade upon his hearth-stone. He
listened—he looked forth again and again; but

all was still silent.
*

Morning dawned at last—mid-summer morn-

ing, bright and joyous ; and, scarcely bad the

twilight given place to perfect day, when bands

of children gathered in the suburbs of Carguan-

cuanga, with garlands of flowers, and torches
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and bird cages, impended from poles entwined
with wreaths, chanting hymns in honour of the
festival of St John.

€i Go forth with the rest/* said Osoria. to her
elder children, as she rose to her morning
labours.

But Juan and his sister refused.
“ There is sorrow in thy face, dear mother/'

replied the girl : “ let us tarry at home and
oomfort thee/'

And Osoria, remembering bow much the child,

ren had overheard of the communication of

Father Jose, judged it better to accede to the

proposal.

Meanwhile, no tokens of the good Father's

return 1 Twice did Isidro make his way to the

extremity of the suburb, where they had parted

the preceding night, but without success ; and,

thus disappointed and frustrated in the hope of

succours from Xanxa, the sexton felt it incum-
bent upon him to warn Don Peps of all that had
come to pass, in order that the rejoicings of

the day might be suspended, and the town of

Carguanouanga placed in a state of defence.
“ Close up thy house—keep thy spirits tran-

quil, and thy babes under thy wings," said

Almedo, addressing his wife, " I must away,
for a time, as soon as maybe. I will return to

thee again."

And, after imprinting on her face a kiss of
more than ordinary fervour—a kiss such as the
hour of danger wrings out of the heart—he placed
the keys of San Carlos within his inner vest,

and departed.

Meanwhile, re-assured by thecomfortable tidings
of the preceding day, the Alcalde of Carguan-
cuanga, Don Pepe di Aguero, was seated in his

brocaded dressing-gown, enjoying his morning
chocolate. A branch oforange blossom lay on the
table by his side ; presented by his withered
governante in honour of the fete, but scarcely

overpowering with its fragrance the high flavour

of vanilla emanating from his dainty repast

;

when Isidro, the sexton of San Carlos, was an-

nounced. as entreating an interview from the
man in place.

“ Let him choose a more convenient season,"

mumbled Don Pepe. " Is a festival of the Holy
Church a time for the execution of worldly

business ? Bid the fellow return to-morrow, my
good Dolores—bid him’return at noon to-morrow."

“ The man's business seems pressing, and he
is urgent,” replied the ancient governante. " 'Tis

the father of little Juanita."
“ Perhaps he brings a message from father

Jos^—perhaps"—
“ My mind misgives me, Senor Alcalde, that

things are amiss in the town. The matin bell is

still unrung—the doors of San Carlos"
“ Send Isidro hither. It was my intention to

have attended, in person, high mass this morning,"

said the Alcalde, with dignity. * r He must ac-

count for these omissions. Let him enter."

And the sexton, once bidden into the presence
of the great man, his errand was briefly sped.

He related, with force and brevity, all that he

saw motive to unfold—the advance of Canratalk,

the departure of the priest, and his prolonged

absence.

“ Carrntala and the Royalists advancing on

the town of Cargu&ncuanga !" ejaculated the

Mayor. “ The saints forefend ! The Indian

deserter of yesterday was then a traitor and de-

ceiver?—A plot !—a manifest plot !—And father

Jo§e to take himself off by stealth in our hour of

peril 1 Succours from Xanxa ?—Absurd—ridi-

culous {-—Summon the Town-Council !—Let the

tocsin be rung. Auxilio /*—auacilio ! Dolores, my

vest of ceremony !—Dolores, my staff, my wig,

my scarf, my—Auxtlio /—auxilio ! Carratalaii

marching upon the town ! At all events, no

resistance. What did we gain by opposing the

entrance of 8antalia, five months ago?—Butchery

and bloodshed, but not a word of thanks from

San Martin, or the Junta Gubamativa ! No, no

!

Free way to the troops ! It is for the armies of

La Madre Patria to meet them with repulse,

and leave our peaceful town's-people to their

civil duties."

Scarcely had Isidro heard and comprehended

the instructions of Don Pepe, than, in all haste,

he prepared to leave the house.
“ The priest has, doubtless, carried with him

in his flight the keys of the church ?" inquired

the Alcalde, as the sexton was quitting the room.

“ Ay, ay ! his only care was for the treasury

and altar-chest ! Let his dwelling, however, be

searched ; and, should the keys come to light,

bring them instantly to be deposited with the

town-council.—Away !”

“ Wife 1" cried the agitated Almedo—having
instantly made his way homewards—“ I promised

thee to return, and I am here ; but fora moment

only. The cowardly Alcalde i§ resolved to op-

pose no resistance to the ruffians of Carrstald.

My only chance, therefore, of fulfilling my

promise to our benefactor, is by taking up my

position in San Carlos, and keeping fast the

doors. The Royalists may have neither time nor

inclination to proceed to extremities. 8hould I

be sought, therefore, say that I have set forth

to meet Father Jose ;
but, as thou art true to

Heaven, let nothing force from thy lips the secret

of my concealment."
u Nothing !" ejaculated Osoria. t( And must

we then pass the day here—and alone ?"

“Wouldst thou rather bring thy children,

and spend it with me in the church ?"

“In San Carlos? The children abut up

among those chilly aisleB—those damp grave-

stones ? No ! the wren is safer in its humble

nest than in a palace chamber. We will abide st

home—too insignificant to attract attention"—
“ While, in traversing the streets towards the

church, they could scarcely fail to attract no-

tice. Now then, my gourd and a loaf, as when

preparing for a long day's labour; and, once

more, farewell !" said Isidro, striving to throw

off, or, at least, conceal from his wife the dejec-

tion of his spirits. u Not a word to the children

—not a word to neighbour or friend ; but give

me thy prayers, that, with God's aid, I may be
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tlit means of preserving San Carlos from the

hands of the spoiler.”

She smiled assentingly, then turned aside to

vtep ;
and, when she looked again, her husband

raigone. She had not oome to watch his de-

parture, but, lifting bolt and bar, closed the door

of the house upon the sunshine. Already the

Hovers, suspended to the lintel by the children

the preceding night, were withered in the early

am.

“All withered—all dead!” cried Osoria; and

sbe would fain have given way to desolate pre-

Kotiments ;
but what leisure for vaia repining

k$ the mother of nine helpless children ?

Presently, indeed, her household labours were

mspended, by the sound of the bugle of the town-

crier, and a proclamation to the inhabitants of

Cirgusncusnga, to repair to their several habit-

ations, and keep close till sunset. Then came a

murmur of voices and tread of feet, as of people
4

dispersing homewards ; then a general silence,

nve when the snatch of a Royalist song, mut-

tered by some half-drunken reveller, staggering

through the suburb at the risk of arrest, gave

token that the hopes of the party of El Padre
fay were re-awakening.

And now, while the town-council was assem-

bling, Isidro, with stealthy movements, reached

the postern of San Carlos, entered unobserved,

tod locked and re-locked its small, massive, iron-

knobbed door of solid oak. The great gates,

trebly and quadruply barred and bolted, were
rarely opened, save for the high ceremonies of

the church—such as on that very day, under the

blessing ofGod, ought to have filled the groined

roof of San Carlos with incense and anthems of

praiae. And thus Isidro w»s alone in the

venerable temple, bequeathed, three centuries

before, by Pizarro, to the worship of the Catholio

faith. Often had he been there before, when en-

gaged in the duties of his calling, but nev^r

under the influence of such a sense of loneliness.

A vapour of damp, as if emanating from the

raves of death under his feet, seemed to oppress

hm. And yet the high altars, and those of the

Virgin and the Heart of Jesu9, had been adorned
»sth flowers the preceding evening, by the nuns
of the convent of St. Agatha—flowers which,

thaks to the damp and sunless atmosphere, pre-

*rved their freshness. Tapestry had been
ipmd over the altar steps—the richest tapers

stood ready in their sconces—all seemed prepared
for s solemnization : whence, therefore, the un-

natural stillness—the unnatural solitude of the

place? Isidro half expected to hear the solemn
peal of the organ suddenly awake amid the

echoing aisles. But he checked the fantastic

notion, and sternly reminded himself that he was
alone—that he must remain alone, sole guard-
ian of the treasures, temporal and spiritual,

around him—that none could oome to disturb

him in his retreat, until it was his good pleasure
to bid them enter. He raised his eyes to the
grim-visaged saints, whose effigies adorned the
chapels of the side aisles, imploring their fea-

taret to relax, and their lips to commune with

him. But those gloomy faces looked down un-

pitying. The Immaculate Mother, her infant

on her knee, preserved her immobility. " Bet-

ter have recourse to God than to his saints !”

muttered Isidro ; and, falling on the marble floor

before the high altar, he breathed, audibly, a

simple paternoster, to which the hollow vastness

of the deserted church returned an impressive

echo.

That Father Jose had fallen into the hands of

the montondros, Isidro nothing doubted. The
grey hairs of the good old priest, his benefactor,

were, in all likelihood, defiled by the hands of

ruffians. Or the mule might, possibly, have

missed its footing in fording the stream, when
none were at hand to give him succour. But on
hie behalf, good as he was, and in the fulness of

years, there was little cause for lamentation

;

in the youDg, the helpless, the unprepared of

Carguancuanga, were victims demanding ampler

commiseration—and their doom might be at hand.

He listened and listened ;—not a sound, save

the flitting of a bird long domesticated in the old

church, and accustomed to perch unmolested on

the reading desks of the chancel. But, now,

Isirlro longed to silence even the feeble inter-

ruption of its faint note, its fluttering wings

;

as if those scarcely audible sounds could have
drowned the tumults of an approaching brigade,

the trampling and neighing of war horses, the

clang of hostile arms. One other sound broke

in, however, on his solitude—the heavy toll of

the clock, proclaiming hourly, half-hourly, quar-

terly, the weary progress of the day. Noon had
long been chimed ; evening was approaching

;

for the sun now attained the lofty and richly-

stained windows of the church. And now a

murmur seemed gradually rising in the streets.
" Glad tidings,” thought Isidro, “ have surely

reached the town. The Council may have obtained

news that succours are approaching, or that

Carratala desists from his expedition.” And,
while this notion, glancing into his mind, seemed
to thaw the frozen current of Mb blood, the

clatter of a charger suddenly resounded on the

pavement, and loud and repeated blows were

struck against the great gates of San Carlos.

For a single second, Isidro laid his hand upon

the keys, in the belief that he was summoned to

admit some messenger from Father Jose ;
when

his ear was startled by a citation to deliver up

possession of the church to the troops of El Padre

Rey.
“ Within there—ho—reply ! By St Christopher,

not a black-gown left in the place—all fled—.all

vanished !” exclaimed the trooper. And Isidro,

thus apprised that his retreat was still undis-

covered, maintained a strict silence. After

several vain attempts, on the part of the Royalist

soldier, to shake the ponderous gates from their

staples, accompanied by fearful blasphemies and
threats of vengeance, horse and horseman galloped

away ; and Isidro Almedo was left to a solitude

a thousand times more fearful than before ; for

the Royalists were in possession of the town, and

all was lost. Their disappointment of obtaining
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access to San Carlos might, perhaps, stimulate

them to the acts of vengeance threatened by

the trooper. His own humble household, his

wife, his babes, might be included in their acts

of violence. The blood throbbed in his temples,

his hands were involuntarily clenched ; and, re-

solving to escape from his self-sought prison,

and fly to the defence of those he loved, the

sexton, with hurried steps, entered the sacristy

on his way towards the postern.

But what sound—what shrill, shrill cry startles

him on his entrance ?—Why does he stand trans-

fixed on the stone floor of the sacristy, with his

eyes riveted on the grated window, through

which, during his daily occupations in the cathe-

dral, his two elder children were in the habit of

delivering him messages from their mother ?—
It is the voice of Juan 1 It is the frantic outcry

of his eldest born, that curdles his very blood.

“ Father, hasten ! O father, father, hear me,

and hasten, ere it be too late !” cried the

agonised boy. “The soldiers have fired our

house—the soldiers have dragged forth our

mother—father, father 1"

In a moment, the wretched man was in the

street, rushing, wild and frantic, towards the

suburb. Open, now, were the aisleB of San

Carlos to all comers ; what were church or

churchmen unto him ? His abandoned home,

bis undefended wife—there were his treasures,

there was his accusation.

Yet Osoria, amid the horrors of her fate, had

never accused him. All day had she sat, her

children round her knees, striving, with songs,

and tales, and endearments, to console them for

the loss of their holiday. Her cheek was pale,

indeed, and her eye wild and burning, as she

sang to them, and caressed them ; but for worlds

would she not have had their innocent bosoms

daunted by the terrors that hung with leaden

weight upon her own.
“ Why are the doors and windows closed ?"

lisped one little fondling girl, kissing the mother’s

hand that rested on her head. “ Sister Juanita

promised me that to-day we should have flowers,

and fruit, and music, and dancing under the

green trees; and, after all, we are shut in

prisoners."

“ Peace, babe," whispered the mother, ending

her murmurs with a kiss. “ To-morrow, thou

shalt go forth into the fields, and enjoy a double

holiday."

“ And wilt thou be with us, mother ?” prattled

another.
“ I shall be with thee, my Luigia. I promise

thee to be with thee."

“ Joy, joy !" responded several little voices,

while Luigia clapped her hands. “ It is so long

since our mother went forth with us. But she

has promised. We are all witnesses. No work

to-morrow ! The mother—the mother will join

in our holiday
!"

In these exclamations of joy, however, the two

elder children refrained from joining. They
were initiated into the secret of their gentle

mother’s apprehensions; they had heard all.

and only abstained from questioning her, lest

they should add to her affliction.

Towards evening, however, Osoria suddenly

started up, and advanced towards the still closed

door. Her ear had caught the sound of a dis-

tant bugle. Drums, and the tramp of cavalry

soon followed. Then outcries of alarm, a discharge

of musketry, shrieks, confusion. Yes ; the

enemy had entered the town, and as she wrung

her hands in despair, the children crowding to

her feet, hid their little faces in her garments,

and wept.

Soon, fearfully soon, they heard the name of

Isidro Almedo called upon by angry voices;

and numberless footsteps approached the door.

“ Isidro, Isidro !" cried his neighbours, “ come

forth from your house ? Father Jose is not to

be found—Father Jose has absconded ; and the

Royalist colonel demands the keys of the church

to quarter his troops for the night."

Osoria crossed herself devoutly. Even amid

the tumult from without she could distinguish

the sound of her own beating heart, as the

children clung closer and yet closer to her knees.
" Isidro!" shouted the people, incensed by

delay, “ come forth."

“ My husband is not here," replied Osoria, in

a firm voice, as they attempted to force the

door.

“ Where is he?"
“ I know not."
“ The sexton has concealed himself," said

they among each other ;
“ break open the doors,

and search the house."

The door yielded with a crash, and in an in-

stant every corner of the house was ransacked.

“ What seek ye here, ye pitiful villains?"

cried one of the troops of Carratalh, attracted to

the spot by the tumults of the people.
“ Only the sexton of San Carlos, who has

made off with the keys of the church."
“ In what direction ?"

“ We know not. Interrogate this woman,

who is his wife."

“ Where is thy husband ?" cried the soldier,

striking a harsh blow on the shoulder of Osoria,

while she vainly attempted to extricate her little;
1

ones from the trampling of the crowd.
“ Where is thy husband ? Speak, or it will be

the worse fpr thee," he repeated, while tbe dis-

tracted mother warded off the pressure from the

affrighted infant clinging to her bosom.
“ I have already answered that I know not*

she replied, when the question was, for the third

time, repeated.

“ And the keys of San Carlos?"
“ Father Jo^," she began
“ Is safe at the bottom of the river," inter*'

rupted the soldier ;
“ hut before the old carrion

was pitched by our men into tbe stream, they*]

took care to search his pockets. No keys or key

helped to sink the priest. Therefore, speak—

where is thy husband hidden ?" persisted thi

man, seizing Osoria roughly by the arm.

“ I say to thee again that I know not," an*

swered she, with mild firmness.
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<* What art doing within there, Lazo ?” cried

an authoritative voice from the door. “ What
art thou at ?”

• “ Demanding from the wife from the sexton of

San Carlos the keys of the church/' shouted the

soldier.

“ And she refuses to give them up ?”

“ Refuses to tell where her beast of a hus-

b:nd has concealed them.”
“ Drag her out/' said the sergeant, whose

troop now invested the house. “ Let us hear
vhat she will have to tell us when the hovel is

burning before her eyes."

And, at this fearful threat, the town’s- people

still remaining under Isidro's roof came yelling

forth. A fuse was applied to the thatch, and the

blase burst forth before the shrieking children

could be extricated. Speechless with horror.

Owns Almedo burst from the hands of the brutal

soldiery. In an instant she was re-captured—
mocked with shouts of derision—tortured by the
grasp of ruffians, amid loud appeals to the horror-

struck people to rise in her defence and rescue.
“ What shrieking fool have ye here ?" cried

one of the officers of Carratala, riding up to the
spot, attracted by the blaze that was beginning
to redden the evening sky.

** Tig but an Indian woman, the wife of a
Spanish rebel, a sworn foe to government/' an-
swered the Ex- Fiscal of Carguancuanga, by
vhom he was accompanied.
“ An Indian, yet so insolent !” interrupted the

royalist captain. “ Let my troopers teach her
better manners. Away with her, boys ; but take
care to make an end of the business, that no tales

may be told to-morrow.’*

And, at this brutal command, the frantic wife

of Isidro was dragged from the street ; while the
terrified crowd shrunk in silence and consterna-
tion to their homes. The last object that met her
eyes, was the blazing roof-tree of her house—the
last sounds that met her ears, were the moans of
ber defenceless babes—tbe last thought that sus-

tained her courage, was the thought of the safety

of her husband.

But, at that moment, Isidro, warned by his

little son, was on his way homewards, maddened
by the shouts of all who met him by the way,
bidding him haste, for that his wife was in the

bands of ruffians. The street wherein his house
*as situated, was thickly crowded with people ,*

but all made way when they found that the pant-
ing, breathless man, by whom they were pushed
*«de, was the husband of the wretched victim

&ey had seen hurried to destruction.

“Stay, Isidro!” said one compassionate woman,
** he approached the burning ruins. u I pray
thee, go no further. All is over. Thou wilt

her no more. Surrender the keys, if thou
bast them ; hut, in pity to thyself, avoid this

place. We neighbours will have a hand to thy
children.”

“ His children /” It was not of them he
thought ! His soul was with her—his chaste

—his faithful wife—his companion—friend

-^blessing ! And, as a thousand conflicting
»•. lxv—yol. ri.

terrors rushed into his mind, he reeled against

an adjoining house—his arms fell powerless to

his side—big drops of faintness and exhaustion

rose upon his forehead ; and, but that pitying

arms were extended to support him, he would

have fallen to the earth. The woman who had
before addressed him, brought a cup of water

for his restoration ; and, when Isidro recovered

his senses, he seemed inspired with the deadly

ferocity of the wounded tiger.

“ Whether did they bear her ?” he inquired

of those around him, in a concentrated whisper.
" Whether did they bear my wife ?*'

“Across the bridge of Iscuehaca, to the sub-

urbs ! But seek not to follow them ; it is too

late,” cried the people, trying in vain to restrain

him.

Away, however, went Isidro ; no curse upon
his lips—no glare of vengeance in his looks

;

but, like a senseless thing, impelled to action by
some inexplicable influence. “ The bridge of

Iscuehaca !” How often had he traversed it

with her in sport—how often in joy ! How often

held their young children on the parapet at

eventide, to watch the rippling of the blue waters,

while the terrified mother stood tenderly chid-

ing by his side ! And now !

A group of intoxicated soldiers, shouting and
exulting in their drunkenness, passed him on
the bridge. Other troopers stood in groups on
the road beyond, preparing to return to the

town ; and, further still, he discovered a con-

fused assemblage of the town's-people of Car-

guancuanga, gazing upwards to a tree by the

wayside.

“ One would think the fools had never before

seen a woman hanging to a tree?” cried one of

the soldiers. “ Well, her fate will he a warn-

ing to the rest
!”

“ She begged us to put an end to her miseries,”

replied his comrade. “ What could we do hut

comply ?”

The next moment, the knife of Isidro was
buried to the hilt in his breast. But, ere the

ruffian ceased to breathe, the quick justice of

military law had avenged him on his assassin.

The disfigured body of the sexton of San Carlos

was swinging in the evening air beside that of

Usoria.

Short, however, wa9 the triumph of the Royal-
ists. On the following morning, warned by their

scouts that a brigade of cavalry, under the com-
mand of the brave O'Brien, was advancing rap-

idly upon Carguancuanga, the troops of Car-
ratala precipitately evacuated the town, leaving

the way clear for the Patriots.

A deputation from the Town-Council, dis-

patched to compliment Colonel O'Brien, met
him in advance of the brigade, just as he reached

the bridge of Iscuehaca
”

“ I thank you, gentlemen, for your good in-

tentions,” said he, in reply to their address,

having reasons of his own for misdoubting the

good faith and patriotism of Don Pepe de Ague-
ro ;

“ but, with vour leave, I would confer with

the cure of Carguancuanga.”
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306 LEGEND OP THE BLACK DOUGLAS.

“ Father Jofe is, unfortunately, misting ; and,

as we fear, fallen into the hands of the Royalists,"

replied the Alcalde.
u A venerable ecclesiastic will undoubtedly be

given up on the tender of a sufficient ransom,"

replied the Colonel.

“Not by butchering ruffians, the soldiers of

El Padre Rey 1" cried several eager voices from

the crowd which now burst forth from the

suburbs to welcome their deliverers ; while an

Indian woman, who had advanced near enough

to cling to the horse’s mane of Colonel O’Brien,

pointed silently to a tree near the spot, where

hung the discoloured corpses of Isidro and his

wife. At the foot of that fatal tree, with up-

lifted hands and piteous wailing, knelt eight

miserable orphans, crying upon their father

—

their tender mother—to come down to them—
still unconscious, in their innocence, of the ex*

tent of their bereavement

!

“ Let the bodies of this unhappy couple have

decent burial," said ColonelO’Brien, after having

lent a compassionate ear to a brief relation of

their unhappy fate. “ I trust it is needless to

commend their helpless children to the mercy

of the good Patriots of Carguancuanga. Courage,

my friends ! The oppressors are serving our

cause. God will not suffer such cruelties as these

to pass unpunished !"

That very evening the bodies of Isidro and

Osoria Almedo were accordingly laid in the

grave, under the cork-trees, according to the

prediction of the sexton. The infant, which had

perished for lack of food, was placed on the

bosom of its mother. Not even an humble grave,

stone marks the spot ; but every midsummer

morning, their surviving children assemble there,

to strew dowers upon the grave; and already

the cause of these humble victims is gloriously

avenged in the freedom of Peru 1*

LEGEND OF THE BLACK DOUGLAS.t

The bloody Lord of Galloway
Sits in his castle hall,

In the lonely Threave ; and Dee’s dark wave
Rons weltering round the wall.

He has called his trusty serving man

—

Red Rob is at his hand;

And be bends his head with seemly dread.

And lists his lord's command.

*c Go, see how looks the sky to-day—
If it be foul or fair

;

And haste ye back, or else the rack

Shall teach you to be yore.”

Red Rob stands on the battlement

—

How beautiful the scene I

The sullen Dee sweeps far below

Its wooded banks between.

.
The lark is singing in the sky ;

The snn shines cheerily

O’er high Bengaim, and craig and cairn,

And distant Solway sea.

Red Rob now stands before his lord,

Who turns, as on his prey;

The grizzly boar in Kenmure wood
Looks not so fierce at bay.

« The sky, my Lord, is fair and clear ;

No cloud may there be seen ;

But yet, far distant in the west.

Is one dark spot, l ween.”

“ Thou lying slave, thy sleepy eyes

I'll open with my brand.**—
Oh, spare, my Lord, thy servant old—
His life is in thy hand.

u Upon thy banner, fifty years,

Through battle's smoke and steam,

Those eyes have looked—Oh, pardon me,
If now they should grow dins.**

“ Back, back, and see how looks the sky—
See if that spot draw near.

Now out my sword, and 'fend thy lord !

No mortal foe is hers.”

Why pales the bloody Earl’s cheek

—

What shakes the castle wall

—

What storm is drawing near apace—
What darkens all the hall f

Red Rob, with palsied look, and pals,

Bursts in

s

—u Near, and more near,

My Lord, it comes !** He lifts his eye—
“ Oh, see, my Lord, ’tis here !”

One sullen tongue of blood-red firs

Licked round the castle hall

;

One crash of thunder shook the rock.

And reft the castle wall.

The trembling schoolboy still points out,

Upon the blackened wood.
Three dingy spots—and whispers low,
“ ’Tis the Black Douglas* blood.” &

* Lieutenant-Colonel O’Brien commanded the advanced guard on the following day; and. entering the town of

Carguancuanga, near the Bridge of Iscoehaco, inquired tor the priest of the parish, supposing that be could gin

the most correct information of the enemy ; but, as he had absconded, O'Brien next asked lor the sexton. Tbe In-

dians pointed in silence to a tree ; and, upon approaching it, he beheld the sexton and his wife suspended by tbt

neck from one of the branches. The crime of the unfortunate man was, the not being in attendance when one d
General Carratald's officers, on passing through the village, demanded the keys of tbe church, which he required t*

quarter his troops in. The crime of the woman was, in not revealing the hidingplace of her husband ;
which wsi,

however, discovered ; and both were immediately hanged. O'Brien saw their nine young children on their k nees

weeping most piteously, and praying to their lifeless parents to come down to them.’*

—

Memoir* qf General
in the service of the Republic of Peru, Vol. I., p. 367.

-f*
The castle of Threave stands, about a mile’s distance from the modern town of Castle Douglas, on a rock soli

founded by the river Deo. a mouldering memorial of the powerful family of Douglas. Many are thefsarftd kfmJi
attached to this stem tower of othor tames, and u this Is of them.
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LAING’S SWEDEN AND NORWAY.
Mr Laing*s new work, “ A Tour in Sweden/*

would lose half its value if not viewed in con-

nexion with his previous work, “ A Residence in

Norway.” These acute and able productions

nay, in one sense, be said to have been composed
to prove the vast superiority of a popular and
liberal form of government, such as that esta-

blished in Norway, over the superannuated or

ill-adapted institutions of feudalism, which,

though under the deceptive exterior of a consti-

tutional king and a new dynasty, linger on in

Sweden. If such was not Mr Laing*s object, such

is the effect of his books. It is to the United

States of America that, for the last thirty years,

m many travellers, philosophers, and speculative

politicians have turned for facts to illustrate the

advantages of a popular representative govern-

ment ; of a people solely governing themselves

;

hiving a direct and potent voice in the manage-
ment of their own affairs ; and thus securing to

themselves a far larger measure of the varied

blessings of life than is enjoyed by the mass of

the people under the old systems of Europe.
Those who deny that these results arise from
political institutions, and ascribe them wholly to

the abundance of fertile land in America, and
the high price of labour, will yet be puzzled by
the new case of Norway. Without crossing the

Atlantic, Mr Laing has found the old and the

new systems side by side, and in immediate
contrast, in the Scandinavian peninsula ; in

kingdoms federally allied under the same sove-

reign, and within a few days* sail of our own
shores. It is chiefly in this most important
point of view that we intend to consider Mr
Laing’s travels in Norway and Sweden. The
one kingdom, in his language, “ received a new
and liberal constitution, and has started with all

the freshness of youth—a new nation, as it were,

suddenly called into life from among the slum-
bering population of the North ;’* while Sweden,
according to Mr Laing*s observation, either sleeps

on or degenerates. What are the causes of this

remarkable discrepancy in the social and moral
condition of two neighbouring countries, which
have been for twenty-five years under the same
crown, though with forms of government and
toeial arrangements essentially dissimilar ? That
the difference exists, is fully established by his

observations on both States ; and must, indeed,
be obvious to every traveller. The most strik-

ing difference—that which will most powerfully
tfartle every foreigner, whatever be his theories
of government—is, that a poor country like Swe-
den, neither manufacturing nor, to any great
ateal, commercial, and removed from the many
corrupting influences which affect the population
of despotic, warlike, and luxurious states, is,

nevertheless, the most demoralized in Europe

;

or, st all events, equally demoralized with any
koftvn European kingdom. This alarming and
unexpected affirmation is baaed upon statistical

facts, and deduced from tabular statements, upon
which Mr Laing appears to have bestowed
very great pains and care ; and figures and
official returns are stubborn things, and not

easily turned aside. There must be fallaoy

somewhere ; and we believe it may partly lurk

under a class of offences, known in Sweden, but
which are not recognised in other countries ; and
that the crimes of blasphemy, quarrels and
assaults between husbands and wives, parents

and children, and a variety of offences which are

not treated criminally in other 6tates, go to swell

out the apparently vast amount of crime in Sire*

den. But that it is, with all possible deductions,

very great, and, in some classes of crime, enor*

mous, cannot be disputed. Yet, in Sweden, ele*

mentary education is universal ; newspapers, and
cheap, instructive, and entertaining publications

abound ; and the best education which the

country affords is enjoyed by a very large pro-

portion of the higher and middle class, and all

under the nobility. They despise science and
learning, though some of the young nobility,

we should hope, are being educated in foreign

countries ; as the numbers attending the native

universities, as shewn by Mr Laing, are consider-

ably fewer in proportion than the youth of the

humbler classes. Sweden also enjoys the equivo-

cal advantage of a numerous and powerful body of

learned Lutheran State clergy ; meddling with

everything, and controlling many things, and
electing from its own body one of the four Cham-
bers of the Diet. The personal and diffusive in-

fluenceof the clergy appears to exceed their direct

power ; and they are untroubled with dissent or

schism ; no plague and curse of Puritans, Inde-

pendents, Methodists, Baptists, Papists, Seceders,

&c. &c. being known in the undisturbed Zion of

fortunate, if immoral Sweden. The clergy, though,

as a body, comfortably maintained, are net, like

some other spiritual corporations, too rich to

be placed above labour. The annual income

of the Archbishop of Upsala is the miserable pit-

tance (for an Archbishop) of only £800 ; and the

Swedish equivalent to our see of Durham—the

richest Bee, Linkoping—is only £860 ; the

poorest Swedish bishops have an income of

£250 ayear, and the stipends of the inferior

olergy, reckoning the houses, tithes in grain,

and other dues or perquisites, range from £70 to

£100. A few lucky incumbents have more ; hut

none are too wealthy to be working clergymen ;

and they are assisted in their efforts to instinct

the people by universities and schools; or, in

other words, by professorsand teachers, so nume-

rous that one person in every 126 individuals in

Sweden (including, of course, the families of the

teachers) is maintained by law, to teach the peo-

ple their moral and religious duties ; and yet the

Swedes remain the most demoralized people in

Europe I They commit, it would appear, more

crimes, proportionately to their numbers, again*
2 B 2
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308 LAING’S SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

person and property, even in the rural districts,

than are known in the most depraved and luxu-

rious capitals, or in the most densely peopled of

our manufacturing towns. Mr Laing says, with

great justice, that this is a curious fact in moral
statistics. It is, indeed, so singular, that he would
not, as a mere traveller, skimming on the surface

of a foreign country, have felt himself justified

in affirming it, if he could not have established

it from the official returns of recent years. In

1835, the total population of Sweden was
£,983,144 persons, of whom only 14,925 are em-
ployed in factories ; and, in the given year, one
person in 114 of the whole nation had been ac-

cused, and one in every 140 convicted of some
criminal offence. By the returns from 1830 to

1834, one person in every forty-nine of the in-

habitants of the towns, and one in every 176 of

the rural population, had been punished each

year for criminal offences. The fact seems in-

explicable. In Sweden there is no agrarian

agitation—the tap-root of Irish crime—and no
anti-tithe rebellions ; there are no game-law
trespassers ; and the excise laws are not of a
kind to offer a great bounty on their breach or

evasion, and thus to constitute the numerous
body of the conventional crimes of other countries.

Nor, according to Mr Laing, are police offences

taken into the account, which would materially

alter the amount. In the neighbouring State of

Norway, where conventional or unique offences

are probably of much the same kind as in Swe-
den, in the year 1835, one person only out of

every 457 was accused ; and one out of every
662 convicted of criminal offence. Thus, the

kingdoms of Europe where crime is highest and
lowest in amount, are found side by side, and, in

every circumstance, save the all-important one
of political and social institutions, precisely simi-

lar, save that in soil, climate, and maritime coast,

Sweden enjoys considerable physical advantages
over her poor and hardy, but virtuous, intelligent,

and independent sister. Whence, then, arises

the lamentable difference in their moral and so-

cial condition ? Mr Laing has not been able to

account for it fully, though he unfolds many
efficient and powerful causes. One, of universal

operation, he finds in the state of the Church,
with a learned theology, a ceremonial ritual, and
no animating, vital religion ; and in the swarm-
ing numbers of state-paid instructors. Too
many cooks spoil the broth,” he alleges ; and the
homely adage is, in this instance, confirmed by
the facts.

It is very generally believed that, in the illicit

connexion of the sexes, Paris is the most cor-

rupted capital in Europe. In Paris, illegitimate

births are as one in every five, and in the other
towns of France, as one in every seven and a half

;

in London and Middlesex, there is one illegitimate

birth to every thirty-eight legitimate births

;

and throughout all England and Wales, one to
every nineteen ; but in Stockholm, with a popu-
lation of only 80,000 souls, and the capital of a
country where education, so far as reading, and
writing, and knowledge of the church catechisms.

and of the ceremonies of the Lutheran ritual,

extend, is universal—where there is a numer-

ous and influential clergy, a sufficient body of

teachers, and no dissent—the proportion of ille-

gitimate births is one in every 2 fa, The

facts appear incredible ; and well may Mr

Laing affirm, that, “ in no other Christian com-

munity, is there a state of female morals ap-

proaching to this.” In this one respect, Ire-

land with all its imputed, inherent vice, is

allowed, even by its enemies, to be a pure coun-

try ; but much more may be said for Ireland, in

going over the entire catalogue of Swedish crime,

real or conventional ; and at this particular

juncture, we have much pleasure in citing the

result of one branch of Mr Laing’s statistical

inquiries.

In despite, however, of the demoralizing effects ofa mal-

administration of law, and of religiousandpoliticaldiicord

and excitement to outrage, the Irish nation stands very

far above the Swedish in the moral scale. In the nearly

eight millions of the Irish, there are 5644 fewer commit-

tals for criminal offences, and 8039 fewer conviction!,

within one year, than in the scarcely three millions of

the Swedish nation. These are singular results, and very

unexpected, when we consider the cuckoo cry, repeated

until nothing else can be heard, of the crime, vice, and

social disorganization of Ireland, which by common con-

sent is placed at the very bottom of the list of civilized na-

tions ; while Sweden is as generally held to be a country

eminently moral. I can see no mistake in the results drawn

from these official statements, although they overturn all

my former notions of the comparative morality of differ-

ent states of society, and of different nations. It appears

an unavoidable inference from them, that the moral coa-

dition of Sweden is extremely low.

As we continue to contemplate the picture, its

shades deepen. “ Why,” he inquires

—

Should this city of 80,000 people be so remarkably

demoralized, in an age when all other European commu-

nities are undoubtedly advancing rapidly in an opposite

direction ? No man, who recollects the state of our

manufacturing or sea-port towns of similar size twenty-

five or thirty years ago, will hesitate in saying that

moral and religious feeling has advanced prodigiously

during that period among our lower classes. Figures do

not bring home to our imaginations the moral condi-

tion of a population so depraved as that of Stockholm.

In such a society, the offspring of secret adultery, and the

births merely saved from illegitimacy by the tardy mar-

riage of the parents, mu9t be numerous in proportion to

the general profligacy. If it were possible to deduct

these from the one* side of the account and add them to

the other, to which morally they belong, what a singular

picture of depravity on a great scale this city presents .

Suppose a traveller standing in the streets of Edinburgh,

and able to say, fiom undeniable public returns,
u oo$

out of every three persons passing me is, on an average*

the offspring of illicit intercourse ; and one out of every

forty-nine, has been convicted within these twelve monthi

of some criminal offence !*’

It is quite in harmony with the low state of

moral feeling in Sweden to bear of brothels being

openly established in Stockholm within the last

three years, under the paternal care of the

State, as one of its many benevolent interferences

for the protection of the property, health, and,1

morals of its subjects ! The leading principle el

the Swedish government, a principle which is

fast creeping in in more enlightened countries

and most insidiously in our own, is everyth^

for the people, but nothing by the people

;

or, ii

plainer terms, everything the governors find xnel
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* conducive for the promotion of their own objects

and purposes. It was this principle which in-

duced the Swedish government, which either in-

terferes with or manages all concerns, to assume,
like the Dutch, the care of the public women.
The establishment opened in a hotel of a prin-

cipal street of Stockholm for this purpose by the
Government, has, however, been closed, not be-

cause the citizens of the metropolis were shamed
out of vice, but because “ the wretched women
fell victims to the barbarity of the regulations."

So here was inhumanity added to depravity.

Mr Laing—besides his pithy remark, that, in

teaching the people their moral and religious

duties, “ too many cooks spoil the broth," and
his low estimate of the personal religion of a
body of clergy who are as profound theologians
as any in Europe—takes many other elements
into consideration in explaining the degraded
state of morals in Sweden. One leading cause
is the privileges ofcaste, placingnumerous classes,

and, in the aggregate, a very large number of
the whole population, above the wholesome in-

fluence, and, as it were, above the care of pub-
lic opinion acting as a guardian on the side of
morality and as a check upon individual conduct.
Every man, down to the mere agricultural

labourer, finds impunity or countenance, either

within the pale of his noble order, or his privi-

leged guild or corporation. Every man belongs
to

A privileged, or licensed class or corporation, of which
trery member is by law entitled to be secured and pro-
tected within his own locality, from such competition or
interference of others in the same calling as would injure
ta means of living. It is, consequently, not as with us,
upon his industry, ability, character, aud moral worth,
tbat the employment and daily bread of the tradesman,
tud the social influence and consideration of the indivi-
dual, in every rank, even the highest, almost entirely de-
frag ; it is here, in the middle and lower classes, upon
corporate rights and privileges, or upon license obtained
from government ; and in the higher, upon birth, and
mart or government favour. Public estimation, gained
by character and conduct in the several relations of life,

* °ot a necessary element in the social condition, even of
the working tradesman. Like soldiers in a regiment,
* peat proportion of the people under this social system
derive their eetimation among others, and consequently
their own self-esteem, not from their moral worth, but
from their professional standing and importance. This
evil is inherent in all privileged classes, but is concealed
*r compensated in the higher, the nobility, military, and

b7 the sense of honour, of religion, and by ednea-
*oe» In the middle and lower walks of life, those influ.

«*ces are weaker, while the temptations to immorality
we stronger

; and the placing a man’s livelihood, pro-
rprity, and social consideration in hia station, upon other
puuods than on his own industry and moral worth, it a
demoralizing evil in the very structure of Swedish society.

In short, Mr Laing seems to imagine that what
Mrs Grundy may think, is not to be altogether
despised even in a free society. In adverting to
&e fact descanted upon and denounced by Miss
Maitineau—namely, that of the tyranny of pub-
licopinion rendering the free citizens of America
virtual alaves and cowards, which she calls the
P«t blemish ofAmerican society—he takes the
°Ppotite side of the question, and regards this
voluntary or enforced subjection and tenderness
ttottpnMk opiidon> which is remarked even in

children in the United States, as the best trait

of the American character. In a country where
every man can easily obtain a living, and even
wealth, independently of moral character, this

excessive regard to the public opinion is un-
doubtedly an important auxiliary in the preserv-

ation of pure morals. Were it always an en-

lightened and sound public opinion to which the

Americans pay this excess of deference, we should

cordially subscribe to Mr Laing's doctrine ; but,

unfortunately, it is not always so. Public opi-

nion is in nothing, at present, more strong and
tyrannical in the United States, than on the

question of colour, race, slavery, and in points

of religious belief. Now, we apprehend that it is

in matters of this sort only that Miss Martineau
would approve revolt and the braving of pub-
lic opinion.

The passion of the middle classes in Sweden
for the paltry social distinctions conferred by the

Executive, the excessive desire for bits of ribbon

and trumpery crosses, instead of an honour-
able ambition for the three rewards of good con-

duct, self-respect, and the esteem of our fellow-

creatures, is traced as another cause of the low
state of moral feeling in Sweden; where the
desire for these decorative gimcracks supersedes

the nobler motives of legitimate ambition, while,

farther, they are often obtainable only by the
sacrifice of principle. The Brummagem or

Burgher order of nobility in Sweden, is as numer-
ous as in some of the German States, and with

the 6ame consequences to industry and morals.
" With us," says Mr Laing

—

With us, a thriving tradesman, master manufacturer,

or merchant, would think himself little honoured, and as
little benefited, by the empty title of counsellor of war,
counsellor of conference, counsellor of commerce, or aqy
such idle distinction, to which not a shadow of duty or
utility is attached ; and a knighthood is accepted by men
in ordinary civil station, generally with repugnance, with
an awkward feeling of its incongruity with our solid es-

timate of social distinction,* and rather because, iu some
public situations, from custom, it cannot be declined,

than because it is coveted.

A people so fond of distinctions, must natu-

rally prize their symbols, and every sort of title.

This taste descends as far as possible in Swedish
society ; and Mr Laing was, at first,nearly getting

into disgrace by such breaches of good manners,
as calling a bookbinder’s wife “ Madam," when
her proper title was the nobler Fru, or " My
Lady as her husband, though it was his busi-

ness to make portefeuiUes, and not to carry

them, held some nominal office, which entitled

his wife to the coveted distinction of Fru, or
Ladyship ; while his daughter was entitled to be
addressed as Froken, or “ Young My Lady."
He took care afterwards how he addressed a
shopkeeper's wife, simply as Madame. The bar-

maid is Ma*amselle,but the girl who waits, onlythe

• We always believed this, with here and there the ex.

ceptions of a city banker or a provincial mayor with a
wife entertaining the noble ambition of being styled u My
Udy,” until science and literature were first in this

country attempted to be made ridiculous by the infliction

of the Guelphic Order upon a few not altogether un-

willing victims.
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native Jomfru. The lowest title of all ie tlie

Flikka, or simple girl, which, probably, to the ears

of a foreigner, sounds the prettiest among them.

Mr Laing does not regard this nonsense as merely

harmless vanity ; nor does it appear, from the

illustration which he has taken from the Swedish

newspapers, to be so :

—

The title of Excellence, or the Order of the Seraphim,

are stated In their political views as serious objects and

motives of action for public men in public affairs. The
public mind must be in a state to accept of this as rea-

sonable, or it would uot be presented to iu The valne

of public opinion, of those positions beyond all titles or

orders, which Pitt, Fox, Canning, O’Connell, take from

it^ Is unknown and incomprehensible to them.

The demoralizing influence of the example of

a dissolute court amidst a poor and idle popula-

tion, is another alleged cause of the general im-

morality. The Swedes prided themselves on be-

ing the most polished northern nation—the

French of the north ; and the moral taint of the

age of Louis XIV. and XV. is still visible in

their manners. The imitation of French man-
ners, like every imitation of what is worthless,

outdid what it copied, and was not confined to

the court circles and the highest classes ; and, as

these became impoverished and reduced in means

to the level of the middle class, their vices de-

scended with them, tainting the more respect-

able orders of the community. But the faults

peculiarly characteristic of every aristocracy—as

idleness, frivolity, the inordinate passion for

amusement, gaming, gallantry, and a false esti-

mate of the objects and aims of life—are not in

the middle class to be treated as mere weaknesses,

but as vice, either interfering with the perform-

ance of duty, or as violating its injunctions. 6uch

appears to be the opinion of Mr Laing, and there

is solid foundation for it. Every observer is fa-

miliar with the processes by which the spend-

thrift, or slenderly provided sons of our wealthy

nobility, sometimes graduate into black-legs and

sharping gamesters, and is able to estimate the

moral mischief which such men spread in society

;

bnt in Sweden there appears to be at all times a

large body of descending noblesse, carrying down
the faults of their caste into the bosom of so-

ciety, which there are fostered into vices. The
whole body consider trade and the learned pro-

fessions as beneath the dignity of Swedish nobi-

lity ; and science and literature, which are still

in good esteem in France and England, are des-

picable in their eyes ; while the Church is not

wealthy enough to tefnpt their cupidity. By the

public returns, it is seen that not so mlYiy as a

half of the sons of the nobility attend the uni-

versities ; though perhaps the exclusive principle

may dictate that some of them shall be well edu-

cated at home, and a few may be sent to foreign

universities. As a body,the nobility are described

by our traveller in the following terms :

—

They are generally tank In debt and in poverty ; and

military service, and placet about the court, or under

government, are the only means of living which their

pride and poverty can allow them to bring up their eoue

Jbr. The inferior schools, or gymnasia, in each province,

the military schools, and such institutions, give the kind

of cultivation necessary for these professions. They dance

well, dress well ; have the appearance and mensem «f
'

gentlemen in an eminent degree; are musical, cobvssm

well, and in general know a little of French, Geiman,

and English : but with all these accomplishments, they

are often ignorant and unprincipled. Much of the im-

morality of Sweden proceeds, directly or indirectly, flrem

the want of education and conduct in this class.

In another place, he remarks that a they are,

with few exceptions, extremely poor, living from

civil or military employments, with small pay

;

or on their farms in great obscurity and poverty.

Everything in the capital is in a corresponding

style. The metropolis—which, at first view, ap-

pearsmagnificent, from the greatnumber of public

buildings, monuments, statues, the palace, which

is the finest in Europe, and the spacious well-

built quays—contains very few good houses, and

few private carriages. The population is declin-

ing ; the deaths iu Stockholm considerably out-

numbering the births. Yet the appearance of the

street population appears to contradict the gen-

eral misery and poverty of the metropolis. Mr

Laing’s reasoning on the delusive appearances

held oqt by so many well-dressed people, might

be applied to many towns besides Stockholm. It

really proves nothing against the extreme po-

verty of the Liberties of Dublin, for example,

that very fine shops and carriages, and richly

dressed ladies and gentlemen, are seen in num-

bers in the fashionable streets. The gay appear-

ance of these msy, on the contrary, be generally

held as a certain indication of the misery of an-

other class existing in immediate contiguity.

The number of well-dressed people prove* only Hit

one class it well off 5 and, if supported by the public, ii

by far too numerous for the well-being of the country.

The Swede alto has a remarkable fondnesa for dress ;
snd

dresses well, converses well, dsnces well, has ease snd

elegance about him in stations in whieH in other coun-

tries people wonld be totally devoid of such accompiiih-

ments. This is the influence of a court in a small city.

To appear well is their law of existence. I account in

this way fbr the discrepancy of great poverty and dia-

tress. and a declining condition, established by statisti-

cal facts, amidst finery and apparent luxury of clothing

in the streets of this city.

The domestic arrangements correspond with

real poverty and the love of show. The houses

of Stockholm, and also those of Chrietiinia,

the capital of Norway, have, in general, com-

mon stairs ; the suite of rooms on a floor form-

ing one dwelling. In the house where Mr Laing

found lodgings, which was near the palace, and,

for the country, expensive, and hence presumed

to be In a fashionable situation, and in all bouses

of the kind which he examined, the furni-

ture and paper were flashy, but not substantial;

bnt the lustres, mirrors, sofas, and French en-

gravings, scarcely atoned to an Englishman for

the absence or inferior quality of the thousand

and one comforts which he has learned to con-

sider as necessaries—such as, window-biindf,

bed-curtains, wash-hand stands and their furni-

ture, chests of drawers, and such like things.

The houses of public entertainment are few, the

wants of the permanent inhabitants being sup-

plied by one club-house for the nobility, and an-

other for the mercantile nobility, or privileged

class of traders. The tnblod'hdte of the Mrf*
*
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1

wpital k netttar 00 wall provided norl so well

attended as are those of France and Germany

;

for, in Stockholm, as Irish provincial ladies say,

the different classes “ don’t mix.”

Political profligacy is another of the combined
causes adduced for the debased moral state of

Sweden. It was not the mob, not low seditious

ruffians, who, either from base or sordid motives,

prompted or accomplished the assassination of

Gostams III., and the murder of Count Fersen,

or the more ignoble, if not blacker crime of

selling the succession of their native kingdom
to a foreigner ; but political adventurers of a
higher rises, to whom the nobility offered no
opposition. We must now cite Mr Laing in full,

leaving him to be responsible for the boldness of

his own opinions

Another casw 1 conceive to be, that, although Luther’s

nfrrnatiou found the minds of men in pert of Oexw
ussy, Switzerland, Holland, England, and Scotland, pro-

pend for it, and demanding a form of Christianity more
iatetlectnal, more addressed to the understanding, and
lew to the tenses, than that of the Roman Catholic

Choirh, the pablic mind In Sweden was in no such ad-
vaaeed state. The change was the act of government,
CKMcted, apparently, with the policy of the new dynasty,

tad supported by an enlightened few, and by the inferior

resident dergy—not averse to be relieved from celibacy

sad other restraints ; bat the public mind appears to have
hem in a state of apathy in that age, on religions 00a-

ona No tacts, schisms, preachings, meetings, publica-

tions, indicate such a ferment in the public mind here,

at the time of the Reformation, as in England, Scotland,

and other countries. The resident Catholic clergy be-

came, with, few exceptions, Lutheran, and a few eore-

BSBtt* less, a little difference in church forms, were all

the changes which the mass of the people saw ; for the

pohlic mind was not advanced so for at to appreciate the

difference of doctrine. Gustavos I. always denied that

be had introduced a new doctrine $ and at the beginning
•fJehnlII.*o reign, eays Geyer, the people did not kaow
hot that they wore still Catholics, singing Swedish mass.

The country is too extensive, and too thinly peopled, even
at the present day, for the effective diffusion of religious

knowledge, or the spread of leal, by preachings or the

press. As for as regards the influence of religion on
norale and conduct in private life, I conceive the Reform-
ation has not worked beneficially in Sweden. It found
the public mind dormant, and sensible to nothing in re-

ligion, but the external observances of a ceremonial

clrarch, and was superinduced on it in that state, and in

that state ft remains. In no country are the exterior

farms and decencies of pablic worship better attended to.

The churches are substantial, and not merely well kept

op, but even decorated inside and outside ; and there is a

kind of competition between parishes, for erecting elegant

amctmes for public worship. The clergy are fairly

mfewtd
,
well lodged, and in general on good terms with

thair flecks ; they are also well educated men, and form
1 tody of great power in the state, the Chamber of Clergy

tang one of the constituent parts of the Diet. Yet, with
all these exterior signs of a religious state of the public

aied, and with all the means of a powerful church etta-

Wiihsmnt, unopposed by sect or schism, to make it re-

Spine, It is evident, from the official returns of crime,

that in no Christian community has religion less influence

ob the state of public morals. The just inference is, that

no spirit, truly religious, has ever been generally kindled

in fels country; that the Reformation, as far as regards

the serai condition of the Swedish people, has done ham
nfoar than good, for it has merely substituted one cere-

monial church for another ; and that which it supplanted,

if ooogidered apart from religious doctrine or sentiment,

•adwtfoty as an establishment for the check of immor-
ritoytn private conduct, by its obeervancee and rules,

rani polk*

over a rude aad ignorant people. Rude and ignorant as
the Irish Catholic population are, their priesthood keeps
them free from such a list of heavy crimes as Lutheran
Sweden present* from her rural population alone, in
numbers little exceeding 2,735,000 souls.

The religion* and moral condition of a Protest-

ant country, with a large body of working clergy

and schoolmasters appointed and maintained by
the 8tate, and where dissent is unknown, is mat-
ter of earnest inquiry at this particular juncture

;

00 we are tempted to examine more closely the

blessings which such a state of things is supposed

to introduce and maintain in communities. We
have noticed that, in Sweden, one person out of

every 196 is maintained by the public to teach
the people their religious and moral duties. And,
first

—

The clerical establishment costs the congregations

1,780,393 banco dollars; viz. the ministers 1,309,489
dollars, the assistants or chaplains 284,090, and the

clerks or church servants 186,814 dollars, in direct pay-
ment in tithes, fee.—and a great, hut not appreciable

amount, in dues or offerings, at marriages, baptisms,

funerals, Easter, Christmas, and sacramental occasions.

These are very oppressive. The people are, in fact, as

superstitious and priest-ridden as in the darkest ages, on
many points ; as, for instance, on having at burials a
spoonful or two of consecrated earth, taken up by the

priest, and strewed upon the grave before it is closed.

The sexton gravely presents the shovel Tull or basket full

of earth, and the priest as gravely takes a spoon or little

spade, like a child’s plaything, and dips it into the earth,

and sprinkles about a handful of it on the grave ; and
this piece of mummery is thought absolutely necessary

for the peace of the soul of the departed, and is highly

paid for. . . . . In many provinces, this payment
of a cow, or its value, to the pastor on the death of a
peasant, Is matter of legal right claimed by the clergy.

The payment of these offerings is so much considered a
part of religious duty, that Lnstadius [a missionary who
has recently been telling tales out of school] calls one
occasion, at Easter, I think, a cheese fair, rather than a
religions meeting ; and says that some of the people per-

form their devotions by proxy, and send their cheeses by
a neighbour. These are but trifling isolated circum-

stances, but as they drop from a zealous missionary

merely in the course of his narrative, and not as matters

wrong, unusual, or of censure, they throw a light upon
the relations of the clergy and the people

The dues, fees, and rights, however oppressive these

appear to ua, are sanctioned by long use and wont, among
a peasantry in whom a sense of property is almost extin-

guished by the exactions upon their time, labour, and
produce, for the state and its institutions. It is only
what is left to the peasant out of his land, not what he
produces, that he views and feels to be bis own. The
interest of the parties, the tithe-payers and the tithe-re-

ceivers, produce therefore less animosity of feeling than '

with ut ; or, properly speaking, none. The clergy also^

and the people, appear to me to view Christianity alto-

gether in a different light from that in which we view it.

It is a different species of religion here. This is a sub-

ject on which I give my impressions with reluctance, from
the difficulty in explaining them. The Swedish clergy

are, beyond doubt, a highly-educated body of theologians.

The people also are educated, up to a certain point ; which
is, that of being able to read, and give proofof understand-

ing the church catechism so well as to be entitled to

confirmation, and to be received as communicants. Here
the working of the establishment on the people seems to

stop. A careful attendance upon all the ceremonials of

the church ; the saints* days or prayer days, or church-

festival days; the high mass; the forms of baptisms,

churching®, sacraments, funerals ; the decorations of the

church and altar, and of the priest’s robes ; the Easter

offerings, Christmas offerings, and such observances

—

appear to stand in the place of all mental exertion or ap-
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ptteatisn, oq rtfaelr gasrt, faa raligiou» natters, after they

bare once, if 1 nay use tbe expression without offence,

taken out their diploma as Christians, by the rite of eon.

Urination, and by receiving tbeir first communion. Re.
ligion seemi to rest here. Whoever well attends to the

course of conversation among on? middle and lower

classes at tbe present day, will hear a great deal of reli-

gious discuaeion and argument, which, whether to the

purpose or not, have the use at least of unfolding and
invigorating the mental powers and spirit of inquiry.

Here, if by any chance a religious subject is started in

tbe conversation of tbe same classes, it is—how well, or

bow ill, pastor A. masses, (that is, chants high mass ;)

how solemnly pastor D. performed such a service ; bow
grand this church or that altar looked ; tbe sermon you
never hear discussed among them at all. The Lutheran
Church, in fact, is, in the present age, as far behind the

religions wants of mankind, as the Catholic Church was
in the days of Luther.

It is somewhat discouraging to the believers in

the infallibility of reading and writing, and the

regular observance of religious duties, to learn

that, while profligacy of manners abounds, every

Swedish peasant must be able to shew that he

can read and write, and that he understands the

principles of religion, before he is permitted to

take the Sacrament of the Supper ; which is again

an indispensable step before either man or woman
is permitted to marry. Does not Mr Laing, in

this ridiculous restraint-—one among the infinity

of restrictions placed upon the free action and
the free industry of the Swedish people—find an-

other cause for the prevailing licentiousness ?

In a remote and primitive part of the north of

Sweden, where Mr Laing spent part of the sum-
mer of 1838, and to whieh wa shall afterwards

trace him, he accidentally discovered a small

body of worshippers

—

Dissenters—who he hopes

may yet form the germ of the religious and moral

renovation of Sweden. The whole scene is, to our

feelings, singularly impressive and captivating.

July—I got up very early thia morning, and went
down to the rap ida, or fort of the river, to fieh. I came
unexpectedly upon a party of aix or eight men, women,
and young people, gathered in a anug hollow of the river

bank, which only an angler would have thought of viait-

ing at so early an hour. One man, with hia hat off, was
reading the Bible to the others, and just concluding and
shutting the book. They seemed in a little confusion,

until they saw that I was fishing, and taking no notice

of them. When my landlord came to join me with hia

fishing rod, and they found that I was lodging with him,
and not at the manse—and they asked the question

—

they teemed pleased, and came to admire my tackle, and
my great success, for I was picking up the small fish

—

gurnard or title, and trout of the size ofherrings—some-
times two at once. There is, 1 bad heard, a religious

enthusiasm spreading itself in the north of Sweden, espe-

cially among these colonists or new settlers in Lapland,
which the clergy attempt to put down and extinguish.

These religionists are called Lssseren—the readers—from
their reading the Scriptures, and must keep themselves
quiet ; because, although they cannot he openly persecuted,

and there is an enlightened and liberal public in Sweden,
who would be roused if any person were openly oppressed

on account of his religious opinions, yet where the clergy,

man is all-powerful in his parish, and has the public func-

tionaries to support him, there are many ways of making
the poor man, who presumes to have either too much or

too little religious zeal to suit the pastor, feel in his

worldly concerns the ill consequences of wandering from
the beaten church road. These Lasere do not form a
sect having communications or internal regulation, which
would probably expose them to ,the law, but they are
nipatxous and increasing, and their preachinp and meet-

ings are attended by people from groat distance Of
their peculiar doctrines I could get no distinct account:

it is said that they preach the efficacy of faith alone, and

the uselessness of good works ; that some of their leaden

have given themselves out as Christ to their followers;

but the truth is, tbe distance between the upper dan
and the lower in Sweden is so great, the points of meet-

ing so few, and no connecting links between, that tbe

former do not know what the latter are about. This is

very much the cate
,
even with tit, notwithstanding our

numerous middle dost The upper classes talk and form

opinions of the lower, without sufficient data, or know-

ing in reality their condition. In Sweden, when all

society is classed and privileged into distinct corps, the

higher are strangers to those below them, in a greater

degree than in other countries. I doubt, therefore, the

Swedish accounts of three Leesere, or their doctrines,

especially as there is a tasteless attempt to ridicule them,

and their affected use of scriptural phraseology. There

may he hypocrites among them, and many laughable

personages and pretensions, but still it is a remarkable

fact, that in this least depraved quarter of the country,

a spirit is arising in religious concerns, which tbe Lu-

theran clergy are attempting to suppress, and which their

own preaching and doctrines cannot satisfy. It will ne-

cessarily extend its influence over the morals and habits

of ths people. It was a party of these

Lasers, sitting like our Cameroniant, in the hollow of

the river bank, that 1 came upon this morning. 1 after,

wards asked my landlord what all the people were doing

so early at the river side. He assured me they only

came there to drink the waters of a mineral spring which

were very wholesome ; he shewed me a little well in ths

neighbourhood, and 1 was satisfied.

Lapmark and these forlorn and far-between

new colonies in its forests, are not the least in-

teresting points of the Swedish dominions, while

some of the settlements and small towns border-

ing the Gulf of Bothnia, are, from their close re-

semblance to Norway, in the manners and con-

dition of the inhabitants, the most pleasing to

the reflecting sojourner of any he sees in Sweden.

Perhaps, therefore, the sooner we leave grave

and melancholy, although instructive speculations

upon vicious social arrangements and bad govern-

ment—producing misery, and its 6ure attendant,

a low state of morals—in other words, a discus-

sion on political and moral cause and effect—our

readers will be the better pleased ; and there is

a vast fund of entertainment, of a delightful kind,

in these travels.

In the summer of 1834, Mr Laing went to Nor-

way, in different parts of which he resided for

about two years. He was charmed with all he

saw, and finally and deliberately concluded the

Norwegians the happiest people in Europe—the

happiest people, indeed, in the world ; for he con-

siders the state of society there better, in many

respects, than in America, and he imputes this

mass of social happiness, found in a poor, uncom-

mercial, northern country, solely to its institu-

tions, and to the purely democratic form of the

constitution which it gained for itself in 181-4#

when Norway was, at the general peace, trans-

ferred from Denmark to 8weden, in lieu of Fin-

land, ceded by the latter to Russia. Norway, if

nominally a monarchical state, is essentially a

democracy. The feudal syatem was never in-
(

troduced into it. Its peasantry have always

been free, and its government representative

sinoe it ceased to be personal. The Norwe*

gian proprietors hold by no tenure; the preset#
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wdel lavs having always existed, which secures

to every man his property without service or ac-

knowledgment to any superior whatever. The
Norwegian peasantry have been most tenacious

of their precious and distinguishing rights, and,

are accordingly, jealous of their infringement.

Hence the late dissensions, or tendency to dis-

sension, as often as their new sovereign has at-

tempted to undermine their ancient institutions,

or amalgamate their peculiar system with that

of Sweden, and that which is found in the other

monarchies of Europe.

A main feature in Norwegian society is, the

extensive diffusion of landed property, and the

feoeral equality which is maintained by the

smallness of the estates. In a population of

rather less than a million, there are about 41,656

landed proprietors. By Mr Laing’s estimate, one
man in every twenty-two is a landed proprietor

in Norway, and in Sootland onlyone man in every
700 of the population. It is needless to say that

where feudal tenures do not exist, the law of

primogeniture is unknown. Yet it is an import-
ant fact that the small Norwegian estates are
aot found divided and sab-divided, and frittered

awajr, in the manner of which one sect of politi-

cal economists have tried to make a bugbear.
The farms or estates of the Norwegian yeomen,
statesmen, or udallsra, contain, in general, from
forty to sixty acres of arable land, with a con-

siderable adjoining tract of wood and natural
pasturage, and a distant mountain range, used
is summer, for grazing, after the custom of
the Highlands of Scotland, Switzerland, and
other pastoral countries. The sub-division of the
little estates is provided against, by a law called

theedelsbaarn ret, which gives all the children of
the family, and the next of kin, according to
the order of consanguinity, the right of redeem-
ing it by repayment of the purchase-money and
my outlay in improvements, if the right is

claimed within live years from the time the estate
was sold. The law of succession thus prevents
boded property from being accumulated in large

mines, as in other countries, or yet from beingtoo
far subdivided ; but, whatever be the cause, the
bet is incontrovertible, that the udal estates

are, if seldom augmented, more rarely if ever
frittered down into potato gardens and paddocks.
In describing a Yule Fair held at Levanger, near
which town Mr Laing lodged, with a small pro-

prietor, daring the winter of 1834-5, he remarks
tfcst, during the fair, which is held for three

veeks, and to which flocked persons of all descrip-

tions—remote country proprietors, to sell or bar-

ter their dairy produce, horses, &c. ; seamen,
in small vessels, with salted fish, and goods of
*11 kinds, from Drontheim ; and to which there

visa constant arrival of caravans of sledges
frem the frontiers of Russia, and of Laplanders
“~in short, a very great concourse of people of
different countries and languages, supplied with
ipirfea in abundance at 14d. a gallon ; there was
little sxceasive drunkenness, no rioting, and only
*ns case of theft. And he thus concludes:

—

* The division of property among the children

has not, in thecourse ofa thousand years, brought

the fair-going people in Norway to the state of

the fair-going people in Ireland.**

Though the estates of individuals are, in gen-

eral, small, they are sufficient to furnish all the

comforts and many of the elegances of life, as

these are understood in Norway. The whole

nation is well lodged ; better than any other

people in Europe, according to Mr Laing ; and

they are well fed, well clothed in their own
household manufactures, and have abundant fuel.

Leisure, ease'ofmind—those inestimableblessings

gradually vanishing from more active, wealthy,

and polished communities—are largely enjoyed

by all the Norwegians. Nor are these blessings

confined to one class. The housemen, or mar-

ried labourers, and the workmen of all descrip-

tions, are in a much better condition than the

tame class in other countries. When we speak

of more polished communities, we do not mean a
people really better bred—for the Norwegians of

all ranks have nearly the same manners and
language, and all are polite, kind, and courte-

ous in their domestic intercourse, as well as in

society. The rough and brutal way in whioh

our peasantry and workmen talk to and treat

each other, are unknown in Norway. They have

not two sets of manners—one for company and

the other for the fire-side. Every one pulls off

his hat or cap whether to friends or strangers ;

common labourers, private soldiers, and fisher-

men, salute each other ; and the children, scru-

pulously taught respectful manners, bow to each

other in the streets. Almost every Norwegian

plays on some instrument ; and the nation is

fond of dancing, to which social pastime their

long winter nights and easy friendly habits are

peculiarly favourable. Certain dandy, and even

philosophical travellers, have represented the

condition of the women of Norway as lower than

in the corresponding class in other European

countries. Mr Laing draws from the same data

a quite opposite conclusion ; and we believe that

the opinions of the best-informed and most

thoughtful women, in these more polished coun-

tries, will confirm his judgment. The women of

Norway, from the arrangements of society—ar-

rangements which are the groundwork of the

entire system of superior social happiness which

is found there—having a higher sphere of duty,

perform a more useful and consequently a more
dignified part. The secondary objects of music,

dancing, and dressing, are considered as the orna-

ment, the relief, not the main business of woman's

life ; business, by the way, which becomes as in-

supportable drudgery to its bond-slaves as the

domestic employments of the Norwegian females.

The condition of the farm-labourers is charac-

teristic of the country. They have good roomy

cottages, generally situated on the outskirts of

the small estates, with grass for two cows, and

half-a-dozen sheep and goats. They hold this

little farm for two lives, that of the cottar and

his widow, under a fixed obligation of furnishing

so many days’ labour in the year oo-ffhe main

farm, at a certain rate of wages, and with vic-
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tuals, which are good and abundant, and the

wages equal to those of many parts of Ireland.

The labourer is entitled to throw up his holding,

by giving three months' previous notice ; but his

employer baa no power to turn him out, so long

as the stipulated rent, or work-rent, is paid.

What a grand step would this small one be in

improving the condition of the Irish peasantry !

The sons and daughters of these housemen form

the domestic servants of the country ; a class

represented by the traveller as active, and neat,

and respectful, without servility. They are all

well fed. The Norwegians, of all classes, take

four or even five meals a-day. The workman's
day begins with a cake of oat or bear bread, with

butter, and a dram of the brandy distilled on
every estate. At nine they have, for breakfast,

milk or soup, and bread and butter ; or pottage

and milk, with oat-cakes ; and make a substan-

tial meal. At noon they have dinner of herrings,

potatoes, and barley-broth with bread ; or, ba-

con, salt-meat, and black puddings, instead of

fish. The work-people eat meat at least twice a-

week. In the evening they have another substan-

tial meal, similar to their breakfast, and a dram.
And as there is neither want nor restraint on
the use of spirits, and as they might have more
drams if they wished for them, they never exceed
the customary quantity. Their oatmeal is in-

ferior to that used by the 8oottish labourer ; but
they have much greater variety, and plenty of

other kinds of food. The bothy described by
Cobbett, and the disgrace of eo many magnificent

Scottish corn manufactories, will ill bear com-
parison with the Norwegian Borstue, or unmar-
ried servant's house, which is better than many
of the farm.houses in the north of Scotland. It

consists of a large well-lighted sitting-room,

with a good stove, benches, chairs, and table.

A kitchen adjoins, for cooking and washing; and
the upper story is divided into bed-room9, each
with a window. The coarse, primitive bedding
is put out to air in a covered gallery every day
—indeed, this seems a universal practice ; and
every Saturdaythe Norwegian bothy is thoroughly
washed, and the floors sprinkled with the tops

of the juniper, exactly as in the most magnificent

saloons of the country. A maid-servant regularly

attends to cook and clean for the inhabitants of

the bothy. The labourers in Scottish bothies,

described by Cobbett, are exactly in the condi-

tion of the buccaneers and wood-choppers of
Honduras Bay described by Dampier, save that

they have no butcher-meat, which the buccaneers

had in abundance. The rooms of the bothy or

Borstue, whether parlour or chambers, are *< as

warm, cheerful, and clean as those of the main
house." In the large room, the tailor, shoe-

maker, and harness-maker, and such other

tradesmen as in this primitive country go round
from farm to farm to work, execute their busi-

ness. In respect of bedding and bed-clothes,

Mr Laing remarks that the working-class are

better off with us, as the Norwegians, instead of
woven rugs and blankets, have only fells—that
is, dressed skins of sheep, goats, and reindeer.

with the wool on. These are qnilted together,

and form the bed-clothes. Now, they are cer-

tainly inferior to those in use among our work

people ; with this small difference, we apprehend,

that the Norwegians have a full supply of tbs

inferior article, while the reverse is the rale

among our poor. In every house, or rather

duster of houses—for every homestead cossists

of many bnildings—there is an apartment where

the females eard wool, spin, weave, Ac., under

the superintendence of the mistress of the family,

or her deputy, the upper servant or housekeeper,

who is regarded quite as one of the family.

Substantial, if coarse, woollen cloth, excellent bed

and table linen, and checked or striped cottons or

linens for female wear, form the home manufac-

tures. The farm-proprietor is thus indebted for

little to the town-shop, save his 8unday hat. The

Norwegians seem, in many respects, in the con-

dition of the farmers of New England, and some

of the northern 8tates of America. They boast

little finery, but all classes are well-dothed ; boots,

gloves, and greatcoats being in bad weather

worn by the labourers, and a person in rags is

rarely seen. Every one possesses a set of clothes

for Sunday's wear. Indeed, the chief distinction

in the nation is in the difference of dress. All

dasses of the proprietors, in house-furniture,

food, gig-keeping, and style of entertaining, are

much alike, each family living on the produce

of the farm ; but the wealthier may purchase

finer clothes, and, perhaps, consume a little more

coffee, sugar, French brandy, and wine. The

farms vary from the maintaining about twenty

cows, a score of sheep, and another of goats, and

four horses, which is about the average, up to

the maintenance of forty cows, with a corre-

sponding number of other animals ; and descend

so low a9 four cows ; but these are generally

the small farms held by fishermen, housemen, or

woodmen. But the range from four to forty cows

is not great. Mr Laing contrasts the dwellings

of the labouring class with those of Ireland and

Scotland ; and he might have included much of

rural England, and also the cellars, and squalid,

huddled apartments of many of our manufactur-

ing towns. “ The squalor, dampness, darkness,

and total want of accommodation and comfort

of the sod-built hovels which disgrace the face

of the earth in Scotland and Ireland, are un-

known. The meanest habitation has wooden

floors, windows, apartments for the family to

sleep in, besides their sitting room ;
also fit

places for keeping the food." We blush while

we read—

“

It is highly characteristic of Scot-

land, that, within sight of its Parthenon, human

dens may be found in which whole families—

father, mother, and grown-up daughters and

sons—are lodged under one roof, without other

division into apartments, for the decent separa-

tion of the sexes, than is made by the wooden

bedstead, placed In the middle; without other

floor than the raw earth ; the wall of stones,

and sods, not lined inside ; the roof a mass ef

damp, rotten strawland decayed vegetable sub-

stances, supported by a few sooty rafters; the
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viators, a single pane or two of glass, stack in

i hole is tbs thatch or the wall ; the family pro-

ristont of meal, salt meat, herrings, milk, butter,

til hsddltd together in the single room/' But
vs need not introduce the wet stockings, the

sweaty linen, and the family oookery going on ;

and, fortunately or otherwise, we may add that

the family stock of animal food is seldom in a

quantity that can permanently affect the atmo-
sphere of the Scottish cottage. Mr Laing him-
self, in describing the superior diet of the Nor-
wegian labourers, remarks truly, that those of

Seotland have, with their allowance of meal,
neither butter, bacon, nor fish. The increase of

lusty—that lamentation as old associety itself

—

is often complained of by the most intelligent men
in Norway. The small proprietors are blamed
for using too much coffee and sugar, for keeping
earioles, and buying harness of a costly kind,

and maintaining more horses than are required
for farm-work, while all are in want of dollars

—money being the scaroeat, or the only scarce

needful commodity in the country. Mr Laing
wonders that the taste for luxury is not carried

beyond the safe and just point—that which
proves a spur to industry, and refines manners.
But the people of Norway appear so happy and
independent in their present state of primitive

nmplicity, that, looking round on the more luxu-
rious communities of Europe, it is not surprising
that men of intelligence and reflection dread any
innovation, which, with change of manners, might
taod to undermine the foundations of national
well.being. It is not from the work on Sweden,
bnt from that on Norway, that we borrow this

description of a race of men, whose condition
change from without would hardly improve :

—

The Bonder, or agricultural peasantry, each the pro.
potter of hie own farm, occupy the country from the
here tide to tho hill foot, and up every valley or glen aa
hru corn can grow. This clast is the kernel of the na-
tai They are in general fine athletic men, as their pro-
pwtia are not 00 large as to exempt them from work,
bit large enough to afford them and their honeehold
abundance, and oven superfluity, of the beat food. They
hru not to raise produce for sale, wo much as to grow
wrytbing they eat, drink, and wear in their families.
They build their own houses, make theirown chairs, tables,

pkoghs, carts, harness, iron-work, basket-work, and wood-
**k{ in short, except window-glass, cast-iron ware and
P*ttry, everything about their houses and furniture is
•f their own fabrication. There is not probably in Eu-
Kf* to great a population in to happy a condition as
Awe Norwegian yeomanry, A body of small proprie-
hu, soch with his thirty or forty acres, scarcely exists
ttawhere in Europe ; or, if it can be found, it is under the
dudow of some more imposing body of wealthy proprie-
ton or commercial men. Here they are the highest men
in the nation. . . . The settlers in the newer States
of America, and In our colonies, possess properties of pro-
bebly about tho same extent t but they have roads to
toeht, lands to clour, bouses to build, and the work that
has been doing here for a thousand years, to do, before
they can be in the same condition. These Norwegian
proprietors are In a happier condition than thoee in the
•Mer States of Aaserica, because they are not to much
toflaeneed by the apirit of gain. They farm their little

coneume the produce, without seeking to bar-
ttr* *11, except what is necessary for paying their taxes
ad the few articles of luxury they consume. There is

row**p-getting spirit among than, and none of extra-

Thsy enjoy the etmforts ofexceUent houses, ao

good and large as those of the wealthiest individuals 4

good furniture, bedding, linen, clothing, fuel, victuals, and

drink, all in abundance, and of their own providing

;

good horses, and a houseful of people, who have more
food than work. Food, furniture, and clothing being all

home-made, the difference in these matters between tho

family and the servants is very small $ but there is a per-

fect distinction kept up. The servants invariably eat,

sleep, and sit apart from the family, and have generally

a distinct building adjoining to the family house.

There is another class of peasantry or yeo-

manry not so fortunate as the Bonder, though

their condition is superior to that of the pea-

santry of other northern countries. These are

the Alpine proprietors, the inhabitants of the

forests and glens of the Fjelde, that extensive

mountain ridge which in many places divides

Norway from Sweden. These, however, possess

land in absolute property, and have small but

comfortable houses, with wooden floors and glass

windows. The severity of the climate, where the

night frosts set in early in August, and where

winter remains till about the end of May, pre-

clude them from raising good grain crops. They
live by the produce of their cattle, by felling

timber, which they float down the mountain-

streams, and by the sale ofgame carried in a fro-

zen state to the winter fairs of the lower coun-

try. The ground bark of the pine, mixed with

their ill-ripened oats, form their bread, and the

salted trout of the Fjelde lakes a considerable

part of their winter provision. A great part of

their labour must be performed in winter, when
the snow permits their sledges to be brought

into use, and when the lowlanders are enjoying

themselves. They form in condition the link

between the Laplanders and the Bonder of the

low regions or zones of the country; and, if

a hard-living, are n fine and interesting, though a

rough race. With all the hardships of their

condition,
“ They see their little lot the lot of all.*'

They are independent and contented. “ They
retain the dress, manners, character, and athle-

tic forms which we imagine as belonging to an-

cient times. Each district and valley has

some peculiarity of costume, pronunciation, and
even character ; and intermarriages of the iso-

lated groups of inhabitants with those of the

neighbouring valleys or the lower grounds, are

rare." There are stanch enduring families of

peasant nobility in those glens, which can boast

a much older lineage than that of the French or

English nobility.

The Laplanders of Norway are, in their own
way, as interesting a race as those sturdy Scan-

dinavian peasants and mountaineers. In Norway
there are parochial schools in what appears suf-

ficient number, there being eleven in the parish

in which Mr Laing resided, to a population of

five thousand persons. The schoolmasters have

houses, and are supported by a tax levied on

every householder, besides a personal payment

from each adult. Even servants, male and

female, contribute to the schoolmaster's support.

Hence “ the almost mechanical arts of reading

and writing" are generally understood ;
but edu-

cation otherwise if at a low obb, as claasfcal and
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university education are comparatively expen-

sive, and learning not in demand. Books are

scarce, though the great demand for newspapers

and periodicals must whet the appetite for more
extensive reading. Mr Laing, whom sound phi-

losophy makes an ardent admirer of dissent, im-

putes the limited mental cultivation of the na-

tion to the total absence of religious controversy.

His opinions are worthy of regard. If not origi-

nal, their utterance is well timed. “ A difference

of opinion upon religious doctrines among a

people is the most powerful stimulus to the hu-

man mind to investigate, to obtain knowledge,

to exert the mental power. The spirit of re-

ligious controversy adds nothing certainly to

their domestic happiness, but much to their in-

telligence, acuteness, desire for education, and
value for religion. Scotland and England, with-

out their Seceders and Dissenters, would have

been countries in which the human mind slum-

bered. A land of universal conformity is ne-

cessarily one of universal apathy as to reli-

gious matters, or else of gross superstition/'

And both apathy and superstition may certainly

be observed in Norway, and much more conspi-

cuously in Sweden. The Lutheran form of reli-

gion which is found in Norway, is nearly as cere-

monial as the unreformed Roman Catholic faith.

Its stated observances are consequently attended

with a certain degree of expense. The priest has

his embroidered velvet robes ; the altar is decor-

ated, candles are lighted, and there is a clerk to

repeat the responses, and an organist. As the

bulk of the parishioners are persons of property,

a greater sum is required to maintain the clergy-

man in his proper place, relatively to his flock,

than would be required in a Scottish or English

parish, where the many are the poor, and the few,

or the one, so rich that the minister cannot

pretend to vie with the grandee, and probably ab-

sentee patron. The average of the income of the

rural clergy of Norway is 800 dollars, or about

£170 ; but the bishops have 4000 dollars. In the

towns, the incomes are larger. In country pa-

rishes, the stipends arise from a -small payment
in grain, amounting to two or three bushels from

the largest farms ; the grain may be converted

into money as in Scotland, and there are Jtars

prices struck for this purpose. Several farms

in every parish belong to the living, besides the

glebe ; and a third source of income is the Easter

dues and Christmas offerings, and pretty high

dues for marriages, christenings, and funerals.

The Easter dues and Christmas offerings, are in

one sense voluntary ; but opinion or vanity may
tax a man more highly than fixed regulations,

and the Bonder feel pride in making handsome
offerings to their clergy. It is proposed, instead

of these ancient modes of begging, to make a

fixed rate of payment ; and the sooner the better.

There is one feature of the system deserving of

imitation, where a compulsory-paid clergy are

recognised at all. In every parish, one of the

farms allotted to the living is appropriated to the

minister's widow during her life.

But the political institutions of Norway, since

the establishment of its admirable Constitution

in 1814, are more especially deserving of attend

tion, as centuries in advance of its ecclesiastics!

scheme. The government is purely represents^

tive ; nor could Bentham, in the present state

of the country, have objected to its electivd

machinery, save, perhaps, to the number of in-

tervening steps placed between the constituency

and the representative, and the absence of the

ballot ; which, however, in a country like Nor-

way, where every one has a competency, and no

class depends upon another, is scarcely required.

Every native Norwegian, of twenty-five years of

age, who, as the owner or liferenter of land, has

for five years paid scat, that is, direct taxes, or

who is a burgess of any town, or who possesses

there a house or land of the value of £30, is

entitled to elect, and, when he reaches the age

of thirty, to be elected, provided he is neither in

any department of the slate or court, nor on the

pension-list, nor yet in the counting-house or

bureau of any placeman or courtier. We can-

not here detail the full process of electing, which

is rather complicated ; though a trifle to our

endless registries, and non-registries, and disqua-

lifications for this tax and the other, unpaid.

The Parliament, or Storthing, is chosen every

three years, and sits for three months, or till

the public business be despatched ; and their

meeting is not by virtue of the issue of the

King's writ, but of constitutional right ; though,

on any great national emergency, as a war, or the

demise of the Crown, an extraordinary Storthing

may be assembled by the royal edict ; but then

such extraordinary Storthing can only pass in-

terim acts, which remain to be ratified or set

aside by the next regular Parliament. The

Storthings are in every respect independent of

the Executive ; nor is the royal assent necessary

to give effect to any Bill which has passed the

Chambers in three different Storthings. Thus

the abolition of hereditary nobility, proposed and

first passed in the Storthing of 1815, and again in

that of 1821, but vehemently opposed by the

King in 1824, when the capita), where the Par-

liament was sitting, was invested by a Swedish

army to overawe the legislative body, passed in-

to law in despite of the royal opposition, by the

fiat of the Storthing, exercising, for the third

time, its constitutional right. In the differences

which have arisen in consequence of the at-

tempted encroachments of the executive power,

and the constitutional resistance of the Stor-

thing, liberal opinions have hitherto triumphed;

for the Norwegian people seem wide awake to

every attempted stretch of prerogative. In Nor-

way, the press is entirely free ; and unbounded

freedom in discussion is sanctioned by opinion

and custom, every man being responsible for

what he publishes to the world ; though defama-

tion, or libel on private character, must be proved

false, open, and intentional
,
to involve punish-

ment. In Sweden, the press is under a strict

censorship, though, as in France, it maintafoa a

constant, lively skirmishing with the Exp&tto*

and generally has the best of it. The ^togthing
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of 1836, whoie sittings Mr Laing frequently, or

rather daily attended, consisted of ninety-six

Members. Tbe franchise is not connected with

this town or that c<unty, but is regulated by

the true principle—the number of electors in

the district—and, from time to time, varies

with that. When a Member is elected, a sub-

stitute is elected at the same time, in case of

his death or resignation. The Members are paid

two dollars and a-half (at most 9s. 7d.) per

iim, while the Storthing is in Session ; and they

are allowed a small sum for travelling expenses.

They consist of all descriptions of persons. In

tbe Storthing of 1836, one Member was a rector

»f a school ; four were parish clerks ; the mer-

cantile towns naturally send merchants, and the

rural districts Bonder ; and the aggregate As-

sembly appears probably very like the State As-

semblies ofAmerica. Mr Laing says the assembled

Members of tbe Norwegian Storthing look like

the respectable farmers or merchants one sees

assembled in Edinburgh or Haddington on a

market-day. They meet at nine in the morn-
ing, and maintain a much more decorous and
simply dignified exterior than certain legislative

bodies that we could name. The first business

is to choose a Speaker and Secretary, and this is

repeated once a-week. Other preliminary busi-

ness being gone through, the Storthing elects one-

fourth of its Members to form the Upper Cham-
ber or Lagtking, in which the deliberative func-

tions of the legislative body are invested. No
Bill can be first proposed in the Lagtking or

Upper House, which can only receive measures
proposed from the Odelsthing or House of Com-
mons, and then deliberate, oppose, reject, or

tend back with amendments. The OdeUlking
may impeach Ministers of State in the Lagtking.

When a motion is to be first made and discussed,

both Chambers sit together in an united House ;

bat, as the business proceeds, they divide, and
each assumes its separate special functions. But
"e must refer for the minute details to tbe work,
merely quoting this sentence for the edification

of the admirers of a House of hereditary noble
legislators. “ The composition of this House,
vhieh does ite business quite as well as a house
of Bishops, Dukes, and Barons, may,” Mr Laing
mys, “ be an object of curiosity to every British

Badieal. It consists, in the present Storthing,
of eight persons in civil offices, five in clerical

feoetionfl, two lawyers, and nine Bonder or pea-
mats—in ail, twenty-four. They are not elected
to the Lagtking with any reference to profession
* rank, but simply from the opinion their fel-

low-members of the Storthing may have formed
of their judgment, knowledge, and fitness for

deliberative functions. Of the whole ninety-six
Members of the Storthing, forty-five have sat in
006 or mere former Storthings ; the rest are new
Members.”

There are no Ministerial nor opposition
Caches in a Parliament to which the whole
Gtvtnueent influence cannot send even one
**aber. It is felt an inconvenience that no
*** Gtfeniment functionary can be present to
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answer questions or bring forward propositions

;

but tbe Norwegians wisely submit to it. The
style of speaking and debating is plain and busi-

ness-like ; there are no Emerson Tennents, with

set-speeches got by heart, no youngD’lsraelis, nor
flashy declaimers of higher name, to spout orations,
and waste the time strictly devoted to national

business, in that homely little senate ; but there

is what seems infinitely better, even in taste,

and more morally august—at least in the eyes of

those who can look below the surface. “ There
being no demand for oratory, there is no supply ;

but for plain and clear statement of argument or

fact, there are several members of the Storthing

who are equal to any of that class of our public

speakers”—that is, to our Humes, and War-
burtons, and Villierses.

It is not exactly known to whom Norway is

indebted for its constitution. It was ostensibly

drawn up by a committee of the National As-
sembly in four days, and laid before the assembly

at the time the allies chose to transfer the king-

dom from Denmark to Sweden, as a bribe to the

latter power to desert Napoleon ; and the con-

federation allowed it to pass in the haste or inad-

vertence of the moment. This Constitution was
solemnly ratified by the King of Sweden and the

Norwegian nation, and exists under the guaran-

tee of the allied powers, though probably an eye-

sore to each of them. A free Constitution,

framed in quiet, and solemnly established in the

midst of perfect public tranquillity, and of which

upwards of twenty years have now proved the

strength and adaptation to the people, was, it is

conceived by Mr Laing, the fair fruit of the

previous state of property in the fortunate coun-

try where it arose. Property was diffused, and
in the hands of the whole body of the people ;

and the ancient laws and institutions were con-

caved and administered in the very spirit of

liberty. There was no rich, arrogant, and rapa-

cious aristocracy—no domineering state-paid

church—to oppose the free spirit of the new con-

stitution. It emanated as if spontaneously from
the bosom of the nation. May it long remain to

bles9 it ! It is more than time that we re-

turned to Sweden.

In June, last year, Mr Laing set off from
Christiania on his projected tour in Sweden;
taking the inland route, by Kongsvinger, on the

Glommen River, to Carlstad. The country soon

loses the characteristic features of Norway,
alternate ridges and glens ; and, on entering the

valley of the Glommen, he found a flattish corn-

country, which he calls the Lothians of Norway.
On one of his days of travel, he stopped at a

place called Strand, on the extreme frontier of

Sweden, and tells—
I was kept awake all last night by a tipsy Norwegian

bonder in the next room, who was boasting that he was
only a simple Norsk bonder, and asking the Swedes if

they had any such bonder among them. 1 suppose, that

in some point or other, he thought himself far superior,

although in dress or appearance i could see no difference.

The Glommen had drifted some of his timber towards

the Wener, and he had been down the country to look

fer it. Hls superiority probably consisted in being the

owner of land and wood.
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In Carlstad, a thriving' trading town at the

head of the Wener Lake, with a population of

8500 persons, there was an unusual number of

idle, well-dressed people to be teen. Two book-

sellers' shops and a musicseller a were found, but

not one butcher's shop. This would, in both

instances, be remarkable in any small town in

Britain, and equally so in Ireland, where, though

meat is not plenty, books on sale are too often

altogether unknown. The traveller imagines

that here, as in Norway, the people kill and salt

their meat at the beginning of winter. This part

of Sweden, and, indeed, most of its territory,

is better soil than Norway. It is likewise better

farmed, and possesses the great advantage of

water transport for its staple product, timber.

This part of Sweden, and much of its surface, is

also divided among small proprietors; and the

country enjoys every physical capacity of sup-

porting its inhabitants in greater comfort
;
yet

it struck Mr Laing that the condition of the

middle and lower class is worse even in this fer-

tile tract of Sweden than in the adjoining parts

of the sister kingdom—a fact which can only be

explained by their social and political condition.

He gives the following reasons, among others, for

this alleged inferiority in Sweden

The trifles I judge from are these : the houses, out-

houses, and all about them appear out of repair, as if

they had been built twenty or thirty years ago, and never

touched since; not one in twenty of the dwelling-houses

of these classes has ever been painted, which these wooden

walls require. In Norway, every little estate not so

large apparently, nor of so good soil In general as these,

has the main house, barn, cow-house, and all the valu-

able offices painted red, often orange pink, or some colour

which says little for the good taste, but much for the

good condition of the peasant, and for his spirit of con-

servation, keeping in order, and in a neat fltatf, all his

property. I obserre that not one house has runs or

water-spouts at the roof, and very few porches with

benches at the door, for the house-father to sit on and

smoke his pipe in the evening. No cottage in Norway
is without these appendages. The windows here are

broken, the dunghill is not under cover, the collars and

bells about the necks of the favourite cows, to direct the

cowherd to find the cattle in the woods, are not polished

and bright as in Norway. There is a want here of those

little outward signs and tokens of a spirit of comfort, of

a disposition to have things in order, to repair and renew,

from which I infer an inferior state of well-being among

the rural population here. These are trifles ; but they

may indicate the condition of a peasantry as truly

as more important circumstances. In this land of

wood and iron, the roughness and imperfection of all

workmanship in these materials, must strike the most

unohserving. In the houses on the road at which travel-

lers stop, and which being privileged, must belong to the

more respectable of this class, the window and door

frames are nailed to the walls with clumsy nails, of

which the heads are not sunk into the wood, the floors

and ceilings are boarded In the same rough way, the

doors are without any handles, but the key on one side,

and, on the other, a piece of clumsy iron to pull it open

by, and no stoves, but only hearths in the common rooms.

I infer from these circumstances, that many of the useful

arts, and a taste for comfort and neatness, are but in a

low state in this part of Sweden, notwithstanding the

steamboats and book shops. My cariole wheels are very

much admired wherever I stop 5 they are, no doubt, well

made ; but are such as in almost every country parish in

Norway, are made by the wheelwright for two dollars.

Bedsteads are universally used in Norway by the poorest

people. They are clumsy, to bo sura, not unlike sea*

men's chests in shape ; but still they are moveables, hav.

ing a value as furniture. They are taken out to the green

before the door in summer, and washed and scoured, and

the rugs or skins forming the bedding are hung out all

day, as regularly as bedding on board a ship of war.

Here the common people sleep in fixed berths in the

wall, one tier above another, as in a ship's cabin. This

can neither be so clean nor so decent ; as, from the much

smaller size of the dwellings, there are not always, as in

Norway, separate sleeping apartments for men and wo-

men. These may be thought very unimportant matters

of observation, but they indicate, I conceive, a different

degree of developtment of civilized habits, and modes of

living in two countries, under circumstances nearly alike

—and shew, as in the comparative condition of the

Scotch and the English people, that the beet educated and

most intelligent may have made the smallest advance in

the habits and modes of living that denote civilization.

There must be causes, altogether independent of educa-

tion, which, in this richer and better educated country,

keep back the developement of those habits, as compared

to its poorer and more ignorant neighbour. ....
The rickety, decayed condition of the grey, water*

soaked, wooden houses, unpainted and unrepaired, and

the disorder of everything in the house-yards, gave the

impression of thriftlessness and reckless poverty. . .

. . It is the best in the country for many miles round,

yet, in the course of thirty-five miles through this tract,

I saw not one new house building, no repairs of the old

houses going on, and the steadings and outbuildings very

crazy. There is some cause for the want here of those

outward signs of the well-being and prosperity of the

country people. The wages of common country labour

are much less than here in Norway— the only travellers,

indeed, I met on the road, were labourers going to

seek work in Norway. If labour sells at a lower

price, it is evident that both the labourer and the persons

who live by supplying the labourer, can abstract leas of

it from the simple necessaries to bestow on the gratifica-

tions of life. But why are wages less in this richer

country? Here are canals, steamboats, iron works,

inland trade, and a great extent of land in cultivation in

estates of all sizes, and towns to consume the produce.

Why is the supply of labour greater here than the de-

mand ; while, Norway, with a ftw or none of those ad-

vantages, is under supplied ? I can only conjecture that,

from the division of property in Norway, few are so

entirely unconnected with it, and totally destitute, that

they must sell their labour at any price. From the want

of competition for work at any price, labour is both dear

and bad in Norway ; while in Sweden, there is a greater

supply of that class who must live by work, and execute

it well to get employment. This if good for the das*

of employers in Sweden ; but there must be some unseen

pressure in the social arrangements of this country upon

the lower class, for it is not a natural state of things,

that where employment is most abundant, wages are

lowest, and the labouring class worse off.

In Sweden there is a mode of travelling en-

forced by the government, which ranks among
the worst oppressions under which the peasantry

suffer. They are compelled, at all hours and

seasons, to furnish horses to travellers at a very

low rate—about a penny the English mile—and

at whatever inconvenience to their most import*

ant agricultural operations. A similar system we
believe, exists in Russia and some of the Ger-

man States ; but this does not lessen its hardship

in Sweden. Mr Laing fancies that this arrange-

ment has a considerable effect in retarding the

prosperity of the country ; and that the practice

of the servants, and also the sons, anm even

daughters of the farmers being compelled to

lounge about the station-houses, at alii hours,

waiting a call, or taking their regular #turn of

duty, has an injurious inffueuoe on morqik The
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porting stations ara called Skyde houiet* The
description of that at Orehro may give an idea

of the state of the accommodations on the road.

It is believed to be in much the same state as in

the days of Gustavus Vasa.
It is built round a court-yard, in which horses, peas*

anti, carts, boys, dogs, and travellers, with a few pigs,

and servant girls half undressed fur heat, and scudding
to and from the kitchen, are mingled in glorious confu-
sion. The bed- room, however, which I got, was much
cleaner thin 1 expected ; but, for dinner, I was referred

to another house, in which people keep food but not beds

fyr travellers. Here yon order a portion, according to

i carte or list of dishes t but, in country towns, the carte

seldom tells of more than three sorts of dishes, of which
only on# generally is of any sort of meat. If yon want
snything to drink, except it be anise brandy, or ale,

which in general is very good, you must go to a third

Uses, the Kallare or town's cellar, where you may get

vine. Should yon want a desert, you mast go to a
forth, the conditor’s or confectioner's, where you get

pastry, coffee, and liqueurs. The bwede comes home at

last to take his siesta, which all classes enjoy as regularly

as in Spain or Italy at this season. The labouring

people regularly sleep in the shade for an hour or two {

and the middle classes go to bed after dinner during the

Ths system of posting is evidently very oppressive.

Ths rate paid for each horse is one-third of a dollar

banco, or about Id* sterling for the Swedish mile, equal

to seven English. This is one-third less than is paid In

Norway for the same distance J but neither rate can
indenmify the husbandman for the loss of a day’s work
of horse and man, in seed-time or harvest. It Is, besides,

as infringement of the sacredness of property, to impress
it afsinst the owner’s will, for the convenience of his

fellow-subjects. ....
Private people of fortune, noblemen, or gentlemen not

fat trad# or public office, do not reside in the towns.

The mansion-houses of the gentry, which I have seen

fma the road, are large, and apparently all connected

with large farms in the hands of the proprietors, the

ferm offices and ploughed land being close around the
nain dwelling, and generally an iron foundery close to

U.

The Swedish nobles, when in foreign countries,

boast of their constitution, and the ease and
cheapness of posting in their own country ; and
both certainly “ work well” for them.

Mr Laing has not failed to observe, what strikes

every Scottish traveller, the similarity of the
Swedish language to that spoken on the east

coast of lowland Scotland. This similarity he
tccounts for by the received hypothesis of a
common origin, and the circumstance of so many
Scotch soldiers of fortune having repaired to

Sweden in the wars of the sixteenth century, as
veil as from numerous Scotch travelling mer-
chant*, whom he most uncourteously terms ped-
fcv, frequenting the great Swedish fairs. Many
Scottish names are found among the Swedish
nobility of the present day, such as Hamilton,
Montgomerie, Seaton, Bruce, Murray, &c. In
*>me points of traditionary and antiquarian lore,

Mr Laing appears to partake largely of the
ttepticism of his family. The Saga themselves,
the venerable and sacred Saga, he treats with as
little deference and ceremony as ever his bro-
ther did Macphersons poems of Ossian. We are

however, disposed to enter into a contro-
versy very shrewdly raised. " Where ignorance

Miss, *tis folly to be wise.”

Aenrioue feature of Swedish political arrange-

ments is the Indeldta system of maintaining
soldiers, originated by Gustavus Adolphus. Be-
sides the regularly enlisted troops, and the con-
scription or land-defence, which may he called
out when required, and which is regularly trained
and exercised, there are the Indeldta troops,
which, in numbers, quadruple what we should call

the standing army, the royal guards, &c. The In-
deldta troops are established in a sort of military
colonies, and maintain their families by the pro-
duce of their little farms, which consist of crown
lands. When absent on duty, they receive pay.
Their officers have also houses and farms propor-
tioned to their rank. On Sundays, the Indeldta
soldiers of each parish are mustered under their
officers, and there is what we should call a
weapon-shaw. The seamen of the royal navy
are supported in the same manner, by little

farms on the coast ; and the cavalry horses are
provided and maintained by those who farm a
certain quantity of land. The farmers, however,
have the use of these war-steeds under certain
restrictions, and are compensated for the time
they are taken away from labour. Breaches of
the contract to pay the farmers, occur frequently
on the part of the Government, and was one of
the greatest grievances of Sweden under Gusta-
vas III., when the country was oppressed with
conscriptions. Our traveller thinks that soldiers

with wives and children, cabins, and cows, and
pigs, may, in cases of merely national defence, be
found quite as efficient as garrison-bred troops ;

and, ns 8weden has no colonies, and no business
whatever with continental or aggressive wars,
that this kind of force, which helps to maintain
itself, is quite as suitable. Near Westeraas, he
remarks pf these soldiers, and before he was
acquainted with the system

—

The best of the habitations of the lower class, are
little farm-houses, with some land—ensugh to keep a
family in bread, potatoes, and milk, which appear to be
a kind of military colonisation scattered over the country,
each house having a shield affixed, with the name of the
occupier, his regiment and company. These are not
retreats for worn-out soldiers, the occupiers being fine
young men with families.

At Westeraas he witnessed a striking and pic-

turesque custom, whatever its moral effect may
be, which was introduced by the great Protest-
ant leader, Gustavus

—

A company of soldiers, as I thought from their appear-
ance, of the foot guards, marched into the town yester-

day, and ths captain and six men were billetted upon
my landlord. They were remarkably fine-looking grena-
diers, well dressed in white round jackets, with yellow
epaulets, and blue trowsers, and all their appointments
seemed substantial, clean, and soldier-like. ....
Their evening parade upon the street before our door,
struck me very much. After the roil was called, and
the reports and orders delivered, the commanding-officer
called one of the soldiers out of the ranks, it appeared to

me without turn or selection, and the whole company
taking off their caps at once, this man repeated the Lord’s
Prayer, after which they all sung a hymn very beauti-
fully, and the parade was dismissed. This morning
early, about two o’clock, the company mustered before
the door again, to march to the next halting place before
the heat of the day set in. Between sleeping and waking
I heard the same service repeated—the Lord’s Prayer
and a morning hymn sung, before they marched oft
The service was not harried over. I lasted from fifteen
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to twenty minutes, and was gone through as slowly and
solemnly as in any religions meeting.

To the anomalous moral condition of Sweden,

as brought out by statistical reports, we have

already adverted, and have no wish to return

to the important, though melancholy theme;

so we shall, in preference, follow our tourist in

his picturesque coasting voyage up the Gulf of

Bothnia, and in his subsequent eccentric perambu-

lations in the interior. He embarked at Stock-

holm in a nice-looking steam-vessel, which goes

up the Gulf as far as Umea once a-fortnight,

touching at all the intermediate ports, and which,

once in the season, goes the length of Tornea,

that the curious or sceptical may, with their own
eyes, see the sun above the horizon at midnight.

The scenery in the first part of the voyage

is exceedingly beautiful, and, among the chan-

nels of the Aland isles and uninhabitable rocks,

wild and unique. The coast scenery of the whole

peninsula, the Sk&r-gard as it is called, differs

from all other sea coasts. Gefle was the first

place of note at which they halted. It is a thriv-

ing place, and is already of considerable mari-

time importance. It contains 8000 inhabitants.

The houses have all gardens ; and now, in July,

peas and beans were in blossom. It was late, to

be sure, but still they were coming, and better

things were present.

The common people appear well off in this town ; they

keep cowe, and goats, and have a considerable extent,

for the size of the town, of adjoining land cultivated in

garden husbandry. These are advantages of great weight

in a poor household. The people evidently have employ-

ment in this town ; and several large vessels on the stocks

show that this place is thriving. After discharging a

great deal of goods, our vessel proceeded through the

same maze of islets, and, towards sunset, went up a long

and beautiful sound or inlet for several miles, and stop-

ped for the night near a little town called Sodrenhamn.
We take fire-wood on board at those halting-places ; coals

are more expensive than wood in this quarter.

A very important fishery is carried on here

—

namely, the Stromming fishery—to which all the

coast towns owe not a little of their rising pro-

sperity. The stromming is a very delicate fish,

about the size of a sprat, and is cured like the

herring. A barrel of salted stromming is con-

sidered a necessary in e^ery household on the

coast, and over all Finland and the north of

Russia. The natural craving for salt, in places

where it is scarce, and very dear, is thus gratified,

while a relishing article of food is obtained.

From the troublesome navigation of the narrow

sounds and islet channels of this coast, it is often

necessary for the steamers to halt, especially if

fogs come on to make night where otherwise at

this season there would be no darkness. The
steam-vessel accordingly halted at Hernosand,

and put on shore the bishop, who had been a pas-

senger from Stockholm.
In all the placet we touched at, the people shewed a

respect and interest which only a good man in any station

could receive ; for it was voluntary, and from all ranks

of peoplt, not merely from the clergy who came to wait

on him. Bishop Frantzen is one of the most distin-

guished poets this country has produced. He asked me
to pay him a visit on my way back. I wonder if ever

an English bishop asked a Swedish traveller whom he
met in a steamboat, to visit him? Yet, in talent and

social influence, our bench of bishops can eertalaly pro.

duce no individual equal to the Bishop of Hemoauul.

The rest of our passengers are gentlemen in buiiDe$i,ooe

or two students from Upsala, and two German ship-

masters going to purchase a vessel.

It does one good to hear of so apostle-like a

bishop, were it but for the rarity of the character.

One more snatch of manners is thus given as the

traveller touched on Umea.
Last night, before the gale came on, we sat on d«k;

and a lady, who in any country would have been called

beautiful, played the guitar, and sang Italian sin as ws

glided over the smooth tea in the evening sunbeam*.

Can this be the road to Lapland, I thought, or am I coait.

ing on the Adriatic ? It is rather ridiculous, when we

consider on the spot the falee impreasions which tntveU

lers give us of distant places—innocently, no derate,

because these are their real impreasions received in an

excited state of mind. This Umea, and all the tcvni 1

have passed, are, in eober reality, very like our own

coast-side towns of the same population. Tbe people

earn their living in the lame way, by the fisheries, the

trade of ship building, and the supplying tbe neighbow-

ing country with wares. Tbe people are clad in tte

same way—the peasantry very like our own Scotch conn-

try people. In some respects the difference appears to me

in favour of the little towns here. They are more open

and airy, the streets better paved and cleaner; thebossn

more roomy and nice, the meanest with window-cartaim

and blinds, and flower-pou in the windows, and much

better washed and scoured. The inns are better. I am

here in a more comfortable, cleaner house, than any of

our smaller towns in the north of Scotland, excepting,

perhaps, Inverness, can boast of. Io this little town of

1100 inhabitants, at the distance of 470 miles from the

capital, there are two booksellers* shops, in which I

found a good stock of modern books, among others the

u Life of Columbus,** by Washington living, in English.

All the comforts, conveniences, and, to judge by the

appearance of the ladies and gentlemen, the elegancies «f

a refined life, are to be found in as great abundance a> in

our small towns, and perhaps even extending lower in

society, from the daily mode of living being less costly.

In the appearance or habits of the people, there is no-

thing to give you the idea of ignorance, rawness, or s

low state of manners. There is nothing of Lapbtod

here, except, perhaps, in the food. I had seen grof toy

that is, rough salmon, or, in other words, raw salmon,

on the carte of a restaurateur in Stockholm; and, secing

other people eat it with relish, I called for a portion of

it too, but could not biing myself to swallow a slice of

raw fish. Here it was put down for breakfast, slung

with slices of smoked salmon, and slices of smoked rein-

deer flesh ; but none of these articles had ever been on

the fire. The two German shipmasters breakfasted at

the same time, but could make nothing of these nw
materials. I determined to try, since such is the food of

the country—and I must live like the people of the

country to know how they live—and with oil, vinegar,

and pimento, which is used here instead of black pep-

per, I found graf lax, not a bad a thing. I can under-

stand that a taste for it may be readily acquired. . •

. . . Dinner was well dressed ; and, except that cos-

tard over the spinage is not our way of using these eat-

ables, presented nothing different from Stockholm. The

linen, beds, and every article in the household being dean,

nice, and in order, the servant girls very neatly dressed,

and the kitchen as nice and bright as in any English

house, the difference between this town and the chief

towns, for instance, of Ross-shire or Caithness, in the

comforts or refinements of civilised life, do not strike me

as exhibiting any balance against tbe capital wf Um<*

I«apmark.

Steam navigation has already conferred im-

mense benefits on this coast. Where a tailing

vessel could formerly make only three voyag*

in the year from Umea to the Baltic, people not

get all they want once a fortnight by etesw.
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Thfe kthe frontier capital of those scattered

colonies, consisting of people from the more
southern parts of Sweden, who have formed
numerous settlements in the wilds and forests

of Lspmark. Mr Laing resolved to visit those

remote and solitary clearings, as far as he could

find a road through the forests. He went first

to Degersfors, a town of about 1200 inhabitants,

ud afterwards inspected several of the insulated

dealings in remoter spots in the woods. The
iKtlers seem in much the same condition as

those in the worst parts of Upper Canada, or of

hVa Scotia, but one to which a very inferior

mil and climate denies the hope of that improve-
eat which must take place in America. Amidst
the general poverty, the log cabins of the set-

tlers were clean, which can hardly be affirmed of

tke thantie* of the Scotch and Irish emigrants

io Canada ; and those who had been here for

wme time were drawing comforts around them.
K is the custom of this thinly-populated region

for travellers to stay at the manse or parsonage

when one is to be found ; hut, as our traveller

risked toremain for some days, instead ofthrow-
ing himself upon the hospitality of the clergy-

man, he found lodgings with one of the settlers ;

there he obtained milk and fish, and " every-

thing remarkably clean/’ The Bettlers manu-
hrtnre saltpetre, which is received by the

jwernment in payment of the direct taxes levied

•a all the Swedish peasantry. They also make
potash

; and tar promises to become an important
article of manufacture were restrictions once
iWished and roads opened. Mr Laing gives
in account of the process. The labour of trans-

porting the barrels of tar out of the forest to

the river side is at present a great and serious

drawback on this branch of industry : and tar-

dring is therefore at present a very poor trade.

and hemp are grown on most of the farms,
tad spinning-wheels and looms for weaving the
voollen and linen clothing of the family, are
found m every cottage in the north of Sweden.
There follows on this information some sound
remarks on national economy.
Tk rule in every family in Sweden, high or low, is

t>dou much as possible by household industry, with-
going to market. It is impossible that trade or

woofactures can be in any very flourishing state, where,
habit, want of money, and distance from towns,

ta hn become the prevailing mode of living. People
wlfhuy what they cannot possibly exist without, and can-
** aake any substitute for themselves—and these are but
hvtrtides. It is quite as necessary to train a people to

^wooDe as to manufacture, to exchange rapidly industry
fct industry. The want of this home market, in which
laaa can sell his own products, and buy such as he re-

turn, and the want of any desire to do so, are the
utonl consequences of the selling and buying being
r

^
tdtt«d to privileged persons and places. A people in

Rotate never can make any advance of importance in
ftde or manufacture; and Sweden is in this state.

U wag while at Degersfors that Mr Laing dis-

^ered those out-door worshippers, forming the

religious dissent in Sweden, whom we
k*® already noticed. To these poor settlers
h gave some useful lessons in fly-fishing.

Though their living depends so much on fishing.

Apparatus is exceedingly rude and ill-con-
ia UT^-TOU TL

structed. Mr Laing aays they are behind the

Highlanders in their fishing-tackle ; but they

seem even behind the despised aborigines of

Australia. They were quite delighted with their

own success when practising Mr Laing's mode,

and will doubtless long remember their bene-

volent instructor. The poorest of the new set-

tlers had no other bread than that made ofbark-

meal ; hut it is probable that their small crops

might, by the end of July, when Mr Laing

visited them, have been exhausted. Those who
have rye use half and half, and the bread of

mixed rye and ground bark is far from being un-

eatable. “ The ruddy cheeks of the country girls

prove that it is no unwholesome food, qualified,

no doubt, as it is, with plenty of milk and butter,

and hard work." A thin-skinned, fine-haired,

delicate, Bmall-boned animal like the Alderney
cow, either white, or dun and white, is the cow
of this cold region. It is a finer breed than any
Mr Laing saw in his over-land journey back to

Stockholm, and the cows were also good milkers.

The population of these Lapland parishes has

increased rapidly of late, in consequence of emi-

gration. The land is ceded by the Government
on eaBy terms ; but our traveller believes little

advance can he made towards prosperity, here

or elsewhere, until the system of exclusive pri-

vilege in trade and dealing, he abolished all over

the kingdom, and the drudges in the manufac-

ture of tar, saltpetre, and potash for the benefit

of the privileged mercantile class, the kings of

the country, are free to labour for themselves,and
able to secure the whole fruits of their industry.

Provision is made by the state for the education

and religious instruction of the people ; but,

among a population so poor and scattered, it is

necessarily scanty. Every third Sunday is ob*

served with more solemnity than the others;

and, as the worshippers have to travel very far to

church, they also very naturally transact their sec-

ular business before or after service. There are

booths around all the churches for the shelter of

the horses and the accommodation cf the people ;

and, bringing fodder for their horses, and provi-

sions along with them,/hey make themselves at

home. The law of Charles Xi., which makes it

imperative on the clergy to have every Swedish

subject taught to read, and that which prevents

every man and woman from marrying who has

not taken the Lord’s Supper, and from communi-

cating until they can read and are instructed in

their religious creed, has kept up education even

in these wildernesses. Besides the fixed and

ambulatory schools of these wide parishes, chil-

dren are taught at home by their parents. Laes-

tadius, the missionary already mentioned, was

the son of one of those poor and lonely settlers

in the forest, placed at forty miles distance from

any other habitation

“ Yet, with all their poverty,” he says, u and all their

striving for the most pressing necessaries of life, oar

parents never forgot or put off the teaching os to read.

Before we could well speak, onr father taught us our

prayers ; and these were the first thing in the morning
and the last at night Our mother spared no pains to

teach us to read in a book ; and at five years of age, I
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could nad toy Swedish book, and at six could gift re*
sonable answers to questions on the head points of Chris*

tianity.” This, too, was the house life of the poorest

of the poor among new settlers ; for fish, the making
glue from the reindeer's horns they could gather, and a
little dairy produoe, were all the means of subsistence

which the pat ents of Petrus Laestadius had, 1 find, from
the same interesting work, that here in Norland, learn-

ing is held in such respect, that students, who hare con-

cluded their course of education at the Gymnasium in

Hernosand, but want means to follow out their studies

at the university, receive recommendations from the con-

sistory, and a permission to collect a viaticum for them-

selves within certain parishes ;
“ and every peasant thinks

it a duty to give them something, generally twelve skil-

lings ; and the poor scholar will thus collect from 306
to 700 dollars." These are curious traits of ancient

manners^-

—And of existing manners likewise. These stu-

dents are exactly the same as the hedge-scholars

which form the great body of the priests and

schoolmasters of the Roman Catholics of Ireland.

Returning to Umea, Mr Laing began to set

his face towards the more civilized regions. The
farther behind he left Umea, the more the soil

improved, and the growth of the trees became
more luxuriant. The country was again not a
forest, but one of ridges and cultivated hollows,

occupied by little lakes, sometimes connected
with narrow arms or sounds of the Baltic. He
was now in Angermanland, which somewhat re-

sembles a primitive manfacturing district in

England. The loom was heard going in every
house, and the banks of every rivulet had webs
of linen spread on them to bleach. The manu-
factures are entirely domestic ; the whole is car-

ried on upon the little farm on which the flax is

grown, and is managed by the females of the

family, save the ploughing and the sowing of
the flax seed :

—

It is not, however, confined to linen for household
use, or for the family clothing. The linen is sold all

over the kingdom ; and at one little inn, Borsta, there

was a table laid out, as we sometimes see in manufactur-
ing districts in England, with products of the place. 1

was shewn linen which appeared xemarkably fine, at one
dollar forty skillings per ell, about three shillings ster-

ling, and was told the whole piece of seventy-seven ells

weighed only eight pounds. .... The people of
these two countries, north and south Angermanland,
seem to unite, on a small scale, all the advantages of a
manufacturing and agricultural population, more folly

than any district I have ever seen* The land it all m
small estates in the possession of the peasants. The
men do thefarm business : the women are driving a not

less profitable branch of industry. There is full employ-
ment at the loom or in spinning, foi old and young of
the female sex. Servants are no burden. About the

houses and inside, there is all the cleanliness and neat-
ness of a thriving manufacturing, and the abundance of
an agricultural population. The table linen laid down
even for our glass of milk and piece of bread, is always
clean ; the beds And sheets always nice and white. Every-
body is well clad, for their manufacturing is like their

farming—for their own use in the first place, and the

surplus, only as a secondary object, for sale ; and, from
the number of little nick-nacks in their households, such
as good tables and chairs, window-curtains and blinds

—

which no hut is without—clocks, fine bedding, papered
rooms, 8ud a few books, it is evident that they lay out
their winnings on their comforts, and that they are not
on a low scale of social well-being, but, on as high a
•cale as such of our at tkans as have a clear view of con-

stant living by their trades. This is 8weden» It is

here in the northern provinces, that what a eouatry nay
justly be proud of, is realized.

This is the character of manufactures in which

the moralist and the philanthropist delight—

this natural union of agriculture with the con-

genial branches of domestic industry. Mr Laing

hopes that the spinning-mill and power-loom

might not deteriorate the condition of this hap.

pily-situated manufacturing and agricultural

population. We look back to certain parts of

Lancashire and Cheshire,and other English coun-

ties, only half a century since, and tremble at

the idea of change in Angermanland. This ap-

pears the best part of Sweden for the lower and

middle class. As the traveller proceeds south-

ward, their condition deteriorates, and domestic

manufactures, with a surplus for sale, are much

less frequent. The houses are also inferior, the

fences ragged, the roads or paths in the hamlets

bad and dirty
; yet a certain rude plenty in the

mode of living approximates the peasantry hero

to those of Norway. " Five meals a-day are re-

gularly taken, even by those using bark meal.

Fish, meat, cheese, milk, and gruel—that is,

meal with milk, or with meat-eoup, (net meal-

and-water gruel)—are the articles of diet. Dried

rein-deer meat, smoked salmon, mutton, and

game are the solid articles of food.** The mid-

day sleep is as regularly taken by all ranks at

this season as in Spain or Italy. But the mid-

day sleep was, not very long ago, the practice of

the agricultural parts of England. Crabbe gives

an amusing account of the domestic life of a

primitive family of proprietors in Suffolk or Nor-

folk, (we forget which,) with whom he was con-

nected, where, after the hall was swept and the

fires made up, on the conclusion of the noon-day

meal or dinner, mistress, master, and servant

retired for an hour to bed 1—after which the lord

of the manor—for it was a manor-house—rose

to his cool tankard and pipe, and the females re-

commenced their domestic occupations.

Mr Laing notes a trait of national manners

very characteristic of the two countries, in which

he travelled : the one free, hearty, and indepen-

dent ; the other polished by a court extending

its influence to the lowest grades of eociety.

The boyB who take back the horses used by tra-

vellers in posting, receive a small gratuity

—

If you pay the Norwegian boy a little more thsn he

expects, he bawls oat Tak t Tale ! (thanks, thank*) like

the clapping together of two deal boards ; seizes jeer

hand, and gives it a squeeze and hearty shake, which

makes your bones ache ; the Swedish sighs oat his Tsk

odmydegst (thanks most humbly) kisses the back ef year

hand, and retires, making his obelsancss with s grace

which manya countrygentleman atQoeenVictoria's coart

might envy. In Norway, if you gives penny to a chin#

|

or alms to a beggar, you can scarcely get off without

»

shake of the hand : the more polished Swede kisses yew

sleeve or the skirt of yoor coat You always get etasa

sheets and nice bedding at the poorest inn in Swedm;

and our road-side inns in Scotland, even in the south, m

many burgh towns, are not to be compared to lbs Swe-

dish. At this season strawberries and milk, eggs, *»
raw salmon, which you may get roasted for your ows

eating, are to he found every where, and excellent corns i

but the fare generally is scanty, and travellers who

particular, should bring a provision basket with then,

well stocked* The gemty^sragmrdf which fotwldshk
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with expressed byour three leUefs-dnn, has generally

saepents building for lodfinf the gnrots in, sport from
tkt frsuly hum sod which, like s manse, is built b

y

the parish. The innkeeper is a kind of public parish

ofiar, haring jurisdiction In disputes about poet hones,
ttrai of doty, and so on ; and must keep regular lists of
these, which are inspected sod countersigned by the local

fsschsosries once a month. He is also authorized to

examine tbs passports of all travellers, and must enter

them in his day-book. Sweden has all the trammels of
the French system of passports, upon the internal com-
umicetions of the nativm. The artisan and labouring
Bssceanot move from one place to another without
pampsrtoaad waste of time.

Travelling over so much of the scene of the
nnderings of Gustavus Vasa—over a country as

remarkable in the history of Sweden as are Ban-
nockburn and Culloden, or the isles and fastnesses

rhere Bruce and Charles Edward found shelter,

isSoottieh story—gives rise to long historical

reminiscences, and to speculations, to which we
cannot advert, contented with the following de-

scription of the brave and loyal Dalecarlians,

which is both interesting and instructive :

—

The Dalecarlians—the men of the dales and valleys—
take the game place in the Swedish population, that the
imtthieers or Highlanders do in other countries. They
u? the most simple, hardy, and unchanged in their mode
sf living. The dales or vnlleys are the two great river-

hwaa, with the many side branches of the Vesterdal and
trifaerdal rivers, which unite in the neighbourdood of
Fakltm, and form one called Dal river, running into the
in at Elvecarleby, about ten miles south of Gefie. The
family of valleys, straths, glens, dales, might perhaps bs
divided with advantage into two classes—those formed
ad divided from each other by parallel ridgesofmountains
or connected hills, and those which are depressions in a
table land, without any ridges of mountains, and Inde-
pendent of them. The Dais are of this character. Un-
bu towards the Norwegian Fjelde, no chains of moun-
tain elevations divide the branches of the Dal river from
rnrii other, or the Clar river on one side, and the l.yusne
« the other. This land of valleys is inhabited by a
people, in number 1S3,895 individuals, who retain much
if the indent simplicity of manners, mode of living, and
dm The Dalecarle still thinks himself, as our High-
hodert do, of a superior caste, and adheres proudly to
his white wadmal coat, his breeches with hugs buttons
ttd knee buckles ; his hose gartered below the knee $ and
kb wife to her red stockings, high-heeled shoes, and
Jdlow cap. Every parish or dale, however, has some
pnlUr colour or stripe, but all the women use this shoe
with a high-heel or prop under the hinder part of the
*xx. It has given them a peculiar kind of gait, from the
tak sinews not being so much exerted, and the fore

swwi more. When they are walking barefoot at this

ttm, they bring the fore part of the foot first to the
fo pound, as soldiers of old used to be drilled In vain
todo. 1 can distinguish a Dal woman walking barefoot

If her gait It is an evil attending this adherence to their

“dart diets, dwellings, and modes of living, that they
hvseegwiied no tastes or habits counteracting the ten-

hscy to over-multiplication $ no expensive wants, render-
hg marriage incompatible with habitual gratifications,

w with social standing. They have, from want of these
cketk% Harried and multiplied, and divided their little

id an extent similar to what, from the same
**u, takes place among tenantry in Ireland. Govarn-

voder different reigns, has attempted to check this

Hbhridoa of property, by laws establishing a minimum

;

1st loch sa arbitrary iatecfrreoce with the rights of pro-

Prtyofmarse has foiled, for what law cansome hitmsan
nd artier, or parents and children. In fondly ar-

jypaiBli? If government had elevated the taetm and
wits of the people^ by giving them free access to the
•bj«s of expensive gratification (by a free trade,) the

it » lee minis subdivision of property, weald

have been implanted in the people themselves. People
accustomed to cotton and linen, would not marry to be
clothed in wadmal, or to beget children who are though!
suitably clothed In a sheep-skin, with the wool inwards.
The contrast betwean this people and the Norlanders, the
people of Angermanland, is very striking and instinc-
tive. Both are, in general, proprietors of the lsnd they
live on ; but the Utter, probably from living nearer to
the sea coast and the small towns which supply their
wants, have acquired those tastes and demands for objects
of luxury, or rather civilisation, which prevent their sub-
dividing their lands into portions too small for a subsist-
ence, according to their ideas of what is necessary for a
family. There U no over-multiplication in the north,
because the most indigent household must have a house
of two or three rooms, a good bed, linen, a kitchen, with
several copper vemels, and plates and dishes, a dock, a
loom, and many other articles which cannot ha gathered
together without time and money, and without which,
people, according to their ideas, could not set up as mar-
ried housekeepers. Here the andeut frugality keeps the
people to the andent simple wants of what will satisfy

the cravings of nature for food and warmth. A single
room hut, a slip of Uad, a few goats, end the ancient
dress, the finery inherited perhaps from former genera-
tions, satisfy these. They are not worse off in their

squalor than thdr neighbours ; their forefathers lived so.

On these therefore, as on a suftdency, they marry, and
multiply and deteriorate. A royal proclamation, or
edict, of 1827, Axed a minimum for the subdivision of
estates, by ordering that each distinct possession should
be sufiident for the maintenance of three working people,

reckoning for that an extent equal to foddering, summer
and winter, one hone or a pair of draught oxen, three or
four cows, and five or six sheep or goats. Experience
has proved, that from nine to fifteen tunneland, or seven
one-third to twelve one-third imperial acres, would bo
the average size of such lots. Bnt the Dalecarlians had
a special permission from Charles IX to divide their lands
as they pleased. It would be dangerous to tamper with
the ancient rights or prejudices of such a people, and be-

sides, however well meant, such an interference of a
government with the rights of owners to sell their pro-

perties in such parcels as they please, is opposed to all

principle, might be adopted in Turkey, or in Prance be-

fore the Revolution, hut is a century behind the spirit of
our times, even in the most absolute kingdoms. . . •

. • The valleys—Dalarne—is a name applied to this

district of country, as appropriately as the Highlands
wkk us, to a district of an opposite description. The
tract from Fahhm to the little town Hedezaors, Isa chain
ofsmall valleys, or depressions in the ground, filled in

the bottom generally with a little lake, and divided from
each other only by gentle elevations, and very frequently

by those sandy asset, which I have before mentioned,
running across them. The houses and soil improve, and
properties apparently art much larger the lower down
the country I come. High up in the valley-country there

is unusual distress, as the crops for seven years succes-

sively, have been very scanty all over Sweden, and in the

northern districts and theae high above the sea level, have
been total foibures. On the reads, one meats littis child-

ren of rtx or seven yean of age apparently, from their

starved and stinted growth, carrying bundles on their

backs, and seeking a living for themselves, with hunger
in their looks. I have met to-day, ten or twelve families

of them primitive looking Dalecarlians In their white
woollen docking and slouched huts—their dress resemb-
ling, and perhaps originallycopisd from, that ofthe monks
and nuns—some with carts conveying the old people and
their goods, emigrating to the coast side, te buy or beg
their bread, until their crops at home are ripe. Them
people are not habitually beggars, nor do they ever ask
for charity. They are, on the contrary, very fogenisos

workmen, andmany of the peasantry carry about basket-

work, garden tools, wooden docks, and even watches of
their own making, for sale, and in this way earn a living

for the summer hal&year, when the crops of their own
little peaches of land do not suMm to keep them. The
restraints upon the exercise of taadm and sals of warm
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press heavily upon these people, whose wandering traffic

in summer is absolutely necessary for their subsistence,

as their portions of land could not keep them all the year

round. It is winked at by the authorities, as a matter

of necessity, and complained of by the privileged trades-

men and dealers, as inroads upon their rights and means

of living.

The press is under a rigid censorship in Swe-

den, and the government is perpetually and

capriciously interfering with it ; while the edi-

tors, upheld by public opinion, are dexterous in

eluding its mandates. Mr Laing found the

inhabitants of Gefle in great excitement on his

return there, from their newspaper having been

suppressed. This was attended with serious in-

convenience to advertisers, or it might not have

been so much heeded. The only effect of the

suppression was the editor sending round a

humorous card, at the usual time of delivery of

the paper, announcing the death of his first-born,

and recommending his second paper under a

new name. In Stockholm there is now in circu-

lation the t: Twenty-fifth Aftonblad,” twenty-

four having been suppressed. These petty skir-

mishes and feuds, in which the government is

sure to be beaten in the long-run, are inconceiv-

ably silly ; for there is, in fact, much more diffi-

culty in commencing a newspaper in this country,

where the press is said to be free, than in Swe-

den. The giving in the names of every proprie-

tor, and the security to be found to the Stamp-

Office, are all so many heavy obstructions to

publication, which we owe to the Pitt period.

On reaching Stockholm, it was found in yet

greater excitement, in consequence of the rigor-

ous prosecution of MrCrusentolphe—a gentleman

oonnected with the press—for the publication of

a pamphlet in which he betrayed an attempt

which had been made by the Government to pur-

chase his silence. He made other accusations

against the Ministers, and it was held that to as-

perse the Council was to asperse the King!

He was tried by a packed jury, and condemned

to three years’ imprisonment in a fortress. Yet

Berzelius, the celebrated Swedish chemist, was

on this jury; and Mr Laing hopes that the law

only may be bad, and that the case was fairly

tried. But the general impression was, that Mr
Crusentolphe had suffered gross injustice under

legal forms ; and, in consequence, a great assem-

blage of well-dressed people, of the middle class,

attended him on his committal to prison ; and,

by their cheers, testified their disapprobation of

the sentence and the Government. There was

considerable agitation. The windows of the

minister of public justice were broken by the

people ; and, on the other hand, cannon were

planted in the streets, the palace was protected

by troops, patroles were everywhere in motion,

and cavalry was posted in the squares, and

other places, as if a general insurrection had

been apprehended. And this in a quiet capital

of only 80,000 people ! Mr Laing imagined this

much-ado-about-nothing a ruse of the Govern-

ment, to create alarm, to excite sympathy, and to

produce a display of loyal feelings, by an affected

demonstration of fear.

From Stockholm, the traveller visited one of

the most interesting points in the past history of

European civilization, and one which may pro-

bably again become of nearly equal importance

the island of Gothland. He went in a small

steam-vessel, and was two days of reaching the

dilapidated, but ever-interesting town of Wisby

—<( a city of the middle ages,*' and the mother

of the Hanseatic towns. The appearance, from

the sea, of this ruinous northern Tyre is very

striking, from the numerous lemains of churches,

and other ancient structures, huddled together

in a very small space. The tourist remarks—
I counted thirty-five towers, spires, or prominent ruins.

On landing, the aspect is equally novel. Ancient streets,

well paved, cross each other in all directions, and the

causeway-work, with two or three parallel bands, or

stripes of larger paving stones, running lengthwise through

the streets, looks ornamental, or at least regular. I have

seen such paving about some cathedral in Eugland. The

houses on each side of these ancient streets, are in general

poor cabins, with gardens, potato-ground, and corn crops,

all huddled together, among ruins of churches of very

extraoi dinary beauty and workmanship, and, as rains,

in very picturesque preservation. The whole city is sur-

rounded by its ancient wall, with towers—square, octag-

oual, and round, as they stood in the thirteenth century,

aud with very little demolition. The wall is entire, and

above thirty feet high, for the greater part, and is in no

place demolished. Of forty-five towers upon it, the

greater part are entire ; some are roofed in, aud used as

magazines, a prison, storehouses, or workshops. . .

. ... This curious city (which might accommodate

within its area and along its paved streets 30,000 or

40,600 people) contains at present only 4,268 inhabitants,

badly lodged in little tenements, under editices of great cost

and magnificence, which the former inhabitants rearedwith

the superfluity ol their wealth. You scarcely see a human

being moving in streets once crowded with the wealthiest

merchants of all countries. In the earlier part of the

middle ages, and before the Hans towns were heard of,

Wisby had long been the great emporium of commerce

in the north of Europe : the market, in which the pro-

ductions, even of the East, brought by caravans to No?o-

gorod aud across the Baltic, met the furs and metals of

the north, and the buyers of the south of Europe.

, . . Wisby was, in the tenth and eleventh centuries,

(two hundred years before the establishment of the Han-

seatic league, in 1241,) one of the most important com-

mercial cities in Europe. Its mercantile laws were re-

garded as the most perfect, and they were transferred to

France by Saint Louis, whose code of the Isle of OJeron

was copied from the constitutions of Wisby; and these

contain the principles of maritime, mercantile, and inter-

;

national law, as now adopted in all civilised countries.

!
Wisby had a population of 12,000 burgesses, besides

i

labourers, tradesmen, women and children, in the thir-

teenth century. The foreigners in the eleventh century

were so numerous, that each nation had its own church

and house of assembly.

Wisby declined as Lubeck gradually became

: the seat of the Hanseatic power. It was stormed

;

and sacked, in 1361, by Waldemar of Denmark,

and afterwards became alternately the prey of

j

the Lubeckers and Danes, until it formed, in

. the middle of the fifteenth century, the robber-

i nest of Eric, the expelled King of Sweden. The

; churches are described as the most interesting

Gothic edifices in Europe ; and Wisby is pro-

nounced the Rome of those who would study

* Gothic architecture in its purity. The island of

f Gothland is a table of limestone, between 80 and

150 feet above the sea level, 77 miles in length,

: and 35 in breadth. The population is about
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40,000, spiritually taught by S3 clergymen

;

and, in this detached or isolated community,
morals are in as low a condition as in the conti-
nental part of the kingdom. In 1837, one per-
son in every 277 of these happy islanders had
been condemned for some offence ; and 84 out of
the 147 condemned were convicted, for what, in
an? civilized country, would be punished as
moral offences, or one in every 484 persons of
the whole population ; and, of these, 41 were
convicted of crimes of great moral turpitude.
This is certainly a much higher average than in
anypartof Great Britain, or even in poor Ireland;
aod Mr Laing returns to his former charge, or
to his solution of the difficulty, and again
avers—

That had government, bad legislation, bad social
anaogementa, are the great demoralizing agents in human
society ; that drunkenness and ignorance are but second-
ly caoses—often effects as well as causes, of a low
noral sente—and that there is gross inconsistency in the
conduct of the many sincere and good men, who wish to
diminish immorality and crime, yet oppose all reform or
change in political or social institutions.

In Sweden he had previously contended, that
one main cause of crime was
To be looked for in the great pressure of the upper privi-

kfed classes upon the time, labour, and property of the
fewer; in the servile condition, in a word, of the mass of
the population. Their low civil condition—their state of
restriction and pupillage, in all that relates to the free
sw and enjoyment of their industry and property works
ost of a low moral condition, .which even religious know-
ledge and education cannot elevate. If this suggestion
he correct, it brings out, in a clear light, the true value
«f reform in civil institutions, and of giving every man
in s community, his just and natural political rights,

where these have been invaded and appropriated by ficti-

tious divisions, classes, and social arrangements of darker
ages, as the only foundations for a truly religious and
nsral condition of society : it shows the intimate connec-
ts between morals and politics, and that the principles

which are called liberal or radical, are closely united with
the cause of religion and morality, and their influences

poa human conduct ; and that the many pious and good
bwu, who boast themselves conservative in all existing

establishments, and opposed to the principles of reform,
are involved in a contradiction, are upholding social

arrangements which render the diffusion of knowledge
ud religion among mankind altogether nugatory. It is

dearly no defect in the physical condition of the Swedish
people, that produces this extraordinary moral state. It

b a defect in their civil and political condition. Com-
pand to the cotter or labourer in Scotland, the Swedish
peasant is better provided with physical comforts : he is

fcr better lodged, better fed ; his access to fnel and food
fetter in general ; but his property can scarcely be called

fea ewn ; be has it nominally, and has it not really, for

it is withdrawn from him by exactions, of so old stand,

iag, and to involved with rights of great classes in the

esmmunity, that, like our tithes, they have become a
property. He has no freedom of mind, no power of dis-

wot In religions opinion from the established church

;

fecaase, although toleration nominally exists, a man not
feptised, confirmed, and instructed by the clergyman of
the establishment, could not communicate in the esta-

blished church, and could not marry, or hold office, or
txerciae any act of majority as a citizen ; would, in short,

be an outlaw : he has no freedom of action, for the system
ef passports, as it existed in France after the conscription
was established, as a necessary branch of that system for

preventing the escape of conscripts, is, together with the

renacriptkm, established over Sweden in full force. •

• • • . They are subject to corporal chastisement

fr^thrir masters, for negligence in their doty ; and this

bouse discipline is sanctioned by law (5 cap. 14, Handtl*
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Bali,) of the present reign. It reduces this elms to the
state of serfs, who may be cudgelled at pleasure.

The condition of married agricultural labour-
ers is very inferior to that of the Norwegian
housemen

; yet they are, in point of mere food
and shelter, as well off as the agricultural labour-
ers of Great Britain, or better, allowing for the
difference in the established standard of living
in this country. “ It is," concludes Mr Laing,
after having elaborately dissected their social
condition

—

It is evidently not owing to any defect or inferiority
in their physical condition, In their food or comforts, but
in their civil condition, in their want of self-respect, from
the want of self-direction, and of equal law, under a med-
dling and arbitrary system of government, that this mass
of the population is demoralized. These two classes of
labourers pay a direct tax to the state, a poll-tax on each
male and female above seventeen years of age. The
torpare's landlords have to pay the taxes affecting their
portions of land, as part of the hemmans, but reckon
with them for it ; and all have to pay the various dues
to the clergy and parish functionaries, and are subject to
the very onerous conscription, or military exercise during
the summer, to the able-bodied men, which is a grievous
tax upon the time of the labouring class, and from the
system of passports, necessarily connected with it, an im-
pediment to the free cirrulation of labour. The corn-
laws also press severely on this class. It is a fixed duty
on corn imported, and therefore upon a sound principle

;

bat the rapacity of government and the class of land-
owners have fixed it one-half too high, so that when
crops fail, government is obliged suddenly to reduce the
duty. In consequence of this frequent interference, the
merchant is afraid to import a stock of grain, when prices
are moderate

; and the country has, therefore, to pay the
alarm price. Grain, for instance, has been this year about
three times the average price, or twenty-one dollars for
what usually costs seven dollars. It has now, before any
new grain can be in the market, fallen to fourteen dollars.

With a more moderate duty, requiring no abatement, and
a steady adherence of government to it, the country would
have been supplied ever since last crop, at or under four-
teen dollars, instead of paying one-third more to the
foreign merchant.

The elective system in Sweden, and the Consti-

tution of the different Chambers of the Diet, is

vicions in the extreme. The clergy, who form
one Chamber of the Diet—elected by themselves,

from their own body—are declared, notwith-

standing their dependence on court-favour, for

appointments and provision for their families,

to be the most independent of the four Chambers.
Poverty prevent* many of the nobility from
attending the Diet at all. One of their many
privileges is exemption from taxes, which, in

the land-tax alone, throws a burden of from 34
to 223 per cent, on the taxed lands. This gross

abuse has been extended by the pretended

remedy, which leaves all formerly privileged lands

exempt from the impost, although the purchasers

should not be noble.

The last Chamber of Burgesses consisted of 47

members—of whom 13 were burgomasters, ap-

pointed such by the crown ; 10 counsellors ; and

4 counsellorsof commerce, all under the influence

of the crown. But, of the entire Diet, in its

four Chambers—consisting of 718 members—no
more than 18 in the house of nobles, 23 in

the house of burgesses, and 122 in the house of

peasants, were not visibly connected by office

with the executive, or the court. This is quite
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oonolmiTe. The hoate of nobility represents

about 13,000 persons, and property valued at75.000.

000 of dollars ; the house of clergy, 14,000

persons, and 1,000,000 of dollars ; the house of

burgesses, about 66,000 individuals, and about85.000.

000 of dollars. Yet these three Chambers

have each as much influence a9 the house of the

people, representing 2,000,000 of a population,

and 175,000,000 of dollars. Another class—de-

scribed as people of condition, not nobles, nor

yet burgesses, but amounting to 72,417 persons,

having property taxed for 59,000,000 of dollars

—are not represented at all. Upon the whole,

it does not appear that the Swedishrepresentative

system need be the envy of surrounding nations.

The constitution abounds in those beautiful

counter-movements denominated checks. There

is a plentiful supply of the means of justioe in

8weden ; and Mr Laing believes that, however

faulty the system of legislation may be, the ma-

chinery for its administration has much in it to

be commended. We find here a complaint which

is becoming frequent in countries nearer home.

The alienation of Finland has lessened the busi-

ness of the courts ;
and, as the same number of

individuals have to live by the profession, forms

and writings are needlessly multiplied, under the

appearance of doing something, by those who,

failing of business, want bread. But much ado

about nothing naturally pervades all the public

departments of a country which has so many
noble and semi-noble cormorants to feed. To
return to Gothland, Mr Laing prediots that

—

This island will sons day be considered the most im-

portant political point in the north of Europe. From

its geographical position, it is a padlock upon the gulfs of

Finland and Bothnia, which, in the hands of an effective

power, would lock up the Russian navy as in a pond,

and secure the free navigation of the Baltic.

Much sagacious political speculation follows,

and is wound up by the assertion that Russia

will speedily possess herself of this important

outpost, to which seizure the Gothlanders may
not be very averse. The climate of this island

is remarkably mild. In favourable seasons and

situations, the grape, the white mulberry, and

the walnut ripens; and the winter is of short

duration. Land is very cheap ; and could fo-

reigners be assured about the tranquillity of the

island, and who are to be its future lords, agri-

cultural emigrants might be tempted to settle in

Gothland. Mr Laing visited one farm on sale,

consisting of 854 acres of good land-much of it,

however, not yet cleared of wood—of which the

price was £580 sterling. Another, of 367 Eng-

lish acres—40 ofthem fine loam, producing wheat

and rye, six returns ; 50, in natural grass for

hay; 120, in three fields, for pasturage; and

150 underwood, giving fuel and fences—was

valued at £375. There were suitahle and con-

venient farm and cotter houses on these estates.

Another farm, with the houses not so good, was

valued at £200. These farms are situated only

a few miles from the town. Cattle, horses, and

wages are proportionably cheap.

There may be persons who will like to im-

pute the low morality of the Gothlanders to the

following circumstance. The ehurcb tithe is

not here paid to the Crown, but directly to the

clergyman, and always reasonably settled ; for

this good reason, that the parishioners are en-

titled to choose one of three candidates seat

them by the consistory ; and it is a fired custom

to elect him who bargains to be the most mo-

derate in his future demands ! One can hardly

blame the tithe-payers.

Mr Laing spent the winter of 1830, and great

part of the year 1837, in Christiania ; and, at the

end of his Swedish tour, he returns, in idea, to

Norway, the land of his love and admiration, to

conclude his work. He may like Norway all

the better for so closely resembling Scotland in

the appearance, manners, and dress of the higher

orders. Save the absence of the marble chimney-

piece, the cheerful, open fire, and the bright-

coloured hearth-rug and carpet, a traveller, he

says—
Transported by the fairies some fine winter night serose

the north sea, from an evening party in Prince’s Street, in

Ediuburgh, to one in Prindsen'e Gade in Christiania,

would scarcely know, if he had caught cold enough in

his flight to be deaf to the difference of language, that be

had changed the scene.

Perhaps the description of the condition of the

middle and lower classes in Christiania, in which,

we regret to say, no such striking similarity with

the Scotch exists, will be as pleasing to our readers

as the spectacle of their enjoyment was delightful

to the traveller:

—

Thsir tastes and social enjoyments come dose up te

those of the higher classes, and are the same io kind

Visiting esch other, drawing, music, cards, assemblies,

do not, either in England or Scotland, enter into the

usual aodal enjoyments of our lower or even middle

class : there it neither time or relish for them in the poor

man’s family, nor even in the thriving man's. Bat hsre

til follow thorn enjoyments from taste * these classes hsve

their public balls, entertainments, and even masquerades

With us, such meetings of tht lower orders would be

scenes of tumult and riot, frequented only by the idlesnd

profligates the peace-officer would, in the end, be the

matter of the ceremonies. Here yonng persons of both

sexes, of unblemished reputation, belonging to the middle

and lower classes, frequent them as freely and innocently

as those of the higher class do their public entertain-

ments ; decorum and propriety are as strictly observed,

and improper characters are carefully excluded. There

is no evil peculiarly attached to these eqjoyments from

the low rank or conduct of the parties : if evil thereby

it is common to all inch enjoyments, whether followed

by high or low. Is this community of tastes among the

different classes of society, of good or had tendency ? «

these enjoyments bs good for one dam, they must* I con-

ceive, be good for another : they have, undoubtedly, their

humanising effects on the character and manners 5^“®^

diffusion among all, serves to knit together the different

classes by one common mode of living. It is a dangerous

fault in the structure of society in Britain, that the higher

and lower classes have too little in common with eacn

other—too few peints of contact i their enjoyments, occu-

pations, modes of living, and amusements, are so distinct,

that they live like different tribes, accidentally inhabiting

together the same land. It is perhaps the weifhue#

objection to the late alteration in the administration

the poor laws, and to the proposed alterations m ta

establishment of the grand juries, and of tht local unje»

county magistracy, that these three links—bad aa tMy

are said to be, alone connect the upper with the jo*®

classes in England, by some kinds of common tow**

and interests. Cut then away, and perform aooh ^
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MU by paid functionaries, and the whole body of English
gentry might fly up to the moon some evening in Mr
Green’s balloon, and not be miffed by the other classes.

A participation in the same tastes, and the same kinds of
aodal enjoyments and modes of living, would raise the
lmr class to a higher level In the scale of civilisation,

sad connect the parts of the social body more firmly to-

grther. The evil of such an improvement in the tastes

sad habits of the lower class is, that, in the unhappy con-

dition into which the financial difficulties of almost every

government has plunged the great body of the people,

the expense of what is necessary for the bare existence of

t family la so gnat, that the most innocent enjoyments

ast be rsetrained, and even rare and moderate indul-

gence on the part of the labouring man is imprudent.

This evil, however, does not belong to the diffusion of
refined tastes and enjoyments, but to the effects of excee-

ds taxation, and of a fruity distribution of property in

mcisiy the mass of the community is obliged to make
it tbe main object of life merely to live, not to enjoy. It

is a curious and lamentable truth, that, in this poor

coontry, not producing, even in ordinary years, the com
it csnsumes by 900,000 quarters, there is, by the better

distribution of property, and the better financial state of

the government, a much greater share of the enjoyments
aflif^ and of a more refined kind, among the middle and
lover dames, than in Britain, with all her wealth.

This is a passage which statesmen should pon-

der. We may remark here, that, under its new
constitution, the public debt of Norway is has-

tening to extinction ; and that taxation, in con-

sequence, is already lightened.

Larger acquaintance with the north of Europe
did not increase the traveller s esteem for the

King of Sweden, who, instead of Imitating the

policy of Vasa and his heroic descendants, and

placing himself in the front of a rising interest in

Europe—civil liberty and constitutional rights

being now, what freedom of conscience and reli-

gious liberty were to them—has been, by the
whole eharacter of his reign, opposed to the
spirit of the age. He remarks—

“

It will be
considered among the singular inconsistencies of
this age, by its future historians, that the two
sovereigns who hold their crowns without any
pretence to hereditary right, but simply by the
will of the people—Louis Philip and Carl Johan
—are the two princes who most anxiously sup-

press popular rights, and the free expression of
public opinion/*—It is not in the least singular,

nor yet inconsistent, but exactly what might
have been anticipated.

Let us hope that, besides crossing the Atlantic

to discover why the mass of the people in a Fede-
ral Republic are in so much better a social con-

dition than under old monarchies and virtual

oligarchies, travellers and philosophers will also

turn to Norway and to its sister kingdom, and
political and social contrast—Sweden. Both
countries are monarchies—nay, under the sway
of the same sovereign—yet look on this picture

and on that ! In this good work of investigation,

Mr Lalng has led the way with a power and
depth of thought, and with discrimination and
sagacity, which entitle him to take a high place,

and, as we think, the first place, among modern
travellers.

TO A LADY ABOUT TO EMIGRATE.

Ann wilt then leave thy native land,

Fair maiden, for a stranger clime ?

And wilt thou leave the merry band
Thou playedst with in thy girlhood’s prime—

Tbe merry band that danced about,

And met thy wildly fond caress,

When from thy yonng warm heart welled out

The gush of holy tenderness P

The sunny South has brighter skies

;

But thy own clime hath tints for thee,

Familiar as the bright bine eyes

That laughed with thine in childhood’s glee.

Far to the South a nobler stream

May wander through a richer mead $

But wilt thou leave for it the gleam
And murmur of the silver Tweed ?

The summer breeze, ’mid Southern trees,

May float wild music rich and clear

;

But when will breathe the summer breeze

A kindlier welcome in thy ear ?

To list the harp thou lovest well,

Whose strings are thrilled to Scotland's story ;

How Wallace fought and Douglas fell,

On Scotland’s hills, for Scotland's glory.

And trust me, maiden fair ! the soul

Ofpatriot music highest swells

Where rocks are rough and torrents roll,

And bloom on high the heather bells.

No Southern harp hath tones so sweet,

When love’sflthe burden of the song

;

No tones so thrilling as when meet
Old Albyn’s clans her hills among.

Then wilt thou leave thy native land,

Fair maiden ! for a stranger clime ?

And wilt thou leave the merry band
Thou playedst with in thy girlhood’s prime ?

G.P.

MAY.

Tan wts a merry month i* the days gone by

!

Ourtfeeeston and their festivities

Mmt come to recollection with the rise

OfMay Day’s sun j and Fancy joyously

Bvw the green earth and the ceralean sky,

the akin of olden May, and all its witcheries.

Bat nature is unchanged. The melodies,

TMflam% perfumes, god the vitality

Of May, are still the same. The hawthorn throws,

As heretofore, its odour on the breeze

;

The woodbine sweet in every hedge-row blows

;

Oaks still pnt forth their apples ’neath May’s blue;

Larks people every cloud, as erst ; and trees,

Still choir the same May songs our foreaires listened to,

W. H.
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WILD SPORTS OF THE FAR WEST;

OR, A FEW WEEKS* ADVENTURES AMONG THE HUDSON'S BAY FUR-TRADERS.

NO. II.

( Continuedfrom our Number for October 1838.*)

Nothing worthy of remark occurred during a

tedious ride of about two hours across the prairie,

on our return to the forest* except that, on our

way, we overtook a few of the hunters, who

were engaged in dragging and goading on their

struggling captives, the two buffaloes. Several

times, these powerful animals succeeded in get-

ting their limbs partially freed from the ropes,

composed of twisted thongs of raw hide, with

which they were entangled; but their efforts

at complete extrication were of no avail ; for

new thongs were, by the aid of the dogs dis-

tracting the animals* attention, again and

again more securely fastened. It was found,

however, that it would be impossible to convey

them through the woods alive, without great

trouble and loss of time. Mr C , therefore,

gave orders for their slaughter as soon as we
arrived at our breakfasting place.

Here we found the rest of the party, all ap-

parently in high glee at the result of our bison

hunt, having killed, as I now for the first time

ascertained, thirteen of these ponderous animals,

besides the two which were taken alive. Having

tethered our horses, and given directions for the

collection of dried grass for their refreshment,

we joined the hunters, who were seated, in small

groups, around smoking heaps of damp sticks

and leave*—this being the method usually

adopted in the woods, of scaring those intoler-

able nuisances, mosquitoes. For my own part,

I think the cure is as bad as the disease, as the

* Six months have elapsed since the first part of this

exciting narrative appeared—a somewhat long interval

;

bat oar readers must remember that the shores of Lake
Superior and its tributary rivers are not within a quick
return of post. To some of them, Mrs Jameson's
"Ramble,” in nearly the same scenes, will have agreeably
•applied the lapse. ^

plied to those animals which, from their pecu-

liar disposition and habits, are denominated

game; but, among the North American trappers,

sights of this kind are by no means uncommon

;

and ho who takes up his residence with them,

must make up his mind to witness their frequent

recurrence. During the subsequent partition of

the still warm beef among the hunters and

Indians, our attention was called to the con-

dition of three of the dogs, which had been so

terribly gored in their encounter with the old

bull during the day's hunt, that Mr C vat

reluctantly obliged to order them a brace of

bullets a-piece.

By the time these, and sundry other items,

were disposed of, the day was so far advanced

that Mr C thought it would be more pru-

dent to make preparations for our accommodation
during the ensuing night, than run the risk of

mistaking the path, and falling into swamps
while crossing the woods to the Fort in the

dark. His proposition met the unanimous con-

sent of all concerned
; and it was agreed, that

a party, headed by Mr C—, should recon-

noitre the woods on the edge of the prairie, in

search of a more sheltered situation for an

encampment than had been chosen by our ad-

vanced-guard in the morning
; while those who

felt so inclined, should, with the dogs, scour

the forest in search of some of the larger game.

Charles and I avowed our intention of proceed-

ing with the latter party ; and, having agreed

on mutual signals, once more mounted our horses,

and rode off through the more open parts of the

forest, towards a small lake, to which we were

guided by a couple of Indians on foot, who

assured us that we would without fail meet

with game of some sort in its vicinity, as they

had never been near it without observing the

recent trails of deer and wolves, which had come

to drink, and the latter began their evening

prowl about the time we would reach it. On

our way, Charles introduced me to JaquesCous-

sain, one of the half-breed hunters, who formerly

was in his own employ, but had been obliged to

leave him, on account of a quarrel with 6ome of

the Indians in his neighbourhood, who had sworn,

by the shades of their fathers, to take revenge

for 6ome fancied injury. I had observed this

man before ;
he seemed a sort of chief among

both his Indian and halflcaste companions. He

bowed gracefully on our introduction ;
and as,

on the way, he boasted of the deeds and dis-

position of his favourite hound Vivant, his dark

eyes sparkled with enthusiasm, and his well-

formed features were lighted up [with an

smoke and smell produced is insufferable ; and,

unless one sit directly in the current of smoke,

he cannot reckon on being free from the attacks

of the insect. However, our horses seemed to

enjoy the protection of the smoke more than we
did. ^

In the meantime, the poor buffaloes were
undergoing the last sentence of the law, at a

little distance, much to the satisfaction of the

hunters who had had the arduous task of con-

veying them so far on their way ; though, 1 con-

fess, I felt sick at heart when 1 saw the poor

animals writhing under the torture of the knife.

However much pleasure the chase and subse-

quent death of the quarry may give to the true

sportsman, he cannot fail to recoil from witness-

ing systematic butchery, particularly when ap-
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presrion of intelligence but seldom noted in the

othenriie handsome and athletic race to which

he belonged. His father was a French Canadian,

ud bis mother one of the Omahaw beauties.

He, Charles, and I, kept together, a little be-

hind the main party ; and we soon became very

intimate. I found him well acquainted with the

manners and customs of various Indian tribes

—

baring been a chief among theOmahaws (a branch

of the Sioux nation, whose territory is situated

near the sources of the Missouri) for several

yean, and prisoner, for various short periods,

among other tribes. I obtained a promise from
him that he would, during our stay at the Fort,

give me a sketch of his life and adventures,

vhich, I hope, when inserted, my readers will

find interesting.

Having heard the repeated call of wild turkeys
very near us, I expressed a wish to obtain a shot

at them. We, therefore, diverged from the
route the hunters were pursuing, and soon found
ourselves alone in a part of the mighty forest,

where the heaps of broken branches and decayed
leaves clearly proved that no human foot had
poised over its surface for many years—perhaps
centuries.

While making our way—slowly, and with
great difficulty—through these encumbrances,
a flutter was heard among the branches under
oor horses* feet ; and, with a screaming and
cackling which the horses did not seem to relish

at all, a fine hen-turkey, with a numerous and
well-grown progeny, flew, or rather scrambled,
from the tops of the branches and underwood
to the nearest tree. Charles immediately fired,

and brought down the hen ; and I had just

drawn the trigger, with equal success, at a
•euple of the brood, which were preparing to
fly, when a large wild cat, or grey lynx, appeared
from behind a fallen tree ; and, after eyeing
ns, for an instant, with the most consummate
impudence, darted on Charles* turkey, flung it

over hm shoulder, and was immediatelylost to our
view amongthe brushwood . This was intolerable

—to be thus'cheated of our game ; but it was too
kte to grumble, though each blamed the other
for not having fired at the intruder. But the
fact was, we were all so amazed at its boldness,

tbat no one thought of shooting it till too late.

However, 1 have no doubt each mentally resolved
to look better after fallen game for the future.

After having picked up my game, and ex-
amined the underwood around the spot where
the lynx disappeared, without again seeing it or
any vestige of its prey, we were proceeding in

March of more turkeys, when, on a sudden,
ve heard several shots in quick successsion,

apparently at a considerable distance, which we
set about lessening as fast as the closeness of
the trees and the inequalities of the ground
veild permit. Again the reports reached our
can, seeming as distant as before, and we almost
despaired of being able to make up with the
hunters. My companions being better acquainted
with the nature of the Boil, from its appearances,
mere soon out of sight and hearing ; and 1 was

left alone, plunging and floundering among deep
beds of leaves, which concealed, under a dry and
equal surface, holes, probably occasioned by the

uprooting of one or more tpees, containing

trunks, roots, branches, and leaves, mingled in

a particularly soft and unpleasant state of de-

composition. In these treacherous deposits,

my horse, after sinking a foot or two, stuck so

firmly that I was more than once obliged to dis-

mount beside him, and keep in a state bordering

on perpetual motion, to preserve, in any measure,

a footing on the sounder fragments of timber
mingled with the mass—-meanwhile, jerking the

bridle/ and coaxing the horse, to cause him to

exert himself vigorously in his own and my
extrication. After spending above an hour by
myself in this manner, 1 began to feel consider-

able uneasiness at the unpleasant prospect be-

fore me ; for the shades of evening were coming
on ; and, as I could neither see nor hear any-

thing of my companions or their path, I felt

morally certain of having to spend the night in

the dreary wood ; and my anxiety was very
materially increased when, after a few minutes*

more riding, my poor horse became exceedingly

lame. I dismounted beside him ; and, by coax-

ing, contrived to get him on a few hundred
yards, when he lay down, and would, not-

withstanding all my efforts, make no farther

attempt to proceed. For some time I stood be-

side him, in hopes that he would again rise ; but,

poor animal, he seemed to be getting gradually

worse, and, from the nature of his symptoms, I

had reason to believe that he had been bitten by
« rattlesnake, or some other equally venomous
reptile. I could not ascertain the situation of

his wound, being apprehensive of bodily injury

were I to approach too near to him while rolling

in agony ; I therefore left him to his death-bed

reflections, and looked round for the highest

neighbouring tree, hoping that, if I could reachthe

top, I might see the reflection of the camp-fires,

and thereby discover my distance from, and route

to them. With considerable difficulty 1 reached

the top, and was much gratified to find my ex*

pectations more than realized. Instead of the

distant and faint illumination which I had ex-

pected, a lurid glare was diffused through the

atmosphere, appearing most intense over a
.

par*

tially open space about a mile to the westward.

I also observed, that, between me and thisspot

—

which I felt sure could be no other than Mr
C——

*s camp—there extended a considerable

space, but thinly covered with large trees, pro-

bably a cedar swamp. Alter making these ob-

servations, I prepared to descend, previously

however firing one of the pistols which had been

dangling from my belt all day, in the vain hope

of being answered by some of my more fortunate

companions. I was indeed answered, but in a

manner suited to remind me of my lonely and

dangerous situation ; for, as the numerous echoes,

awakened in the gloomy recesses of the silent

forest, became fainter and fainter until they

utterly died away, a starving wolf sent up a

scries of the most mournful howls from beneath.
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while numerous members of the fraternity filled

the air on all sides with the same unmusical ca-

dences. 1 hastened to descend ; and having re-

possessed myself of my gun, which I had left

leaning on an adjoining tree, proceeded, as

quickly as I could, to the place where my steed

was lying, intending, should I not find him
already dead, to put an end to his misery at

once, rather than leave him to be torn piecemeal,

while yet alive, by the hungry brutes whose
yells were still ringing in my ears. The day-

light was by this time nearly gone, but the wood
was not so dark as I should have expected. I

could still, with a little groping, find my way to

the spot where the horse lay moaning and tumb-
ling, but apparently in the same state as when I

left him. Poor animal ! I shall never forget the

mournful looks I fancied he gave me when he
saw my intentions towards him. My first ball

not giving him immediate relief, 1 was forced

to send him a second ; and in the interval my
feelings were so painful that I could scarcely

steady my hand whilst I gave him his quietus.

While removing his various trappings prevf-

ous to suspending them on a tree, that they
might not share the fate of the caroase, 1 dis-

covered that my two young turkeys had disap-

peared, having been probably taken by the wolves
as a gout, preparatory to their supper of horse-

flesh.

While ascending a tall pine at a little distance,

to deposit the saddle, &c., out of reach, 1 could

hear the rustling of the bushes below, as the

greedy animals arrived from all quarters, to take
possession of the spoil. This alone would not
have given me any serious alarm, as, being well

acquainted with the oowardly disposition ot

wolves in general, I knew that, after shewing
myself, I had only to raise a shout or fire a shot

amongst them, when they would immediately dis-

perse in all directions ; but presently a low
growl grated on my ear, and, looking down, I

saw the dark form of a large bear snuffing about
my gun, which was lying near the foot of the

tree. 1 dared not move, lest he should observe
and endeavour to reach me, for 1 was not ten
feet above him. After twisting and scratching

my gun, and grunting like a hog all the time, he
was kind enough to shuffle off towards the ban-

quet, probably more tempted by the crunching of
the bones, (which 1 could hear most distinctly,)

than inclined to pay the attention to me which,

underothercircumstances, he would undoubtedly
have done. Having witnessed his departure
with sincere pleasure, 1 made my way down,
and, having loaded my guajand pistols, with

a brace of bullets in each barrel, set out in as

good spirits as I oould muster on my difficult

and dangerous walk, hoping that, oould 1 reach

the edge of the morass before-mentioned unmo-
lested, 1 should be able, from the thinness of the
wood, and the light afforded by the camp-fires,

to find my way round or across it, and ultimately

reach my destination. I met with no interrup-
tion further than frequently stumbling over
fallen trees, falling headlong into holes, thereby

occasionally nearly shooting myself, with name,

rous similar inconveniences on the way ; besides

being annoyed by a pertinacious wolf, which was

continually presenting himselfbefore or on either

either side of me, gurrtng most viciously, and

probably anxious to distract my attention from

others of the species, whose glaring eyes were

most distinctly visible around, and who probably

intended to make an attack as soon as this ob-

ject was gained. But 1 was up to them ; and,

seizing a favourable opportunity, fired at my
annoying attendant, sending him and the rest of

the pack away, yelling like a dozen trampled-on

curs. This, however, was the last annoyance I

met with on this occasion, for, within five minutes

after 1 fired at the wolf, 1 was jogging leisurely

along on Charles* horse, while he and a couple

of Indians accompanied me on foot, listening to

a brief account of the various adventures which

had befallen me since Jaques and he had so un-

ceremoniously left me. After which, Charles

gave me the following account of his own mis-

haps, which were nearly as dangerous as mine.

*' Jaques and 1,** said he, “ kept up with each

other for some time after we left you. We soon

got on the trail of the hunters, (and I wish I had

kept on it ;) but, hearing distant reports in an

almost opposite direction from that we were pur-

suing, 1 left Jaques, and turned off at right

angles from the track, hoping thus to save a long

circuitous ride ; but I soon found out my error,

for, coming to a very thick part of the forest, I

dismounted, and led my horse through many

winding paths, till 1 once more reached the open

wood, when, to my dismay, I found I was utterly

ignorant in which direction I had come, or how

to proceed. I wandered about, amusing myself

by shooting turkeys, hoping the hunters might

pass within hearing of the reports; but in

this I was grievously mistaken. However, after

some time, I once more got on the trail, and, im-

mediately after, came upon four Indians, who had

been left by the hunters to flay the carcases of

half a dozen wolves, shot out of a pack of a score

or more, which had been surprised by the hunters

while devouring an elk. From this party, I

learned that it was useless to proceed in search

of the hunters, as I could scarcely expect to make

up with them before the night came on, when I

would undoubtedly lose the tract. I therefore,

guided by one of the Indians, who are never at

a loss, even in the most intricate parts of the

forest, as to their route, set off in this direction.

We had reached the opposite end of this cedar

swamp, and could see the illumination from

Mr C— *s watch-fires, when, by a singular want

of oaution on my part, I found myself unexpect-

edly in a situation of the greatest danger. The

Indian had, by imitating the cry of a species of

owl, succeeded in discovering several turkeys

on their roosts.* I dismounted, and, having

• The turkeys uniformly gobble when they hear Ik
cry or bootings of the owle. The Indian hunters an
well aware of this circumstance ; and, in the c^sar moe*
light nights, they conceal themselves, and, by queftiOy

imitating the cry, discover where the turkeys are roosting.
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tetfiered my hone, proceeded to bring them
down one by one. I had killed three when the
Indian pointed to a tree at a few yards' dis-

tance, on which several were perched. I got
my gun in readiness ; and, desiring my companion
to stay with the horse, l made my way as noise-
lessly as possibly among the thick brushwood, and
having reached a suitable hiding-place close to
the tree, I fired both barrels, and brought
down two splendid turkeys, being all I could dis-

cern from my retreat. I then left my gun,
without loading it again, leaning against a tree,

ind proceeded towards some bushy underwood,
among which both birds fell. After forcing my
way through numerous obstacles, I found that,
before I could reach the desired spot, I should
have to creep below a large fallen branoh. I

did not hesitate, but knelt down ; and had got

07 head out on the other side, when I was
it&rtled by hearing a ferocious yell, uttered ap-
parently close alongside. I looked cautiously
roond, and through the interstices of the leaves
above me, but nothing was to be seen. Again
the yell thrilled on my ear, seeming nearer, if

possible, than before; while, at the same instant,
the Indian uttered a warning-cry. I now felt

that I was in rather a serious scrape, and heartily
repented having ventured so far for the sake of
two paltry turkeys. Shutting my eyes, I expect-
ed every moment to feel myself torn by the
fangs of some large and ferocious animal. Being
completely under the branch and its incumbent
bed of leaves, I knew I could make no attempt
at defence, unless the assailant should commence
operations in front, when I could try the effect

of a pistol-ball on him. Comforting myself with
the latter suggestion, I was about to raise my-
self (for I had fallen flat on my face through
fear) and once more look about me. when sud-
denly I felt a warm but fetid breath pass over
y face, followed by the well-known gurr of a
wolf, close to my ear. Turning my head to see
the full extent of my danger, my eyes met the
glaring pupils and white fangs of the animal.
A few seconds passed, and it was still gazing on
me, no doubt calculating the extent of the meal
it would have when it commenced operations,
tod, in the interim, employing the time in sharp-
wing its teeth, and gurring hideously ; another
second elapsed, a gush of blood spouted from a
wound in its breast, and, with a deafening howl,
vhichcompletelyhushed the report ofa rifle, fired

*t a little distance, it rolled over, and expired.
An Indian trapper of MrC—'s party imme-
diately after made his appearance ; and, having
iKisted to extricate me from my uneasy pos-
ture, told me that, having been sent out by Mr
C— , along with several others, to shoot tur-

keyson the swamp, he had wandered about with-
out discovering any game, until he fell in with
ay guide, who acquainted him with my where-
uWute and occupation, and mentioned that he

Bysfttqasat repetition ofthis sound, the turkeys are kept
^ UMla Mate of alarm that they dan not fly % so that, if

jfcalnettr he careful to shoot those on the lowest branches

frtfleea&ty secure a flock of tweaty or thirty.

had heard the cry of a wolf in the direction I had
gone ; but, as he knew I was well armed, he had
no fear of me. ‘At this moment/ added tbo
trapper, ‘ we both heard the cry of the animal,

and simultaneously shouted to you. I then
forced my way among the brushwood In search

of you ; and, hearing the often-repeated growL
of the animal, concluded you must be in some
danger. I beat the bush all round, without

seeing either you or the wolf, for some time. The
moment I saw the brute, I fired ; and it is well for

you that the wound proved immediately mortal/

You mny well believe," concluded Charles, “ I re-

turned grateful thanks to the Indian trapper for

his timely assistance ; and having picked up the
turkeys, we made the best of our way to the spot

where I left my horse, (leaving the grim caroase

of the wolf as a supper for some of his hungry
companions,) and set off in this direction, deter-

mined to let nothing tempt me to more adven-

tures until I had procured a good night's rest."

I, having some time before come to a similar

determination, was not sorry to reach the camp
soon after Charles had concluded his narration.

I wish 1 could give the reader an adequate de-

scription of the scene which presented itself

before us as we emerged from the ever-gloomy

wood into a space bordering on the prairie,

selected by Mr C *— as being the driest and
most sheltered spot within several miles. The
most prominent object was a huge fire, composed
of several large trees, which had been hewn
so as to fall across each other. The carcase of

some large animal—which I afterwards heard
was a moose, shot by some of the Indians while

reconnoitring the woods in search of a suitable

spot for a night encampment — depended by
some ingenious contrivance (somewhat similar

to that described in the first number of this nar*

rative) amidst the tall column of lnrid smoke and
sparks which seemed to unite the brilliantly

illumined atmosphere above, with the roaring

conflagration before us.

As soon as our arrival was observed, Mr C--
came up and informed us that the hunting party
had just before made their appearance, and find*

ing that Charles and I had not yet arrived, were
about to disperse through the woods in search of

us. Fortunately they had staid to refresh them-
selves. Had they set out at once, they would
probably have missed us, and searched all night.

I went with Charles to see his horse accommo-
dated for the night, before going with Mr C

—

--

into a shanty which had been hurriedly ereeted

for our reception. Charles and I found the hun-
ters all busied with their horses. These were
tied within twenty yards of the camp fire, side by
side, to a rope of twisted hide, stretched between
two trees, eating, apparently with great relish, a

quantity of prairie grass, which had been col-

lected during the day. Smoking heaps of wet
leaves were placed at short distances behind

them, to prevent their being annoyed by mos-
quitoes. The hunters were all mnch grieved at

the fate of my beautiful horse ; and one old In*

dian, after uttering many unintelligible lament*
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ations, desired Jaques to tell me that, when he
returned to the Fort, he would send one of the

young men of his tribe with a message to his

squaw, desiring her to send him his best and
fleetest horse as a gift to the white stranger. I

declined his offer ; but presented him with my
hunting knife, as an acknowledgment of his dis-

interested kindness.

On returning with my cousin to Mr C , we
found him seated on the ground in the log-hut,

anxiously waiting for our assistance in discussing

a hot roast turkey, (grievously burnt on one side,)

a fragment of cold roast bison hump, some bis-

cuit, and a large flask of spirits—all which arti-

cles were stuck in various crevices of the par-

tially decayed root of a tree, which, on the pre-

sent occasion, served as a table. The hut itself

consisted of three sides, composed of logs piled

anyhow on each other, while the roof was nothing
but a heap of the larger branches of the trees

which formed the sides. At a little distance be-

fore the open side, was a smoking fire, which,

together with others, completely prevented the
appearance of a single musquito. But I must con-

fess, that, when Charles and I joined Mr C ,

we paid more attention to the discussion of the

various eatables before us, than to the nature of
any other arrangements for comfort or conven-
ience. Having fully satisfied our craving appe-
tites, and emptied the afore-mentioned flask

among us, meanwhile relating to each other all

the adventures which we had had since we last

met, we rolled ourselves in buffalo robes, and,

lying with our feet towards the fire, soon fell fast

asleep.

On awaking next morning, 1 found that my
companions were up and out, having evidently

partaken of the remains of last night's supper,

some stray fragments being all I could discover

as left for my breakfast. While making the most
ofthese, MrC entered, and congratulated me
on having had such sound sleep, as my cousin and
he had been very soon awakened by the noise

made by the Indians and hunters, as they got
jovial over their cups. Having gone out to put
an end to this disturbance, they returned, and
again lay down, but were soon roused by a more
serious commotion, which was supposed to have
had the following origin :—One of the horses

had broken loose, and wandered into the woods.

There he had attracted the attention of some
hungry wolves, (probably lured by the widely-

diffused scent of our roasting operations ;) these

united into one pack, and gave chase. The poor
animal, seeing his danger, attempted to return to

our protection, and had nearly reached the other

horses, when his pursuers made up to him, and,

before an Indian, who was roused by the scufHe,

could give the alarm, had overcome his desperate
attempt at defence, and were gorging themselves
with his vitals. " We loosed the hounds imme-
diately

; and I," said Mr C ,
“ sent out a few

Indians on foot after the brutes, with directions

not to return until they had discovered your
’trail, and followed it to where you left your

/ ’hone-trappings. These men have just returned.

with all the articles you left, hut without being

able to make an example of any of our pillaging

neighbours."

It was now about nine o'clock, and Mr C -

proposed we should rest ourselves for an hour or

two, and then set about making the necessary

preparations for our return to the Factory
; as,

however much he enjoyed an excursion like the

present, he could not conscientiously be longer

absent from his post. As no one openly dis-

sented, the matter was settled ; and, while the

hunters were feeding their horses, cleaning their

guns, or sitting smoking, I went in search of

Jaques, and with him strolled over the neigh-

bouring prairie, listening to his account of the

previous day's hunt.—They had, after killing

seven wolves, got on the trail of a bear, which,

after a long chase, climbed into a tree, and was

brought down by a round of balls. Nothing else

worthy of note occurred until they reached the

camp.

On returning to MrC—-, we found him en-

gaged in superintending the packing of beef,

turkeys, skins, &c., &c., and loading several of

the horses with these bundles as fast as made up.

The hounds were coupled, and each pair put un-

der the charge of an Indian. These preliminary

arrangements being made, the fires were put

carefully out, and, having our guns and rifles in

the best order, Mr C , Charles, and I, ac-

companied by Jaques and ten hunters, mounted

our horses, and rode after those who had the

pack-horses and hounds in charge, along the

edge of the prairie, in search of a convenient

passage through the forest. As the wood ap-

peared very dense, we did not attempt to force

our way through it, but skirted the edge till we

reached the Fish River. Herewehadgood shooting

at wild swans and geese, which were paddling

over the surface, or nestling among the reeds at

the margin of this beautiful, winding stream.

The wild fowl, seemed quite unconscious of our

approach, until we fired on them ; and then,

instead of our seeing but a few here and there,

the air seemed to be filled with myriads of these

birds, which had risen out of the reeds around,

while the rocks and woods echoed and re-echoed

their discordant screams. For some time 1 was

utterly bewildered by the tumultuous confusion

of tongues, accompanied by the loud whizz of so

many wings in action above us. After wheeling

round us at a great height for some minutes,

they gradually descended ; and, when they were

within shot, we poured a destructive fire upon

them. They again rose high in the clear air,

screaming as loudly as before ; but, 60 soon as

their wounded and dead companions were per-

ceived in the hands of the Indians, they uttered

a loud, mournful cry, very different from the

harsh and angry scream before uttered, and

probably indicating that they understood that,

where man asserts his dominion, the inferior ani-

mals must give'Vay, and that, even in this lonely

and lovely spot, they must not expect to remain

undiscovered—as, with outstretched necks and

broad pinions, they soared through the higher
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regions of the atmosphere, in search of some
distant and unfrequented stream or lake.

Leaving the Indians to dispose of our new
booty among themselves, our party rode on be*

fore, and soon entered an open glade of the

forest, when, not observing any game, we pushed

on till we reached the Factory.

Everything seemed to have gone on well since

veleft it. The builders had made great pro-

gress, and the clearing was considerably enlarged.

In short, Mr C was so well satisfied with

the amount and execution of the work, that,

vhen the Indians made their appearance, he re-

quested us to assist him in distributing a part of

the game and beef brought home among the

Shux, together with an allowance of spirits,

(plentifully diluted with water,) and orderedthem
to stop their labours for that day, and, while

their supper was preparing, enjoy themselves

with their companions. Each of the Sioux who
had accompanied us was a hero in his own esti-

mation, and told, according to Jaques’ inter-

pretation, most astounding stories of the cunning
and prowess with which he attacked and de-

stroyed numerous wild animals. According to

their own account, each had destroyed more
game than had been obtained by the whole
party collectively. None of their anxious

auditors appearing to doubt, in the slightest

degree, the veracity of these statements, we did

not conceive it prudent or necessary to contra-

dict them.

The sum-total of the slain being at length

determined, Mr C

—

proposed that the red

men should take their bows and arrows, and
compete for a prize. All who possessed these

arms were eager to take advantage of this oppor.

tunity of distinguishing themselves as marks-
men ; but, as a great majority appeared dis-

satisfied—having left these and all their other

veapons to the care of their squaws, knowing
that, while employed in the formation of a fur.

trading establishment on their own territory,

they could have no real occasion for their use

—

Mr C offered the same premium to each of

four Indians, who should, by a council of twelve
if the oldest Sioux present, be considered the

heat dancers. As, after this last proposition was
fully interpreted to all present, they seemed
perfectly satisfied with it, the ground was cleared,

soothed, and tramped hard. A few logs were
rolled together at one end of the allotted space,

on which the prize council, and a number of the

hunters and servants, took tbeir station ; and,

tally, the prizes—each a yard of scarlet blan-

keting— were brought out and exhibited to the

admiration of all the candidates. When every.

thing had been arranged, Mr C gave the

signal; and immediately several young men
stepped out from their companions, and, placing

themselves at certain distances from each other,

begin the dance by leaping and clapping their

bands; after which, they commenced a series of

Re most ludicrous capers imaginable, keeping
Rue by flourishing sticks—representing toma-

kvit-Huid every now and then blending their

deep voices with the beat of their moccasins, on
the hard, dry soil. The first set being at length

tired, or, more probably, having exhausted their

list of bodily contortions, rejoined their com.
panions ; and two other sets, of about the same
number, appeared successively, and performed
their antics in much the same style.

Feeling somewhat wearied with the sameness
of these performances, 1 was making my way
across the clearing towards the house, when X

was overtaken by Mr C ,
who requested me

to return for a few minutes, when 1 should have
an opportunity of witnessing the celebrated Sioux

war-dance. I immediately retraced my steps; and,

on reaching my former position, found all the

Indians who were to join in the next dance,

(supposed to be in commemoration of a victory,)

standing in small circular groups, apart from
each other. In the centre of each group stood

one of the half-caste hunters, representing the

devoted prisoner of war. At a signal from the

prize-council, each group began its gyrations

round the victim in the centre, chanting, with*

out much harmony, the deeds of their warriors,

and jeering the puny attempts of their opponents*

warfare, alternately with making the woods
re-echo the shrill war-whoop of their powerful

tribe, while brandishing their imitation toma*
hawks within a hair-breadth of the scalp of their

prisoner. In the confusion attendant on the

movements of so great an assemblage of dark,

skinned beings, aided by the increasing darkness

—for it was now getting late—I could not dis-

cern all the evolutions of the dancers ; but saw
enough to make me feel thankful that there was
no probability of my falling into the hands of

blood-thirsty Indians as a prisoner of war. I

remained a spectator of this and another war.

dance. And then left the Indians to enjoy them,
selves in these or any other noisy ways they

pleased, while I hastened to place the log-walls

of the factory between me and the deafening

sound of their caterwauling chant and savage

war-whoop. On entering the house, I met Mrs
C , who informed me that Charles had just

come in to announce tof
her his intention of

departing next day for the coast. She had re*

quested him to remain for a few days longer,

when she would be glaf to avail herself of the

opportunity of returning, with her daughters, to

Fort Madeline. My cousin, however, was fear,

ful lest he had already exceeded his instructions ;

and was intent on sailing across the lake towards

his own post, having been abeent from it nearly

six weeks. Mrs C urged me to prevail on
Charles to remain, at least, over another day,

which would give her time to make the neces-

sary arrangements for their return home. This,

with the timely assistance of the Misses add Mr
C , I managed ; and it was finally agreed

that we should start by day-break on the morn*
ing after next.

After disposing of this matter, I accompanied

my friends and cousin to see the Indians at their

supper : this was laid out, or rather cooked—*

for each laid out his own portion, preparatory
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to boiling it, in the moot expeditious end dog-

like manner possible—in the cleared space be-

hind the factory, mentioned before, which served

as a kitchen. We assisted in measuring out an

allowance of grog to each individual ; after which,

seeing that all were as comfortable and enjoying

themselves as much as present circumstances

would permit, we returned to the house, and sat

down to a substantial meal of elk venison, turkey,

bison-hump, bear ham and tongue, &c., with a

plentiful dessert of wild strawberries. The
liquors as usual.

Next morning I was roused by the noise of

the choppers, as they began their several tasks

with renewed energies. It was barely daylight

;

but, feeling very wakeful, I got up, and, finding

that none of the family had as yet left their

sleeping apartments, I went out to superintend

the logging. I think 1 mentioned before that

the Sioux were under the immediate direction of

twelve experienced lumberers, who had been

engaged by the Hudson's Bay Company, to fix

on the situation for, and assist in the erection of

several new forts and factories, including the

present.

On the present occasion, I felt much surprised,

as I walked leisurely among the Sioux builders,

at the readiness which they*manifested in obey-

ing the orders of their directors, and the skill

and perseverance with which, notwithstanding

many difficulties, they applied each tool lent

them to its appropriate use, while universal

good humour prevailed around. 1 could not

have believed it, if I had not had this oppor*

tunity of ascertaining the fact, that the haughty

Indian would be induced, by the prospect of

remuneration, to lower himself, for the time

being, to the station of a servant, and submit to

the control of the usurping " pale faces ;** but,

On mentioning the subject to my kind host at

breakfast, he informed me that it required

the utmost caution on his part, as well as on

that of the subordinate members of the esta-

blishment, to prevent the red men supposing that

they were considered as servants to the whites.
u If," said Mr C ,

" we did not frequently

mix with them, and endeavour, in various ways

—as you have seen since you arrived here—to

entertain them more like friends than subjects,

they would, long ere this, have decamped, tak-

ing with them everything they could lay their

hands on : but you see that, by a judicious

mode of treatment, they can be made, for the

present, very useful members of our society

;

and I am sure they are more willing to oblige

us than a set of ( helps/ hired at enormous

wages in the States or Canadas, would be/*

After breakfast, I went out in search of

Jaques, intending to ask him to accompany me
in a walk along the banks of the river, when 1

could listen to the account he promised me of his

life and adventures among Indians. I found him,

with a fellow-hunter, engaged in felling a magni-
ficent oak, and remained to witness the last efforts

of the doomed tree to maintain its erect position.

The separation of the massive trunk from the

root was nearly complete ; but still—with the

exception of slight quiverings in the ends of the

smaller boughe—it gave no indication of yield-

ing- to the ringing blows applied by the nervoai

arms of the half-breeds. Observing this, they

shifted their point of attack, and plied the axe,

with new vigour, on the opposite side. For a

few seconds, only pellets of bark were detached;

but, when the axes had reachtd the tougher

fibres of the inner wood, every blow seemed to

accelerate the work of destruction. Presently

the groaning of the branches—as they swung

heavily to and fro, followed by the loud rending

of the trunk—announced to ua that the last tie

was dissolving: we retired a few paces, while

the gigantic tree gradually inclined, and at

length came to the ground with a thundering

crash, causing the soil around to tremble, and

the neighbouring trees to reel, and bow their

lofty heads as if anticipating their own doom, end

bidding farewell to their prostrate companion.

After giving place to several red-skins—who

had been directed to chop the branches off this

and many equally large trees, which bad been

felled since daybreak, and now lay, shorn of

their leafy honours, across the space so lately

cleared for the danoers—Jaques accompanied

me back to the house, from which, after procur-

ing our guns and ammunition, we set out on foot,

followed by the hound Vi rant. Having reached

the Fish River, we proceeded along its banks,

towards the spot whence the flock of wild-fowl

had been scared during our previous day’s

•port. On the way, I informed Jaques of my

principal object in asking his oompany on the

present occasion; and he promised to gratify

me by a faithful recital. We had passed the

part of the stream alluded to without seeing a

single living creature, when suddenly Jaques

caught my arm and pointed to a large bird star-

ing majestically far above our heads, like a pass-

ing mote on the clear blue sky. I oould not,

at the time, account for the eoetaey expressed

by my companion, as, with strained and unwink-

ing eyes, he eagerly followed the flight of the

bird, which, after getting considerably ahead of

ub, turned, and wheeling gradually downwards,

hovered a few hundred feet above the rtreem,

and then, as suddenly as if shot, darted head-

long below the bank. We made all possible

baste to reach the spot where It had disap-

peared ; but, ere we had gone many yards, it

rose, with a succession of harsh but exalting

screams, from among the reeds, bearing a wild

duck in its talons; and, skimming lightly through

the air, apparently unincumbered by the siso

or weight of its prey, alighted on the top of a

high rock, about a quarter of a mile farther off.

We again pushed on, keeping a strict watch on

the object of our pursuit, which Jaques, in his

eagerness, hardly found breath to tell me, was

the black, bald-headed eagle—* species very

rarely seen east of the Rocky Mountains, and

in general so difficult to kill or capture that,

among the Indians, he who has the good fortuns

to obtain * specimen, ieeither murdered hyesm*
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of his nation, who envy his success, or raised by
them to the station of petty chief. The head

and talons, with the pinion feathers, are con.

lidered the most valuable ornaments that can be

worn in the head-dress of a chief, and are fre-

quently handed down as heir-looms from father

to son. Jaques had several times met with

these birds in the course of his peregrinations

;

hat had never, as yet, had the good fortune to

•hoot one.

As we approached the hitherto untrodden situ-

ation, chosen by our magnificent quarry to dis-

cuss his prey, we had to pass over a small hillock

;

and, while on the top of it, notwithstanding

Jaques* fears lest I should scare the eagle, I

could not yesist the temptation to remain, for a

few moments, a spectator of its movements. We
were now not more than a hundred and fifty

yards from it ; but it did not appear to have
observed our approach. The whole surrounding
scene, as I hastily glanced over it, was exquisitely

lorely : but tbe rock, on the summit of which
the noble bird stood—shrieking, and flapping

hie immense wings, while his powerful beak and
Ulons were buried in the flesh of his victim—at-

tracted my especial attention. In the distance,

it appeared like a colossal figure of a Syren,

clothed in sea-green drapery, and presiding over
the beautifully clear and sparkling water that,

with an unceasing and sweetly harmonious
ffurgle, laved its fish-like extremity. But,
hark ! what's that ? The report of a rifle. The
sound reverberated from rock to rook, until

caught up by and returned, in deeper notes,

from tbe mighty forest. The eagle rose heavily

from his prey, by powerful efforts, flew a few
yards, while large drops of blood pattered

thickly on tbe surface of tbe water; then,

tumbling over in the air, the feathered monarch
fell dead on the opposite bank, while the dying
echoes of the report still sounded in my ears

kks deep moans from the inmost recesses of the
woods. While I had been gazing on the beauties

of unassisted Nature displayed around, Jaques
hod crept softly along the bank, until within

ninety yards of tbe game, when, finding a suit-

able resting-place for his rifle, he bad taken bis

unerring aim, and fired with deadly effect. Im-
mediately after observing the fall of the bird,

he leaped into tbe water, swam across, and, ere

1 left my poet of observation, returned, and
flung his weighty prise at my feet. We sat

down together on a large stone—almost buried
by the long prairie grass which grew luxuriantly

on both sides of the river—and, while Jaques

expatiated on an Indian superstition with re-

gard to the origin of the race of black bald

eagles, (which 1 have unfortunately allowed to

escape my memory,) I took out my note-book

and penoil, and prepared to write in short-hand

the autobiography of my companion, when, to

my amazement, he suddenly stopped his narra-

tion, and, uttering a scream of horror, leaped

off the stone, and seized his rifle. Although
perfectly bewildered by the suddenness of this

extraordinary movement, and without the small-

est conjecture as to the occasion, yet, perceiving

that danger was to be apprehended close at

hand, 1 instantaneously grasped my gun, and
followed the hasty steps of the hunter. When
we had gone about five and twenty yards, Jaques
stopped, and poipted to the seat we had just

left. A large rattlesnake was coiling itself on
the top of the stone, while two others were pro-

ceeding to examine the dead eagle, and the head
of a fourth protruded from a hole under the

stono—we had, in fact, been seated over a nest

of these reptiles. Our danger was not, however,

very great. The quick-eared half-breed had
detected the rattling sound which, by a wise

provision of the Creator, they are oompelled to

make when advancing to the attack ; and, on
looking downwards, he perceived two large

snakes winding through the long grass behind

him. I cannot, however, account for his ex-

cessive fear at the sight of these creatures, (as

they are as frequently met with as almost any
other species in North America,) but by sup-

posing that he inherited from his mother, or

derived during his long residence among the In-

dians, the superstitious dread—almost amounting
to horror regarding this species of serpent as the

embodied appearance of thebad spirit—with which
many tribes of red men are impregnated. But,

whether this was the case, or whether Jaques
really was (what be afterwards professed him-
self to have been) afraid lest the serpents should

try tbe much disputed power of fascination npon
him or not, 1 cannot Bay ; but he quickly re-

covered from his alarm, and joined me in firing

at them, which obliged them to retire to their

hole, while we picked up the dead eagle, which,

to my companion's delight, was uninjured. We
then proceeded in search of a safer spot to rest

on. Of our success, and Jaques' promised nar-

ration, I shall give an account on a future occa-

sion.

I tors to fate upon an lafsnt’s smiles,

While o’er its cheeks a thousand dimples break,
Like sephyrs dancing on an inland lake
in Tiiible beauty x such a sight beguiles
The weary child of earth, from thought of toils,

And guilt, and loaelinsm, and things that make
Ufcvwieemat Baby, thtaaJanm* wiles

INFANCY.

Take from my heart a load, and bid me wake
To thoughts of happy import ; thine it is,

Unconscious laughing cherub, to impart
Thine own pure joy to me. 8o much of bliss,

Though transient, hath effaced from my heart

A thousand harsh remembrances, which care

And mb’s monotony had fixed there.
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LITERARY REGISTER,

Incidents of Travel in Greece, Turkey, and

Rutsia. By G. Stephens, Esq. Carry : Dub.

lin.

These travels are written by a clever, good-humoured,

and lively American, who has a marvellous faculty of

“ getting along,’* and patting a great deal into little

room ; and one, moreover, who interests and entertains

his reader exceedingly, by telling exactly all the little

adventures and gay nothings which a learned or grave

traveller would keep to amuse his private circle, if he did

not entirely suppress them, as below his personal dignity,

as well as the dignity of printed travels. Here is an ex.

ample. The Americans have a Mission school in Athens,

and Mr Stephens being ardently and amiably nationhl,

wherever there was an American to be found, there went

he. In the boys’ school he shook hands with a little

Mlltiades, and Leonidas, and Aristides, and so forth,

looking in features and intelligence worthy of their Ulus-

trious names ; but there was one boy whose appearance

startled him—the son of the Maid of Athens 1 That

aerial and fanciful creature—that “ gay creature of the

elements”—to be the mother of a sturdy little urchin!

But, alas 1 it was so. (< The Maid of Athens is married.

8be had a right to marry, no doubt,” says Mr Stephens,

“and it is said there is poetry in married life; and,

doubtless, she is a much more interesting person now,

at thirty-six, than the Maid of Athens could be. But

still the Maid of Athens is married 1 married to a

Scotsman. She is now Mrs Black ! wife of George

Black ! head of the police ! and her son is called—
Black—[probably Sandy Black J—and she has other

little Blacks ! Commentary is unnecessary.” We sym-

pathize with Mr Stephens. He is equally free-and-easy

and pleasant wherever he goes; but the Old World has

heard so much and so often of late years about Greece and

Turkey, that we imagine his Russian adventures will

be more acceptable. They are fresh and vivacious, and

go over comparatively untrodden ground. He went from

Constantinople to Odessa in a steam-vessel ; and from this

point we think the interest of the travels commences. He
travelled over the wild and nearly desert Steppe

$

of Rus-

sia on to Moscow, and thence to Petersburgh, and, finally,

through Poland into Prussia. His companion from Odessa

to Moscow was a sulky, capricious Englishman; and

their guide, a rascally Frenchman, an old soldier of the

Emperor, who spoke continually of fi mon honneur.”

This scene we select for its novelty.

At daylight we awoke, and found ourselves upon the
wild steppes of Russia, forming part of the immense plain
which, beginning in northern Germany, extends for hun-
dreds of miles, having its surface occasionally diversified by
ancient tumuli, ana terminates at the long chain of the
Urals, which, rising like a wall, separates them from the
equally vast plains of Siberia. The whole of this immense
plain is covered with a luxuriant pasture, but bare of
trees like our prairie lands, mostly uncultivated, yet every-
where capable of producing the same wheat which now
draws to the Black Sea the vessels of Turkey, Egypt, and
Italy, making Russia the granary of the Levant; and
which, within the last year, we have seen brought six
thousand miles to our own doors. Our road over these
steppes was in its natural state ; that is to say, a mere
track worn by caravans of waggons : there were no fences,
and sometimes the route was marked at intervals by heaps
of stones, intended as guides when the ground should be
covered with snow. ....
At about 9 o'clock yre whirled furiously into a little vil-

lage, and stopped at the door ofthe posthouse. Our wheels

were smoking with the rapidity of their revolutions

:

Henri dashed a bucket of water over them to keep them
from burning, and half a dozen men whipped them off

and greased them. Indeed, greasing the wheels is neces-

sary at every post, as otherwise the hubs become dry, so

that there is actual danger of tlieir taking fire ; and there is

a traveller's story told (but I do not vouch for its truth) of

a postillion, waggon, and passengers being all burned up

on the road to Moscow by the ignition of the wheel*.

The village, like all the others, was built of wood, pos-
tered and whitewashed, with roofs ofthatched straw; and

the houses were much cleaner than I expected to find

them. Wc got plenty of fresh milk ; the bread, which to

the traveller in those countries is emphatically the staff

of life, we found good everywhere in Russia, and at Mos-

cow the whitest I ever saw. . . .

Resuming our journey, we met no travellers. Occasion-

ally we passed large droves of cattle ; but all the way from

Odessa the principal objects were long trains of waggons,

fifty or sixty together, drawn by oxen, and transporting

merchandise tow ards Moscow, or grain to the Black Sea.

Their approach was indicated at a great distance by im-

mense clouds of dust, wliich gave us timely notice to let

down our curtains and raise our glasses. The waggoners

were short, ugly-looking fellow s, with huge sandy mus-

taches and beards, and black woolly caps, and sheepskin

jackets, the wool side next the skin
;
perhaps, in many

cases, transferred warm from the back of one animal to

that of the other, where they remained till worn out, or

eaten up by vermin. They had among them blacksmith*,

and wheelwrights, and spare wheels, and hammer*, and

tools, and everything necessary for a journey of several

hundred miles. Half of them were generally asleep on

the top of their loads, Mid they encamped at night in

caravan style, arranging the waggons in a square, building

a large fire, and sleeping around it. About mid-day we
saw clouds gathering afar off in the horizon, and soon after

the rain began to ftpl, and we could see it advancing ra-

pidly over the immense level, till it broke over our head*,

and m a few moments passed off, leaving the ground smok-

ing with exhalations.

Late in the afternoon we met the travelling equipage

of a seigneur returning from Moscow to bis estate in the

country. It consisted of four carriages, with six or eight

horses each. The first was a large, stately, and cumbrous

vehicle, padded and cushioned, in which, as we passed

rapidly by, we caught a glimpse of a corpulent Rusoaa
on the back seat, with his feet on the front, bolstered all

round with pillows and cushions, almost burying every

part of him but his face, and looking the very penooifi

cation of luxurious indulgence ; and yet, probably, that

man had been a soldier, and slept many a night on the

bare ground, with no covering but hia military cloak.

Next eamc another carriage, fitted oat in the same luxu-

rious style, with the seigneur's lady and a little girl ;
then

another with nurses and children; then beds, baggage,

cooking utensils, and servants, the latter hanging on every-

where about the vehicle, much in the same way with the

pots and kettles. Altogether, it was an equipment in

caravan style, somewhat the same as for a journey in the

desert, the traveller carrying with him provision and

everything necessary for his comfort, as not expecting to I

rocurc anything on the road, nor to sleep under a roof
|

wring the whole journey. He stops when he pleasr*,

and his servants prepare his meals, sometimes in tneopen

air. but generally at the post-house.

We have then a lively description of the old city of

Chioff, once the capital of Rnaaia, and now hardly known

even by name to the rest of Europe.

It stands at a great height, on the crest of an amphi-

theatre of hills, which rise abruptly in the middle of

immense plain, apparently thrown np by some wiM freak

of nature, at once curious, unique, and beautiful Tho
style of its architecture is admirably calculated to givd

effect to its peculiar position ; and, after a drearyjourney
over the wild plains of the Ukraine, it breaks upon the

traveller with all the glittering and gorgeous splendour of*

an Asiatic city. For many centuries it has been regarded*

as the Jerusalemof the North, the sacred and holy city of
the Russians ; and, long before reaching it, its numerous
convents and ehoroheo, crowning tfie summit, and hang*
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tug on the rides of the bill* with their quadrupled domes,
anH spires, and chains, and crosses, gilded with ducat
gold, and glittering in the sun, gave the whole city the
appearance of golden splendour. .

We pawed the morning in riding round to the numer-
oos convents and churches, among which is the church of
St Sophia, the oldest in Russia, and, if not an exact model
of the great 8% Sophia of Constantinople, at least of By-
zantine design, and toward evening went to the em-
peror's garden. This garden is more than a mile in
length, hounded on one side by the high precipitous
bank of the hill, undulating in its surface, and laid out
like an English park, with lawn, gravel-walks, and trees

;

it contains houses of refreshment, arbours or summer-
bouses, and a summer theatre. At the foot ofthe hill flows
the Dnieper, the ancient Borysthenoa, on which,in former

descendants of Odin and Rurio dosended to plun-
der Constantinople. Two or three sloops were lying, as it

vere, asleep in the lower town, telling of a still interior

country, and beyond was a boundless plain covered with
i thick forest of trees. The view from this bank was
unique and extraordinary, entirely different from any-
thing I ever saw in natural scenery, and resembling
more than anything else a boundless marine prospect.
At the entrance of the garden is an open square or

table of land overlooking the plain, where, every evening
it seven o'clock, the military band plays. The garden is

the fashionable promenade, the higher classes resorting to
it on carriages and on horseback, and the common people
on foot ; the display of equipages was not very striking, al-

though there is something stylish in the Russian manner
d driving four horses, the leaders with very long traces
and a postilion ; and soldiers and officers, with their
iplendid uniforms, caps, and plumes added a brilliant

effect.

Before the music began, all returned from the promen-
tde or drive in the garden, and gathered in the square.
It tu a beautiful afternoon in June, and the assemblage
vu unusually large and brilliant ; the carriages drew up
in a line, the ladies let down the glasses, and tho cavaliers

dismounted, and talked and flirted with them just as in
civilized countries. All Chioff was there, and the pea-
sant in his dirty sheepskin jacket, the shopkeeper with
bis long surtout and beard, the postilion on his horse, the
coachman on his box, the dashing soldier, the haughty
noble and supercilious lady, touched by the same chord,
forrot their temporal distinctions, and listened to the
wiling strains of the music till the last notes died away.
The whole mass was then in motion, and in a few mo-
ments, except by a few stragglers, of whom I was one,
the garden was deserted.

This is all gay and agreeable, though the hotel afforded

tbs travellers no better bed than two settees, stuffed with

•tnw and covered with leather. They proceeded to Mos-

At daylight we arrived at a large village, the Inhabit-
utts of which were not yet stirring, and the streets ware
strewed with peasants—grim, yellow-bearded fellows

—

h sheepskin dresses and caps, lying on their backs asleep,
each of them with a log of wood under his head for a
pihow. 1 descended from the diligenee, and found that
the whole village consisted of a single street, with log-

Wises on each side, having their gable-ends in front ; the
•lows were all open, and I looked in and saw men and
*oaen with all their clothes on—pigs, sheep, and child*
im strewed about the floor.

In every house was the image of the Panagia, or all

briy Virgin, or the picture of some tutelary saint, thefaoe
oriy visible, the rest covered with a tin frame, with a
l^np or taper horning before it ; and regularly as the serf
rose, he prostrated himself, and made lus orisons at this

domestic shrine.

About noon we passed the chateau and grounds of a
seigneur : belonging to the chateau was a large church,
standing in a conspicuous situation, with a green dome,
®ntnounted by the Greek cross ; and round it were the
Hberable and filthy habitations of his slaves. Entering
tbs village, we saw a spectacle of wretchedness and mis-
ery seldom surpassed even on the banks of the Nile. The
whole population was gathered in the streets, in a state
of absolute starvation. The miserable serfs had not raised
cuwgh to supply themselves with food, and men of all

apt, half-grown boys, and little children, were prowling
the streets or sitting in the doorways, ravenous with
rouger, and waiting for the agent to come down from the
chateau and distribute among them bread,
lhadfotmd jia Russiamany interesting sottfeeta ofcom*
*0. IXTmmmYQlm VI.

parison between that country bad my own ; but it Upas
with deep humiliation I felt that the most odious feature
in that despotic government found a parallel In ours.

At this day, with the exception of Russia, some of the
West India Islands, and the Republic of tho Unified

States, every country in the civilised world can respond
to the proud boast of the English common law, thax the
moment a slave sets foot on her soil he is free. 1 respect
the feelings of others and their vested rights, and would
be the last to suffer those feelingB or those rights to b©
wantonly violated \ but I do not hesitate to say, that,

abroad, slavery stands as a dark blot upon our national

character. There it will not admit of any palliation j It

stands in glaring contrast with the spirit of our free in-

stitutions
; it belies our words and our hearts ; and the

American who would be most prompt to repel any calum-
ny upon his oountry withers under this reproach, and
writhes with mortification when the taunt m hurled «A
the otherwise stainless flag of the free Republic. I was
forcibly struck with a parallel between the white serfs of
the north of Europe and African bondstocn at home.
The Russian boor, generally wanting the comforts whioh
are supplied to the negro on our best-ordered plantations,

appeared to me to be not less degraded in intellect, cha-
racter, and personal bearing. Indeed, the marks Of phy-
sical and peraoaal degradation were so strong, that I wai
insensibly compelled to abandon certain theories not un-
common among my countrymen at home, in regard
to the intrinsic superiority of the white race over all

others. Perhaps, too, this impression was aided by my
having previously met with Afrioans of intelligence and
Capacity, standing upon a footing of perfect equality as
soldiers and officers tn the Greek army and tho Sultan's.

The condition of theRussian serfs is minutely described;

bnt that is already tolerably well understood in Great

Britain. It is, or ought to be, a condition superior to

that of the negro slave, though such is not always the fact.

The Russian serf cannot be sold except with the estate.

He is required to labour only three days of the week for

his lord, having the other three to cultivate his own portion

of land ; and Sundays, and the numerous holidays of the

Greek church, are his own. But he is a slave, and so he

labours grudgingly for his lord, and slothfully for him-

self, without an idea above the clod which he turns over.

The traveller states

—

A Russian nobleman told me that he believed. If tho
serfs were all free, ho could cultivate his estate to better
advantage by hired labour ; and I have no doubt a doaen
Connecticut men would cultivate more ground than a
hundred Russian serfs, allowing their usual non-working
days and holidays. They have no interest in the soil, ana
the desolate and uncultivated wastes of Russia shew tbs
truth of the judicious reflection of Catherine II., “that
agriculture can never flourish in that nation where the
husbandman possesses no property.”

It is from this great body or peasantry that Russia n*
cruits her immense standing army, or, in oase of invaraan,

raises in a moment a vast body o£ soldiers. Every person
in Russia, entitled to hold land, is known to the govern-
ment, as Well as the number of peasants on his estate;
and, upon receiving notice of an imperial order to that
effect, the numbers required by the levy are marched
forthwith from every part of the empire to the plaoes off

rendezvous appointed.

The journey from Chioff to Moscow occupied seven

days, though performed In a diligence—the first ever

started—and on Its first trip. They travelled hundreds

of miles without seeing a hill or a rising ground. Tbs
traveller resided a considerable time both in Moscow and
St Peteribnrgh, where his personal adventures were amus-

ing and numerous. He seems to have a knack of bust-

ling himself into the current of life, and Is always quite

as much an actor as an observer. In Poland his adven-

tures threatened to beoome serious. Though it was near

1836, the jealousy entertained by the Russian authorities

of all foreigners, seemed little abated. Our traveller fives

an animated account of the terrible battle of Gnokow, and

ofthe lest fetal but heroic attempt of the Poke to raoovor

thair ualloral ladspsndeasa U is if narilili As road

2D
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this simple statement, heightened bymany little anecdotes

collected on the spot, without—if the heart cherishes one

spark of patriotic feeling—being kindled to indignation,

and melted to pity. At Cracow the traveller closes his

lively and entertaining narrative, which we cordially re-

commend, both for information and entertainment.

Hints to Mechanics, on Self-Education and Mu-
tual Instruction . Bf Timothy Claxton.

The author of this sensible little volume is a mechanic,

self-educated, and a disciple of the school of Franklin.

His first acknowledged advantage was obtaining a very

little schooling, through the kindness of a lady, who
kept six boys and six girls at school, for two years

each. This he confesses was a piece of good luck,

though he has no reliance on luck

;

and, on the con-

trary, places entire faith in good conduct. The good luck

instanced would no doubt have been of small account

without the accompanying diligence and perseverance

in self.culture : besides, he partly owed the lady's patron-

age to the good name which his previous industry and

diligence had acquired for him. From the time of being

at school, until when at thirteen, he was apprenticed for

seven years to a whitesmith, Timothy Claxton spun wool,

tended sheep, and assisted in a market garden. There were

older apprentices in the shop when he entered it, but not

one who could keep an account of the work delivered to

the saleshop from the workshop ; so he was employed by

the foreman for this purpose, and thus improved him-

self in keeping accounts. He was sometimes called to

attend in the ironmongery shop, and here he saw some-

thing of the world, and, by observation, laid up stores for

thought. His first money was laid out on a new Bible

aud a good thick cyphering book. He began arithmetic

again by himself, and went through it more carefully than

when at school
;
and he reaped the fruits of this diligence

andredeeming of timeeverafterwards. Hescouts thenotion

of any mechanic ever wanting time for useful purposes.

A journeyman carpenter, who possessed several books on

the mensuration of superfices and solids, communicated

both his books and instructions to the diligent apprentice.

It was now that he first attempted to practise both me-

chanical and ornamental drawing ; and he made good pro-

ficency, much to his future benefit in life.

He began early to throw his thoughts on paper, in

acting as the secretary of his father, who could not

write; and he subsequently experienced the greatest

advantage from facility in expressing his thoughts.

He was also a great mechanist and an ingenious experi-

menter ; and by his mother's cottage hearth, in the winter

nights,when his apprentice labour was over,he constructed,

among leaser things, a clock which kept time toleraby

well, and required winding up only once in four days.

We may notice, by the way, that the mechanic gives him-

self the very best of characters, though we make no

doubt that he deserves as much. His pains in contriving

and executing, while a boy, seems to have been quite as

delightful as those described by Cowper as belonging to

very different studies. That

“ There is a pleasure in poetio pains,

Which none but poets know”

—

may, by varying the phrase, be as strongly affirmed of

every man of genuis, whatever be his particular pursuit.

At the end of his long apprenticeship, he was, by the

original bargain, to receive £10 from his master; and,

having served out his time, w duly and truly,” the money

was paid*—the indenture given up— and his master en-

quired of Timothy what he meant to do ; but he shall

tell that himself

“ Go to London, sir,** answered I, for I had made up

my mind. “ Well, Tim,” said he, “ keep your right

hand forward, and you will do well enough and he

gave me a hearty farewell.

I reached this great city in April 1810. From the

circumstance of having lived in a rural district, I had

then never seen so much as a steam-engine, or heard a

lecture on anything, or read a book connected with the

arts and sciences, save what 1 have mentioned, and a

poor geography borrowed for a short time. The reader

will bear these things in mind. He must make allow,

ances for the generation of mechanics of that day, which

are not to be made for those of this. A man, or a boy,

then, might possibly talk with some plausibility of the

lack of opportunities. Nothing had theu been done to

cheapen, and circulate, and simplify useful knowledge

for the mass of the people. There were no Mechanics’

Institutions—no popular libraries or reading-rooms—no
lectures which we operatives could get at, or understand

if we did. A worthy primer, largely engaged in useful

publications, lately said, in giving evidence before a com-

mittee of the House of Commons—“ It is a great satis,

faction to consider that we set three hundred and sixty

thousand of these works in circulation every Saturday

morning.” Satisfaction indeed ! But there was no 6uch

thing then—no Family Libraries—no Penny Magazines.

There was not so much as a coffee-room, suitable for a

mechanic, in all London, when 1 entered it. The first

was established, where it still remains, in 1811 ; whereas

there are now over one thousand, besides two thousand

eating-houses, in all which these publications are to be

had gratia by the customers, in addition to the great eco-

nomy which they are enabled by these establishments to

practise in other respects, to say nothing of the snug

comfort and decent society which most of them supply.

For a London mechanic, especially, to talk now-a-dajn

of having no chance to improve his mind or his manners,

is the merest nonsense in the world. He has hardly a

chance to avoid it. He must almost be a decided sot, a

glutton, a gambler, a thief, or an idiot, to do so.

Of course, the metropolis was full of novelty for ma
But 1 had business in hand, and went about it. 1 soon

got work ; and here I will remark that I have never,

from that day to this, in any city or country, been with-

out it, save when 1 travelled for my own pleasure or im-

provement ; nor do I believe much in the necessity of a

mechanic, in tolerable health, being destitute at any time

of regular employment.

His first leisure in London was spent in going about

seeing and learning all that was to be seen and learned

;

but shortly he bought a lathe, and married a wife, and

began to draw again, as the cheapest and most useful of

pastimes. We suspect that marrying so very soon might

not have been altogether approved by Malthus ;
but, as

Mr Southey says in the case of John Bunyan, who mar-

ried at eighteen, u he had a trade, and could afford to

marry.” We do not at all object to the mechanic's early

marriage, though we wish he had let us a little more

into his confidence as to his ways and means. He

does not seem to have repented the step, or, at least, it

was no bar to his future self-education. He still dabbled

in mechanics, and invented a very clever and original

mouse-trap. But a new era dawned on his class. He

was just twenty-five when he chanced to attend a course

of lectures on natural philosophy and chemisty. He took

notes, and drew sketches of the apparatus ;
and in this

his old practices of drawing and writing served him well.

But this was still but the dawn. He says,

Going home, I sat up very late to write out *11 1 scald

remember of the lecture ; and here my juvenile pracuce

helped me agaiq, even the tiresome copying I used to do

for my father. So I went on, from October 1815 oil

the next April* Then I got a book on natural phu*
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•opby* and followed the subject up, for there*s nothing
I found, like “ striking while the iron is hot." Then I

made rations articles to try experiments with, which my
mechanical practice rendered easy work. 1 went to a
second coarse, and then to others given by other per-
sons.

Finally, I applied for admission to a philosophical
society; bat, alas ! one wanted friends at court in those
days. Never discouraged, however, what should I do in
inch a case ? Let any mechanic of this generation imagine
himself living tweuty years ago and consider. “ Why,”
thought I, Mama mechanic

;

and though that is the
very reason I wish to be admitted, and why I should be,
it is the very reason, also, why I am not.” It is clear,

then, the mechanics must look to themselves, and to each
other. Well, a number of us having talked it over, I

wrote a circular, dated June 24, 1817, (it was well I

could write one,) got it printed, and sent it round town.
From this paper I make the following liberal [literal ?]
extract, for I think it worthy of being put on record, and,
indeed, something of a curiosity, as it will be seen that
even at this early date, six years before the London Me-
chanics* Institution was formed, and when none of ns
had even heard of what had been done at Glasgow, or else-
where, the circular, nevertheless, embraces substantially
all the important principles recognised by modern Me-
chanics* Institutions.

We pass the circular ; but the result of the appeal was
the formation of a small society, which lasted from 1817
until 1820, when Mr Claxton went to Russia, being

engaged by the government to put up gas-works. He
had acted as secretary to the society, which, as they
had no books, subscribed two guineas a-year to Horne's
library, and obtained twenty volumes a-day a good
kbit.

He saw a good deal worth noticing even among Rus-
sian workmen, aod especially in Russian machines and
domestic contrivances and appliances, of which he gives

au intelligent account. From Russia he went, in 1822,
to the United States, studying engineering on the voyage.
He was engaged to work in a machine-shop, at a cotton-
factory, thirty miles from Boston, (probably Lowell ?)

j

where he remained for three yean, and again established
a society for mutual improvement :

Two discourses were delivered on a fast-day by the
minister of the village : that in the afternoon was on
the importance of knowledge, and the facility with which
it can be obtained, by a judicious arrangement of our
time, and our associating together for mutual benefit.
In fact, he expressed my views on the subject so well,
that I felt confident of a kind reception, and accordingly
waited on him the same afternoon. After stating my
Tiews, and presenting him some papers on the subject, I
was informed that a small society for reading had ex-
fated about five years in the village, but was at a very
low ebb at that time. He was pleased with my proposals,
and invited me to attend the next meeting of the society.
I attended, and found a considerable number of both
wxes assembled at the house of one of the members.
They were engaged in reading by turns from Whelply’s
“ Compend of General History and the president pat
questions to them as they proceeded, which made it in-
teresting.

At the close of this exercise, he asked me how I liked
it. « Very well,” was the reply. I then inquired what
otbar exercise they had. He told me that was all, cx-
teptiog an annual address, which he delivered himself.
I asked him if it would not be well to try the debating

questions, and familiar lectures on science and the
Orta. He said he thought well of it, but they felt very
cautious how they ventured from the shore, lest they
*ould get into deep water. I told him I thought they
n««d not be afraid, for I had seen persons engaged in
•och exercises, whose opportunities for intellectual cul-
**• were inferior to theirs. I was asked if I could
iWe them a lecture. I said I would try, and prepared

myself accordingly. I had brought a small air-pump
from Russia with me, which I made of a piece of gas
tubing, with a ground plate bn a mahogany stand. I
bought a few glass articles, which were ground, to fit the
pump plate, with a little sand and water, on the hearth-
stone of my room. I also procured a small wash-tub,
and fitted a shelf to it for a pneumatic cistern. In this
way 1 succeeded, with a very simple apparatus, in ex-
plaining the mechanical, and some of the chemical, pro-
perties of the air.

This put new life into the society : its constitution
was revised so as to include a library and apparatus.
Debating was also adopted with success $ and the ladies
handed in compositions, which were read at the meetings.
The reading exercise was pursued only occasionally. Se-
veral of the members who had not studied any particular
branch of knowledge were prevailed on to give lectures on
subjects connected with their professions. More than one
case occurred, however, in which gratitude was felt by
those who had been thus routed into action.

The society went on flourishingly, and finally built a
hall of meeting at an expense of twelve hundred dollars.

Mr Claxton was also an instrument in establishing the
Boston Mechanics* Institution, the parent, according to

him, of the Lyceum, there, and of the Society for the Dif-
fusion of Useful Knowledge.

Since that time, several minor societies have been
formed, not to mention the Franklin Lectures, which
have been got up particularly for the accommodation of
mechanics : so that Boston is now well supplied with
societies for the improvement of the mind.

Now, all or much of this, according to Mr Claxton,
the Bostonians owe to the diligence and perseverance of
the little

^
boy to whom a considerate and charitable

lady gave two years’ very cheap schooling and here ends
his scanty auti biography; for, we are sorry to say, he
teaches more by precept than example. We also regret
to find so intelligent and observing a man entertain so
very low an opinion of the class from which he has sprung,
and to which he still belongs ; and taking no cause into
account, in severely animadverting upon the bad habits,

the misery and brutish stupidity which he vituperates,

besides the ignorance and sensual propensities of the work-
men themselves. Neither their misery nor their ignor-
ance are, we apprehend, altogether voluntary or self-

incurred. But the exhortations of their friend are not
the less well-intended ; and there is no doubt whatever
that, even in the worst circumstances, much might be
done by the workman to improve his mind, and thus
better his condition. Cleanliness, ventilation, knowledge of
the best processes of cookery and baking bread, ftc., &c.,

to which he is exhorted, are certainly, to a certain extent,

in his own power. The concluding chapters of the little

volume contain many valuable Hints, illustrated by
well-selected extracts from the best recent writers on the

subjects elucidated, whether these be scientific, educational,

moral, or economical. On the whole, the Hints form a
good addition to the popular Frank 1inean Code, and we
trust that they will be extensively circulated. Our author,

by the way, in his pride of learning, falls, among other

small and trivial blunders into one about Cobalt. Kebbold

or Cobalty long before it assumed the secondary significa-

cation by which it is now generally known in this

country, was the common appellation of a spirit or goblin

of the mines. When the German miners pray to be pre-

served from Cobalt and Evil Spirits, they are not ao stu-

pid as to mean the ore from which we make paint or

varnish—but from the swart goblin. Probably Mr
Claxton may fancy the one as senseless as the other

;

but, at any rate, he will see his own mistake, and also
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that men are not always 10 ignorant as they may be sup- I

posed.

SheUey*a Poems.

The third rolume of Shelley's collected works, con-

tains M Rosalind and Helen,” u The Masque of Anarchy,”

“ The Sensitive Plant,” and a few more poems of consi-

derable length ; but it is mainly filled by his shorter pieces,

and a few of his gem-like lyrics, consisting of a stanza or

two, and containing the rich and subtle essence ofvolumes.

In notes on the short poems of 1819—for they are all

printed in chronological order—we find a passage con-

nected with u The Masque of Anarchy.” It was written

shortly after Shelley heard of the Manchester Massacre.

He was at that time composing “ The Cenci,” and residing

near leghorn. The intelligence of that brutal trampling

upon the souls and bodies of his fellow-creatures, by their

fellow-citizens—that affair more revolting to the spirit of

liberty aud humanity, than the worst passages in the his-

tory of the Civil Wars of England—“ roused in him vio-

lent emotions of indignation and compassion.” Inspired

by these feelings, he wrote to teach his injured country-

men the great law of combination, and the strength of

passive resistance—lessons since practised, and which we

need not describe. It is added—« Shelley loved the

people, and respected them as often more virtuous and

always more suffering, and therefore more deserving of

sympathy, than the great.” He believed that a clash

between the two classes of society was inevitable, and

be eagerly ranged himself on tho people's side. He
bad an idea of publishing a series of poems, somewhat In

the manner since adopted by the “ Corn-Law Rhymer
and a few pieces of this kind were written at the time,

but withheld from the public, from the certainty of pro-

secution for libel. Of these are the “ Ode to the Assert-

ors of Liberty,” and the “Song to the Men of England.”

As poetry, they are inferior to the general strain of

Shelley's writings
; but for that day, they were rare pro-

ductions. We copy the latter :

—

44 Men of England, wherefore plough
For the lords who lay ye low ?

Wherefore weave, with toil and care,

The rich robes your tyrants wear ?

44 Wherefore feed, and clothe, and save.
From the cradle to the grave,
Those ungrateful drones who would
Drain your sweat—nay, drink your blood ?

“ Wherefore, Bees of England, forgo
Many a weapon, chain, and scourge.

That those stingless drohes may spoil

The forced produce of your toil ?

44 Have ye leisure, comfort, calm.
Shelter, food, love's gentle balm ?

Or what is it ye buy so dear.

With your pain and with your fear?

M The seed ye sow another reaps—
The wealth ye find another keeps

—

The robes ye weave another wears—
The arms ye forge another bears.

u Sow seed, but let no tyrant reap—
Find wealth, let no impostor heap—
Weave robes, let not the idle wear—
Forge arms, in your defence to bear.

u Shrink to your cellars, holes, and cell»—
In halls ye deck another dwells.

Why shake the chains ye wrought ? why see
The steel ye tempered glance on ye.

44 With plough and spade, and hoe and loom.
Trace your graves and build your tomb,
And weave your winding-sheet, till fair

England be your sepulchre.”

Hymns and Fireside Verses . By Mary Howitt.

To those acquainted with Mrs Howitt's writing, thii

new volume does not require to be particularly described.

It contains every characteristic of her genius and of hsr

manner. The principal poem, which fills more than

half the volume, is a religious allegory, in which Christ-

ianity, in the guise of a little child, goes a pilgrimage

over the earth, carrying everywhere her gentle and child-

like influences, and dispensing consolation, fortitude, and

peace. We should fear that, from the simple struc-

ture of the verse, this long poem may, to some readers,

become monotonous. But this objection may not be felt

by the young reader. The poem contains passages of

great tenderness and beauty, conceived in a pure, holy, and

truly child-like spirit. From the short pieces we select

the following stanzas

COEH-F1ELDS.
“ In the young merry time of spring,

When clover 'gins to burst

;

When the blue-bells nod within the wood,
And sweet May whitens first

:

When merle and mavis sing their fill.

Green is the young com on the hill*

The corn passes in all its stages—it shoots into the

ear, it whitens, it ripens, it is shorn
; and then—

“ I feel the day ; and see the field,

The quivering of the leaves

;

And good old Jacob and his house
Binding the yellow sheaves

;

And, at this very hour, I seem
To be with Joseph in tils dream.
M

I see the field of Bethlehem,
And reapers many a one.

Bending unto their sickle stroke,

And Boaz looking on

;

And Ruth, the Moabitess fair,

Among the gleaners stooping there,

44 Again I see a little child.

His mother's sole delight t

God's living gift of love, unto
The kina, good Sliunamite.

To mortal pangs I see him yield.

And the lad bear him from the field.

44 The sun-bathed quiet of the hills.

The fields of Galilee,

That, eighteen hundred years agone.
Were full of corn, 1 see ;

And the dear Saviour take his way
'Mid ripe corn, on the Sabbath day.

u O golden fields of bending corn.
How beautiful they seem !

The reaper- folk, the piled-up sheaves,
To me are like a dream

;

The sunshine, and the very air.

Seem of old time, and take me there.”

Among the sweetest of the poems is this to

LITTLE CHILDEE IT.

44 Sporting through the forest wide;
Playing by the water-side ;

Wandering o'er the heathy fella,

Down within the woodland dells

;

All among the mountains wild—
Dwellcth many a little child

!

In the baron's hall of pride.

By the poor man's dim fireside—
*Mid the mighty, 'mid the mean

—

Little children may be seen.
Like the flowers tliat spring up fair,

Bright and countless everywhere I

44 In the far isles of the main ;
In the desert's lone domain ;

In the savage mountain-glen,
*Mong the tribes of swarthy men
Wheresoe'er a foot hath gone

;

Wheresoe'er the sun hath shone

;

On a league ofpeopled ground,
little children may be found

!
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Blessings on them !—they inme
Move a kindly sympathy
With their wishes, hopes, and fears

;

With their laughter and their tears

;

With their wonder so intense

;

And their small experience !”

• * * • *

Among the hymns, we find this one highly to prize*

It is well adapted for singing in an Infant School.

THE POOR CHILD’S HYMN.
u We are poor and lowly born.
With the poor we bide

;

Labour is our heritage.

Care and want beside.

What of this.? Our blessed Lord
Was of lowly birth.

And poor toiling fishermen
Were his friends on earth !

“ We arc ignorant and young.
Simple children all

;

Gifted with but humble powers,
And of learning small.

What of this ? Our blessed Lord
Loved such as we.

How He blessed the little ones
Sitting on his knee !”

Mabel on Midsummer Day”—a legend or story of

the olden time, when kindness and humanity, industry

and neatness, were especially rewarded by “ the good

people”—is one of those sweet and simple legendary effu-

sions in which Mrs Howitt delights and excels. We hope

tbs Germans are becoming acquainted with these, her

most characteristic writings, such as this same little Ma-
bel—for the German heart is quite fitted to receive and

cherish them.

The little volume is most beautifully embellished with

wood engravings.

Little Derwent*e Breakfast

,

It a «et of nursery verses, the pap and panada of poetry,

written by a mother for her darling boy, and that boy
the grandchild of Coleridge. Some of the rhymes are lively,

tad all are meant to convey instruction, though more of

the Useful-Knowledge sort than Grandpapa would have
liked. He must be a very proud young gentleman who
fads a volume of verse written and published, all for or

about himself, before he was seven years old ; but other

jming gentlemen may reap the benefit of it if they please.

An Inquiry into the Propagation of Contagious

Poisons . By S. Scott Alison, M.D.
On the main point of this discussion, Dr Alison of

Tranent, after stating the evidence, seems to arrive at the

Rfc conclusion <* that much might be said on both sides,”

fithongh he rather seems to incline to disbelief of Atmo-
pbcricContagion. He has,'however entire beliefin the evil

effects of Malaria, which comes to nearly the same thing,

la a popular view, the concluding chapters of his treatise,

fame on other causes of pestilence, such as famine, or un-
wholesome or insufficient food and drink, filth, want of
proper shelter and clothing, anxietyand depression of mind,
ue the most important. Poverty is, beyond doubt, a far

Bote general and active cause of the fevers named con-

Bgieos, in this country, than all other causes combined.
From the eleventh chapter we shall borrow a passage,

embodying facts and reasonings which ought to be dinned
b our ears till they sink into our hearts, and actuate our
conduct

Much of the continued fever which infests the poorer
emmet of our countrymen, and almost all the pleurisies,
®°Ws, and consequent consumptions, which prevail more
or lem among the various ranks every winter, are in a very
Pmt degree dependent on the extreme cold of the season
j™ suddenly sets in, and against which the dress of
2® ““^itants of these islands is insufficient to provide.
Ho labouring classes suffer much, more particularly from
*0 LXT.WTOL. n.
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pan* to Musselburgh Link*, have been almost entirely free

of that disease, fever having affected two of those families

only, in the course of the same time ; and while fever is

still prevailing extensively among the potters and fisher-

men, the people connected with the colliery have been
entirely free of that disease since about the 7th of last

December. On these facts I am well informed, being the
medical attendant of the colliery.

The thirteenth chapter contains some valuable hints

upon the prevention and correction of vitiated air. To the

facts which Dr Alison has collected, we may, in passing,

mid one, mentioned in Mr Symons’ book on the condi-

tions of the artisans of Great Britain and the Continent

—namely, that in Lyons, with its numerousand miserable

manufacturing population. Cholera never appeared ; and

that the absence of that scourge, and, in general, of epi-

demic diseases, is to be attributed to the large lime-kilns

in the suburbs, the exhalations of which perceptibly im-

pregnate the atmosphere.

Notes ofa Wanderer in Search of Health, through

Italy, Egypt,
Greece, Turkey, up the Danube

and down the Rhine.

The author of these Notes is Dr Cummings late a phy-

sician in the East India Company’s service, and appar-

ently a descendant of the Wolf of Badenoch. In India

he lost his health—not so much, we are led to Imagine,

from the climate or the severe malady by which he was at-

tacked,(acute dysentery,) as through the activity and ener-

getic practice of his physicians. In pursuit of health, he

travelled In the United States and Canada, and lived for

a considerable time in Fiance, before commencing this

rambling and eccentric tour in search of the capricious

goddess. We must own that it Is his professional or medi-

cal heresies which have impressed ns with a favourable

opinion of hisjudgment in other matters which fell under

his observation. In ascending the Nile in his gallant bark,

christened the Findhorn, from affectionate reminiscences

of Auld long syne, Dr Camming was, in December 1836,

attacked with the horrible disease from which he had

suffered so much, in 1829, at Cawnpore. He was alone

in every sente of the word; his boat’s crew, consisting of

natives, and a guide or interpreter, being his only compan-

ions. He had taken with him nothing whatever in the

shape of medicine. Too little of the apothecary may, at

times, bt inconvenient; hut is certainly not worse than too

much. Dr Cumming, with intervals of remission, suf-

fered so severely for about a week, that he fairly gave

himself up, and so did his attendants. As a ibrlora

hope, he ordered his guide to spunge him with hot water;

and this simple remedy, with fomentation of the abdo-

men, was the only treatment employed. After It had

been for some time persisted in, he felt relieved. A little

wine and water remained on his stomach ; be became

drowsy, slept for a short time, felt his skin lets hot and

burning, and, in brief, began to recover, and that rapidly.

In short, in about a week from the crisis of his disorder,

which waa accelerated by the simple applications men-

tioned, he writes in his journal. ,

My recovery is now almost complete, and the rapidity

of my convalescence leads me to contrast my late attack

with a precisely similar one which I had at Cawnpore, in

the autumn of 1829. On that occasion I was largely bled

at the arm—had fifty leeches applied to the abdomen,

and, during the first four days oi the disease, in addition

to extensive mercurial frictions, I swallowed 216 grains of

calomel ! True, I recovered, or rather, I did not die

;

whether in consequence of, or in spite of the above heroie

treatment, I will not venture to say. My ftuje was swelled

to an enormous size, every tooth was loose in my jaws,

and for six or eight weeks I could eat no solid food. My
constitution received a shock from which it never fhiriy

recovered : and I was finally obliged to come to Europe
on furlough. On the present occasion, fortunately for me,

the “ vis medicatrix nature” waamy sole physician, and

I am now almost as well as before the attack commenced.
British medical practioe, in my humble opinion, deals too

much in heroics. We laugh at the French, for the expect-

ancy of their treatment ; but if they do too little,we assu-

redly do too much. Ou first visiting the hospitals of Paris,

I was astonished at the want of energy in the practice of

the physicians ; but experience and observation soon taught

me, that the sick could recover without the ocean of drugs

that is wont to be administered in England. Although

no disciple of Brouasaia, I think his country is much in-

debted to him for having, in a great measure, put down
the drugging system in medicine. A pharmaden of Paris

once remarked to me, that Brouseau had ruined the

apothecary business ; so it would appear, for I verily be-

lieve there are fewer druggists’ shop# in the whole city of

Paris, than in the town of Bath.

We confess a prepossession for a traveller capable of

ruing so clearly above the bigotry and bias of education

and professional habit as Dr Camming does on this and

other occasions, and, indeed, as often as by tbe nature

of hia subject he is led into medical discussions. This is

the guarantee of that independent opinion and sound

judgment, which we look for in a traveller, and which

he discovers throughout the whole course of bis wander-

ings. Great originality in going over much of tbe beaten

trackwhich he followed, is not longer to be looked for; but

his impressions have freshness, and they are, moreover,

those of a sensible and well-educated Scotsman, in whom

experience and ill-health has tempered without quench-

ing the fire and enthusiasm of youth, and who always

contrives to interest the sympathies of the reader, not

more in the course of his strange adventares, than in bis

personal feelings and opinions, from a certain happy

knack of talking of himself, and letting us into his con-

fidence without the smallest suspicion arising on our

parts of conceit, pretension, or egotism. He is neither,

as a traveller, an Antiquary, an Artist, nor a raving

poetical Religionist; but his professional acquirements

and previous accumulation of knowledge, give him im-

mense advantages over tbe ordinary run of gentlemen,

who, with malice prepense, sit down tobestow their travels

on the public- The spirit of enlightened philanthropy

which pervades the book will fhrther recommend it to

many. This is not found in showy, flowery pasm|es

and elaborate gettings-up, but comes naturally, and ia its

own place, with the flow of the narrative^ The stale sf

tbe hospitals interested Dr Gumming wherever he went;

and in no country in the world are they in to deplorable

a condition as in Egypt. The lunatic asylum in Cairo

must be the most horrible den of human misery and do-

basement to be found upon the face of the earth. From

the madhouse the traveller one morning wont to the slave*

market, and thence to a vary different eeoae. Dr Cam-

ming ia not an admirer of Mahomed AIL

Our next visit waa to the citadel, where a numbtf ot

workmen are busy with the erection of a mausoleum,

destined to receive the body of his Highness. The sole

beauty of the building consists in the slabs of alabaster

with which its interior is lined. An extensive quarry of

this beautifal stone has been discovered on the eastern

shore of the Nile, and the Pacha is robbing it of it* trea-

sures, to ornament the intended receptacle of his vile

carcase. It would do him more honour as a man, end

credit aa a ruler, were he to expend the money thus use-

lessly lavished, on the erection of an hospital for the treat-

ment of hie poor blind subjects. It is a fashion with per-

sons in England and other parts of Europe, to land Ma-

homed Ali to the skies, as an enlightened ruler and*
successful conqueror. To the latter appellation I do not

dispute his claim, but as to his paternal anxieties for the

good of his people, let the thousands of blind in the street*

of Cairo bearmoumfol witness. For myself, I foel nothing

but abhorrenoe towards the man who squanders the lives

and properties of his suttfecta, in the conquest of remote

4
conatrim, whleh he will probably soon be forced te rt-
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HMaMt ; —MS® be oMleat* the ewy and attainablemea
of coodnqng to their domestic happiness, by an endeavour
to remedy an evil as sweeping in its extent as afflicting
in its effects. He has, indeed, formed a large and expen-
ds militarycollege ; but this is in keeping with hisschemes
of aggrandisement and conquest. But Is there even one
general hospital in Cairo open to all ? I have heard of
none such, and yet the population of the city Is said to
ammint to 400,000 souls : So much for his paternal care
of his subjects. Nothing is more common
than for young men to disqualify themselves from being
soldiers, by chopping off a rore-finger, knocking out their
etrtridge-toeth, and even putting out one of their eyes.
All military seryiee is oompulsory. I have frequently seen
wretched recruits, just kidnapped, marched in chains, or
with their hands stuck through wooden stocks, to the
renew barrack*. Little fidelity oan be expeoted from
mch an army. Nevertheless, it serves the purpose of the
Pacha, and no more is cared for or required.

At the Falls of Niagara, Dr Camming had some yean
hefors cot himself a sturdy etafij christened Niagara, and
which did him yeoman's service in his voyage up the

Nils. At the ultimate point of his discoveries, we find

a passage, which we present to onr readers as a specimen

•fa work which we heartily recommend to their atten-

tion, regretting that our narrow space denies us, In the

paming month, the pleasure of telling them more about
U.

Seemd Cataract of the Nile.—Nubia , January 15.

—

light airs and calms all-yesterday. I did not reach Ouadi
Halfah until seven p.m. This morning I was towed to the
foot of the cataract, and set out after breakfast, accom-
panied by Mahmoud and the pilot, to gain a high rock
(shout four miles from my bark) whicn overlooks the
rafsract, and commands an extensive view of the rapids.
*»c were on the Lybian shore, and our road lay along the
ikirt of the desert. It is surprising what a variety of
Jratnre the desert presents. The prevailing character-
ehos art certainly nakedness and sand

; but the eye is not
wearied by the monotony of a long stretch of ocean. Here
is a hill of black and crumbly stones—there a valley of
loose sand—in other places a plain as flat as a bowling-
green. We traversed Urge masses of white sandy roek,
nung out of the desert. On our right was the tomb of a
saint in the shape of a M cairn” of stones standing on a
Bttle knoll, on passing which my companions made a pro-
frond obeimaoe. The only living thing we saw, was a
«perb eagle, who fled on our approach, from a feast of
carrion, on which he was regaling

; all around were scat-
tered large bones, bleached by tne sun to the whiteness
of snow : from their size they must have been those of the
ramri. A rough ride of an hour and ten minutes brought
me to the rock^ which I hastened to ascend, to eqjoy the
prospect from its summit. The view from this position is

<me of great interest, and of a character altogether unique.
The river is divided and broken into innumerable streams
•od eddies, by an infinity of islands of a black, smooth,
and shining rock. These are of every size and shape

;

wme forming mere specks rising out of the stream

—

othea small, circular, or rugged islets, either altogether
barren, or having merely a solitary thorny shrub, deriving
its support from a handful of soil deposited in a cavity of
tbe reck. There are others pretty thickly oovered with
iknd of stunted tree, and two or three toward* the
rettom of the series^ with groves of palms and cultivation.
These last are inhabited. Looking upwards, as far as the
«je can reach, a similar appearance presents itself : indeed
•o thickly clustered are the little isle*, that the view of
tbs river at a distance is almost intercepted, excepting
here and there, where its muddy waters may be seen
dealing smoothly along, or broken into foam by opposing
reeks. There is nothing to convey the idea, or to merit
we appellation of a cataract : indeed ths rapids make but
jn inconspicuous appearance, The river Findliom, in a
flood, haa hundreds far more swift and terrible. Looking
aemtbe Nile, eastward, the horizon is bounded by a
tedfams aad uninteresting view of the desert. ....
To me, perhaps, the knowledge that I was above a thous-
and miles from the shores of tne Mediterranean, and on a
y*hut rerely frequented Ire travellers, was not its least
resmj. It pleasedme to reflect that I was the only Euro-
gjn (so for as I knew), thus high on the course of the

, and, although no friend of monopolies in
*re sot sorry to have the whole of

tonopolies in general, I

theWutifol landscape

to myself. The presence of a stranger would have been
no small bar to my enjoyment.
Having remained for an hour on the top of the rock, I

descended to the river, in the hope of cutting a stick froth
one of the trees near the edge of the cataract. Mahmoud
had proceeded on a similar errand, to a group of palms,
about half a mile higher up ; it was not long before I de-
scried a portly staff in the midst of a thorny brake, which
after some toil and many scratches, I succeeded in cutting
and disengaging, as a mate for w Niagara.” This done, I
desoended to the edge of the rapid, and plunging it into
the torrent, duly christened it ArtVut ; bathing at tne same
time the weather-beaten trunk of Niagara ; and thus, in
a manner, wedding the St Lawrence to the Nile ! My
labours over, I seated myself on the rock, and drank a
glass of brandy and water to the health of many a distant
friend, not in -Europe only, but in Asia and the New
World also ; for all tnese continents contain persons who
have held out the right hand of fellowship to me. I now
washed oat the remains of the brandy, and stretching the
bottle as far into the rapid as my arm ootild reach, filled

it with the rushing waters of the fruitful Nile. Although
the breese was fresh and cool, the sun felt powerful and
hot. By aid of a small lens, I contrived to light a cigar,

and, stretohing myself at full length on the black and
glossy rock—tne smoke ascending in fantastic wreaths
from my mouth, I mused on Scotland and on dear lang-
syne.

To invalids this work is Important. Egypt, thanks to

steam, is now nearer to us than lately were the South of

France, Portugal, Italy, or Madeira; and, by Dr Cum-
ming's report, Egypt, in winter, must be the paradise Of

those affected or threatened with pulmonary affections.

Beginning qf a New School of Metaphysics,

By B. H. Smart.

» Here is an ingenious man, an original thinker, who
complaint that he has nearly fallen another victim to

“the Fates Medium Nay, after he had escaped the

Scylla of the publishers, he has been almost wrecked in

the Charybdls of the reviewers. Six or seven years

since, zeal for the interests of science, and perhaps a little

of the natural pride of discovery, led him to publish a
work, which he entitled an “ Essay on Sematology,” a

name which was probably fatal to his object, as not one

individual in * hundred thousand could have guessed

that he meant to discuss under this name, grammar,

logic, and rhetoric. Accordingly, none of the literary

Tribunes took the least notice of his book. The sub-

ject of which it treats he had revolved for twenty years;

and he published at last anonymously, in the hope “ of

being mistaken for a Lord, or a Doctor high in univer-

sity repute, or a political leader trying his hand on a by-

subject bat the great critics would not bite. No book-

seller would risk the expense of launching 4C Sematology"

Into the world ; nor wae there any literary clique to back

it when it came forth. One or two newspapers treated

it with their wonted civility and kindness. Discouraging

as was this reception, the author was not dismayed.

He wae sustained by the consciousness of a good purpose

and the hope that, if his Essay coaid be forced upon pub-

lic notice* it would indicate an opening for much im-

provement in one department of science. We are not

judging of the truth or of the originality of the theory

evolved in his treatise, but we cannot help admiring his

fortitude and perseverance, He has re-published his

original treatise with considerable additions, and a num-

ber of shorter Essays upon subjects allied to his favourite

studies. He will this time at least receive more atten-

tion, whatever acceptation his speculations may find

among the learned.

A New Epistle by the Apostle Paul
This epistle, recently discovered among manuscripts of

remote antiquity, and translated out of the original
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Greek, ft humbly dedicated to the Rngliah and Irish

Bishop#. Some of the verses make good sharp hits. We
coll three or four :

—

chapter in.

24. And whereas I did once write to the saints which
are at Corinth, that I would not suffer a woman to usurp

authority in the Church over the men ; yet there is now
a new commandment.

25. And this new commandment, that ye allow women
to have even the chief authority in the Church ; for the

days will come when a virgin shall sit upon the throne.

26. Therefore let her be your chief ; and albeit she is

of tender years, yet must she appoint the bishops, when,
by reason of their death, their habitation is desolate, and
their bishopricks another has to take.

27* But if wicked men do gainsay this, saying, that if

a woman may fill the highest station in the Church, be-

ing the head thereof, and appointing to office therein, and
ait on benches in the Lord's House, in stalls and in pul-

pits of wood, take no heed of the word that is spoken.

28. And without respect for truth—-for the fashion of

the Church passeth away—let all Princes, even though

they do evil in the sight of the Lord, be solemnly pro-

nounced most religious and gracious persons.

29. I will also that ye never speak of us as labourers

in God's vineyard, nor yet as fishermen of Galilee, bat

that such things straitway be forgotten, and that we he

denominate the College of the Apostles.

chapter iv.

12. There may be archbishops, who shall take the over-

sight of the bishops, having the largest share of the one
thing needful ; for money answereth all things.

26. The Church of Rome greeteth you, whom ye ought

to love as one of yourselves; for no man ever yet hated

his own flesh, but loveth it and cherisheth it.

28. They of Babylon (which is called Rome ; but this

is a great mystery) salute you, specially the man of

whom it was said, (( He shall be revealed in his time,

and who as God sitteth in the temple of God.'*

30. May wealth, and dignity, and honour, and splend-

our, and pomp, and power be with you all evermore.

Amen and amen.

These are not the best things in the Epistle, hut they

make its object apparent- It goes on, in the same sar-

castic strain, to expose whatever Dissenters or Puritans

consider unscriptural in the doctrines, ritual, and dis-

cipline of the Church of England.

Roscoes London and Birmingham Railway Guide.

We noticed this work when it first appeared in Parts.

It is now completed ; and will form a useful and enter-

taining companion to the traveller, from its direct inform-

ation, as well as the sketches of the many interesting

places, either upon the track of the Railway or in its

vicinity, and from the numerous local descriptions, tradi-

tions, and anecdotes which the author has picked up. A
good, coloured map is a desirable accompaniment to the

traveller; and the numerous engravings of the more

remarkable scenes in the route are much better executed

than in ordinary guide-books. They are, indeed, pretty

landscapes and views. There is hut one omission. Why,

Mr Roscoe—or Mr Peter Lecount, if the utilitarian

department be yours—do you not, like the “ Birmingham

Guide," tell travellers what is to pay by the different trains,

and to the different stations ? It is of far more conse-

quence what our own tickets are to cost than the contract

price paid by the proprietors for forming the road. Among
the anecdotes is one of a landed proprietor who charged

enormously high for a piece of ground needed by the com-

pany, upon the plea that the Railway would injure his

property. It was completed ; and the company required

another piece of his land for buildings, and other purposes;

and for this he demanded much more, on the opposite

ground, that his land had been greatly enhanced in value

by the Railway

!

Sickness and Mortality in the West Indies ; a
Letter to the Secretary at War. By Sir An-
drew Halliday.

Sir A. Halliday here suggests many practical reforms

for promoting the health and general well-being of the

troope in the West Indies. He|i8 a believer in atmosphe-

ric contagion. He thinks it suddenly arises from the com-

bination of moisture and heat

;

and he also believes that

it causes all the epidemic and endemical fevers of the West
India colonies. He says he is convinced, that the subtle

poison generated by this combination, does not enter the

system by the lunge , but through the medium qf the eta-

mack, and that it does not consist in any vitiated quality

of the air itself, bat in some poisonous matter which that

air carries along with it ; and which it is now proved, it

will not elevate to a greater height than 2500 feet above

the level of the sea. These are curious and nice questions

;

hut the results are plain and practical. A specific for the

fever of these colonies, or something approaching one, is

mentioned here with great approbation. Dr Warburg’s

Fever Drops, prepared from plants, whose virtues had been

made known to the Doctor by the Indiana of Demerara,

have been tried by our military surgeons in the regimen-

tal hospitals, “ with the most perfect success.” The Fe-

ver Drops are about to be tried in the fevers of Gibraltar

and the Mediterranean stations. We should not have

mentioned the circumstance, save that Sir Andrew H&l-

liday is not at all likely to patronize quack remedies.

Other diseases of the troops nearly as fatal as fever, those

of the stomach and bowels, have been prevented by addi-

tional rations of fresh meat—a remedy in which we would

have great faith in similar cases, were it dulyadministered

at home. The work-house unions have furnished some

satisfactory recent proofs.

Jamaica Plantership.
Sodom and Gomorrah must have been places distin-

guished by humanity, mercy, and purity, in compari-

son with Jamaica, if we are to believe Mr Benjamin

M'Mahon. This gentleman details his eighteen years' expe-

riences in its various plantations, Pens, and coffee moun-
tains—eighteen years, during which he must have bad

nearly double the number of employers ; who, with those

in their employment—and overseers, attorneys, medical

men, special magistrates—were nearly all alike monsters

of cruelty—unredeemed, brutal ruffians. We hope they

may not all be quite so black as they are called ; but the

author gives name and surname, and makes no mystery

about his shocking statements.

Women Physiologically considered, as to Mind.

Morals, Marriage, Matrimonial Slavery, In-

fidelity, and Divorce. By Alexander Walker.

This author it much more succtttfal in pointing out ex-

isting evils in the condition of women, than in propound-

ing each remedies as would either improve their social

condition, or elevate the morals of society. While he

professes to feel great indignation at the injustice syste-

matically inflicted upon the sex by their masters, his opi-

nion of woman is debasing, and his suggestions for ele-

vating her aocial position, for from ennobling to the

beautiful animal of fine instincts and no intellect, or in-

tellect extremely circumscribed, which he depicts. The
work does not, in our judgment, deserve the approba-

tion of the sex for whose sake it professes to be written.

There may he many anomalies and injustices to women in

the existing relations of the sexes ; hot this anthor is not

to he their redreeeor, nor is he either a very judicious or

delicate expositor of the wrongs of women.
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The Eccaleobian.

Among the many sights and shows of London, there is

ooe, it present, under the shore learned name, the

object of which is to exhibit the artificial hatching of

dickens After the eggs attain a certain stage in the

prases, they are sold to amateurs, at one shilling each

—

aot to eat, but to hatch out, and watch at home till the

animal comes to life. There are also portable eocaleobiant,

for the amusement of evening parties in their own

bomes! The exhibitor of the machinery for artificial

incubation has written a treatise on the subject, which,

with a considerable quantity of puffing, contains some

curious matter.

Modem Art and Living Artists.

A very meagre work this, when we compare the imall-

m» of the performance with the magnificence of the title.

Yet it contains just opinions and clever remarks, and

proves that a better taste in art is advancing among us.

The Youth of Shakspeare. 3 vols.

*Shskspeare and his Friends” rose to sudden fame by

general acclamation. This new romance, by the same

author, errs in nothing so much as appearing after that

popular fiction. If inferior, its inferiority would not have

been found out. It is composed in the same joyous and

genial spirit, and cannot fail to delight nine out of ten

of those devouring readers whose daily bread is fiction.

Nothing can be better than the opening festive scenes in

Stratford, Shakspeare's courtship of Anne Hathaway, and

his early London adventures.

The Book of Bon-Accord.
What Southeron could guess that this title signifies a

history of Aberdeen, and a Guide-Book to the same

“Brave Town ?” Bon-Accord is the motto, and was the

indent watchword of Aberdeen. The volume will be

pneioua to the sons and daughters of Bon- Accord, and

their descendants ; and amusing to all men north of the

Tweed. It is high-pressure-full of curious and queer

Aberdonian information of all kinda ; ranging from the

qualities of Finnan haddocks to those of learned profes-

wrs, native poets, and of the stalwarth provosts and

heiliesof the fighting times, when Aberdeen, with the clans

upon the one hand, and the turbulent Lowlanders on the

other, was kept in continual turmoil. Bating some slight

prejudice against Puritans and Covenanters, indigenous

to Aberdeenshire, the author has displayed impartiality,

care,lemming, and ability for his task, and produced a good

hiitory. A few more characteristic and amusing anec-

dotes of the Aberdonians, the Yorkshire men of Scotland,

sight be desirable from the abundant stores afloat ; but

night, perhaps, have been below the dignity and gravity

of history. In lieu of this, we have many traits of the

manners of the olden times—the burning of witches,

tht branding of harlots, the torture of Quakers, the

psnishaent of Sabbath-breakers, and, above all, the per-

meation of those who dared to speak evil of dignities in

the person of « their Wisdoms,” the bailies.

English Stories of the Olden Time. By Maria
Hack. 2 volumes.

We entirely approve the reasons which have led this

ingenious lady to adopt the ever-attractive story-telling

wtdinm, in initiating young persons into the study of

kinwy. She has also made a moderate use of the inter-

ngadve form, or of dialogue, the better to attain her

piupset The work shews extensive and careful rending

sad sober judgment, and may be made very useful to

any besides the juvenile clast for which it is principally

^tended. This dam is not mere children. Young per-

sons, from twelve to fourteen, may, in this forward age

fairly rank in information with what their grandfathers

and grandmothers were at from fifteen to eighteen. The
stories come down to nesrly the close of the reign of

Elizabeth : the book is neat, and even handsome, and

appropriate to all private school-rooms and parlours,

where children read, for improvement, with their friends.

seriaiTworks.
Part L of a work entitled The Fathers and

Founders of the London Missionary Society,

including Memoirs of the more distinguished founders

and leaders of the Methodists, has just appeared. The
work is from the pen of the Rev. Dr Moriaon, the

anthor of tome moral and religious treatises with which

we are not acquainted. This conjoined history and

biography is calculated to interest the religious world,

and appears * to be well executed. No thinking man,
whatever be his theological opinions, who is acquainted

with the moral and rsligious state of the people of

England during the greater part of the last formal, dead,

or apathetic century, can fail to appreciate those truly

apostolic labours of the early Methodists, which this

work sketches, before it passes to its more general objects.

Previous to all foreign missionary labours whatever, was

the grsat and arduous “ excavation” of the British

heathen, undertaken by Wesley and Whitefield, and

their disciples ; and we are inclined to believe that the

results of that movement still remain of far more import-

ance than all other missionary efforts put together. This

Part is embellished with exceedingly good medallion-

sized portraits of such men as Haweis, Eyre, Bogue, and

Burder.

Ures Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and
Mines,

Is just completed, by the publication of Part X. The
last three Parts are peculiarly rich in information. They
contain, among other things, Paper-making

,
Pit-coal,

Pottery, Printing
,
Plating, Refining, the Silk and the

Woollen manufacture, Stills, Stoves, Sugar and Sugar-

Refining, Soap, Soda, Wine

,

Ac. Ac. The treatises on

the Woollen and Silk Manufactures, and those on the

Potteries, each important branches of national industry,

are ample and minute, and are fully illustrated by numer-

ous engravings. Of these, the work contains upwards of

twelve hundred.

The Pictorial History of Napoleon
Has reached Part II., which is stuffed with wood-engrav-

ings to repletion. Some of them are clever and cha-

racteristic, others indifferent enough. The letter-press

comes down to the eve of the Consulate. Let us hope

that the writer of the history is not about to be dazzled

by the false glory of his hero. It has been many an able

man’s fortune.

pamphlets"RECEIVED.
I. Considerations on the State of the Nation.

II. An Address to the People^ occasioned by the Letter

to the Queen.

III. Hear the Church

!

IV. Railways and Public Works in Ireland, with ob-

servations on the Report of the Irish Railway Commis-

sioners, by George Lewis Smyth—who wishes to expose

the job.

V. Letter of the Marquis of Sligo to LordNormanby,
on the present state ofJamaica.

VI. An Essay on the present state of Ireland, by Sir

James Napier, dedicated to Irish Absentee Landed Pro-

prietors—-to whichwe intend to return as soon as posrible.
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PARLIAMENT.
I» oar Magazine for Jane 1830," we pointed oat a

safe way of malting fictitious votes, by declaring the price

a real burden on the property, and we also suggested re-

sidence as a cbe<ok to such votes. The Whigs, after

floundering about, and having many of their votes struck

off the roll, have at length, in making votes this year,

adopted the plan we three years ago proposed ; and the

Lord Advocate, with the view of stopping the creation of

och votes, has brought in a bill to make residence a con-

dition of the exercise of the suffrage. There is certainly

no ordinary degree of inconsistency hfthe Whig lawyers

in Parliament pretending to be anxious to stop the crea-

tion of fictitious votes, while not only their nearest rela-

tions, but their most intimate political connexions, and,

in truth, the whole Edinburgh Whig clique, have been

as busy as possible in making votes all winter. But
perhaps the explanation of the matter may be, that the

desire to extinguish future fictitious votes arises out of

that very activity ; for the Whigs may have discovered

that they have obtaiaed a majority of such votes, and, as

all already on the roll will be safe, on the ground of

vested interest, they may wish now to shut the door

against the Tories. That the attempt to carry the bill

through Parliament will fail, nobody doubts. This is,

however, a mere Whig and Tory question, with which
the people have little to do; and we confess that, with
the present limited constituency, we have some doubts

whether the making of votes is an evil of any great turpi-

tude ; for, perhaps, a fictitious voter is better than no
voter at all. Another bill, which his Lordship has in-

troduced, is one for establishing an Appeal Court in

Edinburgh, to ensure uniformity in the decisions of

the Registration Courts. Such a court is imperatively

called for ; but, if it is to consist of Sheriffs, who owe
their situations to nothing but political partisanship, it

will prove a failure. Any one who has attended the

Registration Courts, whether primary or of appeal, will re-

quire no evidence of our assertion. The bill for suspend-

ing the Constitution of Jamaica, whether so decisive a

step be called for or not, being a coercion bill, is, of

course, certain of passing both Houses, as fast as the

farms of Parliament will admit. It is plain that our
expenditure for black-slave emancipation has only begun,

and that our armed force in the West Indies will require

to be augmented ; for both the white and black popula-
tion will require watching, in the present state of matters

In North America. We wish that some sympathy could

he spared for the white slaves at our own doors—we
mean the shopkeepers, and particularly the druggists* and
grocers* cleiks and apprentices, many of whom have
fourteen hours* labour a-day, without their excess of la-

bour doing any good, either to their masters, or to any
one else ; for it is obvious, if all the shops were shut at

one time, no one would lose. A Ten-Hours* Shopmen
and Tradesmen's Act it as much required as that for the

factory children; for, until the hours of labour are

abridged by law, and under penalties whioh any common
informer can recover, the hour of shopshutting will never

be materially abridged. But relief is hopeless ; because

the shopmen and apprentices are too near at hand. If

personal charity begins at home, experience teaches that

public charity begins abroad and ends there.

ENGLAND.
The'Lahdlobds amd the Labourers.—The land-

lords were highly indignant, when they were lately told

in Parliament, by Sir George Strickland, that they ground
the faces of the poor, and that rent-rolls could be main-
tained at their present rate, only by the continued misery

-of the working man. They, of course, denied the asser-

tion, affected the greatest sympathy for the farmer and
labourer, and asseverated that the repeal of the Com-
Laws was a question in which the former and labourer

* New Series, voL iii., p. 890.

had a much greater stake than themstive* Disinterested

landed-interest I It appears that, in the South of Eng-

land, agricultural labourers are in a much worse condi-

tion than among ourselves. Until the recent rise in the

price of provisions, their wages were six shillings a-week *

now, the best workmen may earn nine shillings, but not

on constant employment ; so that when all priaee have

risen one hundred per cent, wage* have, in some few in-

stances, increased fifty per cent On such a pittance

as nine ahillings a-week, a man, to support himself, his

wife and children, must live much worse than his neigh-

bour's pig, at least if his neighbour ever expects to con-

vert his pig into eatable pork. The people employed

in manufactures are unquestionably much better paid,

much better fed, much better lodged than the agricultural

labourers ; as any one will soon convince himself who
will go to any cotton-mill, such as New Lanark or

Dranstoun, and look into the matter, and then examine

the miserable hovels of the ploughmen, with damp earthen

floors ; windows hardly a foot square, and which cannot

be opened, and perhaps a pig or cow under the same roof.

Yes, the landlords grind the faces of the poor, and con-

sider themselves entitled to use them in the manner which

contributes most to their own benefit. Out of a la-

bourer's wages of nine shillings a-week, at least two

shillings go directly to the landlord and farmer, in the

shape of bread-tax, and other two arc expended in the

increased price of commodities the bread-tax occasions.

The British landowner, therefore, participates as much,

though indirectly, in the wages of the working man, as

the Russian landlord does in those of his serf, who has

to pay over to the owner of the estate on which he was

born, a fixed proportion of the wages of his daily toil.

And, talking of serfs, how long is it since the poor were

slaves in Scotland ? Not much more than fifty yearn

It is hardly more than half a century sines coition

and salters were sold along with the colliery *»d bU*
work, in the same manner as the gin horse, or rather

gin itself, and salt-pan. It required various statutes,

in the period between 177® an<* 179®, *° Put an cn<l

to the practice ; yet it was only a remnant of the old

law and custom of Europe, which gave the same right

to the lords of the soil, in all the men, Women, and

children wh# were bora upon it, as in the wild beasts

or in the game which was found on it ; and indeed they

asserted, and the law gave them, a much higher right.

A hare or a partridge might migrate from the estate of

one landlord to another, and could not be reclaimed ; not

so a collier or a salter. The proprietor on whose estate

ht first drew the vital air, or to whose colliery or salt-

work he was once assigned, was his owner, the proprietor

of his bones and sinews, and was entitled to repledge or

claim him back, from every one in whose possession he

was found, in the same manner as the landowner could

repledge his horse or dog ;
and the records of our Courts

of Law, up to within these seventy years, shew that the

right was exercised without hesitation and without shame,

whenever there was occasion.

New Poor-Law.—

I

t certainly must require some

powers of face** to talk, in England, of the sympathy of

the landed Interest with the working man. Why, the

new Poor-Law has already transferred four millions per

annum from the poor to the landowners, though it has

not besn In operation four years; and both Whig and

Tory joined in carrying it through Parliament. We
should hardly have complained of this law, had the

starvation laws been repealed at the same time. But

wo cannot see how there it anything like justice in tying

a working man’s hands behind his back, sending a

troop of dragoons, or. a detachment of the London
police, to watch that he does not get his hands loose ;

and, when he complains of hunger, and that his wife

and children are starving, tell him—separate yourself

from your family, come into our bastile, and your soul

and body shall, in soma way or other, be kept together
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till bettor timet eom& We think any one in such a
Deration is fairly entitled to say—

“

It is yen who prevent
me warkiaf. The Prussians, the Poles, millions of
ioreifnen, are willing and ready to take the workman,
ship of my hands. There are thousands of master
manufacturers here ready to employ roe, and give me
wifM on which I could lire in comfort, could my hand!,
craft be fteely exported, and If you, the landed interest,

weald allow us to receive from these foreigners what
they have alone to give In exchange— corn, hatcher
m«t, cheese, butter—of all of which I am greatly in
want. If, therefore, it is for the interests of you, the
lords and landlord! of the country, that I should be
kept in idleness, I hare no objection ; but, in fhirjustice,

yia must not make me suffer for your benefit; you
mot share with me the good fortune you enjoy, and
keep me, not m your hostile, or under any state of coer-
cion, but give me, and my wife and family, in our own
hsmble dwelling, all those comforts which I could hare
csmnandfd, were not the fruits of my labour sacrificed

hr your advantage.*9

If, therefore, the starvation laws are to be maintained,
the PsonLaw must be repealed. To keep up both—to
inriit on keeping a man in idleness by sheer force, and
u refuse to maintain him in comfort—it nothing else

hot downright tyranny, to which the people of England
nether will nor ought longer to submit.
The Slate Trade.—After sixty yean of agitation,

ud after we have expended millions upon millions in at.

tRBpting to suppress the Slave Trade, and In freeing our
on slaves, the traffic it carried on to a greater extent than
mr, sad with increased atrocitiesand sufferings to the slave.
Ins work recently published by Mr. T. F. Buxton on this

wbjsct, it Is stated that, fifty yean ago, the annual export-
ation of negroes from Africa wae 80,000 ; it is now, at

200,000. Instead of the old regulation, which
allowed five persons to three tons, the slaves are now
packed more like hales of goods than human beings. In
1W4, a slaver was captqred, of only seventy-five tons
l«irthen, with 350 slaves on board ; and another, of 202
nos, with 621 slaves on board. The mortality formerly
vas from one-fourth to one-sixth ; at present, if one-
third of those embarked are landed, it is considered an
Otollent voyage, and very few instances have occurred of
«w-half being landed. Sometimes the whole die, or art
thrown overboard when there is a risk of the vessel being
aptared by oar cruisers ; for the vessel cannot be con-
demned unless slaves are found on board. This nefarious
traffic is carried on under the Spanish and Portuguese dags.

As to the negroes in our own colonies, it appears very
doubtful whether their condition will, in the end, be im-
prored by their liberation, and the expenditure of the
twmty millions of the people of this country. The plant-

en of Jamaica have set themselves so obstinately to work
to thwart the Emancipation Act, that it has been found
MtHsary to suspend their constitution for five years.

Should we have a war, w» suspect it will be necessary to

keep a strong force in the West Indies, to prevent the

colonists from revolting, and, after laughing at the sim-
J&ity of the people of Britain in so simply parting with
their twenty millions, from again reducing the blacks to

davery, perhaps to be again sold to our posterity. Iu a
took latelypublished byCaptain Hodgson,of the 19th Poor,
fie atrocious conduct of the planters to their slaves, and
the manner in which they were used during the appren-
ticeship system, are portrayed in vivid colours. In
twfnty.two months from the coming Into force of the

abolition act, no less than 574,175 lashes had been in-

licted en the bodies of the apprentices, besides punish-

ments of other descriptions, to the number of 104,165.
But the number was indeed much greater ; for the re-

cords of punishments in several of the islands had bsen in

a great measure suppressed, on the pretence that they
were lost. The Stipendiary Magistrates sent out from
this country, seem to be quite unable to repress the atro-

cities of the planters. If they attempt to de their duty,
they are harassed and persecuted, in every possible man-
ner

; and several of them have fallen victims to the perse-

cution to which they have been exposed. Although the

ipprtaticsship is now at an end, the condition of the
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negro seems little improved. The whole power of the

colonies is in the hands of the planters. There are

very few judges who will act impartially; and the

negroes are thus exposed to the most severe punishments
for trifling offences. For example, although the forging

of the gold or silver coin in Britain ia punished only by
imprisonment or transportation for seven years, the

West Indians are in the practice of punishing capitally the

forger of a few tin half bitts, worth a quarter a farthing

the piece ! Slaves were imported from the foreign West
India islands to such an extent at the time that the com-
pensation money was to be divided, that there were more
than 2000 such slaves in one island, for whom £100,000
were paid. The twenty millions have evidently been

expended for very little purpose.

SCOTLAND.
EDnnumeH Church-Seats.—If we are not mueh

misinformed, there are several of the clergy of Edinburgh
and the neighbourhood, who do not hesitate to express

their opinion, that, in so for as this city at least is con-

cerned, the Church Extension Scheme has been already

carried a sufficient length. The new churches have had the

effect weall along predicted,ofemptying thosealready built;

and their efficacy in inducing a church-going habit, aa

was so confidently foretold, has not been, as yet, iu the

smallest degree perceptible. It may easily be conceived

how annoying it is for a clergyman who has always done

his duty, to see his church becoming more and more de-

serted every Sunday, merely for the purpose of forwarding

a scheme which is indebted, for any small success it may
have attained, to the activity of a set of individuals thirst-

ing more for notoriety than for the propagation of sound

religion, and forcing him to the adoption of measures

which he cannot hot feel must circumscribe the boundarie
of his own justly acquired influence. It appears, from a
return, dated 20th February 1839, that of the total sit-

tings in the thirteen city churches, being 14,852, no fewer

than one-third are unlet; and what, as we have before

noticed, is remarkable, it is the lowest-priced eeats

for which there is least demand. Thus, of 1502 at 2s.,

948, or 62 per cent, are unlet; of 1351 at 15t., 10s.,

and 17s., only ISO, or 13 per cent, are unlet; of 1552,

at from 19s. to 30s-, 73 or 4 per cent, only are unlet

Some years ago, the Edinburgh clergy refused a fixed

stipend of J05OO a-year, secured In the most ample man-
ner. How many, out of the thirteen city churches, do
our readers think produce £*500 a-year of grots revenue ?

Just three ; although the cost of the city churches must
have exceeded, in all, £200,000. We see here a very

sufficient ground for the dislike of the establishment to

Voluntaryism. The clear revenue of the whole estab-

lished churches in Edinburgh, after deducting annual ex-

penses, is £2950 ; which would not yield each of the

ministers £170 a-year, after making a present to him of
his church. When would the established clergy repay
the original cost of the erection of the churches, or the

interest for one year, (£10,000,) out of their revenue?
Yet the Diseenten are sneered at because some of thsir

chapels are in debt, when out of their seat-rents they
have not only to erect the chapel, keep it in repair, but
to pay the clergyman, precentor, beadles, Ac.

Oliter Cromwell's opiwiow of the Scottish
Nobility.—The estimation iu which the Protector held

the Nobility, may be judged of from the instructions re-

garding them he gave to the justices of the peace, in tha

year 1055. The ninth article bears, that C( the sAid Com-
missioners of the Peace, shall put the lawes and acts of
Parliament to due and full execution against wilfoll beg-

gars and vagabonds, and noblemen
, and women without

calling or trade, drinking in ale-houses, tied to no certain

service, reputed and holden as vagabonds
, and against

those persons who are commonly called Egyptians; and
they shall punish and fine their receptors, and setters of

houses to them, accordingly, by such competent pains as

is proper to them to injoin.”

TRADE AND COMMERCE.
Silk Trade.—We are told that we have decisive

proofs of the pernicious tendency of free trade in several
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instances, of which the alleged distressed state of the

silk trade is generally held ont as the most prominent.

Now, what is called free trade in silks, is allowing their

importation loaded with duties from twenty-fire to forty

per cent Before 1824, foreign silks were altogether pro-

hibited, and so far was the silk trade from being in a

flourishing state, that meetings were constantly held for

the relief of the operatives. At one of these meetings,

held in London, on 26th November 1816, the secretary

stated that two-thirds of the Spittalfields weavers were
out of employment, and in a state of utter destitution.

Not only has the removal of the prohibition not de-

minished employment, bnt it has greatly increased it

;

for, while the total quantity of raw silk imported during

the three yean immediately preceding the removal of

the prohibition was considerably under two millions of

pounds weight, in the three years 1831, 1832, 1833, it

considerably exceeded three millions of pounds weight

;

in 1833, indeed, which is the last year for which we have
a return at hand, the quantity was 3,834,244 pounds,

double what it was in 1822. In 1823, the total declared

value of British silks exported was £351,409; in 1833,

more than double, £740,294. Of this upwards of

£75,000 is annually sent to France ! So much for the

alleged pernicious effect of free trade in the silk trade !

Sugar.—The scarcity of sugar, owing to the un-
willingness of the blacks to work in the sugar planta-

tions—a kind of labour which is peculiarly associated in

their minds with slavery—-is likely to increase. The ex-

port from Jamaica has been falling off for many years

:

In 1833 it was 1,256,991 cwts., in 1837 only 903,933
cwts. Estimating the whole produce of the West Indies

and the Mauritius at 180,000 tons in 1838, it is expected

by good judges that there will be a falling off of one-

sixth in the present year. Considering that the wholesale

price of the augar annually consumed in the United
Kingdom is fourteen millions, it is high time not only
that the heavy duty imposed on it should be lowered, but
also that the prohibitory duty on sugar the growth of
foreign plantations, should be removed. In consequence
of the equalization of the duty on East Indian sugar
with that on West Indian, the consumption has increased

fifty per cent, last year over 1837-

AGRICULTURE.
Competition for Farms.—Though it is generally

admitted that the recent discussions in Parliament, and
the agitation throughout the kingdom, must, ere long,

give a death-blow to the restrictions on the importation
of food, the Scotch farmers do not shew the slightest

symptoms of alarm, but are entering into long leases of
farms, and bidding against each other as eagerly as

during the time of high war prices. The truth is, that

the Corn-Laws themselves are the cause of the great com-
petition in farming, as in every other trade and profession.

A farmer, finding all professions and trades overflowing

with candidates for employment, is forced to keep his

sons beside himself, as long as he can find anything for

them to do ; and, when they begin to rebel at being kept
as servants, he has, in general, no alternative but to en-

deavour to scrape together as much stock for them as will

establish them in a farm. Hence the competition for

every farm which comes into the market, and the high
rents which are contracted, to be paid under circumstances
by no means favourable to the prospect of the tenant

being able to fulfil his obligation for the long period of
nineteen or twenty-one years. Were trade free, no such
competition would exist ; for many who are now forced

to become farmers would betake themselves to manu-
fhctures and commerce. Rents might no doubt fall in

nominal amount ; but we inspect the landlord would find,

at the end of the lease, that he had received as much
money under a free-trade system as under the present ex-

cessive competition. We are, in truth, beginning to re-

trograde to the state of Ireland, where, to the great body

of the population, the possession of a piece of land is

essential to the support of life, simply because there are

no other means by which the people can support them-

selves. Whatever, therefore, the “ Landed Interest” may
think of the present desperate competition for farms in

Scotland, we regard it as anything but a sign of general

prosperity. It shews that profits are very low, and con-

sequently that capital, iT accumulating, must be accumu-

lating at a very slow rate ; and, as the population is in-

creasing rapidly, the condition of the people must de-

teriorate.

The Fiars.—The crop of last year has turned out just

aswe stated manymonths ago, when the papers were filled

with accounts of its great abundance. In the best dis-

tricts it is only an average crop ; and in the high and

muirland districts, that is, in three-fourths of Scotland, it
,

is almost a complete failure. The quality is provedby the

fiars to be very various. In East Lothian, the best wheat

was 78s. ; in Mid-Lothian, only 65s., being 8s. lower

than the second fiars of East Lothian. In the western

counties, 59s., 56s.,and 54s., are returned as the fiar prices.

We have, on former occasions, directed attention to the
j

mode of striking the fiars, which varies in almost every 1

county. It is high time that an uniform system should

be adopted ; for much injustice, we are convinced, is done

at present The original purpose of the fiars was merely

to ascertain at what rate the grain feu-duties payable to

the Crown were to be converted into money ; but now
that the stipends of nearly all the established clergy, and
a great proportion of the rents of lands, are regulated by
them, it is of much importance that they should be struck

on a proper and uniform principle. We have long been

convinced that the East Lothian Fiars are always too

high; and we think that, what we have stated shews

that we have some room tor our opinion.

Ti i.e Draining has extended all over the country, from

Caithness to Kirkcudbright. Even the farmers in the neigh-

bourhood of this city, who hardly every drained at all, have

extensively resorted to it; and the benefit of it is already

apparent to any one who contrasts the wet uncomfortable

state of the undrained fields, with the dry condition of

those which have been drained. It is easy, indeed, after

a few hours* rain, to point out the furrows in which a
drain has been placed, from those which have been missed.

Owing to the continued wet weather in March, sowing

was much interrupted. On the 1st of April, it had hardly

begun in this neighbourhood. The cold weather during

April has seriously retarded vegetation, and we never

saw the wheat crop looking so backward and indifferent ;

so that we have already the probability of a late harvest.

At Gifford Fair the sheep market was uhusually small,

and prices rose five per cent, above last year's prices.

Cheviot ewes brought from 24s. to 27«- 6d. ; black-fitted,

17s. to 20s. 6d. Horses, of which there was a small

show, and none of the first quality, brought from £20
to £35. The best milch cows were sold from £12 to

£14. Corn markets, after a temporary depression, are

rapidly rising. Those who expect so much cheap wheat
from abroad, will be surprised to learn that the price

quoted at Dantzic on the 5th March, and at Dunbar on
the 20th of the same month, were precisely the same for

wheat ofthe same weight—6l£lb. per bushel—viz., 60s- a
quarter, and that at Cracow the price has risen 160 per
cent, in a few months. The Chartists will have hanger
to their hearts* content before next harvest.

From the Steam-Press of Peter Brown, Printer, 19, St James* Square.
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WHAT SORT OF GOVERNMENT ARE WE TO HAVE?

Crises of all magnitudes! Whig-, Tory, and
Irish, have occurred as frequently within the

list eight years as eclipses in a Belfast almanac

—that is, about one to each calendar month. They
have, of late, one after another, passed away so

vapidly, that latterly they became ratherobjectsof

ridicule or contempt than of interest. Now, how-
ever, the case is altered. By a concurrence of

vhat are generally and erroneously termed for-

tuitous events, the Reformers are once more fairly

involved in a National Crisis ; and wo to the

Radical leader who shall be found unequal to its

demands. The course of Radicals of all grades,

and especially of those possessing influence, is so

plain and direct, that a sucklinginight guide them.

They hove merely to apply their long experience

of Whig shuffling, duplicity, and inertness,

and that knowledge of the Whig determination

not to move an inch, which Lord John Russell

has taken such anxious pains to impress upon the

country, to existing circumstances, and to act

with promptness, decision, and firmness. If the

Radical leaders are really alive to their duty in

the
|
resent emergency, little more than passive

resistance being required from them, we should

see grounds of hope. The first gleam of a better

day seems visible through the mist ; but we have
•o often been deceived, that suspicion is inevitable

that neither may this prove the true dawn ; and
that the great cause of National Improvement
mayonce more be either betrayed by the self-seek-
ing, or injured and Bhamed by credulous persons.

Surely at this seventy-and-seventh trial of the
Whigs there can be no mistake. There is not
a vestige of foundation for any. It would be
affronting Lord John Russell to imagine him
capable of suddenly abjuring those infatuated

Finality doctrines, which, within the last few
veeks, he has again elaborately expounded, as
If the Reformers required further confirmation
of the obstinately Conservative nature of his

opinions, and of his inflexible purpose of adher-
ing to them. We do not, so late in the day, mean
to enter into a refutation of those opinions. That
has been often ably and effectually done ; but
*e must regret, even thus late, and when about,
*e trust, to see Lord John and his opinions part
in peace from the national body with which he
w«s once believed to be identified, regret that he

no. LXVI.—tol. vi.

had not promulgated his creed somewhat earlier ;

and, at any rate, prior to his second resumption of

office with Lord Melbourne. Such aline of con-

duct is what we should have called manly, and

not that bold avowal of Conservative purpose*

which Reformers construe as the after-thought of

an imagined impunity. This early avowal, we re-

peat, is what we should have called sincere and

manly, and not Lord John keeping his Finality

opinionsin his pocket, until thetime arrived when

he would safely, and with some ulterior object,

make the experiment of bidding for Conservative

support, hoping to become—there was no say-

ing—the Minister of those “ improved Toiies/'

which bis policy had tended to create. The»e

things are past, but they leave the inevitable

conclusion, that whatever sort of rulers we may

obtain. Lord John Russell has incapacitated him-

self for being a member of any Ministry which

supports were it but one of those great measure*

upon which all Reformers are agreed. He ha*

taken his position upon Finality, and can no

longer be accused of deluding or hoodwinking

any man who does not seek a pretext for being

duped. Lord John is, therefore, in our opinion,

to be held as disposed of. There may be more

respect entertained for the individual than for

some of the more liberal of bis colleagues; but

a Government, of which Lord John Russell, with

any regard to his own character, can now form a

member, is undeserving of the support of any

consistent Reformer. He is fairly out of the field.

Were he even to recant his wantonly gratuitous

declarations, his future usefulness would perish

with his sinking character. His last act before

resigning office, was, gravely and advisedly, along

with Lord Melbourne, to bequeath the public

interests, the cause of Reform, the peace of Ire-

land, and their reversionary interest in the Court,

to those same Tories whom they had so shortly

before taught their creatures and their party

journals to yell against ;
which lesson is repeated

at the present hour, with an enormity in lying,

an effrontery in humbug, which fairly distance*

the buest period in party annals. But Lord

John is hors du combat in any Liberal Govern-

ment ; and although his testamentary disposition*

were so kindly made in favour to the Tories, he

)

ha8 since obtained, on one topic, a new light.
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After the very decided part which Lord John has

taken in counselling the Queen to resist the pro-

position of Sir Robert Peel for the remodelling of

the household, as derogatory and unconstitutional

—an indignity to her station, and cruelty to her

youth and sex—he surely could not, a second time,

make over both Queen and country to the harsh

and tyrannical sway of Sir Robert ; who, like an-

other inflexible John Knox, could see “ Fair Mary
weep In vain ;* nor yet to one resembling that

stern veteran, (the prototype of all oppressors of

princes,) who was once heard to say, “ Better

that bairns greet than bearded men.** But from

this severity and insolence, unconstitutional as-

sumption of power, or whatever else the Whig
organs may please to term it, there is no imme-
diate hope of the Duke or Sir Robert Peel

receding. What then becomes the duty of Lords

John Russelland Melbourne totheir royal mistress,

should they And, within a few weeks or days, that

they are exactly in the same position with Parlia-

ment aswhen they informed herMajesty that,hav-

ing lost the confidence of the House of Comasons,

they could no longer, in accordance with the

principles of the British Constitution, act as her

advisers ? They are surely bound, in every view

of honour and consistency, to uphold her Majesty

In the course which they have gravely sanc-

tioned, and deliberately justified, as strictly con.

stitutional, as well as in accordance with her

dignity and her amiable womanly feelings for her

favourite ladies. They are for ever tied up from

ever again consigning their young and confiding

mistress to the tender mercies of the Tories, if

the churlishness of the Radicals, or any other

cause, should deprive them a second time of the

felicity of serving her themselves. They can no

longer, without offence and insult, give the Queen
what the Tory papers, during the Three Days*

Government, so often lauded as “ the manly and

honourable advice of Lord Melbourne and Lord
John,** to send for Sir Robert Peel and the

Duke, and to set her face against the Liberals.

Failing themselves—and they may fail—they

are bound, by every feeling of loyalty and of

self-respect, to co-operate in the formation of a

Government in harmony with her Majesty's

wishes and feelings. They have voluntarily

placed themselves in this position, and cannot

shrink from it. They are bound to counsel the

Queen to send for Lord Normanby, or Morpeth,

or Brougham, or Durham, or any noble Lord who
can reconcile his public duty with due consider-

ation for her Majesty's wishes ; or, haply, for Mr
Hume or Mr Grote. Any policy must be pre-

ferable to giving pain to the Queen. “ Keep out

the Tories,*’ “ Rally for the Queen,** must hence-

forth be the war-cry in high places, as well as

among the masses ; and, though out themselves,

the leaders of the present Government will, be-

yond all doubt, most lustily join in it.

These considerations would warrant the hope
of an improved Government, and at no distant

day—the hope of a Ministry that should deserve

the confidence of the nation, and be in accordance
with the predilections of the Sovereign, were our

slippery, shuffling friends, who are all-powerful

at Court, to be judged of as ordinary men, baring

the common principles of honour and honesty.

That Lord John Russell can form a permanent

member ofany Liberal Administration, is,we have

•aid, wholly out of the question. Lord Melbourne,

with all hia faults, is composed of more yielding

material. Our opinion of that nohle person has

neverbeen ooncealed nor minced; but he k a more

practicable individual, and a more flexible politi-

cian ; and one is tolerably assured that he will not

obstinately persist in acting the part ofthe dog in

the manger—neither do himself, nor let others

act—were he properly balanced. The Reformers

might, in short, at this time, better spare a

better man. Britain is a monarchy, and cour-

tiers have their uses. But in the event of his

retiring, he also is bound to give the Queen

counsels very opposite to those which preceded

his late resignation. He (and indeed the whole

Cabinet) has identified himself with that high-

spirited condnct in her Majesty, which has routed

the sympathies and enthusiasm of the nation

“ for our young and insulted Queen V* It was

by the advice of the whole Melbourne Cabinet,

that her Majesty so summarily dismissed the

Three Days* Tory Government. We reserve our

opinion as to the constitutional soundness of that

advice, or the wisdom of the prevalent clamour.

With the smallest hope of a Liberal Government,

or a greatly improved Whig Ministry succeed-

ing, far be it from any Reformer to lament the

Tory downfal. The exultation and delusion of

the country, is on# more proof of the inveterate

hostility of the people to that party. Anything is

welcome, and everything is justifiable in the eyes

of a vast majority of the nation, which thwarts

and puts down the Tories. The Queen is, by sud-

den reaction, at this moment, we believe, much

more popular than in the week of her accession,

or that of her coronation. Her Majesty has not,

like King William, professed any inclination to-

wards Liberal opinions ; but she has displayed

symptoms of a right princely self-will in what is at

present deemed the right direction. She has van-

quished the veteran victor of Waterloo—she has

dismissed the Tories “ ! Hurrah for the Queen

P

shouts O'Connell. " Rally for onr Qneen !** re-

spond theplace-hunting or place-keeping Whigs;

whilemanydisinterested persons of generous feel-

ing, and no great power of reflection, are caught

by the melting and exciting picture ofyouth, roy-

alty, tender womanhood, roused to resist indig-

nity and oppression. But if the Reformers of ft

former age were contented to hail gospel-light

even in so doubtful a source as “ Boleyn's eyes,"

it is quite pardonable that the Radicals should

exult in the advancement of their righteous

cause, through the generous and amiable at-

tachment of Queen Victoria to * the friends ef

her childhood/' and the ladies ef her bedcham-

ber. It is not their part to long to see the young

Queen made over to Tory surveillance, and Tory

arts of all descriptions. One set ef courtiers sit

a time is quite enough forthe strongest and most

experienced princely head*
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And new that the Tories are shat out from the
place, probably for a considerable period. What
•ort of Government are we to have ? Her Majes-

ty must be aware-—for she has learned it in sor-

row, within these few weeks, and from their own
souths—that her advisers, though they enjoyed

her rapport and favour, had lost the confidence

of the House of Commons, and were, conse-

qaeotly, compelled to resign. She has restored

them by her royal prerogative, but have they

regained the confidence of the country ?

A loyal People and a dutiful House of Com-
mons will, no doubt, make very considerable

Mcrifiees to gratify the wishes of their young
female Sovereign, and to defend her from Tory
encroachment, perhaps even to the length of

rtretching a constitutional point, that can by any
ingenuity bo construed in her favour ; but if the

Ministry, overthrown by the House of Commons,
accidentally restored, and holding office merely
through the favour of the Queen, persist in the

mme policy which forfeited the confidence of the

Representatives of the People, while the origi-

nal cause and the attendant circumstances of
their restoration must have further exasperated
the alienated Upper House, what then is to be the

malt? It requires no prophet to foresee it.

If the Whigs choose to become Reformers, in

deed as well as in profession, and cordially unite

vith the Radicals for the advancement of those

objects, which alone make it of consequence to

the People which set of men is in power, a hope-
ful struggle may still be maintained, and a tri-

umphant result predicted. But a mere Mel-
bourne and Russell Ministry can only be reor-

ganised to work further mischief for the brief

space it continues to hang together ; to distract

and sow further dissensions among the Reform-
ers, and ultimately either to leave the Queen to
the unavoidable domination of the Tories, or
precipitate her into the arms of wild and extra-
vagant Revolutionists. Were it possible for the
Whigs to overmaster this present crisis in the
strength of official patronage, the delusion about
the Queen, and mere Whiggery, the chances
of Reform would be worse than ever. Some
Persons, after all the pains Lord John Russell
ha« taken in the demonstration, are still indig-
nant at being told that there is not now an iota of
difference between Whig and Tory ; but there
vould be no doubt in the matter then. The
Tories would, in process of time, become the
Whigs or Liberals of the reign of Victoria, and
re should have the reign of her grandfather
over again, with merely a change of names.
A thirdsman has, however, come into play ; and
whether the People be consulted or not, they
must be heard—and perhaps the more loudly
fat they are not consulted.

But—What sort ofGovernment are we to have f
Parliament dismissed the Whigs; the Queen
dismissed the Tories ; and, if the opportunity
offered be seised and improved, the People may
obtain an improved set of rulers superior to both
^-it to defend the Just prerogatives of the Crown
—to unite the Reformers once more on a fair

and definite basis, and for fixed objects—and to

promote the true interests of all classes and par-

ties. The Tories will not challenge the power
of the Queen to choose her own servants

;

the Whigs will not deny, what they have just

confessed, that they have lost the confidence of

Parliament, and cannot longer carry on the Go-
vernment. There is, therefore, no alternative.

Tories cannot get in—mere Whigs cannot stay

in. The time is singularly propitious for the

accession of a really Liberal Government, or of

one composed of fresh Liberal elements. It has

come earlier than could have been anticipated,

and without that fiery trial of Tory domination,

to which every reflecting Reformer had made up
his mind rather than longer submit to the dead-

ening effects of Whig laxity and trickery, bud-
ding, as we have seen, into Whig effrontery, and
to be consummated, if possible, in the bright

perennial flower of undisguised modern Whig-
gery—I. e.y Finality—flourishing throughout the

long reign of Queen Victoria. Was this a state

of things to he desired ? And are we ensured

against it ? It is the game of the Whigs to turn

every incident to their own advantage. If a

little lip-liberalism may serve the turn, they will

in this pinch suffer a little to escape them, while

their underlings and hirelings deal it forth by
daily columns. Yet who has forgotten the many
civil speeches made by Lord Melbourne to the

Radicals ? But a few weeks—even since the

opening of the present Session of Parliament—it

did require a considerable stock of courtly assur-

ance in this same noble individual to convey to

Mr O'Connell the information that the kindness

and graciousness between himself and that gen-

tlemen was all on one side. “ If the Radicals

and Mr O'Connell support my Government, I am
sure I have always treated them with the proper

degree of contempt," has been the plain import of

Melbourne’s language. It will be the fault of Mr
O’Connel) and the Radicals if any future Whig
Minister shall ever venture to act, with regard to

them, in that touch-and-go, swaggering style,

vibrating between shuffling, braggadocio and
insolence, to which they have so often submitted.

It is not, however, precisely for their personal

feelings that we are concerned, but for the in-

terests which they represent, and which are in-

jured by tame submission to indignities. To use

plain terms, the Reformers will have great cause

of distrust in any Government of which Lord
Melbourne is the head. We do not exactly repu-

diate him ; hut it would require an extraordinary

infusion of Liberal feeling and of steady principle

in the Cabinet ; definite measures of reform, and
tried men to support them,—to overmaster the

vicious influences and lax principles which have

been displayed there for the last few years. Nor
are these qualities wanting, and of a kind which
will commandthe respect of the nation. Lord Nor-
manby enjoys the confidence of the Irish People,

which of itself is a mighty consideration ; Lord
Durham may he roused from his lethargy, and
may, perhaps, vindicate the opinions formed of

him by his zealous admirers ; and the whole tenor
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of bis life warrants ns in saying, that Lord
Brougham may be surely reckoned upon, as

soon as he can, with efficiency, hope to serve the

People by resuming office. There is nothing in

these names to alarm the most sensitive Conserv-

ative, save the certainty that Reform would
then be set about in earnest— that the Whig
" talkee, talkee/* which served Tory purposes,

was at an end ; that the Reform Bill would

be reformed, the Suffrage extended, the duration

of Parliament restored to the old and constitu-

tional period, and the Corn-Laws abolished, if

the efforts of Rulers and People were simultane-

ous. Those persons, whether Whig or Tory, who
dread these things, would certainly have cause of

apprehension. Lord Brougham's accession to the

remodelled or renewed Cabinet, would, of itself,

be more alarming to the Tories than that of any
other individual whom we can pitch upon. In the

same degree would it be a guarantee for the ful-

filment of the hopes of the country. He has said

that it must “ be a very, very Liberal Govern-
ment to which he can accede.**

To come more directly to the point—No man
pretending to the name of a Liberal, even in the

most Whig-riddencommunities,canlongerhold up
his face to give the Melbourne and Russell Cabi-

net an unqualified support. “Open Questions/* at

the least, are required on three leading measures.

But who, in the present Cabinet, are to hold to the

Liberal side ? The Whig adherents have the

sagacity to discern that mere Whiggery, the old

machinery, wont work. Formerly we had "Libe-

ral Measures/* "Justice to Ireland/* a " Muni-

cipal Irish Bill/* an " Appropriation Clause,"

and so forth. Now we are to have “ Open Ques-

tions/* demanded by the same individuals who

denounce Mr Hume as “ traitorous/* and Sir

William Molesworth as " unprincipled/' because

they have given one vote which has shaken Whig

supremacy, and brought us the poor length of

“ Open Questions.**

We have headed this paper, “ What sort of

Government are we to have ?** The more accu-

rate question would be, " What sort of Govern-

ment ought the Radicals to take?" admitting

they have any scope of choice. Without a change

of men to some extent—and the farther pushed

the better— 4 Open Questions" will prove as

pretty a trading fallacy as any of those with

which the Reformers have hitherto been gulled.

“ Open Questions" in a Cabinet the leaders of

which the other day solemnly made over Queen

and country to the Tories! And is even this

much secured ? Let us hope the best ; but be

fully prepared for disappointment. The narrow

demand of The Ten “ Open Questions," on

three leading measures, will, much more proba-

bly, not be conceded. Ten righteous would have

saved Sodom, had warning been taken ; but the

Ten Radical Members will hardly be able to save

the Melbourne Government.

LA SAINTE ALLIANCE DU PEUPLE.

SUX6 OX THE OCGABIOX OF THE EVACUATION OF THE FEEXCH TEEEITOBY, XV THE YXAB 1818.

(From the French of Biranger.)

I saw the descending of Peace from afar

:

Flowers, corn-blades, and gold in her pathway arose

;

The air was serene, and the thunders of war
Were quenched at her feet, in a harmless repose

;

And she said—“ Noble equals in prowess, advance,
Men of England, Spain, Germany, Muscovy, France!
O peoples, forgetting all by-gone defiance,

Join hands in the bond of a Holy Alliance

!

M Ye are worn by long ages of hate and distrust

;

Your rest is a night-mare where sleep is undone

;

Apportion your globe in a spirit more just

;

Let each have his place in the light of the snn.

To the car of Ambition all harnessed ye stray

From the true road of happiness blindly away.
O peoples, forgetting all by-gone defiance,

Join hands in ths bond of a Holy Alliance!

« On yonr neighbours ye burst with the torch and the
brand,

And the storms bear your roofs In a blaze to the skiee

;

When earth has grown cold, from the war-wasted hand
The plough pauses idly, and rusts where it lies.

Near the bourne whence all states have gone forward, we
find

No corn-blade sustained with the blood of mankind.
O peoples, forgetting all by-gone defiance.

Join hands in the bond of a Holy Alliance

!

w *Mid the blaze of yonr cities the potentates proud,
With the point of their insolent sceptres, will dare

To mark, and count ovsr the popular crowd
By some blood-spilling triumph accorded them there.

Poor flock, still exposed to the tyrannous stroke.

From the heavy, ye pass to the merciless yoke.

O peoples, forgetting all by-gone defiance,

Join hands in ths bond of a Holy Alliance

!

u Nor broken in vain he the torch and the sword

;

Let Jnstice bear sway in the lands of yonr birth:

No more let your life's-blood he uselessly poured

For the Kings that requite not, and victors of earth.

Denounce the false glare of the planets that start

To scare us to-day, and to-morrow depart.

O peoples, forgetting all by-gone defiance,

Join hands in the bond of a Holy Alliance

!

* Oh 1 yet let the nations in freedom respire

;

Cast a veil o'er the past—let its history cease.

Sow the seed in your fields to the sound of the lyre,

Let the bright arts be glad round the altar of Pesee!

And Hope, lapped in plenty, will smile to behold

The young race that rises succeeding the old.

O peoples, forgetting all by-gone defiance,

Join hands in the bond of a Holy Alliance !**

Thus sung sweetest Peace; and the words that she boo;

Were pronounced after her by our governing Powers

;

As tho' in her spring-time, all Nature looked young,

And hearts again woke to see Autumn in flowers.

Let thy wine-cup, my country, flow freely to-day,

For the bands of the stranger are marching away.

O peoples, forgetting all by-gone defiance.

Join hands in the bond of a Holy Alliance

!

W. D.
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THE MAIDS OF HONOUR.
“ No scandal about Queen Elizabeth, I hope.**

Theab are certain words current in the world

vhich convey to the mind the most uncertain and
indefinite ideas. Every man has his especial

notion of an angel ; every man his especial notion

ofa maid of honour. Albeit in the re*gn ofQueen
Charlotte, of prudish memory, he may have seen

that exquisite title borne by Honourable Misses

of threescore years, with wrinkled visages and
equally defeatured reputations, he persittts in

believing a maid of honour to be the epitome
of girlish graces and virgin virtues ; a lady re-

•embling the renowned one whom the incanta-

tiom of Comus failed to fright from her pro-

priety

—

Chaste as the icicle

Thn*« cu'ded by the froat from purest snow.
And hangs on Dum*s temple $

A dipthong of Venus and Diana ;

A plurality of perfection.

Nevertheless, if we have writ our annals true,

if history have not fabled, nor memoirs set down
in malice matters which it was their cue to

extenuate, there has been more than one histori-

cal epoch in which the poets ejaculation of
“ Frailly ! thy name is woman 1**

might have been aptly modified into
<# Frailty 1 thy name is maid of honour!**

Grammont, for instance, lias recorded the re-

creations of the high-born maidens of his time,

who, disguised as orange girls, escaped from the

pnrlieus of the palace of Whitehall, to frequent

those of the theatres ; and St Simon acquainted
ns on what offence the Duchess de Noailles,

mother of the Maids of Honour of Anne of Aus-
tria and her royal successor, was forced to have
double iron bars affixed to their chamber win-
dows. The Queen of Scots had her Maries ; and
she who recorded in song, that

* There waa Mary Seyton, and Mary Betoun,
And Mary Carmichael, and me,”

hath also bequeathed to posterity the confession

of her fault. Queen Elizabeth was forced, by
the incontinence of her fair attendants, to find

them occasional lodgings in the Tower of Lon-
don, even when so great a man as the gallant

Raleigh was the avowed author of the mischief ;

and Pop£ and Lady Mary Wortley have told

tales of the honourable maidenhood of Queen
Caroline's Court, which the world will not wil-

lingly let die.

It strikes us, therefore, with no great sur-

prise, that, amid the finical idleness of modern
palaces, a scandal should have arisen injurious

to the reputation of one of its fair inmates, occu-

pying a post so perilous. As a stagnant pool

engenders malignant vapours and noxious rep-

tiles, the dull monotony of royal state is sure to

beget crawling parasites and slanderous reports.

The back-stairs of a royal cabinet is the natural

ttmosphere for these monstrous growths. Pope,
in describing prudery (to a maid of honour) as

u A beldam
Seen with youth and beauty seldom ;**

plainly proves, by adding
“ Tis an ugly, envious shrew,
Who rails at dear I<epel and you,**

that the “ dear Lepel ’*—

“

youth's youngest
daughter"— the fairest of the maids of honour
of the time when Lady Suffolk was lady of the
bed-chamber both to the King and Queen—had
been made a mark for the ill nature of the Court.
Yet Pope’s was an era when there were wars
and rumours of wars to occupy the whispers of

Kensington and Hampton Court—when there
was a King to squabble with his Ministers, and
afford public news to keep in movement the
private echoes of Windsor Castle. Had •* sweet
Lepel" been railed at during a period of petti-

coat government, when the back- stairs, instead

of being haunted by Herveys, Walpoles, and
Chesterfields, had been the resort of mantua-
makers and milliners, “ black, white, and grey,

with all their trumpery," Pope would have known
that the “ railing" was an inevitable concomi-
tant of the of—Maid of Honour. He
would have rather addressed the future Lady
Hervey with

“ Be thou as chaste as ice, as pure as snow,
Thou shalt not escape calumny !”

We confess ourselves of opinion, that these

are things too slight to be made a matter of
political discussion. The giants of a high-
minded party ought not to stoop and arm their

slings with pebbles. Let the Hastings' family

settle their differences with the Queen, without

attempting to bias majorities and minorities.

Every one who has familiarly examined the

interior of a convent, or even of a female board-

ing-school, may have noticed the peculiar pri-

vileges assigned to the visiting doctor or apo-

thecary
; the jactant self-importance assumed

by the cock.pigeon of the dove-cote. The
gentle baronet of railroad renown, has recently

proved that a court physician resembles no other

physician—nay, that he scarcely resembles any
other man—being privileged to abandon a dying
friend, in order that bis dinner may not be kept
waiting. It is easy, therefore, to conceive, that

the pet physician of a dozen ladies of the bed-

chamber, women of the bed-chamber, maids of

honour, dressers, chamber-maids, &c., &c., &c.,

may have been inspired, by the genius of the

place, to see things double ; and, among so many
double faces and double tongues, adventure a

surmise, which a young and inexperienced girl,

in the first shock of wounded delicacy, fancied

herself called upon to visit with exemplary
severity.

But no sooner was the Doctor (unhappy blun-

derer !) compelled to write himself down an ass,

than the illustrious ladywhom his misrepresenta-

tions had misled, hastened to acknowledge his

errors, and offer every apology suggested by a
generous heart ; and had the Queen and her

Maid of Honour been left to settle their griev-
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ances, all had soon been well again. A blame-

less young woman, too secure in her own virtue

to apprehend injury from such an imputation,

would have treated the vulgar gossip of the

Court with silent contempt ; and, at the period

pointed out by discretion, have retired from a

spot so unfavourable to the decencies of life, and

an office which we should conceive no woman of

feminine disposition would be at any time desir-

ous to fill.

But things were otherwise appointed. The
crisis of the hour required that the sympathy of

the nation should be appealed to. With a

thousand more legitimate sources of dissatisfac-

tion against her Majesty's Ministers, it was

judged advisable to drag forward the spectacle of

Lady Basting's grey hairs; and, by way of

appeasing the sorrows of the unhappy Lady

Flora, to promulgate the Court slander to the

uttermost ends of the earth.
a * « * a

[We cannot go farther. Our contributor, who

is abroad, goes on to tell that the whole Continent

laughs or sneers at this new “ Battle of Hast-

ings." We are sorry for it. Injustice has been

done to the Queen in this unpleasant stair, but

great blame lies somewhere ; and we eannot help

sympathizing in the generous feelings that hare

been excited even by what at a distance may

seem so trivial a cause.]

THE ALEHOUSE TAP.

A Parody on “ The Islet of Greece**

Tars alehouse tap I the alehouse tap

!

Where Reb and Jemmy roared sad flung;

Where knuckles beat the sharp, quick rap,

Where gills were lost'd, and coppers mag ;

Sternal mags pant to be wet.

But all except thy sign is set

The stolen sip—the hurried booze

—

The cup quaff'd at the door on foot

;

Leave cut* and dogs to bark and mews.
In the deserted chamber—mute

To boisterous voice of Robby West,

Shouting, like Stentor, for—“ The best I”

The mutchkin-stoup looks o’er the gill,

The gill looks o’er the glasses wee

;

And, musing o’er the one I fill,

I dream not of—a cup of tea

;

For, while my cronies round mo rave,

Could 1 bo a Teetotal slave ?

A lecturer stood om the slope

That rises to our village wall

;

Ho hectored fierce the brandy shop**-

His audience gaped—he trapp’d them alL
He counted them at sir that day,

And, when ton struck, ah { where were they t

And where are they P—and where art thou,
« Pale Brandy ?*• O’er thy watered strength

The jocund stave is silent now—
“ GlenUvet" takes thy place at length

;

A°d must thy praise, spirit divine,

Degenerate into hands like mine ?

*Tis something, in the dearth of wine—
Tho* cast among a taxed raeo—

To kneel, at least, at whisky’s shrine,

And bear grog-blossoms on my face

:

Yet what is left the boozer here,

Since gin is gone—since brandy’s dear t

Must we but grudge the heighten’d price ?

Sit greelin'-fou$ Our fathers fought

:

Death I render, if but for a trice,

A couple of them plagued with drought

;

But if, perchance, thou grant ns three,

I tremble lest they drain the sea.

What !—silent still?—then silent bide *

Ah 1 no ; the voices of the drunk
Sound like an empty barrel's side ;

And, hiccnp, “ Though we here are sunk,

Let one be tapp’d—we come ! we come !—
*Tis only tools who shirk their fum.***

v A cant name for tumbler.

In vain—in vein—broach other casks,

Fill high the glam with British Gin;
Leave “ Hollands” to the spoon who asks

A bottle from the oldest binn.

Hark !—answering to the summons rough,

How flies Will Tapster with the stuff

!

You have Scotch whisky, potent yet

;

But where has fled Jamaica rum?
Of two such spirits, why forget

That which could almost move the dnmb t

The lush which Brewer Noah gave
Is not for the Tee-total slave.

Fill yet the bowl with u gude 8cotch drink,”

(We will not think of rum and wine ;)

To Burns' thoughts it formed the link

That bound them in a chain divine «

Burns, our prido—tho' gifted-loot.

Cramp'd, crushed, 'neath gauger's paltry poet.

The qnaffor of the “ cup of aaek”
Was jollity's unflinching friend;

That quaffer was the ° queer Sir Jack
Oh 1 that t^ie present hour would lend

To us his head, so strong and sound

—

His paunch, sodome*like and profound.

Fill yet the bowl with “ gude Scotch drink 1"

By Ferintosh and Islay’s shore

Swagger the cooes who never tcinA

At tippling off a quart or more ;

And there, perhaps, some eeed is sown
The jolly god might not disown.

Treat not for cheap gin to the Whig**-
For taxes low the taxes rise.

In smuggling sly the Schiedam kegs
Ths only chance of cheapnom lies.

But cruel force and iron rule

Would break your pot, however flail.

Fill high the bowl with « gudo Scotch frfiak I*

Our lasses dance beneath yon tens i
I see their figures rise and sink,

But, gazing on the sign-ery,

I weep to think they should he toola

For suckling of Too4e$al foots.

Place me on hogshead*! lofty top.

Where nothing, ears tho rum and t,

May hoar our mutual gurglings drop.
There, landlord, lot me tap and try

!

Cold water drink shall ne’er be mine,
Restore—repaint—yon faded sign I

Tosspot BiDimui.

a Sir John Faktaff
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BLANCHE DELAMERE.

CHAPTEB XI.

Coming qf Ag€,
Tn prayers of many grateful hearts were

pasted—the hopes of many young and joyful

kows fulfilled—when the sun rose in unwonted
iplendonr upon that Jane morning whieh beheld
the jonng Counteas of Delamere complete her
tvtsty-fivst year, and obtain, with the uncon-
trolled possession of her princely fortune, the
nailery of her own actions. Before the sun
had riaea, the village girls were in their cottage-

gardens,gathering the earliest roses and the latest

alley lilies—sweet as their own innocent breath
—for the welcome holiday. The music of the rue-

tie band was already heard afar off, in the ave-
aaas leading from the Stoke Delamere gate to
the stately mansion of the Holy Cross. The
gkesome children, and their mothers, had ae-

wnMed in troops, equipped in their neatest
drosses, each carrying flowers and floral decora-
tiron, in the long procession which, at a very
early hour, picturesquely defiled upon the lawn,
aad under the magnificent beech and walnut
troea, where it was joined by the young Countess,
and her female friends aad attendants. Before
partaking of the breakfast, arranged on long
dower-decorated tables, spread in the Berceau
walk, the Countess Blanche and her rustic neigh-
bour—Matrons, maidens, and children—were to

join in a social meeting, rather than in solemn
worship, in the ancient chapel of Delamere. It

vaa Blanche who presided at the organ, and led
tbs cheerfully-pious and simple hymn, in which
tbe Universal Father was thanked and adored
by Bis assembled children for His bounty and
goodness; and, in which, earnest supplication
was made for light and energy to fnlfil His will,

osd to accomplish the high ends for which the
beings here assembled had been called into exist-

ence. When, at the close of this simple cele-

bration, the young Countess had shaken hands
with the women, and caressed the children—each
botbful or brisk urchin who, confident of her
kindness, pressed forward to seek her notice—she
whispered her Quaker gouvernante, now her ma-
ternal companion, to leave her in the chapel for

> few minutes to solitude and her own thoughts.

And, although hers was not a ritual religion—

a

ceremonial faith—it was with a soothing sense
of peace and consolation stealing over her that

Blanche res#, with tearful eyes, from the altar-

cteps, where, kneeling in mute devotion, she
bad silently thanked the gracious Providence
which had sustained and guided her friendless

youth through the many trials, perils, and snares
ky which she had been beset ; and implored tbe
cone graoieue guidance and protection from this

era in her life, when, with privileges which
the world esteems eo high, came duties which
the had long contemplated as imperative, diflb-

cul% end solemn;
* fot many yeas*haws I boon looking forward

to thio day/' was her observation to the friend'

waiting her at the door of the chapel ;
“ yet it

•till finds me, if neither weak nor wavering, un-

prepared/*

“Thouwouldst lay too much on thyself at

once, dear ehild : give thyself time to accomplish

the good thou designest/*

“ No time—no time. Let me work whilst it

ia called to-day ! For what have 1 desired this

unsatisfying riches, assumed, yea, battled for,

suffered martyrdom, to attain these barren hon-

ours—sought this great, this awful responsibility

—save to work out those benevolent schemes of

wiser, more thoughtful heads, which my own
heart and conscience sanction ? Thinkest thou,

dear companion, that 1 might not have been
happier—ay, happier far—as the wife of Fred-
erick Leighton, the village surgeon, than the

solitary, loveless, joyless possessor of all this

unvalued wealth and grandeur? Had the base

attempte ef others to defraud me, not alone of

my rights, hut of my intellect, of my personal

independence, my freedom, not roused my spiri

to the combat, I sometimes feel that I should

have been moat thankful to abdicate my sove-

reignty to the next heir, and get me, not to n
nunnery, but to a happy, humble home."
“ In vindicating your rights, you took tbe

eourse which God and man approve. Need you*
friend say how much, ware it but for the sake of

humanity,she exults in your esoape and triumph."
“ Yet 1 shudder as I look back, and wonder

whence I derived the strength of spirit which

has borne me through that terrible ordeal which

exposed me to the real wreck of those poor wits

I was accused of wanting. Stanch kinsman
aa Sir Jervis Yates is, and ever will be to a

countess-cousin—zealous as the house of Fan-

faronade has been for a noble heiress, who may
yet be converted into a nearer relative—and,

though to both I feel all due gratitude—what,

save for your sympathy and affection, and tbs

noble, the generous devotion of Frederick—
what, save for his consummate knowledge and
ability, must have been my fate in those dreadful

investigations ? Now I could almost bless my
past trials. Have they not revealed to me the

true nobility, the unin>8gined beauty of ons

human heart, and that one devoted to me with

all its untold treasure of love and goodness.

You press my arm—I know well the meaning of

that gentle check/* continued tbe young Count-

ess, smiling ;
“ yet you shall not, on this morning

of jubilee, grudge me the proud happiness of

knowing that I am beloved—loved for myself

alone; and that the only heart I ever sought

is my own ! Can I ever forget what sustained me
throughoutthese torturing, degrading,maddening

trials ! Had my enemies triumphed—had I been

proved a lunatic, an idiot, unfit to enjoy the com-

monest rights of the species—Ms love would not

have failed me« Wo should have fled together be-
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yond the reach of cruel and tyrannical, because

blind laws; and, though pronounced unfit to enjoy

the honours of the heiress of Delamere, mine might

hare been a more blessed lot.”

' The maternal friend wished to lead the mind
of the young Countess from a course of thought

to which it was morbidly prone, and to fix it upon

present duty. . . . We must look back for

an instant. The complicated transactions of

Mr Grimshaw, the steward of the late Countess,

and her confidential man in all her affairs, had

left him, as all the world believed, greatly her

debtor. And, though the destruction of account-

books and vouchers of all kinds in the myste-

rious burning of the left wing of the Abbey
of the Holy Cross had involved affairs in inex-

tricable confusion, Mr Grimshaw looked for-

ward with apprehension to the period when the

young Countess should act under the counsels

of her clear-headed cousin, Sir Jervis Yates,

whose talents for business and accompts were

famed throughout the country, and who had been

heard to say, that the long widowhood of Coun-
tess Marguerite, and the prolonged minority of

Lady Blanche, must have made the Delawares

the greatest monied aristocratic family in the

north. Before the death of the old Countess,

Mr Grimshaw having made, as was alleged, a safe

preliminary bargain with the next heir—that

young Irishman of whom the reader has for-

merly heard—began to hint doubts about the

soundness of mind of the eccentric or half-mad

heiress, born to destroy the estates, and disgrace

the house of Delamere. Mr Grimshaw, the

young man, and those of his friends who acted by

the steward's instigation, and under his guidance,

would have been better contented had the

young Countess, on coming ofage, quietly agreed

to leave them the sole management of her for-

tune, promising not to marry, and to have spared

themselves the scandal and difficulty, and her the

pain of the investigation. But Mr Grimshaw
too well knew her high spirit to entertain any

hope of so desirable an arrangement ; and a case,

most carefully drawn up, was accidentally shewn
to Dr Frederick Leighton, by an eminent phy-

sician in London, which revealed the deep-laid

scheme of villany. It was shewn to Leighton as

a professional curiosity upon a discussion acci-

dentally arising about insanity, and its strange

and varying symptoms. The young female, A. B.,

had been born, it was stated, in an eastern coun-

try, was aged eighteen, handsome in figure, and
with regular Grecian features ; but of a raised and
distracted look and wandering eye ; complexion

dark, temperament melancholic ; liable, from
childhood,to sudden,wild bursts ofpassion, some-

timesamountingto frenzy ; apt to be amorous, and,

at one time, when very young, had almost formed

a matrimonial connexion with a young man living

in the family in a half-menial capacity. The
hypothetical case tallied in so many minute par-

ticulars with what Leighton knew of the history

and opinions of Blanche Delamere, that he could

not doubt the identity of A. B. Nor could he
help admiring the ingenuity with which trivial

facts and circumstances had been perverted and

distorted, to make out the case of a young lady,

always remarkable for eccentricity of conduct

and opinion, falling into partial insanity, which

certainly made her unfit to manage her own im-

portant affairs, or to contract marriage; and com-

pelled the next of kin to come forward. Indeli-

cacy of manners, superstition alternating with

infidelity, contempt and outrage of public opinion

in matters which, by women of honour, are held

sacred, wereamong her alleged vices of disposition

and, above all, rebellion against the authority of

the most indulgent ofgrandmothers. A number®!

illustrative anecdotes, which, it was said, could

-be established by evidence, closed this remarkable

case, among which were an exaggerated version

of the story of Phoebe Waterton, and of Rosa-

mond Weston. Much stress was laid upon the

influence held over the mind of this unfortunate

lady by an artful attendant, who, it was believed,

intended, as soon as she was of age, to marry her

to one of her own connexions/
who, in birth and

fortune, was every way beneath the rank of the

patient. The brow of the young physician

burned as. by this odd coincidence, he read of the

designs imputed to himself and his aunt upon

the fortune and person of the imbecile or luna-

tic heiress. H e had, however, sufficient presence

of mind to suppress his indignation at the com-

plicated villany laid open.
“ Little doubt about the frail wits of this poor

damsel,” remarked his friend. “ Here is abso-

lutely one of those cases in which law steps in

with advantage, to protect the weak, and baffle

villany ; for there are, 1 fear, men to be found

base enough, for filthy lucre's sake, to marry a

creature in this pitiable condition ; and she may

give heirs to a rich and noble house.”

Dr Leighton answered, that the case was in-

deed singular—very singular. They had, how-

ever, seen but one side of it. They were not in

a condition to judge of the motives of the relatives

of this young lady for depriving her of personal

liberty, and the control of her own affairs; and

he craved leave to copy over the singular case,

which was at once conceded.

Painful, most painful, had it been to Frederick

Leighton to communicate to the Lady Blanche

the discovery he had made ; and for a long night

had he ruminated upou withholding it, at least

until the matter took shape. But this idea was

abandoned. He felt the urgency of the circum-

stances. He relied upon the fortitude and

strength of mind early displayed by Blanche, and

the importance of instant warning, while those

around her might be hourly on the watch to mis-

construe her every word, and misrepresent her

every action.

This was but the first of a long aeries of ser-

vices as effectively as delicately rendered, during

the torturing investigation, to which the Countess

Blanche had been privately subjected, and under

which her pride, her firmness, nay her intellect,

she believed, must have given way, save for hit un

failing sympathy, and heroic devotion. For her

sake, he had, for the time, abandoned his profei-
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gjon&l views, and every immediate hope and ad-

vancement in life ; for her sake, to secure her from

further indignityand persecution, had he forborne

to accept the rich and passionately coveted gift

almost proffered him—the hand of her, whose

heart had been ever and only his, and whose love

no longer brooked, nor sought concealment.

“ Had they made me out mad,” continued the

Lady Blanche, as she walked with her friend

from the door of the chapel towards the happy

festive groups, waiting her presence under the

trees, “ then had I been blest. Oh, so blest !

—

Frederick would have lied with me—you would

have accompanied us to Syria—to my own dear

childhood's land. There might no longer have

existed a Countess Delamere in the peerage ;

but how blest a Blanche Leighton, in some safe

and bumble home—blest and making blest
!”

“ And hast thou not nowpower to bless ?—un-

thankful lady !—to whom hundreds look up for

the happiness which, largely imparting to others,

cannot long fail thyself. There is but too much
reason to fear that the first whisper of alliance

with one whom the world deems so far below

thee, would be the signal for the renewal of those

base schemes, which degrading to thee, might
forever deprive those hundreds of thy depend-

ant fellow-creatures of thy generous and con-

siderate care. Thou hast already a large family

—ties enough to occupy and fill even thy ex-

pansive affections. Look, lady, to the small part

of thy expecting assembled English family which

yonder await thee. Thou bast high duties

—

doubt not in their fulfilment to find happiness.

Is notour Heavenly Father the Just One.”

The young Countess sighed, and strove to be
contented.

“I endeavour to think in this manner—to

look only to the bright side. I have triumphed
over villany, and possess what seems a boundless

power of doing good. Would that society were
so constituted, that no one, however generous
and well-inclined, possessed power so ample and
dangerous. But I will make the best of it ; and,

some day, perhaps—some far distant day—the

sense of the benefits I may have been able to con-

fer on others shall sooth this weak, fond heart, and
quiet this human yearning, which now cannot be

appeased. There is but one man in this whole
world whom I can marry ; and I know that our
union is at present all but impossible. But I will

not desert the post in which Providence has placed

me. I will not—I dare not risk throwing those

poor people, who have no hope save in me, upon
the tender mercies of those who have no mercy.
But why dally ? Have I not work enough for a
long life before me ?”

In cordially doing tbe honours of ber rustic

fete, in reciprocating kindnesses, and breathing,
as it were, an atmosphere of love and gladness,

surrounded by tbe objects of her love and her
Inmnty, tbe spirit of tbe young Countess re-

covered its elasticity. Before the festival of
the women and children had closed, a procession
of man and boys, with banners and music, arrived
—» spontaneous demp/istrptiop pf regard mi
MO, IXrUmmJQU Yl,

respect for tbeir young lady, “ who was so good

to their Missues and little ones.” There was also

to be a dinner offarmers and country neighbours

at the George and Dragon ; and already was tbe

antique Market-Cross over against that hospit-

able hostelrie decorated with evergreens and

banners. A more delicate compliment was paid

to tbe Countess by some unknown person, who
had privately adorned with flowers the windows of

her grandfather’s humble parsonage. The indig-

nant refusal of the farmers to have their festival

dinner presided over by Mr Grimshaw, who
volunteered for the purpose, marked the general

feeling towards that gentleman. He had not,

indeed, come ostensibly forward in the late deli-

cate investigations respecting the understanding

of his mistress ; but not only was the affair well

known throughout the country, but his share in

it. Some talked of a sound pelting with stones,

if the steward presumed to shew his face abroad

that day; and it was remarked that the Guy
Faux which suffered incremation at the Market-
Cross, amidst loud rejoicing, wore the exact

costume of the steward, and looked his twin-

brother, both in redness of nose and sinister cast

of eye.

From dispensing and receiving simple gifts and
memorials of the day, offered by her morning
guests, the young Countess was summoned to im-

portant business. Mr Grimshaw was there—the
lawyers were already met in array—the guardians

assembled—Lord Fanfaronade wascome—and, as

a friend and relative. Sir JervisYates took post by
his kinswoman. The business formalities were
happily dispatched, so far as was possible ; for

something yet remained to be done, both by the

Lord Chancellor and the steward ; but the Coun-
tess was free,

uncontrollable, in word or action,

and with grace and dignity she received the

congratulations of her company ; with touching

softness, the whispered congratulations of her

old friend, Dr Hayley, whom, to the confusion of

Lord Fanfaronade, and the displeasure of Sir

Jervis, she requested to take the place of honour
at the dinner-table where she first publicly pre-

sided as mistress. As Blanche arose from the

table, where she was the only lady present, she

addressed Lord Fanfaronade.
“ Your business is happily accomplished, my

Lord—mine is but beginning. May I even at

this unusual hour request your presence, with

that of my cousin, Sir Jervis—and as many of the

gentlemen assembled as will do me the honour—
as witnesses to the completion of a part of mine.

My own agent and people of business are already

in the library.”

His Lordship and the other gentlemen bowed,

as she glided away, each fancying what this busi-

ness might be.
“ I should not be surprised if she were about

to betroth herself to that Frederick Leighton, who
has been galloping about to Ireland and the West
Indies on her affairs—all the settlements ready

cut and dry,” whispered Sir Jervis to the Peer,

who drew up in offended majesty.

" I shall remonstrate strongly—J never will

2F*
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content to my cousin throwing herself and her
fine fortune and connexion away in this manner

;

she who might make the first match in Eng-
land.”

Lord Fanfaronade bowed his reply*—he was
unable to speak.
“ I have backed her out and out against the

heir-at-law instigated, it is said, by Grimshaw

—

and would again ; but I cannot stand this. Your
son, Mr Devereux, who, I understand, did the

Countess the honour to pay his addresses to her,

when she was a mere child, has not, I hope,

changed his mind ? There is a connexion to en-

sure the protection she so much wants ; and the

Countess cannot be insensible to the importance

of such an alliance in her present delicate cir-

cumstances, nor to the kind interest your Lord-
ship and your family have always taken in her

and in her affairs.

,r You are extremely obliging, Sir Jervis. My
family—my wife and daughters—who have known
the Countess from her childhood, and who are

much attached to her, did, at one time, certainly,

desire the alliance. That my son Horatio was
attached to Lady Blanche, I am also aware. His
present sentiments I do not pretend to know.
But when a young man of fashion—who might
form the most brilliant matrimonial connexion

—

remains for years unmarried, in his peculiar cir-

cumstances—the inference is fair that he has his

reasons. Some cloud did intervene between the

young people, years ago ; but I have no doubt
that my son Devereux remains attached to your
charming relative. Can you have any good
reabon to believe that she meditates a con*

nexion so unsuitable, so extremely derogatory,

1 must say, to her family, as that which you
suspect ?*'

“In faith, I fear it, my Lord !" returned Sir

Jervis, becoming familiar, upon the strength of a

reciprocal confidence, and a common object.
u Leighton, who is. a most intelligent fellow, has

made himself extremely busy, and not a little

useful to my fair cousin ; and 1 know, from good
authority, that there have been far more paper-

drawing work and documenting, going privately

on, than a young lady should be concerned in,

without the advice or knowledge of her friends :

but these people have, from childhood, got so

round her ! She has always had too much of her

own way, that’s the truth of it—but she is a fine

creature !—a noble creature ! were she once por-

perly settled down/’

Lord Fanfaronade bowed and hemmed. He
would not repulse Sir Jervis

; he would not com-
mit himself. He had gone far enough, and
abided the issue ; but hope or pride wrung
forth this remark as they passed to the library.

“ The Countess would scarcely have invited so

old a friend of the Delamere family as myself to

remain to witness an act which I must be par.

doned for regarding as degradation to herself

and her noble order, were her purpose what yon
suppose.*’

“We shall see—we shall see !" rejoined Sir

Jervis. “And if it be my countenance she

seeks to such a connexion, I promise you, my
Lord, she shall see the blackest side of it.**

“ The champagne has affected that person,"

was Lord Fanfaronade’s thought. “ Vulgar, no

doubt, but a shrewd man—perhaps ambitious in

his way.**

When the gentlemen entered the library, they

saw a table covered with written papers and

parchmeutB ; the modest Quakeress in her best

grey silk gown, and her gentlemanlike nephew,

Dr Leighton, in his professional black. He had

just arrived from Ireland, with the agent on the

Countess’s Donegal estates, and two gentlemen

of the law, with whom he seemed on very inti-

mate terms, and who had met him, by appoint,

ment, at Stoke Delamere.
“ Hey-day ! here is an array for a birth-day

drawing-room," cried Sir Jervis, briskly; “what,

my fair Countess, is about to be played off for

the amusement of your guests, and in honour of

the day ?’*

Blanche suppressed her rising disgust, whils

she replied

—

“ I owe. Sir Jems, as some of my guests

must be aware, my life—or all that gives

life value—my health, to this dear friend, who

has, for twelve years, watched over me with a

mother’s care. How much more I owe to her

than mere life—for that which far transcends

its dearest interests—which exists above, which

endures beyond life, it is not forme heretotelL

But 1 cannot suffer even one day of my hard-

bought independence to elapse, without rendering

her all the compensation within tny poor means.”

“Certainly, certainly!" said Sir Jervis Yates,

relieved, and concluding that “ compensation'* to

the aunt must mean an annuity, or a good suta

in hand, and not marrying the nephew.
“A service of tea-plate, perhaps,” thought

Lord Fanfaronade—“a small touch ofth« innate

plebeian ostentation, in taking so many wit-

nesses to the mighty reward—were It no more.”

But he hemmed, and said sententiously, that

“faithful and useftil service acquired all the

rights of humble friendship, and could neither

be over-valued nor over-rewarded."
“ 1 am glad your Lordship thinks in this man-

ner—I seek not to enrich my friend—she re-

quires neither my gifts nor my money—she is rich

enough already for her wise and modest wants.

But 1 seek to increase her happiness. It was

she who early inspired my childish mind with the

deepest horror of slavery—of man .holding pro-

perty in the blood, the sinews, and the free-

will with which the Creator ha9 gifted the mean-

est of His creatures. Nor could I, upon this the

first day of my power, lay my head on my pillow

in peace the owner were it but of one slave. 1

have taken measures to ensure the safety and

comfort of the emancipated negroes on the West

India estates of my family, in the enjoyment of

their new-born freedom ; and also, for the pro-

tection and improvement of my property, I has-

ten to sign their manumission, and thus to dis-

charge, so far as it may be discharged, my weight

of obligation to my maternal friend,”
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Btfon Sir Jems could recover his astonish,

meat, or Lord Fanfaronade dispose of his pinch

of inuf, Blanche had started to the table, and
rapsdJjr signed several sheets of paper, the leaves

of which Dr Leighton turned over.

“ Softly, ray dear Madam/' cried Sir Jervis, at

list; “are you aware of what you are about ?

or the number of your slaves ? above three or

frar hundred
!**

“ So many more hundreds of reasons against the

delay of justiee. Will you, Sir Jervis, do me
the kindness to sign as a witness. Dr Leighton

fire me your name. Nay, my Lord, I do not

despair of your Lordship also humouring me and

honouring me/*

Lord Fanfaronade waa taken by surprise ; and
the dignified Fanfajionadk figured before simple

Frederick Leighton , in the act of emancipation,

which draw moisture to the eyes of the Quaker-
ess, as she silently pressed the hand of her late

charge, and retired.

“ I have nothing to say to so extraordinary a

document,’' said Sir Jervis Yates. “It is not

done the amount of property rashly thrown
away, but the example. 1 don't understand it.

Was this the reward which your nurse re-

quested ? The idea might be quite natural to a

Quaker, yet not the most proper for a young,

unmarried lady of title and fortune—eh 1 my
lord ?—who might, at least, have been expected

to consult her friends in so important a step/'

“My young friend, the Countess, if I may have
the honour of calling her so, has graced the day
of her majority by a gracious deed/* said Lord
Fanfaronade, who was compromised by his sig-

nature. “ Let us not damp the pleasure

which the glow of benevolence sheds over her

hocom, and let us hope that the poor wretches
whom she has released, may never abuse their

freedom, nor disgrace her goodness.”
“ 1 fear it not, my Lord. I have, with warm

lows to my kind, great faith in the human race

-’in all God’s creation, and especially in my fel-

low-creatures, whether black or white.”

Lord Fanfaronade had quickly recourse to his

unfailing snuff-box, and the contemplation of

the diamond-encircled stately Maria Theresa
pictured on its lid. He doubted, after all, if

this lingular young woman, against whom insan-

ity had lately been so plausibly alleged that

•ren his mind was shaken, could be a fit wife for

Devereux, great as were her extrinsic advan-
tages. Her “ kind,” her “ fellow-creatures,”
“ God’s creatures.” Why, what was all this but
s sort of Radicalism in disguise ; and the worse
because disguised under the cloak of Christian-

ity—Christianity which some blasphemous dis-

senting preacher had lately styled “ the highest
and purest form of democracy ?” He had heard
the young Countess herself quote those shocking

expressions so repugnant to social order, decency,
and religion.

“ I ctmld not sleep in peace the owner of a
lave," continued Blanche ;

“ but neither can I

ranain the mistress of a race of miserable serfs,

vhose degraded existence must be a constant pain

and reproach to me, and a curse to themselves.

My second act of independent sovereignty, my
Lord, shall be to raise the Irish peasantry on
the family estates to the dignity of industrious,

independent labourers and farmers.”

“ This will require mature consideration,’* said

Lord Fanfaronade, with more quickness than his

ordinary manner—“ 1 mean, totally changing the

management of those valuable estates.”

“I have not been rash. Your Lordship is

aware that 1 was indulged in making a long visit

to Ireland last summer. 1 was not idle; and,

then, if 1 felt with my girl’s heart, I also saw with

my own eyes, and judged by my own and by more
enlightened understandings of the condition of the

people on these estates and on those of neighbour-

ing properties. Dr Leighton has since devoted

some months to the same examination. He
has just returned from Ireland. All that I

desire, and am bound to attempt, cannot be

accomplished in one day, nor in one year—no,

nor perhaps in one lifetime. Yet, knowing my
duty—having taken anxious and humble pains

to learn it—I will not suffer an hour to elapse

without commencing the work of amelioration

—

of atonement.”

“ Your Ladyship having kept yourself as poor

as a rat, during your minority, in throwing away
your persoual allowance on those Irish incorri-

gibles, would now throw your landed property

after it,” said Sir Jervis Yates, in a tone whieh

somewhat ruffled the temper of the young
Countess, though she checked the retort which

rose to her lips. “ Come, my Lord—come, Mr
Grimshaw—we must form a council-board on
these Irish affairs of my cousin’s,” continued

Sir Jervis. “We must not allow the gene-

rosity of the Countess to be altogether imposed

upon, and advantage taken of her inexperience

to deprive her of the power over her Irish pro-

perty before she has for four-and-twenty hours

enjoyed it.”

“Who seeks such advantage, Sir Jervis?”

inquired Dr Leighton, firmly, on seeing the eyes

of the baronet fixed on himself.

“ No one, I hope, my good Doctor ; but, at all

events, if they should, English good sense is able

to resist Irish or any other encroachment.—Eh,
my Lord ?”

“With all deference,” observed Mr Grim-
shaw ;

“ so complete a revolution as my lady

meditates in the management of the Irish estates

would not only require deliberation, but I have

doubts if, by the family settlements, any pro-

prietor be entitled to perform acts which go to

the virtual alienation of the estates from the

family ; for what less are perpetual leases ?”

“ Alienation 1” ejaculated Lord Fanfaronade.
“ Alienation !” repeated Sir Jervis Yates.

“ And in whose behalf, pray ?” and his eyes

again involuntarily sought Dr Leighton
“ In behalf—if alienation it be—of those who,

I believe in my conscience, have the best right

to these wild lands—of the people reared upon
thecultivated portion of these rack-rented absen-

tee estates, ofthosewhose industryhas given them
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whatever value they possess," replied the Count-
ess ;

“ and," she proceeded, “ I have not been,

even in idea, a rash innovator. My power over

that property is unquestionable. It is that by
which alike the King holds his crown and the

cottager his copyhold

—

Law. And, while I re-

tain that power, I am resolved to exercise it in-

dependently and to the best of myjudgment, and
with, I trust, a profound and ever-present sense

of my responsibility. The lands already under
some kind of cultivation, however imperfect,

amount to nearly two-thirds of the whole
range. Of these we—my counsellers and my-
self,"—and she smiled and bowed to her new Irish

agent,
—

“

propose to give long leases, preferring

the present tenants, unless some insuperable

objection exists—and at greatly reduced rents.

I shall deem it wise for both parties—landlord

and tenant—to encourage the spirit of improve-

ment and industry by every proper means ; and
by making advances for improvements on a much
more liberal scale than has been usual, where
the principle is to draw and screw all away and
to return nothing. 1 will not be an absentee,

though I hope my Irish tenants will soon be very
well able to do without me. The world does not
offer more delicious summer retreats to the

true lover of nature than are to be found in the
bays opening on the Atlantic, on the shores of

the Delamere, and of many other Irish estates,

which the owners never see. *Tis to 6uch places

my friend. Dr Leighton, says he would send
invalids, in preference to the more fashionable

haunts of the Continent. And there shall be my
summer station. The mountain lands—those

lying in a state of nature since the Deluge, but
quite susceptible, I am informed, of cultivation,

and at present of little or no use to any one—we
propose to allot in small farms, held by perpetual

leases, and at first at merely a nominal rent.

We shall build good cottages and offices, and
provide for the comfortable settlement and main-
tenance of the mountain farmers for the first

years of their hard but hopeful struggle :—and
from the first hour it will be hopeful ; for they

shall not feel that they are wearing out their

strength, and encountering distress and priva-

tion, merely to pay a rack-rent to an absentee,

but to improve their own little possessions, and
increase the comfort and wealth of their families.

It is my wish that every remaining poor family,

that has been ejected from the estates of my
ancestors, shall find a refuge in these mountain-

farms. This is a justice which I owe to them and

to the memory of their former landlords. Can
their spirits rest in peace, while these poor people,

driven out in their misery, are wandering as

beggars on the face of the country which their

toil has enriched.”
*< And therefore your ladyship’s wise counsel-

lors would have you generously open pauper-

warrens to receive them all in your wild lands ?"

inquired Sir Jervis, sharply, and looking hard at

the mute new Irish agent.
“ Pauper-warrens ! pardon me, cousin ; but

what has my grandmother's Irish estate been, for

fifty years back, save one large and increasing

pauper-warren, if you will name it so. My pro-

jected mountain-farms—and would that law gave

me the right of disposing of them, out and out,

to all whom industry might stimulate to labour

to redeem them !—my mountain-farms shall, in

the first place, not be too small, and one main

condition of the tenure provides against sub-

division. The rent—at first, nothing—like that

of all the other farms, can only increase with

the productiveness of the farm, and the conse-

quent ability of the tenant ; and it will be limited

by being paid in kind—or as a grain-rent. We
intend that a considerable portion of it, in the

new lands, shall at all times go to maintain pa-

rish roads, mills, and such new improvements as

the progress of society may introduce into agri-

culture ; and also to maintain the school-houses,

the chapel, the parish library, the infirmary, and

other useful institutions."

“ The Papist Chapel, madam ?" inquired Lord

Farfaronade, solemnly.
“ Whatever kind of place for Christian wor-

ship the householders of the new township choose

to have, my Lord ; and any sort of school they

approve. Where can the patronage and care of

such institutions be so well placed as in the

hands of those seeking religious instruction and

consolation for themselves, and useful learning

for their children ?"

“In the hands of ignorant or bigoted Roman

Catholic peasants, madam ?"

" They are men, my Lord, endowed with like

faculties as other men. Give them freedom, and

motive to exercise those faculties under the sti-

mulus of their dearest interests—whether as in-

telligent, responsible beings, or as fathers and

neighbours—and my life upon the quick access

of knowledge and liberal feeling among my Irish

farmers. Your Lordship does not like the Roman

Catholic religion ; neither, abstractly, do I admire

it
; yet I please myself in thinking that my new

mountain-farms—my emigration- colony, going

only the short distance from the plains to the

hills—may form a sort of atonement for the cruel

hardships inflicted on the poor people of those

estates through theharshness or the culpable negli-

gence of my predecessors. My mountain-farms

shall be a perpetual Mass for the repose of their

spirits ; and, I trust, not an unacceptable one."

Lord Fanfaronade knew not what to reply to

this wild talk ; or what final opinion to form of

the character and sentiments of so singular, so

decided, or so over-bold a lady. Meanwhile he

wished to get away. He required the counsels

of his lady, and of his daughter. Lady Blande ;
of

whose talents lor penetrating character, and

managing high-flown, and, indeed, all kinds of

people, he had a great opinion.

On taking leave, he expressed a hope that Holy

Cross and Fanfaronade Park should ever main-

tain their ancient amicable relations ; and he

mentioned the intention of his lady and her

daughters to drive over to congratulate the young

Countess to-morrow, as they knew that business

engagements, and entertaining the tenantry,must
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oecupy all her hours on this important day.

Some county business remained to be discussed

between his Lordship and Sir Jervis ; and, as

their roads lay in the same direction for a

few miles, the latter, with evident pleasure,

from the condescending invitation, accepted a

seat in the Peer's carriage, though, amidst the

multifarious business of the day, one little affair

of his own was still left unsettled. For this, he

invited himself back at an early day. Sir Jervis

Yates had recently withdrawn his now illustrious

name from the vast concerns of the mills, but he
was so far from having surrendered his pecuniary

advantages to the ostensible partner, that the

majority of the Countess had been impatiently

waited for to obtain a lease, resolutely and angrily

refused by her grandmother, of a piece of ground
commanding a fine water power, where he pro-

posed erecting new and very extensive cotton-

mills.

u You know the terms," said the young Count-
ms, smiling, when, at parting, he drew her aside

to remind her of the request.

“ I am ready—our house is—to pay not merely

a good, but an enormous rent for that small

reach of the river," replied Sir Jervis.

“ I do not want—1 would not receive an

enormous rent—and 1 have none of my grand-

mother’s repugnance to the neighbourhood of

manufactories. 1 see their value, especially to

the people of Stoke Delamere
;
perhaps I may

yet find an asylum for some of my Irish families,

or their off-shoots, in your new mills down the

river. But you know the only conditions on
which 1 can grant you a lease, not merely of these

falls, but of the adjoining farms, for your estab-

lishment/*

"Ob, flower-plots before the white-walled

cottages, I believe. Was not that it, my lady ?"

And he laughed.

"Yes, flower-plots—hut much more—neat,

roomy, substantial, and fairly rented cottages

—

each with its large garden or paddock as well as

the flower-plot ; common greens and public walks;

school-house and library ; washing and cooking

establishments ; baths, brewery, store, and sur-

gery. And these are but the husk—the beggarly

elements of social happiness in my well-ordered,

imaginaryfactory of Beau Ideal. You kindly warn
me against forming a pauper-warren in the Done-
gal mountains ; but, with every wish to forward

your project, 3ir Jervis, neither shall 1 be in any
way accessary to establishing a worse sort of war-

ren almost under my own eye. There are forms
of misery still more squalid than those of the

Irish peasant—a civilised lot still more dehuman-
izing—more soul-stunting than the peasant's in

his wont cabin of the bog. But 1 am not merely
willing, bnt anxious to facilitate this scheme of

you and your partner ; if, in so doing, 1 can be
assured that I shall help to lay were it but one
little stone to the sure foundations of a firmer and
happier social system than that which is grow-
ing up around us."

“We have no doubt about satisfying your
Ladyship’s men of business, and also meeting

your benevolent views," replied Sir Jervis,

“about the dame's schools and the flower-plots."

There was a little good-natured sneer con-

veyed in the tone of the last words ; but Blanche
was not offended with her millionaire relative,

who she understood to be at least as considerate

about the instruments which produced his wealth

as the most of his brethren in England. It was
agreeable to see them clean and looking tidy, if

not healthy ; and his interest that they should

be industrious and temperate. He, therefore,

encouraged Temperance- Societies and Savings*-

Banks among his partner's work-people—for he
rarely saw them himself—and had no objection

to a game at ball or cricket on a Christmas

afternoon, if the amusement never interfered

with the regular hours of working the machinery,
which they, however, somehow always, did.

It was with a sense of relief that the^young
Countess saw her guests depart ; and the longest

day of the year, and of her life, come to an end
in the dispatch of business, which assumed the
nature of important duty. She had signed her
will, which was ready prepared, and also a deed,

which secured for her natural life £1000 a-year

to the next heir to the estates, beyond her own
power of revocation.
“ This is, indeed, to heap coals of fire upon

the head of the ingrate," said her friend, as the
deed, hitherto kept secret, from motives of deli-

cacy, was witnessed by Dr Leighton and the
Irish agent.
" It is an act of mere justice, and, perhaps,

scanty justice. Can I approve the law which
leaves this young man to languish in absolute

poverty while it enriches, to prodigal extent,

a girl who has chanced to step between him and
the large possessions which our common ances-

tors have gathered together—it will not do too

curiously to inquire how. I have provided for

every domestic and dependant who might have
been disappointed by the sudden demise of my
grandmother, I fancy, not what will be called

nobly or munificently, but fairly. My few ma-
ternal relatives—those who have lately, in the
most remote and unsuspected localities and de-

grees of consanguinity, made me aware of their

existence and of our relationship—I shall endea-
vour to treat with becoming kindness and ten-

derness ; but fortune is not given me to enrich

them. 1 have an impression that it is tempo-
rarily intrusted to my stewardship for more ex-

pansive objects. With those abuses of public

charities with which we are all conversant, I

almost fear to complete the endowment of my
pet plan—my schools in Stoke Delamere, and
asylum, and annuities for poor lonely widows and
destitute spinsters ; but we have been so wary—
our lawyers so skilful—that surely, for some
generations, our scheme will not be vitiated.

So let us to work on this—and then my birth-

day star may set when it will/*

“ I fear you have exhausted yourself already,"

said Leighton, looking anxiously on her eyes of

preternatural brightness, and her flushed cheek.
" The excitement of benevolent enthusiasm may
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proveaswearyingasthat of fashionable dissipation

—and, for these many months of preparation,

you have been suffering under the philanthropy

fever ;—shall we not, therefore, for this night,

sweep away agents and lawyers, parchments and
doctors, and leave you to repose ?**

“ Not till my task be accomplished ; I should

not else taste repose.—Could a Howard, a

Wesley, a host of glorious men, devote their

whole lives and energies to the most fatiguing

labours in the service of their suffering fellow-

creatures, and shall I drop in a day ?—Don't

think so meanly either of my mental or physical

powers, 1 am ever strongest in trial. Let us finish

our business.**

There was more signing and sealing. The
schools were founded and endowed—the asylum

for destitute age, and respectable poverty, estab-

lished—with all legal formalities; and the funds

for their support provided partly from the rents

qf those lands which were intended to surround

the manufacturing village ; which lands, it was

believed, must rapidly increase in value.
" And now,*’ said the Countess, laying down

her pen, “ 1 do confess fatigue, for which the

remedy shall be a soothing drive in the twilight

to witness the rejoicings in my honour in 8toke

Delamere. 1 am bound to return the visits paid

me this morning. Where are our children?'*

And the little daughter of Mr Devereux, and the

lost Rosamond, to whom Blanche felt as a tender

mother, and kept constantly with her, and the

boy now at home from school attended her to

enjoy the spectacle of the night, as they had done

that of the morning.

The first rocket of the fireworks, which were

to render the natal day of Blanche Countess of

Delamere brilliant and illustrious over all the

surrounding country, announced the arrival of her

landau in the little antique town ; and loud were

the huzzas, and hearty the cheers. Jt was with

some difficulty that Dr Leighton was able to

prevent the young men and lads from unhar-

nessing the horses and taking their places them,
selves ; and only his positive assurance that the

Countess would be frightened, angered, and dis-

gusted by such an attempt, prevented the degrad-

ing proceeding.

Among the most active of the volunteer beasts

of draught was the husband of Phoebe Waterton,
who, now that l^ia wife's patroness had come to

her kingdom, was convinced that his fortune

was made, and huzzaed accordingly. The son

of old Jacob Goodridge, keeper of the Bucks-
hound gate, would be turned out hi once, to

make way for him. It went to the heart of the

heiress, on this day of power and rejoicing, to

deny the humble petition of her old friend and
playmate; yet, even under the menace that

Phoebe would be harshly treated or beaten by
her disappointed and angry lord, she resisted

importunity to perform a deed of injustice,

which would have made fifty discontented, and
one ungrateful ; and thus allayed the murmurs
of the maidens, and gammers of the Goodridge
faction, who had whispered that a fair faoe.

though faded, and an oily tongue, went farther

with great folks than good will and faitbful

service.

“ 1 shall never be popular,** said Blanche to

her friends, as they drove from the town,

immediately after she had dismissed, with some-

thing like severity, the second petition urged

upon her by the tearful Phoebe. “ When 1 coa-

st ier the many preposterous, unreasonable, and

impossible petitions and requests that have been

made to myself from my earliest childhood, and

which pour in upon me now, 1 could pity a

harassed statesman in office. 1 must be content

to be imagined hard and cold, though it wounds

me—to deal impartial justice to all, and be

underatood and loved by few—how few ! One

by one, all will forsake me ; and I shall be alone

—alone !’*

Her tremulous, desponding tone, and low-

breathed sigh, revealed the depth of the send,

ment which these few words embodied. The

Quaker matron looked at her lady, as if tenderly

deprecating and pitying, while she chided this

desponding spirit ; and the strong emotion of

the young physician, overcoming bis habitual

self-command, was betrayed by an involuntary

expanding of his arms, while the mutt eloquence

of passion, in his kindling eye and animated ges-

ture, seemed to say—“ Come to this heart sad

be cherished—come, if its life-long devotion

may suffice thee.'* The full import of the

slight involuntary movement on both sides, ss

Blanche, for an instant, seemed to bend towards

her lover, as if about to throw herself into his

arms, and to shed her grateful and rapturous

tears on his bosom, was mutually understood

;

and to her heart, this self-betrayal of one usually

so provokingly guarded and sage, so inflexible in

purpose, was a triumph and a solace. A thrill

of delight shot through her whole frame, to the

exalting thought—“ Although he so often ima-

gines 1 may never be his, although thus ever-

guarded, be loves me—he loves me 1 and 1 am

happy !**

The twilight of the lovely evening had reached

that point when, about midsummer-time, in Eng-

land, twilight seems to kindle and brighten after

the setting of the sun, and to shine with a splen-

dour that seems all its own, unborrowsd of the

departed luminary.
“ How balmy and refreshing is the air to-night.

What a luxury only to live and broaths this

sweet air,** said Blanche, after a long pause. “1

do confess something like oollapse of spirits after

the varied excitements of this day, and can

fancy no restorative equal to a stroll home

through the woods, and coffee under the beech

trees—with the dearest friends of my childhood

about me.**

“ Command your slaves,** said old Dr Hayley,

gallantly. “ Coffee shall appear at the touch

of my fairy wand ; and my friend, Frederick,

will give you his arm through the shrubberies.

That is a felicity and honour which a small twinge

of my old enemy prevents me from disputing

with him to-night.'*
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The Countess had alighted, and the last gleam

of her white dress, as she disappeared among
the trees, leaning on the arm of Leighton,

entbled the Doctor to remark with impunity—
“ Our Countess is at last her own mistress,

and how deserving of every happiness. I do not,

maim, affect ignorance of the state of her affec-

tions—but Grimshaw and the heir-at-law ?

—

would they commence their schemes again ?

What do yon think, ma’am? I wish I could make
Dr Leighton a prince to-night for her sake !"

“ Would she value or like him more ?” re*

marked his companion, quietly,

“The poor, dear child, I could lay down my
life to give her happiness ; but another conspir-

acy, and no one to support her this time ?** He
shook his head. “ But come, let us make her

at happy as we can, ma’am ; let us get supper

arranged under the trees. Dr Leighton leaves

si to-morrow morning, I believe. Come to-day,

gone to-morrow—he is unkind to his friends."

The good Doctor really liked Leighton, and
vas not insincere, though he at this time cer-

tainly wished the young man well away and on
the high seas. No shadow of insincerity found
farour with the single-mind of the Quakeress,
however innocent or speciously veiled it might
be by kind motives, or so-called politeness. She
drily answered

—

“ Frederick goes to-morrow, or haply this

sight. He will embark for the West Indies on
Friday. He is pledged to see the experiment,
which he heartily approved, fairly made. He will

remain for the approaching cane-harvest, and
probably the next."
“ 1 hope it may answer," returned the Doctor,

is a doubtful tone, “ for the sake of our Countess,
whose kind heart was set upon the thing."
“ For the sake of humanity, of justice, I pray

it may—and for her sake also."

They drove on in silence, much less embar-
king than that which was as solemnly kept on
the wood-paths threaded by the lovers.

“ 1 fear you have suffered much from the great

exertions of this day," was the whisper which at

hit fell on the ear of Blanche, as she silently

•eated herself on a rustic bench, to rest for a few
moments, after ascending a winding steep.

“1 shall have abundant leisure to recover from
fatigue," and she proceeded in a more impassioned
tone—“Oh, Frederick! when you know that these

*rt the last hours, the very last, we may ever

•pend together—the last moments that we may
freely talk to each other—that I have to endure
ths anguish of seeing you depart to the perils of
the sea, of climate, of all that may intervene, ere

our far-distant meeting, if indeed we shall ever
meet again—can you talk to me of personal

fatigue ?"

“ Should I try to keep alive that anguish,

dearest Blanche? Yet I confess I should be
wretched to see you perfectly easy under this

long and most painful separation. Am I selfish ?"

“ Not more than I would have you,’’ she re-

plied, now faintly smiling. “ But sit down by me.
1 could forgive a little more of this kind of sel-

fishness, Fred. A little less philosophy, and
even more suffering at our separation than yon
are likely to display, whatever you may feel.

Oh, I am myself very selfish in this sort. I can

conceive no true and strong affection without it.

I remember when I was wont to be delighted to

see you a little miserable under my caprices.

That is past—yet, to say truth, I do not desire to

be very reasonable to-night. I wish you to suffer.

. . . And I shall find time enough to be

rested, and to be rational, in four long years.

Four years ! how shall 1 endure them !’’

“ Are they nothing to me ?" was said in a tone

of tender reproach.

“ Forgive me, Frederick, if I indulge to-night

in the luxury of complaining. While you are

by my side, what is repining but another form
of happiness. But, oh, the cold, dark, heavy

days to which I look forward—the unappeasable

anguish of the aching and yearning heart—to be

endured in silence ere we meet again—if we shall

ever meet :—and unchanged ? How my heart

sickens and misgives me at times. So large a

portion of life given away a sacrifice to the

world, to pride—a sacrifice which never will

propitiate the spirit that tyrannises over us, and
imposes bonds which our Heavenly Father never

laid upon the creatures whom he has made to

love and to be blessed." She was weeping without

an effort at control.
" Tempt me not too far,” replied the soothing

lover, “ lest I, too, in turn become the tempter.

Can I thrust from me the nearer prospect of

bliss ? Shall we risk all—brave all ? We have

been prepared for worse. Say, dearest, shall we
give up our plans, and part no more? How easy

it were to-night, inflexible as you upbraid me
with being, were it to overset my firmest resolu-

tions. . . . And should our dearest hopes ever

be realised—however distant the time—you must
still be prepared for many saying that 1 have been
aspiring, sordid, and worldly-minded. I make
up my mind to this sort of censure—content

with having done all that honour and manhood
require of me to vindicate your choice."

“ Oh, more ! far more, Frederick !—unkind

as you have sometimes seemed to me ;
yet, for

that very repelling unkind ness, I only loved and
honoured you the more. It was the true fruit

of your generous and delicate feelings for one

whose best claim to your regard was, compre-

hending your noble character, and loving you for

yourself. And surely mankind are not all unge-

nerous
;
your motives will come out, clear as your

truth and your love."

“ While you believe so, dearest—having done

all that we can to propitiate the just opinion of

society—I shall be indifferent in my own regard.

Nor, philosopher as you call me, am I able to

wish you less noble, less beautiful, less rich. The
accidents of wealth and title—while the world

continues to see them dispensed in such unequal

measure—well befit my own Lady Blanche, who
boasts yet higher nobility—well befit my pro-

mised wife and he clasped her towards him.

“ My soul’s comfort and stay in every stage of
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our blended existence—for Time and for Eter- I

nity !

,f

“ I am better able to part with yon now, Fred-
erick," sighed Blanche, as she withdrew from
the embrace in which she had gently sobbed away
her rapturous emotions.
“ Thank you, for speaking so to me. We have

lived in love—such as few can understand—but
how seldom have we spoken its language ; and
yet, now, I think I am less able to let you go.

Ob, 1 am as fickle as the wind to-night—yet, in

spirit so much lightened. O Heavens ! the ex.

ulting and abounding joy that this one interview,

these few words exchanged between us to-night,

would have given me but one short year since

—

and 1 dare still repine/'
“ Our love has indeed stood fierce storms of

adversity—will it. Lady Blanche, endure a

severer test ? I care not for the world—but,

you—will you never repent—never regret—
never look back/*

"Nay, Frederick/' she interrupted quickly,
“ I have a right to be offended now. I do not,

with all my faults, deserve this. The qualities

are intrinsic, not accidental, which can ever
change my feelings to any living thing, were it

but to a dumb brute, that I had once loved.

How long have we known each other, now ?"
“ Is your memory so frail, or bo indifferent ?

It is now exactly ten years, since I, a bashful

boy, saw the little Lady Blanche, sitting, d la

Jerque, in the window of that small parlour in

the old laundry, reading the ( Pilgrims' Progress/
I should have dreamed of you ever after, as

a Peri—the creature of an Oriental fairy-tale,

save for that dear, old, quaint book."
" I remember it all now—though less distinctly

thanmany othertimes;—as that burning, and your
broken arm. I was not in love with you till that

night—not quite," and she smiled. %€ Then my
tenderest feelings were excited by your accident.

We are kind creatures, we poor women, Fred.

We will never make great mathematicians,! sup-

pose ; nor, they say, write tragedies or epic

poems, like you men—but a much easier pro-

cess might raise us into ministering angels than
would be required with many of you of the nobler

sex I should be sure you loved

me to-night, Frederick, if 1 had before doubted."
“ By what new token, dear Blanche? I fancied

I had exhausted them all."
“ That your thoughts carry forth my image

—

the idea of our blessed and blended existence,

into Eternity," she said, in a very low and solemn
voice. u Oh, this is true—this is exalted love."
" 1 1 is thus 1 have ever felt then—even in child-

hood—for my turtle doves, which I would have

.
been unhappy not to take to heaven with me-*.

how much more for you, that sacred, that indes-

tructible love
which ever bumetb.

Which came from Heaven to Heaven retnmeth.

Courage, dear lady ! It will exalt and sustain

our souls to endure this long probation. Like

the youthful patriarch, my years of bondage shall

seem but as a day. Were they spent beneath

your eyes—cheered by your smiles, soothed,

charmed by your sympathy—as a rapturous day.

... I must not let my thoughts dwell on

this, but the blessings, I can only win by deserv-

ing them—And you, my own Blanche ?"

“ 1 shall strive to follow yonr example. I am
not insensible to the many, many great privileges

of my lot ; to the far greater blessings I possess

and hope for. What woman's loving pride

—

what woman's unbounded faith in man, can be

equal to that which I feel, and am justified in feel-

ing? Forgive my querulousness and seeming

want of fortitude ; and do not grudge the relief of

weeping with you, to one who must so often weep

alone. I do not shrink from our resolution

—

yet suffer me to repine a little, were it but for

the dear delight of finding your strength taxed

to sustain my weakness. 1 have told you I am not

always quite rational in my deeper feelings, and to

BAy truth, I do not desire to be so. It is enough

that the burden shall be unshrinkingly borne

—

we may surely adjust the load so as to fit the

back." Such desultory talk, with many a pause,

many a broken whisper, fond interrogatory, and

soothing promise, brought the lovers within

sight of the noble beech trees on the lawn in

front of the Abbey ; under which, by the prompt

orders of their friends, the servants had already

set out tables with refreshments—fruit and wine.
“ How like a glow-worm, seen through the fo-

liage, is the lamp on which the coffee is simmer,

ing," said Blanche.
“ And how grandly and proudly the noble old

house looks out from the ancestral woods in the

twilight, as if it carried its head the higher to-

day, because the Lady Blanche is every inch its

mistress."

“ There remains a prouder day for it and for

her—that on which she can tell it to hold its head
higher still, for a noble master ; or bid it fare-

well for ever, and followhim to as happyalthough
a much humbler home."

A long and silent embrace was the seal of this

parting covenant, and unbroken silence brought

them to their waiting friends. If suffering from
their approaching separation, the young pair

were yet too happy in their own feelings, not to

feel with kindness and complacency for all things

around them, animate and inanimate.

(To be continued.)
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VISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES.

BY WILLIAM HOWITT.

NO. II—.VISITS TO POETICAL SITES—.BOLTON PRIORY.

The man of genius is often looked upon as a

being that shuts himself up and knows little of

hat is going on in the real world around him.

He is supposed to live in a fairyland of his own
creation—often a verybarrenand profitless one

—

delusions. In reference to him men of arts and
full of all manner of enchantments and magical

sciences, the men of spinning.jennies and steam-

engines—nay, the naturalists, and many other

writers—talk of themselves as practical men.
They often smile at the poet and the romance-

writer, as men ofthe world affect to do, and say—
“Oh ! a very clever, a very clever fellow indeed

;

but as ignorant of actual life as a child/' But
the poets and romancers of late have proved
themselves both to be profitable fellows and
practical ones. To say nothing of vast sums
coined from the brain of Scott and of Byron, look

at the comfortable nestwhich Moore has feathered

for himself. Very pretty sums he has fobbed

now and then. See old George Crabbe going

down to his parsonage with £3,000 in his saddle-

hagB at one time. Look at the poet’s house at

Keswick : it has a library in it which has cost a

fortune; and the poet and historian sits there

now, what with salaries, pensions, Quarterly

Review articles, and residuary legateeships, as

no inconsiderable man of substance. There is

that “ old man eloquent” too, his neighbour, at

Rydal Mount, who, if he have not amassed a

mount of gold on which to build his palace, has

got a poet’s bower on one of the most delicious

little knolls in Europe, warmed by as much affec-

tion and domestic peace as ever crowned one
man’s hearth ; and having no mark or stamp of
poverty about it. Yes, and spite of Edinburgh
and Quarterly, and a host of lower critics who
echoed their owl-notes, his poetry is become
fashionable! Only think of that—“The Idiot

Boy" and “Betty Foy,” “ The Old Wanderer” in

bis worsted stockings, and “ Michael” and “ The
Wagoner,” become fashionable, so that every
critic who knows no more of poetry than he did

ten years ago, now cries “ glorious ! divine ! in-

imitable!” at every new edition of his poems.

Yes, and so theyshall cry—for such isthe ultimate

triumph of general sense and taste over profes-

sional stupidity. His poetry is become golden
in all senses ; and, if Government only act in the

matter of copyright as a British government
ought to act,* it will flow on in a golden stream to

his children's children, to the third and fourth-
ay, to the fortieth and four hundredth generation.

These are your dreamers and thriftless poets

ofthe present days ! But they are not merely the

profitable, they are the really practical men too.

* Not, however, by passiug Mr Seijeant Talftranfs

pwe»t biq, with its retrospective clause, to smooth the

fcisthd manes of the booksellers.

VOb LXVI—VOL. VI.

We ask, where would your Watts and Boltons

be, if it were not for them ? Why, it is they—
it is the men of poetical genius—who build your
steamboats and steamcoaches. The man of

genius is not now merely a scrawler on paper, a
writer of poems or of tales ; but his pen is become
a magician's wand, the most potent one that was
ever wielded : and, while other men think that

he is merely inditing some pleasant lay, or
matter for a winter-evening’s fireside, they who
see farther into a millstone know that he is

actually building ships and boats, steamengines
and steamcarriages ; launching new and splendid

packets; laying down railroads, and carrying

them through mountain and forest ; erecting inns,

furnishing them with hosts, and guests, and
waiters ; spreading tables with every delicacy of
the season—as witness, ye grouse on many a heath-
ery hill, ye herrings of Loch Fine, and salmon
of countless lochs, and rivers running like silver

from the mountains—spreading them for thou-
sands who run to and fro in the earth, not
merely increasing knowledge of one another,

but the good luck of landlords, and the employ-
ment of whole troops of poor and deserving
men. The man of genius does this, and more

:

he creates joint-stock companies, he invests

large capitals, he makes captains and stew-
ards of steamers, clerks, coachmen, and sailors

—these, and many other creatures after their

kind, are of his creation.

Does any one doubt it? Why, Sir Walter
Scott has done more than this, of his single arm.
See what he has done for Scotland. See every
summer, and all summer long, what thousands
pour into that beautiful country, exploring every
valley, climbing every mountain, sailing on every
frith and loch, and spreading themselves and
their money all through the land. And what
roads and steamvessels, what cars and coaches,

are prepared for them ! what inns are erected !—
and yet not half enow !—so rapidly does the spirit

of the poetical and picturesque spread—so won-
derfully do the numbers of its votaries increase,

seeking a little easement of their swollen purses,

a little outlet for all their taste and enthusiasm.

No less than nine hundred persons, on a daily

average, pass through the single city of Glasgow,
chiefly of this class of persons, set astir by this

great spirit which has of late years sprung up,

the work of our poets and romancers. In sum-
mer all the inns there are filled jam-full ; trains

of omnibusses, or omnibi, are flying down to the

Broomielaw every hour, to discharge the con-

tents of the inns into the steamers, and return

with the living cargoes of the steamers to the
inns. Every hour, the bell of some packet, bound
to the Highlands, the Western Isles, Ireland

'

Wales, and all such places, attractive as the ver,

2 G
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land of the Genii to poetical imaginations, is

heard ringing out its call to the picturesque and
pleasure-hunters; and that call is obeyed by
swarms of eager tourists, to the height of all

human astonishment.

And when did all this grow up ? “ Oh,” say

the mere mechanic heads, “why, when steam
created such facilities.” Yes, since the steam of

poetic brains created it ! Where would your
steamboats and your railroads have been leading
us, do you think, if Bishop Percy had not col-

lected the glorious ballads of nature and of

heroism that were scattered over Scotland and
England— the leaves of a new Sybil a million

times more fateful and pregnant with wonders
than the old ; if Bishop Percy had not done this,

and set on fire the kindred heads of Southey,

of Wordsworth, and of Scott ; if the Border
Minstrelsy had not been gathered by Scott ; if

ballads and eclogues of a new school, if poems
full of a pensive beauty and a pure love, had not

been framed by Southey ; if Wordsworth had not

•—stricken, as he confesses, by the mighty power
of nature through this very medium—gone wan-
dering all over the mountains of Cumberland,
filling his heart with the life of the hills, and
the soul of the over-arching heavens, and the

peace or passion of human existence hidden in

glens and recesses where poets had ceased to

look for them ; if the first of these great men
had not come forth again in a fresh character,

with Metrical Romances, and with Historical

Romances in prose, pouring a new spirit through
field and forest ; bringing down from the moun-
tains of the North a clan life, and race of fiery

warriors, with their pride, their superstitions,

their bloody quarrels, their magnanimity of

mutual devotion and fatal loyalty, such as we
should otherwise never have known ; and, besides

this, peopling mountain and glen, palace and
cottage, garrison and town, with a host of cha-

racters which live and move before us, as if they

were not the offspring of a mortal brain, but of

the earth and the heavens themselves ? I say,

where would these steamboats and railroads now
have been leading their passengers ? Why, dully

enough, to the market—to purchase cottons and
printed calicoes in Glasgow, Paisley, and Man-
chester ; ashes and indigo in Liverpool ; teas,

and a thousand other things, in London. They
would be going, not the packhorse, but the rail-

road round of dull and wearisome commerce,
wearing out its own soul by its over-drudgery

;

and, even of these, there would not have been a

tithe of the present outgoers. But now, the soul

which has been crushed under the weight of daily

duty, has felt a spark of this great spirit, has

felt an indefinable impulse, which is, in fact, the

nascent love of nature and of out-of-door liberty

;

and, in the summer months, the weavers and
spinners, the thumpers and bumpers, the grinders

aud shearers, the slaves of the desk, the ware-

house, the bank, and the shop, leap up, and issue

forth—as^bear witness Sir George Head—by
undreds, and by thousands, in all directions,

r a pleasure that their fathers, poor old fellows!

never dreamed of on the most auspicious night

of their lives. O boats, whether on canal or

river, driven by steam or drawn by horse ! 0
ships, on loch, or frith, or ocean, propelled by

engines of three hundred horse power ! cabs and

cars, omnibi and stages, inns and lodging-houses,

wayside rests and fishingtaverns,Tomand Jerries,

Tillysues or Kidley-Winks ! hear ye witness to

the tribes set on fire by this Walter Scott, these

poets, and even these naturalists—Bewick, Wal-

ton, Gilbert White, and that class of quiet agitators

—tribeswho have gone forth, to scramble uphills,

and tumble down them, to sport parasols amongst

frightened sheep, and scream on precipices, that

they may fall into the arms of careful lovers; to

eat beef-steaks, and drink ginger-beer and soda-

water, with open windows, and under trees, in

boats or in booths—bear witness all of you in all

quarters of these islands ! Let us hear no more

about the poets not being practicalmen : they are

the men practical and promotive of public wealth

and activity ; they are your true political econo-

mists, your diffusers of the circulating medium

;

in fact, your ship-builders, house-builders, smiths,

black, white, or copper; your tailors and clothiers,

your very hosts, cads, waiters, and grooms—for,

to all these, they give not merely employment,

but life and being itself.

And yet, it is a curious fact that the poets

and the mechanists struck out into a new and

bolder line together ; that this new growth and

outburst of intellect and ideality, this revival in

the world of mind, indicated its presence at once

in the imaginative and the constructive crania.

It is curious that steam, mechanism, and poetry,

should have been brought simultaneously to bear

in so extraordinary a degree on the public spirit

and character. The love of poetry and nature,

of picturesque scenery and summer-wandering,
no sooner were generated by the means I have

here stated, than, lo ! steamers appeared at the

quays, and railroads projected their iron lines

over hill and dale. Impulse was given at the

same moment to the public heart, and facility to

yield to it. Had the one appeared without the

other, there must have been felt a painful re-

straint, an uncomprebended but urgent want.

Had the poetio spirit come alone, it would have

lacked wings to fiy to the mountains and the

ocean shores. Had the mechanic impetus arisen

without this, it would have wanted employment
for its full energies. Their advent was coincident;

and their present effect is amaaing, and their fu-

ture one, a matter of wild speculation and wonder.

But there is yet another feature of this sub-

ject that is worthy of notice ; and that is, how
cunningly our great masters have gone to work.

Call them dreaming and improvident 1 It ia the

most absurd abuse of language ever oommitted.

There is no class of men more notorious for

saving and care-taking than that of your great

geniuses. Accordingly, as we go through the

country, propelled in the human tide by the

double power of poetry and steam, what is one

of the first facts that seizes on your attention ?

Why, the ingenuity and tact with which these
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thoughtless poets and air-dreaming romancers
have laid hold not only of the most glorious

ntbjects, but the most glorious scenes. They
know that, next to a popular theme, is the

popular allocation of it—and what beautiful spot

is there now, from Land's End to John O'Groat's

—what spot known for its loveliness, or sacred for

its history, or made mysteriously interesting by
traditions—on which they have not seized ? The
monks were said, of old, to have pounced upon
all the paradisiacal valleys and rich nooks of the

eonntry ; but the poets have pounced upon them
now. The ancients were accused of having
robbed us of all our fine thoughts and spirit-

stirring topics ; but the modern poets have taken
away our very mountains and cattle-fields, our
fairy haunts and our waters, lying under the

beautifying lights and shades of love, and hero-
ism, and sorrow. They have preoccupied them
before our very eyes. There is nothing which
his impressed me so much with the prescience and
deep sagacity of our great modern geniuses as

the care with which they have perched them-
lelves on every pleasant nook and knoll all over
the land. It reminds me, ludicrous as the illustra-

tion is, of the nursery-tale of the young hears
that came into their house ; and one said, “ Who
has taken my fork?" and another, “Who has
••ten of my bread?" and a third, “Who has
late in my chair ?" and another, “ Who is this

sleeping in my bed?” Every spot of interest

has this 8cott, this Wordsworth, or this Camp,
bell sppropriated—and who does not admire
their policy ? The grandeur and intellectuality

of a lubject may, of themselves, give it a great
charm

; but it is better to have two strings to
your bow—a subject noble and beautiful in itself

linked to noble and beautiful scenery ; not con-
fined to the library or the fireside book, but
thrown, as it were, in the way of the public, cast
before the summer wanderers, where natural
beauty and traditional romance exert a double
influence. What a fine effect it has, both for
poet and reader, when, as you stop to admire
®me lovely landscape, some sublimity of moun-
ts or sea-shore, you hear it said—“This is

the scenery of Marmion—this is the Castle of
Ellangowan—this is the spot where Helen
M Gregor gave her celebrated breakfast—here
fought Bailey Nicol Jarvie with his red-hot
ploughshare—this is Lammermuir—or this is

Atornish Hall.” What a charm and a glory
•uddenly invest the place ! How deep sinks the
*tfsin of the bard or the romancer into your soul

!

The adroitness with which great names have
thus been written—not on perishable paper, hut
on every rock and mountain of the land—is ad-
mirable. To compare great things with small

—

it is like the handwriting on the wall, of Warren,
or of Mechl

; it is seen everywhere, and who
iball possibly erase it from his mind ? But, ad-
mirable as the plan is, who shall now adopt it ?

The day and the opportunity are past. Did the
•*m« ability exist to inscribe places at once to
the dory of the poet and their own name, it is

*°° Wte ; the field is preoccupied. The clan

regions and the Borders of Scotland—ground
rife with matter—are all Scott's, by right of dis-

covery, and by the mighty hand of the con-

queror. If you go to the isles—Shetland, He-
bridean, or Orcadian—he has been there too ;

and Campbell has there placed his name, in

Runic cipher, with that of Reullura and the
“ dark-attired Culdee." Wordsworth is

“ Sole king of rocky Cumberland.'’

Scott, again, extends his influence over Durham,
Derbyshire, and Warwickshire ; and southward

tradition becomes more faint—all, at least,

which Shakspeare has not appropriated, and

what he left to his proper heirs. We cannot,

indeed, say what genius may yet draw from

material which still lies unseen or unregarded

—for its power Is boundless ; but, in the mean-
time, let us wander over a few spots of consecrated

ground, and admire what has been done by “ the

giants that have been in the land."

8cenbry op “The White Doe op Rylston."

We visited this scenery much in the order in

which it is introduced to our notice in Words
worth's poem. First, the White Doe is seen at

Bolton Priory ; then you have a glimpse of the

history of the Shepherd Lord, and his residence,

Barden Tower; lastly, the poet takes you to

Rylston, and enters, with earnest heart, into the

fate of the Nortons. We took the same course.

We walked from Skipton Castle to Bolton Priory,

on the morning of the 6th of July. The country

had nothing very remarkable in it, if we except

the wild aspect of Rumbold's Moor—a corrup-

tion of Romilley's Moor—on our left as we went

;

nothing which bore any relation to that exquisite

scenery which we looked for in the neighbourhood

of Bolton. As we drew near, indeed, we could not

help saying repeatedly—“We fear we shall be

disappointed in this place." Presently, however, a

valley filled with dense wood appeared below us,

stretching away northwards. We came to a few

cottages in their gardens, to a high stone wall

;

and, passing through a small arched gateway, the

valley and ruins of Bolton Priory lay before us

;

one of the most delicibus and paradisiacal scenes

which the heart of England holds. The effect

upon our spirits was one of profound and sooth-

ing delight. We sate down on a rustic bench,

placed just within the gateway, and contemplated

it in silent enjoyment. We were on a green

elevation somewhat above the valley, and the

scene lay before us in all its loveliness ; a vale in

which all the charms of peaceful variety which

poetry delights to combine in some fairy paradise,

were concentrated. It was a splendid morning

;

and the freshness of the greensward, of the

trees, the glittering dews, the cheerful voices of

birds, the profusion of blossoms around on hush

and hank, made the scene perfect. There were

the gables and pinnacles of the Priory, appearing

amongst a wilderness of trees in the open bosom

of the valley ; there was the Wharf, sounding on

his way, with a most melancholy music, under

the cliffs opposite ; there was the silver line of

a waterfall, thrown from a cliff of oonsiderable
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and nearly perpendicular height, a cliff of rich

purple hue, facing the eastern end of the Priory

;

there were the parsonage, and other houses

shrouded in their trees ; beyond, lay the deep and

densely-wooded vale ; on the northern slope

above it, the ancient oaks of the park ; and, still

farther, the fells and rocky distances of Barden

and Simon-6eat. Whittaker, in his “ History of

Craven/* says well, that, for picturesque effect, the

site of this Bolton Priory has no equal amongst

the northern houses, and perhaps in England.

As we descended and walked towards the

Priory, the parsonage presented a very inviting

aspect. Its garden, crimson with roses ; its

ivied porch, in a sort of tower, with an ancient

escutcheon emblazoned on it—I believe of the

Clifford arms ; its pleasant shrubberies, and its

little garden gateway up a few steps, overhung,

on each hand, with drooping masses of yellow

fumatory, made it one of the most perfect little

rural nests we ever set eyes upon. As soon as we
passed this, the Priory broke upon us with a fine

effect. We need not attempt to describe it ; it

is a fit subject for the pencil only ; and the pen-

cils of many of our artists, particularly that of

Turner, have made it familiar to the public eye.

The magnificent ash-trees, however, which grew
about, deserve especial mention. One, in particu-

lar, secured with iron hoops and stays from the

effects of storms on its mighty limbs, shewed that

their beauty was felt and appreciated ; and in-

deed, the ashes about this place generally, have

an extraordinary stateliness and grandeur of

growth.

The nave of the Priory church is now used for

a parochial chapel.

“ In the shattered fabric’s heart

Remaineth one protected part—
A rural chapel, neatly dreat.

In covert like a little nest

;

And thither young and old repair

On Sabbath day, for praise and prayer.”

White Doe
, p. 8.

But the most singular feature of this beautiful

structure, is a tower, or western entrance, built

like a screen before the old western entrance.

This was begun by Prior Moore, the last prior,

before the dissolution, but never finished. It

possesses a fine receding arch, and is embellished

with shields, statues, and a window of exquisite

tracery. Amongst others on this part of the

work, is the statue of a pilgrim, with a staff in

one hand, and a broad, flat, round hat in the

ether. The buttresses are surmounted with

figures of hounds. Within this, partly darkened

and partly hidden by it, appears the old front,

with its lancet windows and slender columns

—

a work equally exquisite of its kind. The sculp-

ture and carvings of the Priory altogether, its

running trefoils and fleur-de-lis, have preserved

their sharpness and distinctness most remark-

ably.

Opposite to this western entrance, stands the

Puke of Devonshire's house—a small castellated

building—a mere nut-shell to his other houses
—-Chatworth, Hardwicke, Chiswick, or Devon-
shire] House. In fact, it is formed out of the

original gateway of the Priory—the principal

room being the gateway itself, with walls run

across it. It serves, however, for a sporting-

box, when his Grace comes hither in autumn to

the moors, and contains a marvellous number of

beds for its compass. The walls of the principal

apartment are adorned with pieees from classical

subjects ; with horns of stags and antelopes, and

with some paintings, the most interesting of

which are, one of the boy of Egremond about to

leap the Strid, with his dog in a leash, and s

puppy at the dog's heels—a circumstance that I

do not recollect as forming part of the tradition.

A portrait of Sir Philip Sidney, and a curious

picture of the seven sons of one of the Earls of

Burlington. There is one of the celebrated Earl

and Countess of Derby ; some family portraits

of the Cliffords and Burlingtons ; and several of

the Charleses and Jameses, and their Queens, of

little value.

But our attractions lay out of doors. We
hastened down to the Wharf, and crossed it, by

a row of stepping-stones, into the woods on the

opposite side. These stones are solid square

blocks, of considerable size, and require some

mrage in the passer ; for, though the river is

not deep here, it is very rapid, clear, and broad,

and rushes on with an awful sound, especially

after heavy rains, as had been the case then ; so

that the water flowed, in some places, over the

atones. Immediately after us, came across two

young ladies, whom we found to be the clergy-

man's niece. Miss Kitty Crofts, and her young

friend, Julia Somebody. They had their rural

dinner in a basket, and were going to spend the

day in the woods. They accompanied us about

a mile up through the woods, and very kindly

pointed out the striking points of the scenery,

and gave us directions for our course to Barden

Tower, which every now and then shewed itself

up the valley.

Nothing can exceed the beauty and delight-

fulness of these woods, which run on each side

of the sounding Wharf ; and the public owes

much to the worthy clergyman, Mr Carr, for

having rendered the forest banks of the Wharf

accessible, opening up the turns and reaches of

the river, and the views of the Priory downwards,

and of Barden Tower upwards, with the most

admirable taste and effect. All through the

woods, for three miles on each side, run winding

walks ; and wherever seats are placed, there you

may be sure is some new view of river, ruins,

forest, or fell. The woods themselves would form

a delicious visit for a pleasant party, on a sum-

mer's day ; they present such perfect sylvan seclu-

sion ; such dark and shadowy nooks ; such mossy

slopes, where spring throws out by thousands her

primroses, and summer her delicately-veined

flowers and green leaflets of the oxalis ; such

wildernesses of heather and bilberry, of pines and

polypodies ; such dim chaos of craggy masses or

uplifted grey clifts, hung with ivy, and over,

shadowed with boughs. But then, the river be-

low !—such a dark brooding stream at one place

;

such a wild hurrying torrent at another, sending
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op its softened roar all through the woods. I

never saw a stream that so vividly brought be-

fore me the descriptions^)! rivers flowing through

American forests, with# their foamy rapids, and
their dark woodland steeps, and wild boughs
overhanging the stream.

About a mile' from the Priory we came to the

celebrated Strip.

a The pair have reached that fearful chasm

—

How tempting to bestride !

For lordly Wharf is there peat in,

With rocks on either side.

* This Btriding-placc is called The Strip

—

A name it took of yore

;

A thousand years hath it borne that name,
And shall a thousand more.

a And hither is young Romilly come ;

And what may noxv forbid

That he, perhaps for the hundredth time,
Shall bound across The Strip ?

* He sprung in glee, foiywhat car’d he
That the river was strong and the rocks were steep ?

But the greyhound in the leash hung back.
And checked him i* his leap.

1‘ The boy is in the arms of Wharf,
And strangled by a merciless force ;

For never more was young Romilly seen,

Till he rose a lifeless corse.”

The Force of Prayer. Wordsioortk's Poems.

The Strid is not so much a waterfall as a
narrow passage, torn by the river through its

bed of solid rock, through which it rushes with
tremendous fury and a stunning din. Many
people whiV go expecting to see a sheer cascade,

aro at first disappointed ; but no one can stand
long by it without feeling a sense of its power
and savage grandeur grow upon him. It is in-

deed a place “ most tempting to bestride and,

notwithstanding the repeated fatalities which
Have occurred there since that of the boy ofEgre-
mond—one of a young lady, in the very presence
of her lover, but a few years ago—1 felt an
intense desire to take the leap, and should have
done so, had it not been for the earnest dissua-

sion of my companion. I am, however, very
sensible, that, narrow as the opening appears, its

real width is much greater than its apparent
one

; and very dangerous, both on that account,

*nd from the slipperiness of the rocks. One
slip of the foot, and the leap is into eternity.

As we stood here, we were delighted to see

the various parties that came up, or that were to

be seen glancing here and there in the woods

—

gay, young spirits, full of the enjoyment of fresh

life, of social affection, and natural beauty;
another proof of the manner in which all places
of natural or historical interest are now visited

—

the happy consequence of the spirit of our mo-
dern literature ; and we were, perhaps, most
pleased with the sight of a party of Friends, in

their dove-coloured robes and drab bonnets. If

you cannot see them at places of artificial amuse-
me*t, there are no people whom you now more
frequently meet at places of naturalamusement—
a satisfactory evidence that the spirit of modern
literature has extended itself to them too ; that
the Wiffens, the Bartons, the Stickneys, the

Hewitts, and other writer# of the society, are not

exceptions, bat merely indications of that love

of poetry, polite literature, and the fine arts,

which a puritanic zeal in some of its founders

unh^pily banished from it for a time.

We now advanced to Barden Tower, the walk
thither being still up the valley, along the banks
of the Wharf, and through the most delightful

scenery. The splendour of the day, and the

beauty of the place, filled us with delight and
admiration. We crossed a fine bridge to Barden,

and soon stood before the ruined tower of the

Cliffords.

It is a singular circumstance, out of what
peaceful, profound, old-fashioned nooks, have
gone forth some of the stormiest, sternest, and
most ambitious characters in history. Whitta-
ker says—*tf The shattered remains of Barden
Tower stand shrouded in ancient woods, and
backed by the purple distances of the highest

fells. An antiquarian eye rests with pleasure on
a scene of thatched houses and barns, which, in

the last two centuries, have undergone as little

change as the simple and pastoral manners of the

inhabitants." The place, in fact, seems to be-

long to a past age of English history ; to make
no part of bustling, swarming, steamengine,

and railroad England ; but of England in the

days of solemn forests, far-off towns, and the

most peaceful and rustic existence. The tower

stands a mere shell ; but the cottages about it

are those which 6tood there in the days of its

glory, and are peopled with a race as primitive

and quiet
,
as they were then. We inquired for

a public-house to get a lunch ;
there was no such

thing ; but we procured bread and butter, and

milk, at one of the cottages ; and, as we sate

looking out of its door, the profound tranquillity

of the scene was most impressive. It was a

Bultry and basking noon ; around were lofty,

ancient woods ; on the opposite slope, a few cot-

tages half-buried in old orchards, and gardens,

with their rows of bee-hives ; and an old man
at work in one of them, as slowly and gravely

as an object in a dream, or a hermit in his un-

partaken seclusion. Yet, from this place, and
such as this, issued

“ The stout Lord Cliffords that did fight in France”

—

ay, and in Scotland and England too—conspicu-

ous in all the wars, from the time of the Con-
queror to that of Cromwell ; the “ Old Clif-

ford," and the “ Bloody Clifford," who slew the

young Duke of Rutland, and afterwards the

Duke of York, hisfather—of ShakspeareV*Henry
VI.v Thence, too, went out the great seafaring

Lord Clifford, George, third Earl of Cumberland,

of Elizabeth's time, who made eleven expeditions,

I chiefly against the Spaniards and Dutch, and

I chiefly, too, at his own expense, to the West
Indies, Spanish America, and Sierra Leone. But
the most remarkable characters connected with

this place are—the Shepherd Lord Clifford ;

the heroic Countess of Derby, daughter of Henry,

second Earl of Cumberland, and grand-daughter

of Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, and the

Dowager Queen of France, sister of Henry VArt0
whose romantic history is known to all rer* ome
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of English history ; and especially Anne Clifford,

DowagerConnteas of Pembroke and Montgomery,
of famous memory : for the others made only

occasional visits hither, from their more frequent

residence of Skipton Castle, to enjoy field-sports

at their lodge here ; but Anne Clifford has placed

her memorial on the very front of the house, as

its restorer ; and the Shepherd Lord constituted

it his principal abode.

Anne Clifford has justly been termed one of

the most extraordinary women which this country

has produced. She was a woman of a high spirit,

a determined will, of many good and magnificent

qualities, and of a very commensurate conscious-

ness of them. She did great works, and took
good care to commemorate them. Two such

builders of houses and of families, perhaps no
nobleman of the present day can reckon amongst
his female ancestry, as the Duke of Devonshire

—Anne Clifford, and Bess of Haidwicke. The
first thing which strikes your attention in front

of Barden Tower, is this singular inscription:

—

This Barden Tower was repayred
By the Ladie Anne Clifford Counts
sse Dowager op Fembroker Dorsett
and Montgomery Baroness Clifpord
Westmerland and Vercix Lady of the
Honor of Skipton in Craven and High

Sherifesse by inheritance of the
Countie of Westmkrland in the Ykarss

1668 and 1669 after it had layne
Ruinous ever since about 1689 when
Her mother then lay in itt and was
Great with child with her till

Nowe that it was repayred by
Tns said Lady. Is. ciiapt. 68. v. 12.

God’s name be praised !

The text referred to is—

“

Thou shalt build up

the foundations of many generations, and thou

shalt be called the repairer of the breach, and

the restorer of paths to dwell in."

When she came to her ancestral estates, she

found six castles in ruins, and the church of

Skipton in a similar condition, from the ravages

of the Civil War. She restored them all ; and

upon all set this emblazonment of the fact.

One of the first things which she built was a

work of filial piety—a pillar in the highway, at

the place where she and her unhappy mother

last parted, and took their final farewell. She

erected monuments to her tutor, Daniell, the

poetic historian, and to Spenser—the latter in

Westminster Abbey. She wrote her own life

—of which the title-page is indeed a title-page,

being a whole page of the most vainglorious

enumeration of the titles and honours derived

from her ancestors. Spite of her vainglory, she

was, nevertheless, a fine old creature. She had

been an independent courtier in the court of

Queen Elizabeth, possessing a spirit as lofty and

daring as old Bess herself. She personally re-

sisted a most iniquitous award of her family pro-

perty by King James, and suffered grievously

on that account. She rebuilt her dismantled

castles, in defiance of Cromwell ; and repelled

with disdain the assumption of the minister of
“ She patronised,” says her historian,

poets of her youth, and the distressed

loyalists of her maturer age ; she enabbd her

aged servants to end their days in ease and inde-

pendence ; and, above all, she educated and

portioned the illegitimate children of her first

husband, the Earl of Dorset. Removing from

castle to castle, she diffused plenty and happiness

around her, by consuming on the spot the pro-

duce of her vast domains, in hospitality and

charity. Equally remote from the undistinguish-

ing profusion of ancient times and the parsimoni-

ous elegance of modern habits, her house was a

school for the young and a retreat for the aged

;

an asylum for the persecuted ; a college for the

learned; and a pattern for all.” To this it

should be added, that, during that age when

such firmness was most meritorious, she with-

stood all the arts, persuasions, and all but actual

compulsion of her two husbands, to oblige her to

change the course and injure the property of her

descendants ; and, therefore, it must be confessed

that she was a brave woman, and one whose like

doss not often appear. It is, however, her cele-

brated letter to Sir Joseph Williamson, the

secretary of Charles II., who had written to

name a candidate for her borough of Appleby,

that has given her name a Spartan immor-

tality

“ J have been bullied by an usurper ; I have

been neglected by a Court ; but 1 will not be

dictated to by a subject—your man shan’t

stand.
“ Anne, Dorset, Pembroke,

and Montgomery.”

The history of the 8hepherd Lord is one of

the most singular in the Peerage. When hi»

father, Lord John Clifford—the bloody or black

-

faced Clifford—fell at the battle of Towton,

which overthrew the house of Lancaster, and

placed Edward IV. on the throne, his mother

was obliged to fly with him, for safety, into the

wildest recesses of Yorkshire and Cumberland.

She afterwards married Sir Launcelot Threlkeld,

of the latter county, who assisted to keep him

concealed from the knowledge of the York

family—to whom the Clifford blood was, for

notorious reasons, most especially odious ;
but,

to effect this, he was obliged to be brought up

as a shepherd, and so lived for twenty-four

years. On the ascension of Henry VII. to the

throne, the attainder against his father was re-

versed, and he succeeded to his ancestral honours

and estates. At this period, it appears that he

was as uneducated as his fellow-shepherds ;
but

he was a man of strong natural understanding,

and had, it would seem, learned much, true

wisdom in his Jowly habit, up amongst the hills.

u Among the shepherd-groom® no mate

Had he—a child of strength and state 1

Yet lacked not friends for solemn glee,

And a cheerful company,

That learned of him submissive W3ys,

And comforted his private days.

To his side the fallow-deer

Came and rested without fear;

And both the undjing fish that swim
Through Bowscale Tarn did wait on him—
The pair were servants of his eye,

In their immortality $
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They moved about in open sight,

To and fro, for his delight.

He knew the rocks which angels haunt
On the mountains visitant

;

He hath kenned them taking wing;
And the caves where fairies sing

He hath entered ; and been told,

By voices, how men lived of old.

Among the heavens his eye can see

Face of thing that is to be ;

And, if men report him right,

He could whisper words of might.”
Wordsworth.

These verses allude to the studies for which

be became remarkable ; for he resorted to this

Barden Tower, and put himself under the tuition

of some of the monks of Bolton. With these he

•ppesrs to have contracted a strong friendship,

and to have passed a life of what must have

been a very delightful prosecution of the popu-

lar studies of the time. They applied themselves

to astronomy ; and, it seems equally certain, to

astrology. In the archives of the Cliffords

hare been found manuscripts of this period, and

supposed to belong to the Shepherd, which make
it more than probable that alchemy was another

of the fascinating pursuits of Lord Henry and
his monkish companions. Some of these verses

conclude with the usual declaration, that the

writer could not disclose the grand secret.

“ Hie wer accursyde that soo wolde done.

How tchold yow have servant then,

To tyll your lands, and dryffe your plughe ?

Yff ev’y mane to ryches came,

Then none for oth’r owght wolde dowghe.”

There is matter for a fine romance in the life of

this Lord : the stirring nature of the times

when he was born ; the flight of his family ; his

concealment; his life on the mountains; his

restoration
;

his secluded mode of existence,

and mysterious labours ;
and then, his emerging

as he did, after he had so spent the whole of

the reign of Henry VII., and the first years of

Henry Vi 1

1

., at the age of nearly sixty, as a

principal commander of the victorious army of

Flodden
; shewing, that the military genius of

the Cliffords merely slumbered beneath the

philosophic gown. There is something very

picturesque in the description of his followers,

in the old metrical history of Flodden Field.

tf From Penigent to Pendle Hill,

From Linton to Long Addingham,

And all that Craven coast* did till—

They with the lusty Clifford came *

All Suincliffe hundred went with him,

With striplings strong from Wharl&lale,

And all that Hauton hills did climb,

With Longstroth eke and Litton Dale,

. Whoee milk.fed fellows, fleshy bred,

Well-browned, with sounding bows upbend ;

All such as Horton Fells had fed—
On Clifford's banner did attend.”

Before leaving Barden Tower, we must just

notice the singular old chapel which bounds one

corner of the court-yard. You enter at a door

from the court, and find yourself in a dwelling-

house
; another door is opened, and you find

yourself in the loft of a very old chapel, which

remains in the state in which it was centuries

ago, except for the effects of time, and where

871

service is still performed by the clergyman of

Bolton.

We now directed our course to Rylston ; but,

hearing that the common way was circuitous,

and being curious to pass over the very track of

the white doe, we determined to cross the moor,

contrary to the earnest dissuasion of the viUagerq,

who declared it was perfectly trackless, and

that a stranger could not find his way over it.

And, sure enough, we found it the most un-

tracked and impracticable waste we ever tra+

versed. The distance was six miles ; not a track

nor a house to be seen, except a keeper's lodge,

standing in the brown heathery wilderness^

about a mile from Barden, with a watch-toweg

annexed to it, whence he might look out far and

wide for depredators on the moor-game. We
had the precaution to take a young man with us

as guide, and on we went, plunging up to the

waste in the heather, and sinking in deep moss

at every step ; now in danger of being swallowe4

up by a bog, and now put to our contrivance^

by some black ravine. A weary way of it the poo?

doe must have had every Sunday from Rylstog

to Bolton Priory ; and well, we thought, might

the people deem it something supernatural.

Our guide himself found it no very easy matter

to steer his course aright, or to pursue it when

he thought it was right. He directed his course

by certain crags on the distant hill-tops, called

the Lord's Stones ; and, when we gained the

highest elevation, whence we had immense

prospect, we came to a track cut through the

moorland for the Duke to ride along on his

shooting excursions. He told us to follow that,

and it would lead us to the Fell gate just above

Rylston. Here, therefore, we allowed him to

return ; but we speedily repented the permission,

for the track soon vanished, and before us lay

only wild craggy moors with intervening bogs,

which extended wider and wider as we went.

The moor game, ever and anon, rose with loud

cries and whirring wings ; the few sheep ran off

as we made our appearance ; and we seemed

only getting farther and farther into a desolate

region

—

“ Where things that own not man's dominion dwell,

And mortal feet had ne’er or rarely been.”

Knowing, however, that there was nothing for

it but pushing on to the extremity of the waste,

bring u9 whither it would, we hurried forward

in spite of weariness and bewilderment, and

presently found ourselves on a savage ridge of

crags, from which a wide prospect of green and

champaign country burst upon us, and the

village of Rylston itself lying at the foot of the

steep descent below us. We hastened, down as

well as we could, and proceeded towards the

churchyard, knowing that near it had stood

Rylston Hail, the abode of the Nortons. Here

we soon found that all vestiges of the old house

were gone, and that a modern gentleman s

house was built upon the site. The village lies

on the green and cultivated plain, just that sort

of country which has a most attractive aspect to

a giazier, but which the poet gives but oae
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glance at ; it baa nothing picturesque in its own
appearance ; a more commonplace collection of

houses can scarcely be met with, though three

or four of them are, no doubt, the dwellings of

wealthy people. We found the tradition of the

White Doe quite current still amongst the

peasantry, who soon pointed out to us, on the

moorland eminence whence we had descended,

Norton Tower, still exactly answering the de-

scription by the historian of Craven:

—

<r Rylstone

Fell yet exhibits a monument of the old warfare

between the Nortons and Cliffords. On a point

of very high ground, commanding an immense
prospect, and protected by two deep ravines, are

the remains of a square tower, expressly said by
Dodsworth to have been built by Richard Norton.

The walls are of strong grout-work, about four

feet thick. It seems to have been three stories

high. Breaches have been industriously made
in all sides, almost to the ground, to render it

untenable. The place is savagely wild, and ad-

mirably adapted to the site of a watch-tower/'

Here, no doubt, stout old Richard Norton used

to assemble his retainers, to make their inroads

into Barden Moor amongst the Cliffords' deer, in

which he delighted, and for which he constructed,

by help of natural crag, and bog, and ravine,

that famous, and, to the Cliffords,most provoking

pound, of which abundant traces yet appear.

Here too, as the poet has more than hinted, he

used to come and make merry.

« High on a point of nigged ground,

Among the wastes of Ryl&tone Fell,

Above the loftiest ridge, a mound
Where foresters or shepherds dwell,

An edifice of warlike frame

Stands single, Norton Tower its name.

It fronts all quarters, and looks round

O’er path and road, and plain and dell,

Dark moor, and gleam of pool and stream.

Upon a prospect without bound.

i( The summit of this bleak ascent,

Though bleak, and bars, and seldom free,

As Pendle-hill or Pennygent,

From wind, or frost, or vaporous wet.

Had often heard the sound of glee,

When there the youthful Nortons met
To practise games and archery.

How proud and happy they I The crowd
Of lookers-on how pleased and proud

!

And from the scorching noontide sun,

From showers, or when the prize was won,

They to the watch-tower did repair

—

Commodious pleasure-house ! And there

Would mirth run round with generous fare

;

And the stem old Lord of Rylstone Hall,

He was the proudest of them all.'*

While Doe
,
Canto V,

If the village of Rylston has little in the aspect

of the present, or remaining of the past, to draw

the feet of poetic wanderers to it—if Rylston

Hall itself, the hearth and home ofthe stout Nor-

tons, be gone—if all its gardens, walks, waters,

and topiary work, have vanished like a dream

—

yet there still stands that stern old tower on

those dark and frowning fellb, which will rear

their black and storm-shattered heads till the

shock which commingles earth and heaven.

There they stretch along the grim edge of

that region of moorland, glen and forest, river

and ruin, over which have passed the con-

secrating influences of heroic spirits crushed by

malignant destinies, of human hearts and hearths

laid waste and desolate for ever ; and over which,

once more, the poet has thrown a new and inde-

structible enchantment.
In this beautiful poem, “ The White Doe of

Rylston," Wordsworth has shewn how far he

was capable of handling a romantic and historic

subject ; and nothing is more obvious than that,

if he had chosen to select such subjects, rather

than undeviatingly attempting to develope his

own views of the real nature and compass of the

province of poetryffce might, much earlier, have

stepped into that popularity which he has now
attained, and avoided the long reign of ridicule

and abuse under which he lived. To say nothing

of Peter Bell the Wagoner, Betty Foy, and that

class of subjects—a class, and so treated, that

1

I am free to confess to be fair game for critics

that love a little fun—it is quite as true as it

was ten years ago, that neither the simple

pathos of his “ Lyrical Ballads," nor the grave

dignity and philosophy of his “ Excursion," ever

could or ever can be truly appreciated by the

common run of readers. They can have no

charms for those who delight in the literary

dram-drinking of fashionable novels. You
might just as well have expected a Persian to

love Spartan broth ; just as well expect a London
epicure, with his gullet on fire with curry and

cayenne, to relish the girdle-cake and milk of

the shepherd’s hut. In this poem he has enlisted

more of those stirring elements of historical

action and national change, with all their

sequences of family disruptions and disastrous

overthrows, which, forthe habitual story-monger,

maybecome a tolerable substitute for his ordinary

stimulus of tragic recital and piquant person-

alities ; and, for the spirit of genuine passion and

healthful sensibilities, may combine with gentler

causes and their emotions into a whole of living

and exalting influences. He has beautifully

woven into his scheme every history or tradition

floating about the scene of action, with which

our nature sympathises. The fate of the Boy of

Egremont, the fortunes of the Shepherd Lord,

blend like soft and sunset hues into the great

picture of “The Rising in the North," of

which the outline is gloriously sketched in the

ancient ballad of that name ; the imposing, but

ill-organized and ill-maintained attempt to put

down in England the growing power of Protest-

antism, and restore the old religion. Here is

material enough to quicken the pulse of every

true Briton ; but we soon find the poet, amid the

splendour of historic matter, fixing his
i

eye upon

a few characters, towards whota he irresisti-

bly draws our hearts after him ; resting finally

on that high-spirited old gentleman, Msister

Richard Norton, and his family, his nii&vone,

and single daughter. In working out the

characters and fate of these, he finds ample em-

ployment for that philosophic taste, and that

delight in tracing the movements of our inner

xiature ; the power of our affections ; the conten*
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tion between our principles and our interests

;

the developsmnt of that highest pitch of mortal
grandeur, thf stern subjection of every hope,

feeling, an^Kmbition, to the sole and sovereign

segie of duty shed into the heart of man by the
Ja# of Christianity. We, accordingly, behold
with admiration the brave Richard Norton, who
had spent his days amid his sons and vassals in

the festivities of the hall, the excitements of the
chase, and of Border war, now coming forward
in his silver hairs to cast all the fortunes of his

house on a single and hazardous die. We behold,
with equal admiration, the unhesitating devotion
of his eight sons, and their manly beauty, as they
surround him, as he takes in his hand the banner
wrought by the fair fingers of his only daughter
—that banner which displayed

a The Cross,

And the five wouuds our Lord did bear.”

Old Ballad.

The group, at this moment, would form a
noble picture.

“They mustered their host at Wetherby—
Full sixteen thousand, fair to see,

The choicest warriors of the North !

But none, for beauty and for worth,
Like those eight eons, embosoming
Determined thoughts ; who, in a ring,

Bach with a lance erect and tall,

A falchion, and a buckler small,

Stood by their sire on Clifford Moor,
To guard the standard which he bore.

With feet that firmly pressed the ground
They s ood, and girt their father round ;

Such was his choice—no steed will he
Henceforth bestride ;—triumphantly
He stood upon the grassy sod,

Trusting himself to the earth, and God.
There, sight to embolden and inspire 1

Proud was the field of Sons and Sire 5

Of hitn the most ; and, sooth to say,

No shape of man in all the array

80 graced the sunshine of that day.
The monumental pomp of age
Waa with this goodly personage;
A stature undepressed in size,

Unbent, which rather seemed to vie,

In open victory o’er the weight
Of seventy years, to higher height 5

Magnific limbs of withered state

;

A face to fear and venerate

;

Eyes dark and strong ; and on his head.
Bright locks of silver hair, thick spread;
'With a brown morion, half concealed,

Light as a hunter’s of the field.

And thus, with girdle round his waist,

Whereon the banner staff might rest

At need, he stood, advancing high
The glittering, flouting pageantry.”

Nothing*, we think, for a moment, can be more
beautiful and admirable ; but the poet soon shews
us a character and a devotion far higher, in

Francis Norton, the eldest son, who singly op-
poses, and attempts to dissuade his father and
brothers from this enterprise ; and is repulsed, as
a coward and a renegade, hy the indignant father
and the silently contemptuous sons. The wise
spirit knd unflinching fortitude of this English
Abdiel, impress ns with a respect and veneration

that are not easy to be heightened ; and yet they

are heightened, hy finding Francis, instead of

satisfying himself with having striven to dis-

suade, and that vainly, and quietly sitting down
to wait the result, or feeling resentful of the

rude repulse and wrongful imputations reoeived

from them, now shewing that the devotion and
nobility of his nature are of a far loftier stamp.

He follows them unarmed, and, unmindful of

their taunts or their suspicions, watches with

patient endurance for that moment of reversed

fortune which he is sure will come, and when he

hopes to render assistance that may be accepted

and available. That moment of reverse soon ar-

rives ; but the indignant father only heaps fresh

and more trying scorn on his faithful son ; and

it is only when the vengeance of the offended

law dooms the father and the sons in arms to

perish in their blood, that the sleepless and

affectionate attentions of Francis to soothe, and

serve, and comfort them, breaks down the barrier

of thick prejudice from the old man's heart, and

he sees and acknowledges the wisdom and mag-
nanimity of his devoted son. Here one scarcely

knows whether most to admire the frank con-

fession of the old warrior, and the confidence he
immediately places in Francis, or the filial piety

with which, to gratify the mind of his dying

father, Francis undertakes a task, hopeless and

fatal to himself. The following out of these

great human impulses ; the portraiture of this

sublime character of Francis Norton, than which

none in history or fiction is greater ; and, besides

this, the beautiful sketch of his sister, equally

devoted, equally strong in principle, though not

so comprehensive and commanding in intellect

as her brother ; she

Whose duly was to stand and wait

;

In resignation to Abide

The shock, and finally secure,
O’xe fain and eaiBF, a triumph surZ :

—

these, altogether, were elements of heart and

spirit, of character and action, in which the soul

of the philosophical poet, who has sought to link

fast to our theory of metaphysics, the system of
the affections, was sure to revel ; although on
one occasion we saw him, strangely enough, as

the author of “ Peter Bell," and of this poem, lay

down a volume of a contemporary, full of the same
elements, and actually of a most kindred nature,

saying that he could not read of “ sin and sorrow,

finding enough of them in the world about him."

Notwithstanding this paradoxical assertion, he

has here, in his own case, cast over the sorrows

of the Nortons a profound sympathy, and a

golden glory over the scenery of the White Doe
of Rylston ; over Bolton Priory ; the vale of

Wharf ; over Barden Tower, and Norton Tower,

on the grim Rylston fells—which, as it drew us

thither, shall draw thither also, from generation

to generation, other pilgrims as devoted to the

charms of nature, of poetry, of history and tra-

dition, as ourselves.
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A BRIEF APPRAISAL OF THE GREEK LITERATURE,’ IN ITS

FOREMOST PRETENSIONS.

BY THOMAS DB QUINCEY.

NO. II.—THE GREEK ORATORS.

Now, let us come to the orators. Isocrates,

the eldest of those who have survived, is a mere

scholastic rhetorician : for he was a timid man,

and did not dare to confront the terrors of a

stormy political audience ; and hence, though

he lived about an entire century, he never once

addressed the Athenian citizens. It is true, that,

although no bona fide orator—for he never spoke

in any usual acceptation of that word, and, as a

consequence, never had an opportunity of reply-

ing, which only can bring forward a man's ta-

lents as a debater—still he employed his pen

upon real and upon existing questions of public

policy ; and did not, as so many generations of

chamber rhetoricians continued to do in Greece,

oonfine his powers to imaginary cases of political

difficulty^ or (what were tantamount to imagin-

ary) cases fetched up from the long-past era of

King Priam, or the still earlier era of the Seven

Chiefs warring against the Seven-gated Thebes

of Boeotia, or the half-fabulous era of the Argo-

nauts. Isocrates was a man of sense—a pa-

triot in a temperate way—and with something

of a feeling for Greece generally, not merely a

champion of Athens. His heart was given to

politics : and, in an age when heavy clouds were

gathering over the independence and the civil

grandeur of his country, he had a disinterested

anxiety for drawing off the lightning of the

approaching storms by pacifto counsels. Com-
pared, therefore, with the common mercenary

orators of the Athenian forum—who made a

regular trade of promoting mischief, by inflam-

ing the pride, jealousy, vengeance, or the mar-

tial instincts of a “ fierce democracy," and, gene-

rally speaking, with no views, high or low, sound

or unsound, that looked beyond the momentary
profit to themselves from thus pandering to the

thoughtless nationality of a most sensitive people

—Isocrates is entitled to our respect. H is writ-

ingshave also aseparate value, as memorials ofpo-

litical transactions from which the historian has

gathered many useful bints ; and, perhaps, to a

diligent search, they might yield more. But,

considered as an orator—if that title can be,

with any propriety, allowed to one who declaimed

only in his closet—one who, in relation to pub-

lic affairs, was what, in England, when speaking

of practical jurisprudence, we call a Chamber
Counsel—Isocrates is languid, and with little

of anything characteristic in his manner to jus-

tify a separate consideration. It is remarkable

that he, beyond all other rhetoricians of that

era, cultivated the rhythmus of his periods.

And to this object he sacrificed not only an
enormity of time, but, I have no doubt, in many

cases, the freedom and natural movement of the

thoughts. My reason, however, for noticing

this peculiarity in Isocrates, is by way of fixing

the attention upon theJ superiority, even arti-

ficial ornaments, of downright practical bad-

ness and the realities of political strife, over

the torpid atmosphere of a study or a school

Cicero, long after, had the same passion for

numerositas
i and the full, pompous rotundity of

cadence. But in Cicero, all habits and all facul-

ties were nursed by the daily practice of life

and its impassioned realities, in the forum or

in the senate. What
t
is the consequence ?

Why this—that, whereas in the most laboured

performance of Isocrates, (which cost him, I

think, one whole decennium, or period of ten

years,) few modern ears are sensible of any

striking art, or any great result of harmony ;
in

Cicero, on the other hand, the fine, sonorous

modulations of hisjperiodic style, are delightful

to the dullest ear of any European. Such are

the advantages from real campaigns, from the

unsimulated strife of actual stormy life, over the

torpid dreams of "what the Romans called an

umbratic* experience.

Isocrates I have noticed as the oldest of the

surviving Greek orators : Demosthenes, of course,

claims a notice more emphatically, as, by uni-

versal consent of Athens, and afterwards of

Rhodes, of Rome, and other impartial judges, the

greatest, or, at least, the most comprehensively

great. For, by the way, it must not be forgot-

ten—though modern critics do forget this rather

important fact in weighing the reputation of De-

mosthenes—he was not esteemed, in his own day,

as the greatest in that particular quality ofenergy

and demoniac power
(
dnvorr\g) which is gene-

rally assumed to have been his leading character-

estic and his forte; not only by comparison with

his own compatriots, but even with Cicero and

the greatest men of the Roman bar. It was not

of Demosthenes that the Athenians were accus-

tomed to say, “ he thunders and lightens,** but of

Pericles, an elder orator ; and even amongst the

written oratory of Greece, which still survives,

(for as to the speeches ascribed to Pericles by

* “ Umbratic.” 1 hare perhaps elsewhen] drawn the

attention of readers to the peculiar effects of climate,

in shaping the modes of our thinking and imaging. A
life of inertia

,
which retreats from the dust and toil of

actual experience, we (who represent the idea of effemi-

nacy more naturally by the image of shrinking from cold)

call a chimney-corner or a fire-side experience ; but the

Romans, to whom the same effeminacyrmnrelsasily fell

under the idea of shrinking from the heat of the sua,

called it an experience won in the shade ; and a mot
scholastic student, they called an umbraticus doctor.
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Thucydides, I take it for granted that, aa usual,

these were mere forgeries of the historian,) there

is s portion which perhaps exceeds Demosthenes

in the naked quality of vehemence. But this, I

admit, will not impeach his supremacy ; for it is

probable, that wherever an orator is character-

ised exclusively by turbulent power, or at least

remembered chiefly for that quality, all the other

numerous graces of eloquence were wanting to

that man, or existed only in a degree which made
no equipoise to his insulated gift of Jovian terror.

The Gracchi, amongst the Roman orators, were

probably more properly “ sons of thunder” than

Crassus or Cicero, or even than C»sar himself,

whose oratory, by the way, was, in this respect,

like his own character and infinite accomplish-

ments ; so that even by Cicero it is rarely cited

without the epithet of splendid, magnificent, Ac.

We must suppose, therefore, that neither Cicero

nor Demosthenes was held to be at the head of

their respective fields in Rome and Athens, in

right of any absolute pre-eminence in the one
leading power of an orator—viz., native and fer-

vent vigour—but in right of alarge comprehensive

hirmsny of gifts, leaving possibly to some other

orators, elder or rival to themselves, a superiority

in each of an orator's talents taken apart, but

claiming the supremacy, nevertheless, upon the

whole, by the systematic union of many qualities

tending to one result
:
pleasing the taste by the

harmonious coup d'csil from the total assemblage,

and also adapting itself to a far larger variety of

situations ; for, after all, the mere son of thunder
is disarmed, and apt to become ridiculous, if

you strip him of a passionate cause, of a theme
saturated with human strife, and of an excitable

or tempestuous audience.

Such an audience, however, it will be said that

Demosthenes had, and sometimes (but not very

often in those orations which survive) such a

theme. As to his audience, certainly it was all

thst could be wished in point of violence and
combustible passion ; but also it was something

more. A mighty advantage it is, doubtless, to

so orator, when he sees and hears his own kind-

Hog passions instantaneously reflected in the blaz-

ing eyes and fiery shouts (the fremitus) of his

audience—when he sees a whole people, person-

ally or by deputation, swayed backwards and
forwards, like a field of corn in a breeze, by the

movements of his own appeals. But, unfortun-

ately, in the Athenian audience, the ignorance,

the headstrong violence of prejiidioe, the arro-

gance, and, above all, the levity of the national

mind—presented, to an orator the most favourite,

a scene like that of an ocean always rocking

with storms ; like a wasp always angry ; like a

lunatic, always coming out of a passion or pre-

paring to go into one. Well might Demosthenes

prepare himself by sea-shore practice ; in which

1 conceive that his purpose must have been, not

so much (according to the common notion) to

evererow the noise of the forum, as to standfire
(if I may so express it) against the uproarious

demonstrations of mob fury.

This quality of an Athenian audience must
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very seriously have interfered with the intellec-

tual display of an orator. Not a word could he

venture to say in the way of censure towards the.

public will—not even hypothetically to insinuate

a fault ; not a syllable could he utter even in the

way of dissent from the favourite speculations of

the moment. If he did, instantly a roar of me-.

ns.ee® recalled him to a sense even of personal

danger. And, again, the mere vivacity of his

audience, requiring perpetual amusement and

variety, compelled a man, as great even as De-
mosthenes, to curtail his arguments, and rarely,

indeed, to pursue a theme with the requisite

fulness of developement or illustration ; a point

in which the superior dignity and the far less

fluctuating mobility of the Roman mind gave an

immense advantage to Cicero.

Demosthenes, in spite of all the weaknesses

which have been arrayed against his memory by

the hatred of his contemporaries, or by the anti-

republican feelings of such men as Mitford, was a

great man and an honest man. He rose above his

countrymen. He despised, in some measure,

his audience ; and, at length, in the palmy days

of his influence, he would insist on being heard

;

he would insist on telling the truth, however un-

acceptable ; he would not, like the great rout

of venal haranguers, lay any flattering unction to

the capital distempers of the publio mind; he

would point out their errors, and warn them of

their perils. But this upright character of the

man, victorious over his constitutional timidity,

does but the more brightly illustrate the local

law and the tyranny of the public feeling*

How often do we find him, when on the brink

of uttering “ odious truth,” obliged to pause,

and to propitiate his audience with deprecatory

phrases, entreating them to give him time for

utterance, not to yell him down before they had
heard his sentence to the end. Mrj 0ofuCs/rs—
“ Gentlemen of Athens ! for the love of God, do
not make an uproar at what I am going to say !

Gentlemen of Athens 1 humbly I beseech you to

let me finish my sentence !” Such are his con-

tinual appeals to the better feelings of his audi-

ence. Now, it is very evident that, in such cir-

cumstances, no man could do justice to any sub-

ject. At least, when speaking not before a tri-

bunal of justice, but before the people in council

assembled—that is, in effect, on his greatest

stage of all—Demosthenes (however bold at

times, and restive in a matter which he held to

be paramount) was required to bend, and did

bend, to the local genius of democracy, reinforced

by a most mercurial temperament. The very air

of Attica, combined with great political power,

kept its natives.in a state of habitual intoxica-

tion ; and even wise men would have had some
difficulty in mastering, as it affected themselves,

the permanent bias towards caprice and insolence.

Is this state of things at all taken into ac-

count in our modern oritiques uponDemosthenes?

The upshot of what I can find in most modern
lecturers upon rhetoric and style, French or

English, when speaking of Demosthenes, is this

notable simile, by way of representing the final
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effect of his eloquence—

“

that, like a mountain

torrent, swollen by melting snow, or by rain, it

carries all things before it.” Prodigiously origi-

nal! and exceedingly discriminative! As if

such an illustration would not equally represent

the effect of a lyrical poem, of Mozart's music,

of a stormy chorus, or any other form whatever

of impassioned vehemence. Meantime, I sus-

pect grievously that not one of these critics has

ever read a paragraph of Demosthenes. Nothing

do you ever find quoted but a few notorious

passages about Philip of Macedon, and the too-

famous oath, by the manes^of those that died at

Marathon. I call it too^famous, because (like

Addison's comparison of Marlborough, at Blen-

heim, to the angel in the storm—of which a

schoolmaster then livingsaid,that nineoutofevery

ten boys would have hit upon it in a school

exercise) it has no peculiar boldness, and must

have occurred to every Athenian, of any sensibi-

lity, every day of his life. Hear, on the other

hand, a modern oath, and (what is most remark-

able) an oath sworn in the pulpit. A dissenting

clergyman, (I believe, a Baptist,) preaching at

Cambridge, and having occasion to affirm or to

deny something or other, upon his general con-

fidence in the fgrandeur of man's nature, the

magnificence of his conceptions, the immensity

of his aspirations, &c., delivered himself thus

:

—“ By the greatness of human ideals—by the

greatness of human aspirations—by the immor-

tality of human creations—by the Iliad—by
the Odyssey** Now, that was bold, startling,

sublime. But, in the other case, neither was

the oath invested with any great pomp of ima-

gery or expression; nor, if it had—which is

more to the purpose—was such an oath at all

representative of the peculiar manner belonging

to Demosthenes. It is always a rude and inarti-

ficial style of criticism to cite from an author

that which, whether fine or not in itself, is no

fair specimen of his ordinary style.

What then is the characteristic style of

Demosthenes ?—It is one which grew naturally,

as did his defects, (by which I mean faults of

omission, in contradiction to such as are positive,)

from the composition of bis audience. His

audience, comprehending so much ignorance, and,

above all, so much high-spirited impatience, being,

in fact, always on the fret, kept the orator al-

ways on the fret. Hence arose short sentences

;

hence, the impossibility of the long, voluminous

sweeps of beautiful rhythmus which we find in

Cicero ; hence, the animated form of apostrophe

and crowded interrogations addressed to the

audience. This gives, undoubtedly, a spirited

and animated character to the 6tyle of Demos-

thenes ; but it robs him of a large variety of

structure applied to the logic, or the embellish-

ment, or the music of his composition. His style

is full of life, but not (like Cicero's) full of

pomp and continuous grandeur. On the contrary,

as the necessity of rousing attention, or of sus-

taining it, obliged the Attic orator to rely too

much on the personality of direct question to the

audience, amtto use brief sentences, so also the

same impatient and fretful irritability forbade

him to linger much upon an idea—to theorize,

to speculate, or, generally, to quit the direct

business path of the question then under con-

sideration—no matter for what purpose of beauty,

dignity, instruction, or even of ultimate effect.

In all things, the immediate—the instant—the
prcesens prcesentissimum, was kept steadily before

the eye of the Athenian orator, by the mere

coercion of self-interest.

And hence, by the way, arises one most

important feature of distinction between Grecian

oratory (political oratory at least) on the one

hand, and Roman (to which, in this point, we

may add British) on the other. A Roman

lawyer, senator, or demagogue, even, under proper

restrictions—a British member of parliament—or

even a candidate from the hustings—but, most

assuredly, and by the evidence of many a splendid

example, an advocate addressings jury—may em-

bellish his oration with a wide circuit of historical,

or of antiquarian, nay, even speculative discus-

sion. Every Latin scholar will remember the

leisurely and most facetious, the good-natured

and respectful, yet keenly satiric, picture which

the great Roman barrister draws of the Stoic

philosophy, by way of rowing old Cato, who

professed that philosophy with toolittle indulgence

for venial human errors. The judices—that is, in

effect, thejury—were tickled to the soul by seeing

the grave Marcus Cato badgered with this fine

razor-like raillery ; and there can be no doubt

that, by flattering the self-respect of the jury, in

presuming them susceptible of so much wit from

a liberal kind of knowledge, and by really de-

lighting them with such a display of adroit teasing

applied to a man of scenical gravity, this whole

scene, though quite extrajudicial and travelling

out of the record, was highlyuseful in conciliating

the good-will of Cicero's audience. The same

style of liberal excursus from the more thorny

path of the absolute business before the court,

has been often and memorably practised by great

English barristers—as, in the trial of Sacheverel,

by many of the managers for the Commons ;
by

“ the fluent Murray,” on various occasions ;
in

the great cause of impeachment against our

English Verres, (or, at least, our Verres as

to the situation, though not the guilt,) Mr
Hastings : in many of Mr Erskine's addresses

to juries, where political rights were at stake;

in Sir James Mackintosh's defence of Peltier for a

libel upon Napoleon, when he went into a history

of the press as applied to politics—(a liberal in-

quiry, but which, except in the remotest manner,

could not possibly bear upon the mere question

of fact before the jury;) and in many other

splendid instances, which have really made our

trials and the annals of our criminal jurispru-

dence one great fund of information and autho-

rity to the historian. In the senate, I need not

say how much farther, and more frequently, this

habit of large generalization, and of liberal ex-

cursion from perhaps a lifeless theme, has been

carried by great masters ; in particular, by

Edmund Burke, who carried it, in fact, to such
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excess, and to a point which threatened so much
to disturb the movement of public business, that,

from that cause more perhaps than from rude

insensibility to the value of his speculations, he
put his audience sometimes in motion for dinner,

ind acquired (as is well-known) the surname of

the Dinner Bell.*

Now, in the Athenian audience, all this was
impossible: neither in political nor in forensic

harangues was there any license by rule, or

any indulgence by usage, or any special privi-

lege by personal favour, to the least effort at

improving an individual case of law or politics

into general views of jurisprudence, of states-

manship, of diplomacy ; no collateral discus-

sions were tolerated—no illustrative details

—

no historical parallelisms—still less any phi-

losophical moralisations. The slightest show of

any tendency in these directions was summarily
nipped in the bud : the Athenian gentlemen be-

gan to 4o£o£s?V in good earnest if a man shewed
symptoms of entering upon any discussion what-

ever that was not intensely needful and pertinent

in the first place—or which, in the second place,

v&s not of a nature to be wound up in two sen-

tences when a summons should arise either to

dinner, or to the theatre, or to the succession

of some variety anticipated from another ora-

tor.

Hence, therefore, finally arises one great pe-

culiarity of Greek eloquence ; and a most unfor-

tunate one for its chance of ever influencing a

remote posterity, or, in any substantial sense, of

its ever surviving in the real unaffected admira-

tion of us moderns—that it embodies no alien,

no collateral information as to manners, usages,

modes of feeling—no extrinsic ornament, no side

glimpses into Grecian life, no casual historical

details. The cause, and nothing but the cause

—the political question, and nothing but the

question—pealed for ever in the ears of the ter-

rified orator, always on sufferance, always on
his good behaviour, always afraid, for the sake of

his party or of his client, lest his auditors should

become angry, or become impatient, or become
*e*ry. And from that intense fear, trammeling
the freedom of his steps at every turn, and over-

ruling every motion to the right or to the left,

in pure servile anxiety for the mood and dis-

position of his tyrannical master, arose the very

opposite result for us of this day—that we, by
the very means adopted to prevent weariness in

the immediate auditors, find nothing surviving

m Grecian orations but what does weary us insup-

portably through its want of all general interest

;

**d, even amongst private or instant details of

polities or law, presenting us with none that

throw light upon the spirit of manners, or the

Grecian peculiarities of feeling. Probably an
Athenian mob would not have cared much at the

prospect of such a result to posterity ; and, at

* Yet this story has been exaggerated ; and, I believe,
to Uriel troth, the whole case arose oat of some fretful

^prssiisM of ilMemper on the part of Burke, and that

was a retort from a man of wit, who had been
PkiomUj stnof by a sarcasm of the offended orator.

*0. ixn.—»T0L. vi.

any rate, would not have sacrificed one atom of

their ease or pleasure to obviate such a result

:

but, to an Athenian orator, this result would
have been a sad one to contemplate. The final

consequence is, that whilst all men find, or may
find, infinite amusement, and instruction of the

most liberal kind, in that most accomplished of

statesmen and orators, the Roman Cicero—nay,

would doubtless, from the causes assigned, have
found, in their proportion, the same attractions

in the speeches of the elder Antony, of Horten-
sius, of Crassus, and other contemporaries or

immediate predecessors of Cicero—no person

ever reads Demosthenes, still less any other

Athenian orator, with the slightest interest be-

yond that which inevitably attaches to the words

of one who wrote his own divine language with

probably very superior skill.

But, from all this, results a further inference

—viz., the dire affectation of those who pretend

an enthusiasm in the oratory of Desmosthenes

;

and also a plenary consolation to all who are

obliged, from ignorance of Greek, to dispense

with that novelty. If it be a luxury at all, it is

and can be one for those only who cultivate ver-

bal researches and the pleasures of philology.

Even in the oratory of our own times, which

oftentimes discusses questions to the whole
growth and motion of which we have been our-

selves parties present, or even accessary—ques-

tions which we have followed in their first emer-
sion and separation from the clouds of gene-

ral politics; their advance, slow or rapid, to-

wards a domineering interest in the public pas-

sions ; their meridian altitude ; and perhaps

their precipitous descent downwards, whether

from the consummation of their objects, (as in the

questions of the Slave Trade, of Catholic Eman-
cipation, of East India Monopoly,) or from a

partial victory and compromise with the abuse,

(as in the purification of that Augean stable,

prisons, and, still more, private houses for the

insane,) or from the accomplishment of one stage

or so in a progress which, by its nature, is infi-

nite, (as in the various steps taken towards the

improvement, and towards the extension of edu-

cation :) even in cases like these, when the pri-

mary and ostensible object of the speaker already,

on its own account, possesses a commanding at-

traction, yetwill it often happen that thesecondary

questions,growing out of the leadingone, the great

elementarythemes suggested to the speaker bythe

concrete case before him—as, for instance, the

general question of Test Laws, or the still higher

and transcendent question of Religious Tolera-

tion, and the relations between the State and
religious opinions, or the general history of

Slavery and the commerce in the human species,

the general principles of economy as applied to

monopolies, the past usages of mankind in their

treatment of prisoners or of lunatics—these com-
prehensive and transcendent themes are con-

tinually allowed to absorb and throw into the

shade, for a time, the minor but more urgent

question of the moment through which they

have gained their interest. The capital and pti-

2 H
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nary interest gives way for a time to the deri-

vative interest ; and it does so by a silent under-

standing between the orator and his audience.

The orator is well assured that he will not be

taxed with wandering; the audience are satis-

fied that, eventually, they will not have lost their

time: and the final result is, to elevate and

liberalize the province of oratory, by exalting

mere business (growing originally, perhaps, out of

contingencies of finance, or trade, or local polioe)

into a field for the higher understanding ; and

giving to the mere necessities of our position as

a nation the dignity of great problems for civil-

ising wisdom or philosophic philanthropy. Look
back to the superb orations of Edmund Burke
on questions limited enough in themselves, some-

times merely personal ; for instance, that on

American Taxation, on tho Reforms in our

Household or Official Expenditure, or at that

from the Bristol hustings, (by its prima facie

subject, therefore, a mere electioneering harangue

to a mob.) With what marvellous skill does he

enrich what is meagre, elevate what is humble,

intelleotuallze what is purely technical, delocalize

what is local, generalize what Is personal 1 And
with what result? Doubtless to the absolute

contemporaries of those speeches, steeped to the

very lips in the passions besetting their topics,

even to those whose attention was sufficiently

secured by the domineering interest, friendly or

hostile, to the views of the speaker—even to

these 1 say, that, in so far as they were at all

capable of an Intellectual pleasure, those parts

would be most attractive which were least occu-

pied with the present business and the moment-
ary details. This order of precedency in the in-

terests of the Speech held even for them ; but to

us, removing at every annual step we take in

the century, to a greater distance from the mere
business and partisan interests of the several

cases, this secondary attraction is not merely

the greater of the two—to us it has become pretty

nearly the sole one, pretty nearly the exclusive

attraction.

As to religious oratory, that stands upon a dif-

ferent footing—the questions afloat in that pro-

vince of human speculation being eternal, or at

least essentially the same under new forms, re-

ceives a strong illustration from the annals of the

English senate, to which also it gives a strong and
useful illustration. Up to the era of James I., the

eloquence of either House could not, for political

reasons, be very striking, on the very principle

which we have been enforcing. Parliament met
only for dispatch of business; and that business

was purely fiscal, or (as at times it happened)

judicial. The constitutional functions of Parlia-

ment were narrow ;
and they were narrowed still

more severely by the jealousy of the executive

government. With the expansion, or rather

first growth and developement of a gentry, or

third estate, expanded, pari passu, the political

field of their jurisdiction and their deliberative

functions. This widening field, as a birth out of

new existences, unknown to former laws or

usages, was, of course, not contemplated by those

laws or usages. Constitutional law could not pro-

vide for the exercise of rights by a bodyof citiung,

when, as yet, that body had itself no existence.

A gentry, as the depository of a vast overbalance

of property, real as well as personal, had not

matured itself till the latter years of James 1.

Consequently the new functions, which ths in-

stinct of their new situation prompted then to

assume, were looked upon by the Crown, moit

sincerely, ns unlawful usurpations. This led, at

we know, to a most fervent and impassioned

struggle, the most so of any struggle which has

ever armed the hands of men with the sword.

For the passions take a far profounder sweep

when they are supported by deep thought and

high principles.

This element of fervid strife was already, for

itself, an atmosphere most favourable to politi-

cal eloquence. Accordingly, the speeches of that

day, though generally too short to attain that

large compass and sweep of movement without

which it is difficult to kindle or to sustain any

conscious enthusiasm in an audience, were of a

high quality as to thought and energy of expres-

sion, as high as their circumstantial dissdvan-

tages allowed. Lord Strafford’s great effort is

deservedly admired to this day, and the latter

part of it has been often pronouuced a chef-

d’oeuvre. A few years before that era, all the

orator* of note were, and must have been, judi-

cial orators ; and, amongst these, Lord Bacon,

to whom every reader’s thoughts will point as

the most memorable, attained the chief object

of all oratory, if wbat Ben Jonson reports of

him be true, that he had his audience passive

to the motions of his will. But Jonson was, per-

haps , too scholastic a judge to be a fair repre-

sentative judge ; and, whatever he might ehoose

to say or to think, Lord Bacon was certainly too

weighty—too massy with the bullion of original

thought—ever to have realized the idea of s

great popular orator—one who

« Wielded at will a fierce democracy,”

and ploughed up the great deeps of sentiment,

or party strife, or national animosities, like s

Levanter or a monsoon. In the schools of Plato,

in the palastra Stoicorum, such an orator might

be potent ; not in face Romuli . If he bad

laboured with no other defect, had he the gift

of tautology ? Could he say the same thing

three times over in direct sequence ? For, with-

out this talent of iteration—of repeating the

same thought in diversified forms—a man maf

utter good heads of an oration, but not an ora-

tion. Just at the same illustrious man’s essay*

are good hints—useful topics—-for essays ; but n<

approximation to what we, in modern days, un«

derstand by essays: they are, as an eminent

author once happily expressed it to myself

" seeds, not plants or shrubs ; acorns, that it

oaks in embryo, but not oaks.”

Reverting, however, to the oratory of tbi

Senate, from the era of ita proper birth, vbid

we may date from the opening of that ou

memorable Long Parliament, brought togethe
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in Novsmber of 1649/ our Parliamentary elo-

quence lies sow, within four years, travelled

through a period of two centuries. A most ad-

Durable subject for an essay, or a Magtslne
article, as it strikes me, would be a bird's-eye

daw—or rather a bird's-wing flight—pursuing

rapidly the revolutions of that memorable oracle,

(for sueh it really was to the rest of eivilized

Ecrepe,) which, through so long a course of

yean, like the Delphic oracle to the nations of

old, delivered counsels of civil prudence and
of national grandeur, that kept alive for Christ,

wdomthe recollections of freedom, and refreshed

to the enslaved Continent the old ideas of Roman
patriotism, which, but for our Parliament, would
bare uttered themselves by no voicts on earth.

That tbis account of the position occupied by
oar British Parliament, in relation to the rest of

£urope, at least after the publication of the Do.
bates had been commenced by Cave, with the
aid of Dr Johnson, is, in no respect, romantic or

overcharged, may be learned from the German
novels of the last century, in whiob we find the
BritUh debates as uniformly the morning accom-
paniment of breakfast, at the houses of the
nral gentry, &c., as in any English or Scottish

county. Such a sketch would, of course, collect

the characteristics of each age, shew in what
connexion these characteristics stood with the

political aspects of the time, or with the modes
of managing public business, fa fatal rock to onr
public eloquence In England 1) and illustrate the
whole by interesting specimens from the leading
orators in each generation : from Hampden to

Pnlteney, amongst oppositionists or patriots

;

from Pulteney to O'Connell ; or, again, amongst
Ministers, from Hyde to Somers, from Lord
Sunderland to Lords Oxford and Bolingbroke;
end from the plain, downright Sir Robert Wal-
pole, to the plain, downright Sir Robert Peel.

Throughout the whole of tbis review, tbe

»me " moral," if one might so call it, would be

eppsrent—vis., that in proportion as the oratory
was high and intellectual, did it travel out into

tbe collateral questions of less instant necessity,

hut more durable interest ; and that, in propor-
tion as the Grecian necessity u>a$ or was not

enforced by the temper of the House, or by the

prowure of public business—the necessity which
cripples the orator, by confining him within the

*evere limits of the case before him—in that

proportion had or had not the oratory of past

fenerations a surviving interest for modern
posterity. Nothing, in fact, so utterly effete

—

not even old law, or old pharmacy, or old erro-

neous chemistry—nothing so insufferably dull as

* Thwt was another Parliament of this Mine year
1648, which met in the fprior, (April, I think,) bat
**t tommarily dissolved. A small quarto volume, of
net nnfrequent occurrence, I believe, contains some good
Swaws of the eloquence then prevalent it was rich
in thought, never wordy—in fact, too parsimooioos in

worde and Ulaotrations < and it breathed a high tone of
religious principle as well as of pure-minded patriotism

;

bat, for the reason stated above—its narrow drouit and
rory limited duration—the general character of the Par*
bsneatary eloquence was ineffective.
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political orations, unless when powerfully ani-

mated by that spirit of ganeralisation which
only gives the breath of life and the salt whieh
preserves from decay, through every ago alike.

The very strongest proof, as well as exemplifica-

tion of all which has been said on Greeian ora-

tory, may thus be found in the records of the

British senate.

And this, by the way, brings us round to an
aspect of Grecian oratory which has been ren-

dered memorable, and forced upon our notice,

in the shape of a problem, by the most popular of
our native historians—the aspect, I mean, of

Greek oratory in comparison with English.

Hume has an eeeay upon the subject ; and the

true answer to that essay will open a wide field

of truth to us. In this little paper, Hume as-

sumes the superiority of Grecian eloquence, at

a thing admitted on all hands, and requiring no
proof. Not the proof of this point did he pro-

pose to himself as his object ; not even the illus-

tration of it. No. All that, Hums held to bo

superfluous. His object was, to investigate the

causes of this Grecian superiority ; or, if inoss-

tigate is too pompous a word for so slight a dis-

cussion, more properly, he inquired for the oauee

as something that must naturally lie upon the

surface.

What it tbe answer ? First of all, before

looking for causes, a man should be sure of his

facts. Now, as to the main fact at issue, I

utterly deny the superiority of Grecian eloquenoe.

And, first of all, I change the whole field of inquiry

by shifting the comparison. The Greek oratory ie

all political or judicial: we have those also; but the

best of our eloquence, by immeasurable degrees,

the noblest and richest, is our religious eloquence.

Here, of course, all comparison ceases ; for clas-

sical Grecian religious eloquence, in Grecian attire,

there is none until three centuries after the

Christian era, when we have three great orators,

Gregory Nazianzen, Basil—of which two I have
a very fixed opinion, having read large portions

of both—-and a third of whom I know nothing.

To our Jeremy Taylor, to our Sir Thomas
Browne, there is no approach made in the Greek
eloquence. The inaugural chapter of the “ Holy
Dying/' to say nothing of many another golden
passage ; or the famous passage in the “ Urn
Buriail," beginning—" Now, since these bones
have rested under the drums and trampling* of

three conquests"—have no parallel in literature.

The winding up of the former is more, in its

effect, like a great tempestuous chorus from the

Judas Maccabeus, or from Spohr's St Paul, than

like human eloquence.

But, grant that this transfer of the compari-

son is unfair—still, it it no less unfair to confine

the comparison on our part to tbe weakest part

of our oratory ; but no matter—let issue be

joined even here. Then we may say, at onfce,

that, for the intellectual qualities of eloquence,

in fineness of understanding, in depth and in

large compass of thought, Burke far surpasses

any orator, ancient or modern. But, if the com-*,

parison were pushed more widely, very certain
2 H 2
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I am, that, apart from classical prejudice, no
qualities of just thinking, or fine expression, or

even of artificial ornament, could have been
assigned by Hume, in which the great body of

our deliberative and forensic orators fall short

of Grecian models ; though 1 will admit, that,

by comparison with the Roman model of Cicero,

there is seldom the same artful prefiguration of

the oration throughout its future course, or the

same sustained rhythmus and oratorial tone.

The qualities of art are nowhere so promi-

nently expressed, nowhere aid the effect so much,
as in the great Roman master.

But, as to Greece, let us now, in one word,

unveil the sole advantage which the eloquence of

the Athenian assembly has over that of the Eng-
lish senate. It is this—the public business of
Athens was as yet simple and unencumbered by

details; the dignity of the occasion was sceni-

cally sustained. But, in England, the vast in-

tricacy and complex interweaving of property,

of commerce, of commercial interests, of details

infinite in number, and infinite in littleness,

break down and fritter away into fractions and
petty minutiae, the whole huge labyrinth of our

public affairs. It is scarcely necessary to explain

my meaning. In Athens, the question before the

public assembly was, peace or war—before our
H Ouse of Commons, perhaps the Exchequer
Bills’ Bill ; at Athens, a league or no league

—

in England, the Tithe of Agistment Commute,
tion- Bills’ Renewal Bill ; in Athens—shall we
forgive a ruined enemy ? in England—shall we
cancel the tax on farthing rushlights ? In short.

with ns, the infinity of details overlays the sim-

plicity and grandeur of our public deliberations.

Such was the advantage—a mighty advantage

—for Greece. Now, finally, for the use made of

this advantage. To that point I have already

spoken. By the clamorous and undeliberative

qualities of the Athenian political audience, by

its fitful impatience, and vehement arrogance,

and fervid partisanship, all wide and general

discussion was barred, tn limine. And thus

occurred this singular inversion of positions—the

greatest of Greek orators was obliged to treat

these Catholic questions as mere Athenian ques-

tions of business. On the other hand, the least

eloquent of British senators, whether from the

immense advance in knowledge, or from the cus-

tom and usage of Parliament, seldom fails, more

or less, to elevate his intense details of pure

technical business into something dignified,

either by the necessities of pursuing the histori-

cal relations of the matter in discussion, or of

arguing its merits as a case of general finance,

or as connected with general political economy,

or, perhaps, in its bearings on peace or war.

The Grecian was forced, by the composition of

his headstrong auditory, to degrade and per-

sonalise his grand themes ; the Englishman is

forced, by the difference of his audience, by old

prescription, and by the opposition of a well-

informed, hostile party, into elevating his merely

technical and petty themes into great national

questions, involving honour and benefit to tens

of millions.

THE COVENANTERS.

Can Scotland’s son, who uncontrolled may climb the

heathery steep,

Gaze scorn fully where guards the cairn her martyrs*

blood-bought sleep ;

And say, “ A fanatic lies here and, with a pitying smile,

Descant on mad Enthusiasts—the ignorant, the vile ?

Enthusiasts !—by the freeman's step, that treads on Scot-

tish strand

;

By the pure faith that sanctifies the altars of the land

;

By hymns of praise, at mom and eve, unawed by fear or
shame,

Poured from our peaceful hamlet-homes—still honoured
be the name

!

Ifon the plains where Wallace fought, the patriot’s bosom
•well.

And the bold Switzer drops a tear upon the grave of
Tell,

Shall Scotland, with irreverent eye, behold the wild
flowers wavs

Above the mound, once stained with blood, her Covenant
heroes* grave ?

They sleep where, in a darker day, by dreary moss and
fen,

Their blood bedewed the wild heath-flower, in many a
Scottish glen :

When forced to flee their humble homes, for Scotland’s

Covenant Lord,
'"bey grasped, to save thslr holiest rights, the Bible and
usa^ sword.

They rest in peace—the Enthnsissts ! who norelnctant

flung

To earth the proffered gold, and scorned the lores of

courtly tongue.

They rest in peace, who knew no rest when with load

curses driven,

And hunted 'mid the wintry fells, and reft of all but

heaven.

Enthusiasts !—would the proudly wise, who flings his

scorn and sneer

On graves snd names long hallowed by the patriot's love

and tear

—

Would he, when gleams in mount and vale the persecu-

tor’s brand,

To qnench with blood the altar-fires of his own father-

land

—

When all aroond are fainting hearts and falsehood’s

hollow smile,

The bloody foe, the traitorous friend, fierce war, and

covert guile.

No hope on earth, unless he qnit the banner of his God,

And crouch a slave upon the land where his free fathers

trod

—

Would hs renounce all earth-born joys, and choose his

wintry bed

On howling heath, with darkness round and tempest

o’er his head

;

And, trusting in no arm of flesh, undaunted face the fires,

The axe, the torture, and the sword, like Scotland’s Cove-

nant sires? G. P.
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PEDESTRIAN TOUR OF A SCOTTISH EMIGRANT IN THE MIDDLE
STATES OF AMERICA.

The late travellers in America have generally

gone “ starring” thither, taking the grand route

in grand costume. The humble traveller, whom
ve are about to introduce to our readers, saw
nothing of fashionable hotels or watering-places,

little of the great cities, and nothing at all of great

or noted personages. He visited the Americans
“ at home,” in their farms and villages ; threw
himself upon their hospitality ; lived among them
for years; and saw more of their real manners and
character than falls within the ordinary scope of a
stranger's observation. He was a young Scotch-

man, of respectable education, and very slender

means, who, without apparently any very definite

plan of proceeding, set off, in the first place, for

Lover Canada, in national phrase, “ to push his

fortune." He lived for some years as a school-

master about Chaleur Bay, and afterwards in dif-

ferent places in the United States. His bulky
MSS., now before us, contain a long, minute, and
faithful description of his original dreary sojourn
among the fishermen, wood-choppers, and Indian
tribes of Lower Canada. When tired of that
locality, he formed the design of visiting the
United States, partly from curiosity, and pro-

bably with some hope of bettering his fortune.

For this purpose, be went from Chaleur Bay by
a sailing vessel to Quebec, ascended the St Law-
rence to Montreal by steam, and, finally, found
hi way to New York by the customary route.

In the course of his voyage he picked up a young
Irishman, still poorer than himself ; and, on the
faith of a reputed rich uncle at Baltimore, who
was to send money to await his nephew's arrival

New York, the Scot made those pecuniary ad-
vances which confirmed their friendship, and left

him almost penniless. We take them up at New
York, exactly as, on an autumn evening, they had
left the steamer which brought them fromAlbany.

CHAPTER i.

We landed at New York in the evening, the
rain pouring down in torrents : of course, got
to the nearest boarding-house as fast as our legs

could carry us, where we passed a cold, comfort-
less evening ; but our penance in the traveller’s

room was, in a good measure, compensated by a
most excellent supper, and as good a bed. This
hoarding-house was situated at the corner of

Washington Street—amost delightful situation-
with one front to the Hudson, and the other to

the Battery; and, what was still better, the
people of the house were very civil, and pro-
duced at breakfast and supper the best coffee I

have tasted in America ; they also gave us a
dish 1 had never seen before—namely, fried

oysters, some of them as large as my band. Next
morning, early, my companion and I went out
upon the Battery, “ to snuff the caller air ;” and,
oh, how delicious ! The rain had ceased during
the night, the breeze came from the ocean fresh
mid exhilarating, and the sun shone with reful-

gence upon trees and grass sparkling with dew-
drops. What is called the Battery is not so in

reality, although it can easily be transformed

into one upon an emergency. There you see

neither embrasures, cannon, balls, nor soldiers

;

but the peaceful citizens taking their quiet pro-

menade. It is but a small nook, and much the

shape of a Scotch farrel,
or cake of oatmeal

bread—ene of the straight sides being somewhat
longer than the other, and the rounded side

nearest the river. I know not how many acres

it may contain ; but, diminutive though it be, it

is a most delightful spot, with walks, trees,

and seats for the accommodation of those who
frequent it. I sat for some time upon one of

the benches with a young man whom, although

dressed like a gentleman, 1 took to be a sailor,

from his telling me that he had been in every

quarter of the globe, snd that, of all the pretty

spot9 he had ever seen, he bad neverseen any equal

to the Battery. Indeed, none but an eye-witness

can have any idea of the beauty of the scene, as

seen from this charming spot. The city, the

broad Hudson, the shipping, the Jersey shore,

with its towns, Staten Island, Long Island, Go-
vernor's Island, with its fort, and vessels of all

kinds plying in every direction, from the trim-

built wherry to the lordly frigate, with numerous
steamers splashing, and dashing, and whizzing,

like desperation, through the waves, are the pro-

minent figures of the picture displayed before

his eyes. But, after all, the view from the Bat-

tery, although exceedingly beautiful, in my opi-

nion is still surpassed by that from the citadel of

Quebec. The latter, to all the beauty of the

former, over and above adds much of the grand,

if not of the sublime. On the round side of the

Battery is attached Castle Garden—what I take

to have been a fort, or the real battery, but it is

now used for the exhibition of fireworks, and so

|

forth.

After breakfast, we made the best of our way
to the far-famed Broadway, We had but the

length of the shortest side of the Battery to

reach the Bowling-green—a small oval green,

railed in, and shaded with trees. From this

starts Broadway, and runs in nearly a straight

line for three miles : so they told me, although 1

scarcely think it quite so long as that. I know
not whether I be right in placing the head of

the street near the Bowling-green, since the

other end must be nearly three miles higher up
the river ; but, according to my way of thinking,

the end of a street next the country is the foot

of it. However it be, along Broadway we went,

from end to end ; and, take it all in all, it is cer-

tainly a most magnificent street, the houses being

large, the stores splendid, and filled with the

productions of every clime. It may be prejudice,

but, in my opinion, it is nothing equal to the

Trongate of Glasgow : nor, in fact, have I seen

any street which pleases me so much as the lat-
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ter. One great drawback upon Broadway is tbe

houses being built of brick ; for, however com-
modious, substantial, and large you may build

them of such material, still they are but brick

houses, and I never saw a pretty brick house

yet. Trinity Church—Episcopalian—one of the

handsomest in the city, faces upon Broadway, as

also some of the largest hotels, 1 believe, in the

world : the chisf of these are Hester Jenning’s

and the Astor House; the latter erected by

Jacob Astor, the founder of Astoria, at the mouth
of the Columbia River, and one of the million-

aires of New Y ork.

But, leaving brick walls and other inanimate

objects, let us turn our attention to something
more interesting. Whoever has strolled down
Broadway, between the hours of eleven and
twelve, a.m., must have seen as splendid a sight as

can well be imagined, in tbe immense number of

ladies on the pave at that time. We were
jogging it along, like good, quiet citisens, and
had not proceeded very far down, when we en-

countered a band of ladies all dressed in white.

This company having passed, we observed an-

other as strong following hard In the rear, and
another and another, ad infinitum.

“ What the deuce is this K exclaimed my
companion.
“ I believe it mutt be a wedding,” said I.

“ Faith, an* its a big fsimale ons, too, for the

devil a genGenian '• among them but onreelvet.”
“ I think we bad better take the other side of

the street/* I replied, “ for the fiimaUs teem to

hare taken complete possession of this one/' 8e,

crossing the street, we had a full view of the

whole prooeesion.

“ What a sight 1” exclaimed the Irishmen,

with an oath.

And well hi might exclaim, for the whole west

aide of the street, at far as the eye could reach,

was one dealing lino of white : it was a real

ota laetea-~\milky way—or, If the figure please

better, a gigantic bed of white lilies. I have
seen what is ceilsd Vanity Fair at Glasgow ; but

the Vanity Fair of New York outstrips it be-

yond all comparison. The above goodly prooss-

sdon moves along Broadway for tbe Battery ; but

by wbat street it returns I cannot tell, as every

time I saw tbe ladies promenading, their faces

were turned tewarde the iame point. The
comparison may not be a good one, and, for

certain, it is not very polite, but they put me in

mind of the lemmings which emigrate, at certain

seasons of the year, from tbe northern regions—
march straightforward in innumerable armies—
but never find their way back again. Whether
the New York ladles be pretty In general or

not, I cannot say, but I certainly saw some

pretty faces among them. My companion, how-

ever, who was quite enraptured at the first sight,

seemed to have changed his mind on their se-

cond appearance. “ Ob, it's all dress and show,

and nothing else." But It mutt be confessed he

had not a good opportunity of knowing the truth

at the distanoe we viewed them from, besides, his

mind appeared to be soured against everything

American, and, over and above, he had brought

along with him a whole load of Old Country

prejudices.

In your progress along Broadway, you will

corns to the Park—a triangular green, railed in,

with walks and trees, the apex towards thestrsst,

and the base adorned by tbe City Hall, one of

tbe most magnificent buildings in tbs United

States. It is built of white marble, and royal

enough for the proudest crowned head on earth.

1 am speaking of the outside just now ; for, when

you get into the inside—at least what I saw of it

—you would never think you were in a palace.

Outside, all is nobility and royalty ; the inside

einks even beneath republican plainness. The

Court wee sitting at the time we were there

;

we, of course, followed the crowd up stairs into

the Court-room—a very plain-looking chamber,

very much resembling a college class-room.

When we entered, it waa nearly filled ; and all

were sitting with thsir hats on—a fashion much

in vogue in the United States. Being newly

arrived in the country, it could not be ex-

pected that we should know the fashions, or

abaks off our barbarism all at once ; we, ac-

cordingly, were so very Impolite as to remove

the felt from our heads, and modestly retire

to a back seat. Two Quakers followed us in

the rear, and took their seats beside us, with

bats on as broad as talipot leaves. On the

appearance of the Judges, the cry of “ off hats"

arose from the officers of the court. The order

was promptly complied with, exeept by eur two

friends the Quakers, who were determined to bs

extra polite on the occasion. The officers, see-

ing all the polls bare except the two in our im-

mediate neighbourhood, come up to enforce tbe

order; but all would not do: the refractory

individuals, intertwining their fingers over the

crowns of their beaveds, set the officers at de-

fiance, who, seeing there was no great glory to

be obtained in the contest, retreated to their

proper stations, and laft the gentlemen to shew

their respect to the Court in their own way.

The trial was of a Mr Ellsworth and others, for

some kind of conspiracy ; but as I was too far

back to hear the proceedings, we left the court

On getting into the open air, our attention

!

waa arrested by an equestrian statue of Wash-

; ington, immediately in front of the City Halt 1

took it to be a stucco castiug ; but I may be mis-

taken. However it be, the statuary and the

good citiaena of New York deoervo greet credit

;

the former for mounting Washington upon a

pony, and the latter for tbe eostliness of the

material. If Washington eould look down and

see something intended as a fac-simile of him-

self, mounted upon eomothing little bigger than

a Highland ahelty, with ite fore-feet pawing the

air as if it wsre making some attempt at preach-

ing, I think he would laugh heartily.

Among the buildings facing one side of the

Perk is the Park Theatre, which receives good

encouragement. When I was there, there was

only one other theatre, the Bowery ; but now

they have gut no fewer than seven, all which
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rootIve their share of patronage ; betides which,

there is Castle Gardens, a Vauxhail, and a Kane*
lagh—places of amusement sufficient, in ail good
conscience, for a population four times as great

;

bat the truth is, the United States is the best

country in the world for players, lecturers, show-
men of all kinds, and so forth. This is evident,

from the amaaing number of theatres, museums,
race-courses scattered all over the oountry, and
the amaaing fortunes which foreign actors make
in s short time. I don't understand it very

well, but a village in the United States, which,

if it had been located in the Old World, would
Mtreely have supported a schoolmaster, here,

somehow or other, maintains s newspaper editor

into the bargain ; and a town, whieh, in the Old
Cosntry, would not be able to maintain a news-
paper, will, in tha United States, have two or

three, and a theatre into the bargain. After
Broadway, the next street of note is Wall
Street, celebrated all over the United States,

and maybe, too, in the capitals of Europe, for

its money transactions. As a street, it it ele-

gant enough ; but its principal beauty, however,
consists in the number of gamblers in Stocks,

who frequent it as a mart, and the multitude of

monsy-ohangers, who charitably help the needy
by lending them money at cent, per eent. on
good seeuritlee. In Wall Street is the Post-

Office ; a so-so building wbsn I was then ; but
they were making preparations to set up s por-

tico In front, to be supported by massive pillars of

white marble. Water and Pearl Streets are

narrow and ugly, and very much resembling
come of the London streets ; but they are great

placet for business, and well stocked with auc-

tion-rooms, which are known by having a flog

hanging over the door. Greenwich Street is a
vsry good one, with trees planted on each side j

and the Bowery, Catharine, and William Streets,

ore worthy of attention. It is almost needless

to mention that New York is in no want of

churches, some of them handsome enough, but,

at the same time, nothing extraordinary. Trinity

Church, in Broadway, is a handsome building,

and has one of the finest organs I here ever

hssrd. A great alteration must have tsken
place in New York slnoe I wss there, pertly

owing to its increasing prosperity, and partly

owing to the great fire of 1986, which consumed
a great part of the city. This latter misfortune,

though productive of great ealamlty at the time,

will much conduce to the ameliorating the ap-

pearance of the city, as it commonly happens
that the streete opened, and buildings erected,

after s fire, are greatly superior to the ones

destroyed. There is one thing with regard to

New York, and I believe It holds good in retpeot

to all the oities In the Union—the streets are
not pestered by eommon beggars, like those of
Europe. Indeed, during the twelve years I have
boon in Atneriea, although I have seen many
poor people, yet I have never seen any who fol-

lowed begging as a profession. But there is

oaother nuisance, and worse, in my opinion, than
the common beggars, which New York would do

well to get rid of—I mean the free blacks, or,

m thay ore called, “ people of colour." These

swsrm like locusts in Broadway, and swagger

along as if a white man was beneath their notice.

If you meet a band of them, I’ll not say that

you must touch your hat to them, but you must

take pretty good care they don't jostle you into

the kennel. The City Council ought to hang

one half of them, and the money would be well

spent in shipping the other half to Siberia. Dur-

ing the stay 1 made in New York, I saw nothing

like a mob, and congratulated the city on ita

quiet deportment ; but, since that period, 1 have

had reason to change my opinion, as very serious

riots have occurred in Boston, New York, Phila-

delphia, and Baltimore. I have always said so,

and the citisens of the United States may depend
upon it, that when their cities become over-

grown and filled to overflowing with a manufac-

turing population, the lower classes of society

will become as unruly as those in European

cities.

While in Albany, my friend, the Irishman, had
writtan to his uncle, announcing his being on

tbe way down to him, as also the leaky oondition

of hie purse, with a wish that he would be so

very kind as to have a quantity of the ready

lying in New York Post-Office against the time

ha ahould be down there. Our main business,

therefore, after our arrival in that city, was to

dance attendance at the Post-Offioe in the expect-

ation of finding a load of money ; but, like a

great many searchers for gold, we were doomed
to disappointment—no money made its appear-

ance—and our patience began to wear out. As
it waa of no use to stay in a large city for the

mere purpose of expecting money, and actually

expending the little we had, 1 recommended to

my fellow-traveller a trip out to the country,

where we might find something to do, and
f

at

tha same time be within watching-distance, of

the Poet-Office, if he actually thought the mopey
would oome. He agreed ; and off we started

down Broadway, and got into the country on the

7th of October. 1 don't recollect the name of

the place at which wa staid that night, but nett

morning we passed through Manhattan—a small

place, and not worth mentioning; as also an*

other email plaoe called Philipeburgh ; and then

crossed the stream which runs from the Hudson
or North to the East River, and forms the Island

of Manhattan. From this island we passed to

tha mainland by means of Kingsbrldge—a paltry

thing built of rough plank, but, nevertheless,

much spoken of in American history. By this

day's travel we got into GreeUburgh township,

and put up at night in a decent enough house.

The landlady was a tall, mqjestic-looking wo-

man, with a very fine, pleasant countenance;

but, on further acquaintance, we discovered

that her beauty did not extend much deeper than

the skin. The biblical figure of the “ painted

•epulehre” suited her exactly : without, all

beauty—within, all rottenness. She had a most

unamiabla temper, which was somewhat astonish-

ing to me, as aha seemed to have been actually
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delivered of a lamp of her ill-nature embodied in

human form. This embodied sprite was her

son, who lay on the door, before the fire, in the

misshape of—I don't know what ; for he scarcely

had the semblance of a being of this world. He
might be about three feet long, with a monstrous

head, and a mouth that would suit a shark. He
was hunch-backed, his legs crooked, his eyes, like

snakes', gleamed malignity, and he was con-

tinually restless, rolling from side to side, utter-

ing imprecations and demands for grog, a glass

of which was kept constantly by him on the floor.

This being, if he was actually human—although

to be pitied—formed one of the most disgusting

objects I ever beheld. Sure enough, we were right

glad to get out of the house next morning ; and,

although frosty and very cold, we did not even

stay for breakfast, but made the best of our way
towards White Plains, having a desire to see

the battle-ground. On our way thither, we
entered a farm-house to rest ourselves. This

farm belonged to an Irishman: of course, mycom-
panion and he got quite gracious ; and a bargain

was not long in being struck, anent his remain-

ing there until he should be enabled to start for

Maryland. Whether it was owing to my being a

heretic, or a Scotchman, or what other reason, I

know not, but pretty strong hints were thrown
out that 1 might take the road as soon as I liked.

But having brought my friend and myself so far

on my own resources, I did not like, and was

determined not to be flung off quite so uncere-

moniously
; so made bold to stay two or three

days, until I could devise some plan for my future

guidance. Before I start afresh, it may, perhaps,

not be amiss to give a short account of the

country between this and New York. The sur-

face of the country is rather inclined to be hilly,

at least much broken, and some places remark-
ably stony—the farm we were now upon being of

the latter description. The soil is not among
tha richest ; but, withal, rich enough for growing
good potatoes. About a mile from Kingsbridge,

I jthink, we passed a quarry of white marble—

a

tfcing I had never seen before. We also ob-

served some gentlemen's seats, which looked to

iave been built before the Revolution ; at least

they had the reverend look of age, and were in

a style quite different from that of American
houses in the present day. The road itself was

a tolerably good road, although I think I have

seen better. The most striking peculiarity of our

journey was the great number of fine orchards

we met with, and the plenty of fruit-trees, apples

especially, along the road-sides, where the pro-

prietors, when they planted the orchards, had

been pleased, in a very kindly manner, not to

forget the wayfaring man, but had planted

fruit-trees also along the roads ; from which, in

their season, the traveller has nothing more to

do than take up a stick or a stone, and knock
down as many as will fill his stomach, and his

pockets into the bargain. I return them my
kind thanks for my share, for many a good feast

have 1 had from them. The same remark will

apply to the whole line of road that I have

travelled in the Middle States. Indeed, I have

more than once gone over the fence into the

orchard without asking anybody's permission,

and pocketed as many as I pleased, and that

before the house too, without anybody's saying

—

“ What do'st thou ?** America is the paradise for

fruits, and the people are far from being nig-

gardly of them. The first cider-mill I saw was

at the house of a farmer, neighbouring to that

in which we were. I assisted them at the work,

and got as much cider as I could drink for my
trouble. In my progress onward, I met with

many of these cider presses ; and generally when
I asked for a drink at any house, they gave me
cider instead of water. The best cider, I believe,

is made in New Jersey.

1 have to observe, that the New Yorkers,

although a quiet and decent enough people, are

not of such a kindly disposition, or don’t 6hew

their kindness with such a liberal hand, as the

inhabitants of the States farther south—at least

so it appeared to me. There is a certain air of

bluntness, or rather roughness, about them, as if

they did not want to be troubled, and which is

very disagreeable to a stranger. I accounted for

this from the amazing multitudes of emigrants

which annually land at New York from foreign

ports, as well as those which find their way down
thither from Canada. The greater portion of

these emigrants are poor ; and, as it is impossi-

ble they can all find employment in the city, so

as to keep soul and body hanging together,

crowds of them must, of necessity, take to the

country, and harass the inhabitants by demands
for work, or help to carry them onwards. By
these means, the people’s tempers have got

soured, especially towards poor strangers ; and
as for those foot travellers, who may chance to

have pretty good coats on their backs, as was the

case with us, who either want not, or may not be

able to pay for a carriage, they very naturally

take them for some runaways from the city, or,

perhaps, for something worse. 1 recollect once,

wandering among the Kilbirnie hills in Scot-

land, I encountered an elderly woman striving

to collect some cattle together, and very good-

naturedly asked herif she wished for any help;

when, instead of thanking me, she stood staring

as if she had seen a ghost—indeed, the place

would have well suited Macbeth's meeting the

weird sisters—and asked me, “ Whare d'ye come
frae ?” “ From Glasgow," I replied. “ Ay !"

quo* she, “ there’s mony blackguards in Glas-

gow." So it may be the same with the New
Yorkera ; not that they want the milk of human
kindness, but that they have been often troubled

by strangers, and because they know there are

many blackguards in New York.

Being now pretty well refreshed, I thought of

proceeding onwards. I don't know if I could be
said to have any regular plan laid down for futu-

rity ; all I know is, that I was determined to go
to the south—if not as far as New Orleans, at

least as far as Virginia. From what I had read
in geographies and books of travels, I had formed
a very high opinion of southern countries ; and
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ai I had already seen enough of northern ones,

and was tolerably well acquainted with ice and

snow, methought I wonld be in a kind of paradise

ifonce 1 could get into the sunny clime of the south,

and bask in the sunshine of a perpetual summer.
Often 1 figured myself lying aleng beneath the

shade of the live oak, refreshing myself with the

golden fruit plucked from orange groves, while

my eyes wandered over the rich fields of cotton

and sugar cane. It was, indeed, asouthern country

ofmy own creating that I saw in my day-dreams ;

but it was none the worse for all that ; oh, no ! for 1

bad peopled it with everything that was good.

Oar first parents themselves had not a prettier

domicile than the one I had now created* for the

express purpose of passing the remainder of my
daysin peace and quietness, and wearing gradually

avay, like the last ray of the setting sun, as it

departs to shine upon some land, perhaps still more
fair and beautiful. With such notions in my head,

aowonder I parted with my fellow-traveller in right

good spirits ; and although 1 had left all the pro-

perty 1 had in the world at New York—theclothes

00 my back, and an exchange shirt or two excepted

—my determination for the present was to cross

the Hudson at the nearest point, and proceed

direct to Baltimore. By this means I thought I

could kill three birds with one stone. I could see

James* uncle, and get some money forwarded to

him; and by so doing, I also might procure

some friends to myself—necessary articles in the

world, especially in a foreign land : and, besides,

1 would still be prosecuting my main design of

getting to the southward. My plan of travelling

downwards was somewhat novel ; for I had
adopted the whimsical notion of moving in a

straight line to Baltimore, or rather to the

hut bridge on the Susquehanna next to Balti-

more, so that I might avoid the bays, be farther

iu the country, and have a better chance of see-

ing the Americans “ at home’*—as they actually

existed ; for staying in inns, travelling in stage-

coaches, et cetera, and seeing only the popula-

tion of large cities, is to see the people through
a false medium, varnished over by the gloss of

artificial modes and customs, and but too much
corrupted by intercourse with the world. By
keeping a direct course, like a ship in the ocean,

and, like her, allowing for leeway—for it could
not be expected that the road I had to walk
upon would always lead in the precise direction

I wanted to go—I conjectured I would meet with
the people just as Providence presented them to

me—the real people, the Republicans, not the

politicians, but the real bona fide Democrats. I

knew the precise spot where Baltimore lay from
the point of my departure, and, to make the navi-

gation complete in all respects, I was determined
to ask nobody the road, but depend entirely

upon the sun and my own head for guides.

Matters arranged, I started for Tarrytown in

order to get a boat to cross the Hudson. On
my way thither, I accosted a jolly-looking farmer,
who was doing something in his cartshed, with,
“ Can you tell me, sir, if this is the straight road
to Tarrytown ?" “ No, sir, it is not the straight

road, for it is a very crooked one.” I thanked
the man for his wit, and went on. The road was
actually none of the straightest, but that did not

hinder me from reaching Tarrytown—a place of

no consequence, except as being that near which
Andre was taken by the American militiamen.

I saw nothing like a town, except a few low

houseson a kind of reef orbreakwater, which, run-

ning out a short distance into the river, might be

called by that name. But towns in the United

States are very easily made
:
get up a store, an

inn, a dwelling-house or two, and if you can add
a church, so much the better

;
your town is al-

ready built. In the West they spring up like

mushrooms—in a day’s time. 1 have passed through

more than one place called towns, and I was
asking how far it was to them, long after I had
passed through them. On the highway, a little

above Tarrytown, I observed a neat two-story

schoolhouse ; and, at no great distance, I also

saw a decent young man proceeding towards it

with a step and mien as if he were going to be

hanged. It must have been the schoolmaster.

Yes, poor fellow, schoolmasters, and school-

houses, and schools, are pretty much the same
all over the world

;
plenty of toil and trouble,

but very little for it. With three-fourths of all

the schoolmasters in the world, the schoolhouse

is a kind of penitentiary, where the poor fellow

of a teacher has to get daily upon the worst

kind of treadmill, in penance for his youthful

indiscretions, or rather for that worst of all

crimes, poverty.

The primary school system in the state of New
York is, I believe, on a very good footing. What
is called the school-fund, if I mistake not, is

large ; and there are numerous schools of all

kinds scattered over the country. The United

States deserve great credit for the attention

paid to education, especially the Eastern and
Middle States ; and the Southern and Western
are coming up pretty close behind them in the

same honourable career. In all the public unsold

lands, the General Government always keeps

reservations for schools and colleges ; and most
if not all the Eastern and Middle States have

school-funds, but how raised I do not recollect

;

for the past, the payment of the schoolmasters

was much upon the same principle as the Scot-

tish schoolmasters' salaries. Connecticut has

a fund of two millions, and some of the other

States are not far behind it in that respect.

This is so far good, as the interest of such large

funds, divided among the teachers, lowers the

price of education to the people, and thereby

enables the poor man to educate his family upon

the same footing as the rich—that is, as far as

primary schools are concerned. But would it

not be an improvement, instead of adding more
to such a large principal, to divide the surplus

among the teachers, in order to enlarge their

salaries, for certainly very few can maintain

that the schoolmaster's income is too great?

However, notwithstanding all that has been

done, and is still doing in the United States for

education, there appears to be “something roUfiKW
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in the State of Denmark for, at a late meeting of

some society or other in New York, a Dr Taylor

asserted in his speech, that out of the 80,000

teachers in the United States, not 100 were fit.

ted for fulfilling the duties of the station. What
qualifications the Rev. Doctor may deem neces-

sary in a primary school teacher, or professor, I

know not ; but if his assertion be true—which I

think very unlikely—so much the greater pity ;

and if it be not true—which is very likely—the

Doctor ought to be ducked in a horse-pond, and

then heartily cow-hided by way of dessert.

Not getting a boat at Tarrytown, and after

having taken a rest in a very poor house—for
there are poor people in the United States, and

plefity of them too—I took the road up the river

for Peekskill, where I arrived late in the after-

noon without anything uncommon happening.

The oountry through which I travelled to-day

was none of the richest, and very much broken

and stony. I went into no houses, ezoept a very

mean-looking inn to take some refreshment—and

the inside, sure enough, did not belie the out.

I may add, that I passed along the Runioon

Bridge, situated in rather a romantic spot.

Peekskill is but a small place, not deserving

the name of town, possessing only one store, a

few houses, and no church that I saw. Dur-

ing the Revolution, it was a depdt for military

stores.

I have mentioned the word store more than

once, and as a store in America may be a differ-

ent thing from a store in Europe, I may as well,

once for all, tell the differences: In the Old

Country, when one wants anything, he goes or

sends to such a one’s shop for it ; but, as it hap-

pens that mechanics have got their shops too, it

would never do for such a respectable man as an

American merchant to have one ; besides. Re-
publican simplicity is very ticklish in such mat-

ters; the shop has therefore been metamorphosed

Into a store, and what is aotnally the store is

called the warehouse. As these stores in the

oountry places sell a great variety of articles,

they are, of course, like our meal-millsand smith-

ies, great places of rendezvous for the neighbour-

hood ; and the storekeeper is generally a man
of great influence.

Not long after I arrived at Peekskill, a boat

with some young men was about starting for the

other side ; and on requesting a place by them,

they obligingly complied. For my fare I paid

a shilling, or what they call an elevenpenny bit.

From the decent appedrance of the young men,

I thought it somewhat curious that they should

accept such a trifle from a stranger who cost

them no trouble : but it is a very hard matter

for an American to refuse a piece of silver when
offered ; and, besides, the boat might have been

a regular ferry-boat, which would greatly alter

the case. I put up at an inn dose to the plaoe

where we landed, built in the southern style—

that is, the stairs leading to the upper story are

on the outside, and land you upon a balcony,

running the whole length of the house, which, of
‘ A *se, forms a kind of porch or veranda to the

!

lower story. The house was a very good one,

and the landlord very oivil.

Neat morning, early, 1 started over a rongh

country, leaving Fort Montgomery two miles on

the right. A good proportion of to-day's travel

lay through woodland, and very stony. In pro-

ceeding along, I was much startled by a fox which

came out of the wood, in rather too great a hurry,

a few paces before me. I don’t think he intended

to frighten me, as, in his haste, he waa half way
across the road before he observed me ; when,
stopping short, he looked very earnestly at me,
and I did the same at him, for, being in a strange

country, in my surprise I took him for a wolf

or other savage animal. We both stood in the

middle of the road, gazing at one another, as if

we knew not upon what terms we bad met,

whether as friends or enemies, or whether we
should advance or retreat. However, to make a
decided change in the disposition of the parties,

I lifted a stone, which sent my opponent out of

sight in an instant—he taking his road and I

mine.

The first town on my way waa Goshen, a
tolerably large village, and celebrated all over

the States for its buttsr, although it appeared to

me not to be in possession of the richest pas-

tures. The fields, when I passed them, were black

with the Spanish needle—a plant covered with a
kind of prickles, which easily leave the plant

and cleave to the sheep's fleece in such quanti-

ties that you cannot tell whether the sheep be
black or white. This herb is very plentiful in

all the pastures as far down ss Virginia, and
gives the country in many places a very black

appearance. However it be, Goshen, as I have
said, is famed for its butter ; and so great is the

demand for it, that I am told there is no place

where that article is so dear and scarce as Go-
shen—so much so indesd, that the Goahenites

have to lubricate their bread with butter bought
at New York.

CHAPTER II.

I inquired for the schoolmaster, and rested

myself a little with him. He appeared to be a

very quiet man, with a very decent wife, and a

good many children. The house, the family,

the (out ensemble, reminded me very much of

that of a Scotch schoolmaster’s. Leaving the

teacher and Goshen, 1 afterwards passed Green-
wood furnace, and through Monroe and Craig-

ville, the latter consisting of only one store, a
grist-mill, and a dwelling-house or two, roman-
tically situated upon a small stream. The most
remarkable feature of to-day’s journey, was the

large proportion of woodland I passed through ;

and the same may be remarked as a general

feature in American seenery, with the exception

of here and there pieces cleared to a greater or

less extent. Taking the line of road I have
travelled in the United States as a sample, it

was at one time through woodland, at another
through cleared portions, but Still with a suffi-

ciency of timber on the farms ; now up-hill, and
then down again, and so on repeatedly, with a
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sameness in the appearance ofthe country, which

rendered the travelling somewhat dull.

A little way past the Greenwood furnace, the

road cuts a bank of very fine sand, which struck

me as well suited for founderies.

At night I put up at the house of a Mr Ander-

son, a very respectable farmer, from the appear-

ance of both him and his house. He was a quiet

man, and spoke but little ; but withal very kind,

as also everybody about the house. Supper

was over when I arrived, but I got a good bed,

and next morning the breakfast-table literally

groaned beneath the good things placed upon it.

The main business with the cook, or whoever else

set the table—-for I saw no mistress—seemed
to be, not how the dishes might be gracefully !

arranged, but to fill up every vacant nook with

something or other. The Americans don’t care

so much about ceremony or taste—that of the

palate exoepted—but take good care to put

plenty on the board, and then leave every indi-

ridnal to fill his stomach in the way he thinks

best. I don’t make the above remark because

I happened to be well treated at Mr Anderson’s,

bat 1 found it to apply, with a few exceptions,

to all the people west of the Hudson. After

breakfast, as it was raining veryhard, the farmer,

another man, and myself, sat down to shell

hickory-nuta for the New York market—they

bringing there about a dollar the bushel. These
nuts, walnuts, and chestnuts, are very plentiful

all over the United States, and, along with acorns,

furnish a very nourishing food to vast droves of

swine. There are two kinds of hickory-nuts,

the large and the small ; and both, like the wal-

nut, are the better of a hammer to break them
with. The wood is very tough, and of great use

for many purposes ; and it is from this good
quality that General Jackson generally goes by
the familiar appellation of Old Hickory ; and
surely of all the sobriquets that might be applied,

none suite the stern, tough old chieftain more
pertinently. In Virginia they have a method of

splitting it into long thin pieces like tape, of

many yards in length. These are worked, in

a tub of warm water, into chair bottoms, and
form by far the easiest to sit upon of any that

1 have tried.

The rain having stopped, and tired of shelling

hickory-nuts, I again set forward on my journey,

sad, in the course of the day, pasted through
Warwick and Hamburgh—both neat enough
places. I don’t know where I staid that night,

hut next night, I remember very well, I slept

very comfortably in a corn-field. I had now got

into New Jersey, and, by the time I reached

Newton, the moon was also a good way on her
journey. Having my pockets well filled with

apples, my mind cheery, and my body light and
springy, with the fine cool evening air, I thought
it beet to proceed, and make up for it by resting

during the day ; for the days were still very hot.

I therefore marched on for a while very cheerily,

fat, by-and-by, a feeling of loneness began to
steal over me, with ardent longings after a
*an& fireside, a good supper, and a snug bed ;

and these feelings became more intense when, on
reaching a house, I observed all dark and silent

about it, not even the baying of a dog to scare

me—sure intimations that the inmates were all

fast locked in the arms of sleep, and that it was
now too late for me to gain admittance. House
after house 1 passed, with the same uncheery

notice that 1 must either walk all night or find

a restingplace the best way 1 could. I chose

the latter alternative, and the first corn-field I

came to 1 made up my mind to make my bed
there. For this purpose I collected a number
of sheaves together, and made a kind of pent-

house, in which, like the fox among the brambles,

1 for a while lay very comfortable : but, by-and.

by, the cold, chilly air of night, notwithstanding

all my care in patching my house, began to in-

commode me very much. I consequently, being

now rested tolerably well, took the road again.

When morning dawned, I found myself much
tired, and in a very rough country, with the

cleared places remarkably stony. One field, in

particular, I observed on the side of a hill, where
wheat had been growing, and, to all appearance, a

good crop too ; but, notwithstanding, it appeared

astonishing to me how it could ever enter into

the head of a farmer to think of sowing anything
on suoh a place

:
you could not tell whether

they had been sowing stones or grain, the orop

of both being equally good ; in fact, there was
nothing like soil to be seen—no, nothing but

stones and stubble. The stoniness of the land,

however, can be very well accounted for, when
it is remembered that I was now travelling among
the spurs of the Kittakinny Mountains, which,

farther to the southward, assume the name of

Blue Ridge. My principal concern now was to

get my breakfast ; so, after having sat down by
the road-side, and taken a little nap—for I was
quits worn out—I proceeded to s house standing

a little way off the road, on a piece of newly
cleared land. It happened to be a German house,

and the people could speak no English. I satdown,
however,by a fine rousing fire , and tookmysmoke,
while preparations for breskfsst went cheerily

onward—1, of course, expecting to partake, bat
as yet not knowing whether I was to have a share

or not. I was not disappointed. The good woman
pointed to a chair, before which, on the table,

stood a huge bowl of coffee, with suitable accom-
paniments. You may be sure I made the break-

fast of a king ; for the table, although the people

appeared to be none of the richest, was, in the

American style, covered to excesa; and, although

early in the morning, everything was as dean
and neat as if they had expected company. I

believe, indeed, that on this identical morning I

was one of the happiest mortals on earth.

The German settlers are a quiet, industrious,

and cleanly race of people. I look upon them,

as a body, as among the best citizens of the

United States—at least they were very good

eitisens to me. When I went into any of their

houses, I generally, in the Seoteh fashion, bade

them, “ Good-day to you all.” This was gene-

rally answered, by the one addressed, by a shake
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of the head, as much as to say, “ I don't under-

stand you." My next manoeuvre was to take a

seat by the fire, if possible, pull out my pipe and
light it, when it would not be long before some
man or woman would take their seat on the

opposite side of the fire, if not already there,

as it were to keep me in countenance while

smoking; and while whiff after whiff ascended

the chimney, we would all the while be stealing

glances at one another, not in a suspicious or

hostile manner, but in a sort of kindly way, as

it were, as if we had wished, if possible, to enter

into conversation
; for very commonly while this

dumb-show way of friendly greeting was going

forward, another individual would be placing

upon the table apple-pies, milk, and other et ce-

tera*, for the accommodation ofmy stomach, when
the smoke was finished. In my peregrination

through Pennsylvania, I met with many Dutch-
men and Germans, and found my pipe to stand

me in great stead. In the first place, it gave me
an excuse for entering a house; and, in the second,

it was a ready passport to their smoke-loving

hearts. I was told by a German, that his country-

men and the Dutch, in these regions, have a

great aversion to strangers—that is, to all those

who cannot speak Dutch or German. That all

such are by them called Irish ; against whom, it

seems, they have a bitter antipathy, but for what
reason 1 could not learn. A man in such a pre-

dicament, 1 was further told, would travel in

these parts with great danger of starving in

the midst of plenty. But, thanks to my pipe, it

was a good friend to me, supplying the places

both of banker and interpreter.

Having filled my stomach, and thanked my kind

entertainers the best way I could—for money
they would take none— I set forward towards

Hope, a lucky name ; but the village, like the

goddess frequently, turned out to be no great

things. It had a dingy,looking appearance, and
more of the antiquated air of European villages

than any I had seen in the country. But, never

mind, Hopeonians; hope is still hope
—

'tie the

day.star, the beacon which leads men onwards
from happiness to happiness, and without it the

present is misery. Leaving the village behind,

but not without another hope and brighter pros-

pects before me, I jogged quietly on my way,

until I reached a fine green knoll, shaded with

hickory and chestnut, when I felt a most indo-

mitable inclination to lie down and sleep. I

have a great love to these green spots ; they

are oases in the wilderness of life ; so, without

more ado than choosing the shadiest chestnut, J

laid myself down at its foot, and fell fast asleep.

In such a position, in all good conscience I ought
to have dreamed a handsome dream ; and, if I

had been some Samuel Johnson or other, I would
have done so ; but, as it was, 1 slept as sound as

a marmot ; and when I awakened, the sun was
wheeling it rapidly down-hill towards the far

west. My route soon abutted upon the Dela-

ware—-a charming river, with finely wooded
banks—up which I wound my way, and, by-and-
by, got mingled with the dismissed congregation

of a neat chapel, standing among the trees. I

was informed by one of them that that day had
been a high day—that a new organ had been just

erected—and that all the world had been there

to hear it play, to their great delight and asto-

nishment. It was certainly a strange place for

a church organ ; but it is just like the United
I States—you will there find things in the woods
which can be found in no other woods in the

world. In the wfads, and forests, and wilder-

nesses of other countries, you may find wild

beasts, banditti, and old baronial castles, and,

maybe, ruins of various sorts ; but in the woods,

and forests, and wildernesses of the United

States, in addition to the wild beasts, which are

now getting scarce, you will stumble upon rising

towns, and villages, and churches, and organs,

and gentlemen, and ladies; and that in places too

where one would never expect to find any such
things—a sure mark of the rapid march of the

settlement and civilization of the country.

In proceeding up the right bank of the river,

I saw Borne handsome farms ; and, hanging by the
door of a house, I observed, for the first time,

strings of peppers in pods of most beautiful red
and green. Almost at every house I had hitherto

passed, strings of apples, peeled and sliced, were
suspended against the walls, in order to dry, for

preserves and pies during the winter. These
are very fine, and are sent down to the southern
markets by barrelfuls.

Night began to draw on again as usual, and,
as I was determined no more to lie among corn-
sheaves, I thought it best to look out for a bed
in time. On turning a bend of the road, a large
three-story stone house, with the door standing
invitingly open, struck my view. A stone house
is not a very common article, at least in the
parts of the United States I have travelled—of
course it struck me as belonging to some nabob
or other ; but never mind, quoth 1 to myself,
let us try him—much better sleeping with gentle-
men than rogues or corn.sheaves—so in I went.
The first object that took my attention on enter-
ing, was a tall, gaunt-looking personage, in his

shirt-sleeves : this was the master of the man-
sion ; and, sitting by the fireside, was the son,

still more robustious than the sire, with a stoop
in his shoulders, and a fist that might have felled

an ox; therewere also two or three daughters, not
a whit behind the males in bone and sinew. The
family seemed to me to be some odd remnant of
the Titans ; and, to use a homely figure, although
not altogether apposite, they very much resem-
bled so many gaunt Irish oxen. The old man,
a widower, was quite conversable, and somewhat
of a wag ; of course he and I soon got intimate.
He told me he commonly went by the name of
old Jack , I forget his last name ; and he
was certainly in independent circumstances ; for
he was very rough, swore a good deal, and prided
himself in being an atheist. Whether from
vanity or a fit of kindness, I know not, but he
took me through all the rooms in the house, high
and low ; and, by the time we got down, some
visiters had called, one of them a decent young
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man, whom I took to be a schoolmaster, from
the circumstance of Jack asking me if I could

write. Upon answering in the affirmative, he
pat a piece of chalk in my hand, intimating a

wish that I should write something upon the

door. Complying with his humour, 1 took the

chalk and wrote the word Delaware backwards,

at which he broke out into an uncontrollable fit

of jumping about the room, and bandying the

young man, as much as to say he was completely

beaten at his own weapons. For supper we had
boiled chestnuts

;
good enough things in their

own place, but, like King Richard with Friar

Tuck, I had strong suspicions that Jack and his

family were used to stronger suppers than boiled

chestnuts. It must be remembered, however,

that many of the Americans, during the winter,

make only two meals a-day—a breakfast and a

late dinner—which accounts very well for the

boiled chestnuts. Next morning's breakfast, any-

how, made amends for the meagreness of the pre-

vious night's supper ; and after an invitation from
my friend. Jack, to stay longer with him—but

which my impatience to see what novelty the

next turn of the road would present prevented

me from accepting—I parted with him, and went
on my way rejoicing. I proceeded about two
miles further up the Delaware, and crossed that

river at a small place called Columbia, remark,

able for nothing that I could see but broken

windows, and the piers of a bridge, which were

either in course of being erected, or which had

been stopped for want of funds. For want of the

bridge, a man put me across in his skiff; and 1

think he told me that Columbia was about 200

miles above Philadelphia, following the course

of the river ; but it surely can’t be so much as

all that. I had now got into Pennsylvania, and,

in appearance, into a totally different country

from that which I had hitherto traversed—so

much difference does the breadth of a river some-
times make. I had now got into a country

where farming seemed to be better understood,

where the houses were more substantially built,

and the kitchens filled with pots of all sorts

—

copper pans burnished like gold, and shelves

crowded with pewter stoups and plates—like to

what I had seen in my young days in our ale-

houses at home. To all these, were added a

cleanliness and neatness corroborative of indus-

try and comfort. The roads, too, were better ;

and the barns—yes, the Pennsylvania barns—are

the most striking objects in the country, and
surpass anything, I believe, of the kind in the

known world, either for convenience or magni-
tude. In fact, they are more like factories than

the things commonly called barns. In the end
of one I counted no less than seven tiers of win.

dowi, all glazed and painted—true, a good many
of these must have been supernumeraries, as

there was one in the very angle at the top of

the gable, which must certainly have been more
for show than use ; but it helps to shew what a

Pennsylvanian Dutch farmer thinks of his barn.

The lower story is used for feeding the cattle

;

and in the second, on each side of the house,

two large folding-doors open, through which
they can drive their four-horse teams, loaded

with hay, et cetera

,

right through the house,

and deposit the burden, in passing, upon the

mows. One would be apt to suppose that such

large houses upon a farm were built more
through vanity and display than utility ; but it

must be remembered that Pennsylvania is a

great wheat country. And that they are not in

the custom of stacking it, as with us. If I mis.

take not, all the crop is housed ; and an exten-

sive farm, of course, must require a barn of no
small size ; and if one of these, filled with pro.

duce, produces no emotion of pride, or vanity,

or thankfulness in the owner, I think he deserves

to be without one.

When I had surmounted the bank of the river,

1 stood for some time to gratify my eyes with

the view down the narrow valley through which
the Delaware flows. The valley being narrow,

the view, of course, is confined, consisting of the

slopes on each side of the river, finely variegated

with farm and woodland ; but away to the south-

ward, following the course of the river, the eye
wanders to the verge of the horizon, there leav-

ing the imagination to roam still farther on the

fertile banks, adorned with hamlets, towns, and
cities. In progressing forward, 1 soon came to

a large brick house situated a little way off the

road. 1 mention this house, as it was the first

of the kind 1 had seen, and will stand as a pat-

tern for a great many more which the traveller

will afterwards meet with, especially in Virginia.

In Europe there are almost as many different

styles of architecture as there are houses ; and,

I believe, I would be nearer the truth if 1 had
said more, for there are some houses which are

built in more than one style : but, in the United

States, as far as private dwellings are concerned,

there is not much display of architecture. When
you have seen one brick house, you have seen all

the brick houses in the country ; as they are all

the same, with the exception of the size, and,

maybe, some other trifling modification. The
same may be said of the log, frame, and stone

houses—the first one you see is a kind of repre.

sentative of all the rest. Leaving the houses in

towns out of the question, the one of which I

am now speaking was the first of the kind 1 had
hitherto seen. It was three stories high, built

of brick, and of proportional extent in front

;

at one end was attached a wing extending back,

ward, so as to form, with the body of the house,

he two sides of a right-angled triangle. In the

present instance, this wing was three stories, but

in some it is two, and in others only one. Around
this large building—which certainly must have
belonged to a Representative.at the very least—
there was nothing which had the semblance of

pleasure-grounds. An English gentleman, whose

estate enabled him to maintain so large a house

as the above, would certainly lay off a portion in

green and shrubbery, by way of ornament. But
the case is somewhat different with the greater

part of American gentlemen. As their income is

derived, not from renting out, but cultivating
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their property, they may be inclined to belioro

that the prettiest pleasure-grounds are those

which are covered with wheat and Indian corn

;

and 1 don't know but, after all, they are in the

right. It may be remarked, that all these brick

houses are new, and seem to be the commence-
ment of a new order of things—a step nearer

aristocracy ; the old log dwellings being by far

too democratic now-a-days.

I'm not certain whether it was in this day's

march or not that I went into a farm-house to

rest myself. There was nobody in the house
but the goodwife and her son, who was lying in

bed sick of the fever. The old woman was of

Dutch extraction, but spoke good English, and
we soon entered into conversation.
“ You don't belong to this country, I'm think-

ing," said she.
u No, ma'am."
“ Well, what country do you come from ?"

" Scotland."
,f Ay, Scotland ; that's far away ?''

“ Yes, ma'am, a long way from this."
" Have you been long in the States ?"

" No, ma'am ; I'm newly come down from Ca-
nada."
a How do you like the country ?"

u Oh, very well.”
“ Better than the Old Country ?"

ft No; I like the Old Country best."

At this the old woman was taken rather aback,

for an American cannot conceive how it can be

possible for any one to love the Old Country
better than America. She resumed—

•

“ I have no doubt but your country is a fine

country, but then you have got a King ?"

“ Well, what of that, provided I love my King
and country ?"

“ Yea, but you are all slaves."
" That requires proof ; but, supposing we are,

and we prefer being slaves to freemen, what hin-

ders us from being as happy under a Kingly as

you can be under a Republican form of govern-

ment? 1 have not been long enough in the

States yet to judge fairly of the comparative

merits of the two governments, as regards the

well-being of the great body of the people."

She shook her head ; but as she was busy cover-

ing the table with beef, potatoes, apple-pies,

milk, and so forth, she had no time to reply.
“ I'm thinking," said she, after she had finished

her task, “ that you have not got your dinner

to-day yet; you had better sit down to table

and eat something."

The old lady guessed right ; so, without fur-

ther ceremony than thanking her, I sat down to

discuss something much more agreeable than

the merits of the two countries ; and, as the good
woman had spread the table expressly for me, I

must confess I liked both her and her politics

the better on that account. Excepting those

which I had with my friend, the hatter, in coming
down the Hudson, the above was the first poli-

tical debate I had in the States ; but, as I pro-

gressed farther down the country, and began to

get better acquainted with the nature of the

people, these disputes thickened much upon me.

In fact, in that respect, I have literally had to

battle my way through the country. The Ame-
ricans, as far as 1 can see, have an idea that we

are all slaves at home, or rather something

worse ; nor can they comprehend how any man
can be so foolish as to prefer a Monarchy to

a Republic—or Europe to America. But the

truth is, the Americans in general know just as

much about the Old Country as the Old Country
knows about them, and that is little or nothing,

notwithstanding all the fine books that hav6 been

written about America and the Americans.

Having filled my stomach with apple-pie, and

a second time thanked mine hostess for her kind-

ness, I again took the road. During this day's

march I travelled through a pleasant enough
country ; and, towards nightfall, landed at a

verycomfortable-looking farm-house bythe road-

side, where I intended mooring for the night,

provided the people were kind enough to let me
stay. 1 entered. The evening fire was blazing

cheerily up the chimney, and gleaming back from
shelves well filled with pewter dishes of all

sorts. Thought 1, this is the very place for me

;

so I addressed myself to one of three men who
were sitting by the fire, taking him to be the

master of the house. I was mistaken ; goodman >

he might be, but master he certainly was not, for,

at the sound of my voice, a jolly-looking dame, ;

who was sitting in front of the fire, with a child

in her lap, turned her head round in my direc-
!

tion, and let fly a volley of Dutch, German, or !

Russian, 1 know not which, as I never studied
|

these languages. It is easy, however, to trans-
I

late “ human natur," as Mr Slick calls it ; so,

seeing there was nothing to be got there but a

hearty scolding, and that not even “ soft saw-

der"—Mr Slick's prime remedy in like desperate

cases—could be of any avail, I turned upon my
heel, and started for the door. 1 might have
shaken the dust off my feet at the heroine, but

as it is much more pleasant to bless than to

curse, I left her to the pleasing reflections of

her own good conscience, and went in search of

a kindlier dwelling. Nor did I go far : the very

first house I came to I was successful. To be

sure it had a very ragged, wo-begotten physi-

ognomy : 'twas evident it belonged to no Dutch-
man, and so much the better, thought 1 ; and as

for its tumble-down appearance, misfortune be-

gets commiseration, so there may be more com-
passion within these ragged walls than if they

had been built of marble. A young man, in not

much better plight than the house, was chopping
firewood before the door. I asked him if he
would be so kind as give me a bed for the night

;

to which he gave me a ready reply, that I was
welcome to such accommodation as his house af-

forded. We entered, and plenty of wood being

heaped on, we soon had a good fire, and again I

felt completely happy. The interior of the dwell-

ing was as neat and clean as could be expected

in such a crazy building ; but the principal piece

of furniture that caught my attention was the

mistress of the house, a very,4ne-looking young
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roman, and withal very modest, quietly going
about making preparations for supper. Among
other items my host asked me what countryman
I was, for he said he saw I was not American. I

told him, of course, that I was a Scotchman. He
could not believe it. 1 said 1 could not help

that ; for 1 could not make myself be born in any
other country than the one 1 was actually born
in. To resolve his doubts he had recourse to a

school geography and atlas, from which he cross-

examined me for a while to his entire satisfaction,

and great honour to myself. Yes, says he, 1 see

you’re a Scotchman ; and we’ll have supper by-

and-by. I don’t know exactly what idea the

Americans in general have of Scotchmen, but I

believe it is a good one, for the Yankees call

themselves the Scotch of America, and they are

pretty 'cute chaps; and I myself, in more instances

than one, have been kindly treated for being born
in the “ land o'cakes." But, somehow or other, it

sometimes happened, as in the above, that it was
with difficulty 1 could get credit for being so ; and
like enough, from my puny body and light-heart-

ed disposition, they took me for a Frenchman. On
sitting down to supper, which was a most excel-

lent one, I was surprised by a door opening in

tbe corner behind me, and a man of gentleman-
like appearance making his entrance, and quiet-

ly takiug his seat at table. As, daring the repast,

there was little or no conversation, my mind was
busy forming conjectures upon who or what the

stranger might be, or what could induce him to

take up his quarters in such a ruin. Having
upped, he retired as silently as he came, and
went up stairs again to his solitary garret. Being
a stranger myself, I did not like to make any in-

quiries about him, but went to bed immediately
on rising from table, being much fatigued with
my day's travel. Contrary to expectation, my
supper, as I have said, was a good one, and
my bed, to my no small surprise, was still bet-

ter. The bed was soft as down, and tbe sheets

as white as soap and bleaching could make them

;

and although the sickly state of the walls afford-

ed quite a sufficiency of moonlight through them,
yet 1 found myself remarkably comfortable, and
it was not long ere gentle sleep, the friend of the

weary, with its soothing and balmy influence,

came stealing over my eyelids. Before I sleep,

however, 1 wish to make this remark, that the

Americans, whether they can get clothes and
bouses or not, always manage, somehow or other,

to get plenty to eat. The above remark, too, does
not rest for its truth only upon the state of

things as seen in the house I am now lying in,

but upon a great many more instances of the
like kind, which 1 could mention.

Next morning, after having breakfasted and
helped the man to gather some apples for the

cider-press, I started upon further adventures.

To-day I passed some lakes, which, however, the

people called ponds—pretty large ponds, forsooth

—but tbe Americans are so used to big rivers and
lakes, that a stream which, in England, would
make a most noble Thames, in America is only a

branch or creek ; and a lake which, in the Old

Country, would form an important part in the

landscape to the splendid palace on its shore, in

the New isonly a pond—nothing but a mere pond.

No wonder doctors differ. My first restingplace

was at a small cottage at the foot of a hill, or

rather rock, close by the wayside. One room
was the only ohamber in the dwelling, but, like

the generality of American rooms, it was clean

and neat. A good bed stood in one corner, and

before it, on the ground, was a rug to keep the

feet warm and dry on retiring to rest. By the

fire was an elbow-chair, and in said chair sat a

little old man, with a nightcap on his head, while

his old helpmate was “ todlin" about the house,

doing various little, necessary turns. The old

man was pleasant and sociable, and he and 1 soon

got into familiar conversation. He was, more-

over, a Methodist minister, and whether I told

him or not that I was brought up in the Presby-

terian persuasion I don't recollect, but I know
we managed to get pretty deep into the compa-

rative merits of the Arminian and Calvinistic

creeds. The latter and its reputed author he

held in utter abhorrence. Being no great adept

in school divinity, the little old man had things

pretty much his own way ; and if his discourse

did not shew much learning or cogency of rea-

soning, it at least shewed the goodness of his

heart—a thing much superior. He dwelt much
upon the passage, “ God is love/’ and, of course,

deduced from it his conclusions that such a good
being could not possibly doom any son of Adam
to eternal damnation. But he ought to have re-

membered, and the Methodists along with him,

that there are a great many more passages than

the above in the Bible, and also that the Supreme
Being possesses a great many more attributes

besides that of love. Further, the Arminians ought

to recollect that no descendant of fallen Adam
has any right, claim, or title to the least particle

of the love of God
;
and that, thousands of years

ago, our fallen ancestor subscribed virtually and
de facto to his own damnation. Further yet, it

is declared by an express revelation, that nftan

cannot save himself ; and, in the nature of things,

it is utterly impossible that he could do so, how-

ever willing. Well, then, the whole work of

man's salvation must necessarily rest upon God,

who is love, both to will and to do ' of his own
good pleasure. But all men are not saved. God,
then, does not vouchsafe of his love to those who
are not saved, or else they would be so, for God
is stronger than man. 1 have already said that

I am notmuch versed in theology ; for a voucher,

therefore, 1 give the Arminians the Apostle Paul.

Perhaps they look upon him as no great authority

in the question, but he is the best I have ; and from

what little study I have given his writings, it is

very plain to my mind, that, in every sense of

the word, he was a strict Calvinist ; or rather

Calvin, far from being the author of the creed

which goes by his name, was, in reality, a strict

Paulist. So much for divinity. Having got my
smoke, and the old man's blessing, 1 trudged

along tbe road again. Little worthy of remark

occurred to-day; I passed through much tbe
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same kind of country as heretofore ; and in the

evening I passed Nazareth on my right, it not

lying exactly on my course. It is inhabited, I

believe, principally by the Moravian brethren.

At night I slept at a German's house, and the

people were kind enough to me. In the morn-

ing—and a most beautiful morning it was—

I

started early, and got to Bethlehem somewhere
in the forenoon. It is a fine town, and finely

situated on the Lehigh ; very cle*n, with a hand-

some inn and some large stores. It is the head-

quarters of the Moravian brethren in Pennsyl-

vania, if not in the United States. The Society's

buildings are on a large scale, resembling col-

leges, barracks, or cotton-mills, as you like totake

it; and, I think, somebody told me, they possessed

a great deal of property throughout the town.

(To be continued%)

CLARKSON AND THE MESSRS WILBERFORCE.
To the Editor of Tait

9

s Edinburgh Magazine .

Sir,—You have manifested so warm an in-

terest in Mr Clarkson's cause, against his depre-

dators, that I am encouraged to forward to you
a communication, the first portion of which, con-

cerning no one but myself, would not merit your

attention ; but it will be compensated by what
follows.

In my supplement to Mr Clarkson’s Strictures

on the Life of Mr Wilberforce, 1 have stated that

the books of the Abolition Society, instead of

proving that Mr Wilberforce from the beginning

directed the Society, (as stated by the biogra-

phers,) shew him in scarcely any other light than

as being engaged to conduct their cause in the

House of Commons. Commenting on their state-

ment that the Committee were persuaded, by Mr
Wilbei force's arguments, to modify and rescind

certain resolutions, I said, “ There is po trace in

the books of any modifying," &c. ; but, at tfce

same time, I (p. 131) quoted a minute of the 28th

of July 1788, directing that Mr Clarkson should

pay regard to “advice contained in Mr Wilber-

force's letter of the 8th of July." Now, to my
great surprise, I have just discovered in the

books the very minute the existence of which

I so unqualifiedly denied. It is in these words :

—

“ \5th July 1788.
“ The resolution of the committee on the 1st

instant, for calling a general meeting of the

Society on the 7th of August next, being read ;

and many doubts respecting the expediency of

the measure, at this juncture, having arisen in

the minds of several members ; and a letter from
William Wilberforce, dated Rayrigg, the 8th in-

stant, to the treasurer, containing many forcible

arguments against it, being produced

—

" Resolved unanimously—‘ That the calling a

general meeting of the Society be for the pre-

sent suspended.'

"

This minute fully justifies the statement of

the Messrs Wilberforce as to this one transac-

tion ; and I very much regret my unaccountable

oversight. I owe to the Messrs Wilberforce an
apology for my mistake ; but I owe it to myself

to remark, that it was, after all, absolutely im-

material as to the great question at issue between

them and Mr Clarkson. The only object of

these citations from the books is, to shew how
much or how little Mr Wilberforce actually in-

terfered in the business of the Committee, be-

yond what must be done by any one who conducts

Parliamentary business. Now, this newly disco.

vered minute adds nothing to the information

given by the one before printed by me. It still

remains a very remarkable fact, that there is

no evidence on the books of Mr Wilberforce hav-

ing ever suggested a single idea, beyond that of

warning the Committee against giving “ offence

to the Legislature by forced, unnecessary asso-

ciations.” Mr Clarkson having organized the

Society, and brought Mr Wilberforce into con-

nexion with it, proceeded to establish Societies

through the kingdom; Mr Wilberforce, with the

instinct of a friend and partisan of Mr Pitt,

naturally enough objected to so much agitation,

and succeeded in checking what he thought too

active measures ! And on this single act rests

the right of Mr Wilberforce’s son to represent

him as the Director of the Committee. I have

set out the several references to him.

1 have now, sir, to lay before you a document

of a very different character. You will hear ia

mind that the biographers state, that Mr Wil-

berforce had received so unfavourable an im-

pression of the character of Mr Clarkson's his-

tory, that he, at one time, resolved not to read

it! Now, the letter which Mr Wilberforce

wrote to Mr Clarkson, on receiving a presenta-

tion copy, has been very lately found. I send

you a copy of it, because it supplies a most sig-

nificant comment on that text :

—

“ May 20, 1808.

“My Dear Sir,— I have been, for several

days, intending (indeed ever since 1 heard the

book was out) to write to Mr Allen, to beg him

to secure me a copy. That which is now on my

table will be more valuable to me, on account of

its being your gift. I shall assign it a distin-

guished place in my library, as a memorial of

the obligations under which all who took part

in the Abolition must ever be to you, for the per

severing exertions by which you so greatly con-

tributed to the final victory. That the Almighty

may bless all your other labours of love, and in-

spire you with a heart to desire, a bead to de-

vise, and health and spirits to execute them

and carry them through, is the cordial wish and

prayer of your faithful friend, &c.
u W. Wilberforce.

“ I beg my remembrances to Mrs Clarkson.

My wife would join ; but I never get to her, at

Broomfield, from Monday morning to Saturday

afternoon or Sunday morning.'*

This letter does not amount to a recognition of
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the correctness of Mr Clarkson's statements, (Mr
WHberforce'scontinued friendship with Mr Clark,

ion to the day of his death prove that ;) but the

letter is in this respectvery remarkable ; that while

others haveidly objected to Mr Clarkson's History

on the ground that it contained too much of Mr
Clarkson's own doings, Mr Wilberforce assigns it

a distinguished place in his library, for no other

reason than it is a “ memorial of the obligations

of all Abolitionists to him for his persevering

exertions"—that is, because it records his own
actions. The pious prayer that follows shews
in what estimation Mr Wilberforce held the
“ other labours of love," " the heart to desire,

the head to devise," &c. of his friend. Mr Wil-
berforce, writing such a letter, had no presenti-

ment that his sons, becoming his biographers,

would one day endeavour to cast all possible re-

proach on that same book; that they would not
refer to it as an authority even when their state,

ments had no other authority ; asserting of it

that it contains numberless misstatements, which

they declined pointing out ! Nor did he antici-

pate at any time that they would do—what the

public are sufficiently apprized of, and it may be

added, have generously resented.

It must be allowed that the attempt to degrade

has been turned into the conferring of honour

;

and that it is to the Messrs Wilberforce that Mr
Clarkson is indebted for this ; that he has been

allowed to take possession, during his life, of a

portion of that “ estate" which good men, as well

as wits, in the usual course of events, “ inherit

after death." Had the Messrs Wilberforce never

written, posterity would have assuredly assigned

Mr Clarkson the first, and Mr Wilberforce the

second place of glory, in effecting the Abolition

of the Slave-trade ; but Mr Clarkson's merits

would not, without their fostering aid, have been

thus honouringly and honourably acknowledged

during his life.—I am, Sir, yours,

H. C. Robinson.
Plowden Building,

20th April 1839.

GUIZOT ON DEMOCRACY.*
The work, the title of which we have subjoined,

was originally written by M. Guizot, as a contribu-

tion to one of the latest numbers of the Revue
Francaise—a Doctrinaire monthly periodical,

commenced in the last years of the Restoration,

luspended in 1830, and revived in 1837. The
second series is, in our opinion, destined to pos-
sess no farther value than as representing, in

wme sort, the registry of the decease of that

political and philosophical eclecticism the regis-

try of whose birth was represented by series the
first. M. Guizot's contribution has had the
honour of being twice translated into English,
the one quoted by us being the second and best

translation. It has also been done into German,
praised and quoted by both Whig and Tory
journals, and designated to the public as an im-
portant tract on an important subject.

The importance of the subject we are by no
means disposed to deny. It is immense and
urgent : immense, for the safety of generations
depends on it—urgent, for a time approaches
*hen the solution of the problem may, with us,

m throughout all Europe, be imperiously called

for. And, whatever may be said, it is to a pre-

sentiment of this epoch universally diffused—to

the too long despised power of this word. De-
mocracy, dazzling us here in the first page, and
which, though branded not long since as the

watchword of certain obscure fanatics, now meets

us as if by enchantment—the nucleus of all ques-

tions of any weight—the burden of all writers,

even the most quiet-loving, to whatever rank

they may belong : to this it is we attribute, in

a great degree, the interest that M. Guizot's

pamphlet seems tohave excited; for its real import-

ance is, in our opinion—(can we hope to be par-

doned by our Whig and Tory contemporaries?)

—

none, or next to none. Perhaps the most evi-

dent lesson it teaches, is the incapacity of the

Doctrinaire or Juste-Milieu school to com-
prehend the existing question, and the inevit-

able degradation of superior talents, as often

as they undertake the defence of an unjust

cause.

The abilities of M. Guizot are really superior,

and destined him for something better than the

part he has played since 1830.t Freely disposed

* Democracy in Modern Communities, translated from the French of M. Guizot. London : Senior. 1838.

t “ How can M. Guizot bring himself to lay his noble mind at the service of the iutriguers and jackals of a Court ?
How can he, who is an honest man, feel himself at ease in the midst of a ministerial crew, bo servile and depraved ?

Does not he, who has so closely inspected the bottom of so many false hearts—of so many debauched consciences—
of so much venal or pride-pandering corruption— does not he blush to his eyelids at the position he dlls? How can
be. a Protestant, whose ancestors endured persecution for the liberty of religious opinion, forbid the liberty of political

opinion to those who have been the sovereign manipulators of charters, of oaths, and of kings ? He who demanded
the abolition of the punishment of death, how could he propose that writers should be condemned to the thousand
times more cruel penalty of transportation—to the sullenness of a desert isle, under a sky of fire ? He, a man of
feling and taste, how could he set material interests, so coarse and brutal, above the interests of morals—above the
acred love of country and liberty—above all those noble affections which are the life, the charm, and the grandeur
of a civilized people? God has permitted him so much evil, in chastisement for his pride.

Pride fills too much of his soul, to leave any room there for other sentiments. He would be the first to dive into the
ocean, for that he should drown would be contrary to the fitness of things; and he believes in his own infallibility
with a violent and desperate faith.
“ M. Guizot is of short and slender stature ; but he has expressive features, and fine eyes, with extraordinary fire

in their glance. His bearing and aspect have something severe and pedantic, as have all the professors, and par-
ticularly those of the Doctrinaire sect—the sect of pride. His voice is full, sonorous, and positive—if it exhibit not
the flexible emotions of the soul, it is rarely hollow or husky.”

—

Studies on the Parliamentary Orators
, by Timon,

(H. Cormcnia,) 1837.
*0. LXVI.—VOL. VL
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to do justice to his volumes on European History,

though they are destitute of all insight into the

future—recognising the gravity and the conscien-

tiousness of his disquisition on our own Revolu-

tion, though the light in which he compares it

with the French Revolution, appears to us totally

false—ready to admit all that there is of excel-

lence in his character, provided it be also admitted

that the love of power has modified it consider-

ably—we do not contest his right to the first

place among the men who compose the Doctri-

naire phalanx. Alone, perhaps, among them, does

he possess the qualities requisite for the chief of

a party; for he alone, perhaps, ha9 a decided

system and a resolute purpose—he alone knows
from whence he is setting out, and whither he
wants to go. The middle-class Aristocracy which

has substituted itself for that of blood, has not a

more able supporter, a more faithful representa-

tive than he. Only, what are we to say of a

party who thus make intelligence slay its best

friends—who force men, matured by searching

historical study, to break the law of continuity,

which is the very foundation of history—sturdy

spirits, to speak in misty and unintelligible

phrases—hardy and choleric politicians, to recoil

before the antagonist, Idea—to attack it by by-

paths, and n6ver confront it bravely and honour-
ably ?

All this there is in the pamphlet of M. Guizot.

All this there is ; and, what is still worse, there

is nothing but this. Wherefore, we should not

have cared to write these few pages, had we not

espied danger, on the one hand, in the exagger-

ated reputation which, for some time—not with-

out design perhaps, on the part of certain per-

sons—has been gaining currency amongst us for

M. Guizot, the statesman ; and if, on the other

hand, we had not found in this little essay a sum-
mary expression of the general tactics that govern
the operations and discussions, parliamentary or

otherwise, of the entire party.

The danger we refer to is that of suffering to

be resold to ourselves—brushed, smartened, trim-

med, and disguised by a Continental cut—those

very clothes that M. Guizot bought from us some
fifteen years since ; that of becoming enamoured
of a translation, just precisely when we begin to

weary of the original ; that of retracing a road
already gone over, fancying ourselves all the

while on the march forward. We can now but
enunciate this danger, without further explana-

tion ; with a promise to return to it, should the

case occur.

Their tactics, summed up in as few words as

possible, are these:—Whenever you desire to

refute a principle and impede its action for the

future, begin by approving all that it has effected

in the past. You risk nothing by accepting what
is accomplished Fact ; and you give yourself an

appearance of impartialityand moderation, which,

with the majority of readers, will create a pre-

sumption in your favour. The business of the

past thus settled, you have nothing further to do
with it—all your efforts are to be directed to the
perversion of the principle—a question falsified

is a question destroyed. Take the material ex.

pression of the principle, the mechanical process

of its agency, and constantly substitute this last

enunciation for the enunciation of the principle

itself. Analyse the principle, then take, one ly

one, and separately, the elements composing it,

and shew what there is incomplete in each of

them. Never look at the whole—never define—

nothing more dangerous—talk phrases—be posi

tive ; and, if you succeed so far as to get your

position of the question accepted, the victory is

yours, and in the deduction from your premises

you may play the logician at your ease.

We are much deceived if, among all the politi-

cal works of the school known as the firm of

Cousin, Guizot, & Co., there be found a single

one that does not, more or less, betray the in-

fluence of the above system. And this we can

rapidly verify by the little sample before us.

The democratical Fact exists ; it exists in a

state of power ; it has fought, conquered, de-

stroyed other rival powers. Like the ghost in

Hamlet, it reveals itself here, there, and every-

where. Some hope in it, others tremble at it,

none deny it. Of the two writers who furnished

M. Guizot with the occasion for his article, the

one, M. Billiard, belonging to the Republican

creed, maintains, in his “ Essay on the Democra-

tic Organization of France,” that the exist-

ing condition of society “ must inevitably tend to

establish an equality of political rights, universal

suffrage, and, in fact, end in a republic.” The

other, M. Alletz, yesterday siding with the

Carlists, to-day with the Doctrinaires, asserts, in

his book “ On the New Democracy, or the

Habits and Influence of the Middle Classes/*

that “ the natural result of this condition is the

consolidation of a constitutional monarchy, (as

established by the Revolution of 1830,) in the

spirit of the charter, and in the persons of the

present dynasty.” If democracy be nothing more,

as his title would indicate, than the aristocracy

of the middle classes, he is perfectly right; hut

“ all unanimously concur in admitting that the

present state of society is thoroughly democratic,

and that the democratic principle will ultimately

triumph over every other.” Let us not, however,

suppose that M. Guizot mistakes his path so far

as rashly to abjure this principle ; far from it—

he takes it under his protection. “ Assuredly,”

says he, " there must be truth, considerable

truth, in this opinion.” Is there not, as it were,

a shade of sadness hovering over these words?

It may be—and that is all ; a mere passing cloud,

a weakness hastily suppressed. M. Guizot per-

forms his part with tolerable grace ; he creates

himself the historian of democracy : he recounts

and confirms its conquests. “ It has destroyed”

—

these admissions are precious

—

<c the feudal sys-

tem, orthepersonalpower ofoneman overanother,
by virtue of the right of property ; the system

of castes, or the immovable and perpetual con-

centration of social privileges and power in the

hands of a few ; the system of the right divine,

lay or ecclesiastical—that is, the presumption of

representing God upon earth, and the snppres-
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don of all human control over power : these are

the victories of modern democracy. They are

victories at once glorious and legitimate/'

—

P.16.

Now, should we not expect that M. Guizot

would go on to educe the law of the movement
of futurity from a principle endowed with so

much vitality ? Should we not expect that,

whilst seeking to imbue its march with regu-

larity, he would go on to assign its future con-

quests ? Should we not suppose that, strong in

the past and in that prophetic series of succes-

sive emancipations so logically accomplished, he
would go on to cry in the ear of the retrograde

and stationary—“ Movement is the law of the

world ; all your efforts will but communicate a
violent and dangerous character to that force

whose action will evolve itself mildly and pro-

ductively if it encounter no obstacles. You
could not prevent the transmutation of the slave

into the serf, of the serf into the peasant and
artisan—you will not prevent the transmutation
ofthe peasant and artisan into the citizen/'

Alas, no ! This would be logical enough for

us, who have no reason for halting on our route

;

but not so for M. Guizot. He has two systems
of logic

; one for the past, the other for the fu-

ture—or rather for the existing state of things

—

which he intends to maintain as long as possible.

M. Guizot is revolutionary—but only to the

year 1830
;
progressive—but only to the amended

charter of the 7th of August. On that day de-

mocracy should have sent in her resignation. In

destroying the aristocracy of blood, she did well

—M. Guizot i9 not noble ; but for the moneyed or

middle class aristocracy, let her beware of touch-
ing it—M. Guizot is of the middle class. If she
has overturned the eldest branch of the Bour-
bons, so far so right ; but for the youngest, that
is immortal. And so with the rest. What talk

you of the eternal rights of humanity—of the in.

cessant working going on in its bosom ? Entire

humanity has worked but to achieve the charter
of 1830 ; and, perhaps, too, the law9 of Septem-
ber worked just so far as to attain the system of

M. Guizot. Humanity is truly fortunate ; she
has now only to repose in quiet. By a legislative

labour of seven hours, the seventh of August
raised those Pillars of Hercules, beyond which
there is to be no progress.

What if some one Bhould say to M. Guizot

—

There are no pillars of Hercules known to pro-

gression ? God alone has fixed them ; and we
know not how he should have revealed his secret

to you. In virtue of what right, of what cri-

terion, of what principle, then, do you dare to

determine their place? On what law do you
rest yourself, in pronouncing that certain con-

quests of the human mind are lawful, while

others are not so ? How do you dare to approve
the past, if it be not in virtue of a principle

traced up to God himself, and legitimating

the movement hitherto pursued? If you pos-

sess the knowledge of this principle, why not

proclaim it boldly ? Can it be that this principle

would be inoonvenient to yon ? If, instead of

bowing down only before the material Fact of

conquests already accomplished, you should

recognise in this Fact a manifestation of the will

of that God who is the eternal source of the life

of humanity, would you not also be compelled to

ratify all the conquests that humanity may ac-

complish in the future ? These conquests which

you have just approved are either merely the

fruit of chance, of capricious revolt crowned
with success—and, in that case, by what title do
they appear to you glorious ; by what title do
you declare them legitimate—that is to suy, in

conformity with the law of the existence of

humanity—or, rather, they are the effect of a

divine impulse, in accordance with which men
unceasingly strive to develope themselves—to

associate themselves—to perfect themselves—
to approximate themselves to that unity willed

by God when he caused humanity to proceed

from a single man—to that Liberty willed by
God when, placing before them good and evil,

right and wrong, he made them responsible for

their choice—to that Equality (which is, at

bottom, but liberty for all, and without which
liberty is but a bitter deception) willed by God
when he gave to all an immortal soul, called to

the same certain end—to that Association,

lastly, willed by God when he made man a being

essentially social, and unable to exist where
there exists not a common law, a common aim,

a common consent, a common co-operation : and,

in this case, how dare you fix an arbitrary limit

to the activity of this impulse ? How dare you
shackle the march of the People? How dare

you hinder them from overturning successively

all the obstacles that ambition and selfishness

may heap on their route ? The People first en-

countered the aristocracy of the nobles, and
overturned it. It did well, say you : true—but

why will it not do equally well in overturning

all else that may rise before it ? France has

overthrown Louis XVI. and Charles X. She
did well, say you still. But was it because

Louis XVI. and Charles X. were called by these

particular names that she did well
;

or, is it that

she would do well to overthrow every influence,

by what name soever called, which threatens to

strike at her nationality, her honour, her liberty

of progress? Very evidently, it cannot be from
a detail

,

but from a principle, that we must de-

duce the legitimacy of the undertakings of hu-
manity. It cannot be the overthrow of the aristo-

cracy of nobility, or of any particular man who may
encroach on the rights of the mass, that forms its

destiny, but rather the overthrow of Aristocracy,
by whatever term of privilege and exclusiveness

it may be called—whether it may be incarnate

as a man or as a caste, as a king or as a tribune,

as an individual or as an assembly ; and, by
interdicting the democracy from combating the
aristocracy of the middle classes, whilst you are
lauding its contests with the higher classes, are you
doing aught else than renouncing every rational

basis for the appreciation of events, and substitut-

ing for law the caprices of your own individual

impressions ?
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To this—judging from his pamphlet

—

M.
Guizot has little to offer in reply ; at least, no-

thing directly ; but, by suddenly changing his

ground, he takes the question in another point

of view. You can—he says to Democracy—you

can only reject, overthrow, destroy ; you can

build nothing ;
you possess not a single positive

principle able to organize anything. Now, the

world cannot repose on ruins—cannot live on

negations. Thus, it is not I who desire to

arrest progression ; it is you who are unable to

produce it. Answer me that.

There is in this argument, coming from M.
Guizot, a great deal of chicanery, which we
could be well content to meet by a series of

interrogations.

What is to destroy ? we would ask of M.
Guizot—What is to build ? Is not to reject any-

thing, to affirm its contrary ? When the religion

of Christ superseded the Pagan belief of two na-

tions, and produced, in consequence, the Aboli-

tion of Slavery in Europe, did it not make for

humanity the first essential step towards its

union? When Democracy rejected the feudal

power, did it not affirm human liberty ? When
it overthrew the influence of castes, did it not

proclaim the equality of men amongst each

other ? On these two bases of all association,

has there not been organized, in America, some-

thing which, though far from being faultless in

our eyes, yet lives, proceeds, and prospers, at

least as much as any government now existing

in Europe ? Moreover, would not the argument

have applied at the very birth of Democracy as

well as at the present day ? and, if it had been

applied and admitted, should we not have been

deprived of those two conquests or successive

overthrows which M. Guizot proclaims to be

glorious and legitimate? Would it not have

been far more natural to affirm that no principle

can effect the work of organization till it has

annihilated the opposing principle in all its

manifestations ; and that the aristocratic principle

not being yet conquered—since its existence in

the middle classes is the very pith of the present

question—we have no right to reproach the still

unthroned Democracy with its inaptitude for

organization? When we have asked all this,

we shall have done but one half of our question-

ing. But it is our wish to meet M. Guizot on

his own ground.

Democracy (says M. Guizot) has only two
principles wherewith to re-organize. These
are—“Personal sovereignty, or the right of

every individual over himself; the sovereignty

of the number—which its partisans, in order to

disguise it, term the sovereignty of the People

—or the right of the majority over the minority.

Whoever considers modern Democracy closely,

will discover that all its ideas, all its attempts

at social organization issue from and finally

return to these principles."—P. 17. He then

goes on to examine these one by one, (see above,)

and thence to prove the impotence of these two
principles, which should, on the contrary, harmo-
nize themselves into a true Democratic constitu-

tion. This should be particularly remarked;

for, in the separate consideration of two elements

equally sacred in our eyes—but which are only

complete the one by the other—rests all the

force of M. Guizot's pamphlet.

Straitened as we are for space, we cannot stop

to point out our author’s errors in what he says on

personal sovereignty. Besides, no one maintains

that the sovereignty of the individual over

himself can singly furnish the basis of a charter

for the social system. All association has a

common end; and this is not implied in the

right of each over himself. Agreeing, then, at

bottom, we shall only observe, that M. Guizot’s

assault on this principle is, on his part, a logical

error. His philosophy, in fact, like all the

eclectic philosophy, rests on no other basis than

this very sovereignty of Eoo.

But, on the Sovereignty of the People—

a

phrase which, in accordance with the tactics be-

fore explained, M. Guizot abandons for that of

the sovereignty of the number—we have much

to observe.

First, On a close examination of the argument,

we find that all M. Guizot's declamation on the

oppression of the minority by the majority—the

inevitable consequence, he says, of the sove-

reignty of the People—goes to object to the con-

sent of the greatest number, that same right of

each individual over himself, which he has the

moment before been condemning. The right of

the minority cannot, indeed, be aught else than

the right of a part against the whole—that is,

of individuality against association.

Secondly , What is the meaning of all this argu-

ment coming from a constitutional writer and

ex-minister ? What is a constitutional govern-

ment, such as now exists, if it be not a govern-

ment of the majority ? What decides the pro-

ceedings of the State, unless a majority of Var-

liament ? Whence the nature and bias of a ma-

jority of Parliament, save from a majority of

electors ? Only, as in ancient states, there were

a mass of slaves without the pale of all institu-

tions, political and social, there are now an un-

represented People without the sphere in which

power is constituted : but in what does this

change the question? In the system that M.

Guizot attacks, parliamentary majorities would

represent the majority of the nation ; now, they

represent but the majority of a small fraction.

Is that, perchance, the advantage of the present

system ? Taking M. Guizot's position, there

are now two oppressions, in place of one, on the

part of the Parliamentary majority—an imme-

diate oppression of the parliamentary minority

or of the represented ; an eventual oppression of

the whole mass of the unrepresented. In our

system there would be but one—the first. The

inconvenience pointed out, then, belongs to both

systems, but to his much more than to ours. To

parry this, M. Guizot would have but one remedy

—that of right divine, and the infallibility of

power. Perhaps he has detected this ; perhaps hil

constant choice of examples from the constitu-

tion of a family, hides an instinctive predilection
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for a government of a paternal deepotiem. He
dares not, at all times, be logical

;
perhaps, also,

it occurs to him that there is hope that France

may a second time find its saviour in him. It is

by the aid of this parliamentary majority that his

friends strive to reconquer it for him.

Moreover, this is not the question ; and all this

solicitude for minorities, pleasant enough from
the mouth of a minister who declared from the

tribune that it was necessary to govern by fear,

tends but to falsify it.

As respects society, there is oppression only

here there is injustice. Whenever what is done
is out of regard to the good, to the duty, to the

object, to the principle of association, there is,

on the one side, a right to impose—on the other,

a duty to submit : selfism alone can then com-
plain. Are the chances greater, however, that

this may happen under the system to which M.
Guizot belongs, than under our own ? In other

vords, is it more easy to find the expression of a

lore for the general good, which is the object of

association, in the universality of the elements

composing it—that is, in the People ; or, rather,

in a class—that is, in some one of these elements,

in some one of these interests, no matter whether
patrician or territorial ?

There is the question—there only—and the

ex-minister has not even hinted at it. To be in

a position to judge of it, or even to throw the

least light on it, a beginning must be made by a

sound, rational, and complete definition of the

vords people and sovereignty. M. Guizot has not

done so. He has altogether taken the material

fact for the principle—the sign for the idea—the

effect for the cause. In the People, he sees but
an agglomeration of a certain number of indivi-

dual interests—in the sovereignty, one numeral
greater than another—in the will of the national

majority, a caprice.

Now, it is not true that the People is but the

sum, the agglomeration of the interests of all

the individuals. A People—and we have said it

before, in an article on Sismondi—our People is

not a class, even though it should be the most
numerous ; it includes all—it is not a mob drawn
together by chance. It is an association of men
on an ascertained territory, with an ascertained

language ; it is one country, one law, a moral
and material unity, a common interest, a com-
mon aim—all this it is that constitutes a nation,

ality. And in this there is nothing of obscurity,

or of abstruse theory; The first among us who,
being asked, “ Who are you ?" shall proudly
reply, “ I am a Briton/' will say all that we
have just said. He will express, by these words,

that he has a country—that he is attached to it

—that he seeks, not only the satisfaction of his

moral and physical wants as a man and an indi-

vidual, but also as an Englishman and a citizen

—that he not only cherishes his own honour, but
that he feels himself bound also to that of his

country—that, not only does he like to be able

to carry his head boldly amidst his family, and
in his personal transactions, but also before the
children of other nations—that he desires that

his country's flag should be environed with love

at home, and welcomed with respect and sym-
pathy abroad—that it is his wish that the rank
and the mission marked out for his nation, by
her situation, her strength, and the principles of

her constitution, should be faithfully preserved.

In a word, that he recognises in himself a double

existence, personal and social.

Neither is it any truer that the Sovereignty is

but a numeral more or less great ; for the Sover-

eignty is not power, but the legitimacy of power

;

and this legitimacy in an association can only

be found in its tendency to discharge its func-

tions in the stead and for the good of the entire

body—that is, for the common end, for the com-
mon interest, and for the common progress.

Wherever this is not, power is an usurper. The
Sovereignty of the People signifies, then, the

sovereignty of the national aim—the sovereignty

of a tendency to the progressive welfare of the

association. Now, this tendency that constitutes

the legitimacy of power, should manifest itself

by acts. There must, then, be established a mode
of verifying it by the test of action ; so that the

legitimacy ofpower may be contested if this tend-

ency be wanting, or the submission and co-opera-

tion of all be guaranteed if it be present. Now
only begins, if we may so call it, the question of

the numeral.

The democratical opinion maintains, that the

universality of the nation, for whose good power

ought to execute its functions if it desire to be

legitimate, is alone able to judge whether what

has been done be for its good, and that the only

possible means of expressing this conviction, is

national or universal suffrage.

The opinion with which M. Guizot sides, main-

tains that to a fraction of the nation belongs the

right of suffrage, and that of judging if the func-

tions of power be employed for the common end,

for the good of the universality.

But, whatever may be the solution adopted,

how, after these brief explanations, are we to

estimate the language of M. Guizot ? how de-

scribe the cunning with which he endeavours to

terrify consciences, by likening the exercise of the

national sovereignty to that of brutal and capri-

cious force, by constantly talking of the aggre-

gate and the numeral without announcing what

they represent ? Whom does he pretend to refute,

when he cries, in the tone of an alarmed moralist,

that the will alone is not the legitimate law of

man, that it cannot make what is just unjust, and

that “ reason and justice are completely supreme

over all will ?" This is perfectly true ; but Demo-
cracy admits this supremacy of the moral law as

fully as M. Guizot—she admits it so fully that

she is seeking which may be her better method

for its interpretation and application. But,

as M. Guizot has not the law in his pocket—as it

is written only in the history and experience of

generations—as it has not yet been proved to her

that either M. Guizot, or Iris friends, or the doc-

trine he preaohes, are universal historyand experi-

ence incarnate—she inquires whether she be more

likely to see it oftenest interpreted and applied.
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by confiding it to the whole of society or to a

minority ? In treating of the existence or non-

existence of the law, M. Guizot has discussed a

question that does not exist—that no one has

provoked. Now, if it be permitted to discuss

the value of democracy* it is not permitted to

calumniate it—it is not permitted to M. Guizot,

if he really mean well, and therefore conscien-

tiously studies the opinions and progress of the

age, to be ignorant of the ground on which the

democrats of the present day pursue their labours

—it is not permitted to him, a continental writer,

to be ignorant that, all around him, the formula

Sovereignty of the People , is better understood at

this day than it was in the time of Rousseau—to
be ignorant that existing democracy has far out-

stepped the narrow and reactionary idea of right

—that she is no longer in the hands of mate-

rialism—that she has inscribed on her flag, God
and the People—~that the word duty has sprung

up to aggrandize the question, and endue it with

all the sanctity of a religious source—to he igno-

rant of La Mennais, of the principal political

schools of his own country, and of the entire

associations of other lands, that have for their

point of departure the ideas we have set forth.

Neither can it he allowed, as wo have already

remarked, to separate, one by one, for the pur-

pose of refuting, the elements of a complex idea,

without taking into account what may proceed

from their combination ; for it is not by analys-

ing the substances composing a medicine, and

discoveilng each to be pernicious or inefficacious,

that we form our opinion of its value.

The sovereignty of the individual is legiti-

mate.

The sovereignty of the people is legitimate.

For there is a sphere of action, springing en-

tirely from the individual, which lives in him,

having respect to the personal wants of his

physical and moral life ; and for these it is ne-

cessary that the individual sovereignty exercise

itself freely.

And there is a sphere of social action, springing

from the ideas of country and nationality—from
a common aim—from the vital principle of asso-

ciation, internally and externally applied ; and for

these it is necessary that the social sovereignty

be admitted and exercised without obstacle,*—but

the social sovereignty cannot reside in a fraction

of the society, but in the whole.

These two spheres spring from a principle—

from a superior law, reflected in the conscience

of the individual, for individual acts—in the

conscience of the reunited nation, for social acts.

Now then, is it good, as to the acts of indi-

vidual life, that the individual himself intervene

to watch, as far as in him, to the support and
amelioration of the means necessary to his ac-

complishing them unfettered ?

Is it good, as to the acts of the social life, that

society itself intervene to watch that they be
accomplished with the least possible departure
from the superior moral law—theprimitive source

of all sovereignty?

Or, is it better for the one and for the other.

that a very small minority, chosen by the hazard

of birth or fortune, be intrusted to fulfil this

function of surveillance
,

without test, without

control, save that of violence.

Save, we say, that of violence ; for, in fact, that

no minority can abolish—it is the source of re-

volutions, and it is also the only one that the

adversaries of Democracy, by, we know not what

fatal blindness, open to the people ; they even

approve it—for every revolution accomplished,

is with them legitimate, and a passage is to be

found in M. Guizot's pamphlet, admitting it as a

right.*

6uch is the way in which every conscientious

writer should state the question, when about to

treat qf universal suffrage and “ Democracy in

Modern Communities." To state it as M. Guisot

does, is to deceive the reader, and to be self-con-

demned to say nothing useful.

When the question shall have been thus

stated and resolved, it will remain to examine

what is the best organization to conciliate and

harmonize the two Bpheres ; and then, which is

the speediest and most efficacious path for

throwing more and more of the light of the

sovereign moral law on the souls of men, so

that the People may wander from it as little

and as seldom as possible. The solution of the

first question will be a plan of organization

;

that of the second, a plan of general education.

We are not going to enter on this at the

present moment ; we were only desirous of

proving that M. Guizot has not even thought of

it, and that, consequently, hi6 pamphlet, trans-

lated, retranslated, and be-praised, cannot fur-

nish a single idea, abstract or practical, to

advance the discussion a single step.

We will proceed to his conclusions, end we

may then ask what may be learned from them:—
“ Permanent unity of social opinion repre-

sented by the government !" Who does not

desire this? But a few questions necessarily

present themselves :—Does this unity exist at

present ?—Did it exist in France eight years

ago, when a revolution exploded that you ap-

plaud ?—What guarantee do you give us, other

than the individual sovereignty of your own

intelligence, that it exists at the present hour?

—Does a government represent the unity of the

social tendency when it is in a state of per-

manent struggle, and when millions proclaim

the contrary ?—Who guarantees, who verifies

this representation, when the majority is de-

prived of all means of so doing ?—What pro-

tection do you furnish to the nation against

monopoly, against the substitution of the ends

of private interest, of the wishes of a privileged

clasa—against the substitution of these for the

• u Permanent and universal rights are all centred

in the right of obeying only such dispensations ss are

just and wise. Variable rights an all comprised in the

right of suffrage,—that is to say, in the right of paaiaf

judgment, directly or indirectly, upon the wisdom of

laws and government.”—P. 42. Thus, disobedience is

placed in a more favourable condition than the expression

of the wherefore we find ourselves compelled to disobey.
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general good, and the advancement of the general

interest? Does the ex-minister resolve one of

these questions ?

“ Respect for public authorities !" Who does

not desire this? But is it not necessary to

ascertain that all their dispensation* are ju*t and
wise ?

“Subordination of individual inclinations to

the law ?" Who does not desire this? But is

it not, beyond all things, necessary to see whether

the power that makes the law be legitimate ? Is

not the law the prerogative of sovereignty?

And is not the source of sovereignty the very

question at issue ?

“ Partition of rights according to capacity
I"

Well—very well ; but here arise a crowd of

questions. What is capacity ? Is it intelligence?

Is it morality ? Who is to measure capacity ?

What is to be the standard ? Works—public,

social works? Who so fit a judge as society?

If the power of various abilities, some law must
be defined for its application ? And where is

the college to which we can blindly confide that

function ? Are we to take the tax-collector's

list as the just valuation of the human faculty,

and translate intellect into pounds ?

To these questions, M. Guisot offers no reply.

Thus much the oracle utters—divine it who
can:

—

" The capacity here spoken of, is not merely

that of intellectual developement, or the posses-

sion of this or that particular faculty ; it is a

complex and profound whole, comprising sponta-

neous authority, habitual situation, and natural

acquaintance with the different interests to be

regulated : in fact, a certain aggregate of facul-

ties, knowledge, and methods of action, which
animate the whole man ; and which decide with

more certainty than his spirit alone upon his

course of conduct, and the use which he will

’make of power."—P. 48.

What a precise definition of the capacity for

an elector ! What a foundation for an improved
system of government

!

And, a page afterwards :—“ Its (rights of suf-

frage) legitimate limit is a concealed principle

which unfolds itself in a ratio with the material

and moral developement of society : and, in a
free community, in proportion as tlii6 principle

is well or badly defined in its laws ; so that

community is well or ill governed, and becomes
steady or unsteady, under the hand of its govern-

ment."—P. 44. What a splendid discovery

!

We will take our leave of M. Guizot with one
more extract, to which our readers will be, by
this time, prepared to yield a hearty assent

:

“ It eannot be that truth imposes upon man so

much confusion, impossibility, and incoherence."

MRS BROUGHTON’S SIX YEARS’ RESIDENCE IN ALGIERS.

About the beginning of the present century,

Henry Stanyford Blanckloy, EBq , held the ap-

pointment of his Britannic Majesty’s Agent and

Consul-General at Algiers, then an important

and delicate post. If without definite duties,

Mr Blanckley seems also to have held a general

superintendence in the Mediterranean. He was

a judicious and highly popular public function-

ary, acting on all emergencies with remarkable

courage and good sense. It is, however, with his

lady that we are principally concerned. Mrs
Blanckley and her little daughters accompanied

the Conaul to Algiers; and, during a six years'

residence there, she kept a diary, noting, how-

ever briefly, every important occurrence, and

•very striking novelty, in a land where all was

new, strange, and wonderful ; and where, from

the public situation of her husband, and the per-

petual succession of visiters, at a period when the

Mediterranean was crowded with Algerine ro-

vers, with British Bhips, and those of every na-

tion, abundant scope was afforded to a fluent and

lively pen. Native characters and customs, traced

by a lady having such admirable opportunities

for close and continued observation, form, how-
ever, the charm of Mrs Blanckley's journal ; to-

gether with the circumstances of domestic life in

a heterogeneous household, composed of natives

of half the countries of Southern Europe, be-

tides Turks and Algerines. The extracts from
the diary would often be imperfect or unintelli-

gible, save for . the commentaries and explana-

tions of the editor of the book. Mrs Broughton,

the daughter of the author, who, though a child

in years, when her parents resided at Algiers, by
her vivacious reminiscences, has added not a

little of beauty and interest to her mother's nar-

rative. Let us give an example.
The Dey received Mr Blanckley very graciously, al-

though. on his offering him his hand to salute, Mr B. re-

spectfully, but, in the firmest manner, declined doing so,

as being an homage he only felt due to his own Sovereign.

The Dey looked earnestly at him, whilst the dragoman
interpreted Mr B.’s answer, then good-humouredly held

out his hand, and shook Mr B.’s very heartily.

Mrs Broughton adds :—
From that moment was my dear father’s popularity

established. His gracious and firm deportment, his fine

countenance and noble presence, ensured universal respect.

The Dey understood good manners, and also

what was due to himself.

Shortly after Mr B.’s return from the palace, the Dey
sent an officer to present his compliments, and a poor fe-

male slave, (with a lovely infant in her anna,) to wait
upon me, Poor helpless unfortunate, she appears unable
to do anything for herself or child. They had just been
brought in by an Algerine cruiser, which had captured

them when on their passage from Gaeta to Leghorn,
whither she was going to rejoin her husband. She is a
pretty girl of only seventeen, her poor bsbe but three

months old. Her whole wardrobe was snetched from her

as their perquisite, by the crew of the vessel that captured

her. Her money and jewels falling to the Dey’a share,

he has, out of compliment to me, given orders that all the

latter shall be restored, that by their sale she may be en-

abled to purchase clothing. This is the first instance
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ever known of inch an act of mercy, and it ia considered

a mark of high consideration to the British Consol and
nation.

“ 21 5/ Nov. 1806.—We were awakened by bearing a
royal salute fired, on theNiger frigate anchoring inthebay.

Captain Hillyer has been sent by Lord Collingwood with a
watch for the Dey, and he accompanied Mr Blanckley to

the palace to present it. It is much to be lamented that

so trumpery a present should hare been sent, since it is

to be feared, that far from its being a benefit in promot-

ing feelings of good-will towards our nation, it may very

probably hare a rery opposite effect.”

On Mr B.’b presenting it to the Dey, be drew it front

the case, and twisting it between bis thumb and finger,

eyed it with the most contemptuous expression of coun-

tenance, and calling to his head cook, (who, it appears, is

a person of consequence in his household,) gave it to him,

saying that he made him a present of it, as it was more
fit for him than Himself. Mr B. and Capt. Hillyer were

much mortified, and join in regretting that these matters

were not better understood at home.

The sort of entertainment which the reader

may expect from this new Lady Mary Wortley,

with much of her sprightliness and with goodness

of heart to which she was alien, may be surmised

from the following passage :

—

I understand our dragoman, Rais Ali, was married

last night, although he says that he had no intention of

the kind two or three days ago. He is a strange being.

He serred sereral years in our navy, where he acquired

his present refined knowledge of the English language.

The name he bore was Tom Lee. He professes himself

to be a most deroted admirer of the English, more espe-

cially of the ladies of that country.

The three sailors are returned ;
the prize had disap-

peared. 1 bare ordered each of the poor fellows a suit of

linen, and I hare had beds made up for them, which they

stand in great need of, as they hare been lying on the

bare ground erer since they left their ship.

This morning, I remarked that Rais Ali had a large

key stuck in his sash, and inquired what it belonged to.

He said it was the key of his house. “ What ! hare you
locked up your wife ?” “ Yes.” " And who with her ?”

“ Oh ! nobody but the cat. I go to-day to buy her a

slave.” I pitied the poor bride so much, that I offered

to pay her a visit, at which the Rais appeared much
pleased.**

“ 15th Nov. 1806.—I went,according to my promise, to

pay my wedding visit to Rais Ali’s wife, but found that he

had not yet fulfilled his intention of purchasing her an at-

tendant ; for he unlocked the door himself, let us in, and
ushered us up stairs, where we found the lady in lonely

grandeur. She was literally laden with pearls, and
appeared very passive and contented, merely staring at

us. She had on a high gold fillagree cap, from which

were suspended on each side of her face long rows of

pearls, with many of which her neck was completely

covered.

The dress of the locked-up lady is minutely

described ; but as we believe it is she that figures

in the frontispiece of the book, we shall skip

that. When the visiters had satisfied their

curiosity, the silent bride was again locked up.

Very frequent occurrences of those days were,

the Algerine cruisers bringing in captured ves-

sels, with their crews and passengers as slaves,

—

and romantic stories of this sort abound in Mrs
Blanckley*8 diary. One strange tale of a beau-

tiful Mrs Farara, born at Minorca, of English

parents, left an orphan at an early age, and mar-

ried to an Algerine merchant, who treated her

ill, completely realizes in its sequel the prophecy

in Guy Mannering. A wandering Gitana, or

female gipsy, looking hard at Mrs Farara's beau-

tiful infant, said—

“

It will be well for you if you

pass your fourth birth-day." The slaves drove
the woman from the door, and, in their anger,

told the mother the fatal prediction. From that

day she constantly declined accepting the invi.

tations of the Consular families, by whom she
was much beloved and respected. One day, the
lady of the American Consul, who was the niece
of the wife of General Washington, and had
been brought up in his family, went to her
friend, Mrs Farara, determined to carry her and
the Signior back to dinner. Mrs Farara was pre-

vailed on by great importunity, her husband
joining in the request ; and the party mounted
their mules, and set off for the country residence
of the Consul. The tale is wild and affecting,

but it appears perfectly well authenticated.
But ere they had reached it, what were the poor mo-

ther’s feeling* of self-reproach and regret, when she re-
collected that this was the birth-day of her precious
child ; that this day computed his fourth year. Oh

!

why then had she been induced to leave him ? The gipsy’s
prediction was not yet fulfilled, and surely will not be
now, added she, as she strove to smile, in answer to some
remark of one of her companions. Again, let me repeat,
this is not an imaginary story, but one which I have often
beard repeated by more than one witness of this sad, but,
alas ! true event

; and need 1 add, that the sorrowful im-
pression with which 1 heard the circumstances related,
has not ceased to keep alive in my recollection all the af-

fecting details.

So careful was every individual of the family in sym-
pathizing with the strict orders of the absent parents,
that they each strove who could best watch over the pre-
cious child ; and the most confidential persons of the
household, the two scrivanos or clerks, had desired that
the Carissimo Piccolo might play about the counting-
house, that they might be enabled faithfully to fulfil their
promise of watching over his safety. The playful boy
scrambled up the back of their chairs, pinched their hair,
then tried to snatch the paper they were writing upon
from beneath their pens ; their desks were placed parallel
to each other ; they ceased from writing and gazed, ad-
miring his playfulness ; instinctively they both took up
their pen-knives to mend their quills, when, strange, aw-
ful fatality ! the devoted child, in playful defiance, at-

tacked one of them, who in return pretended to stab him
with his penknife

; he turned to his other guardian, who
as*thoughtlessly did the same, and the blooming boy fell

upon its blade—it pierced his little heart. The dire fore-

bodings of the Gilana were realized, and the disconsolate

parents were for ever bereft of their only child.

The marriage of the daughter of the Cadi

—

a lovely widow of nineteen—at which Mrs Blanck-
ley attended, gives her an opportunity of de-

scribing the wedding customs of the country.

She was astonished and dazzled by the profusion

of jewels worn by the ladies. They were quite

as fair as Europeans, and many of them beauti-

ful. Nothing could exceed their courtesy, and
the politeness of the reception they gave the

English lady. The bridegroom was a middle-

aged, one-eyed Turk. Before the bride was
introduced to him, she literally staggered under
the weight of the ornaments heaped upon her,

and required two attendants to support her

head. A visit which Mrs Blanckley and her

little daughters made to the wife of the Dey, is

still more oriental, and like an Arabian tale.

She received us very graciously ; indeed, most kindly.

Her father was also present, and met us at the entrance.

He led us up stairs, and introduced us ; and, as he speaks

lingua Franca perfectly, and I begin to understand it

very well, he acted as my interpreter. Her Majesty or
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Highness i* twenty-three yean of age, very pleating in
appearance, and unaffected in her manners. She has two
fine children, both girls. We dined there ; a vast variety
of dishes of meat, poultry, pastry, and sweetmeats, suc-
ceeded each other. Each dish was placed separately upon
a small low silver and mother-of-pearl table. 1 was
accommodated with cushions; but the children were quite
adepts at sitting in the Moorish fashion, which we all
followed, in eating out of the same dish. The Sultana
appeared much gratified at the admiration (which 1 could
not restrain) with which I observed the splendidly em-
broidered napkins which were placed on our laps, as also
the curious rosewood spoons, tipped with amber, with
which we were served ; and she afterwards presented me
with three of the former, richly embroidered in gold,
silver, and various coloured silks, on a curiously wrought
linen ground, and with ten spoons similar to those we
had used. I understand that it is contrary to the Alcoran
for Mussulmans to eat or drink out of silver, although
they have not any scruple to have articles of furniture
made of this costly material. I was perfectly astonished
at the grandeur of all 1 beheld. When we entered the
room in which the Sultana ieceived us, jewels were strewed
all over the carpet, which waa of cut velvet, in a pattern
of the richest flowers, and most varied colours. Bsfore
we left this room, to go to that in which we dined, some
beautiful-looking women (who appeared to be her favour-
ite attendants, and who Sidi Cadua told me were
Georgian slaves) gathered up these treasures, and placed
them on the shelves of two glass cabinets that stood
against the wall at our backs. In the centre of this
apartment was a ahallow recess, and on its walls were
hanging several pistols and swords, whose handles and
scabbards were entirely covered with diamonds. At the
opposite end of the room from where we were seated, was
a gilt four-post European-shaped bedstead, on which were
placed four mattrasses of gold brocade, and the cnrtains
were made of bine tiffany, embroidered with gold sprigs.
My Elisabeth gave the Dey's eldest daughter a toy watch,
with which she was delighted.

The lady of the British Consul was among
the moat loyal and patriotic of the English
omen of those loyal days, and the most devoted
of wives. Her feelings were accordingly often
excited and interested by those delicate public
affairs in which Mr Blanckley’s devotion to his

Sovereign, and zeal for the honour of England,
engaged him. But these transactions, how im-
portant soever at the time, and though highly

honourable to the actor, have sunk into com-
parative oblivion ; while the record of Mrs
Blanckley's domestic and social existence, and
the fond reminiscences of her daughter, of bright

and happy days, long since elapsed, remain fresh

and engaging as ever. The families of the dif-

ferent Consuls of Algiers may be taken as repre-

sentatives of their different nations in character

and manners. Those of the French and Ame-
rican Consuls appear to be fixed with peculiar

tenacity in the affectionate memory of Mrs
Broughton. One day the French Consul invited

the other Consuls and their families to a grand
entertainment in honour of the Emperor, then
in the first flush of the imperial dignity. The
loyal Englishwoman writes :

—

“

Mr Blanckley is

not a little puzzled, as he says drinking the

usurper's health is perfectly impossible—for no-
thing shall prevail upon him to act the hypo-
crite."—

"

Mr Blanckley" escaped the infliction,

by taking the opportunity to visit the Balearic

Islands on official business ; but his lady and
family went to the fete, and she exultingly says

At eleven o’clock there was a brilliant dis-

I play of fireworks, during which a machine, on
which the French colours were suspended,

caught fire, and we had the pleasing satisfaction

of seeing them burnt and fall to the ground. It

augurs well." This good lady was, at the same
time, sincerely attached to her Gallic friends,

whose history exhibits one more instance of

those numerous vicissitudes of fortune, of which
so many have been displayed among the satel-

lites of Napoleon. Mrs Broughton tells the

story of the French Consul’s family very pleas-

ingly. She does not seem to be aware of the

alleged fact that Buonaparte himself first paid

his addresses to the future wife of his brother.

In these days couleur de rose
,
dear Madame de Thain-

ville, was, in the fullest sense of the word, a charming
woman. She was by birth a Mademoiselle Cl£ry, cousin-

german to deux Majesteg ; the one wife of Joseph Buona-
parte, or (as my dear mother woult^name him) the mock
King of Spain, and the other, her sister, still a bona fide
queen, viz., the consort of Bernadotte, the present King
Charles of Sweden. These ladies were the daughters of

a banker of Marseilles, of great wealth and respectability,

and their alliance was considered a very desirable one by
both the brother and followers of General Bnonaparte,
as I believe Napoleon then only was.
Madame de Thainville, from hrr alliance with the

Imperial Court, was, when in Paris, lanf&e dans le grand
monde, and it may be supposed, that, to one so fully suited

by taste and inclination to delight in all the gaieties and
splendid elegance of that bright period of the Court of
the magnificent Napoleon, the comparatively monotonous
and quiet style of the European society at Algiers could
not have had sufficient charms to win her from Paris.

Paris ! who, that has lived there long enough to feel the

full strength of the rsgret of all, who by birth or adop-
tion have claimed it as their home, will not understand
the magic of that word Paris / ce cher Paris ! U n’y a
rien tel que Paris ! and, therefore, the greatest part of
Madame de Thainville's life was passed iu that fasci-

nating region, where also she had a strong additional tie,

as her only son and her eldest daughter were both left at

schools there. M. de Thainville joined her whenever he
was at liberty to do so, and she always returned with
him for a few months to Algiers, where her arrival was
bailed with great delight by all her more stationary

friends ; nor could the sincerity of her female ones be
doubted, for amiable and charmante as she was, she also

was their guide and model in tons let derniers gouts ; and
even during her long absences, she failed not to compas-
sionate them in their exile, for most kindly and good-
naturedly did she execute all their commissions, so that

European Algerine belles (unless an English cruiser

happened to capture the last chef d*mores of the Parisian

artistes on their voyage) were far more fashionably attired,

in accordance to the taste of the undisputed emporium of
fashion, than even the most celsbrated London leaden
and settlers of it, who in those glorious dayswere restricted

to follow their own tastes, and sighed in vain for a copy
of Le Journal des Modes. Of Madame de Tbainville*s

youngest daughter, the lovely fascinating Irlne, 1 retain

a very affectionate and sisterly recollection. She was my
sister's and my most favourite playfellow ; but we have
never met since, although a few streets or miles have for

yean only separated ns ; for both the Dlles de Thainville

made a determination, as firm as it was deeply deplored

by all, who loved them for their own as well as their

parents* takes, that they never would, in their reduced

circumstances, have any intercourse with, nor even he
ween by those who had known them in their days of pro-

sperity. Their mother was our constant visiter in Paris,

after mine had succeeded in discovering her, alas ! most
humble abode $ but never could we prevail on her daugh-
ten either to receive our visits or accept our invitations.

Nor was such thsir conduct to us alone ; the rale was
invariable towards all their former friends, not even
excepting their father's vice-consol, who had redded in
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their family for years, and loved them as his own children,

I cannot bear to dwell on the sad reverses of this poor
family, or 1 could relate a tale of wo. Both M. and
Mme are no more, and their children are lost to me

;

bat should they yet survive, they have my earnest prayers

for their peace and welfare.

We have seen Mrs filanckley and her daugh-

ters visiting the beautiful wife of the Dey ; but

the final exit of that Sovereign, and the acces-

sion of a new one, was quite as summary, though
not so agreeable as a morning visit.

“ 7th Nov. 1808.—Our janizary, Sidi Hassan, returned

from town in great consternation, and came into the draw-
ing-room, Faying that the Turks had risen, and were going

to kill the Dey. Our dragoman, Rais Ali, has taken
sanctuary in our house.* Further accounts, about eleven

o’clock, were sent to us from town, saying that the Facha
Achmet was shot on the terrace of a house belonging to a
Jew, when endeavouring to escape ; he had succeeded in

running over the terraces of several houses from the

palace of his wife, to which he had first escaped ; and on
being pursued thither, he got upon the terrace, and from
thence over several others, nntil he was shot through the

body and leg, by a very young Turk. He was then by
the soldiers dashed from the terrace into the street ; and
they cut off his head, and carried it to shew the new Dey,
bis successor, who is called Ali Facha.

“In the evening we heard that everything was quite

quiet, and the usual order restored in town.
44 26th.—Sidi Cadua, father-in-law to the late Dey,

Achmet Pacha, and the proprietor of our garden, has
been stripped of all his immense property and possessions,

with the single exception of this garden, and had been
thrown into prison; but on the day of Bairam (the

Mahomedan feast answering to our Easter) he was
restored to liberty. Oar janizary, Sidi Hassan, at my
desire, called upon him yesterday, and found the vener-

able old man seated upon a sheep skin, which alone re-

placed all the beautiful carpets and splendid cushions
with which he had previously been surrounded. He was

j

very grateful for the coffee and other necessaries which I I

had ventured to send him by Hassan. Such arc the

vicissitudes of life under this government.
“ I have, in secrecy, been informed, that in addition

to the many tyrannical measures which have of late

caused so much misery, it is suspected that to-morrow
there will be more bloodshed ; but I hope (however un-
worthy of governing the expected victim is) that the

above plot will be checked. The public news is, that

Sidi Omar, the very Turk at whose marriage with the

Cadi’s daughter we were preaent, and who had, for a
length of time back, been concerned in a conspiracy with
the present Dey, Ali Pacha, has been put to death. This
Sidi Omar being a man of great influence with the late

government, Ali, to ensure his co-operatiou in placing

him (Ali) at the head of the Regency, had promited that

he would reward him by bestowing upon him the next
post in honour and dignity in the country. After Ali
was firmly established on the summit of his desires, Sidi

Omar claimed his expected reward, and the Pacha in

return presented him with a commission, naming him
Caid or governor of some distant town and province.

Sidi Omar was so enraged at the appointment falling so

far short of his expectations, that before the face of the

* Complete anarchy was consequent upon a revolution

taking place, and until a new Dey was elected by the

janizaries. All the Moors and Jews were at the mercy
of the ruthless soldiery, and any one who had reason to

fear or suspect that he had an enemy among that lawless

body, sought to bide his person and pelf from their re-

searches, until the reign of misrule ceased, by the ascen-

sion of the green standard of the Prophet on the terrace of

the palace, which announced that a new Dey was seated

on the warm seat of his massacred predecessor. Probably
onr heroic dragoman might have had some reason to

induce him, by seeking the protection of the British Con-
sulate, to prove that he agreed in Shakspeare’s definition

of the better part of valour. The Jews invariably paid
a large ransom to avoid a general pillage.

Pacha, he tore the commission in pieces, and, leaving the

palace, stirred up several Turks, his adherents, to rebel-

lion. On this plot being discovered by the Dev’s spies,

the conspirators were seized and bastinadoed, and two of

them died inconsequence ; Sidi Omar alone was strangled,

and, sad to relate, 1 hear that he was betrayed to the Dey

by his own sister-in-Uw. She is in great favour with

the Dey at present, having become acquainted with sll

the details, and even knoweth the name of the Turk whom
they intended to have placed on the throne, and who
proves to be too influential to suffer with his partisans.

This Brutus-like lady is, without exception, the prettiest

woman I ever saw; and the recollection of her mild and

gentle aspect, with the knowledge of the part she has

acted, tends much to excjte my wonder.
“ 30th Nov. 1808.—Sidi Cadua is again in prison, ia

consequence of the dragoman of the late Achmet Pacha,

who made his escape to Gibraltar, writing to the Dey, that

seven quintals* and a half of gold, and two sannaa of bril-

liants, were concealed under ground. A black man, slave to

Sidi Cadua, who was brother-in-law to the possessor,

and father-in*law to Achmet Pacha, impeached his master,

aad accused him of knowing where these treasures wen
buried. This Sidi Cadua denied ; and alas, alas ! even

the poor widow, (whom I visited and witnessed in the

enjoyment of regal splendour,) she too has been (dreadful

to think of it 1) subjected to tbs bastinado, to force her to

reveal that of which she declares herself ignorant—‘ where

the treasure is.* The late Dey’s head piscary has also,

from being involved in a similar suspicion, been this

morning hanged, after receiving, in the course of the last

two days, a thousand strokes of the bastinado.'*

Such is a revolution in Algiers, or the main

features of one. Truly the European residents

need not have lacked sensations. Sometimes,

too, an earthquake varied their feelings. In the

fifth month of his reign, this Ali Pacha was

poisoned, and the European Consuls paid their

respects to a new Dey, also named Ali.

“ 5th March 1809— 1 understand that a cup of coffee,

containing the powder of ground diamonds, a most effec-

tual poison, (?)was offered to the late unfortunate Pacha, out

of respect, as they said ; but he refused to drink it, saying,

that he did not choose to be accessory to his own death.

He therefore politely declined the honour which the Turks
intended him, preferring rather to bo led out by the

chaousses, like a culprit, to the usual place of execution,

where he was strangled- A distinction was, however,

made in his case, as he was strangled at once, instead of

undergoing the usual refinement of cruelty, in being twice

revived by a glass of water, and only effectually executed

the third time that the bowstring is applied.”

Mrs Broughton refers, we presume, to a period

previous to this, when she relates the preparatory

ceremonies

—

One morning, shortly after day-break, when my dearest

father was proceeding to town, preceded, at usual, by
Sidi Hassan, and unaccompanied by any other attendant,

he was mnch astonished at seeing a great uumber of
janizaries prostrated at their devotions in a field at the

back of this old house. Whilst be gazed at them, they

simultaneously arose, and drawing their attaghans, swung
them round their heads, and then appeared to he utter-

ing some solemn oath or invocation. Before my father

had time to inquire from Sidi Hainan the explanation of
so strange a circumstance, the latter had fallen back oa
a line with him, and in an earnest whisper said, 44 Sig-

nore Console, look only before you, and hasten your

horse’s pace ; and, for the love ofGod ! let me entreat that

II Signore Console will allow what he has witnessed to

be as if he had not seen it.” He then instantly resumed,

his usual distance iu advance of my father.

On their reaching town, Sidi Hassan Appealed studi-

ously to avoid being left for an instant alone with my
father ; but as he was equally desirous to receive som«
explanation of the mysterious occurrence, he at length

sent for him. On entering the apartment, the janhtaiy^

• Weights and measures used iu the country.
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with a decision of manner most unlike that in which he
ft*d ever before addressed his master, interrupted him by
•eying, in a deprecating tone, “ Signore

,
you have eeen

nothing ;—and as I would eue for my life, ao let me, with
ail respect, urge you not to ask me a siugle question.
When 1 shall be at liberty to answer, you will have
nothing to learn.” He then impressively put up five of
hi# fingers, and added, “ cinque /vise**—five moons. After
this interview, with the exception of a certain trace of
anxiety visible in his countenance, and a seriousness of
manner evincing great inquietude, Sidi Hassan, to all

ippearance, fully acted up to the advice he gave. This
cccarreuce took place very shortly after the accession of
the almost imbecile successor of Achmet Pacha ; and
exactly at the expiration of the five months, Ali Pacha
wus offered a diamond-powder-seasoned cup of coffee, to
which he, however, preiened submitting to the bowstring.
Then, for the first time, Hassan broke through his self-

imposed silence. How far it had been altogether volun-
tary is uncertain, and raising up the same number of
fingers, said, “ Signor Console, was 1 not right ? But
t?en now let me entreat you, sir, to remember, that you
saw uothiog.*'

“An M. Arago,” whose name is now bettor
known both in Europe and Africa, chanced at that
period to seek refuge in Algiers, in an attempt
to reach his own country, after having been
driven from Spatu, whither he had gone on some
scientific pursuit. He had a British passport;
but the new Dey refused to let the Frenchman
go, even although he could shew King George *

Seal on his passport. He said “ that no French-
min should leave his kingdom : and that if he
wished to find the longitude, &c., he might take
his spy-glass, and go up one of the mountains in

the vicinity, which would answer his purpose
quite as well as any other part of the world.’*

However, the enlightened prince at last yielded
to importunity, and M. Arago was permitted to
leave Algiers.

At this period, there was in Algiers one of
those self-devoted and apostolic Roman Catholic
priests, whose exalted lives shed lustre upon
their faith. Padre Guiseppe was an universal
favourite; and Mrs Blanckley’s diary only ex-
presses the general sentiment of affection and
regret for him.

“ hth Jan- 181 l.-t-Poor Padre Guiseppe, I am distressed
to hear, has a pleurisy ; and the ignorant and obstinate
doctors, who bleed on every unnecessary occasion, refuse
takingblood from this good man. I aui truly distressed And
unhappy on bis account, and join my prayers to the many
which doubtless ascend from the innermost hearts of the
poor slaves, to whom he has indeed been pastor, father,
And friend, in this moral desert.
u 6th.— .... The extreme unction has been

sdministered to the excellent Padre Gniseppe. Our cook,
Salvador, was present, as he had gone to inquire how he
***• The good man recognised him, and sent by him
his respects and his blessing to us all. The prayers and
blowing of the righteous avail much. How much do 1
feel!

“ 7<A—The humane, the charitable, the man of God,
Psdte Gniseppe Jesuit, is no more. He, at eight o'clock
list night, resigned his soul into tbs hsnds of his Re-
deemer, whom he imitated to the utmost of mortal power.
Hay my life he induenced by his holy example, and may
my death be like his t My heart is afflicted beyond da-
seriptum at the unspeakable lorn the poor slaves have
sustained. May the Almighty in his mtrey make it up
to them

!

“ My dsnr husband was so much affected at the loss of
to valuable a membsr of society, that the goat attacked
bis ttemaeh ; hut, thanks be te God 1 some ether 1 gave
him immediately removed it, I And the mortal remains

of the venerable man caunot be interred to-day, (ns is the

custom among the Roman Catholics in warm climates,)

on account of the Moorish feast, and the great concourse
of people at Bab-el-Ouate—the gate which leads to the

Christian cemetery. The Guardian Pacha came to see

Mr B. this evening, and, at my request, he assured me
that all the slaves shall attend the Marabout Padre
Guiseppe to his grave ; and he added, that he thanked me
for telling him how to testify the respect he felt for this

very good man.
“8th Jan—All the Consuls attended the funeral of

the worthy Padro—Mr D. acted as Mr B.’s representa-

tive. There is scarcely a dry Christian eye in Algiers."

Mn Broughton fills up her mother's outline, and
we are tempted by her saintly picture. Padre
Guiseppe arrived at Algiers in the prime of life,

and in the habit of u religious order, many years

before this time.

Pram the instant he set his foot upon its shore, his

every moment had been devoted to the service of his

unfortunate brethren in the bonds of slavery; but he
brought not alons himself to their relief, but likewise the

produce of the sale of all his great landed estates which
he had sold, that he might bestow all that he possessed iu

the ransoming of as many Christians in Mahomedan bon-

dage as his ample means could effect. After thus expend-

ing all that he possessed, he remained amongst those un-
fortunates, for whom he had only prayers and consola-

tions to offer, instructing them by his exhortations, and
encouraging them by his holy example, to look beyond
this state of trial towaids that “ better and enduring"
heavenly country. So consistent wag his whole life, that

the Mahomedans undcviatingly shewed him the greatest

respect, and spoke of him with scarcely less admiration
thau the Christians.

He had three different times had the plague ; but as

long as his strength was unexhausted, he ceased not to

attend to the bodily hs well as the spiritual wants of his

beloved children—for so he ever called the objects of his

affectionate care. The Moors used to think he had a
charmed life, and, I believe, many of the poor slaves

shared that conviction. All those free Christians, who
were disposed to share a portion of this world’s goods

with their unhappy co/religionnaires, willingly made
Padre Guiseppe their almoner ; from the charitable in

France he likewise received remittances for the benefit of

the slaves ; and by these means he was yet enabled to

relieve their temporal necessities, and gladly did he so.

I remember that a gentleman, having visited him, per-

ceived that he had nothing but a straw paillasse to lie on,

and on leaving his cell, he went and oidcred two good wool

mattrasses to be sent to the poor (in this world's sense)

old man, and added half a dozen shirts from his own
wardrobe. A few days afterwards he repeated his visit,

but the mattresses had disappeared. He could not re-

frain from expressing hit surprise to the Padre. “ Oh

!

my son, that paillasse is a very good bed for me, so I

w:ts very glad to send those nice mattresses to two poor

suffering old slaves in the Baguio;'* and he instantly

turned the conversation. The disappointed donor after-

wards, on inquiry, found that the shirts likewise had
accompanied the bedding. H is ever-benevolent and cheer-

ful countenance never assumed a look of sadness, except

when, on one of hie children asking for relisf, he could

but open his tahatiere
,
and say, “Alas! my dear son,

this is all 1 have to-day to offer you ; but let us hope and
pray the Lord to send us assistance.” And I have heard

the poor creatures say, that his affectionate look and

words failed not to inspire them with submission and

resignation, as they well knew how constant were his

personal privations for their sakes.

His tahatiire my dear mamma, from the time of her

first acquintanct with him, aver took care should not be

empty, as she always furnished it in kind ; for she knew
that money would oftener go to another destination than

providing for this his single gratification. His was a

tall and most erect figure, although he was, I believe,

about eighty years of age, and his countenance was most

benign. Ha always wore his black religions habit. My
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dearest parents were never happier than when they wel-
comed him to their house. Indeed, I believe, the whole
family felt as if a particular blessing rested upon it whilst
he was under its roof ; and a certain one was surely de-
rived from the benefit of his pious conversation, divested,

in our regard, of all sectarianism ; for nothing was more
pleasing to him, than to listen to my reading the French
Testament, when he never failed to impress upon us the
necessity of attending to its divine precepts. When he
was expected, an air de fits seemed to pervade the whole
household ; and when he appeared upon the mule which
had been sent for him, all our servants pressed around
him, each anxious for h?s paternal recognition and bene-
diction, whilst they actually kissed his garments, until

each in their turn could press their lips upon his aged
hand

; and his departure from our house was attended
with like demonstrations of love, which, although they,
in our own case, partook of a different character, were
not less warmly felt. My mother especially loved him
with filial affection. I have often heard her say she had
indeed mourned for him as a daughter.

Bastinadoing, decimating, and strangulation, are
such common occurences in Mrs Blanckley’s jour-
nal, that they fail at last to affect the reader,

unless attended by some picturesque circum-
stance, or from the victim being a person of rank
or note, as, for example, the King of the Jews.

u 5th February.—Our feelings have been dreadfully
shocked by hearing that David Bacri, the King of the
Jews, has been cruelly massacred at the palace, whither
he had been sent for, and at first received with apparent
courtesy

; indeed, the Dey was almost unusually gracious
during the whole time of the audience, conversing on the
rooet indifferent topics ; and it was only on the unfortu-
nate victim's leaving the barbarous presence, that he had
even a suspicion of the dreadful fate to which the smil-
ing tyrant had doomed him. As he descended into the
skiffa of the palace, two of the chaousses seized him,
whilst a third, wielding a sabre, but too evidently in-

formed him of the sentence that had been passed upon
him."

This man was assassinated, that the Dey, Ali

Pacha, might obtain his vast wealth. His brother,

Jacob Bacri, was benevolently concealed in the
garden or villa of the British Consul, and many
of the Jews at this time, found a sanctuary in his

town residence. His home seemed, indeed, ever
open to the distressed of all nations. The Dey
led a stirring life.

“ 12th March.—The news to-day is, that in consequence
of acommand from the Dey, the Bey of Constantina, Alifa,

and his father-in-law, an Arab Sheik, are both strangled,

as it was discovered that large supplies of wheat were
constantly sent by them to the Bey of Tunis, with whom
this country is at war, and to the injury of the British

commerce at Bona.
“ 18/A.—The first news this morning was, that our poor

landlord, Sidi Cadua, had been sent for by a chaons to the
palace,where, without any accusation, his turban and sher-

sliea were taken off, he wae then dragged to Bab-el-zoon,
and hanged like a dog. Thus died the head of the moet
noble and ancient Moorish family, at seventy years of
ap, whose only crime, it proves, was marrying yesterday
his only daughter to a Turk, who was hogia at the pa-

lace in Achmet Pacha’s reign. The two elder sisters be-

ing now widows, the one of Achmet Pacha, who cannot
ever marry again, and the other of the late Aga. The
bridegroom has taken sanctuary in the barracks. The
body of Sidi Cadua is to remain exposed for three days.
‘

4* The Guardian Pacha called in the evening, but was
very grave, as are most of the Turks ; such arbitrary acts

cannot be long successful without some change.
“ 19/A.—A relation of Sidi Cadua's, the Caid orGover-

nor of Tesso, wae this morning seized and taken to the

strangling-houee. The plot begins to thicken. I just

have heard, that fear or policy has caused the Dey to li-

berate the Caid this evening. His house is so near ours,

that we could hear the sound of the women's rejoicing at

his unhoped-for return ; he caused a sheep to be killed

before his door, and then dittri tinted to the poor. Sidi

Cadua's body hat likewise been allowed to be buried.

“ 6th September.—Wt hear that the Dionysiue of Algiers

yesterday condemned a poor Jew to receive twelve hun.

dred bastinadoes, for having disturbed the tyrant by the

noise of his hammer daring the night. This poor crea-

ture had been ordered to continue working during the

night by the Lamine della Ricca, or Master of the Mint,

who employed him to coin or make money for the use of

Government • for which compliance the poor wretch was
to receive the enormous sum of three mezunas, 56 of

which make a Spanish dollar

!

44 9th.—The poor Jew, who was bastinadoed, is not yet

dead, bat has been obliged to submit to lose three pounds

of flesh from the part where the bastinadoes were in-

flicted. . • . • .

41 24/A.—WhenMr B., &c.&c., went to the palace this

morning, to present the present from our King, the Dey
was iu the worst possible humour, on account of not hav-

ing received an answer to the letter which he wrote to

the King ; and scarcely would he credit Mr B. when he

assured him that he had not received a single line from

oar Government. When a musical snuff-box, which

cost £590, was presented, he asked if the King took him
for a child, to be pleased with tiny, ting, tiny. He ridi-

culed a beautiful cestus, or clasp of brilliants and eme-

ralds ; he also seemed to think very little of a bale of

broad-cloth, but more graciously received some instru-

ments of death, viz., a splendidly ornamented brace of

pistols, bat peremptorily asked, “ Where ie the gun that

belongs to them ?” No such thing had been sent. Had
the same expense been bestowed upon a suitably arranged

present, the interests of our country would have been ad-

vanced, instead of weakened, by the disappointment the

barbarian now experiences. Had the opinion of anyone
versed in oriental customs been taken, a gun, no matter

of what intrinsic value, (so that it was brilliantly orna-

mented, and to match the pistols,) would have been tent,

instead of the beautiful tiny, ting box, and the useless

cestus. The result has been any thing bat to influence

the Dey in British favour. ....
“ Our chagrin is grsat at the impolitic conduct of onr

Government, in sending such dissatisfactory, yet expen-

sive presents here, actually casting pearls among swine ;

when an old brig or cutter would have been highly ac-

ceptable, many of which are falling to decay in our ports.

Many little traits of humanity and amiable

feeling among Algerines, Turks, and Jews, as

well as in their Christian friends, impart a pecu-

liar grace to this volume. It was the duty,

but still more the inclination of the British Con-

sul and his lady to do good to the many unfortu-

nate persons of different Christian nations, whom
captivity and other causes threw upon their

kindness and compassion. When Mrs Blanckley

was about to return to England, the guardian

Pacha, an excellent heathen, called for her.

She says

—

44 1 offered to pay him for the support ofsome poor old

slaves a twelvemonth in advance, that they might be ex-

empted from labour. He pushed back the little bag of

money I held ont to him, saying, 4 Take back your

money, signora : you have paid too much for those peo-

ple already ; and believe, that such is my respect for you,

that whilst I am Guardian Pacha, those old people whom
yon have protected shall never undergo any labour.*

**

This worthy man was one of the first of his country-

men who fell under Lord Exmonth's fire.

He was highly connected, and his whole life and con-

versation, public and private, proved that nothing mean
or dishonourable could be associated with him. Re
would, as I have constantly heard my father say, have

been an ornament and honour to any country or creed.

He was a most strict Mussulman ; yet often,when he was

obliged to call up the Christian slaves in the night dur-
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inf the violent hurricanes to which the port of Algiers it

to liable, he would, at hia own private expense, bestow
a flan of egua ardiente upon each of the poor dripping

creatures.

The servants of the English Consul were gene-

rally Christian slaves, whose services he hired

from their owners. The cook, a faithful and
attached creature, named Salvador, belonged to

the King of the Jews. Mrs Broughton relates

that, David Bacri, whose assassination we have
noticed, paid her mother ceremonial visits on
New-Year’s Day, and other holidays, and made
her the usual compliment of declaring all that he
possessed was hers

—

When he, in the usual courteous parlanct of southern
foreigners, declared, in paying his compliments to my
other, that all that he possessed was at her service, she
never failed, in mood of half seriousness, half plaisanterie,
to sty, u

I shall be very glad to take you at your word

;

end tell my cook, Salvador, that he is at liberty, for that

70a have made a present of him.** The repetition of this

b*rlo ended by the poor eagle-killer being restored to

liberty, of which he had been deprived at the age of twelve
yean, under the most afflicting circumstances.

Salvador had once killed a tame eagle instead
of a Guinea fowL
A respectable old man, a native of Sicily, had,

with bis sons, been captured by an Algerine cor-

vette. One of the sons obtained employment in the

family of Mr Blanckley, who took a warm interest

in the whole family. Mrs Broughton relates

—

After many abortive attempts to propitiate the Dey in
behalf of the poor old man, whose wife and daughters
had sold all they possessed in the world, to tend the pro-

ducts to Algiers, in the hope that it might suffice for his

ransom ; though, alas I it fell so for short of the fixed

large sum, that the Dey would not hear of its accept-
ance. My dear father, on a particular occasion, (what
exactly I do not now recollect,) on which, according to

ttttnso, the Dey was bound to make a present of value
to tbe English Consul, as was his constant practice in
•imilar circumstances, made a public request that his

Highness would graciously be pleased, instead of any
otber offering, to bestow upon him a Christian slave.

This, in royal courtesy, even in Algerins etiquette, the
Pacha could not refuse, and Francisco, as well as several
otber equally fortunate slaves, were granted to his re-

isest, although the Dey latterly said, “ Take care,

Signore Console, that you have not to reproach yourself
with the lorn of my head, for I fear I may with justice
be accused of being over-generous in thus parting with
tbe property of the state.”

When the old man was on the point of leaving us, my
fother asked him, if he shonld ever find a propitious mo-
ment in which he might prevail upon the Dey to grant
bin the liberty of one of his sons, on the payment of the

bitherto-considered inadequate sum of money which had
tan forwarded for the purpose of his own ransom, to

which of his sons the preference should be shewn ?

“ Ask me not, sir,” replied the agitated fother ;
“ I can-

not make a choice between two children equally dutiful

*ad affectionate, and equally dear to me.”
An opportunity for the furtherance of my father’s

benevolent intentions did at length occur, and he named
our own servant Marianno as the object worthy of being
benefited by the Dey’s liberality ; and in consequence,
bit peerage was engaged on board a ship going to Malta.
He took a respectful leave of the family, and we all

looked at the vessel as it sailed out of the bay—of course

believing that it contained our honest totto cuoco. But
<o the astonishment of the whole household, Marianno
entered the drawing-room that very evening, and throw-
ing himself at the feet of my parents, he exclaimed,
“ Pardon me, my benefactors, if your servant has thus
V*nsuned to deceive your goodness. Luciano was my
Mr brother, and in every respect more worthy, and

capable of being more useful to our parents than I am $

and I have therefore—against his own will, by proving
to him, as he is able to do more good, that it was his

bounden duty to go in my place—with difficulty per-

suaded him ; and believe me, that it is for happier for

me ; and I hope it may please God to let me serve you
while I live."

These are charming anecdotes, heightened,

too, by farther proofs of the warm gratitude of

these poor people, and the sympathy of their

English benefactors.

In the description of Maria, the maid or nurse

of the young ladies, we have a lively and char-

acteristic portrait of the Neapolitan coquette of

the lower order, as well a9 a romantic story :

—

She was a decided brunette, of a clear transparent com-
plexion; the roeeate tint, however, positively predomi-
nating in her plump cheeks. Her black eyes were bien

/endue, and bright at all times, but brighter still when
we presumed to disobey. Her jetty hair was turned back
from off her foil forehead, and fastened in a knot at the

top of her head by a large silver bodkin, two long curie

alone being allowed to escape, and hang down from her
temples ;—and yet Maria was not a beauty—she was ra-

ther what the Scotch would denominate soneie, for her
nose, mouth, and proportions generally, were on too large

a scale. What her age was I do not know, and children

are so apt to fancy their seniors so much older than—as

they themselves rise in the scale of humanity—they after-

wards find them to be, that I shall not say what my own
presumptions were on that delicate point, to which a

femme de ckambre is as susceptible of au unfavourable

misconception as the fairest and most courtly of dames.

Reggio in Calabria was our worthy Bonne's birth-

place, and she always wore the costume peculiar to it,

namely :—On great festas,
her hose were of red silk, or-

namented with golden clocks—her high-heeled shoes, of

crimson and blue satin—her rather short petticoat was
of striped white dimity—and her tightly-fitting laced bo-

dice of the same materials and colours as her shoes. She
at all times wore large gold ear-rings, and never for one
instant, night or day, did she separate herself from a row
of coral which surrounded her olive throat. To this she

attributed many sapernatnral qualities ; as I have often

heard her declare, that when any evil, either of sickness or

of the other innumerable calamities our nature is prone to,

were on the eve of occurring to her, these became of a
paler hue, and only recovered their usual deep red colour

after the evil they so truly prognosticated had passed

away.—Colourless, indeed, then, should they have been

on the fatal night, when their poor hapless wearer occu-

pied her couch, in a small fort on the Calabrese coast,

for the last time—where her husband, Antonio the Stupid,

commanded in the capacity of Sergeant of veterans ; and
it being his duty each night to raise the drawbridge, he,

with his usual regularity, left it in that convenient state

that made it quite unnecessary to let it down in the

morning. In short, Antonio thought raising and lower-

ing the ponte-levatbjo a mere work of supererogation;

and the other four veterans under bis command, with

true Neapolitan love of the doles far niente
,
of course,

were not so mutinous as to interfere with their sergeant’s

duty. The consequence of this perfect good understand-

ing in the garrison was, that one starry night a boat’s

crew from an Algerine frigate landed ; and the first sight

our good Maria saw, was her chamber filled with Turks

;

—the next instant, ere they perceived her, she slipt from

her husband’s side down the ruelle of her bed :—While

i
she lay beneath it, scarcely alive from fright, her hus-

band and little boy of seven years of age were seized, and,

with everything of any value their room contained, re-

moved out of it. Scarcely did she begin to breathe and
think that she was at any rate spared to her daughter,

(by a former marriage, who, at the time was on a visit

to her grandmother at a village, a few miles in the inte-

rior,) than she heard some one re-enter her chamber, and

a Turk stooping down with a drawn attaghan, proceeded

to flourish it under the bed, and in so doing, he discover*
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ed the trembling unfortunate, m hr had anticipated. For

just as they were 1c iving the fort, the thought had struck

him, that some one might have been under the sergeant’s

bed, especially as the poor boy’s cries of ** I.amia Mama,

Mama mia dove sit'ief gave him to understand that such

an individual was tnbsing, As all these veteran watch-

men were married, and had all of them families, this

proved a most successful harrying to the Algerines.

Maria, on her arrival, was consigned, with her little

son, to the house of some Turk in office, wheie she lost

her poor child before the second year of their captivity

elapsed. She always spoke of the great kindness she

experienced, as indeed is universally the case, for all pri-

vate individuals always treat both Christian and negro

slaves rather ns if they stood in the relation of children

to them than in a state of bond: ge. How dreadful is the

opposite picture that ue have heard drawn of the conduct

of those, who bear the outward name of disciples of Him,

who for our sakes became poor, that we, through His po-

verty might become rich. . . . •

Maria enteied our service immediately on our ariival,

and remained, even after our departure, for some time no-

minally in it, as 1 have quoted from the journal. But
in vain did we try to find an occupation suited to the abi-

lities of her husband. To please my mother, the Chris-

tian head gardener at the Dey’s garden caused him to

be removed from the wretchedness of the Dagnio, and

entered on the list of slaves employed under him. Vainly,

however, was any labour, however trivial, given to the

stupid old man, fur he invariably acted in direct opposi-

tion to the orders received.

By a singular accident, a temporary janizary,

employed in the Consul** family, was discovered

to be the very Turk who had dragged poor Maria

from her hidingplace. Ho expressed contri-

tion, but Marla never forgave him. The caprices

LITERARY

Diary of the Rev. John Ward, Vicar of Stratford-

upon-Avon. London : Colburn,

Dr Charles Severn, Registrator to the Medical Society of

London, in examining the Society’s multitudinous papers,

fancied he had made a great diicovery, when some MSS.,

wiitten by the vicar of Stratford, fell into his hands, as

he hoped to obtain many anecdotes of Shakspeare, who

died in 1616, while Ward only finished his notices in

1662. He states that he has not been entirely disap-

pointed, but we apprehend that his readers will differ

from him on this point. The diary of the good vicar, who
was also a medical practitioner, contains much quaint,

curious, and amusing, as well as much trivial matter;

but so far as Shakspeare is concerned, it is the old story

of the play of Hamlet, with the part of Hamlet omitted.

Dr Severn has indeed done his best by fresh research, and

the expression of the most fervent and enthusiastic admira-

tion, to atone for the deficiencies of his author. If the vicar

of Stratford had ever covenanted or pretended to tell tbs

world anything about Shakspeare, it would have had a

right to complain of him ;
but If the public be discon-

tented now, the blame lies with his “ editor.” Bating

Shakspeare, however, the book was well worthy of

publication, from the light it throws upon the manners

and history of the age. Though entitled a Diary, it

is, in fact, a commonplace book of anecdotes, good say-

ings, and, generally, of what is called table-talk. Thus,

we have a story of a woman in Warwick, who, being

very ill in labour, was exhorted to patience by Lady

Puckering, and gravely informed that her cruel suffer-

anti waiting-maid tricks of Maria are as amusing

as her portrait is piquant. Fainting, and taking

hysterical fits, and sudden violent illness, was

her ordinary mode of gaining an object, excusing

a fault, or gratifying a caprice. Maria is a good

type of her class.

More than half of this pleasant volume is from

the pen of Mrs Broughton ; her mother's en-

tries, in the earlier part, merely serving for pegs

on which to hang her own souvenirs; while the

latter division is wholly her own, and occupied

with descriptions of the country, of the Consular

residence, and those modes of life in which there

must have been, spite of strangling*, earth-

quakes, jackals, and white ants, much ease,

freedom, and enjoyment. To her young life in

“ dear Algiers, ** the author ever looks back with

delighted recollection. A warmer tone in speak-

ing of her relatives, not merely upon great occa-

sions, when expressions of sensibility or affection

come naturally, or are called for, distinguishes

Mrs Broughton's book, warmer than is usual

among the cold, seeming-proud, shy English ;

and critical readers may, perhaps, object to the

language occasionally running into something

like the lingua Franca , familiar to her child-

hood, from the odd and unnecessary mixture of

French and Italian words. These are the only

blemishes of a work always readable, and often

pleasant and attractive, from the new aspects of

life, and the goodness of heart which it displays.

REGISTER.

ings were brought upon her by her grandmother. Eve,

eating an apple ! “ Were they ?” raid the woman

;

“ then I wish the apple had choked her.” Whereupon
Lady Puckering was compelled to retire from the room,

to indulge her inclination to laugh. The originals of a

good many old Joes will be found here. The joke

imputed to half-a-dozen, or, for aught we know, half-a-

hundred Scottish clergymen, of having, when discoursing

on the parable of the Feast, remarked of the man wbo
pleaded that “ He had married a wife and coaid not

come’’—“ Bonny like excuse that ! Could not the fool

have gone and ta’en his wife wi’ him ?” is here attri.

buted to Dr Prideaux, wbo improves on the Scottish

divines, by saying—“ What a fool was be not to bring

his wife with him, for then he would have been all the

more welcome.” We learn this singular fact in physio-

logy, “ that it is a certain truth that women with blue lips

are always scolds.” Mr Dod, a friend of Ward’s, learned

this interesting fact in London—.'Ware blue lips, then,

bachelors—they may prove more troublesome than blue

stockings.

“ That lisping people are ustially good-natured,1” is an-

other of these facts. It is hire recorded that Hippocrates

advised physicians to curs their patients with physic and
compounds, and themselves with sack and claret. Many
of the mots are smart or pithy, but many more mawkish
or pointless enough. Still a diner-out, or professional

story-teller, particularly if he have a turn for adapting

old sayings to modern circumstances, may add consider-

ably to his stock in trade by the perusal of Ward’s
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DUry. He remarks, that the phrase of a lying-in woman
“ being in the straw** argues that feather-beds are not

ancient. Bat we fear that our frugal grandmothers

sired their feather-bed*, upon such trying occasions, and
punished themselves. In primitive parts of the country,

we have heard the preparations for a confinement de-

scribed by the phrase : “ Such a one it gathering her
gtrsws. ’ Missionary zeal was almost as fervent in former

^mentions as it is now ; and some learned divines gravely

proposed that missionaries should be sent to More’s Utopia

to preach the Gospel to the natives I Here Is one of the

pithy sayings—<( Lawyers' gowns hurt thecommon wealth

as much at soldiers' helmets.** Here again is n merry

physician’s prescription to dyspeptic patients—“ Dr Dol-

phine bade his patients abstain from windy meats. They
asked him what windy meats are. He tells them, bel-

lows, bsgplpes, trumpets, and such like diet."

Ward's account of the slogan or curfew song of the

serving wenches of Edinburgh, if not the best we have

sera, is among the most ancient “ In Scotland, espe-

cially in Edinborongh, when they throw out a chamber-
pot, they crie cardeleu 1 to signlfie to those that go nnder,

to take heed, knowing what is coming." It must have

been perilous walking in those days, tl when in Edin-

boroogh you shall hear twenty cardct u

t

altogether, so

that by endeavouring to avoid one you fall under the

persecution of another." Winifred Jenkins* interpreta-

tion of this warning cry is, however, far more classic than

that of the vicar of Stratford. They cry “ Garde-loo !**

ssys Win, “ which means, The Lord have mercy upon
your

It seems to have been the common belief in Mr Ward’s
time, thAt Charles I. was privy to the Irish massacre.

He remarks:—“ Some say they (the Irish) had the

broad seal for it, but it is hard to accuse Majesty." Ward
was a rather liberal loyalist. We find this curious query
“ Whether there are not more men than women that are

naturals, notwithstanding women are the weaker sex?"
Here is a saying applicable to our palace-diners:—“ Sir

Henry Ward, hath said—‘He that hath tasted the Ring's

broth never likes any other.’
**

The vicar of Stratford disliked about equally Papists

and Quakers, whom he takes pleasure in girdingat, though

bis hits are generally blunt. Of one of these denomina-

tions, be remarks, u Aa oath on a Papist’s conscience is

like a collar on the neck of an ass, which he will slip on
lor his master’s pleasure, and slip off again for his own.
The Puritans are wittily said to speak through their noses,

because the HighCommissionerstopped their mouths; and

because conventicles were forbidden in Scotland, one there

aid grace of an hour-and-a-half long, so couching a con.

venticle in it." Of the Quakers, he says, quoting the

Latin proverb—“ A swine’s soul serves for salt to keep the

body sweet, and a Quaker’s does no more." Their books
are “ flatly and dully written ;’* and their doctrines, like

those of the Alcoran. “ They would need a second Bible

to ascertain the truth of the first, and a third to ascer-

tain the second." How consistent is piejudice in every

a«e!

Medical science has made some progress since the days
of this clerical physician; but his frightful account of cer-

tain surgical operations, tediously and clumsily performed,

may well make the moderns bless their stars. He men-
tions some practices of respectable physicians, his contem-

poraries, which surely could not be tolerated by the pro-

fession now, though strange things are sometimes whis-

P**ftL « Some doctors havs a noble out of the pound of
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their apothecaries, as Dr Wright—and many, a crown, as

an apothecary of London told me.”

It was only about thirty years after the death of Shak-

spearethat Ward began to write, and he settled at Strat-

ford-upon-Avon in 1682. Much might then have been

learned from the surviving connexions and contempora-

ries of the bard ; but the precious material which mainly

sent this volume into the world Is, as we hare intimated,

exceedingly scanty. About the whole amount of the

vicar’s information is as follows, after he has mentioned

the number of Shakspeare’s children.

“ I have heard that Mr Shakespear was of a natural
wit, without any art at all.” [This helps to put to rest

the pretentious to regular classic scholarship lately set

up for the dramatist.] “ He frequented the plays all his

younger time, but in his elder days lived at Stratford,

and supplied the stage with two plays a-year; and for it

had an allowance so large, that he spent at the rate of
£1000 a-year as I have heard.

“ Shakespear, Drayton, and Ben Jonson had a mer-
rie meeting, and it seems drank too hard, for Shakespear
died of a feavour thero contracted. Remember [Mem.]
to peruse Sliakespear’s plays and bee much versed in them,
that I may not be ignorant in that matter."

In describing the localities of the town and neigh-

bourhood, he mentions “John Combe" as steward of the

lands and possessions of the Guild, and probably the

descendant of Shakspeare’s John o* Combe, and also the

Lucies or Lucys of Charlcote. Among the witnesses to

a grant in his time, was “ Goody Hathaway."

In his select senteuces on theology, politics, and phi-

losophy, it it probable that Mr Ward is not always ori-

ginal, and that many of his sayings are the fruit of his

reading or conversation.

Sevan’* Thirty Years in India . 2 vola. Long-
man & Co.

|

Major H. Bevan, of the Madras Infantry, has here run

through his adventures in India “ e’en from his boyish

days." He went thither a cadet in 1807 ; spent fivc-and-

twenty years in military surveys, campaigning, sporting,

and the other customary duties and pastimes of a solitary

British officer generally stationed in the Mosfusil ; ac-

quired a good knowledge of the Malabar language and

of some of the other dialects of Hindostan; was just and

kind to the people; and gained their esteem and affection.

In 1832, Major Bevan came home on leave, married, and

returned to India a happy hnsband and father; but shortly

lost his wife and three children by cholera within a very few

days of each other. He gave np the seivice, under great

depression of spirits, and again came home, having seen

much of India, and being deeply interested in the future

fortunes of the country where he has passed the most

impoitant part of his life. He delivers “ his round uu.

varnished tale" with a soldier’s plainness and frankness,

but with much more of thoughtfulness and enlightened

benevolence than the world, however unjustly, has been

in the habit of attributing to persons of his profession.

It may be presumed that in so long a residence, and so

much of it passed in remote stations, and among the

natives, without another European, save perhaps a brother

officer, within hundreds of miles of him, he has seen

much of India and has much to tell. Among the first

spectacles which (disguised as a woman) he witnessed

in India, was the performance of a native drama, some-

what, we imagine, like Les Anglais pour rire ; in which

the English were ridiculed, and the tricks by which they

are, on their arrival, plundered and outwitted by their

native servants and people of business, were shewn off as

capital jokes. Thirty years, during which there wers
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several regular wars and many eruptions, afford material

for public history, and sketches of the native chiefs and

sovereigns with whom the author came in contact. Ma-

jor Bevan is an Irishman, and a man of Liberal opinions,

which, moicover, must have been formed free from all

bias, as the fruit of his solitary reflections. His views of

Indian policy appear enlightened and comprehensive, and

are well worth the attention of those interested in the

preservation and improvement of that vast and important

portion of the empire. He is the advocate ofa free press

in India ; but, doubting if the country is yet prepared for

a native representative government, concludes that the

Government of the Court of Directors is, on the whole,

better than that of the British Parliament and Ministry.

The question is beset with difficulties, but we believe no

Liberal man would wish to see the British Minister armed

with the enormous patronage of India
; and representing

India directly in Parliament would too surely be merely

representing the handful 1 of whites.

Major Bevan suffered the too common misfortune of

losing his savings—by the failure of the house of Palmer,

we presume, for he gives only the initial letter of the

name. He was, after long service, promoted, and ap-

pointed to the command of Wynaud, where he success-

fully introduced the cultivation of the coffee-plant. But

the natives were either listless, or averse to follow up his

attempts, from the very natural idea that Government

would levy a tax on the new production. They were

probably of the mind of the Irishman who, when re-

proached by the Parliamentary Commissioners for loung-

ing about idle, while there was no road to his cabin,

replied— Is it a road I’d make, that the agent might

drive his gig up to the door and raise the rint on us ?**

The immense resources of India for many valuable produo

tlons are hardly yet developed ; nor have those productions

which are raised received anything like the care and

attention necessary to their perfection. Major Bevan

gives many judicious hints for improvement.

We must abruptly conclude—recommending Major

Bevan’s book to all who are interested in the condition

or prospects of India. They will find it sensible and

unpretending, full of information, and entirely devoid

offudge.

Rambles in the South of Ireland

.

By Lady
Chatterton. 2 vols. With numerous Illus-

trations. London : Saunders & Otley.

Were Lady Chatterton's work greatly inferior, as a

literary performance, to what we find it, it is still to be

valued for the excellent motives of the writer. Her

object in publishing “ is to endeavour to remove the pre-

judices which render so many people afraid to travel or

reside in Ireland." There can be no doubt that strangers

may travel with as great, and, we may aver, with greater

security in Ireland, than in almost any part of the world.

Permanent residence, both as to comfort' and security,

must be affected by many considerations ; but every one

who, like Lady Chatterton, goes among the people in

the spirit of trust aud love, with the determination to

abide by the rule of impartial justice, and to use gener-

ous forbearance in its application, need have no fears in

settling in Ireland. Lady Chatterton *s sketches of na-

tional character and manners confirm whatever has been

said of all that is most engaging in the Irish. She made

herself at home in their cabins, and in the humble homes of

the Catholic curates ; travelled in carts and cars ; picked

up acquaintances by the wayside; and everywhere found

kindness, courtesy, cordial welcome, and unexpected vir-

tues. Her work may be ofgossamer textuie ; but, ifsome-

what spun out, the staple is good. We had marked, among
other specimens, a description of Mr O’Conneirs resid-

ence in Kerry
; but the world has, perhaps, heard enough

of Darrynane. Lady Chatterton indulged in antiquarian

researches, and has presented her readers with several

architectural drolleries, traced by her pencil, which she

seems to have exercised as freely as her pen. Her book,

exteriorly, is handsome enough for any boudoir-table,

“Wearing its trappings gaily, as a lady's ought to do."

The Fergusons; or Woman's Love and the World's

Favour. 2 vols. London : Colburn.

This new novel of fashion is whispered to have a very

fashionable origin. It is solely about persons of fashion

and their vulgar imitators ; their daily occupations of

dinners, balls, and operas ; and their serious business of

flirtation, intrigue, scandal, courtship, and schemes of

matrimony. The characters are the ordinary common-
place, and somewhat threadbare, personages of a fashion,

able novel ; the sentiments ditto

;

the moral good. Of

heroes there are three or four, of varying grade ; but the

hero par eminence is Arthur Ferguson, who, with many
good and amiable qualities, sacrifices every solid virtue

to the desire of charming, and of being universally popular

in society, or of gaining “ the world's favour.** His young

brother, William, is one of the “ good young men.** Of
heroines, we have one of the impassioned school, Clara, a

beautiful Italian ; one noble and dignified—an English

perfection—Lady Cecil ; and one or two of the sweet,

mild, ingratiating, timid, and sensitive caste. The novel

winds up with three hAppy marriages, every Jack, after

the usual game of cross-purposes, getting his Gill. With
this very ordinary material, clever sketches of society art

interwoven, at least, in the opening scenes. The second

volume lags sadly.

The Phantom Ship. 3 vols.

So much more than could be agreeable to any one had

been heard of Captain Maryatt’s new nautical romance

previous to its appearance, that inclination to speak of it

is altogether damped. As a whole it is unequal ; but it

contains some fine and wildly imaginative sea-scenes,

which the writer has never surpassed. Among these are

the burning of a ship at sea, and those charmed glimpses

of the Phantom Ship, which occur ever and anon. There

is but one female character; and^ she is almost Shak-

speariau.

Miller s Rural Sketches. London : Van Voorst.
This new work of the basket-maker is of that purely

English school and class in which the lovers of nature

delight—of that native school, in which, in one sense,

Cowper and the author of “ Grongar Hill,** Isaac Walton

aud White of Selbome, were eminent masters; of which

Miss Mitford and the Howitts are distinguished living

disciples, and the present writer of no mean reputation.

Such books, springing from an intense love of rural beauty

—and of rustic and homely manners and usages, hal-

lowed by associations of the brave olden times, and ex-

alted by the purest spirit of poetry, peculiarly deserve to

be cherished, and even taken fondly to the national heart.

There is, however, less of still-life painting in this volume

than in some of the author*! former scenic works, and
much more of real life in these little stories than is to be

found in his long romances. It consists of sketches, oi

which the nature may be surmised from such titles ai

“ The Old Bull's Head ;** “ The Country Courtship ;*

“ Old Customs of Travelling ;** u Bonny Bell,** fitc., dec

Some pretty papers are devoted to old English rara
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pctr?. The work it beautifully embellished with rally
fine and characterestic wood engravings, which style of
irt seems to os better adapted to works of natural history,

and of this kind, than for depicting battle-pieces, and
heroic tragic, or historical scenes.

Live* of Wellington .

Three Wellingtons are in the field together. One life

i* issued by Longman's house ; the other by Colburn.
Both are appearing in Parts, and at the same price. The
third memoir is published by Fisher and Son. Longman's
Life of the Duke is under the care of Major Basil Jackson
and Captain Rochfort Scott ; and Colburn's is written by
Sir James E. Alexander, the ready and clever literary

nndertaker of so many books of travels. Of the Messrs
Fisher's life, we cannot at present speak beyond the por-
traits, which are very fine engravings. These works must
progress a little farther, before any sound opinion can be
formed of their respective merits, though each starts fairly
sod promises well.

The Metropolitan Pulpit
, or Sketches of the most

Popular Preachers in London . By the Author
of"Random Recollections,” &c., &c. London

:

Virtue.

Whatever difference of opinion there may exist about
Mr Gram's abilities as an author, no one will deny that
1>« has the knack of seizing upon subjects which are cal-
culated to excite curiosity among a large class of readers.
These sketches are often bald enough—-the best being the
reminiscences of Irving, Rowland Hill, Wilks, Waugh,
4c, kc.; but they will be eagerly read by many, for the
private lives of the divines inteiest nearly as much as
those of the players. Mr Grant, who is rather remark-
able for crudities, has also fallen into inaccuracies, pro-
bably from a too easy adoption of the current gosrip about
popular preachers which abounds in religious circles
Some of the stories about Rowland Hill are of such a
description. Irving—poor Irving !—ia spoken of in a
rery kindly and even affectionate spirit. Whatever
vere his failings, he certainly had the viitueof making
himself beloved—an unfailing sign that he possessed
qualiths deserving of love. Mr Grant may henceforth
hold Dr Waugh free of the sin of quoting Burns’ songs
on a Sacramental Sunday, as Bums, as every Scotsman
thould know, was not the author of the song he refeis
to.

The most memorable late event in the religious world
fKorded here is, the conversion of an anonymous Duke by
'ke preaching of the Rev. Mr Beamish. His Grace has for-
kken Almack'g, and « given it,” we are solemnly told, "a
blow under the effects of which it is now staggering, and
from which it is doubtful if it ever will recover.” Devon-
*hire is the noble convert hinted at. Tw o of his servants
«ood out against family prayers ; but the refactory var-
kti were subdued, and all the domestics now attend
fcmily worship regularly, morning and evening. Mr
Grant anticipates farther great revolutions in the fashion-
able world from his Grace having become devout. We
oust confess that there is a sort of solemn simplicity in
our author’! statements and reports, upon many occa-
iions, which is almost ludicrous.

In noticing the Rev. Mr Ford, the predecessor of
Fletcher, he gives a characteristic picture of the avarice
of that mvwend person, who, as the plain pastor of a Dis-
cing chapel, contrived to amass a fortune of thirty
thousand pounds. Mr Ford, being an excellent preacher,
*“**1 left hit salary to the generosity of his congrega-
tes*, which was one of the wealthiest among the Dissent*

ixvwroL. vi.

ert In London. He refused regular seat-rents, and,
taking whatever gratuity was offered, the money waa
generally collected and deposited in his pockets in the

vestry before he mounted the pulpit. When the sum
was large, it was noticed that he looked uncommonly
pleased, and preached with remarkable nnction : thus
verifying the Scottish proverb about a minister preaching
according to his stipend. If the silver and sovereigns

were heard jingling together in his pockets, on the pulpit

stairs, “ he preached with peculiar life and animation.'*

But we vouch for nothing of this. Mr Grant has vol-

umes to spiu out, and seems blessed with an enormous
organ of wonder.

A popular Treatise on the Kidney, By George
Corfe, of the Middlesex Hospital.

A very singular work this for our age, or from the
pen of a medical man of any age. As a scientific treat-

ise, though we do not at all pretend to pronounce upon its

merits, it appears to us ingenious and original ; but the

characteristic feature is the violent tendency of the
author to spiritualize the most homely details of his

subject, and perpetually launch out into mystical divinity.
“ And when divinity comes 'cross him.
His readers, then, are sure to lose him.”

So strange an admixture or jumble of science and
piety was never before presented to the world ; and this
is the more to be regretted, as the writer, with great
scientific knowledge, appears sincerely devout. It may be
asked, if Harvey might spiritualize the starry heavens,
or the flower garden, why may not a devout physician
adopt the same course with that particular part of the
strangely and wonderfully made human frame which
he has selected for his treatise ? We do not deny the
right

; yet the results are, in this instance, often incon-
ceivably incongruous, if not irreverend; and yet no-
thing, we are persuaded, was further from the intention

of the author. Let us take a brief example of his

singular way of treating a strictly scientific subject.
“ That dense mass of oil shut up in its numerous cells,

above and around the kidney, I propose calling ‘ The
Log of Oil,* after the language used by God, the Holy
Ghost, in His Word, in describing the various offerings for

the Jewish people.” The circulating animal oils, or
their connexion with the functions of the kidney, form
a vital part of Mr Corfe's treatise ; and he has wild and
wonderful things to say on the mystical nature of this

substance, which we really do not care to cite. It would,
however, be unwise in men of science who are fond of
speculation to be repelled, by the metaphysics or tran-

scendental soarings of ths author, from the perusal of this

queer but original book. Nor is it extraordinary that

some medical men should become mystics, while others

“ go ths whole hog” in Mesmerism.

A Voicefrom America to England.

Much sound truth, and some vigour of thought, is in

this work, kneaded up with a vast quantity of rank
American Toryism. But, then, the Toryism of ths

United States is but ths mild Liberalism of British Whigs
The leading evil tendencies of American society—those

which threaten its dissolution—are, we are assured, the

Demon of Radicalism, and the worse demon of spiritual

tyranny*—which has originated in Voluntaryism, or the

separation between Church and State. The author spares

no pains in exposing what he considers ths rash folly

of the crusading attempts of the Abolitionists ; and
brings a railing accusation against Miss Martinaau for

coming from England to stir up the American women to

2K
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claim no 1ms ** than a share in the 'Parliamentary deli*

heratione and other affairs of the 8tate I” We were not

aware that Miss Martinean had gone quite this length; but

the Abolitionist doctrines ofamalgamation had previously,

it seems, prepared the way to the acknowledgment of the

equality of the sexes, and the American rebellious ladies

were only <( aided and abetted by the seditious labours of

Miss Martinetu.” The Abolition Convention, held last

autumn, consisted of 122 men to only 42 women—this

might still the fears of our author; and only two

ladies to seven men were on the committee which drew

up the constitution of the society. The ladies, save a very

few heroines, are still backward ; but our author hopes

their amiable diffidence may soon wear away “ under the

encouraging gallantry of the gentlemen hitherto impro-

perly called their lords." The Mause Headriggs or

Jenny Geddeses of the Abolition Movement are named
Maria Chapman and Abby Kelly. Their crude declara-

tion reminds us of the spirit of the Pilgrim Fathers, or

the old Covenanters ; and in some of its doctrines of the

Fifth Monarchy men i

—

u We cannot acknowledge,'* they declare, “ alle-

giance to any human government—we recognise but
one king and lawgiver, one judge and ruler of man-
kind. We are bound by the laws of a kingdom
which is not of this world; in which there is no
division of caste, or inequality of sex. Our country
is the world; our countrymen all mankind. The in-

terests, rights^ and liberties of American citizens are no
more dear to us than are those of the whole human race.

The dogma that all the governments of the world are

approvingly ordained by God is not less absurd than
impious. We register our testimony not only against

all wars, but all preparations for war ; and against every

edict of government requiring of its subjects military

service As a measure of sound policy,

we adopt the non-resistance principle. It appears to us
a self-evident truth, that whatever the Gospel is designed

to destroy at any period of the world, ought now to be

abandoned. We may not fight in defence of life, pro-

perty, or religion. We must obey the powers that be,

except in those cases in which they bid us violate con-

science. It will be our leading object to devise ways
and means of effecting radical change in society," Ac., Ac.,

Ac.

Our author believes that this society, or its doctrines,

will have great vogue, and prevail in America. The
women are brought into play. “ It is the best hit of all,"

this change for them, where all, according to this report,

are ever panting for continual change.

The Vegetable Cultivator. By John Rogers.

A plain, sensible, and comprehensive treatise on the

cultivation of vegetables, which may benefit the market

-

gardener, and prove a useful guide for the management

of the private kitchen-garden, of whatever extent This

book is the production of a practical man, who has proved

his own directions.

The Philosophy of Artificial and Compulsory

Drinking Usages, <5fC., dpc. By John Dunlop,

Esq., President of the Temperance Union of

Scotland.

Second Report of the Edinburgh Total Absti-

nence Society.

If not a nation of absolute tee-totallers, we shall cerl

tainly by-and-by become a temperate people. The higher

classes of this oountry have, in the natural progress of

civilization, and without any associations, become tem-

perate ; and there is little doubt that, if more fortunately

situated in the articles important to human comfort in

this northern climate, the inferiordasses, also, would

have gradually renounced excess without any compulsory

or ostentatious means; and their increased tempersnci

have been the natural result of increasing social comfort,

improved morality, and refinement of manners. As it

is, and without admiring the extravagance to whichem
a good thing may be carried, we must say, from observ-

ation and conviction, that the Tee-total Societies hsve

already done great good among the lower order* of

the community, and are, together with many concurrent

causes, paving the way for a state of things in which

their active and rather obtrusive operations may no

longer be required.

Among the zealous or the enthusiastic apostles ef

Total Abstinence, no one is more distinguished than

the philanthropic author of the book before ui. Mr

Dunlop may carry his opinions to the extreme; but there

oan be no more doubt of his good intentions, than of the

many excellent results of the associations which he

patronizes. His history of the drinking usages of the

three kingdoms is, besides, curious, as a part of the

history of the social life And manners of the people. Nor

have we auy hesitation in pronouncing compulsory

drinking a much worse evil than compulsory abstinence.

Both are injurious to the free growth of that mental

strength which teaches a man to rule his own spirit—to

regulate his conduct by hi* own independent judgment

Mr Dunlop commences Chapter I., sentence first, with a

high and deserved compliment to Sir Walter Scott’s

knowledge and masterly delineation of Scottish manner*.

Does he remember that passage in u The Antiquary,” when

Monkbarn*, meeting Maggie Mucklebacket, hope* the

distilleries may never work again. 4< Ay, ay,” eaid

Maggie, u it'a eaay for your Honour, and the like o' you

gentlefolks, to say aae, that hae stouth and routh, and fire

and fending, and meat and claith, and sit dry and canny

by the fireside ; but, an' ye wanted fire, and meat, and dry

claise, and were deeing o' cauld, and had a aair heart,

which is worst ava, wi’ juat tippence in your pouch,

wadna ye be glad to buy a dram wi’t, to be eilden, and

claise, and supper, and heart’s-ease into the bargain, till

the morn's morain’ ?’*

This might be very fallacious reasoning on Maggy'*

part—no doubt of it
;
yet Monkbams admitted her spo*

logy as M too true ;** and we cannot see why every adro-

cate of Total Abstinence should not therefore cordially

join with those who demand for the people the cheap,

the untaxed bread and meat, and the lightly taxed tea

and sugar, and other comforts which their indostry i*

sufficient to procure, and which would leave to no one

Maggy’s u too true an apology," for giving away the

last twopence, whether for gin or for opium. There are*

however, we admit, a very great majority of all cans of

intemperance which have no claim to Maggy's apology.

Has not Mr Dunlop's credulity been abused in some

of the anecdotes he relates ? In what British towns are

the following dark revels held ?

—

M It is notorious [note,

rious ?] that in great towns, and in the populous districts

around, these are secret assemblies of females, instituted

in revenge of their husbands* self-indulgences, for tbs pur-

pose of the vilest excesses out of the presence of the men

»

which diabolical resorts have all their peculiar dark sad

hateful regulations. Town missionaries, sometimes is

their researches among the abodes of tin, stumble una-

wares on these receptacles.” We entertain strong double

about these regularly organized clubs of British matron**

Had such existed, Pillet must barf beard of them

The yery Kirk itself does not escape Mr Dunlop. “I*
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KB* presbyterim,” he mys u the presbyterial dinner Is

famishsd with liquor, aol by seek member present pay»

iof hii direct proportionate chare, but by flnee Imposed

on rarioua occasions. When a elerfyman gate a Mir
mtnse, be it fined a bottle of wine ; when he hat been

netrlf married, this circumstance sutyecta him to the same

imiable penalty ; a child alto costs one bottle, and the

publication of a sermon another.** Reverend bachelors

tr«t on the other hand, fined for haring no new wires nor

children. Now, we apprehend, some will think the fine

exceedingly moderate, and that the bottle should be* at

least, s magnum. In a certain burgh, the elder sent by

the magistrates to the General Assembly, presents them>

ve are told, in return for bis appointment, with two guineas

to drink 1 and if a clergyman of Edinburgh, during the

sitting ofthe venerable Assembly, preach in hie own pulpit

and thus dispense with the assistance of hie provincial

brethren, the customary bottle of wine ia forfeited to the

Presbytery. Bat the Kirk has much more to answer for.

One lass, when married, became a drunkard, from the

evil bshit of sipping out the dregs of the minister's

toddy.tumblcr every day after dinner; and some of

the grave senator! of Greet Britain were “ nnfoignedly

imased** to hear that it was not unusual for tho clergy*

ta of North Britain to take a dram ! We wonder
that, among these anecdotes, the fact does not appear,

that tbs number of glasses of toddy to which a minis*

ter*s wife is entitled being by regulation three, she may
claim an additional glass on every augmentation of

(Upend ; so that three augmentation! during one incum-

heocy would double her originally prescribed allowance*

It is to be regretted that this sealons author should have

impaired his real usefulness among rational people by
this sort of over-doing. Lord Tslgnmouth, whom ho
frequently cites, was lately horrified at teeing ladies and
gentlemen in the Highlands drinking whisky before

breakfast. He found it the invariable practice among
clergymen's families and in every gentleman former’s; and
the good people were simple enough to wonder that his

lordship should be surprised at the common custom of

thsir ootmtry. Would they not hate as much cause

to feel astonishment, if coming south, at his Lordship

or his contemporaries imbibing a nauseous morning
draught, called soda-water or saline mixture P And we
will venture to affirm that the M mountain-dew,” the

plain dram, or the bitter*, no more affected the faculties

of the Highland ministers, or the Sutherland sheep.for-

mers, than aa much soda-water would have done the

brains of his Lordship.

Mr Dunlop must not be offended at these remarks.
We respect his motives, and ws acknowledge that great

pod has been accomplished by Temperance Societies, and
ttotfore regret that carrying matters to the extreme
should draw sneers and ridicule upon the efforts of the

most useful associations with which ho is connected.

Excursion in the Interior of Russia* By Ro-
bert Bremner, Esq. 8 vole* royal octavo.

London : Colburn.
In the course of a rather extensive tearon the Contin-

ent, Hr Bremner nod a small party of friends made, in
ths autumn ef 1836, a dash into Russia, antaring at 8t
Petersburg, and making their exit by Odeem. Their
adventures, personal observations, and acquired informa-
tion, supply the contents of two bulky and interesting

volumes. The travellers, or traveller, is not uqjnat to

Rinda,where any bias is peroeptibls; but, upon thewhole,
the work is very fairly written* It accordingly does not

present the most flattering view of that vast and cum*

brous empire, in which a French gentleman told a late

traveller, that the only distinction existing between the

noble and the peasant was, that the one wore his shirt

outsids his trousers, while the other tacked it in. The

Ramian nobles, those of them who do not come abroad

to other countries to un-Rnssianize, still beat their wives

occasionally, as Mr Brtmner states, and shew equal re-

fihement in other points. Love is unknown in Russia,

(which we should doubt,) marriages being made from van-

ity or convenience ; and a man may buy himself an-

other man's wife for his bride, if he gives her price. At
least a case is noticed of one of “ the most powerful of

the Russian nobles’* having lately bought such a part-

ner for £2008. Mr Bremner, like other travellers, may,

however, be apt, in this and some other instances, to for-

get that one swallow does not make a summer. Like all

selfish, pampered, and half.civilized persons, who value

everything merely by its cost and rarity—and there are

plenty of them in every wealthy country—the Russians

prize forced delicacies, such as cherries, at a guinea a-

piece, or peaches, at two guineas, and sterlet, at from £7
to £60 for a single fish. Another trait of unrefined or

low taste, is ostentatious extravagance in wines. Of
Champagne alone nearly half a million bottles are im-

ported yearly into Russia. Mr Bremner wonders where

so much genuine Champagne is obtained. Let him con-

sult Dr Granville's German Spas for the solution of this

mystery. The Russians, though for from being tee-total-

lore, ate universal tea-drinkers. And thay have deli-

cious tea. The superior quality of their tea they impute

to getting il overland—sea-air being supposed to do-

stroy the exquisite aroma of the tea on long voyages

Tea brought so for by land-carriage is necessarily very

high-priced. The mushroom is another universal and deli-

cate article of food, with all classes ; and, from abund-

ance and wholesome quality proves a blessing to the poor.

As we cannot attempt anything likejostles to this work,

nor to give even a slight idea of its contents, we must sa-

tisfy our consciences by recommending it strongly to

those who would acquire n mass of fresh and authentic

miscellaneous information respecting the important coun-

try which it discusses-

Deerbrook. By Miss M&rtinoau. London: Moxon.
3 vols.

Deerbrook is not novel, in the common acceptation

of the term, and it is yet less of a romance. It is one of

Miss Martineau's little stories, illustrative of social mo-
rals, and of the domestic life of the middle classes, ex-

panded into three volumes, and suffering in the process,

from what necessarily becomes too copious a mixture of the

merely trivial and commonplace details of every-day life-

such, details, as throw little or no light upon individual

character or the workings of the passions. Rapid or

sartling incident is excluded, probably upon system, and

there is none of the broad caricature or rage for the ludi-

crous exhibited, which is at present carried to excess in

novels. None of the characters art of the kind which
** elevate and surprise,” bnt some of them are finely dis-

criminated. Yet young novel readers will be disappoint-

ed in Deerbrook, though the fault may haply lie with

themselves, for there is much that is admirable in these

village annals, both of the naturally interwoven and the

artificially embossed. It is, in short, a picture of real life,

of which all the excellence will not be apparent at the first

perusal. It must be taken up a second time, and will

npay the study.
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Claims ofthe Animal Creation on Humanity* By
the Rev. John Styles, D.D.

This is the essay to which the hundred-pound priie of

the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals was

adjudged, out of thirty-four given in. It contains the

usual arguments, facts, and appeals addressed to human

leason and feeling in behalf of the lower creation, and

needful strictures upon the new-fangled forms of tortur-

ing animals by captivity in the Zoological Gardens.

These places, wherever they exist, it is justly remarked,

« contain a great amount of animal suffering, for which

noncompensation whatever is made, either in advancing

natural science, or in domesticating animals of other

countries. In both these objects they have been a total

failure.” It is, however, forgotten, what pretty morn-

ing lounges they form for idle people. This volume con-

tains many interesting anecdotes of animal intelligence.

Dr Styles is alike the denouncer of fishing, fowling,

coursing, racing, and caging animals and birds ; but his

special horror is reserved for the anatomists, or rather

the experimenting physiologists ; and he relates an expe-

riment in vivisection that took place in the Edinburgh

University, which is so utterly appalling and disgusting—

so truly demoniacal, that we would fiun hope it is greatly

exaggerated.

Lectures on Natural Philosophy. By Montague

Lyon Philips.

These Lectures have been delivered to the author’s

pupils, and are published from his notion of the want of

such an elementary treatise. A set of questions intended

to test the knowledge and exercise the understanding of

the pupils is appended to each lecture.

The Conversations Lexicon. Parts 47 to 50.

This solid work draws to a close. The 7th volume is

to finish the work, and to contain a Supplement and

Analytical Index. The progress of science and discovery

renders a Supplement to every Encyclopaedia which has

been going for some years absolutely necessary. The late

Parts contain a History of the United States of America

and a good many biographies.

Foreign Monthly Review. No. I.

This new Review is addressed to those whose thirst

after the novelties of Foreign Literature will not allow

them to abide the leisure or slow pace of the Foreign

Quarterly. The first number is of fair promise ; the con-

tents are light and diversified.

A True Picture of Australia. By a Friend to

Truth.

It is not easy to give “ A True Picture of Australia,”

of which every man speaks as he personally feels, where

candour prevails so far, as to permit the humiliating con-

fession of sanguine, senseless expectations resulting in

disappointment and soffering. This pamphlet has the

merit of shewing the reverse of that flattering picture, by

which so many persons have been misled. A number of

original letters, from emigrants of different classes, are

given, and form the most valuable part of a little work

which, however, falls very short of what might be said

either in giving the information required, or the cautions

necessary to emigrants.

The Family Sanctuary,

Is a portly, handsome volume, in full canonicals ; con-

taining a sermon and prayer for every Sunday in the

year, with the Collect of the day, and a portion of Scrip-

ture. The author is a serious, and, we have no doubt, a

conscientious Churchman ; bnt why should he think that,

if we had no Established Church, we should have no

Sabbath—no day of holy rest. Do Voluntaries disre-

spect the Sabbath more than Churchmen P

Letters to the Bishop of Durham, relative to his

Subscription for the Rev . W. Turner s Ser-

mons, Sfc. S$c.

These Letters are written hy a Unitarian, and their

object is to shew that the Right Reverend Bishop need

not have taken so great alarm at the imputations cast oa

his orthodoxy, for merely buying a Unitarian work. The

writer, in short, in his Letters to the Bishop, takes occa-

sion to give a popular view of the Unitarian creed.

Outline of the Sacred Literature of the New

Testament. By D. Macintosh.

A little work or pamphlet, containing a good deal of

useful information, compiled from safe and trustworthy

quarters.

The Discovery of the Vital Principle, or Physi-

ology of Man.
Averysingular book, composed bya man more bold than

wise, we should think. Animal magnetism, phrenology,

nay, even the perpetual motion, the transmutation of me-

tals, and the very elixir of immortality itself, are thrown

into the shade by the discovery, of the u Vital Principle.”

The discovery, the author of it believes to be mide just

in time. We do not pretend quite to understand him

and perhaps he is not always sure of himself, though s

theory more cut-and-dry could not be wished for. His

speculations on progressive life, animal and vegetable, in

its oval, foetal, and locomotive stages—on the “ Mundine

Egg,” on Man, &c. See., are at least stimulating. In

“ the wreck of worlds” which the author of this new

cosmogony believes will be hastened by our mining pro-

cesses and waste of coal, he predicts that a remnant of

the virtuona portion of the human race will be saved, by

means, not of arks, as at the Deluge, but of balloons ! A

spirit of benevolence and piety pervades these philosophic

reveries; and the writer, in his search for materials to

prop his theories, has collected a vast number of curious

facts.

The Little Book of Knowledge.

A very neatly printed and most legible tome for litUe

readers ;
and one which is adorned with some pretty

cuts, and quite stored with useful knowledge.

SERIAL WORKS.

Heads of the People.

The last number of this clever publication which hsi

reached ns, is so conglomerated by the stitcher or binder,

or whatever his proper title be, that we can make little out

of it. It seems a compound of different numbers. We

have the Undertaker complete, with Douglas Jerrohfi

graphic illustrative sketch of that functionary ;
and thii

tells for something ; and that latent spirit of pbilsn-

thropy which we were delighted to recognise in this

series from its first number, is manifested in the Chimney-

tweeps—those black spots upon the garments of s

Christian community. The Chimneysweep tempts us to

relate a trifling illustrative anecdote j—

A

fcw days since

we chanced to witness the mingled surprise, horror, and

pity of a Highland servant-maid—a fine specimen, in

every way, of the mountains from which she had very

recently emerged—on coming into personal contact with

chimneysweeps. Two of the black-whites hid come to

her master’s house, and she was ordered to see that the
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loot was not allowed to escape from the chimney about

to bo swept, through a room in which there were a good

many books, and other things that might be injured. The

foil-grown sweep, who went aloft, she did not seem to

heed, or to regard only with a passing feeling of disgust

;

but she became absolutely fascinated by the extraordinary

creature in human form who held the sheet opposite to

her to keep in the soot. He was like all his kind

—

s miserable, stunted wretch, very ill with what seemed

purulent ophthalmia—a spectacle such as no savage

country ever did present, and which was quite new to

hii temporary assistant. She gazed more and more in.

tensely into his stupid or rather dull and begrimed

bee; and at last fairly turned the strange creature

round with the points of her fingers, under evident ex-

citement

“Och! poor hoy, how long have you been at this

work ?•*

* Six years,” grumbled out the blackened under-

growth.

u Six years ! How old are you ?”

" Fourteen.”

“ Fourteen !—he’s liker nine; Sic a miserable wee

cbieldie ! What took you to the sweeps, boy ? Could

you na rather herd, or do anything in the world.”

No reply.

“ Why do you not run away ? Lord be good to us !

Och heine ! Such a miserable black cratur 1’* Aud the

Highland lass, in her benevolent excitement, said things

about the appearance and condition of the object of her

companion, which must have deeply wounded the feel-

ings of the little sweep, if sweeps have feelings—which we
iincerely hope they have not—physical sensation being

quite sufficient for thsir torture. A hint was given that the

poor boy might have some remaining human sensibility,

and that he certainly could have had no choice of his

trade, as large towns do not afford many opportunities for

little boys getting even the poor employment of herding.

Nothing could pacify the natural and unsophisticated feel-

ings of the woman regarding the cruelly-defaced human
image. Her final advice or entreaty was, that he would

run away, which the boy teemed to hear with the same

indifferent or ttupified air as the rest of her vehement

discourse. He was quite subdued to the quality of his

degrading office. The only gleam of satisfaction which

was visible on his countenance, was in gulping, rather

than swallowing, the draught of beer which his patroness

•aid he did more greedily than the big man. So, again

(jaculatiog, <l Och heine ! the black cratur !” she resumed

her own business, probably thanking heaven that there

were no chimneysweeps in the Highlands. Mr Ogden,

the author of the Sketch of the Chimneysweep in the

* Heads of the People,” inquires why the legislature does

not at once provide, that all chimneys should be so con-

structed as to admit the free use of the machine. We
have often thought that the chimneysweeping depart-

ment, like that of street-cleaning and lighting, ought to

be under the management of the police. Not only are

boys tortured contrary to law, but thefts, burglaries, and

fires, are occasioned by the present system ; many per-

sons being seemingly willing to endanger their own house

and neighbourhood, rather than pay for the cleaning of

their chimneys when it is required.

Knight’s Pictorial Shakipere.

Parts VI. and VII, contain the first and second part of

King Henry IV. ; and, among other embellishments, a

whole gallery of Falstaffs, and an admirably discrimina-

tive appreciation of the characterof the fat knight. Some
of the architectural and other plates are very fine ; and

there is, as usual, a vast quantity of learned lore in the

preliminary critical remarks and annotations.

Smith’s Standard Library

.

This Is among the best of the many popular libraries

now in course of publication. The works are well se-

lected—the printing, paper, and size unexceptionable

—

and the price, at first too cheap, still moderate. We
wish every respectable young man, or young householder,

no worse a stock of refined English literature to com-

mence his collection with than these very handsome and

cheap books. There are seventeen parts already pub-

lished, which would make two very handsome volumes of

about 650 pages each—containing, The Lady of the Lake,

The Lay of the Last Minstrel, and Marmion; Crabbe’s

Borough, Thomson’s Poems, Born’s Poems, Goldsmith’s

Poems and Plays, and Vicar of Wakefield; Coleridge’s

Translation of Schiller’s Wallenstein ; The Poetical

Works of Henry Kirk White; Paul and Virginia, The
Indian Cottage, and Elizabeth; Anson’s Voyage round

the World, Kneckerbocher's History of New York

;

Locke on the Reasonableness of Christianity ; Mrs Inch-

bald’s Nature and Art; Meeting of the Bounty; and
Memoirs of Colonel Hutchinson.

Christian Literature.

This series commences with Boston’s “ Crook in the

Lot,” and West’s Observations on the History and
Evidence of the Resurrection.” It is well printed, and
moderate in price.

Records of the Kirk of Scotland.

Part VI. of these curious ecclesiastical and historical

annals has appeared. It briugs the Recoids down to the

eve of a perilous period of the Kirk’s history—1640. In

the General Assembly of 1639, when zeal against Episco-

pacy was at blood-heat, the Moderator gave this amusing

definition of Tulchan Bishops :—“ Tulchan was a Scots

word used in their common language. When a cow
would not let down her milk, they stappe [stuff] a calf’s

skin full of strae, and sett it down before the cow, and

that was called a Tulchan. So those Bishops brooking

[enjoying] the title and the benefice, without the office,

they wist not what name to give them, and so they called

them Tulchan Bishops, (at which the Assembly laughing

heartilie,) the Moderator said

—

M Their follies were

worthy to b« laughen at in this General Assembly.”

Views on the Shores and Islands of the Mediter-

ranean. By W.L.Leitch. With Descriptions of

the Plates by the Rev. G. N. Wright. Fishers.

The taste, talent, and care with which the publishers

of this series get up such works, is already appreciated.

Those familiar with their “ Illustrations of Syria and

the Holy Laud” have, therefore, only to transfer their

thoughts to this fresh region to obtain a lively and cor-

rect idea of the work. Some striking views are taken

in Sicily, Algiers, and on the Barbary coast.

Early English Authors.

This is a new set of reprints, of which the first is well

chosen, hut not so well executed. M It is Percy’s Reliques

of Ancient English (and Scottish) Ballad Poetry. The
works deserve to be well printed ; and the price will

afford it, at modern cheep publications go.
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POLITICAL
PARLIAMENT.

The Melbourne Ministry hat resigned and again

resumed office. After a lengthened debate on a Bill intro-

duced by Ministers, to suspend the Constitution of Ja-
maica for five years, a division on the motion, that the

Bill should go into Committee, took place on the 0th of

May, when there appeared, for the motion, 894 ; against

it, 289—-the Ministerial majority being only 5. Ten Rad-
ical members voted with the Opposition, and fire Tories

with the Government At the meeting of the House next

day, Lord John Russell announced the resignation of Min-
isters, on the ground that the Jamaica Bill required

more than ordinary support and confidence, but that it

had received less than Ministers hare usually obtained

;

and that, besides, there was the Canada BUI, which would
likewise require more support than Ministers were likely

to receive. On his resignation, Lord Melbourne advised

the Queen to send for the Duke of Wellington ; who went
to Court on the 8th May, and adrised that Sir Robert
Peel should be placed at the head of the new Ministry.

At the first interview, the Queen informed Sir Robert
Peel that she entirely approved of the conduct of her late

Ministry, and parted from them with regret. Next day
Sir Robert submitted to the Queen a list of the New Min-
isters, among whom were the Duke of Wellington, the

Earl of Aberdeen, Lord Lyndhurst, Lord Ellenborough^
Lord Stanley, Sir James Graham, Sir Henry Hardinge,
and Mr Goulburn. On the 9th May, however, a diffi-

culty arose, la discussing the question of the household
appointments with his future colleagues, Sir Robert Peel

had said he would mske no change in the subordinate of-

fices, or those below the rank of a Lady of the Bedcham-
ber ; and with respect to the superior offices, he assumed
that ail difficulty would be prevented by the voluntary re-

signation of the ladies who held them. Bat, on applying
to the Queen, her Majesty stated, that she would allow
no change whatever. The Duke of Wellington having
agreed with Sir Robert Peel in the opinion, that if the

Queen adhered to her resolution, the attempt to form a
Ministry must be relinquished, the Queen consulted Lord
Melbourne. A council was held, at which the matter was
discussed ; and the result was, thAt her Majesty was ad-
vised to send a note to Sir Robert, refusing to consent to

a removal of the Ladies of her Bedchamber
; which was,

she stated, a coarse contrary to usage, and repugnant to

her feelings. In three hoars afterwards. Sir Robert Peel
resigned, and the negotiations ended. The Queen then
sent for Lord John Rossell ; and, in answer to a question
from the Queen, Lord John gave it as his opinion, that

she was justified in refusing to dismiss the female part of
the household. The question was again considered by the
Ministers at a Cabinet Council, and the following was the

deliberate judgment of the Cabinet ;
—“ That the great of-

ficers of the Court, and situations in the Household, held
by Members of Parliament, should be included in the po-
litical arrangements made in a change of the administra-
tion ; but they are not of opinion that a similar principle

sbonld be applied or extended to the offices held by the

ladies in her Majesty's household."

The conrse adopted by the Qneen is said, by high
authority, to be unconstitutional : bat it has been gene-
rally approved of by the country, and numerous addresses

have been voted to her Majesty denouncing the attempt
to make her a state prisoner in her owu palace, to place
spies over her domestic movements,and to make the Crown
a mere pageant, to be need only for the purposes of an
oligarchy. What has occurred will go far to open the

eyes of the people to the real nature of the constitution of
this country. The three estates keeping each other in

mutual check, is a mere pretence. Before the Reform
Act was passed, And in a great measure still, the House
ofCommons wasand is not the representative of the people,
bat of the Aristocracy; and as the Crown must always re-

ceive such persons as Ministers whom the majority of the
House of Commons support, the aristocracy has a com-

REGISTER.
piste coatrol over the Crown. The power of the Crown
to check the acte of the two other branches of the Legis-

lature, was almost annihilated by the Revolution of 1 688

;

and since that event, only one Bill, which passed both «j

Houses of Parliament, has been rejected by the Sovereign.

Where any measure particularly obnoxious to the Crown
is likely to pass through Parliament, the true constitu-

tional mods of rejection by the Crown is not now adopted, !

but the unconstitutional course of using the secret infin*

enceof the Sovereign on the House of Peers; and the same

course is adopted, when measures are likely to be rejected

by the Peers, which the Crown wishes to be carried. Por

example, the rumour that the withdrawal of the opposi-

tion to the Reform Bill in the House of Lords, was the

effect of his late Majesty, William IV.'s personal inter-

ference, is now proved beyond doubt by the letter of Lord

John Russell to the electors of Stroud, and the answer to

that letter by Lord Brougham. No person ventures to

defend the conduct of the King on that occasion as con-

stitutional.

The Whigs are congratulating themselves that the

Tories have received a blow from which they will not

soon recover; but that depends entirely on the conduct

of the new Ministry : if they go on as hitherto, acting

on Tory principles, and thwarting every measure the

Liberals have at heart, a very few months will place the

Tories in office, notwithstanding their recent defeat. In
a country where so much deference is paid to rank and
wealth, a great party possessing probably three-fourths of

the land in the country cannot be permanently put down

;

nor is it desirable that they should ; for the last few years

have proved that Tory principles may prevail in, and be .

acted on by a Whig as well as a Tory Ministry. That
j

the new Ministry will make any great change in the line
|

of conduct pursued for the last four years, we do not
!

expect, although they may possibly make plenty of

Liberal professions at the outset. They will certainly

not extend the Suffrage, give Vote by Ballot, nor shorten

the duration of Parliaments; neither will they Repeal the

Corn Laws, nor attempt to carry out the principles of

Free Trade. They will probably make some slight change

on the Reform Act, such as the repeal of the Rate-Paying

clauses, and the simplification of the Registration, and if

the revenue can safely bear the experiment, redoes ths

rate of Postage, and this is all that ws expect from ths

re-establishment of the Melbourne Ministry.

Before the resignation of Ministers, the Speaker of the

House of Commons, feeling the approach of old age, had

resigned his office. Whether he is to go to the House of

Lordsis not yet known. The candidates for the Speakership

are, Mr Shaw Leftvrt on the Whig side, and Mr Goulburn
on the Tory ; so that ths power of each party will be soon

ascertained. A general election appears to be very gene-

rally expected : but we can tee no reason why the Whigs
should make so dangerous an experiment. If they do,

ws do not believe that they will gain any i creation of

strength.

ENGLAND.
The Chartists.—The Government has taken serious

alarm at the violent language need by the Chartists, and
numerous arrests have taken place in London, and the

manufacturing districts, without, however, intimidating

their leaders. Exhortations to arm continue to be poured

forth, though apparently with little effect ; for it has been

ascertained that the sale of fire-arms has not increased

;

and. In the searches which have been made, few fire-arms

or pikes have been found. The Convention finding itself

perfectly insignificant in London, has removed to Bir-

mingham ; and frequent meetings of the Chartists are held

in most of the manufacturing districts. We are convinced

that those of the Chartists who wish to resort to physi-

cal force are a very inconsiderable body; bat not in

the least dangerous, unless persecuted. The arrests and
imprisonments are not only unnecessary, but highly in-
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jodietoosj and much more likely to inflame the maesee
than to inspire them with the spirit of peace. Instead

of attempting to put down the agitation for the Peoplee*

Charter by legal violence, it is high time the middle and
upper classes were considering what amount of justice

there is in the Peoples' claims.

Dinner to Mr Huhi.—A party of from two
to three hundred dined at the Crown and Anchor
on the 1st May, on the occasion of the presentation of a
silver tea-service to Mr Hume, for which subscriptions

ware commenced soon after his defeat in Middlesex in

1887* Sir Edward Codrington was in the chair. Sir Ed*
ward, as well as Mr Hume strongly recommended union
among Reformers. The Ballot, extension of the Suffrage,

and Short Parliaments were amoug the toasts. Mr Agli-

onby said, that he did not think that the Ballot, without
the extension of the Suffrage, would work out the prin-

ciples of Reform. He was for Household Suffrage, as a
•tige to which he was prepared to go, and although he
had been for the Bill, the whole Bill, and nothing but the

Bill, he had never dreamed it to be a final measure.
Mr O'Connell attacked Lord Brougham, and accused him
of beiog the supporter of Wellington and Lyndhurat ; but
was very properly admonished by one of the company
to leave Lord Brougham out of his censure.

Pinny Postage.—The petitions for the adoption of
Mr Rowland Hill's plan of a uniform penny pottage,

hare been presented to the House of Commons in hun-
dreds ; and there is little doubt that the Ministry must
toon yield on this point. The attempt to increase the

Post-Office revenue, by high rates of postage, has entirely

failed; for, comparing the six years ending 1837 with
the six years ending 1820, there is an annual increase of
£2823 only ; wbertas an increase in the ratio of popula-
tioo would have given £500,000, and an increase in the
ratio of stagecoach duty would have produced £2,000,000
annually. The evasion of postage is almost universal.

In Manchester and Glasgow, it has been shewn that
four-fifths and five-sixths of the letters sent do not pass
through the Poet-Office. The chargeeble letters are only
threodifths in number, and one-fifth of weight of the
whole mail ; and the cost of transit being the only por-
tion of the whole charge which is aflketed by the dis-

tance which the letter has to travel, is less than a far-

thing per letter. The present mail-coaches could carry, on
the average, twenty-aeven times the number of chargeable
letters; while a sixfold increase would, at a uniform rate
of a penny per half ounce, nearly preserve the present
revenue. The Committee of the House of Commons
have recommended a uniform rate of twopence per half
ounce, and one penny more for each additional half
ounce; but this is not Mr Hill's plan at all, and, if

attempted to be carried into execution, will prove an
tntlro failure; for, while it will cause a great diminution
in the revenue, it will not increase, in any great degree,

the number of letters sent through the Post-Office. At
present, the evasion is practised either by sendiog the
letters in parcels of goods, in which case they go free, or
by collecting them by carriers and delivering for one penny
each. It ie proved that even a very low postage prevents

the sending of small orders ; and we therefore hope that
no experiment will be made with a twopenny postage,

for its failure will be held out as an argument against

Mr Hill's plan, which must shortly be carried into effect

if postage is allowed to continue at its present rate. The
progress of the question is very remarkable, and shews,
ia a strong light, what can he done by agitation. Before
Mr Hill's pamphlet appeared, no complaints were heard
ef the high rate of postage, at least none reached the

Legislature. In 1837» five petitions were presented to

the House of Commons for a low and uniform postage

;

in 1831, 320; and this year, to the 15th May, no fewer
than 88a
Anti-Corn-Law Circulab Following the excel-

lent example of the London Mercantile Committee on
postage, an Anti-Corn-Law Circular has been established,

which baa already a great circulation. Of the first Num-
ber, 10,000 copies were printed ; 12,000 of the second ;

and 1^000 of the third. It cannot fail to be highly

beuftautl in removing the tiaoonospUont and prqjudioee

which exist, even among the Liberal party, on the subject

of the Corn-Laws.
The New Poor-Law.—Notwithstanding tha high

price of provisions, the reduction of the rates occasioned

by the New Poor*Law has been very consideerable. For
example, in the Ulverston Union in Cumberland, which
consists of twenty-seven parishes end townships, the ex-

penditure, ending Ladyday 1830, as compared with the

average of the last three years under the old law ia

twenty-two per cent., although the expenditure this year

is nearly twenty per cent, higher than the expenditure of

1837-8. In some parishes the reduction is as much as

sixty-one per cent, and In all, except two, there is a re-

duction more or less ; and this although a new work-
house has been built and famished. As 670 parts in

the 1000 of the poor-rates are paid by the land, it is

obvious that the new lew—whatever it may be to the

poor man—has been a great boon to the landed-interest,

and justifies a demand, on the part of the industrioua

classes, of a repeal of the restrictions on and prohibitions

against the importation of food.

Aristocratic Taxation.—If we looked to nothing

else than oar tariff, we could easily discover who were
the real rulers of this country i beef, mutton, pork,

cattle, sheep, and all fresh animal food, or animals fit

for food, prohibited to be imported ; wheat, at present,

a period almost of dearth, loaded with a duty of seven-

teen per cent., and oats with forty-five per cent on the

selling price here, to increase the wealth of the land-

owners : horses, with a duty of £1 each, that the sports

of racing and hunting may not be interfered with ; doge

and cats free, for a similar reason ; asses—the only foreign

commodity we ought to dispense with—only 10s. each ;

stockfish—the food of the poor man

—

5b. per 120 ; eels a
fish consumed by the middle class, £13, for a cargo of

15,000 or 20,000 lb. ; turbot and lobsters—the luxury of
the rich—free* These facts are more instructive than

Blackstone'a Commentaries, in shewing the practical

working of the British Constitution.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh and Leith seem destined to remain, as they

have been since the passing of the Reform Act, Govern-
ment Nomination Burghs, and always to be represented

by placemen or pensioners. Leith, every one is satis-

fied, will always afford a seat to the Lord Advocate of

the day, be he Whig or Tory ; and Edinburgh can only

be represented by Members in the confidence of Govern-

ment. Has Edinburgh really gained anything by the

Reform Act P Were our jobs not as well managed in

the time of William Dundas, except that Tories, and

not Whigs, were the recipients of the plunder P What
imaginable claim hat Macaulay—not the really useful

Macaulay of the police board, but the other ; he who has

been feathering his nest in India—on the constituency of

Edinburgh ?

Surplus Church Property octsmi Unexhausted
Teinds.—

A

t a time when so much noise is made about
Church Extension, and when demands are made upon tha
Legislature to vote money for that purpose out of the

pockets of the Industrioua classes, we need not apologise

to our readers for again directing their attention to the

immense surplus patrimony of the Church, which has not

yet been applied to its proper objects—education and
spiritual instruction. It appears, from the Reports of

the Church Commission, that there are do fcwer than

351 parishes in Scotland with more surplus teinds than
are required for their spiritual wants ; and that the

total of thoae teinds amounts annually to no less a
sum than £124,318 : 19 ; 11, being a fund adequate veiy

nearly to double the number of the Established Clergy,

for it will yield an endowment or a stipend of £150 a-

year to no fewer than Eight Hundred and Twenty-
Eight additional Clergyhen 1 Surely this is an
extansion which would satisfy the greatest glutton of
endowments. What a comfortable addition these sur-

plus teinds make to the rent-rolls of our landed interest

may be easily imagined. Unexhausted teinds of above

£i000 a-year are to be found in the following twenty-one

parishes*—
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Airtb, . £1409
Cannoble, • 1063
Caatleton, 9 1508
Cavers, . . 1134
Dunbar, • 4350
Eckford, . . 1254
Falkirk, . 1144
Greenock, • 1639
lnverrsk, . 2034
Inverness • 1073
Jedburgh, . 2100

Kilbarchan, . £1414
Larbert, . . 1180
Liff, . . 1006
Linlithgow, . 1029
Paisley, 1615
Rathven, • • 1082
Roxburgh, . 1346
St Niniane, . 2700
St Vigeans, . 1086
Wemyss, • . 1006

We must confess that we do not understand that spe-

cies of piety which insists on tbs Legislature taking a

portion of tbs hard-wrought earnings out of the pocket

of the working man* rather than demand that the mag-
nificent income arising from the spoils of the Church
shall be taken out of the hands of the landed interest

and applied to its legitimate and appropriate object

That the landowners would be very unwilling to dis-

gorge it, we do not doubt ; but if the friends of Church
Extension will bring the matter fairly and repeatedly

before Pailiament and the public* which they hare never

yet done, the landlords will be forced to capitulate. We
cannot leave the subject without poiming out the con-

duct of some of the landowners on this subject. Some
of them, who are drawing hundreds a-year from church

property, subscribed £5 or £10 to Church Extemion

;

and one nobleman, who is in the annual receipt of £5000
Of surplus teinds, subscribed £1001 We cannot for a

moment suppose, although it is very generally insinuated,

that the reason for the clergy not directing the attention

of Parliament and of the public to the unexhausted teinds

is, that they wish them to remain as a fund from which
future augmentations may be claimed. But if this is

really the irue reason tor the silence of the Established

Clergy, we hope that the Diseenting Clergy and lay ex-

tensionists will not longer overbiok this great fund, des-

tined by our ancestors to the diffusion of sound education

and true religion.

FRANCE.
On Sunday, the 12th of May, a serious insurrrction

broke out in Paris, of which neither the authors nor the

object have jet transpired. About three o’clock in the

afternoon, a body of some two hundred workmen, clothed

in their usual dress, appeared in the Rue St Denis.

Their numbers soon increased, and proceeding to the shop

of a gun-maker, they broke it open, cat ried off a great

number of firr-at ms, chiefly fowling-pieces. They then

proceeded in good order through different parts of the

city, successfully attacked and disarmed some of the

military porta, and with great rapidity erected several bar-

ricades. Although 50,000 tioops of the line were in

Paris, or within a few hours march, besides some twelve

or fifteen legions of the National Guard, a handfull of

insurgents kept possession of the city for the greater part

of the afternoon ; and the insurrection was not effectually

suppressed till late next day. The “ entente'' seems to

have taken the authorities by surprise, for no preparation

whatever had been made to resist it. The inhabitants of

Paris generally seemed to have looked on with indiffer-

ence. As happens in most attempts to overthrow an
established power, it is likely that the greater number
were watching the chances of success, as they did in the
4< glorious days of July”—glorious certainly for Louis
Philippe. Forty-seveu of the military and National
Guard were killed, and probably double the number of

the insurgents. About 200 wounded bad been carried to

the hospitals. A large proportion of these were soldiers.

The wounded revolutionist# would, ofcourse endeavour to

get out of the way. The insurrection Is attributed by
various Journals to the Republican#, to Prince Louie
Napoleon, to the8oci£t6 dee Families, to a coalition among
some journeyman hatters, and an attempt to liberate

some of them who bad bean imprisoned, and finally to

Louis Philippe himself, who is accused of having resorted

to this expedient with the view of alarming the inhabit-

ants of Paris, and inducing them to consent to a Conser-

vative Administration. Be this as it may, it isshrewrdly

conjectured that Louis Philippe has, for some time past,

purposely been throwing impediments in the way of the

formation of a Ministry, till he saw whether the Tories

could resume office in this country or not; and it is

certain that the news of the defeat of the Tories, in their

attempt to reinstate themselves in power, was known in

Paris on Saturday night; that the outbreak took place

next day ; that, in the midst of the tumult, and within

an hour or two after it broke out, Soult went to the

Tuilleries,and immediately undertook to form a Ministry;

and that, next morning, the Moniteur appeared, contain-

ing a royal ordinance, with the appointment of a Con-
servative Ministry. If Louis Philippe, therefore, is not,

in reality, the author of the outbreak, he hat, with great

prompitude, taken advantage of it for his own interest;

but no one expects that the Ministry can last long.

They were very coldly received in the Chamber of

Deputies; and already differences have arisen among
themselves.

TRADE AND MANUFACTURES.
The account# from the manufacturing districts, gener-

ally represent trade to be in a dull state ; and a consider-

able fall in the price of manufactures has taken place

within the last month or two. An extensive speculation

in cotton-wool has been going on, which has proved
bainful to the cotton trade; for, since its commencement,
the total riae in prices has been from seventy-five to

eighty t er cent. The consumption of cotton in Britain,

which, last year, averaged 23 700 bales per week,* baa, as is

calculated, sunk this year to 18 000 bales. But as an agree-

ment towork only three dais in the week has unanimously
been entered into in some of the most impoitant teats of

the tinde, a much greater diminution in the consumption
of cotton will take place ; and this will tend to break up
the speculation. The wool trade has aho been in a state

of depression ; but the recent aalee of wool having dissi-

pated the expectation of a decline, either in the raw or

manufactured article, the demand haa improved. The
supply has of late been very deficient, and the manufac-

turers have been producing with the utmost caution.

AGRICULTURE.
The cold weather has greatly retarded vegetation, and

the season may be considered three weeks later than in

average years. Pastures are exceedingly bare. The supe-

riority of the Italian rye-grass, in point of early maturity,

has been clearly shewn, in various instances, in this

neighbourhood this year—that grass having been cnt

before pastures of the ordinary grasses were an inch high*

The accounts from England of the appearance of the

wheat crops are generally favourable; but in many pans
of Scotland, a considerable breadth of wheat was found

to be so thin and weak, that it haw been considered ex-

pedient to plough it up and sow barley in its stead. The
weather, though cold, being dry, has been favourable for

the sowing of the spring crops of all kinds. Little fluc-

tuation has taken place in the corn-markets; and, as

large quantities of foreign wheat continue to be imported

there appears no great probability of prices rising much
higher, even although harvest should be later than

usual.

From the Stbax-P*bs» of Pits* Bpowk, Printer, 19, St James' Skpure,
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS FOR ESTABLISHING A CONSTA-
BULARY FORCE IN ENGLAND AND WALES.

Evbrything in this Report denotes a foregone

conclusion. The inquiry does not even purport

to be, whether what is misnamed a Constabulary

Force is required or not, but what are the best

means the Executive can adopt for establishing

an efficient force. There is a class of Whig
commissions, the members of which appear to

feel themselves in the position of the girl, in one
of Burns' songs, who earnestly craves counsel,

offering her “ bonny black hen" if her sister

“ will but advise her to marry the lad she loves

dearly." Mr Chadwick and his coadjutors are

in the exact predicament of the fond girl's sister

;

and their advice has not baulked the Govern,
ment, languishing for the consummation of an
innovation which, whether called for and justifi-

able or not, would certainly be a greater viola-

tion of the old principles of British institutions

than any of those changes about which so loud

an alarm has been sounded. To speak of the

Militia in blue coats, or rather of the Standing
Army in round hats—starting at once with an
organized, trained, armed, and partly mounted
force of 8,000 men and officers—as a “ Consta-

bulary Force/' is an abuse of language—a futile

attempt to disguise the tiger under a calf's skin

—

i. e., to wrap the trained and paid police private,

armed to the teeth, with truncheon, cutlas9,

sword, and pistols, in the tattered cloak of the old

parish constable, with no more deadly weapon than
that rather obsolete emblem of authority, his ba-

ton. We are not now arguing whether this na-

tional Standing-Army be required or not,but con-

tending for the propriety of calling things by their

true names. The projected new force possesses

not one feature in common with the existing

constabulary establishment of the kingdom. It

is intended entirely and epeedily to supersede it.

Why, then, retain the name, save for some sinis-

ter purpose ? To a certain extent the objects of

both may be identical, but those of the pro-

jected force are far more sweeping and compre-
hensive, and are meant to be accomplished by
very different means. It is not the increase of

thieves and vagrants, and of fraudulent crimes,

which renders this great change desirable, and a
new and powerful arm necessary to the Execu-
tive

; but the increase of an unruly population in

the manufacturing districts, and the necessity of
*0. LXVIf.—tol. VI.

restraining or forcibly putting down the expres-

sion of discontent, where there seems very little

desire or expectation of removing the causes of

discontent. The Report makes out no case from
the increase of vagrancy and ordinary crime

;

but the riots at Bristol, the intimidation em-
ployed, and the other guilty acts of the combin-

ations of Norwich and Glasgow, do furnish some-

thing like a case. It is, however, a very different

question whether the organized force to be ap-

pointed and wielded by the Executive is the true

remedy for this growing evil. The great increase

of the Irish in the manfacturing districts, and in

all large towns, is another argument for the

adoption of this continental scheme of repressing

disorder ; for the Commissioners would have no
case at all, if they rested only upon the increase

of crimes against life and property. By their own
estimate, the whole of the thieves, coiners, pick-

pockets, vagrants, and rogues of all descriptions,

amount to 40,000 persons. It is not clear whether

they include prostitutes in this number, as in the

17,600 bad characters found in the metropolis,

with its population of upwards of a million and
a half, 5,800 prostitutes are included. But it

cannot be for the restraint and punishment of

40,000 depredators and other bad characters,

scattered over the kingdom, and often migrating

—and of whom a large proportion is always in

gaol—that a trained forceof 8,000men is required;

especially as we are assured, nor is it unlikely,

that where a trained police is in operation,

the number of depredators rapidly diminish.

The great, if not the only object of the new
force then is, to keep the discontented popula-

tion in check—to put down tumults among
paupers and artisans ; and, in few words, to

strengthen the hands of the Executive— first, by
vast and increasing patronage ; and, next, by an
accession of power of a character hitherto un-

known in England. There is, without question,

necessity for great reforms in the institution of

the civil force of the country ; but, in the slang

of the day, it is not reform and improvement

which Mr Chadwick and his coadjutors recom-

mend, but complete revolution. They can hardly

deny—when the recent increase of the popu-

lation, the magnitude of trading and commercial

concerns, and the vast accumulation of wealth,

2 L
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are taken into account—that crime has dimi-

nished within the last twenty years, and is still

progressively decreasing. Crimes of violence,

by their own acknowledgment, are become com-
paratively rare ; and petty thefts, and crimes of

fraud,when the privations of the labouring classes,

—through heavy taxation, the imposts on food,

and the fluctuations in trade and manufactures,

are considered, have not increased so much as

might have been anticipated. In a year of dearth,

like the present, the apparent amount of crime

must be prodigiously swelled, by the numberof hen-
roosts robbed, potatoes, or turnip tops, or water,

cresses stolen, or palings carried away in dis-

tricts where coal is scarce ; and yet the extent

of depredation infers no great increase of moral

turpitude among the population, nor any fresh

necessity for a rural gendarmerie, though it

powerfully suggests the necessity of improving
the condition of the working classes.* The
present Lord Mayor of London, (Alderman Wil-
son,) is a great advocate for a rural force, for

the special repression of crimes of the above

description. Four years ago, the village of

Beckenham, in Kent, where he has a farm and
grounds, was a most dissolute place ; but his

Lordship went roundly to work, brought down
two trained policemen from London, and zea-

lously aided them himself—sitting up whole
nights to assist and direct their operations. And
now, Beckenham may be termed “ The happy vil-

lage"—a sweet Auburn—only we fear it will, in

future, always require at least as many police-

men, and a zealous functionary, like the Mayor,
to maintain its new character. His Lordship is

a great authority with the Commissioners. His

experience is quoted as settling the question of a

rural police over the whole country. The police-

men also checked the depredations of farm- ser-

vants, and occasional farm-labourers ; but we
shall cite his Lordship's opinions—passing over

the useful service he performed, in fining some
men for cutting quantities of turnip-tops :

—

The first year that I established this police, I am fare

I cannot tell how many sacks of turnip-tops were stopped

by the police at all hours of the night, and early in the

* As we write, the following paragraph, in the Anti-
Com Law Circular, meets the eye. Is it wonderful
that labouring men, in the condition described, and under
the harsh woiking of the New Poor Law, which
allows no out-door relief, should be guilty of even more
serious crimes than pilfering food and fuel from the

farmers ?

—

<* Peasants* Wages.— It appears that the average

wages paid to the labourers who till the soil of that

garden of England, (Devonshire,) are under eight

shillings a-week ! The price of provisions, as well

as house rent, is, we believe, somewhat lower than in

London. Tent of thousands of heads of families are

there toiling for a shilling or fourteenpence a day
each ; which, supposing them to have a wife and three

children, will not be more than eighteeupence a head

—less, by sixpence, than is allowed for the subsist-

ence of a pauper in the Manchester workhouse—nay,

less than is paid for the food and clothing of the crimi-

nals confined in our New Bailey prison ! Such are the

peasants of beautiful Devonshire. Truly may it be said

of that county—God created a paradise, and man sur-

rounded it with an atmosphere of misery, and peopled it

with the wretched victims of selfish legislation.”

morning, and vegetables, and water-cresses, and every-

thing of that kind—persons coming from London to fetch

them. One night they found two fellows fast asleep upon
the common, with their baskets, and they had got their

strap to pot round their waist; they said they had only

come to gather water-cresses ; however, they were known.
I had had them before,

and I sent them dawn to Maid-
stone [to jail] for sleeping tn the open air. The report

which 1 sent to the Metropolitan Police Commissioners

states the quantity of sacks that we discovered, the first

year. There was an sere and a half of Swedish turnips

destroyed in one night—the tops cut off ; but we have put

a stop to that now ; we have been a year without any

thing of the kind occurring, except this one case last

year ; and the year before last, we had not any turnip-

tops taken. There was one very strong case indeed. At

ten o'clock at night, as the police were going across a

field, they observed two men ; they thought they would
watch them, to see where they were going to. They hid

themselves, one in one part and another in another. By
and by they heard from one of my field gates, a whistle;

they looked through the hedge and saw a man come to

the gate, and get up as if he was coming over ; then he

whistled again, and the man got down ; in a few minutes

more he said, “ All right, Jack and over the gate he

came with a sack on his shoulders, to go back the same
way they had come. The police ran through another

field and met them. “ What have you got here?"—
“ Nothing at all."

—

M I must see what it is.” One had
got a sack of green gages

y
and another ofpotatoes. That

is one proof, among many others, I could give of the use

qf a police.

At present, then, the neighbourhood is freed from vag-

rants within the village ?—l should say entirely so. We
hardly know what a beggar is. You do not see a beggar

publicly. They may get into the grounds under the

pretext of selling tnpes and things of that kind. I have

not been asked for relief by a vagrant in the village of

Beckenham for the last twelve months.

Are we not right in styling Beckenham “ The
happy village." Unfortunate, though, that it

can only, in all time coming, be maintained in

this attitude by a trained and armed police,

appointed by the Executive, and partly paid out

of the consolidated fund, to protect the tur-

nip-tops and green-gages of ruralizing Mayors.

Yet, without his Lordship's energetic, and rather

sharp practice, it is questionable if so much could

have been accomplished. The inveterate attach-

ment of English villagers to old foot, paths, is

a well-known source of injury and indignation

to all rural dignitaries ; but Alderman Wilson

was able to correct this vicious propensity:—
A farmer of the name of Deane, who held land but

did not reside in the parish, complained to me that in

one field of his, where there was a public thoiough&re,

it was a loss of some pounds to him, the villagers in

the evening trampling all over his high grass, i de-

sired him to put up a notice board, warning all perms
trespassing t this was very soon taken down and carried

away. 1 then told the police to keep watch and warn
all persons ; several ran into the high grass, even into the

very midst of the field, and laughed at the police. I

granted summonses, fined some a few shillings, and pro-

mised them, upon repeating the offence, if 1 could get a

second magistrate to agree with me, 1 would put Mr
Peers Act in force, and have them publicly whipped

round the field. 1 have had no further trouble.

His Lordship thinks that the Force should

he shifted about, and not allowed to remain

longer in one locality than a year at most, lest

they “get corrupted by becoming too intimate

with the inhabitants." The Commtssieoers

asked:—
Your Lordship has said that you tkiak it esmutial a

a police, from your experience of a rural policy that it i
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should he changed from time to time. Do yon think it

essential that they should come from a trained force ?
Certainly. To go into those rural parishes, where there
is no one to instruct them, would be almost useless. I

rerjr much doubt whether the police would hare suc-
ceeded at Beckenham, but for my experience, and the
iupport I gave them, I practically superintended it. I
have been out with them the whole night. I hare gone
our at ten and been out till fire in the morning, to watch
suspected characters.

Now thi9 is about the strongest authority the
Report contains for the necessity of a Rural
Police. It is therefore disheartening to find,

that eren the trained men—the elite of the
metropolis—might have been baffled, save for the
actirity and seal of a local magistrate, who had
gained his knowledge in London. There are
Other considerations. The maintenance of those
two policemen at Beckenham, by the general
estimate of the Commissioners, would cost the
country considerably above £100 per annum,
besides the expense of the superintendence,
gratuitously given by Alderman Wilson.
Vfe have seen, in part, the class of offences

which a rural police is intended to suppress ; for
the Report never once alludes to riots in the
rural districts, in consequence of the New Poor
Law, or other causes. They do not pretend to
deny that life was never more secure in this

country than now
; and the same thing, we appre-

hend, may be affirmed of property, when its vast
diffusion, and the great changes which have taken
place in the relations of society, and, above all,

the hard condition of the labourers, are duly esti-

mated. But it is at this time that a project is

broached by the Government, of entirely doing
•way with the local conservators of the peace,
recognised by the constitution, and for placing
the whole kingdom under a centralized system,
familiar under arbitrary governments, but
hitherto happily unknown in Great Britain.

This Constabulary Force, or rather this police
—this corps of gendarmes—to be efficient, must,
•tthe outset, as we learn from the Report, when
in full operation, amount to 8000 men and
officers, who are to be appointed by a Central
Board of Commissioners—i. e., by the Executive.
They are to be drilled or to learn their duties
in the metropolis, sent in detachments to the
provincial towns and country parishes, and shifted
about at the discretion of the omnipotent Board.
They are to have more than double the pay of
ordinary soldiers, and, indeed, not very much
less than that of excisemen and other petty
revenue-officers

; they are to be systematically
organized, co-operative, and wielded by their

commander-in-chief, the Central Board. Though
the local magistracy are to have no voice in the
appointment of the force, that there may be some
seeming check, the privates are to be amenable
•t the Petty Sessions, and the officers at Quarter
Sessions, for misconduct or neglect of duty : they
®ay even be dismissed. All vacancies are, how-
ever, to be filled up by the Board sending
draughts from the Police Normal School of the
metropolis. With amusing naivetS, the Com-
missioners openly acknowledge that the local au-
thorities having the power of appointing offi-

cers under the Poor Law Act, has not worked
pleasantly ; and that, in organizing the Force, it

would be preferable to have the original power
lodged in the Board, leaving to the local autho-
rities the power of controlling the squadrons ap-
pointed by the Central Board, trained by it, and
shifted about at its pleasure. The Commissioners
have no hope that the country will all at once, or
simultaneously, adopt their scheme for the ap-
pointment of a national Force by the Executive,
by acclamation ; and they therefore do not recom-
mend “ the immediate, absolute, and general
adoption'* of it ; but they trust that a blessing so
desirable may steal upon us by degrees ; and sug-
gest that a first great step will be to have the
trained men in readiness, to be located as fast as

communities can be brought to endure, or, if pos-
sible, to request their presence. This, however,
can onlybe granted upon the specified conditions.

The Commissioners state that they “ see no rea-
son to doubt the general and voluntary exten-
sion of this desire, especially in favour of a force

expressly organized to meet the wants and con-
veniences of the rural or provincial districts,

aided by the contribution ofapart of the expense.

Here is the quickener. The squire and farmers,

when the game can be protected from poachers,

and the produce from bad, or fraudulent, because
often underpaid servants, partly at the expense
of the public—«. e., the consolidated fund—will,

it is anticipated, no longer demur.
But, besides the force stationed over the whole

of the country, when the scheme shall have crept

into general acceptance, the Commissioners re-

commend that a trained body of from 300 to 400
men— and wherefore not as many thousands?—
shall form at all times a disposable force, sta-

tioned at head quarters, to be despatched, in any
emergency, wheresoeverthe commanders-in-chief
of the Force may deem necessary. They, more-
over, consider it desirable, even beforethatgradual
extension of the scheme, for which they deem it

prudent to wait, that immediate power be given
to the Government to provide for the peace of
the manufacturing districts, without consulting

their wishes, by the appointment of an efficient

Constabulary
(
i.e . trained and armed) Force; and

for this reason, “ that, in these districts, free de-

liberation on the subject is prevented by the
influence of the interests adverse to good order

or legal restraints:*' in other words, the bulk of

the inhabitants of the manufacturing districts,

having an interest in disorder and lawless license,

must have no voice ; must not be allowed to deli-

berate ,* will not be waited for to come gradually

in, like the inhabitants of the agricultural dis-

tricts. They trust that Parliament will see the

necessity of making exceptions to the permissive

indulgence : in other words, that Somersetshire

or Devonshire may be allowed to take their own
time, and to display voluntary acquiescence ; but

that Manchester and Birmingham ought to be

dealt with summarily, and at once placed under

the Centralized Force. Those places, and others

in the same category, have already police estab-

lishments) appointedasd controlledbythemselves*
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But «o has the city of London ; and we have

just witnessed the late struggle, though not yet

all its results.. We have seen that the misnamed
Constabulary Force recommended to her Majesty

in Mr Chadwick's Report, is not only different

from the old constitutional force of the kingdom,

from the pnee comitatus of Old England, but its

direct opposite. It has a new origin, new func-

tions, and new and very extraordinary powers.

It adds the cutlass and the pistol to the trun-

cheon and the baton ; it spurns at local control

;

it is to know nosympathy with the People; it is ar-

rayed in almost formal hostility against the poor.

There is no feebler part of the case of the

Commissioners than that in which they attempt

to prove that a rural force is necessary for the

protection of the property of labourers from

petty depredators and vagrants roaming about

as pretended sailors, who, once in a year, or sel-

domer, may, perchance, frighten a dame, found

alone in a cottage, into giving them alms, while

they deserve the stocks. No one will deny, that,

among other reforms, great reforms are required

in the existing institutions for the preservation

of the peace and the repression of crime ; but

it is somewhat curious to find not necessary

change and improvement alone, not organiza-

tion and extension corresponding to the increase

of the population and the progress of society,

but entire revolution, sweeping away all the old

bulwarks and landmarks, and making all things

new, advocated by the same persons who, in

every other instance, shew such rabid horror of

innovation. By the new system, the local magis-

tracy are not even to have the selection of special

constables. These are recommended to be taken

from lists drawn up by the County superintend-

ent of the Force—the creature of the Central

Board—of the persons he considers “ properly

qualified.** The Commissioners treat the addi-

tional patronage, which the Executive would ob-

tain by these 8000 appointments, as a very slight

matter, as the slender emoluments are really not

worth thinking about, and as it is even now
difficult to get the places filled. Times must
change for the better in this country before the

appointments which, with a tolerably easy life,

gives a private nineteen shillings a-week and his

clothing, and a superintendent £200 a-year, shall

not bea source of great, and, it may be, mischievous

patronage. What small farmer or village dealer,

for example, would not, at a hard-run election,

give his vote “ the right way," be that Whig or

Tory, in exchange for a son or two being sent to

London to be drilled for the force, with the chance

ofafterwards achieving the dignity ofsergeant, or

haply of superintendent ? And the respected cor-

respondent of the Commissioners, the high sheriff

of Shropshire, makes the abuse of patronage by
the local authorities an argument for placing the

power of appointments in the Executive. But
what does not exist cannot be abused. Yet
if some sixty or eighty appointments, vested in

a set of magistrates, may be made, according to

the high sheriff, a source of jobs in a county, is

it too much to presume, that 8000, which may be

increased to double the number, may not be a

source of corruption in a country? The rea-

sons given by their great authority, quoted by the

Commissioners— and they have on this head

only two—is, that with the magistrates* favour-

itism, local politics, or an active canvass, would

have more weight than the efficiency of the can-

didate. Now, these reasons, in our apprehension,

apply almost equally to the supreme government

and the local powers. It is not a little extraor-

dinary—and the fact embraces a wide range of

objects besides policemen—that it should uni-

formly be presumed, that governments are not

only better qualified to judge of the efficiency of

functionaries of all kinds than the communities

requiring their services, but that it should be

as uniformly assumed, that governments have a

stronger interest in making such appointments

impartially than the parties directly concerned;

that the people have not merely no adequate

knowledge, but no regard to their own interests.

It is yet more remarkable, that as a society

becomes more enlightened in every other re-

spect, it gets more and more incapable of inter-

fering with, much less of managing its civil aod

religious affairs ; and that the supreme govern-

ment, in its paternal kindness and wisdom, must

gradually slip from out its hands, whatever is

held, and at the same time refuse any vestige

of new power.

It will clear the ground at once to admit that

the existing system, in its practical working, is

far from being perfect, though the few instances

of its inefficiency, adduced by the Commisdoners,

do not go for much ; and we have, indeed, little

doubt thatmany more flagrant might be found. The

constable—honest man !—is not fond of getting

his head broken ; and the watchman likes his bed

o’ nights, or at least a nap out of it. Serious

inconveniences sometimes arise in the prompt exe-

cution of warrants, from the limited jurisdiction

of county functionaries; and there are many

other blemishes and drawbacks on the existing

system, requiring re visa). But is it inca-

pable of being improved ; and is there no me-

dium, no choice, s;ive between new King Stork,

entrenched behind his arbitrary Board, and old

King Log, rambling loosely, and with less power

and dignity than v?ould become him, over the

parishes ? The Commissioners gravely inform

her Majesty, that although a diminution instead

of an increase of poli tical liberty were to be the

consequence of the establishment of an organized

force, or gendarmerie, throughout her domi-

nions, it would be bett er than the existing state

of things 1 How the {increase of political power

is to arise, is a riddle we need not perplex our-

selves to unravel ; but the state of things which,

it seems, atones for its possible diminution, even

with all appliances and means to boot forced into

the service, is not half no appalling as we bed

anticipated.

The Commissioners divide the depredations*

midnight thefts, and darker horrors of this un-

happy country, into many different heads. Gas

head is entitled. The ineecuritjg ofthe highway* i
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which might suggest, that we live in the times
of Abershaw or Turpin. But, no; “amounted
highwayman is never heard of.” The “oldest
inhabitant” scarcely remembers to have heard
of the mail or a stage coach being attacked

;

and yet strange it is, that commercial travellers

dare not travel after dark, and that the farmers
—no longer the bold yeomanry—will not venture
to go home from market after darky save in

bands of threes and fours. We shall afterwards

cite the evidence of this state of the roads. The
evidence given in the Report is on every point

feeble,and the tabularstatementsare oftenfallaci-

ons, as we shall afterwards shew ; but the proofs

of the insecure state of the roads are, above all, un-

satisfactory and lame. The principal witness, one
of three, to the perils of travelling singly over-

night, is Mr Elliott, who has for twenty years

taken commercial journeys in the south-eastern

counties, from Norfolk to Devonshire, but who
has never once, so far as appears, been robbed,

nor even threatened. He, however, never travels

after dark, and we imagine that few commercial
travellers do—they have enough of it before

dark ; and their correspondence, and other busi-

ness, occupies their evenings, without taking
into account the terrors of the highway to men
with a charge of money, and dangers which,

according to Mr Elliott, would seem as great in

England in 1838 as in Scotland in the days of
Rob Roy. Mr Elliott states :

—

Occasionally in a moonlight I may ; but it would be
contrary to prudence for any person who travels about
the country with much money in his pocket to be out
after dusk. I would rather travel before light in the

Doming than very late at night.

Is that habit general amongst the travellers ? That is

their general, almost universal habit So much so, that
if a person were to come into the room wheie travellers

were collected together at eight or nine o*clock in the

evening in the winter time, it would be the general re-

Dark that he was very late ; that he was doing that

which waa obviously contrary to their prudent custom.
Prudent with respect to the avoidance of danger on the

Mada? Yes, with regard to thieves. There is no other
fanger now

; the roads and appointments are so good, that
tkne is no other danger.

Hsve you travelled on any of the roads where there is

* patrol or a police ? Along the roads within the dis-

tance of five or six miles from the metropolis, at all

boors riding and walking, and I never was interfered

with, nor did I ever see anybody attacked; and 1 feel

tbs most perfect security and confidence, and I never go
about with any kind of fear within that line.

If you went out beyond that line of the police — ?
I should feel considerable alarm. I should not do it

without I had a very strong motive. ....
The moot dangerous time reputed to be so in the

coontry is not at midnight, or the very late hours, bnt
about six or seven o'clock in the evening, when working
people are about. The habits of the country people are
>o much earlier than those of people in the towns, that
cry few people are about at ten or eleven o'clock at
sight

As yon do not yonrtelf travel out at night, yon do not
<*ny any arms ? No ; because I do not make a habit of
being out at night; but occasionally some young men
4o» who like to sit late at dinner, and they frequently
have a dog and pistols with them.
That is whsn travelling out on unpatrolled and un-

protected roads ? Yes.
In the course of your travelling, have yon observed any

romances of like fear or apprehension on the part of people

who are more constantly resident within the district?
There is a general habit in the country, to avoid being
out after dark.

This prudent person, so far as appears, has
never once been molested in hie journeys of
twenty years, by night or day. A second witness
to the alarming state of the highways of England,
in which the Commissioners themselves could find

“no traces of a mounted highwayman,” and no re-
cent robbery of mail or stage coaches, is aMrBurt,
a London straw-hat maker, who travels to Lu-
ton with money in his pocket to buy straw plat,

and probably in some small tremor in conse-
quence, but who never was robbed ; though once,
after dark, he fancied he was shot at, as a pistol
was discharged that frightened his blood-horse,
which accordingly galloped off, and thence
saved him. Probably the pistol was intended
for him

; yet it is all conjecture. This gentle-
man, of his own knowledge, can tell of no more
attempts at robbery : hut he has heard of some.
The neighbourhood of Manchester, (though Man-
chester has a regular police,) and the northern
manufacturing towns, he considers the most dan-
gerous districts in England. Mr Burt considers
the roads in Belgium and France much more
safe than those of England, though he has heard
bad accounts of Spain. Mr Cole, the third
and concluding witness as to the alarming state
of the roads, has been a commercial traveller for
six years. He considers the roads in certain
parts of Yorkshire as particularly exposed, and
we doubt not, that still “ there be takers in the
vale of Beevor yet he does not say, though
often in fear, that he was ever either threatened
or attacked. When travelling alone in solitary
places, with three or four hundred pounds in
gold or notes, Mr Cole, though never attacked,
has very naturally thought, “ what would happen
if 1 were to be ? 1 would have little chance either
ofsaving my money or recovering it afterwards
and so, to allay the temporary fears of the Mes-
sieurs Cole and Elliott, upon roads much more
secure than they ever were before, the country
must be saddled with the expense of a mounted
patrol, and all the other blessingsof a rural police,
having its headquarters at Somerset House ! The
table of the Commissioners shews a regular de-
crease in the number of convictions for robberies
effected by violence on the highways, from
1831 to 1837, and also in the number of commit-
ments for such offences. The number committed
in 1830 was 573 ; the number of persons convicted
*79 ; executed, 7. In 1837, the last year quoted,
the number of highway robberies committed was
290 ; the number of individuals convicted, 158 ;
executed, none. In short, the evidence of thethree
commercial roadsters, and of the table, proves
the very reverse of what is intended, namely—
that the roads generally are now more secure
than they ever were at any former period. When
Mr Cole was asked what would relieve him of
the natural qualms of travelling in the dark with
several hundred pounds upon him, he replied,
A police like the metropolitan, on which one might

rely in case of need.

Have you not felt the same security from any local er
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municipal police P I have met with none ; nor should I
|

rely on the people where such states of things exist, for I

have found protection against them wanted in times of

excitement. I know of an instance of a gentleman tra-

velling in the neighbourhood of Leeds during an election,

who was hooted and pelt* d in consequence of his uacon-
•cionsly having ribbons at his horse's head of the un-
popular colour, which were intended only for ornament.

Surely this awful case completely establishes

the necessity of an armed patrol ! In the heat

of an election, the “ ignorant rabble" hooted and

pelted a gentleman for decorating his horse

with colours which were probably those of the

opponent of Sir William Molesworth, or some
other Liberal candidate. He did this in igno-

rance ; hut it must also have been in ignorance of

his ignorance of what was a very notorious fact,

that the people insulted him. Truly the Com-
missioners must be ill off for reasons when they

have recourse to what Mr Cole thought to himself

might happen
,

or to such electioneering hoot-

ings and pelting*. The frauds committed owing

to the deficient protection of goods conveyed by

canals and highways, form another head of the

Report; and we are made acquainted with very

ingenious and extraordinary ways in which goods

are abstracted from bales and packages, which

yet look as if untouched. These depredations

are not attributed to regular professional thieves,

but to the boatmen on the canals, and carters'

and carriers* servants, who would seem to be all

rogues together. We can have no doubt that,

admitting the packages were fairly made up in

the warehouses—and why might not a spice of

roguery be presumed sometimes to exist in the

warehouse as well as on the road ?—the details

of the systematic plunder of goods in tramitu is,

like all details of plunder, greatly exaggerated.

There is little question but that, in rural dis-

tricts, one stolen sheep often rates for two or

three, and that one stolen fowl may cover the

plunder of a whole yard. If we are to attach

implicit credit to this Report, the state of the

canals in England are as bad as that which tra-

vellers ascribe to the canals of China. The
thieves are the captains and crews; receiving-

houses are found all along the banks ; and the

systematic plunder is represented as so enor-

mous, that it is remarkable manufacturing houses

do not send supercargoes to take charge of their

goods. So far from that, they treat the matter

with indifference ; they will not even complain ;

they don't seem to feel or understand it, though

in other departments some complain loudly.

Raw silk is particularly liable to be pilfered in

all its stages ; the carriers steal it, the boat-

men steal it ; and a manufacturer, who was exa-

mined by another Commission, declares that he

believes one person in four of the men, women,

and children engaged in the manufacture, are

pilferers. We should be very cautious how we

implicitly received evidence like the following,

though given by one of the greatest silk-manu-

facturers of Leek. There is such a thing as

fanatical suspiuou, where self-interest is the ani-

mating motive ; and witnesses, in their own cause,

are not unfrequently under its strongest influence.

Silk is pilfered in every part ef the process, and per-

haps one in four of the people in employ-men, women,

and children—are pilferers. It goes without auy ready

means of ascertaining the thief. And there are icveial

persons in the town who get a good living merely as

receivers, without any other means whatever. A boy

now committed to Stafford gaol stole £15 worth of silk,

which he sold to a man, who sold it to a known re-

ceiver, who parted with it to a 4< more respectable"

(somewhat richer) party. There is much work given out

to wind and twist, and there is great variety in tbe

amount of waste, according to the quality of the silk,

which it is very difficult to estimate. It is also very

easy to load the silk so as to increase the weight and

conceal any deficiency of quantity.

There are two things wanting to correct these evils.

One is, a greater penalty on tbe holder of silk who can-

not shew whence he purchased it. It is now only £20,

which, of course, while driving a thriving trade, -tbe

receiver can easily pay. Robbery has become alotoit

universal. Within the Inst eight year*, it has increased

tenfold. There are as many as teu men in Leek who lire

in idleness and drunkenness on their gains as receivers.

It is said by large manufacturers, though it is of coarse

impossible to prove it, that they believe themselves lo be

robbed annually to the extent of from £100 to £200.

The other requisite is some better means of detection.

It has been debated in the town to have down a London

policeman, to put them on a system to detect the offiendets;

but unless one will tell of his accomplices, it is difficult

to know how detection is to be attained. Some of the

manufacturers have determined to incur this eipeme,

though others, yet uncertain that they are extensively rob-

bed, are unwilling to take part in it. At present theiok

police of the town are a parish constable and a night con-

stable, under the Commissioners for Lighting and Paving.

The Commissioners, it is probable, will assist in the expe-

riment of trying a London policeman. The receivers

dispose of the silk to people “ respectable” in circum-

stances, who get it dyed by the dyers, men of capital and

property, and then take it to Manchester and Maccles-

field, where they sell it at good bargains. The whole set

of receivers in succession are putters up in defence of the

subordinates, and detection is almost impossible. About

two years ago an association was formed among the ma-

nufacturers to defend their property, but it has been of

little effect.

Now, the question is—Do these mysterious

and impenetrable frauds really exist to the ex-

tent imagined by the irritated and suspicious

losers of some quantity of silk ; and if so, what

police establishment could afford an adequate pro-

tection ? From the evidence, it would seem that

one or more incorruptible policemen would be

required in every boat, and to accompany each

waggon, besides the ordinary general protection.

But how could the most vigilant and numerous

police protect property of all sorts against the

hazard to which it is wilfully exposed by the

blinded economy of those concerned in its sale

transmission? If a man will employ a servant

at under wages, whose honesty is doubtful, and

who is placed under strong temptation by the

inadequate remuneration of his labour, are the

public to pay for his self-incurred losses ? One

of a respectable company of carriers, when ques-

tioned about the pilfering of silks and other

good#, answered
We And, that where men work their own boraw, th«y

will work a boat for lets than it can be done honestly

—lower than we can do it. They have to pay &cbay

and corn, and everything of that toil, and it can only *

done by making it out from the barges. A great dsw «

robbery is committed by those men ; they wi*k at
J*

I

much a mile—at much less than it can be aflbtdsd te k

done at by any poaaiMlity.
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Are the parties who employ such persona de-

serving of protection at the public cost ?

The Commissioners strongly object to rail-road

and other companies being allowed to protect

themselves by a police on their own lines and
works. These objections are exactly those

which a certain class of politicians bring against

voluntary associations—that they are expensive,

ineffectual, and would be detrimental to the

efficiency of the all-embracing scheme to be

directed by the Central head. In brief, it would

be both better for the public and cheaper to the

companies that they obtained protection from

the trained force, and placed themselves fairly

under the Board.

Another species of property requiring increased

protection is wrecked vessels. Now, the black

crime of plundering wrecked vessels, we have
no doubt whatever, is steadily decreasing, though
it still exists to a considerable extent. The
Cheshire coast, where shipwrecks are frequent,

u notorious for wreckers ;
but, since e regular

police has been established in Liverpool, some
protection has been given to wrecked property

in that quarter. In other localities the coast,

guard interfere. We admire the answer giyen

by the magistrates of the Hundred of Wirral,

who, when asked

—

Does soy nightly patrol appear to be requiate within
year division? answered, No, except aa a coast guard
te protect wrecks ; and such guards should be appointed
at the expense of the port of Liverpool merchants and
inderwriiers, as entirely affecting them.

The Commissioners condemn this reply. They
affirm, that the inhabitants of the places where
such practices of plunder prevail, are of the

worst description and the most demoralized char-

acter. Now, we should doubt this. They do no
more than all their forefathers have done. A
Guinea captain, who stole and sold Africans,

using fraud and violence, or the Bristol or Liver-

pool merchant who fitted out his ship, and pro-

fited by his crimes, even he, in his day, was not

necessarily the most demoralized and the worst
ofmen. The Commissioners hint that the ma-
gistrates and respectable inhabitants of these

wrecking districts ought “ to be made sensible

of their duties, by heavy amercements and other

salutary punishments/'

The state of the rural districts, in respect to

crime committed by resident delinquents, forms
the heading of a long section of the Report. It

gives a deplorable picture of the condition of
the agricultural districts ;

yet we must bear in

mind the circumstances and position of the wit-

nesses—squires or farmers; nor c*n we doubt
but that the very darkest of the returns made,
figure in this Report. Among the worst of those

published, which are to the number of eighteen
or twenty, from all the parishes of England
sad Wales, or, at any rate, all those to which
interrogatories were addressed, is this from
a parish in Devonshire ; that county where the
labourers, at present, earn eight shillings per
week, while the four-pound loaf costs nine-

pence :

—

The criaifli committed by residents are thoee of petty

robberies, such as stealing wood; which goes on here to a
great extent, even to the lopping of trees, cutting up
hurdles, gates, &c ; also the nocturnal work of stealing

turnips, poultry, and portions of ricks t all of which, it

may be said, were overlooked, principally through fear

qf revenge from the criminal parties, and partly through
the trouble of catching the depredators. , .

In the return from Little Laver parish, Essex, it is

stated—The number of petty thefts is very great ; no
kind of portable property is safe unless well secured

:

fowls, hem, wood, fee. The inconvenience from sheep-
stealerp is very great : no farmer dare fold his sheep.

Since 1835, more than twenty sheep have been sepa-

rately slaughtered within two miles of my house, without
detection

Prom the parish of Lytchett Minster, near Poole, it ic

stated—No felonies within the parish, but many caaes

of stealing bees and honey, potatoes, turnips, wood, &c. ;
*

and repeated riots at the beer-houses and meeting-houses*

The Commissioners seem to have sometimesfan-
cied themselves in Ireland—not the real coun-
try, but the Earl of Roden's frightfully demo-
ralized Ireland. They gravely assert, that the

depredations in some rural districts—and the
parish of Brangling, in Essex, is instanced—“ are

carried to such an extent, as even to threaten

to put a stop to useful sorts of cultivation
!"

Formerly, the poor-rate was about to drive

farmers from cultivating their lands ; and now it

is the “ depredations " of paupers, or nameless
miscreants of some sort. This appalling state of

things is thus described in a communication
from the guardians of the parish to Mr Chad-
wick and the other Commissioners:

—

No cattle have been maimed, but many sheep have
beeu stolen, both in this parish and in the surrounding
neighbourhood. It is not an uncommon practice to lay

open sheep-folds and turn the flocks loose at night ; to

pull up and destroy young trees ; to lift gates off the

hinges, carry them away, throw them into ditches, or,

what is still more dangerous to the public, lay them flat

upon the roads.

During the whole of last winter scarcely a week passed

without sheep, pigs, poultry, corn, or straw, being stolen,

generaUsr with impunity. Although two men were trans-

ported Sr stealing £40 in the house of a publican, two
others for sheep-stealing, and one other for breaking into

a hen-roost, where he was taken early in the season, these

punishments caused no interruption of the practice.

Scarcely a hen-roost in the parish escaped robbery ; some
were broken into very early after dark, and the poultry
left killed, if not all taken away. Ducks, fowls and
turkeys were several times stolen or killed in the day-
time.

The facility of committing depredations with impunity
is, in great measure, caused by the general reluctance of
all labourers to give evidence against each other, or any
member of their families. The temptation^to steal wood
and injure fences is strengthened by the usual high pi ice

of coals in this part of England
Trespass generally begins with venial offences of wood-

stealing, injuring and breaking fences, turnip and potato
theft ; which lead to poaching, sheep-stealing, and other
more serious crimes. [Poaching is a very serious crime.]

But the most serious losses which the farmers

seem to suffer, are from their servants and labour-

ers. The consolidation of small farms, the sud-

den rise of the class which Cobbett termed tho

bull-frog farmers—the division of commons,
where no share, or no adequate share, was left to

those who, till then, largely benefited by the com-
mons, and the change of manners to that modern
refinement, which led the gentleman farmer and
his lady to turn their servants, who formerly
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constituted a part of tlieir family, out of doors,

have certainly had a most unfavourable influence

upon the whole rural population of England. A
certain sharp and energetic person, a Mr Richard

Gregory, who holds a large farm in the parish of

East and West Ham, Essex, gives decided evi-

dence to the general system of plunder carried

on by farm-servants and carters, and very plea-

sant pictures of the petty depredations committed

on the roads. He states :

—

The person I succeeded had been very much plundered

by his servants. The men engaged upon the farm pro-

mises would get up between twelve and four o'clock in

the morning, while the farmer was a-bed, and help them-

selves to every kind of produce. Most of the pluuder

was regularly disposed of by the carters at the different

watering*houses on their way to the London markets.

There, almost as a matter of course, they sold their horses*

corn, and much that should have been part and parcel of

the produce they delivered to the different salesmen. The

general plan was for them to put the things into cellars,

or boxes left open on purpose at these houses, and as they

returned they were paid for what they had left by the

ostlers at the side of the road.

That was the state of things when you took the farm

;

do you know whether snch practices prevail at the prerent

time ?—To a great extent.

Perhaps the practices may be somewhat abat-

ing ; but, alas ! he affirms, that they still exist to

« a great extent ;** andMr Gregory, notwithstand-

ing many vigorous prosecutions, acting the part

of a policeman himself, at “the roadside cup-

boards," having plenty of people every now and

then, “up to Lambeth Street police office,’* and,

enjoying the protection of the horse-patrol, is

obliged to keep two or three paid watchmen.

And what security, we should like to know, has

he for their honesty, if farmers may be plundered

without detecting their losses ? The case of Mr
Richard Gregory and his compeers, if any other

farmer be so very unfortunate, appears to us far

beyond the remedies of the projected Force. If

the farmer must have his potatoes, his cabbages,

his palings, his hurdles, his turnip-tops, his fowls,

the weighing of his grain, and its safe transmis-

sion to the purchaser by his own servants, pro-

vided for, not by their care and fidelity, but by

the sharpness of the police and the penalties of

law, where is the matter to stop ? Every house-

holder has an equal right to demand that his

domestics and work-people shall be watched on

his premises ; that the cook shall not purloin

the butter, nor the dairy-maid the cream, nor

the footman embezzle the beer. There is, in-

deed, no end to it. Every person expecting a

parcel ; every traveller, by coach or steam, is

entitled to demand that his trunks and packages

shall be cared for, not by himself, or those con-

veying them, but by the general police of the

State ; and there is an end to the natural oper-

ation of individual interest and responsibility.

Now, to be really efficacious, the padlock must

principally be placed on the mind. The depreda-

tionsingardens, poultry-yards,cabbage andpotato

fields, are represented as enormous ; but were the

new force to consist of 80,000 instead of 8000,

howwould it be possible to put an end to the com-

mission of offences, which are, at present, sure

of impunity, from the circumstance, that the

bulk of the rural population consider them laud-

able, or at least venial. A clergyman, near Bath,

describes these petty depredations as taking

place at “ certain seasons of the year ;** and of

late, there “ are certain seasons/* in every year,

when hunger, on the one hand, and the Union

Workhouse on the other, may urge starving men
to break through stone walls. In the meanwhile,

the Ismaelitish condition in which Mr Gregory,

and those of his condition, must live with their

poorer neighbours, might well drive a man to

the Bush. There are no painters among the lions,

however, else we should have liked to seehowlhe

labourers depict the farmers. He is asked

—

Have you known instances of farmers being rained

whose ruin you would attribute to the prevalence of

these practices ?—The young man I succeeded waa one,

and the same has been the case with many of the first

farmers in the county of Essex.

Besides these depredations you have described, have

you experienced much annoyance from vagrants and snch

casual plunderers?—I have one field adjoining a foot-

path, from which I lost half an acre of potatoes in the

course of a week by children. They scratched them up

with their hands, their parents standing a little way off

ready to carry them home.

An old vagrant repeatedly stole cabbage-plants

from Mr Gregory. He says

—

As the law administered by others was of no avail, I

took the law into my own hands. I inflicted corporal

punishment, and it had the desired effect 1 took a etkk

and thrashed him most soundly, and he has never

troubled my fields since. My neighbours are not so for-

tunate.

Are you molested by gipsy vagrants?—I am not:

because, as soon as any of them make their appearance, I

get a horse patrol to go and tell them if they do not de-

part I will take them at once to Lambeth Street police-

office. That is always enough. - •

If we have understood you, then, by your three watch-

men, and your constant enforcement of the law, you

keep off a considerable amount of plunder ?—Yea.

Are yonr neighbours, who do not use the same means,

plundered as you expect you would be if you did not use

them?—Yes, and considerably more; for being many of

them timid people, they encourage depredators. If they

catch a thief, they do not punish him ; being afraid of

having their houses set fire to, or their cattle destroyed.

The other night a man near me, named Farrel, had been

thrashing his wheat over night, and in the morning all

was gone. The next farmer had one of his horses stab-

bed, because he had accused a man of stealing a pig he

had lost A Mr Chope had a calfs throat ent I per-

suaded him to prosecute; and the court at the Old Bailey

gave the offender fifteen years’ transportation. It was

quite a deliverance for us all. Another farmer had jost

before had his farm-yard set fire to by the same fellow.

Everybody had been afraid of him, and afraid to punish

him.
[

In all these cases of depredations upon farmers, the
j

plunder must be considerable to bring anything worth

while to the parties, as the produce must be sold at so
j

much less than its real value ?—It is great ; and the

great source of the evil is the beer-shop. You are sure to

find the robberies concocted at beer-shops. When I took

my farm there was no beer-shop ; one was set up, and

the difference seen in the working people before and after

was such as no one would conceive. I had hardly lost

anything before that by my own people’s dishonesty, and

now I was obliged to watch them every way. They

would take my fowls, and go there and have them cooked
|

right opposite my tarm-yard. They would cut the hearts I

out of the cabbages for the same purpose* I once went
j

with a patrol and took one half boiling out of the pot.
,

I took the man and the cabbage to Lambeth Street, and i

then it was found out that he and his brother had been
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plundering in a larger w»y; and they were both trane.
ported. [How was the boiled half cabbage identified ?]
One gentleman states

—

We hare exercised the right, very beneficially indeed,
of searching men in going to market in every directiou.
We almost make a point, without they are very well
known, to search the higglers* and even farmers* carts, to
fee that they take nothing more than what ought to go
to market ; that they do not take a truss of hay, or nest
of eggs extra, or anything on their carts not right. If so,
we take them away.
.You are speaking of yonr subscribers* the farmers’,

own men ? Yes.

Is there a great deal of that description of depredation ?
—hot with us. [A great deal of searching, though.]

Is the burning of a light at night an important point?
—Yes, a very essential point. If they live on the edges
of commons, it is a guide to bring the rogues home, be-
caase they come over hedge and ditch. If there is a light
put np, then they can see the way to come home. There
it no reason for a cottager burning a light. If we see
one burning, we always inquire whether they were sick,
and so on

; and by that means we come at the cause.

Is such a state of things tolerable ?—We are
not greatly surprised at the irritated and re-
vengeful feelings of the peasantry.
Such is happy, rural England ! Merry England

!

By the way, we may inquire, why, if the beer-
shop ruined the morals of Mr Gregory's men,
and tempted them to plunder him, it happened
that his predecessor on the farm was fairly ruined
by much worse plunderers, before beer-shops ex-
isted ? Like Mr Gregory, the paid police, estab-
lished in some localities, take the law very freely
into their own hand. In one case we hear of them
entering all the cottages in a village before dinner,
(those castles of Englishmen, which “ the King
may not enter !" though the policeman, like the
winds of heaven, may at his own discretion,)

and examining the pots to see if there was any
mutton cooking, because a sheep had been stolen
in the neighbourhood! In another place, the
policemen are directed to tap with their staves
the pockets of all labourers, and other humble
persons abroad after dark, in order to break
pheasatfts* or partridges* eggs, if by chance any
of those precious articles should be lodged in the
plebeian pockets. We must give a little extract,

illustrative of the vaunted freedom of English-
men, who are “ all alike in the eye of the law,"

In conformity with the directions of the chiefmagistrate
of one considerable town, the constables seized all vag-
rants found within his jurisdiction, and took them to
prison, where their heads were shaved; and they were
then set at liberty. The superintendent of this police
was asked

—

What, legal right have you to apprehend them and
crop their hair?—The Mayor, who is a man of few
words, says he crops them for cleanliness.

Do yon think that system is effectual with the vagrants
you get from the various districts P—Yes.
Then the town itself is very little infested ?—Very

little indeed. We do not, in fact, allow them to beg—

I

do not mean to say we have no beggars.
Before the Police was established, this town was in-

fested both with vagTants and migratory depradators
from other towns, was it not?—Yes it was ; and others
osed to go to a distance and commit robberies, and come
h«e to spend their money and their time. At our
races, we have had 800 known thieves.
How have yon dealt with them ?—They dare not

come near us now. 1 adopted the plan of apprehending
them before the races, and keeping them In custody till

*»ees were over.

^What law had you for that ?—I took that upon my*

This is an exact parallel to the police of
Milan, locking up all the beggars in gaol, at the
late coronation of the Emperor, lest the motley
crowd might haply contain traitors, or because
their rags would have been a foul blot on the glory
of the pageant !—This was a stretch of power
at which the English in Milan were either indig-
nant, or amused. They may look nearer home.
Alderman Wilson dispatches persons found

sleeping in the open air to Maidstone, as va-
grants ; but neither are the magistrates pleased
with their present restricted powers over the only
sort of lodging-house that the way-faring poor,
however respectable, can afford to take shelter in.

The magistrates of Chelmsford complain that
the parish officers and constables, though they
have a right to enter the lodging-houses, have
not power to take “ travellers," or “ trampers," as
they call them, into custody, u unless they are
found in the commission of some offence." There
is cruel hardship in this restriction 1 Not al-
lowed to arrest poor people—a lettre de cachet

;

from their worships not reach a tromper, or any
sort of low wretch, who cannot give above 3d.
or 4d. a-night for his lodging in “ the low
haunts which the travelling poor must frequent,
unless they choose to be surprised asleep in the open
air, and punished for misdemeanour ! Whether,
we would inquire, are the classes subjected to
this rough and prompt handling by justice, or
those liable to have their fowls stolen, the most
to be commiserated ? The Commissioners ought
to have opened their Report, as Mr Senior com-
mences his dissertations on political economy.
They should have premised—

“

We are not treat-
ing of the causes which deprave the morals of
the lower orders, nor of the misery and igno-
rance which produce mendicity, vagrancy, and
crime of all descriptions, but of how the private
property of respectable individuals is to be pro-
tected, and the public peace preserved, amidst
the many causes which are unsettling society."

The Commissioners repeatedly and strenuously
insist, that want—real want—is in no case the
cause of pilfering and other crimes. Indolence,
averseness to labour, tbe love of dissipation, are,
according to the Report, the uniform and uni-
versal causes. Yet the history of tbe origin and
progress of felonry in England, given by them
from the information, or on the authority of Mr
Chesterton, the Governor of Cold-Bath-Fields
prison, sets out—

“

Most thieves commence their
career at seven or eight years of age, and are
engaged for some time in petty thefts of loose
articles," &c., &c. But are not these thieves in
many, if not in a great majority of cases, neglect-
ed orphans, and either starving or ill-provided

children ? If “ most thieves" have this early
initiation, the State, if it shall assume the sole

care of the peace of the country, and the preven-
tion of orime, will need to have large recourse to
the schoolmaster, and the nnrsery, and dietary,
as well as to the Force. The local authorities

have more sympathy with the poor. They act
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as if they knew that real destitution is, in the ru-

ral districts, sometimes theincitement to pilfering.

The Commissioners, after mentioning occur-

rences of tyrannical character, admit, that if fall-

ing under the observation of an English traveller

in a foreign country, “ Such things would be cited

as instances of arbitrary government, and of the

oppressed condition of the people/* Yet they

conclude

—

u That they were, no doubt, efficient,

and might have been beneficial, if legal** An
important if this. And why, if found “ efficient

and beneficial/' not at once make these “ in-

stances of arbitrary government'* legal? Is it

not precisely for the purpose of rendering such

acts, and many more such, legal, that the new
Constabulary law, to be administered at the large

discretion of a Central Board, is so imperatively

required, and so earnestly recommended ? We
wish no mistake to exist, and shall therefore cite

the passage leading to the logical conclusion about

the efficiency and legality :

—

I never wait for warrants—it is not my plan. It is a
waste of time. The magistrate's clerk was rather par-

ticular about it, because, I believe, every warrant was
something to him. I said they are things I do not know
much about I rarely act upon a thing that is not very

clear. I am for being prompt in everything. I act first,

and take the responsibility afterwards. I say, if 1 can
take the man up with a warrant, I can take him up
without a warrant.

Have any other means of prevention occurred to you,

as to guarding property, and preventing its conversion

into money after stolen, or for stopping stolen property ?

—I have a system in onr town, I do not know whether
legal or not, to visit the marine store-shops ones a-week

—that is a great source of annoyance to the marine
•tore-dealers. A constable or sergeant goes and sees

their books for the week. Some of them kept no books

at all before, and never made any entry of property re-

ceived. Since 1 have seat the men to examine the books,

I believe, and am satisfied, that there are not those

facilities given to young thieves that there were before.

I mentioned publicly to the magistrates the system

adopted by me, merely that they might hear, from the

newspapers, that I was going to carry that on. Since that,

they have books; and they are cautions who they buy of.

That course you have taken upon yourself—the regu-

lar inspection of the marine store-shops ?—Yes.

Searching and looking into the books?—Yes ; looking

into their books, and looking at tbeir property—whether

legal or not, 1 take the risk of it.

These modes of proceeding were, no doubt, efficient, and
might have been beneficial, if they were legal

The necessity for the introduction of this ar-

bitrary centralised system, drawn from the evi-

dence of the increase of crime, is, aa we have

said and in part shewn, though onr limits forbid

detail, lame and inconclusive ; but some of the

tabular statements either involve equally falla-

cious conclusions, or are founded on false data.

It seems wholly inexplicable, for example, why
the proportion of known bad characters, in differ-

ent large towns, should vary so much.

In the metropolitan police districts, the pro-

portion is only one bad character to every eighty-

nine individuals ; while in Liverpool, it is one in

every forty-five ; yet Liverpool has a paid and
trained police. In Bristol one in every thirty-

one is the alarming number of the guilty ; and
more remarkable still, in Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
one individual in every twenty-seven is a known

rogue of some description or another ; and yet

in that unhappy town, thieves enjoy a much

shorter career than in the well-protected metro-

polis, where their average period is four yesn,

while those of Newcastle, on the average, are

stopped short in two years and a half. The

depravity of Liverpool, if numerically little more

than half that of Newcastle, seems bad enough.

In one important department, it boasts no fever

than 102 houses for the reception of stolen

goods ; while the whole metropolitan district,

with a central position and teeming population,

has only 227. In Liverpool, by the evidence of

these tables, there are 520 common brothels, 625

houses of ill fame, where prostitutes resort, and

136 houses where they lodge. Save in the num-

ber of private residences, this far exceeds the

rate of London. Elsewhere, we find the brothels

of Liverpool stated at 300, and we hope the lover

number may be the correct one. Liverpool has

2071 houses for the resort of thieves, and 146

where thieves reside. The first number, is, how-

ever, qualified in a note, as it includes the 520

brothels, and also 55 public houses, to which

placesother persons than thieves—classes beyond

the control of the police—may alsobe supposed to

resort. Humanity must rejoice to find the appal-

ling number ofunfortunate women, often vaguely

assigned to the metropolis, vanishing before the

plainest application of the common rules ofarith-

metic. There is still enough of vice and misery

to be found in London ; but the 50,000, and some-

times 80,000 prostitutes alleged to harbour there,

are on reasonable, and it would seem exact data,

reduced to less than 9,000. The number of

gambling-houses in the different towns, ss shewn

by the tables, draw suspicion upon their accuracy.

There are 32 in London ; in Liverpool, New-

castle, and Hull, none

;

but in Bristol, 31. The

amount of plunder and of lawful property,

which goes to the support of vice in Liverpool,

furnishes a curious table, though it is^»robable

that many things are counted twice or three times

over. It is not drawn up by the Commissioners,

but was furnished to the municipal council in

1836, by one of their own functionaries. The

sum specified is £700,000, of which £499,200 is

reckoned to be expended in supporting brothels

and prostitutes in private lodgings. The remain-

der of this large sum is divided among adult and

juvenile thieves, dock-wallopers, hawkers, and

men who pilfer in discharging veesels. In Liver-

pool, there are above 4000 prostitutes ; and, in-

cluding all descriptions of depredators, abont an

equal number of thieves. The numbers have also

been greatly diminished by the new police, who,

as in other places, if they do not diminish the

aggregate of bad characters, succeed in driving

them beyond certain boundaries. The native

thieves of Liverpool are noted for dexterity;

like those of the other large cities, they are

migratory, making occasional extensive tours,

and attending races and fairs. Town-bredthieves,

who do business in a large way, seldom prowl in

country places. These are left to the peddliog,

petty-larceny rogues and trampers. The mua-
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her of depredators of all classes to be found in all

England must be partly conjectural ; but the esti-

mate of the Commissioners is, as we have noticed,

in round numbers 40,000. Of these, including

above 8,600 prostitutes, London alone contains

17,600 individuals, from the gentlemen of the

swell mob to the dealer in begging-letters.

The training and habits of thieves of the lower
class are detailed in copious confessions and nar-

ratives of adventures, in which we should be dis-

posed to place much less reliance than the Com-
missioners seem to do, qualified as their belief is.

Theseromancesand personal histories are curious,

and though they occupy too much space in a grave
and weighty Report, will certainly prove the most
popular portion of its contents to many honoura-
ble legislators. Yet the tame, sly, prowling thief,

or sneak of our civilized times, is a despicable

creature compared with the daring, bold-faced
villains of the ancient “ Newgate Calendar/'
whose courage, enterprise, and masterly self-

possession, gave such gusto to their adventures.
The commonplace “ family-men" of the present
day appear to possess no quality in common with
their illustrious predecessors, save fidelity, not
always unimpeachable. The anonymous.person-
ages who figure in the Report, are, we appre-
hend, greatly indebted to fictitious embellish-

ment for the brighter parts oftheir career. They
make no pretension to the swaggering generosity
which made the pursuit of their predecessors
something like a dispensation of wild justice.

One of the heroes of the Report was in durance in

the jail of Salford. Like every thief when in the
confessional, he was “ the son ofhonest parents,”

He was born in Manchester, and " travelled”

freely for four years, though occasionally in

trouble. His adventures occupy a considerable

space in the Report. Unless he kept a diary of
his depredations, this individual must have a

wondrous memory. This respectable youth as-

signs superiority, in dexterity in doing busi-

ness, to Liverpool and Manchester; and he asserts

that the latter town and Birmingham turn out
more practitioners than even London. “ They
are thought to be of Irish parents, and have most
conning.” He adds—" In fact. I'll be bound to

say, that three parts of those who are now tra-

velling throughout the kingdom have Irish blood
in them, either from father, mother, or grand-
mother/’ The Irish monopolize one branch of
knavery entirely—illicit distillation. It is sin-

gular, but not unaccountable, to find the Irish

become so dexterous in England, for there is no
people more honest at home. Save for them,
the police of Manchester would enjoy nearly a
sinecure, though the functionaries do not ac-

cuse them of dishonesty, but of turbulence, a

tendency to riot, and drunken, “ brutal rows.”

Quelling the Irish, when they run-a-muck, be-
comes a rather perilous duty. The writer, in

Cold-Bath-Field’s Prison, who describes the ha-
bitual practices of the London thieves, which is

found in the appendix to the Report, states,

that the “ love of fame forms no small propor-
tion of a thief's composition.” Thin passion
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must have inspired some of the narrations of
which we shall now submit a few specimens to the
judgment of the reader. The hero of our first

tale is twenty-two years of age, and, as usual,
“ the son of honest parents/' In January, 1838,
he left Manchester, and enjoyed a six months’
plundering tour in the north of England, Scot-
land, and Ireland, before be was again nabbed.
He travelled with a companion, and they did
some trifling business at Chorley :

—

Then to Pietton a fortnight; got a decent sum, about
•£30. Thence to Garttang 5 market day ; just as we got
in, met a drunken man

; we knocked him down; robbed
him; did not hurt him much; got £12, and went on wiili-
out stopping. Got to Lancaster at night by coach, which
overtook ns soon after we left Garstang ; stayed about a
week. Just as about going out, a native of Lancaster,
just out of the casdes, (gaol,) told us he would take ns to
a house, if he would get “screws,’* (housebreaking im-
plements,) &c. It was a gentleman's bouse. Just as we
had got the doer open, two gentlemen, at eleveu at night,
came up the walk, look him, and we two escaped. We
went rijtbt away for Krndal ; did nothing there. Only
one night over Shaflels and to Penrith 5 then to CarlUle

;

stayed fourteen days
; got

“ very fair” there. If people in
Manchester were same as they are there, there would not
be so much got; “ it is up in the north « they are near
the Scotch.” We got what kept us on the road; most
we got was £6. Next intended to go to Scotland, but
changed mind and to Altwiatle, a village ; then to Hex-
ham three days; some little money in the market-place.
Got £25 off a flour-dealer; the man was not drunk;
flattened his nose ; about three minutes about it. Went
straight off all night to Newcastle; got there early in the
morning; big town; no suspicion. There n fortnight;
robbed a warehouse there by ourselves; my companion
had been up the country before and knew the people;
done between seven and nine at night; a “crack” btir-
glary

;
got two dozen of silver spoons, and some silk,

which fetched £ 16 ; a piece of silk handkerchiefs; got
them off in a bag. My companion disposed of them ;
he gave me the fall half of what he said he got. Kept
his handkerchiefs in piece for wear, as we were going
out of the town

; got them hemmed by the women where
we lodged ; all thieves. Went thence to Durham ; only
there one day—to look at the cathedral; did nothing
thera Next to Darlington; nothing. Stockton next,
where we stayed (in March) a week; got about £ 12.

One thing particular there—we were suspected after we
had got away ; they followed and took us ; they could not
swear to the purse and £12, but we were sent to Durham
gaol for a month. This was done by picking the pocket
of a person on the move ; “ more done that way than
any other now-a-days.” In the winter they don’t wotk
at the mill ; they can only put on twelve on the mills at
once, the rest tease oakum

5 its not so sharp service as
the New Bailey

; governor was formerly surgeon of the
prison. Bread is better than here ; the diet altogether
better there; the skilly (broth) is thicker, though less of
it. From Durham we went to Sunderland

; we had
given up £18 to the turnkey, and received it again.
Went to Sunderland; there a week; did not attempt
anything. I used to read at night. One night I could
find no other hook hut the Bible, and I read that; at the
time 1 was much *ruek with a passage in Isaiah, which
I could not shake off for some weeks; it was about
“ Ik® sending a Saviour who should deliver.” Prom
Sunderland to Shields

; got about £8 by pockets ; then to
Newcastle again ; two days did nothiog. Then to Dor.
ham, aud were very careful and determined to work back
to Manchester. To Darlington—Richmond, Yorkshire;
Bedale, Gunboro*, and to Whitby. The constable was
gone to Northallerton sessions ; we got £4 a lady’s
pocket in the MarkeuScsrboro*, (about May

;)
got about

£3 two days ; thence to Burlington one night, Headon
did nothing then. Then to a place near Sir Clifford
Constable’s ; through villages to Garmgwold

;
got a

country former, and robbed him of £6. (We were low, not
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working now.) Came next to York ; two dare ; got

about £2 : 10s. off a gentleman looking at the Minster,

talking to him and admiring the building. Thence to

Leeds
; got some little, about £10 ; there two days.

Then Bradford
;
got £3. To Halifax, and then to Roch-

dale, and so home. Arrived there in May, about the 25th ;

stayed about three days $ went off with the same men to

Warrington, St Helen’s, Wigan, Bolton, and Manchester.
One of the constables stopped us coming in at Windsor
Biidge; took 7*- 6d. off us ; we got it by application at

Town Hall. Went out to Ashton; got £5; then started to

Huddersfield; nothing much; about £5 pockets; had to fiy

very quick. To Wakefield three days, got about 25s. Selby

was not drunk. Thence to Newcastle, Morpeth, and did

nothing more till we got into Edinburgh ; there we were
a fortnight. Drawed a till there, out of a shop ; and
Hull, some few pounds. Then to Beverly, Scarboro’;

there, on the coronation day ; pretty fair that day ; got

in the procession about £3, and at a supper at night got

£25 offa gentleman who had come out of the hall pocket.

Nixt morning to Whitby, Loftus, Stockton, Hartlepool,

when we lit of an old sailor, jnst landed, who had got

£25, his wages, jnst received; picked his pocket; he
got about £30, about ten in the morning ; a grocer’s

;

there was no one in the shop. The drawer was open,

and a bowl in it ; £20 in silver, 10 sovereigns. Thence
to Stirling, Falkirk, and Glasgow; there a fortnight, got

about £20 the day Wore we went out, to help us on the

road.

Thus our friend proceeds. Whether he really

did so great a stroke of business, or is inspired

by the love of fame, is to us doubtful. At Ayr
he was suddenly parted from his comrade, after

they had robbed a lady ; and they never met
again. He never slackened running till he had
reached Burns* cottage; and by this route he

pushed on to Portpatrick, and afterwards did a

little in the country towns of Ireland. In Dublin

the youth was prospering—the police uot being

so sharp there as in any town in England—but

he took an infatuated longing to return to Man-
chester, and ran into the lion's throat.

This “ traveller** dropped some useful preven-

tive hints, which, for the benefit of those of our

readers who are householders, we shall after-

wards notice. The most picturesque part of

these adventures is the embellished relation of

a juvenile thief, describing a country excursion

which he made from London, with a companion.

We wish that the birth and early education of

these two boys had also been given :

A twelvemonth ago he and P were together in

Cold-Bath-Fields, where they planned a thieving journey
to Kidderminster.

They built a dog-cart, stole two dogs from Smithfield,

bought hardware, brooms, &c., at a shop near Farringdon
street, to the amount of 17s. While they were purchas-
ing the articles, two companions stole for them a dozen
and a half of hand-brooms from the door; they valued
them at 5s., making, as four were concerned, Is. 3d. each ;

P and H paid them 2s. 6d. They also took
with them twenty sixpences and ten shillings bad money,
which they concealed in a large false bottom of the cart.

Thus equipped, H with 5s., P with 15s. 6d.,

they started off about twelve at noon, in the winter or
end of autumn. At Wandsworth they sold a mat for
Is. 4d. and a broom for lid. They went on to Wimble-
don, and called at a public-house, where they had a pint
of beer, for which they gave a bad sixpence. The land-
lady served them, and then went into the inner bar and
continued serving. The boy H reached down and
took four silver salt-spoons which were on a shelf; be
would have taken the salt-cellars, but was afraid they
might soon be missed. They decamped, bought some

bread and cheese, and hastened out of the town in about
ten minutes after the robbery. At Kingston they wtnt
to a traveller’s house and sold the spoons to the landlord,

who gave them board and lodging for the night and next

day, with 5s. for the bargain.

At the next town, (the boy did not recollect the names
of the places,) about eleven or twelve miles from King,

•ton, they went to a public-house ; it was market day.

H made cloth caps, and, in the course of the even.

ing, he sold a dozen and a half, at Is. 6d. each, to the

countrymen in the tap-room. They stole a greatcoat

which belonged to one of their customers, and hid it in

the false bottom of their cart. There was a bue-and-crv

for it; some suspected the boys; bnt the landlady said

she could be anawerable that the poor lads were innocent

Having proceeded next day on their route, they sold it to

a passing countryman for 3s. H— considers it to have

been worth about 7*>

For three weeks they lived entirely upon the produce

of what they sold, and ultimately arrived at Kidder-

minster.

They put up, for a short time, at a traveller’s boose.

Houses of this kind are in every town, price 3d. or 4d.a.

night
; they have a common kitchen, where thetramperi

cook and live. (P confirmed this, and stated that the

better sort pay 6d., and have the attendance of a girl to

cook.)

At every lodging-house on the road H met plenty

of trampera ; and he did not see one face that he had not

seen at St Giles’. They also recognised him, and compared
notes. Some were hawkers, some were going half-naked,

some were ballad-singers, some were going about with

false letters, others as broken-down tradesmen, some as

old soldiero, and some as shipwrecked sailors ; and every

night they told each other of good houses. They all

lived well, never eat any broken victuals, but had meat

breakfasts, good dinners, hot sappers, and frequently

ended by going to bed very drnnk. Not one spent less

than 3s. a-day ; many a great deal more. They sometimes

make 5s. and average 3s. 6d. per day ; some often get

a sovereign where humane people reside. (All this is

confirmed by P .)

P having been employed at a carpet-manufactory

before he came to London, went to visit his old friends, and

was soon able to introduce H Every day these

boys stole balls of twine and string from this place.

They daily went there to take whatever they could lay

their hands upon, and have brought out two and three

dozen balls of a day in their greatcoat pockets, finding a

ready market for their plunder in the rag-shops. The

first lot they sold was worth about £1, and they got 10s.

6d.for it. They did not dispose of any stock-in-trade while

in the town, bnt lived by plundering the manufactory,

and picking pockets in the streets. Some of the property

they pawned, some they sold to trampera at the Lodging-

honses.

P and H were very punctual in attendance

at the churches, where they always robbed. They took

three watches—one was pawned for 16s., the other two

for £1 a-piece. P is very clever at “ easing a yokel

of his watch.”

They went to a fair about fifteen miles from Kidder-

minster, leaving their dogs and cart at a public-hooie

about two miles from the scene. P ——, who can play

“ prick in the garter,” soon got a mob, and soon found

“ betters.” He allowed them to win nearly all the mo-

ney he had, and then won it back with double interest.

In the meantime H , who never appeared to know
P —,

was very busy rifling the farmers* pockets of their

money bags. (He minutely described the bap as being

to him a matter of great singularity.) He took eight

bap in a short time ; bnt the richest of the eight contained

only 15s.; he also took seven handkerchiefs. One of the

party having logt a bet, applied to his pocket, hut missed

his puns ; a row ensued ; every one felt his pockets; the

robbed and the swindled pve vent to their anpr, and,

having secured P— —,
took him to a pond and ducked

him. H decamped when the storm was brewing,

as he had all the bap and property about him. This

occurred at about four in the afternoon $ and, it about
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nine,P—, haring concealed himself after his ducking^

joined H at the public-house, and off they set in their

vehicle.

They left the neighbourhood, and shaped their coarse

for London. On their journey back, they entered a gen-

tleman's house, about half-past eight in the evening. It

stood upon a hill, and was to let. They opened the kit-

chen window, and rummaged all over the house for about

an hour, taking away a greatcoat, some glass decanters,

and a hearth-rug. On arriving at the next town, which
was about ten miles off, (and they travelled in the night

after this robbery.) they told the landlord they had some-

thing to sell. His wife went out, and returned shortly

after with a man, who bought the lot for £1:5:6;
but H remarked, “the fellow swindled us, for the

decanters were worth all the money ; but we were glad to

get rid of them at any price.’* At some distance from
this town they came neat a large village, and saw several

persona coming towards them, when P put down
the table for the “ garter story.” H. — began betting,

and the people, when they came up, stopped to see the

fan. Shortly they began to play, and H began to

thieve; at length they became exasperated at their loase»

toP— ; H — had retreated, and, having packed
a*ay the property in the dog-cart, was moving off, when
the stoi qi broke out, and P again got into a scrape.

Ht was severely thumped and beaten
;
H— was ac-

cused of being an accomplice ; and they were both locked

ap in the cage till next day, when the magistrates ac-

quitted them, remarking that P
,

if guilty, had re-

ceived punishment enough, and as for H
,
there was

no charge against him. It remained a mystery amongst
them what had become of the stolen property, tor neither

boy had been out of tbeir eight, and yet nothing was
found either on them or in the cart. They never suspect-

ed the false bottom.

The boys, on tbeir return, robbed some sol-

diers who were billeted at a bouse where they
lodged—stole a pair of silver salt-cellars at a

public-house where they baited—and, when dis-

posing of a broom at a gentleman’s house, picked
op a valuable watch and a silver egg-stand ; for

til of which they readily found purchasers. For
the watch they got £15. This seems incredible,

whatever might be its value. A boy of fourteen,

in Knutsford gaol, gave the following account of

his career and that of his comrade.

I have known many persons who would not prosecute,

and many a one who has taken money which has been
•at by the woman at the lodging-hause (or them not to

tell a strong tale. We would frequently at night get a
wire and turn the key in the lock, which was inside,

itnicht with the hole
;
we could then push it out on to

the toor ; we had then another long wire to feel for the
hey and draw it under the door ; then unlock the door,
>od help ourselves. Sometimes I have been sent begging
to different houses ; the people have been watched up stairs

to make the beds; I have then gently opened the door,
pulled the key out of the lock, and presWd it against a
pkee of tempered clay which I had in my hand. We could
then cut a key, and go in when we liked. There were
sometimes three or four of us. We always endeavoured
for money, hut we could do with anything if we could
not get it. If we were strangers in town, the lodging-
house folks would find us a receiver for the property.
We would often hide it while one of us went and made
>un of the receiver. Lodging-house folks always tell us
to do so, instead of carrying it into the house. They
often cheat ns out of half tbe value.

I never did work much ; while 1 did work in the day,
1 thieved nt night. I only worked for two or three weeks
at once. There were plenty of placet to dispose of any-
thing we got. I lived by housebreaking, picking pockets,
tad stealing money-drawers; tbe number of thefts was
bcuording to what we got. They used to put me some-
ttasi through a window, by taking a square out, and I

"ffotd the doors ; sometimes dpwn a cellar-hole. I was

often suspected ; but ss soon as I got anything, I gave it

to the men that were with me, and they could find no-

thing on me. I have been taken by the constables many
times, and got off in that way. 1 was apprehended at

Stafford with two £5 notes in my pocket, and my com-
panion came and said he was my father, and he had given

them me to change. The man who had been robbed,

could not swear to ns nor the notes. My companions

were very sharp ; they were dressed like gentlemen ; and
when we were at fairs, nobody would think of them be-

ing thieves. They had all sorts of tools and skeleton-keys^

and were first in the country at using them. Have com-
mitted, altogether, many hundred depredations in my life,

little ones and big ones. I spent my time, when not on
the look-out for booty, with my companions, in certain

beer-shops or public-houses, where we were known. The
landlord knew of our courses. My companions used to

make it up with some (landlords) when we should be in

at night, and changed their clothes to go out, that they

might not be known. We were nearly always travelling.

We did not commit our robberies near the towns we
stopped at, but went a good way off We went to Chester,

Shrewsbury, and different towns in Lancashire, York-
shire, Cheshire, Staffordshire, Shropshire, and many places

I did not know the names of.

A lad, aged seventeen, in the course of a confes-

sion of his career, gives the following answers :

—

Sometimes I worked for two or three months, and then

went to thieving for some months, and then go to work
again. Some places I did not like to go to, because the

constables were sharp. The lodging-house keepers would
put us down to the traps, and find us a receiver when we
wanted one. I have been at a burglary, but 1 generally

went picking pockets, or on the sneak. In one lodging-

house, I got off many a time by being let down a trap-

door that led to an entry. 1 have many a time been

caught by the people I have been robbing, and been let

off. Myself, and two other chaps, stopped a Scotchman
on the road near Preston, and took his pack off his back,

and his money, tied his hands behind him, and left him.

One of my companions was taken ; but we gave the wo-
man at the lodging-honae a sovereign, to swear that ho
was in bed at the time, so they only vagranted him. I

have travelled through Yorkshire and Lancashire, but

have done very little in Cheshire. We moved from one

town to another, that the traps might not know us.

One of the lads states that there is now little

to be done in hi» way, save in picking pockets

;

a species of depredation which no police can

wholly prevent. We do not think it prudent

to explain all the ingenious inodes of picking

pockets—a science long well understood in Lon-
don, though there appears to be a few late im-

provements. Still more ingenious is the new
machine for abstracting goods from bales. One
scapegrace of nineteen, of most respectable pa-

rents, seems to have been, by mental constitu-

tion, an ill-conditioned fellow

—

un mauvais svjet

—one of those predestined “ hand-wiled black-

guards," whose career nothing but a gaol can

arrest, and who appears beyond the reach of

moral influence. He was always of dissolute

habits, and repeatedly, when a boy, ran away to

sea. His history shews a finished specimen of

the incorrigible vagabond.

A thief glories, of course, in the number of his

exploits, and will naturally exaggerate their

number ; but the Commissioners like to hold

them at their widest word. When the juvenile

depredators were interrogated as to the extent

of their petty thefts, their round reply was—
" Could not remember a tenth of them"—“ hun-

dreds, many hundreds." It is estimated that

each, to live, must steal six handkerchiefs in a
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day, or things of similar value ; but when the I

limited number of persons wearing silk pocket-

handkerchiefs is considered, in relation to the

number of thieves, this seems excessive. The
great evil of the uncertainty of conviction is

generally admitted ; but the Commissioners have

adopted what appears to us a most fallacious way
of contrasting the amount of crime with that of

conviction, that great defect in the operation of

the criminal law.

The crime they specify is the uttering of forged

bank-notes ; and they do not quote the number
of prosecutions, in a table, extending from

1805 to 1837, but only the number of convictions.

The prosecutions must have been comparatively

few ; for, of all imaginable crimes, it is the most

difficult to convict upon this, the law having

settled—or being understood to have settled

—

that no one can hold property in a forged Bank
of England note, or a right to detain it. Now, the

notes generally come into the Bank ; but, in a

multitude of cases, through channels that can-

not be suspected, and it is enough that an innqcent

man suffers the loss of the value of the note,

without being subjected to prosecution. Hence,

there must be very few prosecutions for uttering

forged notes, compared with their number ; and,

consequently, almost no convictions, though con-

siderable numbers of forged notes are issued.

This crime, also, seems decreasing rapidly. In

some years, the number of forged notes stopped

at the Bank amounted to from 20,000 to 30,000.

Of late years, the number has not reached 300. In

1836 there were 229 forged notes presented, and

probably few or no prosecutions, as there is not

one conviction. In 1837 the number was 263,

and three convictions took place, out of what

number of prosecutions we are not told, but cer-

tainly very few. Hence the fallacy of selecting

this particular crime to prove that, in all offences,

the number of convictions gives no true idea of

the vast number of crimes that escape conviction.

The average of escapes drawn from such data

must, we are satisfied, be very erroneous. The
preventive hints thrown out by the thieves merit

attention. One clever vagabond suggests that

not an organized force consisting of 8,000 men,
but forty or fifty vigilant policemen, should be

on the move through hnglaud, and attend at all

fairs, races, &c., wherever rogues do congregate.

They ought to learn the cant of the thieves, and
they would soon know their faces. Another is

of opinion that as picking pockets is now the

only sure card, it would do more good to trans-

port two or three master pickpockets, who give

instruction in the science, than hundreds of boys.

This same experienced person adds :
—

“

If I had

a house I would not have a grid, (a coal grat-

ing,) as many robberies are done in that way. A
boy and most men can get down. Underground
kitchen-windows are bad places to guard. A
drop-latch, connected with the outside, should

have a button on it, to turn down at night. In-

side bolts should be at top and bottom, and, to

be good for anything, should be locked, when in

that position, by one of the patent locks, so that

no boy eould be shewn in. The main-door key is

best left in the lock. A young gentleman of

nineteen—the same who ran away to sea, and

who has been engaged in about a dozen bur-

glaries, seven of them in inhabited houses—tells

that skeleton keys were the general means of

access ; and, when these failed, back-cellar win-

dows were forced by small crow-bars. The ob-

ject was silver-plate, money, or clothing. We
need not detail his varied methods ; but a chain

he considers safer for a door than a bolt, as it

cannot be got out without noise, “ Thinks it

(the chain) would be a sufficient impediment to

8top the work altogether. Never met with a

bell; thinks it better than even a drop-latch,

which is the most serious impediment he ever

met with. The drop-latch is formidable, because

it forms part of the lock. The bolt of the lock

may be shot, but the thief not know it, because

the door binds by the drop-latch, and so they

may work for an hour, thinking the lock not

picked. . . . Thinks there is a general defi-

ciency of caution—careless servants not fastening

what holts there are—or a deficiency of bolts.

Would recommend every door to have a drop-

latch, a chain right across the door, and a bell.

Doors are preferred to windows, because the

chains are often rusty and easily broken by a

lever. Windows are not liked on account of the

glass. It is very difficult to take it out, in the

dead of night, without letting some part drop,

and the noise generally alarms people. The fas-

tening of a shutter is very awkward to get out,

as the brace cannot easily be worked to it, at in

using much noise must be made. If a bell were

on the shutter, it would be impossible to break

in. . . . Never heard of a man turned by a

cellar-window, unless interrupted. They ought

to have no communication that is not cut off by

night bolts, locks, and belli. . . . The best

means of preventing the escape of offenders, is to

search them in the very first house—man or wo-

man. Very often get rid of the property on their

way to the station, by swallowing, chewing notef,

dropping it in the sludge, crossing the streets.

By keeping every prisoner entirely separate,

many may be convicted who now escape/*

Pickpockets say that if a handkerchief be car-

ried in the inside coat-pocket, hat, or even pinned

to the outside pocket, they are foiled. Shop

thieves say, if a till be locked, or a nail at the

back part to prevent its being drawn entirely out,

they are baulked. Pickpockets say, if they can get

a man into a push, he must be robbed unless he be

aware of them. If so, their cant words will save

him : if he keeps out of a push, his cash in an

inside pocket, hi9 watch well guarded by a chain,

or wears a cloak in the season, they are foiled.

The house-breaker says, a plate of sheet-iron in

the inside of the door, foils him in his attempt

at panelling, and that Chubb's locks give a

great deal of trouble in opening; but Bramah's

have, as yet, defeated all their attempts. The

thief who robs shop windows, says, wire-gauie

curtains within the glass, foils him. The thief

who robs shops by “ palming,** says, that shop*
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keepers must be awAre of the game of palming

to guard against his attacks; and the most notori-

ous mothers state, that bad gold is known by its

deficient standard and weight, and bad silver by
its malleability and greasy feel. Base silver coin

is chiefly mado in London
; gold in Birmingham.

The metallic dealer obtains £6 worth of base coin

for £1. One individual chiefly supplies the town.

He meets the venders every morning at a stated

place, and supplies them at 4s. the sovereign,

and the crown at lOd. There must be a great

deal that is purely conjectural in these state,

ments—they are all derived from doubtful

sources.

\Te have been wandering from the main busi-

ness of the Report, into more amusing, but much
less important matter, and must now sum up
as briefly as possible. If the increase of crime
and immorality of a kind that a police can re-

press, prevent, or punish, be made the ground
of the novel and arbitrary scheme recommended
by the Commissioners, then the proof has entirely

failed. In crimes that may be checked, there is 8
positive decrease. If the demoralized condition

of the rural districts be pointed out, greatly ex-

aggerated as we are persuaded, the amount of
evil is—from the witnesses being all parties inter-

ested, by their actual losses, or selfish suspicion

—we should look back to the causes ; to the
consolidation of farms, the enclosure of com-
mons, the low rate of the wages of agricultural

labour, the extreme scarcity of fuel in many parts

of England, the corrupting influence of the old

Poor Law, and the harsh or stringent oper-
ation of the new system. And is it the estab-

lishment of a State gendarmerie that is to cor-

rect these evils ? Is the policeman to usurp
the place of the schoolmaster, and to be main-
tained by funds which might be better employed
in removing the latent causes of crime ? Lay-
ing aside the unconstitutional character of the
projected Force, and the novel and anomalous
powers and influences to be vested in the Execu-
tive by its existence, the expense is some, though
an inferior consideration : The number of the
force to start with, is estimated at 8,000 ; to

start as soon as all the rural localities ac-

cede. The expense of a police of the kind
intended for the county of Chester alone, is esti-

mated— and we may be pretty certain the esti-

mates are as moderate as possible at, £8,1 12 : 8 : 4
per annum. But this is no fair calculation : if

tbe Irish police, consisting of 8,203 men, cost

£380,208 a-year in a country where wages are so
low, what would the entire national Force neces-
*ary for England and Wales cost? It is delusive
to speak of the same rate of payment in the two
countries

; but at the Irish rate, which can be
little more than one-half the expense of the Eng-
lish, the amount requisite at the outset would be,

according to the Commissioners, £680,222. But
the expense is the least consideration in this

monstrous proposition: the Commissioners hint
j

that, in process of time, the suppression of delin-

quency might make a smaller Force equal to the

multifarious, and many of them useful duties,

which tbe Report suggests for it. But when was
ever any source of patronage and power to a

Government voluntarily reduced, while funds

could be found to maintain it? The financial part

is not, however, the worst feature of the plan; the

funds expended in the repression and punish-

ment of crime being already enormous, and there

beinglittle doubt that a centralized system might,

under strict management, be rendered the least

expensive.

The project of the Commissioners has not, we
perceive, obtained anything like general appro-

bation in the rural districts. Many of the magis-

trates, to whom inquiries were addressed, appear

quite contented with the old modes. Of 435 petty

sessional divisions, 123 recommend the appoint-

ment of “ an improved rural police and in 13

divisions, they recommend that it shall be under
their own control. In 77 divisions, the appoint-

ment of a patrol and additional constables is re-

commended ; and 16 recommend that the pre-

sent constables be better paid. In 37 divisions,

the magistrates consider some farther security

necessary ; in 47, they give no opinion ; and, in

122, it is declared that no change is required.

This analysis shews no great alacrity in embrac-

ing tbe centralized system ; and the few authori-

ties, the very few, that the Commissioners have

been able to rake together, are not much entitled

to attention, in tbe adoption of a scheme sub-

versive of the fundamental principles of British

freedom. We see but one magistrate of Hert-

ford—an anonymous one— mentioned as approv-

ing that <f central control” which Mr Chadwick
and his two co-Commissioners consider more
essential to the nature of a constabulary, than

even to tbe administration of relief to the poor-
one magistrate, and MrWolryche Whitmore, the

high sheriff of Shropshire. The returns from half

a dozen other places, small towns or villages, are

construed to favour the novel and magnificent

scheme ; but the words do not fairly bear out the

interpretation. They all speak of arrangement
and co. operation, but do not recognise the grand
central head.

The strongest argument for tbe establishment

of a small movable civil force, independent of

local connexion or control, is found in the shame-
ful events attending the combinations at Nor-
wich and in Glasgow. Many abuses are also

pointed out requiring reform, and which are quite

susceptible of it, without the introduction of

a new system entirely subversive, as we gravely

re-assert,of tbe fundamental principles of British

freedom. No case whatever, we again affirm, is

made out in this 'elaborate Report, for abridg-

ing the liberties of Englishmen—for placing

Great Britain under a continental police. As a

complete system of State espionage, we have no}

yet considered the scheme.
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THE GUERNSEY SYSTEM OF LAND-TENURE.*

To the Editor of Tail*8 Magazine.

Sib,—Your Guernsey correspondent has not

been sufficiently explicit with respect to the

mode of letting, or rather disposing of land in

that island. It is always done for a certain

annual payment, consisting of quarters of wheat,

(the Guernsey quarter being much less than

the English ;) and it is generally optional with

the purchaser to pay it either in wheat or in

money, at the rate (on an average of years)

of £\, English, per quarter; or to redeem a

certain number of these quarters, as may be

agreed on between the parties, for the sum of

£20 each. Except in this payment in kind,

the system differs little from the English mode
of disposing of property, and allowing a part

of the purchase-money to remain on mortgage,

at the rate of five per cent., per annum ; with

this manifest advantage, however, in favour of

Guernsey, that all sales are inscribed in a public

register, and are open for inspection for a trif-

ling fee, consequently no frauds can take place.

The Guernsey farmer is thus an absolute land-

holder ; and, from the number of small farms,

the fields being proportionately contracted, the

hedges or fences are extensive ; but this latter

circumstance is not injurious, as they are merely
furze (gorse) banks, the produce of which pays
them handsomely.

The following is the general mode of farming:
—The sea-weed (called varecq) thrown up and
growing on the coast is a valuable manure ; but
is not allowed to be gathered except at stated

periods, which are regulated by an “ ordonnance”
of the royal court of the island. The first gather-

ing is about Shrove Tuesday, which the farmers
usually lay on the barley field in its natural

state, in the proportion of six or eight cart-loads

per verged, (two-and-half of which rather exceed
an English acre,) and shortly after plough it in.

The second is about midsummer ; and this is

generally dried and used as fuel in the winter
by the country people, the ashes of which is a

valuable manure. Their mode of ploughing,

though not Mr Owen’s system, is one of co-oper-

ation. When they intend to plough, they give

notice to their neighbours, who make it a practice

to assist. They have a small plough which pre-

cedes a large one ; the former going two or

three inches deep, and the latter, drawn by ten
or twelve horses or oxen, penetrating nearly a
foot deeper; thus making the whole depth about
fourteen inches—equal to spade husbandry.

After the business of the day is over, those who
have contributed their aid repair to the owner’s

house, where they are regaled with a sumptuous
j

supper. This is a very general practice, and

the farmer, therefore, need never have more

than two or three horses, or one ox and two

horses, for all other purposes.

Parsnips are cultivated in large quantities.

They are twice hand-weeded, and the last time

thinned out to the distance of five inches. This,

however, might, with care, be performed equally

well with the hoe, and save much labour. A
horse-load per perch (of twenty-one square feet)

is reckoned an average crop. The succession of

crops is c*over, wheat, parsnips, lucern ;
or

wheat, parsnips, wheat, barley. Parsnips require

rather a wet summer. Neither cows nor horses

are allowed to range over the fields ;
but they

are staked to the ground, with a play of rope of

about eight feet, allowing them a circle of grass

of sixteen feet diameter, which they are obliged

to clear completely before they are changed;

and the cows are generally milked three times

per day. The milk is always so rich, that it is

immediately made into butter, without the pre-

liminary operation (in England) of taking off the

cream for that purpose.

From a residence of fourteen years in the

island, I can confirm your correspondent’s report

of the integrity, independence, and absence of

poverty among the natives generally; and, dur-

ing the whole of that period, even in the town,

bars and bolts were quite unnecessary, except to

exclude the English soldiers ; but then, it must

be remarked, that these small farms cannot pos-

sibly support all that are born on them, and,

therefore, a constant stream of emigration is

always in operation. I have the pleasure of

knowing Mr Brock, the bailiff or chief magistrate

of the island, and can bear my testimony to that

gentleman’s comprehension of intellect, sound

sense, and general philanthropy. No one can

doubt the correctness of his recommendation:

but bow the plan is to be executed in Ireland but

by compulsion, is the grand question.

I beg you, Mr Editor, particularly to notice,

for the information of the bigoted landholders

of Great Britain and Ireland, that although the

Island of Guernsey is open to all the world for

the free importation of corn, without any duty

whatever, still the rent of land there is not

less than £5 per acre ! Will not this con-

vince them that they are blind to their own in-

terest in opposing the Repeal of the Corn-Laws?

Yours respectfully,

H. A. M.

Bristol, 10th April, 1839.

* See the article, “ A New Remedy for the Distresses of Ireland ;'* by a Guernsey Correspondent ; in Na LXUI.
of this Magazine

; page 138.
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PERILS AND ESCAPES OF A COVENANTER,
AS RELATED BY HIMSELF.

The times of the Covenant, as every person

even moderately read in the history of that

period must know, were productive of innumer-
able hardships, oppressions, and cruelties, to the

people of Scotland. Their faithful adherence to

their own parish ministers and the Presbyterian

form of worship, drew down upon their devoted
heads the vengeance of a tyrannical and perse-

cuting Government. For the space of eight-and-

twenty years they walked in the fiery furnace

of affliction, exposed to all manner of sufferings

for conscience* sake, and compelled, like the

primitive martyrs, to hide themselves from the

fury of their persecutors in the dens and caves

of the earth.

Theoriginof these sufferings—which increased

every year, until they became absolutely intoler-

able—may be expressed in a single sentence:

the ill-advised and barbarous determination of

Charles II. to force Prelacy, by violent means,
upon the Scottish nation. And it was for their

noble and persevering resistance to this arbi-

trary policy, that our covenanting forefathers

were exposed to all the severities which a cor-

rupt Parliament and a lawless soldiery could

inflict.

By a decree of the Council, called the Glasgow
Act, passed in October, 1662, all parish ministers

who refused to submit to Episcopacy, were ordered

to remove with their families, by the 1st of No-
vember, beyond the bounds of their Presbytery ;

otherwise the military were authorized to expel

them at the point of the bayonet: the people were

forbidden to own them as lawful pastors, or at-

tend their sermons, or pay their annual stipend.

The intention of this rigorous decree, doubt-

less, was either to produce acquiescence on the

part of the ministers, or to provoke the more
refractory and indiscreet to measures that might
afford a pretext for violent extrusion. But the

Council had reckoned without their host. The
Presbyterian clergy declined to compromise for

their livings by sacrificing their conscience, or

betraying the interests of their religious estab-

lishment. They hesitated not a moment as to

the course they should take. In one day, nearly

three hundred pulpits were left vacant, and
above a third part of the Church laid desolate.

The people of that day, who were attached be-

yond measure to their spiritual teachers, beheld
with sorrow and dismay the dispersion of so

many witnesses and champions of the “ good old

cause.’* They universally approved of their re-

solution to offer no violent opposition, even to a

statute passed by men who deserved the name
of debauchees rather than legislators. It was
not unfrequent to see them at once regretting

and recommending the departure of their be-

loved pastors ; shedding tears of pity at their

misfortunes, yet applauding their constancy and
unconquerable integrity ; and encouraging them
to enter on their trials with Christian resigna-
*0. irvii,—yol. vi.

tion, trusting to the kindness of Providence and

the charity of their friends.

One of the first consequences of this arbitrary

Act on the part of the Government, was the

almost immediate commencement of field-preach-

ings and private lectures by the ejected minis-

ters, who were scattered over the country where-

ever the hospitality of relations or acquaintances

afforded them a temporary habitation. The
practice soon became very general, especially

in the more sequestered parishes. It proceeded,

however, from no wish to furnish new matter of

offence, but from a clear persuasion that forcible

deposition would not denude a minister of his

clerical rights. The secular arm, they admitted,

might extend to their persons or their proper-

ties, but could never unminister lawful pastors,

or take from them an office which they held im-

mediately by divine commission. This they con-

sidered as arrogating a power that belonged to

the Church alone. A mere paper proclamation

they held incompetent to nullify the ceremony
of ordination, or the will of the people ; and
therefore, the hallowed union between them and
their flocks still subsisted, though nominally dis-

solved by an act of the regular power. As they

were now forbidden access to the Established

pulpits, they had no resource but to exercise

their profession in a less secular way, and to lend

their spiritual assistance wherever it was craved.

To have refused this, would have been to impli-

cate them in the guilt of looking with indiffer-

ence on the religious destitution of the land

;

for many parishes in the south and the west were

totally vacant, and in some districts people had
to travel twenty miles to hear public worship.

From these causes, the custom of itinerary

preaching soon became prevalent. The dis-

placed clergy lectured, exhorted, baptized, and
dispensed ordinances in their own houses, or at

places in the neighbourhood ; frequently in the

woods, or such other sequestered spots as were
most convenient.

The attachment of the people to their old pa-

rish ministers, seemed to increase in proportion

to their dislike for the curates who succeeded

them ; and who, generally speaking, were men
very ill-qualified, either by learning or morals,

for the sacred office. Wherever they were set-

tled they were regarded as intruders, thrust in

against the will of the congregation, and kept

in their pulpits by military force. To serve as

an excuse for not attending their sermons, the

church bell was sometimes purposely deprived of

its tongue— that appendage being now regarded

as the symbol of their degradation, and embitter-

ing their miseries by reminding them of their

spiritual slavery. Its weekly summons rung in

their ears as the voice of the oppressor proclaim-

ing his conquests, and insolently bragging of his

triumph. In several places the doors of the

churches were built up or barricaded, that the
2 M
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434 PERILS AND ESCAPES OF A COVENANTER,

Scriptures might be literally fulfilled, and the
" hireling” be made to climb in by the window.
The minds of the people became disgusted with
the incompetency and the irregularities of these
intruders : nobody attended them except those
who were compelled by violence to do what was
against their conscience and their principles.

In this extremity, they were driven to seek, at
all hasards, their ordinances and spiritual instruc-

tions from men whom they venerated for their

unblemished reputation, and still recognised as

their lawful ministers.

The desertion from the curates called down upon
the heads of the disobedient peasantry the se-

verest vengeance : all private meetings for reli-

gious exercises were discharged, under penalty
of contumacy to ecclesiastical authority. Fines

were exacted, ft>r every offence, from all persons

absent from their parish church. Heritors and
masters of families were commanded to see that

their tenants, servants, and cottars attended ;

otherwise to remove them out' of their houses

and lands, and to grant them no new leases un-
less they subscribed a bond for conformity. The
same injunctions were applicable to magistrates

and inhabitants of burghs ; and, for neglecting to

enforce the statute, landholders and civic rulers

became liable to imprisonment or sequestration.

For persona] absence, heritors forfeited a fourth

part of their rents ; householders and citizens a
fourth of their substance ; and, if merchants, the

freedom of their incorporation and the privileges

of trade.

As for the deposed clergy, they were forbidden,

under pain of sedition, to reside within twenty
miles of their former parishes, within six miles

of Edinburgh or a cathedral church, or within

three miles of any burgh in the kingdom. It

was sftrictly prohibited making charitable col-

lections for their use, or from contributing in any
way to their support.

To enforce these despotic regulations, an army
of twenty-two thousand foot and two thousand
horse was dispersed in companies over the more
refractory districts, to compel church attendance,

uplift fines, and bring offenders to punishment.

As an auxiliary to this crusade, a high commis-
sion court was instituted, which assumed the

power both of the sword and the keys, exercising

a civil as well as a spiritual jurisdiction. The
greatest noblemen in the land were amenable to

this tribunal ; the inoffensive peasantry might be

fined, incarcerated, or transported beyond seas

at pleasure; and by captious questions, the most
wary might be entangled and decoyed within the

meshes of the law.

With a court so constituted, and provided with

such auxiliaries and accomplices, it may be rea-

dily conceived what excesses would be committed
against all who refused implicit submission.

Accordingly, the history of the times is filled

with the sad memorials of the cruelties and ex-

actions practised by the Turners, Claverhouses,

Dalzells, and other booted missionaries of Pre-
lacy, who acted as the leaders in these disgrace-

fid- expeditions, The people were dragged to

church like felons to the dungeon, and severely

beaten or fined if they resisted. When families

were unwilling to pay, the military were sent to

live upon them at free quarter, until they should

eat up the value of the penalty ; and frequently

they continued until they had consumed their

whole substance. Cattle, grain, furniture, Ac.,

were seized to defray church arrears, or wan-

tonly burnt and destroyed. The food they could

not use was wasted ; hen-roosts were plundered;

chests and presses were ransacked, and their con-

tents carried off in large panniers or creels. In the

dairy, “ they upset the butter-kirns, and hacked

down the cheeses with their swords, among the

horses
4

feet.
44 The widow and the fatherless

were thus robbed of their necessary subsistence

;

“ and when the children cried for bread, it was

snatched from their mouths and given to the

soldiers' pleasure-dogs.
44

The usual mode of discovering the obnoxious,

was by means of a parish list, generally drawn

up by the curate. After sermon, this muster-

roll was called from the pulpit, and absentees

marked out for the weekly fine. Many were ar-

rested without either proof or presumptive evi-

dence, and amerced on mere suspicion. The

process was brief—the curate was the accuser,

the soldier was the judge and the executioner of

his own sentence. It was in his power to demand

a sum exceeding that specified by law ; and, ss

a stimulus to exertion, the surplus was allotted

to his own pocket. Whenever the performance

of his duty required him to travel, he could

claim “ riding-money
44—an expense chargeable

on the person of whom he was in quest.

Sabbath was the day on which these extrava-

gances were very often committed. The troops

sat drinking and revelling in the nearest ale-

house until public worship drew to a close.

The last psalm was the signal for attack ; they

then sallied from their cups, surrounded the

churchyard, and placed sentinels at the doors.

The congregation were made to pass out one by

one, and interrogated whether they belonged to

that parish. If they answered in the negative,

they were fined upon the spot :
generally all the

money they had was taken from them. Those

who had none or too little, were plundered of

their coats, hoods, plaids, and Bibles; and the

soldiers, laden with their sacrilegious spoils,

returned from the house of God as from a field

of battle, or the pillage of a stormed city.

The tyrannical measures thus resorted to, de-

signed to remedy the evil, tended, as always

happens in similar cases, rather to aggravate the

disease. New and severer proclamations were

issued; amongst others, that called the Scots

Conventicle Act, in 1666, discharging all con-

ventions for religious exercises " as seminaries

of insurrection and rebellion.”

The natural effect of these tyrannical proceed-

ings, was to goad on the people to mutiny and

rebellion, the first outbreaking of which was the

ill-starred and disastrous Battle of Pentland

Hills, fought in November, 1666. That dsfest,

and the bloody executions which followed it> it*
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pramed, for a while, field preachings and private

oooveoticles ; but in a short time* they revived

and spread more extensively than ever. For
ten years they continued to be held in every

county, and almost on every hill, from the Frith

of Tay to the banks of the Tweed and the Sol-

way.

A milder expedient than arms was now tried

bj the Government, to check them, and that

was the Indulgence ; but it had only a tempo-
rary and partial effect. It was a fertile source of

dissension among the exiled clergy, but it did

sot in any degree abate the desire of the people

to attend their clandestine ministrations. Again
the military were let loose, and encouraged by

the Privy Council to apprehend these “ hot and
fiery teachers*' whom neither clemency nor in-

dulgence, as they complained, could reduce to

submission* The consequence was, that the

people, when they met at theee field-preach-

ings, carried arms to defend their minis-

ters, and repel this hostile invasion of their wor-
ship. As maoy as ten or twelve thousand often

attended these armed conventicles. Sometimes
the King's troops, who were ordered to disperse

them, dared nut venture to molest them ; or, if

they did attack them, they were repulsed and
put to flight, as at the Beith Hill, above Dun-
fermline, on the Lomond*, and at KinkeJ, near
St Andrew's, in 1674.

The arrogance of Lauderdale, then lord of

the ascendant in Scotland, at length exasperated

ths people to open rebellion. The Parliament
issued acta of new and unprecedented rigour;

the progress of legislation became more and
more severe ; and the barbarous executioners of

the law were not only sanctioned in their cruel-

ties, but instigated to greater excesses by rewards
sad impunity. All the resources of art and
ingenuity were put in requisition to bear down
the Covenanters. As a more effectual expedient
for rooting out conventicles, garrisons were ap-

pointed to be planted in the districts where
these religious assemblages were most frequent

—that is. in Galloway, Nithsdale, Annandale, the

Merse, Teviotdale, the Lothians, Fife, the shires

of Perth, Stirling, Lanark, Renfrew, and Ayr.
Each garrison was provided with a company of

foot and ten horse, to be supplied with provisions

and necessary accoutrements by provincial assess-

ments. Heritors were made responsible for the

good behaviour of their tenants and domestics,

magistrates for their citisens, householders for

their families, fathers for their children, and
husbands for their wives.

It was made sedition for the non-indulged
dergy to pray or expound Scripture anywhere
hut in their own family ; and they were punish-

able if more than four individuals were present,

not belonging to it. Por a minister to preach
in the fields, was death and eonfiseation sf

goods; and double fines for the hearers. A
premium of five hundred merks was offered, out
•f the treasury, to any one who should appre-
hend and secure the persons of those who held
or assembled ouch unlawful soars*tions, with

full indemnity to the seisers and their assistants

for any slaughter they might commit. Four
hundred pounds sterling was the price set upon
the heads of the most celebrated field-preachers,

and others were valued according to their no*

toriety. Letters of intercommuning, as they
were called, were issued against all delinquents

who refused to appear in Council and confess

their guilt. By these letters, the absent were
outlawed ; and whatever persons intercommuned
or held converse with them, either to fulfil

the duties of relations or to administer the

common offices of humanity, were liable to the

same punishment as if equally involved in the

same offence. In a single writ, above ninety

clergymen, gentlemen, and even ladies of dis-

tinction, were interdicted from the common
intercourse of social life. To procure evi-

dence of guilt, all persons were required to

inform against offenders, under the highest

penalties—to swear Upon oath whatever they

knew tending to criminate them, or lead to

their discovery. Whoever should refuse, whew
called upon, to depone according to their know-
ledge, were subject, at the CoundTa pleasure, to

fine, incarceration, or banishment to the Americas
plantations. The son was bound to witness

against the parent, the husband against the wile ;

and every man became a spy and informer

on his neighbour. A justiciary power waa lodged

in the officers of the army ; and ths meanest
sentinel had the license of an inquisitor*

These despoticai and sanguinary acts struck

people's minds with terror and eonstarnation*

At a moderate computation, IT00 persons of

either sex, and of every station and rank in life,

in one yssr, were thus harassed and oppressed*

Many of them voluntarily abandoned their pro-

perties and their houses, which were surrendered

to the plunder of an unbridled soldiery* De-
prived of the refuge and protection of laws, they
took to flight and concealment, or assumed an
attitude of defence. Driven from cities and
society, and hunted like partridges on the

mountains, they began to acquits the fierce

habits of a vagrant, unsettled life.

“ Maddened by oppression,'* says a writer on
this period, “ they seised the ftwtnemes and
natural defences of ths country, and boldly un-
furled the standard of religious liberty. They
retired with their flocks to the wilderness and
the solitary places, carrying their ark along*

with them ; there to worship God in peace, am-

cording to the custom of their fathers; Neces-
sity prompted the uss of defensive armour, and
prudence taught them to select the most seques-

tered and inaccessible retreats. For the purposes

of escape or concealment,theyoften pitched their

tents in the neighbourhood ofmorasses, or in the

deep and silent glen, embosomed within the*

green ioclosure of the mountain. Denied the pri-

vilege of worshipping in temples made withr

hands, they made the lonely hills their pulpits^-

their sanctuary the high places of the field*

They sought the mist and* the oloud to hide them

irem the vigilance* and.fury of their pursuers; -

2 M 2
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and they have been known to choose the darkest

and most tempestuous nights, when the enemy
durst not venture to prowl abroad. To them,

the terror of the elements was less appalling

than the cruelties of their inhuman oppressors

;

and the wildest scenery in nature wore a more
friendly aspect than the face of man !”

As might have been anticipated, these merci-

less coercions had an effect the reverse of what
the State intended. The more that outlaws were
multiplied, the more did conventicles increase,

both in frequency and numbers. The religious

ardour of the people grew in proportion to the

obstacles that opposed it. The intrepid cham-
pions of Presbytery waxed bolder and more fer-

vent in the discharge of their professional duties.

The concourse of hearers became immense, when
they could reckon with certainty on the means
of protection ; for they had learned, from their

continual exposure to danger, to adopt more
systematic measures for precaution and defence.

Scouts were stationed on the hill*, to prevent

surprise, by timely alarm. The boldest and best

accoutred were posted, during worship, on the

frontiers of the congregation. At the conclu-

sion of the service, they were escorted to their

quarters by troops of horse; and, during the night,

watch was kept by regular patrols- When
attacked, they repelled the assault

; and, occa-

sionally, bloody skirmishes ensued, in which acts

of violence were committed on either side.

This state of affairs continued for ifive or six

years—the hatred of both parties being inflamed

to an incurable degree—so that the aspect of the

country looked more like an insurrection to be

quelled by arms than a contest about forms of

Church government. Under these circumstances,

it is not to be wondered at, that occurences
such as the murder of Arch bishop Sh woe, and
the battles of Drumelog and Both well Bridge,

should have happened, and all of them in one
year, 1679. The course of events had grailuully

paved the way for insurrection and bloodshed.

The people had borne their wrongs with great

patience ; and their forbearance must appear
astonishing, considering the extent and duration

of their sufferings. It is more surprising that

they should have endured so long, than that,

after twenty years of almost unremitting misery,

they should try, by armed force, to extricate

themselves from beneath the feet of their op-
pressors, and shake off the intolerable yoke
under which they had so patiently groaned.

The murder of Sharpe, and the rising in the

West, entailed fresh severities on the Covenant-
ers, and were made insidious tes ts for inveigling

many innocent people into the s nares of perse-

cution. All who had taken a part in these un-
happy affairs became the objects of relentless

vengeance. The prisoners we ire executed or

banished ; and those who ma de their escape

were hunted for their lives lil :e wild beasts on
the hills. Many remarkable preservations are

recorded of the poor, persecut ed fugitives about
that time. The soldiers free juently got their

clothes and cloaks, and yet a tiseed themselves.

They would have gone by the mouths of the

caves and holes in which they were lurking, and

the dogs would snook and smell about the stones

where they lay hid, and yet they remained un-

discovered.

One of the most extraordinary ofthese retreats

was that of Major Learmont, residing near Lan-

ark, who had commanded a troop of horse at the

Battle of Pentland. He had dug a vault under

ground, and formed it for his hiding. It had its

entry in his own house, upon the side of a wall,

and closed up, with a whole 6tone,so close thatnone

would have judged it but to have been a stone

of the building ; it descended below the found-

ation of the house, and was in length about forty

yards ; and, at the far end, the other mouth of

it was closed with turf, (fail,) having a fail

dyke built upon it ; so that, with ease, when

he went out, he shot out the fail and closed it

again. Here he was sheltered for the space of six-

teen years, betaking himself to it at every alarm

;

and many times had his house been searched by

;

the soldiers. At length he was betrayed by hi*

own herdsman, in March, 1682.

But, instead of enumerating more examples,

or extending our general remarks on the history

of these troubles, which, it is well known, ter-

minated at the Revolution of 1688, we shall con-

fine our relation to the perils and escapes of the

individual who is properly the hero of our story.

We shall give the details in his own artless,

simple manner, only modernizing some of the

expressions, and omitting what may be considered

superfluous, from not being immediately con-

nected with his personal adventures. The nar-

rative was addressed to his children and grand-

children, intended for their instruction and en-

couragement amidst the trials of their earthly

pilgrimage. It professed to give an exact account

of the author’s experiences, both as to his “soul

exercises*' and the “ strange and remarkable

Providences he was trysted with," and bears the

somewhat quaint title of “ A Rare Soul Strength-

ening and Comforting Cordial for Old and \ oung

Christians." After giving a detailed account of

some of his religious experiences, he proceeds to

the narrative of his providential deliverances.—

The first I shall mention was what 1 met

with at Bothwell. I am not ashamed to owo ^

was there, and do declare it was not a spirit of

rebellion against the then King and Govern-

ment that took me there, as that rising up and

association is slanderously reported of by many.

That which moved us to join together—yea,

appear in arras—was the necessary defence o

our lives, liberties, and religion ; for it is w

known that the enemies of God did eat up m*

people as bread, and called not on his name,

and whenever they met with honest ministers

or private Christians, they either shot them,

banished, or draggedthem to prison, and for no

other reason but because we worshipped the Go

of our fathers according to our conscience. ®

took cheerfully the spoiling of our goods, had

not the enemy sought to lord it over our con-

science, which we could not submit to wits-
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out incurring the displeasure of God. Since

many of us could not be edified by a set of men
forced on us by the prelates. And it is well

known how scandalous and immoral the gene-

rality of them were ; and yet, for not going in

communion with them, we were hunted like par-

tridges upon the mountains, and exposed to the

rage of the bloody soldiery, whose tender mer-

cies we found to be cruelty
;
yea, when we com-

plained of our grievances to those in power, in

the most humble, dutiful, and loyal way, we
were the more harassed and oppressed ; and, as

if our persecutors had a mind to shew the world

that they were entirely void of humanity as

well as religion, they made acts against our lay-

ing grievances before them: all which consi-

dered, it was no wonder we joined together for

our common safety ; and our uniting together

was on the very principle on which our happy
Revolution was afterwards brought about

—

namely, the preserving ourselves and posterity

from popery, slavery, and arbitrary power.

Having shewn you what made us take up
arms at Bothwell, I come now to let you know
the providence I met with there. Whilst we lay

at Hamilton, before the engagement, I observed

all my acquaintances and others providing head-

pieces and breast-plates, and what was necessary

for their safety in this day's battle : I not hav-

iog money to spare on these things as some
others had, looked up to God and took him for

a covering to my head in the day of battle, as he
had been to David of old ; for, I observed, what-

ever pieces of armour they had prepared for their

safety, there was still a possibility of their being

slain, therefore, I humbly told the great God I

.would entirely depend on him as my shield and
buckler. Accordingly, when our forces fled before

the enemy, and all took what way to go they

judged moat proper for their safety, 1 rode not

through Hamilton with the rest, but went about
the town, and got near a glen. When I got

to the other side of it, I espied a party of the

enemy just below me, and in the very way by
which I behoved to ride. I could not turn back

without alarming them, and therefore rode on.

My comrade was riding just before me, with his

head-piece and other armour, which he had pro-

vided for his safety. 1 saw him dismayed, and
that he could not well sit on his horse through
slavish fear ; on which 1 whispered him to go on
composedly

; and I went before him with my cara-

bine over my arm, and my sword drawn in my
hand. The enemy came so close up to the way,

tnd all standing under arms, that I could not

ride past without touching clothes with them

;

on which the commander, in a threatening tone,

asked me the word. 1 had resolved not to speak

whatever they asked of this nature, because I

knew not their word, and thought it would irri-

tate them the more if I told them what was not

their word. As I spoke nothing but rode on,

depending entirely on God, I got past them
unmolested. But whenever my comrade came up,

1 heard the officer ask him—

“

The word, dog?"
on which question he told them what was not

their word ; which so provoked the commander,

that he struck him over the head with his broad-

sword, which, by reason of my comrade’s head*

piece, broke in two. Thip so enraged the officer,

that he ordered some of his men to fire, which

they did, and killed him on the spot. I still rode

on without the least hurry or confusion, and

they never so much aR molested me. Just as I

passed them, I saw Colonel Burns, lying in his

blood, whom they had shot a little before ; so that

I must own the Lord was my safety in the sav-

ing of my head on the day of battle. He hid me
as in the hollow of his hand, and set remarkable

bounds to the remainder of the enemy’s wrath,

so that 1 escaped as a bird out of the snare of

the fowler.

From this time till our happy Revolution I

was obliged, for the space of nine years, to retire

and hide myself as much as possible from the

rage of my persecutors. And I, knowing the

wralh of the enemy, and fearing, if I were taken

by them, I should be tempted, through my weak-

ness, to any* sinful oaths which they ventured to

ensnare souls with, or be exposed to the greatest

sufferings, I set a
}
art times for prayer,

.
and

pleaded with God that he would make out gra-

ciously to me what he had promised to do for his

Church and people in the days of fiery trial,

which I own he did, and preserved me remark-

ably as you may hear afterwards.

Sometime after this, a troop of the enemy was

quartered about Daily, and five of them upon my
father, in Camragen. As they came to our house,

they were informed that I had that morning come

home ; for there were many informers in the

country, who sold themselves to betray inno-

cent blood, and that for a piece of bread. They

had told the soldiers what sort of man I was, what

clothes I had on, and what sort of hair ; ond it

was so that I had come from a hiding place just

into the house to get some refreshment. I had

not sat down, neither did I resolve to sit down,

when all of a sudden my sister and I heard a great

noise before the door. We ran to the door to

see what was the matter, and found three of the

five dragoons, who asked if I was the goodman of

the house, or if I belonged to the family? I

answered, I was not the head of the family, hut

I belonged to it. I expected the next question

would have been. Are you his son? But the

Lord restrained them from it, for his wise ends

and my safety. They told mo they were to quar-

ter with us, and dismounted, and were in a great

rage. The Lord ordered it so, that neither my
sister nor I were in the least daunted before

them. I spoke civilly to them, and told them to

be calm and easy, and they should get for them-

selves and their horses in great plenty. I offered

them either straw, hay, or com, for their horses ;

and took them into the stack-yard, and made up

a bundle for each of them what they desired, and

also one for myself. I let them take up their

bundles first and return to the stable, and 1 just

followed ; but when they entered the stable

door, I skipped back and got over the garden

ditch, and so escaped from them. They alter*
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wards were in great rage at the disappointment,

and when they met with my father, threatened

to have him ruined for entertaining such a per.

son as I in the house. But my father turned
the abuse on them, and threatened to tell their

commander that they had let me go after having
mein their custody

; upon which they held them-
selves quiet ; and the Lord kept me from that

hour of temptation, as I had begged, and as he
had made me hope. *

8hortIy after this, some of the dragoons being
quartered in my father’s, 1 was lying out by
Bight and by day on a neighbouring hill, to which
I had my meat sent me for ordinary. It fell out
that the Scotch troops which lay at Oirvan and
Daily were all ordered to rendezvous; upon which
they who were quartered in my father's, went to,

meet with the rest at Girvan. 1, seeing them go
off, came down from the htll where 1 used to lurk,

and came with a design to get some refresh-

ment. Whilst I was taking it, my father oame in

and told me he saw some dragoons coming back
In great haste, and that they were just at hand,
and desired me to fly for my life, and he would
divert them at the entry till I could hide me in

the garden. 1 told him 1 would lie on the other
side of the garden in a blackberry bush, till he
had got them settled ; and when he had done
so, he might bring me an account, and I would
go off. Accordingly, 1 went out and hid me in

the bush, whilst my father helped them to lay

off their furniture ; for they were the dragoons
who used to stay with him, and had been sent

hack in haste. Before the dragoons would go
into the house, they would see their horses put
to the grass ; and notwithstanding of all my
father could do to divert them, they would put
their horses to grass that night at the place

where I lay hid. Whereupon, one of the dra-

goons seeing the blackberries, came to eat them
off the very bush at the root of which I lay. My
father seeing him at the bush where I was, cried

to him that he would poison himself, for now in

harvest these berries were full of worms, and
desired him to bring him a berry and he would
shew him a worm in it. The dragoon went to

him accordingly, and gave him a berry, which
my father opened, and shewed him a worm in it,

which is ordinary in many of them at such a time

of the year ; and thus he got him from the bush,

and persuaded him to go into the house with the

rest, and to take meat. Whenever they were set

down, my father came out as if he had been to

take care the horses should not break in upon
the corn ; and he told me they were settled, and
SO I slipped off to my ordinary lurking-place

upon the hills. And here again it is evident

that I dwelt under the shadow^of the Most High,

and lay in the secret place, when my enemies

were so near and did not discover me.
After this some time, having entered into the

married state, my father made a secret place in

a hay-stack, where I stayed a whole winter by
Bight, and some part of the spring time, when
my wife was not with me. Sometimes a friend.

In like circumstances with myself, would come

and stay a night, for there was room under Ike

stack for two ; and this was my secret chamber

for the time above mentioned, and a very odd

one too, notwithstanding all the hay that wti

about us. One morning when my wife was with

me, she got up and went out at the little hole

we had to get out at, and then stopped it up with

the bundle of hay which was our door. As she

stood in the garden, all of a sudden she observed

four men hard at hand. She stepped back and

stooped, as if she had been drawing hay, and

whispered to me that 1 should keep close, for she

saw some of the enemy. Within a little, one of

them struck her on the back with the flat of his

sword, and told her she was their prisoner ; on

which they took my wife and sister to prison,

for no other reason alleged against them but

that they would not hear the curate; which they

had no freedom in their conscience to do, con-

sidering these came not in by the door, but were

blind guides forced upon us by the prelates, and

very immoral for the most part too. For this

they were carried to Maybole and put in prison,

where they lay some days, till a party of friends

got them out by night.

At for the four men who took them, three of

them were afterwards served by my wife as com-

mon beggars at her door, and the fourth mao’s

wife also, when we lived to see Jerusalem a quiet

habitation, and our spoilers in straits, and we

provided for in plenty, able and ready to feed

our enemies. Now here I also remarked the kind-

ness of Providence, that suffered not these men

who took my wife, to see her just coming out of

the stack ; for had they done so, I either had

been apprehended, or been obliged to shed their

blood, in which 1 had no pleasure.

Sometime after this, a kind Providence had

provided a nursing for my wife at Craigdarroch,

in Nithsdale, in the house of Mr Ferguson, who

suffered much in the cause of the Covenant.

Here she stayed till the Revolution ; and by this

the Lord opened a door for my safety and com-

fort, for I was, for the most part, well entertained

there, though 1 was kept hid in the house, none

knowing I was there but the good lady and my

wife ; for so dangerous were those times, that

kindness could not be shewn to one in my cir-.

cumstances without endangering the family that

did it, were it once known. Now^my wife having

gone to nurse there, some months after, I left

Carrick to go and see her; but not knowing the

way, I got a lad who had been in that country to

be my guide.

Accordingly we set off, but durst not keep the

common road for fear of the enemy, it being now

like the days of Jael, when the highway* were

unoccupied, and no peace to honest people when

they went out or when they came in. Being

obliged, then, to go by the mountains, there came

on a frightful mist and fog, so that we wandered

in a desert and pathless way, and knew not

whither e were going. I told my guide that we

were surely wandering, and therefore 1 would

sit down and pray, as I usually did and do in such

a case. Before I prayed, I sung some verses of
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tbs 107th Psalm, about the chosen people then

wandering in a pathless way, and how they cried

to God, and were by him brought to a city of

habitations. Having sung some verses, I went to

prayer, and was so burthened with Zion's dis-

tress, that I forgot to beg of God to remove the

mist, and lead us in a right way. I considered

that the oppressed Church in this land was like

sheep without a faithful shepherd, and scattered

on the mountains, in the dark and cloudy day

;

as for our own pastors, who were careful of their

flocks, many of them were banished, others of

them executed, and the rest durst not be seen.

All this made me hang my harp upon the willows,

when 1 remembered Edom's children, that were
crying out—

“

Raze, raze Zion to the founda-

tion." I was much enlarged both in my mourn-
ing and supplications for Zion, which was now
afflicted and not comforted, and helped to wres-

tle at the Throne of Grace, that now, when of all

the sons that Zion had brought forth, there were
few left like to take her by the hand ; there-

fore the Lord himself would yet build up her
broken walls, and that he would not forget the

prayer of the destitute, nor let the expectation

of the poor fail for evermore. Before 1 had done,

the mist was carried off, so that we saw we had
wandered, and afterwards were directed into the

right way. And as the hearer of prayer did pre-

pare my heart to lift up my supplication for the

remnant that was left, so he inclined his ear also

to hearme in that ; for not long after, our capti-

vity was brought back, and Zion again built up
tinee our happy Revolution.

About a year and four months after this, I

carried my daughter, Elizabeth, to Craigdarroch,

my wife still being dry-nurse there. The lady

had desired me to bring my child to stay in her

house, and be company to her child, which was
about the same age—namely, about two years and
a quarter. I got a horse, and a woman to carry

the child, and came to the same mountain where
1 wandered by the mist before, which is com-
monly known by the name of the Kells Rinns.

When we were going up the mountain, there

came on a great rain, which, as we thought, was
the occasion of the child’s weeping ; and she

wept so bitterly, that all we could do would not

divert her from it, so that she was ready to

burst. When we got to the top—to the place

where the Lord had been formerly kind to me
in shewing me the way—I looked round me for

a stone, and espying one, I went and brought it.

When the woman saw me set down the stone,

she smiled, and asked me what 1 was going to

do with it ? I told her I was going to set it up
as my Ebenexer, because hitherto, and in that

place, the Lord had formerly helped, and 1 hoped
would yet help me. The rain still continuing,

and the child weeping bitterly, I went to prayer,

and no sooner did I cry to my Deliverer but the
child gave over weeping ; and when we were
about to depart, the rain was pouring down on
every side ; but in the way wherein we were to

go there fell not one drop. The place not
r*ined on was as long as an ordinary avenue

;

and so we went on our way rejoicing, the child

well pleased, and we wondering at the goodness

of Providence in keeping us dry whilst it conti-

nued to pour down on each side of us.

After this some time, whilst I was kept hid

at Craigdarroch, my ordinary was to go out some
nights to walk in the fields to get fresh air ; and
having been there a considerable time, my shoes

failed me in a strange part of the land. My wife

and I durst not let this be known to any, lest it

should make a discovery Of me—not knowing
those who were our friends and who our foes

;

and we could not tell the case well to the lady,

who knew I was about the house, lest she might

think I was expecting them from her. There-

fore, not being able to want shoes, when fre-

quently wandering out in the night, I at length

betook myself to prayer, and begged humbly of

God hewould direct as to this ; and that he would
order my being provided for with shoes, in a
way that would not endanger either me or the

family that was so kind to me. After three

days, I got a pair of shoes sent to me from my
wife's brother, who lived at that time about

thirty miles from the place where I was, and
knew nothing of my wanting shoes. When I

had occasion, some months after, to see him, J

inquired what moved him to send me a pair of

new shoes ? He told me that, being in Ayr one
day, he was strongly impressed to* do it, and,

'therefore, bought them, and in Providence, got

one going to the country where I was, which he
knew not ofwhen he bought them, and so had sent

them to my wife, who could give them to me with

safety. I inquired at him when he was thus moved
to buy them ? He said it was the very day on
which I had prayed for them, as 1 understood

when he told me the time he bought them.

Whilst I stayed at Craigdarroch, they had a
child, about three quarters old, which my wife

gave suck to. He fell into a violent fever, which

threatened to take away his life, in every one's

apprehension that saw him. The lady desired I

might see him ; but this could not be done, lest

I should be discovered, till all in the family went
to bed, excepting an old Christian woman, a

neighbour, and my wife, who came to sit up with

the child. Wherefore, I came about midnight,

and looked a little at the child, who was in

great trouble. Having thus viewed him for

some time, I went out to the garden to beg his

life from God. I went to the upper end of a
long walk, where there was a summer-house or

seat with a hedge about it, and there I chose to

offer up my supplications.

When 1 had for some time earnestly pleaded
for his life, the terror of 8atan fell upon me in

such a way, that 1 immediately concluded the

enemy was at hand, and wanted to fright me
from my prayers, (for I was not ignorant of his

devices ;) wherefore I resolved I would continue

in the duty. On my doing so, 1 heard a noise

just before me, on the other side of the hedge,
and it seemed to be like the groaning of an aged
man. It continued for some time, yet I knew
nobody could be there ; for, on the other side of
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the hedge, where I heard the groaning, was a

great stank or pool. I nothing doubted but it

was Satan, and I guessed his design ; but still I

went on to beg the child's life. At length he
roared and made a noise like a bull, and that

very loud. From all this, I concluded that I had
been provoking God some way or other in the

duty ; and that he was angry with me, and had
let the enemy loose on me, and might give him
leave to tear me in pieces. This made me en-

treat of God to shew me wherefore he contended,

and beg he would rebuke Satan ; but the enemy
continued to make a noise like a bull, and seemed
to be roaring about the hedge, towards the door

of the summer-seat, bellowing as he came along.

Upon this, I got up from my knees, and turned

my face towards the way I thought the enemy
was coming, and looked to God still that he

might rebuke him. After that, he made a noise

like a mastiff-dog in great trouble. This was not

so terrible to me as the other. I got some cou-

rage ; and havingmy stick in my hand, I resolved

to stand still to see if he appeared to me in any
shape ; but, instead of that, he went past into a

place hard by, full of nettles, and there groaned

as formerly. I heard him very distinctly and

composedly
; yet 1 thought I would go in and

consider what could be the meaning of this dis-

pensation.

Accordingly, 1 came in and whispered to my
wife that 1 had been somewhat frighted. The'
old Christian woman that sat by, overhearing me,
drew a bow at a venture, and pierced between

the joints of the harness, telling me to take care

lest I had provoked God by the want of submis-

sion, and being too much set upon the child's

being spared. No sooner had she spoken thus

than I was convinced of my fault, yet could not

think of the child's dying. 1 inclined once more
to venture out—yea, tried it a second time—but

Satan, I then thought, was just ready to devour

me ; so I saw I need not go on to contend, if I

would not learn submission as to the child's life.

Whereupon, I looked up to God and begged he

would rebuke Satan, and allow me to go and

pray for the child's eternal salvation, and I would

not any more beg his life, but leave that to his

sovereign pleasure. No sooner had I done this,

than 1 went out with a holy boldness, and had

not the least trouble from Satan any more at

that time.

That which made it so difficult for me to sub-

mit to his death was, the thoughts of the com-
fortable accommodation we had in the family,

my wife being the child's nurse, which we might

come to want if the child had died. Thus, my
carnal reasoning, and the distrusting that Provi-

dence which had wonderfully appeared for us

formerly, did much provoke God, so as to let

loose the enemy. But whenever 1 got thorough

submission, as 1 said, I went to the same summer-
seat, and there begged eternal salvation for the

child, and was wonderfully enlarged, and per-

suaded that he should partake of the great sal-

vation. When I had spent a considerable time
in prayer, I came away rejoicing that I had got

such good hope concerning the child's eternal

happiness. When 1 came in, and went to see

how the child was, he was as ill as ever ; but
immediately he gave a sneeze, and in a minute
was free of fever. His recovery being so sud-

den, was very surprising ; and much I saw in it

of the dispensation of Providence ; for whilst I

was mainly set on the child's life, he sent the

enemy to chase me, as it were, from the Throne
of Grace ; but, whenever he let me see my sin,

and helped me to due submission, then I got

to the Throne of Grace, and had my mouth filled

with argument—yea, I was only set on the

child’s salvation, and he not only persuaded me
he would grant i{, but he gave his natural life

over and above. And he yet lives in Craigdar-

roch ; and may he still live so as to find mercy
in the day of the Lord ; and at this very time, I

know nothing about Craigdarroch that maketh
me ashamed of the hope I had of his happiness

when he was a child.

After it pleased Providence to bring back our

Zion’s captivity, and Presbytery was established

in this Church, I had great difficulty about my
going in communion with her, and that because

I thought our Covenants were not secured, and
all guilty of sad defection not duly censured. It

was difficult for me what to determine ; there-

fore, I set apart a day for prayer, and went at

some distance into the fields. I consulted my
Bible to see what had been the practice of the

Church in the like case, both under the Old and
the New Testament dispensations. I found it

had been frequently the approven practice of

the chosen people, to bind themselves to God by
solemn and national Covenants ; and that, in

their covenanting, they bound themselves against

error, both in principle and practice, as we have
done by our National and Solemn League and
Covenant. And I am persuaded that these Cove-
nants are always binding, not only as they con-

tain nothing but what every good Christian is

obliged to do—namely, all that lies in his

power in appearing against sin and error—but

they are also binding because of the oath sworn
to the Most High.

When I considered the Church, under the

New Testament dispensation, at the time our

great pattern and example came into the world,

1 found a great many things wrong at that time.

They taught for doctrine the commandments of

men ; were more fond of their unwritten tradi-

tions than they were of the Divine law ; their

teachers very formal and corrupt ; and the

Churchvery much subject to heathen magistrates,

who had too great influence in changing the

High Priesthood from one to another. Yet, for

all this, the great head of the Church owned her

for a true Church, though many things were

wrong, and spoke nonourably of that Church

—

yea, and himself joined in communion with her,

as did Joseph and Mary, Zacharias and Eliza-

beth, Simeon and Anna, who were eminent be-

lievers. From all which, I concluded that it

was my unquestionable duty to join in commu-
nion with the Church of Scotland, though our
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Covenant was not renewed, seeing she had all

the essentials of a true Church—her doctrine

pure and incorrupt ; her government, discipline,

and worship according to the Scriptures ; and the

sacraments administered according to the pattern

shewn on the Mount. As such like considera-

tions as these cleared up my way in joining with

this Church since the Revolution, so I have ever

since loved the habitation of his house, the

place where his Honour dwells. Frequently has

he satisfied me with the fatness of his house—
frequently has he made all his acts, all his

ordinances, smell to me of aloes, myrrh, and

cassia. Whilst I live I shall ever pray for the

peace of Jerusalem ; and for my friends' and

brethren's sake, and for the House of the Lord,

and for my own sake and posterity’s too, I will

ever seek her good, and still shall wish that

peace may be within her walls and prosperity

within her palaces.

About t^iis time, my wife was taken with such

a complication of dangerous troubles, that her

life was given over by all sorts, and those of

good skill. But it pleased Providence, in an-

swer to my prayer, to spare with me one who had
been my sweet companion in the moBt fiery tri-

bulations ; yea, my great support and comfort in

the hour of my pilgrimage. Not long after, I

was smitten with a universal cruel, which had
broken out in many parts of my body, and taken
my right hand off the joint, so that I had no
power of it, and was laid aside from all work.

I consulted a physician of the best skill in our

country, who told me he could not do me any
service, if it were not to apply some plaisters to

the wounds to ease my pain ; but he advised me
not to trouble myself with physicians, for I would
find them all physicians of no value. Having
continued under this trouble for two years, i

found an inclination to go to Moffat, though my
circumstances were so low at the time I knew not

well how to get there. But, having asked counsel

of the Lord, I said 1 would go, and make use of

the water, in faith, as a mean appointed, and
frequently made useful through him who works
by means, without means, and contrary to means,
as seemeth good in his sight. Accordingly I

went; and in close dependence on him, did drink

of the water, and washed my wounds therewith,

for the space of forty and eight hours, at proper
seasons ; and by this means the Lord brought my
hand back to the joint, and made it strong as

aforetime, so that 1 came home with joy, and
was able to go about my work. I went three

summers, and stayed about six days every time at

Moffat ; and as my hand was restored to its place

and strength the first time I went, so, the follow-

ing season I was perfectly recovered, my wound
healed, and I restored to a sound and healthy

constitution.

A little before my above-said trouble, when 1

came back from my long captivity—(as God had
brought back Zion's captivity, so, at the same
time, he brought back mine; for with Zion I

embarked, and with Zion I stood and fell)—I say,

after my coming to peace and liberty, I took a

piece of ground in tack—for husbandry was my
occupation—and seeing God was again suffering

his people, and me among the rest, to dwell

under their own vine and fig-tree, and none to

make us afraid. 1 found l was not used with

buying and selling, and therefore could not im-
prove the blessing of peace and liberty. Where-
upon I set apart some time to ask counsel of the

Lord, and went to my own hill where he had
frequently met with me ; there I begged that

he who taught the husbandman discretion would
teach me to order all my affairs with discretion

to the end. And 1 was made to remark ever

since, that whereas, before this time of prayer,

a great many had outwitted me in buying and
selling, and were like to carry off the little that I

had in the world, yet, after counsel sought of

God in this matter, I was either, in providence,

kept from having much business with the crafty,

or helped to a holy and just caution in the way
of trade, that, to this day, the Lord has helped
and kept me from the paths of the destroyer, of

the unjust, fraudulent, and violent man.
After this, I was one day taking some broth,

and a little bone went over with the broth. By
the endeavouring to get it up, it got into the

wind-pipe, and went down by degrees, as far as

it had passage. It continued immoveable fourteen

years and three quarters. For six years 1 was
able to go about my work, though weakly ; but,

for the other eight and three quarters, I could

do nothing. This threw me into a decay, for it

occasioned a great cough, drouth, and spitting ;

and none thought 1 could recover. Yet, at the

end of the above-said space, I was taking a drink

of water, and my cough coming on at the time,

occasioned my vomiting the same; and with that

stress and vomiting, the bone came away, after

it had lodged within me fourteen years and three

quarters as above. The bone, when it came
away, was in bigness and shape like the half of

an ordinary nut* shelL All the time 1 was under
this trouble, I was helped to great patience and
submission, and abundantly satisfied to die by it.

The whole time it continued. Providence made
me cheerfully acquiesce in the dispensation,

without murmuring or repining ; and since my
deliverance from it, though my body—consider-

ing my age, and the troubles 1 went through

—

be not so strong as formerly, yet 1 have enjoyed a

tolerable measure of health ever since, which is

the space of eighteen years.

In the time when 1 had the aftove-mentioned

bone for my trouble, 1 had occasion to go and see

the worthy Lady Castlestewart, my old acquaint-

ance ; and when 1 was there, I was seized with

a cough, and for three days fixed to my bed

with it. On one of those days, as 1 lay looking

about me, I was suddenly impressed that Mrs
Rodgers, the minister’s wife, at Galston, was in

child-bearing pains, and that both mother and
child were in the utmost danger. Upon this I

prayed earnestly to spare the mother and the

child, and was helped to plead this with great

concern ; and I was persuaded both would be

preserved. When I had done, I wrote down
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the time when this happened—the year, month,
day, and time of the day. And when I saw Mrs
Rodgers, afterwards, I shewed it to her, who
observed that she was in travail, and her child

and she in imminent danger on the day and time

of the day whereon I was made to pray for her

;

though I was then about fifty miles distance

from her, and knew nothing as to the time of

her travail. Adored be his name ! for, as I have
read and heard, so have I seen that his secret

is with them that fear him.

After this, I was pained much with a stitch in

my left arm, so that, for three weeks, I was
not able to follow my work ; for I could not lift

it up or stretch it out, but held it on my breast

like an arm broken or out of joint. On this, I

eame over to Kirkoswald, where I frequently

came to pray and meditate, and went into the

church, which was the place where prayer was
wont to be made when I was in that part. As
I was praying, I forgot to put up a request about

my arm—being very much enlarged as to other

things—till I was just going to close and end
the duty, when it was strongly impressed upon
my mind that I should put up a petition for the

recovery of my arm, and it should be granted

;

on which I begged of God to remove the pain

and allow me the use of my arm, for harvest was
now drawing on. No sooner had I desired the

favour than I was persuaded that it was granted,

whereupon, after 1 arose from duty, I put it to

the trial, and stretched out my arm, and it was
as well and strong as ever, and continued so

ever since. Surely this was done by the same
power and goodness that long ago healed the

withered hand.

There were some things which I should have
mentioned before, that now I shall give an
account of.

In our days of fiery trial and persecution (be-

fore the Revolution) I fell into a great fever, and
lay in a cot-house of my father's. When I had
lain fourteen days, I got an account that there

was to be a strict search made by the enemy,
for such as I was. On which—the fifteenth

—

day, I rose up in the rage of the fever, and
went on foot to Castlestewart, which was About

twenty miles from the place where I was lying.

My wife stayed in the family at that time, and
none but the lady and some few others knew I

was there. It was not fit the laird should know
of it, lest he had been brought to his oath and
forfaulted on my account. When I went there,

I lay down as I came away, in the rage of the

fever ; but strangers coming to the house, I was
obliged to leave the room to make way for them,

and was put in a little closet above the lairds

room. When I was laid in there, being in great

sickness, I moaned much, and it seems, pretty

loud ; for my wife, being in the laird's chamber,

heard me, and running up, told me I behoved to

give over moaning, otherwise the laird would
hear, and would certainly inquire about me.
I thought it hard not to be allowed to moan
when my trouble was so great. However, con-

sidering the danger it might bring both the

family and myself to, I begged of God to keep

me from it ; and no sooner did I entreat that

favour than it was granted ; and if he had sot

done it, 1 could no more, of myself, have stopped

it, than 1 could command the raging of the

fever.

A little after the Revolution, I being at Craig-

darroch, was looking out of a window, and aaw

Craigdarroch standing without. I no sooner

saw his face than I was impressed with hjs death,

being assured, as he was now going to his regi-

ment, he should never return. The following

day he set off for the regiment, which lay about

Edinburgh ; and in prayer and out of prayer, I

was persuaded he should never see his family

again. This I told to my wife and the lady’s

gentlewoman. I got them to promise never to

speak of it till the truth of this promise should

appear. Accordingly, very soon after, he was

killed at Killiecrankie, and never returned.

After the battle, it was reported that he was

taken prisoner, and carried off by the highland-

ers. I, hearing this, went to prayer about it,

and was assured he was dead. After which 1

told the lady that she had better lay her account

to hear of Craigdarroch's death, than vainly im.

agine he was taken prisoner, for I was certain

he was dead. A little after this. Lady Craig-

darroch got several letters, assuring her that

Craigdarroch was taken prisoner, and still alive

;

she shewed me three of them, and said, what

do you think of yourself now, for here are three

letters from persons of note, confirming the re-

port we had of Craigdarroch's being prisoner?

I told her, write to her who could that her

husband was alive, I could assure her of the

contrary ; which, poor lady, she soon found to

be true.

About the same time, three of Craigdarroch's

children took the small-pox. Whenever I went

in to see them, and looked on the second ion, I

was impressed he would die ; and this, haunted

me both in prayer for him and whenever I looked

upon him. So firmly was I persuaded of it that

1 told the lady and my wife the child would

die. The lady said she could not observe the

least symptom or evidence of it. I assured her

she would find it so ; and so it fell out, for the

same child died by the small-pox, and the other

two recovered.

Sometime afterthis, my son, John, was servant

with Mr Adam, in Kirkoswald, and took a great

swelling in both his legs, which came to such a

pitch that he was obliged to quit the work, and

come home to me for a time. When he came

1 was filled with compassion towards him to see

him in such distress. On whioh 1 went and

prayed the Great Physician of soul and body,

that he would condescend to direct a proper

means for his recovery, and that he would bless

the means and heal my son. After prayer it

was suggested to me, and impressed on my spirit

to send for some sea water, and wash his legs

therewith. I did so immediately; and with once

washing them therewith, he was as well, next

morning, as ever, and continues so till this day.
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Ihad a hone about that time, which was seized

with some extraordinary distemper frightful to

look on. All that could be applied for the re-

moving of it was to no purpose, but still increased

the more. Whereupon I humbly besought Him
who is the preserver of both man and beast, that

he would direct me to some proper mean for his

preservation, that 1 might not lose him, and that

he would make it useful. I, immediately after,

was standing without, with the horse ; there

came a stranger past, who asked what ailed him.

I told him ; when he directed me, by the good-
ness of Providence, to what would cure him. I

immediately made the application, for the mean
prescribed was easily obtained. And no sooner
did I, but he was recovered from his trouble.

This, dear children, I record, that you may

make errands to the Throne of Grace, even on
the account of your beasts, and acknowledge him
in all your ways, and he will direct your steps.

Reader, the above narrative is no fictitious

tale, no coinage of the imagination ; it is a faith-

ful relation of the perils and providences that

befell honest John Stevenson, land-labourer in

theparish of Daily, in Ayrshire, who died in 1728 .

The particulars here recorded were taken down,

with many others besides, from his own mouth,

and from his papers, by Mr William Cupples of

Kirkoswald, who says, of this zealous and perse-

cuted Covenanter, that hewas the most eminently

pious man he ever knew—excellingin meekness,

modesty, and simplicity ; and adorned with every

Christian grace and virtue.

A NIGHT SCENE AT STRATHPEFFER WELLS, ROSS-SHIRE,

October, 1838 .

BY MAJOR CALDER CAMPBELL.

A cold October eve—but the fair moon
Shone in autumnal splendour o’er the Strath,

That looked by such brave lamp a huge saloon

For spectral revelry. The weed-girt path
Was crisp with frost, that made the breath of night

Taste keen and bitter ;—from the mountains nigh,

Clouds scudded past, appearing, in that light,

Strange phantoms of the sky !

A dismal grave-yard, withont church or fane,

8tood, ’neath encircling mountains, sad and lone.

With all its humble heaps, for winter’s rain.

And sleets, and snows to bear. A rude gray stone
Just here and there was scattered ; epitaph,

Save roughly-chinelled names, had none t about
A few old tgees, by Time leaf-plundered half,

Stretched their gaunt branches out.

And all was silence, so profound, so dead,

Seemed as the very wind, that runs o* nights,

With a low whisper, through the grass, had said

Its last forewell ; when—.sudden as the lights

New lit within a beacon, in the dark,

8peak out their lustrous warning—loudly rose

A chaunt of holy psalmody ;—and, mark !

What shadow near us grows P

Near us, beyond the old dismantled wall

Of that lone grave-yard, seated on a tomb,
The moonbeams shew two figures gaunt and tall,

Dim, shadowy, spirit- like, within the gloom
Of ancient trees! And thence, their voices blending

la holy cadeneet, uplift to God
Harmonious sounds—ascending and descending

From and unto the sod.

What are ye, in this solemn hour, who meet
Where the now turf tells of fresh burial P Why,

Through this quiet Sabbath night, do you your sweet
And manly voices raise unto the sky,

Thus sadly, holily, alone P Why here,

Where at this hour the peasant fears to tread,

AsMmble ye, twin mourners P “ Man, draw near

—

We match the Dead l"

And so it was ! These ancient Highland men
Watched the new grave of youth, lest hands unholy

Should dare, with sacrilegious Inst, that glen

And its lone grave-yard of its corpses lowly

To ’spoil !—sad thought, alas ! for e’en here

Doth the inquisitive craft of science come,

To fill the poor man’s home with pain and fear.

When very life is dumb !

“ Here buried lies a widow’s only child—
Her dear and dutiful ; and could she bear

To hear that his young form, hands coarse and wild,

In lawless search of knowledge, e’er should tear

From the blest sheet in which that form she wound P

Could she e’er think, nor madden at the thought,

That the foir locks her tear-wet hands bad bound
Should by the knife be sought ?

u Conld she endure that he whose every limb
Was as her life-blood dear, should from the shroud

Be dragged to some font vault, obsure and dim,

For blades to mangle, and for voices loud

To curse and quarrel over ? Nay, though We
Are poor, yet, Stranger ! we have feelings fond

That should not he insulted. Misery
Can feel, though it despond 1

“ Stranger ! this world is hnt our home awhile,

But even in death we would not have defaced

Our loved ones that have flourished in our smile,

And faded in onr sight—whom we have placed

Wltbln the sacred dust I The soul, *tis true,

Soars high ; and Ais was holy. O’er hie head

Our vigil do we keep with anthems due—
Stranger, we watch the dead !”

And then they turned them from me, and once more
Their plaintive psalm was heard ; while solemn thought

(Yet not nnblent with gentle feelings) o’er

My spirit passed ; and, as my bosom caught

The shadow of sweet hopes from Pity kind,

Homewards I strode, thanking my God that still

The wildest haunt may hold the meekest mind—
For good still blends with ill 1
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PEDESTRIAN TOUR OF A SCOTTISH EMIGRANT, IN THE MIDDLE

STATES OF AMERICA.

CHAPTER III.

I am dow very sorry that I did not visit the Mo-
ravians,and see something of their modus vivendi

;

but, being a complete stranger, I contented myself

with a view of the exterior of the building, as I

passed along to the Lehigh, at the foot of the

town, which I crossed by a bridge, and, for do-

ing so, paid one cent. At the further end of

the bridge, a road turned down towards Phila-

delphia, from which, as the milestone informed

me, I was distant fifty-one miles. I stood for

some time alternately looking down the road

and at the milestone, debating with myself whe-

ther or not I should go and pay that city of

brotherly-love a visit ; but recollecting I had

no friends there, and nearly as few in my pocket,

I kept on my old course, consoling myself with

the idea that I would visit it at some future pe-

riod, when friends were more plenty. After

Bethlehem, the principal thing which struck my
attention in this day’s march, was a field of

buckwheat cut down, and lying in swathes like

hay. I also saw the fanners treading out their

hayseed, by making a number of horses go round

and round upon it. I was also a good deal

amused in seeing them thrashing wheat. Three

men performed the operation, instead of two, as

with us. The flails they used were not much
bigger than whip-handles, but with these they

kept alternate time, with a velocity which was

altogether amazing. On going along, 1 encoun-

tered a party of Quakers, young and old. It

appeared to be a pleasure party ; and the young
folks, albeit in the Quaker cut, were very

gaily dressed, much more so than I had sup-

posed possible for a Quaker.

Towards sundown, I knocked at the door of a

neat, whitewashed house, when a surly old nigger

came to it. The first sound of his voice, and

the first peep at his face, were enough for me.

Like master, like man—I have no business here,

thought I, so left him without saying a word. A
few hundred yards from the house 1 entered a

wood ; but that was nothing very surprising in

such a woody country as America. What sur-

prised me most was, that, after travelling until

the sun was a good while set, I was still in the

wood. One great mercy it was, that, if the sun

was out of sight, th6 moon—none of your arti-

ficial moons, lighted up by the novelist to guide

the benighted hero on his weary way, but a real

bona fide autumn moon—with a face as round

and as bright as a brass kettle, flickered through

among the trees, and shewed me numberless

roads running in all directions. If it had not

been for the moon, I was lost to a certainty for

that night ; but, guided by her benign light, I

kept on the road which appeared to he most

used, until I became quite exhausted, and could

proceed no further. Sitting down on the stump
of a tree, and having both time and opportunity

for reflection, I gave way to it accordingly.

“ I'm got into a veritable forest, that's certain.

Dang that old, crabbed nigger—I wish Lady

Douglas was here—fine place for meditation

—plenty of ‘ woods and wilds ' and c solitary

glooms.' Rather too many. The wood must

certainly have an end somewhere. It can't be

the far west yet. I wonder if I'm to sit here

all night. Certainly plenty of people live at no

great distance, or there would not be so many

roads ; there must be houses at the end of them.

Better be walking than sitting here shivering.

Let me try it once more—the farther I go, the

nearer my bed." So up I got to my task, and

again walked until I had again to give in and

sit down upon a stump. I was a mighty stump,

orator to-night ; but this time my reflections

were becoming of a more gloomy cast, and 1

began to fling my eyes around, to see if I could

observe anything like a place to pass the night

in. 1 was almost miserable; the night, to be

sure, was good, but it was very chilly, and, be-

sides, I was very hungry, and quite worn out

with fatigue. I knew that if 1 tried the road

once more, 1 would soon have to drop, and I

thought I might just as well pass the night

where I was as in any other part of the wood;

but the idea .of a warm fireside and a good sup-

per came so strong over my fancy, that 1 could

not resist the temptation of trying my legs a

little longer. 'Twas but dropping at last, any-

how, and perseverance works wonders. Up I

started, and had just got round a bend of the

road, when something, having the appearance of

a building, presented itself in the moonlight;

but it did not look in the least like a dwelling-

house—the thing of which I was in search. On

my nearer approach, it turned out to be a

church ; and, although at all times a firm friend

to the church, in the present instance I could

have very well dispensed with it in exchange for

a snug dwelling-house. Upon second thoughts,

however, I recollected that since there was a

church, the minister's house might not be very far

off—the very place for me, thinks I ; he must

preach up hospitality to strangers, and ten to

one but he practises it too. The church was a

new one—another instance of the march of

civilization, and verification of the prediction of

the solitary place being made to rejoice. On

going round the end, I saw what I took to be

the manse, with the door open, and the ligM

from a large fire gleaming from it and mingling

with the moonlight—blessed sight ! it was, in-

deed, the prettiest piece of scenery I had for a

long time seen. Now, thinks I, I’ll not be very

forward, but go round and knock at the kitchen

door, very naturally thinking that the front of

the house looked towards the church. So, round

1 goes, but found nothing like a kitchen door

until 1 came round again to the one from whence

proceeded the light. After some hesitation, to
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see whether anybody would make their appear-

ance, I entered ; but, to my surprise, no living

being was to be seen within, and all was as still

and quiet as a church-yard. There was a first-

rate fire, however, blazing within a huge chim-

ney, arched like some of those old ones 1 had

seen at home ; and beneath was also a log of

wood, by way of seat, which I was pretty quick

in occupying. I sat for some time, expecting

every moment to see some one make his appear-

ance, or hear some noise as evidence of inhabit-

ants ; but no—not a movement—not a dog—not

a cat—not even the chirping of a cricket. This is

very strange, thought I—very strange, indeed

—

for everything is so neat and clean, that some-

body must have been here since long. I began

to get a little superstitious at length, and some
rudely defined feelings of fear came creeping

over roe. If it had not been for the church be-

fore the door, I could easily have imagined—if

1 had been in the midst of a German forest I

certainly would have done so—that the good

fairies had built a house expressly for my ac-

commodation for the night : but to that notion

the church was an insuperable objection. How-
ever, after waiting and waiting for the arrival of

somebody, 1 thought there would be no harm in

taking a smoke; so prepared accordingly ;
finished

it, rested a while, and, for lack of something to

do, tried my pipe again. Having knocked the

ashes out of my second pipe, I had some thoughts

of lying down before the fire and taking a nap,

since I. had all the house to myself, when 1 was

startled by the opening of a door, and the en-

trance of a little woman, middle-aged, plainly

but decently dressed, and of but a homely coun-

tenance. 1 addressed her without leaving my
seat

; upon which she shook her head, as much
as to say

—

<c l don't understand English.” With
the design of trying what stuff her heart was
made of, I held out my empty pipe, making
her to understand 1 had no tobacco, and wished

her to help me to some. She immediately went
to a cupboard—brought out a bag full of “ cut

and dry”—and gave me a whole hand full. This
will do, thinks I—I’m safe—here I stay for the

night; 'but that I would have done anyhow, un-

less 1 had been put out by sheer violence. After

performing this act of kindness, the woman went
away

; nor did she make her appearance again

until I had finished a pipe of her tobgcco. When
she returned, it was for the purpose of putting on
the tea-kettle. My bed is already sure, said J, to

myself, and 1 see my supper is not very far off;

and the reader of this, if he hath ever been in

danger of being benighted in a foreign land,

will have some conception of the feelings which
now fermented within me. You may talk about

travelling, and the beauties of nature, and all

that sort of thing ; but 1 refer to all travellers,

sentimental or unsentimental, whether a well-

plenished supper-table, after a fatiguing day's

journey, be not preferable to all the beauteous

scenes of nature, or master-pieces of art they

saw. Yes, for scenery either grand or su-

blime, give me the clean hearth, tbe blitzing

fire, tbe files of cups and saucers, butter-plates,

and jelly-mugs, mountains of bread, and rivers

of cream ; and for music, give me the singing of

the tea-kettle, the frying of ham, and the hiss-

ing and spurting of bursting puddings; “ them's”

my scenery ; as for all others, any traveller, if

he chooses, may fling himself into the crater of

Vesuvius, or break his neck on Mont Blanc for

me. My kind hostess—as yet I had seen nobody

but her—came again upon tbe stage, and pro-

nounced the word “ Zuber,” which 1 very scho-

lar-like translated “ supper”—a good version

;

but, verily, my stomach was in such a state at

the time, that I believe I could have easily trans-

lated any one of the million dialects of this Babel

of an earth. I arose from my log, shoved my
pipe into my pocket, and followed her into an-

other room. On entering, 1 was greeted by the

glances from the eyes of nearly a dozen hand-

somely dressed young ladies, seated round a

splendid supper-table ; and, in return, I gave

them a slight bow, and took my place among
them. At first I was inclined to believe 1 had

got into a nunnery ; but some knowledge of the

rules of such establishments soon changed the

nunnery into a boarding-school, in which opinion

I was strengthened by the presence of a piano-

forte at one side of the room. Our meal was made
in silence and decorum ; not a word was spoken ;

but I was plentifully helped to everything on

the table. Towards the end of tbe meal, a little

man made his entry into the room rather unex-

pectedly ; for I had given up all hopes of seeing

any males, and, during 6upper, could not help

conjecturing how so many ladies were going to

dispose of me throughout the night. The little

man approached the table, looked at me. then

looked at the woman who so kindly entertained

me, who said something to him ; upon which he

held out his hand to me, and, in broken Eng-
lish, said, he was very happy to see me. After

supper, we had but little conversation, as the

man was not overstocked with English, and I

was too tired for talking ; but I learned enough

to convince me, that the hearts of these honest

Germans were much imbued with the milk of

human kindness ; indeed, all my wishes were as

much anticipated as if 1 had been a near rela-

tion newly arrived from Germany. On express-

ing a wish to retire to rest, the man conducted

me up stairs, through a kind of ante-room into

another ; when putting down the candle, he re-

tired, wishing me a good night. I immediately

began to undress, and, while doing so, my atten-

tion was drawn towards the bed, which seemed

to me to have a very blown-up and dropsical

appearance. Although covered with one of those

beautiful counterpanes so common in Virginia,

yet, to my mind, it had something very suspicious-

looking about it; for 1 must confess, notwith-

standing I had been treated with much kindness

since 1 came in contact with these good people,

my mind was not altogether easy. I had read

and heard of too many murderous stories con-

nected with circumstances precisely like those in

which I now was, not to have all my eyes about
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me ; In fact, the people’s kindness began now to

militate against them. 1 accordingly approached

the bed, and turned down the ooverlid, when no

pillow presented itself, no blankets, no sheets,

nothing but the bare bed. I wondered not a lit*

tie at this, and thought that so many young
ladies might have spared me at least one blan-

ket among them ; but, while standing wondering

at the want of the blankets, and still more at the

strange, puffy look of the bed, my eyes rested

upon something white near the head, but away
down about a foot below the surface of the bed.

I examined it ; it looked exactly like a piece of

a sheet. Strange—and in following up my dis*

covery, 1 tumbled down the bed, when, lo ! and

behold, pillows and sheets as white as the driven

snow presented themselves to my astonished

sight. The most horrible suspicions took pos-

session of my soul. O God 1 I exclaimed in an

agony, they are going to smother me while asleep 1

I ran to the door ; it was locked on the outside

;

and 1 recollected that, on coming through the

ante-room, a bed was placed with its head beside

my door—the murderer’s bed. All my suspicions

were more than confirmed ; I saw nothing but

death before my eyes, or rather behind my back

-—I saw no way of escape, and, as the last refuge

of the wretched, I betook myself to my Creator.

In a kind of agony, 1 dropped upon my knees to

commend my soul and body to the only being

who could aid in such awful circumstances.

Though tolerably regular at my prayers during

my lifetime, yet I must confess that, although

at the outset, when 1 first got upon my knees,

my whole soul was fervently directed heaven-

ward
; yet very soon, my ideas began to scatter

like grape-shot, and my imagination to roam a

wool-gathering to the ends of the earth* My
petition to heaven got so mixed up with the odds

and ends of earthly thoughts, that, when I was
done, I could scarcely tell whether I had been

praying or not. So it happened in the present

instance. At the outset, I was more than serious

:

but my head was so full of the fearful bed, that

my thoughts could not help falling that waj;
from the bed, they got among the Germans, and
from Pennsylvania they bounded into Germany,
till at length they entered an inn along with an
Irish gentleman, who got on the top of him, to

his no small puzzlement, just such another bed

as was about to go on the top of me. He rang

the bell and told the waiter, that if any gentle-

man was going to sleep in the bed above him, he

must be quick, as he was going to sleep and did

not wish to be disturbed. Altogether forgetful

of my situation, I burst into a hearty laugh, for-

got my “ Amen,” rose from my knees, undressed

with dispatch, and jumped into bed ; and, oh,

how delicious ! Ye presidents, prime ministers,

princes, potentates, and powers, if ye wish to

know what happiness is, step down from your

thrones, walk fifteen or twenty miles in the hot

•un, five or six more in the oold dews of night,

get your stomachs as empty as the treasury

chests ; and, after having done all this, contrive,

•erne how or other, to get a good supper, then

jump into a German bed ; and if that don’t make
you happy, nothing on earth can.

I need nut say 1 enjoyed a most delectable

night’s rest ; and, in the morning, I a good deal

amused my worthy hosts by a recital of my last

night's fears. I have called them worthy, for so

they were. I came among them as if 1 had

dropped from the clouds, yet Mr and Mrs Gerard

(their name) were as kind to me as if I had been

a brother ; and so far were they from taking any-

thing for their trouble, that it was with difficulty

1 could get setting out on my journey, they

wishing me to stay some days in order to recruit

myself. It was be who told me of the antipathy

of theGerman population here towardsstrangers;

and, in confirmation^he further told me, that, a

few days before my arrival, an Englishman came

to his house begging something to eat, as he bad

not eaten anything for two days ; and that, al-

though he had offered handfulls of silver, nobody

would receive him. Mr Gerard gave him plenty,

without money and without price. Before set-

ting out, I may mention that 1 was right in my
conjectures—Mrs G. keeping a boarding-school

for young ladies, and Mr G. a day-school for boys.

Having received another handfull of tobacco,

and returned them thanks for their attention to-

wards me, I left them. In the afternoon, I reached

a store known by the name of Swampgrove;

and a few huodred yards beyond it, I observed

a man before me, of no very decent appearance.

I was now about five or six miles from Potsdam,

and, not wishing to enter the town in such kind

of company, I made up my mind to quicken

my pace, accost him civilly with a “ Good day,”

and go a-head of him. 1 did so, and had got s

few steps a-head, when I heard him muttering

something. 1 stopped to see what he wanted,

when he asked me if I was going to Potsdam.

I told him I did not know whether I would go

that length to-night or not, and left him again.

But my gentleman was not going to let me slip

so easily a-head of him. I heard him speaking to

me again, and, of course, had to stop till he cams

up.

8ays he to me— If you don’t know whetber

you are goiug to Potsdam or not, you may as

well go home with me.”

I looked in the man’s face to see if I could

get any information there, but there was no*

thing like a.home stamped upon it. It was s

round, pale, doughy face, surmounted by an

old hat, knocked into every kind of shape ; and,

below, it was garnished by a black beard,

which had not felt the razor for many a-day.

His other accoutrements were an old round*

about, duck trousers, and a pillow-slip slung

over his shoulders, with something in each end

to balance it. 1 had already act him down as a

runaway sailor ; but when he spoke about his

home, I really did not know what to make of

him, and a half desire entered my mind to know

more about him.
“ How far is it to your house ?*’ I inquired.

“ Scarcely two miles,” he replied, with a Dutch

accent.
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“ Well, I shall think of it as we proceed ; and,

in the meantime, 1 thank you for your kind in.

Untioos.”

As we went easily along, we continued our con-

venation ; and, among other items, he told me
that he had been at the store purchasing some
little things for his wife, as she was making
apple-butter, and was going to have a great

apple paring—that he had bespoken some fiddles

—so they would have quite a frolic of it.

“ Apple, butter, did you say ?—what kind of

hatter is that ?"

“ It is made of apples, pared, cut into pieees,

tod boiled in cider till it becomes a kind of
jelly."*

We were not long in arriving at the end of

the lane leading up to the house, and, as his in.

formation made me still more curious, I had
Bide up my mind to go along with him. A
short waynip the lane, we encountered a waggon,
with a line team of four horses. It stopped as
we came up, and the driver and my companion
had some tirik. After it had passed, 1 said, half

jokingly—for I had set down my man as half

deranged in the intellect

—

“
1 suppose that is your team ?"

“ Yes, that's my team," says he.

1 smiled, and had some thoughts of turning
back again, being convinced that the man was
fully mad ; but curiosity still kept me going
along with him. By-and-by we came in sight of
a white-washed two-story stone house.
“ Well, I suppose this is your house, too/ saya

I to him.

“ Yes/' aays he, “ that's my house, and I will

mike you as comfortable as 1 can in it."

I thanked him a second time, but couldnot help
thinking he was about leading me into somescrape
or other, at a shabbier, or more blackguard.look.
ing man could scarcely be. However, 1 kept my
thoughts to myself, and followed him into the
house

; and, aura enough, there was the big cop-
per on the fire, and the apple-butter, that was
•bout to be, tumbling to and fro in it. A hand,
•ome young woman, with a pipe in her mouth,
*as busily engaged in attending to the concern,
to whom 1 was introduced as the wife ofmy con.
doctor. The mother, a very decent matron,
Bettly and cleanly dressed, soon made her ap-
pearance from another room ; to whom I was
*lso introduced. As the ceremony of introduc-
tion took place in Dutch—the only language
tpoken in the house—I know not what story my
friend told, nor what reasons he gave for bring,
leg me to the house ; but 1 saw well enough
that 1 was welcome, for they all seemed well

pleased, and I was directed to take my seat in

* fine, antique-looking elbow-chair—the place
of honour—and I soon had my pipe in my mouth
like the reel of them. At supper we had a hand
*t the apple-butter

; and I now recollected that
I had before tasted some of it in coming through
the Jerseys, but did not know that it went by
that name. It is really excellent, and quite

American; and, believe me, buckwheat cakes
*nd apple-batter are a feast for a king ; I guess

Queen Victoria has never tasted any thing so

fine. By-and-by, the apple-parers began to drop

in—young people of both sexes—until the house

was full ; when we set to work cutting up the

apples like desperation ; every one, bs is cus-

tomary upon such occasions, doing his best, and
striving to shew how clever he is. The labour

was enlivened by a variety of jokes, stories, and
songs. Our principal songstress was a bloom-

ing young woman, with cheeks as red and
plump as any apple ; she appeared to me to be

the reigning belle—the queen of the meeting ; at

least I could easily perceive she thought so her-

self. She gave us a variety of songs ; and though

not with the sweetness of a Caradori, I believe

it was good enough for Dutch singing ; for the

company, every now and then, burst into fits of

laughter. As I could not understand a word,

my principal business was to appear well pleased,

and shew my industry at the apples. After busi-

ness was finished, we ought to have had the ball

;

but, at the fiddlers, somehow or other, did not

come, the company dispersed, and I retired to

bed, or rather to beds, for I had again one

above and one below me.

This German way of resting is the best of all

modes that I have tried, and I wonder it has

not become more general among northern nations,

I, for one, would advise my countrymen, the

Scotch, to convert their blankets into greatcoats,

and substitute feather beds in their place, and

then they may set the cold of winter at defiance.

In confirmation of the superiority^of the bed

over the blanket system, I will relate a little

anecdote. In Virginia, in one of the houses I

•tayed in, a young Dutchman slept in the same
room with me. On the Saturday evenings he

commonly went and visited his friends, staying

all night with them. It happened, one very cold

Saturday, that he went away as usual ; and,

after having gone to bed, I found that I could

easily stand the weight of another blanket, and

so took the liberty to take one from John's bed*

Contrary to expectation, he came home that

night, upon which I told him what I hud done,

and that, if he wanted his blanket, he might

take it off me. No answer was returned, and I

went to sleep. On waking in the morning, I

naturally cast my eyes towards John's bed, but

I could neither see John nor bed-clothes.

Now, thinks I, some thief has been in and taken

away all the clothes ; and up I got to examine

things more narrowly. In prosecution of said

design, I found John's head away far down, stick-

ing out from below the bed. H e was sound asleep*

He had literally turned the world upside down;
and, for all the world, looked exactly like an

overgrown turtle, with the head peeping out of

the shell. I left him alone in his glory, per-

fectly convinced that he was in the right on't.

At breakfast we had a dish new to me. I

don't recollect what name they gave to it ; but

it might, with great propriety, be called cider

oup, as it was composed of potatoes and cider

—exactly our potato soup at homo, only cider

instead of water. It was a favourite &iah
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the Dutchman, and I had to tell a good many
lies to save my good breeding; for he often

asked me how I liked it, and if it were not good.

Of course I answered in the affirmative ; hut

my affirmatives came up my throat with as much
difficulty as the cider soup went down ; for 1

really did not like it.

After breakfast I started, though not till after

an invitation to stay as long as I chose, and

welcome. In the course of the forenoon I

passed through Potsdam ; a considerable place,

with some good houses, and a newspaper—maybe

more ; for I encountered the courier with an

armful. It is situated on the Schuylkill, which

I crossed by means of a neat wooden bridge.

At night I slept at the house of a German, and,

next day, passed by the end of West Chester,

and through Downingtown, where I crossed the

Big Brandywine by means of a stone bridge

—

the second 1 had seen in America, although they

say there are plenty of them in Pennsylvania.

A short waybeyond Downingtown it commenced

raining very heavy, which forced me to look out

for shelter. I turned off the road to a farm-

house I saw close by ;
but receiving an impu-

dent answer from a boy I accosted in the cattle*

yard, I kept on towards a neat little cottage

not far off. Here I was welcome. The occu-

pants were an Irishman, Robert Owen by name,

and his wife : everything was neat and clean,

and they treated me like a gentleman. In the

morning a neighbour came in ; and they com-,

menced talking about the elections, and federal-

ists, and republicans. I put in my word

—

« I thought," said I, “that you were all

federalists and republicans in the lump in this

country ?"

“ O yes, so we are," replied the neighbour ;

“but when we go to particulars, there is a great

deal of difference between a federalist and a

republican, for all that."

“ And what, pray, may be the difference

between the two ?" said I ;
“ for certainly you

have but few Tories now-a-days."

“ As for the Tories," says he, “ we have got

enough of them yet ; and as for the federalists,

they are little better than Tories in disguise :

true, they love America—that we must allow

—

and don’t wish to be ruled by the King of Eng-

land, or anything by the name of king. They

are still republicans in principle—words any-

how—but their practical comments upon their

own doctrines, evidently tend toward, if not a

monarch ial, at least an aristocratical form of

government, as near as may be, without actually

crossing the boundary line. Their principal

aim is to give as much power to the General

Government as they possibly can, without quit-

ting either the name or reality of a republic.

They wish to merge all the individual republics

into one grand whole—the republic of America.

The republicans, on the other hand, wish all

the individual States to remain as free and inde-

pendent of each other as they were at the for-

mation of the Constitution. For that purpose,

they wish to preserve to them all the powers

reserved to them at the formation of thatinstrn-

ment ; and, if there should be any taking and

giving, rather to add to the powers of the State

Governments than to weaken them
The above may not be exactly the words of

my informant ; but they explain, with tolerable

clearness, the difference between the two greet

parties into which the people of the United

States are divided, and are, in substance, a good

enough answer to the question I asked. I may

further add, on my own account, that, since the

period of the above conversation, the two parties

have changed their cognomens almost as often

as the moon has changed. At the present time,

(1838,) they go by the name of Whigs and Demo-

crats. A third party has started of late—the

Conservatives. The individuals belonging to the

last, pretend to be Democrats in heart and core,

except regarding a national bank—an abomin-

ation to the Democrats: but at the elections,

somehow or otber, all their votes go to the

Whigs—a plain proof that they scarcely know on

what side their bread is buttered. So much for

politics just now.

I was remarkably well treated by Mr Owen ,*

and although but a cotter, as we would 6ay at

borne, yet he managed to spread out a table as

well furnished, and everything as neat and clean,

as if he had been worth thousands, and his wife

brought up at a boarding-school. Perhaps I

may be found fault with for recording such

trifles : but, as I wish to give my friends on the

other 6ide of the Atlantic as correct an outline

of American life as I can—so far as I have seen

it—they must go altfng with me and take pot

luck—the good and the bad as it comes. It is

not by a single trait that an individual, much

less a nation, can be described. To talk of the

shrewdness of a Scotchman, the bluntness of an

Englishman, the blunders of an Irishman, the

levity of a Frenchman, the pride of a Spaniard,

the treachery of a Portuguese, or the tricks and

notions of a Yankee, is but going a very little

way into a knowledge of the people. To know,

we must become acquainted with them ;
we must

visit them in their houses, sit at their tables,

sleep in their beds, converse with them round

their firesides, see them in their fields and work-

shops, and note them in all the outs and ins of

their every-day life. The way that the British

talk so much nonsense about the Americans, and

the Americans about the British, is, because the

one people knows little or nothing about the

other ; and the main reason of this ignorance is,

because the travellers, who pretend to give the

information, don’t descend to particulars, bat

merely give some hearsays, or describe some of

the prominent features which they have hap-

pened to get a glimpse of, in flying through the

country with the speed of a locomotive.
In the course of the forenoon we went over to

Mr Tarbet's, upon whose farm Owen worked,

and were kindly received. He was a young man,

but married, like most of the Americans; of a

quiet and kindly disposition, and hajd a good

farm, and, of course, plenty to eat an^d drink 1
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stayed with him two days. I afterwards crossed

the Little Brandywine, and came to a small place

calledOxford, where I stayed all night. It has one
or two tolerably good inns, but no university.

Somewhere near Oxford, I stopped at a small log-

house, in order to rest a little. I knocked at

the door, which was opened by one of the finest

looking women 1 thought 1 had ever seen, who
bade me come in, in a voice sweet as strain from
an Eolian harp. She was young, and though
not what you would call beautiful, yet there was
an indescribable something about her manner,
look, and shape, which, together with her virgin-

like modesty, made her altogether irresistible.

She took her infant from the cradle, and sat

down at one side of the fire, while 1 took a seat

at the other. She spoke not, nor did 1 ; but
look I could not help, as she bent with maternal

tenderness over the babe at her breast. 1 am
not overly much given to covetousness, but if

ever I was in danger of breaking the tenth com-
mandment, it was sitting by that fireside. I

actually envied the husband of such a wife.

A few miles beyond Oxford, 1 entered Mary-
land. The boundary line, in this direction, be-

tween it and Pennsylvania, is a very diminutive

stream, or rather ditch, so narrow that I could

stand with one foot in Pennsylvania and the

other in Maryland. Small though the separating

line be, 1 could observe a material difference

in the appearance of the two countries. The
greater portion of Pennsylvania, that I had
passed through, was rough and hilly, and lat-

terly undulating; but after I entered Mary-
land, the face of the country became almost a

dead level, with the soil light and sandy, and
so continued until I arrived at the Susquehanna.
The reason of this change was owing to my
receding farther and farther from the moun-
tains

; for it must be remembered that Mary-
land, in the north-west, is very mountainous.
The roads, too, were now better than in Penn-
sylvania.

In going along, I stopped at a house to look
at a man taking the hair off what 1 took to be a

young pig, which he had fastened by the heels

to one of the porch pillars.

" That's a queer-looking pig you're flaying

there," said I, to the man.
“ It's not a pig, sir ; its a possum."
“ An opossum ! You surely don’t pretend to

eat opossums in Maryland, do ye ?"
u No, we don't pretend to eat them, but we

actually do; and first-rate eating theyare*—much
better than pig."

His answer somewhat startled me, for I thought
1 had read a good deal of natural history and
geography, and 1 did not recollect anything
about eating opossums; but now having eaten
them myself, I can assure the reader that, not-

withstanding their ugly staring, gray fur, wide
mouth, and rat-tail, they are actually first-rate

eating. And why should they not? they live

on Indian corn, nuts, &c. ; and 1 believe that, in

all respects, they are much more cleanly than the
porkers. Since I am on gastronomy, I may as
xo. LXVIL—VOL. VL

well add, that I have also eaten racoons, or

coons, as they are commonly called in America

;

also a first-rate dish, much the same flavour as

the opossum, and in great repute among the

negroes.

On the same day I entered Maryland, I ar-

rived at Port Deposite, on the Susquehanna—

a

ruinous-looking place, consisting of only one

narrow street, running between a ridge of rocks

and the river. Here are extensive quarries ; and
a great deal of stone is shipped down to Balti-

more and other places. The most remarkable

thing, however, about the place, is the stu-

pendous bridge across the Susquehanna. I was

nearly fourteen hours in going along it ; but the

reader must recollect that, about half-way over,

you come to a small island, upon which is a

tavern, where I stayed all night, deferring my
exit at the other end till next morning. The
bridge is, however, about a mile long, roofed in,

with a gate at one end, where you pay toll. The
tavern-keeper told me there was one still longer

further up the river. Between this bridge and

Baltimore, the country is undulating, road good,

and the travel, upon the whole, pleasant. 1 en^

tered Baltimore early on the morning of the 28th

October ; and, as soon as the stores were opened,

called upon Mr G , James, my old travelling

companion's uncle. I was informed that he had
given up business in Baltimore, and retired to

the country ; but that money had been sent to

New York, and that the nephew was expected

daily. Expecting my trunk down, with James,

I thought it best to follow the uncle to the

country, and wait there till he arrived ; but,

before starting, I took a peep at the city. Bal-

timore is a very handsome, stirring place, of

great trade, as everybody knows, and, of course,

filled with splendid stores. The most prominent

object is the Washington monument, a splendid

affair, and incontestably proving that Baltimore

has more of gratitude than all the other cities

of the Union put together ; it has on this account

been called the Monumental City. There is also

another one, called the Battle Monument ; but in

commemoration of what battle I don't recollect—

I suppose the battle of Baltimore. There are

numerous handsome churches, among which the

Catholic Cathedral takes the lead. Barnum's

Hotel is a magnificent building. With regard to

the streets, there is nothing very remarkable ;

they are neat and clean ; and the main, or Market

Street, as I think they call it, is a very fine, long,

wide street, with the houses, in general, three

stories high. The environs of Baltimore, like

those of all other cities, are adorned with many

handsome villas and country houses. I left the

city in the afternoon, almost completely worn out

by wandering up and down the streets : of course

I proceeded only a few miles out of town before

putting up for the night. In walking along, I

came to a tree with fruit upon it, bearing a great

resemblance to the large English plum. I had

a good mind to eat some of them ; but as they

might not be plums after all, I thought it safest

to defer my trot until I procured further infor-
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mation. This was soon supplied by an old

woman whom I met.
" What kind of tree is that ?” said I, to her.

“ Persimmon tree."

“ Is the fruit good for eating?"
“ Yes ; some people are very fond of them."

She passed on ; and I made haste to pluck some
persimmons—they looked so good. In my mouth
one of them went ; but not to stay long—I was so

near choked. If I had flung into my throat a

pound or two of powdered galls, with as much
alum, the dry, astringent, choking sensation

could not have been much greater. I fairly

thought I was poisoned ; and, of course, made
many a ludicrous attempt to hawk and spit;

but it was of no use, the fountains of my mouth
were so completely sealed up. I have since

eaten of these persimmons, after they were ripe,

which is, after they have been well frosted ; and
then they are as full of sugar, or rather of

manna, as they were before of tannin. 1 don't

like them at all, although some people, as the

old woman said, are very fond of them. They
are very plentiful in some parts of the United

States.

In the house I put up at overnight, I saw them
making buckwheat-calces for the first time. I

thought, at first, the woman was making pan-

cakes ; but, as they did not look like any pan-

cakes I had ever seen, I concluded that she was
making what the Scotch call beastin scones.

Curious to know whether the Americans made
the same use of the newly-calved cows* milk, I

put the question to her, when she told me she

was making buckwheat-cakes. The most com-
mon way of manufacturing these is, by forming

the meal into a thin batter, and dropping it

from a spoon upon a hot girdle, so as to form
thin cakes about the size of a biscuit. They
are remarkably good. I do not think the

Americans make either beastin scones or cheese

of the milk of the newly-calved cows—at least I

have never seen norheardof its being done. I may
add here, that I never saw blood-puddings in

America until I reached Louisiana. The Virgin-

ians, as far as I know them, hold the eatingof blood

as an abomination, and as contrary to Scripture.

The Creoles, however, are not so scrupulous

;

and, whatever priest or Scripture may say, eat

as many of the good things of' this life as they

can lay their teeth on, and blood-puddings

among the rest.

A short walk beyond Scotenfield—the place I

stayed at last night—brought me to the end of

the lane leading down to the Thistle Factory,

(cotton,) belonging to Fridge and Morris of

Baltimore. Struck by the name, and, moreover,

wishing to see the mill, I walked down to it.

It is small, but well managed, and most roman-
tically 'situated in a deep dell, through which
foams the Patapses, in its rocky channel. As
there is little room for building in the dell

itself, the store, school-house, and houses for

the mill people, are built on the side of the hill

-—the whole forming an interesting little nook.
On coming out of the mil), a heavy shower of

rain came on, which drove me, for shelter, into

the house of the watchman, located at one cor.

ner of the yard. On entering, I accosted a

neat-looking woman, who was sweeping the

floor, and asked if I might rest a little, until the

rain was over. Being answered in the affirma-

tive, we entered into conversation ; and, among
other things, she said that, from my tongue, she

did not think I was an American. Upon telling

her 1 was from Scotland, and from what part,

she threw down the broom with precipitation,

ran to the foot of the stair which led to the

garret, and bawled out, at the top of her

voice

—

“Oh, man, Jamie, come down! Here's a

Scotchman 1"

Jamie was not long in making his appearance

;

and, finding that we were what might be called

near neighbours at home—that is, we both

belonged to Ayrshire—we very soon got quite

gracious. He gave me an invitation to stay a

day or two with him ; and, as it still rained

heavily, and to-morrow was Sunday, I accepted

it. During the Sabbath, a good many of the

mill people dropped in to make a call—some,

perhaps, through curiosity to see a wandering

stranger—all very well dressed. Jamie, taking

it for granted that I could not miss observing

the difference between their Sunday suits and
his coarse apparel, remarked that folks in gene-

ral pit the maist on their backs ; but, for bis

pairt, he liked to pit the maist in his belly ; and,

indeed, his Sunday dinner did not belie the

observation, for I doubt if Fridge and Morris

themselves had a better roast on their tables

than he had. In the afternoon, we took a pro-

menade down the side of the Patapses—a most
delightful walk, finely shaded by walnut trees.

There were also plenty of wild grapes, the firat

I had seen. They are small, much reeembling

black currants, and make a good wine, although

I can't say that I like the grapes themselves.

They are very plentiful all over the southern

states. On returning homewards, I observed

two young lads hunting for wild turkeys.

These were the first white people I ever saw
fowling upon the Sabbath ; but it is nothing new
to me now.

On Monday, after leaving the Thistle Factory,

an ther *hort travel brought me to EUicott'e

Mills, among the most extensive in the Union

for the manufactory of flour. Here are also

iron works ; and at this place the road to

Fredericktown crosses the Patapses. In two
days' march, I passed through a turnpike gate,

the first and the last I have seen in America.

In the evening, I put up at Poplar Springs—a
very good inn.

I left the above inn on a most beautiful morn-

ing, and was tripping it along right merrily,

when I was overtaken by a gentleman—at least

he had the appearance of one—on horseback,

with a led horse. He accosted me ; and asked

me where 1 stayed last night, and whither 1
was going. Of course, I told him I stayed at

Poplar Springs, and was going to Traptown.
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“ That's a long way to walk," says he. " If

you choose, you may get upon thia horse."

“ I thank you, sir/' says I. “I can't ride;

and it will tire me more than walking."

He still kept coaxing and urging me to mount
so much, that I plainly saw he wished to get rid

of the horse ; but, at the same time, in such a

way as if he were doing me a favour. I did not

like that ; and positively told him I would not

mount. We parted ; but I had not proceeded

far before I saw him halt, for me to get up with

him. On my approach

—

“ Well, sir," said he, t€ this horse is so trouble-

some to me, that you will confer a great obliga-

tion if you take him off my hands."

I told him I could not ride with a saddle,

much less bare-backed ; but that, if I could be

of any service to him, I would try.

“ Ub, never mind trying," says he. “ Get up,

and you'll learn as you get along."

The animal was tall, and I was short ; and, I

can assure you, I trembled all over while I laid

hold of the mane with one hand, and gave my
left foot to the man to hoist me up. Up I went,

however, like shot—missed stays in crossing the

back of the animal, and would soon have been
sprawling on the ground on the other side, if I

had not caught hold of the horse by the fore-

leg, while the man held on to mine. Being
pulled on again, and fairly balanced—but my
head swimming from its height in the air

—

and all things, in the gentleman's opinion, in

good sailing trim, we started in fine style—that

is, at a good round trot. For a minute or two,

all things went on tolerably enough—I can't

say smoothly ; for the trot was rather too round
for me—hot, after that short space, I found, as

I anticipated, that J had got a most purgatorial

job of it. In spite of my conscience, the “ O
Lords" and “ woes" came forth thick and fast

;

and, to stop the swearing, my only resource was
in stopping the horse, which I happily accom-
plished, after a few struggles at the bridle.

One good quality my companion possessed, was
that of leaving me behind to my fate, as soon as

he himself got out of his trouble. Of course, he
was soon out of sight, and I left to guide myself

at discretion. When I got a sight of my man,
he was about a quarter of a mile a-head, off the

horse, [and, in all appearance, waiting for my
coming up. When I reached him, he was cut-

ting a switch from a tree ; but little did I dream
it was for me, as my horse went by far too fast

already. In fact, I intended to deliver up his

property, and have done with him; but my
gentleman intended no such thing. Like Sind-

bad’s Old Man of the Sea, he was determined to

cling to me; and, moreover, was determined

that my movements, for the future, should have
a little more of the “go" in them—be a little more
sprightly—notwithstanding, as far as I was

concerned, my movements had hitherto been

sprightly enough; for, I am certain, it would
have taken two men to have kept me anything

like sedentary on the horse's back. I mentioned
my intention of dismounting.

“ Oh, no," says he ;
“ you can't do that."

I spoke to him of my pains, of being sore all

over, of being shaken all to pieces.
“ Oh, never mind that

;
you'll soon get used to

it. Here, take this switch, and touch him
smartly with it."

I took the switch, but with little intention of

making much use of it, although very willing to

oblige the man. Some distance before us was a
small town called Newmarket—a most ominous
name. I was certain I would have a race of it

before all was done ; and the more so as the

man talked of not stopping, but going through
the town something like gentlemen. 1 told him
I would go through it as genteelly as I could, but

that the citizens could not expect much gen-

tility from a man without a saddle. All things

being ready, he put spurs to his horse ; and, as

before, never looked behind to see whether I was
started or not, but rode on just as if I had been
riding alongside of him, and was toon lost sight of

among the houses. For my part, I was in no
such hurry ; and, as I had kept on the horse's

back to please the owner, I was determined the

horse should walk to please me ; but whether
the animal had some drops of racing blood in

him, or was of the same mind as his master, or

knew [the town, I know not ; but I know the

nearer we got to it, the faster he plied his legs.

I flung away roy switch as useless, and pulled

at the bridle with all my might ; but all to no
purpose

;
yet faster and faster he went. I next

let go the bridle, and atuck to the mane ; and,

I tell ye, we went down Newmarket sprightly

enough. We went so fast down the street, that

I was into the heart of the town before I ever

saw a single house—the street on each side hav-

ing merely the appearance of two long, dark-

coloured, striped ribbons. It was flying, sure

enough ; but, I guess, I made a great many ,

more fly beside myself. I only guess at it ; for I

did not see a living soul till within a hundred
yards or so of the principal inn, where the horse

began to slacken his pace, as be intended stop-

ping there, and where all the upper windows
were alive with young Mies witnessing my din.

play of rough-ridership. As 1 did not intend

putting up there, whatever my horse might,

and was, moreover, nettled at the giggling of the

ladies, I thought I would let them see 1 was not
such a bad horseman ae they supposed ; so,

resuming the bridle, I turned my horse's head

to the street; but, as bed luck would have it,

there happened to be another inn right opposite,

to which the horse directed himself in spite of

me. He bolted right across ; and, so suddenly

did he bring himself to at the door, that I

bolted off his back into the gutter ; and so ended

my Newmarket ride—a ride I did not get the

better of for two months. Having gathered my-
self up, I took the bridle, and 'led, or rather

hauled the animal through the remainder of the

town—not waiting for the congratulations of

the populace, of which it is commonly pretty

prodigal/ on such exhibitions of skill and dex-

terity. Having cleared the town, I waked for

2N2
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the gentleman, whom I saw returning to look for

me. I delivered him his horse, telling him I

thought I had obliged him enough, and he must

next oblige me by taking him off my hands, u I

could very well perform the rest of my journey

on my own legs.—( To be continued.)

JEFFERSON'S DAUGHTER.

*• It 1* ffntrrt, on the authority of an American newspaper, that

States, was sold at New Orieansjfrr 1000 dollar*.“—Morning Chronicle.

-Caw the blood that at Lexington poured o’er the plain,

When thy ions warred with tyrants their rights to

uphold—
Can the tide of Niagara wipe out the stain?

No ! Jefferson’s child has been bartered for gold!

Do ye boast of your freedom ? Peace, babblers, be still

!

Prate not of the goddess who scarce deigns to bear.

Have ye power to unbind ? Are ye wanting in will 9

Must the groan ofyour bondsmen still torture the ear ?

The daughter of Jeffenon sold for a slave

!

The child of a freeman, for dollars and francs I

The roar ofapplause when your orators rave

Is lost in the sound of her chain as it clanks.

Peace, then, ye blasphemers of Liberty’s name !

Though red was the blood by your forefathers spilt

;

the daughter of Thomas Jefferson, late President of the United

Still redder your cheeks should he mantled with shame,

Till the spirit of freedom shall cancel the guilt.

But the brand of the slave is the tint of his skin,

Though his heart may beat loyal and true underneath ;

While the soul of the tyrant is rotten within,

And his white the mere cloak to the bUcknea of

death.

Are ye deaf to the plaints that each moment arise ?

Is it thus ye forget the mild precepts of Penn-
Unheeding the clamour that 6t maddens the skies,”

As ye trample the rights of your dark fellow-men ?

When the incense that glows before Liberty’s shrine

Is unmix’d with the blood of the gall’d and oppress’d—

Oh ! then, and then only, the boast may be thine,

That the stripes and stars wave o’er a land of the

blest. E.

ODE TO LABOUR.

Hall labour 1 source, thro* bounteous Nature’s aid,

Of ev’ry blessing which sustaios mankind 1

—

Yea, Nature's fiowns thy pow’r hath so allay’d,

That man thro* life need scarce an evil find

From sultry sun, or piercing wintry wind.

With wonder may we view what thou’st achiev'd,

So fetter’d as thou hitherto hast been ;

But from thy trammels soon thou’lt be reliev’d,

And waft thy sons to happiness serene,

Which ’twere vain thought to contemplate unseen.

Amaz’d, we see thee, with a dauntless mind,
Into the bowels of the earth descend ;

And Nature’s boundless treasures, there confin’d,

From their long restingplace thou dost unbend
Upraise to light—to human use’s send.

Enraptur’d view yon beauteous fertile plain,

Late unproductive, desolate, and bare,

Where Nature vainly gave soil, sun, and rain,
Till thou did’st ply thy vig’rous arm with care,

Nor grain, nor herbage, flower nor fruit grew there.

Delighted, yonder splendid mart behold,
Or rich bazaar, where costly treasures shine;
The glare of light therein which doth unfold
The varied wealth, too num’rous to define

;

They, each and all, have sprang from hands of thine f

On yon stupendous pile astonish’d gaze,

Which seems to hurl defiance to Old Time;
Each minute part thou’st form’d, the mass did’st raise^
As 'twere from chaos to a work sublime,
To shield each inmate from the changeful clime.

On yonder stately barque look with surprise,
Which danntless ranges o’er the ocean wide ;
By thee ’twas form'd—’tis stor’d where’er she lie*.
Her sails thou’lt trim, or pow’rful engines guide

:

To commerce spreads thy wealth on cr’ry side !

The electric shaft propell’d by yon dark cloud,

From human habitation thouTt convey

;

Tho* lightning glares and thunder speaks aloud,

We can the elemental strife survey

Unharm’d, if thou thy pow’rful aid display.

Yon gaudy, glitt'iing coach thy hands did rear,

And all the trappings which belong thereto,

The hones did supply, or steam prepare

—

Produced each power, by which it onward flew :

Thy aid withdrawn, a useless thing thou’dst view

!

Yon parchment deeds compactly seal’d and sign’d,

Thro’ which vain idlers have usurped the soil,

Fleec’d thee and thine, by fraud and force combin’d,

And, by mere sufTrance thereon, let thee toil

:

Yea skins, seals, wax thou’st form’d but to despoil.

Yon implements of horrid war thou’st made,

With which thy sacred rights are from thee wrest;

Ay, worse than all, thy dearest sons array'd.

Have held the deadly weapons to thy breast,

By tyrants forc’d, and destitution press’d.

Thy ingrate offopring—

'

K Capital” by name—
Who should thy strength replenish and sustain.

Doth madly join all those who’d thee defame

—

Thy sturdy limbs in fetters vile who’d chain,

Or fain tby life’s-blood suck from ev’ry vein.

Too long, thou all productive power, thou’st worn

Contumely’s garb. Yea, destitute, uncheer’d,

Too long the bitter taunt thou’st tamely borne,

Of those who’ve wanton’d in the wealth thou’at rear’d

Hail, happy change—thy arm’s now rais’d and ftsr’d.

But tho’ thy arm’s in giant strength erect.

As infants’, harmless, thou its pow’r will wield

;

Thy sacred rights thouTt grasp—each wrong correct,

Then act with mercy—not to vengeance yield :

—

Wisdom and worth thou’lt succour—weakness shield

!

Am Industrious Ewohsriu*.
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LAKE REMINISCENCES, FROM 1807 TO 1830.

*
BY THE ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.

NO. IV^—WILLIAM WORDSWORTH AND ROBERT SOUTHEY.

That night—the first of my personal inter-

coms with Wordsworth—the first in which I

saw him face to face—was (it is little, indeed, to

say) memorable: it was marked by a change
even in the physical condition of my nervous

system. Long disappointment—hope for ever

baffled, (and why should it be less painful because

«e/f-baffled ?)—vexation and self-blame, almost

self-contempt, at my own want of courage to face

the man whom of all since the Flood 1 most
yearned to behold:—these feelings had impressed

upon my nervous sensibilities a character of ir-

ritation—agitation—restlessness—eternal self-

dissatisfaction—which were gradually gathering

into a distinct, well-defined type, that would,

but for youth~almighty youth, and the spirit

of youth—have shaped itself into some nervous

complaint, wearing symptoms sui generis, (for

most nervous complaints, in minds that are at all

eccentric, will be eui generis;) and, perhaps,

finally, have been immortalized in some medical

journal as the anomalous malady of an interesting

young gentleman, aged twenty-two, who was
supposed to have studied too severely, and to

have perplexedTiis brain with German metaphy-
sics. To this result things tended ; but, in one
hour, all passed away. It was gone, never to

return. The spiritual being whom I had anti-

cipated—for, like Eloise,

“My fancy fram’d him of th* angelic kind

—

Some emanation of th* all beauteous mind’*—

this ideal creature had, at length, been seen—
wen “ in the flesh*

4—seen with fleshly eyes

;

and now, though he did not cease for years to

wear something of the glory and the aureola

which, in Popish legends, invests the head of

superhuman beings, yet it was no longer as a

being to be feared—it was as Raphael, the u af-

fable” angel, who conversed on the terms of man
with man, that I now regarded him.

It was four o'clock, perhaps, when we arrived.

At that hour the daylight soon declined ; and,

in an hour and a half, we were all collected

about the tea-table. This, with theWordsworths,

under the simple rustic system of habits which

they cherished then, and for twenty years after,

was the most delightful meal in the day
;
just

as dinner is in great cities, and for the same
reason—because it was prolonged into a meal of

leisure and conversation. And the reason why
anymeal favours and encourages conversation is

pretty much the same as that which accounts

for the breaking down of so many lawyers, and

generally their ill-success, in the House of Com-
mons. In the courts of law, when a man is ha-

ranguing upon general and abstract topics, if at

any moment he feels getting beyond his depth,

if he finds bis anchor driving, he can always

bring up, and drop his anchor anew upon the
terrafirma of his case : the facts of this, as fur-

nished by his brief, always assure him of a retreat

as soon as he finds his more general thoughts
failing him ; and the consciousness of this retreat,

by inspiring confidence, makes it much less pro-

bable that they should fail. But, in Parliament,

where the advantage of a case with given facts

and circumstances, or the details of a statistical

report, does not offer itself once in a dozen times

that a member has occasion to speak—where he
has to seek unpremeditated arguments and rea-

sonings of a general nature, from the impossibi-

lity of njholly evading the previous speeches that

may have made an impression upon the House ;—this necessity, at any rate a trying one'to most
people, is doubly so to one who has always walked
in the leading-strings of a case—always swam
with the help of bladders, in the conscious re-

source of his facts. The reason, therefore, why
a lawyer succeeds ill as a senator, is to be found
in the sudden removal of an artificial aid. Now,
just such an artificial aid is furnished to timid or
to unready men by a dinner-table, and the mis-

cellaneous attentions, courtesies, or occupations

which it enjoins or permits, as by the fixed me-
moranda of a brief. If a man finds the ground
slipping from beneath him in a discussion—if,
in a tide of illustration, he suddenly comes to a
pause for want of matter—he can make a grace-

ful close, a self-interruption, that shall wear the

interpretation of forbearance, or even win the
rhetorical credit of an aposiopesis, (according to

circumstances,) by stopping to perform a duty
of the occasion

:
pressed into a dilemma by some

political partisan, one may evade it by pressing

him to take a little of the dish before one ; or,

plagued for a reason which is not forthcoming,

one may deprecate this logical rigour by inviting

one's tormentor to wine. In short, what I mean
to say is, that a dinner party, or any meal which
is made the meal for intellectual relaxation, must
for everofferthe advantages of a palcestra, inwhich
the weapons are foils and the wounds not moiw
tal : in which, whilst the interest is that of a real,

the danger is that of a sham fight: in which,

whilst there is always an opportunity for swim-
ming into deep waters, there is always a retreat

into shallow ones. And it may be laid down aa

a maxim, that no nation is civilized to the height

of its capacity until it has one such meal. With
our ancestors of sixty years back, this meal was
supper : with the Athenians and Greeks it waft

dinner,* (coena and 6e7<rvov,) as with ourselves

;

* A curious dissertation might be written on this sub-

ject. Meantime, it is remarkable that almost all modem
nations have committed the blunder of supposing the Latin
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only that the hour was a very early one, in con-

sequence, partly, of the early bedtime of these

nations, (which again was occasioned by the

dearness of candle-light to the x^pss of those who
had political rights, on whose account the foren-

sic meetings, the visits of clients to their patrons,

&c., opened the political day by four hours ear-

lier than with us,) and partly in consequence

of the uncommercial habits of the ancients—
commerce having at no time created an aristo-

cracy of its own, and, therefore, having at no
time and in no city (no, not Alexandria nor Car-

thage) dictated the household and social arrange-

ments, or the distribution of its hours.

I have been led insensibly into this digression.

I now resume the thread of my narrative. That
night, after hearing conversation superior by
much, in its tone and subject, to any which I

had ever heard before—one exception only being

made, in favour of Coleridge, whose style diffeied

from Wordsworth's in this, that being far more
agile and more comprehensive, consequently more
showy and surprising, it was less impressive and

weighty ; for Wordsworth's was slow in its

movement, solemn, majestic. After a luxury so

rare as this, I found myself, about eleven at

night, in a pretty bedroom, about fourteen feet

by twelve. Much I feared that this might turn

out the best room in the house ; and it illus-

trates the hospitality of my new friends, to men-
tion that it was. Early in the morning, 1 was
awoke by a little voice, issuing from a little

cottage bed in an opposite corner, soliloquizing in

a low tone. I soon recognised the words

—

*< Suffered under Pontius Pilate ; was crucified,

dead, and buried ;

w
and the voice I easily conjec-

tured to be that of the eldest amongst Words-
worth's children, a son, and at that time about

three years old. He was a remarkably fine boy
in strength and size, promising (which has in

fact been realized) a much more powerful per-

son, physically, than that of his father. Miss
Wordsworth I found making breakfast in the

little sitting-room. No urn was there ; no glit-

tering breakfast service ; a kettle boiled upon
the fire, and everything was in harmony with

these unpretending arrangements. I, the son

of a merchant, and naturally, therefore, in the

midst of luxurious (though not ostentatious) dis-

play from my childhood, had never seen so

humble a manage : and contrasting the dignity

of the man with this honourable poverty, and
this courageous avowal of it, his utter absence

of all effort to disguise the simple truth of the

case, I felt my admiration increase to the utter-

most by all 1 saw. This, thought 1 to myself, is,

indeed, in his own words—
“ Plain living, and high thinking.’*

This is indeed to reserve the humility and the

word for supper to be cans, and of dinner, prandium.
Now, the essential definition of dinner is, that which is

the main meal—(what the French call the great meal.)

By that or any test, (for example, the time, three f.m.,)

the Roman ccena was dinner. Even Louis XII., whose
death Is partly ascribed to his having altered his dinner

hour from nine to eleven a.k. in compliment to his

young English bride, did not tup at three f.m.

parsimonies of life for its bodily enjoyments, and

to apply its lavishness and its luxury to its

enjoyments of the intellect. So might Milton

have lived ; so Marvel. Throughout the day

—

which was rainy—the same style of modest

hospitality prevailed. Wordsworth and bis

sister—myself being of the party—walked out

in spite of the rain, and made the circuit of the

two lakes, Grasmere and its dependancy Rydal—

a walk of about six miles. On the third day,

Mrs Coleridge having now pursued her journey

northward to Keswick, and having, at her de-

parture, invited me, in her own name aa well as

Southey's, to come and see them, Wordsworth

proposed that we should go thither in company,

but not by the direct route—a distance of only

thirteen miles : this we were to take in our road

homeward ; our outward-bound journey was to

be by way of Ulleswater—a circuit of forty-

three miles.

On the third morning after my arrival in Gras,

mere, I found the whole family, except the two

children, prepared for the expedition across the

mountains. I had heard of no horses, and took

it for granted that we were to walk ; however,

at the moment of starting, a cart—the common

farmers' cart of the country—made its appear-

ance ; and the driver was a bonny young woman

of the vale. Such a vehicle I had never in my

life teen used for such a purpose ; but whAt was

good enough for the Wordsworths was good

enough for me ; and, accordingly, we were all

carted along to the little town, or large village,

of Ambleside—three and a-half miles distant.

Our style of travelling occasioned no astonish,

ment ; on the contrary, we met a smiling salu-

tation wherever we appeared—Miss Wordsworth

being, aa I observed, the person most familiarly

known of our party, and the one who took upon

herself the whole expenses of the flying collo-

quies exchanged with stragglers on the road.

What struck me with most astonishment, how-

ever, was the liberal manner of our fair driver,

who made no scruple of taking a leap, with the

reins in her hand, and seating herself dexter-

ously upon the shafts (or, in Westmoreland

phrase, the trams) of the cart. From Ambleside

—and without one foot of intervening fiat

ground—begins to rise the famous sscent of

Kirkstone; after which, for three long miles,

all riding in a cart drawn by one horse becomes

impossible. The ascent is computed at three

miles, but is, probably, a little more. In some

parts it is almost frightfully steep ; for the rosd

being only the original mountain track of shep-

herds, gradually widened and improved from

age to age, (especially since the era of tourists

began,) is earned over ground which no engineer,

even in alpine countries, would have viewed as

practicable. In ascending, this is felt chiefly as

an obstruction and not as a peril, unless where

there is a risk of the horses backing ; hut in the

reverse order, some of these precipitous descents

are terrific: and yet, onoe in utter darkness,

after midnight, and the darkness irradiated only

by continual streams of lightning, I was driven
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down this whole descent, at ft full gallop, by a young
woman—the carriage being a light one, the horses

frightened, and the descents, at some critical

parts of the road, so literally like the sides of a

house, that it was difficult to keep the fore

wheels from pressing upon the hind legs of the

horses. Indeed, this is only according to the

custom of the country, as I have before men.
tioned. The innkeeper of Ambleside, or Low-
wood, will not mount this formidable hill without

four horsss. The leaders you are not required

to take beyond the first three miles ; but, of

course, they are glad if you will take them on
the whole stage of nine miles, to Patterdale

;

and, in that case, there is a real luxury at hand
for those who enjoy velocity of motion. The
descent into Patterdale is much above two miles

;

but such is the propensity fur flying down bills in

Westmoreland, that I have found the descent

accomplished in about six minutes, which is at

the rate of eighteen miles an-hour ; the various

turnings of the road making the speed much
more sensible to the traveller. The pass, at the

summit of this ascent, is nothing to be compared
in sublimity with the pass under Great Gavil

from Wastdalehead ; but it is solemn, and pro-

foundly impressive. At a height so awful as this,

it may be easily supposed that all human dwell-

ings have been long left behind : no sound of

human life, no bells of churches or chapels ever

ascend so far. And, as is noticed in Words-
worth’s fine stanzas upon this memorable pass,

tbs only sound that, even in noon day, disturbs

the sleep of the weary pedestrian, is that of the

bee murmuring amongst the mountain flowers—*

a sound as ancient
“As man's imperial front, and woman's roseate bloom."

This way, and (which, to the sentiment of the

cats, is an important point) this way, of necessity

and inevitably, passed the Roman legions; for it is

a mathematio impossibility that any other route

could be found for ail army nearer to the east-

ward of this past than by way of Kendal and
Sbap; nearer to the westward, than by way of

Legbesthwaite and St John’s Vale, (and so by

Thrslkeld to Penrith.) Now, these two roads

are exactly twenty-five miles apart ; and, since

a Roman cohort was stationed at Ambleside,

(Amboglane,) it is pretty evident that this cohort

would not correspond with the more northerly

stations by either of these remote routes—hav-

ing immediately before it this direct though

difficult pass of Kirkstone. On the solitaryarea

of table-land which you find at the summit—
though, heaven knows, you might almost cover

it with a drawing-room carpet, so suddenly does

the mountain take to its old trick of precipitous

detoent, on both sides alike—there are only two
objects to remind you of roan and his workman-
ship. One is a guide-post—always a picturesque

sad interesting object, because it expresses a

wild country and a labyrinth of roads, and
often made much more interesting (as in this

case) by the lichens which cover it, and which
record the generations of men to whom it has

done its office; as also by the orncifix form

which inevitably recall, in all mountainous

regions, the crosses of Catholic lands, raised to

the memory of way-faring men who have perished

by the hand of the assassin. The other memo-
rial of man is even more interesting :—Amongst
the fragments of rock which lie in the confusion

of a ruin on each side of the road, one there is

which exceeds the rest in height, and which, in

shape, presents a very close resemblance to a

church. This lies to the left of the road as

you are going from Ambleside ; and, from its

name, Churchstone, (Kirkstone,) is derived the

name of the pass, and from the pass the name of

the mountain. The guide-post—which was really

the work of man—tells those going southwards

(for to those who go northwards it is useless,

since, in that direction, there is no choice of

roads) that the left hand track conducts you to

Troutbeck, and Bowness, and Kendal ; the right

hand to Ambleside, and Hawkshead, and Ulver-

stone. The church—which is but a phantom of

man’s handiwork—might, however, really be

mistaken for such, were it not that the rude and
almost inaccessible state of the adjacent ground
proclaims the truth. As to size, that is remark-
ably difficult to estimate upon wild heaths or

mountain solitudes, where there are no leadings

through gradations of distance, nor any artificial

standards, from which height or breadth can be

properly deduced. This mimic church, however,
has a peculiarly fine effect in this wild situation,

which leaves so far below the tumults of this

world : the phantom church, by suggesting the

phantom and evanescent image Of a congrega-

tion, where never congregation met ; of the peal-

ing organ, where never sound was heard except

of wild natural notes, or else of the wind rush-

ing through these mighty gates of everlasting

rock—in this way, the fanciful image that accom-
panies the traveller on his road, for half a mile

or more, serves to bring out the antagonist feel-

ing of intense and awful solitude, which is the

natural and presiding sentiment—the religio loci

—that broods for ever over the romantic pass.

Hiving walked up Kirkstone, we ascended our

cart again ; then rftpidly descended to Brothers'

Water—a lake which lies immediately below;
and, about three miles further, through endless

woods and under the shade of mighty fells, im-

mediate dependencies and processes of the still

more mighty Helvellyn, we approached the vale

of Patterdale, when, by moonlight, we reached *

the inn. Here we found horses—by whom fur-

nished I never asked nor heard
; perhaps I owe

somebody for a horse to this day. All I remem-
ber is—that through those most romantic woods
and rocks of Stybarren—through those silent

glens of Glencoin and Glenridding—through

that most romantic of parks then belonging to

the Duke of Norfolk, viz., Gobarrow Park—we
saw alternately, for four miles, the most gro-

tesque and the most awful spectacles

—

“Abbey windows
And Moorish temples of the Hindoos,”

all fantastic, all as unreal and shadowy as the

moonlight which created them ; whilst, at every
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angle of the road, broad gleams came upwards
of Ulleswater, stretching for nine miles north-

ward, but, fortunately for its effect, broken into

three watery chambers of almost equal length,

and rarely visible at once. At the foot of the

lake, in a house called Ewsmere, we passed the

night, having accomplished about twenty-two
miles only in our day's walking and riding. The
next day Wordsworth and 1, leaving at Ewsmere
the rest of our party, spent the morning in

roaming through the woods of Lowther ; and,

towards evening, we dined together at Emont
Bridge, one mile short of Penrith. Afterwards,

we walked into Penrith. There Wordsworth
left me in excellent quarters—the house of Cap-
tain Wordsworth, from which the family hap.

pened to be absent. Whither he himself ad-

journed, I know not, nor on what business

;

however, it occupied him throughout the next
day ; and, therefore, I employed myself in saun-

tering along the road, about seventeen miles, to

Keswick. There I had been directed to ask for

Greta Hall, which, with some little difficulty, I

found ; for it stands out of the town a few hun-
dred yards, upon a little eminence overhanging

the river Greta. It was about seven o'clock

when I reached Southey’s door; for I had stopped

to dine at a little public-house in Threlkeld,

and had walked slowly for the last two hours in

the dark. The arrival of a stranger occasioned

m little sensation in the house ; and, by the time

the front door could be opened, I saw Mrs Cole-

ridge, and a gentleman whom I could not doubt

to be Southey, standing, very hospitably, to greet

my entrance. Southey was, in person, somewhat
taller than Wordsworth, being about five feet

eleven in height, or a trifle more, whilst Words-
worth was about five feet ten ; and, partly from

having slenderer limbs, partly from being more
symmetrically formed about the shoulders than

Wordsworth, he struck one as a better and
lighter figure, to the effect of which his dress

contributed ; for he wore pretty constantly a

short jacket and pantaloons, and had much the

air of a Tyrolese mountaineer. On the next day

arrived Wordsworth. I could read at once, in

the manner of the two authors, that they were

not on particularly friendly, or rather, I should

say, confidential terms. It seemed to me as if

both had silently said—we are too much men of

sense to quarrel, because we do not happen par-

ticularly to like each other's writings: we are

neighbours, or what passes for such in the coun-

try. Let us shew each other the courtesies

which are becoming to men of letters ; and, for

any closer connexion, our distance of thirteen

miles may be always sufficient to keep us from

that. In after life, it is true—fifteen years, per-

haps, from this time—many circumstances com-

bined to bring Southey and Wordsworth into

more intimate terms of friendship: agreement

in politics, sorrows which had happened to both

alike in their domestic relations, and the sort of

tolerance for different opinions in literature, or,

indeed, in anything else, which advancing years

and experience are sure to bring with them. But,

at this period, Southey and Wordsworth enter-

tained a mutual esteem, but did not cordially like

each other. Indeed, itwould have beenodd ifthey

had. Wordsworth lived in the open air : Southey

in his library, which Coleridge used to call his

wife. Southey had particularly elegant habite

(Wordsworth called them finical) in the use of

books. Wordsworth, on the other hand, was so

negligent, and so self-indulgent in the same case,

that as Southey, laughing, expressed it to me
some years afterwards, when 1 was staying at

Greta Hall on a visit—

“

To introduce Words-

worth into one's library, is like letting a bear

into a tulip garden." What I mean by self-

indulgent is this
:
generally it happens that new

books baffle and mock one's curiosity by their

uncut leaves ; and the trial is pretty much the

same, as when, in some town, where you are

utterly unknown, you meet the postman at a

distance from your inn, with some letter for

yourself from a dear, dear friend in foreign re-

gions, without money to pay the postage. How
is it with you, dear reader, in such a case ? Are

you not tempted (/am grievously) to snatch the

letter from his tantalising hand, spite of the roar

which you anticipate of " Stop thief!" and make

off as fast as you can for some solitary street in

the suburbs, where you may instantly effect an

entrance upon your new estate before the pur-

chase-money is paid down ? Such were Words-

worth's feelings in regard to new books; of

which the first exemplification I had was early

in my acquaintance with him, and on occasion of

a book which (if any could) justified the too

summary style of his advances in rifling its

charms. On a level with the eye, when sitting

at the tea-table in my little cottage at Grasmere,

stood the collective works of Edmund Burke.

The book was to me an eye-sore and an ear-sore

for many a year, in consequence of the cacopho-

nous title lettered by the bookseller upon the

back—

“

Burke's Works." I have heard it said, by

the way, that Donne's intolerable defect of ear

grew out of his own baptismal name, when har-

nessed to his own surname—John Donne. No
man, it was said, who had listened to this hideous

jingle from childish years, could fail to have his

genius for discord, and the abominable in sound,

improved to the utmost. Not less dreadful than

John Donne was “ Burke's Works;*' which,

however, on the old principle, that every day's

work is no day's work, continued to annoy me
for twenty-one years. Wordsworth took down

the volume-; unfortunately it was uncut : for-

tunately, and by a special Providence as to him,

it seemed, tea was proceeding at the time. Dry

toast required butter; butter required knives;

and knives then lay on the table ; but sad it was

for the virgin purity of Mr Burke’s as yet un-

sunned pages, that every knife bore upon its

blade testimonies of the service it had rendered.

Did that stop Wordsworth ? Did that cause him

to call for another knife ? Not at all ; he
« Look’d at tbe knife that cant’d hit pain

;

And look’d and sigh’d, and look’d and sigh’d again;’'

and then, after this momentary tribute to rqgret>
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he tore his way into the heart of the volume with

this knife that left its greasy honours behind it

upon every page : and are they not there to this

day ? This personal experience just brought me
acquainted with Wordsworth's habits, and that

particular, especially, with his intense impatience

for one minute's delay which would have brought

a remedy ; and yet the reader may believe, that

it is no affectation in me to say, that fifty such

cases could have given me but little pain, when I

explain, that whatever could be made good by

money at that time I did not regard. Had the

book been an old black-letter book, having a

value from its rarity, I should have been dis-

turbed in an indescribable degree; but simply

with reference to the utter impossibility of re-

producing that mode of value. As to the Burke, it

was a common book ; I had bought the book, with

many others, at the sale of Sir Cecil Wray's lib-

rary, for about two-thirds of the selling price

:

I could easily replace it ; and I mention the case

at all only to illustrate the excess of Words-
worth’s outrages on books, which made him, in

Southey’s eyes, a mere monster ; for Southeys

beautiful library was his estate ; and this dif-

ference of habits would alone have sufficed to

alienate him from Wordsworth. And so 1 argued

in other cases ofthe same nature. Meantime, had

Wordsworth done aa Coleridge did, how cheer-

fully should I have acquiesced in his destruction

(such it was, in a pecuniary sense) of books, as

the very highest obligation he could confer.

Coleridge often spoiled a book ; but, in the

course of doing this, he enriched that book with

so many and so valuable notes, tossing about

him with such lavish profusion, from such a

cornucopia of discursive reading, and such a

fusing intellect, commentaries so many.angled

and so many-coloured, that I have envied many a

man whose luck has placed him in the way of

such injuries ; and that man must have been a

churl (though, God knows ! too often this churl

has existed) who could have found in his heart

to complain. But Wordsworth rarely, indeed,

wrote on the margin of books ; and, when he

did, nothing could less illustrate his intellectual

superiority. The comments were such as might

have been made by anybody. Once, I remember,

before 1 had ever seen Wordsworth—probably a

year before—I met a person who had once en-

joyed the signal honour of travelling with

him to London. It was in a stage-coach. But
the person in question well knew who it qras that

had been his compagnsn de voyage. Immediately

he wa6 glorified in my eyes. “ And," said I, to

this glorified gentleman, (who, par parenthdse,

was also a donkey,) “now, as you travelled

nearly three hundred miles in the company of

Mr Wordsworth, consequently, (for this was in

1805,) “ during two nights and two days, doubt-

less you must have heard many profound remarks

that would inevitably fall from his lips." Nay,

Coleridge had also been of the party ; and, if

Wordsworth solus could have been dull, was it

within human possibilities that these gemini

should have been so? “Was it possible?" I

said ; and, perhaps, my donkey, who looked like

one that had been immoderately threatened, at

last took courage ; his eye brightened ; and he
intimated that he did remember something that

Wordsworth had said—an “observe," as the

Scotch call it.

“ Ay, indeed ; and what was it now ? What
did the great man say ?"

“ Why, sir, in fact, and to make a long story

short, on coming near to London, we breakfasted

at Baldock—you know Baldock ? It's in Hert-

fordshire. Well, now, sir, would you believe it,

though we were quite in regular time, the

breakfast was precisely good for nothing ?"

“ And Wordsworth ?"

“ He observed"
“ What did he observe ?"

“That the buttered toast looked, for all the

world, as if it had been soaked in hot water."

Ye heavens! “ buttered toast!” And was it

this I waited for ? Now, thought I, had Henry

Mackenzie been breakfasting with Wordsworth,

at Baldock, (and, strange enough ! in years to

come, I did breakfast with Henry Mackenzie,

for the solitary time I ever met him, and at

Wordsworth’s house, in Rydal,) he would have

carried off one sole reminiscence from the meet-

ing—namely, a confirmation of his creed, that

we English are all dedicated, from our very

cradle, to the luxuries of the palate, and peculi-

arly to this.* Proh pudor! Yet, in sad sin-

cerity, Wordsworth's pencil-notices in books

were quite as disappointing. In Roderick Ran-

dom, for example, I found a note upon a certain

luscious description, to the effect “ that such

things should be left to the imagination of the

reader—not expressed." In another place, that it

was “ improper and, in a third, “ that the prin-

ciple laid down was doubtful or, as Sir Roger

de Coverley observes, “ that much might be said

on both sides." All this, however, indicates no-

thing more than that different men require to

be roused by different stimulants. Words-

worth, in his marginal notes, thought of nothing

but delivering himself of a strong feeling, with

which he wished to challenge the reader's

sympathy. Coleridge imagined an audience

before him ; and, however doubtful that con-

summation might seem, I ain satisfied that he

never wrote a line for which he did not feel the

momentary inspiration of sympathy and applause,

under the confidence that, sooner or later, all

which he had committed to the chance margins

* It ia not known to the English, but it is a fact

which I can vouch for, from my aix or aeven years* resi-

dence in Scotland, that the Scotch, one and all, believe it

to be an inalienable characteristic of an Englishman to

be fond of good eating. What indignation have I, and

how many a time, had occasion to feel and utter on this

subject? But of this at some other time. Meantime,

the Man of Feeling had this creed in excess; and, in

some paper, (of The Mirror or The Lounger,) be

describes an English tourist in Scotland by saying

—

4< I

would not wish to be thought national ;
yet, in mere

reverence for truth, I am bound to aay, and to declare to

all the world, (let who will be offended,) that the first

innkeeper in Scotland under whose roof we met with

genuine buttered toast, was an Englishman.*’
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of books would converge and assemble in some
common reservoir of reception. Bread scattered

upon the waters will be gathered after many
days. This, perhaps, was the consolation that

supported him ; and the prospect that, for a

time, bis Arethusa of truth would flow under
ground, did not, perhaps, disturb, but rather

cheered and elevated the sublime old som.

nambulist.* Meantime, Wordsworth’s habits

of using books—which, I am satisfied, would,

in those days, alone have kept him at a

distance from most men with fine libraries—were
not vulgar; not the habits of those who turn

over the page by means of a wet finger, (though

even this abomination J have seen perpetrated

by a Cambridge tutor and fellow of a college

;

but then he had been bred up as a ploughman,
and the son of a ploughman ;) no ; but his habits

were more properly barbarous and licentious,

and in the spirit of audacity belonging de jure to

no man but him who could plead an income of

four or five hundred thousand per annum, and
to whom the Bodleian or the Vatican would be

a three years’ purchase. Gross, meantime,was his

delusion upon this subject. Himself he regarded

as the golden mean between the too little and the

too much of care for books ; and, as it happened
that every one of his friends far exceeded him in

this point, curiously felicitouswas the explanation

which hegave of this superfluous case, so as to bring

it within the natural operation of some known
fact in the man’s peculiar situation. Southey

(he was by nature something of an old bachelor)

had hishouse filled with pretty articles

—

bijouterie
,

and so forth ; and, naturally, he wished his books

to be kept up to the same level—burnished and
bright for show. Sir George Beaumont—this

peculiarly elegant and accomplished man—was an
old and most affectionate friend of Wordsworth's.
Sir George Beaumont never had any children

:

if he had been so blessed, they, by familiarizing

him with the spectacle of books ill-used—stained,

torn, mutilated, &c.—would have lowered the

standard of his requisitions. The short solution

of the whole case was—and it illustrated the

nature of his education—be had never lived in a

regular family at a time when habits are moulded.

From boyhood to manhood he had been eui juris.

Returning to Southey and Greta Hall, both the

house and the master may deserve a few words
more of description. For the master, I have
already sketched his person ; and his face I pro.

fess myself unable to describe accurately. His
hair was black, and yet his complexion was fair

:

his eyes 1 believe to be hazel and large ; but I

will not vouch for that fact : his nose aquiline ;

and he has a remarkable habit of looking up into

the air, as if looking at abstractions. The ex.

* Meantime, if it did not disturb him, it ought to dis-

turb «f«, his immediate successors, who are at once the

most likely to retrieve these losse* by direct efforts, and
the least likely to benefit by any casual or indirect re-

trievals, such as will be produced by time. Surely a
subscription should be set on foot to recover all books
enriched by bis marginal notes. I would subs^ibe;
and 1 know others who would largely.

pression of his face wa$ that of a very acute and

an aspiring man. So fa^, it was even nobis, as it

conveyed a feeling of a serene and gentle pride,

habitually familiar with elevating subjects of

contemplation. And yet it was impossible that

this pride could have been offensive to tny body,

chastened as it was by the most unaffected mo.

desty ; and this modesty made evident and pro.

minent by the constant expression of reverence

for the great men of the age, (when he happened

to esteem them such,) and for all the great pa-

triarchs of our literature. The point in which

Southey's manner failed the most in conciliating

regard, was, in all which related to the external

expressioosof friendliness. No man could be more

sincerely hospitable—no man more essentially

disposed to give up even his time (the possession

which he most valued) to the service of his

friends. But there was an air of reserve and

distance about him—the reserve of a lofty, self,

respecting mind, but, perhaps, a little too freez-

ing—in his treatment of all persons who were

not amonjtfst the corps of his ancient fireside

friends. Still, even towards the veriest strangers,

it is but justice to notice his extreme courtesy in

sacrificing his literary employments for the day,

whatever they might be, to the duty (for such

he made it) of doing the honours of the lake,

and the adjacent mountains.

Southey was at that time, (1S07,) and has con-

tinued ever since, the most industrious of all lite-

rary men on record. A certain task he prescribed

to himself every morning before breakfast. This

could not be a very long one, for he breakfaated

at nine, or soon after, and never rose before

eight, though he went to bed duly at half-past

ten ; bat, as I have many times heard him say,

less than nine hours' sleep he found insufficient.

From breakfast to a latish dinner (about half

after five or six) was his main period of literary

toil. After dinner, according to the accident

of having or not having visiters in the house, he

sate over his wine ; or he retired to his library

again, from which, about eight, he was summoned

to tea. But, generally speaking, he closed his

literary toils at dinner ; the whole of the hours

after that meal being dedicated to his corres-

pondence. This, it may be supposed, was un-

usually large, to occupy so much of his time, for

his letters rarely extended to any length. At

that period, the post, by way of Penrith, readied

Keswick about six or seven in the evening. And

so pointedly regular was Southey in all bis habits,

that, short as the time was, all letters were an-

swered on the same evening which brought

them. At tea he read the London papers. tt

was perfectly astonishing to men of less me-

thodical habits, to find how much he got through

of elaborate business by his unvarying system

of arrangement in the distribution of his time.

We often hear it said, in accounts of pattern

ladies and gentlemen, (what Coleridge used

contemptuously to style goody people,) that

they found time for everything ; that business

never interrupted pleasure ; that labours of love

and charity never stood in the way of courtesy
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or personal enjoyment. This is easy to say—easy

to put down as one feature of an imaginary por-

trait : but I must say, that in actual life 1 have
seeo few such cases. Southey, however, did find

time for everything. It moved the sneers of

some people, that even his poetry was composed
according to a predetermined rule ; that so many
lines should be produced, by contract, as it were,

before breakfast ; so many at such an other de-

finite interval. And I acknowledge, that so far I

went along with the sneerers^as to marvel exceed-
ingly how that could be possible. But if, a priori,

one laughed and expected to see verses corres-

ponding to this mechanic rule of construction,

d posteriori one was bound to judge of the verses

as one found them. Supposing them good, they
were entitled to honour, no matter for the pre-

vious reasons which made it possible that they
would not be good. And generally, however
undubitably they ought to have been bad, the
world has pronounced them good. In fact they
art good; and the sole objection to them is,

that they are too intensely objective— too much
reflect the mind, as spreading itself out upon ex-

ternal things—too little exhibit the mind, as

introverting itself upon its own thoughts and
feelings. This, however, is an objection, which
only seems to limit the range of the poetry—and
all poetry is limited in its range : none compre-
hends more than a section of the human power.

Meantime the prose of Southey was that by which
he lived. The Quarterly Review it was by which,

aihe expressed it to myself in 1810, he t( made
the pot boil.” About the same time, possibly as

early as 1808, (for I think that 1 remember in

that journal an account of the Battle of Vimiera,)

Southey was engaged by an Edinburgh publisher,

[Constable, was it not?] to write the entire

historical part of The EdinburghAnnualRegieter,
at a salary of £400 per annum. Afterwards, the

publisher, who was intensely national, and, doubt-
less, never from the first cordially relished the

notion of importing English aid into a city teem-
ing with briefless barristers and variety of talent,

threw out a hint that perhaps he might reduce
the salary to £300. Just about this time I hap-
pened to see Southey, who said laughingly—

“

If

the man of Edinburgh does this, I shall strike

for an advance of wages/' I presume that he did

strike, and, like many other “ operatives," with-

out effect. Those who work for lower wages dur-
ing a strike are called snobs* the men who stand
out being nobs. Southey became a resolute nob

;

but some snob was found in Edinburgh, some
youthful advocate, who accepted £300 per an-

num, and thenceforward Southey lost this part
of his income. 1 once possessed the whole work

;

and in one part, viz. The Domestic Chronicle, I

know that it is executed with a most culpable

carelessness—the beginnings of cases being given
without the ends, the ends without the begin-

nings—a defect but too common in public jour-

nals. The credit of the work, however, was
staked upon its treatment of the current public

* See the Evidence before the Home of Commons*
Committee.

history of Europe, and the tone of its politics in

times so full of agitation, and teeming with new
births in every year, some fated to prove abor-

tive, but others bearing golden promises for the

human race. Now, whatever might be the talent

with which Southey's successor performed his

duty, there was a loss in one point for which no

talent of mere execution could make amends.

The very prejudices of Southey tended to unity

of feeling: they were in harmony with each other,

and grew out of a strong moral feeling, which is

the one sole secret for giving interest to an

historical narration, fusing the incoherent details

into one body, and carrying the reader fluently

along the else monotonous recurrences and un-

meaning details of military movements. Well or

ill directed, a strong moral feeling, and a pro-

found sympathy with elementary justice, is that

which creates a soul under what else may well be

denominated, Miltonically, “ the ribs of death."

Now this,and a mind already made up even to ob-

stinacyupon allpublic questions, were thepeculiar

qualifications which Southey brought to the task

—qualifications not to be bought in any market,

not to be compensated by any amount of mere
intellectual talent, and almost impossible as the

qualifications of a much younger man. Ad a

pecuniary loss, though considerable, Southey was

not unable to support it ; for he had a pension

i

from Government before this time, and under

the following circumstances:—Charles Wynne,
the brother of Sir Watkin, the great autocrat of

North Wales—that C. W. who is almost equally

well known for his knowledge of Parliamentary

usage, which pointed him out to the notice of the

House as an eligible person to fill the office of

speaker, and for his unfortunately shrill voice,

which chiefly it was that defeated his claim—(in

fact, as is universally known, his brother and he,

for different defects of voice and utterance, are

called Bubble and Squeak)—this C. W. had

believed himself to have been deeply indebted to

Southey's high-toned moral example, and to his

wise counsels, during the time when both were

students at Oxford, for the fortunate direction

given to his own wavering impulses. This sense

of obligation he endeavoured to express, by set-

tling a pension upon Southey from his own funds.

At length, upon the death of Mr Pitt, early in

1806, an opening was made for the Fox and Gren-

ville parties to come into office. Charles Wynne
as a person connected by marriage with the house

of Grenville, and united with them in political

opinions, shared in the golden shower ; he also

received a place ; and, upon the strength of his

improving prospects, he married : upon which it

occurred to Southey, that it was no longer right

to tax the funds of one who was now called upon

to support an establishment becoming his rank.

Under that impression, he threw up his pension

;

and upon their part, to express their sense of

what they considered a delicate and honourable

sacrifice, the Grenvilles placed Southey upon the

national pension list.

What might be the exact colour of Southey's

political creed in this year, 1807, it is difficult to
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say. The great revolution, in his way of think,
ing upon such subjects, with which he has been
so often upbraided as something equal in delin-

quency to a deliberate tergiversation or moral
apostacy, could not have then taken place ; and
of this I am sure, from the following little anec-

dote connected with this visit:—On the day after

my own arrival at Greta Hall, came Wordsworth
following upon my steps from Penrith. We dined
and passed that evening with Mr Southey. The
next morning, after breakfast, previously to leav-

ing Keswick, we were sitting in Southey's library

;

and he was discussing with Wordsworth the as-

pect of public affairs : for my part, I was far too

diffident to take any part in such a conversation,

for I had no opinions at all upon politics, nor
any interest in public affairs, further than that
1 had a keen sympathy with the national honour,
gloried in the name of Englishman, and had been
bred up in a frenzied horror of jacobinism. Not
having been old enough, at the first outbreak of
the French Revolution, to participate (as else,

undoubtedly, I should have done) in the golden
hopes of its early dawn, my first youthful in-

troduction to foreign politics had been in sea-

sons and circumstances that taught me to approve
oPall 1 heard in abhorrence of French excesses,

and to worship the name of Pitt; otherwise my
whole heart had been so steadily fixed on a dif-

ferent world from the world of our daily expe-
rience that, for some years, I had never looked
into a newspaper ; nor, if I cared something for

the movement made by nations from year to year,

did I care one iota for their movement from week
to week. Still, careless as I was on these sub-

jects, it sounded as a novelty to me, and one
which I had not dreamed of as a possibility, to

hear men of education and liberal pursuits

—

men, besides, whom I regarded as so elevated in

mind, and one of them as a person charmed and
consecrated from error—giving utterance to sen-

timents which seemed absolutely disloyal. Yet
now did I hear—and I heard with an emotion of

sorrow, but a sorrow that instantly gave way to

a conviction that it was myself who lay under a

delusion, and simply because
“ from Abelard it came’*— I

opinions avowed most hostile to the reigning

family ; not personally to them, but generally

to a monarchial form of government. And that

I could not be mistaken in my impression, that

my memory cannot have played me false, is evi-

dent, from one relic of the conversation which

rested upon my ear and has survived to thisday

—

thirty and two years from the time. It had been
agreed, that no good was to be hoped for, as

respected England, until the royal family should

be expatriated; and Southey, jestingly consi-

dering to what country they could be exiled,

with mutual benefit for that country and them-
selves, had supposed the case—that, with a large

allowance of money, such as might stimulate be-

neficially the industry of a rising colony, they

should be transported to New South Wales;
which project, amusing his fancy, he had, with

the readiness and facility that characterises his

mind, thrown extempore into verse; speaking

off, as an improvisatore, about eight or ten lines,

of which the three last I perfectly remember,

and they were these, (by the way I should have

mentioned, that they took the form of a petition

addressed to the King

)

“ Therefore, old George, by George we pray

Of thee forthwith to extend thy away
Over the great Botanic Bay.'*

The sole doubt I have about the exact words re-

gard the second line, which might have been

(according to a various reading which equally

clings to my ear)

—

“ That thou would'st please t* extend thy iway*

But about the last I cannot be wrong ; for 1 re-

member laughing with a sense of something pe-

culiarly droll in the substitution of the stilted

phrase—(( the great Botanic Bay,
n

for our ordi-

nary week-day name Botany Bay, so redolent of

thieves and pickpockets.

Southey walked with us that morning for

about five miles on our road towards Grasmere,

which brought us to the southern side of Shoul-

thwaite Moss, and into the sweet solitary little

vale of Legbesthwaite. And, by the way, he took

leave of us at the gate of a house, one amongst

the very few (five or six in all) just serving to

redeem that valley from absolute solitude, which

some years afterwards became, in a slight degree,

remarkable to me from two little incidents by

which it connected itself with my personal

experiences. One was, perhaps, scarcely worth

recording. It was simply this—that Wordsworth

and myself having, through a long day's ramb-

ling, alternately walked and rode with a friend

of his who happened to have a travelling car-

riage with him, and who was on his way to Kes-

wick, agreed to wait hereabouts until Words-

worth's friend, in his abundant kindness, should

send back his carriage to take us, on our return,

to Grasmere, distant about eight miles. It was

a lovely summer evening; but, as it had hap-

pened that we ate our breakfast early, and had

eaten nothing at all throughout a long summer's

day, we agreed to “ sorn” upon the goodman of

the house, whoever he might happen to be, Ca-

tholic or Protestant, Jew, Gentile, or Mahomet-

an, and to take any bone that he would be

pleased to toss to such hungry dogs as ourselves.

Accordinglywe repaired to his gate ; we knocked,

and forthwith it was opened to us by a man-

mountain, who listened benignantly to our hum*

ble request, and ushered us into a comfortable

parlour. All sorts of refreshments he continued

to shower upon us for a space of two hours: it

became evident that our introducer was the

master of the house : we adored him in our

thoughts as an earthly providence to hungry

wayfarers ; and we longed to make his ac-

quaintance. But, for some inexplicable reason,

that must continue to puzzle all future com-

mentators on Wordsworth and his history, ho

never made his appearance. Could it be,

thought, that without the formality of a sign,

he, in so solitary a region, more than twenty-

five miles distant from Kendal, (the only town i
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worthy of the name throughout the adjacent

country,) exercised the functions of a landlord,

and that we ought to pay him for his most
liberal hospitality ? Never was such a dilemma
from the foundation of Legbesthwaite. To err,

in either direction, was damnable: to go off

without paying, if he were an innkeeper, made us

swindlers ; to offer payment, if he were not, and
supposing that he had been inundating us with his

hospitable bounties, simply in the character of a

natural-born gentleman, made us the most un-

feeling of mercenary ruffians. In the latter

case we might expect a duel ; in the former, of

course, the treadmill. We were deliberating on
this sad alternative, and 1, for my part, was vot-

ing in favour of the treadmill, when the sound
of wheels was heard, and, in one minute, the car-

riage of his friend drew up to the farmer's gate.

The crisis had now arrived, and we perspired

considerably ; when in came the frank Cumber-
land lass who had been our attendant. To her
we propounded our difficulty—and lucky it was
we did so, for she assured us that her master
was an awful man, and would have “ brained" us

both if we had insulted him with the offer of

money. She, however, honoured us by accept-

ing the price of some female ornament. I made
a memorandum at the time, to ascertain the

peculiar taste of this worthy Cumberland farmer,

in order that 1 might, at some future opportu-

nity, express my thanks to him for his courtesy ;

but, alas! for human resolutions, 1 have not
done so to this moment ; and is it likely that he,

perhaps sixty years old at that time, (1813,) is

alive at present, twenty* five years removed?
Well, he may be ; though I think that exceed-
ingly doubtful, considering the next anecdote
relating to the same house :—Two, or it may be
three, years after this time, I was walking to

Keswick from my own cottage, in Grasmere.
The distance was thirteen miles ; the time just

nine o'clock ; the night a cloudy moonlight, and
intensely cold. I took the very greatest delight

in these nocturnal walks, through the silent val-

leys of Cumberland and Westmoreland ; and
often at hours far later than the present. What
I liked in this solitary rambling was, to trace

the course of the evening through its household
hieroglyphics, from the windows which I passed
or saw ; to see the blazing fires shining through
the windows of houses, lurking in nooks far apart
from neighbours ; sometimes in solitudes that

teemed abandoned to the owl, to catch the sounds
of household mirth ; then, some miles further,

to perceive the time of going to bed ; then the

gradual sinking to silence of the house ; then
the drowsy reign of the cricket ; at intervals, to

hear church-clocks or a little solitary chapel-bell,

underthe brows of mighty hills, proclaiming the
hours of the night, and flinging out their sullen

knells over the graves where “the rude fore-

fathers of the hamlet slept"—where the strength
and the loveliness of Elizabeth's time, or Crom-
well’s, and through so many fleeting generations
that have succeeded, had long ago sunk to rest.

Such was the sort of pleasure which I reaped in

my nightly walks—of which, however, consider,

ing the suspicions of lunacy which it has some-
times awoke, the less I say, perhaps, the better.

Nine o'clock it was—and deadly cold as ever

March night was made by the keenest of black

frosts and by the bitterest of north winds—when
I drew towards the gate of our huge and hospi-

table friend. A little garden there was before

the house ; and, in the centre of this garden
was placed an arm-chair, upon which arm-chair

was sitting composedly—but I rubbed my eyes,

doubting the very evidence of my own eyesight

—

a

or the huge man in his shirt-sleeves; yes,

positively not sunning but mooning himself

—

apricating himself in the occasional moonbeams ;

and, as if simple star-gazing from a sedentary

station were not sufficient on such a night, abso-

lutely pursuing his astrological studies, I repeat,

in his shirt-sleeves 1 Could this be our hospi-

table friend, the man-mountain ? Secondly, was
it any man at all ? Might it not be a scarecrow

dressed up to frighten the birds ? But from what
—to frighten them from what at that season of

the year? Yet, again, it might be an ancient

scarecrow—a superannuated scarecrow, far ad-

vanced in years. But still, why should a scare-

crow, youjig or old, sit in an arm-chair ? Sup-

pose 1 were to ask. Yet, where was the use of

asking a scarecrow ? And, if not a scarecrow,

where was the safety of speaking too inquisi-

tively, on his own premises, to a man-mountain ?

The old dilemma of the duel or the treadmill,

if 1 should intrude upon his grounds at night,

occurred to me ; and I watched the anomalous

object in silence for some minutes. At length

the monster (for such at any rate it was, scare-

crow or not scarecrow) solemnly raised his hand
to his face, perhaps taking a pinch of snuff, and
thereby settled one question. But that settled,

only irritated my curiosity the more ; upon a se-

cond, what hallucination of the brain was it that

could induce a living man to adopt so very ab-

surd a line of conduct ? Once 1 thought of ad-

dressing him thus:—Might I presume so far

upon your known courtesy to wayfaring stran-

gers, as to ask—Is it the Devil who prompts you
to sit in your shirt-sleeves, as if meditating a
camisade, or to woo al fresco pleasures on such a
night as this ? But as Dr Y., on complaining

that, whenever he looked out of the window, he
was sure to see Mr X. lounging about the quad-

rangle, was effectually parried by Mr X. retort-

ing—that, whenever he lounged in the quadran-

gle, he was sure to see the Doctor looking out of

the window ; so did I anticipate a puzzling re-

joinder from the former, with regard to my own
motives for haunting the roads as a nocturnal

tramper, without any rational object that I could

make intelligible. I thought, also, of the fate

which attended the Calendars, and so many other

notorious characters in the “ Arabian Knights,"

for unseasonable questions, or curiosity too viva-

cious. And, upon the whole, 1 judged it advis-

able to pursue my journey in silence, consider-

ing the time of night, the solitary place, and the

fancy of our enormous friend for “braining*'
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those whom he regarded as ugly customers. And
thus it came about that this one house has been
loaded in my memory with a double mystery,

that too probably never can be explained ; and
another torment has been prepared for the curi-

ous of future ages.

Of Southey, meantime, I had learned, upon
this brief and hurried visit, so much in con.

firmation or in extension of my tolerably just

preconceptions, with regard to his character

and manners, as left me not a very great

deal to add, and nothing at all to alter,

through the many years which followed of

occasional intercourse with his family, and do-

mestic knowledge of his habits. A man of more
serene and even temper could not be imagined ;

nor more uniformly cheerful in his tone of spirits;

nor more unaffectedly polite and courteous in his

demeanour to strangers ; nor more hospitable in

his own wrong— l mean by the painful sacrifices,

which hospitality entailed upon him, of time, so

exceedingly precious that, during his winter ahd
spring months of solitude, or whenever he was
left absolute master of its distribution, every
half hour in the day had its peculiar duty. In
the still “ weightier matters of the law,” in cases

that involved appeals to conscience and high

moral principle, I believe Southey to be as ex-

emplary a man as can ever have lived. Were it

to his own instant ruin, I am satisfied that he
would do justice and fulfil his duty under any
possible difficulties, and through the very strong-

est temptations to do otherwise. For honour
the most delicate, for integrity the firmest, and
for generosity within the limits of prudence,
Southey cannot well have a superior; and, in

the lesser moralities—those which govern the

daily habits, and transpire through the manners
—he is certainly a better man—that is, (with re-

ference to the minor principle concerned,) a more
amiable man—than Wordsworth. He is less

capable, for instance, of usurping an undue Bhare

of the conversation ; he is more uniformly dis-

posed to be charitable in his transient colloquial

judgments upon doubtful actions of his neigh-

bours; more gentle and winning in his conde-

scensions to inferior knowledge or powers of

mind ; more willing to suppose it possible that

he himself may have fallen into an error ; more
tolerant of avowed indifference towards his own
writings, (though, by the way, I shall have some-
thing to offer in justification of Wordsworth upon
this charge ;) and, finally, if the reader will par-

don a violent instance of anti-climax, much more
ready to volunteer his assistance in carrying a
lady's reticule or parasoL As a more amiable

man, (taking that word partly in the French
sense, partly also in the loftier English sense,)

it might be imagined that Southey would be a
more eligible companion than Wordsworth. But
this is not so; and chiefly for three reasons

which more than counterbalanceSouthey's greater
amiability

: firet, because the natural reserve of
Southey, which I have mentioned before, makes
it peculiarly difficult to place yourself on terms
of intimacy with him ; secondly, because the

range of his conversation is more limited than
that of Wordsworth—dealing less with life and
the intereatsof life—more exclusively with books;
thirdly, because the style of his conversation ia

less flowing and diffusive—less expansive—more
apt to clothe itself in a keen, sparkling, aphoris-

tic form—consequently muck sooner and more
frequently coming to an abrupt dose. A senten-

tious, epigrammatic form of delivering opinions

has a certain effect of clenching a subject, which
makes it difficult to pursue it without a cor-

responding smartness of expression, and some-
thing of the same antithetic point and equili-

bration of clauses. Not that the reader ia to

suppose in Southey a showy master of rhetoric

and colloquial sword-play, seeking to strike and
to dassle by his brilliant hits or adroit evasions.

The very opposite is the truth. He seeks, in-

deed, to be effective, not for the sake of display,

but as the readiest means of retreating from dis-

play, and the necessity for display : feeling that

his station in literature and his laurelled hon-
ours make him a mark for the curiosity and in-

terest of the company—that a standing appeal is

constantly turning to him for his opinion—

a

latent call always going on for his voice on
the question of the moment—he is anxious to

comply with this requisition at as slight a cost

as may be of thought and time. His heart is

continually reverting to his wife, viz., his lib-

rary ; and that he may waste as little effort as pos-

sible upon his conversational exercises—that the

little he wishes to say may appear pregnant with

much meaning—he finds it advantageous, and,

moreover, the style of his mind naturally prompts
him, to adopt a trenchant, pungent, aculeated

form of terse, glittering, stenographic sentences

—sayings which have the air of laying down the

law without any locus penitenties or privilege of

appeal, but are not meant to do so : in short,

aiming at brevity for the company as well as for

himself, by cutting off all opening for discussion

and desultory talk, through the sudden winding

up that belongs to a sententious aphorism. The
hearer feels that “ the record is closed ;’* and he

has a sense of this result as having been accom-

plished by something like an oracular laying down
of the law cm cathedra : but this is an indirect

collateral impression from Southey's manner, and
far from the one he meditates or wishes. An
oracular manner he does certainly affect in cer-

tain dilemmas of a languishing or loitering con-

versation ; not the peremptoriness, meantime, not

the imperiousness of the oracle is what he seeks

for, but its brevity, its dispatch, its conclusive-

ness. Finally, as a fourth reason why Southey

is less fitted for a genial companion than Words-
worth, his spirits have been, of late years, in a

lower key than those of the latter. The tone of

Southey's animal spirits was never at any time

raised beyond the standard of an ordinary sym-

pathy ; there was in him no tumult, no agitation

of passion ; his organic and constitutional sensi-

bilities were healthy, sound, perhaps strong—
but not profound, not excessive. Cheerful he

was, and animated at all times ; but he levied
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no tribute on the spirit! or the feelings beyond
what all people could furnish. One reason why
his bodily temperament never, like that of Word-
worth, threw him into a state of tumultuous
excitement, which required intense and elaborate

conversation to work off the excessive fervour,

was, that, over and above his far less fervid con.

stitution of mind and body, Southey rarely took
any exercise ; he led a life as sedentary, except
for the occasional excursions in summer, (ex-

torted from his sense of kindness and hospi-

tality,) as that of a city tailor. And it was sur-

prising to many people, who did not know by
experience the prodigious effect upon the mere
bodily health of regular and congenial mental
labour, that Southey should be able to main-
tain health so regular, and cheerfulness so

uniformly serene. Cheerful, however, he was,

in those early years of my acquaintance with

him ; but it was manifest to a thoughtful

observer, that his golden equanimity was
bound up in n threefold chain, in a conscience

clear of all offence, in the recurring enjoyments
from his honourable industry, and in the gra-

tification of his parental affections. If any
one chord should give way, there (it seemed)
would be an end to Southey's tranquillity. He
had a son at that time, Herbert* Southey, a

child in petticoats when I first knew him, very

interesting even then, but annually putting

forth fresh blossoms of unusual promise, that

made even indifferent people fear for the safety

of one so finely organized, so delicate in his

sensibilities, and so prematurely accomplished.

As to his father, it became evident, that he lived

almost in the light of young Herbert's smiles,

and that the very pulses of his heart played in

unison to the sound of his son's laughter. There
was in his manner towards thi9 child, and to-

wards this only, something that marked an
excess of delirious doating, perfectly unlike the

ordinary chastened movements of Southey's

affections
; and something also, which'indicated

a vague fear about him ; a premature unhappi-
ness as if already the inaudible tread of calamity
conld be perceived, as if already he had lost

him which, for the latter
;

years of the boy's

life, seemed to poison the blessing of his presence.

A stronger evidence I cannot give of Southey's

trembling apprehensiveness about this child,

than that the only rude thing I ever knew him
to do, the only discourteous thing, was done on
bis account. A party of us, chiefly composed of

* Why he was called Herbert, if my young readers
inquire, I must reply that I do not precisely know

;

because I know of reasons too many by half why he
might have been so called. Derwent Coleridge, the

wcond son of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and first cousin
of Herbert Southey, was so called from the lake of Kes-
wick, commonly styled Derwent Water, which gave the
title of Earl to the noble and the noble-minded, though
cuing family of the Ratcliffes, who gave up, like heroes
end martyrs, their lives and the finest estates in England
lor one who was incapable of appreciating the service*

One of the islands on this lake is dedicated to St Herbert,
end this might have given a name to Southey’s first-born
child. Bnt it is more probable, that he derived this name
k*m Dr Herbert, uncle to the laureate.

Southey's family and his visiters, were in a sail-

boat upon the lake. Herbert was one of this

party ; and at that time not above five or six

years old. In landing upon one of the islands,

most of the gentleman were occupied in assist-

ing the ladies over the thwarts of the boat ; and
one gentleman, merely a stranger, observing

this, good-naturedly took up Herbert in his arms,

and was stepping with him most carefully from
thwart to thwart, when Southey, in a perfect

frenzy of anxiety for his boy, his “moon” as

he used to call him, (I suppose from some pun
of his own, or some mistake of the child's upon
the equivocal word sun,) rushed forward, and
tore him out of the arms of the stranger with-

out one word of apology ; nor, in fact, under
the engrossing panic of the moment, lest nn un-
steadymovement along with the rockingand undu-
lating of the boat should throw his little boy over-

board into the somewhat stormy waters of the

lake, did Southey become aware of his own ex-

ceedingly discourteous action—fear for his boy
quelled his very power of perception. That
the stranger, on reflexion, understood, a race

of emotions travelled over his countenance. 1

saw the whole, a silent observer from the shore.

First a hasty blush of resentment mingled with

astonishment : then a good-natured smile of

indulgence to the naivete of the paternal feeling as

displaying itself in the act. and the accompany-
ing gestures of frenzied impatience ; finally, a

considerate, grave expression of acquiescence

in the whole act ; but with a pitying look

towards father and son, as too probably destined

under such agony of affection to trials perhaps

insupportable. If I interpreted aright the stran-

ger's feelings, he did not read their destinies

amiss. Herbert became, with his growing years,

a child of more and more hope ; but, therefore,

the object of more and more fearful solicitude.

He read, and read ; and he became at last

“A very learned youth”—

to borrow a line from his uncle's beautiful poem
on the wild boy, who fell into a heresy, whilst

living under the patronage of a Spanish grandee,

and, finally, escaped from a probable martyrdom,
by sailing up a great American river, wide as any
sea, after which he was never heard of again.

The learned youth of the river Greta had an
earlier and more sorrowful close to his career.

Possibly from want of exercise, combined with

inordinate exercise of the cerebral organs, a

disease gradually developed itself in the heart.

It was not a mere disorder in the functions, it

was a disease in the structure of the organ, and
admitted of no permanent relief, consequently

of no final hope. He died ; and with him died

for ever the golden hopes, the radiant felicity,

and the internal serenity, of the unhappy father.

It was from Southey himself, speaking without

external signs of agitation, calmly, dispassion-

ately, almost coldly, but with the coldness of a

settled despondency, that I heard, whilst accom-

panying him through Grasmere on his road

homewards to Keswick, from some visit he had
been paying to Wordsworth at Rydalmount, his
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settled feelings and convictions as connected

with that loss ; for him, in this world, he said,

happiness there could be none ; for that his

tenderest affections, the very deepest by many

degrees which he had ever known, were now

buried in the grave with his youthful and too

brilliant Herbert.

(To be continued.)

THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF MATTHEW GREGORY
LEWIS.*

What an ephemeral thing is a fashionable

literary fame ! Bulwer has it. Monk Lewis had

H, some one else will obtain and will lose it ; and
thus the world wags. Monk Lewis was, at one

period, as much over-rated as he is now unduly

depreciated, or undeservedly forgotten. This

work will help to revive the.memory of the eccen-

tric author, whose first invitation to Walter
Scott to come and dine with him at his hotel,

filled the future great Unknown, as he declared,

with more elation than he had ever felt ; and of

him of whom Byron after the kind of martyr-

death of “ the good-natured fopling**—the pet

and plaything of fashionable circles—sang,

“ I would giro many a sugar-cane,

Monk Lewis were alive again.”

He died, if not early—for he was above forty

years of age—yet just as the higher qualities of

a mind, naturally affectionate and generous, were
beginning to be healthfully developed. The
fashionable world, and his own vanity and fri-

volity, had spoiled him ; but there was a basis of

real goodness of heart in Lewis ; and time and
reflection were about to make a man out of the

gifted fribble.

Monk Lewis was not merely the greatest lion

of his own day, but, as we think, of any modern
period. Perhaps kitten or poodle might be the

better term—your roaring lion rarely being the

pet inmate of the t»oudoir, and only the occa-

sional visitant of the crowded soiree or rout,

where a great many may have a glimpse of him
for his exhibitors'^money. The vanity and the
tastes of Lewis fitted him admirably for his voca-

tion. He was discreet also ; and so ugly a little

fellow, that there was no more danger to be ap-

prehended from him than from any quadruped
favourite, or those dwarfs with whom the refined

female nobility of former days were wont to

divert themselves. Lewis was one of the class of

persons for whom Horace Walpole stands as the
great type ; but as his birth and connexions
were less aristocratic, he had more to endure,
and more exertion to make, in blowing out that
bubble, a boudoir reputation. That he was a
man of genius, of undisciplined and extravagant
genius, there can be no doubt ; and as to u the
moral tendency' of his writings, what knew
young Mat Lewis of morals or their tendencies,

save that ifgentlemen did certain things andwere
found out, they would be cut ; and that if ladies

were not only naughty, but alsq very indiscreet,

and did not manage well, they might be separated
from their husbands, or divorced, and then no-

" The Life and Correspondence of Matthew Gregory
Lewis, author of « The Monk,” “ Castle Spectre,” M Feu-
dai Tyrant#,” &c., kc. 2 vola. royal 3v*

body would visit them, and their damaged repu-

tation might prove a bar to the proper establish-

ment of their daughters? His understanding

was informed on these points, for he had had

lessons and examples in his own family.

Who the author of this Memoir is, or how the

Correspondence of Lewis—which is chiefly with

his mother, and consequently “ private and con-

fidential/* treating of matters of great delicacy

and interest to the family—has been obtained,

we are not informed ; but, in all probability, the

surviving sisters of Lewis, and their families,

would be quite as averse to the publication of

these letters, as it appears they were to Mrs

Lewis, their mother, appearing before the world

as an authoress. This lady lived separated from

her husband, from the Jime thatMatthew,her first-

born, was a mere youth, and her daughters chil-

dren. But though his relatives, the Lushiog-

tons and Sheddons, should disapprove of the

publication, the world will gain by the free ex-

hibition of that life behind the scenes which is so

very rarely seen in biographies ; and enjoy the

equally rare gratification, that the character of

the hero becomes much more manly, respectable,

and amiable, when seen in the deshabille in which,

we fear, it would have dreadfully mortified him

to have been openly represented. Lewis was far

more deserving of respect in his private or con-

cealed character than in his costume of society.

The father of Lewis was Deputy-Secretary-

at-War, at a time when the emoluments and

perquisites of office were of more value than they

are now ; and his family possessed, besides, con-

siderable West India property. His mother was

a daughter of Sir Thomas Sewell, who was Mas-

ter of the Rolls early in the reign of George III.

She wus a beauty, admired at Court, skilled in

dancing, and passionately fond of music; but,

above all, devoted to pleasure and company. She

lived surrounded by players and musicians, whom

she patronized, or affected to patronize ; and her

levity and extravagance seem to have alienated

the affections of her husband—a sensible, and

probably a stern man. Incompatibility of temper

is alleged as the cause of separation, and some-

thing is left in mystery. The lady went into

exile in France, and the children remained under

the protection of their father. Though young

Lewis never acted with indiscretion, he appears

to have been, in many respects, his mother's own

child. Whatever were her failings, she must have

been a good-natured, generous, and affectionate

woman ; and her son was most tenderly attached

to her—most devotedly watchful for the promo-

tion of her comfort and happiness, to the last

hour of his life. For her solace, and the gratifi-
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cation of her tastes, he made sacrifices that very
few young- men would have incurred, even for a
mother who stood far higher in the world's es-

teem. And this is the more meritorious, as he
was perfectly sensible of her faults ; which, when
regard for his sisters required the painful effort,

he did not scruple to lay before her. As a child,

he had been her constant companion and play-

thing ; sharing her favourite romance ; listening

to her ghost-stories ; and making his appearance
at her little concerts, and the miscellaneous par-
ties,consisting ofall kinds of odd geniuses, artists,

and adventurers, whom she drew around her.

While Matthew Gregory Lewis was at West-
minster School, the final separation of his pa-
rents took place; and, from that period, Lewis
became as much the father as the son of his

weak-minded but amiable mother. Her allow-

ance, though handsome, was inadequate to the
factitious wants of the cashiered fine lady, and
these her son did his utmost to supply. The writer
of the Life remarks that the petty luxuries of
the drawing-room had become to Mrs Lewis of
as vital importance as the air she breathed, and
drained her son's slender resources to supply
them. Young Lewis was by this time entered
at Christ Church ; and he was the only me-
dium of communication between the unfortunate
mother and her younger children. To him all

her complaints and sorrows were poured out.

What a painful letter for a son to have to write
to a mother is the following, and yet in how fair

and amiable a light it represents a youth of six-

teen :

—

“ I need not tell you how much, how very much con-
cerned I am for your illness ; and it affords me a fresh
obligation to my father. 1 shudder to think of what
would have been your situation had he refused my re-
quest
u Without money, without friends, sick in a foreign

country! O my motherl the remembrance of you
being in pain and sorrow often clouds the pleasures I
wj«y; and I hardly conceive myself justified in par-
taking amusements, when you, perhaps, may be in want
of common comforts. God bless you ! my dear mother,
and may you soon return to this country ; where, what*
ever happens, you may at least have those you love, and
whs Jove you, near to assist you
u The direction to my father's is No. 9, Devonshire

Mace, Upper Wimpole Street. I do not know whether
I told yon that it was a very good house, and fitted np
Tw7 elegantly. The preparations for war paid entirely
tor the expense of it ; and, as a war with Russia is ex-
pected, I hope he will make a tolerable year of it I am
»we no one deserves success more than he does.
u My sisters are perfectly welL Sophy is wonderfully

pretty, but very little. She is so childish, so heedless, so
inattentive, that she provokes everybody; and when any-
body talks to her, she will cry vehemently, and play with
the cat's tail a)) the while. She dances very prettily, has
* ™7 food ear for music, and a charming voice. In
•boit, ehe may do very well, if she will. Maria improves
**ery day ; she is a charming and interesting girl ; she
Plays really finely ; and her understanding is infinitely
wperior to that of girls of her age. She is very tall, and

1 wary fine figure—she has quite outgrown me. I
Pro®!* to be a remarkably little personage.

‘‘Here I have run on to you, whilst I ought to have
°etn crossing the Hellespont with Xerxes, or attending
to the pleadings of Cicero

; but when I once begin to
write to you, 1 never know when to stop.”

There wuno abatement of this strong afffic*
>0. LXVII.—VOL. YL

tion even to his dying hour. Lewis was thus

early a writer of dramas ; and one cause, we ap-

prehend, of the sympathy between him and his

mother, was her fervent admiration of every pro-

duction of his fertile pen. She was at all times

his literary confidant, and most indulgent critic.

She was alsothe medium of sendinghis early pieces

abroad, through newspapers and magazines, and

she got his plays presented to the managers. One
of his motives for trying his fortune as an author

or dramatist, was to gain a few guineas to add to

the allowance of his mother. His first attempts

were neglected by the managers.

The situation of Lewis, between,his father and

mother, was one of great delicacy and embarrass-

ment. The latter he loved tenderly, with all

her faults. The former he highly esteemed,

though affection was cooling. He held the ba-

lance equally between both. The mother was

always in want of money ; and, doating as she is

said to have done upon her son, she does not

seem to have been either considerate for him or

just, when she imposed the disagreeable task of

his frequently dunning a really generous father

to supply her own imaginary necessities, or avert

the consequences of her bad management. The
character of this lady—and it was and is a too

common one among thoughtless women of fashion

—is displayed in this extract
“ The date of this letter, my dear mother, will inform

you that I am safely lodged in town ; for which piece of

news you may, perhaps, have been a little anxious. On
my arrival, I found a blank sheet of paper from my
father, enclosing the £20 I had requested of him ; and I

wish to know whether I shall send it to you by the same
means that you receive this, or what other you prefer.

When I had written my last to you, I recollected that I

had burnt the letter from my father which I wished you
to see ; but I remember the particular expressions which
struck me were these 1

1

The question is not whether

you shall deny yourself pleasures to give satisfaction to

others, but whether you shall continue to supply wants
which perhaps are not necessary to a person to whom I

have already been very liberal. If you continue to be

found an easy exchequer, there will be no income I can

allow you will be sufficient to satisfy their avidity who
are imposing upon your mother.*

“ As to what you say about my calling myself yeur
nephew, do about it as you think proper. 1 remember
once you desired me, when in company, to speak of my
father as my ancle ; and you may wish me to call my-
selfyour nephew for the same reason at present ; but, for

my own part, it ia immaterial to me. Mrhen I do not

say that I have a mother living, I do it to give the shortest

answer, and save myself from an explanation which must
be very unpleasant to me.”

Lewis was intended by his father for diplo-

macy ; and, during the Oxford vacations, he

went to France and Germany for general im-

provement, and to study the languages. In Ger-

many his head-quarters was Weimar, where he

became acquainted with Goethe and Schiller, and

where his genius took that peculiar and un-Eng-

lish bias, by which it was ever afterwards distin-

guished. It was roundabout by Weimar that he

now told his poor mother of her children, one of

them a sickly boy, who pined for her, and who
did not long survive. The profits of Lewis’firet

volume of poems were, as he intended it, to en-

rich his mother. It fell dead-born, and he con-

soled himself by an epigram. At Oxford he ap-
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pears to have made some noble Scottish acquaint-

ances; and, with them, while still very young, he
visited Scotland. His first house of reception was
Bothwell Castle, the seat of Lord Douglas ; and,

having agreeable talents, he quickly made his

way into high society, being readily introduced

by one noble family to another. It was at a much
later visit that he first saw Scott, who was intro-

duced to him by Lady Charlotte Campbell. The
little poet and novelist, by the time he saw Scott,

wa9 at the zenith of his fame. H e seems uniformly

to have spent a part of his summers at Inverary

Castle, where he became, at least poetically, the

lover of the stately and high-born beauty, and 6c/-

esprit of the family. Lady Charlotte Campbell
was “ his bright, particular star." His “Monk”
had now been composed, and that in ten weeks

!

while he was living at the Hague as an attachi,

and while still under twenty, and he was praised,

but more effectually abused into fame, and be-

came quite a rage in certain fashionable circles,

and particularly among the ladies. He also got

into Parliament for a Government burgh ; but

his genius was not towards state-craft ; and his

romances of evil fame, his literary propensities,

and his dislike to all serious business, offended his

father, who, latterly, under the influence of an

intriguing woman, conceived what looked like a

deadly hatred of his only Bon. While basking

in the smiles of the fashionable world, the only

real resting place which the affectionate heart of

Lewis found was with his mother, in her obscure

and constantly shifting lodgings. Here is part

of the secret of their strong and continued at-

tachment.
In hi* mother's residence, he always found a gladsome

smile of gieeting. and a heart equally ready to *h*ie his

triumph or his woes. Often would he decline a seat at

the courtly boaid. to spend a quiet evening in tier society

;

when, after dinner, dinwing his chair towards the fire,

he would take some half-finished manuscript from his

pocket, and read, f. »r her approval, hit labours of the

preceding day. Oi if a new play or opera had come out,

Which he imagined was likely to amuse her, he never

failed to apprize her of it, and accompany her to the

theatre. New books, also, he hunted out for her perusal

;

and, by a thousand little attentions—rendered yet u ore

grateful to her by the compaiative seclusion in which she

lived—abundantly testified what he had before expressed

in one of his letters, th^t he considered it to be “ the first

and dearest duty of humanity" to contribute to the com-
forts of a parent.

His letters to herare filled with his literary pro-

jects, and the progress made in his various com-
positions. He had now taken part of a little cot-

tage at Barnes, that he might devote himselfmore
exclusively to literature. His nominal town re-

sidence was still in his father's house. While
such was hi9 private life, and such his filial

conduct towards a mother whose existence he

concealed, Scott, who saw his frivolity, and who
could have known little or nothing of those finer

traits of mind, thus sums up his character after

his premature death:—“ How few friends one has

whose faults are only ridiculous

!

He did much good by stealth, and was a most
generous creature. Lewis was fonder of great

people than he ought to have been, either as a
man of talent or as a man of fashion. He had

always Dukes and Duchesses in his mouth, and

was pathetically fond of any one with a title.

You would have sworn he was a parvenu of

yesterday, yet he had lived all his life in good

society. Mat had queerish eyes—they pro-

jected like those of some insects, and were flat-

tened on the orbit. . ... He

was the leaat man I ever saw to be strictly well

and neatly made. . He was a child—

and a spoiled child—but a child of high imagina-

tion ; and bo he wasted himself on ghoit stories

and German romances. He had the finest ear

for rhythm 1 ever met with—finer than Byron's."

As to inordinate admiration of titles, there

might, perhaps, have been a little common feeling

between the poets ; but Scott was all a man, and

Lewis a dandy and a fribble—fond of seals and

of all manner of bijouterie and gimcrackerie.

It was while this little man was wandering in

the woods of Inverary, under the spells of Lady

Charlotte Campbell, that he composed the son

g

of Crazy Jane, which made so many crazy bal-

lad-singers, and—immortal fame!—gave name to

a bonnet. Under the name of Amorrt he cele-

brated the lady of his love ; though his passion,

we trust, was not quite so desperate or afflicting

as it is here represented. In those gay and

charmed days, our noble Premier, then Mr Wil-

liam Lamb, the younger Sheridan, and other per-

sons of fashionable notoriety, formed part of the

usual summer visiters to Inverary ; but the visits

of Lewis were, for some years, regular.

Under his apparent vanity and frivolity there

was always concealed what Johnson would have

called “ a bottom of good sense.” Before he was

twenty, we find him writing one of the most re-

markable letters that ever son addressed to a

mother
“ Mv Dear Mother,
u

I was nut conscious of shewing any coolness or reserve

when I i«w you. Believe that my affection it still si

warm for you a* ever ; but aiuce you desire me to tell yon

my thoughts, 1 will openly confess to you that I feel many

vei y diffen nt sensations upon your subject. 1 feel for you

the gieatest regaid, the most eager desire to do anything

(hat can give you even the most trifling satisfaction ; and,

at the same time, 1 cannot help recollecting the pain and

anxiety you have occasioned to my dear, my worthy father;

and that it it owing to your conduct that my aiaten ate

deprived of maternal care and attention, and of receiving

the benefit of those little instructions and observations

so necessary to make young women accomplished, and

which are in the power of a mother alone to poiut out to

them with success. You ask me how much I know of

your diffeience with my father, and whether I could

publicly make allowances for you. You suppose my

father has been giving me instructions. You accuse him

unjustly ; he has never said a syllable to me with regard

to you; and my behaviour la entirely such as is dictated

by my own heart. If that is good, aa yourself has often

told me, my conduct must be the same; and if my con-

duct is wrong, my heart ia the same, and it will be

worth no one's while to seek to have a share of it.

No ; I will own to you openly, 1 could not declare In

public that I can make allowances for you. In my heart

I can excuse you, and believe that your own innocence,

and the deceit of others, may have been the occasion of

your errors. But these are arguments never received by

the world, which ia always eager to believe the worst side

of everything. . . . But let me put a case to joo,

and make you remember a circumstance which most speak

to your own feelings i—My sisters an now at the •!«
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when their minds are most capable of receiving lasting

impressions. They have been taught to regard me almost
si attentively as their father ; and, from my being more
with them, and eutering into their amusements with more
vivacity than people who are not so near their own age
can do, they readily adopt any sentiments they hear me
declare. Can you then openly confess that yon wish your
conduct to be followed by yonr daughters ? I will not
*ay your conduct is to be condemned ; but I cannot caII
it commendable, when I know the anxiety it has occa-
sioned, and still occasions, to my father, and which, at
year separation, was perfect frenzy. . . . You tell

me that I ought to bear your arguments, as well as those
on the other tide. I have heard neither on one side nor
the other; and yon ought to consider it as a mark of
generosity, that whitst it was in my father’s power to
hsvs made my mind receive any impressions he chose to

fire it, he did not take the opportunity, but suffered me
to draw my own sentiments from what I might after-
wards hear and feel myself ; for, in these circumstances,
the heart must be the best and most impartial judge.
You have put me into the most distressing and embar-
king situation in the world

: you have made me
almost an umpire between my parents. I know not
how to extricate myself from the difficulty. I can only
believe neither of you to be in the wrong ; but I am not
to determine which is in the right. Only believe that
my aflretion /or you ii as great as ever, and that there is

aothing which 1 can do to oblige, which shall not be
tons with the greatest readiness. When I am obliged
aot to see you, I deuy myself a pleasure ; and be con.
inced that 1 should not do it without good rensons.
There are many reasons which make Oxford an improper
abode for you. It is an uncommon thing to see a lady
srrive there by heraelf; and as there are people who have a
right to inquire into my actions, I should be subject to
many unpleasant questions ; and what answer would
you have me give them ? You wish to spend the ten
pounds 1 offer you at Oxford, and you tell me your diffi.

culties are over ; but they may recur, and I imagine you
would not wish positively to throw away ten pounds.

His stern and even implacable father, by a
common process of natural affection, relented
npon bis death-bed ; and it was then found that
be had left Lewis the whole of his large fortune.
One of Mat's first acts was to settle a thousand
•year upon his mother, independently of her
other means ; but, at the date of the above let-

ter, and at all times, he opposed her desire of
wishing to live again with his father, as he be-
lieved that, although his father consented, which

unlikely, it would injure the prospects of
bis sisters. The mother affirmed that the recon-
ciliation would be of advantage to her daughters

;

but young Mat knew the world better, and he
brings irrefragable reasons against the step.

“Your ieunion with my father would certainly intro-

Ju«« yon again into society ; but still many women would
be thy of coming to your house. This would be a dis-
advantage; but the great one is, that it would be a ma-
terial obstacle to their establishment. I must give you

example of this in a conversation which 1 once was
present at, and which cut my pride (if you will have
11 so) and my feelings for my sisters most severely. Lady

— has had many slurs thrown upon her character,
but aht has never been separated from her husband, nor
made so very public a subject of discourse. She was then
|be topic in a large assembly, when somebody said, * It
11 rery fortunate for her to have married her daughters
» advantageously.* * Yes,* answered another, * and very
extraordinary, too ; for there should not be another girl
“ the world, before l*d marry the daughter of a woman
wbo has been talked of so freely. This waa in a large
^•enibly ; and 1 fear the opinion of three parti of the
world an the tame.**

The firstannouncement of“TheMonk" appears

in a letter from the Hague to Mrs Lewis ; and
the wild and indecent romance, written in ten
weeks, had so furious a run, that we are told the

Society for the Suppression of Vice at one time
directed the Attorney-General to apply for an
injunction to stop the sale 1 Lewis wrote an ela-

borate letter of explanation to his father when
this clamour arose against him, and a vindica-

tion of his principles, religious and moral. And
the book might bear its own excuse to the father,

when the writer was, in consequence of it,

“ courted and caressed by the first names in rank
and talent." Nor was the morality of fashion sus-

ceptible of any great damage from “ The Monk,"
or any other book, if it he true that, '* in spite

of his somewhat plain features and insignificant

figure, his romance made him a general favourite

in the eyes of the fair—perhaps not the least

gratifying reward of genius to a writer who has

just completed his twentieth year." His eldest

sister, who was manied to Sir Henry Lushing-
ton, took care to purify his subsequent produc-
tion, the “ Castle Spectre," before it was submitted
to the virtuous public.

Though Lewis fluttered away his life among
fashionable blues, he could not endure the idea
of his mother coming forward as an author ; hut
then he trembled lest a public appearance might
revive her story.

Lewis wa9 altogether dependant upon his

father, who needed not have left him a shil-

ling
; yet the part which he acted towards

an equivocal personage, whether the friend or
mistress of his father, does him much honour.
This lady, n Mrs R , was highly connected ;

and, while sowing disunion in the Lewis family,

and exercising a very improper influence over
its head, she contrived, by dexterity and her high
connexions, to maintain her place in society;
but Matthew, who loathed and despised her,

would make noj compromise, whatever might
be the consequences to himself. His sisters

were now married ; but he would not permit
himself to be supposed to sanction the conduct
of his father to the woman, who was justly
odious to the whole family. He was commanded
by his father to be on good or decent terms with
her ; but would only submit on the understand-
ing that he yielded from a sense of filial duty,
and not from personal inclination. The feud
was carried so high between father and son, that
the poor mother, fearful of the future conse-
quences of the wealthy father’s lasting displea-

sure, humbled herself to entreat this Mrs R/s
influence in Matthew’s favour, and in vain. He
was expelled from his father's house and Sec-
tions. In writing to his mother, he says

ts Nothing but absolute aubmis*' (>n to Mrs R
would be of the least use toward making my father en-
dure me. She wants to separate him from me ; and will
succeed, by hook or hy crook. I came up to-day to dine
with Mrs Whiteibcke in Devonshire Place, and found an
order from my father, « that as Mrs R was to dine
there, I must not offend Aim by my appearance either at
dinner or in the evening.’ **

“ I have never disobeyed him. I am ready to do any-
thing but He. The whole extent of my offence is, that 1
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think ill of a woman to whom he is attached, with whom
1 ought to have nothing to do, and whom I look upon as

my most bitter enemy. As to what yon said about
‘ leaving my card;' with alLmy heart. I am not only
ready to do this, bnt anything else which can be included

in the proposal I have already made to him, and whieh
follows :—< I am ready to do anything that my father

chooses, provided it can be done consistent with truth.*
**

“ I cannot < set out anew’ with Mrs R I know
too mnch of her ever to be at my ease in her society : she

has been the cause of almost every quarrel that has hap-
pened in our family ever since 1 can remember. While
they were unmarried, she made the lives of my sisters

miserable. She did all in her power to prevent Maria's

marriage. Every one of my relations, except William
Sewell, sees her in the same light as I do. Many years

ago my sister refused to go into public with her ; and,
in consequence, the opera-box (which before they had
jointly) was divided into alternate weeks. As to myself,

she has professed the most decided hatred against me fre-

quently ; and how then can I ‘ set out anew with her ?*

All this 1 can forgive, so far as not to wish her any in-

jury ; but 1 cannot forget it, and thus, by putting myself
in her power, give her an opportunity of injuring me.**

The breach made by this woman was never
healed until his father lay on his death-bed,

many years afterwards. At that serious hour,

her influence was counteracted. The elder

Lewis left her merely a legacy of £500, but

passed from a claim of sums advanced for her
and her family. She seems to have been a

widow.

The legitimate Mrs Lewis had always favour-

ites, pensioners, and protegdes hanging on about
her. A young lady, who lived with her as a

companion, and whom t , wished to introduce

to the stage, draws the following wise and ge-

nerous caution from the more judicious son. It

was written amidst the gaieties of a residence at

Inverary.
“ I must give you a caution about Misa L. She will

find the theatre a very dangerous place for a young per-

son. Many of the women with whom she must associate

are of the worst principles and conduct ; and many of the

men are insolent and depraved to an excess. You ought
also to be made aware that not only Sheridan is the most
abandoned libertine that probably ever existed, but that

Graham (though a very good-natured, worthy man, in

other respects, as far as 1 know) passes for having very
few scruples when women are in the case. If, therefore,

she is to have anything to do with the theatre, you ought
to take care of providing some elderly and discreet

woman, to accompany her there and protect her ; other-

wise, however good may be her own principles, and regu-

lar her conduct, she will be continually exposed to a
thousand insults. A theatre is, in fact, a place in which
no woman of delicacy ought to set her foot, (behind the

scenes, I mean,) unless protected by the presence of a

husband. [ hope you will find this kind of life answer
for Miss L. ; but I fear the contrary much. For a man,
the case is very different.”

Future letters respecting his mother's prote-

gee, prove that he was indeed the generous

creature which Scott calls him. To Scott, him-

self, he had opportunities of displaying kindness.

He made his own bookseller—Bell, of London

—

publish the then obscure Sir Walter's first work

—the translation of “ Goetz von Berlichengen

and he was the first to introduce the future

hero of literature to the literary and fashionable

circles of London, when, in the spring of 1799,

Scott, now a married man, for the first time,

visited the metropolis.

The family feud—-of which Matthew was the

chief, if not the only victim—occupies a great

deal of the correspondence between the mother

and the son. Mrs R. had said, that her friend

(Lewis* father) only waited the death of his

wife, to give her the greatest proof of his affec-

tion ; and the connexion altogether, and the idea

of this woman openly supplanting his mother

and himself, were intolerable. His brother-in-

law, Lushington, probably a prudent man, was,

he imagined, gained over to her faction ; though

Captain Sheddon, the husband of his youngest

sister, stood out. A peace was, on one occasion,

patched up between him and his father ; but he

feared it was hollow. He writes to his mother :

—

Unfortunately, I am persuaded that this reconcilia,

tion is only apparent, and that every spark of real affec-

tion for me is extinguished in his bosom. However, 1

shall endeavour to make the best of it. As I knew the

pleasure which this news would give you, I lose no time in

conveying it to you. Mr Lushington is now MrsR—’•

professed supporter. Not contented with asking her to

his own house, he came to Sheddon the other day, to

persuade him to suffer Sophia to meet MrsR— at din-

ner in Bedford Square, where he had kindly assembled a

family party to meet her : in short, he has been currying

favour with my father as much as possible, and trying to

make his treatment of Mrs R a glaring contrast to

mine and Sheddon’s, who will not suffer Sophia to accept

Mrs R *s invitations.

In the meanwhile, be was living between his

chambers, in the Albany, and that pretty tiny

cottage at Barnes, where he had the honour of

entertaining the Duchess of York at a dejeuner.

He occupied his time in composing poetry and

dramas, and in making annual rounds of visits

among the nobility. That long-famed lion-ex-

hibitor, Lady Cork, was one of his particular

friends ; but he had them of all degrees of noto-

riety. He writes his mother :

—

“ Here has another great lady taken it into her

head to shower down her civilities upon me. On

Friday, the Princess of Wales (who, sans rime os

raison
,

has not spoken to me for these five yean)

chose to send for me into her box at the Argyle Rooms,

made me snp with her, asked me to dinner yesterday,

and kept me till three o'clock in the morning, and wai

extremely good-humoured and attentive. To-day I dins

at York House, and then sup with the Princess of Walei

at the Admiralty : so that, for these two days, 1 shall

have a dose of royalty
“ I dined with both my sisters yesterday, who are quite

well, and Maria dines with me to-morrow, at Barnes, to

meet Mr Scott, the poet.”

He was, about the same period, a visiter at

Lewis an opportunity of telling his mother of a

Oatlands, and a dinner-guest to the Duke of

Clarence. A visit to the Duke of Bedford gives

more princely style of living than he was in the

habit of finding in the other great Whig houses.

I passed four days at the Duke of Bedford's very plea-

santly, and was much pressed to stay longer ; which I

like on first visits, as it at least proves that I am not

thought to have stayed too long already. The house,

grounds, and mode of living, are all in a style of magni-

ficence truly princely. We have turtle, venison, bur-

gundy, and champagne, in profusion everyday; andu an

instance of the ordinary splendour, I shall tell tell you,

as peculiar to Woburn, that at breakfast every person had

a silver teapot appropriated to his own use. The party in

the house was very large, and most of them not merely

people whom I like, bat whom I am very intimate with

;

among pthers, Lord and Lady Holland, and the Duktol
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Arg?k. On Sunday last I came to Lady Charlotte Camp-
bell’s, in Buckinghamshire. This is a villa in a different

style from Woburn Abbey, but nothing can be more
beautiful in its kind. It is a long, low, white house, all

orer verandas, and rustic colonnades, and covered with
fruit and flowers in profusion. For myself, 1 inhabit a
small cottage, about a stone’s throw from the house, con-
sisting of only three rooms, opening into a flower-garden,
and so quiet and pleasant that one would think it had
been built with a view to my living in it

The " bright, particular star** of his boyhood
was now eclipsed ; Lady Charlotte Campbell
must have, by this time, been a widow ; and we
are told, that “ from the embers of the poet’s

early passion arose a lasting and rational friend-

ship, which found a ready echo in the bosom of

her to whom it was dedicated—a friendship which
remained unimpaired until dissolved by the hand
of death.” He, however, left her brother, Lord
John, £1000 and his plate ; to her, nothing.

In the following years, Lewis dramatized his

“Bravo of Venice,” under the title of Rugantino;
composed his tragedy of “Adelgitha published
the " Feudal Tyrants,” “ Tales of Terror,” and
“ Romantic Tales ;” and often lent, or rather

gave his mother the money which he got from
the booksellers. It might be worth some pub-
lishers while to give the world a selection from
Lewis* early poems and ballads. He has written
much rubbish ; but one would not willingly forget
what he did to revive our ballad poetry ; nor yet
such pieces as “BillJones,” “Blantyre Priory,”or
eren " Alonzo the Brave and the Fair Imogen,”
&c.&c. Next to the " Castle Spectre,** “ Timour
the Tartar** was the most popular of his dramatic
pieces, and to it belongs the bad fame of having
commenced that revolution which has finally

converted the classic Btage into a bear-garden or

menagerie.

After a lingering illness of some months, the

elder Lewis became so seriously indisposed, that
the physicians attending him lost hopes of his re-

covery. In these circumstances. Lady Lushing-
ton ventured to mention her brother to her fa-

ther, and to inform him how much his illness af-

fected his son, on which he replied with kindness
and interest, “ Ah ! he is a foolish boy.” He in-

trusted his sister with a letter to his father, to

be delivered at a fit time ; and he writes to his

mother fromtheAlbany :
—“Mysister told my fa-

ther on Sunday se’ennight that she had a letter

from me to him, and that it could not but give
him pleasure ; but for eight whole days he has
never asked for the letter or mentioned my
name.” The lady does not appear to have been
veryurgent

; and it was the physicians who ulti-

mately ventured to set before the unrelenting
and dying father his injustice and cruelty to his

only son. It seems not a little singular, yet quite
true to the nature of a strong-minded and hard,
but not ungenerous man, that all this while the
whole of his property, with the exception of the
legacy of £500 to the favourite, was bequeathed
to the disowned son ; while not so much as a to-

ken of remembrance was left to either of the
dutiful daughters, who, with their husbands, had
all along been on good or fair terms with him, and

most studious to please him ; and never, like Mat,

flying in the face of his friend Mrs R. Before

Lewis could have known anything of his father’s

settlements, and while he had every reason to

believe that, if not disinherited altogether, he
was very slenderly provided for, he writes thus

candidly and dutifully to his constant confidant,

his mother :

—

You may believe that I am deeply affected by his dan-

ger ; but yet I feel quite differently, I am persuaded, from
what I should have done ten years ago. The recital of

his sufferings pains me cruelly ; but, at least, his aliena-

tion from me has spared me the agony of witnessing his

gradual decay, day after day, which l really think would
have been insupportable. Thus is every evil still attended

with some good. At present, his illness makes me melan-
choly ; his sufferings give me pain ; I am sincerely

anxious to hear of his being better. But as it is now
above nine years since I have had any intercourse with
him that carried with it any kindness, his loss will alter

none of the habits of my life ; I shall have but few re-

membrances of his affection ; 1 shall not miss his place at

the table, nor the morning welcome, nor the affectionate

good-night. Often and often, in my early days, when I

quite doated upon him, I have thought thatmy heart would
break, if I were ever obliged to attend him on a death-

bed. Nine years of constant harshness or indifference, on
his part, have now made us strangers to each other ; but
still I dread so much the thoughts of witnessing his suf-

ferings, that I scarcely know whether, for m/ own happi-

ness, I ought to wish for a reconciliation now. To have
been on such terms with him while he lived, as would
have given me opportunities of contributing to make him
happy, would have been worth any price ; but I have
done no wrong, and need not hisforgiveness. In a mer-
cenary view a reconciliation may be desirable for me, but
in what other? . >:ir ....

I have seen my father, and lose no time in telling it

you, but I have seen him in a sad time. He was better

yesterday morning : in the evening a visible alteration

took place ; now there is no likelihood of any favourable

change happening again. He only said to me, “ God
bless you !” two or three times. I was ordered not to

speak : I made it up in crying
,
as you may well believe.

My head aches shockingly. I write to you from Devon-
shire Place ; God bless you ! my dearest mother. I have
suffered cruelly this morning, and feel that 1 must suffer

still more.

The first uses which Lewis made of his new.
gotten wealth, exhibit both mother and son in a

most favourable point of view. A Mrs S ,

apparently a dependant relative of the elder

Lewis, was not mentioned in his father’s will,

and he wrote to his mother—in the very letter

in which he communicated the pleasant contents

of the^will to her-—saying :

—

What my circumstances will turn out, I have still no
idea ; but I confess the general terms of my father’s be-

quest to “ his beloved son,” has justified [gratified?] my
feelings beyond any sum that he could have left me ; and
ifhe meant to strengthen the claims upon me of all who
are dear to him, he could not have taken a more effectual

mode. . .......
And now, my dear mother, I will give you a commis-

sion that will be perfectly to your taste. Mrs S - has

formerly not acted by you as she should have done ; in

consequence ofwhich, when she was in England, I shunned
her; she perceived it, and therefore probably hopes for no
favour from me. She is not mentioned in my father’s

will ; her situation is, I believe, most forlorn, and his loss

must be a terrible blow to her. Pray write a few linos

to her, and tell her from me, that I am aware of my
father’s affection for her ; am sensible how heavily she

must feel his loss ; and that I hope to find, that he has left

me in circumstances that will permit me (without injust-

ice to those who have stronger claims on me) to continue
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whatever little kindneu he may have been in the cuatom
of shewing her,

Poor woman ! she must be in great affliction at this

event. I know not her address, and therefore you had
better send your letter to Sir H. Lushington. But pray
write without loss of lime, to relieve her anxiety. I am
not quite well, but yet not ill, and rather in melancholy
spirits than in a very agitated frame of mind,

Le*is, long before he came into possession of

his large fortune, and while he was not in affluent

circumstances, had undertaken to educate a boy,

the son of the widow of an officer, who, to assist

her family, became an authoress
;
and he after-

wards provided for the young man in the War-
Office. His protegd turned out a thorough

•camp and profligate, who vexed and disgraced

him in every way
; yet his letters to or about the

incorrigible young vagabond shew a degree of

kindness and forbearance, and of oft-repeated for-

giveness, which few fathers would have extended

to a son so vicious and so ungrateful. This

young man became too degraded in his habits to

be intrusted with money ; but, by his will, Lewis
allowed him £104 a-year, to be paid to him
weekly. He was, indeed, “ a generous,” and

—

what is more wonderful, when his early training

is viewed—a most considerate 41 creature,” de-

serving all the praise which Scott gave him.

Mrs Lewis was now permitted to give the rein

more freely to her elegant tastes and charitable

feelings. She was settled by her son in a pretty

cottage, near Leatherhead, which she fitted up
like a toy-shop. Her friends again drew round
her, and the affection of her son never chilled.

8oon after coming into possession of his fortune,

Lewis made those visits to his estates in Jamaica
of which hq kept a journal, which was posthu-

mously published under the title, “ Journal of a

West India proprietor.” His principal object in

these visits was to ameliorate the condition of

his numerous slaves. He found the negroes on
his estates in a better condition than he had
expected. His picture of them is lively and
picturesque ; but amidst their revelry and gay-

heartedness, the features of the slave are ever

visible;—of ignorant, unreflecting, passionate,

and degraded beings. Lewis, whose naturally

good heart must have softened, and expanded in

the consciousness of power, treated them with

kindness and indulgence, which captivated their

affections. They were enthusiastic in their de-

monstrations of love for (t Massa.” Justice from
him—freedom, they perhaps, could scarce have
appreciated.

After returning from Jamaica, Lewis visited

the Continent, and lived for some time with, or

nearByron and Shelley, in the environs of Geneva.

He could not agree in the opinion of Wilber-
foree, that freedom was the right of his slaves

;

hut, while in this society, he wrote a codicil to

his will, to which his illustrious friends were
witnesses, providing that his Jamaica estates

should only be held upon the condition of the

proprietor visiting them personally every three

years, and passing three months on them. If

the proprietor chanced to be a woman, she was
hound to perform the condition by sending either

her husband, brother, or son. The same codicil

stipulated, that, if the heir to the estates did not

abide by certain regulations laid down for the

benefit of the negroes, the estate was to be for.

feited. Lewis further stipulated that none of

the slaves belonging to him at his death should

be sold from the estate. The whole affair is a

compromise between the strong sense of justice

and benevolent feeling, and the very natural love

of property ; and, although Lewis did not do all

which justice and enlightened principle demand

from a Christian, he was to far in advance of hit

Jamaica contemporaries, that he deserves high

praise.

Lewis made a second and fatal visit to Ja-

maica. Before going away, he wrote to a friend,

that if anything should happen to his mother, he

requested on no account to be informed. It

would kill him, he said, in Buoh a climate. He

appears to have gone abroad with the presenti-

ment of approaching evil. A young orphan girl

chanced to go out by the same packet, to endea-

vour to wrest her inheritance from some of the

Jamaica sharks. She had neither heard of tfMonk

Lewis,” his fame, his fashion, nor his works ; but

he gathered her story from her own lips, and the

lives to reoord his generous care of her interests,

and great and delicate kindneu.

Having learned my little history, he expressed the

greatest interest in the success of my undertaking, and

ultimately manifested his sympsthy, by rendering me

every assistance in his power when we reached Jamaica;

where he not only procured for me the necessary legal

advice, but, with the most unlimited generosity and muni-

licence, offered the aid of his pecuniary resources, till my

affairs should be brought into a train of settlement.

This lady gives an interesting account of his

manners and pursuits on their tedious voyage

;

and his letter to the persons who had the power

of doing her justice, speaks for itself. She was

then very young, and she relates that

—

Mr Lewis, whose nerves were in a very weak state,

requested no guns might be fired, as ia usual on board a

vessel when in sight of her destination. I was, however,

mischievous enough, in tho joy of my heart at being nor

my friends, aided by some others in the ship, to set

»

lighted poker to the touch-hole of one of the guns on dsck,

and fire it off: an exploit that almost coot me my •r®»

from want of the necessary caution in withdrawing it

quickly. I soon, however, made my peace with my

offended friend, for this disregard to his nervous feelings;

and in a few hours after we landed in safety.

The joy of his negroes when they heard that Lewis had

arrived, evinced itself in a thousand qcts of wild extrava-

gance. His philanthropic consideration of their wants

had endeared him to this simple-hearted race; and they

regarded him rather in the light of a deity come to give

laws, and make regulations for their happiness, than as a

master whose property they were. This joy did not con-

fine itself to the slaves belonging to his own plantations,

for those on the other estates came pouring down with

the rest to see Massa Lewis,” and the whole negro

population in the island aesmed determined to make or

take a general holiday. Mr Lewis, well knowing their

tastes, had stocked himself with trinkets aed gH* orna*

ments, and many a sable bosom heaved proudly beneath

the tinsel chain and pewter watch that 4 * massa's own

hands*' had given. I question if the order of the garter,

when bestowed by the hand of Majesty itself, ever

ferred half the happiness on the wearer, as the Birming-

ham medals suspended from coloured strings did to these

poor children of slavery, when presented by the hand sf
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their « good nun.” It wu a setae of animation and
uoivereal joy.

To hit mother, Lewis wrote

*

I find my estate overpays me for all that I have suf-

fered in coming to see it. 1 have now been here a fort-

night, (no packet has sailed since my arrival, or I should

have written to you earlier,) and I have not yet found one
•Ingle negro with so much as even an imaginary griev-

ance. Thsy were delighted to see me ; but all said that

everything dating my absence had gone on just as if

I had never left them ; that all their superintendents

were kind to them, treated them well, and they were
quite easy and contented. • . . . •

On the other hand, my attorneys declare themselves well

•atUfied with the general conduct of my negroes. One of

them (w ho is also attorney for 'Lord Holland's estate,

adjoining mine) owns that he finds it much more trouble-

some to manage Lord H.’s negroes than mine, and that

mins work much better. In particular, they have already

dug one hundred acres of cane-holes, without any hired

iMistance, for next years planting, while Lord H.*s have

oot dug oue acre, although he has forty negroes more,

sod pays near £400 a year for hired labour besides.

If all this had been written to me, I should not have
believed a word of it ; but I see it with my own eyes,

and shall leave the island with a heart a thousand pounds
lighter.

He went, at an unhealthy season, to visit an

estate which he had not yet seen, but which waa
represented as a perfect paradise. He found it

"an absolute hell.” He effected a complete

and speedy revolution—turned away overseer

and book-keepers—redressed grievances, and
granted indulgences—and did whatever he could

"to secure the poor creatures from further ill-

usage." In the midst of these exertions, he
caught the Jamaica fever, which was prevalent,

and to which he soon afterwards fell a martyr,
at the beginning of the homeward voyage. The
passengers and crew were nearly all sick, and
Lewis was but one of the victims. The young
lady, who had gone out with him a stranger in

the same ship, waa now returning home, having
got her affaire arranged. She was very ill her-

self; but, from her melancholy recollections,

draws a pathetic account of the last days of
" Monk Lewie,” and of hie burial at tea. Few
passages of the highest wrought fiction are, we
think, more touching than her simple narra-

tive :

—

I laat saw Mr Lewis about nine on the evening be-

fore I retired for the night, and promised to call out, to

those who were watching iu the outward cabin, the half-

bouxv when he was to have a medicine given him. I did

to. At two o'clock I heard him say, « Thank you,

thank you !” All that night his groans were dreadful

;

I could only lie in my berth and listen to them, for ill-

ness rendered me powerless. By degrees, hie moanings

subsided into low convulsive sobs ; they grew fainter and

fainter, and became calmed into a gentle breathing, as

though the sufferer slept. I was worn out, and lost all

consciousness. From this state of stupor (lor I can

hardly call it sleep) I was roused by the steward, at a

little past four on the morning of the 14th of May, call-

ing me by name. He came to iuform me that %l Mr
Lewis was no more” . ....
With all the decencies that can be observed on such an

occasion, the corpse of our lamented and regretted fellow-

passenger, having been placed in a proper coffin, nt that

impressive sentence in the form of burial a. sea, “ We
commit our brother to the deep /” was gently lowered into

its ocean-tomb. Never shall I forget the sound of the

splashing waters, as, for an instant, the ingulfing wave

closed over his remains !

“ Oh ! that sound did knock
Against my very heart.”

The coffin, encased in its shroud-like hammock, rose

again almost immediately; the end of the hammock hav-

ing become unfastened, and the weights which had been

enclosed escaping, the wind getting under the canvass

acted as a sail, and the body was slowly borne down the

current away from us, in the direction of Jamaica.

I remained on deck straining my eyes to watch, as it

floated on its course, the last narrow home of him who
had, indeed, been my friend ;

till—nearly blinded by my
tears, and the distance that was gradually placed between

the vessel and the object of my gaxe—it became like a

speck upon the waters, and I saw it no morel

Such is the sketch I have been able to afford of my
acquaintance with this warm-hearted man. It is an in-

cident in my life that I shall ever recur to with feelings of

the deepest gratitude, mingled with regret for the untimely

loss of a friend, whose character, I think, was neverduly

appreciated or properly understood ; and whose eccentri-

cities were more frequently canvassed and wondered at,

than the goodness of heart and benevolence of purpose

Acknowledged, which was hidden beneath the singulari-

ties of his genius.

We could not leave the memory of Lewis with

a more grateful impression on the mind of the

reader, than is made by this lady's simple state-

ment. It completely vindicates our opinion of

Lewis—the dandy and fopling—the pet lion-

having participated in a finer nature than either

his writings or his position in society indicate.

We must he pardoned for having, in this notice,

left out everything that is merely amusing, or

of literary interest, to give place to what is cha-

teristic and genial, A piece ofgenuine biography

rarely comes before us, and this, however imper-

fect, is real.

LITERARY
Historical Memorials relating to the Independents

and Congrogationalists : From their Rise to the

Restoration of the Monarchy
, A, D. 1660. By

Benjamin Hanbury, Vol, I, 8vo. Pp. 688.

London. 1838.

This is a work of very profound research and accurate

information—the result of a leng.continued and tho-

roaghly can-amor* endeavour to gather up the scattered

fagmenta of denominational literature and history,

whisk tba fury of persecution and the tooth of time have

pared to the religions body of which the author is a

**mber. It ii not so much a formal history of the Inde-

REGISTER.
pendent sect in England, as a connected series of notices

of the character, conduct, and fortunes of its more dis-

tinguished founders and leaders up to the period specified

on the title-page ; of the opinions they held, the works

they composed, the controversies in which they were

engaged, the successes or failures with which they met,

and the influence each appears to have exercised, so far as

that can be traced, upon the fates of his party, or upon

the age in which he lived. Mr Hanbury has sought to

accomplish this object, chiefly by presenting his readers

with copious extracts from works written and published

at the time of which his narrative treats, many of which

are so scarce, that none but such indefatigable collectors
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and inquirers as Mr H. so much as know of their exist-

ence. If this render his work less attractive to the more
general reader, it will vastly enhance its value to the

carefnl student of English history, whether Ecclesiastical

or Civil. Little has hitherto been known of the internal

history of the somewhat unobtrusive, but, withal, power-

fully operative body to which this work relates ; and this,

not from indifference to the influence they have had upon

the progress of civil and social improvement in England—
for this no inquirer who makes the slightest pretensions

to impartiality can overlook—but from the comparative

deficiency of adequate materials for the formation ofa full

and correct detail of their affairs and fortunes. That

deficiency is now in a great measure supplied in the work

before us ; at any rate, sufficient materials are now before

the world to enable every one to form a correct opinion

of the peculiarities by which the Independents are dis-

tinguished, and of the circumstances under which they

have arisen to their present place among the religious

denominations in this country. We congratulate Mr
Hanbury on the manner in which he has discharged his

labour of love and duty, and most cordially with him
rejoice in his “ having drawn from their long night

of repose, treasures inestimable, retaining the charms of

pristine freshness ; relics of mind and conduct in bygone

ages, and testimonies of superior wisdom, though not

always,” as he honestly adds, “ of perfect sobriety.”

The Iniquities of the Opium Trade with China,

By the Rev. A. 8. Thelwall of Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge.

The Celestial Dynasty, assuming opium to be a most

deleterious drug—destructive of the health and morals of

its consumers, and, moreover, draining the empire of its

silver and gold coin—have forbidden its use, under severe

penalties, and prohibited its cultivation and importation.

European cupidity,on the onehand, and the fondness of the

Chinese people for opium,Jon the other, set penalties and
prohibitions at defiance; and a most lucrative new branch

of trade between India and China is, smuggling in the

opium now extensively raised in Bengal, in spite of the

laws and regulations of the empire, and, as Mr Thelwall

labours to shew, in violation of the laws of morality and
religion. He makes out a strong case—that is, admitting

opium to be really the pernicious commodity described,

and likewise, that severe prohibitions are the best way to

put down smuggling, or prevent the taste for opium or

anything else from spreading. Was not as much said

against tobacco,{tea, coffee, nay, even potatoes, on their

first introduction, as is now said against opium, one of

the best medicines that is known, though, haply, like

every other sublunary blessing, liable to excessive abuse.

If, however, the facts, collected from different and appar-

ently authentic sources, by which Mr Thelwall supports

his case, are admitted, we do not see upon what pretext the

opium trade'with^China can be defended, independently

altogether of its being illicit. We should feel compara-

tively little shame or remorse at our India merchants

smuggling all innocent and useful commodities into

China, desired by the people, whatever the Emperor might

decree about their admission. The boldness and effront-

ery with which'the trade is carried on, in defiance of the

government, must be exceedingly irritating ; but it may
have the|effect of teaching them a more liberal policy in

dealing with their multitudinous subjects. We may now
fairly anticipate an anti-opium agitation in England, and

then the truth will be sure to come out.

Floreston ; or, The New Lord of the Manor,
We would approve this “ Tale of Humanity* for its

benevolent purpose, although it possessed no other merit.

It is a kind of Radical and philosophical romance; and,

although Floreston is not quite our Utopia, a great deal

too much depending upon the personal character of the

Lord of the Manor for the time being, and his wife, to

ensure the continued working of the new system, there it

very much to love and admire in its details, and mich

truth and beauty in the faithful painting of the village

characters, both in their original and their renewed state.

One family, that of the old miller, whose daughter the

Lord of Floreston marries, is quite a gem. We ought to

take a special interest in the manor and its inhabitants,

as we perceive that many of our most valued contributors

have lately been paying a visit to the philanthropic Dove-

dale, and inspecting his farms, schools, concert-roomi,

&c. We wish we could at present give an ampler account

of this unique work, which possesses very considerable

literary merit, besides its higher moral purposes. Though

it is not precisely our Utopia, how happy would England

be to possess such villages ! Here the labourers are paid

five shillings a-day ; the children are as well instructed,

docile, and well-conditioned, as those educated in one

of Mr Owen’s imaginary parallelograms ; the aged poor

are brought home from the Union Bastile, and most ten-

derly cared for
;

there are no paupers—the very name is

unknown ; no sectaries ; no bad neighbours ; no sporting

characters or qualified gentlemen, save the rat-catcher.

The basis of the system is Christianity ; and the rector of

the Established Church is the only religious instructor.

Christianity is held to be the perfection of humanity and

good manners. There is, in brief, much to commend,

both in the spirit and management of this tale, of what

the rural life of England might be, if the great did their

duty. We give a short specimen of the work, premising

that it belongs more to the instructive than the enter-

taining portions :

—

There is, in all parts of the world, some real or ima-

ginary standard of human improvement, beyond which it

is deemed unsafe to venture ; and in these happy realms

of Great Britain and Ireland, that standard, that happy

distinction, is generally allowed to be lodged in the landed

aristocracy.

And of the importance attached to the subject of human

improvement, without which all other improvements are

valueless, by tbe most eminent of that class, some idea

may be formed from the prizes offered by an associated

body of them, calling themselves u The Agricultural

Society,” in some very long and dull advertiseBaents

in the public newspapers, so recently as August, 1838.

The Right Honourable Earl Spencer (a name not to be

mentioned without a feeling of respect) was announced

as the chairman, followed by a numerous committee of

dukes, and other dignified persons. They offered msny

and splendid prizes for the best essays thst should be

written on black caterpillars, sowing-ploughs, the stall-

feeding of oxen, weeds, gypsum, smut, and other similar

branches of patrician study.

In the mean time, be it remembered, that all tbme

great people have extensive estates, in various parts of

the land, with men upon them, more or less in a state

of personal, social, and moral degradation ; yet bo prise

do they offer for any essays on the simplest and bert

means to better their condition, although, in ameliorating

that condition, they would beat consult their own dig-

nities, secure and render far more valuable tbeir own

property, and invest themselves, each in his locality, with

that moral strength, which can alone enable them to

ward off the rude shocks and assaults which the timei,

and their own works, are assuredly preparing for them.

All their prizes, like the above, have reference to the

production of fat, and to the making and saving ofmoney

.
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but nothing beyond. And though the condition of man
if daily becoming more and more anomalous, not a farth-
ing do they offer in the way of prizes for essays to pro-
mote his moral or bodily health. Nothing to dispel any
of his old and dangerous errors

; nothing to dry up tears,
nor to soothe aching hearts. Maggots, with them, are of
more importance than men. For them, human comfort
and human improvement have already advanced quite
lar enough ; and, indeed, though the lords of the soil
advance in the natural onward course of events, unless
they advance as leaders, in one step more they must be
left behind, which would be a great social calamity : for
whatever may be said of the importance of a working,
a commercial, or manufacturing class, the importance of
a refined, wealthy, influential, located, and leisure class is
still greater. And the objects of this history, and of the
various observations with which it is interspersed, are to
•npply rational answers to those important questions

—

How can peace and order be placed on the surest founda-
tion ? How can property be rendered most secure ? How
can the influence of high rank be rendered most exem-
plary, permanent, and beneficial to all ? And how ought
the leisure of the leisure classes to be spent ? Certainly,
it must not be a feudal, a priestly, an Egyptian, a lazy
W»nre; not a powder-and-shot leisure ; nor a profligate,
stall-fed selfish, barbarous, nor destructive leisure : in
short, a leisure class neither can nor ought to exist, but
by an exemplary, refining, and conciliating influence
over all other classes.

But it will be said, “ The landed aristocracy do at-
tempt to improve the condition of their poor tenants,
sometimes P* They do ; but to describe their ideas of
improvement, would be to fill up a page of this book
very disagreeably and unprofitably, besides appearing
disrespectful and ungenerous towards a body of persons,
who, notwithstanding their rank and wealth, are really,
owing to the bad education of their youth, to the stupi-
fying flatteries which beset their maturity, to their con-
stant subjection through life to a variety of tyrannical
customs, and to all kinds of deteriorating habits and pre-
judices, very much to be pitied.

And the penalties for attempting to live, as too many
of them do, in a state of warfare against all the better
affections of Humanity, are as ‘well known as any other
wets in history, sacred or profane. For in their latter
days, the most magnificent of tyrants have had the most
to say upon the subject of vain glory ; their own inso-
lence haviug fearfully recoiled upon them, piercing them
through with bitter and deadly sorrows. It will there-
for# be more befitting the office of a historian, to pursue
the narrative

; to leave the reader, as far as may be, to
draw his own conduaions, and to make such applications
only as candour shall appear to warrant.
The improvements which this history was undertaken

to describe and to suggest, must now be supposed to be
advancing more rapidly than the history itself. Work
was now abundant in Floreston. Labour, in fact, had
become a profession, and a profession not without honour
and profit. Labourers were now enabled to pay rents;
and, as payers of rents, were entitled to have, and were
accommodated with, neat residences. Such were pro-
vided for them in gTeat variety ; small, but replete with
conveniences. They were set upon high ground, a good
distance apart ; each surrounded with its little garden,
and by all that is gay and fragrant

; so that, in summer,
it wss a flowery bower. The eye once habituated to
ai®ple elegances, the mind takes its tone from external
objects ; and for every refined and generous sentiment
t^ftt a labouring man shall be enconraged to cultivate at
his home, abroad he will display ten virtues that have
pown out of it.

Personal filthiness soon became horrible, even in con-
templation. The labourers washed themselves all over
m cold water, in a morning

,
(for which, and their evening

ablations, every cottage was provided with a convenience
at once simple and effectual,) all the year round, before
foing to their work;—a simple, but invaluable pri-
rilege, which the All-bountiful has given us, whereby to
foard ourselves against that slavishly-dreaded calamity,
c*Bed * catching a cold.*’ And on their return from

work in the evening, by a detersive worm-water ablution,

they removed those concentrated animal effluvia, which
are formed into a kind of crust of chilled perspiration

upon the surface of the epidermis, or outer skin, of the

toilsome labourer—an insidious but active poison.

Fair Rosamond, an Historical Romance.

This traditionary Beauty has been the subject of poems,

tragedies, and paintings innumerable, but for the first time

of a romauce. The fact is, in the present dearth of themes,

rather surprising. Fair Rosamond is an improvement

on the
#
author's “ Royston Gower.” His handling is

broader and freer, and he has been more successful in

interesting the sympathies of his reader, for his frail but

lovely heroine. By a pardonable license, he has indeed

saved her honour, at the expense of making Henry II. a.

bigamist The King is secretly wedded to the daughter

of the Earl of Clifford, from passionate love, which knew
no abatement

; bnt he afterwards, it seems, married Queen
Eleancr from motives of ambition. The author has,

moreover, endowed the secluded mistress with every

feminine grace and attribnte of sweetness and tenderness.

The career of Becket contributes to the interest of a

story of the school of Ivanhoe, and one which we venture

to think will be highly popular among young romance
readers. It contains all the elements of ordinary popu-

larity.

The Banished,

Is the translation of a clever German historical romance,

professedly of the school of Scott. The translator thinks

that the waters of the Tweed cannot reflect a more bril-

liant hue than those of the Danube and the Neckar ; nor

the hills of Scotland be clothed with a lovelier green than

the mountains of the Hartz or the Taunus, or the heights

of the Black Forest ; and that the maidens of Germany
are as fair as those of C( our own romantic land. ” No one

will dispute it ; nor yet the author's belief that Germany
is not less rife in romantic events than other countries,

and especially, can match the world in civil wars and in-

testine strifes. The period he has selected, is the struggle

between Ulerich Duke of Wurtemberg and the Swabian
League. As in Waverley” or “ Old Mortality,” public

events and characters are subsidiary to the personages of

fiction, and to the interests of private life. The author

has been no unprofitable reader of Wallenstein ; and his

fidelity to the costume and manners of the period deli-

neated, is scrupulous even to homeliness. The romance

seems well translated, and is well worthy of wearing an

English garb. It is edited by Mr Morier, after the new,

and we venture to think, idle custom of certain fashion-

able publishers, who fancy that a blazoned or an illu-

minated title-page is greatly ornamental to a work.

Argentine
Is an elegantly written tale, or fictitious autobiography,

though its materials are neithervery original norpeculiarly

well chosen. The villain is a very black villain ; the

heroine, the most lovely and gentle of womankind ; the

father, all thebenevolentgentleman
; and the Jesuit, exactly

like a thousand and one counterparts of Jesuitry. Matters

proceed much in the ordinary course ; and all ends well.

Temperance Rhymes. “ Inscribed to the Working
Men of Manchester, in the hope that they may
act as another small weight on the right end of
that lever which is to raise them in the scale of
humanity Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Lon-
don.
To the working men of every town and rural district

in England, Ireland, and Scotland, we recommend the

perusal of this excellent little work. We extract one from
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among the many vivid pictures which it presents of the

appalling consequences of indulging in the vies of intem-

perance:—
Though no blood is on my hand
There is murder on my soul

;

And a pale, pale spectre-band

Round my pillow nightly roll

!

First, there comes my martyred wife.

With her gentle face of wo.
As it look'd when, “ Out of life,"

VFaintly sighed she, u I must go
hen so tenderly she told me
The past was all forgiven

; %
And she pray'd she might behold me

In the nappy homes of heaven !

Next there comes my little Jane,

With her wan and shadowy face.

Whereon the hands of pinching pain

And want have left tneir trace

;

Just so as in her tiny shroud,

Like a snow-drop, crushed, she lay.

When sobbing, Neddy cried aloud,
“ Not take poor Jane away."

With a sterner look, too, he
By his little sister stands—

(Him they sent across the sea.

And he died in distant lands.)

'Tis the look he had. that day.

When before the judge he said,
w Father drinks my wage away

—

Hunger made me steal the bread."

Never more comes round to me
Night with pleasant slumbers blest

;

Still these phantom shapes I see

—

Still they trouble all my rest.
• * * * •

See ! they come, they come again

!

Whither, whither shall 1 flee ?

Flee P alas ! 'tis all in vain.

Till I flee from memory !

I. Westmoreland and Cumberland Dialects

.

II. John Noakcs and Mary Styles
,
a Toem in

the Essex Dialect.

III. Qrose and Pegge's Provincial Glossary.

We have classed these three works together, at

they have a common character. Captain Grose’s work is

well-known. A supplement, by Samuel Pegge, Esq., In

some respects a congenial spirit, is now first incorporated

with the glossary. “John Noakes and Mary Style*;"

or an ** Essex's CalPs" visit to Triptree Races
,
is the com-

position of Charles Black, E^q., of Great Totham Hall,

Essex. It will be a sealed book to many, though the

dialect presents no great difficulty to those acquainted

With the spoken language of the eastern coasts, from the

mouth of the Thames to the mouth of the Dee or the Spey.

The poem possesses considerable humour. The diqlects

of Westmoreland and Cumberland are happily illus-

trated in a large collection of local poems and songs, in-

termixed with dialogues, the productions of various mo-

dern provincial bards and ministrels.

History of the Dukes of Normandy, from the

Time of Rollo to the Expulsion of King John.

By Jonathan Duncan, Esq.

This volume is intended to supply a deficiency In our

historical literature. It is meant to portray the English

sovereigns, of the Norman and Plantagenet line, in their

character of Dukes of Normandy, with only an inci.

dental or subsidiary notice of their higher offlea. The

history, from its narrow limits, is either a mere outline,

or often meagre ; and is goes less deeply into Norman

literature and the state of the arts than we could have

desired.

Hints on Horsemanship, to a Nephew and Niece,

on the Common Senss and Common Errors of

Common Riding

.

A well-concocted treatise this, by a master of the sub-

ject, who is an officer of high rank in the Life Guards

;

but, as he does not choose to give his name, neither shall

we blazon it, though we consider it a guarantee for the

practical soundness of the hints and directions, and for

the judiciousness of the author's temaiks on all branches

of the manege. The single hint we copy eat, if a

homely, may yet prove a useful one. After some excel-

lent observations on the humanity, and we should lay

the intelligence, with which young horses ought to he

trained) and enjoining the necessity for abundant fresh

air abroad, and for ventilation in the stable, it is said—

Ci Horses, in gracing, must doubtless swallow much

earth. Those fed in stables, and feeding only on hay and

oats, will often, if allowed, when out, seiie any oppor-

tunity to eat earth ; or, when first unbridled in the

stable, will lick every particle of it off their fret;

or, if they can get at the wall, will lick the white-

wash off it. / think all horses should have a lump

of rock-salt) and a lump of chalk
,

laid in their

mangers ; and I very much doubt,
whether, with tins ei*

ception, they should
,

in any case, have any medicine

whatever.” The author considers that the diseases and

unsoundness of horses are almost always owing either to

too close confinement in Ill-ventilated stables, or too much

work ; and he particularly deprecates the use of all the pa-

tent horse-medicines. The little book is most elegantly

ptinted, and embellished with equestrian groups*, from

the frieze of the Parthenon among the Elgin marbles.

Tour through Holland and Belgium, in the Autumn

of 1838. By William Chambers.

This Tour tJontains a great mass of useful and popular

information, given at first hand, and interspersed with

many judicious reflections on the variety of objects which

fell under the traveller's observation. Many of these were

important, aa Mr Chambers made a point of exauiniog

schools, manufactures, and public institutions, and other

useful objects, which ordinary toutists too often neglect

The less need be said of the work, as it has already ap-

peared in Chambers* widely circulated Journal ; and is so

cheaply reproduced, as to be easily accessible to tbs

People, for whom Chambers' meritorious cheap editions

are chiefly intended.

The Life-Book of a Labourer. By a Working

Clergyman.

These sketches are the production of the leisure hours

of an amiable rural priest-—albeit a desperate Tory and

High Churchman. They are varied In their topics and

interests ; and some of them embody either the real ex-

periencea of the author, or contain the reminiscences of

those eminent persona whom tho world would not will-

ingly forget, with whom he and his friend* have betu con-

nected. Among the personal •ketches are notices of

Coleridge, Robert Hall, and the late Mr* Fletcher, bettsr

known a* Miss Jewsbury. What an unsentimental

conclusion is the following to her romantic history 1—
Her marriage excited the moot unqualified astonish-

ment of all who knew her. Mr Fletcher, though

probably a very worthy person, wan, in appearance,

habits, and address, the very last man it was likely M.

J. J. would have admired. She gave the stroognt

proof of her affection for him by accompanying him to

India, whither he was going as Chaplain ; and he gsvt

so his friends affirm—the strongest proof of his affec-

tion for her, by marrying within eight months after her

deceat*. • • • She died very soon after her arrival

in India ; and Mr Fletcher, it is told, never wrote to

her friends to apprise them of their bereavement. . • • •

It is, unquestionably, a fret, that no letter from M*
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Fletcher mr reached her friends, to apprise them of
litr demise 1 and, in the absence of all intelligence from
an authentic source, they, with fond incredulity, per-
suaded themselves the report was groundless. At length
Captain Biden, who took her out to India, returned
from his second voyage, with the announcement that the
had ceased to exist, and that he had married again.

The sketches are dedicated to Lord Lyndhurtt, who
will, probably, see nothing to wonder at in Mr Fletcher

loiing no time in choosing for himself a second helpmate

;

and who may, probably, consider as somewhat innocent
the little stories, which we regard as amiable and pleas-

ing, despite certain narrow views and small prejudices of
their author.

Spencer's Travels in Circassia .

Ws see, with satisfaction, the third edition of a work
from which we have received mnch pleasure. These
travels have the lest and freshness which belonged
to books of travels two centuries ago ; when all was
novel and delightful in the new lands and new races to

which home-staying folks were for the first time intro-

duced. Captain Spencer has improved this edition, espe-

dtUy to the politician, by the introduction of a con*

sidertble quantity ofnew matter, and of interesting specu-

lation upon Russian policy, and the later events in the

history of the patriotic strnggle of the brave Circassians,

for fatherland and national independence.

Urquhart’s Spirit of the East.
A second edition of this singular book has appeared

before we have had an opportunity of noticing the first.

A review now would bo somewhat tardy and uncalled for.

He merely notice that, to be “ not of the circnmcisidn,”
or rathor not of the Mussulman lineage and faith, the

mind of Mr Urquhart is more deeply and thoroughly

imbued with the spirit of Orientalism than any native of

Western Europe who ever appeared before the public.

He pushes his admiration to the extreme of bigotry.

Compared with his beau Heal of an eastern gentleman,
bt seems to regard those of the tight garments, the abrupt
and unsettled manners, and the round hat, much as a

haughty English exclus ve may be supposed to do a

Yankee trader. He bears testimony to the fidelity of

Lady Mary Wort ley’s delineations of Turkish manners,
and describes Mr Lane’s late admirable work on Egypt,
«• not only superior to all others, but the only book, in

a European language, which conectly represents Eastern

manners. Hold him to his word} and Mr Lane’s deli-

neation of Mr Urquhart’s admired institutions, customs,

naages, elaborate courtesy, and rLhl etiquette, do not otter

much to charm sober-minded Europeans.

Mrs Hemans' Poems.
The admirers of Mrs Hemans’ poetry will be gratified

to learn, that the first complete edition of her works Is

inuing in monthly volumes, and will be comprehended
in six. The first volume is neatly occupied by a memoir
of the poetess, written by her sister, in the tone and
manner which was to be expected, and perhaps to be

^•ired, from the near and tender relationship between
the authoress and her subject. The work may take its

place, fiom neatness and elegance, withany of the late serial

editions of modern popular poets. It is published by
Messrs Blackwood, and piinted at the Ballantynes’ press.

It wUl form a moat desirable addition to the drawing-
ro°® book-shelves and the lady’s library.

The Countess of Blessington’s Refections and
Desultory Thoughts.

A pretty little book for a lady’s table, which does

tick credit to the Countess's neat and epigrammatic

wit, and more honour to her solid judgment and knowledge

of life and manners.

Answers to the objections commonly brought to

Vaccination . By John Roberton, lately Senior

Surgeon in the Manchester Lying-in Hospital,

See.

We should not have considered a treatise of this soil

called for in our day; but as there seems no termination

to the reign of ignorance and prejudice, there ought, con-

sequently, to be none to the efforts of the humane and

enlightened, in exposing error, and illuminating stupidity.

The pamphlet contains nothing new to medical men, but,

nevertheless, much that may be popularly useful.

A Tour in Connaught
,
%c. f <5fc. By the Author

of u Sketches in Ireland.”

It was understood that Mr Cssar Otway—not the author

of “ Venice Preserved, or a Plot Discovered”—was the

author of the “ Sketches in Ireland.” Were Mr Otway
not so very Orange—or, to speak it more gently, not

so very Irish in his Protestantism—we should have

accompanied him on his Ramble in Clonmaonoise, the

Joyce country, and Achiil, with unalloyed pleasure. To
others, his teodency to discover, if not plots, yet the

seeds of discords, stratagems, and spoils, may prove no

objection ; while his lively style and good humour,

if not good nature, which is a very different quality, may
recommend him to many as a westward guide or travel*

ling companion. Mr Otway has the advantage of being

previously well acquainted with the country which he

traverses ; and, besides being thoroughly Irish, he is well-

informed, particularly in the legends, and traditionary,

and imaginative stories of his country. Having premised

that the illustrative wood-engravings are desperately hard

and timber-toned, we Khali stimulate the cariosity of read-

ers with a few lacy letter-press specimens of a tour in the

most picturesque part of Ireland, by an Irish gentleman.

WELLINGTON 8 YOUNG DAYS.
The Boyne flows lazily here amidst sedge and reeds—

appearing but the dark diain of an immense munili-
the discharge of the waste waters of the Dog of Allen. A
strong position in time of war-Lord Wellington knows
it well—he hie often had his soldier eye upon it, his pa-

ternal mansion, Dangan, being not far off to the right,

near 1 rim. How different was the young, fun-loving,

comical, quizzing, gallanting Captain Arthur Wellesley,

when residing in his shooting-lodge between Summerhill
at d Dangan, from the stern, cautious, careworn Fabius

of the Peninsular War} the trifling, provoking, capricious

sprig of nobility—half-dreaded, halr doated on by the

women, hated by the men—the dry joker, the practical

wit, the ne’er-* 1o-\vel I— despaired of, as good for nothing,

by his own family ; from the redoubtable warrior of

Waterloo—the gteat prime minister of England—like
Julius Casar, a rou£ converted into a hero.

THE BEGGARS OK K1NNEQAD AND ELSEWHERE.
Kinncgad Is, like most towns in east and west Meath,

**a lean place amidst fat lands.” What a sleepy spot:

few up and doing, but the cur dogs and beggars. The
bugle of the passing coach sends its clangor along the

quiet street ; it reverberates amongst the mud walls and
dunghills—the lazy cobbler lifts bis brad from his last,

and scratches, significantly, beneath bis woollen nightcap

—the tailor lays down his goose, scratches also rumi-

natingly at the organ of destructiveness, and stares at the

passing vehicle—the tinker’s ass brays responsively as

the guard blows—the sow rises from her wallowing iu

the green puddle that bubbles and festers before the

huxter’s door, to grunt in unison—mendicants and cur-

dogs rush forth and surround us, the one barking, Che

other begging. Oh, why have we not the pencil of a

Wilkie or an Oetade, a Callot or Della Bella, to picture

the grouping of a coach changing hones at an Irish Til-
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lage ? Here I challenge all the mendicant countries in

Christendom to match me Ireland in the trade, or

costume, or aptitude for begging. France, Italy—ay,

eren Spain itself must yield the palm. Where, under

the sun, could you find such eloquence of complaint

—

such versatility of supplication—such aptitude of humour
—suiting, with felicitous tact, the appeal to the well-

guessed character of the applicant? Observe, there is

always a leader of the begging band, who controls the

rest, and asserts a manifest superiority in striking the

key-note of supplication. Take, for instance, the queen

bee, or rather wasp, of the Kinnegad swarm that sur-

rounded us—what a tall, sturdy, sinewy virago; her

dark, unquiet eye bespeaking her quick spirit; her

powerful form the danger of disputing with her ; her

sallow skin and sharp features, that the pabulum of her

existence was drawn more from whisky than from whole-

some eatables—alas ! for the body, soul, and spirit of

that being whose existence depends on whisky and
potatoes ! Look at. her, with her filthy, faltering hand
fixed now on the coach door, in the attitude of threaten-

ing requisition, and almost intentionally frightening a

delicate female within into the reluctant bestowment of

sixpence. Again, see with what a leer of cunning she

addresses herself, in flattering guise, to an outside passen-

ger, and how knowingly she smokes a youth with a
cigar in his mouth ; and, while coaxing him out of a
penny, which*he flung at her head, she played upon the

puffer—offered to lend him her dudeen—quizzed him for

his parsimony in attempting to smoke and chew at the

same time, from the same tobaccy twist—and exhibited

him off in the truth of his nature, as a Jackanapes.

Then she moved off to the rear of the coach, and com-
menced flattering a farming sort of a young man, large,

rude, and ruddy. “ Och, then, is that yourself, Mr Tom !

I hope your honour's heifers sold well last market.
Maybe it's yourself that hasn’t the pocketful o’ money
coming out of Smithfield ?—and long may your father

and your father's son reign, for it's he that's the good
warrant to give to the poor. My blessing, and the bless-

ing of poor Judy's children, light upon him every day he
gets up ; for its he that never passes through Kinnegad
without throwing me a silver shilling. Do, Master
Tom, and the heavens be your bed, throw us a half,

crown now, and we'll divide dacently. Yes, your
honour, I know you'll be afther putting your hand in

your pocket. Molly, agra,” turning to another beggar
woman, “ what a sweet smile . Master Tom carries

!

Isn't he as like the dear man his father as if he was spit

out of his mouth ? But why shouldn't he be good, see-

ing as how he's the rale ould sort, none of your upstart

jackeens.” Here a sixpence, thrown at her head, re-

warded her pains; and immediately she turned to a
respectable-looking man,withbroad-brimmedhat and sad-

coloured attire, who stood on the other side of the vehicle,

preparing to mount. “Do, your Riverence, throw
us a tester before you go, and soon and safe may you
return, for the prayer of the fatherless and widow will

be along wid yees—blessing on his sweet, charitable

face—wouldn't you see. Honor," addressing herself to

another beggarwoman, with the wink of an eye, “ that

there was a heart within him for the poor?" Here
Honor interposed—“Judy Mulcahey, and bad luck to

yees, why call the gentleman < his Riverence,' when you
know no more than my sucking child whether he be

dargy at all, at all." “ Yes, but I do know, and for

why shouldn't I ; dont I see his galigaskins covering so

tight and note his comfortable legs—blessings on his

Riverence every day he rises ;" and then, in an under
voice, and turning to a beggarman behind her, “ Jack,

what matters it to the likes of us, whether he be the right

•sort or no—what consam is to Judy and the childer,

whether he be priest, parson, or methody preacher, so as

I slewder him out of a sixpence. Do, your Riverence,

do, and the poor widow’s blessing attend ye, throw some-
thing before yees go amongst us." Thus she carried on
her attacks—praised and joked—prayed and imprecated

—now a blessing, now a blasphemy; and, when the

guard sang out “ all’s right," and the coach drove ofl^

she heaped curies, for sheer fun sake, upon all those

whom, for herself and fellows, she failed to put under

contribution—and then for the whisky shop, to dis-

solve, with all rapidity, the proceeds of her morning's

occupation.

PHAURICK NA MULLAUN.
There is a man living in Joyce Country, who, from the

number of bullocks in his possession, is named Phaurick

na Mullaun. This man, though pasturing his flocks and

herds on many a hill, is perfectly illiterate, and speaks

no language but the Irish ; he is ofungovernable passions,

and has never yet spared any means, pecuniary, physical,

or, it may be said, brutal, to attain she gratification of his

desires. When attempts at seduction or abduction have

failed, he has arrived at his end by means the most ab.

horrent. Living in the fastnesses of this district, his

establishment is like that of a Turcoman Aga, and his

bawn or farm-yard is surrounded by cabins which he

has found necessary to erect for his numerous females

;

who thus being kept in separate lodges, are, in some

measure, but not altogether, kept from cabala, feuds, and

fightings. Scarcely a month elapses but the magistrates

of the adjoining petty sessions have their time occupied

by complaints laid by the respective women of this harem

against their lord and against their frail sisterhood. For

this strong man—strong in his position, strong in the

powerful faction to which he belongs, makes no difficulty

in divorcing one wife to marry another, and is in fact as

great a polygamist as any Moslem. A few years ago this

man was accused of some nefarious deed, and on this

occasion most characteristically chose not to clear himself

by legal trial, but by resorting to the wild justice of

Cassey's sword. He would turn the Lach na Fecheen,*

to prove his innocence. Accordingly on an appointed

day he resorted to the spot, attended by a man whose

business it was to act as a sort of priest at this wild rite,

and shew the adventurer how he was to turn the stone,

and' what to say upon the occasion- Now so it was that

Phaurick na Mullaun’s courage, when it came to the

sticking point, altogether failed ; for he felt his guilt, and

knew that if he invoked the terrible curses of the Lsch

na Fecheen, something horrible would await him ; so he

proposed to his companion to act as proxy for him, and

offered him half-a-crown for the job. It would appear

that this substitution was not unusual, for the man rea-

dily undertook, for the promised payment, to repeat the

necessary prayers, invoke the awful imprecations, and

turn the stone in the name of Satan. Accordingly the

whole was gone through, and no immediate mischief

ensued—the proxy’s neck was not twisted awry—his face

was not turned round to hie back—there he stood de-

manding the promised hire ; which Phaurick, base man,

refused to pay, and would have put the whole thing off ai

a joke ; but this did not satisfy the proxy ; a scuffle en-

sued, a fierce wrestle came on, and though Phaurick na

Mullaun was stout, yet the wild Joyce was stouter, and,

besides, Phaurick had on a neckcloth, inside which bis

antagonist fastened his left hand, and with his four

knuckles squeezed upon his windpipe, got him under,

and there he choking lay, his back on the Lach na

Fecheen. To save his life then, Phaurick promised, with

an oath, the repayment of the hire, and, on being 1st

loose, they both adjourned to a neighbouring public-

house, and it was agreed that the half-crown should be

spent on whisky: a quart of which, when produced,

Joyce took up, applied to his mouth, and attempted to

swallow at a draught, and in the act he suddenly dropped

dead. There is no doubt but that the spasm of the epi-

glottis, or trap-door of the wind-pipe, was the cause of the

fellow's death ; but all the people round attributed it to

his being proxy for Phaurick ; in confirmation of which

Phaurick made off into the mountains, and a coroner’s

inquest was summoned. My friend, who as a medial

practitioner residing in the vidnity was called in pro-

fessionally on the extraordinary inquest, says that the

scene was most imposing. The body exposed to view at

a short distance from the fatal stone—the smiling lake

beneath—the surrounding mountains, reposing in all the

* Query, Clach, or Stone. This Stone is a wild ordeal,

still sometimes tried by the common people, somewhat

similar to the Black Stones of IcohnXili.^E* T. M,
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ehaagtfal varieties of light and shade—the occasional
keeniug of the wiid mountain women—-loud voices, at
times, of the leaders of the tival clans, as they passed
their conflictingjudgments on this fatal occasion; all this
was calculated to fasten on the memory, and there leave
a vivid impression of the Lach na Fecheen.

AX IRISH SMUGGLER.
A man who was known to have a large mountain farm

and extensive homestead in these hills was observed
very frequently to ride into the town of B- - and he
never made his appearance without a woman, supposed
to be his wife, jogging steadily and uprightly on a
pillion behind him. He was tall and gaunt in look
she large and rotund, and encumbered, as is the mode of
all country wives, with a multitude of petticoats; they
always rode into the yard of a man who kept a public-
house, and before they alighted off their horse, the gate
was carefully shut It was known, moreover, that this
publican acted as factor for this farmer in the sale of his
butter; and so, for a length of time, things went on in a
quiet and easy way, until one day it so happened (as, in-
deed, it is very common for idlers in a very idle country
town to stand making remarks on the people as they
come by) that the gauger, the innkeeper, and a squireen
were lounging away their day, when the farmer slowly
paced by, with his everlasting wife behind him. “ Well,”
says the squireen, “ of all the women I ever saw bumping
on a pillion, that lump of a woman sits the awkwardest;
the don't sit like a nathural born crathur at all ; and do
you see how modest she is, what with her flapped down
beaver hat, and all the frills and fallals about her, not an
inch of her sweet face is to be seen no more than an
owl from out tho ivy. I have a great mind to run op
alongside of her and give her a pinch in the toe, to make
old buckram look abont her for once." “O let her
alone," says the innkeeper; “ they’re a dscent couple from
Joyce country. I’ll be bound, what makes her ait so

i* all the egp she is bungin' in to Mrs O’Mealy,
who factors tho butter for them." There was, while he
»id this, a cunning leer about the innkeeper’s mouth, as
much as to denote that there was, to his knowledge, how-
ever he came by it, something mysterious about this said
eouple; this was not lost on the subtle ganger, and he
thought it no harm juat to try more about the matter;
•ad so he says in a tiolicsome way—u Why then, for
cor’osity sake, 1 will just run np to them and give the
mistress a pinch—somewhere—the won’t notice me at
all in the crowd, and maybe theu she'll look up, and
we’ll see her own purty face.” Accordingly, no sooner
•aid than done—he ran over to where the farmer was
getting on slowly through the market crowd ; and, on the
tide of the pillion to which the woman’s back was turned,
attempted to give a sly pinch

; but he might as well have
pinched a pitcher ; nor did the woman even lift up her
bead, or ask who is it that's hotting me. Thisemoold-
ened him to give another kuock with bis knuckles ; and
this assault he found not opposed, as it should be. by petti-
coats and flesh, but by, what he fell to be, petticoats and
metal This is queer, thought the ganger—he now was
more bold ; and, with the butt-end of his walking-stick,
be hit what was so hard a bang which souuded as if be
hsd struck a tin pot. “ Stop here, honest man,’’ cried the
g*uger. Let my wife alone, will you, before the people,*’
ciied the farmer. “ Not till i see what this honest woman
b made of," roared the gauger. So he pulled, and the
farmer dug his heels into his colt to get on, but all would
not do—in the strait gle down came the wife into the
Knee; and as she fell on the pavement, the whole street
vang with the squash, and in a moment there ia a gurgling
as from a burst barrel, and a strong smelling water cornea
tawing all about—and flat poor Norah lies, there being
*n irruption of all her intestines, which flowed down the
gntteras like potteen whisky as eggs are Like eggs.
The fact was, that our friend from the land of Joyce

bd got made, by some tinker, a tin vessel, with head
*od body the shape of a woman, and dressed it out as a
ptwpar country dame—in this way he carried his darlixt
behind him, and made much of her.

14 Big Jack Joyce what a small man compared with
*0. LXVII_TOL. VJ.
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the suture assigned by imagination, Mr Caesar Otway has
made of him 1 It ia ever thus : a frisky young pig becomes
an ugly sow; a frolicsome kitten a demure, selfish

mouaer ; a lovely young woman a roll-about matron or a
withered hag

; and a Big Jack Joyce the man here de-

scribed.

I got nearly opposite a building, about two hundred
yards from the road, which seemed but newly erected;
a coarse, raw, ugly, unfinished edifice, that had, amongst
other marks denoting it to be a public-house, a rude, un-
cushioned jaunting-car, resting on its shafts beside the
door.

Considering this a rather curious place for a public-
house, I asked whose it was, and was told it belonged to
“ Mr Big Jack Joyce."
“ wBy I thought, says I, he lived at Leenane ; at

least so he did when I passed through the country soma
years ago.”

“ ’Tis true for you, your honour, he did live ther ;
but attorneyK— put him out of it last winter, and
here he is now, and he keeps a public-house, as he always
did, and, as I suppose, always will do."

I was determined to go and renew my acquaintance
with my big friend, whom twelve years ago 1 found in
all his might and glory as “ mine host" at the head of
the Killery—so I drove up to Jack’s door, and inquired
for Mr Joyce, and was answered by a very tall young
woman, not uncomely, who informed me that Mr Joyce
was within, but that, as he had been out all night after
cattle on the hills, he was on the bed asleep ; but his
daughter (for such she was) said, that if I desired it she
would call him. I certainly did not like to go away

|

without seeing Big Jack. So he was called up ; and as
he came, loose, unclean, and frowzy, certainly my giant
did not appear to advantage

; for, somehow or other, I
had let my imagination play the rogue with my judg-
ment, and magnify my retrospect with regard to this
man.
The first jtime I saw him, (as I say,) about twelve

years ago, he made his appearance just as I drove up to
his door, bouncing over the wall that divided the potato
garden from the front of his house ; and, I think, a finer
specimen of a strong man, tall and yet well-proportioned,
I could not conceive. Such do not look as tall as they
really are. The great bullet-head, covered with crisp
curls/the short, bull neck, the broad, square shoulders, the
massive chest, all open and hirsute, the comparatively
auiHil sinewy loins, and pillar-like limbs, all bone and
muscle—Milo of Crotona might have shaken hands with
him as a brother, and the gifted sculptor of the Farnese
Hercules might have selected Jack as his lay figure. Such
was my beau ideal of Mr Joyce, from what I recollected
of him since my former visit. But now, though 1 acknow-
ledged the identity, yet, certainly, the man was greatly
changed—but still, though 1 am sure my fancy had been
playing tricks—he yet was tall, stout, and able ; but I am
rare 1 know fifty English and Irish men just as large.
Having called for some liquor— reader, I hope you will
believe me, not to drink, but just to put mine host in good
humour—Jack aud I got into chat, and to be sure be
was full of the hard usage of the attorney who had put
him out of Leenane ; but he said he had got where he
was a large and good farm, and all he wished was to see
the head landlord, the provost of Trinity College, who
was cheated entirely

, entirely, by his middlemen, such as
attorney K and others ; but if he could but once
get a sight of his Great Reverencet he would shew him
how acres, and hundreds of acres, are kept from him.
Upon acquainting him that I had the honour of an in-

timate acquaintance with the greatest of alt possible men,
except Lord Leitrim, you may suppose he was*
mighty civil ; and taking advantage of that desire to

please, I endeavoured to get from him an account of his

family, but he really could not tell anything about
them ; he seemed to think that size was not so much the

characteristic of the tribe or name as of his own immedi-
ate family ; and to shew me that he had not been the means
of any degeneracy, he whistled to his son who was in a
distant field, who came at the call, and certainly a taller

2 P
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and more comely stripping, of about twenty yean of

age, I hate not seen. He was at least six feet four inches

in height, and, I am sure, if fed 'on animal food, as an
English farmer’s son would be, he would prote a grand

specimen of the human race. I left big Jack and his big

family, receiving from them a thousand thanks for pro-

raising to introduce him to the notice of the new provost.

On my road towards Leenane, I met some persons

with whom I entered into conversation about the neigh-

bourhood, and about Jack Joyce. I found that he was
not a favourite, that he was too apt to resort to hit

strength to Settle disputes, when thejut he threw into the

balance made the scale descend in his own favour. In-

deed, he acknowledged to me, on my former visit, that, as

a justice of the peace was a great way off, he used to

settle differences amongst the neighbours, by taking the

parties at variance by the nape of the neck, and battering

their heads together, nntil they consented to shake hands

and drink a pint of potteen together, which, of course, it

was Jack’s office to furnish for a consideration .

Before I go farther, I may as well tell all I know
about this tribe of Joyces, that have given their name to

this part of Connaught.

They Were a troop or band that came over from Wales
or the West of England, under the command of Berming-

ham of Athenry, in the reign of Edward 1. : their name
was Joyes or Jorse, and they were said to be descended

from ancient British princes. Transplantation improved

them in stature, for certainly the Welsh aie not a tali

race. This people not only settled in these western high

lands, so very like those in Wales, but they became im-

portant in Galway town, and formed one of the thirteen

tribes of that ancient and extraordinary Corporation—the

merry Joyces 1 ! ! For all tribes had their sobriquets, and
perhaps a Blake is positive, and a D’Arcy stout, (quere,

fireeating duellists,) and a Martin litigious ; and so on
respecting each characteristic whereby they were former-

ly designated. Only this I think I have heard said, that

however a Martin loved litigation in the goud town of

Galway, he allows no writs or issues of law to extend

beyond his gateway at Oughterard, just twenty miles

from his mansion-house.

Of the Joyces many were mayors and bailiffs of the

Capital of Connaught, and not only the men bustled and

battled away against the rough-iHing rogues, the

O’Maddens and the ferocious* O Plaherties, but even the

women were aom«tim«sot tig note; amongst others 1

tray mention Margaret, the daughter of John Joyce,

who one day going down to wash her household clothes

in the broad tianspatent stream that tuns out of Lough
Corrib, and as she stood in the current, «.« did tiie

daughters of Greiian kjtigs in the time of Uijssrs, who
should come by but Don Domingo De Rona, a Biscayan

merchant of great wealth and note, who had arrived at

Galwa) with a carrack of Benecarlo wine, which was
much in demand for doctoring the claret the Galway
merchants were so famous for concocting.

Now, as fair Margaret beetled away in the stream,

and as, with ruddy legs and untrammelled toes, (as

straight and fair as her fingers, not a corn or bunion

on one of them,) she trampled the linen, the Don was
captivated with the maid ; he made love as Spaniards

do; produced proofs of hL pedigree, and his cash, and in

due time they were married, and proceeded to Corunna ;

but not loug after he died, (as old cavaliers are apt to do

who marry late,) and Donna De Rona came home a

sparkling and wealthy widow, and by and by her band

was solicited by Oliver Oge Ffrench, one of the heads of

that tribe, and in due time they weie married, and after

the marriage he became mayor and one of the greatest

merchants of the city. He traded much to foreign ports;

and as it was no shame to smuggle in those days, and as

the good town of Galway never was allowed to be lighted

by night, in order that smuggling might go on and pros-

per, so Oliver Oge Was often on the sea, shewing a good

• As part of the litany of tlicGalwadans, it was piously

inscribed on the town wall—

^

From the ferocious 0^1*-
lierties, good Lord, deliver us.”

example of enterprise and free trade—exporting wool

and importing brandy and wine.

In the meanwhile the Donna was hot idle ; she was

the greatest Improver In the west : she had particularly a

passion for building bridges. She might have made as

good a pontifex as Pope Jdafi, and heaven’s blearing Was

on her for her good works ; for one day as she was tu.

permtending her masons, an eagle came soaring from the

ocean, and balancing itself with poised wing just overths

dame, it dropped at her feet a ring formed ef a tingls

stone, so strange and outlandish in its make and form,

but yet so beautiful and so (precious, that, though the

most skilful lapidaries admired it, and wotlld hats given

any price for it, none could say of what kind it was, or

of whatcountty or age was the workmanship) it has

been kept in the family since. I wish I could tell ths

reader which of the Joyces now owns th«s precious relic.

All I can say is, that it is not on the finger Of big Jack,

or his wife. But indead the Joyces seem to have been s

favoured race t it is a favour that they Should be named

and known as merry ; for he who has “ a merry heart

hath a continual feast.” I assume it to be a favour also

that they were under the especial patronage of eagles.

One of the family in the religious and valorous times,

when men went to fight for the love of Christ against the

Saracens, a fine, tall, stalwart fellow, a fair specimen of

a Joyce, bad gone to the wars of the Holy Land, and

there he was taken prisoner by the Paynim, and there

the dark, gazelle eye of an Arab maid fall on him, and

she loved his blue eye and mbrut countenance, which

eveu captivity could not sadden, and also his large pro-

portions, and she set him free, and followed her Irish

cavalier through Egypt, Barhary, and into Spain; isd

there they were wandering as pilgrims in sordid state

and Apparel, just favoured with food and lodging, because

returning from Palestine* when tiie guardian eagle of tbs

family. they were winning their weary way ever the

Sierra Morena, came fluttering ever his head, and gsre

such signs as led him along a eertaiu path until he

re ched a spot * here a Moorish king had deposited, after

a defeat} all his treasures. How the stout Jojee con-

trived tu appropriate and make his own these heaps of

gold, history does not inform. All it -ays is, that he

cmne ([ hope not unaccompanied by hie Arabian true

l».ve) hi G-lway, there lived and died, and shewed his

gixti'iide to God, and his love to his country, b> building

chinches and strengthening the town wall*

I mu*t conclude my remarks on the Joyces by ob*

seivmg, i hut Mr Hardiitiim, in his excellent “ History

of Galway,” says that he has heard and witnessed many

instances of the size and strength of the Joyces. I

saw,” says he, ** An elderly man of that name of uncom-

mon ataiure and strength, who, (as I was informed,)

when in his youth, elevated by the native, never war

satisfied until he had drove every man out of the fair

green ; those who knew liis humour, and also his strength,

generally retired beyond a certain amall bridge ; wbeabi*

caprice was satisfied by submission, he permitted them to

retire quietly ; resistance would not only have been sss-

less but almost certain destruction, for nineteen ia

twenty were of that name and all related ; when I saw

him he was the remains of a noble figure, remarkably

gentle and kind to every one, and heard, with great re-

gret, the pranks of his youth mentioned.’’ So much for

the Joyces ; yet still I say, that I do not consider that

(take them now as a tribe or race) they are superior in

strength or stature to the well-fed mountaineers, uhg

are not pressed on for the meant of subeistence, in Con-

nemara, Clare, Tipperary, nr Kerry. 1 have a mountain

farm in Tipperary, and I will engage (leaving Ja«k

Joyce and his son out of the question) to produce w*

men off that farm as tall and weli-propertioiwri aa these

of any district of the same extent and population in

Joyce’s country.

These random specimen# will, We Venturis fa think,

more than establish all We haVe Said fit

of this sprightly volume, which ought to farm did tttfd-

ling companion of every one who lands in Ireland in the

present summer.
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Self-Culture. By Dr Clianning of Boston.

This introductory discourse to the Franklin Lectures

of last year, is among itsfauthor’s most choice perform*

sncis ; If, rather, in importance of subject, truth, and
elevation of spirit, it dots not surpass them all. It is a

mail pamphlet, published by Fox of Paternoster Roar,

at not an exorbitant rate, though it ought to be, for the

purpose of diffusion, and will be, far cheaper. From so

slender a frocAurf—slander in bulk, though weighty in

matter—it ware needless to extract much 1 but, to incite

the class to whom it is addressed to a full perusal, we will

quote a few passages :

—

1 hare expressed my strong interest in the mass of the

people; and this is founded, not on their usefulness to

the community, so much as on what they are in them*
•elves. Their condition is iudeed obscure ; but their im-
parlance is not on this account a whit the leas. The mul-
titude of men cannot, from the nature of the caee, be

distinguished ; for the very idea of distinction ie, that a
man standi out from the multitude. They make little

noise, and draw little notice in their narrow spheres of
action t but still they have their full proportion of per-

sonal worth, and even of greatness. Indeed every man,
in every condition, is great : it is only our own diseased

u|bt which makes him little, A man is great as a man,
be he where or what he may. The grandeur of his na-
ture turns to insignificance all outward distinctions, ilia

powers of intellect, of conscience, of love, of knowing
tied, of perceiving the beautiful, of acting on hie own
wind, 00 outward nature, and on hie fellow-creatures,

these are glorioue prerogatives. Through the vulgar
error of undervaluing what ie common, we are apt in-

deed to pats these by aa of little worth. But as in the

outward creation, so in the soul, the common is the most
precious. Science and art may invent splendid modes of
illuminating the apartments of the opulbnt ; but these

ire til poor and worthless, compared with the common
light which the sun sends into all our windows, which
he pours freely, impartially, over hill and valley, which
kindles daily the eastern and western sky ; and so the

eoeunon lights of reason, and conscience, and love, are of
nwre worth and dignity than the rare endowments which
gire celebrity to a few. Let us not disparage that nature
which is common to all men

;
for no thought can mea-

sure its grandeur. It is the image of God, the image
ttm of his infinity ; for no limits can be set to its un-
hiding. He who possesses the divine powers of the soul
is 9 great being, be hjs place what it may
The truly great are to be found everywhere; nor is It

my to say In what condition they spring up most plen-

tifully. Real greatness has nothing to do with a man’s
sphere. It does not lie in the magnitude of hie outward
agency, in the extent of the effects which he produces,
The greatest men may do comparatively little abroad.
Perhaps the greatest in our city at this moment are buried

Inebscurlty. Grandeur of character lies wholly in force

of soul—that ie, in the force of thought, moral principle,

sod love; and this may he found in the humblest condi-
tion of life. A man brought up to au obscure trade, and
hemmed in by the wants of a growing family, may, in

his narrow sphere, perceive more elearly, discriminate
more keenly, weigh evidence more wisely, seise on the

right means more decisively, and bare more presence of
mind in difficulty, than another who has accumulated
ait stores of knowledge by laborious study

; and he
hss more of intellectual greatness. Many a man, who
has gone but a few mllse from home, understands human
***** batter, detests metives and weighs character mors
fsgadouely, than another who has travelled over the
known world, end made a name bv his reports of differ,

•at countries. It Is force of thought which measures in-

tellectual, and ao it ie force of principle which measures
mral greatness that highest of human endowments,
that brightest manifestation af the Divinity, The greet*

m man it ha who chooses the Right with invincible re-

•elation ; who milts ths sorest temptations from within
pad without ; who bean the heaviest burdens cheerfully 5

who ie calmest in storms, and most fearless under menace

and frowns ; whose reliance on truth, on virtue, on God,

is most unfaltering. And is this a greatness which is

apt to make a show, or which is most likely to abound

in conspicuous station ? The solemn conflicts of reason

with passion ; the victories of moral and religions prin-

ciple over urgent and almost irresistible solicitations to

self-indulgence; the hardest sacrifice of duty, those of

deep-seated affection and of the heart’s fondest hopes ; the

consolations, hopes, joys, and peace of disappointed, per-

secuted, scorned, deserted virtue—these are of course un-

seen : so that the true greatness of humau life is almost

wholly out of sight. Perhaps in our presence, the most

heroic deed on earth is done iu some silent spirit, the lof-

tiest purpose cherished, the most generous sacrifice made,

and we do not suspect it.

Self-culture, the proper sutyect of the discourse, inter-

venes, in iu different phages of moral, religious, and

intellectual ; and also in its minute and subordinate

relations and developements, in the cultivation of taste,

in the perception of the beautiful, and the acquisition of

accomplishments. Literature i* especially commended

ai at ones a means and an end in self-culture.

It is chiefly through books that we enjoy intercourse

with superior minds ; and those invaluable means of com-

munication are in the reach of alL In the best books,

great men talk to us, give us their most precious thoughts,

and pour their souls into ours. God be thanked for

books ! They are the voices of the distant and the dead,

and make ns heirs of the spiritual life of past 8ges. Books

are the true levellers. They give to all who will faith-

folly use them, the society, the spiritual presence of the

best and greatest of our race. No matter how poor I

am
; no matter though the prosperous of my own tims

will not enter my obscure dwelling ;
if the sacred writers

will enter and take up their abode under my roof ; if

Milton will cross my threshold to sing to me of Para-

dise ; and Shakspeare to open to me the worlds of ima-

gination and the workings of the human heart ; and

Franklin to enrich me with his practical wisdom—

I

shall not pine for want of intellectual companionship,

and I may become a cultivated man, though excluded

from what is called the best society in the place where I

live.

Among lesser bnt most important subjects, the following

is insisted on—and, although we have somehow conceived

an utter horror of ths orationing propensities and tastes

of onr transatlantic friends, we recognise the facility of

correct and graceful speech to the labouring classes, as a

talent which deserves all the commendation which the

sagacity of Channing accords it.

There is another power, which each man should culti-

vate according to his ability, but which is very much
neglected in the mass of the people, and that is the power of
utterance. A mao was not made to shut up his mind in

itself
;
bnt to give it voice, and to exchange it for other

piinds. Speech is one of our grand distinctions from the

brute. Our power over others lies not so much in the

amount of thought within us as in the power of bringing

it out. A man of more than ordinary intellectual vigour

may, for want of expression, be a cipher, without signi-

ficance, in society. And not only does a man influence

others, but he greatly aids his own intellect, by giving

distinct and forcible utterance to his thoughts. We un-
derstand ourselves better, our conceptions grow clearer, by
the very effort to make them clear to Another. Our social

rank, too, depends a good deal on our power ofutterance.

The principal distinction between what are called gentle-

men and the vulgar, lies in this, that the latter are awk-
ward in manners, and are essentially wanting in pro-

priety, clearness, grace, and force of utterance. A man
who cannot open his lips without breaking a rule ofgram-
mar, without shewing in his dialect or brogue, or un-
couth tones, his want of cultivation; or without darken-

ing his meaning by a confused, unskilful mode of com-

munication, cannot take the place to which, perhaps, his
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native good tense entitles him. To have intercourse with
respectable people, we must speak their language.

What follows is in a higher strain, though perfectly

in harmony with the more minute exhortations :

—

The common notion has been, that the mass of the

people need no other culture than is necessary to fit them
for their various trades ; and though this error is passing

away, it is far from being exploded. Bat the ground of

a man’s culture lies in his nature, not in his calling.

His powers are to be unfolded on account of their inherent

dignity, not their outward direction. He is to be edu-

cated because he is a man, not because he is to make
shoes, nails, or pins. A trade is plainly not the great end
of his being, for his mind cannot be shut up in it ; his

force of thought cannot be exhausted on it. He has fa-

culties to which it gives no action, and deep wants it

cannot answer. Poems, and systems of theology and
philosophy, which hare made some noise in the world,

have been wrought at the work -bench, and amidst the

toils of the field. How often, when the arms are mecha-
nically plying a trade, does the mind, lost in reverie or

day dreams, escape to the ends of the earth ! How often

does the pious heart of woman mingle the greatest of all

thoughts, that of God, with household drudgery ! Un-
doubtedly a man is to perfect himself in his trade ; for by
it he is to earn his bread and to serve the community.
But bread or subsistence is not his highest good

; for if

it were, his lot would be harder than that of the inferior

animals, for whom nature spreads a table, and weaves a
wardrobe, without a care of their own. Nor was he

made chiefly to minister to the wants of the community.
A rational, moral being cannot, without infinite wrong,
be converted into a mere instrument of others’ gratifica-

tion* He is necessarily an end, not a means. A mind,
in which are sown the seeds ofwisdom, disinterestedness,

firmness of purpose, and piety, is worth more than all

the outward material interests of a world. It exists for

itself, for its own perfection, and must not be enslaved to

its own or others’ animal wants. You tell me that a

liberal culture is needed for men who are to fill high sta-

tions, but not for such as are doomed to vulgar labour.

I answer, that Man is a greater name than President

or King.

In reply to the oft-repeated fallacy, that mental culti-

vation renders men unfit, or inapt for labour—unfit, in

short, for duty—we find this spirited refutation :

—

You think that a man without culture will do all the

better what you call the drudgery of life. Go then to the

southern plantation. There the slave is brought up to

be a mere drudge. He is robbed of the rights of a man

;

bis whole spiritual nature is starved that he may work,
and do nothing but work : and in that slovenly agricul-

ture, in that worn-out soil, id the rude state of the me-
chanic arts, you may find a comment on your doctrine,

that by degrading men you make them more productive

labourers.

But it is said that any considerable education lifts men
above their work, makes them look with disgust on their

trades as mean and low, makes drudgery intolerable. I

reply, that a man becomes interested in labour, just in

proportion as the mind works with the hands. Au en-

lightened farmer, who understands agricultural chemis-

try, the laws of vegetation, the structure of plants, the

properties of manures, the influences of climate, who looks

intelligently on his work, and brings his knowledge to

bear on exigencies, is a much more cheerful as well as

more dignified labourer than the peasant, whose mind is

akin to the clod on which he treads, and whose whole
life is the same dull, unthinking, unimproving toil. But
this is not all. Why is it, I ask, that we call manual
labour low, that we associate with it the idea of mean-
ness, and think that an intelligent people must scorn it ?

The great reason is, that, in most countries, so few intel-

ligent people have been engaged in it. Once let cultivated

men plough, And dig, aud follow the commonest la-

bours, and ploughing, digging, and trades will cease to be
mean. It is the man who determines the dignity of the
occupation, not the occupation which measures the dig-

nity of the man. Physicians and surgeons perform oper-

ations leA cleanly than fall to the lot of most mechanics.

I have seen a distinguished chemist covered with dust

like a labourer. Still these men were not degraded.

Their intelligence gave dignity to their work ; and so our

labourers, once educated, will give dignity to their toils.

Let me add, that I see little difference, in point of dignity,

between the various vocations of men. When I see a

clerk, spending his days in adding figures, perhaps merely
copying, or a teller of a bank’counting money, or a mer-
chant selling shoes and hides, I cannot see in these occu-

pations greater respectableness than in making leather,

shoes, or furniture. 1 do not see in them greater intel-

lectual activity than in several trades. A man in the

field seems to have more chances of improvement in his

work than a man behind the counter, or a man driving

the quilL It is the sign of a narrow mind to imagine,

as many seem to do, that there is a repugnance between
the plain, coarse exterior of a labourer and mental cul-

ture, especially the more refining culture. The labourer,

under his dust and sweat, carries the grand elements of

humanity, and he maypnt forth its highest powers. I doubt

not there is as genuine enthusiasm in the contemplation

of nature, and in the perusal of works of genius, under a
homespun garb as under finery. We have heard of a dis-

tinguished author, who never wrote so well as when he

was full dressed for company. But profound thought

and poetical inspiration have most generally visited men
when, from narrow circumstances or negligent habits,

the rent coat and shaggy face have made them quite unfit

for polished saloons. A man may see troth, and may be

thrilled with beanty, in one costume or dwelling as well

as another ; and be should respect himself the more for

the hardships under which his intellectual force has been

developed.

Surely these extracts will induce many of our country-

men to obtain possession of this pregnant discourse. Dr

Channing may not be the very best, because not the most

practical of popular teachers ; but this is unquestionably

the very best of his popular moral preachings to the

people.

Chronicle of the Law Officera ofIreland, with an
Outline of the Legal Hietory of Ireland, Chro-

nological Tables, Sfc., 6$c. By Constantine B.

Smyth of Lincoln’s Inn.

A work this which can only have value to the profes-

sion, and to a few Irish gentlemen ; bnt one which does

much credit to the research and industry of the author,

and which may be presumed to form excellent training-

exercise for a young lawyer. We give but one of its

facts. The salary of the Irish Chancellor is £10,000

a-year ! One is not surprised at the “ ruffling of the

Volscians” at the bare idea of this office being bestowed

upon one of the learned members for our city, namely

—

her Majesty’s Attorney-General.

Travels and Adventures in South Australia; with

a Particular Description of the Town qf Ade-

laide and Kangaroo Island, 6$c., &;c. By W. H.

Leigh, Esq.

This fresh account of the Land of Promise is more

deplorable than any we have yet seen. The author was

the surgeon of one of the Australian Company’s ships.

He states that he “ left England warped by no party,

biased by no prejudices,” and that it has been his endea-

vour to give a plain and simple narrative of facts. His

style or cast of thought is somewhat flighty ; and he may
not sufficiently discriminate between the unavoidable

hardships attending every new colony, and ita ultimate

chances of prosperity; hut his volume is, we are persmtai^

far more trustworthy than many of the sangaine^| if net

wilfully delusive statements of some other of tj^e Com-

pany’s servants. Persons intending to emigrmt t ihooli
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read everything, and Mr Leigh’s hook among the rest

;

bat we have already so fully fulfilled honest aud ne-

cessary duty in warning South Australian emigrants, that

we do not consider it worth while to return to the charge,

and therefore forbear quoting Mr Leigh’s adventures and

experiences.

Rhymes for the Nursery.

This is a very pretty book, very pretty, simple verses

;

very neat and nicely designed illustrative wood engravings.

Everything is pleasing to the eye, and to the ear nothing

offensive save such rhymes, as papa-er, and are ; far and

mamtna-r $ fellow
(feller,) and tell her,

which ought not

to be admissible into the well-ordered nursery, and which

disfigures an otherwise very nice little book. We do not

affirm that the correct rhymes are accompanied by the

printed vulgarisms ; but the latter follow as a matter of

course. They are necessitated by the rhyme.

Charles* Discoveries

Is a nice little book of natural history for young chil-

deru, with lively cuts.

POLITICAL
PARLIAMENT.

Those who expected that the Ministry, on their rein-

italment in office, would adopt the principles of Pro.
giessive Reform, have been signally disappointed, as we
anticipated in last Register. The country is likely to

obtain no beneficial measure except the Penny Postage

;

snd this has been extorted fiom Ministers by the per-

severing and skilful agitation of its supporters. The
Whigs have become more than ever the mere tools of the

Tories; not venturing even to bring forward measures
which are disagreeable to the Opposition, and carrying
through for them measures which would hardly be pro-

posed to Parliament were the situation of parties re-

versed. What must be sufficiently provoking, the Tories
boast openly that they have the real influence of Govern-
ment At a Tory dinner, in Merchant Tailors’ Hall,
Sir Robert Peel said—“ I know that political power
snd influence over the State are not the exclusive ap-

pendages of office at present ; and I cannot but feel that,

backed by your kindness, aided by the powerful talents

of those joined with me, and supported by the voice 01

the public, I cannot but feel, I cannot conceal from my.
self and from yon, that though not in office, we nightly,

and night after night, exercise that power, and make use
of that influence. You may depend npon it, that we
will persevere in the steady upholding of the prerogative

of the Monarchy—in the maintenance of the just rights

of the Established Church—and in resisting all concession

to popular feelings, and popular clamour unduly excited,

which would have for their effect to change the character

of the ancient institutions of the country, and convert

onr limited monarchy into a wild and ungovernable

Democracy.** The Ministry, of course, can only do what
their opponents allow them. The grant for education

was first postponed and then withdrawn. The Canada
resolutions, Tory as they were in principle, were with,

drawn on the mere threat of opposition by Lord Stanley

;

but on the suggestion of Sir Robert Peel, Lord John
Bussell was permitted to bring in a bill on the subject,

pledging the House to nothing. Ministers joined the

Tories in throwing out Sir Hesketh Fleetwood’s bill, for

extending the electoral qualification in counties to occu-

pants of dwellings occupied at £10, contrary to an ex-

pectation very generally entertained. Lord John Rus-
sell talked of making some minor improvements in the

registration and rate-paying clauses ; but, of course,

nothing of the kind will be done or attempted, simply

because the Tories will not let him. No bill with re-

gard to church-leases or church-rates is to be introduced

this session ; and the general impression is, that every-

thing will be delayed that can be delayed, tho rest hud-
dled over in any way, and Parliament prorogued as soon
as possible. Notwithstanding the electioneering bustle

which took place a few weeks ago, there is no probability

of a general election at present ; for the simple reason,

that Ministers see they would lose instead of gaining by
inch a step.

Mr Abercromby having resigned the Speakership, and
having been raised to the peerage under the title ofBaron
Dunfermline, a contest took place for the office, between
Mr Shaw Lefovre, the Whig candidate, and Mr Goul-
bum on the Tory interest ; when the former was elected,

by a majority of eighteen, in a house of 620 Members.
Daring the month there has been plenty of talking in

REGISTER.
both houses, but we do not find there has been any legis.

lation worthy of notice.

WHAT WILL THE MINISTRY DO ?

This question involves another—What are the Min-
isters ? Are they not, in word and deed, in the letter a

a

well as in spirit, to the heart’s core, Tories ? Are Sir

Robert Peel and the Duke of Wellington the less Tories,

because they conceded the Emancipation of the Catho-
lics ; a measure of unquestioned advancement to civil and
religious liberty ? Are Lord John Russell and Lord
Melbourne, then, more entitled to the character of Re-
formers, because they conceded the extinction of certain

rotten boroughs, and devised a measure which has

yielded no advancement to civil or religious liberty ; a
measure whose impotency for good they strenuously and
doggedly protect against the efforts to render it service-

able to Reform ? Is there a single measure of Reform,
bating those that Tories would equally give, which has

not been openly repudiated or servilely abandoned by
these Ministers ? What title, then, have they to the

name of Reformers ? It is worse than idiocy to pan-

der to this pitiful delusion. They who do so are worse

than the offenders ; nay, it is questionable whether the

country has a better right to condemn the Government
or its Radical parasites, who have pandered to a false

confidence, and, with tortuous ingenuity, perverted each

of the plainest evidences—nay, even actual assurances

—of finality, into auguries of progress. Lord John
is less a traitor than the preachers of “ peace, peace,”

when he himself declared war to the march of Reform.
The declarations of the fourth June, coupled with the

abandonment of the last lingering merit, the last sha-

dow’ of distinctive principle in the education vote, have

happily torn the mask to shreds which our trustful Li-

berals have persisted in hoiding before the Tory features

of the Cabinet. Even to the plaintive petition of the

philosophical Radicals, M Pray, pray, keep on your

guise—-do not desert us in the deception—lend legs to

the lie, just till we ride over this one election !” even to

the humble prayer of the fnen who have so often waded
in the mud to serve the Whigs, the Whigs are obdu-

rate ! And the philosophers on their knees, praying for

hypocrisy, have received their well-merited kick. The
kick, however, was not “ explicit :** It is surprising to

what an extent truckling renders men callous to humi-
liation ! The cool contempt of Lord John Russell was
no match for the tenacity of his parasites ; so Sir Ro-
bert Peel rose to the assistance of Reformer Russell,

and lent his vicarious vigour to the kick, and carried it

home soundly to the ribs of the philosophers. Again,

they were sure that the noble Lord did not approve

—

would not sanction—w'ould give intimation that he did

not sanction that very unkind kick applied in his name
by the Right Honourable Baronet. But the Ministe-

rial Reformer was silent. No Radical with a head on
his shoulders has a right to be surprised at the present

position of Reform. When the Cabinet refused the

Ballot, the whole tale was told, and the sequel manifest*

The foul influences were not denied to he swamping the

electoral power of Reformers ; the Ballot (demonstrably

the best remedy) was peremptorily refused by those

who had alone the power to give it ; and no other re-

medy was proposed. Nothing but a power of delusion.
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beyond tbe wildest h*Uueinatu>osjea rieevd, could have
rendered it necessary fop Lora John Russell to put

4 iq type, that hq never intended the Reform Bill to
prevent the Tories from resuming office, and that he
considered the existing mode of election a fair test of

the desires of the people.

These opinions, and the various acts in strict accord-
ance with these opinions, were just as plainly revealed
on the first two nights of this Session as they have been
by the events of the last month. If Eldon and Castle-

reagh arose from their graves, and resumed office, we
could not have a Government more conservative of
abuses than the government of the Whigs.
What the Ministers will do, will be precisely what

Tories in their places would do. The Queen has iden-

tified Toryism with personal annoyance. The Minis-

ters have their own convenience to consult as well as
her Majesty's ; and are zealously endeavouring to soften

her Majesty's antipathy, and smooth matters for a Con-
servative Ministry. Whether that Ministry is to con-

sist of the Peel Tories alone, or with an admixture of

the Whig-T°ries—with, perhaps. Lord Melbourne as a
Palace Minister to gild the pill—a short time will shew.

It is manifest that the Toij-Whigs are not ambitious ef

the undivided honour of tneir present Ministerial posi-

tion ; and it is equally manifest that Sir Robert reel,

in common Conservative honesty, cannot ask aid for

them from the small fry of his phalanx, without a due
share of the flesh-pots of Egypt. In what proportion

the loaves and fishes will be shared by the nominal sec-

tions of the ruling few, is of no particular importance to

the ruled many, who are secure of hunger and thirst

under any conceivable appropriation of pelf among the
plunderers. Toryism, and Tory-Whigism, are equally
the Corn-Laws, equally the sinecures, equally the taxes,

equally bribery, falsehood, sectarian tyranny, and the
plague and pestilence of darkness. Some law minor
benefits—the Penny Postage is one—we are like to

have, as sops to Cerberus, whether they are flung to us
by Pluto or Proserpine ; but we are in Tartarus never-
theless, and are likely to remain there.

Who are we to thank for this pleasing predicament ?

Not the Tories, who are ever our open foes
; not even

the Whigs, who took every occasion to assure us they
were not our friends : who but the parasites, the self-

deceivers, and the diligent authors of the maze pf delu-
sion, euveloped in which the people have been decoyed
down-hUli under the deception that they were ascending
to the apex of their desires ; the men who have voted
black was white, and halloed for Union with nou-Re-
formers—dqing servile homage to a name—dancing after

the ignet fatut of their own baseless visions—rendering
Parliament and the Press the trumpets of falsehood

—

and neglecting an opportunity of forwarding the cause of

real reform, which the lottery of circumstances may not
restore for a century. The Corn-Law agitation was
left chiefly to the men most apparently interested in its

success, and therefore the least able to achieve it

single-handed ; while the Chartist agitation was aban-
doned wholly to the men the most certain to ruin it, and
materially tp damage the mighty power which the work-
ing millions, when rationally pioneered, indubitably
wield, It waa a crisis—the sole one this oountry has
witnessed for many a day—which admitted of the blend-
ed energy of wealth and numbers. It was an oppor-
tunity prepant with the elements of victory to prin-
ciple, All we wanted was men with honesty and cour-

age enough to take the open field ; but our leaders were
too intently occupied in the dirty by-ways of party, or in
beseeching smiles from Lord John Russell, to head or
heed the people. The times were not wanting to the
men, but the men to the times,

ENGLAND.
The Tables Tubxxiw-A short time sines Lord

Johp Russell forwarded, to the Lords-Lieutenantof several
|

counties, a letter, intimating that, if respectable bodies of
men chops to associate for the purpose of protecting life

and property, the Government would furnish them with
arms* In retaliation of the committal Of some of the

Chartists tor drilling, they have been on the leok-ost te

detect any of the “ Russell armed Association men," in »

similar offence; and they have at last succeeded; and

four tradesmen, who had been drilling, are to be tried at

the Rotherham sessions. Another instance of applying

to the rieh the law intended for the exelusive use of the

poor, has occurred at Islington. A great number of

petty shopkeepers there bad been prosecuted by the pariah

authorities for having their shops open on the Sunday;

and with the view of ascertaining whether the maxim,

that all are equal in the eye of the law, ia of univrnal

application, proceedings have been instituted against the

Vicar's coachman “ for exercising his worldly calling on

the Sabbath," by driving his reverend master to church

on the Lord's day, that not being a work of necessity or

mercy, as the reverend gentleman was able to walk and

preach on tbe same day. This prosecution bas made

quite a * sensation" among the carriage people ; and we

will venture to predict, if it succeed, that we shall bear

less, from those in high places, about enforcing the better

observance of the Sabbath. If the matter be strictly

looked to, very few cases of necessity or mercy will be

found to exist.

SCOTLANP.
Court of SvssiOH.^—On the 14th June, the unusual

spectacle presented itself of eight clergymen of the Es-

tablished Church being rebuked by the Court for dis-

obedience of the law, in ordaining the Rev. Mr Kesson

as minister of the parish of Leihendy, after an interdict

against such ordination had been issued by the Court.

The clergy were distinctly informed, that if they ven-

lured again to disobey the law, tbe punishment pf uo*

prisonment would undoubtedly be inflicted.

Effect or Marshes in Producing Fever.—

I

t

has been disputed whether the artificial irrigation in this

neighbourhood has been the cause of the increase of fever

which has taken place of late years ; but there can be no

doubt that fever is always prevalent in the neighbourhood

of marshes. Warden, in his account of the United States

of America, remarks, “ All low parts of the United States,

along the banks of rivers and lakes, and near the borders

of stagnant waters, and in marshy situations, where ve-

getable or animal substances, in a state of decay, arc ex-

posed to the action or the autumnal sun, are subject to

an intermittent or bilious fever."—

"

In every low situa-

tion, where the rich vegetable soil is first exposed to tbe

actiou of tbe sun, or where tbe water disappearing pre-

sents to its action a muddy surface, deleterious emana-

tions are produced, which, ascending to the surface of s

neighbouring hill, become the cause of disease there, w
well as near the surface where they originated." He

gives a great number of instances of fevers having broken

out in America in the neighbourhood of marshes; sod

he also cites, from various authors, cases shewing the

pestilential effect of marshes in Europe on the health.

The Pontine marshes in Italy are well known to have

produced for centuries numerous febrile diseases. Lap.

cisi, physician to Pope Clement XL, relates, that in

the vicinity of Rome, thirty persons of both sexes, and

of the highest rank, being on a party of pleasure nor

the mouth of the Tiber, (he wind suddenly changed, and

blew from the south across putrid marshes ; and that inch

waa its effect, that all except one were suddenly seized

With tertian fever. An inundation of tbe rivers in Hun.

gary, which covered many parts of the country with

stagnant waters, is said to have occasioned the loss of

40,000 of the Austrian army, The annual overflowing

of the Nile has produced the same effect, from the earliest

times, at Alexandria and other places. In August,

a continued or remittipg fever waa produced among the

soldiers and marines stationed in the island of Portsea,

in the neighbourhood of stagnant waters, and a great

number of them were carried off. Warden remarks,

that ** the most extraordinary fact regarding miflb

miasms is, that their influence is more sensibly felt 00

the summit of the neighbouring hills, than on the vsry

borders of the marsh whence they emanate. An invisible

and pestiferous vapour, which rises by its lightnew* or **

wafted by currents of idr> hovers pn the summit dortof
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(he hot season, and good paralyses the Strongest con-

stitulions.’’ He gives several Instances where stich pes-

tilential exhalations had produced fevers at the distance

of tiro miles. The short duration of human life in

marshy districts, has been remarked by all writers on
population. Tor example, the average duration of life

is at least one-third lower in Holland than in England
or Prance. In Switzerland, according to the observations

of Muret, the probability of life, or the age to which
half the born live, tvas m follows i—In nine parishes of

the Alps, 4? years; In 41 parishes of the Pays de Vaud
and Jura, 42 ; in 12 parishes Where grain was Cultivated,

40; lu 18 parishes among the great vineyards, 37; in

one marshy parish, 24 !

But although there can he little dotibt that the irriga-

tion In the vicinity of Edinburgh must prove deleterious

to the health of the inhabitants of this city, it is doubtful

whether It can be stopped in any other way than by an
application to Parliament. It Was attempted in the year

1809, by proprietors at fteitalrlg, to prevent the irrigation,

at>d the Collecting of manure, from the common sewer
which passes in that direction ; hut the Court of Session

expressed an opinion, 4*(hat it Was the right of the pro-

prietors to detain all the alluvion in their power ; that

this had been done for half a Century by every proprietor

who chose ; and that any proprietor, who had not previ-

ously done so, inusl be understood to have the option to

4o it when he pleased/* The application for Interdict

was therefore dismissed, with expenses.

Printing THfc BiULtf It wai generally expected,

that on the expiry of Che present patent to the Queen*s
printers—which takes place on (he 17 th instant—the

printing of Bibles Would be thrown open entirely;

whereby, aa we Will immediately shew, hot only Would
the price be gteatly reduced, but, in all probability,

greater accuracy and elegance than has yet been reached,

would be attained. Lord John Russell has, howerer,

intimated, that it is the intention of Government
fo give the exclusive right of printing the Bible iri

Scotland to A Board, consisting of the Moderator of the

General Assembly, two divines, and two laymen—all of

the Church of Scotland. This Board is to have power to

grant licenses to print Bibles, but under the condition

that Correctors of the press should be named by the

Board, or persons to supervise the Bibles so printed to

see that the version be correct. Another condition Is,

that Bibles printed in England are to be allowed to be

freely imported into Scotland. The Dissenters very na-

turally object to this arrangement, as giving the Esta-

blished Chnrch a privilege they never had, nor pretended

to claim before; and urge that the system of licenses

will lead to favouritism and jobbing, for which the pub.
lie Will have to pay in the form of an increased price for

their Bibles. The pretence for still making the printing

of the Bible a monopdly, is to secure its accuracy ; hut

one of the conditions of the grant is to be the free importft-

ation of English Bibles, Now, some years ago, there was a

Committee of the House of Commons appointed to inquire

into the office of King's Printer; and the evidence taken
by that Committee shews clearly, that accuracy in print-

ing cannot be secured by patents and monopolies. Dr
Lee stated^*4 1 do not know any book of whieh it is so

difficult to find a Very Correct edition as the Ruglish Bible."

What in England is called the Standard Bible Is that

printed at Oxford in 1789, which was superintended by
Dr Bhtney; yet It has been ascertained that there are at

least 116 errors in It These errors were discovered in

printing an edition In London in 1800, which has been

considered very correct ; yet Dr Lee says that that edi-

tion contains a great number of mistake* The Rev. Dr
Curtis, at Islington, corroborated Dr Lee’s evidence.

He stated his general impression to be, that the text of
the Euglislt Bible ieinoorreef, and he gives a great Variety
of Instances. Dr Adam Clarke, in his Preface to the

Bible, States that he has corrected many thousand errors

in the Italic^ and that the Italics, In general, are said to

be in a very Incorrect state. Between the Oxford edition

of 1830 and the Cambridge edition there are 800 varia-

tions in the Psalms alone. The Rev. Mr Horne, in his
“ Introduction to the Study of the Scriptures,* makes the

following observation t-** Aooktelters* Edition
,
1800.

—

In the course of printing, by Wotidfall, this edition froifl

the Cambridge copy, ft great number Of very gross errors

was discovered in the latter, and the errors of the cottu

mon Oxford edition are not So feW as 1200.** Mr Offer,

a retired bookseller, who had made a collection of Up-
wards of 400 Bibles of different editions, stated that he

was Uot aware that any edition he had examined Was
without errors; but Pasham’s Bible, iu 17)0, and an-

other printed at Edinburgh, lb 1811, Were the most accu-

rate and most beautiful lie had found. Now, it will be

observed fhat the former was printed by a private indi-

vidual, the monopoly being evaded by putting at the bot-

tom of (he page very short notes, which were cut off in

the binding. The same Witness afterwards remarks,
44 that there never Wfts an elegant edition Of the Bible

printed by the King's printers. The elegant editions

have been those of BasUervilfe ftnd Macklih ; and Hepen*
stall, and Ritchie, and BoWyer ; and the whole of these

were printed with colourable notes. He also stated thftt

the effect of the patents had been to limit the circulation

Of the Scriptures
; and that, If the patents Were intended

to secure the purity of the text and improve the printing,

they had certainly been productive of a very different re-

sult.

With regard, again, to the price of Bibles, all (he per-

sons unconnected with the patentees, who Wefe examined,

gave a very decided opinion tbat it Was increased by the

monopoly from 30 to 30 per cent. Several of the Wit*

ne&ee Were printers and booksellers, and produced de*

tailed estimates of the rates at Which they were wil*

ling to furnish Bibles, of the same quality at those

printed by (be King's printers. These estimates, toge-

ther with the evidence of the witnesses, were most
rigidly scrutinised, uot only by the members of the

committee, but by persons connected with the monopo-
lists i but they were not at all shaken. Dr Lee produced

an estimate Of the rate at which an eminent printer in

Edinburgh would print such Bibles fts Wefe printed by
the King’s printers; and the difference wfts very great.

Thus the 24mo Bible, sold by the Queen's printer to the

trade, in sheets, for 2s., could be furnished for 9|d. An
octavo Bible, with marginal references, sold at present

for 0s. 0d., Could be furnished for 2s. 10Jd. A quarto

Bible, sold at present for 9>. 0d
,
could be furbished for

3s. 8(1. Mf John Childs, an extensive English printer,

thus sums up the result of his calculations :—^The
minion Testament, which sells wholesale at Is., ought to

be sold for 64d. or 7d. ;
the brevier Testament, Which

sells for 10d., ought to be sold for 7d* or 7^ I the small

pica Bible, which sells for 7* 3d., ought to he sold for

4s. 3d. or 4#. 0d
;

the minion Bible, which sells for 4s.

3d., ought to be sold for 3s. or 3s< 3d.'* He aleo stated,

that the Bible Bocfrty have, since the Commencement of

(he institution, paid more, by half a million sterling, for

Bibles, than they ought to have done. A great mass of

evidence, to the same effect, will be found appended to

the report. On the whole, the result of the opinions of

the clergymen, booksellers, and printers examined is,

that the monopoly enjoyed by the Queen's printer is

most injurious to the accuracy and elegance of the Bible

;

that it bas bad no effect whatever iu preserving the

purity of the text ; that it has increased from 30 to 30

per cent, the price of all descriptions of Bibles ;
and has

(ended most materially to limit the circulation of the

Scriptures. The plan proposed by Lord John Russell

will lessen the competition in printing Bibles $ and will

thus perpetuate, to ft great extent, all the evils whieh

the patents hitherto granted fo the Queen’s printers have

been proved to produce.

TRADE AND MANUFACTURES.
Manchester.—The state of trade is sy no means im-

proved ; it is most difficult to effect sales, ttud profit Is

not thought of* all energies are devoted to seHlng and

producing without lots. Many oases saay he sited where

parties have embarked X‘30^000 or 460,900 In machinery,

and buildings for Cotton-spinners, and are losing hun-

dreds of pounds every week Ht wear and tsar, interest,

and fixed expenses. Owing to the high price of food in
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this country, foreign markets are gradually closing

against our manufacturers. Lancashire used mainly to

supply Russia with cotton manufactures ; but, in 1820,

cotton manufactures were commenced in Moscow ; and
now they are so much extended, that they supply nearly

all the cotton goods consumed in Russia. Spinning,

wearing, dying, and printing are going on with all the

facilities which low-priced food, combined with British

skill and British-made machinery, can give. Twist and
sme fine muslins we still export to Russia, but printed

goods are strictly prohibited.

—

Oldham. The cotton trade

in this town has become depressed, owing to the high

price of the raw material, and the obstacles placed in the

way of trade by the Corn-Laws. Four mills have been

entirely stopped ; twenty-eight are working short time

—

that is, from four to five days a-week ; and only nine

mills working full time.— Wigan . A great number of

hands are wholly unemployed, and the high price of pro-

visions adds to the distress of the poor.

—

Yorkthire.

There has been a slight demand for coarse fabrics for

exportation ; the home demand for which has roost ma-
terially declined, in consequence of the inability of the

working classes to purchase clothing, from the exorbi-

tant prices they have to pay for subsistence. This effect

has been felt more sensibly in the agricultural districts

than in towns ; which shews that labourers are not bene-

fited by dear corn.

Mr Spring Rice has renewed the existing exorbitant

sugar duties : 24s. a cwt. on the produce of British co-

lonies, and £3 : 3s. on foreign sugar. Mr Ewart and
others wished such a reduction as would admit the latter

into home consumption ; but Mr Rice resisted, although

he admitted that a reconsideration of the duties was de-

sirable. They should be reduced to one-half or one-

third of their present amount; and we doubt not that

the increase of consumption would, in a few years— as

took piece in the case of coffee—produce more revenue

than the high duties bring at present. Since the reduc-

tion of the duty on East India sugar, the consumption

has increased fifty per cent. The discriminating duty

between foreign and British plantation sugar ought either

to be entirely removed, or at least greatly reduced, espe-

cially as we have paid twenty millions to the West
Indian planters, and the price of sugar is rapidly rising.

The Gaxttle average price of West India muscovado
sugar, for the week ending 11th June, was 41a 2d., and
for the corresponding week last year, 34a This is ex-

clusive of duty.

Indelible Ink.—After all the efforts of the Edin-
burgh savaus, it appears that indelible ink is yet a disco-

very to l>e made. Dr Traill's ink, as we understand the

matter, is indelible only if written on unsized paper, so

that it may sink into it and not be washed off. without

the destruction of the paper itself. Dr Veitch's corrodes

the paper $ so that with either of them, there must be

cloth, a stronger paper, or some other substance attached

to the back of the paper written on ; a circumstance

which will effectually prevent either from ever being ex-

tensively used in practice. Within these few months, the

Edinburgh banks have lost considerable sums by means of

alterations on letters of credit : in one case, instead of four

pounds, the real amount, four hundred was substituted ;

and several other frauds of a similar kind have been suc-

cessfully perpetrated. The objections against using a pecu-

liar kind of paper, as proposed by the Committee of the

Society of Arts, who examined Dr Traill's ink, aie nume-
rous and obvious ; but, perhaps, one of the most important

is, that a letter written on the peculiar paper, would be

speedily recognised by every one ; the consequence of

which would be, that the chance of its safe transmission
j

would be diminished in a very great degree, and the risk

of loss, which at present, in the case of letters of credit,

lies on the bank, would, in general, be shifted to the

public. We suspect that, in the execution, subscription,

and authentication of documents, much more faith is

given to the present methods than they deserve, and that

the time is not far distant when very little credit indeed

will be attached to a written document of itself, whether

it be a bank note, letter of credit, or solemn deed, unless

there be some collateral evidence to support it. We sit

afraid that there is taking place in this species of defence

against fraud, the same thing which occurred a century

and a-half ago in the science of fortification—viz,, that

the attack is becoming too powerful for the defence. Be-

fore the days of Vauban and Cohorn, places fortified sc-

cording to the rules of art were impregnable ; but theie

engineers devised a system of attack which no fortren,

unless situated on a high and inaccessible rock, or snr.

rounded by water, could resist for two months. Two of

the latest instances of this irresistible power of attack was

the capture of Huninguen, near Basle, in 1814, and of

Antwerp, one of the strongest fortresses in Europe, in led

than eight weeks in the middle of the winter of 1832. In

the same way, the forgers appear to have got too strong for

the safeguard so long held to be impregnable, afforded by

written instruments and signatures ; and at present there

appears to be little chance of their defeat. We observe

that, in England, an ink made, or pretended to be made^

from the oxide of manganese, is said to be indelible, after

being written with ‘‘ for a length of time"—how long is

not specified ; and we strongly suspect that the proprietor

will not venture to send any specimens for trial to this

city, nor subject it to the test of chloride of lime.

AGRICULTURE.
In all parts of the country the crops have suffered much

by the long-continued cold and dr/ weather; and they

are generally thin on the ground. Wheat, however, if

we have a few showers of rain soon, promises to be an

average crop ; and the same may be said ofoats and barley.

Notwithstanding the diynesa of the soil when potatoes

were planted, we have heard of very few instances of a

failure. Turnips were sown in the finest order, but few

fields have yet brairded. Pastures are barer than they

have been at this season since 1826, and the hay crop

will everywhere turn out very short. The red-clover is

hardly to be seen in most fields ; and as it has become,

of late years, more and more difficult to rear, it is worthy

of the attention of agriculturists, whether some other

of the numerous species of clovers, or congenerous plants,

ought not to be substituted for it. Some experiments

ought to be made whether the steeping of the seeds of the

red clover in some liquid before sowing, would not make

them germinate more freely. Many years ago, Humboldt

found that seeds, twenty or thirty years old, and which

constantly refused to germinate, grew very reidily when

steeped, previously to being sown, in the following solu-

tion :—A cubic inch of water, a teaspoon ful of common

muriatic acid or spirit of salt, and two teaspoonfuls

of the black oxide of manganese. These materials

are cheap, and may be procured in any apothecary's shop.

The seeds must be taken out of the mixture as soon as

there is the least appearance of germination, otherwise

they will be destroyed. This method of treating seeds,

which have lost, in a great measure, their power of ger-

mination, by long keeping, has been repeated %vith success,

by Jacquin, and other botanists, but has never, we be-

lieve, been applied to agriculture. The average price of

wheat haviug risen, the duty fell to 6a. 8d., and 188000

quarters were entered in Londbn alone, at that duty; (ear-

ing only 20,000 iu bond. Thisshewsthe general opinion

of corn-merchants, that prices are not likely to rise much

for some months. Some doubt has been expressed bow

far the lowering of the duty was fairly brought about

This much is certain, that in the twenty weeks coding

1st June, the average supply of wheat at Boston was

1191 quarters; but, in the week ending 8th June, the

quantity suddenly rose to 6971 quarters. The machine

for making drain-tiles, invented by the Marquis of Tweed-

dale, is found to answer admirably. With one mao and

two boys to attend, it will make 10,000 drain-tiles, fifteen

inches Jong, in a day, and 20,000 of the fiat tile*

for the bottom of the drain. A man with two assist-

ants, under the old system, could not make more than

1000 drain-tiles, twelve inches long, in a day. Hence the

invention must lessen the price of tile^ and encourage

the frequent-draining system. /

u ;
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EDINBUKGH MAGAZINE.
AUGUST, 1839.

THE LION OF THE COTERIES *

We took op this fiction, expecting nothing
more from its catching title than, at best, a clever

fashionable novel of the current season, 1839.

And this it is, and a brilliant one ; but had it

not been something more, it would not be con-

sidered worthy of a formal introduction to the

readers of this Magazine. In the remarkable
novel of “ Ethel Churchill,” Miss Landon traced

the career of a genius and literary adventurer,

the real though the poetical hero of her beautiful

and unhealthy romance ; but her Man of Genius
was invested with far more dignity and intellec-

tual vigour than the modern “ Lion of the

Coteries." He too is a genius—all lions are

geouises—-and, if a much less noble animal than
the creation of L. E. L., he is one far more
likely to be met with in the higher latitudes

;

so that the moral of the tale, if less pathetic, is

of wider application, and, therefore, more likely

to be useful to British lions and their hunters,

exhibitors, and torturers. We are beginning

to indulge a selfish hope that America may sup-

ply us with the greater part of our lions, as we,

in turn, furnish it with stars. Meanwhile the

genus, in its grand characteristics and nicer dis-

tinctions, has never been half so well described

before. Robert Brandon is a born genius

;

he is of the poetical temperament ; he is a

vain, shy, sensitive, selfish, and feeble-minded

young poet, educated in unfortunate social cir-

cumstances, and, as he grows up, gradually de-

veloping all the features of the lion tribe. A
little more heart, or a little more firm principle,

would have saved him ; but, with a very slender

share of either, though his selfish weakness takes
the semblance of tenderness, he gradually be-

comes ambitious of the poor distinctions of lion-

ism in fashionable and literary circles, and de-

servedly incurs the whips and spurns which every
weak and low-born aspirant after such honours
must sooner or later bear.

The moral of the tale lies deep in the morbid
vanity and selfishness of what are supposed the

finer natures among our species. Ostensibly it

hinges upon the ridiculous folly of the female

patronesses of literary talent, and upon the silly

*nd contemptible pursuits, and sickly vanity and
conceit of literary aspirants. And never, we

* 3 vols. 8vo ; Colburn, London,
xo. lxviii.—VOL. VI.

imagine, were warnings, lessons, and solemn and
severe rebuke, more required than at the present

moment, when hosts of young persons, much less

favoured by Nature than “ The Lion of the

Coteries," begin to write before they can well

read, or, at all events, before they have read

more than Robert Brandon, when he composed

those poems, novels, and dramas, which his chief

exhibitor, Lady Garston, pronounced worthy of

Scott or Coleridge. Were the thousand and
one rhymsters contented with composition mere-

ly, no great harm and much good might result.

At the worst, the infliction of bad or mediocre

poetry could not extend beyond the immediate

circle of the poet, nor be more intolerable than

those indifferent musical performances which, by
tacit consent, half the fashionable world is pri-

vileged to inflict upon the other half. “ Listen

to my ode, if I must hear your overture," would

be but a fair bargain, and the world none the

loser. But the misery is, that one and all must
publish, and insist upon being read; and are

seriously affronted if they be not exhibited, car-

essed, praised, and dandled as a magnificent if

fangless lion. It is fortunate for “ his own peace,"

when inordinate vanity leads the lion into the

fond belief that it is the cupidity of publishers,

or the secret envy and malevolence of friends,

that prevent the approbation due to his trans-

cendent genius, and that all the booksellers in

London are in a conspiracy to stifle his produc-

tions, save the one who, publishing them, either

neglects the work, or else enriches himself upon

the plunder of the luckless author.

But the calamities of literary lionism form but

one though the prominent feature of this very

clever novel.

“ How do you like my book ?" is the question

put by the anonymous author to the public after

his friend had damped his hopes ; and we ven-

ture to reply, in name of a large portion of that

public—“Vastly do we like your book, combining,

as it really does—and nojoke—French brilliancy,

with German pathos and that sound masculine

stamen which is so eminently characteristic of

our own favoured island."

And thus the wondrous book opens:—In

a nameless county in England stood Merivale

Abbey, to which, one mild autumn aftemoont

Sir Frank, afterwards Lord Merivale, brough,

2 Q
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home his bride. Their s had been a love match,

for Lady Merivale was, it wan whispered, only a

physician's daughter; but then, in one word,
“ she was,” in form and mind, “ like one of

Shakspeare's women and we leave it to ima-

gination to fill up the glorious outline. In an old

gallery-chamber of the Abbey, full of gorgeous

antique decorations and pictures—to which the

young bride and her bridesmaids were conducted

by the lord of the mansion—two children were

found at play ; one was a thoughtful-looking and

intelligent but plain girl of twelve years of age,

supportingand partly bending over a sleeping boy,

many years younger than herself, and beautiful

as a slumberingCupid. He was the littlethought.

ful maiden's nephew, and already the object of

all her love and care—an infant Shakspeare : in

short, an embryo poet, though he only turned

out “ The Lion of the Coteries.” The waking
eyes of the boy, who was roughly shaken up by

Mrs Latimer, “ the fat faithful housekeeper,”

rested on the floating vision of a stately and lovely

lady; and by that wondering gaze were they first

unsealed, and privileged to hold communion
with the spiritual world of beauty and romance.

Robin Brandon—for that was the homely appel-

lation of the infant poet—and his guardian

genius, Ursula, sometimes came, by the gracious

consent of Mrs Latimer, to this grand old gal-

lery, not to play, but to look at the pictures ;

and already Robin had singled out, for admira-

tion and worship, a fine portrait of Sir Philip

Sydney, because the housekeeper said he had
been a great poet. The little sedate maiden,

colouring deeply, declined the gold which Lady
Merivale offered her ; and, tying on the large

straw bat of her self-chosen charge, she curtsied

once again, and led him away, while the fasci-

nated child stole one more look of the beautiful

lady of his fhture romance. How so matter-of-

fact, hard, and stern a man as old John Brandon,

the merchant's clerk, came to be the father of

the kind-hearted, womanly, and disinterested

Ursula, and the grandfather of the embryo poet,

would not, we apprehend, be easily accounted

for upon phrenological principles ; but Ursula's

estimable character was probably of Heaven's

direct formation, not of parental transmission ;

and as to the boy, with the weakness and vacil-

lation of his father, " old Brandon's” only child

by his first wife-—as Ursula, after many years,

was his sole offspring by a second marriage

—

the infant genius, with the feeble moral energies

of his father, might have inherited the poetical

temperament of his Italian mother. Her's was
a melancholy story. She was the penniless

daughter of a decayed Italian nobleman. Young
Brandon had become enamoured of her while

clerk in a Leghorn house, and they made an im-

prudent marriage. 8bortly after their marriage,

he was accidently drowned ; and the child, whose
birth the young widow did not survive, arrived,

to the unwelcome surprise of the regular, for-

mal, and parsimqnious old clerk, at his wifeless

domicile. 8bortly afterwards he retired to the

red-brick dwelling, with its oyster-shell bordered

grass plat, and clipped cypress trees, in the vi-

cinity of Merivale. As old Brandon supplied

the vacancies in his matrimonial affections upon

the same principle which led him to get a new

leger when the old one was completely filled,

he was now about choosing a third helpmate in

the well-gathered Mrs Latimer, and hence the

admittance which the children found to the

Abbey, amidst whose glades and glooms the

Genius was fostered.

Your Lion of the coteries is rarely, if ever,

found in the first order of genius,—in that of

genius, “ resolute, aspiring, but cheerful also/' or

as a Genius who cheerfully fulfils duties to which

he feels himself superior ; or who, nobler still—

“ The humblest duties on himself does lay**

—

the genius unconscious, and yet instinct with

the feeling of his own powers, and of the immor-

tality which, in spite of every obstacle, shall

one day grace his name, if he work for and de-

serve it. Such a genius was not Robert Bran-

don ; but let bis fashioner describe him ; for,

though not intentionally,we fancy he occasionally

rather overrates the morbid vain-glorious order,

which, upon the whole, he describes with exqui-

site skill and discrimination.

He belonged to that second and (to the million) von
interesting order of spirits, who are ardent, warm, and

sensitive; worshipping, indeed, Truth and Beauty, but

aiming how they shall make themselves, rather than their

divinity, eminent ;—scorning the world in outward deed,

but, in heart, craving with an unhealthy appetite for the

world’s sympathy, and preferring even its enmity to iti

total indifference

Brought up from his earliest infancy without toys—

his only playmate in eobriety ten years older than him-

self, and a girl—.everything in which he took delight, the

books, the shows, nay, tha voiy walks whsrsin ha fed

his passion for natural beauty, ministered to him surrep-

titiously, and at beet scantily. Aware that an iopasssbls

chasm separated him from his guardian and natural pro.

tector, it is hardly to be wondered that he became self-

engrossed at an unusally early age.

Evan at the early age of twelve years, there may be felt

a passion for “ the pomps and vanities," ms strong as erer

stimulated the least lazy among the epicureans. Tbs

same imagination which, at one time, steeped Robert in

visions of rocks and waterfalls, of enchanted damsels and

knights w pricking o’er the plain," of grim phantoms

looming large over the mountain’s brow, or milder angtls

floating in the last crimson of day—-in another reverie

would stir him up to hunger after wealth and magni-

ficence, to think wistfully of the great ones of the earth,

whose gratified wish was thrice valuable besouts it was

tar- /etchi d and dearly bought

Robert had not wandered through the gilded chambers

of Merivale Abbey in vain. Many a tear bad be wept

on returning to his hard little bed at home, while be

prayed for but a dream which should change him into *

rich man’s son and heir.

The Genius was, on many accounts, unpopular

at school. He was shabbily dressed, without

pocket-money, and, if not cowardly, wenxmrand

inept at ball, marbles, and leap-frog ;
victimised

by hit richer, ruder, and more manly companions,

and loathing at last the very name of his unsuit-

able school. The social educational circumstance*

under which the character of the Genius wt*

formed and developed were not healthy. Bi*

grandfather's excess of cold aeverity, and the

equally pernicious excess of tenderness and in-

dulgence displayed by his youthful aunt,had alike
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fostered his selfishness, and the school finished

their work. After leaving the hated school, the

first trial of the boy of genius was being put ap-

prentice to a merchant. “ What would you be ?"

asked his tender, sympathizing, and strong-mind-

ed aunt, now a woman of twenty-two years, while

Robert remained a dreaming child of fifteen

—

“ What would you be, had you the power to

choose to-morrow ?’*

u What is the use of choosing—what is the use of

fancying things which can never be ?**

“ Never is not a man's word, Robin !”

M But my grandfather has fixed for me ; I am to go

into that hateful office of Mr Tumbam's $ where is the

use of thinking ?**

* Your grandfather has done his best for you ; but

why should yon not do better for yourself if you can ?

For shame 1 to talk in that doleful way before you are

fifteen. . • . What hare you been writing all these

mornings, when you have got up so early ?"

« Oh, nothing^don’t ask me," replied Robert, blush-

ing like a girl.

“ What a strange, strange fellow you are ! To be sure

I don't understand your verses—some of them—and you
srs wrong to make them all so dismal—but there's no
earthly reason why you should say, * Nothing, don't ask

m V to me ! What is it about this time ?’’ . . . .

“ I'll tell you what it 1b about, Ursula," replied the

boy, to whose taste the turn which the conversation

was taking was very consoling—“ perhaps a pair of

lows I saw walking across Church Meadow on Friday,

and talking so earnestly—a pair of lovers, I am positive,

Aunt Ursula ! Philip Warren was one of them too."

It was now the maiden's turn to redden.

—

At sixteen, Robert was fixed in his mercantile

apprenticeship, in spite of the entreaties and
remonstrances of Ursula, who told her father she

was sure he would not make & good man of busi-

ness, and that he would be uncomfortable, “ Un-
comfortable indeed ! I suppose nothing will make
him comfortable but to turn a play-actor! Has
Mrs Latimer walked down to-day V* Poor Ur-

sula ! her own private cares had been increasing,

and those which sprung from the Genius over-

whelmed her. There was a coarse step-dame in

prospect ; and her lover, Philip Warren, was un-
worthyof her. To a capitally-painted set of clerks,

Robin was duly introduced. First, Mr Dickin-

son, who had a political bias, though no one

could tell to what side, at home, as it was foreign

dynasties in which he took the principal inter-

est; next, Mr Wigley, a little pale-faced man,
with weak eyes, and a head covered with soft

fur rather than hair, and who had a propensity

towards natural history, kept a dormouse and a
bottled snake under his desk, and was the re-

ceiver-general of all the gigantic moths, or Lilli-

putian and queerly constructed beetles found
near the premises ; and, finally, old Mr Godsal,

who was a bit of a beau, and an admirer of the

ladies, Ursula especially ; with Mr Ashmole, who
was serione , and had been suspected of preaching
under trees, on Sundays, in some of the neigh-

bouring villages. He seldom spoke in the office,

save to reprove Dickinson for swearing, or the
boy Robin, whom he instructed, for reading pro-

fane plays. About this time, there came a rumour
of Lord Merivale being put in nomination for

the borough of Merivale upon the Liberal inter-

•st ; and many gossiping stories in consequence

appesred in The John Bull
,
insinuating, among

other things, that the admired Lady Merivale

was no better than she should be, and lived on

very bad terms with her husband. Among their

political opponents was the Reverend Mr Rus~
set, a jovial, gourmandizing, Tory parson, who,

one morning, came to old Brandon, to fix the

marriage between his worthless nephew and own
Ursula, or rather to advance the interests of

the Tory candidate. The Merivales had lived

too much abroad for his taste.

“ Too much Popery there, sir, for people to touch and
not get s taste of! What with their Sunday doings, and
their crosses, and their churches open all day, and then

those Carbonated fellows in Italy—some of the first

families mixed up with that, The John Bull says—and
who knows if Lord Merivale has kept out of their way,

even if my Lady hadn't had odd fancies of her own."
“ My Lady?" repeated Ursula, in spite of herself,

listening and interested at this part of the conversation.
44 Ay, God bless her! she’s we won't say what

she is, if all tales are true. Did you read the skit in The
John Bull

,
sir, about her, last week ?

Depend upon it, they're sharp fellows in that John Bull
—nothing gets put in for nothing. I say, sir, that paper
is a fine thing for the country ; and those people whQ
have married nobodies—what better is one to expect

from them."

The reverend admirer of The John Bull had
begun to joke John Brandon on the charms and
other good gifts of Mrs Latimer, when the bash-

ful old gentleman exclaimed

—

<< Pshaw ! Mr Russstt—do let us come to the business

in hand,"
t( In a moment, sir. when I have finished my tea and

toast. Business, at breakfast, to my mind, is just as

much out of place as prayers at a wedding-party—and
that’s the Ranters* fashion, sir. When my cousin, Helen
Russett, married Mr Macviper—Macviccar, I mean

—

there they all were, after breakfast, on their knees, and
turning up the whites of their eyes—shocking ! shocking I

< Good folks,' said I,
‘ there's no devotion here to mg

mind ; and, as an old-fashioned clergyman, I can't sanc-

tion any such doings, so I shall go into a corner, and
read the Luminary,

till you have done.' Dreadful work,

sir, those Ranters make of itl One of them took it into

his head to talk to me about my latter end. « Sir,’ re-

plied I, ‘ I am old enough to be your father, and have

preached the Gospel these forty years. You never heard

me tell, did you, that people could not go to heaven, save

they went through my turnpike P' He'll never attack

me again, I promise you.—Another cup, Miss Ursula

you see I eat a country breakfast."

Ursula, overcome by that near prospect of the

advent of Mrs Latimer which this conversation

indicated, escaped to a charming rural walk,

whither she was followed by her lover, Mr
Russett’s nephew

;

A handsome young man, with a countenance rather

gay than intelligent, and a liveliness in the colours of

.his dress, and a vivacity in his motions, which might

have caused those who forget that in love, like does not

always attract like, to wonder that such a youth should

have sought to marry the sober, placid, thoughtful

Ursula. Slanderous tongues, it is true, had assigned as

reason for such a choice the pretty fortune it was expected

she would inherit on her father's death.

The pleadings of this gay admirer for an

early marriage were damped by the maternal

concern of Ursula for her poor boy, Robin,

between whom and her father she could scarcely

keep peace. Her petulant lover told her that

she was looking ten years older, and that she

had worn herself out with her care for that boy.

2 Q 2
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“ Whit would you hire ? I hive stpod in a mother's
place to the boy ever since he was born—and he has a
sweet noble nature of his own, if it had only fair play."
" I see nothing but selfishness, Ursula."

She winced as if stung—for what conld prompt so

cutting a remark but temper—selfish temper ? But a
true woman forgets and loves on.

Ursula refused to marry while her mind was
encumbered by heavy cares for Robin ; but, in

her heart, she felt that Philip might have
pleaded with greater energy and earnestness.

The intended marriage of her father had made
her a less desirable match to Mr Sparker’s

spendthrift clerk ; and when, after a long dis-

tressing conversation, they parted, Ursula

clasped her hands firmly together, and said

—

“ It is all over between us !” Meanwhile, the

contested election was coming on ; and Robin,

hating his employment and his companions, was
daily angering his grandfather by taking long ro-

mantic strolls in the park of the Abbey, and
composing poetry.

One of Robert’s fellow apprentices, and his

familiar, (Anthony Cherry by name,) is, take

him for all in all, a creation which does more
honour to the lively talents of the author than
the Genius himself. The young man is first

introduced in contrast with Robin, who is lean,

ing over his desk, furtively writing impassioned

verses.
u Well, that's poetry, I suppose," spoke one who

leaned over his shoulder, and was not to be restrained, by
any delicacy, from deliberately acquainting himself with
the whole contents of Robin's half.hidden treasure.

Never were two heads more strikingly contrasted than
that of the poet, beautifully formed, and pensive, and
gentle in its features, and the bullet-head—garnished
with rebellious wiry hair, and shrewd, keen, dancing
eyes, and an ugly triangular nose, queer enough to hare
been stolen from some ancient idol—which belonged to

his friend and crony, Anthony Cherry. “ Well, that's

poetry, I suppose; and this is how he never gets his

books balanced. Come, come, Robin, this will never do

;

Rockliff will be round in ten minutes, and I’ll bet any
money you are not ready for him. Shake yourself,

*1

say; they’ll say you have been out larking last night,

and, God knows, what not."
M Oh—I beg your pardon—I am sorry Cherry, is

that you ? What a dream you have disturbed me in."
“ Hang it ! what right have you to be dreaming this

time o' day—it's an old man's work. How are you to

get on in the world with your dreams, think you ?

Come, let’s see I'll run up that column in a moment,
for I’m sure, before I look at it, it's wrong. Bundle
your poetry out of the way, and let me come. Six and
four are ten, and—they say Sparker's coming down this

morning in full fig to canvass the office—seventy-one
five—eighty-three—why, what a fellow you are !—nine
and tenpence, not nine and eightpence. What’s there ?

another scrap of poetry ? Well, I'd rather not be you,
if Rockliff gets hold of it Have you a headach again,

man ? It's a shame—five thousand nine hundred and
sixty-five pounds eighteen and tenpence. There's your
balance for you—stick in the figures yourself. Devil
take it ! can't you even do that without making a blot ?

You've not got the right use of your hands, I must say.

Keep away 1 I’ll scratch it out for you."
“ Oh, thank you, Cherry, thank you very much."
(( So you ought. What would you do without me, I

should be glad to know ? and why couldn’t you do all

that before you began to dream ?

Mr Sparker, the Tory candidate, was the

sleeping partner of this house ; and the clerks

were mostly voters, and ought to have been all

Tories. The ostentatious merchant, with his

taste for the fine arts, is well described before

he arrives to canvass them. Of Ashmole alone

he was doubtful ; but he reckoned without his

host.
“ Did you hear Ashmole ?" said Cherry, taking Bran-

don by the arm. “ Did you see Ashmole’s tough look

this morning ? I fancy the Squire did uot expect it ; but

it is not the last of the kind he’ll get, I promise him.

What are you, Robin P a Tory ?"
“ I a Tory ! no, indeed, Cherry ; my grandfather is a

Tory."
“ Ay, I thought yonr opinions would go to—tbat’i

the way many make np their minds. Well, I’m not a

Tory either, though I don’t know much about my grand-

father. Anyhow, I’ll be hanged if I’m going to work
for Sparker."

—

u Work ?”

—

u Work, to be sure ; and

what a pity it is that you have not a better notion of

working, Robin. Lord, if 1 were you, I'd do something

with myself. What was I four years ago? Why, a

little shabby errand-boy in a printer's office—I don’t

caie who knows it!—kicked out of doors because my
father happened to have too many children, and my
mother did not care about me because I was so like him.

Well, they are both safe in Canada, that’s lucky. Give

me only elbow-room, and I’ll get on, assure asmy name’s

Cherry.”

And he did get on. His keen eye to the main

chance, his high animal spirits, alertness, im-

perturbable assurance, and perfect self-posses-

sion, were ultimately irresistible. They were so

from his very first start. He had had the luck

to oblige old Turnham, the printer, in some small

matter ; but he was not going to be an errand-

boy all his life, not he, nor yet a printer. He
kept his eyes open, and picked up what he could,

scraped and saved, and bought a book or two,

and finally accumulated enough, by his industry,

to buy a new coat.

“ Never ask any one to help you when you’re seedy,**

said Cherry, “ help yourself, and shew you can do ’em some

credit before you ask them to do anything for you. Well,

Turnham was glad enough to have me
; some of his young

hands, I suspect, are but a heavy bargain ! I’d not go on

as you do if you'd pay me for it. Why, rather than do

nothing, I'd even make money of my verses, if 1 could

not help rhyming."
Robin blushed like a girl, to hear hia art spoken of so

disrespectfully ! and to be told in the same breath of the

chances it gave him of advancing himself! ... He
wished Cherry would go, and leave him to digest his

thoughts. Are you coming along with me to Merivsle ?*

‘‘ Part of the way, I am, for I want to talk to you. I

say, let me have some of your fine poetry, and let me see

whether the people in The Flying Post will give you any-

thing for it. I've heard of poetry being paid for Write

a welcome home to Lord Merivale—or a squib about

Sparker ; something folks want to hear about ; none of

your Masquerades of Silence, and so forth, which no one

can understand—Come you shall make a squib about

Sparker !"

" But, Cherry, you don’t understand these things—

make a squib?"
“ It’s you who don’t understand—Lord I there are

plenty of good stories of Sparker—how when he went to

Rossington, he took the Lady's maid for Lady Milsom—
can’t you get up a ballad upon that, and you might make

it out that he kissed her ; and how he got done in Lon-

don out of a hundred pounds by one of those sharpers—

a

fellow who set up for a lord. I say, Robin, I should like

to try my luck in London—they won’t do me, though

!

Or make it about how he got drunk at the coursing meet-

ing, and wanted to fight Colonel Green—and who made

the apology next morning. Sparker it a sneak 1 he asked

Turnham whether he’d taken me off the parish, and I

heard Turnham answer, ( he’ll be of famous use at jetf
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•lection,
—

*

Will 1?* thinks 1,
4 that’s not office work

—

And I’m booked for Lord Merivale.*—Always stick by a
real nobleman, Robin, and not one of your would-be fine

fellows, if you mean to get on. We'll have famous fun
with Sparker !—and I’ll take care he never knows who
works him—Ay, and he grudged me the fifty pounds a-

year they’re going to give me, and said, 1 why don’t you
make that other lazy fellow work ?*—Gad, he’d make a
handsome lady’s footman. He was you, Robin—bow
wonld you like to wait upon Ma’am’seile ?”

“ 8parker make me work!—Cherry, I never tried to

write a squib—but I do think I will try. I hope Lord
Merivale will get the election.”
“ That’s right ! that’s politics ! bnt besides having a

grudge against Sparker, I am for liberty and no taxes !

—Leave me alone, and see if I don’t get in with Lord
Merivale—Ay, and you too—if you will do as one bids

yon, like a man.”
Robin’s conscience, or his pride, was dis-

satisfied with the task assigned him; but he
wrote serious poetry, and The Flying Post pub-
lished it ; and the editor begged to hear again

from his “ gifted correspondent.” The Genius,

besides dislike of Sparker, was secretly fascin-

ated by the old aristocratic family, the venerable

Abbey, and, above all, tbe stately and beautiful

lady of the gallery-chamber, whose encouraging
smiles were again, so whispered vanity, to be
won by his verses, as they had been by his

infant beauty.

It so chanced that he was near the gate of

the Abbey, with his crony and master-spirit.

Cherry, when Lord Merivale and hisjLady arrived.

He would have fled, overpowered by his feelings

;

bnt Cherry held him fast. His maxim was, never
lose a sight when you can get it ; and long after

the carriage had swept on, there Robert lingered,

dreaming, and spell-bound. They had passed in

an instant ; but it was enough. He had seen

the sweet and never-to-be-forgotten Bmile which
lit up the pale but splendid features of Lady
Merivale ; and he was an imaginative genius and
a young poet, and his historian believes that to

such a temperament the age of chivalry never
will be over.

“Won’t you come away now, Robin? One never
knowi what to make of you geniuses. I’m all in a shi-

ver with standing, and there’s nothing more to be seen
now, I fancy.—You shall come along.—Well, I’m glad
Lord Merivale is at home again, if it’s only to put
Sparker down. Did you hear of his saying, that all the

grand gardens yonder were only fit for a potato.ground
for Blottingley? Can’t you put that in your squib?
What a pretty woman that Lady Merivale is, I say !”

Brandon turned round, almost fiercely.
** Oh, you’ll move at last ! come along then ! and I

hall make your grandfather and Miss Ursula give me a
cop of tea, for bringing you home safely. But not a word
of Sparker before him, and not a word of Warren before
her, I fancy, eh ? Does she know that he is becoming fond
of drinking ?”

Robin did not hear. Neither Cherry’s audacious self-

invitation disturbed his reverie, nor yet the insinuation
cut out against the temperance of his one only friend’s

betrothed husband. That brilliant speaking smile was
itill before him, beckoning his fancy onward—onward

—

whither he stayed not to inquire.

They reached old Brandon's house while a
deeply agitating conversation was going on be-
tween the father and daughter, of which he was
the subject. She had warned her father of the
fearful consequences of his tyranny to the boy,
end was quitting the room when she was encoun.
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tered in the doorway by the complacent face and
brisk civility of Cherry.
“ Robin’s gone up stairs in one of his fits, and left me

to find my way in—Good evening, Miss Ursula; Good
evening, Mr Brandon.—We saw Lord and Lady Meri-
vale come home just now 1”

This piece of news was Cherry’s salvation. He was
invited to tit down—and then the old man, feeling, per.
baps, the presence of a third party to be a relief, asked
him to stay and take tea. Robin did not make his appear-
ance he was busy up stain, pouring out rhymes
fantasies, as fast as a shaking hand could pen them.

Cherry had bespoken a squib
, but a legend was

far more congenial to the young poet, and all

night he toiled at the legend which was some-
how to be presented to Lady Merivale. The
biographer of the Genius must surely have had
some personal experiences:

—

How eagerly did the young genius toil that night ! his
pen flying over page after page, with delicious self-confi-

dence, while the perspiration streamed from his brow like
rain, and the passage of Time might almost have been
counted by the audible throb of his pulses.

** I an wrong,” exclaimed he, springing to his feet,

throwing the casement wide, and leaning forth Into the
gray morning, when his tired hand and burning eye could
accomplish no more. “ I am wrong and cowardly to bury
myself here, wearing my heart out ! I will go to Lon-
don, come what will ! Cherry is right—I know I shall be
great and famous.”

He began to meditate breaking his indentures
and repairing instantly to the metropolis, to be-
come one of its great literary characters. The
thoughts of Ursula pressed slightly on his con-
science

; but she was going to be married, and
he could make her such presents.

Great was the disdain of the energetic Cherry, to find
that the diatribe was not forthcoming. “ Hang it, Ro-
bin, what is the good, I wonder, of caring for you ? of
trying to push you ? If you could not make all the squib,
you might, at least, have got up a sample to shew a fel-

low. But a squib there shall be, or my name’s not An-
thony. I’ll post off at once to Grimsby, and make him,
somehow or other, get me the speech of that P. Z. that
makes the verses in his paper—whom all the women are
running after—and he shall write one. He’ll do it, I
dare say, for half.a-crown or less. None of those sort
of folks know the full value of money.”
“ Don’t be too sure that he’ll do it at all,” replied Ro-

bert, in whose ear the voice of the charmer could hardly
have sounded more sweetly than part of Cherry’s speech—“ Running after me—I.”

A round oath of surprise cut him short.
“ Me ! by George ! And so that’s the mystery, to be

sure ! Why, if that P. Z. be only you, I’ve twenty minds
to take and do the thing myself What can there be in
it ? Me ! who can’t so much as add up a coluflm of
figures.”

“ Try” replied Brandon, a little piqued $
“ but what

did you mean about people running after me ?”
“ People ! he won’t say women ! ha ! ha ! ha ! Why,

Robin, do you think I’m such a donkey as to tell you ?
Let’s get hold of that squib, by ten o’clock to-morrow,
and may be I shall enlighten you then. People !—Will
you never grow up to be a man, and speak out like a
man ? Hush ! here comes Sparker ! Oh, it is to be all ci-

vility to-day too, seemingly.”

Sparker was all civility. He graciously gave
the Genius a confidential message and a half
holiday ; and Robin, as of old, lounged away his

hours in delicious poetic dreams, in the solemn
avenues of Merivale Park,where everytree, every
tuft of violets, were to him like old familiar

friends. The Merivale post-boy—whom he had
been tremulously expecting-—chanced to take a
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Mir cat, through the perk, end crossing e stile,

met with and gave Robin a London letter ; end,

light-hearted wretch ! whistled on, all uncon-

scious or unheeding of the high import of the

missive. Wound up to ecstasy, on the high

top-gallant of hope, the Genius durst not yet

open the document which was to form his title

to e niche in the Temple of Fame. It could

only be perused in one chosen spot, under his

favourite fir tree, and in deeper solitude ; and

there, after a little “ sweet, reluctant, amorous
delay," the letter was opened :

—

Alas ! for his hopes. Alas ! for his certainties. The
letter was not even a written one ; it was a printed cir-

cular, with blanks filled up by a clerk's hand, in which
the Editor of The — “ begged to inform the author

of the papers signed fc Vivian,' that in consequence of
their being unsuitablefor his purpose, iheg were left as

directed, at the office, waiting his disposal /’*

The poor feverish author read this doom of his hopes

full three times ere be comprehended its whole meaning.

Then an intense and scorching blush rose to his features,

as if the trees had been cognisant of his foolish and pre-

mature exultation ; as if they could mock him for the

wreck of his dreams, and whisper to each other jeers of

the fool who had walked among them, and faneiod him-
self a king and a ruler ! . • . “ If 1 were dead," he

murmured to himself, “ my grandfkther would be satis-

fied, and aunt Ursula married ; and mystUwl shall never

come to good."

“Oh! don't startle me so again," exclaimed a voice

close on the other side of an adjsceut tree, as much to his

amasement as his exclamation had been to its owner's.
“ Are you come for me ? why, there is nobody after all,

and yet 1 am sure a voice told me I should never come
to good."

There was another dreamer, in theWhiteLady's
haunted walk, that afternoon; a young girl, also

of “ the poetical temperament/* who liad fan-

cied she heard the ghost of Lady Hester Me-
rivale, the subject of Robin's legend. As she

fled, she dropt her nosegay, and a hook into

which all the P. 2/e—all Robin’s poetry had been

written in a beautiful hand ;—the whole hook was

devoted to the exulting finder, and from between

every page dropped out her marks, rose leaves,

and jasmine flowers, and wings of butterflies

!

and, dearer still, pencilled on the side, were

many marks of admiration. Could the unknown
owner of the hook be the beauty of the gallery-

chamber of Merivale ? The dream, faintly in-

dulged, was rudely dispelled. Lord Merivale,

who rode by with his steward, sharply reproved

the intruder upon a solitude where Lady Meri-

vale was likely often to walk ; and, finally, said,

tossing a shilling to him, “ And hoy, as you are

here, open the gate, and have the goodness never

to leave the high-road again/*

It was not many days after this that Lady
Merivale read to her husband and her guests

the Legend of Merivale Abbey

;

and, when she

had finished, inquired if her husband would not

like to know who had woven so romantic a

story (which had been laid before her by the

acheming Latimer) about the two old pictures in

the wizard's closet.

“ I think," replied I<ord Merivale, in his driest tone,

“ that the writer, whoever he be, might have spent his

time better than in manufacturing such — -
> It

Is the little bey, I suppose, of whom you reminded me

jnst now ; and so he is to torn out 4 the mute inglorious

Milton* of the parish, Isabella ?"

His tone did not encourage Lady Merivale to proceed,

and she wisely resolved to deter further mention of her

prodigy to another hearing.

We Intend to cut the fashionables, and all their

scandals and tracasseries ; also the electioneer-

ing, the politicians, and all their arts and tricks,

and to stick to the Genius ; but another group—

the three Miss Warbles, as represented by Mtes

Warble, are irresistible.

The family of the Abbey, and their guests,

were one day caught in a hail-storm, when out

on horseback, and forced to take shelter under

a stable-yard portal.

They bad not been here two moments, before there is-

sued from the portly mansion to which their shelter was

an appendage, the properest of middle-aged footmen, did

in a rich livery, and bursting with civility and come*

qoence. “ His ladies" be said, with a flourish, “desirtd

their best compliments, and were quite ashamed that it

should hail so ; but they hoped that the party would do

them the honour to alight, and take shelter till the storm

should be over* “ Miss Warble," he added, u would

have come out herself, but for her hoarseness."

“ Miss Warble—does she live here still ?" exclaimed

Lord Merivale, in the blithest tone his lady had heard for

many a day. “You must have heard me talk, Isabelli,

of the famous luncheons she used to give me when l was

a Harrow boy, shooting down at Merivale. We shall be

most happy to avail ourselves of her hospitality. Comf,

Isabella, here is a charming opportunity for you to prac-

tice popularity-seeking. The best soul in the world ! snd

a little blueT
A few steps across a eourt-yard, and the pursy Mer-

cury, throwing open a glass door, ushered the MeriTale

party into the mansion of the Warbles. Comfort ‘wa<

everywhere visible even in its outworks—soft carpets,

massive shatters, doors, through which no wind could

pierce. A rich, bat uot a coarse odour of cookery, sug-

gested the neighbourhood of a kitchen, while works of

art, numerous rather than choice, in the shape of framed

embroideries, landscapes, maps, Ac., hung about in the

passages, proved that the owners of this paradise were li-

beral in mind, as well as in purse.

“ O my Lord ; O my Lady ; O!” . . was the greet-

ing of the foremost Mist Warble, as she ambled forward

to receive her guests—“ What a pleasure Is this—What

an honour!" and a cluster of tassels which hang from her

broad-spreading turban, nodded, responsive to her wel-

come. “ I was saying, do you know, to our good fH«d

the Archdeacon, only yesterday, that I really thought I

might venture, for old acquaintance sake, to pay my re-

spects to your Lordship at the Abbey—but now ! . * •

My Lady, will you allow me to present my Sitters to you

—Miss Joanna Warble, Miss Pyarea Warble," and two

more turbans nodded sociable things, as the party sate

down. Miss Warble, however, continued to be the prin-

cipal speaker. Miss Joanna, in fact, was a trifle serious

as it is styled, and not disposed to be fluent, save in her

own coterie. she waa, nevertheless, a pious cnariuble wo-

man. Miss Pyarea had yet tewer claims on society { she

had little to say, save to echo her sisters ; but she bed

accomplishments—was Indefatigably notable. Tbs Queen

had seen some of her cuttings in paper at a tartar, and

had asked who had done them.
“ Now, I am sure, I had quite a presentiment it

breakfast time—had I not Joanna? that something wti

about to happen to-day. Well, my Lady, and so you ire

really come back to make ns all happy, by settling among

us ; and Lord Merivale, too, going to do our town

honour. It is quite delightfol : I was saying so to the

girls this very morning* You’ve enjuynd your tour* !*

sure 5 but then you travel everywhere with such advan-

tages. Now with us poor spinsters it is up-hill work. I

declare, I always put Mrs Warble upon my tranks, when

1 go about—and it is hard, for I’m as fond of a journey

a# I was when I was sixteen. Would you not take any
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thlnf i/ter your ride ? Agnes, ring the bell for CromMe.
Where*! Agues Gray ?”
u Here, Aunt,” said a gentle voice, as a girl in deep

mourning crept timidly from behind the shelter of an
ample bow-window curtain to obey the summons.

44 A little charge of our’s, Lady Merivale, sadly timid

and strange, poor thing ; but she will be cured, by and
by; and the sweetest singer. Well, but iny Lord, I must
not have all the talk to myself. And, so yon really are

going to be so obliging as to stand for onr town ?**

u I am glad yon take it so kindly, Miss Warble ; then

I may hope for your interest.”

“ Sorely, my Lord, surely. O dear, yet I my interest,

indeed. I don't eee, though, why women should not

vote. Joanna, there, I am afraid, would be against you,

my Lord; she's very fond of the Church, and we have onr
little dispntee sometimes. But I'm a Liberal ! 1 cannot

bear being behind the time. Why, if the world goes

round, should not we go with it P And onr friend, the

Archdeacon, when I say so to him, asks me how I should

like a Republic. Crombio—luncheon."
“ Lora Merivale remembers your luncheons, Mias

Warble, and most tenderly, 1 assure you."
* I am sorry to hear it, my Lady,** every feature of

her honest countenance belying her words ;
M having

come to an awkward age for remembrances. And so

yon have been to tee Lady Lilias* tomb ? I call that a

great curiosity, and I am something, as you may see, of

a curiosity lover. 1 like too to encourage the arts in

my little way—Agnes Gray, fetch my box of fossils for

Lady Merivale.**

A suppressed laugh from one of the party behind her

had very nearly overset Lady Merivale’s good-natured

composure ; hut the further trial of the box of fossils

was spared by the entrance of Crombie with the luncheon,

snd the beaming hospitality of her hostess, who dispensed

the riches of her table, cordially, but without otficlous-

nets—for Miss Warble piqued herself on having eman-
cipated herself from “ the old school ** in all her pro*

ceedinga.

Matters went on so well that Miss Warble
ventured another step—an invitation to dinner

to Lord and Lady Merivale.

Tour own day—your own hour—onr’s is six. Wo
have had the pleasure of receiving guests from the Abbey
before. Perhaps Lord Merivale may meet a constituent

or two. No one, of course, of the Blottingley colour. .

“Of course, my Lady, we have no great temptations to

hold out to you who have travelled, aud with such ad-
vantages { but we have a few talented acquaintances,

and .... Agnes Gray, go and find that song of P. Z.’s,

which I cut out of Friday's Flying Poet, for Lady Meri-
vale to look at—between the leaves of my album you
will find It. There*s never a bit of poetry worth reading
in the Luminary, Mr Sparker** paper.** . •

Lady Merivale rose. She, too, rather feared the read-

ing :—« Pray, my Lady .... this is such a very brief

pleasure

—

a rose leaf wasted, as Tom Moore would say

;

but I dare say you have better claims ou your time.

But Agues won't be a minute ; I wonder whether she
will bring the 4 Sunset,* or the 4 Rained Well*—that’s

her favourite, Lady Merivale, for she always deals in

the dismals. Must you go, my Lord ; I fear Joanna has
been letting off some of her tracts at you* She’s quite
a Dorcas ; now, Charity and no cant is my motto! Well,
if you mast, you mast. Piddy, ring the bell. I shall

send you my little note in a day or two. My Lord, I

wish you all manner of success. That’s a shake of the

hand I like 1 Maks it a circular, and you win, or my
name’s not Christiana Warble.” ....
They went of^ leaving the head of the house floating

•bout the room, With a jubilant and nimble step ; the
last remains of a large store of dancing experience. *4 A
•west charming woman, a delicious acquisition, and as

thorough a lady as ever Walked ! Here’s Agnes at last.

Sighing again, always sighing? it*s the most foolish

kablt possible—hut to-day it may be for your lost book,
•e it is not so very unreasonable.’*

Agnes Gray’s sighing, bowsvar, was not totally Cause-

less, or to be ascribed to a discontented temper. Tho
story of her birth was one of the many causes of the deep

and suspicious resentment entertained by Miss Warble
against the owner of Blottingley. Eighteen years ago
Lettice Gray had been the confidential servant of the

three whimsical sisters Just then, too, young Sparker
had passed the verge of boyhood, Insolent with the con-

sciousness of gnat wealth, which had come upon him
with his fother’s death, and, flushed with that intense de-

sire to distinguish himself as a man of the world, which
has prompted many a vulgar and aspiring spirit to plunge
out of calculation into the licenses, into which the more
generous are hurried by passion. Almost enough is

told.

The orphan daughter of the dying Lettice

waa kindly received by the three spinsters, and
treated with the utmost tenderness; but she

grew up a melancholy musing girl, and, even as a

child,
44 sighed amid her playthings/* and never

got rid of the habit.

As the election drew near, a Radical candi-

date-^ capital specimen—-etarted in opposition

to both Whig and Tory. Cherry, meanwhile,

cheated them all. His character is an argument
either for or against the ballot, we cannot say

whioh. He looked with utter contempt on the

ragged and haggard Radical tail of the Honour-
able Mr Pierrepoint, though there was some-

thing about it which the young poet felt awfully

impressive ; and he looked with secret admira-

tion at the gallant shows of the Tories.
44 After all, Sparker’s people have the fun with them.

But could you have fancied them such a set of donkeys ?

They have none of 'em found out which colour 1 belong

to. They have no notion, I warrant them, of a fellow

beiug independent !**

44 That is, wearing one colour, andworking for another,”

said Robert, whom thinking already sometimes made
sarcastic.

44 Ay, P. Z., is that you ? I suppose you would have

me kicked out of my office, before I have got hold of

Lord Merivale’s people ! Why, they suspect you, much
more than they do me, I can tell you. You sit still, and
always look discontented. 1 rattle about with them, and
make a noise, and all’s right

;
but no one knows, eh ?

what a lot of things I have picked up for Merivale's com-
mittee on the sly.”

The share Cherry had in the election, and

his contemptible opinion of the ponneet-box

or Exquisite Radical candidate, who lost his elec-

tion because he could not dine till eight o’clock,

are admirably told. In the election tumult,

Robert got himself severely hurt in protecting

Agnes Gray, who, in going along the street,

had been insulted by the Tory mob for wearing

the Merivale colours* He was carried to the

Miss Warbles*

;

and Miss Christiana thus ex-

plains all :

—

44 Piddy was quite in a fright to see you when you came
home yesterday with your bonnet all torn to ribbons. It

will be a warning to yon, how you lose your way again

at election time. But I am glad to get my P. Z. book
back again ; what a surprise to see It tumble out When
they took off his coat, poor thing 1—so Interesting ; and
with that pretty new poem, 4 To the Unknown Lady /*

You’ll soon have it by heart, Mias.”

For the first time, Robert wished be had chosen a more
euphoneous signature ; but the dialogue, or monologue,
was very consoling.

44 Quite a little romance, I do declare/’ resumed Miss
Warble; 44 quite a thing for dear Miss Porter to work
up—Ah ! that’s a sweet book, her 4 Thaddeus ;’ and I

long to talk to him about it. We must do something for

him, love—for he Is not very strong, Mr Cherry says

;
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and yet he could fight like a lion to get you clear of

those impudent tipsy creatures. Joanna, poor girl!

had no such friend, when Sir Paul's butler kissed her by

mistake, last election. I know what it shall be. I will

ask him to meet Lord and Lady Merivale—1 always lore

to produce native talent. That was he sneezing ! Yes
it was, I am sure—Just peep in, gently—very gently—

for I promised his aunt (a very proper person she seems)

that I would keep a strict watch over him. Do peep in,

love my hands are so full of this netting that I cannot

get up.—It is quite proper."

And in another instant the slightest possible creaking

of the door was heard. A friendly aperture at one side

of the bed permitted our hero not only to see, but to study

the face which presented itself.

There is a delicious mute interview. The
Genius was spell-bound, and the imaginative girl

was already ages gone in love with P. Z.
“ Every thing is quite still—I do not think he is awake,

Miss Warble."
“ Why, then, I almost wish he was. I do so long to

hear him talk ; I wonder whether he talks as prettily as

those P. Z.’s. What luck to have been the first to have

found him out ! I hope the Archdeacon will notice him

!

but those cathedral people are so proud ! Miss Gillibrand

would not call on that nice Mrs Pratt, because she said

she was only related to the writer of Crabbe's TalesT
There was something that grated upon Robert's ear in

the last speech. But then it was something to be spoken

of as a person of importance, a P. Z., who was fit for the

company of the Merivales ! It was deliciously flattering

—a compensation in full.

Kind Miss Warble helped on the poet’s infa-

tuation.—Sparker had somehow learned that his

young apprentice could make verses, and, in a

secret conference, he attempted to win from his

virgin muse “ a filthy ballad” upon Lady Meri-

vale, of which he offered him a prose scroll, con-

taining all the falsehoods and calumnies. Robert

was brimful of indignation.
“ Perhaps ten guineas is too little," said

Sparker, mistaking the cause of his silence

;

"throw in a verse or two more, and make it

twenty. The labourer is worthy of his hire."

“ Hire /" echoed Robert ; and the proud in-

sulted Genius, rather than the well-principled

youth, defied his master, who, in turn, ordered

him from the office. Robert, in going, vowed

that Lord Merivale should hear of his infamous

scheme. Sparker called him back in alarm, but

he would not return ; and, as he passed out, all

the clerks. Cherry not excepted, shrunk from

their disgraced comrade, all save the puritan

Ashmole, who was openly in opposition to his

master, and on the Radical interest, and who

now gave the trembling youth his arm.

A little time passed ; scandal was busy with

the good name of Lady Merivale ; old Brandon

had married coarse jocular Mrs Latimer ; Ursula

was breaking her heart in silence ; and the

Genius was the declared lover of Agnes Gray.

Luck, or his own impudence and management,

had, meanwhile, put Cherry in possession of a

few of Sparker’s important secrets, and of Ash-

mole’s place and a large increase of salary. Miss

Warble called him " a rising young man.” The
day of the election arrived, and Miss Warble, at

the Whig window, almost pulled caps with an

antagonist Tory lady. A ballad, stuck upon the

wall, attracted all eyes.

" They have got it,” exclaimed the young

poet, as a burst of derisive laughter came from

the mob. “ Mr Sparker forgot that squib-mak-

ing, like everything else, has two sides.”

His squib had at last been written, and in

the office of The Flying Poet, in a moment of

hot resentment, just as he had been dismissed

from the counting-house by Sparker.

The reverend Mr Russett and his nephew, the

profligate lover of Ursula Brandon, had been
particularly active for Sparker :

—

«D— that squib !** hiccupped Ursula’s hopeful be-

trothed. u If I only knew the follow that wrote it, if I

would not break every bone in his body ! Ten pounds !”

continued he, raising his voice lustily, a to any one that

pulls those affairs down before Sparker comes up !”

< ( Shall I do it ?** whispered a voice in Robert’s ear.

“ Don’t turn your head, or I must bolt ; it will never

answer for us to be seen talking together to-day ! Shall

I ? I should not mind touching the ten guineas, and I

know the trick of the blind window out upon the leads

from the next house as well as the follow who stuck ’em
up! Sparker won't be here for a while yet Such
another squib as 7 could put you up to !

“ Hark ! are those the drums ? I’m off !’*

Robin got posted near Miss Warble and Agnes
Gray, and a tender whispering conversation,

most grateful to the poet’s vanity, took place,

even amidst the storm of the election raging

below. At the close of the poll Lord Merivale

was found far a-head.
u How is it, how is it, ’* almost screamed the spokes-

woman of the Whig window. *< Not that there can be

any doubt, though ! There go the bells ! John Tom-
pion, the sexton, is a Radical, but that has nothing to do
with it. Oh, all’s right ! all’s right ! Down with the

blue colours—low enough, God knows !—they were
always low ! Dearest Lady Merivale, with all my heart

I rejoice with you ! A glass of water here, for Lady
Merivale. No wonder we are all overcome !”

Robert darted forward to obey Miss Warble’s behest.

“ Ay, that is right ; that is just as it should be.

Charming ! charming ! and, Lady Merivale, this is my
friend—our young Genius—my Lord's poet—Mr Bran-

don, you know!”
It was with difficulty that Lady Merivale was com-

manding herself after such a day’s excitement ; but even

then she needed not the recommendation of Robert's

name. She had a kind thought and a gracious word
for the child of the picture-gallery.

“ There is no time for anything in the bustle,” she

said, a little faintly; w I must speak to Mr Brandon some
other day.”

"Delightful! delightful! I knew they would suit.

I told Mr Archdeacon so ; tkaTs repayment for all, is it

not, Robert?—the dear boy, he can't say anything.

Well, I love modesty. But here comes the victor.”

And Miss Warble gave him a hearty kiss, while

Robert and Agnes Gray stole off in the bustle ;

the Genius, abstracted and silent, dreaming of

the vision of his childhood, the beautiful lady of

the Abbey gallery, the girl thinking but of him.

After the glories of this great triumph had
somewhat faded, Ursula Brandon stood one day at

the door of the Miss Warbles* comfortable dwell-

ing, in which her nephew, turned out of doors

by her father, still found a home. Neither he
nor, as Crombie emphatically remarked. Miss
Gray were at home ; nor yet Miss Christiana ;

and Miss Joanna was shut up reading with a
gentleman, and could not be disturbed. Ursula

was turning away in despair, when the wheels of

a carriage and a jocund voice were heard.
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“ Stop ! stop! Crombie, will you stop tbit lady, when
I tell you. Do tarn back, Mies Brandon, I beg and

desire. 1 was going to send- for you. Such news ! He
has told yon—so provoking! when I meant my own
self to have had that pleasure.*'

No. She had not seen Robert. He was out.
u Out ! at this time in the morning. Oh, it is a mis-

take of Crombie'a $ he is growing fat and perfectly inade-

quate I know better. He is at home, I assure you.

It was quite an accident that took me out so early

—

merely to convey our friend, the Archdeacon, to the

early coach. Come in, come in.**

There was no resisting Miss Warble, who led the way
with a hospitable alacrity, even greater than usual.

“ 0 mercy 1 don't open that door; Joanna is shut up
there, reading Horne Tooke on the Psalms, with Mr
Ashmole. She will be as fierce as a wild animal if they

ire disturbed. Out, indeed ; I've a notion . . . but who
would have thought they could be so sly? Ay, 1

thought as much. Here he is," continued the lady,

throwing wide the door of a little book-room which com-
municated with the drawing-room, and thence by a

sashed door, upon a terrace. The latter outlet was open.

“ Here, Robert, you graceless fellow ! here’s your aunt

come to see you—but where’s Agnes Gray ?*'

The Genius was taken by surprise, and, to judge from

appearances, a little discomposed, by the intrusion. But
the edict of exclusion could not have been intended to

reach his aunt ; for, in another moment, radiant with a

buoyancy and excitement she had never witnessed in

him, and which almost repaid her past cares and sacrifices

in his behalf, Robert rose hastily—ran to her—flung his

arms round her neck, and kissed her tenderly.

“ There ! there !
you'll destroy her bonnet strings !

But it is natural, and 1 should be ashamed of us all if

we were not delighted. Sit down, and let me tell you,

Miss 'Brandon. It is done—we have done it Have
you written to Mr Cherry, Robin, to tell him ? I

thought not ; shut up with Agnes, instead. You should

never forget kind friends when you are prosperous.*'

It was a place in a public office, “ a very good
place,** procured for Robert by Lady Merivale,

who had been quite touched with his persecution

on account of the affair of the squib. “ But
Robert must be in London next week,** continued

Miss Warble.
The intelligence to be gathered from this confused

strain of gladness might not wholly take Ursula by sur-

prise, for she knew that nothing short of the realizing

of one of Robert’s dreams could thus excite him. But,

steady-hearted and unselfish as she was, she could not
for a moment speak. A vision of her own desertion

would make way—it passed directly, however, and she

asked quietly—“ Is Robin going to London ?**

“ That's the arena, indeed, for youth and aspirancy,

as Mr Archdeacon says ! Now some of those who could

see nothing in him, forsooth, will have an opportunity of

being corrected. I did—from the very first P. Z. I did.

Plenty of leisure—for the office hours are very light

—

not like Clare Street West—all the sous of gentlemen—.
and Lord Merivale’s introduction to all the geninses. .

“Well, well—as it must be, I suppose, I am very

thankful. You will come over and acquaint your grand-

father.” ....
“ You will be able to come down, and let me look at

you sometimes, Robin,** said his aunt, a little sorrowful.
“ That I shall, Ursula ; six weeks in every year. And

yon will always be coming up to see me! How I shall

enjoy shewing you all the sights ! and taking you to my
play, when it is acted. And when I am rich enough,
yon will come and live with us 1”

“ Ahem I Ahem !*’ and Miss Warble bit her lips mys-
teriously.—« Well, I shall go after Agnes Gray. Per-

haps she is in my dressing-room with Piddy. I left her
hard at work on the Poet in the bower—it is her beet

cutting, she says, with Agnes peeping in over the rails.

Robert's very image—his identical curls! So now I

•hall leave yon to have your talk out.”

A dead silence succeeded to the closing of the door.

Miss Warble's parting speech would have told sufficiently

what was to be told, had Ursula been able to collect her
ideas.

When she did, she protested strongly against

Robert’s love for Miss Gray, and his early en-

gagement, which was an evil of which she had
not been aware. The infatuated boy was not to

be convinced ; and if uncomfortable for a time,

when he thought of his aunt's warnings, Agnes
had but timidly to creep to his side in the

twilight, and to repeat to him one of his poems in

her low, sweet, melancholy voice, and efface all

recollection of Ursula's warnings.
Those twilight repeatings, foolishly countenanced by

Miss Warbls, who was imprudently sympathetic and
triumphant throughout the whole affair, were the hal-

cyon days of poor Agnes ! how was the memory of every

attitude—every word—every change of the thickening

shadows—to be impressed upon her mind! Halcyon
days, already numbered !

Let us next fancy two years gone by, and
Robert not yet a rampant lion, but in the fair

way to become one, and already as testy, ex-

citable, and nervous as ever was a sensitive way
ward genius, fretting over trifles, and liable to

all the infirmities of temper and self-love of his

order of the irascible tribe. One summer day,

the street musician who grinded discord below

the window of his humble lodging, was doubly

torturing to the poet in the agony of composition,

for the man played the well-remembered tune

to which poor Agnes Gray had once sung his

own ditty of the Lowly Lady. Among the

literary and miscellaneous litter on his table was
a card placed conspicuously—Lady Merivale at

home; and, in close neighbourhood, a letter, two
days received, and the seal still unbroken ! the

fond letter of Agnes Gray. Its supporter was a

dirty white satin slipper, and a three-cornered

billet, smelling villanously of musk, and con-

taining a proclamation of passionate love and
constancy, ten times as emphatic as the letter of

poor Agnes. Robert had become ambitious of

adding the name of a gallant to his other trophies;

though the lady of the three-cornered billet, and
of those pink feathers, which so excited the spleen

of his landlady, had latterly become to him an
object of terror and disgust.

Lord Merivale, in his new character of states-

man, had occasionally employed the young man
to transcribe and get printed for him a series of

political essays, which he entitled, “ Plato's Let-
ters,** of which Lady Merivale herself, fondly as the

noble pair were attached, and frank as were all

their confidences, did not know the true author-

ship ; and a fashionable publisher, who could coin

money out of a lord's name, even by proxy, was
about to risk publishing Robert's poetry, on the

strength of “ Plato's Letters." The puff prelimi-

nary had been diffused over all London. Bran-
don was Britain's rising genius! “ Was it wonder-
ful that Miss Warble's protege, though he had
not ceased to blush, should believe a little in his

own fame?" He was approaching the most
dangerous crisis of a young genius ; he was daily

getting more vain, and more excitable : he was
also getting in debt ; and his fantastic style of

dressing and wearing hie hair in long curling
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looks, and his moustaches were scarcely admired

enough by the picturesque-loving young ladies,

to atone for the sneers of the men and women of

sense. The unhappy Lion !

Petered by this hollow and dangerous encouragement,

be had just completed a note], the like of which, accord-

ing to hi* staunch proneun, had neter been seen. « No
sooner was it advertised,” said the newspapers, “ than the

Prime Minister and the Lord Chamberlain had met to-

gether, at the express instance of a Royal Peisonage. to

consult upon the prudence of buying up the entire first

edition i**—“ The Prince and the Alchymist”—what
might not a Plato contrive to write under cover of so

comprehensive a title ?

Hitherto, however, these brilliantly-devised and boldly-

practised artifices had availed little to advance our
Genius in society. Then, his old tastes for magnificence

and luxury had grown up with him | and the fair words
lavished on him by Messrs - were not golden

enough to supply both the wherewithal for tailors, and
bootmakers, and jewellers ; and the lavish, but useless

presents which, from time to time, kept his memory
alive at Merivale, cheaply satisfied his conscience, and
served to convince his simple well-wishers there of his

thriving. .....
There wu at this time a Lady Garston, the

greatest private lion-hunter and exhibitor in

London, who had commissioned Mr Suffield—

a

man of some small fortune and family*conse*

qnence, who had dipt in literature, as a gentle-

man-author—to fetch her Brandon. The wit,

malice, heartlessness, and satjoirfaire of the roue

Suffield, are very skilfully delineated ; but he is

too oold-hearted, too ironical and scornful, to

be long tolerable. Better do we relish Cherry.

Suffield found his way, in despite of the vulgar

landlord's ‘ Not at home,' to the rapt poet, in his

obscure lodgings, and, after some desultory con-

versation, went on
«' Got rid of the pink parasol yet, eh ? Come, dress

quickly, and,” with a look of genteel disgust, «< I will

take a book till you are ready. Now, 1 remember it, I

didn’t send you her note. Her . . . Blushing

!

It’s not Lady Merivale this time ; but Lady Garston who
wants to know yon. Come, you have no better engage-

ment, I am sure. Give me Shelley—and don’t be long.

Why, yop have half your wardrobe about your heels

already 1 Pah ! I shall smoke, unless you can find me
s pastille to born ! How do you exist in this hole ?”

“ Lady Garston .... But do tell me ?”

“ As we go along—I have a headach yet, owing to her

insisting upon having me knocked up in the middle of

the night, to get me to take you there. A tidy room you
keep, Brandon. Now begone : and be as tigerish as you
like. It would take, in her house, if you had curls

down to your waist, like Rdward Irving.”

Robert was not long in equipping himself, but

his visiter was still quicker with his observa-

tions.

“ A strange set of books you have, Brandon t You

t

cravat Is there—Pha ! with absolutely a crumb of cheeee

upon it ! Come, 1*11 tie it for you. Do you ever read,

though, or confine your studies merely to nature, in dirty

White satin shoes, eh? Were 1 you. I’d keep those

things out of sight for my prohibited library, as my good

friend the Archbishop of Taredtum used to do with Vol-

taire and Creblllon.”

Robert “ had no time to study much—his office duties

engrossed him so.*’

** But you have time enough to write ! And where does

Plato come from, then ? It is odd that nobody has time

to read nowadays. Yon are going to throw yourself

away, like all the rest of us.”

Suffield was a sort of Lion himself, was, or had

been ; but jipw be depended upon other talents

and capacities. In Lady Garston § menagerie

we are introduced to another growling specimen,

Mr Almond, a worthy man, though a jealous,

irascible author. He said he had read some of

Mr Brandon's pretty verses, and the epithet

grated unpleasantly through Robert's curled

locks on his sensitive ears, and he did not recover

himself until he had reached the ealon, where

all the wonders of British and foreign genius were

exhibited weekly during the season, by Lady

Garston.
She, a faded pretty little woman, was hovering within

the gate of her own paradise, with a fan to her lips, ap-

parently choosing to receive her guests in dumb show,

and without the customary announcement*. One wild-

looking creature, with a crane neck, and hair which

might have been dressed with a rod, so strange was its

disorder, was spirited away, into a far-away boudoir, to

discuss political economy, with “ a Unitarian clergyman,

from the country, who had come early.” A superb party

of three American ladies, mountains of marigold satin,

blonde, and feathers, heralding themselves by every scent

which Chardin Houbigant can dispense, were greeted,

in like noiseless fashion, with a comprehensive curtsy,

which provoked a strongly-whispered compliment, con-

cerning its ** winning style.”

Suffield !” was her exclamation. u Well, how
charming! tvhat a good, good child you are! the very

best of my chevaliert t And this is Mr Brandon ! I am
enchanted, at last, to make your acquaintance. What a

countenance ! what hair !” she added, in a very audible

aside. “Those are only the Jodrells,” (following with

her eye the sister pair just described,) “you know the

name, of course, Mr Brandon—nothing in what they

write ! One does not know how to make people under-

stand that every one is not desired to come every night.

One of the little difficulties of an open house, Mr Snf-

field.”

* And what else have you in your cage to-night, Lady

Garston ?”

“ Cage ! well I give you leave. Why, I have Wal-

singham describing his adventures in the Nizam’s country

—those Hindoos you saw below, he was so good as bor-

row for me from some one of the Geographical Society.

Don’t they quite produce an effect ? I was in. hopes h
would have come in his violet velvet pantaloons and yel-

low stockings, as he went to the opera the other night

;

but it appears be goes from me to D— House. My
young friends are quite enchanted with him ; his eyes

glisten so when he talks, and he has let down his heard

to oblige them. It is not cut off, and he keeps it always

packed away behind his cravat. But he is so particular

about there not being the least noise when he is telliug

one of his tales, that 1 am forced to impose silence. He's

just done, however. Do you know who those Americans

are that came in just before you ? I lost their names,

and it is a little awkward. I met them at the Ambas-

sador’s.”
“ The Florida Strongfellows,” said Suffield, putting

up his glass ; “ yes, it is they—I should have thought

her turban was not to he forgotten.”

“ Thank you—Mrs Florida 1—now I recollect ! Oat

wants odd figures to fill up corners.”

Lord Merivale never came to Lady Garstou's

parties. He was absorbed in politics, and she

declared

—

I never desire to see political people here* The arts,

literature, and a little science

—

vmla tout—though dear

Lord Edinborough used to say—* I wonder you don’t

intrigue, Lady Garston. So pretty as you are, you might

carry anything.* No politics for me! I am a week

woman, not an espritfort* I declare here are the Cottons

again! Well, really, for such people to come softy

night ... a reviewer, Mr Brandon—enormous influsacs

with the press—he may be of untold use to you !”

Little guessed the pair in question, of the half-finished

comment which their appearance bad provoked* Their
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day vrai over and gone. MW Cotton, in spite of all

her brother’s asseverations, could no longer be accepted

for a second Corinne. Then, success had made her like

other people : and that was an offence. So Iona as she

hnd rejoiced in a wig, stuck round with natural heath-

flowers, by way of grande toilette, she had furnished a

figure original at least) and, as snch, desirable at parties.

But her brother still contrived to wind
up every anecdote, dialogue, or harangue, with something

about “ Sylvia’s fame'*—and how she herself was the

same artless unspoilt creature she had been at sixteen.

There were not Wanting some who averred, that a cer-

tain parish register recorded the baptism of Sally (not

Sylvia) Cotton.

Sylvia—a rather colossal figure to be addressed by that

nursery title of endearment—and in whose well-fed and
rosy cheeks, at l^st, there Was little sign of study or of

•elf-denial—took an ample survey of our hero from head

to foot, and, being pleased therewith, and one of thoee

excellent persons who talk philanthropy and sympathy,

d discretion , betook herself to complimenting Brandon,

handsomely, and With the least possible delay. Her
praise was as high sounding, and twice as much to the

purpose as Lady Garston’s .... “ Immense success

—

new undertakings—publisher’s arrangements—foreign

translators—subsequent editions—portrait to be en-

graved in the line manner—(Pratt could recommend an
excellent engraver, and not ruinous)—praise, without

doubt, in the Edinburgh, Quarterly, and Westminster
Reviews—(though, to be sure, no Radical notice was
worth having)”—all these, and many more grand words,

rolled charmingly off her tongue. Well they might

;

being constantly at the service of any one, whom there

was the least chance of victimizing.

“ Here is Lady Merivale at last ! So happy to see yon 1

dear Lady Merivale at last ! such a favour ! Oh, those

sweet, sweet Tasso letters you sent me ! If Pasta had
not been coming, 1 do not know that I should have ven-

tured to solicit your company. But, perhaps you have
been to Semir&mide V*

Brandon was not exactly in love with Lady
Merivale, but his dreams of her were taking form
instead of being dispelled. There was to him
something hazy and dangerous in their slight in-

tercourse. This evening her greeting had been
more than usually cordial. It had been so no-

ticed by the malicious Suffield, So felt by Brandon
himself. Yet this one patroness, in the kind-

est spirit, gave him the best counsel. We hear
a good deal about the American lionesses, but,

tiring of their passion for albums and autographs)

we pass to Lady Garston returning to the latest

caught, “ Come, Mr Brandon. How brilliant, Mr
Suffield r
“ Thank you for coming in such force ! It is as good

as a leaf out of the * Rejected Addresses.’ I could have
bad the Smiths, by the way, but I thought . , . and now
I must shew Mr Brandon a little. Mrs Maxwell is

dying to see him—and Lady Dickenson wants him for

her balls, and Mr Shanklin for one of his breakfasts,”

ht^kc.

An affray arose from Miss Florida getting into

fits at seeing the body of a female infant dwarf,

(the Palermo Faify,) which Lady Garston had
bribed the keeper of an anatomical museum to

lend her for the night. Lady Merivale, disgusted

by this bit of lionisni) wished to be off, and
looked round for Brandon to order her carriage.

But the Lion was now fairly engulfed.

His turn was come : and round and round the room
was he dragged, blushing like a girl, bnt not at heart
reluctant to be exhibited, as a genius, a poet, a friend of
Lady Merivaie’s—a novelist, who was to beat Scott, (as

yet the star of Bulwer had not arisen.) “ Mr Suffield

Was his intimate friend—the witty Mr Sirifiald I—charm-

ing to see two such clever people in such a state of con-

cord ! Mr Walsingham” (alas ! for truth) “ had incon-

venienced himself to come there expressly to make his

acquaintance {—Mr Wicksteed had stayed for an Intro-

duction-Count Fortebracelo and the great American
fbrtunes were enchanted with him ! * Something of a
most inspired style on his forehead? ” had been Mrs
Florida Strongfellow’s remark ! And, bowed with a
shame which vanity had not yet wholly stifled, oar hero
found himself the cynosure of eager eyes—the centre of

wise questions—“ How could he find time to write so

much and so well ?”—and “ Did he write best, morning
or evening ?” and the like. One lady entreated him to

fix an evening—she must have his judgment on Kean !

—

another had a cousin who had trantlated Sophocles—and
she again was thrust aside by a sprightlier dame, who
must postpone her Strawberry Hill party till Mr Bran-
don could join it as their cicerone—“ Quite a Walpole
turn in his talk 1"

M I cicerone 1
” tnought Robert, blushing fbr his own

Ignorance; but Suffield’a sarcastic eye was upon him,
and he could not own it t so the party was fixed. Even
Lord Alton, the buttoned-up exclusive, began to he

haunted by an idea, (a rare guest,) in addition to the

notion that “ those writers sometimes shew up persons

of quality in their books 9 and that It was as well to be

civil.” So he bowed his eyebrows at our Genius, and
vouchsafed him his address. Mrs Florida Strongfellow

letnmed from her apologetic promenade just in time to

witness all these glories.
u Pray let me get near him, Miss. I have come to

Europe on purpose to make me and my daughter ac-

quainted with its literary ma<gnetsl When will you
gratify ul With your book, sir ? I shall lose no time In

perusing it as soon as ever it is in the stores !” accom-
panying her compliment with a huge gaudy card fbr a
breakfast, about the fiftieth of a pack, with which his

pockets already overflowed.

A public reading of one of Bfandon’s poems
followed, though the authorship was affectedly

concealed in respect to the youth's modesty. Suf-

field was the reader, and threatened to inflict on
them his own ballad of Peter Bell* Sylvia tried

to evade the reading, but her brother had his

reasons for remaining. The fictitious reading at

Lady Garston’s is not quite so good as Mrs Trol-

lope's grave description of that at which she

assisted at the Abbaye, when Chauteaubriand's

precious morsels were discussed by an adoring

female circle. Truth must ever surpass fiction.

But Lady Garston's exhibition was not amiss.

The American ladies were particularly alive.
u An hour of musing/' the sweet title 1 The
verses are really fine.

“ How charming !—how mystical I” Lady Garston
was the first to exclaim, almost before the reading was
over. u Do you understand it ?”

*< Charming 1” exclaimed the Cottons, stoutly, and in

Italics.
u Very delicious! most delicious indeed !” was Mrs

Florida Strongfellow’s commenu « There are eoine of
Mrs Sigourney’s little touches—the American Hremans,
ma’am—in that last verse.”

<* Exquisitely read, Mr Suffield,” said the hostess,

hoping to avoid the threatened ballad. Well, Mr
Brandon, I call that perfect ! So it is not to be in the

May number ? . ..... sent me a sight of it—however

;

Coleridge might have been proud of it, or Moore, or
Byron. Now, might they not, Miss Cotton?”
« Indeed they might,” replied Sylvia, almost choked

by the praise which, thus extorted, there was no with-
holding. The absurdity of the compliment, the hollow
fhlseness of its echo, struck forcibly upon Brandon’s
heart. His powers of observation were not yet blinded ;

his self-knowledge had not yet wholly merged in that

grots and indiscriminate appetite fbr praise, which will
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swallow any flattery,” however absurd. He had been

talking to Lady Merivale, and was always raised by her

conversation, and the visionary half-owned feelings he

permitted it to encourage, to a noble and generous tone

of sentiment. She had spoken of a fame better than the

senseless or interested suffrage of those who were crowd-

ing round him ; and he had been warned, because there

was in him, with all bis foibles, a touch of the true

poetical spirit. ..... There was more of a

poem in that involuntary reverie than in all the verses

he ever wrote. He must be alone !—and abraptly he

disengaged himself from the admiring circle, now loqua-

cious in his praise !
“ Rapt even now ! So modest

—

what elegant manners !—that lovely long hair of his !**

These ecstasies were almost like insults in his ear.

“ Una alia volta ! per carita /” exclaimed Suffield;

‘‘ my charge, you see, has not face enough to support his

bays ! He’ll mend. Come away, Brandon,” drawing
his now really bewildered and ashamed companion out

of the circle. “ It is wise always to leave people some-
thing to look for. Never stay in one place too long

—

not

even in Merivale House. To see how you blush! ha !

ha 1 1 am going to D House, for half an hour

;

but we meet at Lettrill’s—supper at one o’clock—eh ?**

“ Yes—no, I shall not go— I am tired.”

“ Please yourself.** replied Suffield, in the same tone

of insupportable raillery : “ don't let me seduce you into

any of my wicked ways; I dare say Lady Merivale

would warn you against me as a dangerous acquaint-

ance.”
« I shall be there,” said our Genius, spiritedly.

LettrilPs was a gaming-house to which he had
once been tempted, and to which the weak-
mindedyouth returned

,
goadedby Suffi eld'staunt

.

On the midnight streets, he encountered Philip

Warren, the ruined profligate, the hardened
criminal, now flying from justice. Before Spar-

ker’s bank had failed, and half the inhabitants of

Merivale been ruined, the generous and woman-
ly-hearted Ursula had secretly devoted the little

independence left her by her mother to rescue

her abandoned lover from debt and disgrace—all

save one fiftypoundswhich she reserved, lest Robin
might feel want. The scene of their encounter is

striking. In the midnight pandemonium, Bran-

don also encountered Sparker, coolly won his

money, and exasperated hispassions. Thefrenzied
bankrupt burst into open rage, and taunted the

Genius in the presence of Suffield and of several

noble friends with having been his errand-boy,

and with wanting to marry his natural daughter.

The heart of the fashionable Lion, which had
never been in its right place, was already alien-

ated from Agnes, and this confirmed his disgust.

He had not known the secret of her birth, and his

fashionable friends had laughed at the idea of

any marriage engagement with a country girl

;

hut with the natural daughter of a bankrupt
gaming-house bully ! It was too preposter-

ous ! Robert had been felicitated by the serpent

mockers around him, and he had blushed to the

temples, (and perhaps farther, if his ambrosial

curls hadnot concealed the rosy suffusion,) at their

intoxicating flattery, upon his having made large

progress in the graces of the most talked-of and
the most difficult woman in London.

Pity that he did not alio hear the sneering laugh into

which the trio had burst, when his back was turned.
* A flight, by Jove, even for a Genius! The fellow will

next fancy that Lady Merivale’s going to fling herself at

his head !”

In the meanwhile, Ashmole, who was now high

in favour with the saintly Joanna Warble, had

come up to London, bringing letters from Agnes

and Ursula. The failure of Sparker's bank and

the persecution of Mr Godsal, whom her father

insisted she should marry ; nay, the idea that

Philip was there—the lost Philip, and that she

might reclaimhim—had inducedUrsula to resolve

upon seeking some employment by which to earn

her bread in London ; and Agnes, compelled to

leave the Miss Warbles*, prayed to go with her.

Ashmole returned with very painful accounts

of the Lion, from whom h$ brought no letters

in reply to the anxious epistles of Ursula and

the betrothed, and whom he hadsbeen unable to

see, so incessant was the round of dissipation in

which Robert was engaged. Let us turn for a

moment from the career of the Genius to the

up-breaking household of the spinsters, where

love and money had both broken in to sow dis-

quiet.

It had become a scene of disagreement as well as of

leave-taking. Loud voices were to be heard; cheeks

reddened with anger rather than luncheon to be found

in the parlour where the two sisters sate. Even Pyarea

was disturbed by the excitement of the moment, and

Agnes Gray was hiding herself somewhere or other, to

weep away the wretchedness caused by Mr Ashmole’s

recital, on his return. She had, of late, become fonder

than ever of “ getting by herself and it was not tbs

least bitter of Joanua’s taunts, that Agnes, she did be.

lieve, was “ bitten too, and trying—poor foolish child

—

to turn poetess ; because that youth whom you chooee to

spoil, Christiana, has turned poet, and taken to bad ways,

like the rest of them.” Joanna had, of late, begun to

deal in aggravating speeches.

« I repeat my question,” said she, in a voice one tone

shriller than on her first inquiry—“ What is to become

of Agnes Gray ! for, if I must give my opinion, your

whole plan, sister, is a presumptuous piece of midsummer

madness.”

Indeed ? But, Joanna, I did not ask your opinion,

dear— I repose on our friend the Archdeacon’s better

judgment. You used to respect that once, as long as you

were in your rational senses. But I always foresaw what

all your chapel-ing would land you in.”

Joanna was hardly Hkely to be pacified with such a

reply—“ To go abroad, at your time of life !—preposter-

ous ! [Mias Warble was going to Belgium with the

Archdeacon.] No woman can expose herself to the

licentious contact of continental manners, without losing

some of her modesty, Christiana ! And what will you

do on Sundays ?—go to play-houses, and see those bold

creatures dance, without proper clothes to cover them, f

suppose.”
“ No, miss, I shall not But you are only borrowing

a leaf out of Mr Ashmole’s prayer-book. It’s worth a

good rubber to see you sit there so prim. Depend upon

it, at my time of life, I know how to take care of my-

self, without a serious helpmate/* ....
“ And why shouldn’t I go abroad to improve myself*

I wonder ?** continued Miss Warble, with a more than

usually impatient flirt of the shuttle with which she

played at working ;
“ every one does now. There were

the Cottrells—older than me, and after Lizzy had broken

her leg ? and she dropped in for a German Prince, (I

don’t think much of those German Princes, however :)

and they have twins. And to think of Miss Tippings

she saw all the Holy Week at Rome ; and did*nt come

home a Papist, sister! And the George Doves did yon

not hear what the Archdeacon said, the other night,

about their going to India overland, across the desertP—

riding on camel-back, for aught I can tell—and they

must ride camels like gentlemen, ladies must, you know.

Come, Jo ; I’m not going to be quite so venturesome—

and you used to swear by the George Doves, Jo, as long

as you were a Christian!”
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“Sifter, your frivolity is very painful ; but I trust I

am not going to lose my temper on account of your idle

words.” And here followed a severer text than the last.

“ If you will make yourself ridiculous . . . .”

“Ridiculous! Mrs Ashmole that is to be ! Those
that have stone windows, ought not to throw glasses.

Ha ! ha ! what a capital piece of malaprop! You can’t

rex me, you see, Jo.—Ridiculous 1 come now, if you will

go and marry one who is little better than a ranting

preacher, I think you might be mute when your sister

chooses to travel with a dignitary of the Church and his

family. Not that I have a word against Mr Aahmole,
though. He’s a thoroughly decent man 1”
“ Decent, indeed 1” . .

“ And he would not be so bad-looking” (with another
saucy jerk of the shuttle) ‘‘ if his clothes fitted him. Do,
lore, put him into proper leggings—Crombie quite tit-

tered the last timelie let him in.”

“Your displeasure might pain me, Christiana, if your
profane levity did not place me beyond the reach ofyour
tongue. Well, 1 leave you to better teaching. But you
have not told me yet what becomes of Agnes Gray ?”

“That’s shabby, Jo, to ask me in such a tone. You
know it is a pinching question; and you do so to pro-
voke me, because you can’t and won’t help me.”
“ I have offered her a home with us,” replied Joanna,

doggedly.

“Mr Ashmole did, you mean— 1 honour him for it

—

but you’d pine her to death in a week. She wants che-
rishing, not crushing. .... I wish,” she added,
in a tone of heartfelt kindness, “ that the thing were
cither on or off—that Robert Brandon would either
marry her, or make an end of it, and say as much. ButM take to him, as we pass through London.”
“And why oppose her going with Ursula ?”

“ Who is to keep her when she gets there, I ask yon ?

• • • • O, Jo ! Jo ! what need was there for you to
marry, and make all this breaking up ? The loss of
money would have been little, as far as 1 am concerned,
m we had bat kept together. And you can set up your
free to me, and palaver about my folly !”

In the general break-up at Merivale, Cherry
also resolved on trying his luck in London ; and,
in his usual free-and-easy manner, he first called

upon Miss Warble to announce and facilitate his

purpose. Miss Warble’s invincible good-nature
as put to a severe test by Mr Cherry—

“

a very
excellent person in his way, but to ask for let-

ters of introduction point blank—its really a
leetle free. Wanted me to ask our friend the
Archdeacon for letters for him, when 1 even
hesitated to interest him to get a place for Crom-
bie but Cherry could make his own way.
In the evening of the same day that the de-

pression of poor Agnes had so grieved her kind-
bearted patroness, the girl was found in wildly-

joyous spirits, singing one of Robert’s beautiful

songs, and packing her trunk. She had received
a letter from Robert, and it had contained money
—money, the reward of her secret literary at-

tempts—the reward of the poetry she had se-

cretly written, and at last found courage to send
to her lover

!

“ O dear Mias Warble, don’t be angry with me, when
I am happier than I ever was in my whole life. Don’t
he angry that I have been so hard at work, and never
told you anything about my secret. I never dreamed 1

bould succeed yet, for this long, long time !”

“Succeed?”

Poor Agnes ! It was all a vision ; ending in

bitter disappointment, despair, madness, and
death. Arrived in London with Ursula, whose
utmost exertions were required for their joint

maintenance, she devoted her little hoard to se-
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cretly printing, at her own risk, her Coralie, which
no publisher would undertake. It was treated
with neglect by the public, and unconsciously
spoken of in her hearing with contempt by Ro-
bert ; and this trial, with the evident coldness,
the faithlessness of her lover, was more than the
reason of the delicate and gentle-hearted girl,

who nevertold her griefs, could long endure. Miss
Warble figures prominently in the Lion’s history
during her hasty transit over London. She at-

tended at the grand breakfast given by Mrs Flo-
rida Strongfellow8, and, with Agnes, exultingly
witnessed the apotheosis of the Lion. He had
been inquired for particularly by the eminent
Dr Codrington, the President of College,
“ as the true Plato," whose political letters had
set all London in a flame, and introduced (t as
the real and true Plato" by the exulting Lady
Garston ; and while the modest genius and the
great scholar and philosopher whispered—

There stood poor Agnes, so far from seeing any ine
quality in the conjunction, enraptured at such a pub-
lic testimony to her lover’s fame; and there stood Miss
Warble, who enrtsied with ecstasy, as she bethought her
wbat a proud tale her proteges latest promotion, wit-
nessed. by herself, would be for her to tell “ our friend,
the Archdeacon {”

Cherry, now in town, had also made his way
to Mrs Florida’s deje&ner, and, among other dex-
terous feats, had appropriated to himself the
anonymous billet which one of the “ Kentuck"
misses had intended for the dear young poet,
with whose verses and curls she had fallen full

fathom five in love ! By dint of diligently read-
ing the Minerva Press novels, and the “ Corres-
ponding Lover's Assistant," Cherry hoped to
manage the anonymous love-affair, he had adopt-
ed, triumphantly. We have a great hankering
after Cherry. He is, so far as ready impudence
and selfishness go, quite a male Barnaby.
At a moderately late hour one morning, Chenry pre-

sented himself in Brandon’s dingy drawing-room. The
neglected kettle had already been growing cold on the
hearth, the slovenly breakfast becoming stale on the table,
for some two hoars. Robert’s habit of early rising had
gone from him.

“ A fresh lot of notes,” was Cherry’s soliloquy, as he
turned over the contents of the table, with his usual
want of ceremony. “ A crest—let’s see, the Merivale
Arms are three herons. Well, it’s a famous thing to be
in with all those lords. Somebody wanting him to shew
off for ’em, doubtless. Didn’t I see that Mr Snffield
winking to him behind his back ? Plain Cherry’s the
best, perhaps, after all. I suppose that pink concern is

from some woman—another anonymous, eb ? Well, I
wonder bow I’m going to thrive in that affair. Hang
it ! be ought to be able to spare me one of his loves.

I’ve always had a great opinion of getting a lift in the
heiress line. Here he comes at last, with eyes as dead
as oysters six weeks out of water. Well, Robin, if that’s
a London complexion, give me Clare Street West, and
your Masquerade of Silence to boot, I should say, rather
than such a noisy piece of business as last night's. Dull
and vulgar, I take it.”

“Why, Cherry—good morning—has London made
you critical already ? Capital !”

“ What, 1 suppose you highflyers fancy nobody’s to
know the difference between trumpery and a prime
article, that hasn’t been apprenticed to it. Catch me out,
though. Do you call everybody quizzing everybody else

good manners ? and what’s not good manners is vulgar-
logic, ain’t it ? And was not everybody too fine, and
afraid of everybody, for anybody to be sociable and com-
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fortable together f What's dull, if that’s not doll ? I

hare eyes in my head, i hope. Yon look precious

knocked up, I promise you—ten per. oent won® than

you did on Sunday.”
“Only a headach; but, if you had as much to do as

I have”—and Robert pointed, with some little parade, to

a table groaning under its weight of papers—“yon
would be weary too.”

“ Ob, then, you have found out that hard work is hard
work, after all, whether it be keeping a set of books or

keeping company with grandees and learned folks. I

knew it must come to that I say, what fools your fine

acquaintances are I Poes Lady Garston always talk

that way? I used to fancy Miss Warble wonderful

enough, in the way she tossed her words about ; but it’s

nothing to this. You could not come the Masquerade of

Silence over her, l fancy P”

“Lady Garston is very attentive to me,” returned

Robert, piqued at hearing the celebrities of London so

unceremoniously dissected.

“ 1 take it—and so you put up with her. So was
Ashmole—taught you to write straight—but Ashmole
was a bore, I fancy. And yonder Mr Suffield—he is

very attentive to you, 1 suppose, too; and so you let

him quiz* you ? He has plenty to say for himself.

It’s the way here. One feels quite abashed among
’em.”
“ Ob, as to Suffield, every one knows Suffield’s way.

Was be sarcastic upon you ?”

“ Me I—what could he quizz me about ? Don't stir i

I'll ling the bell, if you want it. Eat your poor break*

fast in peace, if—(aside)—you can put up with it, such

as it is—and I never set up for nice I” . . • •

“ Cherry, you Are making game of me !”

“ Not I. I'm uot offering to let my hair grow by way
of imitation !—that would be a joke !—though I am
wanting you to help me on a little. There goes your
mouth ! pursed up in a moment. Don't be frightened

—

I am not asking you to push me—I say—beyond one of

those Miss Florida?.—You'll make her over to me, eh F”

There was something so irresistibly odd, impudent,

and knavish, in Cherry's countenance, as he ventured

this modest proposal, (anything but unpleasing in its im-
plied flattery.) that Robert leaned back in his chair, and
laughed till the tears streamed down his cheeks. Cherry's

temper was imperturbable, and Brandon's mirth was
contagious—so he laughed too.

“ 1 suppose you think I have no chance, Master Bran,
don ? Do you know, I'm just the man cut out for an
American—thriving and commoneensical. Come, it's a
bargain—for you've no fancy, I take it, for the land of

Promise. No time for poetry, there 1 Even that long-

necked Mr Thrushton i9 a cashier in somebody's bank.

It was this same morning that Robert first

found time from his fashionable engagements to

visit his aunt, at the humble but comfortable

lodging which he had hired for her on her writ-

ing to him, and in which he had lived himself
until he grew into a great Lion.

Ursula was waiting in almost the sickness of suspense
to ascertain how matters really stood with Brandon.
She had more than feared. Never was any woman less

exacting—less given to jealousy. So often as she had
endeavoured to rouse her pride, her resentment, her indig-

nation, there had risen before her the helpless, grateful,

dependent child, with hie long hair and his confiding

smile, who bad slept on her knees in the gallery-chamber
at Merivale Abbey. But even this calming vision could
not for ever stand between her and the harsh, naked
truth, that the world bad seized her nephew, and he was
their's no longer.

She met him—when at last they did meeU-with her
old affectionate embrace. lA returned it warmly $ he
slipped into her hands a cheque for a small sum of

money s but he was hurried—uneasy—restrained. She
questioned him concerning his literary successes ; and be
told her of his increasing engagements in society. She
inquired how far he felt pt ease in hie office ; what com-

panions he had there ; and he replied, something pomp-
ously, by talking of “ his friend. Lord Alum—his friend,

Suffield—his friend, Pullarton.”
“ Friend,” repeated Ursula, quietly, but with some

little hesitation ;
“ I thought friends were only to be

proved by their wearing. But I am glad you have found

So many.”

Robert was anxious to escape from this confe-

rence. She had more to say, and of a nature

about which conscience unpleasantly whispered.

He pleaded an engagement with Suffield, “ Let

him wait for once/
1

said Ursula ; and she calmly

began to question him on his intentions towards

Agnes, who had, he now learned, for his sake,

refused a very wealthy and respectable lover

—Colonel . Blayne—with three thousand a-year.

Robert was affected by this proof of tenderness,

and by his aunt’s conversation: but the anticipated

and remembered sneers of Suffieldwere too power,
ful for his transient generous emotions, and
Ursula continued her pleading.
“ And she has even made herself a poet, Robin !” the

continued, when she had, as she thought, encouraged her

nephew, by extolling the more obvious merits of Agnes.
“ The paine which she has taken—and so humble all the

while !—to render herself more worthy of you, Bo proud
she was of your commendation, of the money you sent

her { That decided us to come up to London.”

The weak-principled Genius compromised with

his conscience ; and, to avoid a present difficulty,

plunged himself deeper and deeper, until his own
protestations excited his enthusiastic feelings,

aud he almost believed himself the generous and
constant being he feigned to be : The deception

is not uncommon, Delay was his hope—and

Agnes— she, too, might change. Poor Ursula

remembered her own early feelings ; and they

were still tenderly affectionate towards the de-

graded being, who was now skulking about Lon-
don, a hunted criminal, with a price on his head.

Her pent-up heart opened ; and she, who never
complained, nor spoke of her many past trials,

listened with fondness to her nephew’s assur-

ance, that they were all over now—and they

should all be so happy ! In the casual midnight

rencontre which Robert had with the proscribed

and hunted forger, who had some of the soul of

goodness lingering about him still—the wretched

man entrusted to his care a packet to be deli-

vered to Ursula. “ Answer me one little ques-

tion,” said the faithful woman—“ Did he look ill

when he gave you the packetfor me ? Very wretch-

ed? You shake your head : it is enough. . .

. . . , .1 might have known from my ovn
heart, that, loving as you did, you could not

change in two little years.”

Alas 1 for poor Ursula's penetration ! And, on the

result of this conversation, Miss Warble was permitted

to set forth on herjourney with the Doves, leaving Agnm
under the protection of the aunt of her betrothed.

“ By Jove 1” exclsimed Cherry, when Ursula, with a

heedless confidence which betrayed what her misgivings

had been, acquainted him with the arrangement, u
(

am delighted to hear it. I always knew our Robin was
a thoroughly honest fellow. He'll settle ; and they'll be

very happy together, in a quiet tort of a wajwfcr,”
dropping his voice, he added to himself, “ Grub Street

isn't quite the Mint, I perceive ; and prices are as fluc-

tuating there as in the indigo-market
Let's see what I can do with them, to help number Oo*
His fine friends weuld never forgive his making a feei ef I
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himMlf, by marrying that laughing-stock of a woman’s
daughter. Good enough for the city, though—eh ! Pre-

ferred Knott's heiress. That would be a spsc f*

And Cherry forthwith began to study romantic

love-letter writing as we have noticed, and soon

acquired enough of the science to satisfy Miss
Florida Strongfellows.

The disappointment of Agnes, as one Magazine
after another appeared, and none of her poetry

—

the poetry of which she had received the price

from Robert—found a place ; the adventures of

Miss Warble on the Continent, related in her

voluble letters to Agnes and Ursula ; and the

schemes and calumnies of the set of fine people,

men and women, whom envy and hate induced to

undermine the domestic peace of the Merivales,—*
are each and all skilfully, cleverly, or effectively

told ; but everything with us must give way to

the march of the Lion. His long-announced and
well-puffed tragedy was to be brought forward at

last, after endless delays and alterations ; and to

the favoured theatre trooped his literary and his

fashionable friends, his patrons and patronesses,

the Florida Strongfellows, and the Cottons and
Jodrells, and the newspaper critics; and there

too came Ursula and poor Agnes Gray, now
knowing herself forsaken—humbled, heart-bro-

ken, but loving still. With anxious and beating

hearts, and striving to conceal themselves, they
came. The skulking ruffian, Philip Warren, was
also in that theatre, and his late master, Sparker,

though on a quest of their own j and, last of all,

appeared old Brandon, coming no one could tell

from whence. The parsimonious cold-hearted

grandfather, was discovered sitting in the pit, as

if to blast the eyes of his grandson. Much to the

man of Genius depended upon the success of this

play. His novel, in spite of all its fame, had
turned out unproductive ; and his gains at the

gaming-table, which he had resolved, from feel-

ings of delicacy, to devote to merely trifles and
luxuries, and from which Agnes had obtained the

imaginary rewards of her poetry, had given him
a taste for expense. He had got into a shabby
genteel, but expensive lodging, and
There was no going, In a common street-vehicle, to

Lord *s, or_ House ; no refusing to join in the

dinners out of town, which the gttffields, Alton*, and
Pnllartons gavet never troubling themselves which of
their tradesmen must wait, while they rioted at Black-
wall or Richmond. And the greater became his embar-
rassments, (the heaviest of them a mere joke to the men
whom he aspired to emulate,) the more impatient was he
of their being guessed. The play was to bring all right
tor him, as well as for Agnes Gray.

The play broke down under circumstances of

provoking, but irresistibly ludicrous disgrace;
snd Agnes, in agony, stopped her ears to shut
out the hissing.

Tbs roar, the agonyof mirth,was indescribable—Sufiield
Isughed, if Lady Dereham was to be believed, till bis
*tsys parted—and Cherry, to whom all that had passed
btd as yet been but “ leather and prunella," shouted,
loud enough for the house to hear—“ Now thaCi famous,
1 call it! Bravo! Robin! Encors ! en—cor*

!

Who
*ould have thought he had so much fun in him ?” • .

“ Let us go home," said Ursula, observing Agnes to be
wverely distressed. « 1 would have spared yon this. 1
would have given much that you had not come here,"

“Go home!" cried Agnes, almost indignantly* “If

his own frisnds forsake him But ehe stopped

;

her words were choked by the thought that he could be

a foreaker also!••*..*
“

4
So there's an end to poor Mr Brandon !" said

Snffield, when hie ears had drank in the lest howl, and
the last hiss had subsided ;

<* desperately cut up he will

be. Well, we have done our duty by it ! I will nevsr

believe but Lady Merivale read it in manuscript, and
had too much tact to corns and see its exscntion."

. , . . Well," continued Suffield, as they

drove off, u never before did I feel the foil force of an
abbreviation. But this poor Brandon's play—it is of

serious consequence to him. I wonder where he is."

He was at home—haunted by bis grandfather's words
and face, like a curse. The veil was tom from before

his eyes. Now only he felt the full worthlessness of his

life—the fall madness of his conduct—the miserable,

miserable incompetence of his genius—the ungrateful

selfishness of his heart. ....
And then he cast his eyas on Agnes Gray's eimple

letter of leave-taking, and shuddered to feel that he
could not, as a man of honour, claim her forgiveness,

and renew the vows which would have made her ouiy
too proud to weep for him and to comfort him. The
last waking thing hs saw, was bsr dejected willowy
figure, shrinking from that frightful derision which
(every sound taking a shape) haunted his pillow long
after he had fallen asleep ! And this was to have been
the night of his apotheosis !

A fever wae the consequence of this terrible

disappointment, and of an overturn in a cabrio-

let ; by which accident, Robert was laid up for

weeks, and as it chanced, in the residence of Lord
Merivale. And thither wandered Agnes Gray,
almost as pretty and pathetic in her madness,
and in her jealousy of the noble and beautiful

enchantress, who had unconsciously fascinated

the imagination of her faithless lover, as Ophe-
lia herself ; and when long weeks had elapsed,

and Ursula was away in the benevolent Al-

mond's cottage, watching and nursing the un-

fortunate girl, and Lord and Lady Merivale were
gone to their country seat, Mr Cherry made his

frequent appearance to inquire for Brandon ; and
was at last permitted, by the careful nurse, to

come up stairs rs to chat with," as he said, “ and
cheer poor Robin/' who had got into such good
quarters.

(( Well," said that brisk personags, in spite of pro-

mises and cautions beginning to talk as soon as he was
within the door, “a pretty business this has been, Master
Robin. Tumbling from a cab, indeed ! How ever did you
manage it? . . . Don't stir ; I’ll seat myself. Why
what six long weeks they most have seemed to you."
“ Long, indeed ; and so lonely, 1 thought yon had all

forgotten me."
w Oh, nonsense, it's only yon genuises who do that sort

of thing. Nay, now, I did not mean to make yon cry.

How weak you must be ! You got a note from Ursula

this morning ? . . . Ay, she is a good creature, if

there sver was one. So hard-working, so humble, so

forgiving
; thinks of everybody before herself. Every-

body is charmed with her. Lady Merivale cannot speak

highly enough of her. ... By way of news, I may
advise you that I’m going off too to New York, iu

August. Lots of money to be picked np there ; and all

old Preserved Knott’s business connexion tumbling to

pieces, for want of a head among ’em, as Mrs Florida

said, the other night. . .
.**

<* Mrs Florida. Oh, I recollect. I think my memory
is sadly shaksn and he added, with a faint smile—** Do
you go to New York as a single man, Cherry ?'*

* Perhaps yes—perhaps no ; I’ll look btfore I leap,

depend upon it, and Miss Florida wants lots of training

before she's fit for the nuptial state, as Oodsal used to

call it in his prim way. London'* » spoiling place,
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Robin ; indeed I won’t answer for it, that my head’s not

ray-ther turned. You’re had your day. Be glad of it;

now you’ll settle, I hope and trust, and make a man of

yourself.”

« But, Cherry, I must know the worst, and I can ask

nobody but you : Ursula is at Almond Nook, I know.
Is she there alone ? Where . . . where is . . .”

4< I’m off, if you question me; because I promised

faithfully 1 would not talk to you about domestic sub-

jects Come,’' resumed Cherry, after an
awkward pause, you don’t ask after any of your old

friends and acquaintances ; Lady Garston, for in-

stance . . . .”

If Cherry refused to answer any question about

domestic affairs, he was quite free on all other

topics. One of the most delicately traced cha-

racters in the book is Almond, but we dare not

venture to spoil, by a shred ora swatch. Almond
the jealous, irascible, semi-lion of the coteries,

though thegenerous and tender-hearted master of
the hospitable cottage of AlmondNook; Almond,
prone to affection for the sex, and jealous lest

those he admired should laugh at a lover of

fifty, had become enamoured of the beautiful

nature of Ursula Brandon, who gave him no hope.

It was in his cottage that she tended the dying

Agnes ; and thither Lady Merivale,on her return

to town, took the now convalescent Brandon.
“ I would have spared you this visit,” said Lady Me-

rivale, gently, but seriously, “ had it been possible—but
she has asked for you so earnestly !, You could not but go.”

Robert did not attempt an answer. He only grew paler,

and shrunk lower down into the corner of the carriage.

“ If you feel unequal to the meeting, say so,” resumed
the lady after a short pause. “ Distress you it must

:

but I fear that a very long delay ... You will find her

very gentle, however, if she knows you ; for the last four-

and-twenty hours, they tell me have changed her greatly.

I date not deceive you ;—this will be your farewell visit
!”

“ Good God 1” burst out Robert, in a passion of remorse,
u and this has been my doing !—Why did I not die my-
self?”!
M Hush !” said the lady, gently, but solemnly. M I

will not be so false to you as to hid you not to blame
yourself 1 but, as God has spared your life, you are not

to despair. You are not to make regret torture. All

the physicians tell me that, under any circumstances, this

disorder might probably have manifested itself in her

sooner or later. It is well she is called away now, for

both of you ! I trust,” she added, more impressively, “ /
think that you will not forget this day ;” and again there

was silence.

They entered the house. Almond was not visible ; but
Ursula met them with a finger on her lips. She bunt
into tean when she saw them ; but, restraining benelf,

threw open the door of the little parlour, and invited

Lady Merivale to enter. Then, taking Robert by the

hand, she disappeared with him, no word being spoken.

In the parlour eate one, all in tears, whom, neverthe-

less, no sorrow could utterly subdue into silence. “ Ah !

dearest Lady Merivale,” exclaimed good Miss Warble,
squeezing the visiter’s hand, (i this, is, indeed, a time of
sorrow! a sore welcome home for me! Poor Agnes!
They told us, when she became rational again, she could

not be spared to us many hours louger ; and now, they

are momently expecting up stairs ... 1 came away, be-

cause I could not bear to stay. . . . How I used to

scold her fer sighing. Dear lamb ! I doubt I was too

harsh with her.”

Lady Merivale could here honestly administer comfort
• . “ O you’re, very good to say so ; and, indeed, l

could not bear it now, if I had been provoking and
fidgety with her. Single women will, you know, some-
times. And Joanna too, she was fond of her, though more
of a lecturer than I am. Joanna will regret her sincere-

ly. Poor Jo— ; matrimony has sweetened her; and
that was more than one dared to pray for. Let me pour

you out a glass of wine, Lady Merivale. It is really

choice; the last of our travelling stock.”
<( And dear Brandon too,” resumed the kind creature,

drinking by herself when her offers were declined, “how

he will feel it, when he recollects all her tender little ways,

and how fond she was of his P. Z.'s from the very first.

Such a terrible, terrible shock for him ; though be most

be blamed most severely that all was broken off between

them. What creatures men are, the best of them : even

the Archdeacon is forced to admit it. . . . Bless

her, dear Ursula, what a life she has led among them!

But there ’s something better, I hope, in store for her. I

do not mean that she is to marry Mr Almond, valuable

as he is. O dear, no; that would be a palpable mistike

—Your Ladyship agrees with me.”
“ Entirely— Ursula will never marry. She still loves

the memory of that unfortunate man, who, they tell me,

is going to be transported, better than any other living

being, save her nephew. I hope they will live together

now. He wishes it ; and I trust she need not be afraid

of hie changing again. If he has not now learned to va-

lue his true friends as they deserve, I will give him up u
hopeless.’*

Oh, surely, surely ;—the dear youth, I am sure, will be

steady now. Nothing, after all, like one’s own flesh and

blood. 1 f Joanna and I set up house again together, (and

really Mr Ashmole presses it so, that I can’t find in my
heart to refuse him,) could there be a stronger proof that

there are no ties like
%
home ties ? I was beginning to be

tired of gazing about in foreign parts, though the Arch-

deacon was all we could desire—and to think myself an

old fool for”

In the pause which ensued, after the worthy gentlewo-

man had talked herself out of breath, Lady Merivale was

struck by the quicker and more careless treading of feet

in the chamber above : then by a sadden and heavy

sound, like the falling of some one to the floor. After

that, all was still. She rose, foreboding what this meant;

while Miss Warble, unable to speak, grasped her hand

tightly, and then, falling on her knees, began to pray ai

well as she could for weeping. In another instant, a

step was heard upon the stairs, slowly descending, and a

hand was on the lock of the door. It opened quietly,

and Mrs Sherbrooke presented herself : hardly less pale

and agitated than themselves. “ AH is over, ladies,” she

said, “ and the poor young gentleman has fainted on the

floor beside her. She was so fond of him !”

And thus closes our account of the adventures

of “ The Lion of the Coteries.” Even these “ gar-

bled extracts” must vindicate our high opinion,

and shew that this novel, with great wit and bril-

liancy, possesses rarer and higher qualities. We

have not touched upon the powerful London- Life

episode of PhilipWarren, and the womanly- hearted

Ursula ; nor yet on the personalities and peculi-

arities of Almond, and his old inmate Judith, and

the Merivale satellites. The genteel comedy of

the piece, we leave nearly unnoticed, without much

regret. We have had ail manner of School for

Scandal and May Fair comfit, and spicy charac-

ters, or their shadows, served up to us again and

again, and never better than here ; but the Al-

monds, the Cherrys, the Warbles, the Ashmoles,

and the Roundheads, are the daily bread of life;

without which we die, and the Mrs and Misse*

Florida Strongfellows, and Dr Wykehamea, it*

relishing and natural sauce. Both are abounding

here. The higher-wrought and pathetic scene*

ofAgnes' suffering, and of Ursula’s stronghearted

endurance, we have not ventured to profane.

In conclusion, we must remark, that if this be

the production of a new writer, which, however^

is not likely, the best among the old Btagers i

need to look to their laurels.
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MR ENSOR’S RETROSPECTIVE VIEW OF THE MOVEMENT.
It is advisable, in order to obtain a clear view

of the posture of our affairs, to note some par.

ticnlars which occurred preparatory to the
introduction of the late Reform Bill into Par-
liament. Men have little memory either for

good or evil—few events affect their minds more
deeply than the fretted lines do the sea-shore,

which the coming tide smooths and obliterates,

again to suffer impressions equally transient and
superficial. The people—the working people-
have now commenced the project of Reform, to

promote which, many, with that sacred name in

their mouths, are in effect mere gossips, who
talk without object or interest ; and, in fact, the
genteel advocates for reform may generally be
classed among trimmers, renegades, and impost-
ors. Some of the most strenuous friends of

liberty in speech have laughed at the fancy, and
one in particular, it is said, avowed “that Parlia-

mentary Reform was a fit thing to bo made use
of in argument in the House of Commons, but
not to be carried into execution." Mr Pitt

stood high among the exalted talkers about re-

form in 1782 and 1783 ; and, in 1785, when he was
Minister, he made motions on this subject in Par-
liament. The ups and downs in political life, by
the same persons, terrify the sincere, and dis-

grace the whole political world. Sir W.
Curtis, who officiated as a kilted mountebank to

George the Fourth in Edinburgh, and was loyal

from top to toe, had canvassed the freeholders

Middlesex for John Wilkes ; and if consist-

ency was to be heightened by double changes,
Wilkes and Luttrel exchanged sides. Wilkes
propitiated the court in the city of London

—

be became a most loyal alderman, and he was
favoured at 8t James’;* while Luttrel, in his

old sge, raised the standard of revolt against
the King’s Ministry. The war with America
was declared to be a war against rebels—for

were they not virtually represented in the Brit-
ish Parliament ?—a fiction for a fact, in which
verbiage our constitution so gloriously rejoices.

And it was farther stated in Parliament, to sa-
tisfy the American colonists, that they were not
worse treated than millions in England, who
were taxed and retaxed, yet had not one vote
smoug them all for a single Member in the Brit-
ish legislation. Such insults snd such illustra-

tions did not satisfy the Americane ; while the
exasperated British Reformers roused a spirit of
inquiry, which occasionally excited expressions
of alarm and indignation against the minions of
power. The American War had in France a
stili greater effect. France was incomparably
worse governed than England ; and the soldiers,

piid and voluntary, had not only participated in

the war of freedom, but had shared the crown of
victory with those who, having beaten their op-

* Hit speech, the 14th of December, 1792, to the ward
®f Farringdon Without, compared to his other writings

^ •pooches, leaves his identity questionable.
IT . HV1I,*.V0L. VJU

pressorB, had permanently achieved their liberty.

Thence the French turned their eyes and
thoughts on their own miserable state—they felt

their disgrace— they contrasted their own
strength with their own weakness—that they

who had mainly snatched the ooloniets from a
foreign enemy, could not relieve themselves from
their own wholesale domestic oppression ; for

they, without a shade of representation, with-

out Senate or Commons’ House, had no voice in

any public concern ; and that, while different

opulent orders had prerogatives, and privileges,

and exemptions from fiscal exactions, the people

and the poor were borne down with peculiar and
extraordinary charges, while a ban was pronounced
against their merited advancement. The Ame-
rican War, also, as it increased the financial em-
barrassments of the French Government, Im-
proved the opportunities of the French Re-
formers—and they profited off them. The Revo-
lution was effected with little violence : money
was not forthcoming, and the Exchequer was
closed. This Revolution was hailed by many
who rejoiced at the emancipation of the Ameri-
can colonies ; and consistent men could only

have feit similar sympathy in a corresponding

event. Among those who triumphed in the re-

sult, Mr Fox’s voice was the loudest. George
the Third and his courtiers, of course, sympa-
thized with the monarchy—as Joseph of Ger-
many, when asked, would he not join the conven-

tion—“ No," said the Radical Emperor; “ royal-

ty is my order." It is stated, that Mr Pitt at

first did not participate in their terrors ; he was
then, however, implicated in an attempt to awe
Russia, and prevent her from possessing Oo-
zakow. On this occasion Mr Jenkinson dis-

tinguished himself in defence of the British

armament by an elaborate speech about the bal-

ance of power, which, it would seem, he consi-

dered to be suspended on that port on the Black

Sea. Disgrace followed the conduct of the Brit-

ish Ministry : millions were expended to no pur-

pose ; and, in order to conciliate the people for

the failure and the waste, Mr Pitt reduced some
inconsiderable taxes. Here is one of the many
impoetures which grow out of a small represent-

ation of the people in Parliament ; and the hush*

money, correspondingto the secret-servicemoney,
reduces the fictitious representation to something

worse than nothing. Yet all this but prefaces

the ignorance or imposition which immediately

followed : the Parliament met the 30th January,

1709 ; the King’s speech states, “ That the gene-

ral state of affairs in Europe appears to promise

to my subjoets the continuance of the present

tranquillity and Mr Pitt, in accordance with

the declamation from the throne, delivered a
most imposing speech on the budget. He said

that the sinking-fund (the bubble-fund) would,

with a continued peace, complete the object of

its institution in the year 1808—that is, the na-

?R
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tional debt would be liquidated in sixteen yean
from that period. During this Parliamentary

parade, different tumults occurred in England.

Dr Kippia honoured the French Revolution by
a public commemoration : Dr Priestley wished

to followthe precedent inBirmingham : a Church-
and-King mob made war on Dr Priestley's

house, and, after irreparable injury, forced him
to take refuge in America. Have the Reformers
of Birmingham paid a tribute to his memory?—
Not that they can honour him, for honour is self-

derived, but as a judgment against their towns-

men, who, by that act, in some measure stigma-

tized their town. This and similar outrages,

perhaps, farther increased the spirit of the people

in favour of the French Revolution and Radical

Reform. Then the associations which began
with American resistance were recruited or re-

organized, and the support which they had given

to the American Colonists was easily transferred

to the Reformers of France. Some members
dropped off—some turned on their associates.

Mr Burke declared against clubs, &c. ; yet he
admitted that he belonged to more clubs

than one, “ in which the principles of the Glori-

ous Revolution are held in the highest rever-

ence."

—

Reflections, p. 2. And what was this

glorious revolution ? He says, “ It was a re-

volution not made but prevented. We made
no revolution ; no, nor any alteration at all.’**

A glorious, truly a most inglorious revolution

;

and such, in fact, have been the reforms of the
laws—civil, judicial, fiscal, constitutional—by our
patriotic, overweening egotists. Such was the
last Reform Bill, as is now evident and admitted

;

and it will become less and less a reform. There
is an accruing indemnity for the paucity of good
intended by its framers, in the law of property,

which nullifies all reform. Primogeniture, so

honoured by Burke and the Tory faction, adds
and superadds to individuals masses of wealth

;

while the law of descent in France is equitable,

distributing wealth and diffusing power. There
the aristocracy of riches may rise in the spring

head ; but it must soon refresh the surrounding
country. Wealth may accumulate in the hands
of a few ; but the law transfers it, in the next
descent, among many heirs ; which is repeated in

each successive generation. Mr Burke assailed

the French Revolution at its commencement ; for

it was not a sham, like the glorious English

Revolution. He wrote his most abusive “ Letter,”

&c,, in 1789, against the People and their pro-

ceedings ; and, passing over many questionable

points, we may ask, if some excesses did occur

thus early, who were to blame ? The People ?

no. And Macchiavelli discharges the People. On
such occasions, he imputes the discredit of such

offences to their masters. He says, that a people

who had lived under a Prince, are like a savage

animal, which, after being reduced to slavery,

and pent up in a prison, escapes by accident

into the country, runs riot, and, in ignorance of

its aptitudes and means of defence, becomes the
prey of others. Macchiavel does not revile the

An Appeal from the Old to the New Whigs.

People, but the Princes who, having weakened
or depraved them by their power, disable them
from enjoying their liberty with discretion. He
also defends, in a long chapter, the people from
the charge of ingratitude, fixing that vice also

on the Princes. Further, I may remark a strong

contrast between Mr Burke's observations and
Macchiavel*8. The former would honour a re-

volution in proportion as it effected little ; while

the Florentine secretary declared that the capital

defect of revolutions had been that they had not

gone far enough. This imperfection the French
people, or, if the fact be charged truly, the

philosophers, did not commit. Some of the laws

of radical excellence have been abolished or

obscured, but the law of equal inheritance, with

the small breach of the majorats, continues,

with the satisfaction of all the French. This

was a dreadful crime, socially and politically, in

Burke's estimation. He honoured primogeni.

ture ; glorified the great landholders, even more
than Lord John Russell's Reform Bill ; called

them the ballast of the constitution—a ballast that

sinks us, stinting our people of their food, and
the manufacturers of their market. Mr Burke
has been treated with culpable partiality, in a

late number of the Edinburgh Review. He
passed for a Whig, yet he was, as Johnson said

of him and himself—" He is as great a Tory as

I am." He began his official career with gross

sycophancy. He called the King's message, in

1782, “ the best of messages to the best of Peo-

ple, from the best of Kings"—The best of Kings!
Is this Burke the Whig ?—Rather one of the

Omrahs mentioned by Bernier, who relates

—

"When the King speaks, they hold up their

hands and cry, wonder, wonder !" The best of

Kings !—and this uttered immediately after the

war with theAmerican colonies, which Burke had
denounced ; a war which this best of Kings was

probably the first to urge, and, as he himself said

to the American Ambassador, the last to renounce.

All existing Kings were the best. George was

superlative, Louis XVI. something more; but

the People were worse and worse. Right-mind-

edness and royalty at one side ; error and the

People on the other. Yet, what said this very

man. not speaking at large, but after having

fixed the reader's attention to particulars ? Ip

his pamphlet on the " Present Discontents," he

quotes Sully, who declared that revolutions do

not come by chance or caprice, and that the

populace never rise from a passion to attack,

but from impatience to endure—Burke adding,

“ These are the words of a great man ; of a

Minister of State, and zealous asserter of mon-
archy. They are applied to a system of favourit-

ism, which was adopted by Henry III. of France,

and to the dreadful consequences it produced.

What he said of revolutions is equally true of

all great disturbances." Yet this same Mr
Burke, in respect to the revolution in France,

professed to consider it an inexplicable casualty,

or, if not causeless, the creature of Voly&e,
Rousseau, Condorcet, Mably, and the Irtber

Encyclopedists. Spleen and Scriblenup seen
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to have taken full possession of his faculties.

What was new was discredited; yet novelty
neither good nor bad ; and the historian

Hume says, “ That the chief improvements in the
British constitution have been effected by violent
innovation/' He played the sophist egregiously
in his vocation, talking of morally true and poli-
tically false ; he defended monkeries ; and, still

farther tampering with truth, he defended mitred
fronts in courts and palaces, and nobility—the
Corinthian capitals in society ; but the working
classes—the Caryatides in his political architec-
ture—he condemned, heaping on them a quota-
tion from Ecclesia8ticus—“for their talk is of
oxen. He also quotes most approvingly from
the preceding verse—" And he that hath little

business shall become wiser hence Parliament
is called the collective wisdom. Certainly few
can have less to do than Members of Parliament,
and the laws are monuments of their idleness
and wisdom. He praised the Queen of France
in 9uch terms as a premature schoolboy would his
first love for a Miss in her teens. Then came
chivalry emblazoned—an antiquated foppery,
and kindred to the elder Holy Alliance. When,
about the beginning of the 13th century, the
rage for violence and plundering abated, the
Society of Milites Jesu Christi de Narbonna
ceased its dignity. Mr Burke vaunted that, un-
der the tutelage of chivalry, (t vice lost half its

evil, by losing all its grossness." The French
memoirs of lords and ladies are filthy in the ex-
treme. Even Moliere’s pieces, composed for the
court, notwithstanding their exquisite merit, are
equally disgusting as to the refinement of vice
among the chivalrous French. To be sure, much
reserve was shewn by the lady mothers who fur-
nished a continual stream of retiring virtue to
the Regent's pare aux cerfs ; and what peerless
vice was his who declared, quil naimoit pas les

plaisirs innocens

!

Yet Mr Burke s eloquence
and learning are advanced, as if they could cover
his political hostility to reform, and qualify his
outrages against a people daring to emerge from
despotism, with its category of grinding vexa-
tions. Mr Burke is ’most anxious to justify his
consistency. When he came into office with the
Whigs, he began his placemanship in England by
a plan of economical reform throughout the whole
civil expenditure. And the Annual Register,

1782, p. 180—his own Register—stated, that on
this occasion he spoke with great emotion. This
was catching ; for his seconder, Mr Powys, also
spoke with signs of great emotion. How far was
this theatrical ? for we know that Mr Burke, im-
proving on Macbeth and the air-drawn dagger,
and suiting the action to the word, threw on the
floor of the House of Commons a dagger, when
he announced that three thousand substantial
flaggers had been lately manufactured in Bir-
mingham. This sentimental economist, always
consistent, did, for the tare and tret for his well-
acted virtue, receive an enormous pension out of
the very fund on which he declared no pension
should be charged. Yet Mr Burke’s consistency,
even in this case, may be reconciled by the fol-

lowing concluding paragraph of his Reflections,

&c. :
—“ These come from one who wishes to pre-

serve consistency, but would preserve consist-

ency by varying his means to Becure the unity of

hi9 end." The Edinburgh Review not only glossed

over this man’s character, but pronounced him a

peculiar prophet. Never did man exhibit less

foreknowledge. He said

—

Annual Register, 1793,

p. 181—in order to promote the war, that the

most expensive part of a war was always the

beginning. The French war was prodigiously

the reverse. He, so far from being prospective,

could not see, or would not recognise what was

obvious to all. He said, in 1790, in reply to Mr
Flood, in his speech for Parliamentary Reform,

that the people were indifferent to reform ;
yet,

he say8, he published his thoughts on the French

Constitution, to prevent them from being induced

to imitate it. On the contrary, the people were

in great commotion. Hence we had Mr Wind-
ham praising the happy constitution of the House
of Commons

—

Annual Register

,

1790, p. 80 ; Mr
Jenkinson, asserting the confidence of the people

in it, thus—“ Could any gentleman prove, that at

any time the decisions of the House of Commons
were not in unison with the opinions of the nation?

He maintained they could not in a single instance."

Mr Pitt took up the same theme, and advised

Mr Burke to cease abusing the French constitu-

tion, and substitute the praise of the English,

though it was difficult to determine whether he
more glorified the one or more vilified the other

—they were to Mr Burke the “ Beauty and the

Beast." Every incident proved that the spirit

of reform was vigorous, by the means taken to

awe the malecontents—the fright and desertions

of the talking patriots—the Duke of Richmond,
who changed his purpose from reform to strength-

en the People’s power, to the construction of

round towers along the coast, to prevent them
being surprised seawards. Mr Pitt, a brother

Reformer, withdrew his name also from the re-

forming firm, and condemned the clubs of which
he had been a member. The alarm and panic of

the Constitutionalists were prodigious. Mr
Burke objected to relieving the Bohemians from
feudal servitude ; and, in a private conversation

with Mr Curwen, he started into a paroxysm of

rage, because he, Mr Curwen, affirmed facts

derived from his own direct knowledge of the

country.—(Curwen’s Letters on Ireland, v. ii., p.

92.) Indeed, such was the terror of the Aristo-

cracy of the spread of popular sentiments, that

the abolition of the Slave Trade was declared in

the Lords to be connected with the levelling sys-

tem and the Rights of Man.—

(

Annual Register,

1793, p. 90.)

During this period two games were playing,

by the King and Ministry^at the same time. First,

it was said the people were indifferent to Reform,
and most comfortable, present and prospectively

;

for, as I have said, Mr Pitt calculated on a long
peace, and a clearance of the National Debt in a
few years. And he further stated, that, (the 30th
of April, 1792,) “ by the blessing of Providence,
we enjoy an unexampled state of political happi-
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ness." This halcyon announcement was soon

changed ; for, in the next month, May 21, a pro.

clamation was issued denouncing the endeavours

to bring into contempt the wise and wholesome
provisions made at the time of the glorious Revo,
lution, and since strengthened and enforced by
consequent laws, for the preservation and security

of the rights and liberties of our faithful and
loving subjects, &c. This state of perplexity

was soon decided by the principals of the Euro-

pean confederacy, the mighty friends of order,

and religion, and property, and peace—the Em.
]>eror of Germany and the King of Prussia—who
prepared to march into France at the head, it

was said, of 200,000 men. Of this force, the

Duke of Brunswick, supposed to be the greatest

captain of the age, was generalissimo. Some
time before, he had, at the head of a Prussian

army, mastered the Dutch Patriots. He issued a

proclamation from Coblentz,July the25th, 1792, in

which he declared, that he entered France “ to

put an end to the attacks made on the throne and
the altar; to restore the King to his legitimate

power, to liberty and safety. That the Emperor
and King do not mean to meddle in the govern,
xnent of France;" (Russia, another confederate,

had just extinguished the constitution of Poland,

and was overrunning the country, which was a

third time to be divided between her and her
allies ;) “and that, if the Parisians do not imme-
diately comply with this command, they shall

suffer the most exemplary and avenging punish-

ment
, by giving up the city of Paris to military

execution , and exposing it to total destruction,"

&c. The Duke issued another proclamation, two
days after, denouncing similar vengeance against

the inhabitants of other towns in France who
might transgress his behests; and yet, after

these dreadful threats, thundered throughout
the extent of France, it was held a crying sin

that the French rose in their might, became an
armed nation, tried their King, who had been
seized flying to join theGerman invaders, and that
they confiscated the property of the emigrants
marshalled to assist them. The Duke's proclam-
ation tested not merelythe spirit but the common
sense of the French

; they were to decide on
their own lives, and the existence of France as a

nation. Had the assailing Emperor and Kings
succeeded, probably France would have also

been partitioned, and another Nicholas might
now, having seised the remnant, sent its brave
inhabitants to join the Poles in their beggary
and dispersion throughout Europe. The Ger-
mans marched on, proclaiming the Bourbons and
legitimacy. They entered Champagne. Sour
grapes, they say, forced those who promised to

inflict such unexampled horrors on the Parisians,

to retreat. Had they succeeded, and only re-

instated the King, and clergy, and noblesse in

power, France would have fallen back, as Spain

did when a French army marched through that

country, and restored the often sworn Ferdinand
to absolute power. Then, indeed, might have
been truly said of France, as the celebrated

Oxenstiern did sarcastically, on returning to

Spain, after a long absence, “ II n'y a ricn

changfi.” Had the Bourbons and the royal

satellites been restored under the auspices of

these German despots, there would have been a

change, and for the worse ; for in what way

did they reform themselves after their banish-

ment, and vagrancy, and distress, and restor-

ation, and rejection, and re-restoration ?— It

was truly said of the emigrants, royal, and noble,

and ecclesiastical, that “ they learned nothing,

and forgot nothing;" and Charles X., and Polign-

ac, and their ordinances, proved that they were

determined on perdition—the curse of irredeem-

able bigotry and tyranny was stamped on their

heart ; and they were finally dethroned and ex-

patriated in the famous days of July, with little

more agitation and bloodshed, so entirely bad

they worn out their credit, than occurs in some

tithe quarrels between the Irish peasantry and

the Protestant parsons.

But to return to our own affairs, from which

the French convulsion and the allied sove-

reigns of Germany for a while carried us, be-

yond the immediate sequence of events :—The

proclamation of the English King, dated the

21st of May, 1792, relative to the endeavours of

the lieges to bring into contempt the wise Iswi

of our incomparable constitution, was followed

by an augmentation of the forces by sea and

land ; by building barracks—for soldiers could

not be trusted among citizens. The militia wai

called out ; Hanoverians were introduced into

England; the Habeas Corpus act was suspended,

five millions were voted to sustain commercial

credit ; with secret committees ;
green bags

;
the

alien bill
;
bills respectingforeign correspondence;

Post-Office spies, and spies of all kinds ; and

secret-service money. Then began prodigious

trials, and still more prodigious convictions and

judgments. Muir and Palmer were tried for

leasing-making in Scotland, and sentenced to be

transported to Botany Bay for fourteen years.

At this trial, a judge held that no one not haring

land had any right publicly to discuss political

questions. This judgment was justified in Par-

liament
; and Mr Dundas backed the law-officer

who stated that the English laws were not saffi-

ciently severe. This Dundas found thst the

English laws were sufficiently severe—“ He shall

have judgment without mercy who has hsd no

mercy." Then came the trials of Horne Tooko,

Hardy, Joyce, &c. They were members of

societies which had arisen towards the close of

theAmericanWar,which obliged theGovernment

to do justice to public opinion. Mr Pitt wsi

summoned to give evidence on these trials, in

order that he might exonerate certain societies

from odium, by avowing himself to have belonged

to them. Foronce his recollection failed hhn; but

Mr Sheridan refreshed his memory, and he after-

wards retracted his testimony. 'The accused,

triumphantly, and with general approbation,

were declared not guilty. Yet they were pro-

nounced, by the heartless and murderous crown

counsel, acquitted felons. To all these things

add the resistance of France : which t^ie prophet
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fiarke declared could not long continue ; for, lie

said, France was extinguished—a void in Europe
—and that the warrior spirit of its once brave

people had passed away ; quoting “ Gallos olim

hello floruisse." The reverse was soon proved.

To the retreat of the allied arms under the Duke
of Brunswick, was added the defeat of the Duke
of York at Dunkirk. Notwithstanding every

obstacle raised to the expression of public opi-

nion, mismanagement and defeats forced the

People openly to resume their opposition. In

Copenhagen Fields, a hundred thousand persons

met to petition for peace ; and the King was
assailed, on going to Parliament, with cries of

“Peace!—Bread!*' Then the Seditious-Meet-

ings Bill passed ; and Mr Windham said Min-
isters were determined to exert vigour beyond

the law. So theydid in the AmericanWar, as they
have done on the present Canadian outbreak

;

so they did repeatedly in the French war ; but it

never occurred to them to reform the evils in

these or other cases, till they had fought them-
Belves into difficulties, and disgrace, and debt.

As to America so to France—they thought they
conld conquer the colonies, they were assured

they could conquer France, and thus have the

English Reformers at their mercy. And what
was the issue ? In the next year, 1797, Bona-
parte, at the head of young France against old

Europe, succeeded in eighty-four engagements,
fourteen of which were pitched battles ; and
had not Bonaparte undertaken the Russian war,

vhile the fate of Spain was undecided, England
would have been prostrate before this man's
omnipotent vengeance. As to Parliamentary
Reform, how has the French war, advocated by
our Lives-and-Fortunes Men, and the defenders
of our property and constitution, left both pro-
pertyand constitution? The King, Ministry, and
corruptionists began this war with a taxation of
about sixteen millions, which now, after twenty-
one years’ peace, nearly equals fifty-two mil-

lions, with a debt increased to eight hundred

millions. The debt, at the former period, as I

before stated, Mr Pitt calculated, would have

been cleared in 1808
;
yet the present Chancellor

of the Exchequer, instead of calculating National

Debt or interest, confines his financial expecta-

tion to saving, by some economical arrangement,

£3,000 in twenty years from the present time.

In contemplating this debt, 1 am happy to quote,

approvingly, a remark of one whom hitherto I

could not conscientiously praise. Mr Burke, in

his “ Reflections," p. 229, says—"Nations are

wading, deeper and deeper, into an ocean of

boundless debt. Public debts, which at first

were a security to governments, by interesting

many in the public tranquillity, are likely, in

their excess, to become the means of their sub-

version." Debt was the immediate cause of the

French Revolution ; yet, last Session, Sir Robert

Peel talked of “ the beautiful simplicity of the

3 per cents." They will be further simplified.

Political retribution has been postponed by the

French war, as a dam impedes a coming flood.

The People are pressing for Universal Suffrage.

I shall 8top for the present with a quotation

from Sir J. Mackintosh, published at the begin-

ning of the French Revolution—“ Political in-

equality is equally inconsistentwiththe principles

of natural right, and the objects of civil institu-

tion ; men retain a right to share in their govern-

ment, because the exercise of the right by one man
is not inconsistent with its possession by another,

which is evidently the case when the surrender

of a natural right can be created by society.'*

Vindicice Gallica;

,

p.225. Universal Suffrage is the

movement question now, as it was formerly. The
nation is at peace—the people are greatly im-

proved in ability and knowledge—and the want
of popular authority in the representation is felt

both by consumers and producers ; and by all,

not placemen, in the excess of expenditure, and
in the overwhelming amount of taxation.

George Ensor.

Ardrass, 1839.

A CHAPTER OP POPULAR POETRY.

The changing or progressive spirit of every age
is manifested in nothing more distinctly than in

its contemporaneous popular poetry. Nay, it

might probably he more correct to say, that popu-
larpoetry is one marked embodiment of that spirit.

It is not, however, among the lingering imitators
of Byron, or of the elegant and mellifluous He-
mans and her tuneful confraternity, that we are
to look for the poetry which reveals the expand-
ing and brooding heart of the People, and which,

wherever it may germinate, is sure first to break
forth at the plough, the loom, the forge, in the
village school, or in the workshop of the skilled

artisan ;—at one period, if religious excitement
be the prevailing cause, in rude satire and ruder
hymns ; at another, in such patriotic lyrics as
“ The Marseillaise March," or the impassioned
trains of Kdrner. The popular poetry of the
present day is quite as significant a token of the
XOb LXVIIL—VOL. VL

times as ever was “ Hudibras" or “ Lillebul-

leroo and it possesses, with a higher, as distinc-

tive a character—thoughtful, energetic, earnest,

suggestive, bursting with real feeling and deep

meanings. As the most potent utterers of the

human heart and soul in this new mode, we may
instance Ebenezer Elliott, in England, and
Bdranger, in France; the one trained at the

forge, the other in the printing-office, and both

in boyhood intellectually excited by the strife

of social elements—the heavings of the society

breaking up around them. Poetry—or call it

what we may—that impassioned language in

which men deeply moved are compelled to give

utterance to their thoughts and feelings, has

formed a leading feature in the lighter depart-

ment of this Magazine from its commencement,
so that a volume of purely Radical Poetry, of no
every-day quality, could now be collected from

2 S
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its pages. The humble poet of this new order

may sometimes be rude in speech and manner

;

for in giving utterance to the yearnings of his

heart and the soarings of his imagination, his

aim is not, as of old, to please, but to rouse,

vivify, and illuminate. But whatever may be

wanting in the accomplishment of verse, is more

than made up by vigour and downright ear-

nestness, by pure and lofty feeling, and by the

large interfusion of the spirit of truth and love.

Popular poetry, as a sign of the times, is not

limited to the expression of political or sectar-

ian opinion. Where bacchanalian songs predom-

inated, we have Temperance lays, which are far

from being milk and water compositions. In-

stead of the laudations of those who have steeped

the earth in misery and blood, which have re-

sounded through the popular verse of all ages, I

the people begin to chant the praises of such

heroic benefactors of their kind as Milton and

Washington, Franklin or James Watt. Though

the love and admiration of Nature has grown and

must ever grow with mental cultivation, and the

consequent refinement of tadte, instead of Ad-

dresses to the Moon, or 8onnets to the Glow-

worm, and such other trivial if pretty themes, we

meet with Odes to Labour, passionate assertions

ofthe unalienable rights of the whole human race,

and eulogies on those who have entitled them-

selves to its gratitude and blessing. The high

destinies of mankind, and the progressive amelio-

ration of society, are among the august themes

of the new order of popular bards
;
and we may

affirm of all of them, that, if they fail in the

higher order of poetry, not one is seduced by

that vapid, tinkling sing-song, which has so

long been mistaken for poetry. From our accu-

mulated stores of this species of modern verse

—

the Poetry of the People—we now propose to

select a few specimens, differing in style and

metres, but with a common origin, and possessing

many family features. By thus disposing of the

sterner spirits, we shall also clear the way for

that Annual Feast of the Poets, which it has

been our good custom to celebrate in September.

Let us, then, without farther preamble, open

with this emphatic question

—

WHO ARE EARTH*8 MIGHTY ONES ?

Who are earth's mighty ones ?

The sceptred monarchs, and the lords of power,

Whoee wide dominions

Stretch over land and sea, from shore to shore ?

Who are earth's mighty ones ?

Warriors whoee red hands grasp the battle blade—*

Anarchy's ruthless sons,

Whose breath a universe in anguish laid ?

Who are earth's mighty ones ?

Priests who bind souls in superstition's spell—

Whose foul contagion runs

Thro* every breast, dark, wild, and terrible?

Are these earth’s mighty ones,

—

Such as she boasts, with heaven, equality ?

Are these her glorious sons,

Who win her name an immortality ?

O Earth, where is thy shame,

That thou should'st bear such children in thy womb ?

Where is the voice of fame,

To call the mighty from oblivion's tomb ?

Where is the patriot band,

The strength of honour, and the trust of frith ?

Where is the deathless band,

Who drew in glory at their earliest breath ?

Where is the Freeman’s boast

—

The proudest, man can utter—u I am free ;**

Which, when all else is lost,

Remains with him to all eternity ?

Where Is the sound that raised

The flame of victory in each high heart ?

Where are those actions praised

In song, whoee lustre never can depart ?

Them are earth’s mighty ones

—

These win the meed of an undying name

—

These are her glorious sons,

Heirs of her trust, inheritors of fame

!

No tyrant diadem—
Badge of a people’s suffering—binds their wreath

:

Their coronet *s the gem
Formed from the crystal of affection's breath*

We oannot follow this with any piece ao appro-

priate as the praise of one of Earth's truest

ft mighty ones," one of her most glorious sons.

ODE TO WASHINGTON.
•• Dignum tsudc vtrum muss vetat most
Cmk> mms best.** Hones

A name that all with blessings giaet ! Yea, go

Whers’er th* inconstant suit illumes this world—

As far as waves may waft or winds shall blow

;

Where'er the flag of freedom is unfurl'd

—

(The tyrant to the dust for ever hurl'd ;)

Or where the Sclavon cringes to the lash,

And the indignant lip is never curl'd-

Ye thunderbolts, why speed ye not to dash

Your ruin on the tyrant with avenging crash ?

Yes, far and wide, great stream l as on thy shore,

Oaunt Metachsbe !* is proclaimed his name;

As a divinity, for ever more,

Men hail it with a worshipping acdaim !

For his alone is an unsullied fame

That blooms immortal—blooms on earth, on high,

Knowing no winter ; in its pride, the same

As when thy banks reverbed a nation's cry,

Grateful for peace and weli-earaed indvpeudsocy.

His cause was justice, freedom, and his home

:

Britons, could yo

u

resist a etuis so just ?

Ye whe had fought for ft equal right*" whlleme.

And dared to curb a tyrant’s lawless lost;

And ye prevailed. Faithful to the trust

Of liberty, your sons beyond the seas,

E’en like yourselves, have struck for freedom t mart

Oppression, like some rancorous disease,

Exterminate your sons because your tyrants please?

Firm, but not lawless—resolute, not rash

;

Patriots awake when freedom calls s the call

Is like the thunder-roar : th* awakening flask

Heralds to freedom and the tyrant’s foil.

Proclaiming freedom to the slave—to alt

Great is the cause—a cause for gods to fight—

To burst man's shackles—trample down his thnU*

Contend for home, and liberty, and right

;

And, should the price be life, resign it with delight^!

This Acrostic, which comes to u« from one if

our largest manufacturing towns, will be its own

interpreter. It follows naturally in the order of

arrangement.

ACROSTIC.

Henry, thou hast in British hearts a home—
Enshrin’d in love thy peaceful glories srs s

Nor can the chroniclers of Greece or Rome
Reveal the beaming of so bright a star

;

Yea, freedom's sons have hailed its rays afar

!

aThe Indian wmwM th* Mmhdgg l
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Light of an intaOactual galaxy
Of statesmen treaty and worthies known to fta*—
Rite ia thy brightness o’er the stormy sea,

Day-star, corns forth and biasing truths proclaim.

BiWs, raise the song, to tell what wondrous deeds
Renowned heroes hare achiev'd in war

;

Of scenes of carnage, where the mighty bleeds
Unnotic*d, laid beneath destruction's car.

Go, strike your harps to chant a patriot's praise-*
Hare ye a nobler earthly theme than this?
A land of freemen will the tribute raise,

Millions rejoicing in their homes of bliss.

THB SPIRIT OF FREEDOM.
0 search not for me on the hill%
Nor in a thousand tiring rills,

Whose stream the boundless rirer fills,

Nor in the rushing wind

;

0 search not for me on the plain,

’Mid pastured flocks and golden grain

;

E’en on the rock ye’ll seek in rain,

For that ye may not find.

0 search not for me in the aea,

Where the warea bound exultingly

;

Nor in the swift clouds wilA and free.

Nor in the trackleaa air;
Nor in the flight of nsonntain bird.

When coming tempest’s roice is heard

—

When rocks are rent, and forests atirred.

Ye may not find me there.

O seek me not, when banners flying
Upon the breeze, all storms defying—
Abore the field where dead and dying

Attest bow fierce the fight

;

Where the tumult rages thick and fast.

And black with smoke the deadly blast,

Aa carnage, sweeps careering past.

In all destruction's might.

These float o’er other fields than mine

—

The clarion’s shrilly notes may join
With ahouts of joy, that thousands pine

In the bonds of slavery

;

.But in the heart, there deep thoughts dwell,
Close in the soul’s mysterious cell—
*Twas then I wrought my silent spell—

’Tis there you’ll seek for me I

Our next specimens, like the preceding,
spring from the mind of one of that numerous
class of men to whom our intelligent legislators,
and, what ia worse, a great number of the ten-
pound electora, would deny the franchise.

MY OWE FIRESIDE.
There's a smiling spot in the poor man’s home,
.That is known not to pride in its gilded dome;
And he loveth it well, for 'tis hallowed by all
That hath bound him to life, or is dear to hia soul

i

By the memory sweet of his boyish years—
By a father's smiles and a mother's tears;

And earth hath no spot on its surface wide
So dear to him as his own fireside.

I boast not the pomp of a tapestried hall,

Whoae grandeur mocks at the sorrowful thrall

:

But a hnmblier lovelier dwelling is mine,
Around whoca wall clings the sweet woodbine
Tis the altar from whence pure thoughts ascend
To the poor man’s God—to the mourner’s friend;
’Tis the shrine where my hopes and fears abide $

And no spot is so dear as my own fireside.

When the wintry blast is loud and wild,

And the fire with the blazing faggot piled,

1 could almost blest my humble lot,

As on Shakspeart's page, or the mighty Scott,

With a feeling heart I calmly pore,

Tracing the depths of each sage’s lore. *

The promt may disdain, and ths rich deride,

But they know sot the joys of a calm fireside,

They are gone, they are gone, who hare beau to ma
As the guiding stars of my destiny l

But their memory sweet, it shall ne’er depart,

‘

But cling, like a tendril, still to my heart

;

For a brother’s laugh, unquench’d by care,

And a sister’s smile still welcome me there

;

And no matter if weal or wo betide—

I can meet it content by my own fireside. W. L.

MY MOUNTAIN HOME.
My mountain home !—What ia it binds

My heart to this wild spot?

The rock and fell, the foam and flood,

The rude and lonely cot

:

For these I shun the city proud.

Where halls and temples rear ;

For thought and word alike are free,

Free as my footsteps here.

What heed I of the princely dome,
The pride of rank or wealth,

While free o’er heath and fell to roam,
With Nature’s blessing—health.

Talk not to me of beauty rare,

With coroneted brow ;

The mountain girl hath face as fair,

And heart as blithe and true.

But there’s a nobler foeling far

That binds me to this spot,

Which makes me scorn the pomp of flati*

And lore my lowly lot s

’Tis that the soul, in scenes like these,

Can free communion hold
With Nature’s vast and awful works,
And learn what they unfold.

I love—when thunders rock the hills,

And the red bolt is gleaming,
Till lake, and wood, and mountain peak,

In that wild light are beaming,—
I love to look npon these scenes,

And read their awful charm

:

How frail' is human power compared
To an Almighty arm

!

’Tit here the monarch proud might learn
How brief his mortal span,

And throw his gilded trappings by,
To own himself bat man :

• The courtier too, who at his feet

Fawiis out his little hour.
Might learn, methinks, to bow to nought

Save an Almighty power.

My mountain homo—in flowery spring,

When summer decks the tret,

Or autumn's fruits are rich and ripe—
’Tis still the same to me.

How sweetly, too, by this rude hearth,
When the fire’s ruddy light

Brightens each loved and laughing cheek,
Doth pass the wintry night

!

My mountaiu home 1 a thousand ties

Bind me as with a spell

To thy rude walls, where all most dea^—
The loved and lovely—dwell.

A thousand nameless ties, I ween,
Which ne’er may broken be,

Are those which form the magic chain
That links my soul to thee. W. L.*

,

From the same pen we have a copy of verses
on the Year 1838, from which we cull a feir

stanzas.

THE LAST YEAR.
Thou hast heard an abbey's walls resound
With the shouts of a madden’d throng,

Whose sorrows seem’d, like the maniaers, drown’d
In a wild unmeaning song

;

* This contribetor wilt, we trust, find Ms private
and mtbfrctorily answered by Mr Rowland Hilft.
postage.

query meedltf
|dap eC peony
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For • maiden was crown’d mid hymn and prayer
|

Of dread and heathen mummery.
• • * • o

Thou hast seen proud Durham dress'd out for war,

And his gilded trappings fail,

Though decked with the badge of a bloody Czar,

While making the freeborn quail.

Thou hast heard the mighty Brougham proclaim

Each freeman’s rights, nought recking,

That the puny Whigs all hoot his name,
Like owls at the falcon pecking.

Thou hast heard the poor man's hut as it rung
With his famish'd children's cry ;

While he whose wealth from the bread.tax sprung
With a careless sneer passed by.

And thou hast heard a voice go forth

That must sound oppression's knell

;

For a million souls of might and worth
Have risen their wrongs to tell.

Let their hearts be true as their cause is right,

Their voices be as one ;

And a breath will shiver the tyrant's might,
Ere another year be gone ! W.

The author of the subjoined lines is already

known by the publication of a meritorious small

volume, containing much of the true Poetry of

the People.

THE GENIUB-8TARVAT10N PRINCIPLE,

With a small bit of Advice to would-be Authors.

A grave fat Dean told Thomson once

—

Th' illustrious author of “ The Seasons'*..

That genius should be aye kept poor,

For this, 'mongst many more good reasons

That hunger may be whip and spur
To urge its victim to exertion,

And easy.minded worldly folks

Gain fresh instruction or diversion.

Toil on, ye ill-requited race 1

To please fat Deans ransack your brains

;

And when at length you’ve given your all

\

Then die neglected for your pains.

Ye would-be authors, O beware !

If ye are poor throw by the pen :

Go dig the earth, or sweep the streets,

For ye may write for bread in vain.

Whene’er I see a starving bard,

Or gifted painter, poor and mean,
I sigh, and wish him better trade,

And think there’s many a grave fat Dean !

A Journeyman Mechanic.

Let no one really humane be offended by this

exposure of modern spurious or canting charity.

THE DEAN AND THE C0UNTE8S.
“ *Twas a beautiful sermon, Dear Doctor, you gave us,

Last Sunday, on Meekness and Charity

—

’Twill rouse the poor wretches in hundreds to crave us,

And tease us with smells and vulgarity.”

“ Lady B., I am horrified—what do you think ?

An old ragged beggar had heard me !

Good God ! that such brutes into churches should slink

:

From preaching ’twould almost discard me.
“ An old palsied wretch, with a famishing cur

—

Lean, haggard, and tattered, and cold

—

Hobbled up to me yesterday, whimpering—< O, sir !

O, pity the hungry and old !
’ ”

“ O, nauseous ! the groundling !'* the Countess exclaimed.
“ I bade him begone,' 1 quoth the priest.

M The Radical scum !—how the rabble untamed
Stand in need of bloodletting at least

!

“ The altar's profaned, and the church is in danger t

But the Count—hath he gone to the races ?

Then adieu—1 have wagered five hundred on Ranger

;

1 must go and examine his paces.”

u One moment, Dear Doctor,” her ladyship cries ;

“lam down a cool hundred for missiona

:

I shall stand at the head of the list—but advise

On these want-and-starvation petitions.”

u Miller Bob for two guineas—the Radical vile,”

Quoth the priest, as he glanced at the scroll

;

“On the wreck of our fortunes the wretches would smile—

Let them starve for the health of the soul.”

Cyrus.

EYLAU, OR GLORY.

The nigbt-star shone bright over Muscovy's plain.

And hushed was each echo and silent each strain

Of the trumpets which rung out their peals on that day—
Now sleepless, yet noiseless, the hostile hosts lay.

Some looked on that sky which would usher the main,

When each pennon, unfurled, to the breeae should be

borne

—

When musquetoon, cannon, and arquebuse roar.

Should wake with their voices the slumbering war.

There were Italy’s sons—there were peasants of France

—

From the vines and the roses of sunny Provence,

Who had wandered in peace on the Garonne’s fair track—
Now come to the land of the frozen Cossack.

Again the night planet shone bright in the sky.

And proudly the moon held her journey on high ;

Again lay that squadron stretched over the plain.

But ne'er shall a morrow awake them again !

There was be who from Tuscany’s valleys came forth.

Lying stretched side by side with the child of the north,—

And ne'er shall yon Provenjal child of the sun

Ere welcome the waves of his lovely Garonne.

The watch-fires may gleam o’er that desert of snow,

And the clarions may sound where the valiant lay low

:

Theyhave poured forth their blood in the tumult'swildrage,

To Jill half a column of history's page.

From our translators we select two effusions

of patriotic ardour from men of acknowledged

genius.

LE VIEUX 8ERGEANT.
{From the French of Biranger.)

The scarred and veteran sergeant has forgot.

Beside his daughter's chair, his cares awhile :

And with one arm, disabled by a shot,

Rocks his twin grandchildren with happy smile.

Thus, seated tranquil in his native cot.

His refuge from the wars and perils past.

He cried—“ Our birth is not our finished lot

;

May you, dear babes, die gloriously at last !”

What hears he now ? the drum's arousing roll

»

He sees a squadron marching o'er the plain;

His bald brow flashes to his ardent soul

:

Oh ! the old war-horse feels the spur again !

“ But whose these stranger banners ?” And bis glines

Sunk to the earth with sudden shame o’ercast

“ Oh ! would ye yet revenge the wrongs of France

—

May you, dear babes, die gloriously at last !''

“ Who will give back,” exclaimed the veteran,

<< The brave young peasants who, beneath the sign

Of the Republic, at her bidding ran

To stern Jemappe, and Fleurus, and the Rhine*

Shoeless and hungry, deaf to base alarms,

They marched to glory fearlessly and fast.

The Rhine shall yet re-temper our old arms.

May you, dear babes, die gloriously at last

!

u How shone thro* all, in battle's fiery hour,

By victory ever worn, the garb of blue

!

Blent with the hail of freedom's crashing shower,

Sceptres and chains in broken splinters flew.

The nations, freed in our victorious right,

Crowned our brave sons with laurels where they

pass’d;

Happy who perished in those days of light

!

May you, dear babes, die gloriously at last!

“ Too soon onr patriot glory passed away;
For dignities our chiefs forsook the ranks;

Still dark from the cartouch they basely pay

To tyrant power their homages and thank*
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Freedom : in arms departs to every throne,

Offering their swords, they turn with shameless haste;
Our tears are measured by our glories gone

—

May you, dear babes, die gloriously at last
!”

Checking his long complaint, his daughter here,

Still as she spina, with voice half-murmuring, sings
Those choruses proscribed, whose words of fear

With sudden start arouse the slumbering kings r
tf People, His time that heard in turn, at large
Your songs should echo ronnd on every blast.”

Softly he then said, bending o'er his charge,
“ May you, dear babes, die gloriously at last"

W. D.
If any of onr English, Irish, or Scotch critical

readers shall pick faults with the following trans-

lation, we can only say, that when they turn
German into French or Italian with equal faci-

lity, fulness, and exactitude of meaning, we
shall pronounce them accomplished persons. Our
English translation is made by a young Dane.

THE CALL TO PRU88IA.
(From the German qf Theodore Komer.

)

Up, my country, up 1 the beacons flame on high !

Clear from the north burst forth thy freedom’s light

;

Thou, in foemen’s heart, thy steel shalt redly dye.
Up, my country, up t the beacons flame on high I

The seed is ripe : then haste, with sickle bright.

Our chiefest hope remains—onr own true brand
;

Come, press into onr hearts the steel right deep,

'Tis freedom’s only road ; cleanse onr fatherland,

That German blood thy soil may nobly steep.

Not ours the heartless strife of king ’gainst king

;

No, His a hallow’d and a glorious war

:

Virtue, right, and faith, the despot’s hand hath wrung
From our breast—all to which our free hearts have clung;
But we will save them yet from victory’s car.

The plaint of the graybeard moans, “ Arise 1 arise
!”

The ruined cot doth curse the robber brood

;

While thy daughters’ infamy for vengeance cries

;

Thy children’s murder calls aloud for blood !

Break the ploughshare—let the chisel quickly fall

—

Untouched the loom—unsung the minstrel’s lay

;

Forsaken the lov’d homes, the cot, the hall

:

Before our King plant on high the banner tall,

Let onward press the people’s close array

;

For they, in their freedom’s fair, eternal light,

8hall rear aloft a monumental pile

;

Stones, that erst our swords have hewn, shall be its site,

And warriors* shades be hov’ring round its aisle.

Wherefore do ye, maids and matrons, loudly weep
That for you no bright falchion’s blade is steel’d ?

While we to the combat may joyously leap,

’Mid the spoilers’ bands our laurels bravely reap;
Unknown to you the joy that battles yield.

Oh 1 rather let your steps to God’s altars wend
He heals with gentle love each wounded breast

;

May his holy peace upon your prayers attend,

And piety around your brows be prest 1

Pray that ancient strength on us again may light,

That we as heirs of victory may stand

;

Call to her, the martyr of our German right—
Call to her, the genius of our vengeance’ night

—

The angel of our true and faithful band

:

0 Louise!* be thou our guide to victory,

And cast thy blessing o’er our doubtful way

;

Come forth, ye shades of German warriors free,

Forth where our banners in the breezes play !

Heaven strikes for us—oppression’s hell must bow

;

*< Forth, forth, thou nation brave !’* is freedom’s call

:

Thyheart beats high : oaks theirboughs around thee throw.
Heed not the lofty pile of thy slain below,
But rear, on freedom’s mount, the standard tall.

Yet if e’er, my country, thou, by fortune blest,

8houldst see, upon thy brows, the laurel fall,

Forget not then thy faithful dead in their rest,

But deck with oaken wreaths our fun’ral pall.

* The Queen of Prussia.

The foregoing is the voice of the Prussian,

not the British people ; or it is perhaps the echo
of a time gone by. We return to our own land
and our own day, venturing a shrewd guess that

our contributor, however incongruous it may
appear, is a member of the Society of Friends.

AN OLD BOURBONISM VKR8IF1ED.
What can black Sambo, upon Congo’s coast,

Know of the rigour of an Arctic frost ?

Or what the oil.fed son of Labrador,
Of Lybia’s sands, or Guinea’s burning shore ?

Tell the poor negro of that frozen zone
Where water turns almost as hard as stone ;

Through fields of white will roll his sceptic eye—
u Massa, no true ! him tell a much big lie !'*

Thanks be to science and our happy lot,

We know such facts, e’en though we see them not

:

Thanks be to Ross, and such like navigators—
To Waterton, and eke his alligators.

It matters not how strange a thing, or new,
We swallow all, if yon bat prove it true

!

Tell the plain fact, and give the why and wherefore—
There’s Q. E. D., and that is all we care for.

But I digress
—

’twas my intent to sing

A simple story of a simple king

;

(But here the Muse wonld fain her manners shew.
And make to Majesty a curtsy low

:

Indeed, she’s one of the Parnassian Nine,

And has a reverence for the “ right divine

She toddled, when a very little thing
,

About the court of Jove—that mighty king !)

It chanced upon a time, a king of Gaol

—

But neither name nor date can I recall

;

So, by your leave, what I mean now to do is

—

Sane more delay to dub him simply Lewis.
This Lewis was a pleasant kind of fellow

—

Play’d whist, and sometimes got a little mellow ;

Liked a soft bed, and seldom got up early;

Verged towards embonpoint—(we call it burly.)

He carried on the business of a court,

Exactly as all decent monarchs ought

:

Could have his hand kissed with becoming grace,

And sometimes with a smile illnmed his face.

Au retie
,
he loved good eating and good drinking,

And did not vex bis kingship much with thinking.

This thinking's a plebeian sort of thing.

And scarcely suits the genius of a king !

But to our tale.—It chanced, one summer’s day,

I^ewis had dozed the afternoon away

;

At length at Tee-to-tum he played a game,
At a large table, with a courtly dame

;

Blessed was the toy that touched his royal hand !

Its hsad was turned, scarce could Tee-to-tum stand :

Pleased with the action of his gracious thnmb,
Lo 1 Majesty applauded Tee-to-tum

!

If monarchs always leisure moments spent

In sport as dignified and innocent,

Of Nero’s pranks historians ne’er had told,

Nor Charles’s head on Cromwell’s scaffold roll’d

;

But pass we that—Tee-to-tnm to a tee

Engrossed just then King Lewis to-tal-ly.

“ Take up,” “ Put down,” was all the monarch uttered.

Save now and then “ Parbleu,” he gently muttered.

At Fortune’s freaks the King began to whinge,

When, lo ! the portal turned upon its hinge:

In rushed the Ministers with dire alarms—
“ Paris rebels—the city is in arms !”

“ Is that all,” said the monarch, with a hum,
(Twirling again the neglected Tee-to-tnm,)

“ Is that all P Double the Swiss guard to-night,

And bid them put this low canaille to flight.”

“ Sire,” quoth the minister, with troubled air,

“ It may not be, the city’s in despair.

These rascals find taxation is so high,

And food so dear, that wages can’t supply

Enough to keep the bodies from starvation,

Of half of onr Parisian population.”
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81 Laud* sett, iff hunger anew u much,
As negroes know of ice or I of Dutch.

It won't surprise yon that he answered thus

“ Aboot starvation do they make this fuss P

Go—let these fellows know, sir, if you please,

Bather than starve. I’d live on brsad and ohmst

!

w

E.

Ought we to apologise for placing this scene

to far down in our list? Is it possible that

wherever met it oan come wrong while the

enormity it exposes exists and gains strength ?

THE CORN -LAWS.
*« Every system, endeavouring, by extraordinary meant, to draw

towards a particular species of industry a greater share of the capital

than would naturally fell Into it, retards, instead of accelerating,

the progress of society towards real weatUi and greatness ”

Adam Skits.

Scene—Near Westminster Abbey.

COXSEXVITA8 AND PUBL1CUB.

Pub. Well met, Conservitas ! what news ? how fares

That cause, in which all Britain—Europe! sharss P

I know yonr principles, yet frankly say,

In yonder Home, how doth opinion sway P

Cons. Still undecided is the great event—
An <( Open Question"—theme for argument.

Fitzwilliam prompts his sturdy champions on

—

Our wiser Lords support brave Wellington.

Phi. Methought yonr “ march to victory" were brief.

Under safe-conduct of the iron chieff
With timet men alter. Once I saw him wield

Hia sword—war's sickle—o'er the harvest-field ;

Now to the earth his closing labours tend.

And 44Villiantou" * becomes the Landlords’ friend.

Cons. There, pardon me ! the feet you quite mistake—
His seal is only ufor ths People's sake

Bnt, had onr valiant Nestor still the power
Which fortune granted to a happier hour,

When gloriously the Royal Standard flew

Above hia prostrate foes at Waterloo—
*f*

Pub. Ay ! bnt those days are gone ; the reign of peace

Demands no prostrate flees—no victors

Cons. Cease!

How little do you know the human mind.

Restless itself, must still some pretext And
For discontent or dieoord ; when no more
Invasions threaten from a hostile shore,

Then the gaunt war-hound, cheated of hie prey,

On his own brood life's instinct doth allay t

War is a law of Nature—God ordains

Pub. What { that this earth, those fairand fertile plains,

Should be a sanguine theatre for strife P

That man should rob his fellow-man of life ?

Forbid it, gracious heaven 1 though such may be

The Statesman's selfish creed and “ policy

As those whose weak enclosures durst not hide

The swelling waters—turn their course aside

;

So England hath been brought her strength t# waste

In needless conflicts, that her Lords might taste

Their cherished wealth and luxuries, whatever

The fearful coat—war, bloodshed, or despair!

Cons. Hard censures oft proceed from those who boost

The nation's welfare, yet neglect it most

;

Bnt not for idle clamour we'll abate

Our steady guardianship, nor leave the 8tate

Humbly dependant for her 44 home supplies”

On the light promises of false allies,

Who, when onr native tillage is o'erthrown,

And bounteous Ceres bath affrighted flown.

Might, on some trivial grounds or pretext vain.

Shut up their ports—refuse onr merchants grain.

Then war and famine could at once assail

Onr weakened land, and, haply too, prevail

!

* 44 Wellington or 4 Ylllianton’—for Fame
Sounds the heroic syllables both ways."

Bveon.
+ Modern Philosophy !

—

** Slaughter
Is God's daughter.

"

Bqbt. Southey.

Pub. I grant—In mb a ease* .yew feat* ore right

Now, piece the subject in another light i

—

Behold those islands of the Southern Sea, •

Whose sons subsist by social industry

—

Should we, effecting commerce to maintain.

Tax their yarns, plantains, bread-fruit, and restrain

Their ancient neighbours* friendly intercourse

With barter of productions ? Should we force,

By harsh “ restrictions,*' traders from their shore ?

Would not those wretched islanders deplore

Our thriftlem interference ? Yet we see

In this a picture of our misery—
The slaves of taxes and monopoly 1

Oh ! that in strength our country would arise—
Shake off her wrongs—

Cons. At what a sacrifice

!

Think ef the thousands whe must suffer.

Pub, Nay f

Think of the millions' sufrinys every day /

Long hare the juggling priests of Government
Drawn our hearts* stream in taxes, tithes, and rent.

Too long have they who ruled, short-sighted, blind

!

Repressed each bitter feeling of the mind

;

Forgot those human sympathies, which make
The serf regarded, e'en for interest's sake

;

Bnt tension snaps the card—one feather more
Brought down the camel at bis matter's door.

Cons. These are the tenet* oar Reformers spread !

The evil consequence be on their heed t

Should rash compliance meet the bold demand.
Distress expels oar formers from the land {

Pub. Yet wherefore ? when to fallen prices rent

Is duly lcvelTd -
Cons. Ha I shall WE consent ?

Sooner might ruin overtake the whole.

Than I would 44 systemize** my 44 yearly roll.”

Pub. Enough, my friend ! I now the demon see

Which rules our Senate—'tU PROPRIETBY !

But, ere we part, take hence this sore conviction

—

That time will yet remove each base restriction,

And Britain's commerce, unrestrained and free.

Shall be the safe-guard of her husbandry.*}* E. M
The Church, as the sect established by the

State is usually named in all the countries of
Europe, has afforded a theme to the popular

poets of England from the era of Pierce Plow-
man, to that of Cowper, or The Village Curate.

All laymen take pleasure in hearing about, or

detecting, the little peccadilloes of those whose
trade is the gain of godliness.

THE PERFECT CHURCH.

Our holy, law-established Church
Deserves right well its golden perch,

And may contemn the pert research

Of those all prone to schism

;

Indeed, should give them flame and birch,

Like her of Romanism.

*Tis wondrous that the Parliament
Could let its judgment be so bent,

As to give schism breath and vent,

* See Lord Fitrwilliam's speech on this question.

t Never until the last of our prasrrspfiM miaoalled
44 protective"—duties is repealed, can Great Britain hope
to enjoy the benefit of her own produce and manufactures,
or those of other oountries. One change in legislative

government inevitably leads to many. The Repeal of the
Com-Laws, alone, would force the agricultural capital into

other channels ; and not only should we suffer the melan-
choly consequences of 44 transition," bnt one of onr most
essential ana active branches of industry would beredneed
below its just value (as it formerly was artificially raised

above it) by the still existing protections, or premiums ex-

tended to monopolists. In justice, therefore, to the
landed interest, we shall be compelled to abandon the
protective system altogether ; and those who are now the

most determined opponents of the Corn-Laws* Abolition,

will then become our most zealous partisans foran equaliz-

ation of privileges.
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By •oft’nhif down the laws,

For whiners, who will spread Dissent

Till halters stop their jaws*

Conld Land, with his chaste spirit, rise

To see the sects he did despise,

Poshing their scoots to hundred skies,

Converting half the world—*

How would his piooa wrath arise !—
How would his curse be horled 1

What {—dare to venture everywhere,

And sample Scripture troths declare,

Without the “ Book of Common Prayer?*'

Without the Bishop's dob ?

Such unordained, officious care,

’Tie heavenly grace to snob.

In fact, there ne'er, since Eden’s bow'rs,

Has been a church so pure as ours,

Though so beast by golden showers,

And tithes, and fruits of land

;

And hence she has those magic powers

Especial in her hand*

No penitence, no trumpery

Of vile Dissenting trickery,

She needs from very devilry,

To make a youth a priest

;

Give her a rake, and speedily

He's deaconized at least

!

She only asks a good bold lie,

To say, an impulsefrem the sky

For ordination spurs the cry,

And (paid your college fees)

The sacred bishop’s pat is nigh,

If you swear as ha please.

(And, as the people are but asses,

No voice have they in all that passes,

Except a few in higher classes,

Who Livings have to give.

Who cares for souls of vulgar masses,

If vicars well may live ?)

And so, by sale or private favour.

Each clergyman becomes your neighbour

;

Nor seeks, by gentleness or labour.

To gain or mend bis flock ;

The poor to treat as did our Saviour

These gentlemen would shock.

And faith, they’re very wondrous men

:

One will sustain the charge of ten,

Without consulting where or when.
In a plurality

;

And all their flocks enjoin, by pen,

To mind morality.

Church fellowship they’ve gi'en the rout

;

We ramble in and ramble out,

Nobody asking what about,

If we bat pay oar tithes,

Nor hear at meeting.houae about

Our souls and holy lives.

Our bishops, too, grow men of worth.

Give me the meanest man on earth,

And soon he's free from all his dearth,

Ifonce he'a in a see;

Ennobled quickly in that berth,

He and his progeny.

Not that we know not how to fast

;

But then it Is a lower caste

Of which that starving task is ask'd s

Of curates and such slaves

;

Whose penance through whole yean will last,

And, sometimes, to their graves.

Te know not wfaat oar priests can do,

Except convert a Turk or Jew,

Or form a tinner’s life anew

;

Such would defile their hands

:

Yet they’ll address an empty pew,

If well endowed with lands.

Tis clear they are out learned betters,

Anil cannot limp in common fatten

;

But, though no gnat example-setten,

They tell ns what is goodf
And not to ape them we are debtors.

But what they say we should.

For Charles—who used to crop the can

Of those who dared to tell their fears]

About the course our true Church steers—

They have a form of pnyer

;

And for his son, and black-eyed dears,

They praise pure heaven's care.

And then we have cathedral chants.

And bishops' coronation flaunts,

And many other claims and vaunts

About the true succession

;

And various grades through which hope pantq.

To peerage in possession.

But, I must stop my prattling pen,

Or Southey will arouse again.

To praise the Church and mitred men,

And throw me in the dark ;

Or spread his ample tail, and then

Eon down my little barque.

Simon Maous, Jun.

Let ns hope that the subjoined lines will induefi

our juvenile readers to peruse the ennobling

Memoir referred to. A very cheap and beauti-

ful edition of it has lately appeared in Smith’s

“ Standard Library.”

LINES ON READING THE MEMOIRS OP COLONEL HUT-

CHINSON, “ THE REGICIDE/* BY HI8 WIPE, LUCY.

Dark was the chamber where he lay, and damp

Stood, dew-like, trembling on the massive walls,

Whose base the sullen ocean wash’d ; and salt

Exhaled from out all object* round about,

And mix’d with noisome vapours, sunk like fog

Upon the feeble breath of Ufa. All things

Spoke but of wo and desolation, inch

As tyrants pile on those they fear and bate

;

Aud bolts and ban, with endless clank of chains,

And grates, through which the daylight dimly stream’d.

Combin’d with utter solitude to shew

That he was one of them. But yel the mind

Triumph'd o’er nature's weakness ; and the hand

Of Death, though heavy laid, was powerless

To quench the soul’s light beaming in his eye.

Though lonely thni and sick, he was not sad

Nor lost to hope and thia world’s viaions—still,

Still on the past his memory would stray,

And from each cross and trouble of bis life.

Which honesty and patriot zeal had quell'd,

Would gather courage to contest

And she

Whose love bad brighten'd all his days was there

;

Her calm eye beaming strength to undergo,

For his sake, more than tyranny inflicts,

With all its petty instruments of spleen

;

For his sake, and the “ Glorious Cause"—which dash’d

A wretched monarch from bis crumbling throne,

And told the world, in blood most justly shed,

That u right divine" meant not to K govern wrong.”—

She bore all woes and persecutions hard;

She loved him as her life, her hope, her all,

Her husband by whose side her days bad pass'd

In love and happiness with whom she grew

From girl to womanhood, from youth to age,

The father of her children, and the stay

Of a time-hononr'd and respected house ;

And yet she mourn'd not for his fate. Her heart

Was set on holy things, more high than anght

This persecuted life can yield of bonds

Of fond affection. She did love him less

As lover of her younger days, and friend

Of years mature, than at the patriot sage,

Of valour stem and honesty, whose voice

Was ever firm amid the shiftiest times, ]

Whose arm was foremost in the battle's rou

Whose ev’ry word and action proved hie worth,

His Christian courage, and his patriot soul

Of stofc temper—one whose virtue breathes
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Fragrance and balm amid the scenes of blood.

Apostasy, and crime, that soil'd the age,

As violets shed a perfume all unseen
Amid the poisons that grow rankly by.

He died !—the noble spirit burst its clay

And join'd the great Eternal One, whose seal

Stamp’d on his brow an universal fame*
The pamper'd slave that, in his halls obscene,

Held wine and wassail in his harlot court

—

Whose very breath bore poison, and whose hands
Were reeking yet with infamy and shame

—

The “ Lord's anointed*’ ribald, who, in scorn,

Proclaim'd by day his deeds of nightly lust.

And with the daughters of Corruption hurl'd

The gauntlet ofdefiance in the face

Of all we love of virtuous, chastest, best

—

Smiled as he heard the patriot martyr's knell;

And, gorged with revel, held his reign secure.

Vain profligate ! when in the hand of God
The trembling balances shall weigh thy acts

—

When, face to face before the Almighty’s throne,

The monarch and his victim shall appear,

Stripp'd of all titles, power, and rank, and wealth—
No courtly parasites to form thy guard

—

No venal judge to pardon or condemn

—

No witnesses save naked Truth—say, then.

Will aught of this world's outward show protect,

Or kingly diadem avert thy doom ?

No ! in the courts above supreme reigns justice ;

Mortality is void of rank ; the blaze

Of regal splendour hides not scarlet sin

;

And wrong'd and wronger meet alike their fate.

He died !—beside his couch no tear was shed

Save that of pure affection; and her eye
Was dim but for a moment ; for the pride,

Republican, of woman's heart restrain’d

The hitter tax of unavailing tears.

As she had lived the first and best of wives
To one of England's brightest patriots, she

Grieved not for him at any u common rate”

Of those who mourn their lords with outward show

;

But, more intent his mem'ry to preserve

Than aught bewail with foolish tears, her pen

Traced on the deathless page his words and deeds,

And left posterity example rare

Of what we seldom see—the warrior’s life.

And sage's, patriot’s, scholar's, all combin'd
With honesty of purpose, and a soul

Above temptation as above all praise.

O fair historian ! as a boy I loved

To read thy history, and oft did wish
My lot in life were cast with one like thee,

To sweeten sorrows with a smile sedate

;

And, when the wrongs of men had weighed me down,
And crushed my limbs beneath the load of chains.

To point the path to Liberty and Truth,
And make a realm within of tranquil joy,

The mind's Republic, where no King might reign,

Potentate nor Priest, Emperor nor Czar,

With all their cant of Kingcraft—where no thought

Save thine, and thy bright image, might reflect

A peaceful light amid the prison's gloom,

And cheer the spirit as the body fail'd.

Perchance an eye may wander o'er the page

Whose light, of all things, most resembles thine

In speaking fortitude to those that need

;

And, ever bright amid our earthly ills,

Shines purer through the night, like some fair star

The pilgrim spies upon the desert's verge,

And lifts his heart to Heav'n, in prayer, to bless.

Shine on, thou peaceful planet ! by thy ray

My foot shall tread the rugged wilderness,

And meet no thorn : upon thy silver orb,

Trembling in ether, like a vestal lamp,

Mine eyes shall fix, though dimm'd with hitter tears,

And thou, from thy high station, be to one

The orient light fair Lucy shines to all

C.W.T.

THE POO|t MAN TO HUT CHILD.

Come nearer, my boy ! let me gaze on those features

—

Let me part the bright locks that are shading thy brow

;

They call me a beggar, but none of God's creatures

Can boast of a treasure more costly than thou !

Ay, come to this bosom ! these arms that infold thee,

Though weakened by sickness, affection can move

:

Long, long may they shield thee, for none else would
hold thee.

Or speak to my child in the accents of love

!

Oh, no ! when I rest from my toil in the grave,

'Neath the same grassy mound, where thy mother hath
lain,

There are few who would yield thee the food ye may crave,

There are none who will fondle the orphan again

!

Young heir to my sorrow ! for all I can give thee.

Is the anguish I feel at thy desolate lot

:

God grant that it may not long after survive me,
But be with the woes of thy father forgot

!

It pains me to gaze on those eyes that are gleaming,

So lightsome and joyous as once were my own

;

And picture them hence, when the tears will be streaming,

And the rapture that kindles them now will be gone

:

It grieves me to think how that heart will be riven,

When the finger of scorn will be tracing thy birth :

0 then ! my sweet infont, look upwards to Heav'n,

For He will regard the forsaken of earth

!

Laugh on, thus unconscious of sorrow to come

—

I would that thy spirits were always as five !

For though lowly the shed we are calling our home,

Thou hast made it a palace of pleasure to me !

My blessing be with thee, my darling !—my own !

Come, sit on my knee, while I tell in thy ear

gome tales of the land where thy mother has gone,

And we’ll strive to forget the cold world and its care !

1remington. W. J.

We have reserved this bonne bouche to close

our Chapter of the People’s Poetry.

“ HAT HOMAGE.”
George Fox.

They call me very clown,

Gruff, surly, and all that,

Because upon my crown

I’ve 1earn’d to keep my hat

;

The gales of courtesy

I vow shall raise it ne’er—
My self-respect shall bird-lime be

To fix it to my hair.

In vain they lecture me

:

I never will—that's fiat

;

To all the shams that be,

I’ll never doff my hat.

My laird comes down to see

(When Parliament is o’er)

How fare his tenantry,

And grouse it on the moor.
* Hurrah !” his serfs will cry.

And bow with cap in hand

;

I pay my rent—and bow $ not 7—
Still more erect I stand.

No more he claims ofme

;

No more ril give—that’s flat

;

To such a thing as he

I’ll never doff my hat.

The factor of the laird

Is a mightier man than he

—

He who his wrath has dared

May well cry “ Gramercy.”

I humour not his whim,
Nor yet his pompous sel’

—

He kens me well—and I ken him

—

And so we never meU.*
He's naething mair than me.

My laird’s his laird—that’s flat

;

And he must bide a wee
Before I doff my hat.

I

“ *MEl
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1 cannot, with a grace,

Bow even to a king,

Deck’d with the pomp of place—
A silly sceptred thing.

While eager thousands throng
To worship at its feet,

1 only smile, and pass along,

But doff no hat to it.

Fools who are willing may

;

I cannot stoop—that’s flat

;

To idol forms of clay

I’ll never doff my hat.

I bow not to the Priest

—

I incense not his shrine

;

My only hope is Christ,

My creed the Book Divine.

The titbe-gorg’d Hog ! to him
I pay no willing fee

;

His form might be starvation slim

For all he’d get from me.
He threats his ready hell

In vain— to him, (that’s flat,)

The surplic’d Infidel,

I’ll never doff my hat.

The rich, the great, the gay.

Who roll along our street,

In luxury’s array,

I bow not when I meet

:

When every head is down,
And every bonnet’s doff’d,

I fix my hat, and sough a tune,

And lift my poll aloft.

Not half so soft my skin,

Nor sides so sleek and fat;

The stuff’s as good within ;

I’ll never doff my hat.

Yet deem me nowise dead
To love’s true courtesies,

Nor blind to lustre shed
O’er human life by these

:

My heart takes off its hat,

To worth in weal or wo,
I never scruple that

—

1 only hate the show.
The serf.sign I refuse,

And ever will—that’s flat

:

He never trod in shoes

To whom I’ll doff my hat.

The man who bears him with
All a man’s manliness

—

Whose heart is virtue’s pith,

His outside virtue’s dress.

He may be lowly born.

And own no penny-fee—
Wi’ him I’d face a world of scorn,

Yea, gang to harribee.*

I’ll shake his hand of horn,
Love, honour, and all that

;

But to man of woman born
I’ll never doffmy hat.

A. B. T. C. D.

* The Gallows.

LAKE REMINISCENCES, FROM 1807 TO 1830.

BY THE ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.

NO. V.—SOUTHEY, WORDSWORTH, AND COLERIDGE.

A circumstance which, as much as anything,
expounded to the very eye the characteristic dis-

tinctions between Wordsworth and Southey, and
would not suffer a stranger to forget it for a mo-
ment,was the insignificant place and consideration

allowed to the small book-collectionof the former,

contrasted with the splendid library of the
latter. The two or three hundred volumes of
Wordsworth occupied a little, homely, painted
book-case, fixed into one of two shallow re-

cesses, formed on each side of the fireplace by the
projection of the chimney in the little sitting-

room up stairs, which he had already described
as his half kitchen and half parlour. They
were ill hound, or not hound at all—in hoards,
sometimes in tatters ; many were imperfect as to
the number of volumes, mutilated as to the
number of pages : sometimes, where it seemed
worth while, the defects being supplied by
manuscript; sometimes not: in short, every-
thing shewed that the books were for use, and
not for show ; and their limited amount shewed
that their possessor must have independent
sources of enjoyment to fill up the major part
of his time. In reality, when the weather was
tolerable, I believe that Wordsworth rarely re-

sorted to his books, (unless, perhaps, to some
little pocket edition of a poet, which accom-
panied him in his rambles,) except in the even-
tags, or after he had tired himself by walking. On

the other hand, Southey’s collection occupied a
separate room, the largest, and, every way, the

most agreeable in the house ; and this room was
styled, and notostentatiously, (for it reallymerited
that name,) the library. The house itself, Greta
Hall, stood upon a little eminence, (as I have be-

fore mentioned,) overhanging the river Greta.

There was nothing remarkable in its internal ar-

rangements : in all respects, it was a very plain

unadorned family dwelling ; large enough, by a
little contrivance, to accommodate two or, in some
sense, three families, viz. Mr Southey, and his

family ; Mr Coleridge, and his

;

together with

Mrs Lovell, who, when her son was with her,

might be said to compose a third. Mrs Coleridge,

Mrs Southey, and Mrs Lovell, were sisters; all

having come originally from Bristol ; and, as

the different sets of children in this one house
had each three several aunts, all the ladies, by
turns, assuming that relation twice over, it was
one of Southey’s many amusing jests, to call the

hill on which Greta Hall was placed, the anU
hill. Mrs Lovell was the widow of Mr Robert
Lovell, who had published a volume of poems,

in conjunction with Southey, somewhere about

the year 1797, under the signatures of Bion and
Moschus. This lady, having one only son, did

not require any large suite of rooms ; and the

less so, as her son quitted her, at an early age,

to pursue a professional education. The house
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had therefore heen divided (not by absolute par-

tition, into two distinct* apartments, but by an
amicable distribution of rooms) between the

two families of Mr Coleridge and Mr Southey

;

Mr Coleridge had a separate study, which was
distinguished by nothing except by an organ
amongst its furniture, and by a magnificent

view from its window, (or windows,) if that could

be considered a distinction, in a situation whose
local necessities presented you with magnificent

objects in whatever direction you might happen
to turn your eyes. In the morning, the two
families might live apart ; but they met at

dinner, and in a common drawing-room ; and
Southey's library, in both senses of the word,

was placed at the service of all the ladies alike.

However, they did not intrude upon him, except

in cases where they wished for a larger recep-

tion room, or a more interesting place for sug-

gesting the topics of conversation. Interesting

this room was, indeed, and in a degree not

often rivalled. The library—the collection of

books, I mean, which formed the most conspicu-

ous part of its furniture within—was in all senses

a good one. The books were chiefly English,

Spanish, and Portuguese ; well selected, being

the great cardinal classics of the three literatures;

fine copies, and decorated externally with a

reasonable elegance, so as to make them in har-

mony with the other embellishments of the

room. This effect was aided by the horizontal

arrangement upon brackets, of many rare manu-
scripts—Spanish or Portuguese. Made thus gay
within, this room stood in little need of attrac-

tions from without. Yet, even upon the gloomiest

day of winter, the landscape from the different

windows was too permanently commanding in

its grandeur, too essentially independent of the

seasons or the pomp of woods, to fail in fascinating

the gaze of the coldest and dullest of spectators.

The lake of Derwent Water in one direction,

with its lovely islands—a lake about ten miles in

circuit, and shaped pretty much like a boy's

kite ; the lake of Bassinthwaite in another ; the

mountains of Newlands arranging themselves

like pavilions ; the gorgeous confusion of Bor-
rowdale just revealing its sublime chaos through
the narrow vista of its gorge ; all these objects

lay in different angles to the front ; whilst the

sullen rear, not fully visible on this side of the

house, was closed for many a league by the

vast and towering masses of 8kiddaw and Blen-

cathara—mountains which are rather to be con-

sidered as frontier barriers, and chains of hilly

ground, cutting the county of Cumberland into

great chambers and different climates, than as

insulated eminences ; so vast is the area which

they occupy ; though there are also such separate

and insulated heights, and nearly amongst the

• 44 Into two distinct apartments.”—The word apart-

mtnt, meaning, in effect, a compartment of a house,

already includes, in its proper sense, a suite of rooms

;

and it is a mere yulgar error, arising out of the ambitions

usage of lodging-house keepers, to talk of one family
or an establishment occupying apartments, in the plural.

The Queen's apartment at St James’ or at Versailles*.
not the Queeu’f apartments—is th$ correct expression.

highest in the country. Southey's lot had there-

fore fallen, locally considered, into a goodly

heritage. This grand panorama of mountain

scenery, so varied, so expansive, and yet having

the delightful feeling about it of a deep seclusion

and dell-like sequestration from the world—

a

feeling which, in the midst of so expansive an

area, spread out below his windows, could not have

been sustained by any barriers less elevated than

Glaramara, Skiddaw, or (which could be also

descried) “ the mighty Helvellyn and Catch-

edicam ;** this congregation of hill and lake, so

wide, |and yet so prison-like, in its separation

from all beyond it, lay for ever under the eyes

of Southey. His position locally and, in some
respects, intellectually reminded one of Gibbon

:

but with great advantage in the comparison

to Southey. The little town of Keswick and its

adjacent lake bore something of the same rela-

tion to mighty London that Geneva and its lake

may be thought to bear towards brilliant Paris.

Southey, like Gibbon, was a miscellaneous

scholar
; he, like Gibbon, of vast historical re-

search ; he, like Gibbon, signally industrious,

and patient, and elaborate in collecting the ma-
terials for his historical works. Like Gibbon,

he had dedicated a life of competent ease, in a

pecuniary sense, to literature ; like Gibbon, he

had gathered to the shores of a beautiful lake,

remote from great capitals, a large, or, at least,

sufficient library
;

(in each case, I believe, the

library ranged, as to numerical amount, between

seven and ten thousand ;)
and, like Gibbon, he

was the most accomplished litterateur amongst
the erudite scholars of his time, and the most
of an erudite scholar amongst the accomplished

litterateurs. After all these points of agreement

known, It remains as a pure advantage on the

side of Southey—a mere lucro ponatur—that he
was a poet ; and, by all men's confession, a re-

spectable poet, brilliant in his descriptive powers,

and fascinating in his narration, however much
he might want of

44 The vision and the faculty divine.”

It is remarkable amongst the series of parallel-

isms that have been or might be pursued

between two men, both had the honour of re-

treating from a parliamentary life ; Gibbon, after

some silent and inert experience of that warfare

;

Southey, with a prudent foresight of the ruin to

his health and literary usefulness, won from the

experience of his nearest friends.

I took leave of Southey in 1807, at the descent

into the vale of Legbesth waite, as 1 have already

noticed. One year afterwards, I became a per-

manent resident in his neighbourhood ; and,

although, on various accounts, my intercourse

with him was at no time very strict, partly from

the very uncongenial constitution of my own
mind, and the different direction of my studies,

partly from my reluctance to levy any tax on

time so precious and so fully employed, I was
yet on such terms for the next ten or eleven

years, that I might, in a qualified sense, call my-
self his friend.

|

Yes! there were long yean, through which
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&mth«y might respect me, I him. But the years

came—for I have lived too long, reader, in rela-

tion to many things! and the report of me would
have been better, or more uniform at least, had
I died some twenty years ago—the years eame
in which circumstances made roe an Opium-
Eater ; years through which a shadow as of sad

eclipse sate and rested upon my faculties
;
years

through which I was careless of all but those

who lived within my inner circle, within “ my
heart of hearts ;" years—ah ! heavenly years !

—

through whieh I lived, beloved, with thee, to thee,

for thee, by thee ! Ah ! happy, happy years ! in

which 1 was a mere football of reproach, but in

which every wind and sounding hurricane of

wrath or contempt flew by like chasing enemies
past some defying gates of adamant, and left me
too blessed in thy smiles—angel of life!—to

heed the curses or the mocking which sometimes

1 heard raving outside of our impregnable Eden.
What any man said of me in those days, what
he thought, did I ask ? did I care ? Then it

was, or nearly then, that I ceased to see, ceased
to hear of Southey ; as much abstracted from all

which concerned the world outside, and from the
8outheys, or even the Coleridges, in its van, as

though 1 had lived with the darlings of my heart
in the centre of Canadian forests, and all men
else in the centre of Hindostan.

But, before I part from Greta Hall and its

distinguished master, one word let me say, to

protect myself from the imputation of sharing in

tome peculiar opinions of Southey with respect

to political economy, which have been but too

familiar to the world ; and some opinions of the

world,hardly lessfamiliar, withrespect to Southey
himself and his accomplishments. Probably,

with respect to the first, before this paper will

be made public, 1 shall have sufficiently vindi-

cated my own opinions in these matters by a

distinct treatment of some great questions whieh
lie at the base of all sound political economy

;

above all, the radical question of value, upon
whieh no man has ever seen the full truth, except

Mr Rioardo; and, unfortunately, he had but

little of the polemic* skill which is required to

meet the errors of his opponents. For it is

noticeable, that the most conspicuous of those

opponents, vis. Mr Malthus, though too much,
I fear, actuated by a spirit of jealousy, and,

therefore, likely enough to have scattered so-

phistry and disingenuous quibbling over the sub-

ject, had no need whatever of any further con-

fusion for darkening and perplexing his themes

* * Polemic skilL**—The word polemic Is Iklsely inter,

preted by the majority of mere English readers. Having
Rldom seen it need except In a cate of theological con-

tmnrsy, they fancy that it has some original and etymo-

bftieal appropriation to such a nse : whereas It expresses,

with regard to mil subjects, without restriction, the func-

tions of the debater as opposed to those of the original

water; the functions of him who meets error and un-
grate confbsfon or misrepresentation, opposed to those of
Urn who lays down the abstract troth $ troth absolute
and without relation to the modes of viewing it. As
well might the word Radical be limited to a political nse
hs Polemic to controversial divinity.

than what inevitably belonged to hie own most

chaotic understanding. He and Say, the French-

man, were both plagued by understandings of the

same quality—having a dear vision in shallow

waters, and thus misleading them into the belief

that they saw with equal clearness through the

remote and the obscure ; whereas, universally,

their acuteness is like that of Hobbes—the gift

of shallowness, and the result of not being subtle

or profound enough to apprehend the true loede

of the difficulty; and the barriers, which to

them limit the view, and give to it, together

with the contraction, all the distinctness and
definite outline of limitation, are, in nine cases

out of ten, the product of their own defective

and aberrating vision, and not real barriers at

all. Meantime, until I write fully and deliber-

ately upon this subject, I shall observe simply,

that all “the Lake Poets/' as they are called,

were not only in error, but most presumptuously

in error, upon these subjects. They were ignor-

ant of every principle belonging to every ques-

tion alike in political economy, and they were

obstinately bent upon learning nothing; they

were all alike too proud to acknowledge that

any man knew better than they, unless it were

upon some purely professional subject, or some

art remote from all intellectual bearings, such as

conferred no honour in its possession. Words-

worth was the least tainted with error upon

political economy; and that because he rarely

applied his thoughts to any question of that

nature, and, in fact, despised every study of a

moral or political aspect unless it drew its ma-
terials from such revelations of truth as could

bo won from the prima philoeophia of human
nature approached with the poet's eye. Cole-

ridge was the one whom Nature and his own
multifarious studies had the best qualified for

thinking justly on a theme such as this ; but

he also was shut out from the possibility of

knowledge by presumption, and the habit of

despising all the analytic studies of his own day

—a habit for which he certainly had some war-

rant in the peculiar feebleness of all that has

offered itself for philosophy in modern England.

In particular, the religious discussions of tho

age, which touch inevitably at every point upon

the profounder philosophy of man and his con-

stitution, had laid bare the weakness of his own

age to Coleridge's eye; and, because all was

hollow and trivial in this direction, he chose to

think that it was so in every other. And hence

he has laid himself open to the just scoffs of

persons far inferior to himself. In a foot-note in

some late number of The Westminster Review,

it is most truly asserted, (not in these words,

but to this effect,) that Coleridge's “Table-

Talk" exhibits a superannuation of error fit only

for two centuries before. And what gave pecu-

liar point to this display of ignorance was, that

Coleridge did not, like Wordsworth, dismiss

political economy from his notice, disdainfully,

as a puerile tissue of truisms, or of falsehoods

not less obvious, but actually addressed himself

to the subject ; fancied he had made discoveries

I
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in the science ; and even promised us a system-

atic work on its whole compass.

To give a sample of this new and reformed

political economy, it cannot well be necessary

to trouble the reader with more than one chimera

culled from those which Mr Coleridge first

brought forward in his early model of “The
Friend/' He there propounds, as an original

hypothesis of his own, that taxation never bur-

thens a people, or, as a mere possibility, can

burthen a people, simply by its amount. And
why ? 8urely it draws from the purse of him
who pays his quota a sum which may be very

difficult or even ruinous for him to pay, were it

no more important in a public point of view

than as so much deducted from his own unpro-

ductive expenditure, and which may happen to

have even a national importance if it should

chance to be deducted from the funds destined

to productive industry. What is Mr Coleridge's

answer to these little 'objections ? Why, thus

:

the latter case he evades entirely, apparently not

adverting to it as a case in any respect distin-

guished from the other ; and this other—how is

that answered ? Doubtless, says Mr Coleridge, it

may be inconvenient to John or Samuel that a

sum of money, otherwise disposable for their own
separate uses, should be abstracted for the pur-

chase of bayonets or grape-shot ; but with this

the public, the commonwealth, have nothing to

do, any more than with the losses at a gaming-
table, where A’s loss is B's gain—the total funds

of the nation remaining exactly the same. It is,

in fact, nothing but the accidental distribution

of the funds which is affected—possibly for the

worse, (no other “ worse,” however, is contem-

plated than shifting it into hands less deserv-

ing,) but also, by possibility, for the better : and
the better and the worse may be well supposed,

in the long run, to balance each other. And that

this is MrColeridge’s meaning cannot be doubted,

upon looking into his illustrative image in sup-

port of it: he says that money raised by Go-
vernment in the shape of taxes is like moisture

exhaled from the earth—doubtless, for the mo-
ment, injurious to the crops, but reacting abun-

dantly for their final benefit when returning in

the shape of showers. So natural, so obvious,

so inevitable, by the way, is this conceit, (or, to

speak less harshly, this hypothesis,) and so

equally natural, obvious, and inevitable is the
illustration from the abstraction and restoration

ofmoisture, the exhalations and rainswhich affect

this earth of ours, like the systole and diastole

of the heart, the flux and reflux of the ocean,

that precisely the same doctrine, and precisely

the same exemplification of that doctrine, is to

be found in a Parliamentary speech,* of some
orator in the famous Long Parliament, about the

year 1642. And to my mind it was a bitter hu-
miliation, to find, about 130 years afterwards, in

a shallow French work, the famous “ Compte
Rendu” of the French Chancellor of the Exche-

• Reported at length in a small quarto volume, of the
well-known quarto size so much in use for Tracts, Pamph-
lets, fcc., throughout the life of Milton—1608-73.

quer, (Comptroller of the Finances)—-Neckar—
in that work, most humiliating it was to me, on

a certain day, that I found this idle Coleridgian

fantasy, not merely repeated, as it had been by
scores—not merely anticipated by full twenty

and two years, so that these French people had

been beforehand with him, and had made Cole-

ridge, to all appearance, their plagiarist, but

also (hear it, ye gods !) answered, satisfactorily

refuted, by this very feeble old sentimentalist,

Neckar. Yes; positively Neckar, the slipshod

old system-fancier and political driveller, had

been so much above falling into the shallow

snare, that he had, on sound principles, exposed

its specious delusions. Coleridge, the subtlest

of men, in his proper walk, had brought forward,

as a novel hypothesis of his own, in 1810, what
Neckar, the rickety old Charlatan, had scarcely

condescended, in a hurried foot-note, to expose

as a vulgar error and the shallowest of sophisms,

in 1787-8. There was another enormous blun-

der which Coleridge was constantly authorizing,

both in his writings and his conversation. Quot-
ing a passage from Sir James Stuart, in which he
speaks of a vine-dresser as adding nothing to the

public wealth, unless his labour did something'

more than replace his own consumption—that is,

unless it reproduced it together with a profit

;

he asks contemptuously, whether the happinesw

and moral dignity that may have been exhibited

in the vine-dresser’s family are to pass for no-

thing ? And then he proceeds to abuse the eco-

nomists, because they take no account of such

important considerations. Doubtless these are

invaluable elements of social grandeur, in a total

estimate of those elements. But what has poli-

tical economy to do with them, a science openly

professing to insulate and to treat apart from all

other constituents of national well-being, those

which concern the production and circulation of

wealth ?* 8o far from gaining any thing by en-

larging its field in the way demanded by Cole-

ridge’s critic, political economy would be as idly

travelling out of the limits indicated and held

forth in its very name, as if logic were to teach

ethics, or ethics to teach diplomacy. With re-

* In fact, the exposure it as perfect in the case of an
individual as in that of a nation, and more easily ap-

prehended. Levy from an individual clothier £1000
in taxes, and afterwards return to him the whole
of this ram in payment for the clothing of a regiment.

'

Then, supposing profits to be at the rate of 15 per cent.,

he will have replaced £150 of his previous loot ; even

his gains will simply reinstate him in something that he

had lost, and the remaining £850 will continue to be a

dead loss ; since the £850 restored to him, exactly re~

places, by the terms of this case, his disbursements in

wages and materials; if it did more, profits would not

be at 15 per cent., according to the supposition. But
Government may spend more than the £1000 with

this clothier; they may spend £10,000. Doubtless,

and in that case, on the same supposition as to pro-

fits, be will receive £1500 as a nominal gain ; and £500
will be a real gain, marked with the positive sign, (+.)
Bnt such a case would only prove, that nine other tax-

payers, to an equal amount, had been left without any
reimbursement at all. Strange, that so dear a case for

an individual, should become^ obscure when it regards a.

nation.
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spect to the Malthusian doctrine of population

it is difficult to know who was the true proprie-

tor of the arguments urged against it sometimes
by Southey sometimes by Coleridge. Those used
by Southey are chiefly to he found up and down
the Quarterly Review. But a more elaborate

attack was published by Hazlitt ; and this must
be supposed to speak the peculiar objections of

Coleridge, for he was in the habit of charging

Haslitt with having pillaged his conversation,

and occasionally garbled it throughout the whole
of this book. One single argument there was,

undoubtedly just, and it was one which others

stumbled upon no less than Coleridge, exposing

the fallacy of the supposed different laws of in.

crease for vegetable and animal life. But though
this frail prop withdrawn took away from Mr
Malthus’s theory all its scientific rigour, the

main practical conclusions were still valid as re-

spected any argument from the lakers ; for the

strongest of these arguments that ever came to

my knowledge was a mere appeal—not ad vere-

cundiam, in the ordinary sense of the phrase,

but ad honeetatem , as if it were shocking to the

konettum of Roman ethics, (the honniteU of

French minor ethics,) that the check derived

from self-restraint should not be supposed amply

competent to redress all the dangers from a re-

dundantpopulation,under any certain knowledge

generally diffused that such dangers existed.

But these are topics which it is sufficient in this

place to have noticed, currente calamo. I was

anxious however to protest against the probable

imputation, that I, because generally so intense

an admirer of these men, adopted their blind and

hasty reveries in political economy.

There were (and perhaps more justly I might

say there are) two other notions currently re-

ceived about Southey, one of which is altogether

erroneous, and the other true only in a limited

sense. The first is, the belief that he belonged

to what is known as the lake school in poetry

;

with respect to which all that I need say in this

place, is involved in his own declaration frankly

made to myself in Easedale, during the summer
of 1818 ; that he considered Wordsworth's theory

of poetic diction, and still more his principles as

to the selection of subjects, and as to what con-

stituted a poetic treatment, as founded on error.

There is certainlysome community of phraseology

between Southey and the other lakers, naturally

arising out of their joint reverence for Scriptural

language : this was a field in which they met in

common: else it shews but little discernment

and power of valuing the essences of things,

to have classed Southey in the same school with

Wordsworth and Coleridge. The other popular

notion about Southey, which I conceive to be

expressed with much too little limitation, regards

bis style. He has been praised, and justly, for

his plain, manly, unaffected English, until the

parrot echoers of other men’s judgments, who
adopt all they relish with undistinguishing blind-

ness, have begun to hold him up as a great

master of his own language, and a classical model
4>f fine composition. Now, if the error were only

in the degree, it would not be worth while to

notice it ; but the truth is, that 8outhey*s

defects in this particular power, are as striking

as his characteristic graces. Let a subject arise—
and almost in any path, there is a ready possi-

bility that it should—in which a higher tone is

required, of splendid declamation, or of impas-

sionate fervour, and Southey’s style will imme-
diately betray its want of the loftier qualities as

flagrantly as it now asserts its powers in that

unpretending form which is best suited to his

level character of writing and his humbler choice

of themes. It is to mistake the character of

Southey’s mind, which is elevated but not sus-

tained by the higher modes of enthusiasm, to

think otherwise. Were a magnificent dedication

required, moving with a stately and measured
solemnity, and putting forward some majestic

pretensions, arising out of a long and laborious

life ; were a pleading required against some
capital abuse of the earth—war, slavery, oppres-

sion in its thousand forms ; were a Defentio pro

Populo Anglicano required; Southey’s is not the

mind, and, by a necessary consequence, Southey’s

is not the style, for carrying such purposes into

full and memorable effect. His style is Mere-

fore good, because ithas been suited to his themes

;

and those themes have hitherto been either

narrative, which usually imposes a modest diction,

and a modest structure of sentences, or argu-

mentation in that class which is too overbur-

thened with details, with replies, with inter-

ruption, and every mode of discontinuity, to

allow a thought of eloquence, or of the periodic

style which a perfect eloquence instinctively

seeks.

I here close my separate notice of the Lake
Poets—meaning those three who were originally

so denominated—three men upon whom pos-

terity, in every age, will look back with interest

as profound as, perhaps, belongs to any other

names of our era ; for it happens, not unfrequent-

ly, that the pereonal interest in the author is not

in the direct ratio of that which belongs to his

works : and the character of an author, better

qualified to command a vast popularity for the

creations of his pen, is oftentimes more of a

universal character, less peculiar, less fitted to

stimulate the curiosity, or to sustain the sym-

pathy of the intellectual, than the profounder

and more ascetic solemnity of a Wordsworth, or

the prodigal and magnificent eccentricities of a

Coleridge.* With respect to both of these gifted

men, some interesting notices still remain in

arrear ; but these will more properly come for-

ward in their natural places, as they happen

to arise in after years in connexion with my
own memoirs.

These I shall resume, from the moment of my
leaving Wordsworth’s cottage, after one week of

delightful intercourse with him and his sister,

about the 12th of November, 1807.

Mr De Qoincey’s Recollections of Coleridge appeared

In voL i. of this Magazine, pp. 609, 688, 686, and voL

it, page 8.
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THE WAR IN INDIA.

It i« quite wonderful bow little interest tbe

British public take in tbe contest which is at

present carrying on in India, though there is

not the least doubt whatever that it is, by far,

the greatest movement which has been made
during the eighty years and upwards which have

elapsed since Clive moved out of the Factory of

Calcutta, fought the battle of Plassey, and made
England the virtual sovereign of Bengal. Be.

fore the commencement of the present war, with

the exception of one small corner on the north-

west frontier of India—the country of the Seiks

—we were directly, or indirectly, in possession of

every foot of territory that, from fertility in

the soil, or docility in the population, would pay

the cost of conquering or maintaining. This

does not satisfy us. We are uneasy in our pos-

session, conscious that all is not sound within

;

and, with evil consciences, conjure up imaginary

dangers and alarms. The phantomwhich troubles

us just now, and which has induoed us to march
a great army across our frontier, through deserts

and among mountain fastnesses occupied by
warlike olans, is the apprehension of a Russian

invasion. The whole narrative of this transac-

tion would be ludicrous, were it not likely to be

attended with most serious consequences, in the

Joss of life, property, and national faith, with

which it is likely to be accompanied.

In 1808, when we were in apprehension of a

French invasion of India, we entered into an

alliance with Persia, in order that Persia might
prove a barrier against an invasion of India.

This was all very well, as against France, that

had no territory conterminous with Persia. Rus-
sia is in a different position. For a hundred
and fifty years she has had conterminous ter-

ritory with Persia ; and, a few years ago, a

quarrel had arisen between these governments,
and Russia, as might easily he foreseen, gave
the Persians a severe drubbing, seised and kept
several of their provinces, and established a
complete influence over the Persian court. Eng-
land, all the while, looked quietly on, moving
neither hand nor foot, and tamely saw the sup-

posed bulwark against Indian invasion pulled

to pieces before her eyes. The old treaty with

Persia has become, in fact, a dead letter or

worse, converting Persia, by our own acknow-
ledgment, from a barrier into a stepping-stone

;

and the embassies and missions of thirty years,

.with the stores and subsidies which have been
supplied to the Persian government, and which,
from first to last, cannot have amounted to a less

sum than four millions sterling, have been abso-

lutely wasted for no earthly good purpose.*

' • Thus—
—“““““*“““ "

Subsidy, from 1808 to 1828, at £160,000
per annum, . . £3,000,000

Legation, from 1808 to 1838, at £12,000, 800,000

- .. Carryforward, £3,300,000

Dissatisfied with our Persian alliance, we be-

come sullen, refuse to fulfil the letter of tbe

treaty, talk of its spirit—a thing which writing

never conveyed—and, for some one pretext er

other, have withdrawn our envoy. The plain

tale is this -With the Persian government we
have three successive treaties ; in every one of

which stands the following article* without the

smallest doubt, from its character, dictated by

ourselves—

“

If war should arise between the

Persian and Afghan governments, the English go*

vernment shall take no part in it; nor shall itgive

assistance to either party, except as a media-

tor, at the solicitation of both parties, for the pur-

pose of producing peace." A war arises between

the Persians and the Afghans, and the cause was
this -In a moment of disorder in the Persian

government, the Afghan chief of Herat makes
an incursion into the Persian province of Khe-
raesan, burns its towns and villages, and, carry-

ing off twelve thousand of its inhabitants, sails

them in the public market as slaves. The King

of Persia, justly indignant, marches an army
upon Herat, to punish the brutal robbery. “ The
only thought I have in this journey," said the

Shah, to one of our diplomatic agents, a
is to

put a stop to the taking away into slavery of

my people. Three millions of prisoners are in

Bokhara, Khiva, and Herat." The jusfeiee of

this war is fully admitted, even by the British

envoy himself. “ There cannot, I think, be a

doubt," says he, “ that the Shah is fullyjustified

in making war on Prince Kamran; and, though

the capture of Herat by Persia would certainly

be an evil of great magnitude, we could not

wonder if the Shah were to disregard our re*

monstranoes, and to assert hie right to make

war on an enemy who has given him the greeted

provocation, and whom he may regard himself

as bound in duty to his subjects to punish, or

even to put down." One might naturally hare

expected that the Whig magnates of Dowsing

Street and Calcutta, the authors of the abolition

of the slave-trade, and the men who obtained

twenty millions from ths psople of England for

the abolition of colonial slavery, would have bad

some sympathy for an ally who was proceeding

to punish man-stealers on a great scale; or, at

all events, some regard for the solemn pledget

of a treaty. Nothing of the kind. The slaveiy

and the treaty are utterly blinked ; and the

envoy—without being asked by either perty,

while his interference is expressly repudiated by

Brought forward* £3^80,000

Pension of a retired Ambassador, from 1818
to 1839, at £4000 per annum, 9<00l

Extraordinary embassies, from 1799 down-
wards—arms, ammunition, presents, and
pay of British officers employed in organ-
ising the Persian army since 1808—

s

ay 644,000

Total, £<088,000
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one of them—forthwith commences a series of

solemn protests against the Persian war with

the Afghan chief. A travelling agent of the

Governor-General, a skilful engineer, throws

himself into Herat, and defends it ; the British

envoy asks for his passports ; a fleet of five men-
of-war, and a detachment of military, take

possession of a portion of the Shah's territories

in the Persian Gulf; and the Whig Governor-

General of India being, at the moment, like a

well-fed condor, quietly and comfortably perched

on a pinnacle oftho Himalaya, issues from thence

his orders for the march of an army of forty

thousand men through theGreat Desert; and this

in order to dethrone, a friend of the Shah, and
raise the siege of the beleaguered city of the par-

ticular friend of the Governor-General, the man-
stealer in question. The plan succeeds—the

Persian army raises the siege, and the King pub-

lishes an edict,ordered to be read in everymosque,

telling the people, that England, in violation of

a solemn treaty, had compelled him to desist,

and would not allow him to punish an insult and
an outrage. At the same moment, we quarrelled

with the Shah for an affroqt to a servant of the

English mission, a Persian subject, and a mere
messenger.

While all this is done, in the very teeth of the

clear letter of a treaty, the imperturbable and
complacent effrontery with which we make
charges of underhand intrigues and projects of

ambition on the part of Russia, is truly worthy
of all wonder. The Russians have no treaty at

all with the Afghans, and none with the Persians

that binds them to any particular line of policy

in quarrels with the Afghans. Our envoy,

however, aurmiaea that the Russian ambassador
at the Shah's court urged the Shah to attack

Herat; that he directed a particular assault;

and that an officer of his suite assisted the siege.

There is just one other ground, and one only,

on which is founded our apprehension of a Rus-
sian invasion of India. The Russians, in return

for a mission sent to them by the Afghan chief

Of Cabul, sent to this chieftain a certain lieu-

tenant of infantry, with the intention of forming

commercial relations with Russia, *' in order,"

as Count Nesselrode expresses it, “ to ascer-

tain the advantages, and the degree of security

which such an enterprise might offer to our

merchants, in a country hitherto unknown to

Russia." Now, we say, we are bound to believe

the Russians, when they make this assertion, not

because we have implicit reliance upon their po-

litical veracity, but from the perfect reasonable-

ness of the thing itself, and the utter unreason-

ableness of supposing that they are so devoid of

knowledge, common sense, and forecast, as se-

riously to entertain so wild and impracticable,

or ratber so impossible a project, as the inva-

sion of British India. We, ourselves, have sent

missions, purely commercial, to China, to Cochin-

China, to Siam, to Birmah, to Thibet, and to

this very Cabul itself—nay, for that matter, into

the very heart of Africa. The French, the

Dutch, and the Americans have done similar

things; even the Russians, before, have sent

commercial missions to Chins, Japan, Bokhara,

and Khiva. Why, then, should they not send

one to Cabul? But the mission of the lieu-

tenant of infantry is construed, by the distem-

pered fancies of our politicians, into ». dangerous

political intrigue, for the invasion and conquest

of an empire of a hundred millions of people—
the great majority of them and their fathers born

British subjects—an empire defended by a well*

organizedand well-paid army of two hundredthou-
sand men, backed by the fleets, and the commerce,

and the power of England. The whole thing is

preposterous, and highly discreditable to our

political courage and sagacity.*

The impracticability—or rather, the impossi-

bility—o/ a Russian invasion of India, will appear

clear enough from what we shall afterwards say

of the vast bulwark which guards India against

invasion from the westward. It is very true

that, in former times, India was invaded by va-

rious nations from the west. Some two-and-

twenty centuries ago, Alexander and his Greeks

took a peep at the north-west frontier of India,

and then retired. The Arabs, who conquered

Persia and Toorkestan, never attempted the con-

quest or even invasion of India. It was not

until four centuries after the Mohammedan era,

that tribes of converted Turks and Persians made
formidable incursions into India ; it was not until

two centuries later that they formed any perma-

nent establishments ; and it took seven whole

centuries to form a foreign empire in India of

tolerable cohesion, which, however, dropped to

pieces almost as soon as it was formed. By
whom was India invaded all this while? By
shepherd nations, with clouds of cavalry, few in-

fantry, no artillery, little baggage, and who fed

themselves as they could in the countries they

passed through, and in the countries they were

conquering. Who defended India ? The Hin-

doos alone—always, as a people, timid, docile,

and divided. The army of Nicholas, that shall

invade India, is differently constituted, and

must move in a very different manner from the

army of Timour. It most march with heavy

infantry as well as its Cossacks; with its bat-

tering and its field cannon; with its hospitals,

its commiaaariat ,
and its tent equipage, from the

eastern confines of Persia, (supposing it to be

there,) over 1500 miles of mountain and of de-

sert. When it arrives safely in the British ter-

ritory, it is not the Hindoos that it has to en-

counter, hut the organized army and resources of

British India. It has something even more for-

midable to encounter : the fleets, and armies, and

financial resources of Britain, which could send

* So little do our Diplomatists know about the dan-

gerous Russian agent, who commenced the overthrow

of the empire which Clive, and Warren Hastings, and

Wellesley founded, that they have not even ascertained

how to spell his name ! They give him the travelling

one of Captain Vicovich $ and, even after Nesselrode has

told them that he was Lieutenant Witkewitsch, the ac-

complished Lord Palmerston—who might just as well

have dubbed him Fichinvor*—perseveres in Ms Vico-

rich I
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an army from the banks of the Thames to those

of the Hyphasis, in less time than the Russian

army would take to march from Herat to the same
river. When Hyder Ally was urged by his coun-

sellors, who saw only as far as their noses, to

attack the . English power in India in its then

infancy, he replied, like a man of sense, " It is

not what I see before my eyes that I am afraid

of, but the invisible power that is behind, and of

which I know nothing." It is not to be sup-

posed that Nesselrode and Nicholas, who know
everything, should be less discreet than the bar-

barian, Hyder Ally, was sixty years ago.

The despatch of Count Nesselrode to Count
Pozzo di Borgo, which the latter is directed to

present to the British Cabinet, expresses the

whole common sense of the question :—“ The
idea of assailing the security and tranquillity of

the state of possession of Great Britain in India

has, consequently, never presented itself, and
will never present itself, to the mind of our

august master. He desires only what is just,

and what is possible. For this twofold reason,

he cannot entertain any combination whatever

directed against the British power in India. It

would not be just, because nothing would have
given cause for it. It would not be possible, by
reason of the immense distance which separates

us—the sacrifices which must be made, the diffi-

culties which must be overcome—and all this to

realize an adventurous scheme which could never

be in accordance with sound and reasonable po-

licy. A single glance at the map ought to be

sufficient to dissipate, in this respect, all preju-

dice, and to convince every impartial and en-

lightened man that no hostile design against

England can direct the policy of our Cabinet in

Asia." If Russia be intent on difficult enter-

prises, there are some which are difficult enough,

yet far easier than the conquest of British India,

which present themselves to her. She might,

for instance, invade China or Japan, to both of

which she is next neighbour, and has been so for

more than a century. But to Russia, even these

enterprises of minor difficulty appear too ardu-

ous, and she does not attempt them.

We have now to say a few words of the bar-

rier against Indian invasion from the west, to

which we have alluded. This is, for the most part,

the country which, from the ruling nation within

it, is commonly called Afghanistan. We have

here a vast territory, of at least eight hundred
thousand square miles, of hot and sandy deserts

—of a table land, as cold as northern Europe
—of hot valleys—and of mountain chains, on
which the snow never melts. The thinly-scat-

tered inhabitants are computed at no more than
twelve millions; a poor fifteen to the square

mile. The ruling nation, the Afghans, which
inhabits the table land—a table land which
overlooks every country to the east, west, and
south of it—exceeds four millions in number.
The Belochees, and the naturalized Tartars and
Persians, exceed three millions, and are hardly

less warlike than the Afghans themselves. The
naturalized Indians, the only unwarlike portion

of the population, are computed at five millions;

by their industry, but not by their arms, they

contribute to the resources of the country. The

Afghans, the ruling nation, are a people of clans,

something like our Scottish Highlanders ; with

this difference, that the attachment here is not to a

chief, but to the clan itself ; which constitutes &

kind of Republic. We shall give, from Mr Elphia-

stone’s excellent narrative, a graphic account of

the people “ If a man could be transported

from England to the Afghan country, without

seeing Turkey or Persia, he would be amazed at

the wide and unfrequented deserts, and the moun-

tains covered with perpetual snow. Even in the

cultivated part of the country he would discover

a wild assemblage of bills and wastes, unmarked

by enclosures, not embellished by trees, and des-

titute of navigable canals or public roads. He
would find the towns few, and fardistant from each

other," &c. “ When he entered into the society,

he would notice the absence of regular courts of

justice, and of everything like an organized po-

lice. He would be surprised at the fluctuation

and instability ofthe civil institutions. He would

find it difficult to comprehend how a nation could

subsist in such disorder ; and would pity those

who were compelled to pass their days in such

a scene, and whose minds were trained by their

unhappy situation. Yet, he would scarce fail to

admire their martial and lofty spirit, their hos-

pitality, and their bold and simple manners—
equally removed from the suppleness ofa citizen,

and the awkward rusticity of a clown. He would

admire their strong and active forms ; their fair

complexions, and Europeanfeatures; their indus-

try and enterprise ; the hospitality, sobriety, and

contempt of pleasure, which appear in all their

habits ; and, above all, the independence and

energy oftheir character."* Mr Elphinstone fur-

ther adds—“ The Afghans themselves exult in

the free spirit of their institutions. Those who

are little under the royal authority, are proud

of their independence, which those under the

King (although not exposed to the tyranny com-

mon in every other country in the East) admire,

and fain would imitate. They all endeavour to

maintain that all Afghans are equal, which,

though it it not, nor ever was true, still shews

their notions and their*wishes. I once stroDglf

urged, to a very intelligentold man, of the tribeof

Meankhail, the superiority of a quiet and secure

life, under a powerful monarch, to the discord,

the alarms, and the blood which they owed to

the present system. The old man replied with

great warmth, and thus concluded an indignant

harangue against arbitrary power :

—

f We ere

content with discord, we are content with

alarms, we are content with blood, but we will

never be content with a master/ "+ u In Afghan-

istan," (Mr Elphinstone is contrasting that go-

vernment with those of Persia and India,)
u the

internal government of the tribes answers its

end so well, that the utmost disorders of the

• The Honourable Mountatuart Elphiostone’s Em-

bassy to C&bul, page 150.1
'

+ Ibid, page 174. \
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royal government never derange its operation*,

nor disturb the lives of tbe people. A number
oforganizedand high-spirited Republics are ready
to defend their rugged country against a tyrant,

and are able to defy the feeble efforts of a party
in a civil war.*** The following passage shews
of what stuff they are physically made :

—

"

All
the Afghans are remarkably hardy and active.

From the nature of the country, they are ex-
posed to the necessity of enduring cold and heat,
and accustomed to the exertion of climbing
mountains, making long journeys on foot and
on horseback, and swimming broad and rapid
rivers. Nor is this confined to the lower orders
or to men in the vigour of youth.**+

But what, it may be asked, has been the his-

tory of the people thus described ? It may be
briefly told:—The Arabs who, almost imme-
diately after Mohammed, conquered Persia and
Toorkestan, never conquered the Afghans ; and
it took them even three hundred years to
convert them. For two centuries they gave a
dynasty of sovereigns to Upper Hindostan, and
settled and colonized in various parts of India,
where they still constitute the most robust and
warlike portion of the population. Their own
country has, in reality, never been conquered.
No invader ever entered India without being
harassed and opposed by them. They har-
assed Alexander, and Timour, and Nadir ; and
would, unquestionably, harass the Persians, with
their Russian allies ; for from the Persians they
differ in language and in manners, while in reli-

gion the discrepancy is as complete as between
a rigid Presbyterian and a bigoted Catholic. We
shall give one sample of the enterprise of the
Afghans :—Ahmed Shah Durrannee, an Afghan,
was one of the generals of Nadir Shah. Upon the
Assassination of his leader, he set up for himself,
established an empire, conquered nearly the
whole kingdom of Persia ; entered Hindostan,
conquered Delhi and the neighbouring provinces.
And, with an army of forty thousand men, chief-
ly cavalry, routed a Mahratta army, computed
at three hundred thousand men, nearly at the
moment when Clive was engaged in conquering
the opposite extremity of our present dominions.
This is the account of a Hindoo historian, an eye-
witness of the celebrated battle of Panniput :—
" Ahmed Shah Durannee,** says he, “ pitched
» small tent, in front of the camp, at the dis-

tance of a mile and a-half ; visited every part of
the army in person ; reconnoitred the enemy's
camp, riding every day from sixty to seventy-five
miles. He used to say to the Mohammedan chiefs
of India, who had joined him— ‘ Do you sleep; I

will take care that no harm befalls you.* When
the Hisdostanee chiefs were out of all patience
with the delay, his constant answer was—

‘

This
is a matter of war with which you are not ac-
quainted : in other affairs do as you please, but

* Tbe Honourable Mountstuart Elphinstone’i Em.
haoy to Cabal, p. 175.

t Ibid, page 260.
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leave this to me. Military operations must not

be precipitated : you shall see how 1 will manage
this affair, and, at a proper opportunity, will

bring it to a successful conclusion.'
"*

The character of this remarkable man shews

what the Afghans are capable of accomplish-

ing, and that it is no contemptible foe that

we are provoking. We are marching to place on
tbe throne a man whom we are compelled to

admit is an imbecile, and to dethrone one whom
we admit to be distinguished for his love of

justice, his assiduity in business, his moderation,

and his patronage of commerce ; and, in short,

who, according to Sir Alexander Burnes, at pre-

sent the most active agent in dethroning him,
“ affords a constant theme of praise to all his

subjects/*

The offence of this man is, that he preferred

a Persian alliance to ours; and this for a plain

and obvious reason, that we had allied ourselves

to the bitterest enemy of his family and nation,

the chief of the Seiks. It may also be an
aggravation, that he had discovered the restless

ambition of our Indian rulers. “ Even,** says he,

in a letter to the King of Persia, “ if my affairs

should fall into disorder, and even if your Ma-
jesty should not direct your attention to the

condition of these countries, nevertheless, I

shall persist in contending with the Seiks as long

as I am able ; but should it prove that I am un-
able to resist that diabolical tribe, then I have no
choice, and must connect myself with the English,

who will thus obtain complete authority over the

whole of Afghanistan ; and it remains to be seen

hereafter, to what place and what extent the

flame of the violence of that nation may be
carried.**

The results of our present enterprise may be
easily seen. If we succeed in conquering the

assailed country, we gain, at an enormous price, a
country that will never pay the cost of its main-

tenance. If we fail, we shall lose the flower of

the Indian army, and there will be a revolt in

our rear, while the blow inflicted on our Indian

power will never be recovered. In either caser

we shall expend millions of money—be forced to

raise new loans and impose new taxes on a

people already groaning under the weight of
taxation. It is clear that the weak head of Lord!

Auckland has put the dividends at the India

House to great hazard. The Burmese War—

a

contest with a paltry enemy, and near home-
cost us £15,000,000. The present, carried on
at a distance of 1500 miles from our frontier,

with a desert intervening, will, at least, double

this amount. There is no ready money now in

the Indian treasury, and the amount must be
borrowed, while the interest of the loan will add
one-fifth to the present taxation of the Hindoos*

This, then, is one of the last deeds of what waa
once called “ the Reform Ministry ;*' and “ the.

Reformed Parliament** has, as yet, expressed no
disapprobation."

1 * “ Asiatic Researches,1
' vol. iv#

2 T
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More fashionable scandal ! Not quite so racy

and piquant, indeed, as the first morsels served

up to a voracious public, but still sufficiently

peppery and stimulating. We were not among

the more virulent of the critical dissectors of the

two previous volumes ; save that the scandal has

not grown dry with age, that the green and

festering remains haye not withered into the in-r

offensive mummy state, and that the cant of mo-

rality, and the affectation of an impious or ir-

reverend piety, were not attributes of the age

of Grammont, Lady Mary Wortley, Pope, and

Horace Walpole, we could see little morally to con-

demn in the Diary, which did not once exist under

circumstances as blameworthy in the now popular

memoirs, satires, and letters ofthose distinguished

persons ; they are all alike pictures of court life,

and of aristocratic character, drawn by those best

qualified for such delineation. Mr Jeffrey, in a

review of '‘Burns* Poems and Letters/' speaks ad-

miringlyupon the discovery of so much talent apd

information existing amongthe humble friendsand
contemporaries of the poet—among a class which,

until then, had obtained from their countrymen

of higher rank very little credit for the degree

of mental and literary cultivation which they

were unexpectedly found to possess. The same

sort of insight into the intellectual condition of

the peasantry of Scotland afforded by the corres-

pondence of Burns, is obtained into the moral state

of the fashionable and aristocratic world by this

Diary, with this very different result, that there

we were taught to admire humble genius and to

revere humble worth ; while in those pages we are

too often startled and disgusted by the naked

and heartless depravity of so many of the princi-

pal personages ; which heartlessness seems* in

these portrayings and correspondences, the most

distinguishing characteristic of the class. Half

the volumes are drawn from the author's corres-

pondence, and the Diary is resumed in Rome,
where the Lady of the Bed-chamber resided for

a time, in the course of a long tour on the Conti-

nent. The Diarist gives us a key to her own
character and position in this sentence

-

I sometimes think with regret of the opportunity

once had of being wealthy, I despised riches then

hut twenty yean make a vast difference in one's feelings

on these matters.

Some maintain that the heart does not change—that, do*

spite experience and knowledge of the world, there are

minds which retain their original simplicity, their iftrst

aspirations, untainted and unsubdued. But I, for one,

cannot agree with this opinion. Contempt at our po-

verty, from the world in general—neglect from those we
love, because we are insignificant and powerleiSrr-the

constant abnegation of our most innocent wishes; all

these combine to teach a lesson which is not taught in

vain : in short, I am grown worldly, and I do love

money.

She visited all the usual tights of Rome, and

attended Torlonia's assemblies. But foreign af-

* Continuation of the “ Diary Illustrative of the Times
of George the Fourth," &c. &c., vols. iii. and iv.

fairs are ever leas interesting than the home de-

partment, and so, without preface, we select this

apt illustration of that paragon of all the vir-

tues and proprieties of a Court—Queen Char-

lotte :

—

The Duchess of ———,
a great favourite at court,

besought Queen Charlotte to receive her niece, Mrs ,

at the drawing-room, there having been reports bruited

about which wtrs injurious to that lady s wputstisn.

The Duchess implored the Queen’s clemency sud in-

dulgence cm a point so wholly without any just founda.

tion ; and, finally, when about to retire from the royal

presence, she asked, beseechingly, “O Madam, what

shall I say to my poor niece F* to which Quran Charlotte

replied, “ Say you did not dare make wh a request te

the Queen." The Duchets of m— wa* *o hurt by

this unfeeling denial to her entreaties, that she resigned

her situation in the royal household.

There are many other stories told of [Queen Charlotte,

which do not bespoak much tenderness of heart. When

Princess Charlotte WM christened, Lady Townsend, who

held the royal babe during the ceremony, (being herself

with child at the time,) appeared much fatigued; and

the Princess of Wales whispered to the Queen—* Will

your Majesty command Lady Townsend to sit down

to which the Queen replied, blowing the snuff (mm bir

fingers, “She may *tand*-»he may stead," Again, l

have heard that the Queen seldom permitted her own

children to sit down in her presence ; and when she was

playing at whist, one of the royal progeny has been

known to fall asleep whilst standing behind the Quern's

chair. Truly, such strict attention to etiquette it very

Germanic, to say the best of it I should not think men

a course politic if her Majesty wished for her offerings

love.

The entries relating to the Princess of Wales,

though more guarded than in the former volume*,

are to the same import; amounting to the fact, that

she was, though an ill-used yet a headstrong and

most imprudent Princess, else shemight—for that

is the gest of it—have maintained, in defiance of

her husband, a position that would have enabled

her to have things comfortable about her, and to

afford the ladies and gentlemen of her house-

hold good salaries and handsome vaili. A good

many letters, said to be from the Princes*,

appear ; but although they should be all genuine,

they are more effusions of civility, grqciousness,

and kindness, than utteranoes of the heart.

The Princess Charlotte was, in those days, it

would appear, imagined to have had an inclination

matrimonial for the Duke of ,
[^Devonshire;]

we do not choose to tantalize our reader*

these endless blanks and perplexing initials,

which disguise nothing and nobody. The alliance

with a native-born subject could not be permit-

ted ; and the Princess is said to have decidedly

refiised to marry the Prince of Orange, because

€t she ascertained that he was pledged to concur

with the Regent in the ruin of her mother.

Here is another full-length of the second

Duchess of Devonshire—she who was so freely

painted in the early part of the Diary, The

Duchess was by this time established in Rome,

where Cardinal Gonsalvi was her very particular

friend :— *
I went to Me the Duchess of D -> There i i*
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instance, for example, where charm of countenance and
of manner fascinate, and make one like her, despite of

nil that has been reported of bar oharaeter« Her room
Is filled with books, and literature is now the pursuit in

which she takes, or pretends to take, an interest. For

my part, 1 suspect the is come to that time when nothing

of this world*! amusements can charm t she hat tasted

pleasure in all its Varieties j
she has drank it to the very

draft i and the lees are bitter. If there be a source of

interest to her, it is the Cardinal. A small lute is

generally placed by her side ;
yet no one ever heard her

Grace play on it

Since wo are among the Duchesses, let us have

another, but in Paris *

We dined one dey en fhmille with the Duchess of

Gordon, who mixes much in French society, and whose

chief conversation, from morning till night, consists in

abusing England. She must hate some scheme in this,

which nobody can comprehend We were

one night at a hall, given by the Duchess Of Gordon. In
one room we found people dancing French dances ; Lady
Georgina" oven danced a minuet and gavotte with old

Vestria Another room was occupied by a gaming*table
with its votaries, among whom her Grace and other

ladies were now and then observed*

Here, again, we have their two illustrious

Graces in collision, and a story of the future

Duchess of Bedford to hoot :

—

In the evening I went to the Duchess of D s, where
people were all laughing at the Duchess of G—— ignor-

ance of the French language. She is reported to have

laid to the boxkeeper at a theatre, not long ago, at Paris,

* Nslaissez aucun Anglais entrer dans ma boite.** It is

also said her Grace wished Beauharnaie to marry her

daughter. Lady Geergina. What an odd wish for a

great English lady to form for her child ! When t heard

them all laughing at tht Duchess last night, I could not

help thinking how mean people are ; since, if they had
been invited to a party at her house, they would have
Hooked to it with eagernesa, just as they used to do in

England, though it was the fashion to quiz her assem-

blies

Sir Joseph C——y was wont to ask, “ Are you going

to Scotch collops to-night ?’* Yet he was the first to go

thither. Lady observed, when the Duchess of—
was under discussion, “ Well, let those laugh that win.' 1

The Dncbees has married all her daughters greatly ; and
tbs is one of the moot powerful women of her time.

Since that period, another of the Duchess of ’s

daughters has made a great alliance ; and, like her sis-

ters, it is sold, owes the possession of her ducal coronet

to the diplomacy of her clever mother. The present

Duke of - - was commissioned by his deceased mother
to carry a parcel to Lady who received the noble

messenger in widow’s weeds, and so captivated, or de-

ceived the new heir, by her grief for the loss of her affi-

snoed husband, that he oftred her his hand ; which the

lady, nothing loth, accepted, and so became Dachees of
—— [Bedford.]

Sir—i told me, he woe in great alarm for bis friend

the Duchess ofG—n, who, he had heard, was seriously

indisposed. ** She Is a good soul/ he said, <( and will be

a great lots to the nngtatefhl world of fashion, who have

profited by her brilliant amemblies, and been more nobly

entertained under her roof than by almost any other lady

of equal consequence in her time ; yet it has laughed
at the good Duchess because she is not varnished over

With the polish of refinement.**
“ But is Her Grace not eery deficient In high breed-

ing ?” I asked.
“ Never on essential points," was his reply ;

“ for

good-hearted feeling has always prompted her manners
and speech; but rude and rough in dialect she was,

especially on her first arrival In London after her mar-
ROgSf as a well known reply of hers to George III. testi-

fies. When he inquired how she liked London, the

Betheas answered, « Not at all, your Majesty ; for it is

knock, knock, knock, all day ; and friz, friz, friz, all

• Now Duchess of Bedford.

night ;* alluding to the mods of dresting the hair la (hose

days.*'

Her Grace was dHtlftg about the Streets in search of a

house, when all of a sudden she exclaimed—” I’ve got

one I" and desired the coachman to drive to Lord Fife*!.

My Lord was not of horn* $ but she made her way up

stairs and found him at a lata breakfast.

« My Lord, yon were in love with me five-and-tweniy

years ago, and I am now come to ask a favour of you.**

« Ma’am, I admit the fact ; but as I cannot boast of

any favour your Grace bestowed upon me* I don’t see

what claim you derive from that circumstance.
**

« My Lord, It matters not ; 1 have 0 favour to ask,

nor shall I stir from this chair till it is granted.**

She then asked for Lord Fifths house. In vain he re-

monstrated, and gave her a great many reasons why it

could not be. Nevertheless, he was out of It in a week,

and her Grace In full possession. Nor has she lost any

time in Opening it—hills, petit soupers, &c. But what

improves the story much is-—what I dare say you know
—that the two families have been at daggers drawn for

these fifteen years on account of politics.

The same lady, when attending upon Lady Louisa

Broome, in her lylttg-in, turned round to the doctor

« Remember, sir, I engage you for this time twelvemonth.

My Georgie is just going to be married—mind you are

engaged to her.**

The spite—the demoniacal malice of the Re-

gent to his wife~*-was passing the meanest spite

of woman scorned. When the grand ball at

White’s was to be given by the peers to the

allied sovereigns then in London

—

A mesmge came from a great person to the committee,

to desire to know what style of company (hey meant to

ask to their bull, or some clumsy hint of this sort i which

the committee however understood, for they tent back

word that they meant to reqneet the Regent himself to

invite all the Royalties whom he wished should be there,

and that they should send anumberoftickets to him for that

purpose. But this was not deemed secure enough to exclude

the obnoxious individual \ for some member, a friend to

the Regent—it was said to be Lord Y [Yarmouth]—

made a motion that no membershould give away his tickets

except to his relations, or tbit some line of rank should be

drawn, such os that no one but peers’ daughters should be

invited | so as to exclude canaille and higher rank like-

wise. Upon this LordS—n [Sefton] got up aud said,

It was easy to see these confused proposals were meant to

exclude the Princess of Wales j and he observed, that as

one of the members, every ticket he subscribed for was bis

own, and every one of them he intended to send to the

Princess, to be disposed of as she pleased* Fourteen other

members said the same ; but as they were not the major-

ity, and ai those who were to pay fox the diversion were

not to have leave to do what they pleased at it, they de-

termined thSy would give no ball at tlL « I for one,’*

added Mr North, « quite rejoiced that for once the Re-

gent’s mean spite should fail in its object. Ah I” said

he, « I could write a book on that man. I never heard

of such dirty motives, except in a foolish novel, where

the characters are all devils or angels, such as one never

looks for In ml lift. Certainly his ranotor is unlike

the noble insoueianoe of the common run of men and

women of the world, who ore content to keep out of the

way of those they hate, and think that revenge sufficient.**

How painful to read of such rr follies of the

wise," as those with which an anonymous old

baronet, primed with anecdote, charged Chat-

ham:

—

gif - related many anecdotes I could wish to

remember. In speaking of Lord Chatham, with whom

he was very intimate, he said : “ From the moment of

Lord Chatham’s beatific vision of the King,
which pre-

ceded his entry into the cabinet, he became intoxicated to

a degree of absurdity with the honours of the court, with

its etiquette, and all the gracious murrmerie*

rem. He sank so instantaneously it* esteem, and even
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respect, that I could hardly look at him without con-
tempt.** ......

Sir—also said, with reference to Lord Chatham

:

“ At that time, I thought his whole system, intellectual

and bodily, had undergone a change for the worse, and
the splendour of his equipage, and the high aristocratic

airs that he assumed, betokened a disorder in his judg.
ment On one occasion, when he came from Bath, after

a tedious fit of the gout, to appear in the House of Lords,

he was detained some little time at Marlborough, where
his bill at the inn amounted to upwards of a hundred
pounds, from the extravagant number of his attendants,

Ac. ; and he lived altogether in a style befitting a man of
great estate ; so that in a very few years all that had
been given him by the folly of P— — and the genero-

sity of others, was wasted and destroyed, and he literally

died a bankrupt, with six thousand a-year, either from
the public or from legacies, after having risen from a
cornet of dragoons. He made a great exit,*' continued
Sir

,
and died in character. Whit a lucky

speech for his family was his last in the House of Lords

!

I am persuaded, had not this accident cost him his life,

he would have died out like an airy meteor, and left no
trace behind him. Fortune, not prudence or foresight,

regulates the affairs of this world.*' . •

Our next transcripts from the Diary, shall be

sheer gossip. The scene is again Rome, the

DucheBS still she of Devonshire, whose some-

what promiscuous hospitality is not very grate-

fully requited by the Diarist :

—

I dined at Lady W.’s. There were only Sir H. and
Lady Davy, Mr and Mrs Dodwell, General Ramsay, and
the Comte Korsakoff; and they were all particularly

dull and silent. .....
From St Peter's I went to see the Duchess of D .

Heard the mellow tones of Madame R *s divine

voice, and talked to her husband. He appears gentle, and
seems sensible; yet they do not convey to me the idea

of living happily together. She is very unhappy, and
more so I think than mere poverty could make her—
C S. came in whilst I was there. She is

transmogrified into an Italian, and married to General

St A o. In her personal appearance she is im-
proved ; but it was very melancholy to me to think of

her excellent father and mother, and the situation and ad-

vantages she had in England, moral and physical, being

all resigned. I am not by any means a John Bull, in

the broad sense of the word, yet I did not spare her on
this subject. Her calm, determined manner of answering

me, her apparent composure of happiness, offered a won-
derful field for fancy to expatiate upon. I do not yet

read her motives ; but it is best now that they should

not be changed.

The only English news I heard was, that Lord
W .'s marriage with Miss F —y is certainly

to take place. The Duchess said she heard his family

are much displeased with him ; and, added she, as he is

not very wise, and as her family are very clever, it is

supposed he has been taken in.

I could not help laughing at the droll conclusion to

Sir — remarks on Mrs Siddons. When I asked

him if the theatrical air and manner of speaking did not

mar her powers of pleasing in private society, and had not

often rendered her liable to the ridicule of persons far

beneath her in every respect, he answered—“ Oh, yes,

frequently ; 1 once heard her myself ask for the salad

bowl, in a tone of voice, and with an emphasis on the

personal pronoun, which made every body at table laugh.

She said, ‘ Give me the bowl,’ with a grandeur worthy of

Lady Macbeth, but which sounded ridiculous when so

applied.*' I further questioned Sir . — as to her be-

ing vain. “ Was she so, (I said,) to the inordinate de-

gree of which she has been accused?*’ “ Certainly,” he

replied ;
“ she is aware of her unrivalled talent as an

actress ; and she has often betrayed that she it so, in a

manner so simple, but so injudicious, that persons have
been glad to seize upon the foible and magnify it tenfold

;

whereat Mrs Siddons*s knowledge of her own genius is as

impartal an opinion as though she entertained it of sod*

other individual than herself."

The celebrated Duchess pi Devonshire, her

intimate connexion with her successor, and the

alleged secret exchange of their children, that

an heir-male might not be wanted to a noble

house, were duly recorded in the first part of

this Diary ; but the history of this unfortunate

lady is more fullysummed up here. The novel re-

ferred to below, was entitled, “ AWinter in Lon-

don and we remember to have entertained a

green or juvenile wonder of what the people of

other civilized or Christian nations would think

on reading the publisher's daily advertisement

—

to the fourth, fifth, or sixth edition—of the

“Winter in London," " which had broken the heart

of the most beautiful woman in EnglandT
Lady— and myself then discussed the merit of Min

Owensou, and agreed, as I believe most people do, ia

thinking her a very extraordinary woman, with genius

of a very high stamp. When 1 told Lady — I had

never read the Novice of St Dominic, she was much sar-

prised, and said, “ Read it without delay, for the enthu-

siasm and exquisite sentimeuts which are conspicuous

throughout the whole work will enchant you. It is a

most fascinating book. Perhaps you will find the half

of the volume heavy, and the language, though beautiful

in parts, inflated. But I greatly prefer Imogen to the

•uper-human Corinne, whose character, though pleasing

as a whole, ia not always natural or consistent.**

Lady— spoke of the late Duchess of - , and said,

“ poor thing, with all her faults, she was very ardently

loved by her friends, who severely felt her loss. Among

them none were more sincerely affected than tbs Prince

of Wales. The Duke cried bitterly and incessantly for

a week before her death, and apparently felt much sorrow

on her account. Her friend, Lady . —

,

was her con-

stant nurse, and was also said to be in great grief. The

Duchess, to the last moment, expressed the warmest

attachment for her, and Lady said she never could

believe the scandalous stories told of the reason of their

friendship. The Duchess was attended by almost all tbs

physicians in London ; but she bad an accumulation of

disorders, liver complaint, Ac. The immediate cause

of her death, however, was a fever, and this fever, l^dy

said, was brought on, she believed, by the vexatkm

and agitation of mind caused by a novel published a short

time before her death. A character was introduced in it,

supposed to be meant for the Duchess, and who is made

to swindle and do all sorts of dishonourable actions; at

the same time, suffering deep remorse, and struggling

against amiable feelings and much natural sensibility.

It was astonishing, how, in consequence of the report of

this novel having hastened her death, it was univeraslly

read, and with the greatest avidity. Lady added,

that her debts were immense, and she suffered the most

dreadful agitations from a constant fear of discovery,

and the many exigenciee she was driven to.

This Scotch Sir Somebody, is apropos to every-

thing and everybody. Here is his Mr Jeffrey:—

Sir next mentioned Mr J y. He said thst

he knew no person so clever, whose manners are in inch

bad taste, and whose appearance is so little prepocseeuug.

If the traditionary crtm. con . stories floating

round Edinburgh required revival, they find it

here. But we shall presume they do not, in so in-

telligent (about their neighbours' affairs) a com-

munityas MrLockhart describes thatofthenorth-

ern metropolis. Indeed, the Diarist has a more

regular supply of the scandal and gossip of Scot-

land, from her correspondents, than of that of

London. This is of Miss Ferrier's novel, and the

great house of Argyle. We are also temped by
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the great heiress of that day. Miss Mercer ; but
let her pass.

I visited I«ady , who was engaged in reading

Miss F ’s new novel. I told her, I heard she did

not acknowledge being the authoress. Lady ob-
served it was surprising she should be so well acquainted
with the living, talking, Ac., of fashionable people, as

she had heard that Miss— knew nobody belonging

to that class of persons except the A family.

Lady is at present occupied in copying an ori-

ginal picture of Emma, Lady Hamilton, by Madame Le
Bruo. It is the portrait of a graceful woman, but
though handsome, she must, I think, to judge by this

likeness, have had a hard vulgar expression of face.

There is nothing soft or feminine in her countenance

:

in short, this portrait conveys the idea of a woman who
would go through thick and thin, and think nothing of

seeing an old man of eighty hung up at the yard-arm !*

In the next pages figure Lord Byron and
Mrs Shelley :

—

I like Lord Byron’s conversations
;
that is to say, they

interest me.
I wish he had lived to grow better ; which I think he

would have done when he was old. Captain Medwin, I

dare say, is bad enough himself. He praises Mrs
who, I have always heard, was anything but amiable.

Her own father, G.
. ,

said so, and reproached himself

with her errors, as having originated in the education he
gave her.

We may as well despatch all the literarypeople.
On my return home, 1 found several letters from Eng-

land ; amongst them, one from Miss
,
in which she

speaks of W *s
a Lights and Shadows of Scottish

Life;** and her opinion is valuable and curious, as being

that of a clever writer. She says—“ 1 hear you were
charmed with the “ Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life.”

Some of them I think beautiful, some of them ridiculous,

and all want trnth and reality; for though 1 still can relish

a fairy tele or- a romance, yet I do not like fiction in

the garb of truth. As mere creations of fancy they are

fine; as pictures of Scottish life and human nature they

are false. But do not let me forget this Mr is an
otr/u' man to have for one's enemy.

Though the initials have, in many instances,

been somewhat damaged by the printer, or neg-

lected by the editor, here we have, for certain,

the marriage of the Marquis of Northampton
with a Miss M'Laine, a Mull heiress, and the

ward of Sir Walter Scott :

—

I am informed Lord C n, Lord W n’s son,

married, in Edinburgh, lately, a Scotch heiress, a MissM—e of K e. I never heard of her before. The
story goes that W S— t gave her away. This
appears a mesalliance for a future Marquis. After the

wedding, W-^— S 1 set out immediately{for Brussels,

as he is engaged to write a poem on the battle of Waterloo.

Min W e made up her marriage on the road home

—

not at Nice. I think she requires a great deal of dress

and candle-light to set her off, and wonder at a man
filling in love with her in a packet-boat.

The young ladies receive the following piece

of sober advice from an experienced counsellor,

who sincerely admires “ repenting in a coach-

and-six

—

Every woman should make it her business, as a duty

she owes herself, to find a husband ; for no other interest

in life is ever stable, abiding, or sufficient to the happiness

of a woman. I never yet knew or heard of female friend-

• Alluding to the well-known story of Lady Hamil-
ton's having persuaded Lord Nelson to take summary
veugeanoe onC—, the enemy of the Neapolitan sove-

reign, who was hung at the yard-arm, and his body com-
mitted to the deep ; but, owing to some accident, it rose
again to the surface of the waters, and floated in an erect
poeture before the vessel, to the infinite horror of all who
beheld it, who deemed it a judgment on his exccu-

, tioners.
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ships answering completely to both parties, or enduring
throughout life.

The following painful and instructive story is,

we believe, faithful to the truth in all parts :

—

In talking of Lord
,
Lady told me some cu-

rious instances about his wife, Lady A. C In the

first instance, Lord—— would not even merry her un-
til she was ennobled ; and he went to the king, and ob-

tained for her a title, after which he made her hie wife.

For a time they lived well together ; but she soon fell in

love with Sir J.[C y, and made known her reeolution,

to Lord , her hnsband, to run off with her lover.

The former behaved moet nobly to her, and said if ehe

would promise never to see Sir J. C again, he would
forgive her what she had done, and save her from public

disgrace. But this offer she refused- She told Lord
that she had wronged him to the utmost—that the loved

Sir passionately, and that she would elope with him.

Lord then replied—“ So be it and he promised to

arrange matters for her departure. But this also she

rejected, and sent to the neighbouring village to order

post-horses ; and to, in a common hack chaise, she left

her great and splendid home, for the love of a man who
did not repay her sufficiently for the sacrifice. Lord
was mnch distressed ; bnt he was not a person to make
himself long miserable about anything ; and, after obtain-

ing a divorce, he married again. “ Some years ago,”

said Lady ,
“ I was at a hall at ; 1 had been

dancing, and sat down beside a lady whom I considered

a stronger to me, when suddenly she accosted me. I re-

membered the sound of her voice instantly, and accosted

her by her former name of Lady - ,
but corrected my-

self quickly, and said—*0 Lady
,
I am very happy

to meet you again.* We conversed together for some
time ; and she invited me to go and see her, which I did.

At onr next interview, she toid me how her life had been
passed since we last met. 4 1 have suffered much,* said

she ;
‘ bat the worst is past now.’ And she related to

me how she could not resist an impulse she had when
one evening passing near , to look in at the window
of the house, and see her children and Lord , who
were assembled there. It wss a sad strange pleasure;

but it toas a pleasure. I gathered from what my poor
friend, Lady

, said, that the sacrifice she had made
to attain happiness had failed ; for the object of her love

was not all that she had hoped to find him. I soon left

,** continued Lady ,
a and I never saw her

again, or heard of her, till after her death, when I learnt

that she had requested her first hnsband, Lord - , to

go and see her ; and she took leave of him for the last

time.” It must have been a moet painful interview, I

should suppose, and I almost wonder at any person im-
posing such a trial upon themselves ; but it proved that

she returned to her first attachment, and that, though
not the most faithful hnsband in the world, hewas a better

and a kinder man than the object of her unhappy passion.

The hero and heroine of this melancholy tale

do not require to be pointed out.—-In the base

affair of the Douglases, in relation to the

Princess of Wales, this book insinuates that Sir

John Douglas was the false and treacherous

party, and his wife merely his tool :

—

In speaking of the D , Lady said, she believed

it was only Sir J who had ever offered to wrong the

Princess of Wales, and that his wife was frightened into

doing so ; but that she had of herself no evil intentions

respecting her royal mistress. Lady once heard that,

many years ago, Lady D was sent for by the Prince

Regent to Carlton House, and when shewn into his pre-

sence, and that of several of his favourite attendants.

Sec., she was commanded, under pain of his Royal
Highness's everlasting displeasure, to say if she had in-

deed made known circumstances about the Princess of
Wales, which Sir J. D , her husband, had repeated

to the Duke of

Lady —

>

who does not at all incline to favour the

Princess, said she thought the Queen’s conduct towards
her unwarrantable ; for that, untU she was publicly die.
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graced, the had no right to exclude her daughter-in-law

from her public drawing-rooms, and ahe wondered that

no friend of the Princess’ took the matter up at that

time, and brought it before public notice, as an unpre-

cedented act of despotic and unjust tyranny on the part

of the old Queen.

By way of relief to all this sad stuff; we shall

Introduce a letter from the authoress of “ Mar-
riage” and “ The Inheritance,” addressed, as we
opine, to Lady Charlotte Campbell ; not the most
cordial or confidential of epistles, perhaps, but

still an original letter, from a shrewd and accom-

plished woman :

—

“ Your descriptions of your travels do indeed set my feet

moving and my heart longing to see all you have seen ;

and this desire has been increased by reeding the < Con
sair,* lately ; it is indeed exquisite, the most perfect, I

think, of all Byron’s performances. What a divine picture

of death is that of the description of Gulnara I

“ I am now labouring very hard at ‘ Patronage,’ which,

I must honestly confess, is the greatest lump of oold

lead I ever attempted to swallow. Truth, nature, life,

and sense, there is, I dare say, in abundance | but I can-

not discover a particle of imagination, taate, wit, or sen-

sibility ; and, without these latter qualities, I never could

feel much pleasure in any hook. In a novel especially,

such materials are expected, and, if not found, it is ex-

ceedingly disappointing to be made to pick a dry bone,

when one thinks one is going to eqjoy a piece of honey-
comb. It is for this reason that I almost always prefer

a romance to a novel. We see quite enough of real life,

without sitting down to the perusal of a dull account of
the commonplace course and events of existence. The
writer who imitates life like a Dutch painter, who
chooses for his subject turnips, fraus, and tables, is only
the copyist of inferior objects \

whereas the mind that

can create a sweet and beautiful, though visionary

romance, soars abovs such vulgar topics, and leads ths

minds of readers to elsvated thoughts. Besides, it is so

agresablt to live for a little while in the enchanted re-

gions of romance | and sinoe works of fiction art means
(at lsast ’tis thsir legitimate aim) to amuse, not to in*

struct, I think those which do not aspire to be useful,

fulfil their calling better than those which set forth rules

of morality, and pretend to be censors on the public mind
and conduct.

« Forgive this long sssay, dear »——
,
on novels and

romances.
“ You were so kind at to say you would introduce me

to Mrs Anreece, [afterwards Lady Davy |] and, inde*

pendent or everything else, 1 should have had great

pleasure in meeting with a person you liked. But, in
the first place, I feel ’tis only your extreme goodness
that could have made you propose it | in the second, it

could only be for your sake that Mrs Apreece would
submit to the ptnance of visiting me; so, 1 think, I had
better remain in my native obscurity, and not attempt to

have the advantage of knowing this lady, of whom
report speaks so highly, I am a wonderfully stupid

person-shaving very little desire ever to see the most
celebrated individuals. Ill health, I suppose, contributes

to the apathy of my feelings ; and, altogether, I very
much resemble a dormouse. In my habits and tempera-
ment. Bo, if you please, dear , unless you Wish to

introduce me to Mrs A. lu the character of Afts
M’Cktrtv, I think 1 had better fbfego the honour.

*• With regard to my own performances, I must con-
fess, 1 hare heard so much of the ways of booksellers and
publishers lately, that I find a nameless author has no
chance of making anything of the business, and am quite

dispirited from continuing to finish my story, and very
much doubt if it will see the light of day. What a loss

to the World will be the suppression of this child of
genius ! Besides the cold water thrown on my eitro by
these cruel personages, the forefinger Of my right hand
(that most praclons bit of an authoress’s body) fell sick,

and you may judge of my alarm when the surgeon pro-
nounced it to Pc poisoned : he, in the ignorance of his

mind, supposed by some venomous particle it had imbibed

when working in the garden ; but, for my part, I have

no doubt but it was a plat devised by all the great

novelists of the age. who, having heard what groat things

it was about, had, in the envy of their hearts, laid tbdr

plan for its destruction. However, their malice has

been defeated, aa, after being lanced and flayed alive, It

is now put into a black silk hag, and treated with all

the tenderness due to its misfortunes. But, jekisg apart,

should my book ever be published, how shall I get a

copy sent to you f and, dear — will you never, never

say to anybody that it is mins, and commit this epatle

to the flames, and not leave it lying about f I am be-

come a person of such consequence in my own eyes now,

that I imagine the whole world is thinking about ms and

my books, I turn rad like a lobster every time s novel

Is spoken of, and whenever the word authoress is men-

tioned, I am obliged to have recount to my tmeUisg-

bottlei I mean to send a narrative of my sufferings to

D’Israeli, for the next edition of * Calamities of Authors.’

My chief happiness is enjoying the privilege of see-

ing a good deal of the Great Unknown, Sir Walter Scott.

He is so kind and condescending that he deigns to let

me and my trash take shelter under the protection of his

mighty branches, and I have the gratification of being

often in that great and good man’s society.’*

A letter appears from Sir Waltef-^-a good-

natured, if a rather too condescending one—soli-

citing subscriptions for Hogg’s poems, to enable

that “ miserable son of the Muses,” as he calls

him, to«atock a small farm.

No person connected with the household of the

unfortunate Princess ofWales rises in the reader's

estimation in perusing these volumes ; but Sir

William Gell sinks into contempt, In his soberer

moods, and when under the infiuenoe of truth

and honour, he did his duty like an honest man to

his injured mistress ; so that we would hope the

tone of the following letter may fairly be pre-

sumed to be imagined in accordance with the bad

taste of the person to whom he wrote, and did

not display his real sentiments. Mrs Thompson
is the vulgar niokname wbioh the meniale of qua-

lity, the courtly flunkies and waiting-maids,

gave, in the usual style of their contempor-

aries of the servant's hall, to their royal mistress.

The Regent was called Mr Thompeon

December 14.—! received the fellowing letter from Sir

William Gell t—
u

I thank ydu, my dear
,
for yours of the ,

and scarcely dare attempt to answer so amusing an epistle,

since I must fall so short of attaining to the excellence of

your style, end am a complete bankrupt in news of every

description. The extracts yon sent me of 1 ths Thomp-
son* correspondence are charming. I am hippy to see

We’ hate lost none of our powers of writing* 4 iaV
would be a great pity ; and trust some day that all those

Invaluable specimens of her epistolary genius will be

gathered together, and printed, and aet forth, as models

for letter-writing to posterity.
u Have you heard that S- i, [Sismondi,] the great

philosopher, has been making a fool of himself and
felling in lote with Lady . ? Fancy S in love

!

Pretty Cupid ! He wrote verses to her, and was auar peiiU
sains all the time she was staying at .

IC There was *fetechamp?ire, at the Villa d'Ette, a short

time ago, of which, I dare say, you have heard all the

particulars. Mrs Thompson must havs looked dime
as a Druidicat priestess, which Was ths character 4 we'
assumed ; and Le Comte Alexander Hector von der Otto
figured charmingly as a god, to whom all tbs priests and
priestesses did homage. Willikln was the victim OSered
to his druidlcal majesty. The Count Alexander gcsfeiWy
wears the insignia of the most holy order of ipsiat Ca-

roline, which cons 4
« of a cross and a heart t» jfo together
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with a true-lovsr’s knot, and the English royal motto

encircling the badge t * Honi soil qui mat y penseS

How far there words are applicable to the case, 1 cannot

say ; far be it from me not to take them in the sense they

are intended to convey,
“ < We’ go constantly on the lake in * our’ barge,

and are aereoaded, and are, M ‘ we* sa
j9 very happy;

bnt of that I have my doubts. To be serious, I am truly

sorry for Mrs Thompson, whose 1 kingdom is departed

from her/ as surely as that I am at this moment agree-

ably occupied in writing to you. She has never heard

once from Prince Leopold since her daughter’s death.

The manner in which she is treated ie shameful ; bnt,

alas 1 they have so much to say against her In excuse

for their detestable conduct, that one cannot cry them
ibtme.

“Do you remember, dear all the hue promises

his Serene Highness made his bride to defend her mother ?

See bow they are pet formed 1 There Is a certain saying,

of
4 Put not your trust in prince*’ dec,, which is but too

true in this instance.

“ 1 bear you are all starving with cold at Home, so

fast l dare not venture on a pilgrimage thither. I am at

preseQt (for me) a comely looking person—no crutches—
no velvet dressing-gown or ornamented cap, like Sir

Brooke Boothby’e; and being anxious to preserve my
beauty, to say nothing of the contort of being free of the

gout, 1 will not expose myself to the danger of going to a
lew genial atmosphere than that of this blessed city.

*( The good King George the Third is really dying in

earnest, 1 near. A more honest soul never went to bta-

Ten than that of his Majesty, ’Tie said, in a whisper,

that already his successor has had plans made for the

show of his royal coronation, which is to exceed in mag-
nificence all spectacles of the kind ever seen. Perhaps
this may be a lie ; and do not give me up a* your autho-

rity, when relating this piece of gossip ; but have pity on
your poor old friend, who is your faithful

“ Adonis
« P.S.—/Think you Mrs Thompson will consent to bo.

isg excluded from her place in the show « as is to be V I

tumid say, Certainly not, without a tussle for it at least.

* Ws* are too fond of gold lace and theatrical amusements
to waive < our* rights < besides, someiiwut < we* remember
‘ ws* are royal, though we often forget it. What part

ceuld tbs Count Alexander Heeler von der Otto take in

the csreasony B—ay, them’s the rub j and I don’t think

‘vs1 should like to go without him. ‘ No more, in mercy,
no more,* yon exclaim, and I crave pardon ; and at ones
sign myself

« Your obedient
« Anacharsis.”

u
I heard from the Princess of Wales a few days since

and bad the honour of receiving a letter written by her

own royal hand j hut so written, I could only decipher

half of its contents, and was satisfied to guess the rest,

Mrs Thompson appears dissatisfied with self and all the

world besides, especially with the household ; from which,

ays she, * Dere is not one to choose better than de oder

;

dey have all behaved in the most cruellest manner possi-

ble to me,* Of course your humble servant is included

ip this anathema. No mention is made of the preseut

court, by which l Judge their reign Is drawing to a con*

elusion. Heaven speed its termination, though mayhap
it may be fallowed by a worse, and that Mrs Thompson
will only fall out qf thefrying-pan into thefire- I heard,

by a sidewind report, that the plan fixed upon by Mr
TOompson far the maintenance of the peace and quiet of

the Thompson kingdom, not to mention his own domes-
tic felicity, was to propose to Mrs Thompson, when the

rider Thompson dies, and that he is succeeded by Thomp-
son, junior, to accept a large income, and never to set

foot on Thompson ground. I do not think Mrs T* will

submit to these conditions. There is a deal of spirit in

fae latter, which will revolt at such terms, and we shall

see grand doings yet, 1 promise you. * The Great Mogul’
treaties in his slipper* 1 know, and is most anxious to

rsfam Liverpool and Co, in office, because they have
worn to fight against Mrs Thompson* They are

rascally sat, and quite equal to obeying Mr Thompson’s
most unreasonable commands. I hear Mrs Thompson’s
health is not so good as it used to be. WUlikin revolts

frequently, and hates the Count Hector von der Otto, so

that there are disturbances in * Paradisef as Alcandriua

denominates the Villa D’Este. I have sometimes wished

I could disguise myeelf, and obtain an entrance into this

Eden, to have the fan of seeing how these primeval per-

sonages pass their time.
<* Who is the favourite in the harem of the Sultan just

now ? Is it, as we outlandish folks hear, my Lady of

C—^ that has had the honour of having the handkerchief

thrown to her ?
44 We have few of oar country people here at present,

and unless 1 could pick and choose, so as to have those I

prefer, I do not lament the absence of English folks.

LadyD—- is one of the few residing with us Neapoli-

tans, She is handsome—more I know not of her, save

what rumour has been pleased to invent, via, that she

once had a black child, which being an inconvenient

circumstance, the little nigger was changed, by some
hocus-pocus, into a fair fiaxen-beadeu infant. Remember
I have not coined this anecdote, and am only the speak-

ing-trumpet of report; which it is very imprudent lobe,

by the way, as the poor machine is frequently accused

of being the oompoeer of the newa it repeats mechani-

cally.

“At whose shrine doth Mr Ward bend the knee?
and does he dress more like a gentleman than in former

times ? It is said the Duke of G— torments the

Duchess, and makes her live up at the tip-top of the house,

and treats her cavalierly. Now, being but an off-sprout

of royalty, such manners are not seemly ; but 1 have al-

ways remarked that these haltand-half people of blood,

noble or royal, are peculiarly grand, and give themselves

twice as many airs as the original roots and direct branches

of the tree.

Poor Lewis ! are you not sorry far the Monk ? Some
say he was poisoned by his slaves. No good ever yet

came of doiug good and generous actions. Rest assured,

dear it is quite a mistake to be kind and noble.

’Tis always your mean selfish people who fatten and

thrive, and come to a good end. To think of the poor

dear Monk’s being thrown overboard and eaten by the

fish 1 Truly it vexes me, and I am sure so it will you.

To whom did he leave all his worldly goods ? 1 suppose

to bis sister, Lady Lusbington,”

Next to the husband, and hla base and sarvila

creatures, the worst enemies of the unfortunate

Princess must have been her own discontented and

ungrateful if not treacherous servants. What a

life that unfortunate woman must have led !

About the middle of the year 1819, the Diarist,

after a long residence abroad, found herself again

in London ; and, it map be presumed, under the

cloud of a not wealthy mesalliance. Accordingly,

she did not return to the world in the most

charitable temper. The beauty and youth of the

women had all faded during her absence, and the

men were worse than the ladies. She went to

Lady *g concert, and

—

The company was a great mixture of trumpery and

finery, like a lady’s maid’s rubbish-box. I saw there

Lady € t, who looks all sweetness, though the world

says it la only look. Lovely she is without doubt ; yet

her’s was a loveliness which never transported the be-

holder. Why is this so? The defact must lie within.

. • • • •

Poor Mrs G. L e, how she has changed ! Her

fair freshness gone, and all the ripeness of her youth pre-

maturely withered ! Still there is something fine in her

fall rich Up ; and it is some praise to be beaten down
with sorrow. I faar she has had her share* . . •

Lord Dudley walked about all night Uke a troubled

ghost. He Is so pal* and so mean and miserable-looking,

when he comes up, holding out a finger, that you almost
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expect it ie for charity. Yet in that dirty head, and
under that appearance, there is more—how much more
worth conversing with—than in the handsome gay Lo-
thario, Lord W , or many such ; and who would be

the latter, if they could exchange their lot for the former ?

No one, save, perhaps, the man himself; for I have
observed, that whatever men may say or pretend, they

are more anxious to be reckoned handsome and pleasing

than to obtain any other suffrage ; at least, certain it is,

that no other suffrage is completely gratifying to them,
without some consciousness of personal charm.

Lady S
,
who is in years still a young woman,

looks prematurely old. Her dissatisfied temper has

made great havoc with her beauty.

Mrs B k looked as well as any of the people of her

age at the ball. She has those outlines, and that fine-

shaped head, which time never wholly spoils. Mrs W.
L - - is changed indeed in manner and in appearance.

W. L— -, always fascinating, looking as though he

had missed of life, but infinitely in better spirits, and
more capable of enjoying what was going on, than when
I last saw him. His daughter's beauty is far inferior to

her mother's, and will fall like a blossom, and be no
more remembered ; for there is nothing in it but youth
and freshness.

Lady G r is by far the most distinguished • young
woman I have seen, and her manners are dignified. She
appears to have much good-nature and sweetness. It is to

be hoped that her husband will cherish these qualities,

and not sully them all by too great an indulgence in the

follies and dissipation of the world. I have heard only

one fatal thing against this fair promise of happiness

which blooms around them : it is, that he is a sceptic

!

But report Is not truth, and people are apt especially to

say evil of those who are favoured by fortune in every

way, as LordG—r is.

• • • • • s

June 23.—Dined at Lord Dudley's. A charming
house, and some good paintings. We arrived an hour
before Lord Dudley made his appearance; but there weie
plenty of ohjects to delight and amuse. Lord and LadyA—n, Lord and Lady W 1, Mr M d, Mr
M , the Archbishop of *s sons, Colonel G

,

Mr—,
Ac., formed the party. Lord Dudley had on a

new and rather extraordinary chocolate-coloured coat,

but looked so clean and fresh, that I did not know him
for the same person. His dinner was admirable in every

department. Mr is very ill. I think Lord Dudley
has a look that way. When I asked him some question

in regard to his going abroad, alluding to bis own for-

tune and situation, he said, “ When a great trump card

tnrns up at home, one has no right not to play one's

hand.*' This was like a person thinking aloud. He
evidently puts all due value on his station and fortune

;

but I think he is a kind person, with some genuine feel-

ings of friendship and truth about him, which are as

uncommon as they are valuable.

We give the readers leave to puzzle out the

following Holland Houses, Rogerses, and Moores
for themselves, and merely present them with

this melancholy picture of the hollow greatness

and real miseries of high life :

—

July 3d.—I went to house; a formal fearful

piece of amusement. Lady on her throne as usual:

very gracious to me, but still “ gracious." 1 found no
subject of conversation, and she was also, for her, un-
usually dull : so time went on heavily. R andM— were there ; but even they did not shine with
their usual brilliancy. MrsR— and Lady W. R
were also present. 1 think marriage has done much good
to the latter. She seems much softened, and is, as she

ever was, very distingute, and very agreeable. Her
husband appears to be a shy gentlemanly-looking person.

I could not judge what else he was, and feared to talk
with him. Somehow or other I lost my own identity

in that society, and yet it appeared to offer much enter-

tainment. Lady — . kept me itrictly under her wing,
and tied me down, as it were, to her chair. She is now

in bad health, and there is an excuse for her being placed

above everybody else, and calling all the people by her,

as though she had a crown and sceptre in either hand.

But 1 am told she always did so. It must make a

gent in the society. But Lord— is a delightful per-

son, and much is borne to obtain his presence. Lady

told me a carious story. She said the Duke of

B had formed the greatest attachment for Lady
,

and one evening, after she had been cutting a few jokes

at Lady—*s expense, the Duke wrote her four sides of

paper, to say how much it grieved him to see that any

member of his family thought slightingly of Lady
,

and he requested that she would never do so in future.

July 4th.—Visited Lady H d, who was much more

agreeable, and in a different manner, than I had any idea

she could be. How slow we ought to be in forming

opinions of the character or agrhmens of others ! for so

many people are superior to what they seem on a slight

acquaintance, and so many, on the contrary, are inferior

to what they at first appear to be, that we should be

careful not to judge of them in haste.

Miss K 1 came in whilst I was at Lady H ’a

Her presence put me in mind of the poor Princess, and

Princess Charlotte. I like Miss K ; that is to say,

I honour and esteem her character. The old Queen

certainly behaved very ill to her.

The Duke of Y k has fallen desperately in love

with the Duchess of R d, and a few days since he

walked her up and down Kensington Gardens till she

was ready to faint from fatigue; so he ran off puffing

and blowing as fast as he could, and brought a pony into

the gardens, upon which he aired her np and down for

two hours longer. When the Regent heard of this, he

is said to have chuckled with delight, exclaiming—
“Y— is in for it at last."

July 6th.—Went in the evening to Miss Lydia White's.

She is one of those melancholy spectacles, in point of her

bodily circumstances, which is at once so painful and so

salutary to contemplate. Immovable from dropsy, with

a swollen person and an emaciated face, she is placed oa

an inclined plane raised high upon a sofa, which put ms
in mind of the corpse of the late Queen of Spain at

Rome, in the church of the Santa Maria Novella. But

even under this calamity she has many blessings—

s

comfortable house and the attentions of the world, which

are pleasant even when they are mingled with the alloy

of knowing that they are paid as a price to obtain selfish

amusement and gratification. What more solid advan-

tages she may enjoy I cannot say, because she is a

stranger to me. .....
July 7th—A delightful dinner party at Mias Lydia

White’s. A scene of a very different kind to that in which I

had spent the two foregoing evenings. Lady D , Miss

F w, Mr Moore, Sir K. K. P- , Mr Sharpe,

Major Denham, and ourselves, constituted the party.

Major Denham is a great traveller, who has been further

into the interior of Africa than any previous traveller,

and his descriptions of deserts, and skies, and camels,

were very vivid, and carried me with him in idea on his

pilgrimage. .....
After dinner, Moore sang. Many, many years hare

passed since I heard him. The notes of the bird are as

sweet as ever—perhaps not quite so foil—bnt the fire and

the sweetness are not impaired. He stands alone in this

accomplishment, or rather sits like some chorister of

spring, on a flowery bush, gifted with perpetual youth

of feeling and of fancy. His melancholy is never more

than tender, let him strive to monrn how he may ;
and

his mirth is never quite exempt from sentiment. When
any other hand attempts to strike his lyre, it fails;

when any other voice tries to sound his reed, it fail*

also. It is not'singing ; there is none of the skill of the

mere mechanic in the art : it is poetry ; the distinct enun-

ciation, the expression, the nationality of hisgenius, which

will ever remain an inimitable gift—when beard, de*

lighted in, and never to be forgotten.

Why has not Mr Moore effected a happyrevela-

tion in singing, being himself so radical in taste ?

A dinner at Lady Caroline Lamb's-—t)w wife
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of the Premier of our day—introduces us not

merely to the eccentric, though amiable and

really generous-minded hostess, but to a new
circle of fashionables and lions

Tuesday, the 2Oth of January.—I dined at I*ady C.

L *8» She had collected a strange party of artists

and literati
,
and one or two fine folks, who were very ill

assorted with the rest of the company, and appeared

neither to give nor receive pleasure from the society

among whom they were mingled. Sir T. Lawrence,

next whom I sat at dinner, is as conrtly as ever. His
conversation is agreeable : but [ never feel as if he was
saying what he really thought. He made some refer-

ence to the Princess of Wales, and inquired if I had
heard lately from her Royal Highness. I replied that I

had not; and, to say the truth, 1 did not feel much in-

duced to talk to him upon the subject ; for 1 do not

think he behaved well to her. After having, at one
time of his life, paid her the greatest court, (so much so

even as to have given rise to various ill-natured reports

at the period of the first secret investigation about the

Princess's conduct,) he completely cut her Royal High-
ness. ......
Then there was another eccentric little artist, by name

Blake; not a regular professional painter, but one of
those persons who follow the art for its own sweet sake,

and derive their happiness from its pursuit. He appeared
to me full of beautiful imaginations and genius ; but
how far the execution of his designs is equal to the con-

ceptions of his mental vision, I know not, never having
seen them. Main d'csuvre is frequently wanting where
the mind is most powerful. Mr Blake appears unlearned
in all that concerns this world, and, from what he said,

I should fear he was one of those whose feelings are far

superior to his situation in life. He looks care-worn
and subdued ; but his countenance radiated as he spoke
of his favourite pursuit, and he appeared gratified by
talking to a person who comprehended his feelings. I

can easily Imagine that he seldom meets with any one
who enters into his views ; for they are peculiar, and
exalted above the common level of received opinions. I

could not help contrasting this humble artist with the

great and powerful Sir Thomas Lawrence, and thinking
that the one was fully, if not more, worthy of the dis-

tinction and the fame to which the other has attained,

but from which he is far removed. . . . . i Every
word he uttered spoke the perfect simplicity of his mind,
and his total ignorance of all worldly matters. He told
me that Lady C L had been very kind to him.
“Ahl” said he, “ there is a deal of kindness in that
hdy.” I agreed with him ; and though it was impossible
not to langh at the strange manner in n hich she had
arranged this party, I could not help admiring the good-
ness of heart and discrimination of talent which had
made her patronise this unknoivn artist. Sir T. Law-
rence looked at me several times whilst 1 was talking
with Mr B., and I saw his lips curl with a sneer, as if

he despised me for conversing with so insignificant a per-
son. It was very evident Sir Thomas did not like the
company he found himself in, though he was too well-
bred and too prudent to hazard a remark upon the sub-
ject.

The literati were also of various degrees of eminence,
beginning with Lord B . and ending with — — . The
gnndees were Lord L

,
who appreciates talent, and

therefore was not so ill assorted with the party as was
Hn

G

— . and Lady C (who did nothing but yawn
the whole evening,) and MrsA—, who all looked with
evident contempt upon the surrounding company. I was
much amused byobserving this curious assemblage ofbluet
*od pinks, and still more so with LadyU— L—*s

ftmarka, which she whispered every now and then into

®T e»r. Her criticisms were frequently very clever, and
°i*ny of them very true, but so imprudent, it was diffi-

cult to understand how anybody in their senses could
hazard such opinions aloud, or relate such stories. Her
°^val of Glenarvon shewed much genius, but of an erratic

bind
; and false statements are so mingled with true in

its pages, that the next generation will not be able to

*0. Lxvm.—TOt. VI.
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separate them ; otherwise, if it were worth any person's

while now to write explanatory notes on that work, it

might go down to posterity as hints fbr memoirs of her
times. Some of the poetry scattered throughout the vo-
lumes is very mellifluous, and was set to music by more
than one composer. This lady's death was very strik-

ing. She lamented all her follies and errors, declared

that she was glad to die while she was in such a happy
frame of mind, and feared, if she recovered, she might
again lapse into error. She professed, and with great

apparent sincerity, a perfect reliance on the mercy of

heaven, and so departed—more to be admired, perhaps,

in her last hours than at any previous time of her life.

I dined tite-h-tlte with Lady C. L : she is very
amusing, but her mind is in a sad state of bewilderment,

and I fear it is likely to grow worse instead of better.

She ought to be placed under the care of some kind and
judicious person, before she requires more restraint. She
clings, poor soul, to any one who is gentle and affection-

ate towards her ; and she has fastened upon me, which ia

troublesome, as she very frequently forces herself upon
me when I have no time to devote to her. She writes

poetry with great talent, and she entertained me all the

evening we passed together, by reciting many of her com-
positions. She appears to have a strong affection for her
husband ; but, as he is careless of her, her disposition,

which is naturally aimante,
leads her to attach herself to

others.

One day the Diarist accidentally met an old

fellow-servant of Kensington Palace—Miss Hay-
man, we presume—who told her that Bhe had
heard a report that the Princess was returning

to England.

Miss H added, that she had heard a report that

the Princess had written to Mr Canning, announcing her

return to England, and asking his advice on several

points. u Now,” observed Miss H
,
“ there was a

time when I believe he was inclined to be her Royal
Highness's friend ; but I suspect he will not now espouse

her cause so warmly as he once did.** I asked Miss
H if she believed the story of the Princess having
gone,many years ago, to his house, complaining offatigue

;

that she remained there, and was confined, and that Mr
Canning kept the secret for her. Miss H replied,

that she did not ; that, in the first place, she was convinced

the Princess never had been guilty of any of the crimes

laid to her charge, and also that Mr C. was too honour-
able as well as too prudent a man to meddle in such mat-
ters. I asked Miss H if, in the event of the Princess'

return to England, she would again enter her service,

and she replied, that if asked by her Royal Highness
to do so, pei haps she might be tempted, by the attach-

ment she felt towards her, to consent $ but that if she

consulted her own feelings, she did not wish to do so, as

the fatigue and the anxiety were too much for her

health. . .....
At length we parted, both agreeing that nothing could

be said that was agreeable upon this melancholy subject,

and that it was impossible for any one to conjecture how
this strange eventful history might conclude. Miss
H n, with unaffected aud sincere earnestness, said,
u I prayfor the Princett constantly.*'

The greatest match in England next passes

under review :

—

Thursday, 22d of January.—! went to a ball at

D e House. Most of the Royal Dukes were present,

and all the fine world of London ; yet 1 did not think it

as gay as it ought to have been, considering the advant-

ages of fine rooms, brilliant lights, and good company.
The host himself is as gracious and urbane as ever; but

he is much aged in his appearance—prematurely so—and
his bland countenance is changed to a dissatisfied expres-

sion. It was curious to observe the court that most of
the greatest and fairest ladies paid this illustrious bache-

lor. I wonder they are not all tired of wooing so stem
an idol ;

but I suppose they never will cease this adula-

2 U
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tion until ht selects tome fortunate person to share his

great fortune and rank.

Then we have Lord Yarmouth’s bride.

Mr M laughed at LordY— '

‘s marriage with

Miss P i, and said, To be sure, never has there been

anybody who had so many fathers—Mr Selwyn, and

Lord Queeasberry, and the Prince, all anxious to have

the honour of being related to her.”

It pleases the Diarist to consider her friend,

Mr Charles Sharpe, the “ modern Walpole," with

a style far more natural and agreeable than the

original
;
and in proof she brings forward a

sample of his “ unique talent,” of which the fol-

lowing will be a sufficient specimen. This letter

cannot be of very old date.

Letters bring Lady M. W. M. into my head, which f

now do not confess in public ever to have read, for they

are deemed so naughty by all the world, that one must

keep up one's reputation for modesty, and try to blush

whenever they are mentioned.. Seriously, dear , I

never was more surprised at any publication in my life.

It was, perhaps, no wonder that the editor, my Lord of

W , cheated by the charms of his subject, might lose

his head, and in the last volume kick up his heels at

Horace Walpole and Dr Cole, and print the letters about

Reevemonde, Ac. But how the discreet Lady Louisa

S 1 could sanction this, 1 cannot guess. These pious

grandchildren have proved all to be true that was before

doubtful, and certainly my Lady Mary comes out a most

accomplished person. Yet, from my relationship to the

M family, 1 could add one or two more touches to

the picture—but it is needless ; however, this may amuse

you, that I have been assured, from the best authority,

she never was handsome :—a little woman, marked with

the small-pox, and so prodigiously daubed orer with white

and red, that she used to go into the warm bath, and

scrape off the paint like lime from a wall. It is admir-

able how one may obtain a reputation for wit, beauty,

worth, or any other good thing, by the magic of a name 1

And, in truth, never was there a more striking instance

of the truth of this assertion than in my Lady Mary W.
Montague. All the fame she really merited to have

accorded her was that of being a shrewd woman of the

world, with a quick eye, and a cross tongue, that was per.

petually wagging against hqr neighbour. It would appear

to me that she was but a sorry wife to her gudeman, and

a very indifferent friend s and as to her talents, to judge

by the style of her writings, any well-bred lady of the

present day could produce a much better collection, if she

were to gather the notes and letters that have passed be-

tween heiself and her contemporaries.

This, from the same pen, is better :

—

The other day, when I had the painful task of number-
ing all my cousin's books, I chanced to take up Franken-
stein, and a thought struck me, which I wish Lady - -
would improve upon. I imagine a wife for the monster.

Let some man of art, hearing of his crimes, compose a

wife to punish him. I think he shonld travel far and
near, collecting the particles of the dust of all the most
celebrated beauties of antiquity—to Egypt, for instance,

in search of the mummy of Cleopatra. I would have
the ghosts of some of those ladies to oppose his efforts s

surely a good deal might be made of this part. After he

hath collected a sackful of beamy, he mixes up his dust

with rose-water, Ac., and shapes the doll, leaving out all

heart, but filling her head with the brains of two foxes

and an ape. Up she starts, as radiant as the morning

—

beautiful, but without one accomplishment—with no
cleverness but cunning. The monster makes a fortune

in India, and comes to London for a wife ; he falls

deeply in love with a doll, who loathes the sight of him,

but marries him with a good grace ; they reside in Lon-
don, and there madame begins to reward his merits ; she

gambles, Ac. Ac., he still loving her in spite of all her
faults. In this place many amusing London scenes

might be introduced, without any personalities, which
are always detestable. I would throw the monster into

jail for her debts ; and make her elope to France with a

young dragoon officer, sending the monster a lock of her

own and her lap-dog’s hair, by way of insult, in tn ill.

spelt letter. Hang the monster in a fit of jealous despair.

Then, when the doll is walking with her lover through

one of the narrow ruinous streets of Paris, in the dusk

of the evening, a low window-shatter suddenly opens,

and the fearfnl head of an old man appears, who blows

his breath upon her, and qnickly closes the window.

8he sinks down at her companion’s feet, a dry mass of

dust and ashes J Pray, my dear
,
ask Lady to

think on this my contrivance, and let mo know your

thoughts thereupon.

The trial of the Queen opens a new division

of the work, though nothing, either novel or

particularly interesting, is brought forward. The

poor Princess triumphed ; but life was the forfeit;

and it mattered not, since peace of mind had

gone before and for ever. One impressive and

picturesque circumstance is mentioned, which

seems authentic. It offers, we think, a fine

subject for lyric poetry.

A very short period elapsed between the trial and tbs

Queen's death. Her illness was sudden, and she was for

some hours ignorant of her danger. When she becams

aware of her awful situation, she called to some of the

attendants, and said, I forgive all my enemies; I owe

no one any ill-will, although they have killed me at last;*

or words to that effect. A curious circumstance occurred

whilst she was on her death.bed ; the night or rather the

morning on which she expired. A boat passed down the

river, filled with some of those religions sectarians who

had taken peculiar interest in her fate; they were pray-

ing for her, and singing hymns as they rowed by Bran-

deuburgh House ; and, at the same moment, a mighty

rush of wind blew open all the doors and windows of

the Queen’s apartment, just as the breath was going out

of her body. It impressed those who were present with

a sense of awe, and added to the solemnity of the scene.

The King’s malice followed her te the grave, and the

most indecent measures were resorted to in the arrange-

ments of her funeral. The Queen’s remains were not

permitted to lie in English ground, and objections were

even made to her being buried at Hanover. Finally,

however, her body was suffered to be placed in the fpult

of the Royal Family at that city. But the crown sod

insignias of royalty on the coffin were taken off, and I

have been told that nothing but her name u Caroline,”

stands to record who lies within that narrow house.

The candle that is taken into that royal mausoleum to

shew the visiters the coffins, has always been placed on

hers, so that the velvet is covered with wax, and other-

wise soiled. Thns do her remains, even in the grave, meet

with the same disrespect she endured throughout life.

8ome of the Diarist’s correspondents do the

Princess far more justice than those of (( her

own house.” The Regent, whose temper on this

subject displayed as muck meanness as malignity,

was, it would seem, offended and displeased that

Lady Charlotte Campbell, in her need, accept-

ed the appointment of a lady in waiting to his

consort. Lady Charlotte had at one time been

proposing to go to Brighton, and is thus indirectly

warned by Monk Lewis :

—

I should be sorry she went to a place where she

would be under his eye, and not noticed as she deserves

to be. I must say, I think it is a most illiberal trait in

him not to pay that attention dne to ths rank of the

Princess* ladies, without reference to their being in her

service. But such is not his idea of propriety ; and for

this reason I object to Lady going to Brighton. I

have always considered it a noble contrast in the Princen*

character, the liberal manner in which she always for-

gives her acquaintances and friends for paying court to

“ the Great Mahomet,” as she calls him ; and I ban
particularly admired the total absence of all predict

which she displays, by frequently beingsireu partial to
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many of the Regent*! cronies. Certainly, the has not
the jaatlce done her that ie dne to her merits. Bat who
hn, my dear—,

in thin world t

When Lewie was about to embark for Jamaica,
he again wrote thus to Lady Charlotte
My brother-in-law, Sir Henry Lushington, when he

passed near Milan, inquired whether Her Royal High-
ness was at the Lago di Como ; and, if she had been there,

hi would bare gone
k
ovtr there purposely to inquire

whether she had any oommands for England. I hope
Her Royal Highness will act prudently; and I also
sincerely hope and pray all her enemies may be con-
founded. The pleasant evenings 1 hare spent at Kensing-
ton, Her Royal Higbneas*a hospitality, and the delight-
ful assemblage of persons she had the good taste to con-
gregate around her, will erer form the most agreeable
reminiscences in my life.

Immediately after Lady Charlotte entered the
service of the Princess, a sensible, if worldly-

minded, anonymous Mrs - «« wrote to her
thus :

—

Whoerer embraces the service of the Princess of Wales,
si matters now stand between her and the Prince* place

themselves (or at least run a great risk of doing so) for

ever out of the pals of his farour. Now, as he is the

person in whom all power and authority will be vested,

in s worldly point of view, it is his countenance that is

alone worth seeking for. Au retie
,
I believe the Princess

to be exceedingly amiable—a crus and Melons friend to

ill those whom she once takes en amitii; and is, more-
over, an excessive agreeable companion, fall of natural
talent, and combine* in a surprising manner the dignity

of her position with an unaffected and natural ease very
rarely seen in a Princess. It is, indeed, only fair to add,
that she makes it a point to draw about her all the clever

sod agreeable persons the can ; and that, particularly in

a ropeUpf is no small merit. There are no courtiers or
parasite* in the society at Kensington ; it is chosen with
great discrimination and impartiality, from all that is

most distinguished in rank and talent, and, above all,

agrtmeni is the greatest attraction a person can have for

Her Royal Highness. You have hitherto been no polim

heion, but you must become one, for the Princess will
call upon you in that way. Shs is now Jlaming against
the present Ministers, and inviting to the palace all she
can collect of the Opposition. You will have a great

advantage in this circumstance, as no one can deny that
they are, with some few exceptions, a more agreeable
body of people en matte than the principal heads of the
Tory party.

You ask me to tell you something of the individnals
who form the Princess of Wales*s household, and if they
tre persons of amiable and agreeable qualities. I can
ffo you a most satisfactory rsply to this inquiry. They
Ait all known to me personally, some more and some
his

; but, through others of my friends who are intimate
with several of them, I am able to say that I feel sure
you will And them all particularly honourable and su-
perior persons. Of LadyC—L—y*s [Lady C. Lind-
tay] wit, and proverbial good humour and kindness of
beart, you must be well acquainted ; her sister also,

tough Isas brilliant, is fully as amiabls. Miss G—th
[Garth] is a very estimable character, simple-minded,
Aud very downright in all she says, and little suited to
a Court, except from her high principles and admirable
caution, which indeed render her a safe and desirable
attendant upon royalty. Miss Hayman is shrewd and
Knsible

; she has strong sense and good judgment ; she
Plays well on the pianoforte, and understands the science
of music, and has very agreeable manners, though not
polished ones. All these persons are totally different
from the commonplace run of character, and the Princess*
election of such persons does her infinite credit, as they
Are of a very different quality from those who generally
occupy places at a Court.
Amongst the visiters at Kensington you will frequently

•re Messrs Rogers, Luttrell, Ward, and a host of bril-
liant spirits ; so that I think I may with safety predict

^ you o pleasakt life at the palace. I hare only one

piece of advice to give you ; it is, not to receive any con-

fidences. Be firm, and decline being made the repository

of any secrets. This coarse is the only one that can en-

sure your own safety and comfort.

The Duchess of Brunswick is dead. Doubtless you
are aware of the event ; hut I write to say that I would
recommend your sending to inquire after the Princess of

Wales, for, poor soul ! she is much vexed at the careless-

ness of all theRoyal Family, in never having condoled with

her on the occasion ; and also many private persons, who
ought to have paid her Royal Highness this respect and
attention, have neglected to do so ; and she has, I know,
been much hurt, and complained to Miss H n that the

manner in which she was treated was most unkind. I
would not have you negligent towards her Royal High-
ness ; and knowing, as yon do, that, in fact, this event

will not render the Princess long or exceedingly unhappy,
I thought you would perhaps not consider it worth while

to torite on the occasion, whereas I am certain it would
pain her Royal Highness if you did not do so. Miss
H toldme she was much affected on first hearing of the

Dnchess* death ;
which I can believe ; for although her

mother’s habits and tastes did mot salt the Princess, and
she disliked the dulnets of her house and society, the

Princess is too good-hearted not to regret the death of so

near a relative; and she most touchingly observed to

Miss H
,
“ There is no one alive now who cares for

me except my daughter, and her they will not suffer to

love me as she ought or is inclined to do.**

The Princess also said i “ True, my moder behave ill

to me several times, and did eat humble pie to the Queen
and the Prince ; yet she only did eo from cowardice ; she

was grown old, and was soon terrified, but she love me
for all that.”

This remark was perfectly just, and, in feet, 1 know,
from many conversations 1 had with the Duchess of

Brunswick, that such was the case. I hear thftt the

little property she was able to leave she has bequeathed

to the Princess of Wales.

I dined at Kensington about three weeks ago. There

were Lord and Lady C — t, and Mr Ward, Mr Lut-

trell, Lord Byron, and Lady Oxford, and the party was
exceedingly agreeable. I never saw any person, not

royal or royal, who understood so well how to perform

the honours at their own table aa the Princess : the does

it admirably, and makes more of her guests than any one
else ever did. *

A drawing-room was held in honour of the

Princess Charlotte's marriage. The Court of

England was at that period in its most degraded

state; the malignant passions of the Regent,

slavishly ministered to by the baseness of the

courtiers, and as slavishly by the subservience of

his mother. The scene is described by an eye-

witness, whose wife, as one of the ladies of the

Princess of Wales, was pointedly slighted by the

Regent.
The said drawing-room was, as you are aware, held In

Buckingham House. Princess Charlotte stood apart from

the royal cirele, in a window, with her back to the light

;

she was deadly pale, and did not look well. It struck me
that the expremion of pleasure on her countenance was

forced. Prince Leopold was looking abont him with a

keen glance of inquiry, as if he would like to know in

what light people regarded him. The Queen either was,

or pretended to be, in the highest possible spirits, and was

very gracious to everybody, including Lady All

the time I was in that courtly scene, and especially as I

looked at Princess Charlotte, I could not help thinking

of the Princess of Wales, and feeling very sorry and very

angry at her cruel fate.

I shall be happy when I hear that some able person

brings the subject boldly forward to public notice; at the

same time that I fear it will be the means of making a

great commotion in the country, and wiser heads than

mine predict the possibility of this subject producing a

civil war, if not most dexterously, managed by the reign-

ing powers* Then, again, I am told that the Princem will^ 2U2
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inevitably commit some enormous act of folly, that will

ruin hercause ; and that, besides theheedless recklessness of

herown disposition, every possible means will be taken to

make her say or do something which will enable the Re-
gent to set her aside, and for ever sink her into insignifi-

cance, if not disgrace. I can scarcely believe these reports,

yet they are circulated by many sensible and dispassion-

ate persons, who are neither violently for nor against

either party. Alas ! every one’s own experience more
than suffices to prove to them that ** Us plus fort ont tou

jours raison
'
* in this world ; yet I would faiu hope that

this oppressed lady (for that she certainly is) may be re-

stored to her rightful positiou in society.

I dare say Princess Charlotte was thinking of the Prin-

cess of Wales when she stood in that gay scene of to-day’s

drawing-room, and that the remembrance of her mother,

excluded from all her rights and privileges in a foreign

country, and left almost without any attendants, made her

feel very melancholy. 1 never can understand how Queea

Charlotte dared refuse to receive the Princess of Wilssat

the public drawing-room, any more than she would any

other lady, of whom nothing had been publicly proved

against her character. Of one thing there can be no

doubt—the Queen is the slave of the Regent.

The above are sufficient specimens of this

work. On its character we have little to add to

what we remarked on the appearance of the first

two volumes. 'Tia pity that the fashionable

world and its imitators could better spare a better

book ; yet this one has important uses.

THE EDUCATOR PRIZE ESSAYS.

An hundred guineas was offered by the Central Society

of Education, for an essay of which the subject was “ the

Expediency and Means of elevating the profession of the

educator (alias schoolmaster) in public estimation." We
are no great admirers of this mode of forced production.

Twenty-four essays were sent in to the Committee, and

were placed in the hands of Professor Malden of University

College, London, who adjudged the prize to the essayof Mr
Lalor, and named the other four essays which, with it,

fill this volume, much superior to'the remainder. They

are respectively written by J. A. Heraud, Esq., James

Simpson, Esq., Mrs G. II. Porter, and the Rev. E. Hig-

ginson. There is naturally considerable sameness in

essays, and the substance of some of them has appeared

either in the previous writings of their authors, in the

Central Society’s publications, or in separate books.

Some of them, if not all, are liable to the charge of

wordiness ,
and all travel out of the record ; the prize essay,

especially, does not stick to the text given out. Wordi-

ness, dare we say verbiage, is becoming as rampant a

fault in this class of compositions as in graver sermons

;

and we do wish some one having authority would first

rebuke, and then, if necessary, lash that new-fangled

and vicious style, the pompous obscure, which, for want

of a better name, may be christened hybridized Bostonean.

Apart from these blemishes, which do not attach to all

the essays, each contains some valuable, if not very origi-

nal speculation.

We should have liked to learn the grounds upon which

Professor Malden pronounced his judgment—as the best

essay upon the given subject ought to be a valuable and

authoritative document, applicable to tbe special case of

elevating the profession of the schoolmaster in general esti-

mation ; instead of which this goes into the whole business

of education, giving only secondary or incidental atten-

tion to the condition of the schoolmaster—the propersubject

of the essay. Phrenology is recommended in Mr Lalor’s

educational course of study : but then he is not quite sure

about the organs, or “ its craniological pretensions.”

But if not sure of these, upon what else does Mr Lalor

Imagine the analysis of the intellectual and moral facul-

ties, adopted by the phrenologists, rests ? It is certainly

not from “ The New Science" that the world has learned

that the human mind contains faculties and principles

which we denominate benevolence, pride, firmness, con-

scientiousness, vanity, covetousness, fear, hope, ftc.fcc., but

from the philosophers. He would, therefore, strip the

phrenologists of all iliat they have really originated, tbe in-

dicating organs on the aknll, and attribute to them that to

which they can make no tenable claim. We are glad to find

Mr Lalor recognise what we hold to be a most important

principle, and one for which we have always contended

—

namely, that, with a regular and adequate provision for

teachers, there shall be u a regular gradation of places

from the humblest village school upwards, through

which ability and merit might rise to a seat at the Cen-

tral Board,’* if there is to be a State Central Board. Tbe

want of this provision, of the career open to talent and

merit, was one of the leading objections formerly stated in

this Magazine* to Mr Wyse’s scheme, and it is a deficit in

Lord Brougham’s bill. We are, therefore, glad to find Mr
Lalor approving the principle there laid down, and even

adopting our illustration—the nobleexampleof Napoleon,

in organizing his army, and in all departments of the pub-

lic service. Mr Heraud does not advert to State impulse

or interference, nor yet to absolute State control. He

wishes that the same degree of encouragement were given

to schoolmasters in England as in Scotland, where they

are ultimately capable of succeeding to the pastoral

charge of the parish.*’ But Mr Heraud ought to be aware

that this capability has nothing whatever to do with

tbeir profession of schoolmaster, but depends wholly on

their previous or contemporaneous regular course of study

for the church ; and that a tailor or shoemaker, who had

gone through the preliminary training, possesses the very

same claimsand capabilities. The Rev. Mr Higginson, the

author of the third essay in the volume, is afraid John

Bull will be rather jealous of State interference, and

refuse even a benefit upon compulsion ; and we fervently

hope that the honest and often -cheated man will he found

so. The State has managed his religious instruction for

him for a goodly length of time, and also his learned edu-

cation; and finding he gets restive under its paternal tui-

tion in those departments, it cunningly pats forth its long

arm to grasp one far more important to the well-being of

his family in all time coming. John ought to be wary,

and take no more of either State or Church teaching than

will do him good. Fortunately, there will be time to

look about him before we are all agreed.

The low rate at which teachers are paid is noticed and

condemned by each of the essayists, save tbe lady, who

seems to think that teaching may, like virtue, be its

own reward. The miserable remuneration of teachers is,

we apprehend, both the cause and effect of their degraded

condition to a very great extent But are the masters of

* No. xlvii.—November, 1837. Nation versus Stats
Education.
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the U\r.appointed school! better paid, and, consequently,

in a more elevated position than the teachers of private

schools, or of what are called subscription or proprietary

schools ? And is it to the State that we must look for

an improvement of the pecuniary means so essential to

the proper degree of accomplishment, and the moral influ-

ence of the maw of educators ? A single fact is worth a

bushel of speculation. In face of all such eloquent ap-

peals and powerful reasoning, the Educating Whig Go-

vernment, only the other day, out of their scanty funds

for Irish Education, could afford £1000 per annum to a

favourite new functionary, who probably has very good

interest ; while the teachers—the working men—jog on

st the old rate of £12 a-year ! It has been ever thus,

and ever will be, while men in power are liable to abnae

their power, or, in other words, are men.

A most angelic or all-perfect and all-accomplished

human being is Mr Simpson's beau ideal of an “ Educa-

tor," physically and morally. Dividing mankind (phre-

nologically) into three classes, he chooses the educator, pro-

vided he have no personal deformity or physical defect, (not

connected with the brain,) from the third class—that in

which, with enough of the animal propensities for their

legitimate ends, there is a decided predominance of the

moral and intellectual faculties—such a predominance

“as would render it nearly a moral impossibility that

the inferior propensities should ever so far master them

ts to impel them to commit crime.** He must have as

much Acquisitiveness “ as shall confer a prudent eco-

nomy as much Seoretiveness as will " give tact and

savoir fairc ;** and a liberal endowment, moreover, of

Philoprogenitiveness

.

He must also have Adhesiveness
,

aud the desire of taking to himself a helpmate—

a

teacher's properly chosen wife, besides being a comfort

to himself, being indispensable to the dne management
of the school. The educator must also possess Con-

scientiousness, Feneration, and Benevolence. He must
likewise have Self-Esteem, the Love of Approbation,

Firmness, Ideality, and Hope, balanced by a proper de-

gree of Cautiousness

:

in short, he must he the beau ideal

of phrenological man. Mr Simpson does not uniformly

use all these familiar terms of Phrenology ; he sometimes

employs their equivalents. How lads of this third or

highest class of human natures are to be picked ont as

pupils for the normal schools, must, we presume, be

ultimately left to the most skilful of the manipulators

and measurers, or the greatest adepts in discriminating

the distinctive marks of the three grand classes of human
beings. The first or lowest claw may be easily dis-

covered. “ They are mere animals, with the slenderest

•hare of the nun-distinguishing faculties.** They are

the criminal population, whose animal appetites are so

powerful as to overbalance the restraining force of their

moral and intellectual faculties. . . . “ Auy better

endowment of intellect in this claw is always perverted

to the purposes of crime.** So claw first is a doomed

class—the wrath of God and the curse o£ man lie upon

it—and it is almost, without exception, we fear, to be

found among the poor. But how claw second, the mixed

class, shading gradually off into the lofty original purity

and felicitous organisation of class third, or sinking into

the broiality of claw first, is to be always distinguished

from them, msj prove a puzzle to those who are to choose

educators, unless adepts in Phrenology. “ In low life

they (the second claw) often become criminals ; in a more

favourable condition of education and society they have

continued respectable.** <( They are always selfish an*i

self-indulging, and bad example will make them sensual

and profligate." Mr Simpson cannot, in his imaginary

schoolmaster, make the standard of excellence too high

;

and we need not at present indulge further conjecture as

to how he is to reach it.

He explicitly recognises State Education, through a
Central Board, kc., to the widest extent ; but not at all,

that we perceive, the grand corrective principle asserted

by Mr Lalor, of the poorest village schoolmaster being

permitted to strive with generous ambition for the highest

honours connected with the National Institutions for edu-

cation. Mr Simpson M desiderates a legislation,*' he

•ays, u preambled (?) by declarations of the paramount
rank in hnman affairs of the education of the people, and

the necessity of committing it to hands in everyway
worthy of it.” Now, there is no fear of any want of

abundant preambling, and perambulingt too, in any such

declaration. Bat he further requires that the trust may be

placed in proper hands, and says “ a Centralized Power
will be found indispensable—a tribunal of men of the

first character and talent which the country can produce,

not themselves to exercise the functions of teachers,

(and, from anght that appears, never to have exercised

them,) but to frame and work a great and uniform sys-

tem for the whole country.** Mr Simpson supports the

Centralization Scheme by the arguments already familiar

to all the world, who care about the matter ; stating

that the objectors are often either c« unreflecting or inter-

ested.*' How easy were it to retort this accusation, and

yet not be one whit nearer the truth. But without

making the educator a creature and appurtenance of the

State, Mr Simpson believes that his position will never

be raised in society : in short, without a Board, or, as

Mr Simpson has it, “ withont a high, superintending,

and sustaining authority, we feel assured that the teacher

of youth will never be raised in society. . . . The
Board, if composed of fit men, could judge at an inter-

view of the merely personal qualifications of the candi-

date, and by examinations and inspections of his testi-

monials, of his talentB and previous attainments." It

seems as if the Board were, after all, to determine very

much as persons in similar circumstances do at present 1

When the candidate approved has been trained in the

normal seminary or college, he is to obtain a diploma

very much After the fashion of the degree of master of

arts, or of a surgeon, or other qualified individual's dip-

loma, and with this obtain an immense Advantage over

educators who have not been trained in the State col-

leges, though the public is not to be compelled to choose

educators from among the “ seminants.*’ No one, we
presume, disputes the necessity, or doubts the advan-

tages of teaching teachers ; of making the business of a

schoolmaster a profession to be carefully acquired by

time and practice, and probably best in normal colleges,

or proper seminaries, whatever be their name,and however

they are constituted. Mr Simpson has wb>it will be con-

sidered by some too magnificent ideas of the rate of remu-

neration to which the educator is entitled. He says—
“ The educator in a particular seminary*’—clearly mean-

ing, in any and every seminary—is entitled to M a gentle-

man’s income, however realized that is, M whether paid

directly by the State, or raised by the locality.” An.

important whether this in our view, though we subscribe

to Mr Simpson's opinion, that the educator « should have

such an income as will enable him to maintain a family

in respectability." But this, mote, 41 a gentle

man's income,'* are vague terms. ^ pay ii “a
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gentleman's ineome a judga’s salary is considered no

moNb Mr Simpson comes nearer the point when he

St- ^ clergyman's income as the measure of what

an educator's ought to be, and not the minimum of

clergymen’s incomes, but a fair average. Whatever more

is due to the sacred office of the divine* he is for paying

off in reverence, and not in filthy lucre. On the head of

cost, Mr Simpson makes many good and sound remarka

But, in the meanwhile, the functionary of a Board, who

never taught a class in his life, gets £1000 a-year, and the

teacher£12 : thus the thing isworking in the sample * thus

Itwillwork in the bulk ! Asanotherexpedient for elevating

the profession, Mr Simpson suggests that it be made a

fourth faculty, and have its depress equivalent to B. A.,

and M.A., and LL.D.’s, or perhaps to the Knighthood of

the great Guelphic, or some other learned Order. We have

doubts about this. Nothing, at present, forbids that

schoolmasters should obtain honorary distinctions. Mr

Simpson “ would call upon the dispenser* qf honour* and

distinctions to confer these on the eminent among the

educators of youth, as such.’* And such calls have been

answered again and again before now, to what good pur-

pose we are not able to say. He thinks u badges tell

under a monarchy,” and, consequently, would tell under

a State system. But let us hope that, at least, those

of his educators, chosen from the third or highest class of

cerebral developement, could dispense with such badges,

from being able to establish for better claims to the

esteem of society. The prise for which we would have

the teacher contend would be eminence in his profession

;

the highest honours of which, a seat at the high

Directing Central Board, ought surely to be open to his

ambition of excellence—that Board to which no one

should be eligible save the schoolmaster rising by merit

ftom the ranks. Lastly, Mr Simpson would not allow

the educator to degrade himself by the officeof executioner.

a it is impossible to be both a flagger and a gentleman ;

and he must enter on the profession with the determina-

tion to make it the sole and the permanent business ofhi*

hfe." Few men spend the best yean of their lives in

acquiring a profession without an intention of abiding by

it ; and the determination of abandoning or abiding by

it, may, we think, be very safely left to individual discre-

tion, provided it is made worth sticking to.

Mrs Porter indulges some rather enthusiastic opinions,

as the worldly-minded will deem them, about elevating

the character of u Educators.” We have heard of such

things as she imagines in the Society of the Jesuits, and

some instances of individuals with an aptitude to teach

amounting to a passion ; but, on the whole, we must, in

looking forward to a system working for any length of

time, take educators upon the average of mankind, and

pretty much, as to permanent motives, as men are found

in all profoesionn By means which she indicates, she

considers that a class (of educators) may be raised, over

whom worldly emoluments and worldly ambition could

have little influence—who would disregard Mr Simpson's

degree,orthebadge ofan honoureonferred by,the monarch,

umd the income of a gentleman and who, according

to her, « like missionaries, would go forth doing good,

and would obtain their reward, even in this world, in

the love of the pupils, rendered great and good by their

assistance.” « It may be deemed almost romantic to be-

lieve that such a class of persons, so self-sacrificing and so

unworldly,’* she continues, * could be raised ; but even in

the humblest walks of life, qualified teachers might be ob-

tained, who would pursue the profession from much high-

er motives than we could in this country believe poniUs*

had we not facts in corroboration of what has besn ad-

vanced.” It is in Prussia that Mrs Porter finds those para-

gons of goodness and self-denial, which Mr Simpson dost

not look for, even among his picked or third-class speci-

mens of skull-men. Religions seal is the animating prin-

ciple with those self-devoted teachers, who “ cost scarcely

anything, and do infinite good.’* We have little doubt, that

an army of educators, willing to live upon next to air,

could be recruited at this moment, among sealots of the

Established Churches of England and Scotland, and nous

whatever, that the Catholic body of Ireland could furnish

another army of such missionaries. Teachers who must

be paid, Mrs Porter would, however, treat liberally. Bat

Mr Simpson’s principle of due compensation to the teach-

ers, and dne respect for his office, will, we are inclined to

think, work much better in this money-loving country,

and, on the whole, be as healthfol for society. Mrs Porter

objects entirely to the Voluntary principle in schools. So,

indeed, does Mr Simpson, who deprecates it in every view.

Their arguments are precisely the same, against a popular

choice of schoolmasters, as those used against a popular

choice of clergymoo. Their's is Mr Wyie’s argument—

nor are we surprised that any Roman Catholic or Church-

of-Bngland man should object to independent action or

voluntaryism in schools. Yee, in everything, voluntary-

ism—the right of independent judgment—is the funda-

mental principle of all that if worth calling Protes-

tantism.

Bin Porter farther suggests, that a law should be

passed for appointing meant of examining “ Into the fit-

neaa of all who are engaged in the business of education.*

But she would not oompel teachers to appear before such s

tribunal- The stigma of presumed incapacity in the re-

cusant dames and dominies would bt a sufficient stigma.

They would get no certificate, and Mrs Porter has great

faith in a certificate. She would have a board of ladies to

grant diplomas or certificates to governesses, as better

qualified than the gentlemen, who might, perhaps, be

brought under glamour influence, in cases of fkir ftcee

though haply belonging to very lll-farniabed heads

Then is very considerable discrepancy in the opinion*

of the various essayists; None are so decidedly favour-

able to a sole State authority, and phrenological principles,

as Mr Simpson ; none so poetical as Mr Heraud; nous ss

continental in their ideal ea Mrs Porter, who seems to

admin the moat whatever has been considered objection-

able in the Prussian system. Among other qualificationof

the educator, Mr Simpson would have him able to watch

in his pupil, and to teach him to watch in himself tbs

working of the nervous system as In connexion with tbs

mental faculties. u He,” the educator, “ should tho-

roughly understand, up to the latest discoveries, (No. 57,

on the plaster cast ?) the structure and faculties of tbs

brain as the organ of the mind and the seat of eensatin,

the condition of health In the brain, and the symptom ef

the contrary. . . . The enalysis (of the faculties of

the mind) is, perhaps, the most important study which

the educator will guide.** By which le meant the eaa-

lyeis connected with the organs $ or the obesrvatien and

philosophy of Berkeley and Home, Hartley, Stewart, tad

Brown, rendered subservient to the system of omnelogy

discovered by Gall. On the whole* after puwiring tbs

elect of the twenty-four prise essays, we are amastrmimd

to pronounce of them, as Mr Simpson does of TWba ficknm

of Mind, previous to Gall, that Little prognabm has bem

trade to any practical end.”
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LITERARY
Memoir* of Sarah Duche** ofMarlborough, and
of the Court of Queen Anne. By Mrs A. T.
Thomson. 2 yoIs. royal 8vo. Pp. 1048.

These Memoirs appear in the very nick of time. So

much has not been thought or spoken about Queen
Anne and her Court, her imperious friend the Duchess

of Marlborough, and her complaisant and intriguing

favourite, Mrs Masham, since the accession of the

House of Hanover, as within these two or three months,

when circumstances so similar in character and, pro-

bably, in consequences, have again arisen at the Court

of a female sovereign. The authoress appears to have

bestowed great care in the search and selection of

materials for composing the Memoirs ; but of a per-

son so prominent in national annals as the Duchess,

from her long-continued influence or mastery over

Queen Anne, her masculine talents, unbridled temper,

and the illustrious name and station of her husband,

not very much remained to be discovered. Mrs Thom-
son has, however, gleaned some fresh facts and traits

from the former stores ; and to her belongs the merit

of having first arranged the existing materials. It is

not a little singular, considering the conspicuous part

which she so long acted in affairs, and the rank and
number of her descendants, that one cannot tell exactly

where this remarkable woman was born, or where or

when she was married or died. Sarah Jennings was
the daughter of a respectable landed gentleman of Hert-

fordshire. Like her sister, afterwards Duchess of Tyr-
eonnell, (Xa Belle Jennings of Grammont,) she was early

attached to the Court, both the fair Jennings being in the

service of the Duchess of York. Her marriage with Co-
lonelChurchill, long delayed by prudence, and kept secret

for some time after its celebration, appears to have been
one of pure attachment on both sides. The future hero
of Blenheim was one of the handsomest and most attrac-

tive men of his age, and in his manners a model of ele-

gance and suavity. Mrs Churchill’s place in the house-

hold of Mary of Modena, the second consort of James
II., brought her into close intimacy with the Princess

Anne, who, much her inferior in intellect, was also by a
few years her junior. Over Anne’s mind and affec-

tions she acquired, and long held, a predominating in-

fluence, which nothing save her own haughtiness and

domineering spirit, and the change of feeling which ever

attends the accession of a sovereign, could have shaken.

On the marriage of Anne with Prince George of

Denmark, Lady Churchill was, at the request of the

Princess, made one of her ladies of the bed-cham-
ber. The affection of the Princess led her to sink

the distance which rank placed between her and her

friend. She would not be called “ Your Highness,'*

but insisted on being treated with that freedom
from etiquette and perfect equality which alone is com-
patible with friendship* In their conversations and
correspondence they assumed the gossiping names—the

Queen, of Mrs Morley, and the Duchess, of Mrs Free-

man. In their correspondence the character of Anne
appears in an amiable light. While Anne was sustain-

ed by the stronger mind of her friend, during many
domestic trials, throughout the reign of her father and
her sister, and under affliction from the death of her

children, this singular attachment increased ; and only

REGISTER.

declined when the greater complaisance and arts of Mrs
Masham—« relative, and imagined creature of the

Duchess—and the despotic temper of the latter, totally

alienated the affections of the Queen from her early

favourite. In the prudent and, perhaps, conscientious

adherence to Protestantism, which the Princess and

her husband displayed at the Revolution, they were sup-

ported by Lord Churchill and his wife ; who, when all

were deserting the unhappy King James, arranged

measures for the flight of his daughter, the Princess

Anne, and aoeompanied her to Nottingham, where

Anne threw herself among the friends of the Prince of

Orange. From this period Lady Churchill became a
political character, though it was not until the accession

of Anne that she obtained a direct power in publie

affairs, which was equal, if not really superior, so far as

the sovereign was concerned, to that of tho Prime
Minister. Throughout the reign of William and Mary,

the Countess of Marlborough was the object of their

jealousy and dislike ; and at this season of adversity to

herself and her husband, Marlborough and his wife were

dung to by the Princess with a tenacity of regard worthy

of a more grateful return from her “ Dictatress" than

the Duehess displayed.

The first symptoms of the declining favour of Lady

Marlborough were shewn in thatvery natural attachment

(in all crowned heads) to the Tory and High Chureh
party, which the Qneen early evinced ; and by her ex-

treme reluctance to shew any favour to the Whigs,

with whom Marlborough and his wife were gradually

becoming identified. But the female Groom of the

Stole, and Keeper of the Privy Purse, who was per-

mitted to ted offioes and to exercise unbounded patron-

age, states, that she was unable to withdraw her royal

mistress from the party to which her prejudices and

inclination led her, long before she came under the in-

fluence of Mrs Masham, and of Harley, who moved or

managed the puppet which the Duchess despised. Lady

Marlborough did not think the w gibberish of tho Tories

about non-resistance and passive obedience” boded any

I

good to Queen Anne, whose title to the throne, like

that of her successors, rested on a very different found-

ation. But this is the sort of gibberish in which

all sovereign princes naturally delight. Mrs Morley

still entreated Mrs Freeman to speak to her with

the frank confidence of equal friendship ; but the

Queen, at the same time, held to her own opinions.

Lord Marlborough was either more compliant to the

secret wishes of the Queen, or else, educated in High-

Tory principles, he really participated in her partiali-

ties ; and the husband and wife were often opposed in

opinion or, as probably, in temper. There was hence-

forward little peace and less affection between Queen

Anne and “ Queen Sarah,” though the military suc-

cesses of Marlborough for a time maintained his per-

sonal ascendancy.

So superior was the high-spirited Lady Marlborough

to the ordinary small ambitions of Court ladies, that,

thwarted in her political projects and struggle for

power, she sincerely viewed the elevation of her hus-

band to a dukedom, by her “poor faithftil Morley,**

more as a humiliation than an honour. Her friend,

Godolphin, was half afraid to announce to her the
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Queen’s design, and he endeavoured to prepare and
soothe her proud mind under the infliction of the title.

The pension which accompanied it might have been

some consolation for the lampoons of the wits, and the

opposition of the Tories in Parliament, to the grant

;

for both the Duke and Duchess loved, if not money,
yet the more coveted things—great estates and splendid

mansions—which money commands. The violent Tory
or High Church measure, brought in, in the first Par-

liament of Queen Anne, for preventing occasional con-

formity—in other words, for imposing heavy penalties

on all Dissenters—was as much a favourite with the

Queen as it was politically odious to the DuchesB and
her party. She justly thought the Church in no imme-
diate danger, with so affectionate “ a nams^-mother”
as Anne

; and believed that the real object of the Tory
party was to extinguish their political rivals, under the

pretence of zeal for the Church. This bill did not, in the

opinion of the Duchess, “ aim at excluding the occa-

sional conformists only, but all those constant conform-
ists also who could not relish the High-Church nonsense
of promoting religion by persecution.” It was remark-
able, but not in the least unaocountable, that the lead-

ing memhere of the House of Commons who supported

this tyrannical, invidious, and interested measure, and
who were most active against Dissenters, were all

descended from Dissenting families. Such, among
others, were Harley and St John. Another intended

indirect object of this measure was, by putting members
to the test, to shew to the nursing-mother who were
really the friends of the Church and of her opinions,

and to estrange her farther from the Liberal party of

that age, if either party deserved the name. The reign

ofAnne affords many parallels to the present period; and,

among others, in that frenzied outcry about the Church
which disquiets our day. The warmest panegyrists

of the persecuting measure to disqualify Dissenters, and
to impose fines' on persons in office for attending any
meeting of Dissenters, were the clergy and a crowd
of clamorous women. The Peers threw out the Bill,

favoured by the Court, but to which the press and the

commercial part of the nation were unanimouslyopposed.

Whig principles came more into favour. Marlborough
himself, though so lately a High Churchman, rose into

sudden popularity from his opposition to the Bill ; and
Godolphin, finding the Whigs so important a party in

the nation, began, according to the Duchess, “ to pay

them as much regard as the times and the Queen’s

prejudices would permit.” The hero of Blenheim took

the same high, neutral, or see-saw partwhich some attri-

bute to the hero of Waterloo. When advances were

made to him by the Whig party through his sou-in-law,

Lord Sunderland, his reply, the Duchess reports, was,
“ That he hoped always to continue in the humour he
was then in—that is, to be governed by neither party, but

to do what he should think best for England, by which he

should disoblige both parties.” The belief entertained

in foreign Courts of the all-powerful influence of the

Duchess of Marlborough, seems to have continued long

after her real power had declined : and this belief she

was not averse to foster. The brilliant success of Marl-

borough’s arms in a cause dear to the Whigs, was now
the main foundation of their influence; though the

Duchess still held her high offices, and never ceased in

her efforts to keep her royal mistress out of the grasp

of tfie Tories. The history of those long-continued jar-

rings and squabbles, and of the triumphant intrigues

of Harley, and his tool, Mrs Masham, will be read with

augmented interest in the present circumstances of the

nation. *

The Memoir is somewhat long-drawn-out, and nator-

ally diverges into collateral affairs. It is also chargeable

with redundancy, and even with the repetition both of

facts and opinions. The authoress entertains a marked

partiality forMarlborough,and something like a prejudice

against his high-spirited wife ; who, whatever were her

faults, possessed many noble original qualities, perverted

by ambition, and debased by[courtier- craft, and probably

leaving deeper stains in her moral nature than might

have been traced on a feebler character who had passed

through the same dangerous ordeal. How deep is the

moral to be fouud in all such memoirs ; and how little,

when its secret character is revealed, is there to envy,

how much to commiserate, in the life of a woman placed

in the condition, most perilous to true nobility and

goodness of nature, of a courtier and royal favourite

!

The Duchess of Marlborough was only secured from the

degradation of sinking into an intrigante and flatterer, by

her remaining natural dignity, and the arrogance, bred

of favouritism, of her temper.

A very few sentences of the work will exhibit its

value to the political reader.

“ Harley was practising upon the Queen's weak mind,

and endeavouring to persuade her Majesty to ‘ go alone

;

or, as the Duchess expresses it, to inBtil into the Queen

notions of the high prerogative of acting without her

Ministers, and (as she expressed it) being a Queen in-

deed /”

The Duchess, at one time, urged the Queen to per-

mit Lord Cowper, then Lord Keeper, to fill up several

vacancies in the Church, which the Queen kept open

until she could more conveniently appoint Tory digni-

taries. To Mrs Freeman's remonstrances, her u poor

faithful Morley" replied, that though she had a high

opinion of the equity and judgment of Lord Cowper,
u the Crown could never have too many livings at it/

own disposal and she adds, u though there may be some

trouble in it, it is a power I can never think it reasonable

to part with, and I hope those who come after me will

think the same.” Accordingly, following Harley’s con-

genial exhortations to “ go alone” her Majesty filled the

bench with High-Church Bishops, as fast as, in defiance

of her Ministers, she darst. Here is a portrait of the

new favourite Masham, and of the situation oftheQueen:

Mrs Masham’s Christian name was Abigail—from which,

probably, is derived the name of the class of artful, in-

triguing waiting maids, as Judas stands for all traitors.

“ Artful and plausible, yet daring and insolent, accord-

ing to circumstances, shameless in her ingratitude, the

mean and despicable tool of others, with few advantages

of education, that abject but able woman acquired an

ascendancy over the mind of Anne that was truly asto-

nishing. The poor Queen is to be pitied—we dare not

say despised—for her subserviency, her little artifices,

her manoeuvres in closets and[the back stairs, her degrad-

ing connivance at duplicity, her thirst for flattery, or

what she termed friendship.”

Queen Anne, under the exterior of great mOdne*,

was remarkable for what our authoress calls “ tenacity

of impressions ;” in other words, for dogged obstinacy.

She was so long a suffering heiress-expectant, the victim

ofjealous dislike to thosewhomshewas to succeed, that in

her the self-willedness and headstrong temper of prince

had assumed a peculiar form. She was one of thee

women whom the poet describes

—

“ No am so meek, no an so obstinate.**
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When Marlborough and Godolphin threatened to resign,

if the conduct of Harley in the affair of Gregg, a clerk

in Harley’s office, who was detected in treasonable cor-

respondence with the Pretender, was not investigated,

die Queen, who might have good grounds for knowing
that parley personally was entirely innocent, discovered

great reluctance to act in the matter. The rival states-

men in the Cabinet, u when irritated by her determined
though meek opposition, told her plainly, it was impossi-

ble for them to do her Majesty any service whilst Mr
Harley remained in the Council. She was still firm

;

and
to die expressed resolution of Godolphin to leave her,

seemed insensible. But when Marlborough proffered his

resignation, her royal heart was touched, and she studied
by long arguments and compliments to change his de-
termination

; but both her Treasurer and her General
quitted her presence in disgust. Anne repaired on
the same day to the Council, where Harley opened
some matters relating to foreign affairs. The whole
Board seemed to be infected with sullenness; and
upon the Duke of Somerset remarking, tbit it was
impossible to transact any business while the General
*nd the Treasurer were away, a deeper gloom over-
spread the faces of those who were present. The
Queen then perceived she must yield—a conviction
which she received with feminine wrath and perverse-
ness.” Surely the Queen alone ought to bear some of
the censure which is here bestowed upon the sex. The
Queen might yield, but she never forgave being com-
pelled to yield, and to part with Harley. By his tem-
porary defeat, his power was in fact confirmed. Though
nominally dismissed, the Queen was as much or more
than ever under his influence, until he was again re-

stored. When disgust at the influence of Abigail, or
of the back-stairs, was at the height, several Privy
Counsellors resolved to address Parliament for the dis-

missal of the favourite from the Queen's confidence,

for reasons of expedience ; and, among others, Halifax
and Wharton insisted, that, with all duty to the Queen,
“ ErU counsellors of one sex might be as well dismissedfrom
tie Royal councils as those of another, by the advice of
Parliament.” In concluding her narrative of the last

interviews which she had with Queen Anne, the Duchess
magnanimously remarks—“ The Queen always meant well

,

however much she may be blinded or misguided The
poor weak Queen, whom feebleness of mind, and the

love of sway conjoined, had rendered deceitful, was
hurried to her grave by these internal dissensions among
her servants. u Never,” wrote Dr Arbuthnot to Swift,

“ was sleep more welcome to a weary traveller, than

death to the Queen. ” It was true, she had got rid of her

Dictatre88 and the |
Whigs, but the squabbles of Harley

and Lady Masham, and of Harley and Bolingbroke,

were the torture of her dying hours. At the close of

their feverish day, one does not know whether most to

pity the Duchess or the Queen, who was, however,

happy enough to find peace in the grave many years

before her discarded favourite.

The Collected Works of the Rev. Sydney Smith.

3 vol8. 8vo.

This reverend and witty gentleman, who appears to

have been the real progenitor of the Edinburgh Review

—now, we think, rising some thirty-seven years of age

—

has, during many of these years, contributed some of the

best articles to its pages. These, he says, he u has been

foolish enough to collect and publish,” with some other

trsets written by him ; and we imagine many persons
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will be wise and tasteful enough to add them to their

libraries. These three volumes probably include his

entire writings. They consist of the famous “ Plymley

Letters,” which he “ denied till denial was found to be in

vain,** and so owns them ; his pamphlet on the Ballot

;

his letters to Archdeacon Singleton; a sermon on the

duties of the Queen, and a few other sermons ; and some

occasional pieces of amicable controversy of recent date.

Whether the publication will tend to increase, among the

rising generation, the general but somewhat vague opinion
which has arisen of the unrivalled brilliancy ofMr Smith’s

wit, the pith of his logic, and the polished keenness of his

satire, tickling where it wounds, is somewhat doubtful.

The reverend reviewer has not contributed anything

to the journal he projected for the last dozen years. His
papers range from the first rnumber, published in 1802
to 1827, when, always a strenuous advocate for Catholic

Emancipation, he contributed his last able pleading for

that measure. The collection of papers shews that Mr
Smith has both obtained credit and incurred censure for

articles which he never wrote. A lively, characteristic,

and very brief preface, is by no means the least piquant

portion of the three volumes.

About the beginning of the century, Mr Sydney Smith,
then in orders, was taking care of a pupil attending the

Edinburgh University. Their plan had been to go to

Weimar, then an attractive place for youug Englishmen

;

but the Jacobins and Napoleon prevented this residence;

and Mr Sydney Smith and his pupil came to Edinburgh,

and remained for five years. Among his first acquaintances

in the north were several choice spirits, then, with the

exception of Mr Jeffrey, all very young men.

They were the future Lord Brougham, Lord Jeffrey,

and Lord Murray—all of them more or less tainted with

Liberalism, but not to the dangerous or imprudent length

that was likely for ever to shut the door of preferment

in their faces : “ A little too liberal for the dynasty of

Dundas,” is the properly qualified phrase of Mr Smith.

According to Mr Lockhart’s version of the story, the

Quarterly Review originated mainly in a small fit of per-

sonal spleen, indulged by Scott. The Edinburgh had a
happier birth. “ One day,*’ Mr Smith says, “ we hap.

pened to meet in the eighth or ninth story or flat in Buc-

cleugh Place, the elevated residence of the then Mr Jef-

frey. I proposed that we should set up a Review. This

was acceded to with acclamation.” Mr Sydney Smith

was appointed editor, but he edited only the first number.
“ The motto, I proposed,” he continues, “ for the Review,

was

—

' Tenul muum meditamur arena.*
4 We cultivate literature upon a little oatmeal.*

But this was too near the truth to be admitted ; and so

we took our present grave motto from Publius Syrus,

of whom none of ns, I am sure, ever read a single line

;

and so began what has since turned ont to be a very able

and important Journal. When I left Edinburgh, it fell

into the stronger hands of Lord [Jeffrey and Lord
Brougham, and reached the highest point of popularity

and success.” The political and social evils which this

journal has helped to mitigate or eradicate, are enume-

rated. Among them are the oppression of the Catholics

of Ireland, Slavery, the Game Laws, and the Corporation

and Test Acts. Mr Smith sees little in his own reviews

to alter or repent of ; and we suppose that he has altered

very little, if anything. He lets us know that times have

changed, and much for the better, since he began to suffer

for his public labours at a Reformer ; and, by implication,

that judges, prebendaries, deans, and bishops, can no
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longer be mill over the heads of able and honest men,

as the penalty of their political opinions or Liberal feel*

lags toward* their Catholic or Protestant dissenting

brethren. Without being sure that there is much more

than a change of names in the improvement be descries

in high places, or that the Radicals, Chartists, Educators,

and Anti-Corn-Law men are not to the Whigs exactly

what tbs Jacobins, Levellers, Atheists, Deists, Incendi-

arists, and Regicides, were to the Tories in the early part

of the century, we can, nevertheless, fully agree that,

even yet, u it is always considered a piece of impertinence,

in England, if a man of less than two or three thousand

a-year has any opinions at all upon important subjects.”

We must also admire Mr Smith's patriotic grounds of

consolation, for no mitre having been found to fit his

head during tbs last seven years* rain of those toys.

He has achieved a higher dignity. He set on foot, and

long contributed to, the Edinburgh Review. His only

misfortune, if it be one, was to have been a Whig, when

Whiggery did not pay ; yet some of his contemporaries

have not found the calling so very unprofitable. u Strange

and ludicrous,” he moralises, w are the changes in human
affairs. The Tories are now on the treadmill, and the

well-paid Whigs are riding in chariots, with many faces,

however, looking out of the windows (including that of

our Prime Minister) which I never remember to have seen

in the days of the poverty and depression of Whiggisim

Liberality is now a lucrative business. Whoever has any

institution to destroy, may consider himself as a com-

missioner, and his fortune as made; and, to my utter and

never-ending astonishment, I, an old Edinburgh Reviewer,

find myself fighting, in the year 1839, against the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London, for the

existence of the National Church.” There is a little

pleasant exaggeration in this, no doubt, but the change

is curious. We must leave to the reader to discover

every specific paper coming from Mr Smith's pen t but,

in general, his are all the articles on the Methodists, who

seem to have been delivered up into his hands ; those on

missions t and such subjects for dissection, as the Quacks,

the Bishops, Mrs Trimmer, and Hannah More. There

are several excellent and humane-spirited papers upon

the monstrous game-laws, upon emigration, and even

about the poor chimney sweeps, and the Christian insti-

tution of man.traps and spring-guns—an enormity now

extinct, or, at all events, illegal. It may be more fiat-

taring to his witty Reverence as a writer, than encourag-

ing to his publishers, to say, that his papers in The Re-

view are certainly among those best remembered, and

about which memory least requires refreshing. They

are all about something important, and that something is

ever treated in a pertinent, lively, and humorous style.

Shelley*e Toeme.

This edition is concluded by the issue ofa fourth volume,

containing the Witch ef Atlas, Epipeychidion ,
Adenais,

and all Shelley's Translations, with fragmsnts and short

pieces, in the order of their composition, so far ae the

editor is acquainted with it. Thus is her proud, if mel-

ancholy task fulfilled ; not, ae it appears, to her own

satisfaction, but certainly as no on# else could have ac-

complished it Had the poems of Shelley not, upon a

former occasion, obtained in this Magazine a critical

notice—which, however unworthy of the subject, was

made in a loving and reverential epirit—it might have

been a duty to cay more at tbe cloee of this edition ; which

is, beyond doubt, the most complete that the world can

now hope to possess Yet the additions! poems an not
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numerous. A brief tad very touching account ef fit#

circumstances attending Shelley's death, concludes the

notes. Their writer declares that she began with snsrgy,

and a burning desire to impart to the world, in worthy

language, the sense she has of the virtues and genius of

the Beloved and the Lost ; but strength failed under the

task—her health was shaken, and days of great suffering

followed tbe attempts to write. Nor is this surprising.

The narrative becomes too painful even for the indiffer-

ent reader* The last months of Shelley's life were spent

in a wild, solitary residence in tbe Bay of Spezia, whew

he found opportunity of gratifying his passionate fond-

ness for boating. His friend, Williams, who shared bis

fate, was with him there, and they resolved to build a boat,

such as they could manage themselves, and thus to en-

joy, at every hour, the pleasure they loved best. W«

must borrow Mrs Shelley's melancholy and pathetic

narrative.

Captain Roberts, R. N., undertook to build the boat at

Genoa, where he was also occupied in building the Boli-

var for Lord Byron. Ours was to be an open boat, on a

model tabn from one of the royal dock-yards. I haw

since heara that there was a dsfect in this model, sad it

was never sea-worthy. In the month of February, Shelley

and his friend went to Spezia to seek for houses for tu.

Not one was to be found at all suitable ; however, a trifle,

such as not finding a house, could not stop Shelley; the

one found was to serve for all. It was unfurnished : we

ssnt our furniture by sea, and with a great deal of preci-

pitation, arising from his impatience, made our removal.

We left Pisa on the 26th of April. The Bay of Spezia ii

of considerable extent, and divided by a rocky promon-

tory into a larger and smaller one. The town of Lend

is situated on the eastern point ; and in the depth of the

smaller bay, which bean the name of this town, is ths

village of Sant’ Arsnao. Our house, Caaa Magni, was

close to this village; the sea came up to the door; a steep

hill sheltered it behind. The proprietor of the estate on

which it was situated was insane ; he had begua to srect

a large house at the summit of the hill behind, hut his

malady prevented its being finished, and it was foiling

into rain. Ho had—

a

nd this, to the Italians, badassmed

a glaring symptom of very decided madness—rooted up

the olivee on the hill-side, and planted forest trees ; these

were mostly young, but the plantation was more in

English taste than I ever elsewhere saw in Italy ;
some

fine walnut and ilex trees intermingled their dark maser

foliage, and formed groups which still haunt my memory*

as then they satiated the eye with a sense of loveliness.

The scene was indeed of unimaginable beauty ; the bine

extent of waters, the almost land-locked bay, the near

castle of Lerlci, shutting it in to the east, and distant

Port Venere to the went; the vaiied forms of tbe pre-

cipitous rocks that bound in ths beach, over which there

was only a winding rugged footpath towards Lerici, and

none on the other side : the tideless sea leaving no sends

nor shingle—formed a picture, such as one sees in Sal-

vator Rosa's landscapes only; sometimes tbe sunshine

vanished when the scirocoo raged : tbe pouente, the wind

was called on that shore. Ths gales and tbs tquslli>

that bailed onr first arrival, surrounded tbe bay with

foam ; the howling wind swept round our exposed bouse,

aud the sea roared unintermittingly, so that we almost

foncied ourselves on board ship. At other times, sunshine

and calm invested sea and sky, and tbe rich tints ef the

Italian heaven bathed the scene with bright and ever-vaiy-

ing tints. The nativeswsre wilderthanthe place. Our near

neighbours of Sant' Arenzo were more like savages than

any people I ever before saw. Many a night they passed

on the beach, singing, or rather bowling; the women

dancing about among thewaves that broks at their fost,the

men leaning against the rocks, and joining in their food

wild chorus. We could get no provisions nearer than

Sarzana, at a distance of three miles and a-balf off, with

the torrent of the Magra between ; and, even thm
supply was very deficient. Had wt been wrertW sa ss

island of the South Seas, wa could ssazesly

i
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sslvss farther from dvilizatitu ud oemfrrt ; but when
the son shines the Utter becomes on unnecessary luxury,

tod we bed enough society among ourselves. Yet I con-

fess housekeeping became rather a toilsome task, especially

as I was suffering in my health, and could not exert my-
self actively.

The fatal boat arrived about the middle of May, and

the whole party often passed their evenings on the water

;

Shelley and Williams now made long excursions, and en-

gaged one of the English seamen who had brought round

the boat from Genoa, to attend them. Much of Shelley's

last poem, the unfinished w Triumph of Life,*’ was writ-

ten as he sailed or weltered on that sea which was soon

to engulf him. Leigh Hunt arrived at Leghorn about

the middle of June, on his unlucky visit to Byron, and

Shelley was eager to see him. It was therefore agreed

that Shelley and Williams should go to Leghorn in their

boat. “ Strange,** says the mournful narrator of the fatal

catastrophe, “ that no fear of danger crossed our minds.

Living on the sea-shore, the ocean became a pUything.

As a child may sport with a lighted stick, till a spark

inflames a forest, and spreads destruction over all ; so did

we fearlessly and blindly tamper with danger, and make
a game of the terrors of 'the ocean. .... Once,

some months before, Trelawny had raised a warning

voice as to the difference of our calm bay and the open

sea beyond ; but Shelley and his friend, with their one

sailor-boy, thought themselves a match for the storms of

the Mediterranean, in a boat which they looked upon as

equal to all it was put to do.** Mrs Shelley continues i

—

On the 1st of July they left us. If ever shadow of
fetors ill darkened the present hour, such was over
my mind when they went I did not anticipate dan-
ger for them, but a vague expectation of evil shook
me to agony, and I could scarcely bring myself to

let them go. The day was calm and clear, and a fine

breeze rising at twelve, they weighed for Leghorn;
they made the run of about fifty miles in seven hours
sad a half : the Bolivar was in port, and the regula-
tions of the health-office not permitting thorn to go
oc short after sunset, they borrowed cushions from the
Isrger vessel, and slept on board their boat. They spent

s week at Pisa and Leghorn. The want of rain was
severely felt in the country. The weather continued
sultry and fine. I have heard that Shelley all this time
wss in brilliant spirits. Not loog before, talking of
presentiments, he bad said the only one that he ever

found infallible, was the certain advent of some evil

fortune when he felt peculiarly joyous. Yet if ever fete

whispered of coming disaster, such inaudible, but not
unfelt, prognostics hovered around us. The beauty of
tbs place seemed unearthly in its excess : the distance we
were at from all signs of civilization, the sea at our feet,

its murmurs or its roaring for ever in our ears—all

these things led the mind to brood over strange thoughts,

and, lifting it from every-day life, caused it to be familiar

with the unreal. A sort of spell surrounded us ; and
each day, as the voyagers did not return, we grew restlem

and disquieted, and yet, strange to say, we were not
fearful of the most apparent danger. The spell snapped

;

it was all over ; an interval of agonizing doubt—of days
passed in miserable journeys to gain tidings, of hopes
that took firmer root, even os they were more senseless

—

were changed to the certainty of the death that eel ipeed

all happiness for the survivors for evermore. There was
something in our fate peculiarly harrowing. The remains
of those we lost were cast on shore ; but by the quaran-
tine laws of the coast, we were not permitted to have
possemion of them—the laws with respect to everything

cast on land by the tea being, that such should be burnt,
to prevent the possibility of any relic bringing plague
into Italy ; and no representation could alter tbe law.
At length, through the kind and unwearied exertions of

Mr Dawkins, our Charge d fAffaires at Florence, we
gained permission to receive the ashes afar the bodies

wars consumed. Nothing could equal tbe seal of Tre-
lawny in carrying our wishes into effect. He was in-

defatigable in bis exertions, and full of forethought and
sagacity in his arrangements. It was a fearful task:

he stood before us at last, bis hands scorched and blistered

by the flames of tbe funeral pyre, and by touching the

burnt relics as be pieced them in the receptacles pre-

pared for the purpose; and there, in compass of that

small case, was gathered all that remained on earth of

him whose genius and virtue were a crown of glory to

the world—whose love had been the source of happiness,

peace, and good—4o be buried with him.

The last that was seen of Shelley and his companions,

was by Csptain Roberts, who, from the top of the light-

house at Leghorn, watched the boat on her homeward

track. They were off Via Reggio, and at tome distance

from the shore, when a sudden squall was driven over

the sea. When the cloud passed away, every vessel was

seen as before, save the little schooner. It bad vanished

!

Captain Roberts could ecarcsly doubt tbe fatal truth,

yet vague hopes were entertained for a time that they

might have been driven to Elba or Corsica.—The poem

in which Shelley was last engaged, ends with the em-

phatic and appropriate broken lino—

* Then whet is life ?** I cried.

The Manor of Glenmore ; or the Irish Peasant.

By a Member of the Irish Bar.

Save for its deep tincture of sectarianism, or inordi-

nate jealous hatred of the Orange faction, (which party is

rather to be either pitied or despised, as its members may
be ignorant or virulent,) we could give unqualified praise

to this picture of Ireland and its people, and especially of

its peasantry. As it is, it deserves great commendation.

The author is a genuine Irishman, fitted, by his warm
sympathies, as much as by his talents and knowledge, to

depict the loves, tbe joys, the virtues, the follies, and the

crimes of his countrymen. This story lies at the period of

the great political and religious agitation preceding and

accompanying Catholic Emancipation. It details with

minuteness the efforts of the Association, the memorable

victory in county Clare, and the alternate hopes and fears

of the Catholic body and the Liberals of Ireland, until

that mighty battle, for which Scotland and England con-

tended, was fairly won. The title “ Irish Peasant** is

to be understood in a comprehensive sense. We find, in

the Barony of Glenmore, every variety of the species :

—

the venerable and worthy peasant, John Glennon—the

village patriarch, a staunch patriot and true Catholic—

a Saturday night expounder, at the Wheat Sheaf, of the

“ Weekly Register**—a humble functionary, in the far

extended parish ramifications of the Dublin Central Poli-

tical Societies, and, above all, an enthusiastic admirer of

“our own Daniel,’* and, in a lesser degree, of Shell,

Wy*, O’Gorman Mabon, and even “ Protestant Steele**

or “Jack Lawless ;**—the guilty and reckless peasant,

the man of strong affections and violent passions, whose

milk is turned to gall by the oppression of an Orange

agent, and to whom the tempter comes in the dark hour,

in the shape of a kindred sufferer—though he is, in fact,

an Orange spy, thirsting for the blood-money of his vic-

tims. And the jovial boon peasant is found here with

the patient, thoughtful, and affectionate peasant, and the

manly though tender young lover, which makes up the

complement ; and true Irishmen all; The Barrister has

selected many striking every-day events in the life of the

Irish people as the subject of his illustrative sketches?

We have an ejectment of Catholic tenantry, with its

attendant miseries and dreadful consequences ; the too

frequent social meetings at the Sheaf of Wheat, while
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political and religious excitement were at the highest;

and the dark midnight assemblies of the Rockites. The

celebration of mass, the confirmation of children, the

denunciations^ from the altar, of unlawful and secret

societies, and their instigators, find a prominent place.

Dr Doyle Is introduced at a visitation to Glenmore,

and that eminent and excellent person is presented to ns

in glowing bat true colours, though in a form somewhat

long drawn out. This is indeed the main blemish of this

racy, genuine, and characteristic national novel ; the

author sometimes, like bis own social Willy Moore, or

Slashing Paddy, unduly protracts the sitting or the

speech. This is a national failing.

The adventures of the doomed man, Dunne—- the

maddened, tempted, and betrayed Rockits—and the Til-

lage Ophelia attached to his evil destiny, supply some

scenes of powerful tragic interest ; while in sweet con-

trast are the happy and innocent loves of manly young

Johnny Rourke, and his lovely, faithful, and amiable

Kitty Kelly. The mixed characters of Willy Moore,

the jovial Irish Squire Pigott, and mine host and hostess

of the Wheat Sheaf, Slashing Paddy, and their fellows,

are even mors true to Irish nature, in its mingled yarn

of faults and virtues, and its quick alternations of sun-

shine and shower, comic humour and wailing pathos.

To those who would learn the actual condition, charac-

ter, and feelings of the Irish peasantry, we warmly re-

commend this picture from the life.

The Forester. By Mary Louisa Boyle.
The “ Forester** is in structure more of a pure ro-

mance than we are in the habit of meeting in these utili-

tarian days. The heroine, the loTely Mary Savile, is

the orphan protegie of Mary of Modena, the consort of

James II. ; and the historical part of the tale opens with

the scenes of that Prince's abdication. The loyalty of

Lord Fleming, the lover of Mary, is unjustly suspected

by James ; and the lovers are involved in a long train of

trials, disasters, and fatal misunderstandings, in conse-

quence of the accidental death of Sir Philip Dudley, a

rejected aspirant for the love of Mary, and of the dark

intrigues and vengeful passions of his haughty sister,

whose alliance had been declined by Lord Fleming. The
M Forester** is a lowly hero, upon whom many of the

incidents are made to hinge and who, though devoted

to the house of Fleming, and its gallant young represent-

ative, is secretly attached to the cause of the Prince of

Orange. Poetical justice is done at last to all parties, and

all ends happily, if not prosperously ; for the beautiful

Lady Fleming devotes herself to the fortunes of her be-

loved Queen and mistress, and goes with her husband

into exile at the Court of St Germains. In the course of

the narrative, Marlborough and King William come

into play, besides inferior historical personages; but the

beauty of the tale is the domestic scenes, the trials,

and devoted, patient, and tender affection of the Queen,

as a wife, a mother, and a mistress ; and the sweetness

and high-minded fidelity of her attached attendant,

whether as a friend or a lover. The narrative has the

merit of never lagging, as the scene, shifting from place

to place, and from one kingdom to another, is always oc-

cupied, stirring, and life-like. The romance is interspersed

with many effective descriptions of forest scenery, and of

the peculiar landscape of soft and ever-verdant England.

Xxammer Grethel's German Fairy Tales and
Popular Stories.

Gammer Grethel is the Mother Bunch, or Mother
Qooeo, or rather, if he will not be violently offended by

comparison with an old woman, theCrofton Croker of Gerw

many; more like him than the above-mentioned venerable

and endeared ancient dames. Gammer Grethel lived but

the other day in the vicinity of Uesse-Cassell, and related

many of the stories here translated to M. Ludwig Grimm,

who is the true German Crofton Croker. The stories are,

no doubt, intended for children ; but the lover of old na.

tional usages, and the inquirers after literary antiquities

and the birth of popular fiction, will find much to interest

them in the “ Merry Twelve Evenings of Gammer

Grethel.** The book is very neatly got up ; and we re-

joice to see, for once, something original and imaginative

administered to the little people of the nursery, whom the

whole world seems in a combination to make prema-

turely knowing and wise. We wish we could here tell

them, were it but the pretty and elegant tale of “ Ath-

puttel,” or the comical history of * The Waits of

Bremen ;** but we must leave them to explore for them-

selves; merely indicating a newly opened vein of imagi-

native nursery fiction, rich, and of a pure ore.

Fardarougha, the Miser ; or the Convicts ofLiu
namona . By William Carleton. One thick

voluipe.

This story possesses all the beauties of the author's

charming “ Tales of the Irish Peasantry.*' It may

indeed be regarded as a continuation of that natural

and pathetic series; and we should have been disposed

to enter more fully into its merits, had it not been

already pretty well known in Ireland, from having

appeared from time to time in The Dublin University

Magazine. Were Mr Carleton an indigenous English

writer, our impatient countrymen might probably wish

him to study the art of condensation ; and the wide dis-

tinction between dramatic scenes, and rather prolix

level dialogues, which, however characteristic of Irish

rustic manners, either occur too frequently, or are too

long drawn out. The character of Bartle Flanagan,

the cold-blooded revengeful villain, is placed beyond

the range of the reader's sympathies, and that of the

miser injured by exaggeration ;
yet the family group of

the O’Briens—young Connor and his mother—and the

inferior personages of the tale, are true and fine per-

sonations of Irish character; and the plot naturally

evolves some striking scenes.

Miss Sedgwick*s Means and Ends ; or Self-

Training.

This lady, the authoress of some fictions which, we

believe, are much and deservedly admired in her own

country, has, in a small treatise, in which a wise ifhomely

philosophy teaches by example, made a valuable present

to her young countrywomen, and one which may be of

use to English maidens in humble and even in middle

life. From the preface to the English edition, Mbs
Sedgwick appears to be in England, “ the beautiful

land of her ancestors.** Her lessons, and plain judicious

counsels, are strictly of the Franklinian class, but with a

higher moral feeling. Her style is lively and simple, and

her manner no more pedantic than is inevitable in an in-

structress. The plan of her little book may be gathered

from the headingsof her chapters

—

Health, Exercise, Can

of the Skin, ( not, however, meaning the art cosmetic,)

Housewifery, Bad Cookery
,
Dress, Conversation, Low of

Nature, and such like. Miss Sedgwick is a thorough

Democrat, and even a moderate assertor of the Bights

of Women

;

though on every subject she appears a csjps

and right-minded daughter of the Pilgrim Fathers. #We
shall like to see her book on England andEnglishWodj*i

*/
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for such a work will, in all probability, be the result of

her TBit. Her strictures will, we are confident, be
both judicious and candid ; and we trust she will keep
her own eyes open, and eschew all sorts of coteries

—

the literary coterie especially.

NEW WORKS ON BOTANY.
The Little English Flora ; or a Botanical and
Popular Description of all our Common Wild
Flowers. By G. \V. Francis. London : Simp-
kin & Marshall, Harvey & Darton, &c.
Here comes a work which realizes that beau-ideal of a

popular pocket botanical system, which we have been
longing for. To those to whom flowers give the most de-

light—children and young ladies—dry and learned trea-

tises, with long rolls of heathen Greek and Latin names
and dffiicult terms, are not much more intelligible or edi-

fying than Latin prayers to English ears, which all good
Protestants disclaim. How provoking to meet with the

beautiful wildings which in childhood we had first seen

and learned to love as the forget-me-not or yellow ladies*

bed-3traw, as the myoiotis palustris
,

or the galium
verum, things to us unknown ; or what claim has the Ilex

aquifolia upon our affections, compared with the simple

green holly, with its glowing scarlet berries, which deco-

rated our village church and our grandmother's parlour

regularly at her Christmas feast ? But, in ministering
to pleasure, Mr Francis is so far from neglecting science,

that he has rendered the systematic study of botany
really more easy and attractive by popularizing it. Mi-
nute but accurate engravings are given of all the plants

described, and, that with their English names, their class,

order, and^Linnaean appellation, and numerous anecdotes

and copious and appropriate extracts from the poetesses

of the flowers, and from what the poets have charmingly
aid about these darlings of Nature. An introduction

contains useful hints for pursuing the study of botany,
methods of gathering and preserving specimens, and a
brief grammar, if we may so describe it, of the science of
botany. Perhaps a « Botany made Easy” would be the

fitter term. The Little Flora then proceeds systematic-

ally, beginning with the first class of Linnmus. From
this section we shall take a short extract, which will ex-

plain the plan adopted.

Germander Speedwell, Veronica chamasdrye.
Plate I. Fig. 4.

Leaves opposite, sessile, cordate, serrated; flowers in
lateral spikes.*

“This very beautiful plant is a general favourite, and
is found in the spring at the bottom of every hedge-row.
Its large corollas are of the moat vivid blue, with a pure
white centre, but so short-lived that we can scarcely carry
home or dry the plant, without losing them all. They
close up also at night or before rain comes on, and open
•gain when the shower is past. The leaves are hairy,
strongly veined, and without stalks. The stem has two
rows of hairs along it, at opposite sides, but the flower
terns are hairy all round—capsule shorter than the
cfrlyx. Some take this for the 44 Forget-me-not,’* a dif-
ferent plant, but not more beautiful than the present.

Not for thy azure tint, though bright,
Nor form so elegantly light,

I single thee, thou lovely flower,
From others of the sylvan bower

:

Thy name alone is like a spell,

And whispers love in “ Speed-tkce-icdl."

And now we heartily recommend this little work, as a
companion, in their rural walks and wild wood or sea-

beach rambles, to the class to whom it is especially dedi-

cated—

“

the young ladies of England and to all who

t
* There is an explanation of all these terms prefixed.
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love the 44 simple, the elegant, and the sweet little flowers

of our native land.**

The British Phcenogamous Plants and Ferns,

arranged on the Linncean System
,
and analysed

after the Method of Lamarck, $c., S;c. By
John Rolfs, M.R.O.S.
This treatise is purely scientific, and intended partly

to supply deficiencies of former works, and also to sim-

plify the science by applying the method of Lamarck to

the British Flora, or, as we take it, to combine the

Linnwan systems with Lamarck's analysis. The merits

of the analyses we must leave to proficients in the

science, but we can bear testimony to the labour and
pains bestowed upon this work.

Travels in Southern Asia, and a full Account of
the Burman Empire. By the Rev. Howard
Malcom.
The author of this very interesting book was sent

from Boston, United States, on a missionary tour, by one

of the great American Societies for propagating the

Gospel and spreading education iu India. The work
bears a close resemblance, in plan and material, to Med-
hurst’s or Gutzlaff*s books on China, with something, in

relation to the Burman Empire, of the minuteness, if

not the amplitude of detail, of Lane’s invaluable account

of the manners and customs of the Egyptians. Whether
it is a reprint, or appears first in England though an
American book, we cannot tell ; but if the former, the

London publisher’s choice is felicitous.

We have adopted this sort of general description of

the work by comparison with others, as we wish to con-

vey a clear idea of its contents and mode of execution,

which our limits at present preclude in a more detailed

form. The text is illustrated by numerous wood-en-

gravings of costumes, antique remains, and objects of

domestic life. To many readers, the most interesting

part of the work will be the account of the Mission

Schools.

Yarrell on the Growth of the Salmon in Fresh
Water, Illustrated by Coloured Plates.

A learned controversy has long been maintained

about the origin, growth, and habits of the salmon. The
matter ia set to rest, so far, by the experiments detailed in

a few pages of letter-press, prefixed to a set of beautifully

coloured engravings of the salmon in its different atagea,

and of the proportionate aize. The result of the experi-

ments, as conducted by Mr Shaw, in the Nith, would ap-
pear to be, that the growth of the young of the salmon ia

not nearly so rapid as has generally been imagined; that

the young salmon assumes, at a certain age, the markings
and colour of the parr ; and that the parr, as a distinct

species, does not exist. Mr Yarrell is, however, sceptical

on this head ; and he reasonably thinks that the fry may
have been retarded in growth, from being circumscribed

in apace and food in the small ponds drawn from the

Nith, in which Mr Shaw’s experiments were made. He
is more inclined to give credence to the fact that the young
fish do not go down to the sea till they are more than

twelve months old at least, but that the voyage is under-

taken some time in their second year. In the first year

the young salmon is named a pink, in the second, and
until it goes to the sea, a smolt

,

when it goes to the sea it

becomes a grilse or peal, and then an adult salmon.

A grilse of seven pounds, at whatever age, has, as we
apprehend, attained the honours of majority. These ex-

periments will be especially interesting to gentlemqn
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haring ponds or lakes near salmon rivers, from whence

their fish preserves can be supplied with pinks

,

which are

ascertained to hare grown and thriren in this state of

transference. The experiment was made in a small

lake called Llllymere, near Kendal, by the proprietor,

Thomas Upton, Esq. of Ingemire HalL Sixteen months

after some small pinks, from the Lune, a salmon stream,

and weighing abont two or three ounces, had been put

into this lakelet, two were caught, by fishing with the

red Palmer fly, measuring about fourteen inches in

length, and weighing fourteen ounces each. The flavour

of this flsh was good, but the colour not so red as thoss

of the parent river. Eleven months afterwards, another

was caught, equal to the first in colour and condition,

but only three ounces heavier, and three inches longer ;

so that the growth had not been so’rapid as in the first

period. It is, however, difficult to convey a true idea of

the experiments without the coloured illustrative en-

gravings. As a mere work of art, these few elegant

sheets of drawing paper are interesting.

Supplement to Yarrell’s History ofBritish Fishes,

Illustrated with Wood-cuts.

In this supplement Mr Yarrell has condensed the facts

and information received subsequently to the appearance

of his elaborate work. The supplement is divided into

two parts, one being applicable to each of the volumes of

the history.

Hofland's British Angler’s Manual, with some ac-

count of the Principal Rivers, Lakes, and

Trout Streams in the United Kingdom, &;c., <5fC.

The author of this new manual is Mr Holland the ar-

tist; who, in his rambles of thirty years, as a landscape

painter, through the finest scenery of the United King-

dom, has been doubly armed, or had two strings to his bow

—namely, the fly-rod as well as his professional apparatus.

He is thus enabled to be a Guide to the amateur painter,

as well as to the angler. The volume is profusely and

delicately embellished with views of angling stations, re-

commended by their landscape beauty ; and fishes, tackle,

flies, and all picturesque angling appurtenances, form

tail-pieces and vignettes. The Manual commences with

salmon-fishing ; trout-fishing, throughout the three

kingdoms, follows ; and next the inferior grades of fishes

In the order of their rank. Besides describing their

haunts and habits, and the Various modes of fishing the

several kinds in different places, Mr Holland has

wisely imitated the Father of Anglers, Walton, and

taught us how to cook our fish when he is caught. He
has drawn freely upon all approved writers on the

* gentle craft thoss especially who, like Jesse and Sir

Humphrey Davy, mingle poetry and scenic description

with the art. The latter half of the volume is more par-

ticularly devoted to descriptions, and the business of a

guide $ supplying all sorts of useful information to ram-

bling anglers. With the stations around thq metropolis,

including a wide circuit, the author appears intimately

acquainted. From thence he passes to the lake country,

which affords ample scope. With this particular region

of scenic beauty, the author has bad nearly a thirty years*

personal acquaintance, and he has not neglected other

sources of information. The fishing haunts of Yorkshire

and Derbyshire, with their beautiful scenery, fell next to

be described; the midland and south-eastern counties are

more briefly dispatched ; and a recent fishing excursion

to the Argyieshire lochs, and another to Ireland, finish

a pleasing and diversified volume ; which, however, is

chtefl, intouting to th« mere angler. And *> It ought

to be. I. not It their Manuel t and “ Hofland'i Pane,"

Is, moreover, one of the most tuecettfal of dressed decoys.

Black’s Economical Quids through Edinburgh
,

with a Plan of the City, and a Description ofthe

Environs, and various Embellishments.

This Guide-Book is, we presume, called the Economical

Guide | because, while fulfilling all the purposes of such s

compilation, it is low-priced. It is intended for the use

of tourists and visiters to the city, and to the neighbour,

ing sights ; and embraces all those objects of antiquity,

tradition, art, and literature, which constitute the merit

of such compilations. It is, moreover, a joint-stock con-

cern ; and the division of literary labour has produced a

more finished work* The description of the city is

arranged in Four Walks—some of them rather lengthy

—in summer weather ; but, then, the tourist is informed

at what rmtee hackney-coaches or cabs may be procured,

|

and the Walks are arranged with a view to economy both

I of time and toll. Were tourists of our mind, theywould

like to set a little more of the Cowgate, the Canongate,

and the wynds and closes. This might form a Fifth

Walk, for which, however, no Guide is required.

The Spaniard, a Tragedy ; and The Country

Widow, a Comedy, By Simon Gray, Esq.

From an account of himself, prefixed to the Plays, wt

I learn that the studies of the author must have appeared te

hie friends to lit in a direction widely different from ths

drama. He has been ostensibly known as a writer on

political economy, though neither of the school of Adam

Smith, Malthas, nor Ricardo. Who oould have sus-

pected that all ths while, even until he was well-stricken

in years, the Economist had been secretly coquetting with

the drams ? He is, in fact, deeply in for it, being ths

veritable author of fifty.four MB. playa ! The “Spaniard”

was written fifty-two years sines, and most favourably

reviewed or judged in MS. by Dr Blair, about the same

period i in short, Mr Gray has kept his drama in hb

desk for mors than five times the length of yean pit*

scribed by Horace, and produced it at last. He is abrot

old gentleman. Some readers, he imagines, may think

there is oldness in it, because it really is of mature sgt;

but he thinks, and justly, that what pleated the critics

of 1788 ought to please those of 1839; and the Professor

of Rhetoric and Belles-Lettres—-the vtiy Blair of the

Sermons—wrote three long letters of flattering comrnso-

tary to the anonymous author of u Ths Spaniard,** who

was then a young clerk, it would seem, in a country

attorney’s office. The Doctor advised him to lay it

aside, not for nine, but for three or four yean ;
and it

see* the light after a fall half oentury. This, of it*l^

is enough to excite curiosity. As we have the modesty

to believe Dr Blair a much better judge of the merits of

“ The Spaniard** than we pretend be, we shall leave our

resdert to gather his opinion from his epistles. In * The

Young Country Widow,** written exactly fifty yean tfo

under ths original title of <* Wap at the Widow, my Lad-

die,’* then is a considerable spice of comic humour,

though we fear it is scarcely to ths taste of these modern

prudish times.

The Landgrave, a Play; and Dramatis Illustra-

tions if ths Female Character. By Eleanors

Louisa Montague.
The plot of The Landgrave is mainly taken from Hr

De Quincey’s Klostsrhsim—a splendid fiction, which

possesses many highly dramatic capabilities. Ths

authoress has, however, both added characters and moA>

Mi thm created by the Opium-Eater. Her desire y*
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to produce, not a dramatic poem, but an acting play $

and, we suppose, we must leave it to the stage-managers,

and their tasters and tigers, to decide how far she baa

succeeded, as we have an idea that a play expressly

adapted for the stage appears at disadvantage, when it

previously comes before the public in print. The illus-

trations of female character are taken from striking pas-

sages in the early history of Prance, with the exception

of the last, “ The Bride of the Alps,*
1 which is more

purely poetical. Another little drama is founded on the

persecution of the Albigenses. It is full of pathos and
dramatic beauty.

Sketch of Native Education in India, under the

Superintendence of the Church of Scotland. By
James Bryce, D.D.

What the Church of Scotland has yet done for the edu-

cation of the Hindoos, spiritual or secular, would scarcely

afford materials for a pamphlet, much less a volume.

Dr Bryce's work is, therefore,' to be regarded more as a

somewhat excursive dissertation upon the moral and re-

ligious condition of the tribes of Hindostan, and the

prospect of their amelioration, than the detailed history

of a mission hopefully commenced, though in the face of

formidable obstacles. These have arisen, we apprehend,

quite as much from sectarian jealousy, and thirst of do-

mination among the Christians as from the prejudices

of the heathen population of India. Among the chief

promoters of the mission, if not the sole originator, was

Dr Bryoe himself, then the first olergyman of the Scottish

Church in India, and a doughty champion for the rights

and dignities of Presbytery, attempted to be trampled on

by Prelacy. By the encouragement of Rammohun Roy,

who, though he afterwards lapsed into Unitarianism, at

that time attended the ministrations of the iScottish

Church, Dr Bryce, in 1824, sent a petition and memo-
rial to the General Assembly, which then first directed its

attention to British India, as a field for missionary exer-

tion. The subject was warmly taken up by Dr Inglis,

whom Dr Bryce eulogises as the father of the Scottish

Indian missions, and by Dr Brunton, who receives equal

praise. We cannot wholly forget, that it was about the

same period, or shortly after it, that, week after week,

the public of Edinburgh were kept alive by the somewhat

bitter, yet far from uojust, animadversions of Mr William

Chamber^ upon the gross neglect of their parishes,

by, among others of our city ruralizing clergy, the same

two reverend persons who took so warm an interest in

the cause of native education in India, while, it was

alleged, they manifested so little pastoral anxiety about

the unreclaimed or uninstructed heathendom of the

Graeamarket and the Closes of the High Street, which

formed their respective parishes of the Grsyfriars and

the Tron Kirk. But with this, whatever might be in

it. Dr Bryce had no concern. He indulges sanguine

hopes of the great good yet to be accomplished by the

mission of tbs Presbyterian Church in India ; and is

full of confidence in its wise organization and scheme

of operation. All that is wanting is funds, and for

this he looks to the Government. Dr Bryce^ who must

have had excellent opportunities of knowing and judging,

entertains a higher opinion of the natives of India,

morally and intellectually, than is generally held at

home. He points out the erroneous opinions of Mill,

the historian of British India, on the point of the low

intellectual maturity of the Hindoos; and he sturdily

denies, in the face of Dugald Stewart, that the Sanscrit

i mwm anything to the Greek language, which, on the

\

contrary, is rather derived from it. He also maintains,

that Alexander's conquest of India was no more than an

irruption ! u Every day,” he says, « is demonstrating,

more and more, that when we tread the soil of India

we approach the birthplace of all that has ever embel-

lished the Western World in science and philosophy ; and

when the storehouses of the Sanscrit are unlocked by

Colebrooke and Wilson, and other distinguished scholars,

we discover at once from whence the Greeks stole their

fables and their mythology. We learn where the lessons

of Pythagoras had been familiar centuries before that

philosopher flourished ; and where he who taught others,

and became the founder of a sect, on which the vanity of

his countrymen affixed his name, was himself a scholar,

indebted for all he ever knew or gave to Greece. The

flights of Plato into the regions of metaphysics, on which

the classical world of the West have hitherto looked at

unrivalled in boldness, are beginning to be regarded as

tame, compared with the eagle soarings of those Hindoo

sages, from whose more adventurous wings the Greeks

borrowed the plumes which have sustained their com-

paratively pigmy flight.” Such is the high intellectual

lineage of the degenerate race, to which the Church of

Scotland is sending forth instructors. Is there not a small

tincture of enthusiasm in the Doctor's admiration of the

ancient Hindoos P—It is probable, that, with not a few

readers, the chapters devoted to Hindoo literature and

mythology, poetry, fable, fiction, the drama, and the

arts and sciences, formerly said to have been cultivated in

India, will prove more attractive than those treating of

the ostensible object of the sketch.

The Doctor's account of the character of the] modern

Hindoos, oe differently represented by some authors, ap-

pears exceedingly reasonable. They are not all the

mild, gentle, and most amiable beings, which a few

enthusiastic persons have described them | and still

farther are they from being the cunning, treacherous^

cruel, false, and sensual race which others have de-

picted. Dr Bryce, we are glad to find, regards the

barrier of easts as a much less formidable obstacle in the

way of the improvement of the natives than is customary

among us at home. Though still powerful, it is fast

giving way, the higher ranks setting the example ; and

from the increase of knowledge, and the power of

Christian principle, the happiest results are anticipated.

Dr Bryce treads on delicate ground, when he comae to

demand from the treasury of the Indian government

a grant for the General Assembly's School! at least if he

would, which we take for granted, place that Institution

on a different footing from other Christian institutions

of older date, and probably of equal utility. He states,

that he has been met in the highest quarters with the

objection, that it is unjust to tax the Hindoo with the

support of an establishment, avowedly set up for the

overthrow of his faith. There is casuistry or hair-splitting

in the Reverend Doctor's answer to this objection, when

he asserts, that *< The institution of the General Assembly

is not erected to overthrow the religion of the natives,

but to purify it from the degrading tenets and demo-

ralizing ceremonies that have crept into it." Then no

missionary effort ever yet was made to overthrow any

Pagan religion, for there is some semblance of Christian

doctrine and morality mingling in the grossest supersti-

tion that ever was devised. Though there was at first

discord and rivalship between them, the w titled Bishop

of Episcopacy, and tho more modest priset of Presbytery,

may now march together” to thq\( mmsd object \ but

Dr Bryce is by no means so IU£* Rumen Ca-
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tholics are fit lobe intrustedwith any part in the Christian

education of the Hindoos. Indeed, he is certain of the very

reverse. The Bast is a field in which the Homan Catholic

Religion, from its rites and shews, may make great way

;

and he cannot admire the spurious liberality of the pre-

sent day, which, in giving Presbytery “ The solid footing

of an establishment*' in India, did not, at the same time,

withhold from the Roman Catholic “ The ministrations

of his own religion at the expense of the State.” Dr

Bryce's feelings against Catholics seem as lively as on

the day he left his native presbytery in Scotland, if they

have not waxed hotter. The Government is cautioned to

keep in mind that, to sanction the Church of Rome in any

way “ in taking part in the work of evangelizing India,”

is infallibly to defeafthe great object in view. “ The Pro-

testant Churches of Englaud and Scotland”—for we hear

nothing of the Baptist, American, or any other Indian

mission “ will act in unison in spreading Gospel light

;

but the genius and policy of the Church of Rome forbids

any cooperation on her part.” He is doubtful if good

fruits are to be expected from even the partial amalga-

mation of the English Bishop and the Minister of the

Church of Scotland at Calcutta with the Vicar Apostolic

in the management of a public charity—the Martinniere.

This is surely going far enough. Dr Bryce would ap-

parently rather have the Hindoos remain worshippers of

Brahma than believers in the creed of the Church of

Rome. Any idolatry is better than Popish idolatry ; and,

in his opinion, there is, under the guise of “ spurious li-

berality,*' far too much trinketing with Popery among

the Protestant clergy in some of the Indian presidencies.

The Doctor is tenacious of the most intimate alliance

between Church and State ; provided always, that the

Church, in such holy union, be the Church of England,

or the Kirk of Scotland only ; and he repudiates the in-

sidious attempts making to separate the religion from the

polities of a people, under the pretext that religion is

injured by the connexion. With these opinions, he

would have what he terms the National Religion propa-

gated in India at the expense of the State, and the in-

struction of our Indian subjects in the national religion

considered one of the first duties of the Government
; but

as it is impossible to maintain and propagate a national

religion without an adequate endowment, to grant this

is another and greater duty. Dr Bryce speaks with

greater moderation than might be inferred from these

opinions, on the impolicy of outraging the feelings or reli-

gious prejudices of the Hindoos, by violently attacking

their temples, or forcibly putting down their idolatrous

worship. As a specimen of the work, we shall select a

passage shewing the happy effects of the union between

Church and State, or between religion and civil govern-

ment, as shewn in India :

—

« in no part of the world is the principle of a religious

and educational establishment by the State more gene-

rally recognised and acted upon than in India. The
natives do not, indeed, appear able to conceive the ex-

istence of a political which does not involve an ecclesias-

tical condition ; and from the earliest ages of their history

this union seems to have existed. It may, indeed, be

granted that, in purer days, the Church did not lord it

over the Stale in the despotic and degrading manner

which more ignorant and corrupt days have witnessed.

This process of national humiliation has been the neces-

sary fruit of superstition among the Hindoos, as among
the Christiana of the Western World themselves, when it

was once permitted to mix its poisonous waters with the

pure stream of the Gospel ; and until the unnatural pre-

ponderance of the Church is counteracted by a better

policy, and more enlightened education, it is vitin to look

for either the political, moral, or religious imeliwitian

of the country. The wealth of the Hindoo temple* ii the

measure of the people's poverty, ignorance, sad degrada-

tion ; and, in this point of view, their riches is a subject

of deep regret equally to the statesman and the Christian

philanthropist. But it were a dangerous error to argue

from this abuse against the feeling and principle that lead

a nation to support a public and authorised priesthood

for the iniuistrations of the altars; and it is clearly the

duty of a Christian Government of India to cherish sod

encourage these feelings, instead of discouraging them

by the neglect of a duty, as regards its own faith, which

even the heathen see and acknowledge to be of imperative

obligation. When, therefore, the time happily arrive*

which is to see the priesthood drawn from the rank* of

Christianity, the way will, long ago, have been paved

for the revolution. The sacred text of Menu inculcate*

the duty of the Iftng to endow the temple and pro.

vide for the priest. The endowments of the religion of

Vishnu and Seva are on a gigantic ecale ; yet not greater,

perhaps, than a period in the history of Christianity itielf

can parallel. It is calculated that in Ragesthan, where

Hindootsm exists in it purest form, nearly one-fifth of

the rents of the land belong to the Brahmins sod

temples. The deeds of endowment do not bestow tk

lands themselves upon the priests—for the principle is

universally respected, that these belong to the cnlti?*-

tors but they direct the rents and fees due to the tuc

or state to be paid to the Brahmins. In former days, as

already hinted, these endowments were upon a much

smaller scale than the present ; and needy and couraff*

ous Rajahs sometimes ventured to resume the greats t*

the Church, notwithstanding the fearful denunciation

of 00,000 years in hell."

Dr Bryce's illustration of the advantages of an union

between Church and State, and the ease of procuring

endowments in India, does not strike us as happy ;
nor is

there any proof that whatever “ the sacred text of Jfrau,

or the priest-made oracles enjoin, the people admire the

principle which takes their property from them, on tk

pain of damnation, to support the temples, and the priest*

who minister in them.

The Life ofMargaret Beaufort,
Mother of Henry

VII. By Caroline A. Halated.

This memoir of the famous Counteea of Derby obtained

the honorary premium awarded by the Directors of tk

Gresham Commemoration. At the age of nine, Margaret

Beaufort, the rich heiress of the great Somerset, wa*

sought in marriage by the Duke of Suffolk for his

and heir, John de Pole; and by King Henry VI. fa

his half-brother, Edmund Tudor, Earl of Richmond.

The « parlous girl,” in this strait, being doubtful in her

mind, sought couusel of w an old gentlewoman, whom

she much loved and trusted**—.probably her nurse, and tk

old gentlewoman advised her to commend herself to &

Nicolas, the patron and helper of all true maidens, “

beseech him to put in her mind what the were best to da

The circumstance was communicated by the Count**

herself, late in life, to her spiritual director, and ip

in her funeral sermon. She followed the counsel givr*r

prayed often to the patron of distressed damsels, *»d

especially the night before her final answer was to be

given. In brief, the King’s wooing prevailed.
“ A

marvellous thing,” said her confessor, “ which I fa*

heard her teU qoany a time as she lay in prayer, esllisf

upon St Nicolas, whether sleeping or waking she cstid

not assure ; hut, about four o’clock of the morning, **

appeared to her, arrayed like a bishop, and, aamfaf

:

unto her Edmund, bade her take him for her husbasd.

She told her mother of the vision, or aupernstuml

direction, and was forthwith solemnly betrothed. Sht**

married when she bad attained the age of fifteen, and ft

sixteen was first a widow. . She afterwards became fit
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wife of Sir Henry Stafford, with whom she lived for

above twenty years,] when, u on the expiration of her

Booming,” she gave her hand to Thomas Lord Stanley,

Lord of the Isle of Man, and steward of the King’s house-

hold, whom she also survived. Jt would be superfluous

to enter into a subject so familiar to the most ordinary

reader of Eoglish history, as the life of the illustrious

foundress of Christ College, Cambridge, and St John’s

College ; to the which munificent deeds she was persuaded

by bar confessor, Fisher, afterwards made a bishop by her

•on, Henry VII. The Countess had always been re-

markable for ascetic devotion
; and after the death of the

King, her son, she gave all her time to what she believed

her religious duties ; making pilgrimages to shrines and

other holy places, distributing alms and food to the poor,

and founding alms-houses. Though entitled a life, this

volume would be more correctly denominated a eulogy

on one of the most remarkable women of her age. It is

inscribed to the Earl of Derby, who, we are told, with

the ancient dignities and vast possessions of his illustrious

house, has w inherited the eminent virtues, steadfast loy-

alty, and lofty patriotism of his ancestors ; with a grace

and kindness peculiarly his own.” We had fancied this

style of dedication obsolete.

Elements ofZoology. By William Rhind, Author
of ‘ f The Elements of Geology/' “ Age of the

Earth/' “ Scientific Excursions Round Edin.
burgh/’ &c., &c.

A concise though systematic treatise, on ra science, the

pursuit of which is rapidly spreading in this country.

It will form an npt and accurate introduction to the young

student, and ia also calculated to be the text-book of a

more extended system of Zoology.

The Rights of Necessity ; and the Treatment of
the Necessitous

,
by Various Nations

.

This little work would be valuable for ita diligent col-

lection of facts and authorities, although it were not

praiseworthy in its spirit and object The author may
not take the most enlightened view of the best means of

remedying the bitter evils of poverty under which so large

a portion of our fellow-creatures and fellow-aubjecta are

suffering
; but anything is better than cold callous indif-

ference.

Charming's Lecture on War.
This discourse has been called forth by the late disor-

ders on the British Canadian frontier, and the rash ifnot

unlawful conduct of the State of Maine. It ia everyway

worthy of the benevolent preacher, and will powerfully

reinforce the arguments and efforts of the Peace Society

of Qreat Britain. A more favourable season than the

present, when Britain is “ bound over to keep peace under

penalties of eight hundred millions,** besides the dread of

spreading Liberalism, could not be fonnd for the promul-

gation of the civilizing and heavenly doctrines of peace

and good will.

The use of the Bible in Sunday Schools. By Ed-
win Chapman.

This little discourse is judicious, and written in a pious

spirit ; though the writer is somewhat overstrained in his

alarm lest the Bible should not be treated with sufficient

reverence, if freely used in schools as a reading-book. Is the

Bible leas venerated in Scotland than in other countries?

or was it less venerated fifty years since than it isnow ? Yet

then, it was not only a common school-book, but nearly

the only school-book in the parish schools. The book of

Proverbs formed the child’s first book as soon as the al-

phabet was mastered ; the New Te*tament followed, sad
MO. LXVI IX.—VOL. VL

then the whole Bible. We hive ns objection to selections

—they may often be advisable, from considerations of

economy and expediency, in teaching large numbers of the

children of the poor—but we would once more protest

against the necessity of such selection* from the motives

of a spurious delicacy, which are sometimes brought for-

ward. The Bible never yet introdneed an image of im-

purity into the mind of an innocent young child. If such

has ever seemed the consequence of the indiscriminate use

of the Scriptures by children, we may rest assured that

previous corruption of the imagination was the true cause.

Lepage*s French School, in Three Parts. Fourth
Edition.

This instructor takes the method which must gain

ground, if the knowledge of F reach, or any other conti-

nental language or languages, is to become universal. He
commences with a copious selection of those phrases of

daily and hourly occurrence, which a person must hear

if living in France, or where French is the spoken lan-

guage; and which must be heard in all ranks, and in all

circumstances. The Second Part consists of exercises in

writing in French phrases, upon ordinary topics. They
are given in English, and explanatory notes connected

with each section are appended. The Third Part, or last

step to French, explains the principles of the grammar of

the language in a series of easy lessons.

Cousin Elizabeth.

We can cordially commend this little story. It dis-

plays profound acquaintance with the characters and tem-

pera of children, and with the temptations and faults

which do most easily beset them. It is corrective and

suggestive.

Agnes. By Mrs Loudon.
Here is a little story, written with a sensible and defi-

nite purpose—to teach the value of money—which is done

by a little girl, after many schemes, laying out her half

sovereign at last to a good and important end.

The Queen Bee. By M. A. Ward.
This rhyme ia of the school of the “ Peacock at Home/*

and its fellows. The shrubs, blossoms, and flowers, are

summoned to the fete champetre given by the Queen of

the Hiv& The jingls is easy and flowing, and will please

the ears of children, and minister to their natural love

for flowers.

SERIAL WORKS, TRACTS, AND SCHOOL-BOOKS.
The first volume of the €t Pictorial Shakspere** is con-

cluded by King Henry V., making in all eight plays,

illustrated by 161 engravings. This last play U enriched

with many valuable emendatory notes.

Wordsworth's Greece, Historical and Descriptive.

We have not had an opportunity of seeing the late num-

bers of this classic series, but the fifth, which is before us,

keeps the promise of the first ; nor can we help thinking

that the wood engravings, which are crowded into every

page, are often superior to those on steel, both in char-

acter and effect. The name of the author is a guarantee

for the text

Thomas' Life of Napoleon.

A third Life of Napoleon is publishing in numbers, of

which the chief feature is the illustrations. The designs

are by Vernet ; the text docs little more than explain

them, so numerous an they, and so meagre the Memoir.

Channing's Letter to Jonathan Philips, Esq.

An edition of this Letter has been published in Lon-

don and Bristol. It was written in consequence of Mr
Clay’s attack in Congress on the Abolitionists, although

Mr Chaoning does not altogether approve of their recant
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condnet Thus, many a man approves of the principles

of the Chartists, even as embodied in their published

declaration, who cannot admire their practical wis-

dom, as evinced in their late demonstrations ; or their

violent hostility to those who did not refuse to march

side by side with them to the grand object, bat who de-

clined to keep their step, and tread to their time. The
question which Mr Channing argues so eloquently, scarce-

ly requires discussion in Great Britain ; but every one in-

terested in the destinies of America, in the destinies of

humanity, will be glad of an opportunity of seeing the

far-sighted views of one of human! ty’s most distinguished

champions.

The Heresy of a Human Priesthood. By R. M.
Beverley.

A copy of another five thousand of this work, which

we are surprised that no attempt is made by the clergy

to put down, by the strong hand of law, lies on our

table. It is flanked by several cheap editions, appear-

ing in different quarters—of Milton’s celebrated thet

on removing hirelings out of the church ; and so active ait

some publishers in disseminating Milton’s pernidom doc-

trines, that these tracts are sold so low as fburpenee and

sixpence. Mr Beverley appears to think that though the

Wesleyan Conference does not aspire to the place of the

haughty spouse of the State, it is ambitious of the rank of

that of a wife by the left-hand. This edition gives a

good brief account of that new monstrosity, or rather

u old friend with a new fece,” called Puseyism.

Davenport*s Historical Class-Book.

Every reading or chapter of this compilation, details

some prominent fact in European history. It com-

mences with a general view of Europe at the beginning of

the sixteenth century, and is continued to the accession

of Victoria. The importance of the events detailed, and

the chronological arrangement, gives the Historical Class.

Book considerable value as an epitome of history for

schools and juvenile students, and index to older persona

POLITICAL REGISTER.

LOCAL LEGISLATURES.
The Session of Parliament is now nearly at a close,

and, as usual, the great proportion of the business which
should have been carried through has been postponed.

Of eight or ten Scottish bills which have been read a first

or second time, not more than two—-the Judges* Salary

Bill and the Piison Bill—are likely to pass; for the

plunder and coercion of the People always find ready

advocates in both houses of Parliament. Legislation

for Ireland, for the colonies, and for England itself,

is equally in arrear. Nothing will be done towards

putting down fictitious votes, or improving the registra-

tion of voters—nothing towards the improvement of the

law, notwithstanding the numerous bills before Parlia-

ment for that object. The great and important question

of Banking and Currency, bi ought forward by Mr Hume,
was discussed in a House of 122 Members, and thrown
out because the period of the session at which it was
introduced was too late ; and the penny postage runs a

great risk of sharing a similar fate for the same reason.

It is plain that Parliament, as at present constituted, ie

utterly incapable of transacting the business of the nation,

and that a change in its constitution is imperiously re-

quired. Jt would be very remarkable, indeed, if the

machinery of legislation did not require, from time to

time, renewal, or, at least, repair, like all other ma-
chinery. At the time of the Union with Scotland, the

population of England hardly exceeded five millions ; now
it is fifteen ; the revenue was considerably under six

millions ; now it exceeds forty ; bills for canals, harbours,

railroads, or even turnpike roads, &c., were Unknown,
now applications are made for them in hundreds every

session. Jn the meantime, two legislatures have been

abolished : the whole business of Ireland, Scotland, and
of innumerable colonies, has been thrown upon one Par-
liament, which, instead of having the affairs of five mil-

lions of people to manage, has that of twenty-six mil-

lions in the United Kingdom alone, and of tens of

millions more scattered over the whole globe. Some
remedy must ere long be attempted for the present lock-

fast in legislation. Were we not afraid of shocking the

monarchial prejudices of our readers, we would suggest

that the example of the United States of North America
should be followed—that six or eight legislatures

should be formed in, Great Britain and Ireland for the

dispatch of local and private business, such as roads,

canals, private estate bills—and that the Imperial Legis-

lature should confine itself to such matters alone as affect

the whole nation. At present the time of the members
is engrossed with local and private business, the whole
forenoon being generally devoted to it ; and that business

it conducted, in all cases, at an enormous expense,

and in very many instances in the most slovenly an4

disgraceful manner. Haring due fear of the House of

Commons, we will not venture to repeat in print what

we have often heard in private relative to the mode in

which the attendance of Members is procured, and their

influence obtained, in tl\e case of local bills. Ws will

only ask how it is possible that sums like £80,000.

£100,000, or even £150,000 can be expended fairly and

honourably in procuring a railway bill? By what

means, we ask, is the opposition of landowners <m the

line of railway generally removed ? We fear it is by

paying them much more than their land is worth, Int

they use their interest with honourable members to throw

out the bill ! Another alteration in the constitution of

Parliament that is imperiously demanded, is the election

of a tribunal for the trial of controverted election#! not

only in order that the time of members may be ssvsd,

but that there may be something like a chance of obtain-

ing justice, without submitting to absolute robbery, la

the late case of Carlow, the committee sat for sixty-

nine days, and the expense exceeded £20,000. Ai

matters at pressnt stand, the electors* choice of repre-

sentatives is materially curtailed ; for many very eligi-

ble persons will not run the risk of being rained by

having a petition presented against their return. A

permanent tribunal, unconnected with Parliament, oo$ht

to be appointed for the trial of controverted elecUsm;

and it ought to have power, as it judged expedient,

either to proceed to the county or burgh, the election for

which was disputed, and examine the wituesees oo the

spot— to issue a commission for their examination—or to

summon the witnesses to appear before it in London.

The same tribunal might have intrusted to it the Divorce

and Natural iiatlon Bills, and much other business, which,

though in reality of a judicial nature, comee at pmod
before Parliament.—We are convinced that, wsrt »

number of local legislatures to be established, the bus*

ness before them would be transacted with an caw,

economy, and dispatch, that we can form no idea of

from looking at the proceedings of the present Parlia-

ment. In a local legislature, the tedious debates whkh

now take place, and which in most instances sre *

sheer waste of time, would generally be avoided g for the

speakers would be aware, that however well report^

they might be, they would interest and be read only b

I

a small number of persons. The attendance on loch

local legislatures would be hardly felt as a burden by tbs

Members ; for the place of meeting would generally hs is

the vicinity of the residence of the Members, aodtb*

sittings would not in general endure above a few month*

In the year. The utility of local courts of law has feu

long admitted fay crery one competent to form an ophri*
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•a the subject. Such court! abound in every country

in Europe, except England and Ireland ; and there can

he no doubt that local legislature! would be found equally

zsefel, if onoe fairly tried. In drawing the line of de-

marcation between the duties of the local legislatures and
the Imperial Parliament, we do not imagine that any
great difficulty would be experienced. No collision be-

tween the State Legislatures and Congress, as far as we
know, has ever taken place in the United States of

America. Another great evil of the present system is,

that it draws an undue proportion of the wealth of the

United Kingdom to the metropolis, and thereby im-
poverishes the provinces. There can he no doubt that

Dublin and Edinburgh would be in a much more
flourishing condition at present, had they been allowed
to retain their native Parliaments. Notwithstanding
the great number of our Scottish nobility, there has not

been one nobleman, and very few extensive landed pro-

prietors, permanently resident in Edinburgh for many
years. That this is an injury to our city in many ways,
nobody can deny. The mischief has been increased in a
great degree, of late years, by the removal of various

public boards from Edinburgh to London ; whereby not

only has our city lost the expenditure of the officials who
are employed in the collection and management of our
•wo revenue, but Scotsmen have been deprived of tboee

appointments under Government, which they are justly

entitled to expect. Of late years, the proportion of Eng-
lishmen in the Customs, Excise, 8tamp, and Post Offices,

has been steadily on the increase ; and now not only many
of the beads of departments, but of tbt subordinate

officials, are Englishmen. There ean be no doubt, that

many of the recent changes which have been made in

our courts of law, and otherwise, though beneficial for

the kingdom generally, have been highly prejudicial to

Edinburgh; and though it may be unfashionable to

talk of such an antiquated ms tter, that they are in

direct violation of the treaty of Union—the abolition

of the Court of Admiralty, for example—and we there-

for* think, that, in the present depressed state of this

city, we are entitled to such compensation as can
fairly be given. It would undoubtedly be highly be-

nsflcial to Edinburgh, as well as to the whole of Scot-
land, to have a local legislature established in this city ;

and It would probably be necessary to have another in
Glasgow, the one having jurisdiction over the eastern,

and the other over the western part of the kingdom.
But there is still a stronger reason than any we have
mentioned for the establishment of Local Legislatures.

For a great many years past, a scheme has been stead-

fastly followed by all our Administrations, Whig and
Tory, to emUraliae the government of the whole kingdom
in London. The Public Boards have been withdrawn,
not only from Edinburgh but from Dublin; and, as oppor-
tunity has offered, the patronage of every office, how-
ever subordinate, has been token from the former Patrons
and vested in the Crown—that is, in the section of the
aristocracy which is in possession of the seals of office for
the time bring. Not content with these measure*, a
powerful Police fierce has been organized in the metro-
polis—an army in bins—which can be kept up without
the consent of Parliament, and which does not require an
annual mutiny act for its maintenance ; and this Central
Force can be despatched, by means of the railways, in a
few boars, to any part of England. Ministers do not
conceal that they are desirous to extend this force through-
out England, and to supersede the old and constitutional
force for the preservation of the peac^_the constabulary.
Now, whatever may be the real object of this scheme of
centralizing, not only the whole patronage, but, as much
aa possible, the armed force, and even the public expen-
diture of the kingdom, in London ; there can be no doubt
that it is a step towards the establishment of despotism
in the country ; and, in the meantime, it impoverishes
the provinces, to augment the “ wen,” as Cobbett called it,

which is already too big. It is only by self-government,
in popular assemblies, that the spirit of liberty can bemaintained. Ail the beet writers on the United States
of Amorka agrss, that the great protectors of liberty in
that country am the Local Legislatures of the different

States, and the Councils and Assemblies which every town
and even village possesses for the management of its af-

fails. On the other hand, when Buonaparte resolved to

establish a despotism in France, he took care to have the

whole affairs ofthe kingdom centralized in Paris. Thence
every order issued to the Prefects of the Departments, in

the same manner as orders are issued from a General of

an Army to the Colonels of Regiments ; and the result

was, that a kingdom, in which a few years before no-

thing was heard of but liberty and equality, was reduced

to a state of military despotism, which has hardly ever

been equalled in Europe. If a people wish to retain

their freedom, they ought, as much as possible, to manage
their own affairs, and to delegate their powers as spa-

ringly as possible.—To accomplish the establishment of
these Local Legislatures, or rather tribunals—for, after

all, they would not possess powers superior, or, indeed,

equal, to those of the Court of Sessiou or the higher

Courts of Law in England—no repeal of the Union, nor
any other step tending to create alarm among the most
timid, need be resorted to. The extent of their jurisdic-

tion, their duties and powers, might ail be defined by act

of Parliament $ but, in order to give them their due au-
thority, it is essential that the Members should be freely

elected by the People. It is now some years since we
first broached this project, and the more we reflect on it,

and the mors ws observe of the proceedings of Parlia-

ment, the more we are convinced, not only of its neces-

sity, but feasability. It is impossible that we can go on
much longer, having four-fifths of the business of the

country postponed from one Session of Parliament to an-
other, and the other fifth huddled over in the most slo-

venly manner. A great many of the statutes, which one
finds in the Statute-Book at the end of a Session, are

carried through Parliament after midnight, when a bare
quorum of the House is present ; and hence, it often hap-
pens that the most assiduous reader of ths newspa-
pers finds that laws havs been enacted of which he
never observed the least notice among the reported pro-
ceedings of the House. Notwithstanding the eagerness

displayed to obtain a seat in the House of Commons, it

is only on rare occasions that more than one-sixth of the

Members are present at a debate ; and, notwithstanding
the apparent value attached to the possession of the right

of voting, constituencies rarely call their representatives

to account for their neglect of duty.—That the Parlia-

ment, as at present constituted, is unfit for ite duties,

might also be shewn, from the circumstance, that no mea-
sure, however beneficial for the People^ has any chance of
bring carried without years of agitation, and the great-

est exertions on their part. We need only instance the
Penny Poet.—To give oar readers a notion of the inter-

minable delay in the despatch of busmen in Parliament,
we will take at an instance the Scotch Bankrupt BilL
The present Bankrupt Act was passed in 1814, and, being
confessedly only an experimental measure, its endurance
was limited to seven years ; so that it expired in 1821.
For the lost eighteen pears, an Act has annually been
passed to continue for one year longer the Bankrupt Act;
it having been always confidently anticipated that, in the
course of the next ensuing Session, a new and more perfect

Bankrupt Act would bo passed. And so, accordingly, for

the last twrive or fifteen years, has an abortive attempt been
annually made to accomplish the object. A new Bank-
rupt Bill has been regularly introduced, read a first time,
and ordered to be printed ; then a day for the second
reading has been named, and postponed, from day to day,
and from week to week, till at length the Session has
come to a cloee, (which it must always do, as for as any
real business is concerned, when grouse shooting begins,)
and the bill enters on a new aud similar career in the
ensuing Session

" Rustlcu* sxpsefet dum defluii aiaftU
; at ills

Labitur, et laoetur in omne rolubilis ovum.”
Another example we may give is the Stamps Consoli-

dation Bill. There are mauy hundred Stamp Acts in
force, extending from the reign of William III. to the
present day; and so confused and contradictory are the
enactments, that the Scottish Courts, and even the Court
of Session, do not attempt to interpret them, but always
refer to the Stamp-Office for the solution of any question
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which may he raised. About sixteen years ago, a Bill,

consolidating all the acts into one, was introduced into the

House of Commons, and went through the preliminary
stages. It was not, however, moved in annually, like the

Bankrupt Bill, but was allowed to lie dormant for two or
three years at a time. The last time any attempt was made
to proceed with it, was, we believe, in 1835 or 1836; but

it stuck, of course, at the second reading, and there it

remains at this hour. If a bill of this sort, of the greatest

importance to the collection of an important branch of
the revenue, is managed in such a manner, we may easily

conceive how others of less importance to the Ministry of
the day are likely to fare. For the evils we have enumer-
ated, the only remedy that has occurred to us—and we
have a strong conviction it would be an effectual remedy
—is the establishment of numerous local legislatures or
tribunals, having the functions we have explained, in

Great Britain and Ireland; leaving the Imperial Parlia-

ment to dedicate its whole time and energies exclusively

to the general and public business of the United Kingdom
and her colonies. We hope that our brethren of the

periodical press, as well as the People generally, will

direct some portion of their attention to this subject, and
get up a system of agitation ; without which, daily experi-

ence teaches us, no measure, however obviously safe and
beneficial, and however imperiously required, can be
obtained from Parliament as presently constituted.

PARLIAMENT.
Six weeks ago expectations were formed, that the

Ballot would make great progress, from its being made
an “ open'* question ; and the advocates of the Ministry
took much credit for what they called this concession to

the Liberal party ; but the result has been, that, instead

ofgaining, the Ballot has rather lostground by the tactics

which have been adopted. Last year the numbers were
200 for, and 317 against; this ^ear they are 217 and
335; shewing an increase of eighteen opponents and
only seventeen friends. Four Cabinet Ministers voted
against the motion, two staid away, and only one, Mr
Poulet Thomson, voted for it. We do not think that

there is much probability of the Ballot being carried in

Parliament as at present constituted ; for even were it,

by any chance, to get through the Commons, it is sure
to be rejected by the Lords. Ministers, during the
month, have had the narrowest majorities in the House

;

the third reading of the Jamaica Bill was carried only
by ten ; and the resolutions on the Education Scheme,
first by five and then by two ; so that it is evident the
Ministry are at the mercy of the Tories, whenever the
latter take courage to resume office. The gross job of

giving two millions and a-half for Irish railways, has been
abandoned,much to thedisappointment of the Irish Mem-
bers. It appears that, since 1800, the Irish have received

upwards of eight and a-half millions of public money.
We suspect that but a very small proportion of this

sum has been expended for the general benefit of Ire-

land, however much it may have improved private

estates. The Scottish Judges’ Salary Bill was, of course,

carried triumphantly through the Commons, and all Mr
Wallace’s amendments rejected ; but most unexpectedly,

Sir William Rae moved an amendment, reducing the

retired allowance from the full salary to two-thirds, as
it is at present The Ministry opposed the amendment

;

but as they could not, with any decency, reject an
economical proposal coming from a Tory, they did not

divide the House against it, and it was carried. The
object of Sir William Rae is no doubt to prevent

any of the judges retiring at present, lest their

places be filled up by Whig lawyers. When the

Tories get into power, 'it will be easy to get an Act
allowing the full salary as retired allowance, and
then we shall haVe plenty of retirements and of

Tory appointments. Only seventy Members thought
it worth while to divide on the third reading of this bill.

Mr T. Attwood’s morion for a Select Committee to take
into consideration the prayer of the “ National Peti-

tion” for the Charter, was supported by forty-six Mem-
bers—a greater number than could have been antici-

pated, and opposed by 235, The Tories have rather un-

expectedly opposedthe Penny Postage question: tatthey

were defeated in the House of Commons by 213 to 113.

Whether it will get through the Lords unscathed,ndoobt-

ful. It is, no doubt, a measure which the Tories would

like to have the popularity of carrying themselves; and

they do not like the prospective deficient of revenue H
may occasion. Whether Ministers are very sincere in

the advocacy of the Penny Postage, may well be doubted;

for the very unusual course of pledging the House of

Commons to make good any deficiency ; and even insert-

ing this pledge in the preamble of the Bill, loota, at this

period of the Session especially, exceedingly like fur-

nishing the Lords with a handle for its destruction. Be-

sides, it is not easy to understand how the House can

bind itself by any such agreement with a Ministry. Is

the pledge binding on a new House, or can another Mi-

nistry make it available ? It seems time enough to ask

the House to make up the deficiency, when tnat defi-

ciency occurs. An opposition has risen up to the Penny

Postage from a quarter that could not have been anti-

cipated, viz. the stationers, who fear their borinen

will be injured by the stamped envelopes being furnished

by Government or by a single stationer, and by their

being used for correspondence. The method of meet-

ing this objection seems obvious, viz. to dispense with

envelopes altogether, and to allowany person that chooses

to send paper to be stamped, in the same way as paper

for newspapers is stamped at present.—Although the

Irish have, in the meanwhile, lost the grant for rail-

ways, they will succeed in getting £600,000 for the im-

provement of the navigation of the Shannon. What

has become of a grant for the Edinburgh Police, which

Sir John Campbell, when last here, said he considered

as reasonable as the grants for the Police of London and

Dublin ? Has he made any application for it to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer ? We suspect not Let

him be reminded of this matter when he comes here

again.

Education Scheme.—The rots of £70,000 to taihl

additional atablea for her Majeaty has excited little at-

tention ; but that of £30,000 for educating the People hai

been a constant theme of discussion for some weeks, both

by the periodical press and at public meetings. It ii

plain that the Established clergy, and their supporters,

would rather not hare the People educated at all, if they

are not to be educated under their superintendence, asd

brought up free from all sorts of sectarian doctrines, bow-

ever numerous and respectable may be the body by which

these doctrines are entertained. It is now obvious that,

until education be separated from state or sect nliftoo,

no general system can be adopted ; and it would be

quite unjustifiable to take money from the general rew*

nue of the country—a great part of which is contributed

by Catholics and Protestant Dissenters—to propagstetbe

opinions of black prelacy. It appears wery remarkable

that Presbyterian clergymen and laymen Should insist that

no schools should be established, In England or Ireland, is

which the doctrines of the Episcopalian Church are net

to be taught*; for nothing can be conceived move oppwfte

to their Presbyterian brethren resident in England sad

Ireland. It cannot fail to be observed, that all the seal frr

religion has sprung up since the Tories wore turned eat

of office. While their party enjoyed the loaves and fid***

they notoriously gave themselves little trouble about th#

religious instruction of the People, nor whether such in-

struction was given by Episcopalians or Dimenten;

nay, they allowed, without animadveraion, thousands to

be annually voted for the propagation, at Maynooth, of tb<

doctrines of the Catholic Church. Church-building, the

agitation for additional endowments, and the intredoc-

lion of religious instruction into every school, are ms
of them ten years old. Before that period, theB&k

might be occasionally, but very rarely, read in tbs mar

respectable schools ; but neither was the Catechu*

taught, nor was religious instruction of any kind at-

tempted to be given. Considering that at least eight mil-

lions must be annually paid to the clergy of all the de-

ferent denominations in the three kingdoms, w» tkfad

that the young as well as the old might be adsq—tdf

instructed in religion ; and, indeed, we newer wen
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before, that it was to the grown op alone that the ser-

vices of the clergy were intended to be confined. In many
English towns—Carlisle, for example—the Episcopal

clergy, bolding official situations alone, are in the pro-

portion of one to 1000 of the inhabitants of all sects

;

so that their labours cannot be very severe. In the city

of Edinburgh we hare upwards of thirty clergymen of

the Establishment, and nearly forty Dissenters, including

Catholics and Episcopalians, or about seventy in all

—

a number exceeding that of the whole teachers of Eng-
lish, male and fomale, in this city. If the Tory scheme
of education is to be carried into effect, more care will

require to he taken than has hitherto been done, that the

schoolmasters not only profess to belong to the Established

Church, but that they are thoroughly instructed in, and
able to teach, its doctrines. It will be essential that every

schoolmaster go through a course of divinity, and be

duly examined as to his knowledge, before he be allowed

to teach a school. The lax system that has hitherto been

followed in Scotland, of permitting Dissenters—-and,

among others, Episcopalians—to become schoolmasters,

and even professors in universities, must no longer he

tolerated ; and the clergy ought to take much blame to

themselves for so long overlooking so pernicious a prac-

tice, (as they must think it.) A schoolmaster who has

not studied divinity ought no more to be allowed (If the

Tory scheme is to bo followed) to give religious instruc-

tion to children than he who has not studied medicine
ought to be allowed to prescribe for them.

ENGLAND.
As has long been generally foreseen, the Chartist

Agitation has broken out in open riot. It appears that,

for a considerable time past, nightly meetings had been

held in the Bull Ring at Birmingham, where the usual

seditious harangues and exhortations to resort to vio-

lence were addressed to the mob ; and the magistrates

of the town becoming alarmed at the continuance of

these meetings, and desirous to put them down, bat

not having a sufficient police force for the purpose, sent

the Mayor, and another magistrate, to London, who
had an interview on the subject with Lord John Russel

L

After some hesitation, Lord John acceded to the request

of the magistrates, to send to Birmingham a body of the

London police; and sixty men were accordingly dis-

patched to that town on the 4th of July. On their

arrival, on the evening of that day, there happened^ as

usual, to be a meeting in the Bull Ring ; the police im-

mediately proceeded to disperse it, and capture the

leaders; but they were vigorously resisted by the

Chartists, and did not succeed in their efforts till the

Fourth Royal Irish Dragoons and the Rifle Brigade

came to their assistance. Dr John Taylor, Collins,

Lovett, and several other Chartists, were taken pri-

soners, and conveyed to Warwick Jail ; where they were

treated precisely in the same manner as if they had
been convicted felons : their hair was cut off ; they were

forced to bathe in the same hath, and dry themselves

with the same towel, with felons having cutaneous

diseases ; and confined to the prison allowance, being

only permitted to spend threepence per day on other

food, and not allowed the means of cooking anything

they purchased. We could not have believed that such

an atrocity could, at the present day, have taken place

in any civilized country, and especially in England,

which boasts so much of liberty. In law, as in common
sense, every person is held to be innocent till he be con-

victed ; and, whatever may be the crime of which any
one is accused. Government, until his conviction, has no

right to do anything more than detain his person. They
have no right to regolate his food, if he choose to live

on his own means, and far lees to cut off his hair or

expose him to contagious diseases. Bail, which turned

out to be perfectly good, was refused ; and some of the

prisoners were detained in jail, among felons, for ten

days, till the Magistrates made up their minds to accept

the hail which had been offered when they had been

apprehended. A day or two afterwards, forty more of

the London Police arrived at Birmingham, and their

presenoe seems to have greatly irritated the Chartists.

Matters, however, contained quiet until the even-
ing of Monday, the 10th of July, when the mob
again collected in lar^e numbers; and being unop-
posed either by the military or the police, and the ma-
gistrates being all out of the way, they made an attack

on the Public Office, broke all the windows without
opposition, although the polioe were stationed within,

then proceeded to break open several shops, strewed
their contents about the streets, and having afterwards

made a fire of such of them as were combustible, they
set fire to two houses, both of which were completely

destroyed. The rioters drove off the firemen and fire-

engines ; and it was not till s strong escort of dragoons
and rifles were procured, that the engines were allowed

to play on the flames. For one hour and a quarter, the

mob had undisputed possession of the town ; for, although
the magistrates anticipated a disturbance, both from the

information they had received, and from the circum-

stance of Monday being kept as a holiday by a consider-

able proportion of the working classes, and although
they had sat during the greater part of the forenoon at

the Public-Office, they had fill left it by five o'clock.

They could hardly fail to be aware, from their

former experience, that if there was to be any assem-
blage or outbreak, it would most probably take plaoe

after eight o'clock in the evening. The Tories, in both

Houses of Parliament, and especially tho Duke of

Wellington, made a severe attack on the Government
for the appointment of magistrates for Birmingham
which they had made, and for the remissnees with which
the magistrates had discharged their duty. Complaints

of the same kind were also sent to the Home-Office from
a number of the inhabitants of the town, and an inquiry

into the conduct of the magistrates has been instituted

by Government. The damage is estimated to amount,
at a moderate calculation, to between £90,000 and
£40,000 ; which, it is understood, will foil to be as-

sessed on the town of Birmingham alone, and not on
the whole county of Warwick. Since the outbreak on
the 15th, the town has been kept quiet ; but only by the

display of a powerful military force, cannon even having

been stationed in the streets. There is great reason to

fear similar riots in theother large manufacturing towns;

and were a simultaneous outbreak to take place, it is

doubtful how for it eould be suppressed. Such is the

result of eight years of Whig Government

!

Prices and Wages.—The working climes must now
have had sufficient experience of the Tory fallacy, that

wages rise as prices rise. Good wheat is now 80s. a quar-

ter ; has any working man double the wages now, which
be had little more thau three years ago, when wheat was
36a. ? Have not many of the working classes—-the baud-

loora weavers especially—positively lower wages at this

moment than they had then P And is not employment
more difficult to be get ? It is well known that, for the

last six months, many of those employed in the cotton

manufacture have not had more than three or four days*

wages a-week ; and there is little prospect of trade reviv-

ing. But, in truth, can anything be more paradoxical

than to aseert that wages rise as prices rise ? that is, that

the population have an equal supply of food when prices

are high as when they are low ; for if this be not the mean-
ing, the assertion is a mere juggle. What is the cause of

high prices of grain, hut a deficient supply ? In this coun-

try, in ordinary years, we do not certainly produce more
than enough of grain for our consumption, and indeed

the population is kept down by starvation to the limit

which the estates of our landowners will feed. Suppose

the quantity of grain, in ordinary years, to be 52 millioua

of quarters of all aorta ; and that that quantity, or two
quarters per head, is entirely consumed within the year, at

an average price of90s. per quarter for wheat, barley, and
oats ; is it in the nature of things that an equal quantity

can be consumed by each of the population when prices

have risen to 40s. or 60s. a quarter—a rise which
can be occasioned only by a deficiency of the crop, a

mailer quantity of grain, say 40 or 45 million quarters,

instead of 52 millions, being produced ? High prices are

the invariable concomitant of scarcity, and there are no
instances of dearths or scarcity in any country which hare
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not beta accompanied with the misery of the working
cl aie«. In hie treatise of annuities, Mr Milne has given

ns, from a Swedish author, the characters of all the crops

in Sweden from 1747 to 1803, whether abundant, mid-
dling, scanty, poor, or a failure, with the deaths in each

year; and the effect of an abundant or scanty crop on
human life is abundantly shewn, as the following exam-
ples testify. It will be observed that the crop of one year

feeds the population for the greater part of the next, and
therefore we give two years always in succession.

1760 crop abundant deaths 68,843
1761 - middling . 67,377
1762 - failure - 74,931
1763 . poor - 86,093
1769 - abundant - 70,647

1770 - middling - 69,896
1771 - failure - 71,677
1772 - scanty - 90,081

1773 - middling - 1 17,609
The effect of the two deficient crops on the mortality

of the third is here sufficiently apparent $ and did our
limits allow, we could quote many other instances to the

same effect. It is needless to say, that all the years of

extraordinary mortality were years of high prices. At
all times, high prices of food have been the precursors of

turbulence, sedition, and bloodshed, and we have little

doubt that much of the prevailing discontent which ex-

ists, would be alleviated by an abundant harvest and
the reduction of prices to something nearer to the rate of

wages than exists at the present moment

SCOTLAND.
r Corn-Law Lectures.—Mr Paulton, the able lec-

turer on the Corn-Laws, gave two admirable lectures

against these laws, in the Waterloo Rooms, on the

16th and 17th July. The large room was completely

crowded, the audience consisting chiefly of the working
slasses. The lecturer was greatly applauded. He de-

monstrated, in forcible terms, the evils arising from
this atrocious monopoly; and proved, from unques-

tionable evidence, that the manufactures of this country

have already suffered severely, and that our foreign trade

la threatened with annihilation, unless these laws be im-
mediately repealed. We were glad to observe that he
made a copious use of the facts and arguments which
have been published in this Magazine, from time to time,

on the subject of the Corn-Laws. He declared his deter-

mination never to dssist from agitation till be carried his

point ; and as he has an excellent voice, a ready command
of language, speaking without notes, and is, above

all, enthusiastic in the cause, we have no doubt that

hia lectures will be attended with tbs most salutary

effects. At the conclusion of the second lecture, an at-

tempt was mads by the Chartists to move a resolution

for the adoption, by the meeting, of their panacea,

although the room had been taken for the exclusive use

of the lecturer ; but the good sense of the workmen pnt

down this attempt to obtrude the charter into a meeting

called for the purpose of hearing a lecture on a different

subject. Mr Paulton complained of this tyrannical con-

duct of the Chartists, who, while bawling out for liberty

themselves, seem determined not to allow liberty to others

to advocate any opinions exespt those contained in tbs

charter. It is absurd to wait for a repeal of the Corn-

Laws till Universal Suffrage be obtained. Bad as the con-

stitution of Parliament has hitherto been, experience shews
that it is not impossible to carry good measures through

it, when the People are in earnest We have, within a few
years, obtained a repeal of the Houae Dnty, Beer Duty, of

the Test and Corporation Acts ; Catholic Emancipation,

and the Abolition of Slavery ; and we doubt not that the

repeal of the Starvation Laws would have been secured

erenow, had not the attention of the working clasees

keen almost exclusively directed towards the Charter.

The landed interest oertainly owe a debt of gratitude

to tho Chartists they cannot easily repay. It ought to

bo kept in mind, that the repeal of the Corn-Laws is not

a matter which can brook delay. These laws are raising

up manufacturing rivals to ns 'throughout tho whole

world. Already is our export of cotton-cloth to many
countries annihilated ; soon also will these countries dis-

pense with our twist AH the operatives in th# cotton

trade—one million and a-half in number-—ere threatened

with the fate of the hand-loom weavers, who are barely

able to earn 6s. a-week, and whose wages have bees

seriously reduced at the very time that the pries of food

has risen. There is little probability of the charter being

the law of the land for some years. In the meantime the

Corn-Laws press severely on those for whose behoof the

charter is intended.

TRADE AND MANUFACTURES.
The accounts from the manufacturing districts still con-

tinue unfavourable, and, in many places, numbers of work,

men are either unemployed, or working only three or four

days a-week. Some of the cotton-mills have been stopped

altogether, particularly those belonging to the Peels; bat

they give a small weekly allowance to their people, to

save them from utter starvation. The want ofwork and

high price of food, are two of the chief causes of the die.

contents in the manufacturing districts ; and theM diseon.

tents will goon increasing, from year to year, until mort

work and cheaper food be obtained. There is no pricti.

cal mods of effecting these objects but by a repeal of tbs

Corn-Laws. The conflagration of manufactories, shops,

and dwelling-houses, will only aggravate the evil ; for, as

experience teaches, it will diivs the master manufacturers

to other countries, where they can employ their capital

with safety and without fear ; leaving the operatives here

to enter into a still more fierce struggle than at present

exists for employment, whereby a still farther reduction

of the rate of wages will be occasioned; while the aiisto-

cracy, taking advantage of the disunion between the mid.

die and working classes, will continue to maintain tbs

high price of food. It is in vain for the Chartists to attack

the shops of Birmingham, or the cottonmiils of Lancs,

shire, with the view of obtaining the charter ; such attacks

will give little diaturbance to the landowners, who hin
tho whole power of the country in their hands, and will

only drive the middle classes to co-operate with the higher

for the purpose of preserving, at every sacrifice, law, pe»c*

and order. No great change, such as that demanded by

the Chartists, ever took place in any country by the efforts

of the operatives unaided by the middle and upper cla*e»

;

and, while the present disunion continues, the aristocracy

will, as they have hitherto done, trample on both.

AGRICULTURE,
East Lothian*—Wheat is generally thriving, though,

in general light on the ground. Barley may yield s

fair return, though, in many situations it is not luxuri-

ant. Oata promise an average produce. Hay is a light

crop. Potatoes are everywhere healthy and regular, with

hardly any failures. The produce of wool is satisfactory,

both in quantity and quality. Bsrteiokshire—Turnips

are reckoned a good crop. Potatoes are almost uuiTen-

ally a failure ; in many instances the seed has rotted ia

the ground. Stirlingshire—*'Wheat is a strong crop.

Barley and oata promise fur. Potatoes sprung up with

great vigour, andcontinuevigonroua Carteqf Gown*

—

The fly has appeared in the wheat crop in great number*

but the extent of the damage cannot yet be ascertained.

Ross-shirt—The corn crops art generally good. Wheat

everywhere appears in good condition. Oats tad barley

are very promising. Caithness*-Oats and barley lsok

well. Turnips are also promising. But the bay crop hen,

as elsewhere, ia a complete failure.

At the great Inverness sheep and wool ffcir, which

commenced on the 11th of July, the demand for sheep

was brisk ; Cheviot wedders sold from 33s. to 31a, being

an advance of from Is. to 2s. 6d. abort last year’s prim*

Cheviot ewes brought from 14a to 19a; black-ftflri

wedders, 16a to 22a ; ewes, 10a to 12a Very Utdt

wool was disposed of, and at a reduction of from )(h t»

16a per cent, on last year’s prices. Cheviot laid, waskri,

sold from 18a to 20a ; unwashed, 14a to 16a ;
Hack-

seed, 8a to 9a ; white, 10a to 12*
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POSTSCRIPT POLITICAL.

In our Monthly Political Register, an outline of public tffhira, and of measures under discussion, those especially

which affect the interests of the People and the prospects of Reform, is regularly traced. To this Register we

may now refer for the leading events of a Session, memorable above all that hare gone before it for abortions,

inconsistencies, and bad faith. It opened under the tremour of the Durham Panic ; and, after six months of

bungling, abandoning, and jobbing, mingled with vapour and rhodomontade, has ended exactly where it began.

Canada, Jamaica, Ireland, National Education, Church Rates, remain, as to permanent settlement, precisely where

they were. The County Courts* Bill, and the Summary Justice Bill, both opposed by the Tories, have been

withdrawn, with Lord John Russell's usual politeness to that party. Ballot has gained nothing that is per*

ecptible, and, aooording to Lord Howick, a loss ; and the Com*Law Abolition, whatever progress it is making

among the People, has received a blow in Parliament, which, were strength equal to good-will, would prove

fetal The single national measure of the Session, the Penny Postage, is scarcely yet to be reckoned upon

M won ; though there is hope it most be carried—and little gratitude due to Mr Spring Rice after all. What

•hall we say of the state of a country claiming to possesa a representative constitution, where the communica-

tion of the citisens by the post, having most unwisely and unjustly been made a source of public revenue, and

tbs People having at laet peroeived the necessity of redressing an abuse which ought never to have been toler*

•ted, acquiescing, upon compulsion, is made the cause of extravagant laudation of the Ministry 1 How gracious and

bountiful, not openly to oppose the will of the nation to set He correspondence free, upon whatever other interest

the presumed deficit of revenue—which the People must make good—should be shifted ! This, however, we con-

sider a measure of such invaluable, such unimaginable advantage, that it might of itself redeem an otherwise

abortive Session, had it sprung spontaneously from the Government, instead of having been foroed upon it. It will

4o more for education, for the instruction of the People, the spread of knowledge, and the promotion of good

morals, than all the Parliamentary grants that can be placed in the jobbing hands of the Whigs, should they wriggle

•ad Mi-saw on in office much longer than their friends dare anticipate. And yet the more Downing Street pro-

•psete of the Whigs eertainly do not look gloomier than laet year. The light of the Queen's countenance shines

upon them ; and their grasp of place is, in the meanwhile, growing more Arm, from causes whioh may be found in

the history of every limited monarch that ever lived. The Gabinet, as reconstructed, resembles a house built upon

false levels and a crumbling foundation. If the rickety erection hold together for a time, it gathers a kind of

artificial, unsafe solidity, from merely sinking, in all its parts, deeper and deeper in the line of the original bias.

It may be far off the true plumb, but its materials are getting knitted and firm ; and it may Also he patched up and

buttressed, from time to time, exactly after the fashion of the Melbourne Cabinet. To this propping and patching both

Tories and Chartists have, during the session, indirectly contributed.

Lord Melbourne is not only a fortunate Minister, hut a potent person. First came home Lord Durham, breathing

Brs and toy, And threatening to extinguish every Whig Minister of therm. Since the magic whispers of Richard

to Lady Anne, no change has been more wonderfal than that in the tone of his Lordship. Before faring the

treacherous parties. Lord Durham was to do such things for Canada as were to astonish the Old World and the

New. His Lordship's patriotism, as, on former occasions, has unhappily been extinguished in its own smoke.

The Tory blunders In tactics have not been few. Sir Robert Feel and Mr Goulbum have, in particular, by their

opposition to Cheap Postage, done great injury to their faction. All the commercial part of the nation—and

there is too much of it, unnatural as it may seem, Tory at heart—were anxious for the measure ; and these

Middle-Class Tories are not only offended at an ill-timed and fruitless opposition, but furnished with a pretext for

withdrawing their confidence from their leader, preparatory to the abandonment of their party, if the Whigs are

likely to continue long in the ascendant. Had the reasonable part of the Tories opposed the Education Grant, not

upon the narrow and bigoted principles of Churchmen, but as a regular job, placing twenty or thirty thousand pounds

annually in the hands of Ministers, to be expended, if not as secret service money, yet dispensed chiefly to Irish ad-

herents, they would have stood better with the community ; who now laugh at the dignified rebuke which the Church
has drawn upon its head from the Crown. These, and other errors in tactics, to which Sir Robert is driven from

being in reality the slave of the prejudices of those of whom he pretends to he the master or guide, have largely

benefited the Ministry. As men, they ought to have their mouths in the dust ; but, as placemen, they may be

allowed to exult. They have turned the comer. They are on the Winning side—that side which ever wins golden

opinions. The Chartists have also powerfully contributed to the temporary stability of the Government. Liberal

men, of cautious and timid dispositions—disgusted, on the one side, with the high-flying tyrannical doctrines of the

old Tories, who really give the law to their ostensible leader—and alarmed, on the other, at the violence of the

Chartists, who, professing the purest political creed, are yet chargeable with the grossest folly in their dally lan-

guage, leading to acts and consequences which it is fearful to contemplate—naturally fall into the middle course

—

Conservative-Whiggism. Any state of things seems preferable to Reform ushered in by riot, spoliation, and burning

The Birmingham rioters have made]more Whig-Conservatives in a week than the ruling faction could otherwise have

drawn to their banners in years among good men. They have done worse—they have risked pntting back the

cause of National improvement for an incalculable period. They have demonstrated their own weakness and folly

shamed their high political faith, and furnished their enemies with weapons against themselves, which it will not be

easy to perry. Were more fallacious arguments needed for accomplishing the desire of theWhigs, to bring the country

under an armed Police to he wielded by Downing Street, Birmingham furnishes them. Is it wished to be proved

that the People are unfit for the exercise of the Franchise, who dare deny that the incendiaries and spoliators
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forming these mobe are meet ? There is, no doubt, muoh exaggeration on all sides ; and every probability

that the reel delinquents were a mere handful of unruly boys and women, irritated by the London Polios,

misled by persons whom it is charity to call only fools, and not checked with sufficient promptitude. But Chaxtum

will not the lees bear the blame of all the unhappy or lawless outrages which hare taken place ; its doctrines sill

now be judged by their fruits at Birmingham. This may be as unjust as to impute the cruelties of Cortes or

Pisano to the religion under the sanation of which they pretended to commit their atrocities ; but it is thusmm
judge. The original error of the Chartists was their separation from the great body of the Middle Class, advo-

cating Reform to some extent, with the Abolition of the Corn-Laws ; and the tone of defiance assumed, when a

common interest and common sympathies enjoined the strictest confidence and union. Nor was the Middle

Class without their share of blame ; and that a large share. The unnatural, unwise, and most deplorable growing

alienation of these classes, we have long held to be the very worst symptom of the social progress. What were a

Whig or a Tory ruling faction, or both combined, if the People—the PeopU in the wide, majestic, and only true

sense—were reasonable, united, and true to themselves ? At this dark juncture, there staH Is a gleam of light.

The rational and sober-minded part ofthe Chartists, which, we believe, to be a very great majority of the whole

body, must now be quite aware of the folly, conceit, and, we fear, selfishness or treachery of some of their leaden.

They are aware that many of the Middle-Class Reformers, though reprobating the conduct of these leaden, are

warmly attached to their profeseed objects, as embodied in the Charter. They have what in former times would

have been reckoned a respectable minority in Parliament $ and every one of these advantages is, in the meanwhile,

thrown away, or neutralized by the wild speeches at the late pnblie meetings, and the fatal outbreak at Birmiog-

ham, while Whigs and Tories stand by exalting. Now, we will venture to affirm, that there is not one man in a

thousand whe have subscribed the Charter, who does not strongly condemn and abjure speeches and actions

which would be perfectly in place in the disciples of Thom, or in those of the violent Tory, Oaetler ; but which am

unworthy of reflecting men, who wish, in sincerity, to work out their political emancipation by the only practica-

ble means—union, order, and perseverance. The Catholic Association of Ireland ought, in its arrangements and

deportment, to be the model of every People contending against power for their rights. It is the true normal

school for agitators ; and, with its example before us, there is Jittle excuse for errors so grievous as thosew
lament. There the violator of the public peace, the robber of fire-arms, tht man guilty of any act or speech

which might be construed into lawless or seditious, was denounced as the worst enemy of the body ; denounced

from the rostrum, anathematized from the altar, branded and expelled from the Association. The same punish-

ment is due to those who have m»Am the principles of the Charter the cloak of their nefarious acts ; a punish-

ment justly due to their crimes, and to the character of the National Body which they have injured. They «e

not Chartists, however they may abuse the name ; and, if not knaves, they are headstrong fools—as ignorant at

the infant who heats the table on which it has broken its own head—or, as probably, plunderers in disguise. In

a community like Birmingham, it is surely possible to separate the sheep from the goats ; and it is a bouuden

duty. Temperate and reflecting men, who seek only their rights, ought at once to separate themselves bos

those whose conduct and language give but too much countenance to the prevailing outcry, that the objest of

the Chartists is plunder, or a violent division, the robbers’ sharing, of property. None are more thoroughly con-

vinced of the general fallacy of this charge than ourselves ; and in the Bame proportion are we desirous that it

should be instantly met and rebutted. In this course of exculpation which the Chartists owe to theraaefrw,

and in die middle and lower class, feeling the urgent necessity of forgetting, forgiving, and uniting,—is our hope.

Upon the vexed question of the conduct of the Birmingham Magistracy, veiled as it is in obscurity and point-blank

contradiction on matters-of-fhet, no one can pronounoe ; but we may safely aver, that with the local Font, the

Military at hand, and the unlimited power of swearing in Special Constables, the need of a foreign force eonU

not be all at once urgent ; while the consequences of the irritating incursion of the London Police turned out pre-

cisely as might have been foreseen. Wherever, in large towns, the Police Force shall be employed again*

a mob consisting of the same kind of materials, men inflamed and desperate, the same or worae con-

sequences may be anticipated. The People are subdued to the regular soldiery, but the armed Polios will

long be found as hateful to them as the yeomanry ; which is the most detested and exasperating kind of force that has

aver been employed in quelling riots, and that which, in harshly putting down a popular outbreak, sows deeply the

seeds ofdiscontent Twenty years have elapsed since the Manchester Massacre : but are its consequences obliterated ?

Happily in the tumults at Birmingham no lives have been lost Though both the police and the mob acted with

great brutality, and it may take a long while to allay the irritation that has arisen, the stains of blood

are not left One thing is obvious from these disorderly assemblies :—the People of every large ton
j

ought to have some fixed place, say their public resort for recreation, where they may undisturbed, sod

unwatched by the police, hold their meetings for discussion ; and having this, their leaders, or those whe all

them together, ought to hold themselves responsible for their good conduct, and for their not straggling about the

streets in disorderly bands, under cover of which, thieves, and all manner of vagrants, may find license to break I

the peaoe, in order to commit depredations on property. The riots of Bristol were not incited by political

agitators, but by prize-fighters, pilferers, and other bad characters, who carried off whatever spoil they could find.

In Birmingham it is a more alarming symptom that we hear of no thefts, and that the infuriated People acttnlfr
j

used the articles of silver which they took from one shop as in their fierce onset on the polices. Tbt

gratification of their revengeful passions was dearer at that moment than silver or gold ; but such men art art,

on this account, leas dangerous members of society, nor is it leas necessary that the Birmingham Chartists tbotti

openly denounce them and all their works. i
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CAPTAIN MARRYAT’S AMERICA.

Thbre is to be no end to works upon America.

It is the one geriou* subject which never becomes

stale, and of which we can never hear enough.

The reason for this is painfully obvious. We
are a little jealous, and perhaps a very little

envious, of our vigorous, hearty, and thriving

Republican neighbour; and, though too proud

to acknowledge the fact, not a little anxious to

ascertain the secret of her astonishing prosperity,

or ability *' to go a-head " at so tremendous a

rate. In relation to the United States, Britain

is somewhat in the condition of an impoverished

and decaying aristocratic family, excessively

proud of its Norman descent
;
yet, while it affects

contempt, sore, and envious of the upstart par-

venu, whom great wealth, acquired by industry,

enables to eclipse it in the external signs of

rank, as well as in substantial command over the

comforts and luxuries of life. We look upon
America, in short, much as some poor outworn
French noble of the old regime may upon the

Rothschilds, when their respective vanities hap-

pen to come into collision ; allowing that, how rich

soeverthose new-giltbrass barons maybe, yet they

are not the less plebeian, vulgar, and unbaptized

Jews. In like manner, the people of America may
be universally the best-educated and fattest-fed,

the best-clothed, and the beat-lodged nation , as a

nation, in the world; but then they have no Court,

no Church, no titles, and no nobility ; and, more-
over, they don't, like refined Europeans, swallow

their saliva. The wording people eat molasseswith

bacon, and maid-servants sometimes go with-

out caps, and, in some instances, either for use

or ornament, wear spectacles, and take a good
deal of their own way, just like their mistresses.

Now, it is obvious that a people without a

Church can have no religion; and without a

Court, and an aristocratic order, no good-breed-

ing among the higher, nor reverence among the

lower orders. Bating these social vices and

essential wants, the American people are found

wonderfully like the middle and lower classes

of the commercial and manufacturing districts

of Great Britain. As for a lady or a gentleman,

it is notorious, that such a phenomenon is not to

be met with throughout the Union, save in the

Southern States, where great refinement of

manners i$ to. be found, as the .natural oonst-
XO. XJUX,—VOL. VI.

quence and accompaniment of one set of men
and women being the instruments of degrading

another into brutes. Captain Marryat, we are

glad to find. Is much less finical as to merely con-

ventional usages, and silver-fork questions, than

some of his gentlemanly precursors ; and,

bating a few prejudices, much less addicted to

dogmatize and lay down the law and Gospel,

than his philosophical ones. If liberality enlarges

his candour, it also impairs the consistency of

his judgments on men and manners. Allowing

for certain modes of thinking, which in him can

hardly be called prejudice, he is as impartial a
writer as he is a quick and penetrating observer.

It is going far to assert this much, yet we rather

think the Americans themselves will, on the

whole, be satisfied with his report of them, which
is saying a great deal.

He sets out by telling them that he owes
them no gratitude ; they shewed him but scanty

hospitality, and often insulted and annoyed him.

But this he attributes in a great measure to the

unhandsome conduct of former travellers ; and
he disclaims the meanness of retaliation. It is

true, that the very latest travellers have been
more favourable ; but the Americans are not yet

appeased for the strictures of the Trollopes and
Kembles, and Halls and Hamiltons ;] and, while

they actually insulted Captain Marryat, they

boast of having crammed and mystified Miss
Martineau,and exult in the successful hoax. This
bad faith, or breach of morality, put Captain

Marryat on his guard ; and he has been cautious

of asserting anything for which he had not

sufficient evidence. A breach of morals may be
too serious a name for the humorous offence,

especially as we remember Miss Edgeworth makes
her Irish Lady Geraldine delight in cramming
and hoaxing a pedantic Englishman about to

publish his travels in Ireland
;

yet it is an
offence hardly extenuated by the apology, that

hoaxing and hyperbole constitute the major part

of American humour.
If they have the slightest suspicion that a foreigner is

about to write a book, nothing appears to give them so

much pleasure as to try to mislead him : this has con-

stantly been practised upon me, and, for all I know, they

may in some instances have been successful ; if they have,

all I can say of the story is, that “ $e non e vero, e si ben

trwatoy" that it fnight have happened.
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Paragraph from a New York Paper.

u That old deaf English maiden lady, Miss Martineau,

who travelled through some of the States, a few years

since, gives a full account of Mr Pointdextsra* death t

unfortunately for her veracity, the gentleman still lives;

but this is about as near the truth as the majority of her

statements. The Loafing English men and women who
visit America, as penny-a-liners, are perfectly understood

here, and Jonathan amnses himtslf whenever he meets

them i by imposing upon their credulity the most absurd

stories which he can invent ; which they swallow whole,

go home with their eyes sticking out of their heads with

wonder, aud print all they have heard, for the benefit of
John BulPs calves.”

Added to this humorous fancy, the different

States misrepresent each other, or misdescribe

each other, much, we presume, as the people of

London paint all Yorkshiremen as cheats, and
Lincolnshiremen as heavy and stupid :

—

Boston toms up her erudite nose at New York , Phil#

adelphia, in her prides looks down upon both New York
and Boston ; while New York, chinking her dollars,

swears the Bostonians are a parcel of puritanical prigs,

and the Philadelphians a would-be aristocracy. A west*

era man from Kentucky, when at Tremont House, in

Boston, begged me particularly not to pay attention to

what they said of his State in that quarter. Both a Vir-

ginian and Tenesseean, when I was at New York, did

the same.

At Boeton, I was drinking champagne at a supper,

“Are you drinking champagne?” said a young Bostonian,
“ That’s New York—take claret

;
or, if you will drink

champagne, pour it into a green glass, and they will

think it hock ; champagne’s not right.** How are we to

distinguish between right and wrong in this queer world P

At New York, they do drink a great deal of champagne;
it is the small beer of the dinner-table. Champagne be-

comes associated with New York, and therefore is not
right. I will do the New Yorkers the justice to say, that,

as far as drinks are concerned, they are above prejudice

;

all’s right with them, provided there is enough of it.

This paragraph is an apt specimen of Captain

Marryat's manner of getting on ; a fair though a

shrewd statement, often closing with a sharp sly

hit. At an early period of his residence, ho made
up his mind to refuse all invitations ; and his

work has not suffered from hissubsequent indepen-

dence of the social influences. Captain Marryat
gets rid at the outsat of a systematic account of

America as a nation, by boldly denying that it is

a nation at all. It is u a chaotic mass,” that, in

time,maytake form as a nation or nations. But its

present ehaotie state is well worth consideration.

America has. he acknowledges, begun its career

under singularly favourable auspices, albeit the

great wants we have specified. It had, whan it

started, neither church, king, nor nobility ; nei-

ther a law of primogeniture, nor a privileged or-

der ; but in lieu of these, t( industry, activity,

and courage”—-we will add, and religious prin-

ciple, with a decided bias among its people to free

eivil institutions. According to Captain Marryat,

Washington left his emancipated country a Re-
public, but it has changed itself into a pure De-
mocracy. This nice classic distinction between
a Republic and a pure Democracy will not readily

he understood in America, where, we apprehend,

a Republic is valued only as it approximates to

a Democracy. Captain Marryat's definition of a

Democracy is, that the representative, even af-

ter the election, must vote as his constituents

direct him. In this view, the Tory constituency
(

of Ipswich is, at present, purely democratical

;

and Kilkenny would have been another democra-

tic ssctiqnof the empire,had Mr Hume submitted

to the dictation of a part of his constituents. It

is of less consequence to trace the distinction, as

Captain Marryat is decidedly of opinion that a

Democracy with all its imperfections,^ the form

ofgovernment, best suited to fapresent eendition

of America, because under it the country has

made, and will continue to “ make, the most ra-

pid advances.” When it is found necessary for

society to pause, or to make a dead halt, oli-

garchical institutions will no doubt be found more

efficacious ; but our author does not fix the period

when this may take place ; and he even regards

it as presumptuous to calculate the time. We
can venture to guess at it. The Americans

being a thoroughly eommonseosieal and utili-

tarian people, will certainly abandon their Pe.

mocratic institutions, and adopt those of older

communities, the moment they perceive that the

latter tend more to the happiness and prosperity

of the people living under them.

The first and lighter part of the work cob.

slots of extracts from the traveller's diary. In

it his random observations on national and indi-

vidual character, and on manners, are embodied,

together with descriptions of a country of which

he has seen, if not exactly everything, yet

nearly all that is really worth seeing; the

great cities, the new citiee, and the institstieai

of all kinds, which are peculiar to th« United

States. He dashes at once, eeamuo-like, into the

heart of his narrative, with the men heaving the

anchor of the good ship Quebec, in which hssaM
to the Yankee salt-water lyric of £o//y Brew*.

Sally Brown, Oh my dtar Sally ! {Single ssfet.)

Oh Sally Brown! (Chorus.)

Sally Brown of Bubble Al-ly. (Single price.)

Oh Sal-ly Brown ! (CAortts.)

I went to town, to get some toddy,

Oh Sally Brown I

*Twasn’t fit for any body,

Ob Sally Brown

!

Sally it a bright mulattar
;
(Single voice.)

Oh Sally Brown ! (Chorus,)

Pretty girl, bat can’t get at her.

Oh Sally Brown
!

( Oorts*) Ac* Ice.

But we mar the effect of this dramstic open-

ing, by suppressing the recitative or dialogue.

Captain Marryat landed at New York in May,
I

1837, just when half the merchants of tbs city

had been declared bankrupt. Universal diemf

and apprehension then prevailed, aussesdiaf

excessive panic.

n Not a smils on one countenance among the crowd whj

past and repsss ; harried steps, care-worn frees, yspm

exchangee of salutation, or hasty communication of tad*

cipated ruin before the son goes doom. Heie two art

three are gathered on one ride, whispering a*i wstch»f

that they are not overheard ; there a solitary isd»?tft4

with his arms folded and bia hat slouched, brwdfrf

departed affluence. Mechanics, thrown out ofaasploj*18^

are, pacing up and down with the air of famished writ*

The violent shock has been communicated, lit* tfcst

electricity, through the country to a dietnnes of baafrft

of miles, Canals, railroads, end oil public mark*

been discontinued ; and the Irish emigrant Jama

his shanty, with his spade idle in hia hand, and

as his thoughts wander hade to hie own Emerald Id*.
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AU the talks have stopped payment in specie, and
there is not a dollar to bo bad. J walked down Wall
Street, and had a convincing proof of the great demand
fcr money, lor somebody picked my pocket
The militia are under arms, as riots are expected* The

beaks in the country and other towns hare followed the

eaample of New York, and thus has General Jackson’*
currency bill been repealed without the aid of Congees*
Affairs are now at their worst, and now that such is the

csss, ths New Yorkers appear to recover their spirits*

One of the newspapers humorously observes— *< AU
Broadway is like unto a new-<mads widow, and don't
kaow whether to laugh every.” There certainly is a very

remarkable energy in the American disposition ; if they
fell* they bound up again. Somebody has observed that
the New York merchants are of that elastic nature, that,

whin fit for nothing else, they might be converted into

seta spring*, and such really appears to betheir character.
Nobody refuses to take the paper of the New York

banks, although they virtually have stopped paymeuw-
they never refuse anything at New York .but nobody
will give specie in change, and great distress is occasioned
by tbi» want of a circulating medium
At Philadelphia the ultva«democrats have held a large

public meeting, at which on# of the first resolutions

brought forward and agreed to was— That they did not
tve one farthing to the English people.'*

14 They may say the times are had,” said a young
American to me, <( but J think that they are excellent.

A twenty dollar note used to last ms but a week, but
now It is as good as Portunatus's purse, which was never
empty. I eat my dinner at the hotel, and shew them my
twenty dollar note. The landlord turns away from it,

a* if it were the hepd of Medusa, and begs that 1 will pay
another time. I buy everything that I want, and I have
only to offer my twenty dollar note in payment, and my
credit is unbounded.11

Miss Martineau1
* work is before me. How dangerous

it is to prophesy. Speaking of the merchants of New
York, and their recovering after the heavy losses they
sustained by the calamitous fire of 1835, she says, that
although eighteen millions of property were destroyed,
not one merchant foiled ; and she continues, ** It seems
now as if the commercial credit of New York could stand
say shock short of an earthquake like that of Lisbon.11

That was the prophesy of 1838. Where is ths commercial
credit of Now York now in 1837 ? 1 1

1

Ths distress for change has produced a curious remedy.
Every mail is now his own banker. Go to the theatrm
and places of public amusement, and, instead of change,
yon receive an I. O. U. from the treasury. At the hotels
and oyster-cellars It is the same thing.

Tborn is a little jooularity hers, no doubt, yet
the crisis wee singular, and the rebound wee pot
ieee remarkable then Ike shock.

Every body in the Union seemed by instinct

to know Captain Marryat. It was impossible to

preserve the incognito, and be wisely gave the

matter up. Hie first excursion was by the

Hudaoa, and he will gain the good-will of the
Americans by plaeing tbe seenevy of that noble
river above even the Rhine scenery. He went
up the river in the usual manner ; stopped at

treat Point, and at Albany* end went thence to

Boston. Of the society of that attio city, he
judges muoh more favourably than Miss Mar-
tineau, but probably they viewed it from very
different points.

Meseaehnsepe is cwtainty very English In its scenery,

and Boston eaamtially English at a city; The Bostonians

aiMft that they are mere English than we are, that is,

that they Nave strictly adhered to the old English cue-

terns and manners, as handed down to them previous to

the Beunlatton. That off sitting a vsry long while at

their wine aflsf dinner, is one which they strictly adhere
to, and which, I think, would he mere henoured in the

I breach than the observance « hut their hospitality is uu-
I bounded, and yon do, as an Englishman, foil at home
|

with them.. I agree with the Bostonians «o for, that they

certainly appear to have made no change in their manners
and customs for those last hundred years. You meet
here with frequent specimens of the Old Euglish Gentle,

man, descendants of the tat old English families who
settled hers long before the Revolution, and are now liv-

ing on their incomes, with a town house, and a country
seat to retire to during the summer season. The society

of Boeton is very delightful ; it wins upon you every day,

and that is the greatest compliment that can he paid toil.

Perhaps of all the Americans the Bostonians are the

most sensitive to any illiberal remarks made upon the

country, for they consider themselves, and pride them-
selves, as being peculiarly English; while, on the ooutrary,

the msjority of the Americans deny that they are Eng-
lish. Then certainly is less intermixture of foreign blood

in this city than in any other in America.

Aftar all that has been said about those moral

absurdities, the Shakers, Captain Marryat con-

trives to impart novelty and freshness to bis

description of their externals ; for it is only of

the externals that he is qualified to report.

There Is hot rivalsbip between Troy and Albany
in several ways, but particularly in the respec-

tive excellence of the large female colleges,

rather than boarding schools, in which both

rejoice. The Captain was invited to attend an
examination of one of them at Albany. He says

—

Here, and indeed in many other establishmeats, the

young ladies, upon quitting it, have diplomas given to

them, if they pass their examination* eatisfoctoiily, They
am educated upon a system which would satisfy even
Miss Martineau, and prepared to exercise the rights qf
which she complains that women have been so unjustly

deprived. Conceive three hundred modern Portias, who
regularly take their degrees, and emerge from the portico

Of the seminary full of algebra, equality, and the theory
of the constitution ! The quantity and variety crammed
into them is beyond all calculation. The examination
takes place yearly, to prove to the parents that the pre-

ceptors have done their duty, and is in itself very inno-

cent, as it only causes the young ladies to blush a little.

This afternoon they were examined in algebra, and
their performance was very creditable. Under a certain

age girls are certainly much quicker than boys, and I

presume would retain wkat they learned if it were not for

their subeeqnent duties in making puddings and nursing

babies. Yet these are affairs which must be performed
by on* sex or the other ; and of what oto can algebra and
other abstruse matters be to a woman iu her present state

of domestic thraldom P

The theory of the American constitution was the neat

subject on which they were examined ; by their replies^

this appeared to be to them more abstruse than algebra I

but the fact is, women are born Tories, and admit no
other than petticoat government as legitimate.

The next day we again repaired to the hall, and
French was the language in which they were to be ex-

amined, and tbe examination afforded m much amuse-
ment
The young ladies sat down in rows on one side of the

room. In the centre, towards the end, was an eaaei, on
which was placed a Urge black board an which they

worked with chalk tbe questions in algebsn, Ac.—a towel

hanging to it, that they might wipe out and correct The
French preceptor, an old Emigre Count, sal down with
the examiners before the board, the visitors (chiefly com-
posed of anxious papas and mammas) being seated on
benches behind them. Aa it happened, 1 had taken my
seat eloee to the examining hoard, and at some little dis-

tance from the other persons who were deputed or invited

to attend. 1 don’t know how l came there. I believe

1 bed come in too late; but there I was, within three

foet of every young lady who came up to the hoard.

« Now, messieurs, have the kindness to ask any qnee-

tien yen please,” said the eld Count. “ MademeietUe,

2Y2
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yon will hare the goodness to step forward.” A question

was proposed in English, which the young lady had to

write down in French. The very first went wrong : I

perceived it ; and, without looking at her, pronounced
the right word, so that she could hear it She caught
it, rubbed out the wrong word with the towel, and
rectified it. This was carried on through the whole
sentence, and then she retreated from the board that her

work might he examined. “ Very well, very well, in-

deed, Miss, c’est parfaitement bien and the young lady

sat down blushing. Thus were they all called up, and
one after another prompted by me ; and the old Count
was delighted at the success of his pupils.

Now, what amused me in this way was the little hit

of human nature—the tact displayed by the sex,

which appears to be innate, and which never deserts

them. Had I prompted a boy, he would most likely

have turned his head round towards me, and thus have

revealed what I was about ; but not one of the whole
class was guilty ofsuch indiscretion. They heard me, rub-

bed out, corrected, waited for the word when they did not

know it, but never, by any look or sign, made it appear

that there was any understanding between us. Their

eyes were constantly fixed on the board, and they ap-

peared not to know that I was in the room. It was
really beautiful. When the examination was over, I

received a look from them all, half comic, half serious,

which amply repaid me for my assistance.

As young ladies are assembled here from every State

of the Union, it was a fair criterion of American beauty,

and it must be acknowledged that the American women
are the prettiest in the whole world.

We are sceptical about the doctrine of innate

tact in female nature ; if not altogether a fal-

lacy—and it is obviously one in many instances

—

then we must look to education and social posi-

tion for the origin of tact, not to sex. Slaves and

maniacs under coercion, are proverbiallycunping;

and a chamber-maid, when she lies, where truth

would equally serve her purpose, is said to fol-

low her natural instinct ; but it is the instinct

of her degraded calling, not of her sex. If

Captain Marryat's account of the tact of the

Albanian pupils be au p\6 de la lettre, then is

there something still to be desired in the edu-

cational systems of the great female seminaries.

He remarked a very youthful matron, who had

been married “ the month after she graduated
”

On leaving Saratoga Springs—where he ran the

gauntlet of introductions, Mr A., first intro-

ducing himself, and all the other gentlemen of

the alphabet introducing each other, from B on

to Z—he hoped to throw the whole citizens of

the Republic off his trail. He put no name on

his luggage, gave none to the Utica rail-road

people, yet at Schenectady he was again hailed

as Captain Marryat !
-

At introduction it it invariably the custom to shake
hands ; and thus you go on, shaking hands here, there,

and everywhere, and with everybody ; for it is impossible

to know who is who in this land of equality.

But one shake of the hand will not do; if twenty
times during the same day you meet a person to whom
you have been introduced, the hand is everywhere ex-

tended, with—“ Well, captain, how do you find yourself

by this time?”.....
“At last,” said 1 to myself, w / am incog** 1 had

walked out of the engine-house, looked round the com-
pass, and resolved in which direction 1 would bend my
steps, when a young man came up to me ; and, very

politely taking off his hat, said—“ I believe I have the

pleasure of speaking to CaptainM— Had he known
my indignation when he mentioned my name, poor fel-

low ! But there was no help for it, and 1 replied in

the affirmative. After apologizing, he introduced him*

self ; and then requested the liberty of introducing his

friend. “ Well, if ever,” thought I ; and, “ no never,”

followedafterwards,as a matterofcourse ; and,as a matter

of course, his friend was introduced. It reminded me of

old times, when midshipmen, at balls, we used to intro-

duce each other to ladies we had none of ns seen before

in our lives. Well, there I was, between two over-

powering civilities; but they meant it kindly, and I

could not he angry. . • •

I had not been recognised in the rail-car, and I again

flattered myself that 1 was unknown. I proceeded, on

my arrival at Utica, to the hotel, and, asking at the bar

for a bed, the book was handed to me, and I was re-

quested to write my name. Wherever you stop in

America, they generally produce a book, and demand
your name—not on account of any police regulations,

but merely because they will not allow secrecy in

America, and because they choose to know who you may
be. Of course, you may frustrate this espionage by put-

ting down any name you please ; and I had the pen in

my hand, and was just thinking whether I should be Mr
Snooks or Mr Smith, when I received a slap on the

shoulder, accompanied with—“ Well, captain, how are

you by this time ?” In despair, I let the pen drop out

of my hand ; and, instead of my name, I left on the

book a large blot. It was an old acquaintance from

Alhany; and, before I had been ten minutes in the

hotel, I was recognised by at least ten more.

These free-and-easy gentlemen wished to shew

the traveller Professor Nott, who governed the

students of Schenectady College “ by moral in-

fluence and paternal sway," and who had writ-

ten profoundly on stones and anthracite coal.

Captain Marryat, in his discussions on reli-

gion, is decidedly adverse to what is termed the

Voluntary system, under which he avers that

neither religion, morals, nor education can pros-

per. Yet, with inconsistency not limited to this

particular case, he states

Seriously speaking, Professor Nott is a very clever

man ; and, I suspect, this college will turn out more
clever men than any other in the Union. It differs from

the other colleges in another point. It upholds no
peculiar sect of religion, which almost all the rest do.

In travelling by coach from Kentucky to Bal-

timore, a tedious and fatiguing journey, our

traveller had some singular adventures with

curious and hospitable Americans. When the

coach reached any town on the fatiguing jour-

ney, he was glad to throw off his coat and take

a rest in bed till it started again, and at one

place was following this good practice ; but be-

hold !

I had been reposing more than two hours when my
door was opened—bnt this was too common a circum-

stance for me to think anything of it ; the people would
come into my room whether I was in bed or out of bed,

dressed or not dressed, and if I expostulated, they would
reply, u Never mind, we don't care, captain.” On this

occasion I called out, (( Well, what do you want?”
“Are you Captain M-—

?

” said the,person, walking
up to the bed where I was lying.

“ Yea, I am,” replied I.

“ Well, I reckon I would’nt allow you to go through
our town without seeing you any how. Of all the

humans, you're the one I most wish to see.”

I told him I was highly flattered.

“ Well now,” said he, giving a jump, and comiaf
down right upon the bed in his greatcoat, <* P)1 just tail

you ; I said to the chap at the bar, * Aint the captain

in your house ?* 4 Yes,* says he. « Thai where is be ?*

says I. ‘ Oh,* says he, < he’s gone into his own room,
and locked himself up ; he’s a d 4 aristocrat, and
won’t drink at the bar with other gentlemen.' So

thought I, I’ve readM^’e works, andHIbeswamped
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if he is an aristocrat, and by the ’tarnal 1*11 fo up and
we; so here I am, and you’re no aristocrat.”

u I should think not,” replied I, moving my feet away,
which he was half sitting on.
u Oh, don’t move

; never mind me, captain, I*m quite
comfortable. And how do you find yourself by this
time?”
“ Very tired indeed,” replied I.
u I suspicion as much. Now, d’ye see, I left four or

five good fellows down below who wish to see you ; I
said I'd go up first, and come down to them. The fact
is, captain, we don't like you should pass through our
town without shewing you a little American hospitality.”

So saying he slid off the bed, and went out of the
room. In a minute he returned, bringing with him four
or five others, all of whom he introduced by name, and
reseated himself on my bed, while the others took chairs.
“ Now, gentlemen,” said he, “ as I was telling the

captain, we wish to shew him a little American hospi.
tality

; what shall it be, gentlemen ; what d’ye say a
bottle of Madeira ?'*

An immediate answer not being returned, he con-
tinued,

* Yes, gentlemen, a bottle of Madeira ; at my expense,
gentlemen, recollect that ; now ring the bell.”

I shall be most happy to take a glass of wine with
you,’’ observed I, but in my own room the wine must be
at my expense.”

*At your expense, captain ; well, if it must be, I
don't care ; at your expense then, captain, if you say so

;

only you see, we must shew you a little American hospi-
tality, as I said to them all down below ; didn't I,

gentlemen ?”
The wins was ordered, and it ended in my hospitable

friends drinking three bottles; and then they all shook
hands with me, declaring how happy they should be if I
came to the town again, and allowed them to shew me a
little more American hospitality. There was something
o very ridiculous in this event that I cannot help nar-
rating it ; but let it not be supposed, for a moment, that
I intend it aa a sarcasm upon American hospitality in
general.

Captain Marryat justly detests the vile taste
which has led the Americans to dub so many of
their towns and villages with classic and scrip,
tural names, and indeed with resounding names,
borrowed from all parts of the earth. Two hos-
pitable gentlemen requested to see him on his
route to Upper Canada, one of whom lived at
Batavia

,

and the other at Pekin. Mount Olym-
pus overlooks Troy on one hand, and Mount
Ida on the other; and on the stand at Brooklyn,
of two coaches seen one day, the one set out
for Babylon, and the other for Jericho. The pro-
per names are as absurd as the names of places.
Byron, a man-slave, is sent to summon Ada,

a young female slave. But this, after all, is

only equivalent to the Caesars and Pompeys,
Hannibals and Hebes of the West Indies. The
absurd or burlesque concatenation of these grand
names is often diverting, as when “ Telemachus
is desired to leave off teasing Calypso, on pain
of tasting the cow-hide," or when one passes
through the towns of Sempronius and Cato, on
the way to Butternuts. Some of the Christian
names are, to modern English ears, abundantly
ludicrous. 8uch are Preserved Fish, Populorum
Hightower, or Asa Peasebody. There are two
lawyers, partners, in New York, with the happy
appellatives of Catchem and Cheatem

;

and, the
one being Isaac and the other Uriah, gives this
felicitous combination on a door-plate of

“ I. Catchem & U. Cheatem.”

Captain Marryat imagines that the Americans
drawl their words, as they whittle, from their

cautious, calculating habits. Is it the same
cause, or what other, that gives the universal

nasal twang, to which drawling and twanging
they are insensible ? He once said to a lady,

“ Why do you drawl out your words that
way ?”

“ Well," replied she, “ I'd drawl all the way
from Maine to Georgia, rather than clip my words
as you English people do.”

The remarks on language do not offer much
that is new. Sam SHck, in this respect, beats

all travellers put together. Some of the phrases

are significant of national customs. The term
used for baggage in the south and west is still

plunder. A man was asked—
« Well, Abel, what d'ye think of our native genua,

Miiter Forreat ?”
te Well, I don't go much to theatricals, that’* a fhct;

but I do think he piled the agony up a little too high in
that last scene.

**

The gamblers on the Mississippi use a very refined

phrase for “ cheating”—“ playing the advantages over
him.”

But, as may be supposed, the principal terms used are
those which are borrowed from trade and commerce.
The rest, or remainder, is usually termed 'the balance.
“ Put some of those apples into a dish, and the balance

into the store-room.”

When a person has made a mistake, or is out in hia
calculation, they say, “ You missed a figure that time.”

• ... * .

Even the thieve* must be commercial in their ideas.

One rogue meeting another, asked him what he had done
that morning ;

“ Not much,” was the reply, “ I've only
realized this umbrella.**

There is sometimes in the American metaphors an energy
which is very remarkable.

« Well, I reckon, that from his teeth to his toe-nail,

there's not a human of a more conquering nature than
General Jackson.”
One gentleman said to me, “ I wish I had all hell

boiled down to a pint, just to pour down your throat.’'

Where we employ the dainty phrase perqui-
sites, the Americans say stealings

;

or, they get
so much In salary, and so much cheatage. The
excessive delicacy, or, at the reader's pleasure,

the prudish indelicacy of the American women,
has been duly celebrated by Mrs Trollope, and,
we should hope, to good purpose ; but it is clear

that her useful strictures have not yet taken full

effect All the world knows that a Queen of
Spain has no legs, but neither are such indeli-

cate appendages allowed to refined American
ladies. Captain Marryat had one day the indis-

cretion or indelicacy to ask a young lady, who
had fallen from a piece of rock, on which she
stood to view the Falls of Niagara, if she had
hurt her leg ?

She turned from me, evidently much shocked, or much
offended ; and not being aware that I had committed any
very heinous offence, I begged to know what was the
reason of her displeasure. After some hesitation, she
said that as she knew me well, she would tell me that
the word leg was never mentioned before ladies. I apo-
logized for my want of refinement, which was attribut-

able to my haviug been accustomed only to English
society, and added, that as such articles must occasion-

ally be referred to, even in the most polite circles of Ame-
rica, perhaps she would inform me by what name I
might mention them without shocking the company.
Her reply was, that the word limb was used ;

u nay,”
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e

eonthread lhe> « I att not to particular as coma people

are, for I know those who always say limb of a tables

or limb of a pianoforte."

In a fashionable ladies* boarding*.school, to

which Captain Marryat afterwards escorted a

lady, he discovered that the damsel, whose legs

were only /tmbt, had told him truly that “ she

was not so particular as some people fbr he

there eaw a squire piano-forte* with its four

Mule delicately concealed in modest littls trou^

sers, with frills at the bottom of them ! Wo
should imagine this was more likely to be meant
aft a defbnce against dies, destroying French

polish, than as a protection to female delicacy ;

hut there is no calculating.

Captain Marryat does not admire the system

of prison discipline in America nearly so much
att a few of those who hats witnessed its effects,

and as many others, who merely judge by hear-

ay, appear to do. He prefers a little more
hanging, with less severe secondary punishments.

He was allowed to visit the prisoners alone, as

Mils M&rtlfteau and others have done; and, after

an interval of six months, he went back to have

his first impressions corrected. His first ac-

quaintanoa in the Penitentiary was a butcher,

who had murdered his wife. This man's Sen-

tence was twelve years* imprisonment. More
than half the period had elapsed, and he watt, as

is common in the last period, become most impa-

tient for its termination. He persisted in deny-

ing hit crime, though there was no doubt of his

guilt ; so there was bo much punishment thrown

away, save that the man could not, in the mean-
while, contaminate society by his presence. The
second case was that of a schoolmaster, impri-

soned for fbur years for fbrgery, fbr which crime

he had formerly been imprisoned for a Shorter

period. His opinion of the moral effects of the

penitentiary of Philadelphia was rather favour-

able. A third was of opinion that, however it

might be in the Penitentiary, the severe disci-

pline of Sing Sing was positively injurious to

the prisoners. A man Was sent there for doing

wrong to others, and had his passions excited by
the greater wrong done to himself. Captain

Marryat's penitentiary catalogue is curious* One
young woman, found guilty of larceny, was fond

of her solitude ; she declared herselfquite peace-

ful and happy, and content to remain. An ugly

mulatto girl was rather proud of her crime.

"Please, sir, ( poisoned a whok family” was

her reply to the traveller's interrogatory ; and
aha was not sure if another seven yean* im-

prisonment would keep her, if ill-treated,

from doing it over again. She was, indeed,K sure she would* but yet she did not

elng a shut up.'* On the whole, the tra-

veller finds the Philadelphia Penitentiary system

the beet yet discovered for reclaiming the guilty,

and putting them in the way to sin no more.

One great merit is, that, while in prison every

man acquires a trade, by which be may after-

wards earn honest bread if he is so inclined.

While Captain Marryat was in the United
Stales, a very remarkable discourse on punish-

ments and prison discipline appeared, which,

among the many small American " utterance!"

seized upon here, we rather wonder none of our

re-publishers have caught. It is the production

of an American gentleman, onoe in the host

society, but who forfeited his place by intern*

perance, which had reduced him to beggary and

wretchedness. By his own request, be was shut

up in the House of Correction, at South Boston,

and, while tborw, wrote his “ Rat-trap" or “The

Cogitations of a Convert in the House of Correc-

tion.*' His observations on the condition and

character of the prisoners and the prison disci-

pline are shrewd, sagacious, witty, and satirical.

On his way to Upper Canada and the Western

Lakes, Captain Marryat visited Buffalo. His

account of the rapid rise of that town presents

features which could be found only in the United

States, where commercial speculation becomes

perfect gambling, with all the frauds and hazards I

of that vice. The Conception, the enterprise,

the pious fraud with a selfish object, the modest

demeanour and charity of the speculator, art

all quite American. The fraudulent pttrson who

was the main cause of the rapid Increase of

Buffalo, and Of its sudden change from wooden

huts to brick and stone houses, was a Mr Rath-

bun, who, when Captain Marryat was in the

place, lay incarcerated in a jail of his own build-

ing.

It was he who built all the hotels, churches, and other

public edifices ; in feet, every structure worthy of obser-

vation in the whole town was projected, contracted for,

and executed by Mr Rathbun. His history is singular.

Of quiet unassuming manners, Quaker in his dress, mo-

derate in all his expenses, {except in charity, wherein,

assisted by an amiable wife, he was very liberal,) he con-

cealed under hie apparent simplicity and goodness a wind

capable of the vastest conceptions, united with the graU

est powers of execution. He undertook contracts, and

embarked in building speculations, to an amount almost

incredible. Rathbun undertook everything, and everything

undertaken by Rathbun whs well done* Not only at Bsf.

falo, but at Niagara and ether places, he was engaged is

raising vast buildings, when the great crash occurred, and

Rathbun, with others, was unable to meet his liabilities.

Then, fbr the first time, it Was discovered that for more than

five years he had been conniving at a system of fbrgery, t®

the amount of two millions of dollars* the forgery consisted

in putting to his bills the names of responsible partite as

indorsers, that they might be more current. It does not

appear that he ever intended to defraud, for he took up

all his notes as ftst as they became due ‘ and it was this

extreme regularity ttft his part which prevented the dis-

covery of his ftuud fbr so unusually hmg a period. It «*

surmised, that had nut the general failure taken place,

he would have eventually withdrawn all these forged

bills from the market, and have paid all his creditors,

reserving fbr himself a handsome fortune* It is a tint*

lar event in the annals of forgery, that thia should haw

been carried on undiscovered for so unprecedented s time.

Mr Rathbun is to be tried as an accesmry, as it was hit

brother who forged the name. As soon as it was diwo-

vered, the latter made hla escape, and he fa said to have

died mitersbly in a hotel on the confines of Texas.

It Is worthy of note, aft indicative of tfce

alert and speculating spirit of the people ttf the

United States, and, we fear, the want of markets

for British wares, that at such places att Bfcfitris

and Cleveland, every luxury of food, firms,

accommodation may be obtained that is to he

found in Now York or Boston*
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la thou two town* on Lake Sri* an stores baiter for.

nisbad and handsomer than any shop* at Norwich, in

Bn|land ; and you will find, in either of them, articles

for which, al Norwich, yon would be obliged to send to

London. It is the same thing at almoet every town in

America with which communication is easy. Would you
furnish a house in one of them, you will find every arti-

cle of furniture—carpets, stoves, grates, marble chimney-

pieces, pier-glasses, pianos, lamps, candelabra, glam,

chine, Ike., in twice the quantity, and in greater variety,

than at any provincial town in England.

This arises from the system of credit extended through
every vein and artery of the country, and by which Eng-
lish goods are forced, as if with a force-pump, into every

available depot in the Union ; and thus, in a town eo

newly raieed, that the Stomps of the forest-trees are not
only still surrounding the houses, but remain etnnding in

the cellars, you wUl find every luxury that can be
required.

Our traveller went up the lakes by the steam-

ers, and luxuriated for a time among hunters

and Indians. At Sault Ste. Marie, the Ultima

Thule of America, on this point, there was found

a dean comfortable inn, where the fare was
well cooked, and the guests waited on by two
pretty, modest, and well-informed girls, the

host’s daughters. There were only about fifty

log-houses in this remote village, and in two of

them, which Captain Marryat visited, he found

complete editions of Byron's works. This was
so far well ; yet one could wish the denizens of

8ault Bte. Marie a better foundation for their

English libraries. From his picture, it would
appear that neither Mrs Jameson nor Miss Mar-
tineau have over-rated the fairy beauty of

Mackinaw and of the isle-studded lakes.

Other travellers have shewn us that the

spirit of barter is as strong among the boys as

the men of America, or that as the old cock
crows the young cock learns ; but Captain
Marryat found that the commercial spirit had
seised the ladies also. He was one day travel*

ling, by the stage-coach, in the State of Ver-
mont, when his only companions chanced to be
two girls, both young and good-looking, the one
in a pink silk bonnet, too fine for travelling,

and the other in a shabby plush one.

The young lady in the plush, eyed the pink bonnet for

some time : at last Plush observed in a drawling half,

indifferent way

:

“That’s rather a pretty bonnet of your’s, miss.”
“ Wby, yea, I calculate it’s rathar smart,” replied Pink.

After a pause and cloaer survey—u You wouldn’t have
any objection to part with It, miss ?” “ Well now, I don’t
know but I might ; I have worn It bat three days, 1

reckon.” “ Oh, my ! I should have reckoned that you
have carried it longer—perhaps it rained on them three

days.” u I’ve a notion it didn’t rain, not one. It’s

not the only bonnet 1 have, miss.” ‘‘Well now, 1

should not mind an exchange, and paying you the bal-

•nee.'’ “That’s an awful thing that you have on,

mlm.” “ I rather think not, but that's as may be.

Come I mice, wbat will you teke V” M Wby I don't know,
—what WlU you give 7” “ I reckon you’ll know beat

when you answer tny question." “Well then, I shouldn't
like leas than five dollars.” “ Fhrs dollars and my
bonnet I I reckon two would be nearer tbs mark—.but
it's of no eonsequence” “ None in the least, mist, only
1 know the value of my bonnet.—We’ll eay no more
about it.” « Just so, miss.”

A panes and silence for half a minute, when Mice
Plush, looks out of the window, and rays, as if talking
to herself, “ 1 shouldn’t mind giving four dollars, but no
mm.” 8bo then foU bock in her seat, when Miss Pink

put her head out of the window and uid t “ I shouldn't

rafusi four dollars after all, if it was offered,” and then

she fell back to bar former position.

“Did you think of taking four dollars, miss?”
“ Well ! I don't care, I’ve plenty of bonnets at borne.”
“ Well,” replied Plush, taking out her purse, and offere

ing her the money* “ What bank is this, mise F”
“ Oh, all's light there, Sftfety Fund, I calculate*”

The two ladiee exchange bonnets, and Pink pockets

the balance.

Whittling is a practioo which Captain Marryat
seams to consider peculiar to America ; hut the

raw, emigrating Scot, of former generations, waft

a notorious tohittler. It used to be a joke

against our countrymen, that when they entered

an English inn, the landlord gave them a piece

of stick, that, employing the whittle upon it,

the furniture might be spared. All schoolboys

are notorious whittlers—witness school-desks

and benches ; but, in America, even ladies

whittle. We would for them prefer the more
feminine rocking-chair. But the Yankees use

the whittle, in bargaining, as an instrument of

diplomacy. Captain Marryat describes a scene

to which he says he was a witness, and which
Matthews might have imagined.
Whittling prevent! any examination of the counte-

nance—for, in bargaining, like in the game Of brag, the

countenance is oarefully watched, as an index to the

wishes. I was once witness to a bargain made between
two respectable Yankees, who wished to agree about a
form, and In which whittling was resorted to*

They sat down on a log of wood, about three or four

feet apart from each other, with their faces turned oppo-
site ways—that is, one had his legs on one side of the log

with his face to the east, and the other his legs on
the other side with his face to the west. One bad a
piece of soft wood, and was sawing it with his penknife

;

the other had an unbarked hiccory stick, which he was
peeling for a walking-stick. Ths reader will perceive a
strong analogy between this bargain and that in the stage

between the two ladies.

“ Well, good morning—sud about this farm ?” “ I
don’t know j what will you tabs ?” “ What will yen
giveP” Silence, and whittle away. “Well, I should
think two thousand dollars* a heap of money for this

form.” “ I’ve a notion it will never go for three thou-

sand, any how.” “ There ’s a fine farm, and cheaper, ott

the Nerth side.” “ But where’s the ran to ripen the corn f”

“Sun shinee on all alike.” “Net exactly through a
Vermont hill, I reckon. The driver offered me as much
as I ray, if 1 recollect right.” “Money not always to

be depended upon. Money not always forthcoming.”
“ I reckon I shall make an elegant ’backy stopper of this

piece of sycamore.” Silence for a few moments. Knives
bard at work. “ I’ve a notion this is as pretty a hiccory

stick as ever came out of wood." “ 1 shouldn't mind
two thousand five hundred dollars, and time given.” “ It

couldn’t be more than six months then, if It goer at that

price.'* Pause. “ Well, that might suit me.” “What
do you ray, then ?” “ Suppose it must be so.” “ It’s a
bargain then, (rising up ;) come let’s liquor on it.”

Among the old cities* Captain Marryat pre-

fers Philadelphia, though he can amuse himself

with the exclusiveness and other absurdities of

manners found there. The line of demarcation

in this refined city, is minute and intricate.

In no city is there so much fuss made about lineage and
descent ; In no city are there so many cliques and sets lb

society, who keep apart from each other * and it ia very
often difficult to ascertain the grounds of their distinctions.

One |fomily will live at No* 1, and another at No. 2 in

the same street, both have similar establishments, both
keep their carriages, both be well educated, and both may
talk of their grandfathers and grandmothers ; and yet

No. 1 will tell you thot No. 2 Is nobody end you mult
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not Tiflt there ? and when yen inquire—Why ? there ie no

other answer, but that they are not of the right sort. As

long as a portion are rich and a portion are poor, there

is a line of demarcation easy to be drawn, even in a De-

mocracy; but in Philadelphia, where there are so many

in affluent circumstances, that line has been effaced, and

they now seek an imaginary one, like the equinoctial,

which none can be permitted to pass without going

through the ceremonies of perfect ablution. This social

contest, as may be supposed, is carried on among those

who hare no real pretensions.

At the White Sulphur Springe, there is a

master of the ceremonies, who exercises the

powers of all the patronesses of Almack’s rolled

into one. No one is allowed to burrow in the

huts around the Springs who does not, at least,

keep a carriage : but old blood is also indispens-

able. CaptainJMarryat repeatedly condemns

the Abolitionists as fanatics and fools, who will

endanger the Union by their violence. He
imagines that slavery must cease some time, not

because it is unjust, but because, in the progress

of society, it will be profitably superseded by

free labour ; but, if not an Abolitionist, he can

nevertheless perceive the intolerant feelings of

the whites; and, notwithstanding his own pro*

judices of race, he places faith in the possible in-

tellectual amelioration of the blacks.

It wsi not (he observes) until I had been some time in

Philadelphia that I became convinced how very superior

the free coloured peoplewere in intelligence and education,

to what, from my knowledge of them in onr West India

i had ever imagined them capable of. Not that I

mean to imply that they will ever attain to the same

powers of intellect as the white man 5 for I really believe

the race are not formed for it by the Almighty. I do not

mean to say that there never will be great men among

the African race, hut that such instances wUl always be

very rare, compared to the numbers produced among the

white. But this is certain, that, in Philadelphia, the free

coloured people are a very respectable class, and, in my
opinion, quite as intelligent as the more humble of the

free whites. I have been quite surprised to see them take

out their pencils, write down and calculate with quickness

and precision, and in every other point shew great intelli-

gence and keenness. In this city they are both numerous

and wealthy. The most extravagant funeral I saw in

Philadelphia was that of a black ;
the coaches were very

numerous, as well as the pedestrians, who were all well

dressed, and behaving with the utmost decorum. They

were preceded by a black clergyman, dressed in his full

black silk canonicals. He did look very odd, I must con-

fess. Singular is the degree of contempt and dislike in

which the free blacks are held in all the free States of

America.

There is injusticefto the blacks ofthe mostglar-

ing kind. While Captain Marryat was in Phila-

delphia, a mulatto, named James Fortin, who, as

a aailmaker, had acquired property to the amount

of 150,000 dollars, was considered not white

enough to be allowed to vote at elections ; a

right which in that State the Irish pauper,

landed but yesterday, may, we believe, exercise.

He was, however, white enough to be made to

pay his share of the local taxation. He appealed

to the Supreme Court, claiming his right as a

citizen, and the judge and jury found against

him. A curious fact is noticed here. When the

constitution of the United States was originally

drawn up, the freedom of the blacks and their

rights as men and citizens were recognised. But

we must cite the most important new fact which

this traveller has communicated.

In the course of one of my sojourns in Philadelphia,

Mr Vaughan, of the Athenmum of that city, stated to

me that he had found the original draft of the Declaration

of Independence, in the handwriting of Mr Jefferson,

and that it was curious to remark the alterations which

had been made previous to the adoption of the manifesto

which was afterwards promulgated. It was to Jefferson,

Adams, and Franklin, that was intrusted the primary

drawing np of this important document, which was then

submitted to others, and ultimately to the Convention,

for approval ; and it appears that the question of slavery

had mot been overlooked when the document was Ant

framed, as the following clause, inserted in the original

draft by Mr Jefferson, (but expunged when it was laid

before the Convention,) will sufficiently prove. After

enumerating the grounds upon which they threw off their

allegiance to the King of England, the Declaration con-

tinued, in Jefferson's nervous style :

—

“ He [the King] has waged cruel war against human

nature itself, violating its most sacred rights of life and

liberty, in the person of a distant people who never of-

fended him ? captivating and carrying them into slavery,

in another hemisphere, or to incur miserable death is

their transportation thither. This piratical warfare, the

opprobrium of infidel powers, is the warfare of the Chris-

tian King of Great Britain, determined to keep open a

market where men should be bought and sold ; be hat

prostituted his negative for suppressing every legislative

attempt to prohibit or to restrain this execrable com-

merce ; and that this assemblage of horrors might want

no fact of distinguished dye, he is now exciting these very

people to rise in arms among us, and to purchase that

liberty of which he has deprived them, by murdering the

people upon whom he also obtruded them ; thus paying

off former crimes committed against the liberties of ose

people, with crimes which he urges them to commit

against the lives of another."

Such was the paragraph which had been inserted by

Jefferson, in the virulence of his Democracy, and bis desire

to hold np to detestation the King of Great Britain.

Such was at that time, unfortunately, the truth ; and had

the paragraph remained, and at the same time eman-

cipation been given to the slaves, it would have been t

lasting stigma upon George the Third. But the para-

graph was expunged ; and why ? because they could not

bold up to public indignation the sovereign whom they

had abjured, without reminding the world that slavery

still existed in a immunity which had declared that “all

men were equal and that if, in a monarch, they had

stigmatized it as u violating the most sacred rights of life

and liberty,” and “waging cruel war against human

nature,” they could not have afterwards been so bare-

faced and unblushing ss to continue a system which wai

at variance with every principle which they professed.

It does, however, satisfactorily prove that the question

of slavery was not overlooked.

Captain Marryat has published, at full length,

an elaborate paper upon which the judgment of

the Supreme Court rested in a similar ewe

to Fortin's, where it was found, that a negro had

no right to vote under the present Constitution

of the States. One curious passage from thin pa-

per we hall cite for the edification of our abo*

litionist readers.

But in addition to interpretation from mage, this

antecedent legislation furnishes other proofs that no col-

oured race was party to our social compact. As **

justly remarked by President Fox, in the matter of tbs

late contested election, onr ancestors settled the province

as a community of white men, and the blacks were inO*

duced into it as a race of slaves 5 whence an unconquer-

able prejudice of caste, which has come down to our dej>

insomuch that a suspicion of taint still has tht raja*

effect of sinking the subject of it below the common km*

Consistently with this prejudice, is it to be credited test

parity of rank would he allowed to such a race? W
the question be answered by the statute of 17*6, ww™

denominated it an idle and a slothful people;w*
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directed the magistrates to bind out free negroes for lazi-

ness or vagrancy ; which forbade them to harbour Indian
or mulatto slaves, on pain of punishment by fine, or to

deal with negro slaves, on pain of stripes
; which an-

nexed to the interdict of marriage with a white, the pen-
alty of reduction to slavery ; which punished them, for

tippling, with stripes, and even a white person with ser-

vitude for intermarriage with a negro. If freemen, in a
political sense, were subjects of these cruel and degrading
oppressions, what must hove been the lot of their breth-
ren in bondage? It is also true that degrading conditions
were sometimes assigned to white men, but never as
members of a caste. ....

It was foreseen that there would be inhabitants, neither
planters nor taxable, who, though free as the winds,
might be unsafe depositories of popular power ; and the
design was, to admit no man to the freedom of the pro-
vince who had not a stake in it. That the clause which
relates to freedom by service, was not intended for manu-
mitted slaves is evident, from the feet that there were
none; and it regarded not slavery, but limited ser-
vitude expired by efflux of time. At that time, certainly,
the case of a manumitted slave, or of his free-born pro-
geny, was not contemplated as one to be provided for in
the founder's scheme of policy.

The feeling of race or colour breaks out in

the most violent manner and among all classes of
society. Captain Marryat tells of the persecu~
tion which a member of the House of Repre-
sentatives underwent ; who was put without the
pale, for educating and acknowledging the
coloured daughters whom he received into his
family. But another question independently of
of colour, arises here—that of illegitimacy and
pure morale.

The citizens of America are no longer per-
mitted to shew themselves, sans ceremonie, at
the President's levees; the Democrat, Van Buren,
having put an end to this right of equality. Upon
the whole, the privileged order manage some
things in the American capital pretty much as
they do in Europe ;—they make laws and regula-
tions to bind every one save themselves. Oysters,
spirits, and tobacco, are, we are informed, in

constant requisition at Washington, as every-
where else throughout the Union ; but spirituous
liquors are not permitted to be sold in the capi-
tal ; the consequence is, that Members of Con-
gress, unlawfully athirst for gin

, need not ab-
stain, hut they must ask for it as pale sherry;
while Madeira means whisky, and brown sherry,
brandy.

And thus do these potent, grave, and reverend signors
evade their own laws, beneath the very hall wherein they
were passed in solemn conclave. It appears that tobacco
is considered very properly as an article of fesbion. At
a store, close to the hotel, the board ontside informs yon
that among the fashionable requisites to be found there,
are gentlemen's shirts, collars, gloves, silk handkerchiefs,
and the beat chewing tobacco. But not only at Washing-
ton, but at other Urge towns, 1 have seen at silk-mercers
and hosiers this notice stuck np in the window—«* Dul~
eissimus chewing tobacco.*’—So prevalent is the habit of
chewing, and so little, from long custom, do the ladies
care about it, that I have been told that many young
ladies^ in the South, carry, in their work-boxes, See., pig.
tail, nicely ornamented with gold and coloured papers

;

and when their swains are at fault administer to their
wants, thoj meriting their affections by such endearing
solicitude.

The wild Indians and half-breeds with whom
he voyaged or sojourned about the remote
stations on the lakes, gained greatly on our

traveller's affections, when contrasted with the

citizens he had left behind. In their deportment
he considers the Indians “ the most perfect

gentlemen in America." Bring them on 'Change,

and we apprehend the same native gentility

would, in England, hold of those stoic s of the

woods. Few of our late travellers have visited

St Louis, a town rising every year in importance,

and having already a population of upwards of

20,000 ; and Captain Marryat does not tempt
any one by his description.

In point of heat, St Lonis certainly approaches the
nearest to the Black Hole of Calcutta of any city that I

have sojourned in. The lower part of the town is badly
drained, and very filthy. The flies, on a moderate calcu-
lation, are in many parts fifty to the square inch. I
wonder that they have not a contagions disease here
during the whole summer; it is, however, indebted to

heavy raios for its occasional purification. They have
not the yellow fever here ; but, during the antnmn, they
have one which, under another name, is almost as fataL-1
the bilious congestive fever. I found sleep almost im-
possible from the sultriness of the air, and used to remain
at the open window for the greater part of the night. I

did not expect that the muddy Mississippi would be able
to reflect the silver light of the moon ; yet it did, and
the effect was very beautiful. Tmly it may be said of
this river, as it is of many ladies, that it is a candle-light
beauty. There is another serious evil to which strangers
who sojourn here are subject—the violent effects of the
waters of the Mississippi upon those who are not used to

them. The suburbs of tbe town are very pretty ; and a
few miles behind it, you are again in a charming prairie
country, full of game, large and small. Large and small
are only so by comparison. An American was asked
what game they had in his district ? and his reply was,
“ Why, we've plenty of boar (bear) and deer, bat no
large game to count on."

There is one great luxury in America, which is the
quantity of clear pure ice which is to be obtaiued when-
ever you are, even in the hottest seasons ; and ice-creams
are universal and very cheap. I went into an establish-

ment where they vended this and other articles of refresh-
ment, when about a dozen black swarthy fellows, em-
ployed at the iron-foundry close at hand, with their dirty
shirt-sleeves tucked np, and without their coats and
waistcoats, came in, and sitting down, called for ice-

creams. ...... I thought at the time what
would the ladies who stop in their carriages at Gunter'S
have said, had they beheld these Cyclops with their bare
sinewy arms, blackened with heat and smoke, refreshing
themselves with such luxuries ; but it must be remem-
bered that porter is much the dearer article. Still the
working classes all over America can command, not only
all necessary comforts, but many luxuries ; for labour
is dear and they are very well paid

Thank Heaven I have escaped from St Lonis ; during
the time that I remaiued in that city, I was, day and
night, so melting away, that I expected, like some of the
immortal half-breeds of Jupiter, to become a tributary
stream to the Mississippi.

The traveller is eloquent in admiration of Cin-
cinnati,—“ the pork shop of the Union"—where
pigs are killed wholesale, in Waterloo numbers,
and in the most scientific way imaginable. He
is certainly not under the bondage of silver-

fork or cbina-trencher prejudices. If he finds
“ pork and 'lashes" palatable, he praises the
Republican mess, un-English though it may be,

because.
In the first place, the American pork is far superior
to any that we ever have salted down; and, in tbe
next, it eats uncommonly well with molasses. I have
tasted it, and u •/ is a factL” After all, why should we
eat currant jelly with venison, and not allow tbe AmerL
cans the humble imitation of pork and molasses.
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Mn Trollop*’* btiur raise* its head In a very impoe-

iuf manner t it is oomposed of many varieties of archi.

lecture; but I think the order under which it must be

classed is the preposterous. They call it Trollope’s

Folly; and it is remarkable how a shrewd woman like

Mrs Trollope should hare committed inch an error. A
baaaar like an English baxaar is only to be supported in

a city which has arrived at the acmd of luxury; where
therp are hundreds of people willing to be employed for a
trifle ; hundreds who will work at trifles, for want of

better employment ; and thousands who will spend money
on trifles, merely to pass away their time. Now, in

America, in the first place, there is no one who makes
trifles ; no one who will devote their time as sellers of

the articles, unless well compensated ; and no one who
will be induced, either by fashion or idleness, to give a
halfpenny more for a thing than it is worth. In conse-

quence, nothing was sent to Mrs Trollope's baaaar. She
had to furnish it from the shops, and had to pay very

high salaries to the young women who attended ; and the

people of Cincinnati, aware that the same artidee were
to be purchased at the stores for less money, preferred

going to the stores. No wonder, then, that it was a fail*

ure t it is now used as a dancing academy, and occasion*

ally as an assembly room.
Whatever the society of Cincinnati may have been at

the time that Mrs Trollope resided there, I cannot pre-

tend to say
; probably some change may have taken place

In it ; bnt at present it is as good as any in the Union,
and infinitely more agreeable than in some other cities,

as in it there is a mixture of the southern frankness of

character. A lady, who had long resided at Cincinnati,

told me that they were not aogry with Mrs Trollope for

having described the society which she saw, but for hav-

ing asserted that that was the best society ; and she fur-

ther remarked—“ It is fair to us that it should be under-

stood that when Mrs Trollope came here, she was quite

unknown, except inasmuch that she was a married wo-
man, travelling without her husband. In a small society,

as ours was, it was not surprising, therefore, that we
should be cautious about receiving a lady who, in our
opinion, was offending against les hienstances. Observe,

we do not accuse Mrs Trollope ofany impropriety / but

you must be aware how necessary it is, in this country,

to be regardful of appearances, and how afraid every

one is of their neighbour. Mrs Trollope then took a
cottage on the hill, and used to come down to the city to

market, and attend to the erection of her bazaar. 1 have
now told you all that we know about her, and the reason

why she did not receive those attentions, the omission of

which caused her indignation." 1 think it but fair that

the lady's explanation should he given, as Mrs Tiollope

Is considered to have been very severe and very unjust by
the inhabitants of Cincinnati.

But the Cincinnatians have forgiven Mrs
Trollope, and probably have improved in their

manners since her visit in 1896.—Everywhere
throughout the United State * where any demand
is made on the purse in the nature of a tax, such

demand is termed monarchical, and the trades-

people patronize, no usages that are contrary to

“ the spirit of Republicanism." A tailor at Cin-

cinnati refused to wait upon Captain Marryat to

take his measure, upon this prinoiple. The
fairer inference is, that there is not yet much
competition among the fashionable clothiers of

the capital of Pork.

Captain MerryatV strictures on the American
army and navy, are more worthy of attention

than his dogmatizing upon the state of religion,

education, and government ; upon which topics,

as we have hinted, his opinions are not alto-

gether made up, or consistent with themselves.

His doings in Canada have already been the

subject pf newspaper reports, §p we need wot

advert to them. One Canadian patriot he net

with, who prudently deferred turning out in

arms, “ though he had a great mind, until be

could get a Julius Ceesar, a Bonaparte, or a

Washington to follow—then I'll go 1" A phrase

everywhere thrown in the traveller's teeth, when

he craved explanation of certain things which

he thought odd, was—" Captain Marryat, we

are a very moral people." He makee some

severe, and far from unjust, remarks, on the

tendency of some peculiar new societies and as-

sociations of this “ very moral people ;** and thus

concludes, after an account of a New York

society of females for the reform of brothels, or

the prevention of prostitution, which has already

361 auxiliaries :
“ I cannot here help inquiring,

how it is, if the Americans are as they assert,

both orally and in their printed public documents,

a very moral nation, they find it necessary to

resort to all those societies for the improvement

of their brother citizens, and how it is that their

reports are foil of snch unexampled atrocities,

as are printed and circulated in evidence of the

necessity of stemming the current of rice." This

society published a paper, once a fortnight, “ de-

voted to the text of the seventh commandment,

and to the facts and results growing out of its

violation."

Captain Marrayat makes the extraordinary

assertion, that those who live under a Demo-

cracy, (where the highest stations and honours

are open to all,) have but one pursuit, but one ob-

ject to gain, which is wealth
; and, because this is

the case, they cannot be religious.

Under a Democracy, therefore, you must look for re-

ligion among the women, not among the men ; and rack

is found to be the cate in the United States. At Stm

Slick very truly says, 4<
It’s only women who attend

meetings ; the men folks have their politics and trade to

talk over, and havn't time” Even an established church

would not make people as religious under a democratie

form of government as it Would under any other.

These crude opinions are not worthy of serious

refutation ; but we may ask Captain Marryat

which sex constitutes the great majority of the

congregations in English churches ?—and invito

him some day, when he enters a church, to count

heads and bonnets. But if religion, or, as it

would seem, religious observances—for he makes

no distinction—fall away under a Democracy#

“ slander and defamation flourish under a Demo-

cracy and the few men who do go to church,

do so not from zeal to God, but dread of their

neighbours* tongues.

Captain Marryat'a descriptions and anecdotes

are always better than his reasoning. He was

seized with a severe cold and fever in Canada,

and laid up for some days at an inn at Windsor,

a place opposite Detroit :

—

I had been in bed three days, when my landlady cans

into the room. “ Well, captain, how do you fiud rmr>-

self by this time ?**— Oh, 1 am a little better, Ihsak

you," replied I.—(< Well, I am glad of it, because I west

to whitewash your room
;

for if the coloured man step

to do it to-morrow, he'll be for charging us another qear.

ter of a dollar."—“ Bat I am not able to leave my room.’'—“ Well, then, I’ll speak to him ; I dare say he Woa’t

mind year being in bed while he whitewashes."

Hs belli of a drunken old Putoh iankosptf **
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Hoboken, who one night, whin drank, took the

vows if the Temperance Society upon him, end

bettered he must keep them* He beceme ill from

the violent change of a confirmed habit, and took

to bed ; when the medical adviser prescribed one

ounce of French brandy every day* The Dutch-

man knew measures of brandy very well, but not

weights, and he applied to the learned sehool-

master

The ichoolmaster, oooupled With hit pupili, and act

liking the interruption, hastily, and without farther in-

quiries of the messenger, turned over his Bonnycastle,

and arriving at the table of avoirdupois weight, replied,
u Tell your father that sixteen drams make an ounce."
The boy took back the message correctly, and when

the old Dutchman heard it, his countenance brightened

up—

A

goot physician, a clever man—1 only have
drink twelve drams a-day, and hs tells me to take six-

t

teen.
4

Captain Marryat quotes a fresh-water ode re-

cited at a cold-water celebration in Boston ; but
it does not nearly equal Hood's famous lyric

—

* Path around the pitcher, and gite it no quarter.”

The Americans are as dexterous in eluding new
laws which they do not like, as O'Connell in

driving a coach-and-six through an act of Par-
liament. An order was issued that all dogs
should be muscled, and a citiaen put the muscle
on his dog's tail* The game of nine-pin# was
foolishly prohibited, and the game of ten-pin* was
forthwith resorted to. But such insolent mockery
of the spirit of the law cannot surely be tolerated.

The average of atrocious and fraudulent crime is

very high in some parts of the Union. It is as-

serted here, that in the town of Augusta, in

Georgia, containing only a population of 3,000

persons, fifty-nine Assassinations, committed in

open day, took place in one year, and without any
notice being taken of them by the authorities

)

To the case of the coloured man burnt alive at St

Louis, under Lynch law, of which Miss Martineau
has made so much, we could be almost reconciled

by Captain Marryat's account of the malignant
nature and foul crimes of the victim, save for the

diabolical mode of his death. Captain Marryat
considers that, in a new community, made up of
a large proportion of the ofF-scourings of society,

Lynch law, judiciously administered, may for a
time be beneficial. In their own vindication,

the inhabitants of Vicksbury put forth a sort of

manifesto, after their execution by Lynch law
of five gamblers of a gang who infested them,
in Which they assert that though ** Order is the

tint law of society, there are times and situa-

tions in which its elements can only be purified

by a storm and in this opinion Captain Marryat
is rather disposed to join.

The want of reverence, or the insubordination

and actual disobedience of the spoilt children of

America, are animadverted upon. They are the

self-willed babes of a u self-willed nation.” De-
mocracy is accused by Captain Hall as the cause
efthis household rebellion ; but Captain Marryat
k Inclined to attribute it to the busy papas not
having leisure or inclination to support the autho-
rity of the over-indulgent mammas. The boys
tout remain at college longer than they please,

learn except what they Uke ; and no dogging

is permitted ; which want of discipline Captain

Marryat considers one main cause of the evil

complained of. The boys, though they must not

be touched, may, however, licit the master at

certain seasons. It is scarcely fair in Captain

Marryat to mingle jokes and sober facts so very

freely, but we take this in the order given
The following “ Roles” an posted up in New Jersey

school-house s—
** No kissing girls in school time ; no licking the

mtutet daring holidays.”

At fifteen or sixteen, if not at college, the boy assumes

the man; he enters into business, as a clerk to some
merchant, or in some store. His father’s home is aban-

doned, except when it may suit his convenience, his salary

being sufficient for most of his wants. He frequents the

bar, calls tot gin cosktails, chews tobacco, and talks

politics. His theoretical education, whether he has pro-

fited much by it or not, is now superesded by a more
practical one, in which he obtains a most rapid pro-

ficiency.

The precocity and the practical genius of the

Americans prevent the formation of strong family

attachments. It is, however, more than any
casual traveller is warranted to affirm of any

people under the sun that

—

Beyond the period of Infancy there il no endearment

between parents and children j none of that sweet spirit

of affection between brothers and sisters ; none of those

links which units one family ; of that mutual confidence,

that rejoicing in each other's success ; that refuge, when
we are depressed or afflicted, in the bosoms of those who
lore ns—the sweetest portion of human existence, which
supports us under) and encourages us firmly to brave,

the ills of lifa~-nothing of this exists : in short, there

is hardly such a thing in America as Home, sweet

home.” That there are exceptions to this, I grant

;

but 1 speak of the great majority of cases, and the re-

sults upon the character of the nation.

Captain Marryat notices, but in the slightest

way, the insults offered to him in different parts

of America ; and, as we think, makes fully more
use of Miss Martineau as a scapegoat than is quite

gallant. “ The mischief which Miss Martineau
has entailed upon all those English who may
happen to visit America” cannot be very serious*

Mr Clay might, in the case cited, have been
induced to imagine that his English guest was of

his own way of thinking; while politeness, and
deference to her host might have led her to sup-

press, but not to renounce her honest opinions*

Miss Martineau 's error was accepting hospi-

talities which, right or wrong, act as gags on the

traveller's freedom of speech ; for her reports

from the slave States go far to prove themselves*

Captain Marryat wisely declined such invita-

tions from forseeing the necessity of a traveller

submitting to the ordinary conditions of hospi-

tality ; delicacy or silence.

In concluding his work, Captain Marryat, so-

liciting indulgence for himself, requests that his

readers will not, in justice to the Americans,

decide till they have heard all he has to say

upon the Sooiety and Government of the United

States, or seen his complete working out of

the problem. He need not be in the least appre-

hensive ; and, although he professes to have

written every line with great deliberation, wa
should not be surprised at him modifying some
of his opinions before the work ii finished ; es-

pecially as, while condemning the Democratic
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principle, he sees so much virtue in its practical

operation. He has, however, already proved, to

his own satisfaction, that Great Britain has the

advantage of America in the greater security of

life and property, in State religion, in education,

and classic learning ; the more dignified adminis-

tration ofjustice ; warmerdomestic attachments

;

in climate ; in the physical strength of the popu-

lation ; and the stability of political institutions ;

—and that America, equalling us in few things.

surpasses us in none, save the better pay of her

navy officers and seamen. In this unusual liber-

ality to seamen, the Government cannot help

itself. It is a matter of necessity ; for “ there

never was, and never will be, anything like liber-

ality'* [any candle-ends and cheese-parings?]

“ under a democratic form ofgovernment." Nov,

this very “ illiberality" or economy, the Ameri-

cans hold to be one of the best consequences of

their Democratic institutions.

SCENES ABROAD, AND THOUGHTS AT HOME.

Nothing can exceed the beauty of a Swiss

autumn. It was my good fortune to enjoy one

of the finest they have had for some years past.

The “ travelling English," who swarm over the

Continent from May to October, had either

winged their homeward flight, or housed them-

selves in their winter bivouacs at Interlacken or

Geneva. You seldom met a tourist, and actu-

ally realized Moore’s aspiration, for some
“ Earthly place

Where one could rest in dream Elysian,

Without some cursed round English face

Popping up to break the vision."

The inns (the only disagreeable things in

Switzerland) had resumed something like their

ordinary charges : beds were to be had without

bribery ; and guides for something less than the

salary of an under Secretary of State.

The scorching heat of the summer sun had
been succeeded by a moderate, and (for a moun.
tainous country,) an equable temperature. The
foliage was tinted without the loss of its beau-

tiful verdure. The grandeur of the Alps, and
the jewellery* of Geneva, attract thejgreat bulk

of English tourists ; but I confess that I pre-

fer the softer beauties of the northern cantons,

animated by the living scenery of a peasantry

unique for the simplicity of their habits and the

virtues of their social system. These cannot

be viewed in the same perfection in the south of

Switzerland.

It will be my object to attempt the description

of some of the various scenes illustrative of the

different phases of society in this attractive dis-

trict, which it fell to my lot to encounter.

I do not think there exists a population in

Europe—perhaps in the world—so happy as that

of German or northern Switzerland. Almost
every element seems to exist there which can
secure the physical as well as the mental prosper-

ity of a people.

• The heroism of the times of Tell, tempered
and sobered by the stern but peaceful religion

of Calvin, have implanted courage and virtue,

• The proportion of travellers who candidly admit
that the watches and trinkets, of which Geneva is the
grand depdt, are their chief motives for visiting it, would
almost appear incredible. Independently even of its

lake, Geneva derives scenic attractions from the proximity
of the Alps, which are not to he underrated.

with their train of ramified influences, deeply

into the character of the succeeding and exist-

ing people. The mountainous and physically

isolated position of Switzerland, has less tended

to the unchanged idiosyncracy of this peculiar

people, than the early and rigid ordeals to which

their independence was subjected ; and which,

filling the world with the fame of its victory, has

intensely endeared its spirit even to the latest

generation. Their hatred to their oppressors,

though long since softened by the religion of

later times and the lapse of ages, has merged

into a marked and permanent dissent from the

opinions, habits, and economy of their neigh-

bours: a dissent periodically strengthened by

the petty tyrannies of France, and the ill-re.

pressed contempt of the German Autocracies.

That Switzerland has been suffered to exist at all

—presenting the singular phenomenon of a

minute Republic, encircled by belligerent and

intolerent despotisms—is to be attributed (since

the roads have given access to artillery) solely

to the usefulness of a neutral country, as a cat's

paw to commerce in times of war. During the

end of the last, and for many of the earlier yean

of the present century, Switzerland acted as the

go-between, among trading nations at war with

each other ; receiving goods in transit, for and

from nearly every one of the allied powers and

their enemies ; smuggling French wines into

Prussia, and English muslins, in despite of the

Milan decree, into the very presence of Napoleon

But though Switzerland maintains a commercial

relation with her neighbours, she is as far re-

moved from social intercourse or natural sym-

pathy with them as nations separated by thou-

sands of miles. Hence the unalloyed integrity

of Swiss principles, and the almost primitive

purity of their habits and institutions, uncon-

taminated through ages by the versatile vices of

France, or the servility of Austria.

In education they have been long in the van

of Europe. What nature has withheld from the

soil, she has lavishly repaid to the minds of its

inhabitants. No murky prejudices obscure the

perception ; no vile servility defeats the removal

of the abuses, wherewith other tfoimmunities im-

poverish their resources and fetfter their energies.

In Switzerland, principle impirea and intelli-

gence directs industry ; whilst Government con-
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sists in the removal of impediments rather than
in the creation of laws. Legislation is one of the

chief curses of England—a trade maximized for

the sake of those who govern : there, it is a pro-

tection, proportioned to the necessities of the

governed, and in which the governors are di-

vested of any pecuniary corruptions. The gene-
ral content prevailing in Northern Switzerland,

arises from the fact also, that the people choose

their representatives for themselves ; and even,

in some places, legislate for themselves in the

market-places. Each canton has a separate

government of its own ; and as, when an abuse

is perceived it is immediately remedied, it follows

that individual grievances are felt to he, if unre-

dressed at any rate not chargeable on the

Government. This feeling ensures a political

calmness and quietude, which cannot be easily

appreciated in a country so fevered as ours with

the incubus of the few over the many. On the

other hand, neither can the Swiss comprehend
our position. 1 had a long chat, one evening,

with a friend in the Canton of Appenzel, whose
life had been spent in effecting social improve*
ments ; and I explained to him the most approved
plan of National Education in this country, and
the provisions whereby the fullest culture of the

mind, and the most complete religious training,

might easily be imparted, without, in the least

degree, implicating the vexala questio of creeds,

or prejudicing the ascendancy of an Established

Church. “Why that/* said he, “is precisely

the plan we adopt here, where we have both

Protestants and Catholics; and is it not clearly

and demonstrably to the advantage of all that so

good a system should have the auxiliary of a
government centralization?" I agreed. “But
if so, why is it not done ?" This was a question

which I found it impossible to answer to my
friend’s satisfaction. He could not bring himself,

in the first place, to believe that mere party

spirit could actuate so foul an opposition, under
the mask of so much hypocrisy, as to debar the

country effectually from what everybody saw
plainly was so immense a benefit ; and he could

still less believe that, if there were so perverse

a country, England was it—England, which had
so long held the highest rank in his estimation,

above all other nations (save his own) for in-

telligence, liberality, and freedom. Living, as

he did, in a country where no other rule deter-

mines legislation than what is best, he was
wholly unable to conceive a state of society

where everything affecting the community is

referred to the interest of minute fractions of

the whole, and determined, in ninety-nine cases

out of one hundred, adversely to the interest of

the population.

The serenity of the Swiss arises also, in great

measure, from their industry ; which may be
again traced to three main causes :—First,

to their religious principles ; secondly, to the

comparativeunfruitfulness of thesoil ; and, lastly,

to that perfect freedom of trade from restric-

tions or protecting duties, which enables them,
whilst the limited fertility of the land compels

them, to cultivate those arts of production alone

which they can render most productive, and
which are necessarily those in which they have

the greatest natural capacity to excel. Thus,

even the very exigencies of the soil may be

said to contribute, not only to the industry,

but to the peacefulness of the people ; for it

will scarcely he denied, that capacity and in-

clination go hand in hand, where no extra-

neous motives or fictitious interests interpose.

Thus, at least, it is in Switzerland ; and I found

the instances rare in which either the pure art-

isan of the south-eastern or watch-making dis-

trict, or the pure herdsman of Vaud, or the

artisan-agriculturist of St Gall or Argorria, were
desirous of quitting their avocations, or were

otherwise than contented with their general con-

dition. It was, however, chiefly in the districts

in which handicraft and agricultural employ-

ments are blended, that my experiences were de-

rived, and to which my sketches will mostly

pertain.

One of the most salient features presented by
the social condition of Switzerland, is the sym-
pathy which pervades and blends classes ; and
yet this in no degree infringes on the deference

with which property and station are regarded.

I attribute this, in some measure, to the absence

of hereditary rank. Though one man may he

infinitely wealthier and more powerful than his

neighbours, still, as there are no primogenital

channels in which property can descend through

generations, increasing the distinction of caste

and prestige with its age, and, as all accumula-

tions are subdivided at death, and flow back

into the fund of the community, none of the feel-

ings engendered to what we call “ family”

exist in Switzerland. I am not disposed to ac-

quiesce in the extreme opinion which condemns
an aristocracy as an unqualified evil ; neither is

Switzerland without one ; though the law of in-

heritance contributes so much less than per-

sonal dessert and industry in creating it, that

those arriving at, rather than born to, this

distinction in Switzerland, engender sympathies

towards them on the part of the poor, of which

our aristocracy per se is wholly bereft. Be this

as it may, the kindliest feelings subsist between
each class. The employer of labourers shakes

hands, as a matter of course, with the cottager

he visits ; the charities of life abound in a sin-

cerity which, I confess, I had hitherto regarded

as a millenial vision rather than a practice im-

parted, in any part of the world, to the usages

of everyday life. The schools invariably con-

tain (in the German cantons at least) a complete

mixture of the children of the poor and the

rich. They are brought up from infancy in con-

stant intercourse, and the closest sympathy with

each other. Thus, in after life, the poor de-

rive continual mental benefit, and the aid of the

superior information of those in higher circum-

stances, through the far more intimate inter-

course which continues between them through

life. Many scenes I witnessed evidenced the

effects of these influences.
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It was on a vary beautiful evening, that,

equipped merely with a small knapsack, and
leaving everything behind me which might im-

pede my peregrinations, wherever incited, I went
on board the little iron steamer which puffs and
paddles daily up and down the lake of Zurich,
‘f Up and down/’ however, by no means describes

the career of this indefatigable " damp-schiff.”

Each bank of this charming lake is studded with

villages and little burghs; and as the chief

source of income is derived from the villagers

who come to Zurich in a morning to bring their

produce to market, and return in the evening,

and as the lake varied from one to five miles in

width, our oourse resembled that of a vessel

working to windward, rather than the straight"

forward procedure of an orthodox steamer ; and

by the time we arrived at our destination at

Rapperschwyl, at the other end of the lake, we
had zigsagged over a distance of at least treble

its length. To a gentleman who left one end
for the purpose of transacting business at the

other, this arrangement might not have been

wholly satisfactory ; for my own part I enjoyed

it infinitely more, for it afforded a capital

opportunity of observing both the scenery and
the natives. On the right, the range of the

Albis mountains dosed in the view with the pic-

turesque villages whioh skirt the lake at its foot.

Before us, the lofty mountains of the Tooken*.

burg lay at the distance of from twenty to thirty

miles, with the Hob Sentis and Sohaf Berg skirt"

|ng their southern extremity. A very peculiar

effect was produced by the moonlight. It bad
been for some time quite dark ; the mountains
having, for above an hour, become wholly invia,

ible, during which time we had been constantly

approaching them. Suddenly, a very brilliant

streak of vivid light, presenting the outline of

the mountains, appeared, high above where the

horizon was when we last saw it. Gradually the

entire summits of the vsrious snowy peaks of the

range became radiantly illuminated, assuming the
appearance of molten diver, and deriving add!"

tional brilliancy from the intenseness of the dark"

ness around ; for the moon had not yet risen

;

neither did it shew itself, nor lighten up the
scenery around us for nsarly half-an-hour after

the commencement of this beautiful phenomenon.
The poetry of the scene would have been perfect

but for the presence of the wheeping, puffing,

snorting, little steamer, whioh would spoil the

romance of anything human.
The boat was filled, ss I have already said,

chiefly with the villagers returning to their

homes on eitbsr side of the I*ake, The left bank
was In the cantons of Zurich and St Gall, and
the right chiefly ip that of Zug, Every one

knows of the variety of Swiss costume ; the pecu*

liaritiee of each canton being hereditary and

immutable, The term <f inotely crew" might,

therefore, with peat propriety, be applied to the

cargo of our little vessel. We had the plain

coiffure of Zurich, with the peacock's-tnil head-

dress of St Gall, and the pancake hat of Zug,

relieving the common Uuuiff of the malt pea-

sant, and interspersed with occasional spedmens

of the three-oornered hat, the long red waistcoat,

and the deep-laced frill of the patriarchal sot*

tume, I got into conversation with one of them

ancient men : be pointed out his great-grandchild

among the urchins in the bow of the vestal.

After come chat on the weather and the scenery,

I asked him some questions about education, and

questioned him ss to the diffusion of education

among the peasantry. He at flrst thought I

meant the higher branches of education, and

•aid that they generally considered it more im-

portant to perfect their children in such know-

ledge as more immediately fitted them for tho

performance of their Christian duties, and for

aptitude in the arts of production ; that, never-

theless, drawing, and the higher branches of

arithmetic, were becoming very generally taught

in the village schools. As to mere reading and

writing, he maintained that it would be very dif-

ficult to find any child of twelvo years of ago

who oould not road and write with ease. In tbo

eanton of Zurich, to whioh he belonged, this

was doubtless the ease, though in come—for in-

stance, Uri—I am disposed to think the meant

of education very capable of improvement. Tho

old man persisted, however, that nothing oould

be more erroneous than to measure the educa-

tion of a eanton by the number of its school*.

He believed that, frequently, the absence of

schools proved the greater anxiety of the parents,

as well as their proficiency, in instructing their

children themselves, In summer, and before tho

snow seta in, said he, you will find very little

home instruction, perhaps ; but, if you were with

us through the winter, you would find it eon.

stantly going on ; not learning out of books con-

stantly, but the elder members of a family either

telling the young ones foots in our history or is

that of other countries—and which pleasa tho

young ones more than story-books ; or answeriag

their questions, as well ae setting them suma;

end letting them read the Bible or other books

loud out, and explaining all difficulties that arioo

:

this, said he, is the sort of education, aoeom-

panied by set lessons, that goes on all the winter

through. I asked him whether religious instruc-

tion was invariably intermixed with aeculsr in-

struction ? Ho said it was. I expressed grest

surprise that the Catholic priests should allow ef

religious instruction where they were net them,

selves the teachers ; as, for instance, when Ca.

tholjic children are instructed, as will often hap-

pen, by Protestant masters in the schools. Tho

general religious instruction, he said, did net in-

volve doctrinal points; and that this was attended

without interference by the respective pastor*

and the parents of the children. Not wishing to

degrade my country in the eyes of this sensible

peasant, J forbore to tel) him that here the State

was not allowed to emancipate education from

the rigorous ascendancy of sectarianism* 1 did

not tell him that the Established, clergy of aur

Protestant Church refused to toLerate the equsl

participation of other Cbrfctiams in tho work of

education, and prevented the ^tate fromibmm
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ipg the means of this national bleating without the

pale of their owp priestly jurisdiction, Apropos
to this subject, I cannot help tabinf a jump from
the Lake of Zttrich to Cleobury Mortimer, in

Sbropehire. It so happens, that a very well

endowed school exists in that parish, frequented

alike by Protestants and by Catholics, of whom
there are several in the neighbourhood. The
secular and religious instruction goes on unin-,

terruptedly and in perfect harmony ; the child-

ren, on the Sunday, attending their respective

places of worship, and receiving doctrinal relu
gioua instruction from the ministers of their re-

spective faiths. This is in the heart of ecclesi-

astical jurisdiction, and forms a practical example
of the precise plan repudiated by the Church of

England as destructive of the Establishment, and
impregnated with the seeds of infidelity ; and
yet the Chureh of England parishioners unite in

praising this school, and admit it to work ad-

mirably. In the opposition school at Liverpool,

established by the Church party, the children
are compelled to attend the Established Churches
on the Sabbath day, and consequently Dissenters
are excluded. In the corporation schools, where
the authorized version of the Bible has been in

daily use among the Protestant children, and the
Douay edition among the Catholic children, from
the first hour of their establishment to the pre-
sent, the children attend the places of worship
they choose on the Sundays. This is the obvious
plan to be adopted by all who sincerely desire

education impregnated with religion to be dif-

fused among the people. They who, under any
pretext, would confine education, or, what is

equally aa bad in principle, who would confine

the moil effective means of education and religious

instruction to the adherents of a sect, and there-
fore a portion of the community, excluding the
rest, necessarily oppose one of the highest Christ*

ian duties incumbent on a nation.

I particularly questioned my old friend, on
board the Zurich steamer, whether the Catholic

priests evinoed any hostility to so liberal a
scheme of education. He deolared quite the
reverse—that they were generally amongst its

warmest supporters ; and, on another occasion,

whilst visiting a factory, I inquired whether they
had factory inspectors to enforce the half days
for the education of the children; and I was
informed, that there was little need for that,

for the Catholio priests took good care that

these regulations were put into effect, and were
vigilant inspectors themselves. My old friend

seemed slightly piqued at the incredulity he
fancied my questions betrayed, and modestly
begged to know where I was likely to he the
next day, as he should have great pleasure, if I

came to the village where he was going, to shew
me a school, and give me an opportunity of

judging of the universality of instruction. As
this did not comport with the route I had
chalked out, I was obliged to decline the offer.

The old man, however, was ill-satisfied that I

should escape without ocular proof of my sup-

posed prejudices ; and, having informed himself

THOUGHTS AT HOME. W7

of my intended destination, recollected a friend

living within a mile of the road I must travel*

and whom he earnestly begged me to call on, aa

a person who was not only well acquainted with
the soeial economy of the Swiss peasantry, but
well disposed to give the benefit of his intelli*

gence and information to those who desired it.

No forma} introductions are required in Switaer*

land—a knowledge of their language, and the fact

of being an Englishman, are generally sufficient

passports to their hospitality ; so that I readily

promised the old man to call on his friend ; and,

as the little steamer had by this time completed
its serpentine journey, 1 shook hands with the pa*

triarch, and, shouldering my knapsack, marched
off to the Paon, which has the repute of being the
best hotel, and where I was soon seated before

an excellent supper,

Switzerland is almost the only oountry where
one can walk with one's worldly goods on one's

back into the best hotels, and receive the same
civility as if one oame in a carriage. The Duke
of Devonshire is reputed to have been for some
days expected at the Bergue at Geneva, and a
suite of rooms, stables, &c., duly prepared for

his reception. Two days prior to his expected
arrival, a pedestrian, covered with dust, and
armed with a remarkably sturdy oaken stick,

walked into the hotel, and took up his quarters i

two days afterwards, the servants and carriages

of his Grace arrived, and not till then did the

landlord discover that his pedestrian guest was
none other than “ Milord son AUesse” himself.

A guide is, however, a much greater aid than a
nuisanoe,much less the latter than that detestable

gang of petty thieves 'yclept commissionaires at

the hotels of all the Anglo-French and Angles

Belgian towns, The guide augments all your

bills by twenty per cent., and your comforts by
twenty-five ; there is a clear gain in having him.

He carries your knapsaok, which becomes a
galling burden in hot weather ; he knows the

shortest cuts, and the best points de vue; he
translates the often unintelligible patois of the

peasantry ; and to those to whom you have not

letters of introduction, he secures the value of

them, by invariably making known those to

whom you had introductions, and the attentions

they commanded. 1 had three or four letters

from the best quarters, to leading men at Zurich,

and on the strength of them 1 might have an*

joyed the hospitality of half Switzerland. My
guide was already at Rappersohwyl, and the next

morning I dispatched him before me to secure a

dry bed at Lichtenstein, intending to follow him

at my leisure, diving into every way-side nook

which invited inspection—a practice which no

guide tolerates with any approach to patience,

unless the said places happen to be established

and authorised lions. Rapperschwyl is becoming

a manufacturing town ; the Brcemlings (among

the largeet of the Swiss cotton-spinners) have

factories here both for dyeing and spinning. The
Turkey red dyed here is peculiarly brilliant;

and both the air and water are said to be ex-

tremely favourable to the clearness and the du-
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rability of the tint. My road lay alongside the

Lake of Zurich, which, though sufficiently shal-

low, to be crossed by a long bridge of 4,500

French feet in length at Rapperschwyl, extends

some miles farther eastward. The scenery was

not unlike that of our Westmoreland lakes

;

that is to say, tame, rather than otherwise, for

Switzerland. The roadside trees, especially the

apple, were loaded with fruit. As they are

wholly unprotected, save by the morality of the

people, one cannot walk along the road without

evidence of the startling and astonishing fact,

that religion, and even practical virtues, can

actually flourish in communities unblessed by a

dominant sect which monopolises orthodox edu-

cation ! I passed several churches, to most of

which an outdoor pulpit was attached, under a
j

projecting roof. This blending of nature's love-

liest scenery with the adoration of its Author is

surely in harmony with the purest agencies of

Christian truth. There is something chilling to

the perception of religion, in the cold, damp,

mouldy walls by which divine service is so fre-

quently penned in, and its attendants chilled

and deadened. The eminent piety of the Swiss,

is not unconnected with the manifestations of

God, which nature so continually presents before

them. The tempest, the avalanche, the flood,

and the cataract, are so many mementos of the

Creator. The omnipresence of the Almighty is

more palpable in Switzerland than in most other

quarters of the globe, whether in revelations of

power or providence, as exhibited in the convul-

sions or the beauties of nature. These influences

have tended to vivify the faith of the people.

I shortly afterwards passed a very large new
cotton.mill, erected, I believe, by the Broemlings;

it stood immediately at the foot of a perpendicular

mountain, which towers up behind it, at the spot

where a mountain-torrent descends ; a simple

wooden trough conveyed the water over the

wheel ; there must have been a fall of at least

sixty feet ; and, had the mill required it, the

power might just as easily be doubled. I had

seen many mills in Switzerland, and had many
more to see ; so that I did not think it worth

while to stop here, though 1 afterwards repented

not having done so, as it is considered one of the

very first establishments of the kind in Switzer-

land ; but, passing on to Uznacht, I took my
second breakfast—an excellent plan for pedes-

trians—and, in referring to a letter of introduc-

tion to a proprietor not far distant, I found,

with extreme pleasure, that it was addressed to

the same person my old friend in the 6teamer

had begged me to call on. On leaving Uznacht,

and mounting the steep long hill which bounds

the valley, or rather plain of Uznacfc^, on the

eastern side, and while gazing on tfm charming

view which a slight elevation commands, 1 was

overtaken by a good-humoured looking middle-

aged man, who saluted me with the usual Guten
morgen, and stopped to take breath close by

where I was standing ; we got into conversation

forthwith about the scenery, and then about

Louis Napoleon, whose case just then absorbed

the entire interest of the whole nation; and,

after having made the usual inquiries as to the

probable part that England would take, finding

me to be a native of the very country which had

not sided against them, and imbued with the

very natural feelings of disgust which animated

his own countrymen at the dictatorial conduct of

France, we grew very friendly; and, ere we

reached the summit of the hill he asked me my
place of destination ; on learning the name of

the gentleman on whom I was about to call,

he informed me that he was just now from home

on business ; but, added he, as your object is that

of learning the habits of our peasantry, I think,

if you will accompany me where I am now going

to visitx a friend who has recently married his

only daughter, to a relation of mine, I shall have

the greatest pleasure to introduce you, and I

will promise you a hearty welcome. 1 readily

assented to his kind proposal ; and, on our way

there, he confided to me the history of the bridal

which had taken place. Ere his story was

finished, we entered a vale of singular beauty

;

and he pointed out a large farm or country

house on the opposite hill to that down which

we had descended as the place of our destina-

tion. It was evidently the chief house of the

village, though in all its features resembling the

cottage architecture of Switzerland. The host

met us at the door, and warmly welcomed me, on

the strength of my friend's testimony to my po-

litical sympathies. He led us into a large room,

where an ample dinner was in the act of being

placed on the table : it was only twelve o'clock—

the usual Swiss dinner-hour. We were presented

to the wife and newly married daughter of our

host, and shortly afterwards to the bridegroom.

It is impossible to give an idea of the cordiality

with which the Swiss receive and welcome you in

their houses. There is a total absence, not only

of the set formalities of life, but there is on

absence of that constraint, and evident acting of

hospitality which hampers the social intercourse

of all but the highest classes in England. You

cannot be for ten minutes in a Swiss family with-

out feeling that they have no part to act; their

natural feeling is precisely what it seems, and

they not only appear but are glad to see you

;

and the English fear that you will compare the

scale of your entertainment unfavourably with

what you received at other houses, with all the

train of petty jealousies, never so much as enter

into their heads. The bride was not handsome

;

but I have never seen a more interesting coun-

tenance, or one more imprinted with the evi-

dences of depth of feeling. The history of her

marriage exhibits so many of the best features

of Swiss habits and morals, that I cannot forbear

offering a sketch of the story of this affaire dt

ccetir.

J. C. S.

I (To be Continued.)
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SKETCHES OF LIFE AND MANNERS; FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.—Continued.

RECOLLECTIONS OF GRASMERE.

I now resume my memoirs, from the moment
of my leering Wordsworth's cottage, after one

week of delightful intercourse with him and his

sister, about the 19th of November, 1807.

Soon after my return to Oxford, I received a let-

ter from MistWordsworth asking forany subscrip-

tions I might succeed in obtaining, amongst my
college friends, in aid of the funds then raising in

behalf of an orphan family, who had become such

by an affecting tragedy that had occurred within

s few weeks from my visit to Grasmere.

This calamitous incident, interesting for itself

u well as for having drawn forth some beautiful

stanzas from Wordsworth, had a separate and

peculiar importance in reference to my own life

—having been the remote occasion of another

misfortune that brought to myself the first deep

draught from the cup of sorrow which it was

destined that I should drink. Miss Wordsworth
drew up a brief memoir of the whole affair.

This, I believe, went into the hands of the royal

family ; at any rate, the august ladies of that

house (all or some of them) were amongst the

many subscribers to the orphan children ; and

it must be satisfactory to all who shared, and

happen to recollect their own share in that sea-

sonable work of charity, that the money then

collected, under the auspices of the Words-
worths, proved sufficient, with judicious admi-

nistration and superintendence from a committee

of the neighbouring ladies in Ambleside, to edu-

cate and settle respectably, in useful callings,

the whole of a very large family, not one of

whom, to my knowledge, has fared otherwise

than prosperously, or, to speak of the very low-

est case, decently in their subsequent lives,

as men and women, long since surrounded by

children of their own. Miss Wordsworth's

simple but fervid memoir not being within my
reach at this moment, I must trust to my own

recollections and my own less personal impres-

sions to retrace the story ;
which, after all, is not

much of a story to excite or to impress, unless

for those who can find a sufficient interest in

the trials and unhappy fate of hard-working pea-

sants, and can reverence the fortitude which,

being lodged in so frail a tenement as the per-

son of a little girl, not much, if anything, abovev

nine years old, could face an occasion of sudden

mysterious abandonment—of uncertain peril—

snd could tower up, during one night, into the

perfect energies of womanhood—energies unsus-

pected even by herself—under the mere pressure

of difficulty, and the sense of new-born respon-

sibilities awfully bequeathed to her, and in the

most lonely, perhaps, of all English habitations.

The little valley of Easedale, which, and the

neighbourhood of which, were the scenes of

wo. lxix—vol. vx.

these interesting events, is, on its own account,

one of the most impressive solitudes amongst
the mountains of the lake district ; and I must
pause to describe it. Easedale is impressive,

first, as a solitude ; for the depth of the seclu-

sion is brought out and forced more pointedly

upon the feelings by the thin scattering of houses

over its sides and the surface of what may be

called its floor. These are not above five or six

at the most ; and one, the remotest of the whole,

was untenanted for all the thirty years of my ac-

quaintance with the place. Secondly, It is impres-

sive from the excessive loveliness which adorns its

little area. This is broken up into small fields

and miniature meadows, separated not—as too

often happens, with sad injury to the beauty of

the lake country—by stone-walls, but sometimes
by little hedge-rows, sometimes by a little, spark-

ling, pebbly “beck," lustrous to the very bot-

tom, and not too broad for a child's flying leap ;

and sometimes by wild self-sown woodlands of

birch, alder, holly, mountain ash, and hazel, that

meander through the valley, intervening the

different estates with natural sylvan marches,

and giving cheerfulness in winter by the bright

scarlet of their barrier. It is the character of

all the northern English valleys, as I have al-

ready remarked—and it is a character first no-

ticed by Wordsworth—that they assume, in their

bottom areas, the level floor-like shape, making
everywhere a direct angle with the surrounding

hills, and definitely marking out the margin of

their outlines; whereas the Welch valleys have

too often the glaring imperfection of the basin

shape, which allows no sense of any absolute

valley surface : the hills are already commenc-
ing at the very centre of what is called the level

area. The little valley of Easedale is, in this

respect, as highly finished as in every other;

and in the Westmoreland spring, which may be

considered May and the earlier half of June,

whilst the grass in the meadows is yet short from

the habit of keeping the sheep on it until a much
later period than elsewhere, (viz. until themoun-
tains are so {jar cleared of snow, and the proba-

bility of storms, as to make it safe to send them
out on their summer migration,) the little fields

in Easedale have the most lawny appearance,

and, from the humidity of the Westmoreland*
climate, »,he most verdant that it is possible tO

fll

imagine, and on a gentle vernal day—when veqft

* It if pretty generally known, perhaps, that^hamed
moreland and Devonshire are the two rainiest cjg» neat
England. At Kirkby Lonsdale, lying just

iff| .
* .

margin of the Lake district, one-fifth mor o eifecf, as n
puted to fall than in the adjacent coup/ fiU5©S of the

side of England. But it is also noto;’ insult offered to
em side of the island universally hiding reliance upon
tut. Collin, call* It the Showery ^ upon their n.
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tation has been far enough advanced to bring

out the leaves, an April sun gleaming coyly

through the clouds, and genial April rain gently

pencilling the light spray of the woods with tiny

pearl drops

—

I have often thought, whilst looking

with silent admiration upon this exquisite com-
position of landscape, with its miniature fields,

running up like forest glades into miniature

woods ; its little columns of smoke, breathing up
like incense to the household gods, from the

hearths of two or three picturesque cottages—
abodes of simple primitive manners,

4and what,

from personal knowledge, I will call humble
virtue—whilst my eyes rested on this charming

combination of lawns and shrubberies, I have
thought that, if a scene on this earth could de-

serve to be sealed up, like the valley of Rasse-

las, against the intrusions of the world—-if there
were one to which a man would willingly surren-

der himself a prisoner for the years of a long

life—this it is—this Easedale—which would jus-

tify the choice and recompense the sacrifice.

But there is a third advantage possessed by this

Easedale, above other rival valleys, in the subli-

mity of its mountain barriers. In one of its

many rocky recesses is seen a “ force,** (such is

the local name for a cataract,) white with foam,

descending at all seasons with respectable

strength, and, after the melting of snows, with an
Alpineviolence. Followtheleadingof this“force**

for three quarters of a mile, and you come to a

little mountain lake, locally termed a “tarn/* •

the very finest and most gloomily sublime of its

class. From this tarn it was, I doubt not,

though applying it to another, that Wordsworth
drew the circumstances of his general descrip-

tion

Thither the rainbow comes, the cloud.

And qpsts that spread the flying shroud $

And winds
That, if they could, would burry past

:

But that enormous barrier binds it fast.

&c. See. See.

The rocks repeat the raven’s croak,

In symphony austere.

And far beyond this “ enormous barrier,** that

thus imprisons the very winds, tower upwards

the aspiring heads (usually enveloped in cloud

and mist) of Glaramara, Bow Fell, and the

other fells of Langdale Head and Borrowdale.

Finally, superadded to the other circumstances

of solitude, arising out of the rarity of human
life, and of the signs which mark the goings on of

human life—two other accidents .there are of

Easedale, which sequester it from the world, and

intensify its depth of solitude beyond what could

well be looked for or thought possible in any
vale within a district so beaten by modern tou-

* A tarn is a lake, generally (indeed always) a small

one ;and always, as I think, (but this I have heard dis-

puted,jiring above the level of the inhabited valleys and
the largeUlMss; and subject to this further condition, as

first noticed ty ‘Wordsworth, that it has no main feeder.

Now, this lattei^ccident of the tarn at once explains and
authenticates my urcount of the word, viz.—that it is the

Danish word taaren, fa trickling ;

)

a deposit of waters

from the weeping of rain down the smooth feces of the
rocks.

rists. One is, that it is a chamber within a

chamber, or rather a closet within a chamber—

a chapel within a cathedral—a little private ora-

tory within a chapel. For Easedale is, in fact,

a dependancy of Grasmere—a little recess lying

within the same general basin of mountains, but

partitioned off by a screen of rock and swelling

uplands, so inconsiderable in height, that, when

surveyed from the oommanding summits of Fair-

field or Seat Sandal, they seem to subside into

the level area, and melt into the general surfeoe.

But, viewed from below, these petty heights form

a sufficient partition ; which is pierced, however,

in two points—once by the little murmuring

brook threading its silvery line onwarde to the

lake of Grasmere, and again by a little rough

lane, barely capable (and I think not capable in

all points) of receiving a post-chaise. This little

lane keeps ascending amongst wooded steeps for

a quarter of a mile ; and then, by a downward

course of a hundred yards or so, brings you to i

point at which the little valley suddenly bunts

upon you with as full a revelation of its tiny

proportions, as the traversing ofthe wooded back-

grounds will permit. The lane carries you it

last to a little wooden bridge, practicable for

pedestrians ; but, for carriages, even the doubt-

ful road, already mentioned, ceases altogether

:

and this fact, coupled with the difficulty of sus-

pecting such a lurking paradise from the high

road through Grasmere, at every point of which

the little hilly partition crowds up into one mass

with the capital barriers in the rear, seeming,

in fact, not so much to blend with them as to

be a part of them, may account for the fortu-

nate neglect of Easedale in the tourist's route

;

and also because there is no one separate object,

such as a lake or a splendid cataract, to bribe

the interest of those who are hunting after

sights ; for the fr force** is comparatively small,

and the tarn is beyond the limits of the vale, as

well as difficult of approach. One other circum-

stance there is about Easedale, which completes

its demarcation, and makes it as entirely a

landlocked little park, within a ring fence of

mountains, as ever human art, if rendered capa-

ble of dealing with mountains and their arrange-

ment, could have contrived. The sole approach,

as 1 have mentioned, is from Grasmere; and

some one outlet, there must inevitably be in

every vale that can be interesting to a human

occupant, since without water it would not be

habitable; and running water must force an

exit for itself, and, consequently^, an inlet forthe

world ; but, properly speaking, there la no other.

For, when you explore the remoter end of the

vale, at which you suspect some communication

with the world outride, you find before you a

most formidable amount of climbing, the extent

of which can hardly be measured where there it

no solitary object of human workmanship or ves-

tige of animal life, not a sheep-track even, not

a shepherd’s hovel, but rock and heath, heath

and rock, tossed about in monotonous conftirion.

And, after the ascent is mastered, you descend

into a second vale—long, narrow, sterile, known
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by the name of “ Far Eaaedale :” from which

point, if yon could drive a tunnel below the

everlasting hills, perhaps six or seven miles

might bring yon to the nearest habitation of

man, in Borrowdaie ; but, crossing the moun-
tains, the road cannot be less than twelve or

fourteen, and, in point of fatigue, at the least

twenty. This long valley, which is really terrific

at noon-day, from its utter loneliness and deso-

lation, completes the defences of little sylvan

Eaaedale. There is one door into it from the

Grasmere side ; but that door is hidden ; and
on every other quarter there is no door at all,

nor any, the roughest, access, but what would
demand a day’s walking.

finch is the solitude—so deep, so seventimes

guarded, and so rich in miniature beauty—of
Eaaedale; and in this solitude it was that

George and Sarah Green, two poor and hard-

working peasants, dwelt, with a numerous family

of small children. Poor as they were, they had
won the general respect of the neighbourhood,

from the uncomplaining firmness with which
they bore the hardships of their lot, and from
the decent attire in which the good mother of

the family contrived to send out her children to

the Grasmere school. It is a custom, and a

very ancient one, in Westmoreland—and I have
seen the same usage prevailing in southern Scot-

land—that any sale by auction, whether of cat-

tle, of farming produce, farming stook, wood, or

household furniture—and seldom a fortnight

passes without something of the sort—forms an
excuse for the good women, throughout the

whole circumference of perhaps a dosen valleys,

to assemble at the place of sale with the nominal

purpose of aiding the sale, or of buying some-
thing they may happen to want. No donbt,

the real business of the sale attracts numbers

;

although of late years—that is, for the last

twenty-five years, through which so many sales

of furniture the most expensive, (hastily made
by casual settlers, on the wing for some fresher

novelty,)—have made this particular article al-

most a drug in the country ; and the interest in

such sales has greatly declined. Bat, in 1807,
this fever of founding villas or cottages omtes,
vas yet only beginning ; and a sale, except it

were of the sort exclusively interesting to form-
ing men, was a kind of general intimation to
the country, from the owner of the property,
that he would, on that afternoon, be “ at home”
for all eomers, and hoped to see as large an
ittendanee as possible. Accordingly, It was the
ohaost invariable custom—and often, too, when
foe parties were for too poor for such an effort

of hospitality—to make ample provision, not of
••tables, but of liquor, for all who came. Even
1 gentleman, who should happen to present him-
self on such a festal occasion, by way of seeing
foe “humours” of the scene, was certain of
meeting the most cordial welcome. The good
w°®an of the house more particularly testified

her sense of the honour done to her house, and
as sane to seek out some cherished and solitary

utide of china—a wreck from a century back-

in order that he, being a porcelain man amongst
to many delf men and women, might have a
porcelain cup to drink from. The main secret

of attraction at these sales—many a score of

which I have attended—was the social rendez-

vous thug effected between parties so remote
from each other, (either by real distance or by
the virtual distance which results from a sepa-

ration by diffienlt tracts of hilly oountry,) that,

in fact, without some such common object, and
oftentimes something like a bisection of the in-

terval between them, they would not be likely

to hoar of each other for months, or actually to

meet for years. This principal charm of the
99 gathering,” seasoned, doubtless, to many by
the certain anticipation that the whole budget
of rural scandal would then and there be opened,

was not assuredly diminished to the men by the

anticipation of excellent ale, (usually brewed six

or seven weeks before, in preparation for the

event,) and possibly of still more excellent pom*
iowdy

,
(a combination of ale, spirits, and spices

;)

nor to the women by some prospect, not so in-

evitably fulfilled, but pretty certain in a liberal

house, of oommunicating their newt over excel-

lent tea. Even the auctioneer was always “ part

and pared” of the mirth : he was always a rus-

tle old humorist, a “ character,” and a jovial

drunkard, privileged in certain good-humoured
liberties and jokes with all bidders, gentle or

simple, and furnished with an ancient inherit-

ance of jests appropriate to the articles offered

for sale—jests that had, doubtless, done their

office from Elizabeth’s golden days ; but no more,

on that acoonnt, foiled of their expected effect,

with either man or woman of this nineteenth

century, than the sun fails to gladden the heart

because it is that same old obsolete sun that

has gladdened it for thousands of years. One
thing, however, in mere justioe to the poor in-

digenous dalesmen of Westmoreland and Cum-
berland, I am bound, in this place, to record,

that, often as I have been at these sales, and
through many a year before even a scattering of

gentry began to attend, yet so true to the natu-

ral standard of politeness was the decorum uni-

formly maintained, even the old buffoon (as

sometimes he was) of an auctioneer never forgot

himself so far as to found upon any article of

furniture a jest that oouid have called up a pain-

ful blush in any woman's face. He might, per-

haps, go so for as to awaken a little rosy confu-

sion upon some young bride's countenance, when
pressing a cradle upon her attention ; but never
did I hear him utter, nor would he have been
tolerated in uttering, a scurrilous or disgusting

jest, such as might easily have been suggested by
something offered at a household sals. 8uch
jests as these I heard, for the first time, at a

sale in Grasmere in 1814 ; and, I am ashamed
to say it, from some u gentlemen'' of a great

city. And it grieved me to see the effect, as it

expressed itself upon the tn*nly faces the

grave Dalesmen—a sense of insult offered to

their women, who met in cor^u iwv£ veUanoe upon

the forbearance of the mess re-
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*gard for the dignity of the female sex, this feel-

ing struggling with the habitual respect they are

inclined to shew towards what they suppose

gentle blood and superior education. Taken
generally, however, these were the most piotur-

esque and festal meetings which the manners of

the country produced. There you saw all ages

and both sexes assembled: there you saw old

men whose heads would have been studies for

Guido : there you saw the most colossal and
stately figures amongst the young men that Eng.
land has to shew ; there the most beautiful

young women. There it was that sometimes I

saw a lovelier face than ever I shall Bee again

:

there it was that local peculiarities of usage or

of language were best to be studied ; there—at

least in the earlier years ofmy residence in that

district—that the social benevolence, the grave

wisdom, the innocent mirth, and the neighbourly

kindness of the people, most delightfully ex-

panded and expressed themselves with the least

reserve.

To such a scene it was, to a sale of domestic

furniture at the house of some proprietor on the

point of giving up housekeeping, perhaps in

order to live with a married son or daughter,

that George and Sarah Green set forward in the

forenoon of a day fated to be their last on earth.

The sale was to take place in Langdalehead ; to

which, from their own cottage in Easedale, it was
possible in daylight, and supposing no mist upon
the hills, to find out a short cut of not more than

eight miles. By this route they went; and,

notwithstanding the snow lay on the ground,

they reached their destination in safety. The
attendance at the sale must have been diminished

by the rigorous state of the weather ; but still

the scene was a gay one as usual. Sarah Green,

though a good and worthy woman in her maturer
years, had been imprudent and—as the tender

consideration of the country is apt to express it—

“

unfortunate*' in her youth. She had an

elder daughter, who was illegitimate ; and I be-

lieve the father of this girl was dead. The girl

herself was grown up ; and the peculiar solici-

tude of poor Sarah's maternal heart was at this

time called forth on her behalf : she wished to

see her placed in a very respectable house, where
the mistress was distinguished for her notable

qualities and her success in forming good ser-

vants. This object, so important to Sarah Green
in the narrow range of her cares, as, in a more
exalted family it might be to obtain a ship for a

lieutenant that had passed as master and com-
mander, or to get him “ posted*'—-occupied her

almost throughout the sale. A doubtful answer
had been given to her application ; and Sarah

was going about the crowd, and weaving her per-

son in and out in order to lay hold of this or

that intercessor who might have, or might seem
to have, some weight with the principal person

concerned.

,
This was the last occupation which is known

j

to have stirred the pulses of her heart. An
illegitimate child is everywhere, even in the

indulgent society of 'Westmoreland dalesmen.

under some shade of discountenance ; so that

Sarah Green might consider her duty to be the

stronger towards the child of her “ misfortune.'1

And she probably had another reason for her

anxiety—as some words dropped by her on this

evening led people to presume—in her conscien-

tious desire to introduce her daughter into a

situation less perilous than that which had com-

passed her own youthful steps with snares. If

so, it is painful to know that the virtuous wish,

whose
“ —

—

1 ... vital warmth
Gave the last human motion to her heart,*’

should not have been fulfilled. She was a wo-

man of ardent and affectionate spirit, of which

Miss Wordsworth's memoir, or else her subse-

quent memorials in conversation, (I forget

which,)gavesome circumstantial and affecting in-

stances, which I cannot now recall with accuracy.

This ardour it was, and her impassioned man-

ner, that drew attention to what she did ; for,

otherwise, she was too poor a person to be im-

portant in the estimation of strangers, and, of

all possible situations, to be important at a sale,

where the public attention was naturally fixed

upon the chief purchasers, and the attention of

the purchasers upon thechief competitors. Hence

it happened, that, after she -ceased to challenge

notice by the emphasis of her solicitations for

her daughter, she ceased to be notioed at all

;

and nothing was recollected of her subsequent

behaviour until the time arrived for general

separation. This time was considerably after

sunset ; and the final recollections of the crowd

with respect to George and Sarah Green, were,

that, upon their intention being understood to

retrace their morning path, and to attempt the

perilous task of dropping down into Easedale

from the mountains above Langdale Head, a

sound of remonstrance arose from many quarters.

However, at a moment when everybody was in

the hurry of departure—and, to persons of their

mature age, the opposition could not be vory

obstinate—party after party rode off ; the meet-

ing melted away, or, as the northern phrase is,

eealed ;* and, at length, nobody was left of any

weight that could pretend to influence the de-

cision of elderly people. They quitted the scene,

professing to obey some advice or other upon

the choice of roads ; but, at as early a point as

they could do so unobserved, began to ascend the

hills, everywhere open from the rude carriage

way. After this, they were seen no more. They

had disappeared into the cloud of death. Voices

were heard, some hours afterwards, from the

mountains—voices, as some thought, of alarm

;

others said, no-—that it was only the voices of

jovial people, carried by the wind into uncer-

tain regions. The result was, that no attention

was paid to the sounds.

* Scaled—scale is a verb both active and neuter. 1

use it here aa a neuter verb, in the sense (a Cumberland
sense) ofseparating to all the thirty-two points ofthe com-

pass. But by Shakspeare it is used in an active or trans-

itive sense. Speaking of some secret newts, he says—
*< We’ll scale it a little more,” t.#., spread itrtn all direc-

tions. :
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That night) in little peaceful Easedale, six

children sat by a peat fire, expecting the return

of their parents, upon whom they depended for

their daily bread. Let a day pass, and they

were starved. Every sound was heard with

anxiety ; for all this was reported many a hun-
dred times to Miss Wordsworth, and those who,

like myself, were never wearied of hearing the

details. Every sound, every echo amongst the

hills was listened to for five hours—from seven

to twelve. At length, the eldest girl of the

family—-about nine years old—told her little

brothers and sisters to go to bed. They had been
taught obedience ; and all of them, at the voice of

their eldest sister, went off fearfully to their beds.

What could be their fears, it is difficult to say

;

they had no knowledge to instruct them in the

dangers of the hills ; but the eldest sister always

averred that they had a deep solicitude, as she

herself had, about their parents. Doubtless she

had communicated her fears to them. Some time,

in the course of the evening—but it was late and
after midnight—the moon arose and shed a tor-

rent of light upon the Langdale Fells, which had
already, long hours before, witnessed in dark-

ness the death of their parents. It may be well

here to cite Mr Wordsworth's stanzas :

—

Who weep* for strangers ? Many wept
For George and Sarah Green

;

Wept for that pair’s unhappy fate,

Whose graves may here be seen.

By night, upon these stormy fells,

Did wife and husband roam

;

Six little ones at home had left.

And could not find that home.

For any dwellingplace of man
As vainly did they seek.

He perished { and a voice was heard

—

The widow’s lonely shriek.

Hot many steps, and she was left

A body without life—

A few short steps were the chain that bound
The husband to the wife.

Now do those sternly-featured hills

Look gently on this grave

;

And quiet now are the depths of air,

As a sea without a wave.

But deeper lies the heart of peace

In quiet more profound ;

The heart of quietness is here

Within this churchyard bound.

And from all agony of mind
It keeps them safe, and far

From fear and grief, and from all need
Of sun or guiding star.

O darkness of the grave 1 how deep,

After that living night—
That last and dreary living one
Of sorrow and affright

!

O sacred marriage-bed of death,

That keeps them side by side

In bond of peace, in bond of love,

That may not be untied

!

That night, and the following morning, came a

further and a heavier fall of snow ; in conse-

quence of which the poor children were com-
pletely imprisoned, and cut off from all possi-

bility of communicating with their next neigh-

bours. The brook was too much for them to

leap ; and the little, crazy, wooden bridge could

not le crossed or even approached with safety.

from the drifting of the snow having made it

impossible to ascertain the exact situation of

some treacherous hole in its timbers, which, if

trod upon, would have let a small child drop

through into the rapid waters. Their parents

did not return. For some hours of the morning,

the children clung to the hope that the extreme

severity of the night had tempted them to sleep

in Langdale ; but this hope forsook them as the

day wore away. Their father, George Green,

had served as a soldier, and was an active man,
of ready resources, who would not, under any

circumstances, have failed to force a road back

to his family, had he been still living ; and this

reflection, or rather semi-conscious feeling, which

the awfulness of their situation forced upon the

minds of all but the mere infants, taught them
to feel the extremity of their danger. Wonder-
ful it is to see the effect of sudden misery, sud-

den grief, or sudden fear, (where they do not

utterly upset the faculties,) in sharpening the

intellectual perceptions. Instances must have

fallen in the way of most of us. And I have

noticed frequently that even sudden and intense

bodily pain is part of the machinery employed by
nature for quickening the developement of the

mind. The perceptions of infants are not, in

fact, excited gradatim and continuously, but per

ealtum, and by unequals starts. At least, in the

case of my own children, one and all, I have

remarked, that, after any very severe fit of those

peculiar pains to which the delicate digestive

organs of most infants are liable, there always

become apparent on the following day a very

considerable increase of vital energy and of viva-

cious attention to the objects around them. The
poor desolate children of Blentarn Ghyll,* hourly

becoming more ruefully convinced that they were

orphans, gave many evidences of this awaking

power, m lodged, by a providential arrangement,

in situations of trial that most require it. They
huddled together, in the evening, round their

hearth .fire of peats, and held their little councils

upon what was to be done towards any chance

—

if chance remained—of yet giving aid to their

parents ; for a slender hope had sprung up that

some hovel or sheep-fold might have furnished

them a screen (or, in Westmoreland phrase, a
bield) against the weather quarter of the storm,

in which hovel they might be lying disabled or

snowed up ; and, secondly, as regarded them-

selves, in what way they were to make known
their situation, in case the snow should continue

or increase ; for starvation stared them in the

face, if they should be confined for many days to

their bouse. Meantime, the eldest sister, little

Agnes, though sadly alarmed, and feeling tho

•
' Wordsworth’s conjecture as to the origin of the

name is probably the true one. There is, at a little ele-

vation above the place, a small concave tract of ground,

shaped like the bed of a tarn. Some causes having di-

verted the supplies of water, at some remote period, from

the little reservoir, the tarn has consequently disappeared •

but the bed, and other indications of a tarn, (particularly

a little ghyll, or steep rocky cleft for discharging tho

water,) having remained as memorials that it once ex*

isted, the country people have called it (he Blind Tarn*
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sensation of eartnest os twilight ctme on, and
he looked out from the oottage door to the

dreadful fella, on which, too probably, her parents

were lying corpses, (and possibly not many
hundred yards from their own threshold)—-yet

exerted herself to take all the measures which

their own prospects made prudent. And she

told Miss Wordsworth, that, in the midst of the

oppression on her little spirit, from vague ghostly

terrors, she did not fail, however, to draw some
comfort from the consideration, that the very

same causes which produced their danger in one

direction, sheltered them from danger of another

kind—such dangers as she knew, from books

that she had read, would have threatened a little

desolate flock of children in other parte of Eng-
land ; that, if they could not get- out into Gras-

mere, on the other hand, bad men, and wild

seafaring foreigners, who sometimes passed along

the high read in that vale, could not get to

them ; and that, as to their neighbours, so far

from having anything to fear in that quarter,

their greatest apprehension was lest they might

not be able to acquaint them with their situa-

tion; but that, if that oould be accomplished,

the very sternest amongst them were kind-

hearted people, that would contend with each

other for the privilege of assisting them* Some-
what cheered with these thoughts, and having

caused all her brothers and sisters—except the

two little things, not yet of a fit age—to kneel

down and say the prayers whioh they had been

taught, this admirable little maidenturned herself

to every household task that could have proved

useful to them in a long oaptivity* First of all,

upon some recollection that the clock was nearly

going down, she wound it up. Next, she took

all the milk which remained from what her

mother had provided for the children’s consump.

tion during her absence, and for the breakfast

of the following morning—this lucidly was still

in sufficient plenty for two days’ consumption,

(skimmed or “ blue” milk being only one half-

penny a quart, and the quart a most redundant

one, in Grasmere)—this she took and soalded,

so as to save it from turning sour* That done,

she next examined the meal chest ; made the

common oatmeal porridge of the country,*(the

burgoo of the royal navy
;) but put all of the

children, except the two youngest, on short al-

lowance ; and, by way of reconciling them in

some measure to this stinted meal, she found

out a little hoard of flour, part of which she

baked for them upon the hearth into little cakes

;

and this unusual delicacypersuaded them to think

that they had been celebrating a feast* Next,

before night coming on should make it too try-

ing to her own feelings, or before fresh snow
coming on might make it impossible, she issued

out of doors. There her first task was, with the

assistance of two younger brothers, to carry in

from the peatetack as many peats ae might serve

them for a week's consumption. That done, in

the second place, she examined the potatoes

buried in ,s brackens," (that is, withered fern
:)

these were not many ; and she thought it better

to leave them where they were, excepting as

many as would make a single meal, under a fear

that the heat of their cottage would spoil them

if removed* Having thus made all the provision

in her power for supporting their own lives, she

turned her attention to the cow. Her she milked;

but, unfortunately, the milk she gave, either from

being badly fed, or from soma other cause, was

too trifling to be of much consideration towards

the wants of a large family. Here, however, bar

chief anxiety was to get down the hay for the

cow's food from a loft above the outhouse ; and in

this she succeeded but imperfectly, from want of

strength and sise to oope with the difficulties of

the case ; besides that the increasing darkness by

this time, together with the gloom of the place,

made it a matter of great self-conquest for her

to work at all ; and, as respected one night at

any rate, she plaoed the oow in a situation of

luxurious warmth and comfort. Then retreating

into the warm houee, and u barring'' the door,

she sate down to undress the two youngest of

the children : them she laid carefully and cosily

in their little nests np stairs, end sang thsm to

sleep. The rest ehe kept up to bear her com-

pany until the clock should tell them it was

midnight ; up to which time she had still a linger-

ing hope that some weloome shout from the hills

above, which they were all to strain their ears

to catch, might yet assure them that they were

not wholly orphans, even though one parent

should have perished. No shout, it may be sup-

posed, was ever heard ;
nor could a shout, in any

case, have been heard, for the night was one of

tumultuous wind. And though, amidst its rav-

ings, sometimes they fancied a sound of voices,

still, in the dead lulls that now and then suc-

ceeded, they heard nothing to confirm their

hopes. As last services to what she might now

have called her own little family, Agnes took

precautions against the drifting of the snow

within the door and the imperfect window, which

had caused them some discomfort on the pre-

ceding day ; and, finally, ahe adopted the most

systematic and elaborate plana for preventing

the possibility of their fire being extinguished,

which, in the event of their being thrown upon

the ultimate resource of their potatoes, would be

absolutely (and in any event nearly) indispens-

able to their existence.

The night slipped away, and another morning

came, bringing with it no better hopes ef sny

kind. Change there had been none, hut for the

worse. The snow had greatly increased in

quantity ; and the drifts seemed far more for-

midable. A second day passed like the first

;

little Agnes still keeping all her flock quiet, and

tolerably comfortable ; and still calling on ail

the elders in succession to say thflr prayers,

morning and night.

A third day came ; and whether it was on that

or on the fourth, I do not now recollect ;
but

on one or other there came a weloome gleam of

hope* The arrangement of the enow drifts had

shifted during the night ; and though the woodsa

bridge wae still iaqmotxeable, a Urn well hid
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been exposed, over which, by a very consider-

able circuit, and crossing the low shoulder of a
hill, it seemed possible that a road might be
found into Grasmere. In some walls it was ne-

cessary to force gaps; but this was effected

without much difficulty, even by children ; for

tbe Westmoreland walls are always “ open/' that

is, uncemented with mortar ; and the push of a
stick will readily detach so much from the upper
part of an old crazy field wall, as to lower it

sufficiently for female or for childish steps to

pass. The little boys accompanied their sister

until she came to the other side of the hill, which,

lying more sheltered from the weather, and to

windward, offered a path onwards compara-

tively easy. Here they parted ; and little Agnes
pursued her solitary mission to the nearest house

she could find accessible in Grasmere.

No house oould have proved a wrong one in

such a case. Mi98 Wordsworth and I often

heard the description renewed, of the horror

which, in an instant, displaced the smile of hos-

pitable greeting, when little weeping Agnes told

her sad tale. No tongue can express the fervid

sympathy whioh travelled through the vale, like

the fire in an American forest, when it was
learned that neither George nor Sarah Green had
been seen by their children since the day of the

Langdale sale. Within half an hour, or little

more, from the remotest parts of the valley*—

some of them distant nearly two miles from the

point of rendezvous—all the men of Grasmere
had assembled at the little cluster of cottages

called " Kirktown/' from their adjacency to the

venerable parish church of St Oswald. There
were at the time I settled in Grasmere, (viz. in

the Spring of 1809,) and, therefore, I suppose

at this time, fifteen months previously, about

sixty-three households in the vale ; and the total

number of souls was about 205 ; so that the num-
ber of fighting men would be about sixty or sixty-

six, according to the common way of computing
the proportion ; and the majority were so athletic

and powerfully built, that, at the village games
of wrestling and leaping. Professor Wilson, and
some visiters of his and mine, scarcely one of

whom was under five feet eleven in height, with

proportionable breadth, seemed but middle sized

men amongstthe towering forms ofthe Dalesmen.
Sixty at least, after a short consultation as to the

plan of operations, and for arranging the kind of

signals by which they weye to communicate from
great distances, and in the perilous event of

mists or snow storms, set off, with the speed of

Alpine hnnters, to the hills. The dangers of the

undertaking were considerable, under the uneasy
snd agitated state of the weather ; and all the
women of the vale were in the greatest anxiety,

until night brought them back, in a body, unsuc-
cessful. Three days at the least, and I rather

think five, the search was ineffectual: which arose

ptrtly from the great extent of ground to be
examined, and partly from the natural mistake
made of ranging almost exclusively on the earlier

diyi on that part of the hills over which the

P»thto Easedale might be presumed to have been

•elected under any reasonable latitude of circuit-

ousaess. But tbe fact is, when the fatal acci-

dent (for such it has often proved) of a perma-
nent mist surprises a man on the hills, if he
turns and loses his direction, he is a lost man ;

and without doing this so as to lose the power of

iorienUr in one instant, it is well known how
difficult it is to avoid losing it insensibly and by
degrees. Baffling snow showers are the worst
kind of mists. And the poor Greens had, under
that kind of confusion, wandered many a mile

out of their proper track. The seal of the people,

meantime, was not in the least abated, but rather

quickened, by the wearisome disappointments;

every hour of day-light was turned to account

;

no man of the valley ever came home to dinner ;

and the replyof a young shoemaker, on the fourth

night's return, speaks sufficiently for the un-
abated spirit of the vale. Mias Wordsworth
asked what he would do on the next morning.
" Go up again, of course," was his answer. But
what if to morrow also should turn out like all

the rest ? “ Why go up in stronger force on the
next day." Yet this man was sacrificing hisown
daily earnings without a chance of recompense.

At length, sagacious dogs were taken up ; and,

about noonday, a shout from an aeriel height,

amongst thick volumes of cloudy vapour, pro-

pagated through repeating bands of men from a
distance of many miles, conveyed as by telegraph

the news that the bodies were found. George
Green was found lying at the bottom of a preci-

pice, from which he had fallen. Sarah Green
was found on the summit of the precipice ; and,

by laying together all the indications of what had
passed, the sad hieroglyphics of their last agonies,

it was conjectured that the husband had desired

his wife to pause for a few minutes, wrapping her,

meantime, in his own greatcoat, whilst he should

go forward and reconnoitre the ground, in order

to oatch a sight of some object (rooky peak, or

tarn, or peat-field) which might ascertain their

real situation. Either the snow above, already

lying in drifts, or the blinding snow storms

driving into his eyes, must have misled him as

to the nature of the circumjacent ground ; for

the precipice over which he had fallen was hut

a few yards from the spot in which he had quitted

his wife. The depth of the descent, and the

fury of the wind, (almost always violent on these

cloudy altitudes,) would prevent any distinct

communication between the dying husband below

and his despairing wife above ; but it was be-

lieved by the shepherds, best acquainted with

the ground and the range of sound as regarded

the capacities of the human ear under the pro-

bable circumstances of the storm, that Sarah

might have caught, at intervals, the groans of

her unhappy partner, supposing that his death

were at all a lingering one. Others, on the

contrary, supposed her to have gathered this

catastrophe rather from the want of any sounds,

and from his continued absence, than from any

one distinct or positive expression of it ; both

because the smooth and unr^^ed snxCace of the

snow where he lay seemed that ho had
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died without a struggle, perhaps without a groan,

and because that tremendous sound of “ hurt-

ling” in the upper chambers of the air, which

often accompanies a snow storm, when combined
with heavy gales of wind, would utterly oppress

and stifle (as they conceived) any sounds so

feeble as those from a dying man. In any case,

and by whatever sad language of sounds or signs,

positive or negative, she might have learned or

guessed her loss, it was generally agreed that

the wild shrieks hard towards midnight in Lang-
dale* Head announced the agonizing moment
which brought to her now widowed heart the

conviction of utter desolation and of final aban-

donment to her own fast-fleeting energies. It

seemed probable that the sudden disappearance

of her husband from her pursuing eyes would
teach her to understand his fate ; and- that the

consequent indefinite apprehension of instant

death lying all around the point on which she

sat, had kept her stationary to the very attitude

in which her husband left her, until her failing

powers and the increasing bitterness of the

cold, to one no longer in motion, would soon

make those changes of place ^impossible, which,

at any rate, had appeared too dangerous. The
footsteps in some places, wherever drifting had
not obliterated them, yet traceable as to tbe

outline, though partially filled up with later

falls of snow, satisfactorily shewed that however
much they might have rambled, after crossing

and doubling upon their own paths, and many a
mile astray from their right track, still they

must have kept together to the very plateau or

shelf of rock at which their wanderings had ter-

minated ; for there were evidently no steps from
this plateau in the retrogade order. By the

time they had reached this final stage of

their erroneous course, all possibility of escape

must have been long over for both alike ; be-

cause their exhaustion must have been excessive

before they could have reached a point so re-

mote and high ; and, unfortunately, the direct

result of all this exhaustion had been to throw
them farther off their home, or from “ any
dwellingplace of man,’* than they were at start-

ing. Here, therefore, at this rocky pinnacle,

hope was extinct for either party. But it was
the impression of the vale, that, perhaps, within

half an hour before reaching this fatal point,

George Green might, had his conscience or his

* I once heard, aleo, in talking with a Langdale
family upon this tragic tale, that the sounds had pene-

trated into the Valley of Little Langdale ; which is pos-

sible enough. For although this interesting recess of the

entire Langdale basin (which bears somewhat of tbe

same relation to Great Langdale that Easdale bears to

Grasmere) does, in fact, lie beyond Langdale Head by
the entire breadth of that dale, yet, from the singular

accident of having its area raised far above the level of

the adjacent vales, one most solitary section of Little

Langdale (in which lies a tiny lake, and on tbe banks of
that lake dwells one solitary family) being exactly at

right angles both to Langdale Head and to the other

complementary section of the Lesser Langdale, is brought

into a position and an elevation virtually much nearer

to objects (especially to audible objects) on the Langdale
Fella,

heart allowed him in so base a desertion, have

saved himself singly, without any very great

difficulty. It ia to be hoped, however—and, for

my part, I think too well of human nature to

hesitateinbelieving—that not manyevenamongst
the meaner-minded and the least generous ofmen

could have reconciled themselves to the aban-

donment of a poor fainting female companion in

such circumstances. Still, though not more than

a moat imperative duty, it was one (I repeat)

which moat of his associates believed to have

coat him (perhaps consciously) his life. For bis

wife not only must have disabled him greatly by

clinging to his arm for support ; but it was known,

from her peculiar character and manner, tbat

she would be likely to rob him of his coolness

and presence of mind by too painfully fixing hii

thoughts, where her own would be busiest, upon

their helpless little family. “ Slung with the

thoughts ofhome”—to borrow the fine expression

of Thomson in describing a similar case—alter-

nately thinking of the blessedness of that warm

fire-side at Blentarn Ghyll, which was not again

to spread its genial glow through her freezing

limbs, and of those darling little faces which, in

this world, she was to see no more ; unintention-

ally, and without being aware even of tbat re-

sult, sbe would rob the brave man (for such he

was) of bis fortitude, and the strong man of hit

animal resources. And yet—(such, in the very

opposite direction, was equally the impression

universally through Grasmere)— had Sarah

Green foreseen, could her affectionate heart

have guessed even the tenth part of that love

and neighbourly respect for herself, which soon

afterwards expressed themselves in showers of

bounty to her children ; could she have looked

behind the curtain of destiny sufficiently to

learn that the very desolation of these poor child-

ren which wrung her maternal heart, and doubt-

less constituted to her the sting of death, would

prove the signal and the pledge of such anxious

guardianship as not many rich men’s children

receive, and that this overflowing offering to her

own memory would not be a hasty or decaying

tribute of the first sorrowing sensibilities, but

would pursue her children steadily until their

hopeful settlement in life—or anything ap-

proaching this, to have known or have guessed,

would have caused her (as all said who knew

her) to welcome the bitter end by which such

privileges were to be purchased.

The funeral of the ill-fated Greens was, it may

be supposed, attended by all the vale : it took

place about eight days after they were found

;

and the day happened to be in the most perfect

contrast to the sort of weather which prevailed

at the time of their misfortune ; some snow still

remained here and there upon the ground ;
but

the azure of the sky was unstained by a cloud

;

and a golden sunlight seemed to sleep, so balmy

and tranquil was the season, upon tbe very hills

where they had wandered—then a howling wil-

derness, but now a green pastoral lawn, in its

lower ranges, and a glittering expanse, smooth,

apparently, and not difficult to the footing, of
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virgin snow, in its higher. George Green had,

I believe, an elder family by a former wife ; and

it was for some of these children, who lived at

a distance, and who wished to give their attend,

ance at the grave, that the funeral was delayed.

After this solemn ceremony was over—at which,

by the way, I then heard Miss Wordsworth say

that the grief of Sarah's illegitimate daughter

was the most overwhelming she had ever wit-

nessed—a regular distribution of the childrenwas

made amongst the wealthier families of the vale.

There had already, and before the funeral, been

a perfect struggle to obtain one of the children,

amongst all who had any facilities for discharging

the duties of such a trust ; and even the poorest

had put in their claim to bear some part in the

expenses of the case. But it was judiciously

decided, that none of the children should be

entrusted to any personswho seemed likely, either

from old age, or from slender means, or from

nearer and more personal responsibilities, to be

under the necessity of devolving the trust, sooner

or later, upon strangers, who. might have none

of that interest in the children which attached,

in their minds, the Grasmere people to the cir-

cumstances that made them orphans. Two twins,

who had naturally played together and slept

together from their birth, passed into the same
family : the others were dispersed ; but into such

kind-hearted and intelligent families, with con-

tinual opportunities of meeting each other on

errands, or at church, or at sales, that it was

hard to say which had the happier fate. And
thus, in so brief a period as one fortnight,ahouse-

hold that, by health and strength, by the hu-

mility of poverty, and by innocence of life,

seemed sheltered from all attacks but those of

time, came to be utterly broken up. George
and Sarah Green slept in Grasmere churchyard,

never more to know the want of “ sun or guiding

star.” Their children were scattered over

wealthier houses than those of their poor parents,

through the vales of Grasmere or Rydal ; and
Blentarn Ghyll, after being shut up for a season,

and ceasing for months to send up its little slender

column of smoke at morning and evening, finally

passed into the hands of a stranger.

The Wordsworths, meantime, were so much
interested in the future fortunes and the suitable

education of the children—feeling, no doubt, that,

when both parents, in any little sequestered

community, such as that of Grasmere, are sud-

denly cut off by a tragical death, the children, in

such a case, become, in all reason and natural

humanity, a bequest to the other members of that

community— that they energetically applied

themselves to the task of raising funds by sub-

acription ; most of which, it is true, might not be

wanted until future years should carry one after

another of the children successively into different

trades or occupations ; but they well understood,

that more, by tenfold, would be raised under an
immediate appeal to the sympathies of men,
whilst yet burning fervently towards the sufferers

in this calamity, than if the application were de-

layed until the money should be needed. I have
HO. LXJX*—VOL. VL
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mentioned that the Royal Family were made
acquainted with the details of the case ; that they

were powerfully affected by the story, especially

by the account of little Agnes, and her prema-

ture assumption of the maternal charaoter ; and
that they contributed most munificently. For
my part I could have obtained a good deal from

the careless liberality of Oxonian friends towards

such a fund. But findings or rather knowing
previously how little, in such an application, it

would aid me to plead the name of Wordsworth
as the mover of the subscription, (a name that

now would stand good for some thousands of

pounds in that same Oxford—so passes the in-

justice as well as the glory of this world!)—*

knowing this, 1 did not choose to trouble any-

body ; and the more so as Miss Wordsworth,
upon my proposal to write to various ladies, upon
whom I knew that I could rely for their several

contributions, wrote baok to me, desiring that I

would not ; and upon this satisfactory reason—*

that the fund had already swelled under the

Royal patronage, and the interest excited by so

much of the circumstances as could be reportedin

hurried letters, to-an amount beyond what waa
likely to be wanted for personswhom there was no
good reason for pushing out of the sphere to

which their birth had called them. The parish

even was liable to give aid ; and, in* the midst of

Royal bounty, this was not declined. Finally,

to complete their own large share in the charity,

the Wordsworths took into their own family one
of the children ; a girl ; Sarah by name ; the

least amiable, 1 believe, of the whole ; so, at least,

I imagined ; for this girl it was, and her criminal

negligence, that in years to come inflicted tho

first heavy wound that I sustained in my affec-

tions, and first caused me to drink deeply from
the cup of grief.

In taking leave of this subject, I may mention,

by the way, that accidents of this nature are not
by any means so uncommon, in the mountainous
districts of Cumberland and Westmoreland, ae

the reader might infer from the intensity of the
excitement which waited on the catastrophe of

the Greens. In that instance, it was not the
simple death by cold upon the hills, but the sur-

rounding circumstances, which invested the case

with its agitating power : the fellowship in'death

of a wife and husband ; the general impression

that the husband had perished in his generous
devotion to his wife, (a duty certainly, and no
more than a duty, but still, under the instinots

of self-preservation, a generous duty ;) sympathy
with their long agony, as expressed by their

long rambling8,and the earnestness of their efforts

to recover their home ; awe for the long con-

cealment which rested upon their fate ; and pity

for the helpless condition of tho children, so

young, and so instantaneously made desolate,

and so nearly perishing through the loneliness

of their situation, co-operating with stress of
weathsr, had they not been saved by the pru-
dence and timely exertions of a little girl, not
much above eight years old ;—these were the

circumstances and accessary adjuncts of the
3 A
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story which pointed and sharpened the public

feelings on that occasion. Else the mere gene-
ral case of perishing upon the mountains is not,

unfortunately, so rare, in any season of the year,

as, for itself alone, to command a powerful tribute

of sorrow from the public mind. Natives as

well as strangers, shepherds as well as tourists,

have fallen victims, even in summer, to the mis-

leading and confounding effects of deep mists.

Sometimes they have continued for days to wan-
der unoonsciously in a small circle of two or three

miles, never coming within hail of a human dwel-

ling, until exhaustion has forced them into a

sleep which has proved their last. Sometimes a
sprain or injury, that disabled a foot or a leg,

has destined them to die by the shocking death
of hunger.* Sometimes a fall from the summit
of awful precipices has dismissed them from the

anguish of perplexity in the extreme, from the

conflicts of hope and fear, and in the same mo-
ment perhaps from life. Sometimes, also, the

mountainous solitudes have been made the scenes

of remarkable suicides : in particular, there wts

a case, a little before I came into the country,

of a studious and meditative young boy, who

found no pleasure but in books, and the search

after knowledge. He languished, with a sort of

despairing nympholepsy, after intellectual plea-

sures—for which he felt too well assured that

hi* term of allotted time, the short period of

years through which his relatives had been will-

ing to support him at St Bees, was rapidly draw,

ing to an end. It fact, it was just at band;

and he was sternly required to take a long fare-

well of the poets and geometricians for whose

sublime contemplations he hungered and thirsted.

One week was to have transferred him to some

huxtering concern,which not in any spirit of pride

he ever affected to despise, but which in utter

alienation of heart he loathed—as one whom

nature, and his own diligent cultivation of the

opportunities recently open to him for a brief

season, had dedicated to another yoke. He

mused—revolved his situation in his own mind

• The cate of Mr Gough, who perished in the bosom of Helvellyn, and was supposed by some to have been dis-

abled by a sprain of the ancle, whilst others believed him to have received that injury and his death simultaneously,

in a fall from the lower shelf of a precipice, became well known to the public, in all its details, from the accident

of having been recorded in verse by two writers nearly at the same time—by Sir Walter Scott, and by Wordsworth.

But here, again, as In the case of the Greens, it was not the naked fact of his death amongst the solitudes of the

mountains that would have won the public attention, or have obtained the honour of a metrical commemoration—
indeed, to say (he truth, the general sympathy with this tragic event was not derived chiefly from the unhappy tooriit’i

melancholy end, for that was too shocking to be even hinted at by either of the two writers, (in fact, there was too much

reason to fear that it had been the lingering death of famine)-—not the personal sufferings of the principal figure in

the little drama—but the sublime and mysterious fidelity of the secondary figure, his dog - this it was which won tbs

imperishable remembrance of the vales, and which accounted for the profound interest that immediately gathered

round the incidents—an Interest that still continues to hallow the memory of the dog. Not the dog of Athens, nor

the dog of Pompeii, so well deserve the immortality of history or verse. Mr Gough was a young man, belonging to

the Society of u Friends,*' who took an interest in the mountain scenery of the lake district, both as a lover of the

picturesque, and aa a man of science. It was in this latter character, I believe, that he had ascended Helvellyn at

the time when he met his melancholy end. From his local familiarity with the ground—for ho had been an annual

visitant to the lakes—he slighted the usual precaution of taking a guide ; and, probably, under any clear state of the

atmosphere, he might have found the attendance of snch a person a superfluous restraint upon the freedom of his

motions, and of his solitary thoughts. Mist, unfortunately—impenetrable volumes of mist—came floating over (ai

so often they do) from the gloomy falls that compose a common centre for Easedale, Langdale, Eskd&le, Borrowdale,

Waatdale, Gatesgarthdale, (pronounced Keskadale,) and Knnesdale. Ten or fifteen minutes afford ample time /or

this a&rial navigation : within that short interval, sunlight, moonlight, starlight, alike disappear ; all paths are lost;

vast precipices are concealed, or filled up by treacherous draperies of vapour ; the points of the compass are irrecover-

ably confounded ; and one vast cloud, too often the cloud of death even to the experienced shepherd, sits like a vsst

pavilion upon the summits and the gloomycoves of Helvellyn, Mr Gongh ought to have allowed for this not unfrequent

accident, and for its bewildering effects, under which all local knowledge (even that of shepherds) becomes in an instmt

unavailing. What was the course and succesaion of his dismal adventures, after he became hidden from the world by the

vapoury screen, could not beeverdecipheredevenbythe most aagacionsof mountaineers,although, in mostcases,theymani-

fest an Indian truth'of eye, togetherwithan Indian felicityofweaving all the signs that the eye can gather into a significant

tale, by connecting links ofjudgment and natural inference, especiallywhere the whole case ranges within certain known

limitc of time and of space $ hut in this case two accidents forbade the application of their customary skill to the cir-

cumstances. One was, the want of snow at the time, to receive the impression of his feet ; the other, the unusual

length of time through which his remains lay undiscovered. He had made the ascent at the Utter end of October—

a season when the final garment of snow, which clothes Helvellyn from the setting-in of winter to the sonny days of

June, has frequently not made its appearance. He was not discovered .until the following spring, when s shepherd,

traversing the coves of Helvellyn or of Fairfield in quest of a stray sheep, was struck by the unusual sound (and its

echo from the neighbouring rocks) of a short, quick bark, or cry of distress, as if from a dog or young fox. Mr
Gough had uot been missed : for those who saw or knew of his ascent from the Wyburn side of the mountain, took

it for granted that he had fulfilled his intention of descending in the opposite direction into the valley of PatteidiU

or into the Duke of Norfolk’s deer-park on Ulleswater, or possibly into Matterdale ; and that he had finally quitted

the country by way of Penrith. Having no reason, therefore, to expect a domestic animal in a region so for from human

habitations, the shepherd was the more surprised at the sound, and its continued iteration. He followed its guiding,

and came to a deep hollow, near that awful curtain of rock called Striding-Edge. There, at the foot of a tremen-

dous precipice, lay the body of the unfortunate tourist $ and, watching by his side, a meagre shadow, literally reduced

to a skin and to bones that could be counted, (for it is a matter of absolute demonstration that he never could bare

obtained either food or shelter through his long winter’s imprisonment,) sate this most faithful of servants—mounting

guard upon bis master's honoured body, and protecting it (as he had done effectually) from all violation by the bird*

of prey which haunt the central solitudes of Helvellyn

“ How nourish'd through that length of time
He knows—who gave that love sublime.
And sense of loyal duty—great
Beyond all human estimate."

*
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—computed his power to liberate himself from I of his purposes, which he had communicated, so

the bondage of dependency—calculated the
chances of his ever obtaining this liberation,

from change in the position of his family, or
revolution in his fortunes—and, finally, at-

tempted conjecturally to determine the amount
of effect which his new and illiberal employments
might have upon his own mind in weaning him
from his present elevated tasks, and unfitting him
for their enjoyment in distant years, when cir-

cumstances might again place it in his power to

indulge them. These meditations were, in part,

communicated to a friend ; and in part, also, the

result to which they brought him. That this

result was gloomy, his friend knew ; but not, as

in the end it appeared, that it was despairing.

Such, however, it was : and, accordingly, having
satisfied himself that the chances of a happier
destiny were for him slight or none—and having,

by a last fruitless effort, ascertained that there

was no hope whatever of mollifying his relatives,

or of obtaining a year's delay of his sentence

—

he walked quietly up to the cloudy wildernesses

within Blencathara ; read his iEschylus, (perhaps
in those appropriate scenes of the Prometheus,
that pass amidst the wild valleys of the Caucasus,
and below the awful summits, untrod by man, of
the ancient Elborus ;) read him for the last

time ; for the last time fathomed the abyss-like

subtilities of his favourite geometrician, the

mighty Apollonius ; for the last time retraced

some parts of the narrative, so simple in its

natural grandeur, composed by that imperial

captain, the most majestic man of ancient his-

tory—
“ The foremost man of all this world,”

in the confession of his enemies—the first of the
Ccesars. These three authors—iEschylus, Apol-
lonius, and Cassar—he studied until the daylight

waned, and the stars began to appear. Then
he made a little pile of the three volumes that

served him for a pillow ; took a dose, such as he
had heard would be sufficient, of laudanum;
laid his head upon the records of the three

mighty spirits of elder times ; and, with his face

upturned to the heavens and the stars, slipped

quietly away into a sleep upon which no morning
ever dawned. The laudanum—whether it were
from the effect of the open air, or from some
peculiarity of temperament—had not produced
sickness in the first stage of its action, nor con-

vulsions in the last. But from the serenity of

his countenance, and from the tranquil mainten-
ance of his original supine position—for his head
was still pillowed upon the three intellectual

Titans, Greek and Roman, and his eyes were
still directed towards the stars—it would appear
that he had died placidly, and without a struggle.

In this way, the imprudent boy, who, like Chat-
terton, would not wait for the change that a day
might bring, obtained the liberty he sought;
and whatsoever, in his last scene of life, was not

explained by the objects and the arrangement
of the objects, about him, found a sufficient solu-

tion in previous conversations with various ac-

quaintances, and in his confidential explanations

far as he felt it safe, to his only friend.

Reverting, however, from this little episode to

the more ordinary case of shepherds, whose du-

ties, in searching after missing sheep, or after

sheep surprised by sudden snow-drifts, are too

likely, in all seasons of severity, to bring them
within reach of dangers which, in relation to

their natural causes, must probably for ever re-

main the same ; and it seems the more surprising,

and themore to be deplored,that no effort hasbeen

made, or at least none commensurate to the evil

—none upon a scale that can be called national

—to apply the resources of art and human con-

trivance, in any one of many possible modes, to

the relief of a case which, in some years, has

gone near to the depopulation of a whole pas-

toral hamlet, as respects the most vigorous and

hopeful part of its male population ; and which

annually causes, by its mere contemplation, the

heartach to many a young wife, and many an

anxious mother. In reality, amongst all pas-

toral districts, where the field of their labour

lies in mountainous tracts, an allowance is as

regularly made for the loss of human life, in

severe autumns or springs—by accidents, owing
to mists or storms suddenly enveloping the hills,

and surprising the shepherds—as for the loss of

sheep : some proportion out of each class is con-

sidered as a kind of tithe-offering to the stern

goddess of calamity, and in the light of a ransom
for those who escape. Grahame, the excellent

author of “ The Sabbath," says that (confining

himself to Scotland) he has known winters in

which a single parish lost as many as ten shep-

herds. And this mention of Grahame reminds me
of a most most useful and feasible plan proposed

by him for obviating the main pressure of such

situations, amidst snow, and solitude, and night.

I call it feasible with good reason ; for Grahame,
who doubtless had made the calculations, declares

that, for so trifling a sum as a few hundred

pounds, every square mile in the southern coun-

ties of Scotland, (that is, 1 presume, throughout

the Lowlands,) might be fitted up with his appa-

ratus ; and, when that sum is compared with the

lavish expenditure upon lifeboats, it will appear

trivial indeed. He prefaces his plan by one ge-

neral remark, to which I believe that every

mountaineer will assent, viz. that the vast ma-
jority of deaths in such cases is owing to the

waste of animal power in trying to recover the

right direction ; and, probably, it would be re-

covered in a far greater number of instances,

were the advance persisted in according to any

unity of plan : but partly the distraction of mind,

and irresolution, under such circumstances, cause

the wanderer frequently to change his direction

voluntarily, according to any new fancy that

starts up to beguile him ; and partly, he changes

it often insensibly and unconsciously, from the

same cause which originally led him astray. Ob-
viously, therefore, the primary object should be,

to compensate the loss of distinct vision—which,

for the present, is irreparable in that form—by
substituting an appeal to another sense. That
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error which has been caused by the obstruction

of the eye, may be corrected by the sounder in-

formation of the ear. Let crosses, such as are

raised for other purposes in Catholic lands, be
planted at intervals, suppose of one mile, in every
direction. “ Snow storms/' says Grahame, “ are

almost always accompanied with wind. Suppose,

then, a pole, fifteen feet high, well fixed in the

ground, with two cross spars placed near the

bottom, to denote the airts, (or points of the com-
pass ;) a bell, hung at the top of this pole, with

a piece of flat wood (attached to it) projecting

upwards, would ring with the slightest breeze.

As they would be purposely made to have dif-

ferent tones, the shepherd would soon be able to

distinguish one from another. He could never
be more than a mile from one or other of them.
Oh coming to the spot, he would at once know
the points of the compass, and, of course, the
direction in which his home lay." This is part

of the note attached to the “ Winter Sabbath
Walk," and particularly referring to the follow-

ing picturesque passages :

—

11 Now it the time
To visit Nature in her grand attire

;

Though perilous the mountainous ascent,

A noble recompense the danger brings.

How beautiful the plain stretch’d far below 1

Unvaried though it be, save by yon stream
With azure windings, or the leafless wood.
But what the beauty of the plain compar'd
To that sublimity which reigns enthron'd,
Holding joint rule with solitude divine,

Among yon rocky fells that bid defiance

To steps the most adventurously bold ?

There silence dwells profound ; or, if the cry
*

Of high-pois’d eagle break at times the calm,
The mantled echoes no response return.

But let me now explore the deep-sunk dell.

No foot-print, save the covey’s or the flock’s,

Is seen along the rill, where marshy springs

Still rear the grassy blade of vivid green.

Beware, ye shepherds, of these treacherous haunts

;

[
Nor linger there too long ; the wintry day
Soon closes ; and full oft a heavier fall

Heaped by the blast, fills up the shelter’d glen,

While, gurgling deep below, the buried rill

Mines for itself a snow-coved way. O then
Your helpless charge drive from the tempting spot;
And keep them on the hleak hill’s stormy side,

Where night-winds sweep the gathering drift away.”

A more useful suggestion was never made.
Many thousands of lives would be saved in each
century by the general adoption of MrGrahame's
plan ; and two or three further hints may be
added. 1 . Before these crosses can be sown as

plentifully as he proposes, it will, in a large ma-
jority of cases, answer the same end, to make
such an approximation to his plan aa would not
cost, perhaps, more than one quarter of the first

expense, viz.—by placing the crosses at such
distances that the bell might make itself heard

:

suppose the intervals to be four miles, then the

greatest possible distance from the sound would
be two miles ; and so far a bell might send its

sound upon the breeze, for there will be always

some of these crosses to windward. 2. They
might be made of cast-iron-—as one means of en-
suring their preservation. 3. There might be a

[

box, or little cell attached, capable of receiving

one person ; this should be suspended at a height,

suppose of eight feet, from the ground ; and the

entrance slmuld be by a little ladder leading

into the box through an orifice frombelow; which

orifice should be covered by a little door or lid

—one that should open inwards when pressed

by the head of the ascending person. Finally,

in a country where mile-stones and guide-posts

are often wantonly mutilated or destroyed, it

may be thought that these crosses would not

long be in a condition to do their office ; in par-

ticular, that the bells would be detached and

carried off. But it should be remembered, that

even mile-stones on the most public roads havs

ceased to be injured since they have been made

of iron ; that these crosses never would be in a

populous region, but exactly in the most solitary

places of the island ; and that in any case where

they ceased to be solitary, there the crosses would

cease to be necessary. Another protecting cir-

cumstance would rise out of the simplicity of

manners, which is pretty sure to prevail in a

mountainous region, and the pious tendernen

universally felt towards those situations of peril,

which are incident to all alike—men and women,

parents amd children, the strong and the weak.

The crosses, I would answer for it, whenever

they are erected, will be protected by a super-

stition, such as that which in Holland conse-

crates the loss of a stork, and in most countries

of some animal or other. But it would be right

to strengthen this feeling, by instilling it as a

principle of duty, in the catechisms of mountain-

ous regions: and, perhaps, also, to invest this duty

with a religious sanctity, at the approach ofevery

winter, there might be read from the altar a so-

lemn commination, such as that which the Eng-

liah Church appoints for Ash-Wednesday—
" Cursed is he that removeth his neighbour’s

landmark," &e. &c., to which might now be add-

ed—

“

Cursed is he that causeth the steps of the

wayfarer to go astray, and layeth snares for the

belated traveller in the wilderness ; cursed is he

that removeth the bell from the snow-cross/

And every child might learn to fear a judgment

of retribution upon its own steps in case of any

such wicked action, by reading the tale of him,

who, in order
“ To plague the Abbot of Aberbrotbock,”

removed the bell from the Inchcape rock ;
which

same rock, in after days, and for want of this

very warning bell, inflicted miserable ruin upon

himself, hisship,and his unoffending crew. Wam-

ing sentences should also be inscribed upon all

the four faces of the little cell, that nobody

might offend in a spirit of jest or forgetfulness;

and as the century advanced, a memorial list?

(like the Roman votive tablets, suspended on the

walls of temples,) should be firmly attached to

the cross, of all who had benefited by ita shelter.

The mere fact of having ascended the ladder

being taken as sufficient evidenoe that a sanc-

tuary had been found necessary. The sanctity

of the place might, in one generation, be so far

improved as to protect a small supply of brandy
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and biscuit, to be lodged there on the coming on
of winter. If a few rockets, and some appara-

tus for lighting a match were also left accessible

id some of the remoter solitudes, the storm-

bound and exhausted wanderer, would, besides

recruiting his strength, find it possible to tele-

graphhissituation tosome one of the neighbouring
valleys. Once made sacred from violation, these

crosses might afterwards be made subjects of

suitable ornament ; that is to say, they might be

made as picturesque in form, and colour, and ma-

terial, as the crosses of Alpine countries, or the

guide-posts ofEngland often are. The associated

circumstances of storm and solitude, of winter,

of night, and wayfaring, would give dignity to al-

most any form which had become familiar to the

eye as the one appropriated to this purpose ; and

the particular form of a cross or crucifix, besides

its own beauty, would suggest to the mind a pen-

sive allegoric memorial of that spiritual asylum,

offered by the same emblem to the poor erring

roamer in our human pilgrimage, whose steps

are beset with other snares, and whose heart is

made anxious by another darkness, and another

storm—the darkness of guilt, or the storm of

affliction. If iron was found too costly, it migh t

be used only for the little cell; and the rest

of the structure might be composed with no

expense at all, except the labour, (and that

would generally be given by public contribution

of the neighbourhood,) from the rude undressed

stones which are always found lying about in

such situations, and which are so sufficient for

all purposes of strength, that the field-walls,

and by far the greater number of the dwelling-

houses in Westmoreland, are built of such mate-

rials, and, until late years, without mortar.*

But, whatever were the materials, the name of

these rural guides andasylums— storm-crosses*'

—would continually remind both the natives

and strangers of their purpose and functions—
functions that, in the process of time, would
make them as interesting to the imagination and
to the memory, as they would, in fact, be use-

ful and hope-sustaining to the shepherd sur-

prised hy snow, and the traveller surprised hy
night.

+
* This recent change in the art of rustic masonry by

the adoption of mortar, does not mark any advance in
that art, but, on the contrary, a decay of skill and care.

Twenty years ago, when “ dry** walls were in general

use except for a superior class of houses, it was necessary

to supply the want of mortar by a much nicer adaptation

of the stones to each other. But now this care is regard-

ed as quite superfluous ; for the largest gaps and cavities

amongst the stones are filled up with mortar; meantime,
the walls built in this way are not so impervious either

to rain or wind as those upon the old patent construc-

tion of the past generation.

FEAST OF THE POETS

Thb most bland and conciliatory of Lords

Marshal, or Masters of the Ceremonies, are

liable, we understand, to occasional perplexity in

arranging the order of grand processions, and

the high places at feasts, even where rank is

absolute, and usage and etiquette fixed. We
confess to something of the same difficulty in

arranging the order of our usual Autumnal
Festival.

The epic, the dramatic, the didactic, the descrip-

tive, the purely lyric, the sonnet, and the ballad,

press for precedence, and overwhelm us with the

embarrassment of riches. There is, however, one

kind of verse which conciliates every diversity of

taste by uniting all sympathies. The poetry of

the affections never loses the power to please.

In this captivating species of verse, our principal

contributors his year are ladies—another claim

to precedence.

POETRY OF THE AFFECTIONS.

time's changes.
•* Ble cUlt de cc monde, ou lea ptui belle* chose* out le ptre

Cotta."

I saw her once. In other days,

A fair and girlish thing,

With the flush of hope upon her cheek,

And the bloom of early spring.

I never heard a voice so sweet

—

Its very slightest tone

Woke deep said memories in my heart,

Of times and voices gone.

MO. LXIX,—VOL. VI.

FOR SEPTEMBER, 1839.

Yet there was something mournful too,

In the softness of her eyes ;

They had that bright, that shadowy look

In which deep feeling lies.

It made me always sorrowful

To gaze upon that brow,

So pure, so soft, so shadowless

:

Where is its beauty now ?

It sadly came across my soul,

The thought that one to fair

Should ever know those bitter ills

To which our race is heir.

And after long, long years had pass'd,

In other scenes we met

;

But the changewhich those sad yearshadwrought—
It haunts my memory yet

:

The bloom of early youth had gone,

And the dimness of her eye

Told a sad and fearful tale of wo,

And of human misery.

From her cheek the summer rose had gone.

And the smile was seen no more

Which had lighted every heart with joy

And with gladness, long before.

The flash of pain was mantling there,

And the tint of coming death.

Ah 1 all ye fairest things of earth,

Ye'fade as the rose's breath.

* She faded with the summer flowers,

Those bright and glorious things

Which flit, like all that’s fair on earth,
" On rapid, rapid wings.” (%

3 B
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E8TBANGBMBNT.

’Twas said that ha had refuse sought

In love, from his unquiet thought,

In distant lands, and been deceived

By some strange show ; for there were found

Blotted by tears, as those relieved

By their own words are wont to do,

These mournful verses on the ground

« This fond heart—my only treasure

—

Blindly

Gave I to thee { why then coldly

With those altered looks behold me,

While the light of former pleasure,

Beaming kindly,

Lingers yet ; tho’ faint and fearful,

As shine the rainbow's hues thro' clouds all dark and

tearful.

<( Know you not that friendship slighted

Withers

;

While love to grief or anger turneth,

And the fire which inly hurneth,

(All its dying embers lighted,)

Wildly gathers

}Jew strength and vigour from the cold winds blowing,

As zephyrs fan the flame in gentlest bosoms glowing.

w Ah ! wherefore should it he that genius giveth

feeling,

To wound the conscious heart with tenfold anguish,

While torpid wretches ’midst life’s blessings languish ;

Nor taste the hitter pangs which mind receiveth,

As stealing

Adown the sluggish stream of life, they go

Unwarned, unwaked by love, hut, oh ! unpierced by wo.

“ Soon the cypress bough will garland]

Mourning,
And the bright-robed flowrets cover

All that once was friend or lover,

From that dim, mysterious, far land;

No returning

From that last dread home of mortals.

Whose shadowy goal we reach thro’ pain and sorrow’s

" THE WISH OP THE WBABY.”

O that I were on a mountain’s side,

Where the breezes so purely blow;

Beneath me, the rolling, gushing tide,

And above me the realms of snow

—

To commune with God and nature there,

And feel within the spirit of pray*r

!

O that I were in a deep, deep glen 1

With heaven's hlue dome above me,

Far, far removed from the haunts of men,
With the few that truly love me

—

To hold sweet converse in Nature's halls,

And gaze on beauty that never pails.

O that I were, by a sheilin low,

With its garden roof of heather,

The bairns and collies sporting below,

Defying the wind and weather-^-

To learn of the shepherd mountain lore,

And feel a content unknown before.

O that I were, on a Sabbath morn,

By village Kirk on Tay’s green side,

Where towering trees the paths adorn,

Through which blue bonnets slowly glide—

To join in echoing praises there,

And list to the pastor’s deep low prayer 1

O that I were, on a winter’s eve,

Sitting close to the thrice-heap’d fire,

With those kindred souls I wept to leave,

And whose presence could never tire—

To mourn for the One* whoso transient day

Of bright, bright promise soon past away

!

O would 1 were out of the city’s din,

Of miud and body grievous ban.
f

All glitt’ring without, all dark within,

Full of great works of little man

—

Where the poor man’s cry is no man’s care,

And the house of God no house of prayer !

O would I were out of the city’s glare,

Where human kindness yields no milk,

And the creeping tribe are ev'rywhere—

Not Silk-Worms that spin, but wman in ini—
Where the million cry for bread alone,

And the pampered few that cry disown.

An gNOUCHWOMatf,

THE MOORLAND CHILD.

BY MISS M* a. BBOWNB.

I knew a little happy child,

Some twenty years ago,

Who loved amidst the heather wild

And the golden furze to go :

She sought there the red strawberry,

And the bonny blue harebell.

And the thyme, beloved of the bee,

And the snail's so curious shell 1

She loved her little garden—small

And overcultured spot

!

She loved the peach-tree on the wall,

And the pebble-builded grot i

She loved, beneath the tall elm trees,

To feel the soft winds glide

;

She loved her home, its flowers, its bees,

But most that common wide.

It was her chosen playing ground,

Amidst its yellow force ;

She loved the small bird’s song—each sound

That joined its voice to her’s

—

To her’s that rose in simple song.

Or burst in merry shout.

When, the thick rustling fern among,

The leveret bounded ouL

She was a little merry child t

And yet, for her young years,

Sometimes too tenderly she smiled,

Or shed too bitter tears ;

Yet who, when heaven is sunny bright,

With but one fleecy cloud.

Thinks, ’midst the calm and golden light,

What thunder it may shroud?

There was one evening when the west

Was all a flood of gold.

And to the east, in lasy rest.

The floating clouds were rolled $

And the young crescent moon began

To shed her silver ray.

And one pale star shone, white and wan,

Beside the dying day ;

The child went bounding o’er the heath,

Then suddenly she stayed

;

It seemed as if her very breath

Its even throb delayed

;

She held her hand above her brow,

And ceased her childish song;

Her cheek grew deeper in its glow.

And her heart beat high and strong*

* The late highly gifted and exemplary Mr

Wilson, student of medicine in Edinburgh* who (awiQ*

guished by the professors of his college, »Qd bewrea

and respected by his fellow-students) was cut off,

midst of a successful and honourable career, by typuw

jew, caught during the discharge of his duties
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Slowly her dark eyes filled with tears,

And so she stood and gazed

;

And yet that sunset west far years

Had just as brightly blazed

;

Yet never till that evening hour
The careless laughing one

Had felt the magic and the power
Of the declining sun.

Ob ! who may tell what thronging dreams
And thoughts unknown till then,

Crowded, like freshly-opened streams,

Upon her breast and brain !

How did her very spirit yearn

Beneath their sudden Ilfs !

How did her inmost bosom bum
Amidst their stirring strife t

And tenderness, and solemn thought,

Unnamed, unknown, were there $

And so within her bosom wrought
A home for future care.

The passion of that hour went by—
Its thrilling magio past t

But oh 1 its bright strange memory
Will haunt her to the last

!

Again the little child was gay—
Again the lonely moor

Became her scene of childish play,

But never as before !

She felt as one to whom a power
Unearthly is revealed $

She felt as if that sunset hour
Her doom of life had sealed.

Day after day, year after year.

She visited the wild,

Till fell upon her heart the fear

She was no more a child.

They would not let her wander so—
They bade her wiser be

;

And said she was a woman now—
And checked her childish glee.

Alasl she knew the troth too well

—

She felt it in her soul

—

She knew how strong though cold the spell

That must her words control 1

She knew her dreams were disallowed,

That she must act a part

;

Yet, ’midst the false and hollow crowd,

She took her moorland heart.

She took it, and It suffered wrong,
And, crushed, and soiled, and torn.

She bears it, singing still its song,

Whilst leaning on a thorn ;*

But when she hears of sunset hours,

Spent on some heathery plain,

And fragrant gone, and sweet wild-floWers,

Oh 1 how it leaps agaiu !

The three subjoined pieces have lain long in our

repositories. While the most melancholy event to

which two of them owe existence was fresh in me-
mory, it was impossible to publish them. There is

now a mournful pleasure in letting the world know
how deeply that loss was felt, which must have

come home to thousands and tens of thousands of

young hearts. All the three poems were written

before the publie mind had been disturbed by the

dark and painful surmises which so speedily fol-

lowed the death of the lamented poetess. The
erses on reading that prophetio novel which

shadows forth the morbid state of her over-

* Them is an old superstition, that the nightingale sets

her breast against a them when she siegs the sweetest.

wrought mind, were, we think, in our possession

before her death. The poem first in order is, with

a few omissions and slight alterations, from the

penof a young London mechanic, and was written,

as will be seen, on the impulse of the moment,

and before those mysterious surmises, wbieh have

never been cleared up, had reached England.

LINES ON THE DEATH OF L. E. L.

“ A atsr hath left the kindling sky—
A lovely northern light

:

How many planets are on high,

But that has left the night P*—L. E. I*

A gentle lady, netvly wed,
Far from her native shore,

Went with the partner of her bed,

Like her who loved the Moor.

With heartfelt blessings from old friends,

The friends of earlier times,

She climbs the ship, and pensive wends
Her way to torrid climes.

Fixed on the cliflfe of England’s shore,

That lov’d one’s eyes were kept

;

And when they could be seen no more,
]

She droop'd her bead and wept.

And fondly turn’d and gaz’d upon
“ The lovely northern light,”

And wondered if its rays fell lone
]

. On friends at home that night.

Yet full of hope, and joy, and life,

The future dream’d and plann'd,

She went, a lov’d and loving wife,

To her adopted land.

And safely o’er a thousand waves,
That noble ship hath gone,

Unto the land of sable slaves.

Within the torrid zone.

* * * * *

Sickness, and deeper mental pain,

That “ Lost One” suffei’d long;

Nor hope, nor health, return’d again,

To bless the Child of song.

• • • *

0 life thou’rt but a dream of dreamt !•—

A basilisk disguis’d—
A catalogue of blight’d schemes,

And hopes ne’er realiz’d.

T. G.

LINES TO THE MEMORY OF L. E. LANDON.

Hash’d is the music of thy lyre, sweet Poetess! and
thou,

In Afric’s distant sunny cHmet art calmly sleeping now

—

Far from that land whose children lov’d to hear tby
witching strains,

When eoft, and sweet, and fairy-like^ they floated o’er

her plains

;

And, ah ! the children of that land will mourn and weep
for thee,

And ever brightly wilt thou dwell upon their memory.
Ah { never more from lordly hall to the dwelling of the

poor

Will those fairy strains of L. E. L. be heard upon oar
shore.

Fled is that spirit which could dream, and, in her fancy,

see

Things which belongeth not to earth—the bright, the

pore, the free

;

And mould those dreams so beautiful, at if w\th magic
•kill,

Till, in sweet strains of loveliness, they feene
her

will.
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Sweet Poetess ! those dreams of bliss, which hover’d o'er

thy way,
Cast haloes round thy path of life, as bright as endless

day;
And we hare seen how thou couldst make (though we

shall see no more)
A theme all lovely in itself, more lovely than before.

Is there no spirit that can raise, now that thy own hath
flown,

A lay so plaintive, yet so sweet, with beauty all thine

own?
No ! one that breathes such strains of bliss as thine we

may not see

;

For all that’s bright and beautiful we’ve lost in losing

thee.

COMPOSED AFTER READING MISS LANDON*S NOVEL
“ ETHEL CHURCHILL.”

The first part of this dream is intended to illustrate

the misery genius often entails upon itself, by pondering
the inscrutable mysteries of futurity. A contrast is

drawn to this noble temerity by a lady, oppressed with
grief, revisiting the haunts of childhood, and gathering
from past happiness present relief.

Life is dark history—its saddest tale

Is love misplaced

;

Its music would be one unbroken wail
For charms defaced,

If the past sent not oft a pleasant gale

On Time’s bleak waste.

So thought I while this plaintive story reading,

Till, wrapt in sleep,

Dreams came, in truth, reality exceeding,

How great men leap

Into the mystic future, nothing heeding

The endless steep.

A large flat island, the eternal sea

That girds it round.

Dashes on one coast low and gloomily

With doubtful sound,

Save when its billows rise tempestuously

To lash the ground.

Voices are mingled with its leaping waters,

Unearthly sweet,

Which fascinate the island sons and daughters

In bands to meet,

And listen, careless of the wrecks and slaughters

It ever doth repeat.

Some walk there gifted with impetuous wings
Strong to dare

;

The burning mist its heavy rolling flings.

With forehead bare
And flashing eye ; resistless genius springs

Undaunted thro* the air.

A noble youth came bounding to the shore,

Shouting out loud

;

But when he heard the interminable roar,

His spirit bowed
One moment, and the next he strove to soar

Unchecked and proud.

Upon his feet and shoulders, wings are waving
Widely and fast;

Over the quiet country he was leaving
One look he cast

Of beautiful contempt and godlike craving.

The music past

:

Its wild mysterious notes are loudly ringing;
He knows the tone;

Over the deep the mighty child is winging;
Oh, not alone,

Concealed Sirens pour their softest singing,

While golden spray is thrown.

Why, great Apollo, must it ever be

The thorny crown,

The mocking robe of splendid misery,

The storm-wrapt throne

;

Only the meed and heritage of poetry,

Why must thy children moan ?

The youth came rushing back with drooping plume.

His brow on Are,

With stern resolve to search the future's gloom,

Which did respire

Those maddening melodies which shall consume

His nature with desire.

His frenzied eye read the eternal ocean—
His pale lips gave

Echoes to its inscrutable commotion

—

His speech did rave

In unknown sounds—with slow and stately motios

He passed beneath the wave.

Sleep bears me swift to the opposing coast :

—

A sea of light,

Shining all over, but irradiant most
Farthest from sight,

Murmurs tranquillity before a host,

Who view it with delight.

Numbers are met ; I see a lovely maiden

Watching the tide,

As tho* its rippling flow did greatly sadden,

For she does hide

Her gentle countenance, with sorrow laden,

For promises denied.

A pearly barque floats like a crescent moon
Thro’ the clear sky

Of downy shadows of a night in June,

So gracefully,

And with such quivering liquidness of tune,

The Gondola draws nigh.

All garlanded with bods, and hanging flowers,

And silken leaves,

So green, they must have flourished in the bowers

Whence young life weaves

Wreathes frail as fair, to clasp the laughing hows,

The heart so well believes.

’Tis convoyed sweetly on by wild young fawns,

Whose shining hair

Tells a bright tale of dew-besprinkled lawns

And shaded lair,

Of warm soft vales, where morning ever dawns

Uncloudedly and fair.

Their meek eyes look on her invitingly;

And she will go.

0 Love 1 how glad I am to see this lady

Forget her wo,

And look beyond the sea so ardently,

Where verdant islands glow.

Swiftly and peacefully the boat is sailing

In distance long,

And down its wake rich fragrancy is trailing

Now steals a song

Of mournful soothing, beautiful bewailing,

Waving the waves along.

The maiden, crowned with violets, has returned

For pity’s sake.

To sisters not so gifted, who hare yearned

To see her take
,

Her harp, and tell the glory she has learned

Where music is awake.

What melancholy sounds are round me breaking,

To memory sweet.

Soft as the chant of seraphim forsaking.

With loitering feet,

Her genial home, that misery sadly shaking,
Some happiness may greet.
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One imm succeeds another, and so fast %
Visions arise,

I wake ! the impassioned priestess of the past,

In mortal guise,

Pours a strong song, that erermore shall last,

Of youthful harmonies. E. J. P.

The following monologue is not without great
faults of execution, but it is recommended to us
by a vigour and boldness of conception which
may be looked for in vain in more carefully
finished juvenile performances.

THB DEATH OF OHATTEBTON.
rt Praised bard by Indigence and its companions, gloom and des-

pondency, the mind of Chatterton became disordered, and, on the
sdsbt of Urn ttth of August, 1770, he swallowed a large dose ofopium,
which caused his death. He was found the next morning a horrid
spectacle, with his limbs and features distorted, and several pieces
of opium sticking to his teeth. The floor of his room was covered
with little pieces of written paper, which he had torn before he took
the poison."— of Chatterton. John Davis.

SCENE

—

A Garret in Brook Street, London—Chat-
terton discovered seated at a table, his /ace white
and hollow, and his whole person emaciated*

Chat. How cruel is the world which crushes worth.
And calls the guilt blind destiny ! O lie !

lll-fatod world, which makes the fate it mourns !

Ah
!
(writing) u Hurl thee back thyscorn let me live yet

To speak the bursting passions of my soul.
[
Writing.]

“ Ere death shall close his ken.*’ God 1 that I could
But spread before mankind’s besotted eyes

The half that springs up in my bosom now

!

’Twould set so blade a stain upon their hearts,

As weeping Charity could never wash away.
[Patiss

—

writing again*]
* While ye would watch and pity me in death.”
“ My wrongs be on ye !” O pour out thy grief.

My soul, or send that haggard spirit forth,

Which once Ambition was, hut whose proud throbs,

And soarings weariless, an icy world
Unpitying restrained, that back the spirit shrank
A blasted thing, and mourned, in broken sighs,

Its beggar’d state to stark and hollow solitude.

O for the fire of heaven ! that I might burn
Each fearful word into men’s shrinking hearts

!

[After a pause, writing hurriedly.]

u That yet shall tell you how a poet died

!

Why should I cater to ye, wolves !”

[
Writes again, and then abstractedly reads aloudwhat

he has written.]
u O world of icy-hearted men,

Tardy to aid, but speedy to destroy.

Wrung with unmerited neglect, his pen,

Dipped in bis proudest blood, that boy—
Who to thy love or justice whispered when

Proud soaring honours were his dearest joy—
Has roused to tell thee he has changed since then,

And hurl thee back thy scorn ere death shall close his

ken.

“ Ignoble souls
! ye fancied I could stoop,

In miserable indigence, and feed

Upon the vapid praises of your breath $

Telling my heart that it might swiftly bleed,

While ye would watch and pity me in death.

My wrongs be on ye ! I can swoop
* E’en as the full-plumed eagle soars on high.

And watch where such as you amid earth's deserts lie.

Light up my heart, O God ! that it may never droop

;

My soul still tell’s me I'm above the clay ;

—

It seeks its upward home while here compelled to stay.

u Ye miserable babblers, know, I dare to die,

And scorn ye, though ye value me so low

;

Where feeble nature binds ye grovelling lie

;

The sordid earth *s to you the strongest tie

:

For me, wherever soared my soul, I got

I leave you that which ye may know me by

;

It is your own—the mem’ry of my wo

!
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u I could crush down my ever-rising pride,

And with a throbbing bosom own
That which my breath has erst denied

;

But, ah, ye’ll find the secret In the groan,

Which yet shall tell you how a poet died !

Why should I cater to ye, wolves, full-supped

With blood more precious than the crystal drops

From pitying angel's eyes -

[Casting down the paper and starting to hisfeet*]

Not be still unyielding, heart ! Why should I crouch
And kiss low-humbled the contemning foot ?

They tell me I am proud, and walk on earth

Like one whose proper home were heaven, or one
Whose way led over nations* necks ; my God !

Thon’st made my heart so, and I thank thee for’t

!

It is the noblest attribute of man,
That while he walks on earth he looks on heaven,

Scorning to bend hie eyes upon the sod.

Down earth ! thus could I spurn thee. O thou, Pride,

Who fly’st midway between the earth and sky,

Thy look still upward turned, while with thy feet

Thou strik'st the ground to raise thee in thy flight

;

Thy vest of glowiug red ;—thy heart seen through
Thy crystal breast to throb with blood of fire

;

Thy streaming locks unto the sunshine bare,

And to the howling tempest ; and thy hands
All weaponless, still clutching at the sky

;

O God 1 thus figured to my burning sight,

Be still my guide, at thou hast ever been.

And let me shoot along thy rapid way,
Thy second self! My soul is with thee,

Though a clogging world still warps around
With heavy suffering my shrunken form,

And drags my feeble limbs to earth.

[ Throws himself again into his seat, and buries hie

face in his hands.]

(After a pause.) O God ! to starve—to starve—like any
worthless wretch,

Whom God and men have left to die unknown

!

Ah, why did I not drop into the grave,

My blood parched up by ceaseless fever,

Till there ran no drop within my withering veins

To let my spirit live 1 or why not die

Slain by the northern’wind ! or like a floweret

Blasted by the sun ! or sink a hollow victim

To some unknown ill past all men’s core

!

Or never lived—or died a whimp’ring infant ?

0 God ! anything but starve—to starve like to a hunted

dog

!

How happy was I when I lived and dreamed
How sweet a thing it was to be a man
And earn men’s praises ! How I loved

To look with forward eye upon the world,

Whet 1

, flushed and heated with the burning things

»My soul would tell me I could give to life,

They’d rush to heap those honours on my brow
A country’s heroes only wear. Miserable hope

!

Destroying vanity! which, blasted, back

Comes creeping to the wounded heart to seek

That happy home which now my breast is not.

Why should I have respect unto the world

Or to its customs, since it is not just,

And still denied that which I’ve bravely won ?

Why should I falter to destroy that life

[ Tears the paper he has written.]

Its heartlessness makes miserable ? Thou earth,

I’U give my flesh to thee; my spirit goes elsewhere.

[He takes the opium from the table, but pauses a$

he is about to swallow it. ]

O—h ! This is horrible ! 1 can remember
When first I knew what blighted yearnings were

;;

When first unkindness cooled that fev’rish glow
Which erst was wont to light the glittering path

1 thought my own—but which, indeed, was nought
But the reflected beaming of the light

My own soul shed. In deep despondency,

Stung by a present wrong, and spiritless

To look to future years for my reward,
I penned that last sad testament of man.
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My Will, and bade my heart prepare to beat no more.

How much more sunken am l now ! when food,

Which soulless dentures have unsought for, gives

No renovating impulse to my limbs;—when wild

And furious my spirit grows, while sinks,

lu sickliest decay, each unstiung sinew,

And my pining flesh !—and yet, Ms horrible to die

!

0 God ! is there no other way ? nothing but death—*

Nothing but a grave ? My mother— ah, good God l

What of my mother; and my sister ? they

Now fancy Tin triumphant in the good

Men shower upon the worthy. I shall kill them too*

Where are my boastings now? Oh. 1 had hoped

To heap up hills of riches at their feet,

And count all valueless, except for them.

Oh, how I sink into a worm to think I live

And am a debtor to the kindest pair

That ever gave to earth a touch of heaven I

I—/—that very /, who was to chauge

Earth's dust to gold, and bring the wond’ring world

To look upon my face I Thank God 1 they know not all;

Thank God I for now 1 seem as I should shrink

A withered corpse before their eyes, did they

But kuow the half of what I hoped to do,

Aud see me nowl—Why should 1 seek to live?

I've lived already long enough to know
1 cannot live for that I love the best*

Curses— curses—curses 1 what is the world

But a huge sluggish lake, where all that's light

And frivolous floats jauntily above,

While priceless worth sinks darkly, swiftly down ?

1*11 be its slave no more

I

will not lie

And rot, and sink into the clay unknown
Through weary rolling years ; or let the heel

Of courtly worthlessness crush me to dust.

Pardou me, God ! 'tie heaven and thee I seek t

[He mwallowz the opium—a pause,J
'Tis done, my soul thou art avenged ! I pine no more.

Ah, what a world of sorrow now is past,

And what an easy thing it Is to meet with death 1

Why did I waver ? 'twill be over soon.

Now it is done—1 value life no more

;

It was the having it that made it precious.

Now ’tis gone—for I am as a thing of death

Still ling’ring on the verge—It Is a dream,

Which, like a waking man, 1 shake to air.

How heavy are my eyelids—they are weighed

By Death's hand down ! and every limb

Seems loaded with the clods that cover graves.

Thank God, I shall not see life go !

I shall die sleeping ; die—die—ah 1 for what t

To live again P—ah, let me cling to that,

For thee, weak flesh, wither to dust !—die—earth l

How quiet is the world ! Death—death—death !

God help my mother 1 Oh, how throbs my heart

!

My brain seems swelling In its scanty cell

As though Hwould burst away ;—my mother,

O death !—death !
[He falls back in a stupor.]

Cecinl

DESCRIPTIVE AND REFLECTIVE POETRY.
LAMENT FOR ROBIN HOOD.

Oh, never more, ye willowy gentle streams,

Shall ye run mocking by as Robin drinks

;

Long gone is he, though oft, in pleasant dreams,

He and his Outlawed men still wander on tour brinks.

O mourn ye then In solemn strains subdue dl

And glide with tuneful wail for Robin Hood.

Oh, never more, ye yew trees, pall'd iu night,

Shall merry archers nourish you again.

No need have they of trusty bows for fight 5

No need—now Robin's treacherously slain l

O mourn ye then, with heavy grief imbued 1

And bow your mournful heads for Robin Hood.

Oh, never more, ye green eaamel'd delis,

Shall whining shafts pass up amid your boughs |

Nor start the fallow deer that drink your shady wells s

Bold Robin’s gone {
he bps no merry men to rouse*

O mourn gre then though mossy trees so rude!

For never more shall ye see gentle Robin Hood.

Oh, never more, ye trysiing trees so green,

Beneath your verdant boughs shall ye set merriment.

Oh, never more brave foresters shall lean

Around your rugged ttunks all careless of intent.

O mourn ye then, in Autumn's leafless mood I

That ye bereaved are of merry Robin Hood

!

Ye bonny swaths, that smile with pied flowers;

Ye joy.wrentht, o'erintiling Bainesdale;

Ye shady nooks and smiling bosky bowers.

Hide up your beauties f »r this heavy bale;

And uiurky be your paths w'ith winter’s fl<>od,

For visit ye no more shall gallant Robin Hood.

And you, pale Echo, that of old did sit

In hollow caves, and mimic his glad sounds.

Retire, thou mournful, till the bat does flit

;

And when a lonely voice o'er all the vale resounds,

Catch up the dying fall that murmurs through the wood,

And thrill an evening hymn for long-lost Rubin Hood

!

THE WOODLAND.

By the late Robert Nicoll.

The Woodland wild 1—wilt thou p with me

Where the squirrel is perched on his oaken tree

—

Where the yellow fern doth wave its head

—

Where the hand of night the dew hath laid—

And the winds, that wander to and fro,

Kiss the brown leaflets as they go

—

Where the morning sun peeps in so mild

To the dark green uooks of the woodland wild ?

The woodland wild !—where the dun deer roam,

And the song-birds build them a happy home—
Where the graes is green, and the turf, so sweet,

Seems shorn by the tread of fairy feet

—

Where the daylight comes, so richly dim,

And the cushat's coo seems a hermit's hymn,

The care-worn heart might be self-beguiled

To forget its woes in the woodland wild I

The woodland wild !—Where the hazels grow,

Where the ladye-broom doth is branches throw—

Where the god-built sky Is In patches teen

Through the roof of leaves. There aye hath been

The home of those wild and fairy flowers

That gladden all Nature's lifs and our's,

As they bloom by the stream—that prattling ehiW—

That wanders along through the woodland wild !

The woodland wild !—if thy heart be pure,

If thy faith in the right be firm and sure,

Go wander the woodland paths within.

And the love of Nature woo and win i

Drink of the cup of beauty there,

Where the breath of Omnipotence scents the air;

For the Father of beauty in love hath smiled

On the sweet green bowers of the woodland wild 1

The woodland wild !—long, long ago

I have buried myself iff leaves below.

And dreamed of iu beauteous tenants all—

’Tis the linnet's horns and the fairies* hall I—
'Tie the spot where the wondrous monk of old

His hermitage reared in the pleasant wold;

By its door a crystal spring1st boiled

For the pilgrim to drink in the Woodland wild

!

The woodland wild !—what pleasant stories

Make sunlight over iu olden glories—

Of Robin Hood, and his bowmen bold—

The raids they made, and the tales they told.

In winter, in spring, and In summer time,

The glorious foresU are aye iu prime

;

For glad thoughts for ever are round them piled,

Those grassy glades in the woodland wild !

The woodland wild !—make haste—make halts !

Away with me and iu gladness taste

:

We will wander beside each gushing stream,

Where flowers In the water reflected gleam $
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We will follow its paths, and pluck its flowers,

And lie on Its grass In the evening hours,

Till the dying sunlight, soft and mild,

Warns ns away from the woodland wild !

THE DEPARTURE OF THE PILLAR 0* FIRE.

They hare pitched by Jordan in the plain,

For the forty years are o’er,

And but two of that mighty host remain
Which trade tbe Red Sea shore.

The pillar of cloud in their progress.

Hath marshalled them hitherto,

And amid the howling wilderness m
Guarded their armies through.

But nerer again on its resting place

Will they see the signal set,

Though orer the Atk of the Lord of Hoeti
That pillar lingers yet

The Syrian tun on all the coasts

Of the Promised Land went down,
But orer the Ark of the Lord of Hosts
That pillar lingers on.

It changes, as fades the light away,
E’en as it hath done of yore,

Bat that pillar of clond which led by day
Shall forward more no more.

Slowly it taketh its upward flight

To Him who first it had given;

That pillar of fire, on through the night,

Borns in the depths of Hearen.

It hath passed away—there is no sound

—

For all on its warning dwell,

And deeper the gloom of the night spreads round
The tents of Israel.

Their ahgel guide, it is true, if gone
In the pillar of cloud and flame,

But that watch of which it the symbol Shone,

Forever shall be the some. F. H. B.

THE PREFERENCE OF THOUGHT.11

There’s a starry hearen and a glowing earth,

Which Power and Beauty have bless’d With the birth,

And the lift, and the presence Of wondrous lore,

And glory beneath ns, around, and above.

But Thought may wander, untamed and free,

And, fleeter than glance of an angel, flee

Where our sunshine and starlight hare never been Seen,

And where Time with its cycles may never hare been.

Remote in the Infinite, Thought may descry
The clime of passionless natures high—
Where spirit is free from the wondrous strife,

The mysterious union of death and life.

It may pierce to where seasons hare never begun,
To tbe centreless age unevolved by the son

—

May review the dim past of the measureless day,

And the times of new worlds that are doomed to decay.

But beneath the cold moon, and beneath the bright tun*
It returns to its home when its wanderings are done;
And better it lores the warm heart as its guide,

Than embrace tbe Unknown in its lonely pridfc

It wanders, with Lore, by the brake and the bower;
To Catch the first blush of tbe delicate flower s

In the forest it mournfully gases, with Grief,

On the desUubeeuty spread o’er the Autumn leaf,

It wanders, with Hope, when the woodlands art rife

With freehnees and music, and stirring with lift :

* There is some obscurity in this title, bnt It is the
poet's, and we have found it impossible to render it more
lucid. When the verses are onoe read, its meaning is em-
phatically revealed.

«< Us Mind, Horatio,
newSimms heaven sod earth,” Re.

In the shade of the yew tree ’twill oftentimes borrow

An hour’s deep communion with Silence and Borrow.

All Nature communes with its mystic power,

In the storm and the sunshine, the fall and the flower

:

It talks with the storm in its wild domain,

And gains the deep secrets of cloud and of rain.

It talks with Old Ooean, and bids him reveal

The wonders which fathomless waters conceal

;

Reveal the deep spell that o’ermasters the billow,

W hdn the tall mast is bending like wind-shaken willow.

It communes with the stream like the tiniest star.

Seen gleaming alone on the mountain afar

;

And, when clothed with the might of proud navies at rest,

With all the bright Armament mantling its breast.

It talks with the winds in their hurricane sweep

;

And, when woodlands in balm and in music they steep,

It subdues the for flash of the thunderbolt’s blaze,

That the keen eye of science undazzled may gaze.

It talks with the choirs of the echoing Spring

—

With the bright feathered tribes of the wandering wing

—

With the eagle, when soaring and screaming above—
With the robin, the bird of the poor man’s lore.

It itoopt to the flower* from its loftiest height—
To the snow-drop, sweet firstling of beauty and light—

To the full-bosomed pride of tbe summer-clad tree

:

But ita converse is sweeter, the humbler they be.

And, from all its communing!, it brings to the breast

A might and a calm as of ocean at rest—
A philosophy pure as the radiance above

—

A religion ofjoy, and of ardour, and love. G. P.

MY EXPERIENCES.

Since when I was a little boy
What changes I have seen !

Nature hath turned so very coy,

She*! not what she hath been.

Time’s finger, both on cloud and sun,

Hath writ what I would blot

From the blue sky—the Ancient One !—
I liked him when be first begun;
And read with joy, and marked him run

O’er bright lines, unfbrgot,

Of beamingness, and joy, and youth

—

Of glory, rapture, love, and truth.

His iron pen, how fast it flew

!

Till o’er the eilent heaven

The mystic lines had dimmed the hue

Of sunbeam and of star ; and through

The depth of sky and ocean blue

The queen of night was driven,

Less gloriously than when at first

Upon my soul her vision burst.

And the green earth—that finger there

Hath written sterner change

:

The joyoua flowers hare looks of care

;

Trees stand so stiff and silent where
They laughed and kissed the wanton air f

The old blue hills look strange.

Still sing the streams as on they flow,

Bnt not the song* of long ago.

And is it thus P 8un, moon, and star,

And fetrtam, and tree etclaim j

Heaven’s brightness oWns no mystic bar—
No epell earth’s loveliness can mar—
Still wave and forest fling afor

Their light and song the tame
As when the dreamy boy began

To long for care, and envy man.

Ah me ! ’tie on the heart; and eye,

Tbe pole*, and bounding limb,

That time hath written change j tbe eky
Undimmed may burn—earth’s age may vie

With its bright yoothtlde—but the joy

They gave is not for him
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Whose eye communes with spectred gloom,
Who stumbles ’mid the gathering tombs.

Time’s iron-pen ! its point is cold—
*Tis made of hopes o’ercast—

Of youthful eyes grown dark and old

—

Of friends entombed beneath the mould

—

Of glorious visions darkly rolled

Before Misfortune’s blast

—

Of ashes from the silent urn—
Of passions that hare ceased to burn.

0. P.

ON HUMAN LIFE.

Swift as the arrow’s flight

Through the summer air.

Mocking the eager sight,

In its quick path there

—

Like the vapours at early dawn,
Owning a transient stay,

Sweeping over the sunny lawn,

One moment, then away.

Marked as the vessel’s track,

O’er the Ocean’s breezy plain,

From the billows glancing back,

Then swiftly lost again.

As a flower that the proud sun calls

Into birth, with its first bright ray,

Yet an hour, and its beauty falls

Into quick decay.

Such art thou life—at best

But a waking dream

—

A sleep in which none find rest,

Tho* sweet it seem.

For life is a troubled sea,

And man is a fragile barque,

Wantonly tossing in misery

O’er its waste of waters dark.

Afar as a beacon burning,

It beams o’er the clouded tide

;

And yet the frail barque is spuming
That friendly light for its guide.

Oh, that is religion's ray

—

It shines o’er the foaming wave,

To lighten the mariner’s dreary way

—

From danger his barque to save.

PROMETHEUS.

Titan, thy sufferings, prolonged, everlasting,

What for mankind or thyself did they gain ?

Torments endured—but to know thou wert wasting

Numberless ages of anguish in vain.

Yes, thou could’st suffer ; but more than compassion

Was needed, O Titan 1 for us as for thee

:

Could the silence of grief melt the heart of oppression ?

Could unpitied wo make a universe free ?

One, diviner than thou, hast wept over our anguish—
Has endured wo much keener then e’er was thy lot—

Has suffered the pangs He descended to vanquish

—

Has come to his own, who received himinot.

Titan, though torture eternal defying.

Scorning the vulture, the rock, and the chain—
Ages of torment enduring, undying,

Hope was thy sorrow, and fortitude vain

!

And were these as useless, O Thou Most Immortal

!

In pity and love toward perishing man ?

Thy blood, tears, and agony, opened the portal

Of lifo ; and say, shall it be opened in vain ?

THE OLD man’s DREAM.

Sleep softly stole upon the old man’s eyes,

Suspending consciousness of things around

;

And then the soul, escaping from the ties

With which, in dreamless hours, it had been hound,
Was quickly ’rnong the shadows ofthe past,

Renewing fond companionship with all

That love had known, ere lifo was overcast

By age’s darkness and affliction’s pall

!

A smile was on his features, for the soul

Wee wand’ring now amid the haunts of youth.

With playmates gay, defying care’s control.

Once more he walked glad childhood’s path of truth ;

He felt the sunny ringlets, gently stirred

By zephyrs, play about his forehead fair—

And voices he had loved again he heard

—

Again he lisped with them his earliest prayer !

He smiled !—he was upon his father’s knee—
His mother, bending o’er, gazed on his face

;

From her fond kiss he rushed, in boyish glee.

And soon upon the meadow in the chase

To catch the sportive glitt’ring butterfly.

Outran his sisters, till the glowing hour

Fatigued them, when they sought the streamlet nigh,

Lay on its banks and press’d the fragrant flower.

Yet happier still the thought that warm’d hie breast.

When in his dream there rose the form of one

To whom he htd his youthful vows address’d.

Before the heart's first purity was gone :

Life's sun had kias’d away the morning dew.

And young love's sparkling brilliancy wae o’er,

When one bright moment’s ecstasy it knew.

Its glory vanish’d and it shone no more.

A flash came o’er the old man’s feature* 1—for

The first dread agony of love's despair,

Within his breast rekindling passion’s war.

Retained as in that hour of darkest care.

When dearest hopes were crush’d, and all that gave

To earth enchantment, seem’d at once to fade.

And every feeling sigh’d to share the grave.

For wither’d hope by disappointment made.

The old men, even aa ha calmly slept

—

And his was noiseless as an infant’s sleep—

By tears, which from his moist lids slowly crept.

Betray'd that memory—which makes men weep

When they know not they are observed—had brought

The cup of grief for him once more to drain

—

The draught with the old hitters freshly fraught,

That made remembrance feel like present pain.

He wept, as o’er his soul a gathering gloom

Came, when each light he loved he saw depart

—

He wept, aa kneeling at his mother's tomb.

The mem’ry of her fondness fill’d his heart. ,

Hie sisters, one by one, the grave had grasp’d

;

His boaom-friends had vanish’d from bis view ;

And she was lost whom oft his arms had clasp’d,

Whom still he loved tho' she had been untrue.

The dream again was changed. His heart grew younf,

And felt the freshness of its youthful joy ;

His bosom glowed—“ The harp was newly strung**—

He bounded o’er the meads a fearless boy ;

His brow was cloudless as it was of yore,

Ere yet, ’mid selfish crowds, his spirit broke

—

But now the old man’s transient bliss was o’er

—

The bright delusion ceased, and he awoke !

Awoke, to find himself unloved and lone !

Companionless !—for he had long outlived

All whom in earlier momenta he had known.

The few who might with him hove smiled or grieved*

Hie heart wae worn—no new affection there

Could ever find a space wherein to grow ;

Alike of pleasure and of sorrow bare,

A future tie it could not form below

!

One moment thinking of that fleeting dream

And thinge with which it had been thronged, he rigbed;

Still was he carried buoyant on the stream

Which had o'erwhelm’d the loved onee ; and a pride

That he was chosen to outlast so long,

Lit np brief sunshine in that dreary heart

;

And clinging on to life, he walked among
A crowd ;—he loathtd, and yet feared to part*

O Lifo ( we weary of thee in our prime.

Yet trust thee as if ne’er thou mightst decay

;

And when the gathering hands of silent time

Hare stolen all we prized on earth away,
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And left ns desolate, we wildly grieve,
As l£ nought could remain that we might love;

And sigh to be at rest, yet dread to leave
A world we know—thro’ stranger realms to rove

!

THE OLD HACKNEY COACH.

I strike no silver-sounding lyre

—

Burn with no old poetic fire

Nor lofty themes approach.
Header, a moment be thy mind
To lowly communings resign'd ;

So searching thought may wisdom find,
In yon old Hackney Coach.

Forget their vulgar fallacies,

Who point to mould’ring palaces,
And old dismantled towers

;

As if grim ruin dwelt on high,
Feeding on ancient majesty.
Nor turned her dull malignant eye,
To lowly themes like onr’s.

Grandeur hath reverence in decay,
And full.blown glory still doth pay

Honour to glories past :

Yet darker, heavier fate doth lie
On many a meaner vanity.
Whose little splendour hath pass'd by,

Leaving but scorn at last.

Desolate vehicle 1 in thee
A “ faded splendour'wan** we see,

A time-dishonoured glory

;

Thy battered sides, thy drooping steeds,
Whose ribs betray no plenteous feeds,

Thy ruffian Jehu's squalid weeds.
Whisper a moving story.

Where are thy liveried lackeys tall.

Thy boxes gay and graceful pall,
And portly coachman gone ?

And where those steeds so fair and free,
High stepping as in spite of thee,
Flashing in burnished bravery,
That roll*d thee proudly on ?

Some are who’d weep long hours away,
*Midst cloisters dim and turrets gray,
Yet smile at this thy fall $

But sure thy shattered pannel, set
With shield and lorldly coronet,
As natural tears might well beget
As broken arch or wall.

What find we in high places old,
Save thoughts of all they once did hold.

Visions of long ago

:

And hath this little cushioned cell,

No stories of old times to tell,

Of bright traditionary belle,

Or brisk departed beau ?

Tell us of days of bygone date,
When thou didst bear a joyous freight,
To Opera, Park, or Ball s

Tell of high matrons, blooming girls,

Soft waving plumes, and gems, and pearls,
And brighter eyes, and softer curls,
For thou hast held them all.

Perchance on some fair wedding morn,
Proudly and swiftly hast thou borne
A happy pair away.

Without—blithe bells, and voices singing ;
Within—two hearts together clinging,
Joy-crowned hope and passion flinging <

Bonnd each a golden ray.

And, haply, ’midst the funeral train.
When noble dust to dust again,
Was pompously returning.

Thou mov'dst conspicuous and slow,
In proud solemnity of wo,
Whilst some for grief, and some for show.
The sable-dad, went mourning*

FOR SEPTEMBER, 1839-

But ne'er again to courtly ball,

Pageant or solemn festival,

Thy fate shall summon thee ;

—

Crest-fallen and discarded, thou
From lofty pride of place must bow.
To bear most vulgar burdens now,
And folks of low degree.

Yet some that once within thee sate.

In pride of youth and high estate,

Fulfil a darker doom

:

Fair faces once with beanty glowing,
Young hearts with happy thoughts o*erflowing,
Lie all unknown, and all unknowing,
Low in the silent tomb.

And many a sad surviver wan
Dreams of old days and faces gone,

’Midst scenes of mirth and gladness.

And griefhath furrow'd foreheads fair,

Robb’d eyes of light and lustre rare,

And touched with gray the sunny hair,

The silvery voice with sadness.

So ever weeps humanity,
O’er dear departed vanity,

As treacherous years encroach

:

They come, bedeck’d with visions gay.
Yet steal each cherish’d joy away,
Leaving us lone in life’s decay,

Like this old way-worn coach.

G. O. G.

SUNSET MU8INGS IN MILAN.

Proud are thy walls, Milano*
Thy towers rise gorgeously

:

One thought hath dimm'd their splendour—
They look not on the free.

A richly-mellow’d beauty
Lives in thy clear blue sky

;

Sad stain to its deep purity

There alien banners fly.

The pandour through thy palaces
*

Hath stalk’d in savage pride.

And on thy floors of marble
Hath Freedom's God defied.

Kind are thy sons, Milano

!

Then shall they not be free ?

Earth-grasping masters, sternly,

Have bid them bow the knee.

With eyes of fascination.

Half-hid by raven hair

;

Oh, lovely are thy daughters !

Must they thy ruin share ?

Their port, their step, how graceful

!

Where green the linden waves

;

Alas, that these thy daughters
Should mothers be to slaves

!

8weet on the twilight stealing.

Like hope to hearts that grieve,

Thy many-tonfed minstrelsy

Floats on the summer eve.

Far o'er the giant mountains,
The day-beam smiling dies

;

The peace of Heaven is resting

Amid those happy skies.

What speaks yon martial clarion ?

The spoiler, Man, is near.

The haughty tread of warriors

Bursts harshly on the ear.

These soulless tools of tyranny—
’Tis thus in every clime—

Bind that the chain they first have worn,
Hired guards of royal crime.

Thy fair fruit-laden meadows,
Thy olive and thy vine,

Are food to foreign revellers

Who laugh at thee and thine.
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Many the works of beauty
Thy masTftr.miods hare wrought

;

Was it to sooth the robber

They gave their tires to thought

Sweet are thy snugs, Italia,

Melodious as thy streams

;

They tell thy bygone glories

Like pleasures known in dreams.

To lift the hopes of Freedom
They sound in other skies.

O for thy Dante's spirit!

To bid thy fallen rise.

J. Lister.

THE DEATH OF THE SPRING.

Away with the hues of her rainbow wing—
She hath fleeted away—the glad young Spring:

The brightest ripple on Old Time's stream,

And brief as a maiden’s first-lore dream.

She came to us we know not how

;

But the leares burst forth from each bare hough $

And the joyous birds were on the stir,

’Mid blossoming trees to welcome her.

And wheretef her unseen footsteps stray'd,

Or her bright glance pierced, or her sweet breath play'd,

Orer the land as she wander’d through,

All sweet flowers and feelings grew.

But soon the blossoms fell, too soon

;

And spring wax’d faint in the sunny noon

;

Drooping her wings, as loth to stay,

When her loreliest had fled away.

And thus she died—*one twinkling ere«

When dews for the waning day did grim,
In a silent nook, o’ershaded with green,

8ate the pining Spring-tide all unseen

;

And a faded lily, with chalice bare.

Shone bright as a drop of silver air |

And a violet closed its dim blue eye,

As It .greeted the Spring with a deep sweet sigh.

And they heeded not the kisses of night,

Or her cold tears mourning their early blight ;

But when the mom and the moonlight blent

Together, to one young grave they went.

And the fairy Spring hath left no flower

To live as a type of her natal hour;

And the dreams of eve, and the dews of morn,
With her sweet presence—all are gone

!

F. ABamb.

summer’s ADDRESS TO THE DOVER OF NAfURE.

Haste, come away
Unto the green fields. I have spread

An odorous pavilion, wreathed with flowers

Of curious intertetture, tangled like the spray

Of ocean ; around and overhead,

Music is panting in her leafy bowers

;

Green earth has felt the fresh’ning of the showers

In all her pores. The prattling brooks

Have hid themselves in grassy nooks.

The hills, like milch-kine, longing for the gloam,

Are waiting for high minds to come and roam
Over their many coloured slopes—they've made
Of shrubs and mossy rocks a cooling shade

For contemplation. The dim glassy lake

Is slumbering in the shadows of the brake

And craggy mountains ; lit its depths they lie

Trembling in the embraces of the sky.

Launch the light skiff, and as the ripples rise

Beneath the prow, so will bright phantasies

Breathe rapture on thy brain the live-long day.

Lalled by the wild bird's thrilling melody.

And gazing on the heavens, them wilt feel

A wild enchantment o’er thy spirit steal.

Oh ! 'tie the syfnpathy of Nature with the soul,

Both springing from the universal whole,

And soaring, on the wings of Fancy, far

Above the troubled waves and worldly jaf.

Be rare the spirit, when it shall return

To all mankind, with boundless love, shall hum.

The violet, lone,

Is peering bashful for you 'neath the stone.

The cushat in the woods is overpowered

By all the odours, and the beauty poured

Upon his solitude. The waterfall

Is made the messenger ; the rocks and all

The hills have echoed back the call

;

The clustering tendrils fainting with the dew,

Like children hang around him. Unto you

They send a welcome. The sun hath bent his bow

In misty radiance round his hoary brow

:

If in your joyless path you chance to meet

His waters, they’ll cast flowrets at your feet.

Ah me ! thought fades at what it would express

Like Shelley at his own mind’s loveliness.

I've chosen the humblest poet of my throng

Of young and flickering flm O listen to his sonf,

And come away ! Great Mammon fails I—Let me
Breathe on your souls the sense of their eternity.

ODE TO A BROOK.

How pleasantly doth roll along

The curling eddies on thy breast,

How pleasant *tls to hear thy song

When pebbles fret thee from thy rest.

They say yon are a murmnrer, and tell

Your trouble to the listening weeds,

And whisper to the hloe harebell,

And preach it to the level meads.

But care not what they say of you—
Whirl on, and tell thy summer tale

To those who love thy gush of dsw,

Thy bubbling sound, and musing wail x

Whirl on, for those who see thee run,

And glance and glitter in the sun.

Know well the hide-and-seek you plsy

With dark green shade and sunny day

:

Whirl on full soft, for as you flow

I see the blue-eyed heaven below,

I hear sweet Nature breath her prayer,

And worship at her altar there. A. W.

SCOTTISH AND BALLAD POETRY.

We have some misgivings about the following

division of our Olio, now that the very language

of our “ auld respectit mither” is nearly banish-

ed from the land. More indulgence may, how-

ever, be shewn to the Scottish muse by the

Southron and the Irish than by our own fasti-

dious countrymen* The poetry of the land of

Burns, Ramsay, Hogg, Fergusson, and Tanna-

liill, is now forced to hide its diminished head

in the most obscure corner of the provincial

newspapers. But we feeling bound in honour and

nationality to uphold the dignity of the Scottish

muse, and in humble dependence upon the aid

of “ Jameson’s Dictionary,” to those of our

readers who may have had the misfortune to

forget their vernacular speech, once again ven-

ture forth a few purely Doric rhymes.

The first three pieces in this section are the

composition of three brothers;, members of one

of those rural or pastoral families of which Scot-

land is so justly proud. The first tras a shepherd

lad when the poem which hears his name **

written. The second is a scholar ; and the third,

the author of the “ Fragment of a True Tale,” is

perhaps a shepherd also, and ambitious to become

a scholar i we cannot tell, but in either case he

is pot likely to shame the brotherhood*
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A WINTER NIGHT IN THE COUNTRY.

By John Murray.

Now gloamin hu the lift encircled round,
And frae the field the warkman wenda hia way;
The kitchen ingle has a rantin aound,
And ilka corner ahlnea aa clear as day
Aa blythe a scene as ever bloomed in May.
Then round and round ilk youngster plants a stool,
And speedily the harmless chat ensues;
E’en o’ their tricks, when bairnies at the ichoOt,
They’ll raise a crack when they rln scarce o* news—
Or Scotland’s ballads greedily peruse.

The lasses get some other watk in hand
Some cardiu’ woo, some spinnin at the wheel;
The ploughmen talk o* cultivatin' land {How they can draw a hlntin fur Or dHU

,
While some mainteeti that braidcast grows as well.

Belyve the supper *s on the table spread,
Syne ilk ane claims his horn wi* tenty e’e;
Ti.e little wee things by the nurse are fed,
And first the epoonfu* she maun always pree

;

As some stand round, and ane sits on her knee.

The readin’ past," the auld guidwife comes ben.
Its like she’ll say, «*0 bairns, its wearin* late 1”
Away to bed slip a* the boys and men,
And leave abint them Betty, Jean, and Kate;
Fain Rab wad stay—but 'lake the lad '• hut blate !

Now Jean draws in her little ere?pie-stool,
And free the papers lets her curls flee,

The other twa rtisca’ her for a fool—
They little wat whar Jeanie means to be—
She soon gets up and slips away the key.

They hadna spiered the question, « Whar ye gaun?"
Until a tirl struck the window peen ;
But ere they gat the least conjecture drawn
The third was tint—-and wha was this but Jean ?—
The tryste was set just eight nights past yestreen.

Around the comer Jamie stands hard by

;

A sweet reception, mixed wi* other charms,
Tells him that pleasure's streams will ne’er rin dry,

—

He kisses Jean, and locks her in his arms

;

When lovers meet they seldom dread alarms.

Straight to the bam with eager step they draw,
And tv their comfort meet a weel filled mou rf
The farmer had some doubts o’t being anaw,
And Tam had tbrusban there the hale Week through;
Sae there was fotbar for beith horse and cow.
Now Jamie rows his Jeanie in his plaid

;

She whispering says, •« It smells as gif *t were new."
Quo he, * It Is a hansel free my dad,
The neist I get it maun be spun by you."
Syne steals a kiss frae Jennie’s glowlu mou.
Now Jeanie blushes at the tale he tells

;

Her cheek grows warm wi* modesty and love,
Through pride o’ conscious worth her bosom swells,
Yet nought she ask% and nought she disapproves,—
She kens to speak, it Jamie best behoves.

At length auld honest Ckantyf daps his wings,
Wha’s ever faithfu’ to bis trust at Three.
“ Oh, time is vanished I" is the sang he sings,
Whilk makes the tear to start in Jeanie’s e’e.

While Jamie heaves a sigh he scarce can dree.

They lowse the door and keek up to the lift

In hopes that chanty bad a traitor been

;

But 'lake ! the seven stems had made a shift,
And Charlie's wain was scarcely to be seen

—

The door stood north, and they by east had fine.

Now Jamie takes a shake of Jeanie's hand,—
The wisest man could ne’er express his flame

;

Their innocence the envious cou’dna brand,
They est the night when they should taste the same

:

The lovers part, yet hear the lovers' name.

* Family worship.

t The place when hay and straw are kept. $ Cock.

OUR AIN AULD TOUN.

By James Murray.

Oh, weels me on the bright, and the warm sunny glens,

And the bonny heathy hills, and the fragrant flowery dens,
And the little burnies gurgling with music in their soun',
A* glenting sae sweetly roun' our ain auld toun.

Let foreign birkies crack o* their groves among thetnsels,

1 wad rather hae a glisk o* the purple heather-bells,

And the honny ewe-gowans that shed their sweets aroun*,
When the sun blinks blythe aboon our ain auld toun.

There’s something ay sae kind in a couth!# little heme
That ilka ane has felt, though he mayna gi*et a name;
And wed 1 wat were 1 to search the wide warld roun*,
1 should ne’er find aught like our aio auld toun.

Wi* its sonsie lads and lasses as a sunbeam ever kisst,

And its gash auld carles In their Sunday claithing drest,

And its gaucie little wifies a* toddlin’ up and doon ;]
Troth there’s nae place to me like oui ain auld toun.

In the lang summer days, when the neebours meet at e’en,

And the bare-legget laddies stoutlyscamper ower the green,
Ye’ll hear sold warld stories as the joke and tale gae

roun*—

|

We’ve right queer chaps shoot our ain auld toun.

Then the langheaded w&bster meets the roset-fingered

snah,

And the spunky little tailor sae trig and glib o’ gab,
And the braid-shouthered smith wha ssts richt the state

affairs,

And to a* the foes to Scotland’s weal a deadly hatred
bears.

And they ken about the Mexicans ! and warrings o* the
Turks 1

And can pose you wi' the saws o' the Chatham! and the
Burkes 1

And they’re awfu’ On the Autocrat, the ilLdetlgning loon

!

O wha’s like the statesmen o* out ain auld toun ?

And the auld lame pensioners they youf aboot the wars

;

In the heat o* their story they lay bare their '* cuts and
scars,**

And brag o* the days when they mawed the Frenchmen
doon

—

Ha ! we’ve brave auld fallows yet in our ain wee toun.

Bat at kirk my heart grows grit when I gaze frae pew to
pew,

For a* the weel-kent faoes that wont to meet toy view;
The young thrapple up, and the strangest hae their day,
And the auld siller pows are elyin* away.

I'm young and yauld enoo, And should Fate ca’ me away,
To warstle wi' the warld till my locks be thinned and

gray;
Should the time at length arrive that my straits I win

aboon,

Then Heeven send me back to our ain auld toun

J

For I fain wad look on hatne, and wander there a while,
And forget the weary warld, its bustle and its toil, [doon,
Wi' some auld and faithfu’ ctonies ere the sun o' life gang
And be laid at last by them 1 lo'e in our auld toun.

A FRAGMENT OF A TRUE TALE.

By * Murray,

The moonbeam waned, and the drowning flood

Fell fast on the dismal plain,

Whan a wandersr knocked at a rich man's gate

;

Alas ! he knocked in vain.

Amid the blate of lordly pomp
The man of wealth reclined,^

But heeded not thO wanderer’s cry
That blent with the angry wind.

But aye as on the deepening gust
Was told his mournftil tale,

The rich man turned hia bead away.
Nor listened to his wail.
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The wanderer slowly turned aside

And sighed a heavenward prayer.

And big tears coursed bis furrowed cheek,

For he knew of pity there.

• • • •

The morn rose bright o’er land and sea,

And waked the world to smile $

The peasant left his lowly cot,

To seek the field of toil.

And far aloft the smiling sun
Dispersed his cheering rays,

While wild birds sang till the forest rang

With a thousand joyous lays.

Around the rich man's stately towers

Two children gathered flowers,

In childish mirth and pleasantrie

Wasting the summer hours.

And aye as from the daisy meek
They scared the butterfly,

Their little hearts leapt joyously

As it flitted gaily by.

And aye they roamed and better roamed,

Through copse and forest dell

;

For, Oh ! His fair in the wild greenwood,

And the young heart lores it well.

When underneath a gnarled oak,

Which marred their onward way,

A poor old man lay stiff and cold,

His locks were silver gray

;

And the merlin hawk and raven dark

Sung hoarsely o’er the prey.

• * • •

Betide his ferered infont’s couch

An anxious father prayed,

And morning sent his early beams

Ere the mournful watch was staid.

« 0 what can ail my little boys P”

The man of wealth would say

;

« O what can ail my merry boys ?

They left me well Uwlay !”

And every time the evening breeze

Sighed through the woody rale,

The little sufferers wildly gazed.

But could not tell their tale.*

“O what can ail ? O what can ail ?”

The mother sad would say.

The ferered infonts only moaned,

“ His locks were silver gray.”

TO BE WHISPERED.—A BALLAD.

Two walked beneath the greenwood tree,

Their shadows side by side

;

What mattereth if most warily

A knife the one did hide.

One fell beneath the greenwood tree,

One shadow fled along

;

What mattereth what was done to thee,

The bonny leaves among.

One delved beneath the greenwood tree,

One shadow up and down

;

What mattereth then what lifteth he,

Or what he putteth down.

One walked from out the greenwood tree.

One shadow and no more

;

What mattereth it to you or me
Why two not as before.

• * • • • •

Underneath the greenwood tree,

Two orphans sit at play

;

They little think what it may be

That nourished! the weeds so gay.

A» W*

REMAINING SUPERSTITIONS. THE DEATH OF THE

WITCH.

Noo Catlaw, late sae smilin’ fair,

Is looking dreary, cauld, and bare

;

Half seen out thro’ the murky air,

Whase drizzly rains

The earth, unable to hand mair,

Spreads owre the plains.

Nae fiowrie wild noo sweetly blaws

;

Nae birdie warbles i* the shaws

;

Nae crystal burnie saftly fa's,

But, muddy-deep,

It onward rushes, like the fo’s

On Scylla’s steep.

How eerie now the Isle’S roar,

As—madly tearing frae its shore

Trees, banks, and rocks—it rushes o’er

The reeky linn,

Where water-kelpies neigh encore

!

And gallop in.

Noo witches broom-stick naigs bestride

;

Noo water-wraiths shriek owre the tide ; I

Noo coffins unsupported glide

To human view,

And deils the very lightning ride,

If tales be true.

Sae stories ran, if I mind right.

Upon ae dark December night.

When I had wandered o’er the height

To yon wee cot.

To see if a* was keeping tight

Wi* Widow Scott.

There Pedler Peter eat fit’ vauntie

;

And John o' Gill, no fou, hut cantie

;

And here my douce-like thrifty auntie,

Wi’ cards an’ woo,

Aye drivin* at her eenin’ stentie.

To ca* it thro’.

“ I dinna ken,” quoth John o’ Gill

;

“ But, gie me plenty brown-atout yill,

I think I’d meet Auld Nick himaei’,

E’en in yon glack

Whar bogles fell on you pell-mell.

And stealt your pack.”

“ Gude safe’s !” said auntie, as she raise

To gar the fire mair cheerfu* blaze

;

Syne edgin’ in her stool side-ways,

To steer the light

—

« You shoudna say sic daft-like says

On sic a night

“ Ye ne’er should say a word uncivil,

Either o* dead fouk 01 the Deevil

;

Ye dinna ken what awfu* evil—
The thought should daunt’s—

Sair ance they tried auld Elder Greville,

The pick o’ taunts.

“ Ye see, when Sappie Epp was deein’—

Wha lang was kenued tor aiths and leein*,

And mair than ance accused o’ beiu*

A witch and mair

—

The elder gaed out-owre to see an*

Gie her a prayer.

“ It was an awfu’ winter’s night—
The Linn was roariu’ till a highc—
I maist, beside the Are, took flight

To hear the wind,

Noo rattlin loud, and then ichuicht,

Like some brute kind.

“It hailed, and snawed, and rained thio’ itbor,

I’m sure I never saw sic weather;

And sae too said my guid auld mither,

Dead an* awa

;

And mony a time, when neighbours gather,

There’s hardly twa

“ But what declare the dreadfu* blast

Came south, and north, and east, and vast;
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While voices hissed, and spunkies cast

Their fUre about

;

You’d thought the warld was at its last,

Or thereabout.

“ But yet, for a*, the elder wandered—
And aye on holy texts he pondered

—

Yet thought and thought, and often wondered
To find that he,

Wha kenned the road sae weel, had daundered
Sae aft agee.

44 At length he came where Itla hurled,

And lap, and dash’d, and faem’d, and swirl’d

;

When something close beside him skirled

Right in his lug,

Sae loud the very stanes a' tirled

That built the brig.

44 Then shapeless things came flickering by.

Between him and the murky sky

;

And then a lang, low, fearfu* cry

Came on the wind,
And put him in an eerie way,

Sad state o’ mind.

44 Then frae the crags around the pool.

Where Steenie drowned himsel* last Yule,
Loud nickerings came ; syne sounds o' dool

Were faintly heard

;

And they wha’d lang lain i’ the moot
Dim-like appeared.

“ Before, the ne’er a thing could fear him.
But noo his legs wad hardly bear him

;

And tho* naught durstna touch a hair o’m.
Yet, frae that night.

Hit looks were aye some harum-scarum,
Wi* sic a fright.

** Then aye was heard a souf, souf, toutin',

Just like the yird aboon the coffin

;

Then some unearthly sort o’ laughin’

Came through the trees.

(Troth, John, it's true, for a’ your daffin,'

1 tell nae lees.

44 ’Tis true I wasna there mytel’.

An' sawna, therefore, what I tell $

But Tibbie Doeg, and Rachel Bell,

And Widow Watt,
And mair, hae heard Greville himael’

Say mair than that)

44 Aweel, at length he turned the knowe.
And gae a ca* on Jacob Low :

And sae they baith gaed thro’ the howe
Unto the heugh,

Whar Eppie's house—it’s lang since noo
Stood lane eneugh.

44 Some folks sat round the ingle nook,
But nane had ventured yet to look

On her wha, howling curses, brook
The tempest’s pause

;

And then, when wind the cupples shook,

Lang breathings draws.

44 The lids the elder drew aside,

But sic a sight his een did bide!—
The like o’t ne'er may ana betide,

No e’en my faes—
For there he saw a bloody tide

Amang the claes.

44 Her een rowed awful In her head.
Syne fixed and glassy, like the dead ;

And then her teeth sic grindin' made !

And sic a yowl

!

And then sic cursin’ as the said

!

And bann'd her soul

!

14 O sirs I O sirs I—it's wae to see

A fellow-creature's agony

;

But hear her, when she’s gaun to dee,

Swear and blaspheme,
Has aye a something in’t to me

I canna name.

u The elder knelt beside his chair,

And tried to gie a suitin' prayer ;

But scarcely got begun, or mair,

When he'd be scaur'd—
She'd swear such dreadfa* aiths as ne’er

On earth were heard.
44 She raved—there was no hideous guilt

But she had haen some hand intil't

;

Vause aiths she'd sworn, and blood she'd spilt.

And bound hersel*,

Wi them wha wi* the Devil dealt,

To gang to hell f

44 Syne whittret brutes would scour the floor,

An’ strange like rape came to the door,
* An’ noiees, like an earthquake's roar,

Came through the gavel.

Syne floff, floff, fluff, came aye before

Ilk word o’ Greville.

44 And often when they thought her gane.

She’d wake again wi' eldritch grane,

And aye her hollow een wad strain

To see some sight

;

And then she’d pluck the claes, and then
Lie straight outright.

44 At length the rattle in her throat,

Told plainly death was noo her lot;

And aae it was—few minutes brought
Rest to her day.

Her spirit fled—what road it sought

I canna say.

44 But a' were happy when the spade
Had clapped the grave where she was laid;

And mooy ane mair earnest said

Their evenin’ prayers,

And better 90ns and parents made
In after years.” W. K.

SONG.

By John Nevay.

When o’er the hill the gowden moon
Lights the tired reapers to repose,

Oh, I'll be near yoar father’s ha’,

Where the sweet-singing burnie rows.

O’er moor and dale I'll hie to thee,

Even as a bird unto its neat

;

For the love that liveth in my heart

Maun find its home in thy downy breast.

My Peggy dear ! ’neath the bright-red rowan,
O let us twa be blest ance mair

!

An* I will breathe my soul to thee.

Like morning’s sun to the lily fair

;

Or where the bonny young guigne-tree grows
On the thymy brae aboon the stream

;

But its murmur scarcely will we hear

For the sweeter music o’ love's sweet themeu

Our hearts will meet, and gladly sweet,

Like sounds melting into harmonie ;

For the chords o' love are smiles an’ joys.

An* the joy o’ heaven is in thy ee.

Our souls will meet, like the odours sweet,

Of summer’s roses wet wi’ dew

;

An* the vow unspoken shall ne’er be broken—
What ’vails the vow when love is tins

!

The moon has domb o’er the eastern hill,

The vale is flooded wi* silver light

;

An' it seems a land o' peace an* joy,

Sae sheen, the night is not like night

!

O'er moor an' dale I hie to thee,

Even like a bird unto it* nest

;

For the love that fluttereth in my heart

Maun And its home in thy balmy breast.

PRINCE CHARLES EDWARD'S LAST VIEW OF

SCOTLAND.

By David Vedder,

Farewell to thee, Scotland, thy verdure is blighted,

Thy dailies are steep'd in the blood of the brave

;
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And I, who thy wrong* with tba tword would hare
righted,

Am toss’d like a fugitive serf on the wave !

ImpellM to the pursuit by gold and by vengeance,

My foemen are swift as the storm*driven rack

;

From the fierce brutal tribes they’ve selected their

engipe*

The beagles and blood-hounds are scenting my track.

Farewell to thee* Scotland, thy hills are receding,

So beagles and blood-hounds can track as they may

;

But my heart to its centre is wounded and bleedings

For thousands who fell on Culloden’s dark day.

The hill«fox's howl, and the lorn widow’s wailings,

Commingle at midnight, ’midst tempest and rain

;

And the red mauntaln.stre&mlets by smouldering shiel-

ing*,

Brawl hoarsely and fiercely the dirge of the slain.

The chieftains and heroes who followed my banner,

Are pining in dungeons, and bleaching on walls

;

Or, stripp’d of their all, saving conscience and honour,

The grass growing rank on their hearths and their

halls.

Farewell to thee, Scotland, thy loftiest mountain
Is fading and blending with ocean and sky,

I groan—for my tears are dried up at the fountain,

A wanderer I've lived, and an exile 1*11 die.

The next song we publish under protest.

“ Mary Williamson** is no doubt a very pretty

Scottish ballad, but unfortunately it is “ Jeanie

Morison” diluted. There is, however, merit,

and great merit, in feeling, admiring, and suc-

cessfully imitating Motherwell'sexquisite ballad

;

and as the author of “ Mary Williamson’* is a

young working man, we commend this one spe-

cimen of his first attempts at song writing to the

good-liking of our readers, without wishing him
to believe that he is yet a lyrical poet ; a delu-

sion very easily created, as we have reason to

believe, and which sometimes prove* of mis-

chievous tendency.

MART WILLIAMSON.

Ye pass by, Mary Williamson,
As me ye’d never seen

—

And can ye hae forgotten, then.

The happy time that’s been f

When bairns baith we played oureals

The lee-lang summer day.

Till gloamin closed the violet's e'e

And hushed the linnet's lay.

Ye mind, dear Mary Williamson,
We wandered by yon stream,

And cullea the fairest fiowrets there

To be a diadem.

Whil* fondly hanging on my neck,

I'd place it on year brow,

And kiss your cheek, and hear you say,
*• Oh, how I love you now.”

Ye mind loo, Mary Williamson,
How aft we sought the brae.

To read for hours the simple tales

That made our hearts sae wa*»

I yet could tell the thymy bank
We made our seat at e'en,

Bat maybe ye've forgotten, now,
The happy time that's been,

I mind yet, Mary Williamson,

The hour ye left the glen,

* When baith oar hearts were like to break,

That scarre before knew pain.

I think I see your gushing een,

And hear you tabbing sair—
Ah 1 Mary, a' my troubles sine*

Hue been for leas to bear*

I've wandered, Mary WiUimnpoii,
Thro* mony a laud tinsyne,

But never yet hae met a heart

Wha’t strings could thrill to mine.

And aft I've wondered, when I roamed
Alang yon distant sea,

]f 1 were still as dear to you
As ye were then to me,

i’y« seen you, Mary WilUsmeon,
But, oh, how changed ye Mem,

Fraa that same little happy child,

The seraph o’ my dream.

The bloom o* womanhood has placed

Its beauty on your brow

—

But, oh, I fear, ye cannot say,
“ Oh, bow I love you now."

But joy* ewaet Mary Williamson,
Within your bosom be,

Altho* a cup o’ wretchedness,

Be a* that’s left to me.
1*11 love you aye—I’ll bless you ay*
That joy may still be mine

;

And in my dreams embrace the child,

Who loved mo lang, lang syne. W. K.

This section we olose with a spirited lyric,

which, if not purely Scottish, is of a kindred race.

SON© OF THB NORSEMEN.

The ocean shakes his angry brow.

He rages for his prey,

But shall we heed the tempest now ?

Ye thousand barques away

!

Away ! each gallant mast

Shall bend beneath the gal*

As the reed bows to the blast,

In the tempest- beaten vale.

Before we reach the sea.girt land,

Where the blue.eyed Saxons dwell.

Where the blood lies ted on the thirsty ssnd,

To mark where our fathers fell.

Ye sons of the mountain, rejoice in your might,

*Tis the sword of revenge waves us on to the fight

On high the seaman soars

To chant his dismal tale—
How the storm will strew the shore*

Kre the eastern sky turns pale.

We listen to the crashing noise,

As the angry waters roll

;

We love to hear the tempest's voice

—

'Tie music to the soul

—

We laugh at the rage of the foaming wave,

We laugh at the north wind's wrath i

What, what c*n daunt the breathless brav*

Who tread in gloiy's path ?

Howl on resistless blast, that dwellest ’mid the northers

We love to hear your yoic* for you hear us to the fo*

As the flood foams down the rock.

We rush into the fray,

For we love the battle shock,

As the eagle loves his prey;

Our eyelids acorn repose,

Till our swords are drunk with gore—
The cursed name of our fathers* foes

Shall perish evermore

;

For we have girded on their blade*
To tread their glorious path ;

Weep on 1 weep on ! ye bluocyed maid*
The whirlwind of our wrath

Shall leave not a lever, a brother, a sir*

For the vengeance of Norsemen can never expire.

And when the Saxon foe

Has sank beneath our blade*
*Tis then to feast we go,

Beneath the forest shades ;

With generous cups of the blood-fed wine
We rouse the feinting soul,

1 ill the warrior glows with joys divin*

Deep drawn torn the foaming bowl,
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Oar spirit* roam thro* Odin’s bower*,
Beyond the deep-green tea,

Where the chilling tempest never lower*,
Where the bowl is ever free j

’Tie thus that the ocean-borne sons of the north
To the fight, and the feast, and the wassail go forth,

Thon vast unfathom'd deep,

Whose waters never rest,

Thy warrior sovereigns sweep
O'er thy many-furrowed breast ;

Then let thy billows hear us fast,

To the white-haired Saxons' home ;

Let the hoarse winds beud each quivering nail;
Till it kise thy churning foam ?

Now o'er the mountain surge we go,

The northern blast our guide {

We mount their threatening crests of enow,
As the sea-bird mounts the tide.

Hurrah ! hurrah ! ere the morrow's sun has kissed the

burning wave.

The eons of Odin shall have won a kindgom or a grave.

H.

TH* LAST PLAGUE OP EGYPT.

" And it came to pais, that, at midnight, the Loro smote all the
fint-born in the land of Egypt, from the tint-born of Pharaoh that
•at oo his throne, unto the fi<suborn of the captive tbit was la the
dungeon; and all the first-born of cattle.
" And Pharoah rose up in the night, he and all his servants, and

ill the Egyptians a and there was a great ery in Egypt ; for there
vai not a houae where there was not on# dead."—£«*., ad., 19, 90.

1 look’d, and, lo ( a city fair, amid the twilight gray,
Encased in rich magnificence and glittering array ;

Whose mighty towers and battlements, ascending fkr on
high,

Methought they vainly tried to reach the mansions of the
sky.

The gilded domes and palaees which in the tun-ray shone,
Could boast the glories of the sky to rival them alone;
And giant warriors, fierce and grim, reclined in soft re-

P°H,
Ne’er dreaming of the great I AM, whose might exceil'4

their foes.

Despite the wonders he had done so lately In their land,
They trusted in their idols dumb, who little aid could

lend.

1 look'd, and, lo 1 a river great, whose waters, deep and
broad,

Were rushing, with o'erwhelming force and fury, on their
road;

And, when I saw its mighty swell, and heard its deafening
crash,

Meihought I heard the thunder's roll, and raw red light*
nings Hash,

As if the caverns of the earth with fear had shook awhile.
When Nature’s stern command broke forth,* so rush'd

the fiuitful Nile.

1 look'd beyond the city walls, and saw, with pity great,
A tribe forlorn and destitute, of low and mean estate :

'Twas Israel’s seed, iu bondage held, by Pharaoh’* cruel
hand ;

And deep and awful were the wrongs of this opprssstd
band;

For, in their labour, hard and great, their masters grieved
them sore ;

Their cries for pity pass'd unheard—in vain did they im-
plore;

For harden’d were the hearts of those who made them
hew end build.

In crowded lanes, in forests dense, or in the open field.

And, as I look'd, a man of God amid this tribe arose—
“Fear not." said he, with accents mild, “ though girded
by your foes;

The Lord of Armies is your God, and who can conquer
him ?

Though now in life your state be low, before his eight

you seem

.

* At the Pelage.

Of more importance than the hosts on Egypt’s haughty
shore

;

And soon the power which mocks you now shall ne'er

oppress you more.

But let each heart and hand to Him who reigns on high

above
Be lifted up in prayer divine, and trnst his gracious love.

A ray of hope now burst anew, and cheer’d each drooping

mind

—

They bow’d their headp to Jacob's God with gratitude

unfeign'd.

Now, hidden in the gloom of pight, the earth enshrouded
lay

;

And now the city’s busy hfim had died far, far away

;

And nothing broke the silence mild which reigned far

around,

Except the rushing of the Nile, whose fearful rolling

sound
Portended to each guilty one, who started from his rest,

A dire revenge for wrongs which sprang within his hidden

breast.
* • *

Bat now the mournful scene is chang'd from gloomy
silence deep,

And through those haughty palaces the moaning winds
now creep.

Now fierce and fiercer still they blow ; afar is heard the

crash

Of angry Thunder’s hoary bolts ; and now in fury dgsh

And bound from side to side—tbeu pause—then onward,
on they suing,

The foaming waters of the Nile, till earth’s foundations

ring.

See, lo, it comes !—with hasty strides it marches swift

along

!

Now, o’er the city's golden head, ten thousand lightnings

throng

;

And pealing thunders, fierce and loud, are rushing to and
fro,

And all is dark, save when illum’d by the red lightning's

glow.

Behold yon tow’ring battlements,how beautiful they seem,

While, gleaming like a meteor bright, amid the lurid

beam.
They quake—they totter—down they fell—those mighty

turrets high

!

Affrighted at the dreadful shook, their wretohed inmates

fly.

They fly—but into Nilus* surge, who awiftty onward
bore

;

They struggle in his raging waves—then sink, to rise no
more.

Heard ye that shrill and piercing cry ascending through

the gloom P

*Tis some sad mother o’er her child lamenting at its doom.

For what can hush a mother's love ?—Hark 1 there it peals

again 1

Another, and anothsr still !—why all this mournful
strain ?

Why all those doleful cries and groans that fearfully arise,

And, spreading fer asunder, burst beneath the frowning

skies ?

Say, can it be the citizens who raise that fearful wail.

Who lately revell’d iu the thoqght that none cuuld them
assail,

And who had mock'd Jehovah’s power, snslaved hie chosen

race,

For which his vengeance surely falls on this devoted place ?

Hark ! these tremendous bursts again, ascending fer on
high,

Which seem t« drown the thunderbolts that ev'rywhsra

do fly.

Now Nature quakes, and quakes again. In Egypt ne’er

was heard,

And never shall be heard again, such cries as now ware

rear'd

Unto the host of Heav’n above. From Pharaoh’s mighty

throne

E'en to the captlTel lowly cell, just HeavVs revenge

was thrown..
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And now thoie haughty palace* earthquakes have rent in

twain—
Now Israel*! cause avenged is, and Egypt*! first-born

slain. Caledon ius.

NOTHING. A POEM. *

*• AdornstlMimum Tlrum."—

H

bmricus Broocham.
“Tssooethlog, nothing.”—Othello,

Christmas, 183ft.

Janus approaches ; eight days and he*s here,

And I no gift to offer the new year

!

Is then the fountain of my wit quite dry,

And will no drop distil from Castaly ?

And must the year's old tollman—'twere absurd—
See me pass by without a single word ?

Rather let me in a new track explore

Some theme no minstrel ever woke before.

These things, my Muse, revolving in her mind.

Nothing (nor think that nought) hath chanced to find ;

Nothing excels the ruby's purple glow,

Nothing the golden wealth of Mexico

!

Look here, my friends, lend me each man his ear,

A thing ne'er heard before prepare to hear 1

All other themes have claim'd the poet's fire,

Nothing hath fail'd as yet the bard t* inspire

!

As far as earth or ocean's arms extend

Nothing exists without or birth or end

;

Nothing immortal is by all confest

;

Nothing
,
in every point of view, is blest

!

Yet such the attributes of power divine.

Is aught then God, to aught shall altars shine $

Nothing more jocund than Apollo's rays

When on the gardens of the East he plays !

Than flowery meadows Nothing is more fair

;

Nothing more gentle than a breath of air

;

Nothing in war is sacred and secure

;

Nothing in peace is just, in treaties sure

!

“ Happy who Nothing has," a bard doth sing;

No wiles he dreads, nor thieves, nor fires, nor Swing !

No lengthen'd suits in chanceful Chancery,
Nor aught hath he to do with lawyer's fee !

The stoic, who resigns all things to'fate,

Nothing admires, with Nothing is elate 1

“ Nothing I know,” said he who knew the most,
~

A wisdom now,
*f*

the universal boast I

Nothing the young man studies hard at school

—

Such knowledge hath advanced full many a fool.

Know Nothing, and you'll know at last, I ween,
The secret of the Sage-forbidden bean.

Th* alchymist, (trusting the false god oftheft,)
Whom his own toil and trouble have bereft

Of all his gold and patrimonial ground,

Shuts out the light of day and busy sound,

And Nothing seeks though he hath Nothing found.

Nothing—unmeted by geodwtlc chain

—

Nothing can measure o'er the boundless main,
Or mark the roods the desert may contain.

To sage Apollo Nothing is unknown,
Nothing is loftier than the starry throne !

Nothing the strength of the sun's light may shame,
Nothing more pure than spark of heavenly flame

!

And Brougham 1—wide, wide, ’tis true thy range of
thought

;

Who throughout Nature hast thy wisdom sought—
Nothing to deck thg mind is yet unbought

!

Withouten substance Nothing yet hath been
By finger touch'd, and without colour seen,

Nothing deaf hears, without a voice can beg,

Flies without wings, or walks without a leg l

Nothing on Nothing moving, Nothing buoy’d,
Wanders throughout the vast and pathless void !

• Poema Joannis Passeratii, Regii in Academia Pariai-
ensi, Profeasoris, ad Ornatissimum virum Erricum Mem-
xnium. (Written about Christmas, 300 yean ago.) For
original poem, vide Johnson's “ Life of Rochester.'1

T It was the translation, not the original, that was in*
dited in this "Age ofIntellect"

Nothing ’i more useful than the leech's art.

Thou, then, that art transfix'd with Cnpid's dart,

No longer trust Thessalian witches'* skill,

Nor think with Cretan herbs to cure thine ill

;

Nothing will cure the wound that dart has made;

Nothing has power to call the dreary shade

Across the waters of the Styx convey'd.

Nothing old Plato's stony heart will turn,

Arrest Fate's scissors and the circling urn

!

When o'er the Titan youth Jove's thunder broke,

Nothing surpass'd in power that lightning-stroke

;

Nothing extends beyond the world's wide walls;

Nothing th* immortal deities appals

!

Bnt why attempt its endless might to prove,

Nothing excelleth Hope, and Faith, and Love,

Nothing outshines the attributes of Jove

!

'Tis time laborious trifling have an end.

Lest, if I farther this fine web extend,

Yon deem those lines to which my Muse gives birth,

As spun from Nothing* so as Nothing worth.

U.U.

SONNETS.
Bg Major Colder Campbell,

When foredoomed lovers first behold each other,

Portents of good or ill the scene attend

Unnoted and unknown ! When I, my friend,

First met thee, (thee, now dearer than a brother !)

It waa the omen season, Hallowe'en—
And the first look the one gave to the other

Bound each to each 1 Yet trivial was the scene,

And unaccompanied by nature's charms,

That link true lovers to encircling arms
By sights and sounds of beauty. Forest green,

Half-hid in snow, nor welly-wood was there.

Nor flowery field, nor mountain bare and bold,

But the bright faggot to fend off the cold.

And laughter loud, that pierced the frosty air 1

80NNET8 ON THE MONTHS.

The following complete the Rural Calendar of

the months, of which we gave the Summer and

Autumn months upon a former occasion.

NOVEMBER.
The trees are near undraped, and every gale

Thins the sere brotherhood of leaves that ding

—

Last of their race—to the gray twigs, and ting

Their latest songs with melancholy wail.

Cold rain and sleet, and the round patt’ring hail

Drive through the gorget of the hills, and sweep

Across the plains ; while blinded cattle creep

'Neath the tall hedge or mossy thicket-pale.

The dank, drenched earth is comfortless ; the woods—
'Reft of their parent trees by mighty winds—
Look sad ; tom ocean lifts his roaring floods

Up to the sky, and strews the beach with wrecks.

Howl, storm ! my spirit loves your violence ; and finds

A joy, ecstatic deep, in your terrific freaks.

DECEMBER.
The fields are emptied of the aweet-breath’d kina

;

The woods are shelterless ; the mountain-brook,

That scarce in Sommer's face had dared to look.

Now foams along, and scorns a narrow line.

Rivero spill o'er their banks, and madly tine,*

Thundering with waste of waters to the sea.

Clouds drop their snowy burthens silently

;

And leafless trees in fleecy vestments shire.

Last of the Months and merriest /—for with thee—

Like old Silenos and his company—
Comes ancient Christmas, with ajocund train—
With dance, and frolic, and the wassail-howl

!

Thy festive charm long, long may'st thou retain,

Joiner of friends, and soft'ner of the soul!

JANUARY.
The depth of Winter I—Stilly, but blindingly,

Deep-burying all of earth, in one wide graven

Fast falls the flaky snow.—What now can nw
.

* Tine—Io roge.-^awwy
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The traveller sinking on the moor to die ?
What cheers the shepherd's heart, while, lonesomely,
He buffets with the storm, and winds that rave
Loud on th' eternal hill?, and fears to have
A liteless burial, and no mourner nigh?
Now the frozen soil is hardened into rock ;

Broad waters are bridged o'er with ice, and bear
The heavy waggon, and a sportive throng
That, to and fro, glide rapidly along.
Homey now, has charms untold

; and numbers flock
Round the big fire that blazes everywhere.*

FEBRUARY.
The river strayeth at its own sweet will +
Swoll’n by the melting snows and deluge rains

Spilling its waters o'er the grassy plains ;

And a hoarse brook is Summer's tinkling rill.

A few faint snow-spots linger on the hill.

High on its unsunn'd side ; the woods and lanes,

Dank, bedded leaves, tom branches—the remains
Of greedy storms—the blusterer's relics— fill.

But blue-eyed Spring is struggling into life,

And feebly laughs, and lisps her earliest word?.

The snow-drop peeps; the voice of singing birds

Is heard again ;—the blackbird's warble brief

—

And the sweet song that tumbles from the sky.

The woodlark’s, throstle's, wren's soft minstrelsy

—

* I should have said everywhere but in “ the huts
where poor men lie"—the hovels of the destitute. Have
pity npon them, ye rich ! Have pity upon the wretched
poor

!

+ The river glidetk at its own sweet will.— Wordsworth.

MARCH.

March has a greener verdure for the mead,

I

And for o'erarching heaven a livelier blue;

Her clouds more fleecy are, more lightsome too,

And morn and even bum with paly red ;

In pranksome mood they troop it overhead,
Or side by side in stilly clusters lie,

Leaning their cheeks together lovingly.

March, of the gusty breath ! a snow-white bed
Of wood-anemonics is strewn for thee

;

Pansies, and violets, and crocuses

Attend thee with their loving companies,
And wait upon thy steps devotedly.

With Ftarry pilewort-flowers thy chaplet’s made,
And all thy wind-blown tresses garlanded.

APRIL.

Lo! the full march of Spring 1—And now ’tis sweet
In woods, beneath the budding trees, to rest.

And hear the young rook clamour in his nest;
Or, ’mid the blooms, upon the orchard-seat,

With vernal songs around, and the lamb's bleat

Coming from fields between the blossoms seen,

With knots of cowslips spotting o’er their green.

And sweet it is to stroll, with lingering feet.

Along the primrose-sprinkled banks of brooks
That seem to bring glad tidings from the hills

—

Brooks big with vernal showers—and frequent fright,

The oft-heard cuckoo from his hiding nooks.
Sweet is the sheen of clustering daffodils !

And daisies lavish of their red and white 1

W. H.

BLANCHE DELAMERE.
BY MRS JOHNSTONE.

CHAPTER XII.

The Denouement.

It will scarcely be remembered how we left

Blanche Delamere, after having solemnly, if

silently, given her troth-plight, and just as she

and her lover joined their waiting friends, under
the magnificent guardian beeches in front of

Holy Cross, on the day of her coming of age,

and on the eve of Frederick Leighton's depart-

ure from England for a period of years.

It was Blanche who first courageously spoke,
t€ Dr Leighton leaves to-morrow, Dr Hayley.

Having advised or approved my strong measure
about the poor negroes, he goes to ensure its

success by his personal superintendence."
“ So soon ?” replied the good Doctor.
“ Ay, make much of me to-night, ladies/' said

Leighton with gaiety somewhat forced ;
“ You

may not see me for three years again :—I wish

much to visit the United States ; from thence I

can easily procure a vessel for the Mediterra-

nean, and realize a boy's classic dreams, by visit-

ing Greece. I may, perhaps, be tempted to carry

your united loves to our old friend Hassan, under
liis tent."

“ We gentlemen who live at home at ease,

may be tempted to envy you the power of doing

good and acquiring liberal knowledge," replied

the Doctor. “ The system of a gentleman's

education is greatly expanded since I was a

young man, and placed my highest pride in being

appended to a noble lady's girdle/’

KO. LXIX,—VOL. vi,
1

“ The ladies do not seem to covet so awk-

ward an appendage as myself, or I also might be

but too proud. The Countess, however my vanity

may be mortified by the preference, has, I fear,

the good taste to choose you.”
“ Indeed you must never leave us again,” said

Blanche ;
" and I shall never be quite sure of you,

till you fairly give up the living. You flatter-

ingly tell me how happy I make you : Now, that

I am emancipated, your protection is more ne-

cessary to me than ever, were it but to put the

proper face of decorum upon my maiden court.

“ You are but too good to me—too kind,

dearest lady,” replied the old man, melted to

tears. “ Need l say that my home of forty years

is become dearer to me than ever.”
“ Then we never part !” said Blanche, extend-

ing her hand to shake hands. The old man
raised the fair hand to his lips with affectionate

and graceful courtesy. His former petulant pu-

pil also seemed deeply touched.
“ And that I may deserve your countenance,”

she said, when she had recovered composure,

“l promise to be the most decorous, dignified, and

pretty-behaved peeress of my years, in this well-

ordered realm—that is, in my public capacity.

At home, among ourselves, with the children,

and such worthy and intelligent people as will be

social with us, I may be as foolish as I list ; and
we shall be a happy, and, I am sure, an attached,

though the world should call us a humdrum fa-

mily. Nor shall we be so very humdrum. Many
of life's best pleasures lie around us for the

3 C
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gathering, and we will taste them with relish and
cheerfulness. The world may not quite under-
stand us, but it shall be compelled to reverence,

perhaps, in time, to love us. By the time 1 have
reached the mature age of twenty-five, it will

perhaps admit that so sober-minded aud well-

conducted a personage has a right to judge for

herself in whatmainly concerns herown happiness

;

it may not, in short, be longer able to withhold its

consent*’—and she hesitated—

"

to my marriage
with Frederick. Give us yours now. Doctor,
with your blessing !*' The good Doctor was taken
by surprise, and fairly overcome. The consent
he had no right to give or to withhold, and the
fervent blessing, was the spontaneous impulse of
his warmest feelings, as he clasped the united
hands presented to him.
“ And now/* said Blanche, smiling and drying

her eyes, “ ail is as it should be—there are no
secrets, no mysteries in our little household, and
we shall be all the happier for that ourselves :

—

strangers have no business with our affairs or pro-

jects.** The ladies withdrew to the house, and
Leighton soon followed them, leaving the Doctor
to recover himself.

A thousand last words were still to be spoken
—and a thousand remindings of arrangements for

constant correspondence—-and ten thousand fond
entreaties and counsels to be given to a medical
man about the care of his own health :—and that
scheme was to be absolutely negatived which pre-
cluded an intermediate visit to England before
Leighton went to Greece. Even his sage aunt
remarked, that he was bound first to return and
give an account of his stewardship.

“ Return only to be banished again ? I am not
equal to this continually renewed torture.*'
u Nay, remember," said Blanche, u that this lies

in your own choice. If I have sometimes spit in

the world's face, to express my scorn of some of
its base ways, I am surely equal to setting myself
above its tyrannical opinion, in so solemn a mat-
ter as this. It would punish me for being a wo-
man I Were I a young independent nobleman,
falling in love and marrying a physician’s pretty
daughter, I would in time be forgiven by the la-

dies, and the gentlemen would at once applaud
me—if she were very pretty

How idly I talk ! Good night, then, Good
night /”

“Nay, aunt—my own Blanche—stay but a
moment! You shall not take her from me yet,"
and, while the old lady, smiling gently, retired,

he led back the Lady Blanche, softly repeating—
“ Good night I Ah, no, the night is ill

That severs those it should unite

;

Let us but be together still,

Then will it be—Gqon Night !

For how many solitary days and nights, in my
exile, will those words, which your Good night
has recalled, ring in my ears? But now it

must be Good night, indeed."
“ Our God be ever with you to bless you, dear

Leighton! .... Oh, remember all that

you are to me—that I have in this world, of

supreme, but you alone
!"

Though Leighton, it had been agreed, was to

go off without further leave-taking, the young

Countess felt deep chagrin, and something like

momentary displeasure, to find next morning

that he had been able to obey her own command.
“ He might have let us see him for one mo-

ment/* she said ;
“ I could be superstitious about

it. Do you remember Clara's feeling about St

Preux*s dream of Julia and the veil?—and

you can smile, my friend. Well, fortunately,

I must go down to those business people—-and

then receive those visiters. Well, well, the

longest day comes to an end."

On this long day Sir Jervis Yates had the

honour of attending the ladies of Fanfaronade

Park, on their congratulatory visit to Holy Cross,

and to arrange about the ball he meditated in hon-

our of its mistress coming of age. She was found

looking remarkably well, in high spirits, and

dressed with more splendour and care than was

her wont ; and also exceedingly obliging and

gracious. She accepted a verbal invitation to a

quiet dinner, in the next week, for herself and

Dr Hayley. The invitation had, from policy,

been extended to “ the ci-devant laundress/* her

“ Maintenon,” as her friend was sarcastically

called by this family, but declined by that judi-

cious person, who quietly put an end to a mutual

embarrassment, by simply stating that she never

visited save among her own friends.
“ And may we not hope to be included in that

favoured number?" said LadyBlande, in her most

insinuating voice, though with the gentlest

sneer.

The rebuke of the Quakeress was, quietly

going on with her muslin-hemming, as if no-

thing had been said. It was a sensible arrange-

ment of the old woman, they agreed, since the

Countess was so very absurd as to place her so

nearly on a level with her own society, though,

indeed, she was rarely met in the reception

rooms.

Nor was this all the good luck of the morning.

Dr Leighton, it was understood, had departed,

and was immediately to sail for the West Indies.

“ It must, therefore, have been all nonsense,

that has been whispered on that score," Sir

Jervis said ;
“ or else Blanche had come to her

senses, and retreated in time, and it was of little

consequence which while Lady Blande whis-

pered a request to see “her little niece," and

“ that mamma, also, might see Devereux's child.”

“ Pardon me," returned her hostess, redden-

ing ;
“ l cannot expose Eleanor to such a trial

She remembers her mother ; she is a child of

great natural sensibility—another time she may

be prepared to see you :** and no more was said.

They joined Dr Hayley at luncheon, and heard

him enlightening Sir Jervis upon the Countess’s

plans.

“ Her ladyship sets off for Ireland in a month,

and tempts me to accompany her ; she will,

if we find the residence as agreeable and quiet

as she anticipates, remain them till late in Octo-

ber. We are to be great schoolmasters and sgri-

I

culturists. After spending Christmas at Holy
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Cross, the Countess proposes to make her first

season in London/’
“ I am delighted !” cried three or four female

voices, in chorus.
“ 1 admire your good taste, my dear Countess,

in refurnishing Delamere House, antique as it is,

in the good old square : And that charming villa

—the ambassador’8 lease of it is expired, I be-

lieve?"

“It ismy own now/ said Blanche," and I must,

I fancy, be so extravagant as to keep it. It will

be, if not impossible—-since toiling thousands do
it continually—yet dire punishment to my friends

and myself to live in London, in the sweet spring,

and sweeter early summer ; but I hope we shall

contrive somehow not altogether to misuse our
privileges and indulgences."

It was not until after Easter, that the young
Countess and her venerable establishment went
to London. The widow of a late Governor-Ge-
neral of India—a distant cousin ofthe Delameres,

a woman of high connexions, and universally re-

spected, though farfrom beingrich—condescended
to patronise the heiress, and to live with her in

town. Dr Hayley also formed part of the town
establishment, while the Quakeress lived wholly

at the villa, where the Doctor also had an apart-

ment. The Fanfaronades disliked the new ar-

rangement, and endeavoured to impress the heir-

ess with the apprehension, that, in her haughty
chaperone, she would take a bore and a selfish ty-

rant into her family ; but Blanche, always a de-
cided person, had not become less so since she
had reflected upon her changed position and felt

her own consequence. She therefore took her own
way ; mingled moderately in fashionable society

;

went twice to Court, and sometimes to Church, and
sometimes to Meeting ;—rejected, or, more pro-
perly, delicately distanced admirers and propo-
sals ; and made the duty of herchaperone almost a
sinecure, by plainly stating that she would not
marry until she was twenty-five, and that her
affections were engaged . Save that she actedupon
all occasions with the independence and decision
of a married woman, or of one far beyond her in

years, little fault could be found with her con-
duct ; and if not popular in her first season, nei-

ther was she condemned. It was found impossible
to fasten a ridicule, whether in dress, style, or be-

haviour upon a person whose natural dignity and
courtesy, and perfect simplicity of manner,
baffled the most dexterous of the fashionable wits,

gossips, and quizzers.

Even the nice, cheerful-looking, silver-haired

matron often seen in the carriage with her, was
now dressed with simple elegance, in rich, though
mild-coloured silken garments, not of the stiffest

Quaker cut. She was, to be sure, rather a
Hannah-Moreish looking person, but not objec-

tionable as an old governess. And the aristocratic

dowager who, if poor in purse, was a person of
high spirit, if she began the connexion—-to which
her poverty and not her will consented—with
an inward feeling of mortification, prolonged
her residence under the roof of the orphan heir-

ass from genuine attachment* The mystery of

m
season after season,passing away and the Countess

remaining single was none to her. The seoret

had been frankly intrusted to her honour. She
did not approve, but she would not betray ; and,

as their intimacy ripened into sincere friendship,

Blanche would playfully say—
“ You must see Frederick ere you condemn

me for falling in love at ten years of age and
deliberately confirming my choice at twenty/’

The dowager had learned the history of their

connexion, and sometimes she heard part of the

contents of those letters read which formed so

much of the happiness of her young friend ; on
which, indeed, her soul seemed to hang, and to

sink when they failed to appear.

The maidencondition of Blanche was accounted
for in various ways. There was, according to

some excellent authorities, disappointment in

consequence of the romantic attachment in girl-

hood, of a very romantic girl, to one in inferior

station. Others, whispered of a compromise
with the next heir, who had agreed, on obtaining

an immense annuity, not to disturb the actual

holder of the honours and estates about flaws in

her titles, provided she remained unmarried. The
Fanfaronade family did not discourage such re-

ports. True, she continued inexorable towards
Mr Devereux, but she was indifferent to any other

admirer ; and thus hope was not shut out.

“We must wait till she get alarmed at being

an old maid," said the politic Lady Blande.

That she lived in comparative retirement, and
in a style below her imagined circumstances, was
imputed to various causes. She was kuown to

have devoted a considerable share of her income
to the improvement of her Irish colony, and to

objects of public utility and benevolence ; and
when tempted to what seemed very trifling and
not wholly unnecessary expenses, she would thus

laughingly parry the attack.

“ Can’t afford another white bonnet of the
‘ exquisite* shape this summer; this is quite clean.

Think what a pretty ohest of drawers the cab-

inet-maker in my village of Ballyperi could give

me for this sum, (so trifling to Madame,) for one
of my tidy Judys. It would purchase such a
quantity of prize-books for my school ; why, four

complete cuckoo clocks—heir-looms among my
tenants—-could be got for this. No, I can’t

afford it. Thank you, dear friend, for having so

early instructed my tastes and feelings in the

true value of money to myself and others. How
much of the science of happiness may lie in the

knowledge which teaches the proper application

of the first rules of arithmetic ! To that homely

science, together with the perception of the

truly beautiful as distinguished from the ex-

pensive and conventionally beautiful, how much
of the daily enjoyment of my life has been owing,

with nearly the whole power which I possess

even from my ample fortune of doing some little

good to my fellow-creatures 1*’

She sat with her matronly friend and her noble

chaperone. Lady Veaey, and one or two ladies,

over their small but elegant dessert, when the

new bonnet had been apropos Vo a publio

3 C 2
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breakfast which was about to he given by a

noble bachelor, no longer young, where the un-

married ladies were to appear in a kind of uni-

form, and which led to the conversation on toilet

economics.
“ Is it not the duty of persons of fortune and

condition to encourage elegant manufactures and

ingenious industry, especially ladies, with de-

serving persons of their own sex—a sort of

charity to purchase and use lace and embroid-

ery ?” said Lady Vesey.
" Perhaps—a sort it may ;—many amiable wo-

men, at least, consider it so; and it is charity,
even

to palliate the distress of the poor lace-makers

and embroideresses until their distress is done
away by society learning to do justice to all its

members. These are deep, difficult subjects. But
I am so far from thinking myself charitable

for purchasing lace and embroidery, that I have
trembled to think of the price in health, and in

the absence of leisure, pleasure, seasons of men.
talimprovementto someyoung sister woman orher

babes, that my veil, or the trimming ofmy pocket

handkerchief, may have cost ; luxuries which, idle

as I am, while those pale emaciated creatures

fabricate—labouring fifteen hours a-day, and
stealingtimefrom necessarysleep to perform their

domestic duties—1 shall be pronounced charitable

for bringing to me with a wish. I strive to put
such thoughts from me ; and, fortunately, in the

meanwhile, there are enow of persons in the

great—I mean in the rich world—to foster the

pretty arts of millinery and jewellery, though my
taste in luxury takes another direction. To say

truth, so far as concerns my personal tastes, I

have little to give up. I feel little difference

between my ornaments and those of the simple

maiden, who has the better taste to decorate her.

self and shed an atmosphere of perfume around
her with fresh flowers. The whole to me seems
resolvable into what pamphleteers call “ The
Bullion Question”—hoarded wealth

—

fixed capi-

tal—which men exhibit on the persons of their

wives and daughters, or principal slaves, as it

may be. The custom of loading the person with

ornaments is so essentially barbarous, that

I wonder. Lady Vesey, what my jewels would
bring ? The money could be turned to so much
better account. Yes, yes! depend on it, our

trinkets will speedily follow the gold-lace and
bag.wig9 of our lords. 1 speculate upon all the

jewels of civilized Europe (that are left unstolen)

being speedily absorbed by the Americans and
Russians, to be made over in time to the Esqui-

maux, provided that nation be ingenious

enough to find any trifling exchangeable com-
modity. There is some real value in trinkets :

—

like the desire for guns and pistols, they may
stimulate the industry of savages, and so help to

civilize them.”

The Lady Blanche spoke rapidly, as if em-
barrassed, and, meanwhile, fixed a steady gaze on
her chaperone.
“ I have been denying stoutly everywhere that

you mean to sell your jewels. Countess.”

“ Thank you ; but it wont deny. 1 have told

it myself, hoping to raise my market. I require

all the money the ornaments will bring from the

very best bidders.”

Lady Vesey looked disturbed. She hemmed.
“ So many commercial people, and even Jew-

esses, now wear diamonds, that no doubt their

value to persons of condition is greatly depre-

ciated ; yet valuable family jewels have always

been one distinction of persons of rank/
1

She

added emphatically. “ Probably their age and

history greatly enhance their value to their here-

ditary possessors. I have a clumsy, little, antique

seal-ring, which belonged to our common ances-

tor, Hubert, seventh Baron of Delamere, which

I certainly value at twenty times its intrinsic

worth.”

“Oh, no! depend upon it, your value is no more

to you than its intrinsic worth. Though, some-

how, I disregard the mere ornament, don't ima-

gine 1 undervalue the token, the symbol

,

the heir-

loom, if you will. Yet 1 sadly fear this religion of

sentiment is very apt, in our own sex, at any

rate, to degenerate into superstition ; that the

mere symbol becomes the worshipped idol. I

love the sentiment, the memorial, the token,

but yet dread and despise the vanity and avarice

generated by the passion for these pretty toys/'

“ Remember the turquoise ring and the silver

shrine,” said the Quakeress, looking up from

paring her pippin, with the quiet archness of

manner which often gave point and drollery to

her simplest laconisms.

“ I do ; and am charitable !” returned Blanche,

blushing and smiling, while her eyes glowed with

pleasurable recollections. “The turquoise—

I

believe it is a bit of blue glass, after all—but

Frederick Leighton, when a boy, brought it to me

at the laundry from Stock Delamere Fair ; the

‘ silver shrine'—it is the covering I procured

with about my first pocket-money, for that old

oak-bound Bible, derived to me through my

Puritan grandsires. It has, as I find by my

grandfather's papers, such a history that poor

homely tome ! To me, it is hallowed by so many

tender, so many lofty, and solemn associations—

deep as the first heavings of the Protestant Re-

formation-elevating as every the poorest em-

blem must be, of the unconquerable martyr-

spirit, the unquenchable love of truth and free-

dom which burned in the magnanimous breast of

its first possessor—that Cheshire yeoman, of

whom I feel more proud than if he had been

descended of the flower of Norman chivalry.*'

Blanche felt that she had said far too much,

and spoken out of season ; and she suffered a chill

and recoil of spirit. Excellent, or rather respect-

able person as Lady Vesey was, it was not from

her she could expect sympathy in such enthusi-

astic feelihgs. She rose from table, saying, in a

lighter if not gay tone

—

“ I find how difficult it is, In this affair of gems

and shrines, to retain the Protestantism of the

spirit—should I say the Quakerism? How one's

best feelings imperceptibly blend with one's most

pitiable weaknesses ! 1 had no sooner gotten

an idol than I must have a shrine for it, vs toy
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friend says ; and, lest the pure sentiment which
the heart attaches to family memorials and tokens

of affection, should degenerate in me into woman’s
paltry love of personal ornaments, and for other

good reasons, I am determined to get rid of

mine. Besides, 1 need the money.*'
“ To maintain your orphan family, your modern

St Cyr, as your satirical friend. Lady Blande,
terms the establishment at the villa."

I am obliged to Lady Blande for giving my
little household so fine a name. Do not you.
Lady Vesey, think, that if 1 am able to provide

the means of educating those twelve orphan girls

aright, my trinkets—the loss of which is really

no personal sacrifice—which, on the contrary,

are a plague and anxiety to me—will not be
worth considering ? My friend, at an age which
requires indulgence, gives up her time, devotes
her whole energies to our pupils."

“ I trust the results may be as satisfactory

as the motives for the undertaking are pure,"

returned the Lady, evasively, and rather drily.

“ But family jewels — there are questions of

transmission involved. Should your Ladyship
marry, and have a son, for which, as a true

Delamere, 1 am bound to pray heaven, the
jewels—at your pleasure no doubt—might na-

turally be regarded as part of the fitting para-

phernalia of his bride ; or be divided, in part,

among your daughters."
" * 'Tis a far cry to Lochawe,' as our cousins,

the Campbells say. Lady Vesey," returned
Blanche, laughing ;

“ and I hope my sons and
daughters may have some of their mamma's
tastes in matters of mere luxury and decoration.

But, though not convinced that 1 have not a
perfect right to use my own discretion, 1 shall

certainly not purloin the property of my heirs

and successors. Much good may it do them, to

peruse the inventory of their necklaces, rings,

bracelets, spoons, buckles and dishes, 1 with a
cover/ Save the spoons which land my friends eat

with, 1 am sure 1 have had no other good from
those heaps of ueeleae things, accumulated at

our different supernumerary mansions. I have
experienced a swell of pride in looking on my
woods and streams, but I am immovable towards
my plate chests."

“ Gold plate is not to be laughed at," said

Lady Vesey. “ Oldfamily plate," more empha-
tically.

“ Certainly not—nor for that matter silver-

gilt;—and 1 am so much of the silver-fork school

myself, that I wish every body in the world had
silver in place of iron and horn to eat their food
with—'tis so much cleaner and nicer."
" You love luxury after all. Countess?"
“ Warmly—I love it, where it ministers to the

cleanliness, the refinement, nay, to the real grace
and ornament of life—so warmly, that 1 wish
all mankind to share in what 1 love. But my
homely Quaker arithmetic taught me to prize,

first, things necessary ; and my Bible bids me
love my neighbour as myself, and do to others as

I would have them do unto me. Now, were I

in the place of one of the pretty young wives

of my poor Irish tenants, 1 am certain I could

never think it right, that an idle young woman,
like myself, should be squandering those fruits

of Judy's husband's labour, which he gives in

rack-rent, upon useless, cumbrous ornaments,
while the cabin was without beds, chairs,

spoons, and platters. But, as I have told you,

I follow and gratify my own tastes, by what is

fancied anunusualmode of expenditure, although

I did not consider it, in my peculiar circum-

stances, a duty. No, Lady Vesey, the re^lia
of Great Britain, did it adorn my person, would
but humble me the more were those, whom a
vicious social state have made my impoverished

dependants, left 'in poverty, while I lavish what
is theirs. 1 prescribe to no one : but, with my
Bible lights, I am bound to a certain distribution

of my income, and to a certain present and pro-

spective management of my property. My St
Cyr, as it seems my friends call it, will not be
allowed to interfere with these first duties ; but
it will absorb all my personal savings. 1 deny
myself no pleasure, meanwhile, that I really feel

to be such; and 1 only fear our family at the
villa is becoming too attractive to fashionable

people, though I am not afraid of many imi-

tating our plan."

The beautiful villa on the banks of the Thames,
which the eccentric young lady had given up—
some said for a Nunnery, others for a Magdalen
Penitentiary—did become an object of curiosity

to a set of persons ever excited by any novelty

that promises amusement ; and many applica-

tions were made to the foundress, both for the
admission of pupils and examination of premises.

The greater part, and far the happiest, of her
own hours were actively spent there, in forward-

ing the objects of an establishment, from which
it required some firmness in the superintendent

Quakeress, to keep off the inroads of the idle

and impertinent.
a We shall burst upon you. Countess, when

you hold your Fancy Fair to dispose of the

pretty things made by your ingenious protegees”

said one of the Ladies Fanfaronade. “ Devereux
means to be an immense purchaser."
“ My young friends make no pretty things for

sale ; they are busy in educating and being edu-

cated, and in being happy."
“ Oh, then it is a drama they are to perform on

your birth-day—something Genlis-like. We are

quite resolved to be invited. Mamma says she

will take no refusal ; she takes immense interest

in such exhibitions."
“ 1 have seen the girls on the lawn of an

evening, perform Thread my Grandmother'*

Needle," replied Blanche, laughing, “ the most
brilliant, hitherto, of their histrionic or panto-

mimic efforts, I fancy."
“ Are you not training them for vocalists ?

so enthusiastic and accomplished a vocalist as

you are yourself, or actresses ?"

“ To act their part as useful independent

members of society, to be amiable women, ener-

getic moral beings ; no than that, of acting*

Lady Fanny."
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" And they wear the Quaker garb, and take

vows of celibacy, poor things." Blanche laughed.

"Only strong resolutions against foolish, loveless

or mercenary marriages. Lady Fanny, whieh their

education sets them above, if they follow it up."
" Your Friend is qualifying the young women

for superior domestics, l understand," said Lndy
Fanfaronade; "and of these there is indeed a

grievous want in high life."

" Not exactly for domestics ; though every

mjgtr*ss of a family, as I hope some or many of

my young friends will become, must first know
how to serve. There is really nothing wonderful

in the system on which we are endeavouring to

train these friendless young women. Their

range of study is much more limited than that

one sees in the conglomerated ologiee of the

advertising cards of ordinary boarding-schools.

We wish them to learn nothing that is not worth

acquiring and retaining ; and we strive not to

force natural genius. I shall be disappointed

if, in after life, these young girls may not be

heard to say, that the days in which they were

qualifying themselves for the serious duties of

life, and to earn independent bread, if need be,

were as happy as any they have known."
"But what do they learn, pray? Do they

embroider, or do millinery, or make artificial

flowers ? or— "

Blanche shook her head, as if dissenting.

"We prefer, for their acquirement, skilled labour

in things likely to remain useful, and, conse-

quently, in demand, to mere manual dexterity in

any art, however temporarily profitable. Of
a thousand girls, one four hundred and fifty will

makedressesand bonnetsabout as well asthe larger

half. We wish our pupils to turn their atten-

tion (where Nature has not denied the powers)

to pursuits requiring long study and diligent

application. No trade can, to man or woman, be

the certain means of comfortable subsistence in

our society which is too easily acquired ; and I

hope these young persons will, by their own
labour, be rendered comfortable as well as inde-

pendent in their circumstances."
" Trades ! I fancied they were respectable

young women, the daughters of professional men
and of decayed gentlemen."
" And so they are—all of them, the unpro-

vided daughters of educated if reduced families.

But call their future vocations, professions, if you

please, for the term will be rightly applied. We
have three young ladies who will, by-and-

by, be well qualified to supply the place of

mothers—to be instructresses—governesses if

you will ; but that is the one hackneyed resource

of all well-born young women in reduced cir-

cumstances—one that is both over-done and

under-done. We have already two verypromising
wood-engravers, and one exquisite miniature-

painter, particularly of children : that girl will

make a fortune if she choose. We have a map-
engraver, and a painter of decorations and armor-

rial bearings for us nobility. I have no doubt

that some among them might be very clever at

jewellery and watch-making. But these are not

considered very high arts. One mathematical

genius among my Friend's pupils, her master

has formed the ambition of having apprenticed

to his brother, who is an eminent optical instru-

ment-maker. I hope the plan may succeed.

Women, without renouncing the gentle virtues of

their sex, might be helpful to themselves in a

thousand ways, and society all the happier for it,

had they only fair play."

" Oh, true ; see the women in Paris in all the

shops—Madame directing, managing everything,

so keen and active and alert in business—and

really harder to deal with than men," said Lady

Fanfaronade.
" I confess," returned Blanche, " that I parti-

cipate in the English prejudice against female

traffickers, shopkeepers, and clerks. How very

sharp, and sharp-witted, selfish, hard, worldly,

and, in one word, umtiomanissed, clever girls do

become, in chaffering situations, as book-keepers,

bar-maids, and whatever exposes them to the

public gaze and the contact of strange multi-

tudes, with gain, or the hope of it, for the object,

or personal vanity the continual stimulus.

—

Morally, these female dealers are in a worse

condition than the poor actresses and figurantes.

They only simulate, and often, what is the most

soft, refined, and feminine in the sex ; while

the women of business, where the most gentle In

their nature, at best only learn to conceal their

grasping dispositions under flattering and cajol-

lery."

" Just like a fashionable physician striving, by

mean arts, to obtain practice : the modiste palms

off her wares, the doctor his nostrums upon silly

women," said the Quakeress, “ and often by the

same arts of cozening and white-lying. 1 would

not, therefore, have thee rest blame exclusively

upon the poor professional women, dear lady."

" Nor do I—they are very like their brethren

;

and perhaps the brazen impudence or hardness

of the lower class of trading women—those whom

one sees at the counters of gin-palaces and in

pawnbrokers* shops—is not a whit worse than the

polished or lackered metal worn as the visors of

their superiors. If our young friends cannot

acquire and exercise some branch of skilled in-

dustry without becoming public traders, plunged

into the keen competition of selfish interests,

and Jostling and elbowing their way in the mar-

ket, I shall at once abandon my plan. Let us

English, whatever the French may do, keep at

least one Bex sacred from the selfism and con-

tamination of traffic, as far as is possible.

I suppose that few merchants, and indeed few

professional men, physicians, lawyers, and still

less statesmen, would wish their high-principled

and pure and single-minded wives and daughters

to know about the compromises, and trimmings,

and subterfuges, and tricks in trade, that enter

into their affairs. Such imprudent confidences

would inevitably diminish esteem on both

sides. When a man is blamed for not acquaint-

ing his wife with his affairs, one must believe

that the true reason often is, that jfie respects

her probity, her purity of principle, too much
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to take her into hie confidence about hie com-
mercial enterprises, speculations, watchings of the

turn of the market, and all those fine things into

which, forthe sake of both men and women, I should

be very sorry to see women initiated, although

they should be condemned ‘to chronicle small

beer* for a century longer. My young sisterhood

shall be taught no 'art nor science which they

may not exercise in woman's true plaoe, the

bosom and sanctuary of home

;

and either as

single women, wives, or widows, as circumstances

may dictate ; though it is for the independence,

and consequently the happiness, of tingle women
1 am mainly concerned."
“ And you would neither have them milliners,

dressmakers, nor in business at all ?" said Lady
Vesey.

“ There will always, I fear, be too many
milliners and dressmakers ; and 1 have said that I

do not, at present, like trafficking for women. In
the name of all that is holy and happy in domestic

life, let us shield at least one-half of the species

from, I fear, the too frequently corrupting pro*

cesses by which bread must be striven for in our
imperfect and uneasy society.**

“ Not bread," said the Quakeress, quietly

;

“ that is generally honestly and hardly earned by
the sweat of the brow ; but certainly bread, if with

butter to it, by those who profess to believe all

the while that, for the three score and ten years,

food and raiment will suffice ; and to depend, from

day to day, for that same on God's Providence."
“ Oh, just so. It is plum-cake then, the wat-

tail bread, which somany among us are striving for,

and rarely obtain, without sustaining some moral
injury—some stain to the virgin purity of con-

science in the worldly strife. The softer and more
flexible nature of women, at least, could hardly

escape contamination.'*
“ Persons in business are, I am aware, often

very low-minded, if not sordid, creatures,** said

Lady Vesey, looking annoyed by the discussion,

“ and such cheats !"

“ Pardon me, Lady Vesey—my homely illus-

tration comprehended many more than trades-

people—all the professions—all those who wish

for more money or money's worth than they can

honestly and honourably acquire ; and that, I am
afraid, includes nearly the whole aristocratic

world—we landlords especially."

“ You are a Whig, Countess, and always were,**

returned the lady, bowing and smiling. “ Now as

I am a Tory, and, besides,know nothing whatever

about politics beyond an election perhaps, ladies

having, I am sure, no business with them, I may
as well yield to you.*'

If by politics you understand, as indeed every

body seems to do, party rivalship, struggles for

place, factious opposition, intrigue, and even gross

falsehood, neither do I desire to understand

politics farther than to renounce and repudiate

them. But the knowledge of what I have been
taught to consider politics—and I heartily wish

we had another name for the science instead of

the abused one—is among the noblest of human
attainments. Poetry, we are told by one who was

a great prose poet, as well as the greatest of phi-

losophers, “ has something divine in it, because it

accommodates the shews of things to the desires

ofthe mind ;** but politics—what 1 understand by

politics—is of a nature still more divine, for

it accommodates the realities of things to the

dictates of the judgment and conscience—to

truth, love, humanity ; to all those glorious ends

for which Our Father, who is in Heaven, created

this beautiful world, and gave it to his children

to enjoy, while undergoing that discipline of ftve

which best prepares them for the fulness of joy,

in the future perfected exercise of all the faculties

oftheir nature. Politics, in a word, is the science

which teaches men to live together in society,

according to God's will. But for what is generally

understood by politics and politicians—My soul

come not thou into their secret ; unto their assem-

bly mine honour be not thou united
!"

Lady Vesey heard this flight with preoccu-

pied attention. Her mind was fixed upon one

point—the unnatural aversion which the young

Countess seemed to entertain to the dearest end

of all womankind—marriage.
“ You don't wish the girls to marry. Count-

ess ?’*

“ Not quite that," replied the Quakeress, in

answer to an observation which escaped the

rapt Blanche, who was plunged in a momentary
bright reverie of human progression and happi-

ness. “ But we think we exalt the one Bex, and

contribute to the happiness of both, when we
strive to place young women above the tempta-

tion of marrying merely for a maintenance."
“ Can any one doubt about the degrading and

miserable consequences of such necessity ?" said

Blanche, recalled to the conversation. “ Can
any one who feels the full value, the inexpres-

sible tenderness and sanctity of the union of true

hearts, tolerate the counterfeit, with all its

attendant teeming evils, incurred that a young
woman may, on certain conditions, obtain food

and clothes ; be provided for,
as my Irish friends

honestly, if bluntly, phrase it ? The world is

bursting with misery, to which ill-assorted mar-

riages contribute not a little. And there will

stili be too many unhappy alliances, when the

prudence of parents is satisfied that their daugh-

ters need no longer marry, to be provided for.”
“ Apropos," said the courtly lady, whom it was

impossible to startle from her propriety, “ apro-

pos to your subscription for the Bishop's Charity

School—I must take leave to remind you.**

“ I am sure you are very kind, and very con-

siderate, Lady Vesey, to take such pains to make
me stand well with the religious-fashionable

world ; my five guineas, or whatever you think

right, shall, from respect to you, not be wanting.

There—mulct the heretic," and she laughingly

handed over her purse. “ Nay, take more—shall

I write a check for you ? The children in the

Bishop's school will, no doubt, be duly taught to

read and repeatthe Lord's prayer. Would that the

world, or any considerable portion of it, could only

understand and act upon its spirit, as embodied

in ene-half dosen words ! How can I consistently
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aid in teaching the children of the poor to repeat

that prayer, while I tacitly consent in a hun-

dred ways to retard the divine will from being
* done on earth as it is in heaven ?* What mock-
ery in us, the English nobility, to contribute our

pittance to teach the poor to pray, ‘ Give us this

day our daily bread !* while we profit by sel-

fish cruel laws of our own making, to tax their

bread ; to rob their basket and their store, to

enrfch ourselves. Oh ! it is often all darkness and
disftaction to me : lam lost in a chaos of tumult-

uous thoughts : but the conviction ever remains*

that I participate in the guilt of this centuries-

old scheme of spoiling, of oppressing, and brutal-

izing our fellow-creatures ; and that dearly shall

we rue it."

The Countess was more excited than her

watchful maternal friend approved. She looked

anxiously towards her, and Blanche, by a sudden
strong control, checked and subdued the out-

ward signs of her emotion. But the vehement
current of her thoughts, if staid, was not changed,

and she sank into a troubled reverie.

“Give thy thoughts vent, if conscience say that

thou oughtest not to suppress them/' said her

Friend.
“ Do you not fancy it a very awful parable,

that of the Saviour, about Dives and Lazarus ?"

replied Blanche, in a low voice, with an abstracted

air, and a slight shudder. “ Lady Vesey, after

the sudden and painful death of my poor

grandmother, and the shock which my nerves

—nay, my whole sentient and spiritual being

sustained, I do imagine that though 1 was not

sensible of it at the time, there might be some
colour for the derangement or excitement im-

puted to me. How gladly would I have sought

consolation then, in the superstitions, as we
deem them, of the Romish religion, had not rea-

son and conscience revolted ! Yes ! never once
wavering in my own faith—never disturbed by

one doubt that might be called religious— 1 was
yet accused of a religious craze—while the

overwhelming evil against which my unshaken
faith, and the wisdom and sympathy of the

warmest friends with which a woman of my
condition was ever blessed, were taxed to the

utmost to sustain me against what it were far

nearer the truth to describe as a moral mania, a

social or political madness, into which my agon-
ized mind fell, under the distempered feeling

that I was the last of a race of oppressors,—of

doomed Diveses, upon whom the vials of the
Almighty's wrath were to be poured forth.—The
wrongs done upon the face of the earth, and espe-

cially the cruelty of the rich and their instru-

ments to the poor, of which I had witnessed so

much, even in my own narrow experience ; bold,

shameless, triumphant villany
; the wrongs in-

dicted by man ton woman ; and the misery in

which, in those dark days, the whole earth

seemed steeped ; though they could not shake
my faith in the power and goodness of the

Almighty, presented the fearful temptation that

I and mine were of those, mo6t miserable ! whose
portion is of this world ; that we were of the

number of the illustrious reprobates, who < have

here our good things, while Lazarus bus his

evil/ It was in vain, for a season, that my
Friend told me, in accents of love and compas-

sionate sympathy, that 1 was not more powerless

to change the destiny of my progenitors, than

unblamable for the station and position in life

which I filled ;—that I had but one concern-

duty—present duty ;—one unfailing trust—the

goodness of Providence. Frederick Leighton

came, and reason borrowed the language of love

in persuading me ; and though I was in time

consoled and cheered, yet I can deeply pity any

one who may suffer as I suffered then:—1 can still

pity, and not very much condemn, in myself, the

spiritual conflict into which I was thrown. . . .

Sometimes a grueing of that dark period creeps

over my spirit still. I am still tempted to feel

that this is

—

* A wild and miserable world,
Thorny and full of care,

Where every fiend can make his prey at will ;*

and, with tears and cries to demand, as in

those days,

( Is there no hope in store ?

Will not the universal spirit e’er

Revivify this withered limb of Heaven ?*

“ I am quoting much at random those deep,

agitating words which haunted me then."

—

The Quakeress, evidently uneasy at the agi-

tating nature of the conversation, endeavoured

to relieve or divert it. She accordingly took up

the quotation, and, smiling serenely, replied

—

“ * O rest Thee tranquil ; chase those fearful doubts,

That ne'er should rack an everlasting soul.

Joy to the spirit came !

Through the wide rent in Time’s eternal veil

Hope was seen beaming through the mists of fear;

Earth was no longer hell

;

Love, freedom, health had given

Their ripeness to the manhood of its prime,

And all its pulses beat

Syraphonious to the planetary spheres :

The dulcet music swelled

Concordant with the life-strings of the sonl

;

It throbbed in sweet aud languid beatings there,

Catching new life from transitory death,

Like the vague sighing of a wind at even,

That wakes the wavelets of the slumbering sea,

And dies on the creation of its breath,

And sinks and rises, fails and swells by fits
:’ ”

“ O thank you ! thank you, best friend, for

remembering so much of my r bane and antidote/

as once you called that above-earth composition."

“ I do, without approving all, remember very

much of that wonderful poem. How could any

one, at all able to 60und its depths, ever shake of

its high solemn import ? How could I forget such

passages as that in which thou foundest the anti-

dote :

“ SYet, Human Spirit ! bravely hold thy ooune.

Let virtue teach thee firmly to pursue
The gradual paths of an aspiring change;
For birth, and life, and death, and that strange state

Before the naked soul has found its home,
All tend to perfect happiness, and urge
The restless wheels of being on their way,
Whose flashing spokes, instinct with infinite life.

Bicker and burn to gain their destined goal.

Life is its state of action

—

Death is a gate of drearinem and gloom.
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That leads to azure isles and beaming skies

The happy regions of eternal hope.

Therefore, O Spirit ! fearlessly bear on !

Are there not hopes within thee, which this scene

Of linked and gradual being has confirmed?
Whose stingings bade thy heart look further still,

When to the moonlight walk, by friendship led,

Sweetly and sadly thou didst talk of death ?
* • • *

Bravely bearing on, thy will

Is destined an eternal war to wage
With tyranny and falsehood, and uproot
The germs of misery from the human heart.

Thine is the hand whose piety would sooth

The thorny pillow of unhappy crime,

Whose impotence an easy pardon gains,

Watching its wanderings as a friend's disease.

Thine is the brow whose mildness would defy

Its fiercest rage, and brave it* sternest will.

When fenced by power and master of the world.

Thou art sincere and good ; of resolute mind

;

Free from heart-withering custom's cold control

;

Of passion lofty, pure, and unsubdued.
Earth's pride and meanness could not vanquish thee

;

And therefore art thou worthy of the boon
Which thou hast full received. Virtue shall keep
Thy footsteps in the path that thou hast trod

;

And many days of beaming hope shall bless

Thy spotless life of sweet and sacred love.

Go, happy one ! and give that bosom joy
Whose sleepless spirit waits to catch

Life, light, and rapture from thy smile.*
*’

“ I seem as if I were vain enough to appropriate

something of this beautiful encouragement and
exhortation to myself/' said Blanche, as she

turned her suffused eyes from her friend, and as,

with the childish pretty motion which had be-

come with her a natural trick, she rapidly

winked her eyes, as if shaking away the gems
from her long delicate lashes ; “ yea I am thus
vain—I own it honestly. You quote to elucidate

the beauties of the denounced poet, whose fervid

natural religion I have heard you so warmly and
candidly extol ; and I apply the text to my own
circumstances."
“ And so do I. But, to come back to sub.

lunary, or anti-millenial matters, shall I order

coffee, Lady Vesey ? I volunteered young Shaw’s

duty, that he might be present at his sister’s

wedding, and am getting very like other official

deputies."

The Quakeress went away.
“ How curiously your friend chants, rather

than recites poetry," said Lady Vesey; “and
such a memory !—Admirable Wordsworth ! But
lie is equal to everything !”

Blanche either did not hear, or did not think

it necessary to correct the mistake.
“ Shall we go to the drawing-room ? Any-

thing save dreams of Elysium, or the music which
begets them, is intolerable, after this high col-

loquy."

She led the way, seated herself at the piano-

forte, and,, without another word, poured forth

the vivid feelings of the moment in the ex-

tempore, impassioned music with which she

preluded and accompanied what Lady Vesey re-

marked to be a song quite out of the common way
certainly, neither Moore’s nor Haynes Bayley’s

;

perhaps from something like Comus, or one of the

old Masques.

“ He came like a dream in the'mom of life,

He fled like a shadow before its noon

;

He is gone, and my peace is turned to strife,

And I wander and wane, like the weary moon.
O, sweet Echo, wake 1

And, for my sake,

Make answer the while my heart shall break !

“ Bat my heart has a music which Echo's lips,

Though tender and true, yet can answer not;
And the shadow that moves in the soul's eclipse

Can return not the kiss by his now forgot

:

Sweet lips !_ he who hath
On my desolate path

Cast the darkness of absence, worse than death !"

.

“ What an eccentric, flighty creature she is,

after all," was Lady Vesey’s thought, as she

busily suited shades of worsted. “ Yet how re-

solute and even obstinate she can be on some
points. I have no doubt but she will sell her
jewels—how strange and disreputable !"

" How I wish Frederick were returned, that

the misery of suspense to so excitable a being

were terminated," was the rumination of the

Quakeress, who cast a furtive, anxious look, from
her perpetual hemming, at the enthusiastic musi-

cian, fervently wishing her some more sedative

amusement, and almost resolved to remonstrate

against the intemperate indulgence of the be-

witching art. Blanche caught her eyes’ mean-
ing—rose, locked the instrument, and brought

her the key as Lady Vesey left the room.
“ There—place it in thy work-bag, and keep

it for me till the right time. I am very fidgetty

to-day. That packet announced at Falmouth iu

the morning papers, and still no delivery—per-

haps no letters to be delivered."

“ I can sympathize with thy impatience, without

forgetting that thine is, alas ! an idle if natural

anxiety. There is one question 1 must put to

thy conscience, dearest one, in the spirit of ten-

derness and fidelity which has ever marked our

intercourse, since thy heart first developed thy

understanding, and led thee to place confidence

in one so unequal to thyself in fortune and sta-

tion.” Blanche—her clasped hands rested on her

knee, her concentrated spirit sitting in the eyes

riveted on the face of her friend—bowed in the

pause, as if she wished the discourse to proceed.

“ Art thou not, dearest lady, seeking false

strength in pride, while it is in affectionate

tenderness and obedience to the dictates of rea-

son, instead of cowardly submission to the facti-

tious tyranny of opinion, that thou canst alone

find strength and happiness in one ?"

“Cowardly submission !—am 1 then the world’s

slave—the slave of opinion ?"

“ For a limited period ; a bondage of four

years covenanted for, to propitiate its favour
;

but they are well nigh past, and save for this

restless impatience—the sinking ofhope deferred

—that agony of suspense under which I so often

see thee suffer, alternating with the flush of

feverish expectation—I should be content to see

thy self-imposed sacrifice to pride—thy penance

—consummated ; but as it is
”

“ Pride again !’’ returned Blanche, almost in

the accents of pride, and with a flushing cheek.
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“ I may have been over-proud of my choice

;

over-proud of the heart and intellect which I

have gained and possess ; weak and over-fond,

in the hope that I should compel the world to

do my motives and feelings justice, and to ac-

knowledge that, in the unusual path I pursue,

I am a reasonable being, living up to the full

character, and for the blessed purposes, for

which God has given me existence ; not a silly,

vain, fond, and self-willed girl, bent upon the

indulgence of her inclinations at all hazards/'
“ Spare thyself," interrupted her friend, calm-

ly ;
“ in every daring experiment, even the most

prudent and cautious applaud success after

it comes. This much I can promise on the

world's part in thy meditated unequal alli-

ance"—-
“ Unequal alliance ! How can I listen to such

words from your lips—that union in which 1

place all my pride—my true pride, as well as

every hope, dear to a loving woman's heart;

and you have told me there is fervour and
depth in mine." This was said in a tone of

tender reproach.
“ l used the world's language, dearest lady.

Had our Frederick not been the manly coun-

terpart of thine own generouB and fervid

spirit, he must have been warmed and moulded to

it ere now. I speak from ardently desiring

your mutual happiness, and thine especially,

now sacrificed—pardon the plain phrase—to

mistaken pride. And Frederick? but he does

not complain. Like the youthful patriarch—the

seven years of bondage may to him seem but as

a day.”
“ I certainly have no right to trifle with his

happiness, nor perhaps to throw from us both,

so much of the dear blessing of a united life.

And this feverish restlessness 1 do plead guilty

to. I suppose every day becomes as long as a

month in certain states of feeling. Nay, I am
often almost ill, and, if not unfit for duty, yet

feeling nothing like the old cheerfulness and elas-

ticity of spirits in its proper business. Yet how
can 1 bid Dr Leighton return immediately, thatwe
be married forthwith, as nothing goes well with,

out him," she continued, with a touch of her

natural gay humour, “ how tell ‘ That I gang

like a ghaist, and catena to spin ?’ Thank God,

however—oh, how fervently for that !—that it

is no sin, but my best happiness, my pride, my
crowning joy to think of him, and to cherish his

image—to dream of our perfected bliss. Am
not I the happiest of women ?"

“ In thy very caprices the most charming of

women, might thy lover say," returned her friend,

smiling. “ But the sober certainty of waking

bliss—that pure and serene atmosphere in which

the soul finds vigour and enjoys repose, thy na-

tive element—is wanting to thee still ; and thou

art self-exiled from it by mistaken feeling ; and

another innocently suffers with thee. While

Frederick had a duty to humanity to perform,

I was patient for thee."

“Wert thou a powerful magician, as thou
surely art the benevolent little fairy.lady who

presided at my birth, I know what you would

do for me to-night," said Blanche, trying to

smile.

“ Summon Frederick home ? or merely send to

the Colonial Office, to learn if there be no packet,

ostensibly at least, for his poor old aunt ?"

“ Perhaps both."
“ Nay, then thou art exacting :—but the first I

cannot do. Shall the intriguing old gouvernaute

hasten matters, lest the Countess of Delamere

rue her folly ere it be too late ?**

“ Who indulges false pride—who is the world's

slave— opinion's slave now?" cried Blanche,

with vivacity, “if even you; dear friend, dare

not act with simplicity and Godly sincerity, for

fear your pure and benevolent motives should be

misconstrued ?"

“ I oonfees it, but without purpose of amend-

ment. Were I so unhappy as to peroeive any

want of mutual faith between you—the shadow

of misunderstanding—1 might see it a duty to

interfere, so far as to place things in a right

light ; but, at present, the Quakeress may cherish

her pride and delicate scruples, as tenderly as if

she were one of the world's ladies."

Blanche was smiling at this candour, when the

loud simultaneous noises of the door-bell and

knocker pierced tbe recesses of the distant cham-

ber where they sat. She became very pale.

“ O that postman—what power he has in ac-

celerating poor women's pulses ! how my spirits

require the soothing cordial of letters to-night
!”

The servant brought in letters—Irish letters;

Blanche looked at them, at once with interest and

disappointment. He also announced the arrival

of 8ir Jervis Yates, who requested the honour

of immediately seeing the Countess.
“ There is surely some wondrous cause for

the unusual hour my cousin selects ; but 1 fancy

he has just arrived from the country to enter

upon his Parliamentary duties. . • . What
an easy trade that of legislation seems to be. It

is the only one which gentlemen take up at their

own hand. Before I go, dear friend, there is one

point of my false pride that^m have spared, and

on which I am about to be tried—my Irish fail-

ure” She hesitated, and played with the huge

packet, addressed in her Irish agent's handwrit-

ing. “ Read this before I return, and do not

spare me ; tell me the truth and the whole truth.

We have had discouraging news, but I antici-

pate worse."
“ I regret your disappointment—the damping

of the too sanguine hopes of a young generous

spirit—but 1 see no failure, no probability of it."

“ Thank you for that
;
your sympathy is all

needed at present. Here is Sir Jervis come to

exult (the very least) over the ill success of my
rash experiments as a reforming landowner."

*• Were thy kinsman so ungenerqus, he hath

no cause of triumph. If with thy glowing love,

thy large faith in humanity, thou hast not cool-

ly, and all at once, reckoned upon the existing

amount of ignorance and prejudice thou hadst to

overcome, as well as the actual destitution thou

hadst to alleviate, shalt thou for that bo dis-
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mayed, or falter in thy generous work ? I do not

fear false pride here ; and however thou mayst
falter on points of false opinion, regarding the

delicacy of conduct required of women, it is error

on the safe side ; but tbou wilt not shrink from

the duties and responsibilities undertaken forthy

poor Irish tenantry/*

"In the strength of Heaven, no ! But learn

from these dispatches the worst we have to ex-

pect, while I see Sir Jervis/*

The attempts which that gentleman made to

disguise the vivacity and exultation of his

thoughts, under a long and serious face, did not

deceive his fair relative.
“ You have news for me, Sir Jervis ; Irish in-

telligence—bad, perhaps—certainly painful; I

have unread letters myself. What has happened
since the firing of the newchapel by the Orange-
men ? I have taken measures to pay the tithes,

and other obnoxious public burdens, myself, to

prevent the possibility of bad blood and fatal

conflicts ; but yet I fear/*

" The more you do, the more you will get to

do, madam, that is the nature of Paddy ; especi-

ally with us English Protestants whom their

priests incite them to hate/*
“ Not the priests whom 1 know, at any rate,**

returned Blanche ;
“ they have been the most

zealous auxiliaries of the magistrates in preserv-

ing order and suppressing the spirit of out-

rage, which, I regret to think, has spread even
into my neighbourhood/*

Your neigbourhood, madam ! are you aware
that the Barony of Delamere Upper is alleged

to be the focus of the entire mischief. In those

mountain-farms every man is a sworn White-
boy—sworn over the dead body of the murdered
proctor, laid out in the parish priest's barn.

Here is my authority ; a private letter from a

most active, respectable, and loyal Protestant

magistrate. Squire Corbyn of Corbyn Grove

—

an extensive proprietor, and very large middle-

man/*
“ I know whom you mean,** said Blanche ;

"and I hope this gentleman's information may be

altogether incorrect—part of it must be so. Some
of my generous if mistaken friends, feeling them-
selves beginning to be comfortable in their hold-

ings, only from their own industry, have, I fear,

been tempted to try to help their neighbours

also ( to right themselves/ as they call it/*

“ Right themselves by spoliation and murder.

Countess ! And their ingratitude ! They have

warned your Scotch agent to take his departure

before next rent -day, on penalty of cropped ears

for the first offence ; and Irish warnings are no
jokes."
“ You try to alarm me, now ; but I shall never

believe this until I ask the people themselves,

and hear them own it ?
'*

“ Ask them, my Lady, to confess their guilt ?

you cannot be serious.*'

"Never was more so. If they are capable,

from any degree of ignorance, of acting so

wickedly, with such entire disregard to their

own interests and to oonsequences, it will go

near to break my heart
;
yet how could I expect

that my neighbourhood should all at once be a

scene of virtue, prosperity, and peace, sur-

rounded as it is ? Excuse me now, Sir Jervis ;

will you take any refreshment ? I am eager to

peruse my head agent’s letters.'*

" I have posted to town, Countess, to volun-

teer my poor services in suppressing these dis-

graceful outrages, and endeavouring to settle

your Irish estates upon some scheme that will

give you tranquillity on that score. I will pro-

cure a party of military at Enniskillen.”

" Many thanks, Sir Jervis ; but I had hoped

so much from the basis on which I was endea-

vouring to settle them—what seemed to me the

only fair and just one. I must see my way more

clearly before I consent to trouble you or any

one with these matters ;
which will come right,

depend on it. The last season was a severe one ;

and, notwithstanding all I have been able to effect

in the way of alleviating the general distress,

it has been very great. This naturally generates

those discontents of which there are spirits of

evil ever ready to take advantage in poor Ire-

land. How much more strongly do I feel every

day the extreme difficulty of doing any good

there !**

" Let well alone. Countess ; that is my maxim.

The rents of the Donegal estates were trebled

during the long life of the late Countess, turbu-

lent as the tenantry always were. I believe the

Steel-boys and Hearts-of-Oak were first heard

of on your family estates/'

" I am sorry and yet proud to hear it. If I live

a few years 1 shall realize more advantage

from that property than my grandmother ever

actually did, racked and swollen out as her nomi-

nal rent-roll had become. But that at present

is my least concern. I shall go over immediately

and talk with them ; and when I have once

touched their kind and grateful hearts, I shall not

despair of enlightening their understandings.**

" Not to be thought of, madam—that hopeful

mission. Trust yourself among assassins and

incendiaries? Fancy the ungrateful wretches

offering to fire your Marine Cottage, and actually

turning up the turf of the lawn, and destroying

all the young trees and shrubs—those rhododen-

drons and arbutuses of which you were so proud,

from the size which they had attained in the

open air in that soft climate.**
" I will not believe that any one of my own

friends did so !*’ exclaimed Blanche, looking dis-

tressed. " It were sacrilege against human
nature to fancy this possible. Those shrubs and
flowers, the finest ornaments of my little home,

were planted by the hands of their own girls

and boys in their presence and mine;—they

were a covenant between us. I have the heart’s

frankpledge for their safety. It would half

break my heart to find it violated, but never lead

me to desist, in my attempts to benefit them,

and raise them to a better state of feeling.

Surely those whose worst crimes are so closely

allied to the warmest feelings of the human
heart afford a fair field to Christian effbrt ?
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I will not, Sir Jervis, send troops nor police to

my poor friends. If they are so misguided as

you represent, I will, nevertheless, throw my-
self upon their generosity. I will meet them
face to face, and hear their complaints, and
what cannot be all at once redressed, will, I am
confident, be cheerfully borne/*
u You will, my Lady !—your sex, your age ?**

“ Never mind my age ; I am old enough to

have held these estates in absolute possession

for nearly four years ; and if women may hold

large landed possessions, they must, in common
sense, be assumed capable of the duties con-

nected with such important trusts/*
“ You will at least accept my escort/*
“ I had much rather go among them with my

family, as I wont to do, with no protection save

their kind feelings for me. This root of bitter-

ness which has sprung up, I can trace it now.**

This was, indeed, as very a trifle as most of the

pretexts or proximate causes of Irish outrages

always are, however deeply the true reason may
lie and rankle. On the Dclamere property,

there stood, by a mountain lake, a ruined chapel,

which the Catholic population of the neighbouring

country sometimes visited in summer, on a kind

of pleasure-pilgrimage ; the aged animated by

devotion not of the most ascetic character—the

young for recreation and amusement. A pro*

miscuous, and rather merry if not riotous

group, had been taking their way to this spot

one day in the last summer, when a party of

Orangemen overarched a narrow part of the

mountain-road or pass with memorials to the

glorious and Immortal Memory, in the form of

Orange flags, lilies, &c., surrounding a grim

effigy of King William, which each pilgrim was

compelled to pass under ; thus by implication

doing homage, or being kept back from the shrine,

or place of devotion. Nor would this have caused

more than a skirmish, terminating in a few

broken heads, save that the Orange guards of

the pass boasted that their flowers and banners

had been the gift of the Lady of the Manor, the

young Ban Tierna, through her agents and ser-

vants. A desperate conflict had ensued under

those insulting trophies, which were trampled

under foot, and the pilgrims had forced their

way. But not soon did the wound inflicted, as

was imagined, by so unlooked-for a hand, cease

to rankle. It was whispered at many a fireside

that winter, that the Saxons were all alike, fair and

false ; and what had they or their children to look

for at her hands more than from those who went

before her. The sentiment was not yet general,

but it was spreading in the district ; and laying

a foundation for all manner of misrepresenta-

tion and bad feeling.

“ My own presence, and the language of truth,

spoken in faith and love, will at once dissipate

the shadow which has fallen upon us,** said

Blanche. " I will set out to-morrow, if need be.

Meanwhile, those jewels, cousin But, pray,

be sure that it is not to veil my poverty or dis-

grace from the world you make the purchase.

With your offer I am quite satisfied ; and they

will be a handsome bridal gift Un-may I whig,

per—Lady Sarah Devereux, whom I understand

I am to have the honour of calling kinswoman ?”

“ That affair is entirely off. Countess ; which,

indeed, was never properly on. It is not so

easy as you ladies fancy to move us cautions old

bachelors,** returned Sir Jervis, smartly. “ At

my age, new habits are ill to acquire, and some-

times sit with ill grace. I am more desirous to

see you, my fair cousin, properly established,

than occupied with any matrimonial projects of

my own/*
“ You are very kind, I am sure. Sir Jervis,**

replied Blanche, laughing.
“ I begin to fancy you were all along right about

that Devereux—a half superannuated dandy.

You might do better. What is he but a younger

son, though I own with fair prospects**—
“ Of his brother dying. Sir Jervis ?**

" Why, your younger son, madam, your

second

,

ay, your third son, might be a more im-

portant personage than the future Earl of Fan-

faronade. What is a barren title though a baron's

title ? You were quite right about Devereux/
“ I always fancied I was. I was certainly

right in knowing that I never loved, never

esteemed, and consequently never ought to have

married him/'
“ Oh, of course ; but the late proposal.—Ah,

your blushes eloquently speak. Countess ! as the

poet says. Weil, well—1 do not press the deli-

cate topic ; only I don’t care if all the world

know that 1 choose for my heir the third son of

a certain Marchioness that is to be. The elder,

of course, inherits his grandfather's, the Duke's,

title and fortune ; and, for the second, the

Delamere titles and estates ought to content any

reasonable ambition ; but the third, my boy,

Countess—Jervis Yates de Buble, if I may ven-

ture to christen him beforehand :**

—

Blanche was at a loss whether to frown or

smile. Sho instinctively did something between.

This absurdity was too pitiable and humiliating to

be heartily laughed at. She told herfriend that she

had lost the expected customer for her trinkets.

A hitch seemed to have taken place between

Sir Jervis and the Fanfaronade family after the

matrimonitil negotiation had been, by fashionable

report, all but concluded.
“ I think some member of the family must

have let him see rather openly that they despised

him ; and worthy Sir Jervis does not want pride

in any kind save the true kind. But my Irish

letters ?**

“ Gloomy enough. Insurrection, or what bor-

ders on it, all around ; and these sympathetic

people, strongly excited by kindred suffering,

seem ever to blaze up together
< Like fire to heather set.*

Your agent's letters are, indeed, quite despond-

ing."
“ I am going to Ireland—will you ? But I

don’t ask it. Some of your pupils, my maidens,

I will take with me ; as many as volunteer;

and Eleanor, poor child!—the excursion will

benefit us all. They say my pretty cottage is
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destroyed, but we could pitch a tent in the very
midst of them, as I did while it was building, and
find in every man a defender. Would not that
be a better way of conquering the insurgents,
think you, than going among them with soldiers
and constables ?’*

“ I will not counsel this, but I will follow
whithersoever thy strong faith leads thee. No
one believes that the outrages on your new and
modest dwelling, have been committed by pet*-

aons near the place : in short, all is doubt and
mystery, as is ever the case in everything Irish.
But read for yourself."
" My reading shall not alter my resolution.

I have but to provide for my young friends here
till the period of their apprenticeships or studies
shall be terminated, and for their fair start in life

;

after which, towards them, my duty closes—my
affection never will terminate. Some of these
girls are dear to me as younger sisters. Had
heaven decreed that I should remain a single
woman, by sending no Frederick Leighton into
the world, then 1 can conceive of no life so happy
or respectable as to continue in the superintend-
ence of my St Cyr. But I have, with infinite

satisfaction to myself, dropped a few good seeds
in favourable ground ; others may yet continue
the successive harvests, and reap abundantly

and now to fresh fields."

The Countess made her arrangements and
preparations with her wonted promptitude or
vehemence, where her heart was interested.
Her jewels were disposed of next day, and the
price placed at the disposal of her friend and
Dr Hayley, for the use of her pupils ; and now
she had only to give them a long-promised
farewell holiday, to be celebrated by a break-
fast at the villa, a boating party on the Thames,
and a collation on the grass ; to be followed by
a concert in the beautiful grounds which they
proposed to visit—a concert so far only as the
party themselves could supply musicians. It
consisted of one friend invited by each of the
pupils, with their masters, and some artists, and
dealers in works of art, interested in their
studies, and desirous of promoting the views
of their benevolent patroness. Beneath a sum-
mer’s sun, in fine weather, any boatful of young
English girls will look pretty and picturesque

;

and the barge, occupied by the Countess and
her companions, attracted universal attention
and admiration, as, after a happy day spent in
rambling in the woods and meadows, its wild-
flower laden nymphs sailed homeward ; while
glad choral strains, and bursts of young mirth
rose from its bosom. The Countess alone looked
sometimes, if not sad, yet abstracted. Her
thoughts were wandering pensively away, even
into the future of the young creatures now re-
joicing in their own glad feelings and in her
smile. Four of them were to accompany her
to Ireland for a few months. Two, who were
draughtswomen, for improvement in their profes-
sion; one because change and native air had been
recommended for her ; and the fourth—she was a
little plain-looking girl—Magdalene Leighton, .
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the half-cousin of Frederick ; but there was in

the thrilling pathetic tones of her rich deep
voice, a spiritual power, which, in those late

months, had often created a sudden flutter in

the heart of Blanche, or sent a rush of tears to

her eyes. While Magdalene, in the gloom of
twilight, sung those simple and affecting north-

country ballads, which Blanche had first listened

to in childhood, from his lips, it seemed as if

his spirit communed with her’s in music and
poetry. This was become another of her un-
nerving indulgences, and it had not eluded the
observation of her watchful Friend, who would
say, in gentle expostulation—

“ Thou art never merry when thou hear'st

sweet music. Get thee gone, Magdalene, with
thy woful ballads.’* And this was said once
more when Blanche was recalled from reverie

by the darkening hour, and the duty of saying
farewell.

The farewell was affecting, almost solemn,

which she took of her young sisters as she affec-

tionately named the girls she had befriended.
“ Her sweet and amiable sisters, whose society

had been so sustaining, so delightful to her;
whose future well-doing would be the cause of
such joy and pride !" And as she kissed each
weeping girl, she gave and exacted a solemn
pledge, that if ever, in any of those calamities

or trying turns of fortune which lie in every
woman’s path, any one should be condemned to
suffer what sympathy could soften, or be tempted
to submit to what was unworthy of her, she should

then frankly confide her trials and difficulties,

or her errors, to her sisters, and be assured,

that there was pity and love for her in all cir-

cumstances, and probable help in many.
“ Let us never forget the obligations of our

Sisterhood," was her parting injunction ;
u they

are only such as will beneficially exercise our
virtues and affections—render our orphanage
less desolate, and a single life, if such be our
choice, or our fate, less solitary, selfish, and
dull ; if they do not make it, as rightly un-

derstood they ought, useful, social, and cheer-

ful."

The Lady Blanche had merited solace and
reward by her manifold exertions to promote
the happiness of others on this day ; and they

awaited her to fulness on returning to London,
on the eve of her journey to her “ insurrection-

ary provinces.**
“ Letters from Frederick ! and he is coming

she cried, running breathlessly into her friend’s

apartment ;
“ in three months—perhaps less

—

by the packet after next 1—Before I can be back

from Ireland. But you shall have them—have
the journal, I mean—‘ Cato’s is not an ear for

a love tale.* He has been in Cuba, and St

Domingo, and the United States, since we heard

of him last. What journeying ! Many letters

must be either lost or delayed. He could not

return to us, he says, tempted as he was, with-

out again revisiting the plantations, to see how
the poor blacks went on as their own masters

and managers. They are doing admirably in-
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their joint-stock concern ; and it does rejoice me

!

Dr Leighton told them that he must leave them.

I had given them freedom, and would give them
work, and lend them money, or send stores,

if they chose to continue on the plantations;

otherwise the land must be sold, and,thepeople dis-

persed. 1 would not consent to work my estates

with slaves. Their continuing to work as free

labourers might, he thought, he a mutual obliga-

tion and advantage ; but they were free to act

for themselves. Many grand palavers were held.

Would we could have overheard them ! Some
were too rash in their grateful generosity, and
would insist ‘ on working for Missy, who make
'em free, for love/ Others were as selfish ; and a

few longed to return to realize some fondly

cherished vision of a reed-cabin, and plaintain

trees and groves, and little brothers and sisters

at play, on the fatal evening when the man-tigers

had sprung forth to tear them away
; but, finally,

they agreed to be, in the meanwhile, my tenants

at will, cultivating the plantations with my capi-

tal, hut under the superintendence of managers
and overseers chosen hy popular election from
their own numbers. Leighton was astonished,

when he returned, at what he found had been
the good sense and orderliness of their pro-

ceedings, and the judiciousness of their selec-

tion of leaders. But remember the motive.

Good-will and energy, and direct personal in-

terest, have accomplished far more than the

brutal lash ever could compel. The lazy have
been shamed and compelled to exert themselves

hy the good rule, that those who will not work
. I fancy there is still a touch of despo-

tism in the power of the overseers, hut then
they may be displaced at the end of every crop,

or oftener, upon an emergency. And in this

last year, the culture has been better and more
cheaply managed, and the crops larger, than in

any former season. They will be able to pay
me too much of rent. I can have no fair claim

to the large surplus they offer me, hut Fred,

advises that I should take it, were it but to tempt
my neighbours, even through their cupidity, to

follow my example, to try something more human
than their present practices. I do not despair

of having yet wealthy black tenants and of selling

land or granting leases to negroes. Their worst

present difficulties arise from the jealousy of the

planters, and the diabolical tribe of attorneys,

overseers, and drivers. This I fear will long

continue, and not allow the hopeful experiment
anything like fair play But I am out

of breath, and you out of patience/'

The Quakeress, who had gone early to bed, in

prospect of her Irish journey, sat up, mingling
adoration with thanksgiving, while grateful tears

filled her eyes.

“ I will not congratulate thee, dearest One

—

thy present rapturous feelings are happiness

enough ; but I will pray God to strengthen thee

more and more for future good works. They
bring their own blessing."

It was in light and refreshed if not gay spirits,

that Blanche set out with her household for

Ireland. They travelled leisurely ; for she had

tender consideration for its two aged members,

and there was to herself ever-springing enjoy-

ment in the pleasure which the young girls de.

rived from the new scenes and objects they saw;

nor is it easy to decide whether witnessing the ra-

pidunfoldingof an ingenuousand intelligent young

mind, placed in exciting and novel circumstances,

be not as delightful as watching the gradual deve.

lopement of the dawning faculties of childhood.

No situation can be more favourable for observing

temper and natural character ; and, with a

little placid indulgence for weakness, and some

amusement at affectation, the Lady Blanche

reaped both pleasure and improvement from

the strict observation of her juvenile companions,

on the journey :—from one, in particular, who,

after an absence of four years, was returning

with the Countess to all she had ever known of

home, her foster-mother's cabin in the sheltering

bay, where Blanche had reared her marine lodge.

She was the orphan of the schooolmaster and bis

wife—'t€ a genteel and decent young couple, though

not of these parts—who had been cut off together

in the fever." Their child was maintained by

a subscription of about two shillings a-week

from the farmers, until taken to London to be

taught to earn her bread. The Irish character

was beautifully revealed in the tears and petu.

lant bursts of passion, and vehemence of pro.

testation with which Marcella Boyle vindicated

the very worst of her countrymen from the bare

possibility of having touched or harmed, “ were

it hut the poorest rush in the bog eke (the

Countess) ever set her foot upon." The letten

met at Dublin did not bear out Marcella quite

so far ; but they oonveyed no tidings to damp

the courage of the Countess, though she wai

rather pleased when she succeeded in persuading

Dr Hayley to remain, about some antiquarian

piece of learned research, in Dublin for a few

weeks.

The morning of the tenth day brought

them within sight of that mountain range for

which, though on the other side of the island,

and she a geographer, Marcella had watched,

ever since they had come in sight of the Hill of

Howth. She now begged to ride outside ;
and

twenty times during the day, sheasked theCount-

ess, or rather assured her, “ That must surely be

Slieve Vanau now, madam."
Blanche was more familiar with the land-

marks ; and, as the day was drawing to a dose,

and the journey to an end, she felt uneasy aod

depressed. At the inns, in the few places they

passed through, the accounts of the state of th§

county were contradictory and doubtful ; and for

the few newspapers found at these hostelries,

Blanche needed only to look to their titles to

know the credence due to their varying reports

She saw they were reaching a critical turn of the

road, but she would not deprive Marcella of the

rapture of surprise. It was remarked by her

companions that Marcella, who had long laboured

hard and successfully to exterminate her brogue,

now exclaimed—
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“ The say ! the say ! the lodge I the bawn

!

the boys ! och, Mi Lady !"

And she sobbed and wept, and hugged little

Eleanor, who sat next her. The Lodge stood

there, sure enough, its chimneys, “ those wind-

pipes of good hospitality"—sending their light

turf-smoke to heaven. If the sward of the lawn

had ever been damaged, it was smooth, and trim,

and green as an emerald, now ; and the boys—
their joyous hurrahs sunk into respectful Bilence

as the carriages approached, and twenty young
fellows bounded forward to hold wider the open

gate—a silence which enabled the Quakeress to

overhear the whispered

—

“ It's My Lady Countess herself, it is."

“ No, faith it ; it's little Margy Boyle. I

knowed the black rogue eyes of her, big as she

grew. And if my Lady has made a first-rate

gentlewoman of her, poor coleen !—bringing her

home in her own coach, and munchipate the nig-

gers, is she going to be a tyrant, like the ould

one, to the poor decent creatures born and bred

on her lands? Never a bone of myself will be-

lieve it, Terry."
“ Hurrah, then," shouted the other ;

“ she is

past now, long life and glory to her and a good
husband !—and so 1 may let go my manners—

•

hurrah, boys!" and the cheering became general

and loud.

“ Faix, if she does not get the ten thousand

welcomes, Slieve Vanau, there, is a big* liar, for

he is repating them too."

All the mountain echoes were indeed repeat-

ing the welcome, as Blanche, unable to conceal

her glad weeping, was respectfully handed into

the house by her Scotch agent, and left alone

with him.
“ It seems to me to have been all oalumny

and nonsense about our poor friends, Mr Ward-
law."

n Much of it, no doubt, madam, but not all."

“ I have met with a reception which shames
my suspicions. How have you so speedily been

able to restore a good and right understand-

ing
“ I had the powerful influence of an old

friend, madam, in whom they have confidence."

There was a peculiar smile, or ratherthe faintest

ghost of a smile of suppressed humour fluttering

about the left corner of the mouth of the Scotch-

man, had Blanche been able to perceive it.

u That Squire Corbyn, I suppose ?" inquired

the lady, in not the most grateful tone.

“ Not he, madam—a friend of your Ladyship's,

who, on a former occasion, gained the confidence

of the tenantry by doing them justice. But I

promised to let Dr Leighton know as soon as

you arrived. He has ridden up to the priest's

on business. Ah, here he is !"

Blanche did not shriek nor faint, but she

catched at the back of the sofa by which she

stood, as the Agent withdrew and gently shut

the door, whispering to the Quakeress still in the

vestibule.

“ The packet in which Dr Leighton came
had rough weather in the Channel. He got off in

a pilot-boat, and, learning our bad state, came
to us at once. He has been here for three days."

“ There is to be no bridesmaid save Eleanor,

after all," said Marcella Boyle to her London
companions ;

“ so we need not be jealous about
it now. We will all be at the wedding, though,

and all the young girls and boys on the estates

or in the county, if they choose. It is to be cele-

brated in Stoke Delamere Church ; and then they

return to dear Ireland again—return to winter

here
;
yes winter—brave the storms of the At-

lantic, I heard a grand lady call it ; as if our sea-

breeze was not as good as London fog any day."
• But wont the mourning for Sir Jervis Yates,

who has left the Countess such a fortune, delay
the wedding, Marcella ?"

“ Not a bit of it ,* sure, does she not rather need
a husband the more to comfort her. And she
wont touch a penny of the fortune. She con-

siders herself his trustee in behalf of neglected

relations and the people of the factory, who
made it all—the factory of Bonny Dale on her
own English estate."

“ Of Beau Ideal you mean, Marcella."
“ I'm sure the other name is as pretty," said

Marcella, pettishly.
u As pretty, but not right** returned Mag-

dalen, mildly.
u There is no harm in pretty things, I sup-

pose, Miss Magdalen."
“ Oh, no ; and Beau Ideal or Bonny Dale must

be both, before the Countess is satisfied."

And heie, for the present, closes, as of right,

with a marriage, our history of Blanche, Countess
of Delamere. The privilege of relating the suc-

cess of her benevolent experiments in Bonny
Dale Factory, and in her mountain colonies in

Donegal and Sligo, we however retain until some
farther opportunity.

LITERARY REGISTER.

Dr Lang*s Letters on New Zealand.
Dr Lang, whose works on the colony of New South

Wales have gained him considerable reputation, and

who has had excellent opportunities of obtaining accurate

information about what is likely to become the most

important of our southern colonies, has addressed four

letters to the Earl of Durham upon the present con-

dition of New Zealand, and the best means of colonizing

it, with due attention to the interests of Great Britain,

and to the righta and interests of the natives. The warning

is just in time. The mania, or earth-hunger, recently

excited by the Swan River Settlement and South Aus-

tralia, has broken forth in tenfold violence in the newer

South-Land Scheme. Nor is this surprising, when the

great natural superiority of this fine region it considered.

Though addressing his Letters to Lord Durham, Dr
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Lang it decidedly inimical to certain operations of the

Great New-Zealand Land-Company, of which his Lordship

is the Governor. He recommends that the Governra nnt

should assume the lead in colonizing New Zealand,

by exercising the Queen's right of pre-emption, and he

has no more faith in the pious missionaries than in the

land sharks; and, indeed, little apparent reason for

trusting either. Dr Lang recognises the right of the

natives to all the lands in the New Zealand islands, and

the principle of no settlers goiug there without their con-

sent, and without having fairly purchased whatever lands

they obtain, which can only be under the sanction

of Government. He allows no purchase to be valid,

whether past, present, or future, which is not sanctioned

either by the Home Government or by Commissioners

acting for it, and, at the same time, as the protectors of

the Aborigines. All past or future purchases otherwise

made, he would treat as a violation of her Majesty’s

right of pre-emption ; and by consequence would, we

suppose, despoil Mr Fairbairu and the other Christian

missionaries, together with “ Mr Polack, the Jew,’
1

among others, of their princely and cheaply acquired terri-

tories. Dr Lang is by no means mealy-mouthed about

those sacred personages. A zealous Presbyterian clergy-

man himself, he seems to have been most unfortunate in

his experiences of South-Sea Church and Methodist mis-

sionaries. These devout persons seem to have carried

matters with a high hand in despoiling the heathen of

New Zealand ; though we hope Dr Lang is sum of his

ground ere he ventures to allege that,

The missionaries of the Church Missionary Society in

New Zealand, utterly incredible as it may appear in

England, have actually been the principals in the grand

conspiracy of the European inhabitants of the island to

rob and plunder the natives of their land 1

I was credibly informed on the island that there is

scarcely one of them who has not managed in this way to

secure for himself or his children In perpetuity a large

extent of valuable territory.

Mr Shepherd, for example, a lay missionary from New
South Wales, and the son of a respectable emancipist, re-

siding at Kissing Point, on the Parramatta River in that

colony, bought a large tract of eligible land from the

natives, having a frontage of from four to five miles on

one of the navigable rivers in the Bay of Islands—-/or two

cheek shirts and an iron pot, or go-ashorey as it is called

by the uatives ! I was credibly informed, moreover, iu

New Zealand, that Captain Blenkinsop, the master of a

South Sea whaler, who was afterwards unfortunately

drowned by the upsetting of a whale-boat in Encounter

Bay, in the province ofSouth Australia, along with SirJohn

Jeffcott, the first judge of that colony, had, in entire igno-

rance of Mr Shepherd’s previous purchase, purchased the

very same tract from some other person, who, it seems,

pretended to be its proprietor. Dnring his absence on the

south coast of New Holland, Captain Blenkinsop’s agent

at the Bay of Islands, erected a house on the land, agree-

ably to the instructions of his principal, who intended to

settle in New Zealand on his return ; but no sooner was

the house finished, than Mr Shepherd gave Captain B.’s

agent notice to quit, and produced his own deeds. On
the agent’s remonstrating with Mr Shepherd for allowing

him, in such circumstances, to go on with the building of

the house, Mr S. cooly replied, that the erection of the

house rendered the land the more valuable to himself. I re-

frain from making any remarks on this transaction ; but

Mr Shephard, your Lordship will observe, is a native of

Botany Bay, who has exported, in his own person, a por-

tion of the surplus Christianity, forsooth, of his native

land, for the moral advancement of the Aborigines ofNew
Zealand. I have reason to believe also that Mr Shepherd

has another estate, procured in a similar way, towards

the North Cape> where he is at present stationed as a

missionary.

Mr Fairbairn, who was merely a journeyman coaeb-

maker, and by no means of apostolic character either, in

the village of Parramatta, in New South Wales, when he

was engaged as a lay-missionary for New Zealand by the

late Rev. Samuel Marsden, has purchased, forsooth, from

the natives, a tract of land, to the northward of the River

Thames, having a frontage offrom thirtyfive to forty

miles on the east coast of the island towards the Pacific

Ocean. I could not learn how far back from the sea Mr
Fairbairn goes, or what the valuable consideration had

been for this princely estate.

The Rev. Mr Williams, formerly a lieutenant in the

Royal Navy, but now the ordained head of the New Zea-

land Mission, has a large tract of land, in conjunction

with Mr Fairbairn, adjoining the society’s settlement at

Paihia, in the Bay of Islands, and stretching along the

left bank of the Kauakaua River.

Messrs Clark and Davis, who were originally sent <rat

as missionary agriculturists on the civilizing system, have

selected their domains on a somewhat similar scale with

those of the Shepherd and Fairbairn estates, towards the

Hokianga River, on the west coast ; while those of Messrs

Kemp and King are situated towards the North Cape. . .

In short, the largest seignories in New Zealand, are the

property of the Church Missionaries and their sons; and

the poor ignorant and deluded natives have thus, my Lord,

been “ scattered and peeled” by the very men who ought

to have been their natural protectors, and to have remon-

strated and protested to the British Government again and

again, against any attempt, on the part of the British sub-

jects, to obtain possession ofany part of their land, without

the express consent and authority of the British Govern-

ment.

Now, Dr Lang would have Government interfere to

set aside these sweeping transactions, and others of a like

character, effected by the great Company of which Lord

Durham is the nominal head, and the colony founded

upon those principles of international justice and equity,

which he lays down. Government has announced an in-

tention of interfering, hut when P The titles of the Com-

pany Dr Lang considers no better than those of the mis-

sionaries. They have purchased from those who, haring

no rights themselves, could have none to convey tootheri

The Company have acquired titles to certain large tracts

of land in various parts of the island ; the same land har-

ing been previously held by private individuals, on dee*

of sale from the natives, but since disposed of by these

individuals to the Company : and the Company propose

to resell this land to intending emigrants or capitalists at

the rate of one pound per acre, and to allow the purchasers

three-fourths of their purchase-money in the conveyance

of industrious emigrants of the humbler classes of society

to New Zealand ; the remainder of the purchase-money

being appropriated for the payment of the cost price of the

land, and the maintenance of the general establishment of

the Company.
In regard, therefore, to the tenure on which the Com-

pany hold their land, they stand precisely in the same

situation as any European adventurer—such as Mr Faii-

bairn, the Christian, or Mr Polack, the Jew—who buy

land from the natives for the merest trifle, and perhaps

cheat them in the payment. The Company do not eves

know whether the lands they have bought have

honestly come by—whether the1 natives have been fairly

dealt with in the purchase of them or not. They do not

even profess to guarantee the titles they promise to give to

the purchasers of their land. These titles will doubtlem

be as good as the Company’s own title ; but the less, I

apprehend, that is said about the validity of the Com-

pany’s title the better. Now, I conceive, my Lord, it »•

impossible that the public can have the requisite degree

of confidence in an undertaking which rests on so uncer-

tain a foundation ; nay, it is anything but desirable tbit

they should.”

But so much confidence has the public in the Company,

that there is, it is said, in some London papers

—

we know

not with what truth*—quite a mania preyaiUnf in
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metropolis for giving it a pound per acre for those lands

of which miles were obtained for a pot or a shirt ; and

the purchasers will certainly hare some reason to com-

plain of Government winking at transactions passing

under its very nose, unless it has the intention of wink-

ing on, letting every rogue scramble for himself, and the

dopes take their chance. The adventurers from Van Die-

men’s Land, who discovered and purchased
,
for a trifle,

large tracts in the neighbourhood of Port Philip, were

not, it is true* permitted to retain their territory. Govern-

ment insisting upon the claim of pre-emption ; but the

New Zealand Company consists of noblemen, Members of

Parliament, and other powerful and well-patronised

persons, both Whig and Tory; so the case of the New
Zealand estates is not so identical with those near Port

Philip as Dr Lang may imagine. But allowing that the

Company possess, and can therefore give good titles to

the lands, Dr Lang deems it folly to purchase from them

at the high price they have affixed to land ; and, for these

reasons,

“ Instead ofpurchasing that land at a pound per acre, the
capitalist or intending emigrant can go to New Zealand
himself and purchase a tract from the natives, quite as
good as the Company’s, and perhapB adjoining their bound-
ary line, at probably not more than five farthings per
acre, payable in British goods, moreover, on which the
capitalist will realize a profit of at least fifty per cent.

But if the Company should inform the capitalist, or in-

tending emigrant, that three-fourths of the purchase-money
of the land they dispose of are paid back to the purchaser

in the conveyance of valuable labour to the Colony, the

capitalist can reply, that for one-fourth of that amount he
can import the same quantity of labour from the colonies

of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land : in short,

1 conceive there can be no possible inducement at present

for any capitalist or intending emigrant to purchase the

Company’s land.

But whether the Company should succeed in disposing

of a large portion of their land or not, the mere existence

of such a Company will produce an immediate and power-
ful effect in New Zealand and the Australian colonies,

whenever the fact comes to be generally known, and will

exert a reflex and superlatively evil influence on the un-
fortunate New Zealanders. The fact, which the existence

and operations of the Company will sufficiently proclaim,

of its being practicable to purchase land in that island,

perhaps even at a penny an acre to-day, and to sell it at

a pound to-morrow, will immediately excite the cupidity

of a whole host of speculators and adventurers in these

regions ; and the scramble for land in New Zealand, which
is at present active and unprincipled enough, will conse-

quently be increased tenfold, and be generally character-

ised by a total disregard of all moral principle, and of the

rights of humanity. So far from discountenancing such

procedure, the formation and acts of the Company will

only give it character and respectability ; as the titles to

all the land which the Company have purchased in the

island are merely the titles of individuals who, in all pro-

bability, have been despoiling the natives in precisely the

same manner. The march of injustice and oppression, of

demoralization and extinction, on the part of the Euro-

pean towards the unfortunate natives, will thus be pro-

digiously accelerated, and the consummation which has

been already realized in Van Diemen’s Land, will perhaps,

ere long, be realized alto in New Zealand—I mean the

complete extermination of the Aboriginal race. We are

accustomed to talk, my Lord, with virtuous indignation

and abhorrence, of the brutal atrocities of Cortez and

Pizarro, and of the gaol-gang of Spanish ruffians that

followed these bandit chiefs in Mexico and Peru ; but we
forget that even in the nineteenth century we have our-

selves, as a civilized and colonizing nation, been acting

over again the same bloody tragedy on a different field.

Why, my Lord, it has only taken the same period of time

••about thirty short years—to exterminate the Aborigines

of Van Diemen’s Land, under the mild sway of Britain,

xo. LXIX.—VOL, VI.

that it took to exterminate the Aborigines of Hispaniola,

under the iron rod of Ferdinand and Isabella. • • •

Lord Glenelg strongly recommended, some time ago,

that an asylum should be given them at Port Phillip on
the south coast of New Holland, the expense of their

maintenance to be paid by Van Diemen’s Land. But even

this miserable boon, my Lord, has been refused them—
on the ground of their not being sufficiently civilized and
Christianized yet—by a cold-blooded committee of the

Legislative Council of New South Wales, with a Protestant

Bishop for their chairman 1 Nay, as the law in that colony

has recently been taking cognizance of certain murderous

outrages lately committed on the defenceless Aborigines

of New South Wales, by the convict-stockmen of the

country, aided and abetted by their wealthy colonial

masters, individuals wearing the garb of gentleman and,

utterly disgracing the British name, have recently been

giving out in the colony, that they will henceforth take

a quieter mode of getting rid of the black natives, whose
grievous wrongs, my Lord, do sometimes, I confess, ren-

der them troublesome at the distant cattle* stations—viz.,

by giving them wheaten bread, of which they aro exceed-

ingly fond, steeped in a solution of arsenic !
*
Now, my Lord, the very individuals who have been

perpetrating these atrocities upon the Aborigines of New
South Wales and Vau Diemen’s Land for the last twenty

years, are now swarming in New Zealand ; and the for-

mation of the New Zealand Land Company, conjoined

with the sanction which the British Government is at pre-

sent indirectly giving to all sorts of aggression upon the

unfortunate natives of that island, will only increase

their number, and their nefarious operations, tenfold. It

is vain to talk either of the Company or of the Mission-

aries being able, from their influence of any kind, to pre-

vent such proceedings. The private adventurers will point

to the Company’s and the Missionaries’ estates in New
Zealand ; and when they ask, Why they should not have

as good a right to plunder the natives as others $ I con-

fess, my Lord, I am utterly unable to divine what answer

either the Company or the Missionaries can give them.

Finally, Dr Lang exhorts Lord Durham and the Com-

pany to surrender their present native or other titles, plac-

ing them at the discretion of her Majesty’s Government,

upon a certain understanding—which proceeding would

greatly strengthen the hands of the Government, at the

outset of the colony, in carrying out the principle of pre-

emption. The Company need have no great objection to

this nominal surrender, which, strong as they are, would,

we think, rather benefit than injure their interests ; but it

is not so clear how the Messieurs Polack and Fairbaira,

and Marsden, who have neither Parliamentary nor family

interest, would relish the idea of subjecting their titles to

strict revision. No colony that Great Britain has estab-

lished, if we except America, promises to become so im-

portant in the history of mankind as this of New Zea-

land. How desirable, then, is it, (hat it should he begun

without blunders, and proceed without backcasts ; and,

above all, he exempt from the attendant cruelty and in-

justice which have marked the settlement of nearly all

onr colonies. But for certain apprehensions, though not

exactly of being roasted and eaten, this beautiful, fertile,

and healthful region is by far the most tempting country

to a British emigrant that is now open, or that can be

opened to his enterprise. A false step here would he a

positive national calamity $ and there is little time for

delay.

Memoirs of Celebrated Medical Men,
S$c., S$c.

2 volumes. Pp. 760. With Portraits.

The author of this Medical Sketch-Book has gleaned his

facts, as he states, in no fewer than/our hundredvolumes.

It accordingly contains a vast mass and variety of miscel-

laneous if somewhat crude and ill-sifted information,

and forms, at least, an index to the profession. There is
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& full and amusing (chapter upon Eccentric Medical

Men, closing with Aberoethy. This chapter might very

well be divided ; and one half more appropriately en-

titled “the affected eccentricity and quack. manners

assumed by certain medical men.** A rather interesting

chapter is entitled The Early Struggles trf Eminent

Medical Men, Dr fiaillie, •* with all his advantages,’*

(of relationship to the Hunters*, we suppose,) was forty

years of age before be was completely established. Dr

Munro and Dr Parry were among the stragglers ; and,

whatever Dr William Hunter may affirm, great medical

success, at the beginning of life, appears, in many in*

stances, to be the result of the merest caprice or accident.

This holds good, especially in fashionable practice. There is

an amusing chapter on quackery ; and, altogether, the

work is a useful and creditable piece of book-making.

The sketches of Eminent Living Physicians give a

more favourable view of Sir Henry Halford's kindness

of heart than recent circumstances have inclined the pub-

lic to take. •

The name of Sir James Clark is at present up ,* and

he forms the subject of a few gossiping pages of these

memoirs. He is the son of a farmer in Banffshire, and

studied in Edinburgh. After graduating, Dr Clark,

in 1817, obtained the appointment of travelling physician

to a nobleman, and settled at Rome, where he became,

among the English, a famous “ lung-doctor,*’ or curer

of the English complaint, consumption. This memoir

states, that it was in consequence of - his unparalleled

success in curing consumption,” (which we had fancied

incurable,) u and other affections of the lungs, that the

English nobility and gentry signed a requisition request-

ing bim to leave Rome, and settle in l.ondon.” This,

to Dr Clark, towards gaining a fashionable practice, was

a diploma worth all the medical degrees of all the Uni-

versities or Medical Faculties in Europe. As a “lung-

doctor,” Dr Clark at once took root, and flourished in

London, and became physician to the Duchess of Kent.

When the Princess Victoria ascended the throne, he was

ordered by her Majesty, at whose suggestion is not said,

to make out a list of the physicians and surgeons of the

Court for her inspection, which he did, placing himself

first on the list. Sir Henry Halford, as physician to

the late King, President of the College of Physicians,

and private physician to Lord Melbourne, fancied himself

entitled to take precedence of the Duchess of Kent's

physician. But not so thought Dr Clark. Poor Lord

Melbourne, who, between the dames and the doctors, has

not of late led altogether the “ easy life” which he is

said to lore, was appealed to in this delicate dilemma;

hut Dr Clark would take no second place. It was

aut Crntat ant nihil. If not at the very head, then he

would figure at the very bottom of the list ! He would

take no middle or intermediate station. In the toss op,

it should be heads or tails ; and, when he and Lord

Melbourne both appealed to the young Queen, 8ir James,

if he was then Sir James, carried bis grand point
; and

the Halfords, Chamberses, and Brights, Jcc., &c^ accord-

ingly form hU sequence. Such was his ambition, and

her Majesty’s will. The Queen ezpi eased her reso-

lute determination to have her wishes complied with.

She observed—“ As I am now Queen, I expect that my
views and private feelings should be consulted. Sir

James Clark has always been my physician, and shall

remain so in spite of every opposition, from whatever

quarter it may originate.** So Lord Melbourne ** bowed
submission to the royalmandate,” and the triumphant

Sir James was gazetted first physician to Victoria I.

The disgraceful and never-to-be-forgotten affair of Lady

Flora Hastings is noticed in the book, and Sir James

Clark exonerated from all blame—but at what a price l

“ Had it not been his anxious wish to avoid doing any.

thing to compromise the Queen, he would long since bare

vindicated himself from the aspersions levelled against

his character.” Who has aspersed his character ? or, if

it has been aspersed, is his professional reputation and

personal honour of less consideration than his appoint-

ment of first Court Physician ? Sir James, it was lately re-

ported, “ had been permitted by her Majesty to travel on

the Continent but this writer M is able to aaaert that

there is no truth in the statement” At all events, Sir

James has wisely declined to use such gracious permission

—if the leave of exile was really ever tendered. Hip

tandon practice is chiefly in affections of the lungs;

and his late unfortunate courtly practice is not likely,

we fear, to extend the reputation of the Queen’s first

physician in female complaints—an important class of

ailments to a fashionable practitioner. This gentleman

may, after all, be the victim of the bad feelings of others;

but a blameless self-respecting individual can never be

found consenting to his own victimizing, on points

which. involve personal honour and profceoional charac-

ter. That “no blame can justly be imputed to Sir

James Clark for the part he took” in those disgraceful

and painful transactions is obviously absurd. The most

courtly of court physicians must have higher duties to

consult than fulfilling the pleasure of his royal patroo;

but charity may go so far as to believe that, in a man

of feeling, remorse must have been sufficient punish-

ment for rash error ; and that he must have paid the

full penalty of his desire for the rank of first physician.

Rather flattering notices ire given of the most noted of

the living London practitioners—indeed, our author is a

little addicted to gentle buttering; or, at any rate^ to

taking the most favourable view of men and things.

He is not an infallible authority on any one point.

His advice about medical Emigration, in particular,

would require to be very maturely considered. When

people write books, they should bear in mind that there

may be other people simple enough to act upon their

counsels.

It is worthy of notice how great a majority ef the

present medical ceiebritiee of London are graduates of

Edinburgh, if not natives of Scotland. There is now cos-

siderable “ division of labour” introduced into the pro-

fession. Sir James Clarke is “ a lung doctor”—Dr

James Johnson, a stomach and liver doctor—Dr Hops

is the “ heart doctor”—while Dr Davies combines heart

and longs—and Dr Henry Davies is eminent in another

very delicate department Among the eminent medial

men enumerated is Dr Philip, whose original name was

Wilson ; which we are gravely told he was compelled to

change “ on his becoming the chief of bis clan in Scst-

land !** This is a sort of necessity for which we wen

not prepared; Whereabouts the Clan Philip may be

located, we cannot pretend to say ; but the Chief, upsa

compulsion, was bora at Sheethall, near Glasgow. We
have no doubt whatever, that this is an idle and annoy-

ing anecdote, which our author has found in some pasiph-

let, or been crammed with by some knavish joker, sad

such things throw discredit on his book.

The Surgeons, as in etiquette bound, come up after thi

Physicians ; and we may he pardoned if nationality kale
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u Random Recollection!** of the author of “ Phytic and

the Physicians ;** who, by the way, probably knows rery

little of phytic, though he insinuates an examination

before 8ir Astley Cooper.

u Mr Robert Liston, of the North London Hospital, is

one of oar great surgical lions. No country practitioner

visits the metropolis without being able to say, when he

returns to his own quiet town, or retired village, “ 1 have

seen Liston operate.** Not to have done so, would be

considered as exhibiting as lamentable a want of curiosity

as was manifested by the countryman who left London
without seeing the Queen. « Bob Liston,** as he is

termed in familiar phraseology by his friends in Edin-

burgh, is the son of a Presbyterian clergyman of great

respectability. He is a cousin of Mr Liston the cele-

brated comedian, [never beard it before,] and is also re-

lated to Sir Robert Liston, an officer who has much dis-

tinguished himself in the service of his country.** There

is so much that must be quite new to Scotch readers in

this and the subsequent particulars about Listou, that we
fear it may be as well to let it alone, lest the quick-

handed operator be tempted to run our author through

with bis scalpel. Mr Liston, we are told, can carve a

goose without the aid of a fork, and is remarkable for a

feline attachment, exceeding that of old maids. “ Who
has not seen Liston's favourite cat, Tom ? This animal

is considered to be an unique specimen of the feline tribe;

and so one would think, to see the passionate fondness

which he manifests for it. This cat is always perched

on Liston*s shoulder at breakfast, dinner, and tea—in

his carriage and out of his carriage. It is quite ludicrous

to witness the devotion which the great operator exhibits

towards his favourite.** Such is a specimen of the smaller

Information to be gleaned in these volumes, in which the

credulity of the writer has often betrayed his judgment.

The unsound nature of the medical profession, as it

now exists, is shewn in nothing so strongly as the paltry

arts which many respectable practitioners have employed

to bring themselves into notice.

Dr Bowring’s Minor Morals. Part III.

The First Part of this series we noticed some years

since, at considerable length, and in connexion with one

of Mrs Howitt*s delightful books for young people. That

plan was then described which is here more fully deyel-

oped.

In the years which have elapsed, it may be presumed

that Dr Bewring's original readers or pupils have be-

come more matured in understanding, aud that they

are deemed fit for the higher forms ; the present work is

accordingly adapted to, ws may say, persons of any age.

It Is Oriental History, description, fiction, and pictures of

manners, blended in the form of dialogue, in an instruc-

tive and entertaining whole ; and is the result of actual

observation in the scenes and among the people described.

It was optional to Dr Bowring either to publish the re-

mits of his travels in those Eastern countries—where the

nature of hie mission gave him admirable opportunities

hr does observation—as a formal book of Travels,

•r as the Sketches of geography, scenery, and manners

presented in these Conversations ;
and happily, for the

juvenile world, he has preferred the unambitious walk,

and condescended to the honourable if under-rated office

of the schoolmaster. Dr Bowring entitles his work

Minor Morals,
but this portion of the series—and indeed

the character is common to all tbs volumes—inculcates

the highest of all morals—Charity ; the divine charity

which Jeeus Christ taught to his disciples, and enjoined

on all his followers. Several fine Oriental fictions, quite

new to the English reader, lend their attraction to the

little volume ; and, to crown the whole, George Cruick-

sbank has supplied illustrations, at once truthful and full

of his penetrative spirit. This is almost too much. The

little people will be spoiled by so many good things

being heaped upon them at once. We have been looking

out for a specimen of the work, and our choice is made,

certainly not upon the best, but the most convenient

principle | for all the world, the old as well at the young,

are at present talking of Mahomet Ali, and will be inter-

ested in hearing what his friend Dr Bowring haa to tell of

him to the fireside cirde.

I should tell you that Mahomet Ali was forty.six

years old before he learned either to read or write. This
he told me himself. I have heard that he was taught

by his favourite uife. But he is fond of reading now ; and
one day, when 1 entered his divan unannounced, I found

him quite alone, with his spectacles on, reading a Turk-
ish volume, which he was much enjoying, while a consider-

able pile of books were by his side.

“ It is a pleasant relief,** said he, “ from public busi-

ness : 1 was reading some amusing Turkish stories,**

(probably the Arabian Nights,) “ and now let us talk.

What have you to tell me ?**

There is a great deal of sagacity in Mahomet Ali*s con-

versation, particularly when he knows or discovers, as he

usually does, the sort of information which his visiter is

most able to give. I do not deny that I

feel a great interest in Mahomet Ali, and the more so,

because I have had the advantage of seeing him with his

children and grandchildren around him ; and of talking

with him about domestic matters. In the East, it is

a very difficult matter to learn much about the private

concerns of any Turk, and still less of those of men of

high station. Mahomet Ali*s great pride is Ibrahim

Pacha t a victorious leader is always an object of admi-

ration among Mussulmans, and Ibrahim Pacha's career

has been one of brilliant military success. His father is

fond of talking of his first-born son and intended suc-

cessor.

“ I did not know him,** he said, “ I had not an un-

bounded confidence in him for many, many years $ no,

not till his beard was almost as long as my own, and
even changing its colour ; but now I can thoroughly

trust hi in.’*

On the part of Ibrahim Pacha, though of rank above

his father (for the Pacha of the Holy Cities is the

first Pacha of the Ottoman Empire,) there is always

the utmost deference to Mahomet Ali*s will. In the

most difficult circumstances of his life, he has always re-

ferred to his renowned sire for advice ; and whenever he

has been pressed by the representatives of the great powers

of Europe, he has invariably answered, that be should

abide by the instructions he received from his father.

Dr Bowriog (in his assumed character of Mr How*
ard) admires his friend, the potentate of Egypt, much

more than we, Mahomet AJi*s distant hyperborean ac-

quaintances, are able to do ; but the following domestic

picture is certainly gentle and sweet

** 1 have been very happy in my children,” he said to

me one day ;
“ there is not one of them who does not

treat me with the utmost deference and respect ; exe-

cept,** he added, laughing outright, “ that little fel-

low, the last and the least of all, Mahomet All.** He
was then a boy of five or six years old, called by his

father's name the son of his old age—his Benjamin

—

his best-beloved. u I see how it is,** I said 5 “ Yeur
Highness spoils the boy. Yon encourage the little rogue.**

Mahomet Ali laughed again ; it was an acknowledgment

of a little paternal weakness. Not long after I was in

the palace of Shoubra; it was on a Friday, the Mussul-

man Sabbath, when tbe Pacha is in the habit of receiv-

ing all bis family. I found him in the centre of hie

divan. He was surrounded by all his sons and grand*
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sons, who were then raiding at Cairo. He had been
listening to the accounts of their studies—of their amuse-
ments and their employments. Abbas Pacha, the eldest

•on of Toussoun Pacha, sat next his grandfather, and
the rat of the family were seated on chain according to

their rank and ages. After some conversation Mahomet
All told his descendants they might now withdraw. One
after another they rose, knelt before him, kissed the hem
of his garment, and retired. Little Mahomet All came
last. He was dressed in military costume, with a small-

eased scimitar dangling at his side. He adranced towards

his father—looked in his face ; he saw the accustomed,

the involuntary smile ; and, when he was about a yard
from the Pacha, instead of bending or saluting him, he
turned on his heels, and laughingly scampered away like

a young colt.

“ I see how it is,** said I to Mahomet All.

The old man shook his head, looked grave for a
moment—another smile passed over his countenance.
“ Peki, Peki !

n
said he, in a low tone.

Well, well 1 but 1 certainly did not like his Highness
the worse for what 1 had just witnessed.

There is a very interesting account of the Prince of the

Druses, and of that singular tribe, and the valleys of

Lebanon which they inhabit. The present chief, the

Emir Beshir, holds patriarchal sway over about 7,000

families, who do him homage and pay him tribute or

taxes, while he in turn, in consequence of recent con-

quest, acknowledges the Pacha of Egypt as his feudal

snperior. Dr Bowring assures us that no man living

represents the character and supports the dignity of the

feudal princes of the middle ages so truly as the Emir
Beshir; so we select this picture, which combines Ori-

ental life with feudal state.

His castle, at about half-an-hour's distance from Deir
el Kamar, is situated on the top of one of the Lebanon
mountains, overlooking a large extent of country of

consummate beauty, watered by abundant streams, and
producing the richest harvests. It can only be reached

by precipitous paths, which seem like huge natural

staircases of stone, up and down, broken into the greatest

irregularities by perpetual convulsions. One of the fine

streams which feed the groves, and plains, and gardens

of the Prince, I tracked by the sides of the mountains

for many hours, through an artificial channel—a won-
derful work of masonry—which conveys it in safety

along the slanting bosom of the hills, over deep valleys,

and through calcareous rocks, in the midst of which it

is sometimes apparently lost Proceeding through the

town, you descend into a deep and broken dell, whence

you mount again towards the palace of the Emir, which
you enter by a large gate, in which are crowds of attend-

ants; for the table of the princely occupier provides

every day for fourteen hundred servitors. The horses

of travellers and visitors of all sorts, are seen scattered

about the outer courts, in which are many superb Arab
steeds, tied by the leg, according to Oriental custom, and
having a small cirele of their own to which they are

confined by the rope. The court was echoing with the

response of one magnificent charger to another when we
entered. Several servants soon appeared, who conveyed

us to apartments ever ready for the traveller ; and in-

quiry was made, whether we preferred living in the

Oriental or the European style. Curious to see what
notions from the Far West had reached an Eastern prince,

we chose to be served a la Franca,
and tables and chairs

were brought in, table-cloth and napkins, knives, forks,

spoons, wine, tumblers, glasses ; and but for the cos-

tumes of the attendants, and the deep and fresh impres-

sion of the u pomps and circumstances** around us, we
could hsve fancied ourselves transported to the neigh-

bourhood of our own houses, and receiving the hospitali-

ties of old friends and kindred. Our first visit wss to the

Emin Emir, the son of the Prince, who received ns in

the Oriental way, in his own divan. He did not wear a
turban, but a flowered silk handkerchief, upon his head,

and from his bell there hung a watch-chain, glittering

with diamonds. Pipes, coffee, and sherbet wen served,

as usual, and the conversation turned upon many thin{i

and manymen ; his travels—for the vicissitudes of fortune

had once banished his father and himself to Egypt;

their eccentric moon-struck neighbour, Lady S— ;*

but he was particularly desirous to hear something of

Sir Sydney 8mith, whom then and often (both before

and afterwards iu Palestine) I heard spoken of in terms

of the moet grateful and remembering affection. (So be

the names of our countrymen ever recorded in the minds

of strangers !) He gave us many particulars of the

culture and produce of Mount Lebanon ; and, after this

first conversation, for we had many afterwards, desired

an attendant to escort ns to the baths, (which an
among the most costly and complete in the world, inlaid

with variegated marble, and wanting in nothing that

taste and luxury could suggest ;) these he ordered to be

prepared for us, if we wished it—to the different apart-

ments and courts of the palace—to the chapel which had

been recently built—to the stores where the products of

the country were collected in immense abundance—to the

kitchen, where hnge copper vessels were filled with

steaming food for the noon-tide meal of the multitudi-

nous dependants. The Prince, his father, he told ui,

was indisposed. Handsome beds, with superb coverings,

were laid out for us ; so that we did not unpack oar own.

Mahomet Ali disarmed the Druses, although the Emir

Beshir had submitted to him. This was a painful infliction

upon those brave mountaineers ; and one who had wit-

nessed it gave Dr Bowring a very touching account of the

disarming.

Many thousand stand of arms—some of which were

very ancient, richly adorned and costly—the heir-

looms of the families, the very dearest of the posses-

sions ofa warlike people—were collected, and brought into

the courtyard of the Prince's palace. There they were

broken one by one ; and my informant said that, it

every crash, he saw fire in the old man's eyes, and s

thrill in his frame. I heard that he let fall a remark—
“ He,** (the Prince,) « was not the master there !’*

Dr Bowring had an interview with this aged chief, and

found him more conversant with European affairs than

might have been expected from a Prince buried in ths

recesses of Lebanon. When the strangers spoke of the

noble bearing of the peasantry—of the clans, followers, or

vassals, so to speak—and of the fine cultivation of the

mountain ridges and the valleys, he replied, “ God hit

given me power, aud 1 have sought to use it for the bene-

fit of those around me.” To say ths truth, as concerns

the story, nothing could exhibit the outward look of

happiness more than the scenes about us. The water-

falls from the hills above dashing down their clear cur-

rents, which make their way into the courts of the

palace, feeding the water-courses and supplying ths

fountains ; all sorts of water birds, flapping tbeir wings

in the sunshine, or revelling in the streams of the

fountain-showers ; strangers and attendants, in a hundred

different costumes, were around the court, reposing on

their carpets, smoking their chilioukahs, or their narghil-

lehs, admiring the tall and graceful columns which sup-

ported the roof of the palace, watching the Arab steeds,

welcoming new comers, or following with curious inquiry

those who departed ; for the moment was one of great

interest—a portion of the Druses being in insurrection

Against the Government of Ibrahim Pacha. ....
If there be any place in the world where is exhibited a

generous, princely hospitality, it is iu the mountains of

Lebanon, in the palace of the Prince of the Druses.

Such is a specimen of one sort of the instruction tnd

entertainment which may be expected in Part UL of

the “ Minor Morals.”

Black*9 Picturesque Tourist of Scotland.

From being more competent to speak with the under,

standing npon this subject than Southern critics, we advis-

* Poor Lady Hester Stanhope, whoso death is an*

nounoed since Dr Bowring's little book appeared.
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edly pronounce this an excellent “ Scottbh Guide-Book/*

and assume the responsibility of recommending it as faith-

ful, accurate, and comprehensive—fulfilling the true office

of a guide without any of the platitudes and eloquent im-

pertinences into which some of those worthy function-

aries are occasionally tempted, and in which others of

them glory. u Black's Guide-Book** is divided into

Fourteen Tours, It contains descriptions of the prin-

cipal cities and monuments of antiquity, a travelling

map and copious itinerary, with well-executed views of

remarkable places and of celebrated scenery. It is, to

crown all, very reasonable in price.

British History
, from the Invasion of the Romans

to the Accession of Queen Victoria. By John
Wade, author of the “ History of the Middle
and Lower Classes/’ &c., &c.

This huge or voluminous tome is arranged chronologi-

cally, each reign occupying a chapter, to which a general

historical introduction is prefixed, while a general view

of the progress of arts and sciences, commerce, manufac-

tures, literature, and manners, intervenes at important

epochs. The earlier portion of both the history and

chronology, is necessarily dismissed in a summary man-

ner ; though every leading fact, and all such changes and

events as influenced the progress of civilization, are care-

fully told. From the reign of Elizabeth, the chro-

nology becomes full ; and, from the Revolution of 1688,

classification and brevity enable the author to give the

events and occurrences with the fulness of an An-

nual Register or Weekly Journal ; while the import-

ant reigns of the Princes of the house of Brunswick

are treated both historically, and with the minutia of a

chronicle of events. The general spirit of the work is

dispassionate and impartial ; and it will long remain a

monument of the industry and painstaking nature of the

English literary drudge. This epithet we use with respect

and in sorrow, when we reflect how unlikely it is that the

reward will repay the author's labour. Had he done no

more than place so vast a body of classified facts con-

nected with the British people in their hands, the task is

worthy of thanks and honour. That, in so extensive a

design, no inaccuracies should have crept In, was not to

be looked for; but a new edition will give opportunity

to correct errors, of which we note abundance, and of

which probably no one is so sensible as the compiler him-

self. Tables, and a copious index, add greatly to the

value of a work, which, as a book of naked facts, and

ready reference, were it no more, is a desideratum to every

English reader. It is susceptible of improvement; but,

in the meanwhile, we know of no single work that could

supply its place.

Dictionary of Printers and Printing; with the

Progress of Literature, Ancient and Modem,

%c., 6jc. By C. H. Timperley. Pp. 996.

The appearance of this and the above work at the same

time is a coincidence worthy of remark. It is a general

history ofliterature, and a miue of biographyand anecdote.

To everything which we have said in praise of the General

History this work is entitled. It is pre-eminently the

book of books, of authors, printers, and booksellers.

It is full of interest and entertainment to “ the trade,**

and all connected with it. The accuracy of the in-

formation appears to us remarkable; and the author,

though holding the liberal opinions which become the

historian of the press—the instrument of freedom and

civilization—is candid and indulgent. We are prevented

from giving any specimen of the work by the mere em-

barrassment of riches. The author, though glorying in

“ That glory of a free country/* the periodical press, is

far from being content with “ the present [deplorable

state of the newspaper press of the British empire.** He
thinks it has * ceased to be independent, and descended

from its high estate to become the vehicle of party strife

and petty feuds in the hands of designing men, who
make no shame of being bought and Bold like common
ware,** This is unhappily too true. In point of moral

feeling, many newspaper editors, and especially those of

the metropolis, are exactly on a par with those lawyers

who contend that their duty and business is not to search

out and elucidate truth, but simply and at all hazards to

serve the interests oftheir clients. The advocate is as much
« bought and sold like common ware** as the editor.

The oue prostitutes his talents to serve his employer and

party, the other does the same. The immorality of tbo

principle is the same in both, with this great difference in

effect, that the public is less on its guard in the case of

the public writer, than is the opposing counsel in a law-

suit ; and that the editor endeavours to mislead a much
larger audience, in far more important matters than

simple questions between litigants. While the bar

claims impunity for sophistry and false statement, or, at

least, false glosses intended to blind and deceive, how shall

the same privilege in iniquity be denied the press?
st This glory of a free country** may have been as coarse

and personal at former periods, but it has never been

more corrupt and degraded than under the Whig Minis-

try. The Government press has three special functions to

discharge for its patrons : it has to pave the way for bad

measures, to palliate and apologize for them in one set of

circumstances, and to swear that black is white at all times

where the mere existence of the Government seems to re*

quire it. The imperturbable assurance with which it now
performs its base office was never before surpassed. Its

perversion and degradation merit rebuke even more severe

than that which the honest historian of the press has b*.

•towed. Still we bless heaven for the press, even in its

worst state, and prize it the more after perusing this

faithfol and entertaining history. One sentence of liter-

ary statistics is all we shall take. The number of pe-

riodicals issued monthly from Paternoster Row is 236*

There are also thirty-fonr quarterly publications. The
amount of literary pensions—that is, pensions to men of

science and literature—was, at the accession of Victoria,

£4,340, and of royal and noble pensions, £129,348. We
are not regretting the comparative smallncssof the literary

pensions ; far from it, considering literary pauperism the

most deplorable and reprehensible of all modes of pau-

perism, and fir more mischievous and derogatory than

aristocratic pauperism. Even the fact is not more remark-

able than, for example, among a hundred others, a Par-

liament grant of £70,000, given without a word, to

erect additional stables for her Majesty, and £30,000,
obtained with difficulty, to educate the ignorant millions

of her Majesty's subjects.

MacgiUivray*s History of British Birds, Indi-

genous and Migratory, Vol, II, Songsters,

The account which we gave of the first volume of this

work was so ample, and so much in detail, that it is at

present only necessary to state that it is continued in the

same spirit and style. Those who have formerly fancied

Mr Macgillivray*s manner too poetical or embellished

for a work of science, forgetting Buffon, Audubon, and

a hundred others^ will find no reason to change their
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opinion; nor will thosewho prise*works on natural history

the more for sallies of imagination, find any cause to abate

in their admiration. Plights of fancy and the poetry of

prose are, at all erents, indispensable in a volume devoted

to song-birds.

Historical and Descriptive Account of British

America,
This work forms the latest addition to that meritorious

series, M The Edinburgh Cabinet Library.” It is writ-

ten by Mr Hugh Murray, whose name is a guarantee for

full, accurate, and well-concocted information, whatever

be the subject he undertakes to elucidate. Mr Murray
has been assisted in his labours by different gentlemen,

well qualified for the task, from their connexion with

Canada. Nearly a half of the third volume is devoted to

the zoology, botany, and geology of British America.

This portion of the work is contributed by James Wil-

son, Esq., Professors Greville, Traill, and others. These

three compendious volumes contain the essence of all that

is known about those important settlements, down to so

recent a period as Lord Durham's visit to British Arne-

rica, and also ample advice and information of the kind

moot useful to emigrants.

•John and Alexander Bcthune's Practical Eco-
nomy.

We have been disappointed in this book, but from no
fhult in the authors. They are brothers, aud working

men or day-labourers, and we had supposed that their

work was really practical, entering into the minutiae of

working men's domestic economy, and telling us how
they may obtain the greatest command over the neces-

saries and comforts of life from a labourer's small means.

Their lectures embrace a higher and wider, but, on the

whole, not a more important class of objects. They are

partly illustrative of political economy, about which,

however, we hear nothing new, but mainly moral essays

recommending frugality, the improvement of time, sav-

ing money, prudence in marrying, and so forth ; and, as

such, they are highly creditable to the intelligence and

ingenuity of the writers. This we say without meaning

to approve of many of the opinions of the Messrs Bethuue,

which are sometimes based on narrow or erroneous data.

Stories for the Fireside ; or Moral Improvement

Illustrated, By Miss Regnale.

It is a great pity that these juvenile stories are given

to the public in so ungainly a form, in the lesser matter

of paper and print ; for they are of a character very supe-

rior to the common run of school-room or nursery liters,

turn. This objection got over—and it would ha*e been

none when Mias Edgeworth's Tales or Mrs Lancaster’s

School were first published, and, moreover, gives the

reader the advantage of a most liberal bargain in quan-

tity—there is much to commend. The little stories an
of the most unpretending kind, and each inculcates, in

plain language, and with evident knowledge and txpe.

rience of the characters of children, an obvious moral.

Truth, sincerity, economy, order, diligence, and so on, art

the respective texts of each story.

Dr Sigmond on the Moral and Medicinal Effects

of Tea,

This small volume foimed the snbstance of the usnal

introductory address delivered at the opening of the

Royal Medico-Botanical Society, in which Dr Sigmond

is the Professor of Materia Medica. The recent and very

important discovery of the tea-plant growing sponta-

neously in British India, turned the Professor's attention

more particularly to a subject which be has treated with

care and ability, both in the historical and medical depart-

ment. Befoie the Assam tea attracted attention, the

Dutch were attempting to naturalize the tea-plant in

Java, and with some appearance of success. Judges have

pronounced the Java tea excellent, and very nearly equal

to that of China. The success obtained in Java will be

another stimulus to exertion in British India ; and Assam

offers very superior advantages for cultivation over that

island. Dr Sigmond's opinions of the uses and abuses

of tea are temperate and judicious. He is, on the whole,

very friendly to 44 the cups that cheer but not inebriate,"

which he rather prefers to coffee as a daily beverage. He

recommends tea as a drink or a sip—Chinese fashion—

during the day, especially in warm weather, instead ef

ices and the other beverages in common use ; nod both

tea and coffee, when taken after dinner as a diluent,

he recommends to be made weak. Where the light

wines only are drunk, as in France, coffee, in a strong

infusion, may be used as an assistant to digestion ; bat

where port, sherry, or Madeira have been taken, strong

coffee is considered injurious. The damp and uncertain

states of the atmosphere of this country, in Dr Sigmond's

opinion, and in that of eyery man cf common sense and

observation, point out the necessity of obtaining artificial

bodily heat ; hence the use of fermented liquors and warm

beverages ; so the Doctor, though a great admirer of

tea and a decided enemy to intemperance, is not quite a

tea-totaller.

*
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PARLIAMENT.
Psirirr Postage.—

A

s we anticipated at the time the
Melbourne Ministry was restored to office, the only gene-
rally useful measure of the Session which has been ob-
tained, is the Penny Postage Act, now fortunately the

law of the land. The difficulty with which it was car-

ried, proves, that without the most strenuous efforts of
the People, it would, like many other good measures,

have been strangled. The history of this Bill shews,

in a clear manner, in what sort of a manner the People

of this country are governed. There was no one out of

Parliament, at least, who read Mr Rowland Hill's pamph-
let attentively, but was convinced of the practicability of

the measure ; and the slightest perusal of the evidence

collected by the Committee of the House of Commons,
evinced the necessity of its being adopted ; for the eva-

sion of the ppst-OAce revenue, exceeded anything ever

conjectured in any department, while the Post-Offics

officials themselves declared, that any attempt to stop

the smuggling, or even check it, was hopeless, and that

prosecutions for the illicit conveyance of letters had

ceased. It has long been a settled point, and it is acted

upon in our present tariff, that a duty of more than

thirty per cent, cannot be collected, because that is amply

sufficient to cover the risk of smuggling the commodity

;

and in truth it has been demonstrated by Dr Bowring,

as well as by other inquirers on such subjects, that if tbs

article be of small bulk, compared to its value, such as

watches, jewellery, silks, laces, ten per cent, ad valorem

is the maximum duty which can be collected, for tbs

obvious reason, that smugglers will deliver the article

in this country, not receiving the money till delivered, if

ten percent in addition to the price on the Continent bt

paid them. But the postage of a lw from London
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to Edinburgh is 13d., whereat the expense of carriage is

only the thirty-sixth part of a penny ; and the convey-
ance of letters from the other parts of the kingdom is

in proportion ; so that, whatever might have been done
before these facts were known, it was plainly impossible

afterwards to attempt to keep up the existing system.

Yet, instead of Parliament at once removing so serious

a grievance—.from which they themselves were, by the

privilege of franking, exempted—they shewed every in-

clination to throw it out if they durst, the Tory leaders

fairly admitting that it was with the greatest reluctance

they allowed it to pass.

Causes or Political Excitehext.—We have
above a complete explanation of the cause of the political

excitement which has constantly, for many years, per-

vaded the country. Parliament is constitutionally in-

trusted with the management of the People’s affairs $

but the People have learned, from bitter experience, that

it is unworthy of the trust, and that, when it ceases to be

watched, it is sure to betray it. Parliament never waits
for petitions from the People to suspend the Habeas Cor-
pus Act, to pass Coercion Bills, to lay on taxes, to grant
immense revenues to Queens and Queen-Dowagers, to

build royal palaces and stables, to throw away money on
Judges or other officials ; but if any measure useful to

the People is warned, Parliament is totally deaf till

roused by petitions in thousands, and by meetings of the

People in hundreds of thousands. The slightest whisper
of the oppressors of the People is heard by every
Member of both Houses as soon as it issues from their

lips ; but the friends of the People cannot be heard ex-

cept in the voice of thunder, accompanied by phy-
aical demonstrations which can neither be overlooked
nor despised. In this way was the Catholic Relief Bill

carried ; in this the Reform Bill ; in this the House-
duty repeal, and every other measure which has of late

years promised benefit to the masses. To nothing else

are we indebted for the Penny Postage Bill. We do not
owe it to the wisdom of Parliament, to their sense of
the injustice of taxing every other class, while they them-
selves were free, but to the hundreds of thousands of
petitioners, and to their seeing the impossibility of pre-
serving this branch of the revenue, after its iniquities,

and the ease and safety with which it could be evaded,
were spread throughout the land. In the present poli-

tical excitement in the country, the Legislature is to

blame—not the Whigs only, but Whigs and Tories in

Parliament assembled. They have taught the People
that no concession is to be made to reason—to a sense of
justice—in short, to moral force ; but everything to num-
bers, to intimidation, and to physical force.

Capital Puxishmexts—In such circumstances,

we are glad that the murder—for it would have been
nothiug else, however cloaked under the forms of a court
of law—of the three Chartists has not been committed. We
do not conceive that, under any circumstances whatever,
even in revenge for the most deliberate murder, man is

entitled to imbrue his hands in the blood of his fellow-

man. Underno theory of government or of civil society,

that we ever heard of, is such an act permissible. A
man has no right to put himself to death : suicides are

punishable as murderers by the existing laws ; and, if a
man has no right to dispose of his own life, how can he,

under any theory of civil society, transfer, as it is pre-

tended he does, that right to another ? We are well

aware that Judges, when they have to assume the hideous

duty of condemning their fellow-creature to death, appeal

to the authority of the Mosaical law, “ Whoso sheddeth
man’s blood, by man let his blood be shed t” but this is

merely one branch of the Um talionU, or law of retalia-

tion of which we have other specimens in the Old Testa-

ment. This law was plainly abrogated by the New Tes-
tament ; and the law of retaliation has long been scouted

from the practice ofevery civilised nation. It is disgraceful

to Britain, when we have abandoned (if indeed we ever

practised) that law, as well as many other commands of

the Mosaical law, that we should still adhere to the re-

scinded precept

—

44 Blood for blood.**

Lroislatiox for Scotland daring the Session may

be described to consist of one act for the benefit of the

lieges, and three for coerciag them in purse and person.

The first is the Bankrupt Bill, which has been no less

than eighteen years concocting ; and we suspect it will

turn out no great specimen of human wisdom after all.

To the Judges' Salary Bill, we have, from the first at-

tempt to carry it through, some years ago, to the last

moment, given our most strenuous opposition. We have
never for a moment doubted of ita character ; and, now
that it has become law, wedeclare it to be one of the most
bare-faced and scandalous jobs ever perpetrated by any
ministry, Whig or Tory ; more than this we cannot say.

The Prison Bill may probably torn out useful, but all

our readers will know more about it by and by, in

the shape of an assessment Any merit of its own
was quite superfluous to carry it through Parliament,

seeing it contained a power of assessing the People, and
created patronage. The Rogue Money Bill is also safe,

for it contains, not only a power of assessing the counties,

but for the country squires to assess the towns without

their content—a power which they will have much
pleasure in exercising—although we thought it was pretty

well understood that 44 Taxation without Representation

is Tyranny ;*' so, at least, the Whigs told us sixty

years ago. The Rogue Money Bill has also the farther

merit of containing in it the germ of a rural police, to

be raised and governed by tbe squirearchy. This police

will form a valuable auxiliary to our old friends the

Yeomanry, whom Lord John Russell—under the advice

. and direction of Sir Robert Peel—will, no doubt, see

csuse, in good time, to re-embody in all those counties

in which they were disbanded, some years ago. The
Rogue Money Bill will, like its twin sister, also be pretty

soon known by its fruits—an assessment. All the other

Scottish bills will recommence their career next session.

As far as we have observed, Irish Legislation remains

in statu quo. Ireland may be thaukful. Of late years,

Legislation has been a matter, in a* far as the governed
are concerned, rather to be avoided than desired.

ENGLAND.
The Chartists.—Monday, the 12th of August, was

fixed for the commencement of the Sacred Month ; bat,

as might have been anticipated, the Chartists were not

prepared for the attempt. There was, on that day,

rather a serious riot at Bolton, which was not quelled

till the military were called out and fired a few shots.

The trials are proceeding rapidly, and convictions are

obtained, in every instance ; as might havs been expected,

where the accused are not tried by a jury of their peers—
s. of working men—but of the middle class. The seal

of the juries has indeod, in some instances, far outrun
their discretion. At Chester, a bill was presented to the

Grand Jury, charging certain parties with sedition ; but

the jury, not content with so slight a charge, asked the

judge whether they coaid not find a charge of treason ;

and, being told that they had better leave the legal gentle-

men to conduct the trial in their own way, the foreman
then inquired if the jury had the “ power** to find a true

bill for high treason ! The facts out of which the charge

arose, were, that a gA-maker had dispatched muskets
for sale to other two parties, in whose possession they

were found, and all three were brought to trial. How
any one could suppose that this amounted to high trea-

son, we cannot conceive ; for it appears to ns to be no
offence at all. Mr Stephens was tried at Chester. He
conducted hie own defence, and spoke for five hours. The
jury found him guilty in five minutes, and he was sen-

tenced to eighteen months imprisonment. Dr John
Taylor has been acquitted, the Crown declining to adduoe
evidence against him. It is evident, from the proceedings

of the magistrates and juries, which appear to ns to go
to the utmost verge of the law, that the middle clam in

England are seriously alarmed at the Chartist movement
The rigorous measures that are taken may suppress it for

the present t hot it will again break out, unless steps he
adopted to remove the weU-foonded causes of thediscontent
of the working classes. Among these causes, the Star-

vation or Rent-Laws, are*the most prominent ; end we
mo glad to obeerve that Mr Qastler, in a Utter to Lord
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John Rofaell, has intimated that the Chartist agitation

may be turned on them. The hold which Chartist doc-

trines hare got, may be estimated from the circulation of

The Northern Star, Mr Feargus O'Connor's paper. It

appears, from a stamp-office return, that the average cir-

culation was 42,077 weekly, in the three months, April,

May, June, though the paper had only been established

for a year and a-half. The only paper which exceeds it

in circulation, is the London Weekly Dispatch, the cir-

culation of which is 50,000 weekly. It openly advocates

pure Republican opinions : the extent of its circulation

must therefore be rather alarming to the admirers of the

existing order of things.

CANADA.
The Canadian newspapers, almost without an excep-

tion, concur in reprobating the procrastinating policy

of the Home Government, in postponing a settlement of

the aflhirs of the provinces till 1842. The expediency

of a union of Upper and Lower Canada is very generally

admitted ; and the delay is characterised as “ truly

lamentable, and exceedingly unfortunate," as “ a plan for

the perpetration of confusion, and the encouragement of

rebellion." The Toronto Examiner talks of the Mi-
nistry in the most indignant strain, as u the vacillating,

imbecile Melbourne Cabinet ;** “ that imbecile and heart-

less renegade whodisgraces the name of Russell,** Ac., Ac.

The writer proceeds— We firmly believe that the late

proceedings in Parliament have caused thousands, who
never dreamt of separation, to contemplate such an events

without repugnance. Our belief is, that the motto of
j

the Reform candidates, at the next election, will be
“ Lord Durham's Report, or Amicable Separation."

The sooner, in our opinion, a separation takes place the

better ; for it is inevitable in a very few years. Mean-
while, the present state of matters is injurious equally to

the mother country and the colony. Upwards of 20,000
of the Colonists have been, for a year or two, withdrawn
from the cultivation of their farms, to act as militiamen ;

and many of them will never resume habits of industry.

Such a proportion of the population being taken from
their ordinary employment, must be moat injurious to

the colony. We have at present 14,000 troops of the

line in the two provinces ; and, as it requires about ten

millions to keep on foot 100,000 men, this force costs

the people of the United Kingdom £1,400,000 per

annum ; and we may add, at least, £600,000 for the

expense of the Navy and Civil Government. The whole
annual imports from Canada do not exceed a million in

value ; so that, if we were to get them all for nothing

they would only repay, by one-half, our annual expendi-

ture on the colony. Yet the encouraging of that paltry

trade has now, for thirty years, almost annihilated our
commerce with many of the states on the Baltic ; for,

while the inferior Canadian timber is allowed to be im-

ported free, that of the Baltic is loaded with a duty
almost amounting to a prohibition—.of sixty-five shillings

per load. We repeat, the sooner we have an amicable

separation with Cauada, the better for all parties.

TRADE AND MANUFACTURES.
The disturbed state of the manufacturing districts,

and the scarcity of money, have tended greatly to depress

manufactures ; and little has been doing of late cither in

goods or yarn. Two or three failures have taken place

at Manchester, and more are likely to follow, owing to

the stoppage of a London house connected with Man-
chester. By the last accounts from America, the price

of cotton was falling ; the crop was not expected to be

so large as in 1837, but still it was estimated to be little

inferior, and to amount to 1,600,000 bales. The French
Government has proposed to our Government to renew
the negotiations relative to a mutual reduction of the

high duties on the import of goods from each country.

The duties charged here are quite preposterous. The
duty on wine is said by the French to run from 430 to

500 per cent., that on brandy from 700 to 1000 per cent.

.

and they allege, that though the duty on silks sad

cottons is stated in our tariff at thirty per cent., it really

amounts to forty-five, from the manner in which it is

charged. The Belgiana feel much alarmed at any re-

duction of the duty on Britiah linens imported into

France; but the French express their opinion, that

twenty per cent, on linens and linen yarns is quite high

enough. It appears, however, from an answer by fioult

to a memorial from the owners of vineyards in France,

that the French Government is as much bigoted with

regard to the reciprocity system as our own. It is re-

markable, that it cannot he seen, that the people of

Britain would be benefited by having cheap wines,

instead of a mixture of grain whisky and turpentine as

a beverage, even although the French choose to continue

to consume bad and dear iron of their own manufacture,

instead of good and cheap British iron. But the reci-

procity doctrine is one which is sedulously kept up by

our landed interest, who are determined that there shall

be no free trade in food or drink, lest rent be reduced in

consequence.

AGRICULTURE.
The advices from Italy and the south of Europe, gene-

rally, state the crops do not turn out so well as expected

and a considerable speculative demand for grain has

sprung up. In the south of France the yield of wheat is

deficient, but the quality good. At Dantzic, price® of

wheat rose, in the beginning of August, from 6a. 6d. to

7s. 6d. a-quarter, and fine high-mixed wheat brought

54a and 55s. ; freights had also risen 6d- per quarter.

The accounts from almost all districts of Britain lead to

the expectation of an average crop, and nothing more.

The rains which, during August, prevailed over all the

three kingdoms, must have deteriorated the quality, if it

has not lessened the quantity of all sorts of grain. In

Scotland, the crops are from three weeks to a fortnight

later than in ordinary seasons.
,
The averages have of

late been rising, and we see no (feat chance of a fell,

considering the lateness of the harvest, and that the stock

of last crop on hand is unusually small. We hope* there-

fore, if the working classes co-operate with the middle

classes, now that there is no immediate prospect of ob-

taining Universal Suffrage, that the Corn Laws will receive

a severe shake during the next session of Parliament.

Bnt without a long pull and a strong poll, nothing will

be effected ; the landed interest, united as it is, is more
than a match for either the operatives or middle class

separately.

At the first Falkirk Tryst, held on 13th Angust, a

greater number of cattle were shewn than at any former

period, there being at least 10,000 head in the field.

Lean cattle sold for at least 74 P*r ccnt above last year's

prices. Angus bullocks, three yean* old, brought £10
to £11; two yean* old, £7 : 10s. to £9 ; West High-
land slots, three yean* old, £6 and £6 : 6s. The best

lot of fat cattle brought £15 : 10s., or 10s. per stone.

Tron weight, and inferior lots, 9s. to 9s. 6d. per stone.

At Melrose Lamb Fair, held the same day, there was a
great demand both for Cheviot and half-bred lambs.

The best lot of top Cheviot wedder lambs brought 13s.

each. Several large lots of the same description sold for

10s. and 10s. 6d. each. The price of half-breds was from
Us. to 201. each. The rise on Cheviots is from Is. to 2s.

a-head on last year's prices. At Lockerbie Lamb Fair,

alto held on the 13th Angust, 40,000 head were shewn.

The demand was uncommonly brisk, and prices good.

Last year the beat lot of half-breds brought 20s. 3d.,

while the highest lot this year was sold for 22s. 6d*

Many lots brought 20s. to. 20s. 6d. The inferior lots

ran from 12s. to 14s. 6d. each. On all descriptions of

half-breds the rise on last year's prices was Is. to Is. 6d.

a-head. Cheviots sold from 8s. to 11s. 6d. Best black-

faced lambs brought from 7*. to 8s. 0d. ; inferior, fie. to

6s. 6d. The price of wool was as follows :—BlackJaetd,

laid, 9s. to 9s. 6d. per stone of 24 lbs. ; White, uatarred

and nnwashed, 11s. 6d. to 13s. ; Laid Cheviot, washed,

17*. to 18s. ; White Cheviot, washed, 28s. to 30*

From the Steam-Press of Peter Brown, 19 St James1 Square.
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THE LAST CABINET MOVE;

OR, SHUFFLING FOR LUCK.

Lord Lyndhuust has, this year, taken our cus-

tomary office out of our hands, and Reviewed the

Session ; thus sparing us a task which, year after

year, becomes more and more melancholy. We
are not particular admirers of his Lordship as a

statesman, under any aspect, but we are bound
to say that he has done the business in a fair,

lucid, succinct, and business-like manner—begin-

ning with the Queen's opening speech, proceed-

ing regularly through each abandoned or abor-

tive measure, and ending, exactly where he set

out, with another Royal speech. Between these

two dots, the long Session of 1839 now lies like an
almost invisible line. During the first five months
of the Session, not a single Bill of any importance

passed the two Houses of Parliament. “ Legisla-

tion was a perfect blank but, when the Mem-
bers had deserted their posts, at the call of the

gor-cock, leaving some ninety or a hundred
to form a Melbourne Parliamentary Board, busi-

ness came on and went off pell-mell. It is true,

however, that the money votes had been speeded

in excellent time by her Majesty's " zealous and
faithful Commons," whatever may have become
of those measures of Justice to Ireland and that

settlement of Canada, which, in the Royal speech,

were assumed to be essential. Other measures
were touched upon as matters of great urgency,

but which, like Ireland and Canada, we must con-

trive to do without ; as no more iB heard about

Ecclesiastical or Admiralty Court reforms than
about any other reforms. Probably the appoint-

ments of Mr Sheil and Mr Wyse, the title and
sinecure of Mr Spring Rice, and the Shannon
Navigation Bill, may be regarded, by Mr O’Con-
nell, as handsome instalments of justice to the

nation whose reu.uer he holds ; while the ap-

pointment of Mr Poulett Thomson may be con-

sidered an ample equivalent for the non-settle-

ment of Canada, which is thus stimulated, and
also permitted time, to settle itself.

But if the scheme of policy, unfolded at the

epeningofthe Session, has beeneither surrendered

at discretion, postponed, or abandoned, bit by bit,

jfo. lxx.—VOL. vi.

as its principles came under discussion, some mea-

sures have been thrust upon the Whig Govern-

ment, which have once more tried its metal, and

found it to ring hollow as ever. The question of

Ballot gave Ministers aa opportunity to shuffle

and disgrace themselves ;
and that ofthe Abolition

of the Corn-Laws enabled them to gratify the

Tories and landed interest, and to set their faces

boldly against the People. They were half

tricked out of the Postage Bill, playing for a

little popularity, and trusting, as many a time

and oft they had done successfully, that the

Lords would take the odium upon themselves,

of throwing out this, with every popular national

measure which the Cabinet secretly disliked but

durst not openly resist. But we must not wholly

blame them. Though the Admiralty Court Bill

has been postponed, the increase of useful, active

Dr Lushington’s salary—yea, the salary of the

Judge oftheCourtofAdmiralty—is carried ; and if

the scandalous enormity of fictitious votes (begun

by the Whigs) could not be checked in Scot-

land, it was not found difficult to raise the sala-

ries of the Scotch Judges ; the Parliament being

on all such points quite worthy of the Admini-

stration. Lord John Russell, among those oracles

of wisdom which drop from him at unexpected

times, said, in a late Session, that it was not the

business of a Ministry to make laws but to exe-

cute them. He may have been acting upon this

principle in the last Session ; and would he only

uniformly act upon it, there might be little cause

of complaint ; but while it seems to be the pro-

per function of the Administration to propose

arbitrary Police Bills, it appears equally its duty

to postpone or oppose every measure tending to

enlarge or secure the liberties of the People.

In the past Session it has been demonstrated,

that, to any practical purpose, the right of peti-

tion no longer exists.

But, in the past Session, the after-piece, the

farce of Shuffling the Cardsfor Luck, turns out,

as it ought to do, more diverting than the serious

drama. Though only a slight two-act piece, it is
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630 THE LAST CABINET MOVE ;

imagined to have some deep intricate plot—
so intricate and so deep that no one can find it

out ; which, accordingly, for any purpose of satis-

fying the spectators, is worse than having no plot

at all. Last year at the same season of shuffling

and cutting for partners and honours, there was

a manifest desire, in certain quarters, to get rid

of Spring Rice, Lord Glenelg, and Lord John
Russell. The former has, in capitulating, made
excellent terms for himself ; and, if there be any

gall in Lord Glenelg’s composition, he has found

quick and signal revenge, in the breaking down
of his successor before he was well set up, and

in the exposure of the incapacity and dishonesty

of those who thrust Lord Nor i»anby into a place

for which, if they did not know him to be unfit,

they were unfit for their own. But what shall we
say of Lord John? No getting rid of him, whose

remaining in office is so great a favour; a blessing

of such magnitude to his grateful countiy as no

Minister ever conferred before. The Marquis

of Normanby could not get rid of him, although

he had really wished it ; because Lord Melbourne

could not do -without him, even although his

wishes had been reciprocal with tho!*e of Dublin

Castle and Darrynane. And now all manner of

conjectures are afloat, and people puzzle them-
selves in guessing at what Lord John is after,

and how he is to get rid of Lord Normanby.
We have respect enough for his understanding,

apart from other motives, to believe that such

may be Lord John's wish.—Many sensible per-

sons imagine that this game of “ Change
seats, the Queen’s coming," is merely got up
like a pantomime, or mock tournament, to di-

vert the People, and cause a little talk ; that

it is like some holiday pastime or “ Twelfth

Night" frolic, where Liston struts, for that night

only, as Coriolanus ; and Macready grins, in

Tony Lumpkin, by particular desire. We did

expect, as we intimated two months since, that

the Government would try their engineering skill

in propping and buttressing the unstable fabric,

at their first leisure, so as to gain, by means how-
ever clumsy, some real additional strength—by
fortifying the erection in the rear, though it

was impossible to obtain a sound foundation ;

and by beautifying the front with a fair coat of

new plaster. But, no—the Cabinet has posi-

tively lost in strength, and gained nothing in

beauty. The house of Grey has withdrawn its

strength ; and statesmen of the order of Mr
Macauley and Mr Ward are cautious about
lending their helping hand, where there is im-

minent risk of Bpeedily bringing an old house
about their ears. Not the most unblushing and
well-paid Government scribe Can shew what
the Government has gained, in internal energy
or in popular confidence, by the slight change
from Grey to emerald green, in its complexion.

What is Mr Sheil, under Labouchere’s knee, at

the Board of Trade ?* As a mere thorough par-

* This appointment, we hold to be rank injustice to

other Irishmen and Irish ladies, possessing exactly the
same sort of qualifications for presiding at the Board of
Trade as Mr Shell, and in a far higher degree, There

OR, SCUFFLING EOR LUCK.

tisan, they had him before; and,
1

r

besides, there

were surely Members enough of the Cabinet to

defend the Corn-Laws and the landed mono-

polies, without the Member for Tipperary. We
remember Mr Sheil a violent Repealer in his

day. Whether does he consider that certain

recent appointments include a handsome in-

stalment of “Justice to Ireland; or are we
now free to dub him, on his own suggestion,

“ Sheil qf the eilk gown ?” the recreant to

Repeal ! But if Mr Sheil was a violent, O’Con-
nell was a tremendous, Repealer

; something,

however, (the profane allege,) must be done
to make the pot boil ; and Mr O’Connell comes
out, this recess, in the double character of propa-

gandist and Whig helper ; flattering the Catho-

lic clergy on the one side, and doing something

quietly for the good of the tottering house in

Downing Street upon the other; while “Justice

to Ireland," which a gentleman at his ripe years

would need to set about in right-down earnest,

if he hoped to live to see it gained, is left pretty

much to shift for itself. We have somewhere
on record a prophecy, that the last Herculean

labour of the Whigs, will be the undermining
of O’Conneirs power to serve Ireland. They
have, for the moment, ruined the Radical party.

He is neither so testy, nor yet is he so gene-

rous and unsuspicious, as the English Radicals,

hut he has his assailable points; and if he has

found out the yielding nature of the Whigs,

they have also discovered whereabouts he is vul-

nerable. Could we know positively the degree in

which the Catholic part of the Irish nation still

implicitly believe in the divinity or saintship of
“ The Liberator,” it were a perfect test of the

actual state of political intelligence among them.

—We were considering about the new face of the

Cabinet. Having anticipated a propping and
buttressing system, we are really disappointed at

a merechange of chairs and masks, or shuffling the

pack to try for luck, the last resource of the losing

and desperate gambler, who, havingcutand shuffled

to change the luck, if very superstitious, insists

also upon changing seats, just like the Marquis

of Normanby and Lord John Russell. Every one

is speculating upon the meaning of these freaks;

but “ true no-meaning puzzles more than wit,”

and no one can discover a trace of any consistent

scheme of policy in these movements beyond the

mere fact, that certain individuals are happily

disposed of, and others, of like calibre, replace

them. While all is guess work, let us start a

new hypothesis ; but, as we are not dogmatic, we

bid no one receive it unless he choose.

It is long since we gave up John Russell as a

Reformer. To Reform he has been detrimental,

directly and indirectly, beyond any other Mem-
ber of the Government :— it is long since we gar*

him up. He is our own Finality John, whom
we christened ; for which purpose we were forced

to adopt an ugly new word which is not English,

nor to be found in any language, and which

it Moore and Lady Morgan for two
;
and at to Mol

Edgeworth, we presume to tay, there is no comparison

to he nude between their qualifications fir that oflfee.
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Englishmen will reject from their language, as
f

they will the principle which it signifies from

their political creed. Yet, relatively, we were

far from being insensible to Lord John’s useful-

ness in the Government, even before he became,

politically, the entire Government himself. When
discussing the intrigue hatching this time

twelvemonth, which issued in Lord Normanby
being cursed with his granted prayer, we appre-

ciated Lord John at his full value, in saying

that he pussessed, and could display, some powers

of resistance in a right direction. These powers,

the Constitutional Whig did not think fit to dis-

play in May last, when the ladies of the bed-

chamber—the Ministers, not being able to kick

aside the land-marks of the constitution—fairly

gallopaded over them, with the Ministers in

their train ; and, among others. Lord John ;

—

so disgusted, so sickened with office, all the

while, that he can never muster strength

enough to resign ; or, if he quit the Home
Office, it is to repose in the bed of roses

spread in the Colonial Office. Lord John can-

not be without some motive for the course he
has taken. The good of the country must, of

course, be the principal motive with every states-

man ; but the secondary, or subsidiary consider-

ation is that we have to investigate. Now our

Finality Minister may not be wholly devoid of

ambition. He has crept and crept on, and
ascended many rounds of the ladder, since he

acted as a rather insignificant Member of Earl

Grey's Government. The latent jealousy of the

lowly yet aspiring scion of the house of Russell,

towards the house of Grey, is quite as com-
prehensible in its origin as it is now mani-

fest. Our hypothesis—the reader may call it

fanciful if he will—assumes that Lord John be-

lieves himself qualified to be the sole Execu-
tive ; the possessor of all the substantial power

of the Government which he would hold, save

for the counteracting force of two or three

persons. Lord Melbourne not being one of the

obnoxious. With that good easy Lord for the

Court, and himself for the Cabinet, the pro-

per complement of clever well-disciplined clerks,

graced with the name of secretary, and so forth, a

Finality Government, we admit, might be much
more easily carried on, than in concert with self-

prilled or headstrong equals, intriguing for power
and influence. By our hypothesis, the thing has

worked well hitherto. The Earl of Durham's
vanity fell into the snare, and he is effectually

damaged. Lord Howick, and the whole Grey
kind, are either ousted or snubbed ; and, to carry

this great point, Lord John condescends to take

the Colonies himself. Poor Mr Poulett Thom-
' eon haa been shipped off, to be sacrificed, we
cannot well guess for what object ; but, at least,

it spites the Grey connexion ; and now, only Lord
Normanby remains to be dealt with, who has

kindly played into the hands of his enemies.

He had injured himself deeply, with reflecting

people, by his vagaries in Ireland,—the temporary

lull he obtained being bought at a very dear

rate; but, in the Colonial Office, his rise end

|
fall were about simultaneous. “Now,” quoth

our hypothetical Lord John, “rather than old

Grey’s son get planted in office—in the very im-

portant office to which the family ambition points

—I’U take it myself ; and, by changing with

Normanby, give the husband of the Queen’s

friend full opportunity of demonstrating what a
ninny he is, “ fool him to the top of his bent,”

until Court and country are agreed aa to his

merits. The People of England are not absolute

fools. They know Melbourne, they begin to

understand Normanby, and they think they

know me. All the moderate Tories, with the

whole of the Conservative Whigs, will support

me, against the Normanbysand Durhams. Mel-
bourne, with the name of Premier, manages
that irksome department, St James’s, for me.

Let who will come into favour, I cannot now
be dispensed with, while a shred of the Whig
Government hangs together. Every change has

strengthened my position in the Government,

which, if it stand at all, can only stand through

me.”

But can it stand at all ? Before coming to

that, let us dispose of our plausible hypothesis.

Lord John, it may be said, is dying, always just

about to give up the ghost when any push comes
—worn out, tired, sickened of office, which he

only holds from the vehement patriotic desire,

entertained by his Finalityship, to keep out the

Radicals and the Tories. Our readers will re-

member a certain cunning and ambitious Cardi-

nal, who coveted the Papal Throne, and, accord-

ingly, affected to be very aged, very feeble and
sickly—coughing, and stooping on his staff,

humble and apostolic. On the death of the

reigning Pope, he was unanimously elected by
the Conclave

; each Cardinal secretly flatter-

ing himself that the feehle old man could not

long survive, and that his own chance of the

Keys of St Peter was improved by such a choice.

But behold ! out came the humble aged priest—

•

a hale and rampant Pope ! His sly Holiness may
not be the exact parallel of our now brave Final-

ity John, but there is matter in it ; and, if the

Government can go on at all, he will demonstrate

as much, at least to the conviction of all his col-

leagues. But can it go on? The shuffle has not

strengthened it, whatever it may have done for

Lord John Russell individually. What is Earl

Grey thinking of Johq Russell's Government;
what the large and respectable body of middle-

class Whigs, to whom Earl Grey represents all

that now remains of the Fox party ? Earl

Clarendon seems ss sulky as the Earl of Durham
The Greys are off in wrath and bitterness ; the

Macauleys, Wards, and such like Waiters on

Providence, flgbt shy, or are in a dormant state.

They don’t dislike office ; they are far too patri-

otic for that, and most willing, to a man, to serve

their beloved country, simply fox that beloved

oountry’s sake ; but they fear, as we remarked

above, to bring anold house about their own ears.

Toryism in themeanwhile, or, at least,apathetic

indifference to public affairs, is rspidly spreading

in the country, The sign* of reviving Toryism
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are becoming’ more and more distinct among the

People—thanks to the insane violence of the

Chartists, and doable thanks to her Majesty's

Finality Ministers ! The case of Cambridge was

marked enough, bat that of Manchester there is

no mistaking ; nor are we sure whether, after

the Whig victory is obtained, Colonel Thompson
would not have been as acceptable to the Govern-

ment as Mr Greg. Upon what principle can the

supporters of the present Administration account

for the sweeping change of popular feeling in

Manchester; save that (call it Toryism or what

we will) public opinion is now about as hostile to

them as it was at first favourable to Earl Grey's

Administration. The shuffling of the pack for luck,

is a thing only to be laughed at, if it shall be

boasted that it has given, or can give, additional

strength. There may be a little more freedom

ofaction gained ; and we shall wait, without much
hope, to see how that freedom may he used.

But besides fostering the spirit of Toryism,

the Government hasalso worked hard to exaltthe

Peers with the nation. Lord Brougham, by his

talents and energies, may elevate and illustrate

his order, and fix attention on the House in

which he appears ; but it is the Finality Minis-

ters who have raised Lord John’s “ whisper of

a faction” into a voice, potent with the country ;

and made those now exclaim, who, four years

since, scouted that cry, “ Thank God for the

Peers !” And do not Reformers owe the Whigs
deep thanks for all these blessings ? Do they

not deserve to be kept in office until they have

completed the good work, so happily begun, of

quenching the spirit of improvement, and exalt-

ing the House of Peers at the expense of the

House of Representatives; humbled, exposed,

and dragged through the dirt after them ?

In the meanwhile, are the broken and scattered

bands of Radical Reformers, to sit down supinely

and give up the ship, because incapable pilots,

in whom they placed unmerited trust, have run it

among the breakers,and it has all but foundered?

We trust in heaven not. The Chartist demon-
stration, doubly foolish from being so ill-timed

s to run counter to the Corn-Law agitation,

is happily at an end. The eyes of the hood-

winked People, ever trusting and ever deceived,

are now fully opened to the true character of

some of their leaders. But the elements of agi-

tation are yet rife. The intelligent Chartists

hold to the principles of their creed, though
they have cast off some of its wicked and foolish

priests; and if they do not now cordially coalesce

with the middle classes, in a renewed straggle

upon a broader field, and comprehending more
extended interests, those common to both ; name-
ly, cheap bread, Ballot, and an extended fran-

chise—we venture to think the fault will not lie

with them. There is little hope of bread becom-
ing so plentiful in the ensuing season as to dead-
en the feelings of the People on a question so es-

ential to their comfort ; although it did not com-
prehend the ultimate ruin or prosperity of the
land of their fathers and their children. But if

the commercial classes, and the great manufac-
turers, have this one object and Ballot ; the
working classes have these, and another. They
justly desire more political power—to he ad-
mitted to the Franchise, in order to secure the
full advantages to which their industry entitles

them. The new agitation, to be greatly success-

ful, must therefore be on a broader basis.

Tories and mere Whigs would see fifty Na-
tional Conventions, and laugh at, despise, and
put down each in turn, rather than a hearty
union among the middleand the labouring classes,

for obtaining Household Suffrage, the Ballot,

and the abolitionof the Food-Taxes. And on these
three points, there is fortunately room for mu-
tual friendly yielding. The working men don’t

mind the Ballot, for they do not require its pro-

tection ; and the ten-pounders disregard extend-
ed or Household Suffrage, because they have the
Franchise already. So each has here something to
give up, while on the Corn-Law monoply they
are on common ground. Here, then, is a broad
and solid basis for the fresh and hopeful Agita-
tion we hope to see commenced. A broader might
be better, but a narrower will not do.

REMINISCENCES OF A RELIGIOUS MANIAC.

Those who have been always sane, can form

no idea of the most dreadful calamity to * which

humanity is liable, save from the analogy of

dreaming. " Every man is mad in his dreams
;”

and the varying characters and modifications of

insanity in different individuals, or in the same
individual at different stages of mental derange-

ment, are as various as are dreams.

The mania of the unfortunate gentleman whose

singular case we are about to analyze, from his

Confessions and Recollections, was analogous to

that continued and frightful nightmare to which

Coleridge alludes, as “ the howling wildemets of
oleep,” through which he was whirled when under

the influence of opium, or ill from its effects ; a

condition only short, in exquisite misery, of that

which made Cowper exclaim, when comparing

madness with theworst forms of disease, “ But oh,
the fever of the mind !" This mental fever, to
which all physical suffering iscomparative ease and
happiness—this “ howling wilderness” through
which the patient is scourged awake, and with

all his distempered perceptions and feelings pre-

ternaturally acute,has seldom been so vividly and
minutely traced as by the individual whose af-

flicting narrative is before us. In many cases

of insanity, the memory of what passed while

the disease was running its course, is entirely

obliterated. In others, memory becomes though
not more accurate, yet more intense than iir

health as what lunatics feel strongly they re-1

member vividly, if memory acts at all; and1

whether by fits or consecutively, as in tho
rational state. ^ ms
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What is termed religious melancholy, or mad-
ness, is often, we should imagine, erroneously

so designated. Though something like bewild-

ered notions on religion may mingle with the

other manifestations of the symptoms of the dis-

ease, the same thing holds of many other objects

of speculation ; and the wandering mind may not

be more deranged about religion than about any

other passion or object by which it is excited. But
if ever there was a case of purely Religious Mad-
ness, it is the singular one of our patient, as re-

vealed in his Confessions. And his is no fictitious

nor remote tale : its date is so recent as 1830,

the period of the Row miracles, the Pentecost of

Port-Glasgow and the Gare Loch, where proba-

bly much genuine and fervid piety mingled with

what was either sheer insanity, the wildest delu-

sion, or blasphemous presumption.

The gentleman to whose case we refer, from

a conviction of its special importance at this

crisis, as mneh as its interest with medical and

metaphysical inquirers, is a younger, and, we
believe, the third son of the late Mr Percival,

the Prime Minister, who was assassinated by

Bellingham in the lobby of the House of Com-
mons. He was then a little boy, just old enough

to be much impressed and affected by the dis-

tress of his mother and his elder brothers and

sisters. He has since sometimes fancied that

the death of his father was at the root of all

his misfortunes. The Percival family, previously

connected with the Aristocracy and wealth of the

country, were, it will be remembered, amply
provided for by Parliament ; and the subject of

our article was, as he tells, “ educated in the

bosom of peace and plenty, in principles of deli-

cacy and decorum, in modest and temperate

habits, and in the observance of, and real vene-

ration for, the religion of his country." Mr
Percivars widow, we think, married either her

own chaplain or the clergyman of her parish, at

no very distant period after the calamity which

excited so much sympathy for her and her large

young family ; but of his stepfather we find Mr
Percival making no mention, either for good or

evil. At the age of seventeen he left the pub-

lic school at which he was educated, and studied

for some time with a private tutor. A boyish

inclination led him to prefer a military life, for

which he was probably very ill adapted ; and he

obtained, from the Duke of York, first, a commis-

sion in a cavalry regiment, and then was allowed

to exchange into the Guards. His private life

and studies were the most opposite in the world

to those of a young guardsman, whose pursuits

and place in fashionable society are (the colour of

the coat apart) much the same as that of the

Abbe of the Parisian boudoir, under the old

regime. The whole Percival family were tinc-

tured with what was, in those profane days,

termed fanaticism, of which the elder brother

has since made some rather singular displays in

Parliament; and our young officer was early

remarkable, in gay society, for occasional absence

of.iniod, and a gravity and silence which rebuked

the levity and indecorum of bis companions,

683

when they made light of religion or offended

against morality His narrative States—

-

I was firm also in resisting all attempts to drive me
by ridicule into intemperance. In private I had severe

conflict of mind upon the truth and nature of the

Christian religion, accompanied with acnte agony at my
own inconsistency of conduct and sentiment with the

principles of duty and feeling taught by Jesns and his

apostles ; and mingled with astonishment at the whirl-
pool of dissipation and contradiction in society around
me.

After a long period of conflict, he found, for a
time, as he then imagined, “ joy and peace in be-

lieving" in the doctrines termed evangelical.

The system on which he rested at this period was
high unmitigated Calvinism. In 1829 his con-

duct became so singular as to be marked ; and,

in the following year, he resolved to leave the

army, and was “ permitted to sell his com-
mission."

The ostensible object of Mr Percival in pen-
ning these reminiscences, which he entitles,
" A Narrative of the Treatment of a Gentleman
during a state of Mental Derangement," is mainly
to expose the injudicious and cruel or harsh treat-

ment to which many of the helpless insane are

subjected: and all the insane are most help-

less. In a medical point of view, and to physic

cians, this narrative is invaluable. Physicians

theorize, and mad-doctors, as they are called,

experiment, too much in the dark ; but here
there is no guess-work: it is the individual

who has suffered every agony which sympatheti-

cally thrills the compassionate reader, who here
tells his own tale. He gives the facts—they

may draw the inferences ; and, though differing

widely from him, may yet profit largely.

By the latest statistical returns from our
public Lunatic Asylums, it would appear that,

while medical science is slowly advancing in

other departments of disease, little or no progress

is made in the treatment of the worst of all

maladies. The average of cures in the London
hospitals is not greater than ib was a century
ago ; but the frequency of insanity, in our luxu-

rious and uneasy society, is becoming greater

every year. Sir Henry Halford remarks of the
profession :

—

<c Our knowledge of insanity has
not kept pace with our knowledge of other dis-

tempers, from the habit we find established of

transferring patients under this malady, as soon

as it has declared itself, to the care of persons

who too frequently limit their attention to the

mere personal security of their patients. • • .

. ... We want facts in the history of this

disease."—And here they are supplied. Mr
Percival has not only thrown open the cells of

the madhouse, but minutely unfolded the dis-

tempered action of his own mind and senses,

while in a state of insanity which, not long

since, would have been regarded as a case of

demoniac possession. By some it may be still

looked upon in this light ; and although his

mind has risen from that total obscuration in

which he believed in his own spiritual being

and agency, in present miracles, and his own
power to work miracles—he at times appears to
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feel, M indeed Cpwper, and as Robert Hall
have fel^that there is something in all this

not yet to be fully understood.

There is occasionally apparent incoherence, but
there is alsosober-mindedness and greatacuteness

in his recapitulation of his opinions and motives
of conduct, when he was acting in the most extra-

vagant manner—a violent lunatic. No one is

now more fully sensible of the truth ofhis lunacy;
though its clouds were passing away, and had
nearly vanished before he became so, save in

those fits and starts—those fitful but hopeful

glimmerings between light and darkness, so tor-

turing to the patient, and which require so much
discretion, delicacy, and sagacity from those who
have the care of him, and which do not, we fear,

always find them.

Mr Percival was with his regiment in Dublin
when he embraced, with deep sincerity and fer-

vent enthusiasm, the doctrines of extreme Cal-

vinism

I imagined the light of everlasting truth, given me
freely through the election of God the Father, for the
sake of the obedience and sacrifice of Jesus Christ, and
to the end that His own glory might be made manifest,

hi changing a vile and weak creature into the likeness of

Divine holiness, excited in me gratitude and fear s grati-

tude for the gift given me, and for that election ; and
fear of the wrath of God. if 1 disobeyed the end for which
it was given. That which had been done for me, I

thought it my duty to preach to others, and to explain
the doctrines whereby I had been saved. Moved by
these arguments, I spoke and acted in open confession of

my faith—a line ot couduct not very agieeable to the

army, even if called for and judicious. Being then in

Dublin, 1 attached myself to a society for leading the

Scriptures to the Irish poor; 1 attended the regimental
schools ; 1 read the service to a detachment I commanded,
as the men had not seats provided for them in church ;

I tried to establish a reading-room for the soldiers of my
battalion; I procured religious and other books for the

sick in hospital. ....
Both the colonel and chaplains shewed some symptoms

of chagrin—they charged me with having sent the men
to a dissenting minister.

In 1827,be had been in actual service in Portu-

gal The campaign was bloodless ; but the alter-

nate idleness and fatigue, and the irregularity

*>f life, was disagreeable to one who confesses,

that, even then, be was better able to confute a

Papist or an Infidel, without committing him-

self, than to manoeuvre a battalion or even to

direct a company ; and he judged, too, that a

better cause than that of Kings and Constitu-

tion^ “ the instruments and the embodyings of

the spirit of Satan/' was required to justify the

sacrifice of his comfort and happiness.

Mr Percival seeks too many reasons to justify

his leaving the army. The Tory party had en-

tirely lost his esteem ; he was not surprised at

the Puke of Wellington 8 change of policy in

yielding the Catholic claims ; hut he began to

fear that there might be an idea of putting down
the will of the People for Reform by the bayonet

;

and Mr Percival, who really had no vocation to a

military life, wished to be free to choose bis

aide. He is now sensible of bis many delusions

;

but, at that period, be, with the Irvingites,

imagined, among other things

—

That the time of the end wee at hand, and that God

was about to visit tho nations with his plagues, his pro-

mises having been rejected ; and finding in Scripture as

exhortation to his people to come out io those days from

the profane, and to flee to the mountains, fee., Ac., 1 re-

flected whether the words had not a practical, as well a*

a figurative application, and I deemed it right to plan
myself at liberty to act as 1 might be enlightened.

So, seeking liberty, I fell into confinement
;
seeking to

serve the Almighty, I disgraced his worship and my own
name. My own mind also had undergone

a complete change in its views of the Christiau faith,

principle ; and duty, and God knowa my courage was
submitted to severe trial.

While the fever of religious enthusiasm, be-

gun in Dublin, lasted, he was in the third hea-

vens.—When this fever is spent, as spent it must

be, as surely as the first passion of love or of

grief, then comes the trying crisis. Some, in

waxing cold, substitute cant and affectation, if not

gross hypocrisy , for their departed rapturous faith.

Others, purer and nobler minded, go mad. There

is, no doubt, another frequent and happier re-

sult ; but this is not to our present purpose.

Mr Percival became deranged ; and his own
words best describe the stages of bis progress to

confirmed insanity.

Now, my leaders, come with me to. Oxford. I have

stated that I imagined 1 had found peace and triumph

in the doctrines of the evangelical preachers ; 1 add, and

it follows of course, joy unutterable and full of glory.

At first this was the case But when 1

returned to England, 1 stood alone, amongst society, and

Amongst officer*, gentlemanly and moderate, but indiffer-

ent to spiritual truths, and inclined to turn rel giotmt

too much religion into ridicule, 1 felt first puzzled, »hm
undecided, then mistrustful of myself then tuistiustiul of

my call to be a disciple of Christ Jenis— I became luke-

warm— l became inconsistent— 1 fell into sin— 1 ex-

pected to have been kept from sin by the Holy Spirit

—

that was my idea of salvation

—

that I understood was the

gilt promised to me in the Gospel. Now, at times, I feared

that I was a castaway—at times, 1 threw away all fear,

in bold but contrite reliance ou the pledged word of the

Almighty, for on that alone 1 fancied I had retied ; there-

fore when l left the army, 1 desired in my own mind to

mire to study at Dublin, which I called my cradle ih

the Spirit, because tlieie I might unite society with

study, and be corroborated in practice by the example of

the zealous churchmen in that city. Religion is not

amongst them a matter of form and cemnouy : it is the

motive and end of their Hfe. My duty to my mother,

however, and my attachment to England, determined me
to choose an English university ; and a hope of acquiring

habits of regularity, made me fix on Oxford. 1 was

pleased with my choice. The order, the quiet, the clean-

liness, the beautiful simplicity of character 1 met with

there—the majesty, the elegance, the antiquity of the

buildings, the variety of their at chitecture, their solidity,

their preservation, with all the means of study, repose,

and reflection, enchanted me. 1 only regretted that 1 bad

not retited from a military life earlier. I only wanted,

as I thought, a wife to add to my tranquillity. The evan-

gelical doctrines I put faith in having at that time very

few preachers in the church, I often frequented the Bap-

tint and Independent meeting-houses, to hear the preach-

er*. Soon after entering Oxfoid, 1 attended a dissenting

chapel ; but being warned of the offence l might give to

the authorities, by continuing such a course, 1 gave it o£

after my matriculation

;

and then went to a church where

a gentleman of the name of Bulteel preached, in a vehe-

ment manner, doctrines then almost peculiar to himself

and in the highest degree Calviuiiiic. . . • . •

About the middle of Jqpe, news came to Oxford of tbs

extraoidiunary occurrences at Row and at Port-Glasgov.
One evening I had crossed the river from the Christ

Church meadows, and walking down the bank, through

the fields on the opposite side, with two or three com*
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pfffritais, our conversation turned on that subject t one
said, if it were not for my books and other property in
Oxford, I should go to Scotland to make inquiry. I re-
plied, if I thought it true* I would sell my books and
clothes, if they were all that I had, to pay for my journey.
The tidings were, however, §0 contradictory, that I did
not credit the report.

It may be as well to remark here, that I had for many
years often fasted, and had lately added to this disci-
pline, watching, accompanied with prayer. It was my
delight to wake in the night to pray, according to the
example of David—“At midnight also will 1 praise Thee.H
Oo two occasions previous to my arrival at Oxford, during
earnest prayer, I had seen visions, each of which shortly
after I saw them I found were pictures of what cam* /o
pats in reality, though with certain variations ; which I

account for by my disobedience to the spirit of the vision.
You do not understand this, my reader, nor do I.

When Mr Percival speaks as above, and in

the present tense, he perplexes the reader
; for

there is no doubt that now he believes his no-
tions, concerning the immediate fulfilling of the
Divine prophecies of the end of the world, wild
delusions. In passing- through London, he saw
Mr Henry Drummond—now, if not even then,
an angel or evangelist, or in some high order of
inspired teachers in the late Mr Irving’s church—
and received through this dangerous medium a
farther account of the revivals and manifesta-
tions at Row and Port-Glasgow. In Glasgow he
picked up the current pamphlets on the nature
of the new miracles, and proceeded to Rovv

;

and was, by Mr Campbell, the chief preacher of
the “ Row Heresy,” introduced to the Mac-
donalds, Mr Erskine, Mr Lusk, Mary Campbell,
and the other naturally and supernaturally gifted
persons who figured there.

He resided with Mr Campbell, to whose ami-
able and pious character he bears that testi-

mony, in his sound and sober mind, in which we
believe those who differ far from Mr Campbell
in religious opinions will heartily concur. Yet
the manse of Row was, at this period, a peril-

ous residence for a young man in the condition
of Mr -Percival. He soon became “ almost a
convert,” and very soon overtopped his part.

We have seen his state of preparation before he
left Oxford; his fastings and midnight watchings,
and exciting " communion” with persons in his

own enthusiastic state. At Row, he says

—

The effect then may be readily imagined which was
produced on a highly excited and enthusiastic mind by
the awful thought that 1 was abiding in the presence and
company of persons, in all probability moved and speak-
ing by the Holy Ghost. One afternoon at Row, in the
house of a gentleman, where 1 was at luncheon, I was
first called out to see one of the inspired ladies, who had
left the table and desired to speak to me, under the im-
pression that she was commanded to address me. She
was a plain slender young woman, pitted with the small
pox. I attended her in the drawing-room ; and, when I

was alone with her, with her arm raised, and moving to

a kind of serious measure, she addressed me in clear and
angelic notes, with sounds like these—“ Hola mi hastos

,

Hold mi hastos, disca, capita, crustos, bustos,” See. fee. &c.
She then cried out, “ And he led them out to Bethany and
aid, Tarry ye in Jerusalem until ye are indued with
power from on high." .... 1 was silent, pondering
in my own heart what might be the meaning of the words
I had heard, if true, and bow I was to obtain a decided
explanation of them—whether the command to “ tarry
in Jerusalem,** referred to my remaining amongst the
irapired person# in that neighbourhood, or to a state of

peace and confidence of mind. Whilst (bus reflecting, a
new and wond-rfut sensation came upon me: from my
bead downwards through my whole frame, I felt a spirit

or a humour shedding its benign influence, the effect of
which was that of the most cheerful

,
mild

, and grateful
peace and quiet. The words it suggested to me were,
%i Like to the dew- of Hermon,” &c. Ac. I do not re-

member ever having felt such, and with inward joy and
pleasure I thought I recognised the marvellous work of
the Almighty. 1 now suspect that it might have been
the effect of excitement on a nervous system already under*
mined. Yet I look back with pleasure and satisfaction

on my recollection of those hours. A mind so harassed,
so tortured a* mine had been for many years, may well
be pardoned for being deceived, by so sensible a delusion ;

by a Pandora bringing in her box a medicine so suited
apparently to my complaint, and so delightful. If a
doubt suggested itseK I might naturally reply in the
spirit ofCainoens, c< Aindaeu imagino.em ser contento ?**

Am 1 yet only Imagining when I am happy ?

The mind of the young gentleman had now
fairly given way

;
yet his shattered reason some-

times strove against the delusions by which he was
beset

; as, in one instance, when he was tempted
to laugh at Mr Krskine’s prophetical announce-
ment to a party of the fair disciples, waiting, in

the rain, for a steam-boat, to pass over to Port-
Glasgow, that “ he had an impression that a boat
would come;*’ so they need not seek the shelter

which Mr Percival, who then left them, had re-

commended. There might, perhaps, have been
a little occasional jealousy among these tniracu-

lously-endowed persons as to the superiority of
their respective gifts, though Mr Percival waa
not yet regularly exercising supernatural powers.
He even says

—

I could not withstand the ridicule excited in my mind
by an ehleily gentleman thus misleading his flock ; for I
was convinced that he was mistaken in this instance at
least, though I had little question of the doctrines he sup*
ported being true. I need not add that they were dtaap*
pointed.

After this day, I attended the meeting of the followers
of the church at Port-Glatgow. Here I heard again a
manifestation of tongues, and the Scriptures read with an
utterance preternatural, and requiring great assurance to
practise, because so extraordinary. I never attended these

meetings without great conflict of mind, and afterwards
depression. I had an anxiety working in me, and a bond
pressing down heavy on me. I knew not what I was to

do ; my mind was in the dark, yet I wanted to be taking
an active part. The sounds 1 heard were at times beau-
tiful in the extreme, resembling the Greek language; at
times they were awfully sublime and grand, and gave me
a full perception of that idea, “ the Word was with
God, and the Word was God at times the tone ofthem
was querulous and almost ridiculous.

Mr Percival was now fairly under the influence

of the prevailing mania ; and the very timidity

and modesty of his nature, which struggled

against public “ manifestations/* probably aggra-

vated his mental distemper. The spirit—the
spirit of madness, delusion, presumption—was
for ever urging him to deliver " messages/* and
to emit utterances ; and he suffered under the
feeling that he was grieving and resisting the

spirit by his timidity before man.
One night he found courage to address a Laird,

imbibing whisky in the travellers’ room of an inn

at Greenock, and half converted him by singing

and extemporizing. He says

1 could mention severs! Instances of ths same kind,

when the power of the Spirit came upon me, and, open*
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*ng my mouth, sang in beautiful tones words of purity,

kindness, and consolation. I was subdued and humbled ;

it was not my doing—the words, the ideas even, were
wholly unthought of by me, or at least 1 was unconscious
of thinking of them—

Et quoniam Dcus ora movet, scquar ora moventem
Rite Deum

Ovid’s description of the inspiration of Pythagoras tallied

with my experience. The yoice was given me, but I was
not the master of it ; I was but the instrument. I could
not use it at my command, but solely at the command of
the Spirit that guided me.

The madness worked, and must have been ap-

parent to Mr Campbell and his sister ; but alas

!

those who can conjure up such storms in the soul,

have often little power to allay the tempest they

witness and deplore when too late. He was now
a full believer, and he relates :

—

At morning service in Mr Campbell’s church, one Sun-
day, I was led to open my mouth, and sing a part of a
psalm, at a time when the rest of the congregation were
at peace, and whilst Mr Campbell was preparing to

preach. / mistrusted the guidance; I knew not what then

to do; but after inward conflict, whilst Mr Campbell was
actuallypreaching, I gained cenfldence to chant two verses

of another psalm, I was immediately below, and behind
the pulpit. Mr Campbell descended from it to dissuade

me, and begged me not to continue. I told him quietly,
“ I had doue.” The power had left me. I knew not
whether I had done right or wrong; I only knew the

power was not mine ; and from its nature, as evidenced to

my own feelings, I concluded it divine : afterwards, in a
conversation with Mary Campbell, I understood that

which is written by St Paul, that we are not to speak al-

together, hut to command the spirits ; for that God is not
a God of confusion, but of order.

At future stages of his distemper he sometimes
recalled the expostulation of Mary Campbell

;

and in Dublin it bad some fleeting power over

his conscience and judgment in momentarily
causing him to doubt or be ashamed of the part

he was acting. He had, so to speak, stray

lucid thoughts, though no lucid intervals.

So far as we know, we have said, the progress

of a purely religious lunacy was never before

more accurately traced. Cowper’s first derange-

ment, of which he has given a narrative, was prior

to his conversion.

Mr Percival left the manse of Row, his mind
completely deranged by what must be called,

in part, spiritual pride. He describes his ex.

ultation, his doubts, and the superstitious prac-

tices by which be was further bewildered. But
those really heathen practices—the turning over

the leaves of the Bible to ascertain, from the

text fortuitously presented, the will of Heaven,
as Pagans consulted the Fates, by, among other

modes, opening a book—are, we believe, defended

by some professing Christians, in their sober

senses. There is, in truth, a latent tinge of

superstition in every human bosom, and Mr Per-

cival was of the character that was peculiarly

liable to its influences. There must probably

have been something very faulty in his educa-

tion. He continues his narrative
I left the manae at Row, in my own imagination, a

living instance of the Holy Ghost operating in man—
full of courage, confidence, peace, and rapture, like a

glowing flame, but still and submissive. Such, I say,

was the state of my feeling in the life of that Spirit

;

hut in the flesh I was anxious lest I should be betrayed

into error by a false zeal, or by false directions, so as to

turn thru power to ridicule, by attempting miracles,

uncommanded, or by conduct out of order ; at the tune

time, I was alarmed, lest, mistaking a fear of man for a

love of order, I might quench the Holy Spirit working

within me. Mr Campbell, at my de.

parture, seemed to fear for me, that 1 might be misled,

and expressed bis anxiety ; I was conscious of danger

and difficulty, hut I hoped what had been begun without

me, would be perfected in me, despite even of myself.

Before 1 quitted Row, however, I had suspected that a

new power had been conferred on me, of discerning the

spirits that spoke in men around me, by their tone, and

the effect of the utterance upon my nervous organs.

This was a new field of observation to me when 1 left

Scotland, and I considered it might he, if pot a delusion,

a beneficial guard against any spiritual enemy; but

when I came to Ireland, in addition to the power of dis-

cerning evil in others, I fancied that I had the power to

discern evil in myself, and to know by the sensation on

iny palate, throat, and hearing, whether I was speaking

in accordance with the will of God, or against his will,

and consequently against the laws of nature. I now

attribute this sensation in a great measure to extreme

nervous excitement : but at that time it led to the destruc-

tion of my new-formed peace, and ultimately to my

ruin.

It was unfortunate that he returned to Dub-

lin at this time, instead of joining his family;

though his elder brother &I90 believed in the Row

miracles, as he had written to the deluded young

man.
In Ireland he mingled chiefly with persons as

enthusiastic and excited as himself ; and one of

them, a clergyman, urged him to assist at a pub-

lic meeting. The way in which he threw loose

the reins of imagination at that meeting, is thui

described, and gives us a key to this and similar

states of hallucination

I decided when there, what line of argument to adopt,

in conformity with the will of my singular inspiration

;

and being at a loss to know how to support my argument

with texts, and doubting the will, or mistrusting the

power of the Spirit to speak through me uninterruptedly,

1 applied inwardly for guidance ; and the Spirit, moving

ray arms and fingers, opened for me my Bible in distinct

places, one after the other, supplying me in each pises

with a passage in regular connexion with my line of

argument. According to these I spoke.

I mention these facts to shew the reasonableness, if 1

may so call it, of my lunacy, if it was entirely lunacy

;

to speak more clearly, to shew the reality of the exist-

ence of that power
,
by the abuse or use of which I be-

came insane. If by the abuse of it, because the Lord

confounded me for my disobedience ; if by the use of it,

because, though real, it was a spirit of delusion.

When Mr Percival argues in this manner he

perplexes us, and leaves us in doubt if he is yet

altogether himself. His sufferings were deep

and real, and his conflict between imaginary in-

spiration and internal misgiving was accom-

panied with such extreme nervous irritation and

pain, that, exhausted, weary, and broken-hearted,

he often wished to forget religion altogether, and

be at peace. In the words of Cowper, ' r day and

night he was upon the rack; lying down in

horror, and rising up in despair." With this state

alternated brief seasons of triumph ; though ruin

was at hand, and the full mischief of the perni-

cious errors he had imbibed was about to be

completely developed. If not already insane, his

mind, it will be admitted, was fearfully shat-

tered.

We could not find better, briefer, nor mote

delicate language than his own, in which to re-
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late his final lapse. It is enough to indicate it.

He fell into bad company, and was confined by
illness, aggravated by shame and remorse.

He expresses great pain and difficulty in get-

ting thus far in his sad story. During his con-

finement, a friendly officer, of moderate and reli-

gious principles,, with whoso family he was inti-

mately acquainted, shewed the greatest regard
and attention to him, from being aware of the

disturbed state of his mind. To this friend he
had related his strange sensations, and guidances,

and inspirations. After his convalescence, this

gentleman, to divert his imagination from the

illusions that preyed upon it, invited him to pass

the Sunday evening with his family, hoping that

a cheerful hour, spent in the society of old

friends, would be soothing to his spirits. It

had a quite opposite effect. Humbled and re-

morseful as he had been at this period, his

spiritual presumption was not conquered ; in

other words, he was insane. He imagined
that, as he was about to depart for England,
it was his imperative duty to speak in an un-

known tongue, and perform miracles before the

family, in confirmation of the Row doctrine.

He that day fancied that his own rapid recovery

had been produced by a miracle !—that day
when he must have been in a violent nervous
fever. He imagined that he, a spiritual being, had
no need of physicians or medicines, and that it

was his duty to reject them, to shew on what
grounds his cure rested ! The state of his per-

verted mind, and the weakness of human nature

and the perversions of delusive faith, are curi-

ously revealed in the following sentence :

—

4 It is contemptible and ridiculous, but when night came
and I had to decide, l split the difference by taking half
the dose that my physician had ordered me. The truth is,

that I doubted my delusions, and 1 doubted my physician.

In his friend’s house he was in a state of great

excitement, increased by the opposition to his

attempts at utterances and singing. Among
other things, he attempted, or rather wished to

put his hand into the fire, to prove that by faith

he could draw it out unhurt. But this he did

not or was not permitted to do. Indeed, a

curious under-current of reason flowed at all

times under his wildest illusions, where personal

safety or great bodily pain were apprehended.

If an impetuous incoherent lunatic he was
never so wholly and recklessly frantic as to risk

his life. On this night his perceptions seem
first to have been disturbed. How touchingly

he relates those first aberrations of the senses !

How often, in perusing his narrative, has that

most piteous cry that ever issued from the hu-

man bosom, been recalled to us :

—

u Let me not be mad—not mad, sweet Heaven 1

Keep me in temper ! 1 would not be mad 1”

In the night he awoke under the most fear-

ful impressions. Delirium was fairly begun,

emd his derangement took the shape that might

have been anticipated. As a psychological curio-

sity, we shall transcribe some of the more remark-

able of those first delusions which he enter-

tained, or of which he was made the sport. It

is, we feel, difficult to dpeak of the operations

xo LXX.—VOL, vu

of the deranged mind in intelligible language.

Let it be remembered that it is the wild illu-

sions, the dreams of a man awake, that Mr
Percival describes, often with the vehement
energy of that highest eloquence which true

feeling alone inspires, and sometimes rather in-

coherently. It should, however, be remembered,
that, though an educated man, he had not been
accustomed to write for the press. He slept in

a room of Kilmainham Hospital—probably near

his friend's barrack-rooms—and had promised

not to cry out in prayer or hymn, lest he should

disturb the old pensioners. He seems to have

restrained himself for a time ; but he awoke, we
should say for the time, stark mad. He affirms

that his mind was at first sound, “ except so far

as it (in a certain respect) was deceived by pre-

ternatural injunctions/'

In a certain respect, it remained sound throughout mg
illness

, so that it faithfully recorded the objects and the

events that took place around me ; but I looked to the

inspirations I received for the interpretation of them. If

at any time my ear could have been closed to my delu-

sions, I was then fit to be at liberty ; but the credit I

gave to my delusions, rather than to my judgment, was
my disease.

We forbear to comment on this reasoning ; for

no one can peruse this afflicting narrative with-

out feeling the deepest sympathy and tender-

ness for its author. He relates—

In the night I awoke under the most dreadful impres-

sions ; I heard a voice addressing me, and I was made to

imagine that my disobedience to the faith, in taking the

medicine overnight, had not only offended the Lord, but

had rendered the work of my salvation extremely difficult,

by its effects upon my spirits and humours. I heard that

1 could only be saved now by being changed into a spirit-

ual body ; and that a great fight would take place in my
mortal body between Satan and Jesus ; the result of

which would either be my perfection in a spiritual body,

or my awaking in helL I am not sure whether before or

after this, I was not commanded to cry out aloud, for

consenting to which I was immediately rebuked, at un-
mindful of the promise I had made to my friend. A spirit

came upon me and prepared to guide me in my actions.

1 was lying on my back, and the spirit seemed to light on
my pillow, by my right ear, and to command my body. I

was placed in a fatiguing attitude, resting on my feet, my
knees drawn up and on my head, and made to swing my
body from side to side without ceasing. In the mean-
time, I heard voices without and within me, and sounds

as of the clanking of iron, and the breathing of great

forge bellows, and the force of flames. 1 understood that

I was only saved by the mercy of Jesns, from seeing, as

well as hearing, hell around me ; and that if I were not

obedient to His spirit, I should inevitably awake in bell

before the momiog. After some time I had a little rest,

and then, actuated by the same spirit, I took a like po-

sition on the floor, where 1 remaiued, until I understood

that the work of the Lord was perfected, and that now
my salvation was secured ; at the same time the guidance

of the spirit left me, and I became in doubt what next I

was to do. I understood that this provoked the Lord, aa

if I was affecting ignorance when I knew what I was to

do, and, after some hesitation, I heard the command, to

“ take your position on the floor again then” but 1 had
no guidance or no perfect guidance to do so, and could

not resume. I was told, however, that my salvation de-

pended upon my maintaining that position as well as I

could until the morning; and, oh ! great was my joy

when I perceived the first brightness of the dawn, which

1 could scarcely believe had arrived so early. I then re-

tired to bed. I bad imagined during the night that the

fire of hell was consuming my mortal body—tnat the

Spirit ef Jesus came down tome to endure the pain thereof

9E*
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for me, Dint ht might perfect in me a spiritual body to

His honour ami glory. I imagined that the end of this

work was, that I was already in the state of one raised

from the dead; and that any sin or disobedience in this

body was doubly horrible and loathsome, inasmuch as it

was In a body actually regenerated and clothed upon with
the Holy Ghost. I imagined also that the Hply Ghost
had in a special manner descended, and worked with Jesus

to save me. I considered it a proof of the truth of myima-
glnatlons, when on rising, being perplexed by two differ-

ent guidings that came upon me, 1 looked down upon my
limbs which were white and of a natural colour ; and
again I looked down on my limbs, when one half of my
frame appeared in a state of scarlet inflammation. When
I went to dress, this had again subsided.

Before I rose from my bed, 1 understood that I was
now to proceed through the world as an angel, under the

immediate guidance of the Lord, to proclaim the tidings

of his second coming. With that came an uncertain im-
pression that I was to do this in an extraordinary way,
and by singing—and this idea haunted me throughout

my changes of insanity. I had also an uncertain im-
pression of a like nature, that 1 was to go and shew my-
self before the Lord Lieutenant or the General of the

Forces, that I was to breakfast there, and to meet, either

at the Lord Lieutenant's a prince of the blood royal, or at

the General's, a duke, to whom 1 was to proclaim the
near coming of the Lord.

The delirium, of which we have so vivid a pic-

ture, worked. He proceeds:

—

My whole conduct became confused, my language am-
biguous and doubtful. After breakfast, I prayed to be
left alone, which was accorded with some difficulty.

When alone in the breakfast room, 1 expected to be guided
to prayer ; but a spirit guided me and placed me on a
ebair, in a constrained position, with my head turned to

look at the clock, the hand of which I saw proceeding to

the first quarter. I understood I was to leave the posi-

tion when it came to the quarter : when, however, it

came to the quarter, 1 was anxious to be on the safe side,

and I waited till it was at least halfa minute past. Hav-
ing done this, I was not a whit the wiser ; but on the
contrary, I felt that I had again offended by my want of
exact punctuality, proving my want of confidence. 1 was
then directed to lie on the floor, with my face to the
ground, in an attitude of supplication and humiliation.

I heard a spirit pray in me, and reason in me, and with
me, and ultimately, another spirit, desiring certain gifts

of the Holy Spirit to be given me, amongst which pro-
phecy, tongues, miracles, and discernment of spirits ; soon
after 1 was overwhelmed with a sudden and mighty con-
viction of my utter worthlessness ; and being asked how
I could expect the Lord to take me, and on what condi-
tions 1 craved his favour ; another spirit cried out in me,
and for me/* Lord / take me as J am.’*

His friend carried him to his lodgings in

Dublin in a hackney coach, and sent for his phy-
sician. Now he wished to set off for England

;

and he became exceedingly irritated when a
stout man, stationed at the chamber door, pre-
vented him from going out. He prayed to be
allowed to pass, and failing, tried his miraculous
powers. How pernicious must be those extra-
vagant opinions which at least strongly tended
to upset the reason of this poor gentleman, and
led to a scene like this :

—

He [the keeper] was not a whit shaken by my address,
•o, after again and again adjuring him, by the desire of
the spirit whose word I heard, I seized one of his arms,
desiring it to wither : my words were idle, no effect fol-
lowed, and I was ashamed and astonished.

Then, thought I, I have been made a fool of 1 But I
did pot on that account mistrust the doctrines by which
I had been exposed to this error. The doctrines, thought
J, are true; hut I am mocked at by the Almighty for my
disobedience to them, and at the same time, I have the
fuiU and the grief of bringing discredit upon the truth,

by my obedience to a spirit of mockery, or bymy diiofe.

dience to the Holy Spirit ; for there were not warning

voices to suggest to me, that the reason why the miracle

had failed, was, that I had not waited for the Spirit to

guide my action when the word was spoken, and that I

had seized the man's arm with the wrong hand. 1 vu
silent and astonished. Bed-time came. 1 requested the

man to leave me for half an hour for prayer ; he did so.

Before that, I think Captain H. had been to me, and had

explained the reason of his being there. I went to bed,

bat not to sleep.

In after years, when reflecting upon the inju-

dicious treatment which, as he imagines, exas-

perated his distemper, and which, from a state of

temporaryhallucination, threwhim into confirmed

lunacy, Mr Percival blames the coercive steps

taken by his well-meaning friend, as rash and
indelicate. But there is much in all such cases

to justify even excess of caution, and prompt
coercive interference, for the safety of the pa-

tient. The dreadful catastrophe of Mr Whit-
bread and of Sir Samuel RomHy have, perhaps,

contributed, in this country, to over-haste in

the adoption of those measures, which, however
needful, must always irritate the patient. But
an awful responsibility is laid upon friends and

relatives in all snch cases ; and, upon the whole,

it may be believed that their affection and na-

tural feelings will prevent them from frequently

erring in the too hasty adoption of restraint. Yet
how touching and painful is this poor sufferer’s

complaint, in looking back upon the dark vista

through which he had passed :

—

I trace my ruin to the particular trials, to the surprise,

the confusion, the puzzle, which the sudden intrusion of

a keeper brought upon me. But at that time, unfortun-
ately, I did not consider my dignity so much as my re-

lationship to the Almighty, as his redeemed servant,

bound in gratitude, and from self-abasement, to exerciw
forbearance and humility. If it be replied, My ruin
might have been brought about another way ; I answer,
I do not know what might have been, bat I know what
did take place.

The first symptoms of my derangement were, that I

gazed silently on the medical men who cams to me, and
resolutely persisted in acts apparently dangerous. No
doubt .there were also symptoms of bodily fever; but

from that moment to the end of my confinement, men
acted as though my body, soul, and spirit were fairly

given np to their control, to work their mischief and
folly upon. My silence, I suppose, gave content I

mean, that I was never told, such and such things we
are going to do ; we think it advisable to administer
such and such medicine, in this or that manner ; I was
never asked, Do you want anything f |Do you wish for,

or prefer anything ? Have you any objection to this or to

that ? I was fastened down in bed ; a meagre diet was
ordered for me ; this and medicine were forced down my
throat, or in the contrary direction : my will, my wishes,
my repugnances, my habits, my delicacy, my inclina-

tions, my necessities, were not once consulted, I may say

thought of. I did not find the respect paid usually etui
to a child.

It was now that, he contends, his mind was

in many respects sound ; and it is, at least, cer-

tain that his perceptions were not yet wholly

disturbed. His complaints of the superintend-
ents of the celebrated Lunatic Asylum near

Bath, where he was afterwards placed, are

far mere bitter than of the Dublin physicians;
and, without pretending to decide the point,

we must acknowledge that, at least, some of

them Appear reasonable, and all meet deserr-
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ing the attention of those who undertake the

most delicate and difficult of human offices-—

the combined medical and moral treatment of

the insane. It is, we think, Pinel, the cele-

brated French writer on mental disease, who
remarks

—

“ None ought to meddle with the mad
who have not discretion, and genius into the bar-

gain ay, and with knowledge and experience,

the devotedness of brotherly love.

Mr Percival neither directly gives his own
name nor that of Dr Fox ; but however proper
in him this gauzy concealment, to the public that

delicacy is superfluous which really hides nothing.

The scene of his sufferings, and of his partial

recovery, cannot be mistaken.—We return to

his delusions, before animadverting on his treat-

ment in the asylum in England, to 'which he
was transferred. On the night that he was first

placed under the care of the keeper in Dub-
lin, he slept none, and tossed all night in the

wildest delirium, repeating the fantastic or har-

lequin evolutions of the former night, to redeem
himself, as he imagined, and to get rid of the
spirits of blasphemy and mockery. He was
prompted to take means to break his neck ; but
here, as in other instances, he was cautious of

seriously endangering his life. The presence of

the keeper disturbed him exceedingly ; and if it

be possible that but for that he could, as he says,

have slept, it is greatly to be lamented. The
man seized him, and prevented his evolutions.

He adds :

—

I tore myself from him, telling him it was necessary
for my talvation ; he left me and went down stairs. I
then tried to perform what I had begun ; but now I

found, either that I could not so jerk myself round on
mjr head, or that my fear of breaking my neck was
really too strong for my faith. In that case I then cer-

tainly mocked, for my efforts were not sincere.

When I undertook this action, I imagined that if 1

performed it in the power of the Holy Spirit, no harm
would result to me, but that if 1 threw myself round to

the right in my own strength, I might break my neck
*nd die, but that 1 should be raised again immediately
to fulfil my mission. I had therefore no design to destroy
myself.

8uch were, at least in part, the practical fruits

of the miraculous manifestations at Row. The
mind of this unfortunate gentleman seems occa-

sionally still to waver when he reoalls these

horrors, and his own abandonment ; and surely
the less he now dwells upon them the better.

He must have been consuming with fever and
thirst ; and the workings of his frenzy took the
>ame form which certain bodily sensations are
•aid to produce in dreams. His month was
probably parched, and he was then tempted to

expectorate violently, to get rid of the evil

spirits
; and to drink water in order to satisfy

the Almighty. He got no water. The keeper
had gone out for a strait-waistcoat and an assist-

ant, and he was at once bound in it ; but still

attempting the feat of standing on his head, he
was also tied to the bed-posts by the legs. It

wight, perhaps, have been better to hare suf-

fered him to continue his harlequin tricks, until

he tired, than to have used all at once vio-

Jant coercive measures
; yet who can say ?

630

Mr Percival attempts to account for how he
became the victim of these absurd delusions ;

for even to Row he came prepared by a long

train of causes ; though the mad scenes there cer-

tainly awakened the slumbering mischief. He
wonders how, with so much sense and reflection

remaining, he could have been so deluded ; but

persons sane, or seemingly sane, on every other

point—some of whom went about their ordinary

avocations—were similarly deluded. Mr Per-

cival is not the first to have acknowledged that

it was all delusion ! But, excepting poor Irving,

who fell the sacrifice to his own vain-glory, and
the extraordinary conflict of truth, and doubt,

and positive insincerity, in a mind powerful and
weak by turns, there has been no such victim.

In Mr Percival, there was no alloy of insin-

cerity. Our sympathy with him is untroubled

even by a doubt. When he went to Row, pre-

pared to receive the contagion into every vein,

he tells

—

The spirits which at first spoke in my hearing, or

addressed me at Row and Purt-Glasgow, and afterwards

spoke in me and moved me; which subsequently in Ire-

land I heard talking to me, and communing with me iu-

visible; had an utterance so pure, so touching, so beau-

tiful, that I could not but believe them divine. They
spake also in accordance with the word of life ; they

directed me in paths of peace, obedience, and humility

;

they flattered me even in my desire to adhere to the

church esiablishmeut, and not to break the visible unity

of the church ; they came upon me to teach me method
and order; they guided my hand to write in letters uu-
usual to me ; in so many ways they were attested, as

spirits of good and of wisdom, that, now even, I dure

not deny the possibility of disobedience to them, not my
obedieuce, having caused me to be confounded, which
was forewarned me in Scotland. But when 1 had thrown
myself away, and / was thrown away { I was decoyed

and separated from Jesus, the rock of a Christian's sal-

vation, by my reliance on these sounds.

The doctrine of the Assurance of Faith is, or

was, one of the heresies alleged against the

Rowites by the Church of Scotland ;
and one

(among others) for entertaining which Mr Camp-
bell was thrust beyond its pale. This tenet was

another stumbling-block in the way of Mr Per-

cival. He feared to doubt ; and, on this head,

he now speaks very rationally :

—

I perished from an habitual error of mind, common to

many believers, and particularly to our brethren the

Roman Catholics—that of fearing to doubt, and of
taking the guilt of doubt upon my conscience. The
consequence of this (is, want of candour and of real

sincerity ; because we force ourselves to say we be-

lieve what we do not believe, because we think doubt

sinful. Whereas we cannot control our doubts, which

can only be corrected by information. To reject persua-

sion wilfully is one crime ; but to declare wilfully that

we believe wbat we doubt, or presumptuously that our

doubts are wilful, is another.

The strait-waistcoat at midnight was followed

by the visit of the mad-doctor in the morning,

and the patient's fate, perhaps necessarily, was

sealed. He complains grievously of the treat-

ment he underwent in the strait-waistcoat,—tied

hand and foot in bed, and shut up in a small

close room. He minutely describes his mental

and bodily sensations and condition. Some of

his delusions, while hound hand and foot,

and tossingjn the his mind, are abao-
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lutely appalling. lie waa panting for water, to

obtain which he atruggled to leave his bed,

though he did not or could not ask for it; and once

he got aome ; but his most powerful motive for

getting up was to reach to the window

—

To see if it were true, as my tormentors told me,
that all my family were there waiting to receive roe, and
to hail me as an obedient servant of the Lord Jesus,

and a willing martyr to his glory. For when I began to

lose all command of my imagination, I was made to be-

lieve, that in consequence of my disobedience and blas-

phemies against Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, tbe

Roman Catholics in Ireland, to whom 1 had been or-

dained as an angel, being miraculously informed like

the shepherds, by an angel shining in tbe glory of the

Lord, had risen up and come to Dublin, demanding my
crucifixion or my burning; that in the meantime the

Almighty, provoked by my great perfidy and ingratitude,

had cut short the days and revoked his couusels ; had
determined to visit my nation with severe plagues, and
me with all the torments he had reserved for Satan,

whom, even, he had pardoned, glad to find one, and one
only, who deserved all his everlasting plagues, and to be

able thereby to pardon his immense creation.

I was the one only being to be eternally damned,
alone, in multiplied bodies, and in infinite solitude and
darkness and torments. 1 was told also that the Al-
mighty in His three persons had descended upon earth,

had entered London, and had revealed all these things to

the King, who was also preparing on earth the most cruel

torments for me ; that my father and a sister who is now
no more, had been raised from the dead, and had inter-

ceded for me, and that my relations and friends had as-

sembled round me in Dublin, and had defended me from
the violence of the mob at the sacrifice of their own lives.

My friend Captain H.’s coat which occasionally lay upon
my sofa, for he was constantly attending upon me, was,

to my delirious imagination, a proof of his murder in my
defence. I was agonized, and often attempted to rush to

the window and to preset) t myself to the mob, aud to 8ave

the lives of my friends, by my own sacrifice ; at other

times, to satisfy my curiosity, to see if my family and
relations were really there. For I had a species of
doubts ; but no one who has not been deranged, can un-
derstand how dreadfully true a lunatic's insane imagina-
tion appears to him , how slight his sane doubts*

. . When I lay upon my pillow, a demand was
made of me to suffocate myself on my pillow ; that if 1

would do that in obedience to the Lord’s Spirit, it would
be an act of obedience, as grateful to him as any other I

had been commanded. This delusion haunted me for

many months. 1 imagined that I should be really suffo-

cated, hut saved from death, or raised from death, by
miraculous interposition. I pressed my mouth and nos-

trils against the pillow ; and I was to attend to the voices

that came to me, directing my thoughts, and each tempt-
ing me to rise before I had executed the Lord's intention.

Night after night, and day After day,

I waa snmmoned to try it again and again till I should

Succeed, under the most awful penalties. I was told,

that it was necessary for the perfection of the glorified

man. That all the world had done it but me ; that even

my sisters had done it, that thsy had all done it repeat-

edly for my sake
,
to put offmy damnation, because it was

necessary that the commands of the Lord should be ful-

filled when once spoken, and they hoped in time that I

should do it by their aid. When 1 felt the chill of the

outward air upon my neck under the bedclothes, I was

told these were spirits of my sisters, breathing on me to

cool me, and encouraging me to go through with my
task.

We submit to medical men whether the

sensations described below were real or illusory,

forbythis timeMr P.’s perceptions were, we think,

often erroneous. Cowper describes an extraor-

dinary sensation in his brain, analogous to that

described here. The spirits were, by his fancy,

upbraiding the unhappy patient, that, through

I cowardice and want of fortitude he would not

fulfil the command of the Almighty, while whole

Creations were suffering, waiting the concluding

act of his obedience ! He relates :

—

At last, one hour, under an excess of chilling horror

at my imagined loss of honour, I was unable to prevent

the surrender of my judgment. The act of mind I describe,

was accompanied with tbe sound of a slight crack, and

the sensation of a fibre breaking over the right tempi*;

it reminded me of the mainstay of a mast giving way;
it was succeeded by a loss of control over certain of the

muscles of my body, and was immediately followed by

two other cracks of the same kind, one after the other,

each more towards the right ear, followed by an additional

relaxation of the muscles, and accompanied by an ap-

parently additional surrender of the judgment. In fact,

until now, I had retained a kind of restraining power

over my thoughts and belief ; I now had none; I

could not resist the spiritual guilt and contamination of

any thought, of any suggestion. My will to choose, to

think orderly, was entirely gone. I became like one

awake yet dreaming, present to the world in body, in

spirit at the bar of heaven's judgment seat ; or in hell,

enduring terrors unutterable, by the preternatural meu-

aces of everlasting and shocking torments; inexpressible

anguish and remorse, from exaggerated accusations of my
ingratitude, and a degrading and self-loathing sense of

moral turpitude from accusations of Crimea I had never

committed.

False perceptions, or a state wavering between

the true and false, and preternatural visions, fol-

lowed these paroxysms, or alternated with them.

At one time he saw the pale hand and arm of

Death stretching over the bed. Sometimes he

was told (by the spirits) to try to think co-

herently, and, when he made the attempt, he

was told he did nothing but “ ruminate, rumi-

nate.”

A moving light was given me, as a guide to know when

I was ruminating or reflecting. It was a white light,

and used to move in a circle from left to right upon the

top of my bed. When I began to ruminate, it tamed

backwards to the left Then my Saviour, or his angel's

spirit, used to pray me to reflect, in order by any means

to regain power over the muscles of my countenance. I

say my Saviour or his angel, because, when l imagined

that 1 was in hell, that voice came to me, as the chief

servant of Jesus in hell, directing and appointing the

times and order of punishment and trial. I used also to

hear a beautiful voice, that sung in the most -tender,

pure, and affecting notes these words, M Keep looking to

Jesus, the author and finisher of thy salvation ! Oh,

keep Iqpking—keep looking to Jesus !" Continually over

the head of the bed, at the left-hand side, as if in the

ceiling, there was a sound as the voice of many waters,

and 1 was made to imagine that the jets of gas, that came

from the fireplace on the lift-hand side, were tbe utter-

ance of my Father's spirit, w hich was continually withia

me, attempting to save me; and continually obliged te

return to be purified in hell fire, in consequence of the

contamination it received from my foul thoughts. I

make use of the language I heard. From the ceiling ia

front of my bed, I used to bear the decrees of what are

called the assembly of counsellors, often ushered in these

terms :

—

The will of Jehovah, the Lord, is supreme—
He will be obeyed, and thou must worship him I

The word of the Lord came from the left-hand side of

the ceiling of the room, and many spirits assailed iae

from all quarters.

When I make use of these words, ceiling qf the ram,

it will appear surprising, that tbe visions or sounds had

such effect upon me, when sensible objects were present,

and lecoguised by me. But I understood these things in

a contrary sense. Besides, in part seeing the white and

flowing beards, and venerable countenances, I imagined

1 was really present to them ; and that my not ackhow-
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ledging it vai a delation, an obstinate resistance of the

divine will on iny part. That, of the two, the appear-

ance of the bed, walls, and furniture, was false, not my
preternatural impressions.

His previous irregular course of study might

have contributed to the general disorder of his

faculties ; for his mind was one wild chaos,

made up of the fragments of systems—of portions
of all faiths and all philosophies. Thomas-a-

Kempis, Berkley, Pythagoras, and the Heathen

mythology, blended with the most mystical and

visionary of those doctrines that have been hung

upon the Christian faith, were jumbled together

in his delusions. He had been, according to

the belief imbibed at Row, changed into a spiri-

tual body; hence he possessed ubiquity. In

soberer seasons he had pondered the doctrine

of the Communion of Saints, to which he attri-

buted a very different meaning from that gene-

rally understood. He had been led to question

—

Whether, if we were in the spirit of God, we might

not actually know and feel, each what the other was
thinking about, or enduring, in various parts of the

known world. That which had been a speculation, was
now an act of faitli ; and I imagined I could be in hell,

on earth, and in heaven, at the same moment : nay, that

1 was, and that I witnessed all three states of existence

;

but that I did not see clearly the two extremes, because I

would not acknowledge it to myself.

Even the new-fangled doctrines of Phrenology

mingled in the chaos, and aided his lunacy ; and

he knocked his head agaiost the wall, when
chained up in the asylum, on the part where the

bump of Secretiveness is assumed to be, under an

idea that, if his efforts could knock in the organ,

he would thus obliterate the secrets of his guilt,

and spare his tortured conscience its agony.

And this, for aught we know, was reasoning

soundly, upon phrenological principles. Mr
Percival, at least, succeeded in seriously hurting

his ear which required surgical treatment ;

though he attributes part of the injury dene

his ear, to the blows of the keepers. The fanciful

and ingenious madman or dreamer imagined that

the blood which flowed from his wounded ear

was caused by the lachrymatory duct being full

of tears of blood, which he could not weep, and

which escaped by the ear.

Nothing is more singular than the way in which

soundsand other objects of sense, acting upon him,

affected his mind and created illusion. One day

the tones of a hurdy-gurdy, which he seems to

have heard, and which, it is probable, he actu-

ally did hear, appeared, he tells, to flit round

him, playing a tune which affected him with ex-

treme anguish.

It seemed to remind me of all that 1 had experienced

and forgotten of my heavenly Father's care and love to-

wards me. My mind, amidst other scenes, was trans-

ported back to Portugal—to a day when I had passed

through Alhandra on horseback, on my way to visit the

lines of Torres Vedras, in company with three brother

officers. It appeared to me, as if that day a little

Portuguese beggur boy had been playing on a hurdy-

gurdy in the street ; but, to my imagination, now, it was

connected also with a time of life when I had in person

llTed at Alhandra, a beggar, orphan boy.

His early history, as this beggar boy, was made

out to him in horrible characters. Among his other

cringes, while the Portuguese boy, was plunging

a pig alive in boiling water, after tying up its

mouth to prevent its cries from being heard.

He gives this singular view of the sequence of

a madman's ideas, or of the train of horrid phan-

tasms which take the place of rational thought

in a lunatic's fancy. It reads like a hideous

dream.

This strange tale was revealed to me, accompanied

with an impression of recollection of identity with my.

own experience, as strongly as that by which any of the

delusions of Pythagoras may have convinced him. I

remember 1 was first desired to recollect that portion of

my life ; and when I could not, the sounds of the hurdy-

gurdy were sent to me, as the voice said, to quicken my
memory. 1 still had difficulty to collect any ideas, ex-

cept my passing through Alhandra, my seeing the church

on the right hand, and perhaps a yoong boy with a
hurdy-gurdy in the street or market-place. But an indes-

cribable sense of compunction, and of active interest in

the place, wrung my feelings ; and I was desired to re-

collect it as the place of my nativity.

I then heard a voice singing to the air of music—
«* I do not remember the hour and the day.

But I do remember the day and the hour,

When I waa a little boy.”

My difficulty of recollecting was charged on my wilfal-

ness; and so I understood the two first lines, that I

would not, not that I could not, remember ; and this

partly from compunction at the crimes I had committed

on my patrons ;
partly from a sense of shame and guilt

at the revelation of the acta of the monks of Aldoba£a,

which 1 imagined were being exposed in the presence of

my fellow-countrymen, especially in that of the Duke of

Wellington, and the officers of my battalion ; which also

I was considered responsible for, although at the same

time living in England in another body, in the discharge

of my military duties.

When I inwardly expostulated, and stated that, when

I was alive in England, I had not been aware of the

union existing between me at the age of twenty-one, and

a boy in Portugal of the age of seventeen, I was made
to understand that an act of ingratitude in childhood had.

effaced from my mind the consciousness of this mystery,

but that every individual besides me had experienced and

delighted in this ubiquity of existence; and even that

my brothers and sisters had been living in Portugal at

the same time, and had then been acquainted with me,

and, living in England, had been conscious of that aca

quaintance, but could not talk to me concerning it, by

reason of my moral darkness through sin.

There was a horrid idea connected with this frenzy,

that, in like manner as I had boiled the pig alive, I

should be plunged into a huge copper of boiling water,

and should be whirled round in it ou my back, with my
mouth covered over with sackcloth, bubbling, and boil-

ing, and drowning, and suffocating for ever, and ever,

and ever ! My eyes were also to be taken out of my
head, and I yet spiritually, see them hanging over me9

looking down upon me, and pursuing me round tho

cauldron. To add to my horrors, my dearest friends

would plunge me in, and stand by ridiculing and tor-

menting. I actually believed that a sound I heard in the

room next to mine, like to boiling water, was a prepara-

tion for this awful punishment, and that my brother and

one of my cousins were every moment on the eve of

plunging me in, and condemning me for ever. When
they came into my roam, 1 saw them at times like natu-

ral men ; but at times their countenances appeared hor-

ridly swollen, and their faces darkened so that they

looked black. Then I was told that I was not doing

my dnty to the Lord Jehovah supremely omnipotent,

and that they appeared as the angels of hell, already pre-

pared to execute the purposes of his wrath ; but that I

was always respited, in hope of my future obedience.

My feelings were dreadful.

On one of these occasions I recollect saying to my
brother, «

, l am desired to tell you, you are a hypo-

crite.’* A voice bad commanded me. This wa* one o

€
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the few Muteness I addressed to any living being about
me.

By the common illusion of lunatics, he accused

himself of the most incredible crimes
;

and,

among others, of having assisted in drowning
an old woman in the Thames, below Blackfriar's

Bridge. Some of his hallucinations were of a

happier character. Sometimes he was invited

by (he spirits to come up “ to heavenly places,'*

as he terms them ; and whatever was agreeable

to his senses seems to have been “ heavenly

places sometimes, also, he saw on the bed-

curtains three faces—that of his Saviour, his

natural father, and his Almighty Father, which

we mention to introduce this singular passage—
But the vision which made the most vivid impression

upon me, amounting to reality ; so strong an impression

indeed, that I might almost say, the possibility of being

present in two places at the same time may he capable of

realization ; thine it was, O Lord, to interpret it to me.
When I saw the venerable countenance of my father

bending over me weeping, and the crystal tears falling,

which I felt trickling down my shoulders, the impression
of this was so vivid, that I can hardly help now sus-

pecting, either that water was dropped ou my back
through the ceiling and tester of the bed, or that I was
not where I appeared to be. Still it was not altogether

the countenance of my father, as on earth ; and I saw a.

long flowing white beard. I thought, could my father’s

beard have been so white and bo long ? but I both thought

it unholy to question, and besides I could not control my
thoughts to unravel my ideas. So my doubts took slight

bold on my reason.

Glimmerings of the reason, not wholly extin-

guished, sometimes shone through the obsourity

of his mind. Three of the housekeepers he
Imagined to he each his mother ; but then,

though he received three mothers, he would
question how his mother came to be there, poor

and a menial. Even in dreams the same thing is

done. At one time he saw a vision, intended, as

he understood, to convey an idea, or make an
exhibition, of the mechanism of the human mind.

To return to his real history:—Ill-treated

in Dublin, as he argues that he was, he was
hurried away from it so soon as he was ima-

gined fit to endure the journey, and was again

thrown into a state of violent excitement. Pro-
perly treated, he imagines that he might have
been speedily restored. We have seen the means
adopted ; let us now hear the opinion of the pa-

tient, seven years later, when he had long been
convalescent : for he began to recover towards

the end of the same year, or even earlier,

though, from an unfortunate misunderstanding

with his family, and other causes, he was long

kept under some sort of restraint. The opinions

of this unfortunate gentleman on his own case

are, at all events, well entitled to be heard, not

more for his sake than for that of every one
liable to the same dismal malady.

It may be asked me, what course I would have had
panned towards me, seeing there was such evident dan-
ger in leaving me at liberty ? I answer, that my con-

duct ought to have been tried in every situation compat-
ible with my state ; that 1 ought to have been dressed, if

1 would not dress myself; that I should have been in-

vited to walk up and down my room, if not quietly, in

the same confinement as in bed ; that, whilst those imple-
ments that might do me hurt were removed, pens, pen-

cil* hook* fcc., should boys been supplied to me ; that

I should have been placed in a hackney coach, and drivet

for air and exercise, towards the sea-shore, and round the

outskirts of Dublin. Few can imagine the sente of

thirst and eager desire for freshness of air, which the

recollection of that time yet excites in me. I do not re-

collect water having been presented to met if* it was, I

systematically refused it, like everything else; aud it

was not forced on me like the medicine and broth. If 1

recollect correctly, I got some water after my brother's

arrival, and he also brought me once some grape* a few

of which I ate in spite of my false conscience ; and God

knows how refreshing they were.

He was taken to the Bristol packet, and tell*,

Whilst standing on the quay, I recognised a poor Irish

lad, who used to hold my horse, and to do commissions

for me ; he had watched for me, and followed me, to see

me embark. I could not express my feelings ; but as be

stood chill and shivering a little way off, there was an ex-

pression of distrust in his features ; and 1 felt as if he

were a truer friend than those occupied about my person.

We should mention that, with the tenderest

feelings for his mother, Mr Percival still shews

resentment to his brothers ; or, if not resent-

ment, disapprobation of their conduct to him.

He became violently affected ; imagined that

the ship and the whole crew were to be sunk

on account of his sins ; and, not allowed to go on

the deck, he called aloud to his brother to warn

him. His brother tried to joke with him on

his illusions. It may sometimes exasperate

the insane to reason with them, though at other

times it is found useful ; while patient explana-

tion, and delicacy in ordinary intercourse, ac

if they were still human and rational beings,

however eclipsed their faculties may be for the

time, are generally found useful: but it is ticklish

work to joke with the mad, and to treat them

with anything bordering on levity, or even as

children ; much less with contempt, or dis-

regard of their previous habits and feelings.

The storm, which was about to engulf them

all, as he imagined, had a fearful reality to the

patient, who might also have been under the in-

fluence of personal fear. He called loudly for the

captain ; and attempted to rush on deck to give

him warning. He was, of necessity we must

allow, overpowered by the keeper, and hand-

cuffed. The “ Spirit" whispered, it was his duty

to kill this man who held him ; and he struck

at him with his manacled hands. The Spirit

still accused him of indifference to the fate of the

crew—indifference become more dreadful, from

the idea that his brothers, and many of his family,

who had come to Dublin to be sacrificed for him,

were all on deck, ready to perish through his

slothful neglect and stubborn refusal to exer-

cise his miraculous power for their preservation*

The servant at last got leathern cases on his

arms; and though judgment assents, one’s

heart aches and bleeds to read—f( And I vat

compelled to be the passive object of the tortures <tf

my imagination.”

When they landed at Bristol he was, by me-

dical advice, put to bed ; delivered up the prey

to new and torturing delusions. Let any one

realize, as far as is possible, the condition

of this gentleman in the packet, and again

in the following scene, and imagine what mad-

ness is ; and the guilt of those who directly or
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indirectly contribute to throw a fellow-creature

into thii state, or to protract his sufferings under
it. When they had landed in safety, his mind
recovered momentarily from its horrid delusions

;

but then the notion came that all around was a

vision ; that the ship had really foundered ; and
that the crew had prayed to suffer death to

avert his punishment. The doctor we have told

sent him to bed, and he says-—
I would have given my haud to remain up; my bed

was a scene of horrors to me. However, I made no
reply, and to bed I weut. I was scarcely in bed when 1

became a prey to new delusions. It was snowing at the

time. I was told that a dreadful winter was to fall upon
the country, on account of my sin. I was told that

Bristol was on fire, and made to see flames ; that the

house was to fall and destroy every one in it ; and this,

all for my sin. My brother was sitting in the room with
me. 1 expected every moment to see the walls crush

him. I warned him to go away, for that ths house was
going to fall. I told him I saw the town in flames. He
naturally made light of what 1 said. He recollected my
words afterwards when the riots were in the town. 1

was told that the reason he did not believe me was, that

1 did not address him in the tongue given to me ; I was
rebuked and upbraided for it. I essayed again, bat I

met with the same rebukes. I lost all patience. Again
I was ordered to suffocate myself, and to kick about in

various postures in the bed ; unless 1 did so, that Satan

would enter me, and that then my Saviour must endure

in me fresh torments, to rescue my soul from hell. For
though Satan was redeemed, yet he could only be my
most skilful tormentor and destroyer, if 1 wero not re-

deemed too, and delight also in his office, if I were at

last reprobate. It seemed to me that Satan’s spirit

came to the left side of my bed and entered my body,

and that 1 allowed it, for that I was so teazed that 1

delighted iu the prospects of my Saviour’s sufferings ;

immediately afterwards 1 was seized with compunction
and dread.

The spirits also told me that a dinner would be

brought to me ; that some Irish stew had been ordered

for me by my brother, which it was intended 1 should

eat ; but that a fowl would be sent me from heavenly

places to tempt me, which I was to refuse. It was not

the first time 1 had heard the like from the Spirits, nor

was it the last.

1 did not understand what this meant, but I became
very hungry. After some time the door opened, and a
servant came in with the dish, containing a boiled fowl,

which appeared very large and plump. 1 looked for the

Irish stew, but it did not appear ; the fowl on being

brought near appeared small and meagre, and again

plump, and twice its former size. The spirits then—to

my inward observation that there was but one dish

—

replied, that it was resolved to tempt me by a dish of

the same kind, to make my trial more easy]; that a

fowl had been ordered for me on earth, as well as the

fowl in heavenly places ; because it was supposed I would
at least consent to relinquish the second for the salvation

of my soul, and the happiness of so many thousands

interested in me ; when I might eat the other. However
the humour came upon me that I would dine in heavenly

places as I called it, and I could not resist it ; and yet it

was with my will. For, after what 1 have related as

having occurred in Dublin, I had no power to restrain

my wUl, my cupidity, my avidity, from moral contami.

nation ; nay, the more I attempted to resist contamina-

tion, the more my power over my will seemed to evade

zne : besides this, there was a difficulty in obeying the

commands given to ms, because, even whilst eating the

fowl, I was puzzled by the change in its appearance, and
told, “ now you must refuse it because you are in

heavenly places, now you may eat it becanse you are on
earth, according as it appeared” beautiful or common.

Next day he was committed to the care of Dr
Pox. He describee every circumstance of his

introduction most minutely, and, we dare say.

accurately, for his memory seems quite as faithful

to his delusions as to his true perceptions. The
man who took his portmanteau and afterwards

waited upon him, and laid the cloth for his soli-

tary dinner, he, on the bidding of the Spirits,

called Zachary Gibb9. The man s real name was
Samuel Hobbs ; and the patient afterwards

named him, as a spiritual body, Hermine Her-*

beat ; and fancied him at once his Saviour,

Zachary Gibbs, and Hermine Herbert. On see-

ing the linen of Hobbs marked S. H., he received

a further confirmation that he was the Saviour,

these initial letters standing for Salvator Homi-
num* His mind at this time seems to have been
like moonshine on water. All was vague and
mysterious: only human yearnings remained true.

He tells*—*

I understood that, on certain conditions, I was to go
home, which was all I desired

,
whilst on certain other

conditions I was to be left here. The spirits told me
this.

After dinner, a raspberry tartlet or two were brought
to table

;
they appeared to be very large, clean, and beau,

tlful, and I was told they were sent to me from hea-
venly places

; that I was to refuse them; that they were
sent to try me ; that if I refused them, I should be doing
my duty, and my brother would take me tp E—

—

The same humour came on me to eat them all the
quicker, under the idea that they had given me nothing
but slops and physic for a fortnight or more, and now, if

they are such foole as to bring me up into heavenly
places, I’ll make the best of it. My brother again went
out, and I did not see him enter any more

—

this pained
me exceedingly/ ; I thought at least he would have bid me
adieu

; but the spirits told me that he was so disgusted

at seeing me eating the tarts, when he knew that if I

could only have refused one I should have been allowed
by the Almighty to return to my mother and family, and
that I knew it, that he had resolved to leave me without
bidding adieu, and had given me up into the hands of the

Almighty. I imagine now his abrupt departure was pre-

concerted, for fear of any opposition on my part.

Well, my brother went, and I was left amongst stran.

gers.

If I had had any introduction to Dr F., at least I was
unconscious of it. I was left to account for my position

in that asylum—for I was in Dr F.’s asylum—to the
working of my own, and be it recollected, a lunatic ima-
gination.

My spirits told me that I was in the house of an old

* He had a variety of Hkrmibe Herberts. One
of them, a keeper, named Marshall, he called his Sim-
plicity; another of the numerous Hermines he named
Kill-alt. Another he fancied an old servant of,his

father’s, raised from the dead to attend him. Among
the patients was a Captain P., whom he named hie

Spirit of family pride ; a Captain N. was the Spirit

ofjoviality ; a quaker patient was his Spirit cf simpli-

city ; and one of the ladies of the family,] bis Spirit of
repentance. Some he fancied his brothers and uncles,

sisters, cousins, and old schoolfellows ; and the counte-

nances of those about him were ever changing. He was
always trying to prostrate himself at the feet of those he
imagined the Almighty or the Saviour, to whom his in-

tense prayer was to be taken home ; because all about
him was “ so strange, new, and perplexing.” We men-
tion these absurdities to elucidate the first symptoms of
returning reason, the state between sleep and waking,
when he began to doubt the Spirits ; and when they

began singing, “ You are in a lunatic asylum, ifyou will'*—“ If not, you are in such and such places.”—“That
is Samuel Hobbs, if you will ; if not, it is Hermine
Herbert, the Saviour,” &c, Other delusions of a milder

character succeeded before they finally fled altogether.

I f Hie mother's house.
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friend of my father’*, where certain duties were expected

of me; that I knew what those duties were, but I pre-

tended ignorance, because I was afraid of the malice and
persecution of the world in performing them
I was put to bed with my arms fastened. Either that

night or the next, the heavy leathern cases were taken off

my arms, to my great delight, and replaced by a strait

waistcoat. The night brought to me my usual torments,

but I slept, during part of it, sounder and better than

before. In the morning I recollect observing a hook of

manuscript prayers, and a prayer-book or Bible bound
in blue morocco ; the impression on my feelings was
very dreary, and as if I had been imprisoned for a crime
or for debt ; but I was occupied, as usual, with the agony
of mind occasioned by the incomprehensible commands,
injunctions, insinuations, threats, taunts, insults, sar-

casms, and pathetic appeals of the voices round me. • •

• . I was not now aware that I was lunatic, nor did I

admit this idea until the end of the year. .... I

imagined, at the same time, that I was placed here u to

be taught of the spirits,” that is, (for they all spoke in

different keys, tones, and measures, imitating usually the

voices of relations or friends,) to learn what was the

nature of each spirit that spoke to me, whether a spirit

of fun, of humour, of sincerity, of honesty, of honour, of

hypocrisy, of perfect obedience, or what not, and to ac-

quire knowledge to answer to the suggestions or argu-
ments of each, as thsy in turn addressed me, or to choose

which I would obey.

For instance, whilst eating my breakfast, different

spirits assailed me, trying ine. One 6aid, eat a piece of

bread for my sake, &c., &c. ; another, at the same time,

would say, refuse it for my sake, or, refuse that piece for

my sake, and take that

;

others, m like manner, would
direct me to take or refuse my tea. I could seldom re-

fute one without disobeying the other ; and, to add to

my disturbance of mind at these unusual phenomena,
and at the grief of mind, and at times alarm, I appeared
to feel at disobeying any, Zachary Gibbs stood by my
bed-side in a new character. ....
What are all the poetic or idly-feigned confes-

sions, of fictitious personages, to these wild re-

alities ?

One could fancy that, in Mr Percivars hallu-

cinations and imaginative flights, one might of-

ten trace his previous serious or lighter course

of reading. A mixture of allegory and euphu-
ism is predominant in the fantastic names that

he gave to the other patients in the asylum, and
to the servants and medical men. With his

continual visions and phantasms, we shall not

meddle farther. His condition soon became
much worse. He was impetuous and must have
appeared malignant ; and it was thought neces-

sary to use violent coercive measures ; of which,

and of many alleged indignities, neglects, and in-

sults he complains. It must, however, be ob-

served, that he recovered under this treatment ;

though he left the asylum, or was taken away, (at

his own earnest desire,) while still apparent-

ly in a condition which made one of the doctors,

at parting, remark, he says maliciously, “ Good
bye, Mr Percival ; I wish I could give you
hopes of your recovery.” This was, to say the

least, a cruel and an unnecessary speech, to a

man in his condition. He did recover ; he will

say, in spite of the doctors ; we give no opinion.

When first brought to the asylum, he was
taken to a small parlour in which quiet patients

sat. He describes its shape and furniture with
the minuteness of a novelist. His first day's ex-

periences, he narrates with what we consider

singular power.

When I came into the room, there was a mild, old,

rheumatic, man there, who had on a white apron. He

was of low stature, and in countenance resembling my
father very strongly. My spirits informed me it was my
father, who had been raised from the dead, in order, if

possible, to anist in aaving my souL He was also in a

spiritual body. Everything, io short, had been done to

5ave me by quickening my affections, in order to orer-

come my torpor, and ingratitude, and fear of man. The

chairs in the room, resembling those I had seen when s

child in my father’s dining-room ; the very trees in the

distance, resembling others in the prospect round my
mother's house ; almost all that I saw had been brought

by the Almighty power, or infinite goodness of the Lord,

and placed aronnd me to quicken my feelings! If a

man can imagine redlining these ideas, in any degree
,

awake
, he may imagine what were my sufferings,

I asked now what I was to do. There was a news,

paper lying on the table, but I could not read it, be-

cause, before I had been taken nnwell in Dublin, when

looking for guidance from the Holy Spirit, 1 had been

diverted from reading the papers, except here and there,

as if it were unwholesome to the mind. I thought it

ungrateful now tothave recourse to them for amusement

;

and for that reason, or “ by that reply,” in the language

of my invisible companions, I decided my resolution,

without quite satisfying them.

What was I to do ? I was told it was necesury to do

something " to keep my heart to my head, and my bead

to my heart,” to prevent “ my going into a wrong state

of mind,” phrases used tome [by the spirits.] I vs*

told, at length, to “ waltz round the table, and see what

I should see.” I did that—nothing came of it. My
attendant requested me to be quiet: at last my dinnerwu
brought. I had, if I recollect accurately, two dinnen in

this room—one was of a kind of forced meat ; the other

had bacon with it : both meals were very light, and, al-

though I did not refuse them, 1 recollect feeling that I

could have eaten something more substantial, and ate

being nauseated at the forced meat and bacon, which, I

considered, could not be exactly wholesome for me.
My dinner in this room was served on a tray, with a

napkin, silver forks, decanters, &c. &c., and in tboe

respects, snch as was fitting for a gentleman.
Unfortunately, the second day, I think, after my eo-

tmnee into this asylum, having no hooka, no occupation

—nothing to do bnt to look out of window, or read the

newspaper—I was again excited by my spirits waits

round the room ; in doing this, or at a future period, I

caught the refection of my countenance in the mirror. I

was shocked and stood still ; my countenance looked

round and unmeaning : I cried to myself, “ Ichabod

!

my glory has departed from me,” then I said to myself,

what a hypocrite I look like ! So far I was in a right

state of mind ; bnt the next thought was, “ how shall I

set about to destroy my hypocrisy ?” then I became again

lunatic. Then I resumed my waltzing, and being di-

rected to do eo, I took hold of my old attendant to waits

with him ; but at last deeming that absurd, and finding

him refuse, the spirits said, “ then wrestle with him

if you will.” I asked him to wrestle ; he refused. I

understood this was to try me if I was sincere; I

seized him to force him to wrestle ; he became alarmed

;

an old patient in the asylum passing by the door, bear-

ing a struggle, entered, and assisted in putting me into

a strait waistcoat : I was forced down on the sofa

He apologized to me for it many months after, saying it

was in the afternoon, when all the other assistants were

out walking with their respective patients.

Thus commenced my second ruin.

But we must stop for the present. Mr P«f-

cival's history, first and last, is pregnant with

instruction ; and we mean, if possible, to resume

it. It is not his melancholy tale alone, but

the dreadful consequences of spiritual delusion,

the causes and treatment of insanity, and “ the

secrets of the prison-house," that stimulate our

purpose*
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THE QUEEN'S COMFIT-MAKER.

A LEGEND OF TOTENHAM CROSS.

BY MRS GORE.

“ A right noble bequest !—a most Christian

devisement !” exclaimed Master Ebenezer Track-

it, the notary of Totenham Cross—folding his

hands over his sober doublet, and fixing his eyes

contemplatively upon the huge pewter standish,

well garnished with goose-quills, which had been

placed before him for the purpose of drawing

out the heads of testamentary dispositions of

Balthazar Sanchez, a wealthy retired citizen,

whom his enemies called “ the Spanish Jew and
the haughty esquires, whose lands bordered upon
his own, stigmatized with equal

,

contempt as
“ Sanchez, the comfit-maker.”—

“

All and several

those excellent lands and messuages, situate be-

twixt the northern bank of the Mosel and the

farms of Leecroft and Bishopstone,” resumed
the notary ;

“ the same being estimated at the

annual fee and rent of four hundred marks or up.

wards, lawful moneys of the realm, to be had in

perpetual trust by such person or persons as the

testator may see fit to appoint, for the erection,

entertainment, and maintenance, of a tenement
or tenements, for the comfort and refuge of eight

individuals of the aged poor of the good parish

of Totenham. Such, as I conceive. Master Bal-

thazar, was the purport of your dictation ?”

“ Even so. For the endowment of alms-houses

to contain eight poor people of this parish,” re-

plied his employer, from the comfortable easy-

chair in which he sat ensconced ; and, as he
spoke, the old man turned towards the saturnine

notary a swarthy but hearty countenance, clearly

indicating that the indisposition which had de-

termined him to settle the disposal of his worldly

gear was of accidental occurrence. Balthazar's

seventy-fifth year found him healthy, wealthy,

and wise ; easy in mind and body ; and, though
certain of his neighbours, being envious of the old

gentleman's worldly prosperity, presumed to in-

fer that the healthfulness of his body arose, in a
great measure, from there being little or no mind
to operate upon its condition, it would appear to

be better fortune than is usually decreed to the
lot of fools for the favourite servitor of an in-

tolerant Papist king to have laid up, like Bal-

thazar Sanchez, stores of riches and honours,

during the ascendancy of her most Protestant

Majesty, Queen Elizabeth. Among these was
his present associate and councillor, Ebenezer
Trackit. Nevertheless, although the notary had
heretofore inferred and argued respectfully of his

client's mental capacities, the charge now en-

trusted to him to execute somewhat staggered
his confidence.
“ An estate of four hundred marks per

annum !" was Master Trackit’s mental com-
mentary on the text. “ A third portion or more
of his possessions to be flung away in bootless

alma upon the ungrateful poor of a foreign na-
xo LXX.—VOL VI.

tion, without so much as the common return ot

praise and thanksgiving ; since 'tie his will that

the benefaction remain a nameless dole, and
since, even were thecomfit-maker's nameblazoned
in Roman capitals on the frontal of his alms-

houses, my mind misgives me that scarcely a
knee within would bend in supplication for the

soul of one whom the ragamuffins of Totenham
parish designate in their cups no otherwise than

as ‘ the Spanish Jew.'
”

“ Are the words set down?” quoth Master
Balthazar—his patience at length outwearied by
the length of the notary's cogitations, from which
he rightly augured opposition to the purport of

his bequest.
“ Methought it were safer to allow space for

your worship’s reflection upon the terms of so

munificent an act !” replied the notary, twirling

his thumbs.
“ Tut, tut !” cried the old Spaniard, impa-

tiently. “ Am I then so sorry an ass, friend

Trackit, as to entitle you in the supposition

that I am disposing, on impulse solely, (the

impulse of a hale man suffering from his first

twinge of bodily pain,) of a third part of my
estate ? I tell ye, no, and again, and again.

No, Master Notary. For many a year ofmy past

life, such hath been my settled resolve ; and I

say unto you once more, take, write, that my
last will be accomplished.”

“ Even as you desire, worshipful sir,” replied

the notary, slowly advancing his hand towards

the pewter standish ;
“ yet am I in duty bound

to warn and admonish you.”
“ The deuce you are I” interrupted the

Spaniard. “ I should have surmised that the
warnings and admonishments wherewith I was
favoured yestermorn by his pious reverence,

Longwind, the rector, might suffice for a season.”
" The warnings of his reverence were, in all

probability, of a spiritual kind, and regarded
your souls salvation. Mine, Master Balthazar,

concern your temporal interests, and are, conse-

quently, more germane to our present purpose,”

snuffled the lawyer.
“ The time is, I take it, come, or coming, with

me, when spiritual and temporal must be so

blended in my account, that no time ought to be
lost in disposingof either,” cried the old Spaniard.
“ Nay, good friend, a truce with superfluous civi-

lities. I ask no compliments either on my look
or condition. I know that I am not an ailing

man ; that 1 carry my threescore years and
fifteen nimbly enough: but 1 also know that

I have lived my appointed time ; that the loan
of life, apportioned me by my beneficent Creator,

hath reached its term • that the great liability is

due ; and the grim Death, justified in

forcing an entrance my dwelling. Let the
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aged subject of our aged sovereign, therefore,

hasten to set his house in order ; and for the

third and last time, he bids you, Master Notary,

take, write, and record, his last will/'
“ Your farm on the northward bank of the

Mosel, betwixt Leecroft and Bishopstone ?"

demanded Master Trackit, dwelling emphati-

cally on every syllable of the inquiry, and lei-

surely resuming his pen. And, this time, as if

to avoid further parley or preliminary, the ve-

nerable testator contented himself with an affir-

mative nod of the head.
“ It is written !” snuffled Ebenezer, after a

minute or two, perceiving that his patron, well,

or sick, or sorry, was in no humour to be further

crossed. “ It is written, and shall be fairly en-

grossed with the rest, for your future signature.

Meanwhile, assure yourself, that so prodigal a

donation to people nowise akin to you in blood,

nature, language, nor nation, will be resented,

and probably disputed by process of law, by those

whose affinity entitled them, in right, to your

inheritance/'
“ Nowise akin to me in blood ?” cried the

comfit-maker, turning fiercely upon his confi-

dential adviser. “ Is not every son of Adam
|

akin to all the sons of Adam ? Is it not written

by the great Founder of your faith—(who, were

•very other instance of divine nature laid aside,

had by that alone deserved to be called the Son

of God)—is it not written, I say, in the word of

Christ, that all men are brethren? and what
right have my far-off nephews or nieces to dis-

pute with me touching the claims of our com-

mon kindred ? Nowise akin to me in blood,

nation, or language, quotha ? Under what go-

vernance, I pray you, have 1 lived for the last

half century ? What language hath breathed

in mine ears the words of kindness ? What
sovereign hath been my liege. What laws have

been my protection ? Why, even those of this

fair island of Britain, whose air I have respired

In peace, and whose earth will shortly shelter

the dust that hath so long burthened her soil

!

My home hath been among you—my happiness

among you ; the gold and the silver I have

amassed were earned out of the havings of

Englishmen. Who, therefore, shall dispute the

justioe which would award to these, my benefac-

tors, a fraction of the all I owe them ?"

“ Nevertheless,” replied the notary, unmoved
by the old man's generous enthusiasm, * ( the law

looks with a jealous eye upon the testamentary

caprices of old age. The pretext of heirship is

apt to be favoured by the grave personages to

whom is entrusted the distribution of property.”
u Away with you ! To no person or personage,

howsoever grave, howsoever influential, is en-

trusted the distribution of property, over which

the lawful possessor hath exercised the right of

either gift or bequest )” exclaimed Balthazar.

My estate came not by inheritance—my estate

is no lifehold possession, to be derived by my
posterity from my ancestry through my transi-

tory enjoyment. This good house over my
bead—-yonder field basking in the sunshine—are

mine by no kingly or queenly grant, to some

far-off progenitors, in requital ofhis partisanship,

or in guerdon for his servility. I worked for

them— I drudged for them—I spared for them;

I bought them, little by little, field by field, with

the earnings for which I sacrificed my morning

rest, my midnight slumber. And are not these

mine to dispose of? Think you 1 would hare

submitted to labour while others were sleeping,

or to fast when others were feasting, save in the

certitude that the fruit of my toils was to lie at

my own absolute disposal ?
M

“ Perhaps not—probably not ; but the grave,

Master Balthazar, is a gulf that swalloweth up

a man's thoughts and resolves. The coffin-lid

closeth over him, and liis place knoweth him no

longer. The jurisprudence of the country pro-

videth a mind for those who are no longer ca-

pable of reflection ; and so soon as you are de-

barred by the great decree ofNature from advo-

cating your own cause, my word upon it, the

Queen’s learned bench will determine/*
“ What will it determine ? That a man may

not do what he likes with his own ?'' screamed

Balthazar, harassed beyond his patience.

“ That a man may not do what he likes with

his own when he hath outlived the faculties that

ought to govern his likings and mislikings,"

replied the notary, calmly taking the pen from

his ear, and replacing it in the standish.
" God's death ! Would you assert me to be in

my dotage ?—would you declare me non comjm

mentis ?" vociferated the old Spaniard, while hil

brow contracted, and his lips grew livid with rage.

“ Would I assert ? would / declare ? Heaven*

mercy and justice forbid !" replied Matter

Ebenezer, in a tone of deprecation. “ But what

are my poor assertions to the purpose—more

especially while your worshipful self is hero in

the flesh, to prove your own lucidity of intellect?

No, Master Balthazar ! It is when the bell

hath tolled, and the stone been rolled to the

mouth of the sepulchre, that those who come

after you will, perforce of bribery or persuasion,

induce such evidence of singularity of manner!

and customs as would assuredly determine any

court of justice in the kingdom to set aside the

will which you are now troubling yourself to

dictate to my humble transcription.”

“ Set aside, on plea of aberration of intellect,

a will expressly setting forth, in the preamble,

that If Balthazar Sanchez, native of the king-

dom of Castile, some time comfit-maker to his

most Catholic Majesty, Don Philip II., and no*

resident in the parish of Totenham Cross, by

London, being In a sound state of body and

mind, do give and bequeath—I say. Master

Notary, being In a sound state of body and raiad

—in a sound state of body and mind ; is it not

so set down ?”

" It is,” replied Ebenezer, somewhat over-

awed by his vehemence. “ Nevertheless, it ww*

no difficult matter to prove, good sir,” he con-

tinued, taking advantage of the old Spaniard's

loss of breath, “ that, on the 6th day of June,

in the year of grace, 1601, wherein you are
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pleased thus to record the soundness of your

body and mind, the said body had been, for the

first time in your mortal life, visited by indica-

tions of no less fatal a distemper than paralysis

of the lower limbs !”

“ Ti8 false !" cried Balthazar, starting up

;

and, in spite of the long brocaded wrapping-

gown in which he was enveloped, standing for a

moment erect, with no other support than the

pressure of his shrivelled hand upon the table

—

“ 'Tis utterly false !"

“ Then, old Dosem of the Market Place lies

in his teeth," muttered the notary, between his

own. “ At least/* he resumed aloud, “ you will

admit that you have recently received leechcraft

at his hands."
“ I sent for the meddling numscull to adminis-

ter a cataplasm to the shoulder of Zora yonder/'

cried Sanchez, pointing to a fine Spanish pointer

that lay on a rug beside his escritoir

—

M the

poor beast having been hurt by the awkwardness
of my nephew-in-law. Sir Carnaby, who stumbled

over her with the cup of scalding diet-drink he
was officiously hastening to offer me. But I see

how 'tis ! The whole batch of you are in league

against me ! The ass, my nephew-in-law, will

suborn the paltry compounder of boluses to
j

swear that, at the period of inditing my will, I

was infirm of body ; and my some time agent

and scrivener, Master Ebenezer Trackit, to prove

that I was infirm of mind ! My household ser-

vants will testify that these two sapient wit-

nesses were admitted to my privacy
;
and the

law of the kingdom will forthwith issue a

posthumous statute of lunacy against a man
whose head is as clear as its own, and whose

conscience clearer ; and thus my will is to be

defeated ; the poor mulcted of their rights ; and
the jackanapeB, Sir Carnaby Savile (who married

with a comfit-maker's grand-niece in hopes of

appropriating his houses and lands as heir-at-

law) will be enabled to sport twentynew doublets

per month instead of ten ;
while my lady, his

wife, flaunts it at Court, as brave as the best

gentlewoman born ! l’faith 'tis enough to drive

a man mad or into his grave, to think on't !'*

" Compose yourself, good Master Sanchez—
compose yourself," ejaculated the cunning notary.
“ All that you apprehend may be obviated,

provided you take due care in the wording of

your bequest ; and, above all, in the selection of

the gentlemen of trust to whom you propose to

bequeath the execution of your will. Let them
be such as Sir Carnaby Savile may not overmatch

in cunning or authority. For the latter, if I

may presume to suggest, let the Chancellor for

the time being, and the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, whoever may fill that honourable and

sacred function, be two of the four trustees of

the purposed charity. For the remaining two,

I would fain suggest, under submission to your

better judgment, the Rector of Totenham, as

being especially interested in bettering the con-

dition of its parish poor ; and my humble self,

of all men living, best able to prove be-

fore her Majesty’s courts of justice the sanity of
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the worshipful testator, and the motives of the

bequest."

“ Good faith ! then slight evidence may suf-

fice !" cried old Sanchez, with a sneer. " For

what know ye of my motives ? and how, pray,

are you to prove to the Consistory Court that 1

am not a crack-brained humorist, intent upon

defrauding my rightful heirs for the sake of a
whimsy ?"

Master Ebenezer Trackit shrugged his shoul-

ders. His client was hard to please. He would

neither submit to be suspected of imbecility, nor

to be asserted of sound intellect.

“ Nevertheless," resumed the fractious gentle-

man, ashamed, perhaps, of his own petulance—

"

I

must, perforce, content myself with such instru-

ments as Providence affords me. It may further

the accomplishment of my purpose, that a petti-

fogging lawyer is interested in the scheme. For
the sake of public influence, therefore. Master

Trackit, inscribe, as trustees of the charity, the

names of the two officials highest in authority in

Church and 8tate ; and, for the sake of profes-

sional zeal, the vicar and the attorney. Put
your finger in the pie, since 1 perceive that the

pie will else be marred in the baking."

Master Trackit hastened to vindicate himself.

His honoured patron wholly misjudged him.

He had no wish to be included in the trusteeship

—no desire to assist in making or marring the act

so ignobly stigmatized by its benevolent deviser.

“ Be it as I have said," cried Balthazar,

weary of the altercation ;
4 ‘ and now, be off with

you to your desk. By this hour to-morrow, let

the parchment be fairly engrossed ; and, when
we have read it over together, ere my signa-

ture and signet be affixed, in presence of such

fitting witnesses as I shall summon for the pur-

pose, you, in your turn. Master Notary, must
listen to the recital of the early history of my
life."

Ebenezer started in delighted astonishment.
“ Seeing that, as you may have to testify of

me, and my secret springs of action, it is at least

fitting you should know the man of whom you

may have to speak ; and of whom, whether Jew
or Gentile, sinner or saint, at present you know
no more than that he was a native ofOld Castile,

and sometime comfit-maker to his most Catholic

Majesty, Don Philip, King of Spain, of blessed

memory, as in my will set down."
(< And a dutiful and faithful subject of Eliza-

beth, Queen of England, whom God preserve !’*

added the notary, with professional precision.
t( That as it may be !” muttered Balthazar

Sanchez ; while Ebenezer gathered up his papers,

rose deliberately from his high-backed chair,

and looked round in search of his trencher-cap.
“ Meanwhile, be diligent. To-morrow, sir, at

three of the afternoon ;—to-day, God 6peed

you."

As the notary emerged from the gateway of

Master Balthazar's mansion, (whereon, from

privilege of place, as honorary comfit-maker to

the Court, the arms of England were emblazoned
with*n a garter, having a lion and griffin for

3 F 2
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supporters, and the initials “ E. R." annexed, in

honour of her gracious Majesty the Queen, as

may be seen even at this present writing,)* no-

thing could exceed his exultation at the prospect

of penetrating into the mysterious fortunes of

an individual, concerning whom so much had

been said and surmised in the neighbourhood

as Master Balthazer Sanchez. The prospect of

becoming trustee of his munificent donation, in-

cluding right of attorneyship, and chance of

litigation of the same, was nothing in compari-

son with such an insight into his private history

as would enable him, from that day forth and

for evermore, to taunt and tantalize, on this sub.

ject, the inquisitive soul of his gabbling helpmate.

Mistress Dorothy Trackit. On this score, how-

ever, the notary reckoned without his host ; for,

on resuming his seat in the dingy parlour of

his client the following day, the first word

uttered by Balthazar, was a condition of secrecy,

so solemn as to appal even the soul of a notary.

So manifest, indeed, was the awe of poor Ebe-

nezer, that Master Sanchez instantly invited

him to reinforce his courage by a deep draught

of Malaga wine, of which two kinds, the sweet

and the dry, stood in antique flagons on the

board ; and, beside them, certain parcel-gilt

saucers of rare confectionary, compounded pro-

bably, under the personal inspection of the ven-

erable host, by whom, as history informs us, the

noble art of comfit-making was first introduced

into the realms of Britain.
“ Taste, I pray you, of yonder candied pis-

tachio nuts/' said the old Spaniard, with a smile

more benevolent than he had hitherto vouch-

safed to the man of the law. “ Their favour

(which hath been commended of more kings,

princes, and royal personages, than there are

kernals in the dish) may serve to take off the

ill-taste of the words I have compelled you to

utter. On this especial confection, moreover,

Master Ebenezer, is founded the fabric of my
fortunes! By this rare invention did your

humble servant attract the notice and secure

the favour of that memorable prince, on whose

dominions the sun did never set, hut on whose

mind abided impenetrable darkness. God pity

him !—he is gone to his dread account ; and,

sinful soul as 1 am, rather, in the day of judg-

ment, would I be poor Balthazar, the stewer of

pruins, than Don Philip of Old Spain and New,
the roaster of his fellow-men !'*

The notary cast an anxious glance round the

chamber. In those times, sovereigns were not

to be thus lightly judged. Though Elizabeth of

England was far gone in moral and physical

decay, the laws slept not, the scaffold was still

active ; nor did the hangman, like the old com-
fit-maker, hold an honorary function at Court.
“ Fear not !" quoth Balthazar, replying to his

look of mute consternation. “ These walls are

of notable thickness, as the bills of cost of my
masons and bricklayers can attest ; seeing that,

in my orders for their construction, I purposed

• The house occupied by Balthazar Sanchez, at Tot-
tenham, is now the George and Kitten Inn.

them to outlive the existence of many a more

lordly rooftree, in order to testify of the poor

comfit-maker to ages yet unborn. Be of good

cheer, friend Ebenezer—no eavesdroppers are

at hand. With a view to the free discussion of

the matters between us, J have dispatched, hither

and thither, the varlets, my serving-men ;
and

there are none left besides ourselves within the

lintel of my door, saving deaf Margery the cook-

maid, who is absorbed in her afternoon diversion,

mumbling the penitential psalms in her chim-

ney corner, while she basteth the roast for sup-

per. We are as safe, man, as mice in a malt-

tub."

Thus re-assured, Master Ebenezer filled his

mouth once more with the pistachio comfits

pushed towards him, in their saucer of golden

filigree, by his kindly host ; and, reclining against

a high-backed ebony chair, which, to a modern

lounger, would be an instrument of torture, as-

sumed an attentive attitude, while Master Bal.

thazar Sanchez cleared his throat, and delivered

himself as follows
“ Allow me to preface the history of my birth

by that of my earliest consciousness. The first

thing I remember is tender entreatment in a

small farm-house, pleasantly situated some four

leagues from Madrid, between a straggling wood

and a shallow river, which afforded endless varie-

ties of sport and pastime. The old farmer and his

wife who fed and clothed me. spoke of me, among

our scanty neighbours, as the orphan of a de-

ceased kinsman ; but so indulgent were they in

their care, that, even in those years when the

heart of childhood hungers and thirsts after pa-

rental tenderness, I never seemed to miss the

fondness of father or mother ; not that I was in-

discretly pampered—the habits of the place were

humble and frugal—but 1 was a healthy happy

child, left to the free use ofmy limbs, to the free

enjoyment of earth, air, and water. The river,

with its bulrushes for spears, its spotted trout for

sport—the wood with its wild fruits, wild flow-

ers, wild squirrels, wilder song-birds—were mine

to have if not to hold. 1 was allowed to wander

at will ; to see the sun go down and rise again

unchanged on the morrow ; the moon vanish and

re-appear with an altered face ; the stars revolve

and re-revolve, the same, yet ever varying. There

was no one to molest me with restrictions, nor

plague me with learning ; no doating mother to

shriek when I approached the margin of the

stream, or fall into a swoon if I climbed the

lofty cork-trees in search of a finch's nest : there

was not a soul, in short, to interpose betwixt me

and our universal Mother, Almighty Nature.

Failing the ordinary ties of tenderness, 1 looked

accordingly into her eyes for smiles—I hungnpon

her lips for love—I clung to her bosom for nour-

ishment and joy. I was alone with her—alone in

a desert—alone at that holy age when there i*

bliss unmingled with awe in utter solitude.

“ It did not then occur to me to inquire why

I was never called upon to assist the labours of

Pepito and Dolores—why all around me were

toiling, and 1 at rest. I perceived only that these
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indulgent people had authority over me, which,

when it suited them, they could exercise ; for

once, when gazing at a far-off line of mountains
bordering the horizon, I expressed a wish to ex-

plore their summits, and announced my intention

of being off some summer-day on an excursion

into the Sierra, the old people denied me so re-

solutely, that I found my purpose was only to be

accomplished by truancy.
“ ( la not the air good, and are not the woods

hereabouts green enow for thy liking, child?*

demanded old Pepito, taking the pipe from his

mouth. ‘ Beware, Balthazar, beware ! A league's

space from our humble gates, and there is no
safety for thee on earth 1 Abide with us in peace

and safety; or depart, and die the death of a dog/
“ There was something so emphatic in the old

man's words and looks, that, though his threat

was mere unsupported assertion, it sunk deep
into my heart. I prepared myself for obedience,

with all the simplicity of a child ; but the fol-

lowing day Dolores, as if compassionating my
restlessness, bade me array myself in my best and
accompany her to church, whither she had never
yet suffered me to bear her company. The farm
was a solitary place, remote from village or ham-
let ; and the chapel, to which the good woman
was accustomed to repair for the performance of
ber devotions, was attached to the conwt&of
Sancta Benedicts, situated about half %ed£ague
higher up the Manzanares. In the course'ofmy
solitary excursion I had often looked with awe
upon its moated parapet. There was something
in the lofty walls, rising almost to the level of
the domed turret tops, and, above all, in the
huge black iron cross, surmounting the entrance,

which spoke wonders to my imagination. Wan-
dering near it at eventide, I had listened

with deep emotion to the tolling of the Angelus;
and at times even caught the solemn diapason
of the choir, chanting their evening hymn to the

Virgin. The nuns (named with deep reverence

by the neighbouring peasantry as healers of their

ills and comforters of their tribulations) repre-

sented to my mind a species of lesser divinities,

the invisible origin of mighty and manifold good.

Often had I longed to look on the unimaginable

faces of those whose lips emitted sounds of such

etherial sweetness, and whose lives were gentle

as their voices ; and when, following the steps of

Dolores, I entered the narrow wicket, crossed

the silent court, and slipped into the vast chapel,

where only a few country people were kneeling

on the marble pavement, (the nuns being con-

cealed from sight behind the sweeping green

curtains of the choir,) so overpowering to my
senses was the influence of the rolling music of

the organ, the fragrant clouds of frankincense, the

gorgeous ceiling of the gilded domes, and the

deserted solitude of the aisles, that, by an impul-

sive movement, I dropped on my knees upon
the marble floor beside my conductress ; raising

my hands, and calling in spirit on the name of

God, as I had often done amid the green soli-

tudes of the forest, or under the overarching

canopy of heaven.

“ It was no small disappointment, nevertheless,

that a glimpse of my terrestial angels was denied

me ; and when, at length, a mumbling, greasy-

faced, old gentleman ascended the pulpit, and

with a superabundance of groansand gestures, be-

gan to preach the religion of persecution—of

flames, faggots, and eternal damnation—the

spell of my piety was dissolved, and right glad

was I when the cessation of his discourse entitled

my companion to make her exist from the chapel.

To my surprise, instead of recrossing the court-

yard towards the wicket, Dolores made towards

a side door, and entered a damp vestibule. She

had business, it appeared, with the Superior. An
aged nun offered to conduct her to the Mother

Abbess' sanctuary, bidding me abide quietly

behind ; and so little did this first interview with

one of my cloistered angels tend to stimulate

my curiosity, that it afforded me small pleasure

when, after ten minute's absence, the conductress

of Dolores returned, and bade me follow her to

the presence of the Superior.
“ 1 Put off thy cap and shoes, child,' was the

admonition of the old lay sister, as we reached

the door ; and, thus abjectly prepared, I entered

a suite of chambers which, to eyes familiar

with the bare walls and rude rafters of Pepito's

farm, appeared secondary only to the temple

from which 1 had recently emerged. A succes-

sion of lofty doors of polished wood, incased in

white or black marble, heavily but richly carved,

gaveusaccess through several chambershungwith
tapestry, whereon, to my inexperienced eyes, the

figures seemed endowed with life and motion, till

we reached a small oratory, the stained windows

of which diffused a supernatural hue over a tall

cross of ebony, supporting the tortured body of

the Redeemer, sculptured in the purest ivory.

I forgot to tender my obeisance to the presiding

mistress of the place, so thoroughly was my at-

tention absorbed by the saintly sweetness of that

dying countenance, and the exquisite beauty of

the work.
“ ' On thy knees, boy,to the reverend Superior,

ejaculated Dolores. But the boy heard her not.

His eyes were riveted upon the crucifix.

“‘Your Reverence sees/ exclaimed Dolores,
' if such be the first impression, what may not

be anticipated from a continuous residence in the

community ! Snatch, madam, O snatch this brand

from the fire ! This boy's sole chance of safety

on earth, ofsalvation hereafter, lies infindingshel-

ter under the roof of the daughters of heaven !

Another week, and the restlessness of his hu-

mour will bring him within reach of his enemies/
“ Instead of replying, the Abbess kept deliber-

ately surveying me ; while I, in return, gazed

with wondering admiration upon the lofty figure

and commanding countenance, set off by the rich

robing of her high vocation.
“ f Be it so,' said she, at length :

‘ I adopt thee,

little outcast, into our house. Let him, be taken

to the confectionary, where sisters Clara and
Ofilia will forthwith instruct him in

v
the my-

steries which have rendered our convent famous

among the banquetries of St lldefonso/
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“ * Kneel, child—kneel, and crave the blessing

of thy benefactress!’ cried Dolores, apparently

overcome with joy at the prospects unfolding for

her protege ; and, though sorely puzzled to con-

ceive what peculiar advantage I was to derive

from the protection conceded, or what might be

the nature of the mysteries into which I was to

be inaugurated—so awe-inspiring was the aspect

of the towering Lady Abbess, arrayed in her

stole and cross of office—that down 1 went at her

feet, while with her shrivelled hand imposed upon
my head, she pronounced her benediction.

“ On striking lightly on a bell of golden fret-

work, appended to the desk of the oratory, the

lay sister again appeared to conduct us forth ;

and, after threading an infinity of gloomy pas-

sages, we suddenly found ourselves in an airy

vaulted chamber, the floor of which was of the

tessellated marble of the country, with scattered

tables of the same costly material, whereat sat

divers sisters of the order, enrobed with scrupu-

lous neatness—one shredding rose-leaves into a

wicker basket, another carefully separating the

petals of a heap of orange blossoms, a third pour-

ing clarified honey through a sieve of snow-white

lawn ; while several others stood beside little

stoves or furnaces, slowly stirring certain deli-

cate confections, the aroma of which imparted a

most appetizing flavour to the atmosphere. Such
was the confectionary of the convent of Sancta

Benedicta; and, young and ignorant as I was,

the processes in progress around me, and the

death-like silence in which they were performed,

were almost as startling as the crucibles and
alembics of an alchymist.

“ The object of my presence there was soon ex-

plained ; and, though the glances cast upon me
by sisters Ofilia and Clara, to whose hands I

had been commended by the Abbess, were far

from conciliating, I was too much overpowered

by the novelty of the scene to offer much oppo-

sition, when my fostermother took leave of me
on her departure, promising to furnish me on

the morrow with my scanty wardrobe, and ex-

horting me to be docile and submissive.
“ * But 1 shall return to the farm—I shall soon

return to the farm ?' I demanded, clinging to

her hand.
“ Dolores shook her head.
“ * Nay, but I must and will return/ cried I.

* My garden—my faithful dog—my poor thrush

—my’
“ ( They shall be cared for, Balthazar/ replied

my fostermother, with a sadder countenance than

I had ever seen her wear ;
( but I know thee too

well, boy, and love thee too well, to renew for

thee an enjoyment of a lawless liberty, such as

would surely lead to thy destruction/
“ In vain were my remonstrances. The more I

entreated, the more Dolores hastened her depart-

ure, lest my reluctance should dispose the good

nuns harshly towards me ; and no Booner was she

gone, than the lay sisters gave me over in charge

to the old gardener of the convent, whose hovel

was to be my sleeping-apartment. Tonsured,

bathed, and clad in the linen ephod of a novice,

I was re-admitted on the morrow to the presence

of my instructresses, arid entrusted with the

grating of some ripe citron peels, the delicate

fragrance of which almost reconciled me to the

task.
“ Fear not ; I am not about to inaugurate you,

good Master Ebenezer, into the arts and myste-

ries of my calling. Suffice it that, as in all other

apprenticeships, that which at first diverted me

as a sport, as a task grew tedious. I 60on

loathed the close confinement imposed upon me

—the heated and Bickly atmosphere of the con-

fectionary—the penances imposed on me for tri-

fling blunders—the cuffs bestowed when some

vessel or implement of silver was presented tar-

nished to tbe discriminating eye of sister Ofilia.

My young limbs burned to refresh themselves ia

the limpid brook—my young heart to expand,

according to its wont, amid the summer leaves

and joyous birds. My sole recreation consisted

in an occasional hour’s labour with old Pedro in

the convent garden ; the high walls of which

caused even the poor plants and flowers to spindle

up towards the blessed light of the sky, even as

my own soul was aspiring towards a happier

sphere.
f* Idle were my repiningsj! Easy as had been my

ingress to the convent, egress was impossible.

A rash attempt at escape was punished, not only

with the discipline, but with a month’s confine-

ment in a solitary cell ; and so happy were the

results of my seclusion, that, on the cessation of

my punishment, I began to find even the air of

the confectionary balmy, and the gossip of the

old nuns, cheering. From that period, all inter-

course with poor Dolores (who had been ac-

customed to visit the convent on Sabbaths and

feast days) was denied me ; wisely, perhaps ;
for

the less I recurred to the farm, and its rural

freedom, the better I was likely to content my-

self with the narrow limits and formal platbands

of Sancta Benedicta, with silent hosts of white-

robed sisters gliding like ghosts along the dim

alleys.

“ Meanwhile, my education progressed. I was

instructed, not only in the secrets of the confec-

tionary, but the grand mysteries of the Christian

faith. I became a devout Catholic, as well as

an expert comfit-maker. On my entrance into

the convent, I was scarcely ten years old ;
and,

ere I attained my fifteenth year, even the envy

of sisters Clara and Ofilia admitted me to be s

master of my art. Already, I had defied them

bymore than one cbef-d'oeuvreofinventive genius;

especially by certain comfits of candied pistachio

nuts, scented with amber, and enrolled in leaf of

gold, concocted as an express token of doty to

the Lady Abbess, when she dispatched her annual

offering of confectionary to the most reverend

Archbishop of Toledo. Yet, strange to tell, the

older I grew, and the more I excelled, the more

I was thwarted and macerated ; and though 1

had now tamed down my spirit so as to submit

unresistingly to the heavy penances imposed

upon me, I sometimes cursed my life for very

bitterness.
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“One day when, after having suffered some
syrup to lose its colour on the stove, of which
sister Clara was in need for the candying of some
double violets, whereof it was her custom to

forward a gift every spring to an eminent canon
of the Church of Oviedo, a distant kinsman of
her own, (or, as the old gardener, Pedro, had
hinted to me, her unavowed son,) I was sud-
denly summoned to the presence of the Superior,

whom I had not seen for many months^ Satis-

fied that 1 was about to undergo a severe repri-

mand, and, probably, some new mode of penance,
I could scarcely conceal my sullen ness, as, with
downcast eyes, I entered her august presence,

and kneeled down to receive the signification of
her pleasure. '

“ * Balthazar, my poor lad/ said she, addressing
me in a tone of more amenity than was her wont,
r I have grievous tidings to communicate to

thee.* '

“ Instantly recurring to the farm, and those its

inmates, who had supplied the place of kins-

manship to my childhood, I hazarded in an
inquiring tone the names of Pepito and Dolores.

“ ‘ They are well, or I, at least, have no news
of their mischance/ said the Abbess, with digni-

fied contempt. ‘ The intelligence I would un-

fold, boy, is of far more cruel import than the

decease of a Castilian peasant. An unhappy
change has occurred in thy destinies, Balthazar

;

thou art about to quit the convent/
“ My heart leapt within me at the word.
"

‘ For ever V persisted the Abbess, in a se-

pulchral tone—discerning, perhaps, the levity

with which I was hearkening to her announce-
ment.

u My countenance again brightened ; but I

judiciously concealed my joy, by inclining my
head towards the earth ; and, conceiving that

her denunciation had now taken proper effect,

the Abbess attempted to neutralize the terrors

of her intelligence.
“ * I own to thee, my son/ she resumed, ‘ that

oven wert thou not summoned hence by im-

pregnable authority, it had been impossible to

prolong much longer thy sojourn within these

sacred gates, whence those of thy sex are, by
the vow of our holy order, rigorously excluded.

Thou art no longer a child Balthazar/ (God
knows, the venerable lady and her coadjutresses

had treated me as nothing else !)
f and, in re-

gard to thine advancing years, I had purposed
to dispose of thee at Whitsuntide in the house-

hold of my grandnephew, the Bishop of Leon.
But heaven is above all ! Thy destinies are

removed out of my hands ; and I am forced, my
poor youth, to leave half accomplished the good
deed of thy conversion, and surrender thee to

the perils and dangers of the world/
“ Dear perils ! blessed dangers ! how the mere

menace caused my young blood to thrill ! The
only perils I could figure to myself were those

by wood or wave, avalanches, mountain torrents,

and sea storms, such as I had read of in the

lives of the saints.
“ * In a word, Balthazar/ said the old lady,

who had favoured me with so many, ‘ thou art

away to court
!'

“ involuntarily I raised my joyous face to gaze

open-mouthed on the Superior.
“ f The Prince of Asturias, whom the mother

of God and her blessed saints preserve/ quoth

she, ‘ hath sent for thee to St lldefonso/
t(t For me, madam !—the Infant hath sent for

mb?” was all I could articulate.
“ ‘ A grace for which thou art indebted to my

consideration/ resumed the Abbess. ( Some
days ago, (the very evening when 1 was horror-

struck by the assertion of sister Ofilia, that not-

withstanding her express prohibition, thou hadst

twice been seen lurking near the garden whereto

the sisters of the house are admitted for their

hour of recreation,) an express arrived here

from my noble kinsman, the Archbishop, re-

quiring the recipe for compounding certain com-
fits of pistachio nuts,scented with amber, whereof

Don Philip had partaken, when, being seized one

day, after a prolonged sitting of the council, with

a cough, from irritation and exhaustion, the Arch-
bishop dutifully produced his comfit-box till

better refreshment was forthcoming. His High-
ness* palate, Balthazar, was tickled with the

flavour of that idle invention of thy leisure !*

“ ‘ O happy comfits !—O thrice fortunate

pistachios !** cried 1, in a transport of loyalty.
“ ‘ But instead of contenting myself with for-

warding to my lord the Archbishop/ resumed
the Abbess, “ the instructions of which he stood

in need, I acquainted him that the author of the

auspicious confection was wholly at his service.

His Lordship, it appears, hastened to make the

same dutiful tender to the Prince ; and, lo ! I

have before me the sign manual of Don Philip,

attaching thee, from this day forth, at a salary

of one hundred reals monthly, to the service of

St lldefonso/
"

“ Let no man presume to opine from what
quarter will blow the tradewind of his fortunes 1”

exclaimed the notary, fancying that some com-
ment was required of him. “ Promoted at Court
per favour of a dish of comfits ! The Lord be
good to us ! Parchment and pounce are little

likely to speed a poor English sinner so far as

even the porter's lodge of Windsor Castle.

Marry, it must have been a right happy day.

Master Balthazar, that set you free from the

bondage of the old women of Sancta Benedicts?”
“ Sweet and sour commingle in every human

triumph,” replied the confectioner. “ At the

moment of my departure for Madrid, laden with

the gifts and good wishes of my benefactresses,

I could almost have wept over my emancipation ;

and, lo! just as the breath of the free air without

the walls, and the long-lost sight of the dancing

waters and quivering trees began to restore my
consciousness of joy, a withered hand was laid

upon my bridle rein, and, drawing me aside out

of hearing of the royal courier 1 was about to

accompany to St lldefonso, poor Dolores whis-

pered a word of warning in my ear.

“ ‘ I received thy message/ muttered she, ‘that

the peremptory commands laid on thee admitted
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of no leisure for a visit to the farm ; and forth-
with hurried hither to arrest thy departure.
Balthazar Sanchez ! Go not, O go not to Ma-
drid! Avoid St lldefonso ! Tremble at the
aspect of Don Philip of Spain. There is not an
hours safety for thee, my son, after quitting
the gates of this convent

!'

*' * Explain, explain/ cried I, finding that the
courier was growing impatient.
“ ‘ 1 cannot—I dare not ! Life and death are

balanced over thy head by a single hair ; yet can
I do no more than bid thee beware !’ faltered
Dolores.

“In a few incoherent words I explained the per-
emptory necessity of obedience to the royal
command, referring her to the Lady Abbess for
confirmation of my assertion.
“ ‘ Since needs must then/ murmured the affec-

tionate woman with a sigh, * 1 can but implore
thee, my poor Balthazar, on my bended knees,
to keep close to thy vocation ; divide thy days
betwixt thy duty and thy devotion

;
grow not an

idle wassailer like the rest, nor clap hands with
chance-companions ;—above all, range not be-
yond the precincts of the palace. There are
those on the watch to do thee evil, who, for dear
life s sake, would not adventure within the pur-
lieus of St lldefonso/
“ The authority of the King's messenger put a

close to her extraordinary apostrophe ; and,
great as was my amazement at the good woman's
mysterious vehemence, my attention was soon
diverted by the novelty of the varied scenes that
presented themselves, after hurrying from her
presence. My early experience was comprised
within a walk of the farm—my experience of the
last five years within the still narrower compass
of a high-walled garden ; and the rapture of my
soul, in gazing once more upon the expanded face
of Nature, is scarcely to be described in words.
The royal messenger—a man accustomed to sit
in saddle three hundred days of the year, laughed
outright at my ecstasy on viewing the most fami-
liar objects—a willow overhanging a brook, a
tree engarlanded with ivy, a bank overgrown
with wildflowers.
“ ( How will it be with thee, youngster/ cried

he, c when thou beholdest the majestic walls of
St lldefonso?'
“ the majestic walls of St lldefonso said no-

thing to my soul. The scene was but au enlarged
portraiture of what I had left behind at Sancta
Benedicts

; and there, a9 at the convent, I was
doomed to yearn after green fields and verdant
forests, and all the cheerfulness of sylvan free-
dom.

“ Such satisfaction, however, as courtlyadvance-
ment could bestow, was lavished on me, even to
prodigality. Without any announcement of my
arrival, the Prince was pleased to detect the
cunning of my hand in the very first collation
served up to the royal table after my instalment,
and to signify his approval, by requiring that
my services should be dedicated to his sole delect-
ation. Overawed, in spite of myself, by the
mysterious denunciations of my poor foster-

mother, I had already determined to confine
myself exclusively to the discharge of my duties;
and, my efforts thus highly appreciated, I applied
all the force of my ingenuity to the invention of
new dainties for the royal palate. Every day,
so long as the summer fruits hung ripe on the
bough, I strove to enhance their flavour by
my confections ; and, on winter days, when they
hung there no ldnger, I recalled them to the
memory of Don Philip by some saccharine infu-
sion. Heaven knows, the unhappy Prince had
need of syrups and confects to sweeten his ima-
gination, beset as he was with grand inquisitors,
chirurgeons, generals, admirals, and all the un-
holy army of martyr-makers which surrounds
the throne of a bigot Prince. From my poor
chamber, adjoining the roof of St lldefonso, and
commanding at least a view of the open country,
I truly pitied him—he, whose prospects were bo
bounded—he, who seemed to build his hopes of
heaven on rendering earth a hell to his fellow-
men.

“ Albeit I strictly adhered to the counsels of
Dolores, and, devoted to my daily duties, never
attempted to sally forth from the palace-gates;
at odd moments, when my work was done, and
the Court engaged in attendance on the royal
table or mass, 1 managed to glide out, and, on
pretence of seeking fresh annis or coriander for
my comfits, obtain a view, through the gilded
lattices of the pleasure-gardens, of the Court
ladies, parading in their robes of satin and bro-
cade, to feed the peacocks that clustered round
the marble fountains, or the gay Indian carp that
glittered in the limpid waters below. One or
other of the younger dames was usually loiter-
ing, gittern or lute in hand, beneath the dark
shadows of the cedars or broad-leaved catalpa
trees, shedding a melancholy charm about the
place ; and at such times, monotonous as was
my daily routine of life/ 1 felt that there was
joy in being an inmate of St lldefonso. It was
only when a procession of inquisitors reached the
palace with tidings of some grievous arrest or
horrible auto-da-f6f destroying the peace of fa-
milies, and causing my blood to freeze at the re-
cital, that I sometimes repined at being like to
live and die the household servant of Philip of
Spain.

“ Among the happier privileges ofmy vocation,
was that of- taking my turn in the daily distribu-
tion of the provisions remaining after the meals
of the royal household. Every morning, after
the ringing of the Angelus, the poor were re-
galed in one of the minor courts of the palace ;
and the constant accession of pretendants to a
share in the dole, afforded sufficient proof how
highly it was valued by the humble population
of the environs. Pilgrims and mendicants
thronged to the gate; infirm and aged persons,
who could not dig, and to beg were ashamed ;
while others of better degree seemed to find
especial pleasure in feeding on the crumbs that
fell from a king's table.
" Among the latter, about a twelvemonth after

my admission into the royal establishment, I be-
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gan to notice a female of lofty stature, attired in

a mourning habit, who appeared to have seen
better days, and to whom I was careful to assign
a liberal portion of the spoil. Her face I was
unable to discern, so closely was it concealed in

the loose cape of her sable dress. Her deport-
ment was that of a person infirm from sickness,

rather than advanced in years ; and, one morn-
ing, when she advauced to receive a basket of
bread and fruit which I had eet aside for her, I

ventured to add an inquiry, whether or not she
was in such bodily need as to accept of—I was
about to add, such alms as a menial may offer,

when, suddenly raising her head so as to look

me direct in the face, she deprived me of all

power to complete my inquiry. I felt slinking

into nothing under the scrutiny of her dark and
piercing eyes.

“ ‘ Is there aught, signora, in which I can do
you service or pleasure ?* was my amended in-

quiry ; and, unconsciously, I uttered the words
with the reverence due to a queen.

“ For a moment, the stranger remained silent

—

her fearful glance still riveted upon my face.
“ ‘ Meet me this evening, at dusk, at the

western extremity of the avenue of catalpas/

said she, in a low concentrated voice.
“ ‘ The gardens of St Ildefonso are closed at

that hour, saving for those connected with the

Court/ I faltered in reply—not daring to say,

in plain terms, the gates of the royal garden un-

close not for mendicants.
“ ‘ No matter ; I shall be there/ replied the

stranger ; and, folding around her, more closely,

the loose cape of serge which replaced the bas-

quiua of a more prosperous class, she turned an

angle of the court, and disappeared.
“ And now nothing could exceed my perturba-

tion. A year within the precincts of a court had

initiated me tolerably well into the tender myste-

ries of love passages and assignations ; but the

age and deportment of my new acquaintance re-

pressed all inclination to hope that her business

with me was of a tender nature. She might

come, however, as the emissary of others
;
and,

though still secretly in awe of one who seemed

born for the old Castilian fashion of wearing a

dagger in her garter, I was true to my appoint-

ment.
“ A dark figure awaited me under the third

catalpa tree.

“ € Balthazar !* exclaimed the voice of the

stranger, in a scarcely-articulate gasp of de-

lighted surprise, ‘ art thou come indeed ?*

“‘Thou hadst my word, signora/ replied I.

Then, fearing that, although the gardens were

nearly deserted, our interview might attract

attention, I took her by the hand, and, leading

her, through the dusk, into the deep recesses of

a cypress grove, placed her on one of its most

secluded seats.

“‘Your pleasure, signora?’ said I, in a low

voice. But no answer was vouchsafed save only

broken sobs. ‘ Your pleasure, signora/ I again

repeated, fearing that I was to be made the

dupe of a scene of pretended emotion, when, lo !

instead of replying, the stranger flung her arms
passionately round me, and strained me passion-

ately to her bosom. My first impulse was to

extricate myself from these unsought embraces,
“ ‘ Balthazar !' faltered the weeping woman,

“ canst thou not discriminate between the ca-

resses of a wanton and of a mother ? Boy,
boy, the bosom to which thou art pressed is that
which cherished thine infancy ! My son—my
own—my only ! O that thus, by stealth, and in

shadows of death, we should be fated to meet
again !*

“ Great as was my amazement at this out-

burst of tenderness, the forewarnings ofmy good
Dolores forbade me to give way to the impulses

of tenderness waking in my heart.
“ ‘And how am I to determine the truth of all

this/ said I, labouring to repress my emotion.
“ ‘ Doth not the intensity of an agonized mo-

ther’s voice bring conviction with it?* she re-

plied, relaxing her embrace. ‘ Doth nature
whisper nothing to thy soul ? Submit thee, then,

at least, to the testimony of vulgar evidence. I

adjure thee, Balthazar Sanchez, by the home and
guardians of thine infancy, by yonder farm on
the Manzanares* side, by Pepito and Dolores, thy

foster-parents, by the convent of Sancta Bene-
dicta, by*
“ ‘ All these things may have been reported to

thee by others/* said I, still mistrustful.
“ ‘ By the stain, then, wherewith, in the hour

of birth, thy right arm above the wrist was dis-

figured, I challenge thee, as my offspring, and
claim of thee the honour and homage of a son !*

said the stranger, in stern displeasure
;
and, this

time, my answer consisted in dropping on my
knees at her feet ! But though thus tacitly re-

cognising her claim, no yearning of the affections

impelled me to lavish upon her the caresses of a

child. I was awe-struck—overpowered—but not

softened by the discovery that I was no longer

an orphan. Nature seemed to forewarn me that

there were humiliating secrets in store for me

;

that I was already encompassed by the snares

announced by Dolores.
“ 1 was not long left in suspense. My mother,

(or let me at once assign to her the name by
which she at length announced herself,) the Sig-

nora Rachaela Sanchez, aware that the moments
of our interview were numbered, suffered me not

to waste my time in interrogation.
“ ‘ Thou wouldst doubtless know, Balthazar/

said she, enfolding her arms around me as 1 sat

beside her on the marble bench, ‘ to what end

I have thus strangely prolonged my separation

from the child of my flesh ? The moon hath not

yet revolved, my son, upon my sojourn in Spain

!

I come to thee, after an exile in foreign lands

;

after fifteen years of toil and privation, under

the scorching suns of Africa ; and if the coldness

with which thou hast welcomed me arise from

the fears inspired by my mendicant’s habit, arise

and be of good cheer. I am rich, Balthazar.

Though driven into banishment, a worse than

beggar, the God of my fathers hath prospered

me ; and I return to my native country, (albeit
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in secret, and under peril of the laws,) opulent

enough to bribe, if not the clemency of the King,

at least the mercy of the executioner
!’

f,< The executioner?’ faltered I ; the secret

misgivings suggested by the Israelitish name of

Rachaela, gradually increasing.
“ * Hath the woman Dolores so far fallen from

her pledge, as to keep thee ignorant of the mis-

fortunes of thy parents, that thou art thus

astounded ?* cried my mysterious mother in a

low hoarse voice. ‘ Not content with defiling

thy young life by contact with a Christian con-

gregation*—
“ A cry of horror, bursting from the very depth

of my soul, interrupted her disclosures. * Speak,

speak !’ I exclaimed, trembling with apprehen-

sion. * Who am I—and what art thou, that thus

overcomest my mind with terrors ?’

“ ‘ Thou art the circumcised child of persecuted

parents, pertaining to the people elect of God,’

replied Rachaela, with haughty defiance. And
no sooner had the fearful secret escaped her lips,

than in lieu of renewing my intreaties for farther

information, I placed my hands upon her lips,

imploring her to forbear.
“ ‘ Ay !* cried she, with bitterness, having at

length wrested away my hand—

‘

like the rest,

poor miserable poltroon, thou shrinkest from her

on whose head a price is set by the minions of the

law ! Thou wouldst even deny, 1 doubt not, thy

persecuted creed
!'

“‘My creed? It is none of mine!’ I ex-

claimed, with indignation. * The very name of

Jew is loathsome in ray ears ; to the God of

Christians was I taught to bend my knees

;

among Christians have I abided—among Christ-

ians will I still abide. Unless thou art some
messenger of Satan, sent to work the perdition

of my soul, away with thee at once lest 1 be

tempted.’
“ ‘ To what ?' interrupted Rachaela ;

* to sur-

render me into the hands of the blood-sucking

Inquisition, or of the stony-hearted Prince, their

master and thine Do it. Summon the guard !

Resign to their tender mercies the mother
who bore thee, that they may butcher her,

even as they did thy father, the husband

of her youth, as a sport for the populace of

Madrid
!’

“ Unconsciously I approached, and took herhand.
“‘ Was it not a pleasant recreation for them !*

continued Rachaela, in an appalling whisper.

‘ An auto-da.f6 / The Inquisition, with its

banners, and torches, and fiend-like familiars

!

The well-piled faggots, the resin, the tar-barrel

!

to torture, both in the flesh and the spirit, the

last moments of poor Caspar Sanchez, the mild-

est, truest, kindest, of all the sons of his tribe !

Caspar, who never wronged a fellow-creature of

a doit, nor injured a hair of mortal head ! But
he was a Jew—a proscribed Jew ! Driven by

royal edict from the fertile fields of Spain, he

had presumed to return (even as I have now re-

turned) by stealth and in disguise, in order that

his first-born child might see the light beneath

the same roofwh$rp he had fiyst beheld it. And,

lo ! the Christian murderers, whose creed pro-

fesses pardon, and meekness, and peace, detected

us in the worship of the God of Israel, and

plunged him into the dungeons of the Herman,

dad ! Then it was that, escaping in the dark,

ness of the night, my infant in my arms, I pre-

served thy life, Balthazar, by entrusting thee to

the honest couple whom the humanity of thy

poor father had in his better days preserved

from ruin. Even fallen as we were, Pepito and

Dolores swore to become parents to the orphan

child of Caspar Sanchez/
“ ‘ And nobly fulfilled their undertaking/ said

I, firmly.
<f * ’Tis false I” cried my mother. ‘ In accept-

ing, for thy behoof, the small sum 1 had been

able to bear away, they solemnly undertook to

use no efforts to detach thee from thy fathers

faith/
“ ‘ Nor did they. No word of religious in-

struction did I ever receive from their lips. It

was only when, with coming years, they saw the

turbulent spirit of the circumcised boy aban-

doned to their charge, expose him to danger of

detection, that they placed me in the convent of

Sancta Benedicta, and thus wrought the good

work of my salvation/
“ ‘ And of my revenge !* added my mother, in

a low concentrated voice. ‘ Little dreamed

those poor, bigoted, Castilian boors to how great

a deed they were devoting their nursling Bal-

thazar ! I have told thee that, to save thy life,

I fled before the enemies of thy father. To

avenge his death have I borne thenceforward

the burden of existence. To thy hand, boy, the

deed of retribution is decreed. In the Word of

the God of Israel is it written

—

1 an eye for an

eye, a tooth for a tooth, a life for a life !* and,

lo ! a royal one is assigned to repay the death of

my murdered Caspar !—Philip of Spain, the

blood-thirstiest of her blood-thirsty princes, the

favouring and favoured son of the Holy Her-

mandad, must die by thy hand !' ”

The gradually increasing emotion with which

the venerable Spaniard had been pursuing his

narrative, now thoroughly overcame him. Re-

clining breathless in his chair, he wrung his

hands in utter agony, till the notary, after much

soothing expostulation, entreated him to pass

briefly over such passages of his history as were

too afflicting to his soul.

“ Be it so,” murmured the old gentleman,

when at length he regained the power of utter-

ance. “Let it suffice thee, in a few fearful

words, that, at that first interview and many

succeeding ones, the implacable widow of Caspar

Sanchez left no argument unattempted to prove

that I owed it as a sacred duty to the memory
of my father to offer up in atonement the life of

Don Philip ! The facilities afforded by my con-

fidential post rendered the horrible deed only

too easy of accomplishment. Furnished by mv
mother with the slow but subtle poisons of the

East, I had only to decree the death of the

Prinee of Asturias, escape with Rachaela to the

coast ere the effects of the poison were manifest,
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and, hastily embarking, betake myself to the

land of my forefathers ; and glowing, indeed,

were the terras in which Rachaela described, to

my bewildered senses, the joys of an Oriental

clime.
“ Fearful !—oh, fearful was my temptation !

—not that for a moment I inclined towards the

commission of so great a crime ; but, on dis-

covering my abhorrence, my mother astuciously

addressed her endeavours to obtain an influ-

ence over my affections—pretending to listen to

the arguments with which I endeavoured to con-

vert her to the religion of peace—while, ever

and anon, artfully reverting to the virtues, the

suffering, the frightful end of my father—then,

when satisfied of having roused in my bosom the

dormant filial instincts, so potent in all human
hearts, she failed not to threaten, in case of

my persisting in my resistance, to give her.

self up to the Holy Tribunal, and suffer death

as a Jewess, before the face ofGod and ofher son!
“ Perplexed !—bewildered !—at one moment

on thepointof myself accusing her as a regicide

—

the next, almost disposed to become an assassin,

rather than endanger the life of the author of

my days, how I longed for a renewal of those

peaceful times of old on the banks of the Man-
zanares—how I regretted the uneventful mo-
ments of the convent of Sancta Benedicta !

‘'The perils in which 1 stood—the intemperate

revilings of Rachaela—the revulsion of feeling

produced by loving as a mother one whom 1 ab-

horred as a Jewess—at length so irritated my
blood as to throw me into a raging fever. In the

ravings of delirium my secret transpired ; and,

though at first treated as the delusion of in-

sanity, the perpetually recurring terms of my
adjurations at length determined the royal

confessor (who had been brought by my fellow-

servants to witness my excitement) to institute

an investigation.
“ Spare me the rest. When, at the close of

many months, I was restored to perfect con-

sciousness, I found that the fires of the Inqui-

sition had again been kindled, and that another

victim was gone to rejoin the manes of Caspar
Sanchez

!

“My first impulse was to depart from a country

watered with the blood of my kindred. But the

contempt with which, on my recovery, I found
myself treated by my comrades, who affected to

regard me as a recanted Jew, determined me to

tarry for a while, lest it should be supposed I

fled from fear of their misusage. But, while

thus irresolute, I was summoned into the

presence of the comptroller of the royal house-

hold ; who (after bidding me bless, upon my
lenees, theclemencyof Don Philip,);acquaintedme
that the Prince, being about to embark for Eng.
land to solemnize his union with Queen Mary, had
decided that 1 should form one of the royal suite.

“ ‘ Don Philip condescends to consider/ he
continued, ' that no stronger evidence of

fidelity could be afforded than by your steady

resistance to the evil suggestion of a mother,

reward, therefore, the stanchness ofyour faith

as a Catholic, and loyalty as a subject, he
doubles your salary as chief confectioner, and
bids you prepare for immediate embarkation/
“ Rebellion against 6uch a mandate had been

impossible ; but 1 was, in fact, overjoyed to be

released from Spain. A residence at St lldefonso,

darkened by such dreadful reminiscences, was
unsupportable. Madrid was worse ; the church

of the Dominicans, where sentence had been pro-

nounced upon my parents, and the Plaza where
their horrible destiny was accomplished, were
alike hateful to my soul. The invisible hand of

the Holy Hermandad, seemed armed ngainst my
life—mysterious voices ever murmured in the

air, prophesying evil ; and whenever it was my
chance to meet a procession of the order of St

Dominic, the blood seemed frozen in my veins.

“ Under such circumstances, Master Notary,

judge how great was my relief to disembark upon
the strand of Britain. The land, as we sailed

betwixt the wooded banks of the Southampton
river, looked green and tranquil as a dove's nest

;

and, though the minds of the people were dis-

posed against this Spanish alliance, desiring to

behold their Queen wedded with a countryman
of their own, yet was our reception and progress

bright with overflowing hospitality.

“It needs not to enlarge upon the events

that followed. The favour I enjoyed in the

eyesof the Prince, sufficed to recommend me to the

grace of her Majesty—who, in her fulsome fond-

ness fora bridegroom eleven yenrs her junior, used

to requite, with the most lavish prodigality,

the trifling gifts offered as tokens of his respect.

Among these, according to the custom of Spain,

sweetmeats were a common offering ; and, on
occasion of his Highness* presenting to her

Majesty on her birth-day, a comfit-box, richly

encrusted with jewels, and filled with his favour-

ite confection of candied pistachio nuts, Don
Philip took occasion to relate the story of his

faithful Balthazar, whose abilities he was pleased

to estimate far beyond their desserts.
“ ‘ The youth must henceforward be especially

attached to my household/ replied the Queen, at

the close of her royal husband's narrative ; and
no small relief was it to my mind that, when
Don Philip, weary of the thraldom of wedlock,

affected to be recalled to Spain by business of

State, that I was allowed to remain behind, in

the quiet verdant seclusion of Richmond. There,

oh, there, did Nature seem to take me once more
to her bosom ! In this sylvan retreat, the peace

of other days came back to me. Amid the

blending beauties of its woods and waters, I tried

to lose the impression of my past afflictions.
'* The sole embitterment of my life arose from

the religious persecutions which soon filled the
kingdom with tears and anguish. Though the

temper and constitution of the country forbade

the introduction of the Inquisition, as at one
period meditated by the Queen, the intolerant

spirit of Philip’s congenial wife, caused the flames

of persecution to be kindled ; and, in lieu of Pa-

gans and Jews, Christian now consigned his

fellow Christian to the stake.
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“ Against such a breach of divine law, my soul

revolted ; and, in many a secret prayer did I

commend myself to the Almighty, imploring him

to soften the heart of the Queen, and so modify

the belief of the people that the religion of

Christ might become all in all, and faith, hope,

and charity govern the institutions of the land.

“ * Beware !* would oftentimes exclaim that

prudent and tender soul. Mistress Alice Hark-

well, who afterwards became my wife and house-

hold comforter ;
* beware lest these unorthodox

sentiments be suspected. Thine opinions, Master

Balthazar, savour of the fagot and tar-barrel.

By my sooth ! thou art already half a Protestant/
“ And so, true to her insinuation, on the

death of the Queen, and the accession of the

glorious Elizabeth, 1 became wholly a Protestant,

and her spouse. It was not, as many inferred,

the desire to retain my place at Court which

opened my ears to the arguments wherewith the

chaplains of her Majesty laboured to enlighten

the darkness ef her faithful servitors ; but that,

from the Popish cause there emanated an odour

of human blood, too greviously reminding me of

the fate ofmy parents ! Persecution and intoler-

ance were the handmaidens of the Roman Catho-

lic Church ; and, somehow or other, the Jewish

blood within me seemed to curdle in my veins

at the very sight of the uplifted Host.
“ At the Queen's coronation. Master Notary,

trust me, there was not a more devoted Protest-

ant kneeling in the aisles than he by whose skill

was compounded the masterpiece of confection-

ary, that glittered at the banquet as chief deco-

ration of the royal table. Your countrymen

came forthwith flocking to the palace, desiring

to be instructed in my arts! Scholars had 1,

almost beyond my power of reckoning ; and it

hath been pretty generally affirmed that to poor

Balthazar Sanchez England is indebted for the

introduction of the art of comfit-making. Though
now and then a jealous rival presumed to whisper

of me as * the Spanish Jew/ none dared to gain-

say the award when, in my old age, the Queen's

gracious Majesty permitted me to retire from

Court for the enjoyment of my means, retaining

to the end of my days the title of honour of her

royal confectioner."

" Nor need 8 there a better proof. Master

Sanchez, of the good renown wherewith you

have borne it," interrupted old Trackit, “ than

that the grandniece of your late spouse (who,

failing issue of your body, you adopted as heir)

Bhould have been sought in marriage by no less

worthy a gentleman than Sir Carnaby Savile."

“ A fig for Sir Carnaby Savile !" cried Sanchez,

filling his glass from the flagon of dry Malaga

standing on the table beside him. “ Sir Carnaby

would have mated with my mother, Rachaels,

or any maiden or matron of her tribe, upon suf-

ficient incitement of gold. No more ! Enough of

my heir-at-law and of his virtues. They are

not of such weight with me a6 to obstruct my
long-meditated purpose of giving to the poor a

third portion of my substance, and so pleading

to the Lord's mercy for the errors of my fathers,

and my own levity, if levity there be, in chang-

ing the form ofmy devotions. Albeit the worldly

blessings, wherewith the Almighty hath blessed

me, may be esteemed tokens of divine forgive-

ness, there are times when my soul hath been

exceeding sorrowful with perplexity betwixt the

Jewish creed to which I was born, the Catholic

faith in which I was nurtured, and the Protest-

ant Church to which I now adhere. If I have

sinned, however, in this thing, it hath been with

good intent ; and soon may the blessings of the

poor confirm the promises of grace to the dying

moments of The Queen’s Comfit-maker."*

* Balthazar Zanca or Sanchez, who came to this

country in the train of Philip II., was the first royal

confectioner attached to the English Court. After being

converted to Protestantism, he died, in 1602, at his man-

sion at Totenham Cross, having contributed to the cost

of the brick cross erected by Dean Wood in 1600, in

place of the wooden one then standing ; and erected, at

his sole expense, an almshouse for eight poor persons.

The residence of Balthazar Sanchez, now au inn, and the

almshouse in question, remain in good preservation.

MARY STUART’S FAREWELL TO FRANCE.
(From the French of Beranger.)

Farewell ! thou charming land of France !

Lov’d shalt thou be for evermore ;

Here beam’d my youth's first happy glauce—
Adieu !

—
*tis death to quit thy shore !

Adopted home of childhood's years,

From whence I now mast banished be,

My farewell take—receive my tears,

And keep, O France ! my memory.
The wind is high—we quit the land

—

Yet all unmov'd by tearful eyes

;

To cast me back upon thy strand

Heaven biddeth not the waves arise.

When, 'mid my favourite people’s gaze,

I cross'd the Tourney's brilliant ring,

Less warm the shouts my rank could raise

Than those which hail'd my beauty's spring.

Vain is the crown—the sceptre vaiu

—

To me in gloomy Scotland shewn ;

Unless it were o’er France to reign,

I never wish to fill a throne.

There Glory, Love, and Genius smiled—
And deep my youth has drank of all

;

But now, in Caledonia wild,

What change must o’er my fort uncs} fall •

Dark too an omen lately gleamed,

(Well may my heart affrighted he,)

For in a vision dread there seem’d

A scaffold raised—and raised for me.

O France ! ’mid future wrongs and fears.

The daughter of the Stuart’s liue,

As in this day that sees her tears,

Shall turn to thoughts that once were thine.

But see ! the ship's too rapid sail

Already speeds ’neath darkening skies

;

And night, beneath her humid veil,

Conceals thee from mine eyes.

Farewell then, charming Land of France

!

Lov’d shalt thon be for evermore

;

Here beam'd my youth's first happy glance—
Adieu—*ti» death to quit thy shore. I* R
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THE LOCKHART AND BALLANTYNE CONTROVERSY.

I. Refutation of the Mistatements and calumnies contained in Mr Lockhart*s “Life of Sir Walter

Scotty* respecting the Messrs Ballantyne, By the Trustees and Son of the late Mr James

Ballantyne.

II. The Ballantyne Humbug Handled. By Mr Lockhart.

III. Reply to Mr Lockhart's Pamphlet . By the Authors of the “ Refutation,*’ &c.

Grub Street Lower ought to set up a statue

in bronze to Mr Lockhart, in commemoration of

his notable achievements, in throwing open the

dark recesses of Grub Street Upper. By the

singular disclosures which he ha9 either made
himself, or wrung by stings and the rack from

the Ballantyne Trustees, he has revenged the

beggarly denizens ofthe ancient locality, through-

out all their starving generations, upon the aris-

tocracy of literature. He has successfully proved

how much more shabby, tricky, and morally

despicable, when the inner movements are re-

vealed, may be the great game where the stakes

played for are titles and estates—or tens and

hundreds of thousands—than the pitiable strug-

gles of the very poorest man of genius who, in all

circumstances, retains the whiteness of his soul,

and whose worst difficulties may have only been,

to obtain bread for his children ;—like Goldsmith,

for many a day, the rent of his garret ; or, like

Johnson, the price of his mother's coffin.

After all that we have read or heard of the Ca-
lamities of authors, we are compelled to own, that

the bitterest portion of an author’s miseries has

been Sir Walter Scott's. It is the strange duplex

movement of Scott’s Mind and Life, as revealed

in these humiliating and afflicting pamphlets,

which to us'eonstitute their great interest. As to

Mr Lockhart’s good taste and feeling in compos-
ing a considerable part of Sir Walter Scott’s Life,

our judgment was made up, and rather frankly

expressed, long before any one of them appeared.

To the Ballantyne8—to Mr James Ballantyne in

particular—we felt that he had done gross and,

everything considered, pitiful injustice : but, in

our opinion, the case stood still worse as to Dr
John Leyden, Thomas Pringle, the Ettrick Shep-
herd, Alister Campbell, and other men of genius,

who have no sons nor friendly Trustees to do
justice to their true characters, and defend their

memories frum clumsy ridicule, and wanton and
unprovoked misrepresentation.

The three curious productions named at the
head of this article, furnish the text of a much more
grave and far-reaching discourse than any that

could be warranted by the controversy which Mr
Lockhart has imprudently provoked. But this

properly belongs to the Memoirs of Scott, when
they shall be impartially written. As regards the
merely personal question, James Ballantyne’s

Trustees and his son, have, we think, trium-
phantly made out their case against their su-

percilious opponent. That this could not be
done without deep and permanent injury being
mo, ixx,—vox.. vr.

inflicted on the memory of Scott, is wholly

attributable to the arrogance of manner, and the

unfairness of statement, which Mr Lockhart has

throughout displayed. It is quite true, that he

has partially succeeded in shewing up a few

harmless foibles in James Ballantyne ; but at

what a price has this been accomplished ! Hence-

forth let no one call Mr Lockhart a proud man.

Rash, if not reckless, insulting, uncandid, unfair,

and, we fear, spiteful, he may be called : but he

is anything rather than a proud man. The inor-

dinate respect which a high-mindedman cherishes

for himself will ever prove a more powerful

restraint on his license of statement and lan-

guage than any that an adversary can impose.

Now, in his management of this controversy,

the editor of The Quarterly has been as conde-

scending in the free use of abusive and insolent

language, and in calling names and giving nick-

names, as the veriest Grub Street author could

desire ; and, all the while, this vulgarity is di-

rected against persons whom he assumes to treat

as immeasurably his inferiors. The Trustees,

whether tradesmen or professional men, though

sufficiently acute and cutting at times, have a

manifest advantage over Mr Lockhart, in never

abandoning that decent propriety of language

which they owed to themselves, if not to their

supercilious and unceremonious adversary ;
while

they have carefully and ably elaborated every

point in Mr Lockhart’s statements, and knocked

them down one by one.

When the Trustees and the son of Mr James

Ballantyne published their “ Refutation of the

Mistatements and calumnies contained in the

Life of Sir Walter Scott,” we reserved our judg-

ment, merely noticing that Mr Lockhart could

not sit down under the very serious charges

brought against him by the highly respectable

parties who had come forward in defence of

the character of Ballantyne. Long was the de-

molition, the utter destruction of Ballantyne’s

defenders threatened ; and the “ Humbug
Handled” came forth at last. Its tendency was

to prove that scurrility of language, insolence

of tone, and the pitifulness in the general

style of invective, could produce little effect, or

none that was favourable to Mr Lockhart, upon
persons of any reflection ; but then the array of

figures, the bold allegations of the systematic

deception and fraud practised by the Ballan-

tynes, upon good, easy, generous, credulous,

simple-minded Sir Walter—his head ever wrapt

in the clouds of the regions of romance, hi»

3 G
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mind wandering, like “ True Thomas/* in Fairy

Land, while “ Johnny Rigdum” bamboozled him

with hocus-pocus accounts, andJames played a yet

darker game—who could help being staggered for

a time by these statements, especially when, after

a dexterous confusion of figures. SirAdam Fergus-

son (who enjoys the honour of having the “ Hum-
bug* addressed to him) was told that James Bal-

lantyne’s complaint, after the bankruptcy, “ that

his family had been reduced from affluence to

beggary by no particular error of his own/* was

the grossest humbug of all l
“ Reduced from

affluence I” quoth Mr Lockhart. ‘‘They** (the

Ballantyne family) “had onlybeen removed from

a well of other people's money, into which Mr
James had nimbly dipt his bucket during twenty

years, whenever it suited his purpose to do so.

And, undoubtedly, all his kith and kin had par-

taken largely in this species of affluence." And
Mr Lockhart goes on to shew, how kind James
Ballantyne most liberally and lavishly pro-

vided for his parents and relatives, his wife’s

included, (all the while with Scott’s money,) and

ends with the old motto, “Hoc demum liber-

alitas appellatur, aliena bona largiri which we
may freely translate—“ It is easy cutting whangs
aff other folk's cheese."

After such grave statements, from the editor of

The Quarterly, although proof against the mere
scurrility, and perceiving the palpable fallacy of

many of Mr Lockhart's tables of figures and rea-

sonings, and though committed to the contro-

versy by our previously expressed opinion of the

inj ustice done Ballantyne amongothersin the Life,

we were againcompelled to Buspend our final judg-

ment, and wait to hear what the Testamentary
Trustees and Mr James Ballantyne's son might
have farther to say in explanation. We knew not

what to make of the extraordinary revolution

which had taken place in Mr Lockhart's opinions,

since, in the Life, vol. vi., page 110, he had made a
rather frank sort of amende honorable to Ballan-

tyne’s relatives for the impertinences and un-
founded assertionsof the earlier volumes. The apo-

logetic explanation, tardily given, was to us quite

irreconcilable with the “ nimble bucket-dipping

into the well of other people's money ;" and the
dishonest, or, at all events, the disreputable ex-

travagance of Ballantyne’s alleged habits. We
turned up the passage in the volume, and there

read—“ 1 have been entirely mistaken , if those to

whom l allude, (Ballantyne's relatives,) or any
other of my readers, have interpreted any ex-

pressions of mine, as designed to cast the slightest

imputation upon the moral rectitude of the elder

Ballantyne. I believe James (the bucket-dip-

per) to have been, from first to last, a perfectly

upright man

;

that his principles were of a
lofty stamp—hisfeelingspure even to simplicity."

With this in full recollection, and after the small

impertinences, meant for wit and jocularity, on
the subject of James Ballantyne, had been thus

in some sort atoned for, how were we to consider

him under the entirely new aspect in wlpch it

pleased Mr Lockhart to present him to the world
in the “Humbug Handled The acrimony and

arrogance, the mere abusiveness, and the aims at

wit of that pamphlet, might have passed for Mr
Lockhart's way ; but what was to be thought of

the total transformation of “ the perfectly up-

right man of lofty principles," and “ feelings pure

even to simplicity," into an ungrateful knave,

who, through life, had cheated and preyed up-

on his generous and unsuspicious benefactor?

We waited for the reply; and that being now

before us, we shall proceed to notice the sa-

lient points of the painful, and, we trust, now-

concluded controversy, which has been thrust

upon Ballantyne's Trustees by the intemperance

and imprudence of Mr Lockhart.

From Mr Lockhart’s Memoir, the world has

learned that Scott, when a sickly boy living

under the care of his maiden aunt at Kelso, be-

came the playmate and schoolfellow ofJames Bal-

lantyne, the son ofa shopkeeper, or, as the Scotch

courteously phrase it, of a merchant, there, and

descended, like the son of the Goodman of Sandy

Knowes, from the respectable yeomanry of ths

country. In those happy days, there could be

little or no visible distinction of rank between

the son of the Kelso general-dealer, or store-

keeper, in respectable trade, and located in ths

capital of the then richest agricultural district in

Scotland, and the son of the Edinburgh W.&,
and grandson of the said Goodman of the Sandy

Knowes. In point of expense, or etyle in living,

the “merchant"— who, like those of his callings

making his money easily, spent it as freely,—

must, in those simple days, have outshone his rural

neighbours. Besides giving his sons the best

education which the country afforded, the elder

Ballantyne, as we are informed, drank wine, and

even kept a horse ; and actually, which is more

to the point, bought a rocking-horse for his son

James, even as the extravagant and reckless

James did, in turn, for his son John, as Mr Lock-

hart has informed the world, with many notes ol

admiration at tbie piece of prodigality and pre-

sumption in the ambitious printer. It is, more-

over, current—amongtheendless gossipingstoriss
which Mr Lockhart's attacks on the Ballantynes,

and especially his condescending to such small

and minute items of biography as tho rocking-

horse—that the veritable rocking-horse, erewhile

bestrode by James in the paltry village of Kelso,

was, in progress of time, transferred from the

Canongate to 38, Castle Street, and mounted by

the present Sir Walter, the Major of Hussars.

The anecdote is quite true, we believe, and

so every-way worthy of the dignified statement

which has elicited it, that it would be a pity to

suppress it. In the meanwhile, Walter Scott

and James Ballantyne, untroubled about their

respective ranks, grew up and carried the friend-

ship of their boyhood into life. Ballantyne begin

business in Kelso as a solicitor; and, at the

request of the gentlemen of the neighbourhood,

became editor and printer of The Kelso Moil l

and, having exhibited some beautiful spechnensof

typography, was, probably from friendly feelings,

but also with certain ulterior views, invited by

Scott, then “ a briefless barrister/* though dawn*
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fflg into notice as an author, to try his fortunes

as a printer in the metropolis. According to

Lockhart, Scott perhaps “ even thus early con-

templated the possibility, at least, of being him-
self connected with the result of those air-drawn

schemes for thus is Mr Lockhart pleased to de-

scribe laying the foundation of a flourishing and
lucrative printing business, the success of which
Scott fully foresaw, and which his wild specula-

tions, as a publisher, and buyer of land, could not

wholly ruin. Ballantyne, as he was far from need-
ing to change, was not rash in abandoning the

newspaper, which he had been successful in esta-

blishing in Kel8o,and the printingbusiness, which
he must have made profitable even in the pro-

vincial locality. In the pamphlet, we find,

From the following passage in a letter from Ballan-
tyne to Scott, in March 1802,* it appeArathat the printer

was hesitating as to some renewed suggestions from his

friend regarding his removal to Edinburgh
; and that he

was in the meantime exerting himself to follow up the

advantage he had gained. “ Your query respecting Edin-
burgh 1 am yet at a loss to answer. To say truth, the

expenses 1 have incurred in my resolution to acquire a
character fur elegant printing, whatever might be the

result, cramp considerably my present exertions. A short

time, I trust, will make me easier, and I shall then con-
template the road before me with a steady eye.*’

But, in the end of 1803, he did unfortunately

follow Scott’s suggestion ; and, on his removal
to Edinburgh, received a loan from his future

partner of L.500, and was patronised as far as

was then in Scott’s power. Scott, having felt his

way for some years, and tested both the qualities

of the printer and the profitable nature of the

trade, proposed the secret partnership.

Mr Lockhart himself admits his “suspicion” that Scott
bad long harboured this design—so early, indeed, as the

date of Ballantyne** projected removal from Kelso to

Edinburgh ; and Mr Lockhart adds, as a further mo-
tive, that there wa9 “ little doubt that the hope of suc-

ceeding at the bar had waxed very faint, before the third

volume of * The Minstrelsy* was brought out in 1803.’*

At the same time, Scott, to use his own words, was de-
termined that literature should be his staff, but not his

crutch, and that the profits of his literary labour should
not, if he could help it, become necessary to his ordinary
expenses. Thus, despairing of success in his profession,

and determined not to depend upon literature, the re-

maining resource was trade ; and hence it was that he
became first a printer, and afterwards also a publisher.

The following passage ofMr Lockhart*s work written, it

would appear, before he had thought it necessary to sacri-

fice James Ballantyne*s character, gives a just account of
Scott's views and motives upon this occasion :

—

M The forming of this commercial connexion was one
of the moet important steps in Scott’s life. He continued
bound by it during twenty years, and its influence on his

literary exertions and his worldly fortunes was productive
of much good and nof a little evil. Its effects were, ia
truth, to mixed and balanced during the vicissitudes of a
long and vigorous career, that I at this moment doubt
whether it ought, on the whole, to be considered with more
Of sa'itjaction or regret."

The world has no doubt whatever on this head,
and still less, we should imagine, the friends of

the Ballantynes. Had Sir Walter Scott, like

the proprietors of Blackwood's Magazine
,
of The

Edinburgh Review, and the many other good
customers among the regular publishers, who
were drawn to Ballantyne’s office solely by its re-

• « Life,” yoI. i., p. 348. f VoL ii, p, 41.

putation for beautiful and accurate printing, been
content to give his old schoolfellow, and most leal-

ous and friendly corrector and critic, his business

and influence, very different results might have
been anticipated from those which left James Bal-

lantyne, in 1816, penniless and deeply in debt;

and, in 1826, after twenty years of exertion

and industry, rendered unusually effective by
the talents and knowledge to which Mr Lock-
hart himself bears frequent testimony, a bank-
rupt, and with the world to begin again.

When the first copartnery was formed, in

1805, Ballantyne had already acquired a re-

spectable capital for a young printer. It was
in stock, or materials, L.2,090,—besides book
debts to the amount of L.1,668: 9: 11, which
were carried to the account of the company.
The relative sums of the partners at starting

stood thus :—Ballantyne, L.3,758 : 9 : 11; Scott’s

in-put as his share of stock, L.2,008. Scott was
to have one-third of the profits; and Bal-

lantyne, whose time was entirely devoted to the

business, was to draw two-thirds. When a sub.

sequent copartnery was formed, Scott, having

the power, laid down the law, and obtained a
full half of the profits of a much larger trade ;

his influence in obtayping business being, he
alleged, a full equivalent for Ballantyne’s skill,

time, and capital in the business. The original

company then started, with Ballantyne having,

though not all free, in outstanding debtsand stock,

L.1,750 : 9 : 11 more than Scott; and because

in the first years, while the old accounts

came in and the old printing-office debts be.

came due, he drew out money to pay them—

.

his own money, be it remarked—Mr Lockhart

chooses to represent him as overdrawing to an
immense extent, and has very dexterously mys-
tified the whole matter ; if indeed his extraordiiu

ary allegations are not made in sheer ignorance

of the plainest principles of accompts ; which,

were Mr Lockhart ingenuous about other things

that he cannot fail to understand, charity would

compel us to believe. On going over the books of

the company for the first two and a-half years of

its subsistence, Mr Lockhart sums up thus, and
with his favourite figure of four notes of admir*

ation

On the whole, between Whitsunday 1805 and Marw
tinmaa 1807, it appears that Scott’s drafts on the busi*

ness came to L.306 <4:3, James Ballantjne’s to

L.3,966 : 4 : 1 1 ! I l

When we read this, among other startling state-

ments, in Mr Lockhart’s “ Humbug-Hand led’*

pamphlet, we, without farther examination, shut

the book, like, we doubt not, many others, fairly

giving up James Ballantyne as a reckless and

extravagant, if not dishonest, man. Since the

“ Reply” to Lockhart by the Ballantyne Trustees

has appeared, we have however carefully gone

over the ground, with the advantage of those

lights which it suited the author of the w Hum-
bug” to shroud or extinguish ; and the following

abstract is the result, bringing the balances ofthe

partners a year further down than the period

marked by the quadruple notea of admiration

*
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At the commencement of the copartnery, there was a

difference in f&Your of Ballantyne, in stock and debts, of

L. 1 750 : 9 : 1 1. During the first half.year of the copart-

nery, Ballautyne drew from his surplus stock, &c.,

L.1193; hut at the half-yearly balance, in November,
he has still of capital - L.2,932 4 4
Scott's capital at this balance was 2,141 7 5

Difference in favour of Ballantyne, L.790 16 1

1

At the next balance, in May, 1806, after all his drafts

during the year now expired, the capital of Ballantyne

amounted to L.2,952 17 2

Scott's augmented capital, L.1000 more
being put in, was - 3,301 5 1

Difference in favour of Scott, L.348 7 1

1

At the balance of Martinmas, 1806, the capital of

Scott amounted to L.3,469 6 1

Ballantyne's capital, - - 3,110 0 0

Difference in favour of Scott, - L.359 6 1

At the balance of Whitsunday, 1807, the capital of

Scott amounted to - - L.3,631 10 11

Capital of Ballantyne, - - 3,618 11 11

Difference in favour of Scott, L.12 19 0

At the Martinmas balance, 1807—
Scott’s capital, - - L.3,702 17 6
Ballantyne's capital, - 3,552 3 11

Difference in favour of Scott, L.150 13 7

At the Whitsunday balance 1808

—

Ballantyne's capital, - L.3,768 17 7
Scott's capita], - - 3,750 16 1

Difference in favour of Ballantyne, L.18 1 6

This abstract of ours, after viewing the entire

premises—both sides of the books—shews a

somewhat different result from that with which

Mr Lockhart, last year, confounded us. But
readers who are curious should peruse both the

pamphlets, and judge for themselves ; and what-

ever mercy they may have for Lockhart, they

need, as to figures, feel none for the Ballantyne

Trustees, who are acute men of business, con-

versant with accounts, and not at all liable to

be mistaken or misled.

They thus carry the statement beyond our
brief abstract into later years :

—

From May to November, 1808, he, James, is credited

with L.600, borrowed by him from his brother Alex-
ander, and advanced to the company, and with his share of

profits, 1*502 : 17 : 4 ; and he is debited with his drafts,

L.546 : 1 1 : 7> And with his share (two-thirds) ofhis bro-

ther John's salary, L.133 s 6 : 8.

Lastly, in the year from November 1808 to November
1809, he is credited with his share of profits, L.1 100: 3: 4;
and he is debited with his drafts, L I 150: 16: 7, and
also with L.300, drawn by him to repay a debt due by
himself to his brother John.

Ou the 25th of November, 1809, the amount of ca-

pital belonging to him, and standing at his credit was
L.3,831 : 3 : 5. Of this capital, L.1900 consisted of cash

advanced by him subsequent to the commencement of the

company, by means of loans which he had obtained as

an individual, and for which he was personally respon-

sible.

The gross unfairness of Mr Lockhart’s representation

is thus apparent. Suppressing all mention of the out-

standing debts due to Mr Ballantyne at the commence-
ment of the copartnership

,
and carried into the company's

books
, in order to be collected and accounted for to himf

0 Mr Lockhart does allow that there were book debts,

but he canuot tell what proportion of them was paid

;

and his style of inference does not lead him to conclude
that any, much less all, were paid.

Mr Lockhart assumes that he was entitled to credit far

nothing but his share of profits, and that these profits

were all that he teas etUilUd to draw for- Mr Lockhart,

accordingly, after stating the profits at L.3,936 : 9 : 10,

and the drafts at L.5,963 : 12 : 3, exclaims triumphantly,

that “ the careful and prudent tradesman, James, had

overdrawn his share by no ieee than L.2,027 : 2 : h,”

In order to remove every vestige of obscurity or mis-

understanding on this point, we give the following ab-

stract of what Mr Ballantyne was entitled to draw, and

actually did draw, during the period in question. It ex-

hibits a very different result from that of the partial and

garbled statement of Mr Lockhart.

Mr James Ballantyne's Profits.

From Whits. 1805 to Whits. 1806, L.786 10 3
“ “ 1800 “ 1807, 260 H 7
“ « 1807 “ 1808, 1155 i 10

« “ 1808 to Marts. 1808 (half-year) 502 17 4

“ Marts. 1808 “ 1809, “ 1100 3 4

Outstanding debts due him at com-
mencement of copArtnery, L 1604 16 11

Cash received for corrections,

&c., due him then, 63 13 0
Value of paper, books, &c., be-

longing to him, and after-

waids placed to his credit, 307 14 9

1976 4 8

At his credit, L.6,481 9 0
* Drafts by him.

From Wh. 1805 toWh. 1806, L.2,378 4 9
“ “ 1006 “ 1807, 816 9 10

: « « 1807 “ 1808, 1171 9 6
« « 1808 to Mart.

1808, (half year,) . 546 11 7
From Mart. 1808 to Mart.

1809, (including L.300 to

pay debt to John Ballan-

tyne,) . . 1450 16 7
His share of John •Ballan-

tyne’s Salary for two years, 266 13 4
6,630 5 7

Excess of Drafts, L. 148 16 7

Instead of L.2,027 : 2 : 5, as stated by Mr Lockhartl

This may suffice as a specimen of the manner

in which Mr Lockhart deals with the books of

the company ; and, without going deeper into

the matter, we shall merely give the comment-

ary on this period.

Mr Lockhart gives the particulars for the first two

years only, being the periods most favourable for his own

view ; but it will be observed, that Mr Scott's drafts after

that period increased yearly, and in 1809 were upwards

of L.200 above his share of profits.

We are now arrived at Martinmas, 1809,

when the balance-sheet shewed that the capital

of both partners was equal, Scott's being L.3,842,

9s. 8d., Ballantyne's, L.3,841 : 3 : 5. This fact

is ascertained by a minute signed by both par-

ties, in which it is declared that

The accounts should be closed, and their amount*

forming together the sum of L.7,684, considered as the

permanent capital stock of the company, invested in

buildings and materials, whereof each partner poswmes

one-half. It was further determined that the divisible

profit on the trade should be, and remain until altered in

another written minute in this book signed by both par-

ties, L.1350 annoally; whereof L.900, being two^hhdi,

should be paid to James Ballantyne, and L.450, being

one-third, to Walter Scott, Esquire ; and that the further

balance of profit arising on the trade should remain for

the discharge of additions to stock made within the cur-

rent year in the first place, and thereafter to accumulate

towards the permanent capital stock*
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But there was a wheel within a wheel here.

The company was by this time in debt L.3,000 to

“the moneyed partner/' Mr Scott, who had chosen
to become the company's banker himself. Scott

was not in those days a rich man—very far from
it—but Ballantyne beginning without much
capital, had still considerable personal debts upon
him ; and, by 1807, the stock and buildings of

the company had been greatly enlarged with

its increasing business. Accordingly, two years

previously, on the 31st November, 1807, Scott

wrote John Ballantyne a rather extraordinary

letter, of which this is an extract :

—

Whtnwi aee bow tbs difference between hia [James's]
stock and mine stands, a considerable part, if not thewhole
of the balance, should bear 15 per cent, in my favour. •

• • . In general, when a partner is applied to for

bis individual security, it should, I think, be optional to

him to be the banker himself, if it suits his convenience

better than to give a security. Bankers' interest seldom
comes lower, with one charge or another, including re-

newals, than L.6 or L.7 ; and though, to a partner, the

company pays L. 15, yet a proportion of the balance is

out of his own pocket, in as far as it diminishes his inte-

rest in the free profit. On the other hand, while bills be-

longing to the company are discountable without such
security, or if the company, on its own credit, can pro-

cure a stationary loan at L.5 per cent., it would be un-
just that a partner should force a loss upon them. I
mention this because I shall have a large sum of money
to dispose of at Whitsunday, and the state of myfamily
requires that I make the most ofit I can. What Ballan-

tyne and Co. have no occasion for, I will probably em-
ploy in some literary speculation.

To cut a long story short, Mr Scott, acting

upon this alleged right of a " moneyed partner,"

which Ballantyne, whatever his private opinion

might be, had no means to resist, did advance
L.3,000, for which he drew, in what he calls
u commuted profit," or “ trade interest/’ L.450

per annum during the period that the ridden com-
pany continued his debtor. But this is not, to

simple Christians, the most Jewish feature of the

transaction, managed by the poor, simple, easy,

credulous Mr Scott, whose mind, according to

Mr Lockhart, was ever wrapt in fiction and
romance, ever in the clouds, while James Bal-

lantyne cheated and pillaged him on all hands.

Of this L.3,000 Mr Scott had obtained L.1300, in

loan, from his brother. Major Scott, for which

the said Major held a security over the company’s

premises in the Canongate. But by what right,

legal or equitable, could Mr Scott exact 15 per

cent, for this money ? How many notes of ad-

miration would Mr Lockhart require to express

his sense of Scott putting ten per cent, in his

pocket for no reason save that he had the power ;

giving his brother the legal rate of five per

cent, which, with excellent security, was all he

was entitled to, and pocketing the surplus.

This L.3,000 was, the Trustees say, long after-

wards, charged wholly against Ballantyne—not

the company—as a debt due to Scott, when the

second copartnery commenced. But a farther

beauty attends this transaction, and completely

illustrates the whole nature and scope of Sir

Walter Scott’s long connexion with the Ballan-

tynes, and, in particular, his copartnery with

Jam68. He who had the lion’s strength and
power, all along drew the lion’s share of the

663*

spoils. Both brothers—and both in spitt^^
whatever weaknesses it suits Mr Lockha^y
correctly to impute, or unfairly to exaggerate—
were well-educated, able, and accomplished

men, else they had never been chosen as the

confidents and instruments of Scott’s various

schemes and speculations:—both brothers enjoyed

much of his regard—James necessarily the

largest 6hare of his esteem, while for his “ little

Picaroon,"* his pliant facile instrument, he
appears to have felt a really cordial and genial

affection. Yet his impression—the feeling upon
which he acted from first to last—appears to

have been, “ Ifthese clever, pleasant Ballantynes

—without whose assistance it is impossible for

me to carry out my secret plans of gain, as a
printer and publisher—make a respectable liv-

ing, it is all very well. I brought James to

Edinburgh with certain views ; and I will use both

of them handsomely and liberally while they

serve my purposes : but, I am their patron,

their feudal superior ; for me they must labour

;

through me and by me they must live.*' And
never had chief more faithful and devoted vas-

sals. If James Ballantyne perceived, as he must
have done, the strange mixture—as Byron
strongly, if unjustly, said of Burns—“ of dirt and
deity,*’ in his great patron, he long kept the dis-

covery to himself; long, but not always. John
worshipped, or idolized andincensed him through-

out, with probably such a shrewd guess about

some parts of the character of the writer of the

mysterious correspondence,t labelled, “Open not

—read not," as so quick an observer, with all his

love and veneration, could not fail to make.
Mr Lockhart tells, that Sir Walter, after

John’s death, had to pay a personal debt for

him. We shall hereafter see that the proba-

* An illustration of Mr Lockhart's extreme want of

fairness may be aptly found in the frequent and insult-

ing use of the epithet Picaroon,
as applied by Scott to

John Ballantyne. So far as the world knows, it was
nerer used by Scott—though it may hare been his nom
de caresse for his tool—but once, [in a piece of doggrel,

probably copied out of John's famous MS- volume,
M Open not—read not i, e. Sir Walter's private and
confidential correspondence with himself, which Sir

Walter carried away after John's funeral. The amusing
doggrel verses run thus, in reply to John counselling an
honest avowal.

<* No, John, T will not own the book.
1 wont, you Picaroon !

When next l try St Urubby’i brook.
The A . of Wa, shall bait the book

:

And flat-fish bite asaoon
As if before them they had got
The worn-out wriggler

Walter ScotLm

Now, what would Mr Lockhart, what, at least, would

any candid man, say, if a biographer of Scott were from

this to take him at his own modest estimate, as Lockhart

regularly does James Ballantyne, and describe him as a
Grub-Street baiter for gudgeons—a worn-out wriggler,

and so forth—yet the cases are exactly parallel ?

•f*
Why does not Mr Lockhart publish Scott's letters

thus labelled by John Ballantyne ? They were, it ap-

pears, carried away by Sir Walter on the day of John's

funeral. Mr Lockhart says they are Sir Walter's pro-

perty. Common sense would say they were the property

of John Ballantyne's heirs and trustees ; as they must be

the only vouchers, now remaining, for his probity, so

grossly attacked; and, in any way a very great literary

cariosity.
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if, that Scott owed John money.—To re-

2lrn to our illustration of the nature of “ com-
muted profit*”—Scott borrowed L.1200 from his

brother at 5 per cent., (for which the company
granted heritable security,) and drew 15 per

cent, for it as “ trade interest.” James, to keep
up his share of the stock, &c., required, about

this period, also to borrow, and, among other

sums, L.1000 from his brother, Alexander ; for

which loan he received the company's personal

security. Scott seems to have been dissatisfied

with this, and we find him writing, in September,

1814 :
44 I own I think it questionable how

far money borrowed for the advantage of a

partner ought to be guaranteed by the com-
pany.” How many thousands were afterwards

guaranteed by the company for the sole use of

the Laird of Abbotsford ? But there was here

all the difference between 44 My bull goring your
Honour's cow ; and your Honour's bull goring my
cow.” Ballantyne seems to have been at this

time not a little nettled at Scott ; and his letter

to his brother upon the occasion, is very charac-

teristic of the individual. It is besides illustra-

tive of his relative position with Scott. After

quoting his partner's opinion, for the information

of his brother, he proceeds

—

44 I shall answer *s [Scott**] letter triumphantly.

He talks of it as 4 an improper transaction.* Why,
sir, he has, at this moment, an obligation from us in his

possession, binding us to giro hit brother security over
the printing-office, for money advanced as part of hit
stock, and for which he regularly received 15 per cent.

That plain tali should put him down, methinks. For
here he receives this enormous interest as a partner run-
ning all ritkt ; and he takes an obligation for a security
which would prevent the possibility of hit running any
risk. How that should be a wrong transaction applied
to mp brother, which he thought a right one when applied
to hit brother, my blunt intellects cannot see. So, no
more of this. I rest here, that you cannot lose in
the long run. You have, as above said, the bills of the
company ; and the company can pay.

44 Most assuredly, you can draw interest at only 6 per
cent.**

James's 44 triumphant answer” produced a re-
ply from Scott, not yielding bis ground, but
admitting that Alexander, if he chose to insist

for his money from his brother James, might
bring down the house ; but that this would do
him little honour:—and of Alexander doing this,

Mr Scott could have had no serious apprehen-
sions. James, whose courage at this time seems
to have been screwed above the ordinary pitch,

ventured a manly rejoinder to Scott’s letter, in
which, among other reasons for wishing to give
his brother ample security, he states

—

14 The application of the money was nothing to him
(Alexander.] He gave it to (ho firm upon the security
of the firm. But thie may seem only to exculpate him,
leaving me still chargeable with the blame of giving the
company's security for a sum advanced for my private
advantage. Now, ae to this, it could not possibly occur
to me that I was doing wrong; because the fact was
before my eyes, that you had yourttlf demanded and
obtained, and actually held

, an obligation to vest the
property qf the printing office in your brother-, Major
Scott, as security for a sum advanced by him to you, and
by you to the businen in the way of loan, for which the
trade-interest of 15 per cent, wes regularly paid to your
trier, and for the arrears of which you have, of course,

an accumulating claim at this moment Here then was
the company’s heritable security impledged (for the oblU

gation to impiedge was, I presume, equivalent to an

actual impledging) for a debt borrowed, certaiuly 4
for

the benefit of a partuer,* and actually, for a period, pro-

ductive of very considerable advantage to that parlor
I am ready to own, that I may be entirely mistaken io

my inference; but I must really say, that I am at pro-

sent wholly unable to perceive the nicest shade of distinc-

tion betwixt the two cases. Yours led the way in point

of priority of time ; and, when you demanded the secu-

rity, I well remember the uuheaitating cheerfulness with

which I gave it.**

We give Mr James Ballantyne, all circum-

stances considered, some credit for this bold-

speaking; but Scott, as usual, prevailed. James
had wished to give his brother security over his

own dwelling-house in St John's Street, his little

Abbotsford ; but of this, Mr Scott, would not

hear. It was, he affirmed, giving Alexander an

improper preference over the other creditors.

This principle, however, he totally forgot when

he afterward alienated Abbotsford, though the

company-debts were then more than doubled.

Alexander Ballantyne was ultimately compelled

to accept merely the personal security of James.

A very beautiful and touching letter from James
to his younger brother, announces Mr Scott's de-

termination and James* sorrowful submission.

Alexander, for his brother's sake, at once

acquiesced. There are other points of the Trus-

tees' refutation of Mr Lockhart's allegations in

pecuniary matters, which we regard as per-

fectly satisfactory, but to which we cannot

now advert, and we come to the establishment

of the publishing business, of which Scott was as

much the sole projector and author as he was

the author of Waverley. It is in vain for Mr
Lockhart, while the 44 Life of Scott” which he has

written is before the world, to labour that point

The printing business was, at this time, yielding

above L.2,000 a-year. And though James
Ballantyne might grudge, for a loan of L.3,000 to

pay L.450 a-year, 44 commuted profit,” or
44 trade interest,” (words which may hence-

forward enrich the Jew's vocabulary,) he had still

a very handsome income, and every reason to he

contented as he was. John Ballantyne, who bad

come to Edinburgh, and who merely received s

competent salary as a clerk in the printing office,

might have had some ambition to turn ostensible

publisher, but with James every rational induce-

ment lay the other way. But both John and

James were wax io the hands of Scott, though

the former might be most willing, probably, to

receive the bibliopolic impression. The pub-

lishing concern, as Lockhart has fully shewn

—

either of purpose, or by inadvertence—took its

rise in a quarrel between Scott, and Constable

and his partner. Hunter ; and in Soott's dislike of

the Edinburgh Review, for whieh its editors had

certainly given him some cause. And, net impro-

bably, he believed that a publishing house might

turn out quite as productive as the good black

milch cow in the Canongate, now yielding him, for

no very large advances, above L.700 a-year of

fair profit, besides his L.450 of "commuted pro-

fit” or 44 trade mtereet*
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Lockhart says, in the Life—

•

« He hud, long before this, cast a shrewd and pane-

fitting eye over the field of literary enterprise, and deve-

loped in his own mind the outlines of many extensive

plans, which wanted nothing bat the command of a suf-

ficient body of able subalterns to be carried into execution

with splendid success.** That the establishment of a

publishing house was one of those extensive plans which

owed its existence to Scott's survey of the field of literary

enterprise, is substantially admitted by Mr Lockhart

himself; while he endeavours to lay upon the shoulders

of the subalterns the failure of the undertaking, though

It appears, even from his own nairatlve, that Scott, from

the first to the last, directed its operations, projected all

its unfortunate speculations, and exercised an absolute

control over its management.

We are now quoting the pamphlet, from

which we borrow further :

—

Mr Lockhart ascribes the commencement of the quarrel

to “ a soreness originating in the recent conduct of Mr
Jeffrey's journal,** the great primary source of the wealth

and authority of the house of Constable. Mr Murray
of London had had the sagacity to prognosticate the

coming squalls, aod to take advantage of them by culti-

vating a connexion with the Edinburgh printing house.

He learned that “a new publishing house in Edinburgh,

in opposition to Constable, was all but matured and
that “ Scott had chalked out the design of an Edinburgh
Annual Register, to be conducted in opposition to the

politics and criticism sf Constable's Review."

• The Ballantyne Trustees refer to a letter of

Scott 8 to his friend Mr Morrit, published by

Lockhart, proving, what requires no proof, that

the publishing house “ was entirely the eman-

ation of his brain/* and giving “ his own distinct

account of its origin.** " Mr Lockhart himself

admits,” say they, "Life, vol. ii., page 223,
* that the new bookselling house in Edinburgh

was begun in the shortsighted heat ofpique.’
”

But this is not enough. Mr Lockhart himself has said

sufficient to shew, that this bookselling house was one of

those extensive plans of enterprise which had long lain

in embryo in the mind of Scott, and that it was warmed
into birth by the spirit of animosity and revenge towards

Coostable and Company.

The Trustees, in our opinion, labour this point

a great deal more than is necessary. Mr
Lockhart may dumfounder persons who “ are

not admirers of figures/* with James Ballantyne’s

apparently enormous overdrawings; but Mr
Lockhart himself is authority enough for 8cott

having both commenced and ruined the pub-

lishing-house; dragging James Ballantyne and

the printing-office into the vortex, in spite of

any feeble resistance that James durst make.

Mr Lockhart has, in the Life, abundantly dis-

played the folly of Scott’s publishing speculations.

He has also, incidentally, discovered the alarm

and distress of James Ballantyne at different

periods ; and, indeed, from the commencement ot

this disastrous concern. How can Mr Lock-

hart then, after publishing such things as the

following, justify to himself the uncandid, un-

generous, and unrighteous exposure which he

has made of James Ballantyne, in the abject

posture of a humble suitor to the man who had

been the sole cause—we advisedly repeat it—the

sole cause of his pecuniary embarrassments, for

leave to marry f

There is, to manly minds, something pitiful

or well ae most pitiable in the letter which Lock.
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hart has published, as addressed by Ballantyne

to Scott, throwing himself upon the mercy of

his "generous creditor,** and humbly begging

to be relieved, penniless and in debt, from certain

consequences of the heavy involvements into

which the folly of that " generous oreditor” had
plunged him ,* but knowing, as Lockhart must
well do, by whom James Ballantyne (with more
than his alleged pomposities, whether of pocket

or manner) had been placed in this painful and
humiliating plight in relation to Scott, it really

required a callousness and audacity to give that

letter to the world on which we forbear to com-
ment. Well must Mr Lockhart have known why
theman who, from the real business which he had
established, and conducted in a skilful and mas-

terly manner—>however hemayhave managed the
uncongenial duty of paper-kite flyer in which he
was unhappily involved—the man, we repeat,

who, in 1800, before the publishing trade began,

was realising above L.1400 a-year from a sound

and healthy increasing trade, was, in 1815, com-

pelled to write that supplicatory letter which he
has thought fit to make public. Fortunately for

Mr Lockhart’s personal feelings, and for the

memory of the dead, his opponents have shewn a

very remarkable degree of forbearance. It is

enough for the present that we express our be.

lief that Scott himself could in no circumstances

have sanctioned such an act as thiB ; though we
are far from thinking that he acted a very gene-

rous part in the matter.

How completely the fortunes of James Ballan-

tyne were ruined at this time, by the wild and

headstrong speculations of Scott, Mr Lockhart
has clearly demonstrated. After mentioning

several useless unsaleable works which Scott had
made be printed and published, he says in the

Life—

“The publiihiog firm wii as yet little more than atwelve-
month old, and already James began Is apprehend that

some of their mightiest undertakings would wholly disap-

point Scott's prognostications. He speaks with particular

alarm of the edition of Beaumont and Fletcher*# Plays, of

which Weber had now dismissed several volumes from his

incompetent and presumptuous hand. How t'cott could

ever have countenanced the project of an edition of an
English book of this clast by a mere dmdging German

,

appears to me quite inexplicable James
Ballantyne augurs, aud well might be do so, not lees

darkly as to * the Aston speculation*—that is, the bulky

collection entitled ‘ Tixall Poetry.* ‘ Over this/ he

says, * the (Edinburgh) review of the Sadler has thrown

a heavy cloud—the fact Is, it seems to me to have rained

it Here is the same editor and the time printer, and

your name withdrawn. I hope you agree with John
and me that this Aston business ought to be got rid ofat

almost any sacrifice. We could not now even ask a
London bookseller to take a share ; and a nett outlay qf
near L.2,500 upon a worse than doubtful speculation. Is

rarely * most tolerable aud not to be endured.' **

Lockhart, in the Life, enumerates other mad
and ruinous speculations in publishing, in which

James Ballantyne was compelled to take his

share. On the Annual Register alone, the loss

was estimated by Constable, when Scott would

fain have made it over to him, at “ never leas than

L.1000 a-year.** «« These,” say the Ballantyne

Trustees, " are p*^tty good specimens of the
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judgment and success with which Scott directed

the publishing speculations of John Ballantyne
and Co.”
The above failures, enumerated by Mr Lockhart him-

self, were heavy enough of themselves to weigh down the

concern ; but many other books were published under
the same guidance, and with equally bad success. Among
these was a collection called w Tales of the East,’* in

three ponderous volumes; a similar volume of u Popular
Tales ;” an edition of Defoe in twelve volumes ;

“ Fergu-
son’s Astronomy ;” “ A General View of the County of

Dumfries ;'* and others, which were found to be unsale-

able, and remained a dead stock in the hands of the pub-
lishers.

Could a concern, so conducted, possibly prosper? The
drain of capital, caused by this load of unsaleable pub-
lications, was enormous. All was outlay ; and, as no-

thing came in, heavy engagements were entered into,

which could only be met by kite-flying, the sole resource

in such circumstances. When the affairs of the booksel-

ling-house were so disastrous, it is obvious thAt the print-

ing concern, so closely connected with it, and composed
of the same partners, must have equally suffered from
the connexion. The presses of the printing-office were
kept constantly at work on the heavy jobs of the publish-

ing concern : but it is easy to see that, when the publishers

were labouring to meet their engagements to strangers,

those to their printers would be the last to be provided

for. Hence, during the whole subsistence of the book-
selling house, the printing concern was saddled with an
unprofitable customer, and was not only not paid for its

work, but dragged into its customer’s embarrassments.

And hence was James Ballantyne, as he states,
“ by no fault of his own,” ruined ; and hence his

letter, begging Sir Walter to let him off from

the farther consequences of the publishing con-

cern, on the terms of surrendering everything,

and being Scott's debtor for the L.3,000 so often

referred to, and which seems, at this period, to

have been saddled wholly on him. And Mr
Lockhart having exhibited Ballantyne on his

knees, to the rash and unpardonable, if involun-

tary author of his ruin, can vaunt of Scott's

generosity in allowing James to escape the fur-

ther consequences of the publishing business

!

But Scott, thanks to himself, incurred by this

step no fresh losses, and indeed, as we shall see,

ensured considerable gain. Probably even by

this time he saw his way, and the sure means of

getting rid of his load of waste paper.

It was really too bad to give the colour of exces-

sive generosity to the manumission of Ballantyne,

especially as Mr Lockhart himself reveals that

Scott, now become, as a novelist, more powerful

than ever with Constable and the other great

publishers, was dexterously taking advantage of

his position to foist off all the old trash accumula-

ted while he was a publisher, upon those who were

eagerly competing for a new Waverley novel.

Very respectable and estimable persons, who un-

derstand business better than we pretend to do,

assure us that this “foisting off” was all quitefair;

and the Ballantyne Trustees certainly seem to see

no harm in it. They have only to 6hew that Scott,

after all, managed to sustain no loss by these

wild speculations which ruined James Ballan-

tyne. John Ballantyne asserts, that Scott, by
taking the whole on himself, was “ultimately

paid in full, with a balance of L.1000 and the

Ballantyne Trustees state

—

The manner in which Scott achieved
k
thii Herculean

labour, appears from many circumstances stated by Mr
Lockhart himself; and, certainly, if Scott is;chargeable

with having to deeply involved himself and hia partner*,

he himself had the merit of extricating them. The means

by which he did so were simple but effectual. In dispos.

ing of his subsequent works, he made it a part of his

bargains with the publishers, that they should take a

quantity ofJohn Ballantyneand Co.’s stock at a stipulated

price ; and this he continued to do till the whole of that

stock was taken off his hands on advantageous terms.

Thus, hit first transaction with Constable, in 1813,

was the purchase by Constable of the following articles of

John Ballantyne and Co.’s stock :—Considerable portions

of Weber’s unhappy “ BeaumontAnd Fletcher”—ofan edi-

tion of De Foe’s novels, in twelve volumes—of a collec.

tion, entitled “ Tales of the East,” in three large volumes

8vo, double-columned—and of another in one volume,

called “PopularTales”—about 800 copies of the “Vision

of Don Roderick”—and a fourth of the remaining copy-

right of “ Rokeby,” price L.700.” “ The immediate

accommodation thus received,” adds Mr Lockhart,

“ amounted to L. 2,000.”

The publication of “ Guy Manneriug” waa undertaken

by Messrs Longman and Co., “ on the terms dictated by

Scott—namely, granting bills for L.1500, and relieving

John Ballantyne and Co. to the extent of L.500.

The first “ Tales of my Landlord” were published by

Murray and Blackwood, who “ also relieved John Bal-

lantyne and Co. of stock to the value ofL.500.” “ Scott's

letter to John Ballantyne on thia occasion, quoted by

Lockhart, shews,” says the biographer, a how sharply

the unseen parent watched this first negotiation of his

Jedediah Cleishbotham.”

Thus Mr Scott went on, till be came to bargain with

Constable for the second “Tales ofmy Landlord,”when he

stipulated that, along with the work, the publisher should

take the whole of the remaining stock of John Ballantyne

and Co. To this Constable agreed ;
“and,” says Mr Lock-

hart, “ at one sweep cleared the Augean stable in Hano.

ver Street of unsaleable rubbish to the amount of

L.5,270 !”—“ I am assured by his [Constable’s] surviv-

ing partner,'’ adds Mr Lockhart, “ that when he had

finally re-disposed of the stock, he found himself a loser by

fully two-thirds of this sum.”—Very likely :—but if

Scott imposed hard terms on his publishers, by making
them take this “ unsaleable rubbish” off his hands, let

it be remembered that it was “ rubbish” ofhis own mak-
ing. ^

It is not altogether to elucidate the Lockhart

and Ballantyne controversy that we have cited

this passage. It involves, some will say, a ques-

tion of gentlemanly honour ; others, a grave

question of morals. Some respectable persons

with whom we have conversed upon the subject,

justify the transaction as quite fair in trade.

Constable and Longman “ were wide awake,”

so at worst it was only “ diamond cut dia-

mond.” We are tempted at such times to

shrug up our shoulders, and thank our start

that we do not understand trade. We con-

fess that the principle of the transaction ap-

pears to the ignorant and uninitiated, exactly

similar in character to the common trick of

a poulterer coupling up a lean stale rabbit

with a fresh plump one ; and if the purchaser

detect the trick, saying, “ If you don't take

the bad you sha'n't have the good. To-day

I command the market.” There is this differ-

ence : The one is a matter of a couple of

shillings, managed by a peddling dealer : the

other involves pecuniary gain or loss to the

amount of thousands of pounds ; but it invales,

besides, genius, literature, nice gentlemanly

honour, elevated feeling,—it was managed by
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by Sir Walter Scott. On the whole, the Ballan-

tyne family may congratulate themselves, that

though James, as a publisher, was ruined, Scott

ultimately lost nothing by the publishing firm ;

and yet, we think, they need not envyhim the ne-

gotiationswhich led to this result. This, however,

is a point on which we shall probably be at issue

with two-thirds of the world ; so we pass to

another branch of the controversy, simply

remarking, that Scott ultimately suffered no

loss by the publishing business. But he must

also have gained considerably, since, for six years,

it made him the sole printer, the entire Ballan-

tyne and Co., drawing all the large profits of

that business, while poor Ballantyne expiated

the folly or necessity of becoming Scott's partner

in publishing, on the conditions which Mr Lock-

hart so handsomely describes ; and as “ Scott’s

salaried servant” at L.400, where he had lately

made L.1400. When James became his late part-

ner’s " salaried servant” of all work, John be-

came a thriving auctioneer and dealer in articles

of vertu ; still, however, frequently acting as

negotiator and kite-fiyer for Sir Walter, and

giving him occasional accommodation. How the

balances ultimately stood between them at John’s

death, it is not easy to unravel. “ The eminent

men of business,” Gibson-Craigs, Wardlaw, &c.,

who wound up John’s affairs, made Sir Walter

his debtor; and Sir Walter, accordingly, paid a

balance to John's Trustees, which it is quite fair

to infer, if John had owed him, he would have

withheld.

Mr Lockhart, who is ever most unhappy in the

style of his jokes, seems to think he has for ever

demolished John, when, frpm some new discovery,

he has stigmatized him as a tailor ; and, in early

life, a bankrupt,—all of which statements are very

unnecessarily, we think, proved by the Trustees

to be untrue. It was really not worth while,

since, whatever he might have been, he was the

bosom confidant, the really beloved, if not

greatly esteemed friend of Scott, who could

certainly, at any time, have better spared

many a better man. There is nothing more

pathetic in the entire Life than Lockhart’s de-

scription of Sir Walter standing in the Canon-

gate churchyard, on the fitful or gloomy day on

which John Ballantyne was buried, and whis-

pering in the ear of the individual who has

heaped insult upon the memory of his friends

the Ballantynes—“ 1 ftel as if there would be

less sunshine for me from this day forth /"

Alas, this was too true foreboding !

John Ballantyne, there is abundant evidence,

when no longer connected with Scott in business,

still, as we have stated, gave him his services,

and obliged him with what is called accommoda-

tion ; and, by his will, he left L.2,000 to build

a library at Abbotsford ! This was the last of

John's acts of munificence and gratitude towards

Abbotsford ; but unluckily the money was not

forthcoming on this occasion, as Mr Lockhart

fails not to shew. The Italians have a proverb,
“ When the poor give to the rich, the devil

laughs." Ws leave Mr Lockhart to make the

application,* when he reflects on John Ballan-

tyne’s gifts and offerings.

Let us return to James Ballantyne’s case.

For six years he continued the “ salaried

servant” of the Great Unknown printer. Sir

Walter Scott, accepting bills in the name of the

moonshine Ballantyne and Co. to the amount of

L,36,000 !

Sir Walter seems to have been exceedingly

strict as a man of business, where the poor man’s

bull gored his Honour’s cow. We do not pretend

to much knowledge of business usages ; but if the
“ salaried servant,” or first clerk of the houso

of Murray, or Longmans, or Colburn, sinking

the real names, the true firm, did, in his own
name, or as John Doe and Company, or anything

else, accept and indorse bills to an immense
amount, we can guess at what would be said of

it by men of business. Ballantyne and Company,
printers, were, for six years, while Scott was sole

proprietor of the printing-office, a thing of straw

;

but the “ salaried servant,” who reaped not a

farthing of the profits, was, all this while, we
apprehend, bound to the last farthing he was
worth, for the prodigious amounts to which

he affixed the fictitious signature of Ballantyne

and Co. We submit that there was something

loose and unbusiness-like in this manner of going

on, and something unfair to the “ salaried ser-

vant,” on whom such risks were imposed ; and yet

Sir Walter could be most strict and rigid.

In the course of that period, James, on one

occasion, used the “ firm signature” to a bill

given as part-payment of the debt due to his

brother Alexander, mentioned in page 662.

Upon this Mr Lockhart rears up very formidable

charges ; and Sir Walter Scott had probably been

as deeply displeased as the occasion justified,

though not exactly on the grounds specified by
Lockhart. By oversight or accident, this bill,

purporting to be of Ballantyne and Co., when
due, was what is called dishonoured, and the

fact came to the knowledge of Scott, who, as a

wholesale dealer in accommodation bills, stood

on very delicate grounds with the bankers. It

is this accidental noting, and not the accepting of

the bill with the signature of the firm, (which he

* Among the many diverting stories for which the

« Nether Whig and Radical circles,” of “ prying curious

Edinburgh,” are indebted to the good taste and prudence

of Mr Lockhart, is the retort of John Baliantyne’e

widow, in her vindication of her hnsband in the news-

papers. Among the many acts of extravagance which

Scott’s biographer has scored up against ** Mr Rigdura,”

“ the Auctioneer,” “ the Tailor,” the i( Snip of Kelso,”

« the Picaroon,” Ac. Ac, he is reminded by Mrs John

Ballantyne, that he has totally omitted one, which is, we
admit, of a rather flagrant character. Where an ordi-

nary gossip would have been contented to present an

infant with a silver pap-spoon, nothing less than gold

would satisfy the munificent and tasteful dealer in

articles of vertu in the case of Lockhart's child I Now
Mrs John Ballantyne was at least as justifiable in re-

minding Mr Lockhart of the presentation of the gold

spoon or spoons, as he could be in enumerating some

other of “ Johnny Rigdum’s” acts of extravagance, and in

blazoning James Ballantyne*! boy’s rocking-horse and

gold counters.
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was so much in the habit of signing, that he must,

we think, have in any case used it instinctively,)

that James Ballantyne, in a deprecatory letter

to the alarmed and angry Sir Walter, terms dfr-

ereditable

;

which epithet, Mr Lockhart, who
publishes the letter, ingeniously distorts to

mean James's guilty use of the firm’s signature.

This, again, we consider one of those minor
points in which vindication of the memory of

Ballantyne, acting in entire good faith, as even
Lockhart admits, was hardly needed. But com-
mercial people make much of such transactions.

In 1822, John Ballantyne being dead, on
James devolved the sole task of bill-monger for

the Laird of Abbotsford, the printer in the Can-
ongate ; and in that year “ the salaried ser-

vant” of the Great Unknown printer, became

—

and in the face of L.36,000 of floating bills !

—

once more his partner. The conditions and
stipulations were dictated by Scott himself, in a

document as remarkable for foresight, keenness,

pursuit of every advantage, and general strin-

gency on the part of the “ moneyed partner/' as

any everissued from the sharpest attorney’s office.

It alone proves that there were certain occasions

in which Sir Walter was not “ too much occupied

with hie own romantic creations
, to have time for

minute scrutiny of his commercial affairs And
these times were pretty constant with him, how-
ever it might have been with the indolent

Ballantyne, who “disliked figures/' and who
was slow, or, more properly, reluctant, in all

business, save his proper business—that of a

printer and editor—which he ably discharged.

James Ballantyne’s trustees having shewn
that he had appropriated no money from the
company's funds to his own purposes during the
first copartnery, which was not his own, prove
completely, that, during the second copartnery,

(as well as the long interval in which 8cptt was
sole printer,) the printing-office was taxed to an
unwarrantable extent to supply the increasing

demands of Abbotsford. The good milch-cow
in the Canongate, as we shall see, was now con-

tinually drained by the devouring wants of that

lordly establishment. Before the second dis-

astrous copartnery was entered into by Ballan-

tyne, the floating bills of Ballantyne and Co.

amounted to L.36,000, of which a comparatively

small part belonged properly to the printing-

office ; and demands of all kinds and descriptions

continued to be paid on account of Sir Walter
by his partner, as formerly by his “salaried

servant/' Builders, founders, painters, plumbers,

came for payment to the Canongate, for the

cottage of Abbotsford was now rising into a

castle. Wine-merchants, grocers, butchers, mil-

liners, the joint-stock companies—in many of
which, madnesses of the time Sir Walter spe.

culated—all came to the printer, to Ballantyne

and Co., for cash or bills, and were paid to

an extent of prodigality which leaves the world

to wonder that Sir Walter held out so long. In
three years and a-half, the expense of discounts
and stamps on his accommodation-bills—those
kites flown in the name of Ballantyne and Co.,

hot proved here to have been solely for Soott’s

private accommodation, else had he not been

individually liable for the discounts—amounted ts

L.8,085 ! In these same years, (18SS-4-5) we fiad

that the printing-office had paid in advance, oa

account of 8ir Walter Scott personally, L, 15,206,

4s. 5d. ; the amount paid out on his account being

L.48,289 : 18 : 2, and that paid in to his credit,

L.33,083 : 13 : 9. Ballantyne ought to have had a

good salary as the town-agent of Abbotsford,

although he had run no risks. The acoounts of

thatestablishment, as partiallybrought tolightby

Mr Lockhart's labours, will long remain a statis-

tical curiosity. Ballantyne was the universal pay-

master, from (to borrow, or rather humbly to

imitate, Mr Lockhart’s dignified style) L-5 for

Terence Magrath's lessons in warbling, to L.5,000

for Lieutenant Scott's commission ! To say that

this came out of James Ballantyne's pocket, al-

though much of it was at the risk of the print-

ing company, would be about as absurd and bare-

faced as Mr Lockhart's repeated averments that

the printing company never advanced one penny
for Scott, while, for his personal extravagance,

Ballantyne at all times lavishly drew upon its

funds.

In the “ Humbug Handled," Mr Lockhart has

invidiously and disingenuously selected a few

items of expenditure from Ballantyne's private

cash-jottings, intended to exhibit the extrava-

gant habits of the man, and moreover his reck-

less, if not dishonest, appropriation of the com-
pany’s money;—somewhat lavishly spentwe admit
his money was—though it was his own—and alas

absurdly or ostentatiously jotted down. Mr Lock-
hart, besides several sums for costly furniture,

mentions much wine, and several horses pur-

chased by Ballantyne
; but forgets to tell that

some of the wine was for friends, and, as tbs

same jot-book shewed, was paid for by them ; and
that if several gig horses were bought they
were also re-sold. Part of the wine, we make no
doubt, nay, a good deal, flowed freely enough at

those novel-launching dinners, given for the glory

of Sir Walter and the good of the concern, which
Mr Lockhart has facetiously commemorated, and

at which he must have assisted. Mr Lockhart

has studiously picked out, it would appear, from

James Ballantyne's private books, whatever
sums look most absurd, or tell against him, and

as studiously suppressed the per contra. Mr
Lockhart—bred in the good school of his father’s

(a Scottish Presbyterian minister’s,) family, fami-

lies generally highly respectable, and seldom or

never very rich—cannot admire frugality mere
than we do. It is the tap-root, in our expen-

sive and struggling society, of everything like

personal independence—the mother and guar-

dian of many virtues. No man’s observation

can have placed the value of economy in a

stronger light thanMr Lockhart's may havedone ;

and we are far indeed from blaming him for

condemning expensive or extravagant habits in

James Ballantyne, or in anyman, if they be really

such in the particular circumstances of the indi-

vidual, and if the exposure is fairly, not invidi*
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«n1jr made. Bat tbe rocking-horse and the

pony for the boy, and the gig-horses, and the

wine, and the glass, and the seven sovereigns

for a sick ohiid to play with, certainly not

to chuck over his nursery window—and these

are the greatest of Ballantyne's enormities—-fade

into insignificance when compared with the sums
passing through his fingers, from the funds of

the company, on account of his partner. In the

three years that Ballantyne was spending at this

furious rate—at rocking-horse speed—he also

paid out for Scott, (generally by bills of Ballan-

tyne and Co. for from L.300 to L.400 each,) to the

amount of L.7,246 for work done at Abbotsford ;

to Terry, for purchases for Abbotsford, of what
Lockhart terms nick-nackatoriee, L.606 ; and for

Lieutenant Scott's commission, L.5,349—a tempt-
ation to, and no bad offset, for the extravagance
of his own son’s rocking-horse and pony, which
together cost L.l 4 ! But these sums are far indeed

from being so really extravagant in principle, to

a man embarrassed as was Scott by floating bills,

now increased to the amount of perhaps L.40,000,

as some of the seemingly more trifling items.

They were once for all. The others were of the

nature of continual drains. Poor Sir Walter’s

candle was, at this period, flaring at both ends, and
running to waste in the middle. What income, we
submit to nice calculators, would an elderly gentle-

man require—who was thus involved in debt, and
whose income must terminate with his life—to

support the style of living which Scott did then ?

Within about four months, we find Ballantyne
paying for a family, where the ladies were a

mother and an unmarried daughter, about L.350
to dress-makers alone. In 1823, we find Ballan-

tyne paying to Mitchell and Heriot, straw-hat-

makers, L.50 : 8s. Why, the large Civil List of

Queen Victoria could not stand this rate of expen-
diture, if carried into everything. Yet this is

but a thing of straw ; only one L.50. In less than
two years, we find Ballantyne paying, on account
of wine for Abbotsford, nett L.986 : 17s. And
all this while, independently of every other
source of expense, of every other domestic drain,

upon a corresponding scale, (of which these

things are samples,) there was nearly L.3,000 a-

year of discounts to be paid on the bills, for which
Sir Walter every month suggested the means of

raising the wind to his unfortunate agent, Bal-
lantyne. From their monthly correspondence,
as given in the pamphlet, he appears to have
known far better about these flying bills than
James, who was the prominent person, and whom
he often reminds of omissions, and sets to rights.

On one occasion, we find him cautioning Ballan-

tyne about the colour of the ink used in filling

up his eut-and-dry bills ; as bankers were very

suspicious in such cases. From this monthly
oorrespondence, many things transpire, which
whet euriosity about the precious MS. volume—
u Open not—read not'*

In the Life, Mr Lockhart gravely stated, that
Sir Walter was unacquainted with the enormous
mount of the bills, and of his liabilities for

thousands and tern of thousands as a printer in

the Canongate. Driven from this by irrefrag-

able proof that Sir Walter was better acquainted

with the amount of his liabilities than hit agent,

Ballantyne, Mr Lockhart next asserts that it was

the application of the proceeds of which he was

kept ignorant ; of Mr James Ballantyne
“ squandering the proceeds.” We must here

quote, from the “ Reply,” a passage which it will

not be easy for Mr Lockhart either to parry or

answer
Does this absurdity require a serious answer ? Will

any one in his tenses believe that Scott, with this enor-

mous and daily increasing mass of bills, for which he was
responsible, constantly before his eyes, never once dreamt

of their application—never once considered for what pur-

pose they were granted ? Will anybody imagine for a

moment that Scott, after planning so carefully the meant
of meeting engagements, amounting, as we have seen, to

ten thousandpound* or upwards, in a single month, should

dismiss the matter from his mind, and return to his ro-

mantic creations,*
11 without once troubling himself to in-

quire whether the resources, which it cost him so much
trouble and anxiety to provide, were applied to necessary

purposes, or whether they merely furnished funds to be

squandered by James Ballantyne?

Mr Lockhart's next resource is to endeavour to make
it appear that Scott had no occasion to use the firm of

James Ballantyne and Co., in order to raise money for hit

purposes, ‘‘ because there were personal resources at hit

command, out of which the price of his lAud, and the ex-

pense of his household could be paid.**

These resources, according to Mr Lockhart, were Sir

Walter's private fortune,
his official income, and hispro-

fils as an author

.

The first and second of these heads may be dismissed in

three words. Scoit had very little private fortune ; and
his official income ,

by Mr Lockhart's own statement, did

not exceed L.1600 a-year—a mere nothing when talked of

as supplying his enormous expenditure.

As to his literary profits,
though they make an im-

mense figure on paper, they were, during the latter part

of his career, iu a great measure illusory. They consist-

ed of bills granted by Constable and Co., a great many of
which were never paid. When they became due, they

were renewed over and over again ; and, at last, when
Constable and Co.'s crash came, an immense mass of the«e

bills for literary profits realised a dividend of one shil-

ling and threepence per pound. The money that could

b# got upon these bills from the bankers, was used in

keeping afloat the general mass of engagements—which
mass of engagements, accordingly, they contributed to

swell.

A single passage of Mr Lockhart's own speaks volumes
on this subject. “ Before the ‘ Fortunes of Nigel,* issued

from the press, (which was in 1821,) Scott had exchanged
instruments, and received his booksellers' bills, for no lese

than roun f works qf fiction'—not one of them other-

wise described in the deeds of agreement

—

to be produced
in unbroken succession, each of them to fill at least three

volumes, but with proper saving clauses as to increase of

copy-m'mey, in case any of them run to four.** Was
such a monstrous anticipation of literary profits ever be-

fore beard of? And what could have led to a course of

proceeding so unprecedented, so recklessly imprudent, and
so full of peril to the author and publisher ? What could

ha^e induced Scott to retort to it, but the desire to pro-

cure the supplies necessary to meet his own exigencies

—to enable him to pay the price of great tracts of un-
roductive land—to furnish tbs means for the princely

ospitalities of Abbotsford, and to defray the ruinous ex-

penses of his modes of raising money ? It will not be pre-

tended that It was not Scott himselfwho transacted with
his publishers for four unwritten novels at a time; and
if It was Scott himself who dictated to his publisherssuch

extraordinary transactions, by which he stipulated to re-

ceive bills for between and thirty thousand pounds

for works, not only befrv-e aVia* of them was written, but

before their very nant^ been imagined, is it likely,
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we again ask, that he should never have bestowed a

thought upon what became of these bills when received,

hut have quietly allowed them to be swallowed up in the

gulfof James Ballantyne’s extravagance ?

Scott's outlay in land, and more land—unpro-

ductive land—on which he carried forward ex-

pensive improvements in planting*, draining, &c.,

is next noticed ; and the pamphlet proceeds, the

time referred to being that when fiallantyne

again became Scott's partner :

—

At the period now in question, (the year 1822,) the

greatest part of the house of Abbotsford, (on which as

much money was lavished as would have sufficed for the

erection of a nobleman's baronial mansion,) with its of-

fices, gardens, and other appurtenances, was in a fair

way of being finished. We must add too, the splendid

style of hospitality in which he had indulged for some

years previous to the time of which we speak, and of

which an idea may be formed from the pages of Mr Lock-

hart's own work. Daring six months of the year he re-

sided at Abbotsford. The most wealthy of the English

nobility are accustomed to entertain large parties of guests

at their country mansions at certain periods of the year,

such as the Christmas holidays or the commencement of

the shooting season, for a few days, or a week or two,

perhaps, at a time; but the halls of Abbotsford, for

months and months in succession, were filled with par-

ties of noble and distinguished guests, and crowds of

pampered servants, while the stables might at any time

have mounted a troop of horse. Mr Lockhart, somewhere

in his book, speaks of the time when “ the new castle

was complete and overflowing with all its splendour

—M but by that time,” he adds, tf the end also was ap-

proaching.” No wonder

!

Such was the situation of things when, after the for-

mation of the copartnery in 1822, the full statement of

the affairs of the company and of its partners, in relation

to each other, was diawn up and laid before them by Mr
Hogarth. From that time the business went on, till, as

our readers are aware, it was terminated by the bank-

ruptcy of all the parties concerned, viz. of James Ballan-

tyne and Co:, Constable and Co., and their London corres-

pondents, Hurst, Robinson, and Co. ; a catastrophs which

took place in January, 1826. Down to that period, the

system of bill transactions necessary to keep afloat the

load of subsisting liabilities, and to supply the demands

of Sir Walter Scott's still increasing expenditure, went

on as before.

We cannot take the detailed accounts ; and

the result is sufficient :

—

For this fifteen thousand pounds of personal expenses,

incurred during these three years beyond the amount of

funds actually received on account of Sir Walter Scott,

as well as for the seven thousand pounds of discounts,

stamps, interest, exchange, and other expenses incurred

in keeping up the pre-existing amount of liabilities, Sir

Walter continued, as before, to use the firm of James
Ballantyne and Co. in procuring accommodations ; and

hence arose the amount of their liabilities at the time of

the bankruptcy. On all occasions, he made use of James
Ballantyne and Co. as the means of supplying hit wants.

If he wanted money, and they happened to have it, he

drew it out ; if not, he made use of their firm to raise it.

Such was his uniform practice, from the first formation

of the company to the last day of its existence. Of
Scott's control, activity, and vigilance in managing these

transactions, we have already, we think, furnished suffi-

cient specimens.

The reader will find in the Appendix some specimens

of the orders and directions for the payment of money on
his account, which Sir Walter Scott was in the habit of

sending to James Ballantyne.

The nature of some of these payments we
have noticed; and to sum up, the Trustees,

without proving or attempting to prove that

Ballantyne, from 18S3 onward, till the crash

came, was as economical as he might have been,

at least establish that he squandered only his own

money. He held the belief that the estate of

Abbotsford was between him and ruin from tbe

engagements to which the company were liable

on account of Sir Walter Scott. As it is, he

seems to have spent L.1500 or L.2,000 of his own

money, which, had he been a better economist,

might have remained to be swallowed up shortly

afterwards by the company's creditors. Ballan-

tyne, we have said, believed, until after the

bankruptcy, that Abbotsford, which had ab-

sorbed so much, stood between his children and

ruin. Then he first learned that it had pre-

viously been settled on Sir Walter's eldest son.

on this young man's marriage with Miss Jobson.

Lockhart contends that James Ballantyne could

not have been ignorant of this settlement : but

the world has Ballantyne's positive affirmation

;

and it will take his plain word against Mr
Lockhart's ingenious hypothesis of how he

should or must have known the fact so im-

portant to him, since he was at the wedding

supper ; and Professor Wilson and some other

gentlemen had heard of the settlement, (of

which, however, their recollection, we should

imagine, cannot be very distinct or fresh ;) and,

besides, it had been talked of in Constables

shop ! All this may be very true, and yet

Ballantyne may have remained in perfect igno-

rance until the .truth burst upon him to his utter

consternation. Is it not far more extraordinary

that neither Mr Lockhart, nor any member of

Scott’s family, were aware that, for twenty years,

he had been Ballantyne’s partner ? Yet such is

the fact.

It is next to impossible that Scott could before-

hand have told hU partner—the man involved

with him to the extent of L.46,000—how he had

made away with his available means, till dis-

covery was inevitable. But apart from Ballan-

tyne altogether, and waiving the question of a

man with two children unprovided for, settling

his fortune upon an elder son, whose commis-

sion had already cost him above L.5,000 : waiv-

ing this affair of the privileges of primogeniture,

—for who but a Radical could stoop to such

argument ? we will more broadly state the ques-

tion. Had Scott any right, with direct company
engagements to the extent, at this time, of

L.46,000, and, in consequence of these, collateral

liabilities, which, by the failure of the houses of

Constable and Co. and of Hurst and Co., became

L.88,000,—to alienate his property? Or, in other

words, to settle his estate, mansion, &c. &c.t

upon his eldest son, with the burden of only

L. 10,000 ? From his own Diary we learn that his

creditors at one time thought not,—and the

matter looked serious ; but from this his heroic

and unparalleled exertions, and a series of lucky

hits in the subsequent years, extricated him ho-

nourably—though at what cost

!

From the pamphlet of the Trustees, it appears,

that, in the matter of a mutual discharge between

the Trustees of Scott and those of James Ballan-

tyne, which took place after both were in their
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graves, tbe agent of the Trustees for Sir

Walter's creditors, moved first

;

whereas Mr
Lockhart chooses to represent this as an act of

generosity and clemency ; the gratuitous quit-

ting of Ballantyne’s estate, of vast though vague
sums due by James, as formerly by John, to Sir

Walter Scott ; and which quittance was, as

Mr Lockhart states, humbly prayed for by the

testamentary trustees of James. The authors
of the “ Reply" to Mr Lockharts pamphlet (the
“ Humbug,") settle this matter at once, and to

the satisfaction of every reasonable being, by
quoting the opinion of Mr Gibson, the agent of

the Trustees of the creditors of Ballantyne and
Scott. This opinion was, it appeared, elicited by
a letter addressed to Mr Gibson by the present
Sir Walter's agent, Mr Isaac Bayley. Mr Bayley
states to Mr Gibson :

—

“

Mr Douglas' proposi-

tion* for a mutual discharge seems to me quite

proper; but before writing Sir Walter's Trustees
on the subject, I shall feel obliged by your
stating whetheryoa are satisfied that Sir Walter’s
estate has no claims upon that of Mr Ballan-

tyne." In answer, Mr Gibson immediately
wrote :

—

“

They both, (that is Scott and Ballan-

tyne,) raised as much money as they required

for their own purposes by accommodation bills

or otherwise. All passedthrough Mr Ballantyne's

hands ; and his statement to me was that the

greater part of it was remitted to [or paid out for]

Sir Walter Scott. At an early part of the trust,

I suggested to Sir Walter Scott and Mr Ballan-

tyne, that it would be right to have an account
between them made up ; but neither seemed to

think that was either practicable or necessary.

I have a strong conviction that Sir Walter
SOOTT NEVER CONSIDERED THAT HE HAD ANY
CLAIM8 AGAINST Mr BALLANTYNE."

Those who give themselves the trouble to

investigate, will, we are persuaded, arrive at the
same conviction as Mr Gibson. In the year re-

ferred to, as in 1816, James Ballantyne was once
more willing to surrender all,—and to be quits,

feeling, no doubt, that his €t patron" had still

the power of being most useful to him; and
Scott, both in conscience and pride, must have
desired oblivion of all these past unhappy mat-
ters—all those details of fictitious bills and
prodigal expenditure which Lockhart has forced

into light.

Mr Lockhart would have the same conviction as

Mr Gibson, did he choose to believe Sir Walter

Scott’s statements, made to himself, which he has
published in the Life ; and that SirWalter was a
fond enthusiast, either in bountifulness or friend-

ship, the world might once have believed, though
Mr Lockhart has rendered that fond visionary be-

lief longer impossible. From the Life, we learn

that Lockhart had written a letter of anxious
inquiry about the extent of pecuniary injury

which his father-in-law might have sustained
* Mr Douglas, W.S., one of the testamentary trustee#

of James Ballantyne, and one of the authors of the pam-
phlets; an early friend of both the great parties, a
shrewd man of business, and staunch Tory. His pro-
position was made in consequence of Mr GibtQn'dpreTious
overtures for a final settlement.

through Ballantyne's failure—Ballantyne, who
drew his copy-money ! So little did Mrs and
Mr Lockhart know of Sir Walter's personal

connexion with the printing-office, that, when
an alarm about Constable's solvency was given to

him in warning by Lockhart, and he set off

on a secret midnight journey to ascertain the

truth, and returned announcing that " Con-
stable was firm as a rock," Mr9 Lockhart was
happy enough to imagine that the cause of her

father’s sudden midnight journey from Abbots-

ford to Constable’s residence must have been from

generous anxiety about his early friend, Ballan-

tyne ! One could almost envy this state of

innocence. Mr Lockhart, we venture to think,

did not participate in this happy belief; but he
surely might have believed Scott's grave assur-

ance—“ I have been farfrom suffering by James
Ballantyne. I owe it to him to Bay, that his

difficulties, as well as his advantages, are owing
to me." It may be asked, where were the ad-

vantages ? Si r Walter might—must have meant
good. He would not willingly have prevented it ;

but his own bold speculations for gain had, first

and last, completely frustrated the advantages.

Had he forborne the printing copartnery,

or even kept his publishing and bill-monger.

ing concerns wholly to himself, and merely
given his influence as an author to his most
usefu and zealous friend, there must have
been great advantage. But—beggared in 1816,

and left deeply in debt, and bankrupt again in

1826—it is mockery, though Sir Walter him-
self has done it, to speak of the advantages.

It is a fact worthy of remark, that both brothers

—the clever “ Picaroon" auctioneer as well as

the printer ; Rigdum Funnidos as well as the

more solemn and pompous personage—throve

from the hour that their small and insignificant

affairs were extricated from the vortex of Abbots-

ford. James left his young family the means of

arespectable up-bringing, acquired during his last

few years of independent and unh&rassed exer-

tion ; and of John, the younger brother, if he
did squander his gains as an auctioneer, it can
only be said that he was an apt scholar in the

great school, which, established at Abbotsford,

had many more ramifications than in John’s

Kelso and Trinity villas, and James’ house in

Heriot Row. It was then the era ofprofusion and
rapacity ; of wild speculation and joint-stock

companies. The half of the leading and
fashionable families of Edinburgh were, at this

period seized with tbe epidemic madness of

ostentatious and extravsgant living. The genius,

and the more marvellous energy and industry of

Scott, finally bore his house above the flood, where

many others fell and were swept away, to appear

no more. Few, indeed, of the illustrious of

those days escaped, save himself, and those who
had a permanent resource in well-paid public

appointments. We wish that Mr Lockhart—
who so well understands the folly and danger of

tradesmen, and of W.S.'s, and, indeed, any class

of men living above their means, and keeping

whether gigs or carriage^ with all sorts of
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hobby and rocking homo—would write the

Domestic Chronicles of Edinburgh during these

wild years succeeding the King's visit, when

Scott and Constable, and, in a smaller way, the

Ballantynes, gave tone and impulse to the modes

of its society. It were to mankind, if fairly

done, worth any ten volumes of Quarterly Review

essays.

Mr Lockhart does, it appears, directly claim

great merit to Sir Walter Scott for stipulat-

ing, that John Ballantyne, and after his death,

James, should have a third share along with Con.

stable or Blackwood (or whoever was publish-

er) of the Waverley Novels. This was some sort

of requital of their services, whether of John's

negotiations, or of James as critic and corrector

;

and, moreover, one which, instead of costing Sir

Walter anything, actually put money in his

purse. He could not himself take a share in those

bookselling speculations; so he stipulated for

the third to his original publishers, the Ballan-

tynes, on their paying theirshare of copy-money,

expense of paper and print, &c. ; while, by a

secret stipulation, he, running no risk, received

back one-half of whatever clear profit they made!

We find Scott at one time telling James that he

must have this sixth—while the whole was be-

lieved to go to James— as a fund to enable him

to educate and equip a nephew for India. This

secret bargaining gave Scott, besides, a hold over

the publishers ; as, by knowing their exact profits,

he must have been the better enabled to bargain

well for a new novel. It might have been, too, of

pecuniary advantage to him in another way. If

the Ballantynes, who knew the ground, were

willing to venture their L.1000 or L.1500 for

the third share of a novel, Constable or Longman
would be not the less ready to come down with

double that sum. But, if Sir Walter Scott, from

giving on equal terms the sixths of his works

told to the publishers, was the generous bene-

factor of his friends the Ballantynes, then it

follows, that he was the quadruple benefactor of

Constable, Blackwood, Murray, or whoever it

might be, to whom he sold the other two thirds.

We have carried this article farther than some

of our distant readers may be able to go along

with us, and have yet failed in our main object.

Instead of dwelling on and exhibiting the duplex

movement of the mind and life of Scott, we have

buckled to Mr Lockhart's scurrilous and disin-

genuous statements :—but a time may come for

the mightier interest. We shall therefore con-

clude with a few brief quotations. Ballantyne,

who must often have been uneasy at the tremend-

ous liabilities in which—starting at once with

L.36,000—he was engaged with, or for, his patron-

partner—•(we advise every prudent man to eschew

patron-partners)—we find expressing himself in

these terms

When I reflect how many bills I have paid for Sir

Walter Scott on verba! orders, or mere notes, which I

thought no more about, I absolutely quake for the aspect

under which I might be considered, were he to die. Thou-
sands upon thousands might be brought against me ; and
all I could say would be, *« Well, gentlemen, where are

they? My scanner of Ufo is veU-kaown—I hays not

spent them ; my cash accounts are open they am net

there.** Of late I have hern more careful ; but ere* yet

I am sure there are tome of his transactions which I am
called upon ultimately to pay, which have never appear-

ed in my books, and which, if rigidly scrutinized, would

make an ignorant accountant like me stand upon charac-

ter alone. Many ia the hour’s vexation and alarm this

gives me.

Our next quotation is from the pamphlet of

the Ballantyne Trustees:—
Now, we pray our readers to observe that, at the end

of this period, and when the new copartnery was entered

into io 1822, it wot ascertained, that James Ballantyne

and Co. u ere liable, for bills accepted or indorsed iv that
r»M, AND THEN CURRIXT, TO THS AMOUNT OP TH1RTT-

six thousand pounds. Who was liable for this enorm-

ous sum ?

Why, Sir Walter Scott. Mr Lockhart can

hardly dispute this ; Ballantyne being only liable

for his debts to Scott, his share of the stock, and

his overdrawings beyond the amount of hia share

of profits—if that had been anything. For t

prudent tradesman, even at the head of a most

profitable business, it was much that he drew in

those wild years ; but it was still his own money.

So far was Scott from retracting the opinion,

expressed to Lockhart, that “ Ballantyne had

owed his difficulties to him," that, when James

Ballantyne, years afterwards, wishing a per-

sonal discharge from the creditors of the com-

pany, asked Scott's consent, which was necessary

from their being jointly bound, Scott answered

by letter—“ So far as I am concerned, I give

my consent with great pleasure to your dis-

charge ; being satisfied that, in all your transac-

tions with me, you have acted with the utmost

candour and integrity” Is not this enough of

itself to shut Mr Lockhart's mouth, unless in-

deed, after perusing his Life of Scott, and these

pamphlets, the reader is content to hold Sir

Walter Scott for the ninny and simpleton, with

his head in the clouds, and a set of Picaroons

for twenty years picking his pockets, which, by

a strange belief in his own powers of mystifica-

tion, Mr Lockhart has chosen to represent his fa-

ther.in-law, in that brilliant after-thought, " The

Ballantyne Humbug Handled v?" That pamphlet

is intended as an apology for many things un-

wittingly let out ; and were the representatives

of other men whose memories have been assailed

equally pertinacious and able, many more such

would be required. Mr Lockhart's own mouth

is ever the most fatal to him.

Mr Cadell, the publisher of the Life, cuts

but a sorry figure in the last pamphlet. His

statements to Mr Hughes, one of Mr Ballan-

tyne's Trustees, are completely at issue with

those of Mr Lockhart. Which of them may be

in the right, where explanation can only shew one

grossly unfair and the other shabby, is, so far as

the Trustees are concerned, of no moment. The

most amusing part of the business is the total

oblivion of Mr Lockhart as to who this pre-

sumptuous Mr Hughes may be. It is quite true

« That new-made honour doth forget men's names

;

And if they call him Jack I'll call him Pieter.”

But Mr Lockhart is completely oblivious of MM
Mr John Hughes ; which is the more singular#

m, while he wee connected with Bkckvttft
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Magazine, printed in Ballantyne’s office, Mr
Hughes must have been rather prominent

in the house of which he is now partner.

Here too were Lockhart's own novels printed ;

hut, more than all, after his marriage with

Miss Scott, here, as he reoords, he was in

the habit of repairing daily with Sir Walter)

and yet he never saw—never heard of—knows
nothing of this Testamentary Trustee of James
Ballantyne. It is, however, of more importance

that he should be able to refute Mr Hughes'

statements than to remember his person. When
reading Lockhart's “ Life of Scott" in sheets

in the printing-office, Mr Hughes, who had been

for many years there—though he had eaten the

fern-seed, and, (though no mote,) walked

invisible to Mr Lockhart—was naturally struck

with the gross mistatements respecting Mr
James Ballantyne, his deceased friend And for-

mer employer, who had appointed him one

of his Testamentary Trustees. While the

Life was going through the press, he ac-

cordingly felt called upon, in justice and duty,

to remonstrate ; and enclosing a letter to Mr
Cadell, to be forwarded to Mr Lockhart, to set

him to rights, he observes :—“ It is realty too bad

that James Ballantyne should be made a scape-goat

for the transactions by which he teas ruined."

Mr Cadell's account of this affair does not,

according to the pamphlet, tally with Lock-
hart's ; and there is little matter, as we have
said, which is in the right, in the lesser matter,

where both are wrong In the principal point

—the injustice done Ballantyne. Mr Lock-
hart states, that Cadell told him he considered

the conduct of Hughes “ presumptuous
, in ven-

turing to interfere with a work going through

the press no matter, we suppose, whatever
false statements or calumnies it contained against

a deceased friend, to whose children he stood in

the relation of trustee. We shall ever rejoice

to meet with such instances of presumption ;

and this is not the last of it. According to the

gossip circulating in the “ Nether Whig
circles" of Edinburgh, when the new edition

of Lockhart's “ Life of Scott" was to be put

to press, as the conduct of Mr Hughes and
the other Trustees, had put Ballantyne’s Of-

fice out of the question, another printer was
applied to, or was to be favoured with the

good and desirable job, who had the claim of

being Mr Cadell's brother-in-law, but who,

strange to say, refused it ! And why ? Though
the publisher of the Life, Mr Cadell ventured

upon no “ presumptuous interference" with the

Biographer or the Biography, even where it

held up his father-tn-law , Constable, to ridicule,

and something worse ; the printer, it is under-

stood, took a less prudent, or a less tradesman-

like view, and refused to be concerned in giving

to the world a work which he and his family felt

to be calumnious and insulting to the memory of

their father—Mr Constable. The public, or we
are greatly mistaken, will warmly sympathize in

this piece of presumption, though of the kind

which Mr Cadell, according to Lockhart’s state*

msnt, must think wrong " upon principle/' and
every way foolish and impertinent.

Ballantyne's Trustees, in their reply to Mr
Lockhart's pamphlet—the title of which pre-

pared the reader for its coarseness—state that

it does not oontain a tithe of the scurrility which

it possessed when it dropped from the pen of the

editor of The Quarterly Review, It was purged
and purified “by the good-humoured Counsel

who revised the proof-sheets." As it still stands,

this seems barely possible.

That we have not wasted the time of Our

readers about the vindication of a wholly obscure

and insignificant, if not worthless person, we shall

bring one more proof under Mr Lockhart's hand,

contained in a letter addressed byhim to MrJames
Ballantyne, after a close acquaintance of more
than a dozen years. Ballantyne had, it appears,

been writing to Lockhart, complaining of Sir

Walter’s coldness and estrangement, before Sir

Walter's death. Lockhart did not reply all at

once : but when it suited him, for an ulterior

purpose, he did ; and, considering the way in which

he subsequently held up James Ballantyne in

the Memoir, and the “ Humbug Handled/* in a
somewhat singular manner.

u London , Nov. 1, 1899.
“ Mr Dear Sim,

* If any feeling had really existed ofthe nature which

your letter befins with mentioning, that most touching,

most manly Utter would have been a thousand times more

than enough to do away with it for ever, I can, how-

ever, speak for myself, that though I did observe a cer-

tain difference in your relations with your dear friend

Sir Waller, I never even for one moment dreamed that

anything had occurred to disturb the old genial feelings

which had through your lives been equally marked in

both of you as friends. For two years before his death.

Sir Walter Scott was no longer, in all reepect% the man
of his earlier days ; and 1 can perfectly understand, that

his political impressions should have been conveyed with-

in that period in a style which would not before have

been possible for him. Let us draw a veil over the infir-

mities of those few sad and weary montha, and now en-

deavour to think of him only as he was when you and I

so often shared together the delights of his friendship and

conversation.

“ Your Memoranda of him will be expected by me as

among the most precious materials for his biography•

You knew the man from a boy; and his literary life may

be said to have been all in your presence,
even from the

working of its smallest spiings. 1 earnestly hope your

health may soon be -entirely re-established ; and I am
joined in this wish by all the members of my wife's fa-

mily, (they are all at this moment here,) as well as in the

expression of sincere regret that you should have bad tht

pain of writing such a letter at such a time.

« Believe me truly and cordially yours,

(Signed) “ J. G. LocKHaHT.
u James Ballantyne, Esq. Printer,

Edinburgh

.

n

Mr Lockhart having received the Memoranda
alluded to, again writes to Mr Ballantyne in the

same “ cordial" and affectionate manner

“ London, December 6, 1889.

« Ur Dias Sift)

“ I hart imlrti yonr packet, andMd with felt
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nite interest itfpreciou* contents* Yonr outline of yonr

intercourse with Sir W. Scott is quite sufficient to keep

me right as to some,
most indeed, of the literary epochs

qfhis life. The anecdotes interwoven and appended are

even more valuable. Perhaps what you say as to his

early-felt superiority overall that came into contact with

his judgment, temper, and intellectual resources general-

ly, will be to posterity a most satisfactory piece of evi-

dence, how true that in him tbe boy was father to the

man. I feel as if I had known him in the days of Kelso

and the Tavern-club, and the Stage-coach Journey.

“ / pray you to continue to draw on your memory for

more and more of these invaluable details ; and may your

health, for this and a thousand other good works to fol-

low, be strengthened and restored.

“ Ever yours, most sincerely,

(Signed) il J. G. Lockhart.

« To James Ballantyne,
Esq. Pi inter

,
Edinburgh."

u Truly and cordially yours /** Are we to take as evi-

dence of his <( cordiality" the manner in which Mr Lock-

hart has, throughout the whole of his work, treated the

memory of the man whom he thus addresses—endeavour,

ing to stigmatize his habits, ridicule his person, and

blacken hip character, by holding him up to the world as

a merefanfaron, overblown with vanity, pomposity, and

gluttony—negligent, conceited, and full of vain imagina-

tions ?•

So much for Sir Walter Scott’s biographer,

who has, however, in the Life which he has

given to the world, behaved equally ill to other

departed men, the literary friends of Scott, and

the honour of Scotland. As against Lockhart,

the Trustees' defence of James Ballantyne is

complete and triumphant.—May every honest,

man whose memory is so assailed and blackened,

find such another stanch band, led on by a

doughty Douglas, to defend his grave from the

literary Vampires 1

* Trustees
1 Refutation of Lockhart, p. 68.

RECOLLECTIONS OF MINA, THE SPANISH PATRIOT.

BY MRS BROUGHTON.

It was in 1816 that my brother first intro-

duced Mina to us. He was not, however, received

as a stranger. That dear brother had made us so

well acquainted with all bis friend’s good qualities,

his frank-heartedness, and his partial attachment

to himself, that we were all led to feel as much
regard for the man, as to share the world's ad-

miration of the devoted patriot. Nor did he

sink in our esteem when he became personally

known ;—for he, too, would speak, in terms of no

ordinary praise, of him who was his father's pride

—and well might we all be proud of him. Mina
was so, in calling him his Caro Amigo, and in

telling us, with as much delight as we listened,

of my brother's gallant deeds, his hairbreadth

escapes, his perseverance in making his way even

into the enemy's camp, when a more distant survey

was unsatisfactory; “And then," added Mina,
“ not a Spaniard could excel Don Enrique in a

fandango or bolero :—the peasants would have

died for him."

Manywere the proofs they gave that such were
indeed their feelings towards my brother. He
was once, for eleven days, hid by some of them
between the tiles and rafters of a house, which

was suddenly invested and occupied by a party of

French, who had the most positive orders to

discover that u Diable d*Officier Anglais," as

General Foy told General Alava (who, the next

day, repeated it to my father) he called that

young officer attached to the Guerillas :—“ For
when I had ordered every research to be made,
and no means left untried, to make him prisoner,

I would hear of him in quite another quarter; and
even once I found a pound of tea upon the table

of my own tent, addressed to me, with Captain

B.'s compliments, as he heard I was partial to

tea and had none. This really was the case,"

continued General Foy, “ but how he got it there I

never could discover; and I did all I could, for that

young man did more to counteract us in that part

of Spain than any other individual of the British

army. C’est un brave garqon, and I would be

delighted to shake him by the hand and tell

him so, and thank him now for his tea, though

he enraged me enough at the time." My brother

was at Cambray at this time, and therefore could

not avail himself of the desire he participated

with the gallant general, of making up their

ancient feuds. But, to return to my recollec-

tions of Mina ; they are such as cannot, in any

sense, be reconciled to his reputation for cruelty.

That that good-natured, simple-hearted man—
whose ready laugh everanswered and rivalledin its

joyfully infectious sound that of the wild girl

of fifteen—could be cruel, is incomprehensible. I

thought Mina was the best-natured man I ever

knew—How then could he becruel? Onceindeed,

he did shock me ; he was to accompany us to a

ball ; and when he arrived he found my father,

who was waiting the conclusion of my mother s

toilette, in the drawing-room, while I was seated,

like Cinderella in the chimney-corner, wrapped

up in caps and shawls, watching the cup of tisanes

to which I was condemned, as a remedy for a

violent attack of cold and cough : he, with hi*

usual good nature, sympathized with me on my

disappointment at missing the evening’s antici-

pated pleasures ; and, a9 usual with all but tbe

stiff sons of Britain, inquired, what were, in addi-

tion to the never-failing tisanne, the remedies 1

was submitting to. On my replying that tbe

doctor threatened me with a blister

—

“ Do not put on any such thing," said he—
“ but, instead of it, get a plaster ofdead-man tfaU

and it will cure you directly."

My dear father found the words I could not,

to express our united impolite horror at such s

said Mina
;
" St is the common**

prescription.

"Why,"
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Wng in the world in Spain ; when I had the
wound in my thigh, I had such a salve applied

|pr weeks to it, and it cured me."
“ Thanks to the French, General, who made

it so abundant," added my father.

I was very glad that my mother's entrance

changed the revolting subject ; and that shaking
hands was not a Spanish custom.

In the summer of 1817 and 1818, we had a

charming country-house beyond the Bois de

Boulogne

,

and immediately opposite stood the

palace and park of St Cloud, from which our
grounds were only separated by the Seine. From
my mother's room, on the first floor, we had,

as we sat in it, a full view of the waterworks,

and, (during the three weeks that the fete

lasts,) of the animated scene presented by
the numerous votaries of amusement—the old,

the young, demure and gay—whether imperial,

legitimate, or constitutional in their sentiments

—never failing to perform their annual pilgrim,

age to this famed residence of many masters

;

for the fete under every dynasty has at least

retained its renommee
, and has attractions for

every grade of society
; from those who will

babble of le pittoresque et le romantique, by the

side of its mathematically-formed fountains, its

equally square tapis de verdure, or beneath the

shade of the no less precisely clipped rows of

elms ; to the more actively happy adept at the

jeu de bagues, twirled round upon his wooden
charger. Vain, however, would be the attempt to

retrace mes souvenirs of all the means by which on

s cst bien amuse d la fits de St Cloud. During
our daily visit to the gay scene, what was ever

my chief delight, 1 was never disappointed in

meeting there the sight of many happy faces.

My own, I think, could not have been the saddest

amongst them ; for my views of that life which

I was just entering, were even yet more brightly

tinted than all the varied scene around me.

But, much as we then used to look forward to this

interruption of our usual routine of life, we were

reconciled when ws were left to the calmer enjoy,

ment of the many lovely walks in the more natur-

allylaid out parts of the park; for we had scarcely

any grounds attached to our own house, besides

the very beautiful and extensive garden, which

was kept in the finest order by the proprietor, a

wealthy man, who did not spare any expense

upon it. I remember Lord Northesk telling me
afterwards, in London, that he had not seen so

pretty a place in France. Prince Metternich had

formerly lived in it ; and it was subsequently

hired, bythe order of Napoleon, for the celebrated

Polish princess, who presented a splendid pair of

silver candelabra to the village church ; where

they still remain to remind the villagers of her

of whose active benevolence we heard many in-

stances. So often do I live over the days passed

in that house, wben--with one, who, however far

exalted above me—I could, in my moro humble

lot, with equal truth express myself as

Unthinking, idle, wild, and young,

1 laughed, and danced, and talked, and sung;

And, proud of health—of freedom vain—
Dream't not of sorrow, car#, nor pain—

VO. LX%—VOL. vi.

THE SPANISH PATRIOT.

Concluding, in those hours of glee.

That all the world was made for me,

—that I have not been able to forbear to radoter

of those hours, couleur de rose, when my first in-

tention was merely to say, that, while we lived

there, Mina was, with many other less celebrated

remembered ones, a frequent visiter at our

house. As my dear mother prided herself very

much on the successful result of her instructions

to a French cook in the composition of an OUd
Podrida, it never failed making its appear,

ance, and eliciting the unqualified praise of Mina,

whenever he dined with us. He was, at that

time, always accompanied by two of his former

followers, besides his faithful secretary, who re.

mained with him all the time he was in exile.

General Mina's address certainly derived no
small advantage and polish from his long, how-

ever unwillingly protracted, residence in the

capital of civilized Europe. However, he always

exhibited real politeness; for he ever wished

to please those in whose society he was. But,

poor man, at this time, he could only, by the

display of his splendid set of teeth, evince his

own sense of the pains to be agreeable taken by
others, unless they were able to understand him
in his native language, as he could not utter a
word in any other. It was, therefore, an addi-

tional inducement to him frequently to avail

himself of my father’s constant welcome, that,

from our early residence in Spain, he could, in

our house, dispense with a dragoman; which

office, at that time, even hiB secretary was not

very well able to fulfil : he afterwards, how-

ever, spoke and wrote French perfectly. The
General, although slower in his progress, aston-

ished* us with his proficiency on our return to

Paris, after an absence of twelve months in the

low countries ; for, on our departure, he scarcely

attempted taking any part in a French conver-

sation, besides repeating “ Peutaiquai, Peutai-

quai by which, we all concluded, he meant
“ Peut-etre.” He probably considered that, by
using so undecided a reply, he could not compro-

mise himself ; but this habit was often the cause of

our meriting a bitter reproof from my mother,

for our inexplicable mirth. On our return from

Spa, we sincerely congratulated him on the great

additions to his vocabulary, and ourselves in not

being so often tempted. We also rejoiced at

the apparent improvement in his outward cir-

cumstances ; for, when we were first acquainted

with him, my dear father often feared that he

must have been g£ne in pecuniary matters, from

the humble lodgings in which he resided ; and

also, when he lived at Versailles,for some months,

by his invariably walking the whole way to and

from Paris ; this, he said, he did from choice,

and requiring a good deal of exercise ; but my
father often feared it might be otherwise. He
was now much more suitably lodged in the Rue
d’Artois. I forget whether it was before or

after our absence, that he one day called, and, with

some degree of agitation, asked my father if he

had heard that he had been arrested ; and pro-

ceeded to tell him that* a day or two before, the
** 3 U
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Spanish ambassador had taken upon himself to

cause him to be arrested, with the intention of

sending him a prisoner to Spain. The police,

however, interfered and released him ; and so

properly and seriously were Louis XVI II. and
his Ministers displeased at so unheard-of a pro.

ceeding on the part o( the Spanish ambassador,

that they insisted upon, and obtained his im-

mediate recall, by the Court of Madrid, who were
obliged to disown the orders they had given him.

Mins, from that time, was left, to all appearance,

unpersecuted in his unjust exile from the

country, and by the ungrateful sovereign who
owed to much to one who had sold all his patrL
mony, and devoted his existence to achieve the

liberation of the first from its invaders, and of

the latter from that ignominious thraldom to

which they had reduced him. My mother, one
day, expressed to him the hope that, should

Ferdinand be dead, (as was at that time re-

ported,) she should see him return to the land

of his fathers. His answer was, that he should

be very sorry if the report were true j for, un-

justly as the King had acted towards him, he was
a better man than many thought him: in short,

said he, he is an angel to his brothers ; of whom
he then spoke in a manner that fully satisfies

me that it will not be the fault of Espoa y
Mina, should Dun Carlos usurp the throne of

Isabella 11. And in this comparatively favour-

able estimation of Ferdinand, Mina was not

singular, as I heard the same sentiments from
almost every Spanish patriot I ever knew ; and
I was acquainted with many of them, both at

the commencement of the persecution of the Con-
stitutionalists, and afterwards in 1830, at the

period of their unfortunate attempt to lenter

8pain. Sad, indeed, was the state of destitution

in which they left their wives and children in

Paris, on their setting out to join their brothers

in arms on the fiontier; they themselves,

indeed, bearing, in their almost tattered garb,

the uniform of misery—often the patriots only

distinction. Now, I trust that many of those

who were the objects of my sincere commisera-

tion and esteem, are restored to their paternal

hearths. That they may remain in their tranquil

enjoyment, is my heart felt wish, and that the day-

star of truth, divine and moral, may brightly shine

on that lovely land of the orange and the vine.

But to return :—The newly-appointed Span,

ish ambassador being obliged to leave Mina
publicly unmolested, adopted another course

;

by which he hoped to fulfil liis secret in-

structions, and ensnare the object of his mas.

ter's fears, more successfully than his prede-

cessor had done. This he hoped to accomplish

by prevailing on a beautiful Spanish lady, whom
he believed to be entirely devoted to his interests,

to take an apartment in the same house with

Mina, and to exert the influence of her charms

to obtain bis entire confidence, and then to be-

tray all that she could learn of his plans, asso-

ciates, &c., &c. However determined the fair

siren may have been in her devoted loyalty and

obedience to the eervice of Ferdinand, she soqa

became too sensible of Mina's good qualities te

withstand the arguments he adduced to prove

the justice of his cause ; and not many months

elapsed ere the reports of the fair Castilian were

as false to the ambassador as she was true to tbs

suffering patriot's cause consequently, their

movements were unimpeded, as the Spanish Go-

vernment was convinced that the cause was in-

deed desperate, since he who was the very soul

of it bad so completely abandoned all hope of its

possible sucoess, and had sunk down into the lip

of indolence.

About this time, all our acquaintances were

conspiring how they could most effectually sur-

prise and astonish each other by the elegance or

eccentricity of the toilette they should adopt at a

bal costume, for which our most agreeable friend,

Mrs N——
.,

(the Viscountess of the undaunted

Viscount C— St V ,) had issued cards of in-

vitation, and to which we were all looking forward

with a more than ordinary interest, from the con-

viction that such an entertainment, under the di-

rection of the amiable and animated inviter, would

realize all the pleasure we promised ourselves

Therefore, in our own particular coterie, “ what

we should wear" became a constant theme of

conversation, and the occasion of asking the

counsel of our friends. Mina, who was present

at one of these discussions, advised my mother

to wear a Spanish costume ; and, as she said that

she no longer had a complete dress, he offered to

procure her a very handsome one, belonging to a

lady who resided in the same house with himself.

My mother politely declined his offer ; and this

was the only occasion in which he mentioned his

fair neighbour, although my father often met her

when visiting him. Not long after, my father

received a message from General Mina, request-

ing to see him, as he was very dangerously ill from

the consequences of a severe fall he had met

with : hit foot having slipped, he had been pre-

cipitated down a whole flight of stairs, and his

back had received so much injury, that he was

confined to his bed. My father went to him im-

mediately, and, on his return, told us that he

was certainly looking very ill—that he was suf-

fering so much pain at not to allow him even to

shave himself, and that he had quite a ghastly

appearance. While my father sat with him, a

Spanish ecclesiastic was announced ; and, at the

same instant, ere he entered the room. Mine

whispered to my father, “ a spy the next mo-

ment the padre appeared, and my father took

his leave. Two mornings after this, we were all

actually startled by General Mina making his

appearance in our drawing-room, leaning on a

thick cane, and stooping in his gait.

“ How is this, my friend," exclaimed my
father ;

“ is this you or your ghost

“My real self," said he, laughing. “ I was

tired to death ; I could no longer bear to be pri-

soner in bed ; and I already fool better for the

air."

He then immediately turned the conversation;

but, when be rose to take leave, we were all

much astonished at the change iu his manners;
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ha appeared quite agitated, his voice faltered,

and us, according to Spanish usage? he always

embraced my father, he did so repeatodly, and

we all thought we saw his eyes fill with tears

;

and ho then requested us to allow him to shake
hands with us, whioh he had never done before.

“ How extraordinary that General Mina's

spirits should suffer so much by his indisposi-

tion/' was ejaculated by each of the family, as

he left the room ;
“ who could have believed

it ?” But the next day our wonder was increased,

by seeing him pass the carriage in which my
sister and I were seated—waiting for my mother,

who was paying a visit—with as firm a step and

as erect a carriage as we had ever beheld. He
qaw us ; and, instead of crossing to the side of

the street we were on, merely smiled and kissed

his hand. Our surmises were, however, soon

decided ; for the following day it was publicly

reported that Mina had escaped the surveillance

of both Spanish espionage and French polioe;

and was by that time, thanks to the effectual

aid and well-calculated arrangements of his ex-

cellent friend. Major H , far on his way to

join hif anxiously expecting partisans. From
Major H. we afterwards learned the particulars

of his evasion. Accompanied by his faithfully-

attached secretary, he walked to a considerable

distance from Paris, when they were met by
Major H» , who then drove them himself in

his caliche, until they could with safety venture

to take post-horses, availing themselves of M^jor
H passport to procure them. My dear

father continued to receive the most friendly

letters from Mina for several months after his

quitting France—the last was one of heartfelt

condolence on the premature death of his be-

loved friend, my ever-lamented brother ; cut off

in the prime of manhood, in the midst qf his

honourable career, by liver complaint, only a

few months after hie arrival in India. He had
proceeded thither in a dragoon regiment, into

which his ardent desire to continue that aotive

life, which he had unceasingly pursued from his

early entrance into the service of his sovereign,

induced him to enter, and to prevail upon our

father to enable him to exchange, by the advance of

the requisite sum of money. He could not endure

the thought of slothful ease, and a brevet major-

ity, After having, when but a boy, commenced
his military career, as a volunteer with the

troops that went from Malta to Calabria, on
his return from that expedition, being appointed

to a regiment ever distinguished in our glorious

annals,* he joined it just before the attack upon
Copenhagen ; after which he was at the taking

of Martinique; and, with hisown hand, first plant-

ed the British standard upon its conquered walls.

When his regiment was ordered from Ame-
rica to Spain, he hesitated not to relinquish his

excellent appointment on the staff of an old

friend of hie father’s, nor even to part from a

young bride, that he might not be behind hand

ip reaping the laurels and dangers of his regi-

,
* Beyel Welsh FusUlesr*

mental comrades. In the new field of action,

where his perfect knowledge of Spain, its Ian*

guage and usages, and his consequent popularity

with all classes of its inhabitants, caused him to

be charged with the dangerous employment of

reconnoitring, and subsequently to be attached,

by his illustrious commander, to the staff of the

Guerillas, he had more than common risks to en-

counter -but the approbation he then and ever

after constantly merited from all his superiors,

and the love, 1 believe I may add the enthusi-

astic admiration, his delightful manners and ex-

cellent qualities obtained from his brother

officers, have been no small sourcesof proud recol-

lection and consolation to those who knew and
fondly loved him. That that dear som—whom
he left an orphan ere he could appreciate the

irreparable loss he sustained, and who so lately,

following his and liis forefathers’ example, haa

become a soldier too—may emulate his honoured

Qourse, and find, in those who were his father’s

comrades, guides, mentor% and friends, is the

earnest wish of a fondly-anxious relative.

My father fully appreciated the motives of hia

esteemed friend, in ceasing to write to him j for

even to be suspected of a correspondence with
“ ce brigand Mina" would not only have com-
promised my father with the French authorities,

but, 1 have no doubt, we should have been put

beyond the pale of all la bonne eociStf, as the

Faubourg St Germain and its adherents exclu-

sively consider themselves. We, therefore, re-

conciled ourselves to the necessity of only hear-

ing of my brother a friend through the medium
of the English newspapers. AH the French

accounts of the Spanish revolution, or its fa-

vourers, we never allowed ourselves to oredit,

or we should often have prematurely mourned
the fate of those for whom we felt sincerely

interested. Unless any one has really lived

in France, it would scarcely he credited, espe-

cially by the in-all-circumstances inanimately

quiet well-bred people of Albion, how passion-

ately the very highest bred and born sons and
daughters of “ ce plaisant pays de France'* are

affected when their feelings or opinions, espe-

cially political, are interested. They are never

lukewarm in their aversions, nor indifferent when
they profess friendship. How falsely ere they
judged by the ever-eaiculating weighers of pro-

priety, who flatter themselves that, in avoiding,

in the common intercourse of social life, to make
professions of regard, they may, indulging their

icy selfishness, accuse the French of insincerity

:

—How falsely, I am sure, will be testified by those

who, like myself, have lived intimately amongst

them, and who have the happiness to possess

many constantly kind, and, the time has been,

tried and sympathizing friends! 1 feel con-

vinced that I am not partial in my estimation

of the French character, for 1 am perfectly free

from national prejudices. I have, from infancy,

been so truly cosmopolite, that I see the lights

and shadows of the two rival nations with an

equal judgment ; and although, in France, I have

been as often accused as I am in this country of

3 H 2
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partiality, I have an equal interest in observing

and comparing the respective merits and foibles

ofmy two patriot. Among those of the French,

nothing has offered me more amusement than

their blind violence in all that regards their po-

litical passions, for sentiments would be too calm

a term to apply ; and 1 am even more insipidly

affected by all party spirit than as to what na-

tion I might claim as mine, congratulating myself

malgre cela that the imprecations of the great

Seer of the North read not—
“ Breathes there a maid with soul so dead,’* &c.

Not that if they did, 1 should always have been
equally condemnable :—For once upon a time I

gave proof of possessing a very different spirit.

Itwas a long time ago—(I need not say how long,

fir I was but five years old)—that 1 gave vent

to a burst of patriotism, which, even to remem-
ber for some years afterwards, overwhelmed me
with confusion—for 1 prided myself in those days

in being a very polite, well-bred, young lady. I

was often indulged ia spending the day with a

very partial friend, a niece of GeneralWashing-

ton’s, whose husband was American Consul-Ge-

neral at—, where, until my dear father broke

through it, there was established the illiberal

custom, that the representatives of the differ-

ent powers who happened to be at war with each

other, should absurdly abstain from any private

intercourse. So that, however intimate they or

their families had previously been, (and the

little Oasis of European society in that land of

barbarians, necessarily waived all heartless cere-

mony,) suddenly,on any political rupture between
their distant courts, they became as strangers

to each other. This was the state of etiquette

on our arrival at ; and, consequently, my
parents were not visited by the French Consul-

General, M. de T., and his lady—the latter a

near relation of the Buonaparte family. I had,

therefore, never seen M. de T., until one day

that I was amusing myself in my indulgent

friend, Mrs L/s, saloon—giving way to my un-

controlled and exuberant flow of spirits, singing

and dancing up and down the room, unchecked

even by the entrance of a stranger, who, as my
canzonnetta was in Italian, addressed me in

that language ; his compliments, however, were
scarcely acknowledged by a smile of affability,

so intent was I in viewing my improvvisati atti-

tudes as I passed and repassed the splendid mir-

ror which filled a space between two Ottomans.

On Mrs L/s appearing, he inquired who that

very lively young lady was ; and, on hearing her

reply, he said :

—

“ Oh, that is impossible ; for all the English

are so vqry melancholy and serious-—I am sure

she is an Italian/*

I still danced on, merely shaking my head at

his guessing wrong.
“ Not an Italian ? well, then, 1*11 guess again

:

she is a Spaniard/'

Another shake of denial.
*' Well, then, she is a German."

And he went on guessing, nation after nation

;

at last he said

•

“ I am sure I must at least be right now ; she

is a French girl/*

This was more than I had patience to endure ;

and, clasping my hands in each other, I ex-

claimed :

—

“ Grazie a Iddio eke non oono FraneesaF
and the next moment I was caught up in M. de

T— *8 arms, who, delighted beyond measure,

cried

—

"Charming, charming, there's Nature—my lit-

tle honest patriot !'*

From that hour he never named me but “ his

little Grazie a Iddio," to my often renewed

regret and shame ; for he afterwards became my
father's much valued and regarded friend, to

whom he afforded much amusement, when he,

claiming me as his first acquaintance, related

the circumstances of our first meeting. As is

usual with all enthusiasts, I have passed from

one extreme to the other, and, consequently, was

often assailed, especially since la derniere Revo-

lution, upon my incomprehensible apathy. I

have even, by those who loved me well, been

told that I might as well be a liberal at once as

not to have any opinion prononcZ. I have,

however, continued to cherish my indifference,

and have calmly enjoyed the many amusing

scenes of enthusiasm—often seeing all around

me excited to the most exaggerated degree on

some greedily received and squally improba-

ble intelligence being announced. Never was

this more evinced, than at the time of the Due

d'Angouleme’s conducting the French army of

Observation to take a closer view of Spain than

his Royal Highness*s near sight would permit him

on this side of the Pyrenees,—and as there was

not a family, with which we were acquainted, who

had not a father, son, or brother under his com-

mand, every other subject of conversation was

banished, and we heard our poor Spanish friends

stigmatized with many an opprobrious title.

Trying as this was to us, we really pitied some

ladies of our acquaintance, who were more deeply

interested in the fate of Spain. Mrs W. and

her daughter, although of Irish extraction, were

natives of Cadiz—a city ever devoted to constitu-

tional principles ; and in these opinions they, in

common with all their kindred, warmly partici-

pated. Mrs W. had been induced to visit

France for the purpose of placing her daughter

in the convent of Dames Anglaises, where she

wa sedeted, and had not long left it, after add-

ing to her Spanish sprightliness toutes Its grdees

of a finished Parisian education. She was, there-

fore, much admired, and their acquaintance rea-

dily sought by la meilleure sociM

;

and, until

this projected invasion of 8pain, they had con-

tinued on terms of the greatest intimacy and cor-

diality with several of the first families in the

town of——, where we also were at the time

residing. Mrs W. was, of course, often pain-

fully distressed at all the abuse she heard ef

those friends for whose success and welfare As

was feeling the utmost anxiety ; but she avoided,

as much as possible, expressing her obnexieue

opinions until/one day, that twoyoung and inti-
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mate companions of her daughter—the daughters

of Admiral de P.—called upon them and exult-

ingly announced that the Due d'Angouleme had
decidedly crossed the frontier, and had entered

Spain. All Mrs W.’s prudent admonitions to

her daughter, to evade political discussions, failed

to deter the warm-hearted, patriotic girl from
exclaiming—
“ Well, then, I can only say, that I hope the

first cannon that the Spaniards fire, will kill

the Due d’Angouleme/*

Horrified, indeed, were the Demoiselles de P.

to hear this almost sacrilegious ejaculation, and

they instantly and abruptly left the house, de-

claring they never could enter it again. Nor did

their indignation rest here. Before the following

evening there was not a single French acquaint-

ance of Mrs W/s who had not closed their doors

upon her ; nor would they even consent to meet
her poor thoughtless daughter at the house ofany
mutual English acquaintance ;—of this we were
ourselves very painfully convinced. My mother
having shortly after issued cards of invitation

for an evening pairy^ was waited upon by several

persons, who assured her, that however much
they should be disappointed by not accepting

her invitation, they must decline that honour,

if Mrs and Miss W. were to be of the number of

her guests, as they could not possibly associate

with persons qui pensaient si mal. My mother
was therefore left to the painful alternative of ap-

parently slighting these ladies, orofhaving empty
rooms ; she therefore determined on dividing her

party into two soirees—an English and a French

one. Mrs W., however, was not, I believe,

satisfied with this arrangement ; for from that

time she was evidently less cordial in her maimer
to us than she had been, although my mother was
almost the only person who could and did ven-

ture so far to brave the influential opinion of the

arbiters of who were admissible dans la bonne

soci$t£. Mrs W., however, proudly reconciled

herself to the loss of the friendship of these ultra

professors of -principles of the extreme right /
while her open-hearted daughter occupied the

hours she had hitherto passed in the society of

her quondam friends and admirers, in embroider-

ing a splendid white lace surplice for herfavourite

brother, an ecclesiastic, distinguished at thePapal

Court for his superior piety and learning.

Some months afterwards, Admiral de P. and his

family accidentally placed themselves at church

immediately behind Mrs W. and her daughter ;

the latter, as soon as mass was concluded, turned

towards Mesdemoiselles de P. and said, she availed

herself of the opportunity to assure them that she

unfeignedly forgave all the injury they had done
her, and, curtseying, passed on. As many per-

sons witnessed the unaffected manner with which
she evinced her obedience to that principle,

which, above all others, distinguishes those

(of whatever outward denomination they may
be) who truly desire to walk according to the

example and precepts of Him whose holy name
they profess to bear, she was unanimously ap-

plauded, even by those who, however, still con-

tinued to consider it necessary to prove their

devoted loyalty and ultraism, by persecuting a
thoughtless girl of eighteen for an unguarded
expression.*

* This article wai written previous to General Mina'S
death.

MY INTERMENT.

(From the French of Btranger.)

“ Ce matin je ne inis comment," Ac.

This morning, how I cannot say,

A troop of Loves was in my room ;

And, as in bed I stirless lay,

“ He's dead,'* they cried, in accents gay

;

u Come, let us bear him to the tomb. 1 *

Inly I cursed the merry crew
Who had so oft my homage won.

My friends, if what they say he trii*,*

Give me your tears—I'm dead and gonel

They drank my wine ; not that alone

;

They pulled about my chamber-maid

;

One wished to guide my bier—and one,

With a grave air and nasal tone,

A prayer for the departed prayed.

They ranged a score of imps with lutes,

To he my escort, round about ;

—

But, lo ! the hearse, and mimic mutes !—
Give me your tears—I’m carried out

!

Two lines of Loves, with joyous haste,

Throng laughing round ; while on the pall

With silver spangles duly graced,

A cup, a lute, and flowers were placed—
Signs of my joyous orders all.

The passengers, uncovered, say

—

“ The grave and gay must meet their doom
The bearers huiry on their way

—

Give me your tears—I’m at the tomb !

My funeral friends, instead of prayer,

Chanted around my brightest numbers ;

Thanks to the sculptor’s friendly care,

A laurel crown is rounded fair

To warm, with pride, my mortal slumbers.

All speaks my glory round this spot,

Where none shall soon he seen nor heard ;
•

Am I a demigod or not ?

—

Give me your tears—I am interred!

But then, by chance, while thus I lay,

Lisette, the faithless, wandered nigh ;

She snatched me from the tomb away ;

And then, but why I cannot say,

I felt revived while she was by.

Oh, ye whom age incites to call

The sweets of life but cold and vain

;

Eternal censurert of all

—

Give me your tear*—I live again
j
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THE ABBE GODARD.
AN EPISODE IN THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

Toward** the close of the memorable month of

August, 1792—fatal to the dynasty of the an*

cient kings of France—the Abbd Godard, grand*

vicar of Bourges, under the old regiml, was at

Paris. He shared the opinions and misfortunes

tof the priests who had refused to take the oath

to the civil constitution of the clergy, in conse*

quence of which they were denounced and pro*

Scribed, by the band of ruffians who had seised on
the government, as refractory, and rebels to the

law. Their only offence consisted in claiming

for themselves that exercise of the right of pri*

vate judgment, which the new constitution

professed to confer on every Frenchman ; and

they made use of this privilege to refuse the

oath required.

Immediately after the terrible 10th of August,

the provisional committee, at first composed only

of the twenty-two sections of Paris, and con*

vened at meetings in which no forms nor rules of

justice or consistency were observed, usurped the

whole authority of the capital ; and, having de*

prived the ancient municipality of all their for-

mer prerogatives, commenced their plans for

perpetrating the atrocious deeds which they

ahortly afterwards carried into execution. Such

was their ferocity and hardihood, that Carrier,

Marat, Robespierre, and their leading coadjutors,

openly avowed their sanguinary intentions in

the committee, at the Jacobin Club, and even in

the hall of the National Convention.

One of the first and most effective modes of

accomplishing their designs was the establish-

ment of domiciliary and nocturnal visits, under

the pretext of searching after military weapons
for the use of the troops who were about to march
to the frontier, and also to take them out of the

hands of the malecontents ; but the true object
|

was, to rob and persecute all who had defended
,

the king on the 10th of August ; the ministers

dismissed at that period, the priests who had
refused the oath, and, generally, all whom the

tyrants called false patriots and enemies of the

revolution, to the success of which they declared

that many more victims must be sacrificed. By
an order of the provisional committee, the bar-

riers of Paris were watched with a vigilance till

then unknown ; the villages and municipalities,

at the greatest distance from the capital, were

ordered to seise all who might attempt to escape ;

and this mandate was executed with the sternest

rigour. Those who knew themselves to be mark-
ed objects of this persecution were obliged to

confine themselves within their bouses, or seek

shelter with their friends i but, after a few nights,

very few escaped the searching scrutiny of the

police. When arrested, the prisoners were crowd-

ed into the Abbaye, the Concifcrgerie, La Force,

Bicetre, La Salp^triere, and'8t Pelagie ; and, when
these gaols did not suffice for the incarceration

of the victims, they shut up three hundred priests

in the church of the Carmelites, the seminary of

St Firmin, the Mairie, and other places selected

for temporary detention.

The Abbe Godard arrived at Paris in the last

week of August, 1792, and succeeded in entering

within its walls, although he had been pursued

with more than usual rigour, on account of his

well-known intimacy with many of the nobility,

bishops, and other ecclesiastics, who had remained

in Paris. But he soon fell into the clutches of

the Jacobins—being SQmd in the middle of the

night in an unfurnished* rodm, in a house that

belonged to him, tehicfl ‘ he -had let to an absent

friend. He was takefi before the commissioners

of the section, and ftffm theVjce to the Mairie. the

former residence bf the first President. When
he appeared before drfe of the minor revolution-

ary tribunals, whose business it was to classify

the prisoners in different gaoli>, he demanded to

know how, under a goVermont professedly esta-

blished on the principles.ilf liberty, a citizen could

be arrested in bis ownf^rivate dwelling, without

any previous notice, -without trial, and without

even being informed of the nature of his offence?

The answer he received was this : “Are you

not a priest?" He replied in the affirmative.
“ Well," said the interrogator, M we shall not

forget your answer." Without any further cere-

mony he was conducted to a hay loft in the Mai-

rie, which had been converted into a prison, and

he found himself the sixtieth victim in his new

abode. His companions in misfortune were seve-

ral priests, some lawyers, Parisian tradesmen, and

men of letters.

Here enters on the scene, a young man of

noble and grateful character, who displayed a

devotion, a zeal, and disinterestedness, which

shew that, in the worst of times, virtue, probity,

and honour will still animate the hearts and

govern the conduct of the choice few. The

Able Godard had rendered some services to a

young man, named Dreux, whom he had assisted

in his education, and for whom he had success-

fully solicited the place of clerk in the office of

the municipality. After the arrival of the Abbe

Godard at Paris, Dreux had exerted himself to

conceal his Jtid&tg-place. He lodged with him

during se^Hdays, and paid him the most assi-

duous anWPePpectful attentions. As soon as the

Abbe was arrested, his first endeavour was to

make his situation known to Dreux, who, on his

part, busied himself in forming plans to release

his benefactor.

The intention of the Jacobins to massacre all

their prisoners had been publicly made known

for some weeks. They inflamed the passions of

the multitude by complaining of the 4ekft of

justice, and ascribed the evil to a conspiracy of

the aristocrats. At first they only mentioned

the names of some notorious official plunderers,

who really deserved tome legal punishment, and

of some well-known and intemperate flriiods «f

the old system ; bat they clearly Iti&niafr
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when the wild end infuriated populace were

thrown upon the jaile, they would not exercise

the least discrimination, and that nobles, dis-

missed ministers, priests, aristocrats, as well as

moderate and constitutional democrats, (which

last class had recently become objects of tne bit-

terest hatred to the Jacobins,) would all be in-

cluded in one common slaughter. Under these

awful circumstances, Dreux, who was small in

stature and delicate in constitution, determined

to hasard his life in an attempt to rescue the

Abbe Godard from the fate that awaited him.

This enterprise was peculiarly difficult, as the

young roan had but little leisure time, and his

services would have been but of slight avail

could he not have moved about the city as emer-

gencies arose. He accordingly demanded a short

leave of absence from his office, telling the

chief functionary that he wished to attend on a

t\ friend who was in great misfortune ; but he was

told that the first duty of a clerk was to dis-

charge the duties of his post, and all indulgence

u was peremptorily refused. “ But suppose that

I were seriously ill,*' said Dreux, “ you surely

would not take away my place, but find means
to do without my attendance for a few days ; I

beg you to act now as if 1 were an invalid." The
I head of the department remained indexible ; on

ferhich Dreux said to him M Sir, you may give

situation to some other person, for 1 will not
'

,
retain it at the sacrifice of gratitude and friend-

ship.
11

His master took him at his word, and

the young man was thus thrown destitute on the

wide world—a trait of moral heroism which all

must admire, but which few would imitate.

After his dismissal, the first object of Dreux
was ta) acquaint the personal friends of the Abbe
Godard with his perilous situation. He parti-

cularly apprised Madame Asseline, sister to the

Bishop of Boulogne; and all bestirred themselves

actively to obtain his liberty from the men then

in power, such as Petion, Fauohet, Manuel, and

others, the chiefs of the Provisional Committee,

who exercised an authority more despotic than

ever had been pretended to by the old police of

Paris, or rather a tyranny more imperious than

that of a Tiberius or a Nero.

During this time the Abbd Godard and his

companions suffered all the inconveniences of

confinement ; the greater number of them sleep-

ing on straw, and living on the ooarsest diet, as

they had no means of obtaining better food.

Some, who had been robbed when arrested, went
Without nourishment for three days, and the

whole of them were barely kept up above the

level Of starvation. Among the prisoners was an

individual named Chamois, a literary character,

who had edited several periodical works, and
among afhjga the Modiratitit, a paper regarded

as fltthdWolutionary, because it kept within the

bomdB of decency, but for that very reason.

Criminal in the eyes of the Jaoobins; who pre-

tended to establish all sorts of liberty, though

they Would not acknowledge the freedom of the

press, when it opposed their own sanguinary

measures* Chamois was melancholy and broken

in spirit. On the third day he entered into con-

versation with the Atfbd Godard, and expressed

his astonishment at the marked contrast between

the placidity and resignation of the priests, and

the fretfulness and despair of the other prisoners.

The Abbe pointed out to him the consolations of

religion, and the utter insufficiency of the wild

dreams of the French philosophy to afford hope

or comfort in adversity. This discourse produced

a salutary effect, and, up to the last fatal moment.
Chamois lived in comparative happiness.

Up to the night bf the 1st of September, the

prisoners were kept in ignorance of their ulterior

destination. • On that night, their gaolers com-

menced removing them to the Abbaya of Saint

Germain. All those who were confined in the

same chamber with the Abbd Godard were trans-

ferred, and, on the following day, thirty more
victims who remained followed them. The cir-

cumstance of the removal of the prisoners from

the Mairie to the Abbaye, on the evening of the

day when the general massacre commenced, is

remarkable, because it proves a fact scarcely

credible even in those horrible days, that the

same men who had issued out the arrests after

the 10th of August had formed and matured a

project to have all their prisoners slaughtered by

an infuriated populace. It was agreed that these

murders Rhould commence on the following Sun-

day. It became, therefore, necessary to send

their victims to the place of execution on the

evening of Saturday. The last division left the

Abbaye at two o'clock on Sunday, when the

massacre had already commenced. The Marseil-

lais who escorted them, knew this perfectly well

;

for, during the march, they pointed them out to

the people as already devoted to death, and even

told them of the fate that was impending ; thus

did they lead them knowingly to slaughter. As
soon as they arrived at the Abbaye, these unfor-

tunate beings were murdered as they stepped

out of the coaches, and not one escaped, except

the benevolent Abbe Sicard, the amiable instruc-

tor of the deaf and dumb. This friend and bene-

factor of the human raoe had crouched down on
the bottom of the vehicle, out of which four of

his companions bed been dragged ; he was not

immediately seen by the murderers, and by the

courage of a watchmaker, named Monot, who
knew him, he was reseued.

The friends of the Abb£ Godard did not
slumber during this critical period ; and though
a report was generallycirculated, after the middle

of August, that the prisons would be forced,

scarcely any one believed that measures would
be carried to this dreadful extremity. Moreover^
during the agitation that convulsed the capital,

there* was the greatest difficulty in approaching

public men, and still more of obtaining justice

;

so much so, that Dreux and Madame Asseline

were unable to effect anything, even up to the

fatal 8unday morning. At this moment the

situations of the prisoners became most awful.

Dreux, who had seen the Abbd Godard at the

Mairie on Saturday, on returning on the Sunday

morning, was slatted bis removal. He ran
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immediately to the Abbaye, where he ascertained

the exact apartment in which his friend was con-

fined. From thence he dew to the residence of

Madame Asseline, and depicted the danger of

his benefactor in such forcible terms, that she

instantly proceeded to Fauchet, whom she had
already solicited to interpose, though without

effect ; but who, nevertheless, had manifested a
disposition to assist the Abbd Godard, whom he

had known in former times, when he was Grand
Vicar of Bourges. As this lady was crossing the

Pont-Neuf to renew her entreaties with this

gentleman, the cannon sounded an alarm. The
people were collecting in masses ; she was ter-

rified, and retraced her steps homewards, and

this circumstance was fortunate for her friend,

as she afterwards ascertained that she would not

then have found the Abbe Fauchet ; and, in all

probability, this first disappointment would have

thrown her into a state of despair, and prevented

any further exertions on her part. After some

pause and hesitation, she recovered her resolu.

tion, and set out again to obtain an interview

with the Abb£ Fauchet, at his house, in the Rue
de Chabanais. She fortunately met him, and

renewed her supplications, urging every persua-

sive argument that could work on his feelings.

But Fauchet could not do anything of himself

;

at this critical moment, nothing but an order

signed by Manuel, procureur-syndic of the com-

mittee, could extricate the Abbe Godard from

prison ; but where was Manuel to be found in

this scene of tumult and disorder ? There was

not a moment to be lost. Extraordinary as it

may appear, E^tfchet, lifting up the blind of his

window, saw Manuel, in the opposite house,

seated at table with several women of loose

character. Madame Asseline now vehemently

pressed Fauchet to send for his friend ; he did

so ; Manuel came, and, after much entreaty, he

wrotethe followingnote:—“Gaolerof theAbbaye,

release the prisoner, Godard, who has not taken

the oath; but who,not being a public functionary,

is not bound to swear. The present order will be

executed by one of the commissaries of the Sec-

tion of Cordeliers. (Signed) P. Manuel/’
Madame Asseline thought, from the sneer on

his countenance, when Manuel delivered the

paper, that it would prove useless; either through

some intentional informality in the wording of

it, or from the delay that might occur in its

delivery. Doubtful, however, as she was of suc-

cess, she hastened to Dreux, who was waiting

for her in an adjoining house, andwho hurried off

with the order to the section of Cordeliers, to

obtain a commissary to execute it. The com-
mittee of the section were assembled ; they

raised every possible difficulty ; various construc-

tions, all unfavourable to the prisoner, were put
upon the order ; and they finally declared, that

the Abbd Godard was suspected of incivitme, or

disaffection to the country. But Dreux still

insisted, and ealled upon them, most peremp- 1

torily, to affix their signature to the order of

Manuel ; which they at length did, but added a

marginal note, that the Abbd had not givpn any

bail for his citizenship, intending that this re-

mark should prevent his liberation. After the

young man had conquered all these difficulties,

he was still unable to find a single commissary

to proceed with him to the Abbaye, so fearful

were these Jacobins of being themselves torn to

pieces by the wild beasts they had unchained.

Dreux, nothing discouraged, resolved to at-

tempt the exec&jon of the order by himself.

It was now betwdRt four and five o’clock after,

noon, and the massacres were proceeding with

active cruelty at the Abbaye. As he approached

the prison, he saw Manuel, who was attempting

to calm the fury of the populace, though perhaps

not with much sincerity, and certainly with

very slight hopes of success. He joined him

;

and, after relating the refusal of the com-

missaries of the section of Cordeliers, he en-

treated him to see the order personally executed.

Manuel repulsed him, saying that he came there

to discharge his public duty, and not to listen to

private petitions, and then commenced harangu-

ing the people. His voice was naturally feeble,

and he was frequently inaudible during the

tumult. Dreux, to conciliate his favour, re-

peated his words, ’phrase by phrase, in a loud

tone, and terminated by exclaiming—(what

Manuel himself did not probably utter)—“ None

but villains would be guilty of such dreadful

excesses, and trample all laws under foot/’ At

the word " villains,” unpalatable to the ears of

such an audience, loud murmurs arose, and

menaces were hurled against Manuel and his

interpreter. Dreux took the magistrate by the

sleeve, warned him of his danger, removed his

scarf of office, and dragged him out of the crowd

;

and, having called a hackney coach, they returned

together to the Hotel de Ville. Dreux cherished

the hope of there finding a commissary to supply

the place of those from whom he had received

refusals. On their arrival, Manuel explained

the risk he had run, and declared that his life

had been rsaved by the young citizen present.

Great applause followed this statement ; and one

of the committee voted thanks to the preserver

of Manuel, and moved that his name should be

inscribed on the public register. The young man

expressed his acknowledgments ; but observed

that he had done no more than his duty, and

objected to give his name. All that he asked, as

the reward of his services, was the attendance of

a commissary to execute the order of which be

was the bearer; but he again met the same

refusal as at the Cordeliers, and saw himself re-

duced to his own personal exertions.

To reach the Abbaye, and execute his bold and

generous purpose, he had need of assistance, and

required to be armed. By chance, he stumbled

on a young acquaintance, whom he persuaded to

accompany him. They proceeded forthwith to

the house in which the Abbe Godard had lodged

before his arrest—there he obtained a musket

and bayonet, and his friend a sabre. Arrived at

the Abbaye, they forced their way through the

crowd, and gained the gate of the lower hall, is

which Dreux had ascertained from the gsote
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that his friend was confined. The avenues were
not, at that hour, blocked up by the populace,

who were ignorant of the number of the prisoners,

on account of some precautions of the gaoler,

Mrfiich we shall presently notice. Dreux now
shewed his order from Manuel to the gaoler ; but

he said that he was only one of the subalterns,

and that he could not take the responsibility on
himself ; and he, moreover, remarked, that the

order required the presence of a commissary of

one of the sections. Dreux laboured hard to

conquer this resistance, and at once offered the

gaoler an assignat for fifty francs, and promised

him two hundred and fifty francs more when the

prisoner was at liberty. The gaoler was nowsome-
what softened, but still gave no positive promise ;

and Dreux saw the necessity of not abandoning
his post. He assumed the character of a sentinel

at the gate ; and, under this pretext, he pre-

vented any crowd being collected, observing that,

if he allowed a group of four, it would soon swell

to ten, twenty, or a hundred. To effect this, he
kept calling out, in a rude and brutal tone of

voice—t( No one passes this way and when any
attempted to resist him, he exclaimed—“ What

!

do you wish to force the guard ?”

In the apartment watched by Dreux, about

sixty individuals were confined, who had been
conducted thither on the night of Saturday,

and on Sunday morning. No one but an eye-

witness can adequately paint this torturing scene.

The unhappy victims hourly expected death

from the hints they received during their re-

moval,and their alarms were increased by hearing

the report of cannon, and the wild imprecations

of the mob ; and, when the fearful massacre

actually commenced, even hope itself, the last

mortal comforter in adversity, vanished. Several

times the goaler entered the apartment, and told

them that the People threatened to break in,

but that they might be assured of protection, as

the National Guard would defend them. This,

however, was false ; for not a soldier of the Na-
tional Guard was present. About seven o’clock,

he told them that the prisoners inf all the other

cells had been slaughtered ; but, if they would
cease talking, and extinguish their lights, they

might have the good luck to be passed unnoticed.

This advice they followed, but they only heard
more distinctly the execrations of the people,

and the groans of the dying.

The Abbe Godard had observed a window in

the apartment, somewhat lofty, but still acces-

sible. He was raised up to it, and perceived,

underneath, a small courtyard, into which it was
easy to descend. He apprized his companions of

this discovery, who resolved to avail themselves

of the chance of escape. The night was ad-

vancing, and every moment their situation be-

came more perilous. The Marseillais, and the

other tigers in human form, prowled round the

spot where they had scented their prey, and col-

lected at the gate in increasing numbers ; seve-

ral had offered to relieve Dreux, but he peremp-
torily refused, saying that he was not tired

;

and when some more importunate insisted on

taking his place, he made use of their own style

of language, saying—

“

How do I know but that

you want me to quit my post to betraythe nation ?

Here I shall remain as a good patriot.”

At length, towards midnight, the ferocious

ruffians thronging all the avenues to the apart-

ment in which the prisoners were confined, and
demanding, with loud shouts, that they should

be delivered up ; the gaoler, fearing to lose his

own life, approached the door against which
Dreux was stationed. He merely moved enough
to allow the arm of the gaoler to pass between
the wall and his body. As he was putting the

key into the key-hole, Dreux, who had rested

the butt-end of his musket on the ground, pressed

the end of his bayonet gently against his side,

and looked at him with a pointedness of gesture,

signifying that he now expected him to produce

the order of Manuel. The gaoler took the hint,

and, at the time that he withdrew the key, he
took the order out of his pocket, and thus ad-

dressed the gang of assassins :—“ Gentlemen, I

must inform you, before opening the door, that I

am the bearer of an order from M. Manuel, Pro-

cureur of the Committee, commanding me to

release one of the prisoners now in this apart-

ment.”
“ An order from M. Manuel !”.instantly ex-

claimed Dreux. “ M. Manuel is a Magistrate of

the People and a good citizen ; but 1 must see

the order myself.” He then took it from the

hands of the gaoler, pretending to examine it

and verify the signature ; after which he read

the contents with a loud voice, omitting the

clause of the Abbe Godard not having given the

bail for his citizenship, buC^WelUng strongly

on the counter-signatures of J^lon^oro, and
other Agitators of the Peopl^"Vhich were ap-

pended to the order ; then putting the paper on
the ground, that it might be seen by those near-

est to him by torch light, (not one of whom, in

all probability, could read,) he called on all of

them to obey the commands of the magistrate.

The gaoler opened the door, and called out

—

“ M. Godard, come out ; M. Manuel releases

you.” No reply. Dreux and his comrade re-

peated the summons at the top of their lungs.

Still there was a profound silence. The Abb£
was no longer in the apartment ;—he had passed,

with eight or tep others, through the window,

and descended into the little court-^ard.

The despair of Dreux, at this moment* must
have been intense and heart-breaking. He
could not persuade himself that his friend was

out of the apartment. Seizing a torch, he tra-

versed it, calling him by name, inspecting every

corner, throwing the light on every countenance,

and betraying by his emotions the personal

anxiety he felt for a prisoner, whom, up to that

moment, he pretended not to know. But he

searched in vain, and saw all his efforts fruitless,

and all his fondest expectations disappointed.

Where could he find his benefactor? Was he

yet alive, or had he been removed to one of the

other apartments which the assassins had already

dyedjwith blood ? resolve this ^appalling
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incertitude ^ At length hie eye caught the win-

dow, and he then felt sure the Abbd had escaped

through it* His next care was to ascertain what
was below the window, and how he could reach

the spot.

The lively interest that Dreux had displayed

to find the Abbd Godard, and the evident chagrin

he manifested at his want of success, at last

rendered him suspected. Some of the brigands,

by whom he was surrounded, communicated their

suspicions to their confederates j Dreux mads
no attempt to justify himself verbally, for he

was sagacious enough to know that any such

plea wouid only have increased his danger ; with

a presence of mind truly astonishing, he rudely

seized one of the unfortunate priests by the arm,

and dragged him towards the door with menacing

words and brutal gesticulation. This unhappy
ecclesiastic, who had frequently seen Dreux at

the Mairle, when visiting the Abbd Godard, im-

agined, naturally enough, that, as the young
man could not save his friend, he would endeavour

to save him instead. He warmly clasped the

hand of his supposed deliverer. Dreux discover-

ing the error by the gestures of the poor creature,

experienced a mental pang not to be expressed

by words ; but, firmly resolved to rescue his

benefactor, he unloosened the hand of the priest,

though he knew—-powerless however to prevent

it—that he would fall among the first victims.

At this very moment, the general massacre com-
menced, and all in the apartment fell under the

knives of the butchers.

Escaped himself from so imminent a danger,

and followed at a distanoa by his companion and

a third person—the tenant of the Ahb£ Godard,

who, onhi^retutn from the country, had hastened

to the Abbaye to ascertain his fate—Dreux now
endeavoured to find the gate whioh led to the

email court-yard. In his search he came to a

narrow lane bounded by a low wall, which he
supposed was the boundary of the court-yard ; a

heap of stones thrown loosely against this wall,

enabled him to look over it, and his conjecture

waa verified. By the moonlight he clearly aaw

eight or ten persona, among whom he recognised

the Abl e Godard by his lofty stature. While
tie was making these observations, another man
mounted on the same heap of stones, but with

totally opposite intentions. He was armed with

a musket, end about to fire into the group.

Dreux still preserved bis presence of mind, and,

turning himself rapidly round, he struck the mus-
ket from the hands of the assassin, as through

accident, and apologized to him for his awkward*
ness ; they then both descended together to find

it, when Dreux gavehim the slip. He immediately

joined his two friends, and being now satisfied of

the real situation of the Abtd, he posted him.

self at the gate which led into the court-yard.

He would have remained there in a state of in-

action, could he have done so ; but the People
were collecting in that quarter, and the mur-
derers had arrived. As he had no gaoler with
him to restrain the mob, the assassins insisted

on breaking open the door. Dreux, hating

demanded and obtained silence, repeated the

order of Manual to those around him ; and as

several of these had already heard it road, they

promised to save the prisoner.

The door was now forced ; the name of Stephen

Godard waa called ; he seeing bayonets fixed and

naked sabres, believed that he was about to rusk

on certain death, and that he was only distin-

guished from his companions to meet a more cruel

fate ; for lie had not yet recognised the voice of

Dreux. We may imagine hia surprise when
he saw hia friend, who, aided by hia two com-

panions, penetrated through the crowd, and,

seising him by the arm, dragged him through a

small passage which led into the chapoL It was

now one o'clock in the morning ; a meeting of

the Section was about to be held ; the porter had

closed all the gates, excepting that through

which Dreux and hit companions had entered.

They were certain that the assaeaina would im-

mediately pursue, into the chapel, those who
might there seek shelter ; and indeed this hap-

pened within a few minutes afterwards. After

many entreaties and menaces, they prevailed oa
the porter to open the great gate, and they then

rushed forward, pretending that they were in

pursuit of some run-a-ways, shouting “ Fanes
par lei; (la aontpar~ld l Vive la nation

l** They
fortunately escaped another orowd, assembled,

on tbe opposite side of tbe Abbaye, for similar

purposes, and, finally, reached in safety the Rue
Sainte Marguerite.

In thus saving his benefactor from so many
dangers, Dreux was the instrument, under Pro.
vidence, of performing another good action. A
poor priest, who hhd fled, like them, into the
chapel, and not knowing how to get out, waa
concealed behind the door ; on seeing them ap-
proach, took them for some of the assassins.

This unhappy man had no hat, and wore the
ecclesiastical costume, which circumstances
greatly increased his personal danger, as well

at the difficulty of those who might attempt to
save him. He was a poor curate, arrested at

fifteen leagues from Paris, by the Federala, in a
ehdteau where he was on a temporary visit ; and
for this public orirae against the majesty of the
People,’ he was incarcerated in the Abbaye. One
of the young men gave him a hat, and he passed
out, in the midst of the crowd, unobserved, in

the darkness and tumult. As he had been thrown
into prison immediately on bis arrival at Paris,

he was not provided with any lodging, and it

was unsafe to take him to any publie houas

;

at length, he remembered an acquaintance who
lived at the Cloister of Saint Jacquea-de-la

Boucherie, whither the tenant of the Abbe
Godard conducted him safe and sound*

The authenticity of this narrative in all its

details may be implicitly depended on, tbe writer

having obtained the facts many years since from
the Abbe Morellet, the intimate friend of the

Abbd Godard, who related to him all the parts*

culars of hia wonderful escape.

Jonathan Duhcan.
Guemeey, Sept, 6

, 1839.
|
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Sir Yean* Residence in the Australian Pro-

vinces
, with an account ofNew Zealand. By

W. Mann, Esq.

Dr Lalng has left little to tell about New Sooth

Wales; and the Van Diemen's Land Almanac, and other

Accent publications, keep the public at home pretty well

up with the current history of Van Diemen's Land ; so

that original information is not to be expected, save

about the condition and prospects of the more recent

settlements* After passing some sharp remarks on cer-

tain absurd regulations adopted by the commisssioners

for the colony of South Australia, Mr Mann writes s—
The worthy Commissioners who neter saw Australia,

•eem to think that it is a terrestrial paradise, where there
are neither rocks, sandy deserts, nor mountains, but that
it is all a perfect Eden ; so that, according to their first

prospectus of this enchanting country, the prodncts are
described to be in perspective—“ cotton, almonds, ani.
seed, bees'-wax and honey, barilla, cheese for India and
China, earraway, cochineal, coriander, dried fruits, hops,
vegetable oils, olives, citrons, oranges, and silk.” Three,
of course, are principally articles of luxury ; for as to the
common produce of a less favoured land, they wonld not
be at the trouble of enumerating them, being conscious,

I presume, that the fertility of the soil, and the fine cli-

mate they describe, would refuse to produce such common
articles as corn, or leguminous produce. In this opinion
they were tolerably correct

; for in the month of Decem-
ber last, although they had been then two years esta-

blished in the colony, they had not two acres of corn in
cultivation. I was told that there was some wheat sown
in North Adelaide, where I went to see such a curiosity

;

and on arriving at the garden belonging to Mr Hack, I

perceived that some wheat had been reaped*—the straw
remarkably short, and the grain shrivelled, and not half
an average crop. 1 was informed that there was a much
better specimen of wheat to be seen at a garden belonging
to Mr Bearv, which 1 had also the curiosity to inspect,

and on my way met with a gentleman to whom I had
been introduced at Adelaide, Surgeon Jameson, who had
served under General Evans in his late Spanish campaign,
Be consented to accompany me; and after some difficulty,

from the great distance at Which the huts are asunder,
we discovered the garden of wheat : it was too short for

reaping, and a mower was endsavouting to cut it with a
scythe ; but it was so thin, that he could not form what
is called, in farming phrase, a swathe ; in consequence
a man followed him with a rake, to collect the scattered

beads of corn. From the high price of labour, which is

seven shillings per day for a common labourer, it was our
opinion that the produce would not' pay the cost that pro-
duced it*

The travellers made their excursion to the mountains

on foot, during weather with .the thermometer at 90°

in the shade. The report U—
On the first range there was good kangaroo grass ; but

the declivities were too precipitous for sheep, and the
ravines were so narrow at the bottom, which appeared to

be cut up by torrents in winter, that a person might step

across from the base of one declivity to another. I should
suppose that these hills might suit the experiment of

rearing the Cashmere and Angora goat. The former pro-

duces about an ounce of fine silky wool, of which the fa-

mous Cashmere shawls are made; the latter, I believe,

produces mohair ; and for this purpose these hills might
perhaps be worth one shilling ner acre. Near, and on
the summit of the range, the land is utterly valueless,

except for the timber which it at present contains ; being

covered principally with loose stones and rocks, with

little or no vegetation At for animala of any kind. Some
parts of the ranges are so steep that they would require

scaling-laders to ascend then* The morning being se-

rene and dear, we had a fine view of the surrounding
country, until we arrived at a wooden house built by a
Swede, in the style of his country, for a man named Craw,
ford, who keeps a house of entertainment for passengers

crossing these dreary regions.

They ascended Mouut Lofty, and, from the summit,

had a fine and extensive view. Mr Mann is all for Port

Lincoln, and against the city and harbour of Adelaide.

The present price of provisions is incidentally noticed :

—

We were accompanied by two guides to the summit of

Mount Lofty ; one of whom, Peter Johnson, a Swede,
stated that he could live better in Sweden on one shilling

a-day than he could iu South Australia for ten shillings

a-day ; for that every article and necessary of life was
dear In proportion to the amount of the wages. The other

guide was an Irishman, named Brenman, who earned
good wages by felling and splitting timber for the use of
the colony. They would not take any money for their

trouble, stating that they had enough to supply their

wants. We returned the following day to Adelaide, call-

ing at a gentleman's house at the loot of the Tiers, who
kindly gave us a refreshment. He had people engaged
in sinking a well :—they had gone to the depth of 1 10

feet without procuring water. He and his brother had
lately left India, bringing some coolies with them, Who,
they think, will suit the labour in the summer months
better than English constitutions, In South Australia.

The cost of enclosing an acre of ground fbrming an

allotment, iu the city of Adelaide, Was L.04 : 9s. ; and a

gentleman, holding an official situation, had paid L.300

for enclosing twelve acres, with the addition of a fence,

formed of posts and rails, across it, and dividing it. But
land cannot be cultivated safely until it is enclosed. Mr
Mann met with a gentleman at Adelaide, lately from

England, whoso situation is, too probably, that of

many.

He had been fortunate enough, as he thought, to get

a preliminary section, and his brother another section,

who had already gone there to take possession of it in

time, lest others might have a previous selection. His
hopes respecting realizing a fortune in a short time were
such as a sanguine temperament, unalloyed with the re-

ality of the case, is apt to imagiue. I met him in Ade-
laide shortly after his inspection of the allotment, and he
told me that his brother had selected both the allotments

contiguous to each other, at the foot of the Tiers, on a
large plain, but was at a loss to know what to do with
them. To enclose them would be ruinous, and they were
worth nothing without it for any purpose ; and even
then, with labour at the enormous rate of seven shillings

per day, what was to be done ? His brother had puichased

a few sheep ; but they were constantly straying away. He
wanted to sell his allotment, but could get nothing for

it ; and requested his brother to dispose of it in the best

manner he could, and to write to prevent the family from
following them, which had been their intention, whilst

be returned to Launceston in the same ship he hud em-
barked in from thence, iu despair of being able to doaay-
thing for himself or friends in South Australia.

The average range of Fahrenheit's thermometer during
that part of the month of December, 1838, in which i re-

mained at Adelaide, was 89° in the shade, and 110* in

the sun, and this was only the second month of the Aus-
tralian summer. The months of January and February
are much warmer. Vegetation lingered. The produce

of the gardene, except the melon and cucumber, appeared

dry and parched. A hive of bees, which a passenger on
board our ship had brought from Van Diemen's Land,
seemed scarcely able to support itself with food, from
the paucity of bloeeoms and fiowera of plants and shrubs.

The parrot-tribe are various and beautiful, and the
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water-fowl are abundant, and as various u in other parts
of New Holland.

A report is given by our author, which was sent in by
Mr Wood, Commander of the Queen's ship, Buffalo, to

Governor Hindmarsh, and at his desire. It is most un-

favourable, in every respect, to the harbour of Port

Adelaide. It concludes thus :

—

“ In offering this statement, my bestjudgment has been
used, aided by the experience of upwards of forty years
in constant employment, out of which twenty-eight
were passed in His Majesty's service, bearing the respon.
sibility of Master in one or other ships of war, acting as

pilot in all cases during that period, happily without an
accident ; which leads ms to declare that I would not
risk, or attempt to recommend, a vessel of more than be-
tween three or four hundred tons, or drawing more than
twelve or thirteen feet, to use the harbour at present."
And such is the miserable place selected by the colon-

ists. After escaping all the dangers and inconveniences
pointed out by this experienced and skilful person, you
at length arrive at a ditcli, where you can only work at
particular times of tide, which are exceedingly irregular.

Fresh water is scarce and dear : the water for the Buffalo
cost near L.100, when put on board ! What infatuation,
then—what madness must have possessed the people, who
coaid perfer such a place to Port Lincoln, where there is

plenty of fresh water, and where all the fleets of Great
Britain could ride secure

!

The present expense of conveying goods from the har-

bour to the city is nearly equal to the cost of their

freight from England to South Australia. In December
last, the Governor had issued orders for establishing a

new port, four miles farther off from the capital, but

much safer, and more convenient.

Daring a shower, one day, Mr Mann took shelter in

one of the small mad huts on the side of the Torrens
the tiny stream which, at some seasons, runs briskly

through Adelaide, but which, in summer, is dried up.

The hut consisted of only one room, in one end of which
was a bed ; a fireplace, in which were a few embers, occu-
pied the opposite end : the gables were built with dried
balls of earth, without any cement. The furniture con.
sisted of only a few articles necessary for culinary pur-
poses. I inquired of the woman of what trade was her
husband. She replied that he was a boot-closer, butcould
get no employment ; that she was a person who had been
employed in London as a semstress; that her husband
had gone out to try to get some work as a day-labourer,
which, she said, he did not understand

; and exclaimed,
with a sigh, that London folk had no business there.

The way in which “ speculating business” is done in

this and other new colonies, is graphically described;

and, upon the whole, the condition and prospects of

South Australia are not, by this author's account, either

flattering 10 emigrants or satisfactory to the present

settlers.

The account of New Zealand, which the author has
not visited, is a meagre compilation. The most interest-

ing part of it is the correspondence of different natives

with their late missionary teacher, Mr Yate, and other

missionaries who have been labouring among them, not,

as we have lately seen from Dr Lang's Letter on New
Zealand, without their earthly reward. A chief, named
Atua Haere, who had been converted to Christianity, was
attempting, with others, to build a chapel or “ House of

Prayer.” It fell down, and the chief writes to Mr
Yate, the now disgraced head of the mission :

And when the house of prayer was down, that I
thought, in my thoughts, would be ready in two weeks
for you and Mr Davis to come, and Mr Clarke and Ham-
lin to come and instruct us in, I cried ; and my heart and
my people's hearts were pained, and became dark ; and
we said, “ It is no use, we cannot build a house large

enough and then you sent Kohuka, your son, wbm
you redeemed from slavery, to come and help us, and shew
us how;; and our hearts became light, and we vent to

work again, and the roof is now fast. Mr Yale, yea
must come to Kaikohi. Mura, and Wahanga, and
will come and carry your cloth-house [meaning a tent,]

and clothes. Waha is gone into the wood to shoot some pi-

geons and toit for you. I have a little pig, that I will

kill when your horse appears in sight ; and Pirn's wife

will wash your potatoes, because you do not have them
cooked with the skin scraped. Come, and point out, and
call those who are to go to Waimate, that you say yoa will

baptize.—No more writing from Atua Haere to Mr Yate.

Sit in peace. By Mura is this slate written ; the words
were spoken by Atua Haere, sitting by the side of Ke-
keao, from PukenuL
The next letter is from a man and his wife, who had

been servants to some of the missionaries, and baptized

by the names of Henry and Rebecca :

—

From Henry and Rebecca Wahanga*
Father, Mr Yate—Is the sacred Sapper a remembrance

of Jesus the Saviour's dying upon a tree for us—for me,
and for my wife Rebecca, and for you ? My soul is happy,
because it knows of the love of God : and I wish to know
something more, and to remember more of the great and
good things which God hath done for me by Jesus Christ;
and I want more to fulfil His will, and to do His bidding.
My old heart is not carried away yet ; it remains inside

me : and when I am on my bed at night, my heart says,
li Henry do something that is not good to-morrow :

w

and then my thoughts think about it ; and then to-mor-
row I think about it again

; and my native heart says,
u Do it:” and I think again, and then I do it : and then
my thoughta tell me I was wrong; and my heart tells

me I am an unbelieving bad man : and then Satin
comes, and tells me I am none of Jesus Christ's, but of
his, and shall go to his place, and do his work for ever
and ever. Mr Yate, what do you think P You hare
brought the Scriptures, printed, from the other side of the

water, and I have got a book : and Rebecca says, I most
read it to her when she is ill, bringing to the birth ; and
I must look into it every day, eveiy day, and pray more
to God when I am reading ; and I shall soon altogether
know what I am to do, or to be done with. Your heart,
and Mr Kemp's, and Mr Davis', and all of yours, an
always thinking good; but, as for ours ! Rebecca
says, thia it to be Her letter and My letter ; for they an
our two’a thoughts, and our hearts are one. This is all

from us two, from Henry Wahanga, and Rebecca
Wahanga, to our father, Mr Yate, living at the Wai-
mate.

From the Chief Hotaiwa to the Rev. W. Yate.
I send one of my slaves with this book, written for u*

by Thomas Reo, for Mr Yate, at the Waimate. Finished
is the road through the wood, for your horse and you to
come to my residence at Mangakahia. Come, come,
come : we are waiting to hear you say, * U is a geod
road.” Perhaps you will say it is good—perhaps bad.
We were thirty-five men, three weeks and four days, and
we all say, <* No, no payment must we have for this
work.” It is a road for the Teachers to come to teach
us, and tell us about Jesus Christ. This is our payment

:

this is our satisfaction. You have only been four times
to Mangakahia : but now the road is made, you most
come every moon, that we may not forget your words,
nor your books, nor the Catechism which you teach ua
Come soon, and hastily, our friend, Mr Yale. I have
taken care of your axe and piece of soap.
Nor more writing from Hotaiwa to the Preacher of

the Gospel, sometimes at Mangakahia, and sometimes at
the Waimate.

From Temorenga to the Rev. W. Yate.
From Temorenga is this writing to Mr Yate, My

two friends carry on their back, in two baskets, alas
two’s of fowls. They are a gift-for-nothing from am tt
you, for you to eat on board the man-of-war, when oa tbs
great sea. Be jealous and careful of the waves on fat
great sea. Oh, how great they were, when I went us ts
Mr Meriden's, at Port Jackson ! Remember^ that lt«H
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Temorenga who tat in oar verandah, at your house-
door, and told yoa all about natire men's ways. Do not
forget who I am, and what 1 have said to you. Bring
out one, two, three, perhaps more, Missionaries to go to

the Southern Tribes, that there may be no more fighting

between us here and them there. Bring your sister in
the ship with you ; and do not forget what I, Temo-
renga, hare said, that you shall have house at the Mana-
wenua, if tlie other natives should ever be turned against
you, and they should not let the Missionaries live in the

land. A native man’s heart is very deceitful and very
joking. Let my men, who carry the fowls for you to eat

on board the man-of-war, carry me back one fig of to-

bacco, as my pipe is empty. Go in peace, and see yonr
friends in England.

Oi\e man writes :

—

I am very dark and sorry within me that a ship is go-
ing to sail with yon in her from this native land. My
wife has made some bands for parsons ; and a pair of
something for the wrists of English women, such as Mrs
Matthews and Mrs Busby wear. You must give them
in England to them that your heart says you love. Go
in peace, Mr Yate : go, and do not be overtaken with
storms and hurricanes. Go in peace to England, and
leave us all to cry when you are gone. This is all my
last slate to yon, from me.

Even if all genuine, there must have been some little

prompting at the filling of these “ slates ;” yet the epis-

tles certainly discover something of the native mind.

One man writes :

—

To the man whose name is Yate, and who comes to
teach ns here.

Here am I, sitting in the verandah of my house at
Ohaiawai, thinking within ine that I shall not see your
face again, nor hear the sound of your horse’s feet The
soles of his feet, with you upon his back, will not leave
a mark behind them on my ground again till I am dead,
and Paitaro is become

(
the head Chief of Mangakauakaua.

A chief wrote thus to William IV. by the ship Buf-

falo

King William—Here aml,the friend of Captain Sadler :

the ship is full, and is now about to sail. 1 have heard
that you, aforetime, were the captain of a ship. Do you
therefore examine the spars, whether they are good, or
whether they are bad. Should you and the French
qnarrel, here are tome trees for your battle-ships. I am
now beginning to think about a ship for myself; a native
canoe is my vessel, and I have nothing else. The native
canoes upset, when they are filled with potatoes and other
matters for your people. I have put on board the Buffalo

a mere pounamu and two garments: these are all the
things which New Zealanders possess. If I had anything
better, I would give it to Captain Sadler for you.

This is all mine to you—mine,
Titohe to William, the King of England.

From Ate to the Rev. W. Yate.

Mr Yate—How do you do ? Sick is my heart for a
blanket. Yes, forgotten have you the young pigs I gave
you last summer. My pipe is gone out, and there is no
tobacco with me to fill it ; where should I have tobacco ?
Remember the pigs which I gave you

:
you have not

given me anything for them. Forgotten have you the
ornaments that I took off my boy’s neck and threw at
yonr feet ? Mr Yate, I do not forget you : my pipe is

empty, there is nothing in it : give some tobacco to me,
and give me a blanket also. I am your friend, and you
are my friend ; and I fed you with sucking-pigs ; there-

fore, I say, do not forget. Speak my name to King
William ; tell him I am sitting in peace, and listening to

you.

We are afraid that this Rev. gentleman, who would
teem to be so very popular among the natives, is the same
individual against whom certain black mysterious charges

have beat brought forward, and who has been dismissed

in disgrace by the Missionary Society. If innocent, Mr
Yate is certainly a deeply injured man.

* Upon tha whole, we cannot say that Mr Mann's book

adds much to the sum of existing knowledge respecting

the Southern Colonies; yet his work should be perused,

in common with everything written on the subject, by

those who are meditating the important because generally

irretrievable step of emigration.

Sketches in Ireland .

These Sketches are by the author of the amusing

“ Tour in Connaught,” which we lately noticed—the

Rev. C&sar Otway. Though prior in date to the “ Tour,”

they are still, we believe, very little known in Britain.

Ireland was, at the time they appeared, nearly a terra

incognita to travellers; save, probably those choice bits,

the county Wicklow scenery, and the Lakes of Killamey.

The British people have made more progress towards

intimate and amicable acquaintance with the sister

island within the lost seven years than in a whole pre-

vious century.

Though the agitation which produced and followed

Catholic [Emancipation, and the introduction of a new
class of Irish representatives, have done their part, the

press has accomplished, if not all, yet much of the good,

work in which it led the way. Miss Edgeworth, Lady
Morgan, Banim, and others, had already acted as the

national pioneers, and also as guides to Ireland ; and In

teaching us to know, taught us to love the Irish people.

In the same good work, the author of these Sketches has

borne his part ; and although we, living beyond the in-

fluence of the ever-active causes of his jealousy and irrita-

tion, would like to see him display a little more indul-

gence even for the faults of his Roman Catholic brethren,

Mr Otway is a true Irishman, and no Orangeman.

The Sketches are made in the picturesque and moun-

tainous parts of Ulster, Cork, and Kerry ; and they, like

the “ Tour,” deal largely with local traditions, as well

as living characters, and “ manners as they rise.” The
following tale of the famous Sir Cahir O’Doherty may
match with the wildest, though not the most ferocious

of the Highland clan chronicles of Mr Gregory. The
date is the reign of James I.

The plantation of Ulster had not aa yet taken place $
but already many Scots had settled themselves along the
rich alluvial lands that border the Loughs Foyle and
Swilly ; and it was Sir Cahir’s most desired end and
aim to extiipate these intruders, hateful as strangers, de-
testable aa heretics. He was the Scotman’s curse and
scourge. One of these industrious Scots had settled in
the valley of the Lennan ; Rory O’Donnel, the Queen's
Earl of Tyrconnel, had given him part of that fertile

valley, and he there bnilt his bawn. But Sir Cahir, in
the midst of night, and in Sandy Ramsay’s absence,
attacked his enclosure, drove off his cattle, slaughtered
his wife and children, and left his pleasant homestead a
heap of smokiDg ruins.

The Scot, on his return home, saw himself bereaved,

left desolate in a foreign land, without property, kind-
red, or home ; nothing his but his true gun and dirk.

He knew that five hundred marks were the reward
offered by the Lord Deputy for Sir Cahir’s head. He
knew that this outlaw was the foe that had quenched
the fire on his hearth with the blood of his wife and
little ones; and with a heart maddened by revenge, with
hope resting on the promised reward, he retired to the

wooded hills that run parallel to the Hill of Doune

;

there, under covert of a rock, his gun resting on the

withered branch of a stunted oak, he waited day by day,
with all the patience and expectancy of a tiger in his

lair. Sir CAhir was a man to be marked in a thousand ;

he was the loftiest and proudest in his bearing of any
man in the province of Ulster ; his Spanish hat with the

heron’s plume was too often the terror of his enemies,

the rallying point of his friends, not to bespeak the

, O’Doherty t even the high breastwork of loose stones,
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added to the natural defence* of the voek, could not hide

the chieftain from observation.

On Holy Thursday, a* he reeted on the eastern face of

the rock, looking towards the Abbey of Kilmacrenan,
expecting a venerable friar to come from this favoured

foundation of St Columbklll to shrive him and cele-

brate mass, and as he was chatting to his men beside

him, the Scotchman applied the fire to his levelled

matchlock, and before the report began to roll its echoes

through the woods aud hills, the ball had passed through

Sir Cahir's forehead, and he lay lifeless on the ramparts.

His followers were panic-struck ; they thought that the

rising of the Scotch and English was upon them, and,

deserting the lifeless body of their leader, they dispersed

through the mountains. In the meanwhile, the Srotch-

man approached the rock ; be saw his foe fell ; he saw
his followers flee, He soon severed tht head from the

body, and, wrapping it in his plaid, off he set in the

direction of Dublin. He travelled all that day, and at

night took shrlter in a cabin belonging to one Terence

Gallagher, sitnated at one of the fords of the river Finn.

Here Ramsay sousht a night's lodging, which Irishmen

never refuse ; and, partaking of an oaten cake and some
sweet milk, he went to rsst with 8ir Cahir’s head under
his own as a pillow. The Scotchman slept sound, and
Terence was up at break of day. He sarv blood oozing

out through the plaid that served as his guest's pillow,

and snspeotqd all was not right ; so, slitting the tartan

plaid, hf saw the hair and head of a man. Slowly draw-
tug it out. he recognised features well known to every

man in Tyrconncl ; they were Sir Cahir's. Terence
knew as W'etl as any man that there was a price set on
this very head—a price abundant to make his fortune

—a price he now was resolved to try and gain. So
off Terence started, and broad Tyrone was almost

crossed by O'Gallagher, before the Scotchman awoke
to resume his journey* The story is still told with
trinmph through the country, how the Irishman,

without the treason, reaped the reward of Sir Cahir's

death. This was the last of the Irish rebellious that

took place before the plantation of Ulster.

Sir Cahir’s body was buried beside the rock* Tony
O'Dpqnell, who accompanied us, shewed us his green

grave, and seemed to hold the memory of this rebel in

the respect due to his opposition to the English yoke
and English religion.

The guide to the Chieftain of Tyrconnelft grave, (by

name Tony O'Donnell,) was an adept in fairy lore. His

tales are exact parallels to those which flourished in

Scotland till within the last half century. The Ettrick

Shepherd, and other competent authorities, attribute the

decreasing power of the Good People, aud, alasl their

total disappearance, to the spread of tho Gospel ; but

Tony O'Donnell hea a theory of his own, which does not

however, exclude the clergy.

** Why to what should it
fbe owing but to yonder

blessed well? From the day that Father Freel sanctified

that holy water, the good people have scampered off;

and, och, but it was the world's trouble to Friar Freel
to bless this well. He knew rightly that there was a
holy well wanting in this quarter, and he prayed tp

St Patrick and to St Columbkill to tell him where he
should find one that was proper to fix upon and bless.

So the holy saints appeared to him in a dream, aud desired

him to go to six different wells and take six rushes with
him, and dip a rush in each well, and then set fire to

them, and whatever rush took fire and burned bright,

as if it was dipped in rosin or tallow, that then the well
in which the burning rush was dipped should be made
holy for ever after.

M So according to these directions the good friar pro-
ceeded ; he provided himself with rushes, and went and
dipped them in the best spring wells of the country, and
then he set fire to them, but not one of them would burn,
At last he came to Doune, and here he dipped his rush,
and the moment he took it out of the water and applied
a coal of turf to it—why, my dear sowl, a blaze came
from the wet rush m bright a* from one of the tapers op

our chapel altar ; and it continued burning dear and

steady the whole day and next night. So here Father

Freel stopped, he fasted and prayed six days and six

nights, going round the wall an his bars knees, and this

Itciug finished, the sanctity of it has grown in grass
,
sad

character and vartue, eYer since. At first it was anly

good for the cure of cattle, the murrain and the black-

leg t and then it came on to cure hones ef mange,
strangles, and surfeits; but now it cures Christhena;

and look, air, at all these cratches stuck round the well

:

look at theta hand-barrows. I saw myself with my two

eyes, the bed-rid come here on these cratches, and they

went away, after going their rounds, as straight sod

nimble as you or I, and they left these things behind, as

well they might, to prove and to certify God'i wooden
done nnto them at this holy well.

M Sir,” said he, “ the black.mouthed Presbyterians

there below ou the Lennan, are forced to confess and
believe in the wonders of this well. Not long ago, a

bitter psalm-singing Presbyterian, who farms part of

ths townland of Drumgarton, his name is John M*Clurs;
he used to laugh at us poor Catholics as we passed him
by, going to this blessed spot—Oh ! it would make your

flesh creep to hear all he said, turning the sacred well

into game; but one spring, just as we were going to

labour the ground for the barley, his horses took th«

mange, and they got so lean that they were dropping off

their standing; they could not plough his field, they

were unable to crawl to the bog to bring home a creel

of turf. He tried brimstone with them, but it did not do

;

all the tobacco-water and sulphur In Perry had ns

effect; so, says hf, half joke half earnest, to his neigh-

bour Jerry M'Swine, 1 I'll go to the well of Duune and

wash my horses with your holy water, and who knows
hut the saint will cure a Presbyterian’s horse as well mm

a Catholic's cow.' So off he set with his horses, and he

brings a pail with him to lilt the water, and when bs

came near the well, as he could not lead his horses close

to it by reason of the bog, he tied the cattle to a stone,

and down he went to fetch the water, and raising it

with his pall, off he set to dash it ovei his horses. But,

my dear honey, he had not gone ten steps from the well,

when the pail, as if it had no bottom, let out all the

water ; back he goes again, but no better was his had

luck, he might have been lifting the water until Lady
Day, and yet not one drop of the blessed liquor would

the heretic be permitted to carry, it stole out of the ptil

as it would out of a sieve ; at length, of a sodden, dim-

ness came over ths man's eyes, and it would make you

laugh to see Johnny M Clnre wandering about the bogs

as blind as a beetle, tumbling into the bog-holes, roiling

and weltering in the mud. At length feat came on ths

man, aud the grace of God gave him a good thought,

aud bs vowed to the blessed Mary and tho saints, that

if he recovered his sight he would go to mass on next

Sunday. The moment be said this, he saw his eye-sight

come I up he bounced, ran to the well and took a hearty

drink, and he became as good a Catholic, aad as happy a

man, as ever you saw $ immediately he took up the pail,

lifted it full of water, which the pail now carried as

stanch as need be, and a Catholic neighbour making
the sign of the cross while he washed tho bones with

the wa>er, in a baud's turn, (as I may say.) they became

as clean and sound as a trout, and Jack M’Cluie went

home, his cattle cured, and be a good Catholic^ which he

remained to hi* dying day.”

This story Tony O'Donnell told with all the uucttai

of perfect faith— I verily believe he placed a full re-

liance on the truth of what he narrated. This well is ia

the highest edonr of credit in this vicinity—its efficacy

if notorious in sundry ways. On# virtue it has far

which its fame deserves to extend beyond this mountain

district—pood housewives use it as a sovereign and cer-

tain alexipharmic against infidelity in husbands ; no*

thing need be done bat keep a bottle of this sacred water

well corked under the bed's head, and the good man ef

the house remains as he should be, true and fhlthfU.

A valuable well is not this? aud highly fobs gated

this anti-jealousy water-pity it is so littla known Is*

yopd these hills) era ffttaniuit ladies vg Jt*ow*#
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on and to exporienoa the fill] efficacy of thin simple
remedy against a very troublesome evil,

The Sketcher speculates rather facetiously, for one of

hia grave calling, on the utility of opening a trade with

London and Paris, in this precious and peace-making

fluid* To the pilgrims whom he saw crawling around
the well, he doubts not that a drop of poteen, to be

got in a neighbouring cabin, a dash of the elixir illegality

considerably furthers the sanative and other blessed effects

of Father Freei’s potent elixir.

We never before had any proper idea of the prowees

ind early feats of the misanthropic fit Colnmbkill, who,

in his own northern province, out-Heroded the great St

Patrick ; and particularly in cursing ‘‘ the varmint,”

Borne odd anecdotes may be found in this volume of con-

versions to the Church of Rome. One man was driven

into its bosom by the humorous and mischievous ghost

or spirit of his father, which the priest, when at last

applied to by the haunted Protestant, could not under-

take to lay, unless the applicant, Terry Af'Cyllum,

become a good Catholic, The story was told to

the Sketchf.ii by his friend's herd, Amy MTlwee,
among many others equally wonderful. The Irish

Hamlet —driven nearly distracted by his father's spite-

ful spirit,

~

u the most mischievous that ever came out

O’ Purgaihory,” said Amy, “ breaking the heads of ths

men, and doing all manner of damage to the glass, pew-
ter, and chavy

;

throwing soot into the punch, and so

forth—applied to Father Phelim the priest.”

And \o be sure he received Jerry M'Cullum in his
parlour most genteelly.

“ ‘ What's your business with me, Mr M'Cullum ?' ”

M * Why, father, l suppose you have heard of my sore

troubles, and how 1 have neither prosperity by day, nor
rest by night, My father’s ghost is sure to he the ruin
of me.*

M * But why, Mr M’Cullum, ehould yon come to me 9

You were never under my knee_you were never at my
jnas&r^you have lived without my sacraments—-you have
paid me no due*—yon keep no more fasts than a dog—,
and the church holds you as a heathen and a publican.
What have you to do with me, M* Jehby
M'Cullum?*

“ 1 Och ! but father dear, do but come this once and
lay this cruel ghost, and I promise you that I and all

belonging to rue will go to mass, and do your bidding
all the days of our Jives.’

41

4

Do you say so ?” says the prieet. 4 Will you give
me your Bible oath, that neither you nor yours, in

teeula, sectUorum, will ever darken a church or meeting-
house door? that you will come to my altar, frit on
Friday, come to confession at Easter, and take and con-
form to the rosary of the Virgin P Swear, 1 say, by the
cross and by this book, you will thus mind my bidding,

tnd come home to the open arms ot our mother the
chuich, and 1 will go in the name of the Virgin, St
Patrick, and St ColumbkiU, and lay the ghost in the
Red Sea.’

44 4 Jerry swore and crossed himself willingly ; and that
very night the priest proceeded iu his vestments, and
with his breviary and his bell, and a bottle of holy
wather, and the clerk of the chapel bearing two holy
candles. He marched up and down the house; he read
all the sacred Latin prayers; he challenged and he chid
the ghost; he commanded it with a strong voice to

return to its own place, for the work was done, and
there was no more occasion for it to walk under the

moon; and then the holy man closed his book, and
ordered the holy wather to be sprinkled ; the bell was
rung, the blessed candles ware put out ; and from that
day to this, Jerry’s house is quiet, and be and all his

Scad and breed are good Catholics.’
”

my told me this with much feeling ; and, in tbs
ardour of his religion, and in the interest of bis story, bo
forgot bo woo speaking to a Protestant,
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A visit to an island lake In Glen Vesgh, where there

was a manufactory of poteen in eonstanl operation, ie

too true to nature to be agreeable ; but this picturesque

glen contains something better ; and if the Joyce

country boasts of its Big Jack Joyce, the mountains of

Donegal and Glen Veagb, may well, iu Jack M’fiwin*

brag of a still finer specimen of the true Irish rural gen*

tleman of the olden time.

I cannot take leave of Glen Veagh, without calling to

mind a visit we paid to a characteristic dweller of this

singular and solitary scene. In a sunny nook, where a
dark deep ravine expanded itself into a little grassy valley,

affording room for a potato garden and a small meadow,
and beside a small garrulous brook, rose a cabin— 1 dare

uot call it a cottage, for that supposes comfort, and asso-

ciates cleanliness, neatness, the woodbine bower, the

rose-covered lattice, with iu idea—and such a spot ou
U lieswater or Windermere would have been blessed and
beautified with these accompaniments; but here we had
no such amenities—the grunt of a starving sow, the

growl of a gaunt greyhound, were the sounds that ao»

costed us ns we bent our heads to enter the narrow aper-

ture that served almost as much tor a chimney as an en*

trance. But n hen you entered, things bore a somewhat
more satisfactory appearance ; there was better furniture

than is generally to be seen in an Irish cabin; some old-

frshioned, high-backed chairs, some old carved, oakeo,

brass.mounted chesu; a decent dresser, on which were
ranged some pewter dishes and plates; implements of

fishing were suspended along the walls, and a long

French musket, its barrel mounted with brass, huug
right over the immense mautel-piece of the chimney that

jutted out almost into the centre of the apartment ; above

the gun was on old menotinto print of the Holy Family,

after Raphael, and over that Rgain an old armorial bear-

ing, on ubich you could obaeive a salmon, a lion passant,

and a bloody hand, all well smoked. Beneath the canopy

of the immense chimney, and beside the hob, in a com-
fortable high- backed chair, made of straw in the manner
of a bee-hive, sat Jack M’8wine, the master of the man-
sion. He rose apparently with pain as we entered. I

thought he would never ceaae rising, to slowly did he
uubend his extraordinary height, and with apparent dife

ficulty, as suffering under rheumatic pains, he advanced

to meet my friend, whom he aocoated with all the ease of

an old gentleman, and all the cordiality of an ancient

Irishman. All the lower classes of Irish are particularly

civil and attentive to you when you enter their houses i

1 never in any of the provinces entered under a poor

man’s roof that I was not received with the smile of

pleasure and the language of benignity, the beat seat

wiped, and offered for my acceptance, the pig expelled,

the dog punished if he dared to growl at my entering.

But here was even something better than this, for there

was the Irish heartiness adorned with the urbanity of a
gentleman ; if he were the lord of a palace he could not

have received us with more kind and unembarrassed cour-

tesy, than did this dweller of the lonely mountain hm ;

and when I was introduced to him as one who bad come
from Dublin to see and admire the beauties of Glen
Veagh, nothing could exceed the anxious kindness with
which he expressed his desire to do everything to further

my views ; he lamented he had not a boat ; that hiq

fowling convenience and fishing tackle were not in trim

for our use : in short, he seemed to feel a double pang
that he was a poor man. But who was Jack M’Swine ?

The lineal descendant of the ancient sept of the M’Swineat

who, next and only inferior to the O'Donnells, possessed

a large portion of Tyrconnel. Our friend of Glen Veagh
maintained that he was the M’Swine na Doo—the Cann-
finny or head of the family-—and surrounded by poverty

as we saw him, the dweller of the wretched hut, without

one shilling of income, with nothing to live on but the

produce of his potato garden, and the milk of a few cowi
that ranged the mountains, yet Philip the Second of

Spain, ruling over dominions on which the sun never

set, was not prouder in hie bearing, or richer in the re*

ffllttrttoiH of his Austrian anonwry, than this fading
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shadow of an Irish TanisL The man literally lired,

moved, and had his being as dependent on his family as-

sociations ; and still life was only supportable under the
one hope which he cherished. Amidst chilling discour-
agements, insurmountable obstacles, and endless rebuffs,

he had now come to the verge of the grave) gray he
stood and tempest worn, like one of the withering oaks
on the side of Glen Veagh, and still he put forth the
leaf and struggled for existence, hoping against hope.
The M'Swines, as proprietors of a large portion of the
mountain district of Donegal, had usually sided with the
O'Neills against the O'Donnells ; and O'Neill's demaud
of sixty cows as tribute from O'Donnell, was often en-
forced by the assistance of M'Swine ; and when James
I. conquered the O’Donuells, and escheated their lands,

as a reward to M'Swine for his opposition to this chief-

tain, his mountains, perhaps because not worth confis-

cating, were left to him in peace ; and in the following
reign of Charles, when the execrable rebellion of 1 6*4

1

broke out, the M'Swine, for some reason, did not join in
it. There was no proof of massacre or murder against
him, and the act of Settlement left him his property as
an innocent Papist. Here then, down to tho present cen-
tury, the M'Swines lived, the lords paramount of these

glens aud mountains, in barbarous and profuse hospi-
tality—here, surrounded by followers and retainers, amidst
fosterers and cohershers, their hall full of horse-boys, and
dog-boys, and cow-boys—all idlers, all gentlemen; all

disdaining any trade or occupation—fishing, fowling,
hunting, or fighting by day ; feasting, quarrelling, and
carousing by night—thus the M’Swines, from father to

son, lived : borrowing money, and mortgaging one moun-
tain tract or line of sea coast after another. This is the
common history of an Irish Castle-Rackrent family, and
thus the common fate of the Sir Thadys and Sir Condys
of Ireland attended the M'Swines, and our poor friend
Jack came into the world the inheritor of his forefathers'

name, pride, recollections, and imprudences ; but alas

!

his lands had all vanished, and become, under foreclosed

mortgages, the properties of families who possessed the
low-born English and Scotch propensity of foresight and
frugality ; and still Jack M'Swine clung to the hope and
expectation of recovering some of his alienated lands ; bo
told us how certain tracts were illegally conveyed away
from him by his father, and he besought me with all the
anxiety of a man who was catching at vague impossibi-
lities, that I would search the records in Dubliu Castle
for him, and make out his title. No one could possibly
have seen this fine old man, so tall, so meagre, and yet
so decent in his coarse attire, and so urbane and so gra-
cious in the old-fashioned manner of the last century,
without wishing that some portion of the wide domains
of his ancestors was restored to him, and that his gray
hairs might descend in decency to the grave ; or rather,
It would better become my desire and my prayer to turn
these immoderate hopes, those ceaseless anxieties from
such unreal fancies, from these fallacies of earthly ambi-
tion, to seek a property in a better country. ....
Every year this hearty old Milesian comes down from
his mountain glen, and spends a day at the hospitable
glebe-house of my friend, and he regularly brings to the
younger part of the family an appropriate present ; a
gift which, from the remotest times, a king might ac-
cept, and a noble might bestow—a young eagle or jer-

falcon of the true hunting bleed, from the cliffs of Glen
Veagh. Before I left the country, this genuine gentleman
brought me such a present, as a grateful recompense (the
only one he could bestow) for the hearty interest and at-
tention which I, as he said, condescended to take in the
fallen fortunes of poor John M'Swine.

Of all the “ strong" or “thick” bloods In Ireland,

none is thicker or mere fiery and proud than that which
fills the veins of the numerous decayed scions of the royal

race of the 44 O'Sullivans. ** An old gentleman, who lived

near Ardgill, is our author's authority for the following

capital illustration of a sort of pride by no means pecu-

liar to Ireland. We have seen it equally rampant, and
nearly as ridiculous in certain parts of oar own country*

When new roads were forming near Bearhaven, the old

gentleman, who tells the tale, happened to pass by a small

party of labourers, just at their dinner hour—all were sit-

ting sociably together, consuming their humble but warm
meal, which their wives and families had brought—hot

one was sitting apart and alone disconsolate on a rock.

44 How comes it, my honest fellow, that you are not

as well provided as your neighbours, have you no wife to

bring you your dinner P*
44 Troth, then, it is I that have a wife, and that's the

case as why my dinner is not after coming."
“ O poor woman 1 1 suppose she is lying in, or she

is sick ?”
“ Arra musha, not at all, your Honour; troth she Is

neither sick, nor sore, nor sorry—I'll be bound, master,

she is as big aud as brave a body as any man's wife from
Bear to Bantry; but I'll tell you, master, what's the

matter—she's a lady.”
4t A lady—why, what do you mean by a lady ?"
“ Arra now don't you know—sure, she's of the thick

blood, she comes of the O'Sullivans.’'
44 Well, but lady as she is, the O'Sullivans must eat

—she's not above dining—she has mouth and teeth like

other people.”
44 Oh ! then it is she that has. Ate—ocb, then, let

Biddy O'Sullivan alone for that ; a better man than ever

I was, she would ate out of house and home ; and then,

sir, she would break the bank in drinking toy* But
though, sir, she will ate dinner with me—aye. and after

me—she is not the one to bring it to a poor body that's

after working all the day—that would be bringing down
her quality stomach too much, your honour—by this pipe

I hould in my fist, she would as soon carry Sugar Loaf
on her head, or Hungry Hill in her hand, as bring me
(and I have been a good man to her) my dinner.”

44 This is a strange story, friend."
44 Strange is it ?—why it’s as true as you are there.”
44 Well, but if she don’t work or go abroad, she is

surely a good wife at home—she knits your stockings,
she mends, she makes for you."

44 Och, the sorrow one stitch—knit my stockings, wash,
mend, make, for me ! May I never sit under Father
Mahony’s knee, or ever see mass, if one hole in my
stockings she ever darned, or even one needleful of
thread did she ever fill in mending or making for me.”

44 It would appear, then, that you have a heavy bar-
gain of this lady-wife of yours."

44 Why, what signifies complaining ? sure she’s mine,
and it's the will of God, and that's enough. But harkee,
your honour, (and here the poor fellow lowered his voice
to a whisper, and inclined his head towards my ear, lest

any of the royal O'Sullivans should overhear.) by the
powers, if it were to be done over again, I’d sooner go on
board a man-of-war, and live under a cat-o -nine-tails,

than be married to a lady.”

Though his Reverence is desperately anti-Catholic and
anti-Whiggish, his genuine patriotism and kindness of

heart keep him right upon many important points. The
Marquis of Lansdowne and Trinity College, Dublin,
have each immense estates in Kerry; those of the Mar-
quis having been granted to his ancestor on the expreu
condition of 44 keeping out" or rather expelling the Toms,
and planting the country with good Protestants, as every

old Whig might be supposed right willing to do. The
respective properties of the Whig Peer and the Most Pro-
testant University lie on opposite sides of the river. As
oar traveller drove slowly along, be observed—

That his Lordship's lands were much better cultivated

;

the farms better stocked ; the cabins fewsr ; more grass
land ; what bouses appeared were of a better description
than on the Collegiate lands ; and on alightiog to walk
up a hill, I entered into chat with a poor sickly-leokiag
fellow, who was going towards Nedeen. There is bo coun-
tryman in Ireland so easy, or 1 would say ao polished In
his address and manners as a Kerryman. I was naQf
surprised, as 1 passed through the country, toicCritMfc*
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•were and procure directions fraught with civility and in.

telligence, superior much to what I have met elsewhere.

With the man in question I had a good deal of conversa-
tion, as he was going my road.

44 Are you, my good friend, a tenant of Lord Lans-
downe ?"

44 Ah, no, sir, and more is my loss. No, sir, if it were
my luck to be under the great Marquis, I would not be
the poor, naked, sinking crathur that I am. His Lord-
ship allows his tenants to live and thrive—he permits no
middlemen to set and re-set, over and over again, his

estate—he allows no Jack of a Squireen to be riding in top-

boots over the country, drinking and carousing on the

profits of the ground, while the poor racked tenant is

forced, with all his labour, often to go barefooted, and
often to live and work on a meal of dry potatoes. No,
sir—look across the river there—look yonder at that

nog farmer's house—there the man's forefathers lived,

and there he himself and his seed after, will live and do
well, paying a moderate rent, and there's no fear at all

of their being disturbed."
44 Well, but, my friend, on your side of the river, is it

not the same ?—to be sure I see not so much comfort, 1

see many, very many poor cabins.
**

44 Oh, sir, how could it be otherwise ? There are

twenty landlords between the college and the man who
tills the ground—the land is let, re-let, and sub-let—it is

halved and quartered, divided and sub-divided, until the

whole place will become a place of poverty and potato

gardens. I have four acres of land : how can I live and
rear my children, and pay thirty shillings an acre off

that P—and I am subject to have my pig, or the bed from
under me, canted by one, two, three, four—och, I do not
know how many landlords—and now I am going to

Nedeen, to get some physic from the 'poticary ; for the

dry potatoes, master, agree but poorly with my stomach
in the spring of the year. Och, then, it's I that wishes

that the great college, that does be making men so larned

and so wise, would send down some of those larned peo-

ple here, just to be after making their own poor tenants

a little happier, and a little easier." I left this poor
man uttering what 1 fear are unavailing regrets.

Now, we give Mr Otway infinite credit for these

remarks, and commend this and all his books as among
the most pleasant and good-humoured Irish Sketches of

the day.

The Loving Ballad ofLord Bateman.

The lovers of romance, and of tales of heroic 44 true

love," will not easily forgive Cruikshank for desecrating

or profaning a fine, old, and favourite ballad, by his too

—too clever illustrations. Parody and Travesty, whether

perpetrated by pen or pencil, have, like Satire, their

legitimate province ; and, however it may fare with the

young gentlemen vocalists who nightly perform in the

Free and Easy Clubs or the Wine Vaults at Battle

Bridge, the national ballad poetry, hallowed by time and

affection, ought to be sacred to men of genius. Were two

young persons, both familiar from childhood with the

real ballad of Lord Beigham or Young Beckie—of

which this illustrated ballad is a vile travesty—to see that

travesty for the first time, the one with merely a gratified

tense of the comic and exquisitely ludicrous, the other

with disgust, which even the talents of Cruikshank

could not conquer, we know of which youth's heart and

intellect we should augur the most highly. A jury, of

which Mr Wordsworth was the foreman, that should

try this offence, would give it wholly against Cruik-

ahank. Even Chatles Lamb, with his strong love of

sly fun, could not have pardoned this outrage. 44 Gilbert

!

Gilbert I" would have sounded in his ears, and true love

and gentle courtesy have shamed the ribald parody. So,

next time that he employs his facile pencil, we wish Mr
‘Cruikshank, with equal felicity of illustration, a more

beseeming subject Who could endure—to take not very
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dissimilar instances—to see 44 The Babes in the Wood,"
44 Clerk Saunders," “Chevy Chase," or 44 The Dowie

Dens of Yarrow," treated in this burlesque style ?

Dangers and Evils ofModern Medical Quackery.

By Charles Cowan, M. D.

A better service to the public could not be performed

by a professional man, than the exposure of medical

quackery. In this pamphlet, something is done, though

the field is not nearly exhausted. The recent very success-

ful quack, St John, is instanced. His successor in public

favour, according to Dr Cowan, is Morrison. Several

cases of death, from the use of Morrison's Pills, are

mentioned ; and no fewer than three trials and convictions

of his agents for manslaughter are recorded. One at

York, one at Hull, and the case of Captain Mackenzie in

London, are mentioned as having occurred between 1834

and 1836, besides several inquests held on persons who,

it was found, had died from the use of Morrison's Pills.

Dr Cowan remarks—44 If the publicly-convicted in-

stances are so numerous, the reader may imagine what

the real fatality in Great Britain, and elsewhere, must

have been." It is stated, from The Medical Gazette,

that Salmon, the tobacconist, the accredited agent of

Morrison, who was convicted of manslanghter for having

dosed to death Captain Mackenzie with the Universal

Medicine, afterwards split from his employer, upon the

ground of the badness of the pills, which, he stated, were

slovenly prepared, very carelessly mixed, and, conse-

quently, of very unequal strength. He then united

himself to Messrs Bygrave and Hall—the former Mr
Morrison's footman, the Utter a carpenter, accidentally

employed in the premises of the great pill-maker—and,

forming a.coalition, in the most patriotic manner offers to

supply the public with the onlygenuine Morrison's Pills l

Pills more truly Morrisonian than Morrison’s own 1"

An appendix describes the composition of the more popu-

lar patent medicines. Morrison's Pills are said to be

compounded of gamboge, colocynth, aloes, squills, cream

of tartar, and ginger—No. 2 containing three times as

much gamboge as No. 1.
44 Those who take the largest

doses, and persevere the longest in the use of the pills,

reap the most benefit
!"

Comstock's Natural Philosophy.

This work has been much admired among the practical

teachersof Natural Philosophy In theUnited States; and Mr
George Lees, a lecturer upon these subjects in Edinburgh,

has considered the work of Dr Comstock worthy of being

introduced into this country, from combining the two

grand requisites in every elementary book—44 simplicity

and precision." He has recast some of the chapters, and

added some important new ones.

Essays on Government.

These essays are the production of a man of liberal and

sound, if not of very far-reaching or original views. But

a good tale is not the worse of being twice nor ten times

told ; while a sober political sermon, to take effect, must,

we apprehend, be preached overand overhundreds of times.

Todd's Students' Manual.

We have an idea that, on some previous occasion, we

recommended this American re-print to the attention of

our readers. It is a plain, sensible, and thoroughly prac-

tical treatise, written in a lively style, and pregnant with

matter which is especially valuable to young man. This

new edition is published in Lancaster, and at a very

cheap rate.
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Lepage s French Matter for the Nursery.
Another work to facilitate to young children the ac-

quisition of the French language. It is, however, as

much a first class-book as a nursery volume. By the

time that children begin to conjugate verbs, the era of

asks has fairly commenced, and then adieu to the playful

learning of tho nursery. It then becomes labour in down-
right earnest to learn a foreign language

;
and, by the

combination of vocabulary, lessons, and introduction to

grammar, this little volume is well adapted to that object.

Every Lady her own Flower-Gardener. By Louisa

Johnson.

A sensible and practical small compilation this, giving

excellent plain directions for the management of the par-

terre, the small rural flower-garden, or suburban front-

plot. It is well worth the attention of those, whether

ladies or gentlemen, who, loving flowers, find it necessary

to indulge their taste at little or no expense, save of that

pleasant labour which should be named recreation. The
authoress appears to have both a theoretical and personal

acquaintance with floriculture. If some gardener would

let ladies know whether the cleanly manure of bone

dust be suitable for flowers, it would be useful. We fear

they will not relish the compost recommended here.

Canada.

Mr Wright, the editor of the f( Parliamentary His-

tory,” has taken the trouble to arrange all the debates

which took place in the House of Commons in the year

1774, about giving a constitution to the then newly-ac-

quired provinces. Burke, then the agent for New York*

was one of the principal speakers on the Liberal side.

The compilation has great present interest, from the still

unsettled state of these provinces. There is now, how-
ever, some probability that the British Parliament will

be spared the trouble of giving them a Constitution, by
their finding one for themselves.

Temptation ; or a Wife's Perils. S vola.

This is a novel of great literary merit
;
but, we fear, that

even a more canting preface than the author has found, will

not save it from condemnation. The perils of the wife arise

from the usual causes—marrying, as girls so often do,

from the mingled motives of vanity, ambition, and the

desire of obliging their wise relations ; without love or

respect for a husband who is not calculated to inspire

either. The lovely heroine is, nevertheless, of that

gentle, affectionate, devoted, and beautifully feminine

nature, which more exposes an unattached wife to peril

or Temptation, than if she possessed not one womanly or

amiable quality. She is, after all, saved by a mere acci-

dent. The moral of the story ought to have been placed,

not in her escape, but in the folly and danger of—without

love, without esteem, without choice or preference—enter-

ing, for the term of life, into a relation which calls for the

accordance of many tastes and feelings to place the con-

tracting parties above the reach of “ temptation and
peril,” by making their happiness depend upon their

union. How true is it in every condition of existence,

that if adversity has its uses, happiness is the kindliest ele-

ment of virtue; and that those who risk their happiness,

ns every unsuitably married man or woman must infal-

libly do, bring their virtue into manifest peril. We
are not uow going to enter into the question of the moral

tendency of this novel, which, to say the least of it, is not

bracing ; but we may say emphatically, that here is the

genuine utterance of passionate feeling. This is love that

the tempted Helen feels ; there is no mistaking its signs.

Alas, that what is so profound and so true should yet be

lawless 1

CamphelYs Life ofMrs Siddons.
A cheap reprint of this pleasing piece of biography has

appeared, without, so far as we have noticed, either addi-

tion or alteration. It is not a little surprising that none of

the great critics have yet found out the gentlemanly ease

and beautiful transparency of Mr Campbell's prose style.

This memoir is another proof of what was sufficiently

evident before.

Lord Leigh's Collected Poems.
After the good and graceful example of so many

« pretty fellows in their day," Lord Leigh has here

gathered together the poetic fancies and enthusiastic day-

dreams of his youth, and the chastened, classical, and mas-

culine effusions of his maturer years, and, with merely

the addition of an exceedingly modest and unaffected

preface, bestowed his literary legacy upon bis country-

men. They will not fail to appreciate it as it merits.

Lord Leigh has himself that warm appreciation of what-

ever is most elevating in English literature, and in the

philosophy of poetry, which would make his own verses

of value were it only from what they recall and reflect

There is great moral dignity in the graver of the epistles,

and everywhere an expansive spirit of humanity. Glow-
ing and cheerful views of social improvement are clothed

in beautiful language; so that this lord is not a namby-
pamby verifier, but “writes all like a man.” The
poem entitled the “ Spirit of the Age,” might have formed
a graceful addition to our chapter of Radical poetry in our

August No. Lord Leigh is a warm fiiend to the inde-

pendence of Poland, to trampled Italy, and to the brare

tribes of the Caucasus, now striving to the death against

Russian arms, and Russian arts and gold, to maintain
their rank as a free people. Finally, he is a Whig, aud
something more-

British Naval Biography.

A cheap useful compilation, giving an account of

our naval heroes, from Howard to Codrington, in one
well-filled small volume. It aims at doing justice to

the merits and claims of every eminent sea-captain, and
gives due importance, in its space, to the achievements of

Nelson.

Smith’s Standard Library.

Several good additions have been made to this hand-

some collection, both in prose and poetry. Among these

is “ The Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini 5” a rare

work, certainly, though we should doubt of its extensive

popularity in this country. One of the most valuableof
these reprints, is Miss Sedgwick's pretty story of“ Home”
—one of the sweetest homely pictures of domestic lift

among the middle classes of New England which it is

possible to imagine, and one foil of the instruction

which makes a way to the heart. How much happi-

ness were ensured for themselves, and how much of what-

ever is most blessed conferred upon society, would our

ambitious middle class govern their households and edu-

cate their children upon the principles of Mr and Mrs
Barclay. “ Humble, industrious, modest^quiet, neat"

refined in their feelings and manners, and simple and

frugal iu their living, the New England printer's family

fully realize Wordsworth's ennobling household canon—
plain living and high thinking.

The printer is a master in his trade ; but hia wife's only

domestic help, with her large family, ia the faithful

Martha. A venerable mother-in-law, and a dependant

maiden sister, form part of the family and of the ilmrt
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in its mom! and social operations. The girls of the fa*

mily, are early trained to actire, cleanly, and neat habits;

and while they discharge every household office, have the

manners of ladies, and receive an education much
superior to that of those who conventionally receive the

name.

Four Ways to Paris
, and Paris itself.

A small hand-book, describing the customary routes

from England to the French metropolis. Fully as much
attention is paid to the cafls and restaurants as if the

English went abroad only to taste French dishes and

drink French wines. A few of the pages, filled with

the ordinary tavern carte and the list of wines, might be

applied to some better purpose. There seems a great

want of a respectable English eating-house in Paris, con-

ducted like the best of those in London ; and such an

establishment would probably meet with ample en-

couragement.

The Rhine—Legends, Traditions
,
and History.

By Joseph Snowe, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo.

These two elegant volumes may be described as a kind

of prose-epic, of which the Rhine is the grand theme,

and which embraces an infinity of episodes. Thus,

each town, village, church, and castle of the Rhine, is

accompanied by its appropriate legend, and romantic or

historical tradition ; so that the most insatiable lover of

this kind of lore—even Sir Walter Scott himself, were

he alive to rejoice over the collection—might be satisfied

at last. It affords a mine for the lovers and the com*

pounders of romantic fiction, melo-dramas, and tales.

Letters from Germany and Belgium .

We need say the less of these entertaining sketches, as

several of them appeared in this Magazine, a certain proof

of our high opinion of their merits. They are now col-

lected and improved, and form an exceedingly agreeable

melange litteraire.

An Analysis of a Hundred Voyages to India . By
Henry Wise.

A book of tables and figures, interesting to all con-

cerned in the improvement and spread of steam-naviga-

tion, and, in particular, to ship-owner* and merchants :

a pretty comprehensive list this. It will be understood

that the work is not one for the idle reader, seeking only

amusement; it has a specific and most important na-

tional object.

Magazine for the Blind.

Acting upon the discovery of raised or tangible letters,

in which different small works have already been printed

for the use of the blind, a Magazine has been projected

for this interesting portion of society, the first Number
of which is on our table. It appears in York. The sx.

csllence of its object most ensure this small publication

universal good-will ; so that, whether it be found success-

ful or not, which the necessary expense makes doubtful,

it is certainly deserving of a fair triaL

Memoirs of the Life and Labours of Robert

Morrison, D.D. Compiled by his Widow.
The outline*of the life of this Christian missionary and

eminent Chinese scholar must be pretty generally familiar

to the British public, which will be a preparative to the

ample memoirs principally compiled from her husband’s

diaries and correspondence, which Mrs Morrison has laid

before the world with affectionate simplicity. The per*

usal of the volumes leaves upon the reader’s mind a

highly favourable impression of the amiable and esti-

mable personal character of their subject, and does away

with the prejudice which tome worthy persons have enter*

tained against Dr Morrison for deserting his first post

and accepting secular employment. If he ceased to act

as a missionary, he never lost sight of missionary objects.

A New General Biographical Dictionary. By the

late Rev. Hugh James Rose. Edited by the

Rev. Henry J. Rose. Part i.

The particular feature of this new Dictionary is to

give many names and dates in small bounds. Like all

new compilations, it is meant to supply a want, and to

be more complete and accurate than all that have gone

before it in the same walk. We see no r< .tson to doubt

that it may fulfil those conditions, especially as, in every

previous work of this description, there is abundant room

for improvement.

The Book of the People.

A translation of the eloquent and philanthropic ravings

of the Abbe de La Mennais has appeared in Glasgow. It

is executed with accuracy and spirit.

Miss Roberts’s Ten Minutes’ Advice to the Out-

ward-Bound.

This is a guide and advice-book to every one going

to India, in whatever capacity, and one which is ap*

plicable to every variety of circumstance, from the Cadet,

and the young lady “ going out to her friends,’* with

certain unwhispered ulterior expectations, to the Gover-

nor-General, his lady, and suite, proceeding to the East

in state. The outfit, the comfort of the voyage, domestic

economy, travelling, clothing, furnishing, cooking, care

of health, useful information, and economical directions

about ordinary affairs, and judicious counsel in matters

affectiug the more important interests of life, all find a

place ; and the book altogether we consider indispensable

to an inexperienced individual going out to India, and

useful to every one connected with that country.

A Summary of the Doctrines of the Papal and

Protestant Churches. By William Vevers.

The religious doctrines of the Roman Catholics do not

appear to advantage in this brochure ; but this we leave to

tbe learned writers of the Dublin Review, if it be con-

sidered worthy of their attention. One specimen sufficed

for us. A list of the price of pardons is first given from

the Tax-book ; as 10s. CkL for a priest keeping a concu-

bine, and £1 : 7*. for forging the Pope’s hand ; 7«* 6d.

for a layman murdering a layman ; £2 : 6s. for marrying

in times prohibited, and so forth ; and then it is gravely

stated—“ this tax-book has been asserted to be a

forgery, but a defence of its genuineness is inserted

in The Protestant Advocate/*’ A bull of indulgence,

granted by Pius V. to the Jesuits in England, is, if au-

thentic, more disgraceful to the policy of the Church of

Rome than all the other enormities alleged.

JUVENILE BOOKS.

The Parents’ Friend ; a Manual of Domestic

Instruction . By John Morison, D.D.

A sensible though somewhat commonplace discourse

upon the training of children, and particularly upon their

religious training. There is a chapter on making the

Sabbath, that ** day of weariness” to the poor children of

many religious families, pleasant and profitable to them.

This is a fit subject for consideration. The disgust and

tedium which many children have experienced in what is

called the proper observance of the Sabbath, has often, in

after life, given them a distaste for whatever is associated

with the Sabbath. Parents might, with great advantage
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wad, on this subject, Chapter VI. of Miss Sedgewick’i
nouvellette, <( Home,” mentioned above.

Peter Parley's Geography of the Bible.
The title explains the nature of this little quarto. It

contains some neat wood engravings and maps ; and, to

test the pupil’s attention and knowledge, a string of ques-
tions are appended to each of the lessons into which the
little Scriptural geography is divided.

The Village School; or Stories for Girls of Twelve
years Old. By Mrs Leckie.

These are lively, clever, and entertaining stories;
though somewhat over smart in style, we should imagine,
for the simple tastes and earnest faith one loves in chil-
dren. But what shall we say when caricatures and tales

of slang are regularly provided, if not prescribed as the
intellectual food of young minds. The stories before us
are of a purer and better adapted character. Some of
them are addressed to the imagination; others are direct-
ly instructive. The Peris pf the West is a happy mix-
ture of both ; while the paper entitled Christmas Bills
may be of use to the little girls of twelve years, when they
come to be mistresses of families, or obtain the power of
their own purses. The story, Christmas Bills, has the
farther merit of dispensing with the necessity for any
bills. It is Out of Debt out of Danger. We can see no
use in Mrs Leckie making her machinery chime so very
melancholioudy at the close. Her heroine should have
lived to exemplify in life the excellence and happy effects

of her early training.

Ellen Mansfield.
This Is a juvenile story, enforcing the importance of a

strict adherence to truth as the best policy. The false

girl shews more cunning than was needful to gain her
object; but this, after all, is more a tale for parents than
children. The child who lies, and plays false tricks to

gain her own ends, is the neglected daughter of a weak

and indolent mother, fond of pleasure ; the truthful AiL.

dren have their habits strictly watched by an intelligent

and affectionate mother. It is a tale for parents.

Tales of many Lands.
We have here a collection of very sweet tales for the

entertainment of young persons. The intended instruc-

tion is not administered directly. It it such as, soften-

ing, purifies, and warms the heart.

skrialTworks.
There would be no end to monthly notices of them

multitudinous publications ; so we reserve only the most
luable for detailed notice. Meanwhile, they are all,

as the Americans say, progressing
, whether grave or

gay, flimsy or solid. The two « Shaksperes,” the three
“ Lives of Wellington,” the two “ Memoirs of Napo.
leon,” “ Wordsworth’s Greece, Pictorial, Descriptive, and

Historical,” " Ward’s Library of Divinity” “ Y arreU'i

Birds*’ « Jones* General Outline of the Animal King,

dom,” and “ Tyas’s Heads of the People," with fifty

others, are appearing as usual.
4< Pictures of the French, drawn by themselves,** in

the style of “The Heads of the People,” have been

lately added to the number of serials ; they aro very clever

and very French, and may help to give John Bull a truer

idea of his neighbours than he has hitherto entertained.

We begin to long, in these fictitious sketches, for

the acquaintance of some one whose acquaintance is

worth cultivating—some one whose superiority of cha-

racter may impart the desire of becoming either better or

wiser ; we long for a little more of romance in short

;

something to purify or elevate the feeling*. Parson
Adams and the Vicar of Wakefield are quite ae true to

Nature as Scapin or Count Fathom, and how much men
delightful

!

POLITICAL
THE PROGRESS OF DESPOTISM IN BRITAIN.

TheArmy.—Wh ile both the friends andthe foes ofthe
People proclaim the increase of the Democratic influence

in Britain, they totally overlook or conceal the progress

of Despotism. Ever since the breaking out of the first

French Revolution, nearly half a century ago, whereby
the upper and middle classes were “ frightened from their

propriety,” to a degree from which they have never yet

recovered, there is much reason to believe that the power
of the Aristocracy, so far from diminishing, has been
steadily on the increase ; and there can be little donbt,
we fear, that recent events, by again alarming the middle
classes, is still farther augmenting that power. The
Tory writers of the last century abound with doctrines

and passages, which would now be considered downright
Radicalism ; and within the last forty years, shackles
have been laid on the freedom of action, of the press, and
even of speech, which were unknown to our ancestors.

The Bill of Rights, which was presented to William
III. in 1689, and afterwards made one of the statutes of
the realm, declared that the raising or keeping on foot a
standing army in time of peace, was illegal ; bnt this de-

claration is a dead letter, for not only is such an army kept
on foot from year to year, but its numbers are annually
augmented without opposition from any quitter; and
wo have now three times the number of regular troops,

REGISTER.

within Britain, we had fifty years ago. During last cen-

tury, the soldiers were employed in useful labours, such

as making roads and building bridges, (of which labour

the Highland roads and bridges are a specimen,) and, in

this way, made some return for the expense of their

maintenance ; at present they are never employed in any
public work whatever, and they are not even allowed to

engage for short periods in the service of private indivi-

duals, as they used to he till within these twenty years ;

though constant labour is highly necessary for fittij^ a
soldier for the fatigues and hardships of active service.

The constitutional doctrine of the last century was,

that, “ in a land of liberty, it is extremely dangerous to

make a distinct order of the profession of arms ; in free

states, the profession of a soldier, taken singly and
merely as a profession, is justly an object of jealousy.

The laws, therefore, and constitution of this country,

know no such state as that of a perpetual standing

soldier, bred up to no other profession than that of war.”
Nothing ought to be mors guarded against in a free

state than making the military power, when nidi a one

is necessary to be kept on foot, a body too distinct from

the People. Like ours, it should be wholly composed of

natural subjects, it ought only to be enlisted for a short

and limited time ; the soldiers also should Ho* imterwmasd

with the People ; no separate camp, no hmrmckt, an

inland fortresses should be allowed. And pschopo it
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might be still better, if, bf dismissing a stated number
mod enlisting others, at every renewal of their term, a
circulation could be kept up between the army and the

People, and the citizen and the soldier be more inti-

mately connected together.” These are the opinions of

Blackstone, writing in 1705 ; but the note of his modern
commentator breathes a very different spirit. “ Expe-
rience has proved, that the most formidable enemy which
the People of England have to dread, is their own law-
less mobs. Care ought, therefore, to be taken, that

soldiers may never become familiar with the People in

ffreat towns, lest these should be much more inclined to

join them than to quell a riot.” Here the doctrine is

unequivocally avowed, that the use of soldiers is not
to defend the country from foreign invasion—the only
legitimate purpose for which they can be kept on foot

—

but “ to quell riots,” that is, to compel the masses to sub-
mit to the ruling oligarchy. The whole policy of the Go-
vernment for many years has been to make the military

a distinct body from the People, and to keep them from
intermixing with them. Hence, upwards of 300
barracks have been erected in the United Kingdom

;

the troops are consequently shifted, from place to

place, for the sole purpose of preventing ** the citizen and
soldier from being intimately connected together.” The
soldiers, both officers and privates, are led to consider
themselves as superior to “ civilians,” of whatever rank

;

snd hardly a week elapses without soldiers insulting
or even wounding “ civilians,” in some part of the empire
or other. Although, at present, we have no foreign
troops in our service, we had many thousands in England
during the late war, and they were found very useful in

keeping the British regiments in order. Our readers will
not have forgot the two years* imprisonment inflicted on
Cobbett for denouncing the flogging of English soldiers at

Ely, under the guard of some thousands of the German
Legion. But although we have, at this moment, no fo-

reign soldiers in Britain, our rulers do what they can to

supply the defect. They keep Irish and English regi-

ments in Scotland, Scotch and Irish in England, and
English and Scotch in Ireland. They prevent the soldiers

being employed in any public work, or entering into the
service of individuals, lest theyshould intermingle with the

citizens. So far from enlisting soldiers “ for a short and
limited time,” they are enlisted generally for life, or, at

least, as at present, for an indefinite period, which is

practically the same thing : in short, in as far as regards

the army, we fly directly in the face of every principle

which our ancestors laid down as essential to the pre.

serration of our civil liberties; and the rulers of the
country for the last half century have, in all proba-
bility, done for Britain what Cains Marius did for

Rome, who, by new modelling the republican legions,

which consisted of citizens enrolled for a specific time,

and by enlisting the rabble of Italy in the shape of
a standing army, laid the foundation of all the military

tyranny that ensued, and the erection of a Despotism on
the ruins of the Republic. We even imitate a perhaps
still more fatal policy of the later Romans. The Pr®.
torian cohorts were constantly kept at Rome ; and, in a
short time^ the empire was in their hands, enthroning
and dethroning emperors at their pleasure. So do we
also keep a favourite body of men in London—the Guards
—with what result time will tell. Not content with
our immense “ standing army in time of peace,** there

have, of late years, been raised large bodies of yeomanry
cavalry in almost every county, consisting of the tenantry
and retainers of the Aristocracy. This oligarchical force

amounted to 45,000 at one time, and many of them still

continue embodied. No such force was ever heard of in

this country before the first French Revolution. Farther,

the militia has been said to be the boast of England :—
u This is the barrier to which it looks for the preserva-

tion of its liberties ; this is the defence which the Legis-

lature itself has declared to be * essentially necessary to its

safety, peace, and prosperity.*”—30, Geo. II. (GUbert
Stuart) Yet the militia—the old constitutional force of
the kingdom, instituted by, and constantly kept up since

the time of, Alfred—has been allowed to fall into abeyance,

for the obvious reason, that, being chiefly composed of

the lower classes, living, not “ in barracks nor In for-

tresses,** but intermingling with the People, and being

the very sort of soldiers which our constitutional writers

recommend, because a militiaman « puts not off the

citizen when he eaters the camp, but it is because he^is a
citizen, and wishes to continue so, that he makes himself
a soldier,” as Blackstone remarks : it is, we say, for these

very reasons that the annual drilling of the militia has,

of late years, been suspended, while a large proportion of
tbs yeomanry—a force unknown to the country half a
century ago—are kept, at a great expense, on foot. It
was long after the Rebellion of 1745 before the militia

were called out iu Scotland, and, no doubt, for the
same reason as has led to the suspension of their drilling

of late years, because Government could not trust them.
Add to the army and yeomanry the London police and
rural police—an army iu blue, destined in Britain, at no
distant day, as it has long done in Ireland, to supersede
the ancient conservators of the peace chosen by the Peo-
ple ; and consider that all this force is under the com-
mand either of the Horse Guards, or of the Aristocracy,
without the slightest control in the People—of which
fact the refusal of Lord John Russell to withdraw the
London police from Birmingham, at the request of the

Mayor and Town Council, is pretty good evidence—and
we will have some notion how our modern administrators
of affairs have provided oor Oligarchy—for it is ridiculous

to call the Government of this country a Monarchy—
with the ultima ratio regum—a physical force for the
coercion of the People.

The Press.—The freedom of the press has been mnch
curtailed since the French Revolutionof 1792. In 1798, a
whole code of regulations was made regarding newspapers,
laying their proprietors under various restrictions, and
exposing them to numerous penalties. In 1819, Castle-

reagh imposed farther restrictions and penalties, and
placed pamphlets, in many respects, under the same fet-

ters as newspapers. In 1799, printers were placed under
the surveillance of Government, and the possession of a
printing press, or of printing types, without notice to the
Government, was, for the first time, made penal, and the

press itself made liable to seizure* At the same time, the

affixing of the printer's name to every paper he printed,

however inconsiderable, was also enjoined ; and any per-

son selling or circulating—that is, handing to another

—

a paper without the printer's name, though inadvert-

ently, was rendered liable to a penalty of £20 for each
copy so sold or circulated. The act, no doubt, very con-
siderately limits the penalties recoverable, to 25 in all,

or to £500—rather a serious punishment for distributing,

as it might be, twenty-five copies of a shopkeeper's hand-
bill. It was not till this session that this enactment has
been in part modified. Type-founders were, by the same
statute, brought under the surveillance of the justices of
the peace ; being bound to report to them their place of
business, under severe penalties. In 1830, to prevent
any but men of wealth or good credit establishing a news-
paper or printing a pamphlet—but under the pretence of
providing a fund, whence damages awarded for any libel

might be recovered—the stamp-office was empowered to

demand securities to the amount of £300 or £400, both
from principal and sureties, from any one wishing to

establish a newspaper. We are aware of cases where it

has had the desired effect of preventing working men
from establishing newspapers.

Restrictions on Food have unquestionably existed

in this country for centuries; but they never pressed with
much severity on the body of the People till the last

quarter of a century. During more than the half of the

last century, we were exporters not importers of grain,

and, during the war, the Corn-Laws, then in force, were,

in ajjgreat degree, inoperative ; because prices seldom foil

so low as to call into action the high scale of duties.

In 1813, however, the cry of agricultural distress began
—be it observed, when wheat was 112s. a-quarter, and
the quartern loaf at Is. fid.—and from that year to

1836, when the project was given up in despair, com-
mittees of both houses of parliament have constantly been
sitting in order to discover the means of raising theirown
rents, though with the inevitable result of starring tbs
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People, whose affairs were entrusted to their selfish man*
agement. Farther, till 1014 or 1815, there was no law
against the importation of fresh animal food, or lire

cattle, sheep, swine, Ac., from abroad; bur, as Cobbett

tells us, such quantities of them were sent from France

to England, immediately on the declaration of pence, and

animal food fell so mnch in price in consequence, that

Parliament, alarmed for the rent-rolls of the Aristocracy,

took the short-hand process, not of imposing duties on
the importation of fresh animal food, lire cattle, Ac , but

of prohibiting them altogether. Perhaps this law is the

boost iniquitous and the most indefensible of any in the

statute-book.

Right to Possess Arsis.—But there is another

point which deserves attention. Both in England and
Scotland, it was the ancient policy to inure every man in

the kingdom to the use of arms. Numerous statutes are

to be found in the statute-books of both countries, run-

ning through a space of two hundred years, regulating

the sort of arms each different rank in society should pos-

sess ; and even the inferior people, neither landowners

nor burgesses who fanned the horsemen and bowmen,
were bound to appear “ with battle-axe, target, sword,

and dirk.” At the same time, exercise in the use of arms
wns enforced under heavy penalties. The enforcing the

regulations was a special duty imposed on the sheriff

of each county. The Bill of Rights claimed expressly

for the People the privilege of having arms for their do-

fence suitable to their condition and degree; and this

right was granted, in exprers terms, by one of the first

statutes passed after the Revolution. It has never been

attempted to be denied up to the present year. In Scot-

land, we have the most eminent authority on criminal

law, and, at the same time, a bigoted Tory, and who
was a party to the violent political persecutions which
disgraced Scotland in the period 1794-179G, expressly

declaring that—“ As for the right of keeping arms in

one's habitation , for one's own defence , this was never, at

ant/ period, called in question.** Yet in Warwickshire
and Lancashire, men's houses have been searched for

arms ; and, if any ate found, they are not only seized,

but the owners are carried to jail. Whether such pro-

ceedings arc according to law, or against it, is immaterial

;

It equally proves the progress of despotism. If there is

any such law, we have been unable to find it ; but we
know that, when an invasion was dreaded, in the begin-

ning of George I.’s reign, an act of Parliament was
thought necessary to disarm the adherents of the Stuarts;

and that, at a later period, it was thought necessary to

have similar authority for disarming the clan Gregor.

We have said that our olden Governments, not only
encouraged, but enforced, under severe penalties, military

exercises, and a knowledge of the use of arms ; hut the

going through military evolutions, or exercises, was, for

the first time, declared by Castlereagh, in 1819, a heinous

offence, punishable by transportation for seven years ; and
the Whigs have taken good care to let the enactment re-

main in the stntnte-book. We are the only nation In

Europe, perhaps in the world—and this is a fact worthy
of the most attentive consideration—which is afiaid to

entrust the body of the People with arms, and ihe only
nation which has made the going through military evolu-

tions a crime. Considering the revolution which steam-
navigation has made in warfare, the narrowness of the

sea which divides ns from nations with which we have
almost always been at war, the eagerness of, and the un-
scrupulous expedients resorted to by a powerful party in

this country to embroil us with Russia, the ambition of

that power, our deficiency in fortresses, and that our
towns, even on the sea-coast, are defenceless, it deserves

serious deliberation whether It is a politic conrse to dis-

arm the People of defensive weapons, and to make any
attempt to teach the knowledge of military exercises a
transportable offence.

Against all these eridencesofthelncrease,notof the power
of the People, but of the Despotism of the Oligarchy—and
we could have enumerated many others had our space per-

mitted—what has the most voluble railer against Demo-
cracy to oppose ? One single measure, the Reform Act.
Wow, how -was it obtained ? Simply by a system of delu-

sion on the part of a section of the Aristocracy, who were

tired by their long exclusion from place, power, and plun-

der. They induced the middle and working classes to

believe that, of Itself and without any further exertion,

the Reform Act would speedily rectify all abuses. It was

generally believed that, In a very few years after a Re-

form Parliament was elected, the Corn-Laws would be

repealed, the Ballot and Triennial Parliaments obtained,

Slavery abolished, (but not bought up at an expense of

twenty millions to this country,) the Army reduced, the

public expenditure, In all departments, diminished, mud

taxation lessened. Hns anyone of these objects been attain-

ed ? No. The Com-Laws, or rather Rent Laws, remain-

untouched, the Army has been greatly augmented, and

the public expenditure ha* been so much increased, that,

instead of taking off old taxes, new ones must be imposed.

The Reformed Parliament has shewn itself as despotic as

its predecessors. It has coerced Ireland and Canada,

thrown away the money of the People on all sorts of fri-

volity and extravagance : and hence, at the end of seven

years of Reform, we find the country, as well as our most

valuable colonies, in a state little short of rebellion ; the

revenue unequal to the expenditure, and the People starv-

ing. Not one of the objects which the People expected

from the Refoim Bill has been accomplished. All that

has been got is the extension of the bare right of voting,

to some hundreds of thousands of people who had it not

before ; and the privilege, if it can be so called, of exer-

cising that right in such a manner, that it is a eurae to a

great proportion of those who have obtained it—the right

of exercising it in such a way as secures the return of a

House of Commons, little, if at all superior to that sent

in the time of the rotten burghs, if, indeed, that time

can be said to be past while so many of them still re-

main. The grown.up children have got their dram, but

good care is taken that they sha’n’c make a noise with it.

We trust, therefore, we have shewn that Ute power of the

Oligarchy has increased, is increasing, and ought to be

diminished
,
if the remnant of our liberties be still thought

worthy of an exertion for their preservation. The obtain-

ing of the Reform Bill is no more a test of the increased

power of the People, than the Revolntion of 1688. Nei-

ther would have been got without the Aristocracy ; and,

withal, if James had not run off, and William bad not

unconstitutionally rendered his assistance, neither the

Revolution nor the Reform Bill would, in all probabi-

lity, have been carried through.

During the month, there have been numerous changes
among the Ministry and their officials. Lord John
Russell has resigned the Home Department, and exchanged
with Lord Normanby for the Colonies. Mr Spring Rice

has been created Baron Monteagle of Brandon, in the

county of Kerry, and Mr Francis Thornhill Baring hts

been appointed Chancellor ef the Exchequer. Mr La-
bouchcre has been made President, and Mr Shell Vice-

President of the Board of Trade ; Mr Poulett Thomson
Governor-General and Captain-General of all her Ma-
jesty’s provinces on the continent of North America and
Prince Edward's Island; and Mr Wyse a Lord of the

Treasury.

Mr Baring was re-elected for Portsmouth, and Mf
Wyse for Waterford, without opposition ; Mr Robert
Hyde Greg, an excellent Liberal and a Corn-Law repealer

—exactly the sort of representative Manchester ought to

have—defeated Sir George Murray at Manchester, by a
small majority. On the other hand, Mr Manners Sutton,

a Tory, has beaten Mr Gibson, the Liberal candidate, at

Cambridge, by a majority of 100. Mr Gibson, who is a
recent convert to Liberalism, will not be the worse ef a
few years probation. MrDavid Greig, the Provoet of Perth,

defeating Mr Ofiphant rather unexpectedly—it not bas-
ing been known till a few hours before the election that be

was a candidate—has been elected representative of that

burgh. His political opinions do not appear to be at all

of a decided character. Mr O'Connell has dissolved At
Precursor Society, and again raised the cry of « Repeal,*
whether sincerely or not we cannot say ; bat the® cry

seems as popular as ever*
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SCOTLAND.
The Scottish Poon.

—

A Committee of the General
Assembly have prepared a Report on this subject. The
poor are divided into three classes—permanent poor, oc-

casional poor, and lunatics in confinement; and the Je-

suit gives the averngeof the three years ending with 1837)
inclusive. Of the 896 parishes in Scotland, quoad tempo-

rulia, returns have been obtained from 879. The popu-
lation of these 8J9 parishes was 2,318,000, in 1831 ; and,

according to the usual rate ofincrease, would be 2,446,000,
in 1836. The number of the poor in the 879 parishes,

on the average 1835-6-7, was—permanent poor, 57,969;
occasional poor, 20,348; lunatic paupers, 1112; in all,

79,429. Among 1000 inhabitants, there were, of the first

class, twenty-five ; of the second, eight and three-fourths

;

of the third, one-half. The first class includes the num-
ber of their families dependant on them, the second class,

only the individuals to whom payment is made. The
proportion of the paupers to all classes of the population
of 1831, was 34] per 1000, or nearly 3] per cent. ; but,

if compared with the population of 1830, it would be
reduced to 3$ per cent. It is difficult to compare this

return with that of the ten years ending with 1816; for

in that return the families of paupers receiving relief

were not in general included in the number of poor. The
former return shewed the average number of the ten

years to be 44,199, in a population of 1,764,890, or 2]
per cent. ; but if an allowance be made for the families of
those receiving relief, it will raise the per-centageto nearly
the same amount as that given by the last return. The
allowance given is exceedingly small, and this is no doubt
the reason of there being so few paupers in Scotland.
Average of the highest allowance to a single

permanent pauper, . . £4
1

9 0
18 10

5 19 4

1 18 6

Do. of the lowest do.,

Average cost of maintenance in a workhouse,
of which there are only three, two in

Edinburgh and one in Paisley,

Average rate of relief to each pet mauent pauper
all over Scotland,

Or 9d. a-week. In the Border Counties, where assess-

ment is nearly universal, the average is £4 : 1 :3; in the
northern and north-western only 9s. 4d.

The average annual rate of relief to each of the occa-
sional poor is 14s. 8d., and the average annual rate

of supporting each lunatic pauper in confinement is

j£10 : 12 : 4. The fundi for the support of the poor are

—

1. Collections,

2. Other voluntarycontri-

butions, ,

3. Sessional funds,

4. Assessments,

1807-16.

£34,069

10.702

19.705

49,719

1835-6-7.

£38,300

18967
20,604

77,240

Increa»«.

£4,231

8,274
899

27,521

£\ 14.195 £185,121 £40,926
The second head comprehends gifts and bequests, and

oluntary rateable contributions, which the heritors of

some parishes raise among themselves to prevent a le^al

assessment. The third head includes mortifications, with
certain dues on baptisms, funerals, and marriages. In

the twenty-five yeais, 1811 to 1836, the population has
Increased 36 per cent,, while the collections have only
increased 12 per cent. The assessment has increased 55
per cent. In 1816, assessments existed in 192 parishes;

there are now 238 assessed, of which 184 are in the

Synods of the Mme, Tiviotdale, Lothian, and Tweed-
dale. Of the 879 parishes, there are 517 parishes not

assessed; population, 872,626 ; 126 voluntarily assessed;

population, 305,654; and 236 legally assessed; popula-

tion, 1,137,640. The expense is at follows :— 1. Levying
assessments, £4,120; 2. Jn managing the poor, £2,968;
3. In litigation, £921 ; in all, £8,000. The rate of

allowance in non-assessrd parishes is £1:0:44; in

voluntarily assessed, £1 ; 19 : 14; in legally assessed,

£2:14:9]. It does not appear that a legal provision

for the poor increases their*number, as is commonly said.

Railway from Edinburgh to England—Several

meetings have, of late, been held regarding the construc-

tion of a railway from Edinburgh to England, and two

lines have been proposed—one by the east coast, and4he

other almost directly south, through the centre of the

country, to join the Newcastle and Carlisle railway. In
considering the most eligible line for a railway, two cir-

cumstances ought chiefly to be regarded—the ease with
which it may be constructed, and the number of passen-

gers likely to be obtained ; for it is from passengers, al-

most entirely, that the expeuse of a railway can hfe re-

paid. There can be no doubt that the Eastern Line runs
through the more populous district ; and it will be found
that nearly one-third more coaches travel by the coast

than by the Middle Line. While the Middle Line passes,

through, or near, few towns or villages of importance, tho

East Line would pass through or within a few miles of
the following:—Dalkeith, Portobcllo, Musselburgh, Prcg-

tonpans, Tranent, Haddington, Linton, Dunbar, Cock-
burnspath, Coldingham, Eyemouth, Aytoun, Berwick,
Tweedsmouth, Belford, Alnwick, Morpeth ; having an
aggregate population of upwards of 60,000. The Counties
of Roxburgh, Selkirk, and Peebles, through which the

Middle Line would pass, have, on the average, a popula-
tion of forty to the square mile ; Berwickshire and Had-
dingtonshire have an average of 122 to the square milew

The average rental of the three first counties, per square
mile, or per 640 English acres, is £240—of the two lat-

ter, £739; so that the wealth, as well as population of

the district, is in favour of the Eastern Line. We be-

lieve, also, that the Coast Line, as it passes through a
more level country, could be formed at a much less ex-

pense than the Middle Line. This is a very important
consideration in the present depressed state of railway
shares ; for there are very few of them, indeed, which are
not under par. How Carterfell is to be passed, we have
not seen explained. It was formerly proposed to make
a tunnel through it; but as it would have been nearly
three miles in length, and at a depth of 990 feet below
the surface, we presume that plan has been given up as

hopeless. We regret to see so much apathy and indiffer-

ence, on the part of the landowners through whose estates

the projected Eastern Line passes, regarding the matter*

Whatever may have been the result to the subscribers, we
believe there is not a single case in which the formation
of a railroad did not benefit the lauds through which it

passed: it is therefore the interest of the landed pro-

prietors to encourage such undertakings. But, instead of
this, instances have occurred of their applying to Courts
of Law to prohibit the preliminary surveys, without
which no liue can be fixed on. One of the objections

made to the Eastern Line is, that it is unnecessary,

as the conveyance by sea is open. But the decisive

answer to this is, that although it has oiten been at-

tempted. it has been found impracticable to obtain any
considerable number of passengers from Newcastle to

Leith, or the intermediate ports, by sailing vessels or
steam-boats

;
and there is,therefore, no danger ofany seri-

ous competition by such means. The difficulty of landing
on so dangerous a coast must always greatly limit the
number cf passengers. Another objection to the Eastern
Line is, that it cannot be connected with the Glasgow
Railway, which, by the present Act, is to terminate at

the Hay Market But we doubt not that, sooner or
later, the consent of the proprietors of Prince's Street

Gardens will be obtained, to continue it to the Little

Mound ; and there is no difficulty in bringing the East-

ern Line to the same terminus. And, even should the

Prince’s Street proprietors continue their opposition, there

is another and perhaps a preferable mode of continuing
the Glasgow Railway to the Little Mound. From the

Hay Market to the Corn Market, at the west end of the

Grassmarket, is about three-quarters of a mile. A suffi-

cient space of ground, along the whole distance, for a
double railway, is either unoccupied with buildings, or
the buildings are of the most ruinous or shabby de«

scription. The general line of the railway might be
by the south side of Morrison Street or Torphichen Street,

then through Dewar Place, taking down one or two
houses of small value; through the garden ground on the

south side of the West Church Charity Workhouse, the

Lothian Road being carried over the railway by a viaduct

bridge; thence through the unoccupied ground at the

north back of Orch&g^field Pittsburgh, and through
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the old tenementa at King’s Stables to the Corn Market.
Here there might be a small depot for passengers and
goods. In this way the railway would be brought to a

central part of the Old Town, and it would thereby en-

sure the transport of the whole grain from the west
country to Edinburgh ; whereas it is doubtful how far

formers would be disposed to send their grain to market
by the railway, when it had all to be unloaded at the ter-

minus at the Hay Market, reloaded, and carted nearly a
mile to the market. The small quantity of grain conveyed
by the Dalkeith Railway unquestionably arises from each
terminus being about a mile distant from the market place.

No difficulty will be found from the levels, as that of
the Hay Market and the Corn Maiket are nearly the

same ; and the ground rises so much in the intermediate

space, that there will be sufficient depth to carry the

Lothian Road over the railroad by a viaduct From the

Com Market to the south-western corner of the eastern

Prince*s Street Gardens, the distance, in a straight line,

as appears from Kirkwood’s map, is hardly 1200 feet

;

and by running a short way up the north side of the

Grassmarket, the distance is lessened ; at the foot of the

Bow it is only 800 feet. We wonld make a tunnel

through the High Street from the Grassmarket to the

Gardens. This tunnel, even though 1200 feet long,

would be much shorter than that of the Dalkeith Rail-

way in the King's Park, which is 1728 feet—not more
than one-third of the proposed tunnel on the Newhaven
Railway from Canonmills to the Little Mound—not
one-fourth of the largest proposed on the Glasgow and
Edinburgh Railway—and not double the length of that

which would require to be made under the Mound, were
the Glasgow Railway to be continued through the Prince’s

Street Gardens. The tunnel from the Grassmarket to the

Gardens could be constructed much more cheaply than
the last mentioned, as it would probably not be required
to be arched, except for a short way at each end ; whereas
that through the Mound would require to be arched
throughout. In this manner the terminus of the Glasgow
and Edinburgh—Newhaven, Leith, and Edinburgh—and
Newcastle and Edinburgh Railways, would be all at one
place; an advantage which it is impossible to attain, if

the Middle Line to England be adopted. It is evident,

that the bringing of all these railways into the centre of
the city, would secure to Edinburgh an immense traffic

;

whereas if the present plan of making the terminus of the
Glasgow Railway at the Hay Market, with a branch
from Coltbridge to Granton Pier, be carried into effect,

a great part of the passengers and goods from the west
country to England, and vice versa

,
will never pass

through Edinburgh at all. We believe the plan we
have proposed is perfectly practicable, and recommend it

to the notice of the proprietors and projectors of the
railways.

The New Sequestration Act has now come into

operation, and it will be found to contain a great many
improvements on the old law. Formerly there was al-

ways a great risk in ranking on a sequestrated estate, as,

not unfrequeutly, instead of receiving a dividend, the cre-

ditor had to pay the expenses of the sequestration ; but
this abuse is remedied by the new act, which confines the
agent’s claims to his employer and the estate. The terms
for the payment of the dividends are greatly shortened.
The working of the machinery of the act is greatly sim-
plified, and the expense much reduced. In the “ Manual
of the Law of Scotland, Civil, Municipal, Criminal, and
Ecclesiastical,” by Mr Burton, advocate, just published,
will be found an excellent abridgement of this statute.

Tbe
#
Manual also contains an immense body of well di-

gested information, on a great number of subjects of ge-
neral interest ; and as technical expressions are as much
ns possible avoided, it will be found exceedingly useful

to persons unacquainted with the law ; while, at the same

time, from the care which has evidently been bestowed

on it, and the constant and numerous references to autho-

rities, the Manual cannot fail to be very serviceable to the

profession, especially to persons who are not possessed of

a good collection of law books. Our space does not per-

mit us to enumerate the great variety of subjects treated

of, but a glance at the table of contents will prove that a

larger quantity of information has been condensed into

this volume than wonld have been considered practicable

We can therefore, without hesitation, strongly recommend
it to our readers.

TRADE AND MANUFACTURES.
The accounts from the manufacturing districts are by

no means favourable. One of the most extensive weav-

ing establishments in Glasgow has commenced to work
short time, the workers being employed only four days

in the week. In the west of England the state of the

weather, and the scarcity of money, has almost entirely

paralyzed trade. The accounts from America have also

been unfavourable, which has tended still farther to de-

press the markets. The price of provisions, particularly

of wheat, are steadily rising, while the wages of the ope-

ratives have of late years been diminishing. In many
districts in England the hands are only employed three

days in the week ; and, even when they are working foil

time, they hardly earn more than one-half tha wages

they received a few years ago. The manufacturers* list

of prices for their goods have remained nearly the same
for ten years, and the competition that takes place among
them is in the percentage allowed the purchasers. While
the nominal price remains the same, their profits have

gone on diminishing. In some trades the deduction has

progressed from 16 to 25, and even so high as 7b per

cent. The great cause of this evil is the Corn-Laws,
which have set up rival manufacturing establishments in

every part of the world. In the New York market,

twenty-five years ago, 4< domestic hardware” was hardly

to be seen ; but, in 1838, seven millions of dollars* worth

were sold iu that market, nearly the whole of which had

formerly been imported from England.

AGRICULTURE.
The weather in September has been very unfavour-

able for harvest operations, and a very small proportion

of the grain crop in Scotland was secured dnring the

first three weeks of that month. The grain which is

uncut has been completely beaten down, and must hare
suffered severely ; and that which is iu the stook has, in

many instances, begun to spring. The samples of wheat
which have appeared at Mark Lane are of a very indif-

ferent quality ; and it is expected that the pries which
regulates the duty will be considerably lowered by the

operation of the low-conditioned) grain in the market.

Large quantities of foreign wheat have, in consequence,

been taken out of the^market at a duly of 6s. 8d. The
home-grown grain of last crop is believed to be nearly

exhausted, but the quantity of foreign grain in bond is as

great as ever, and importations to a large amount during

the autumn are expected. The high price of grain is, per-

haps, not to be regretted, as it will keep the Corn-Law
agitation from slumberiug ; and as the working classes

must now have had practical experience of the fallacy of

the notion so confidently held out to them, that wages

rise as prices^ rise, we think, it not uulike)y
a
that they

will join the middle classes in their efforts for a repeal.

At the second Falkirk Tryst there was a smaller shew

than usual ; about 30,000 sheep, and the same number
of black cattle. Prices of sheep were%at least ten per

cent, above those df last year. The demand for black

cattle was brisk, and all were sold the first day.

From the Steam-Press of Peter Brown, 19 St James’ Square.
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THE EGLINTON

“ Thb Tournament !-—the Tournament !—the

Tournament at Eglinton Castle !** were the words
whioh came continually dropping upon our ears

in all societies, like the popping shots from de-

tached bush-fighting sharpshooters ; and this,

from the moment that the original conception of

the grand spectacle was first promulgated, up
to the period of its being fairly carried into

execution* The expectation of the whole world

was on tiptoe—the curiosity, as well as the hopes

of people of all ranks, conditions, and ages, were
raised to the highest pitch ; and the interchange of

questions, and speculations on the subject, be-

came louder and more incessant the nearer the

time approached. We scarcely ever remember
anycomingevent, which—casting, not its shadow,

but its sunshine before it—so much occupied

the minds of men ; and, still more, perhaps, the

minds of women also. Here we may be allowed

to inteiject, somewhat parenthetically, that, as

the sunshine preceded the event, it most un-

fortunately seemed to consider it as a matter of

etiquette that it should also depart as much as

possible before its arrival. But, however this

may have been, we ourselves must honestly ac-

knowledge, that, having been all our lives brim-

ful of the finest racy-flavoured ancient romance,

which we hold to be a sort of gaseous product,

somewhat analogous to the well-known paradis-

aical gas, we could not help feeling our full

share of that anxious eagerness that so largely

possessed the multitude on this occasion. Highly
charged, indeed, as we previously were with

romantigen, it is no wonder that we perhaps felt

this anxious eagerness in a degree of abundance
which might have furnished a fair enough allow-

ance of it to each individual of any fifteen other

persons, if what fell on our shoulders had been

fairly divided among them, share and share alike.

Never, therefore, did we before, perhaps, so appro-

Pr!2a£!vr5aii*f >n the important first person plural

,u,v.<r* ok* rofic present. But, with all this our

seal for ancient doings, we do not hold ourselves
jro. LXXI.—VOL. vi.

TOURNAMENT.

to be, on this acoount, one whit the worse judges,

of the merits of the Eglinton Tournament

;

on the contrary, we are satisfied, that We Fif-

teen do form a jury of persons so intelligent, so

well educated, and, above all, so learned in the

ancient customs of chivalry, as to be altogether

better calculated to decide upon the success or

the failure of this Gentle Passage of Arms at

Eglintou, than any other body of men of the

same number, out of all the one hundred, if not

two hundred thousand persons, who were said

to have been present. And this we do most

modestly assert without fear, or, at least, without

care of contradiction. We were not among those

unreasonable people, who, from having seen or

heard of some of those preliminary practisinga

whieh took place at St John's Wood, near Lon-

don, were disposed to ridicule the whole attempt,

because of certain little blunders which may
have taken place there. We knew well enough

that, as the old proverb sayeth, “ Practice

maketh perfect." And we were well aware

that, if the rehearsal of the most admirably per-

formed play, concert, opera, or oratorio, had

been previously attended by those whom the ex-

cellence of its final execution has afterwards

wrapped up in enthusiastic admiration, they might

have laughed in ridicule, or winced with pain,

at the performance of those very people who,

by continued practice, have at last succeeded in

so much delighting them. We were, therefore,

readily disposed to set it down as a truth, that

those who, prematurely judging from such early

efforts at St John’s Wood, were led to augur un-

favourably of what was subsequently to take

place at Eglinton Castle, were “ Fools,” who,

in the language of another proverb, “ should

never see a half-finished work.” They might

just as rationally have prognosticated of the babe

whom they saw making his first attempt to totter

across the floor, that he never could be able to

ply his pins as a pedestrian ; or of the downy

eaglet of the aerie, that he should never have
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the power of mounting heavenward to meet the

sun. On this head, all we have to say is, that

we think the good-nature and courtesy of the Earl

of Eglinton, and his noble and gallant knights-
companions, were stretched to an unnecessary

extent ; and that they were very much thrown'

away, in suffering the admittance of any portion

of those who may be called the foolish and im-

pertinent of the public, to be present at all at

any of those preliminary jousting trials, where
ignorance and arrogance were so sure to mani-

fest themselves, at first, in the wicked wanton-

ness of premature criticism ; and afterwards, by

uncharitably employing themselves in abusing

the minds of others, by the dissemination of their

unfair reports. With us, however, as we have

already said, their ill-omened oroakings had no

effect. We disregarded them all, and waited pa-

tiently, yet with great eagerness of expectation,

like wise men, until we should have it in our

power to judge of the finished work on the ap-

pointed day.

Having received an elegantly designed card,

of large dimensions, with a most appropriate

Gothic frame-work represented thereon, sup-

porting the arms of Eglinton, and containing

this invitation engraved in black-letter char-

acters—

“

The Earl of Eglinton requests the

pleasure of 's company at the

Tournament, Banquet, and Ball, at Eglinton

Castle, the 28th and 29th August and having

engaged ourselves, about that time, to a friend

whose ample estates are some dozen of miles or

so from the town of Ayr ; we left our home, with

a merry friend, one fine morning, a few days

previous to that fixed for the commencement of

the Tournament, in order to take our departure

by the coach for that town. Arriving at the

office in Prince's Street a little before the hour at

which it should have started, we were astonished

at the immense pile of luggage which we saw
heaped on , the street in order to be packed
upon the carriage. When Mr Croal, the

coach-proprietor, came up, he was so much
appalled by the sight, that, apologizing for

the delay which he must inevitably occasion,

he informed us that he must send back the

coach to the yard, and get out a stronger

one, that might be more certainly able to bear

such a load without risk of breaking down.

When this more potent vehicle arrived, any im-

patience that might have been excited in us by
the delay, was subdued by the interest which we
could not help taking in the ingenuity which the

coachman and his assistants displayed in packing

and piling the various articles in and upon it

;

till I, and my companion, and two officers of our

acquaintance, who had all of us placed ourselves

comfortably on the hinder seats, could no longer

see those in front, even when we stood up to

try to do so. We felt some comfort in thinking

that the superior construction of coaches, now-

a-days, admits of this being done with more
safety than was formerly the case. Besides all

the ordinary kinds of trunks, portmanteaus,

band-boxes, and carpet-bags, which are usually

attendant upon a coach full of passengers inside

and outside, there were innumerable white deal

boxes of all manner of shapes and sizes. Most of

these were ingeniously suspended like sausages,

on strings all around the carriage ; and, to crown

all, on the very top was perched a wicker cage,

containing a great, long-legged, large-bodied,

awkward-looking pair of Chittagong fowls, be-

longing to a curried Indian who had a seat in

the interior. The cock not only seemed to know
that he was going to the Tournament as well as

other people, but to think that he was to be

triumphant there ; for, much to the amusement
of all who beheld him, and especially to the

great entertainment of the idlers who were

looking on in the street, he crowed away so

loudly that he brought some of the sleepy citi-

zens of Prince's Street, in their night-caps, from

their beds to their windows, to wonder at so un-

wonted a summons. Such was the appearance

of the coach after its packing was completed,

that no one could have well guessed that it really

was any such four-wheeled vehicle, if he had

seen it creeping along the road thus burdened

and smothered up.

At length we found ourselves in motion, and

we began to beguile the way with chat and

cigars. Our facetious friend, who had lately lost

two valuable silk umbrellas, by their having

been stolen from him one after the other, had

been just boasting to us of a bran new cotton

one which he had bought, on the principle that

no one would think anything so common worth

the purloining. This umbrella he had laid down
on the uppermost box of a string of those that

hung behind the back 6eat, and were thus most

marvellously built downward* till they nearly

touched the road. As we were journeying on,

one of the officers began to snuff up liis nose,

and to wonder where the smell of burning and

of smoke was proceeding from. We all became
immediately sensible of it. The alarm spread

among us, when, suddenly, the other officer, who
sat with his face to the rear, roared out to our

friend—

“

Good heavens, sir, your umbrella is

on fire !"—and there, to be sure, it was, biasing

up like a volcano, not only to the manifest

peril of the box on which it lay, and on which the

fire had already caught hold, but of all the boxes

of the string, yea, even to the risk of the coach

itself. The confusion and the bustle amongst

us of the rearward of the coach, to get the fire

extinguished, was indescribable. One gentleman,

who we believe to have been a bailieof atown,or

in some way connected with the police, began to

vociferate loudly for the fire-engines; whilst

another, whom, we have reason tothink, was a re-

porter, took out his pen, paper, and ink-horn, and

began, with the philosophy of a stoic, to note

down the circumstances attending the progress

of the conflagration, altogether forgetful that, if

it went on, he and his record must perish to-

gether. The fowls, who looked down upon us,

fluttered and screamed, and more than one of us

shouted ; but the intervening pile of

the roof, which left us as “Britonno* Mo art*
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divisos,” together with the noise of the coach,

shut out both the scene and the cries from those

who were sitting in front* unconscious of our

danger. At last, after various ineffectual at-

tempts to extinguish the flames, our friend be-

thought himself of rubbing the blazing umbrella

against the wet wheel ; and he thus most fortu-

nately succeeded in subduing the conflagration,

but not until the deal box on which the umbrella

had lain had been nearly burned through, nor

until each section of the parapluie itself dis-

played a huge square window between the

whalebone spars, that gave it the most ludicrous

effect. After thanking our stars that we had
not been all consumed, and thinking how much
surprise the coachman, and those with him,

would have manifested on arriving at the next
stage, if they had found that the tail of the

coach, and all upon it, had been burned off, we
began to inquire into the cause, and found that

the accident musthave been owing to a stray piece

of ignited German tinder having found its way
into the folds of the umbrella. The adventure,

then, furnished us with much merriment at the

expense of our friend’s parapluie ; and when an
occasional shower compelled him to hoist the

strange uncouth-looking instrument, it furnished

no less entertainment to the population of the

different villages we passed through, where
every one had turned out to look at the various

coaches and carriages that were, even thus long

before the day fixed, passing through, laden with

guests bound to the Tournament.
We had no sooner got fairly into Ayrshire,

than we became much interested in the many
pretty young persons whom we found anxiously

waiting by the wayside for the coming up of the

coach. We do not mean those nice-looking ser-

vant girls who are generally pretty numerously
planted at the different hedge inns and half-way

houses, who come out, conscious of the power of

their own charms, with what we call in Scotland

—

and our Scottish poet, Allan Ramsay, too, calls

—

t€ a thievcless errant,” that is, Anglic£, a pre-

tended errand, to inquire for some parcel, which
" the mistress,” either truly or falsely, did or

did not expect ; and all this for the purpose of

having a leer or a joke with the coachman, or

with any pleasant fellow of an outside, who may
be disposed to enjoy a fractional part of half a

minute's small flirtation with her. No ! We
mean something very different from all this

:

we mean handsome, well-dressed young ladies,

married and spinsters, who, all along of the

Tournament, were found by the wayside—some
on foot, and others in carriages—some attended

by husbands, some by fathers, and some by
brothers—and who were anxiously waiting at

the lodge or gate of every gentleman's seat we
passed, and at the embouchures of many of the

by-roads which led to gentlemen's seats, and
who all of them opened in succession, as the

coach drove up towards them, in eager and
clamorous inquiries after their boxes.
“ Oh, coachman ! coachman ! have you a box

from Mr Blackwood's for me ?" cried one.
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“ Coachman ! coachman ! my box from Ma-
dame Meyer !" cried another.
“ Haven't you a box from Madame Devy for

me ?” modestly vociferated a third.

"You’ve got a box from Maclennan & Sproat,

have you not ?” shouted another.
" Mademoiselle Cercleron's box, addressed to

me, coachman,” authoritatively demanded an-
other.

" A box from Miss Wotherspoon for the two
Misses ? I'm sure you have it, coachman,”
lisped out two sisters at once, each with a great
emphasis on the word sure. Whilst the brother,

a manifest dandy, twirled a pair of moustachoes,
and said—“ I say, coachee, have the goodnese to
hand downe my box from the Albion Cloth Com-
pany—it is of the last impoortance.”
“ No sitch boxes here !'* replied coachee.

The exclamations of the two ladies and the
gentleman being in Soprano, contre-alto, and a
sort of a kind of bass, made what musicians
would call a splendid crash. It is beyond the
power of mere types, without the aid of musical
notes, to give any idea of it. But before we
could well catch the tune, coachee was off.

The coach appeared to us to be a sort of lottery-

wheel so far as these good people were con-

cerned ; some were sent home from it filled

with wretched disappointment and despair, and
we imagined the dreadful night they were
doomed to spend ; whilst others, who had all

the luck, were rendered supremely blessed by
the arrival of their boxes, and could so little

contain their joy, that they clapped their hands
and danced upon the very road ; and we thought

that we saw among them some, whose impatience

seemed to be so great, that we doubted not they

would stop, ere they were half way up the avenue,

to open the precious box, that they might have

one peep, en passant, at the splendid fancy dress

which it contained.

The bustle in Kilmarnock and Ayr, even on
this early day, was very great. People seemed
to have crowded into these towns to secure

lodgings, or to try to supply some deficiencies

of dress which arose from forgetfulness, or per-

haps were the fruits of more matured thought.

The clamour for boxes in both towns was im-

mense ; and largely as the coach was loaded with

them, it passed our comprehension, great as it

is, to understand how so many of the claimants

were supplied. A very handsome woman, indeed,

was the owner of the box that had so narrowly

escaped the jaws of the devouring element.

Admiring her, as we must confess we did, we
hung down our heads like culprits when we saw
the box handed into her carriage. But her

thoughts were manifestly more employed in

fancying the fancy dress which it contained,

than in regarding the effects of the ravages of

the fire upon the lid ; and she drove off with

smiles upon her beautiful countenance, carrying

with her our two military friends, who were to

be her husband's guests. The crowds of gay
equipages and figures which were moving about

in the streets, and driving along the roads, gave
3 K 3
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sufficient premise of what might be expected

when the great day of the Tournament should

actually come. For our parts, after our arrival

at Dun’s Inn, at Ayr, a post-chaise, long ago

bespoke for us, whirled us away from amidst all

this noise and scramble, to comfort and quiet-

ness under the hospitable roof of our friend.

We have been thus particular as to the small

events of our journey, because we conceive that

our readers, who had not the happiness of being

at the Tournament, may best gather some no-

tion of the hurry, bustle, and excitement that

preceded it, and that oppressed all the steamers,

carriages, and coaches, upon all the roads, that

led from all quarters of the three kingdoms,

towardsthe great centre of attraction—the Tour-

nament at Eglinton Castle—from this small and
isolated specimen of what occurred to ourselves

on our journey thither, so many days previous

to the great spectacle. ExpedeHerculem—which

being translated for the unlearned, may be well

enough rendered for our present purpose—from

our adventures and perils in the Ayr coach.

Judge of the vast sum, the “ tottal of the wholl

”

sum of adventures and perils which must have

befallen the one or two hundred thousand people

who came from all quarters of the three kingdoms,

and. we may say also, of Europe, to be present

at this novel and interesting spectacle. He who
has his share in a battle can only tell—that is.

If he has the good luck to escape scot-free—of

what happened to himself and to those around
him. So, of course, can we only speak of what
we actually beheld. But, limited as the observa-

tion of one individual in such circumstances must
necessarily be, either in a fight or at a tourna-

ment, and limited even as was the observation

of us fifteen of the present jury, yet the faithful

detail of what we did see, must be much more
successful in conveying a just knowledge of the

attendant circumstances to others, than the dry,

concocted, general detail of the mere historian,

who, seated in his closet, with his little stock-in-

trade about him, mashes up the materials of

Others into a sort of minced calfs head, and puts

them into a shape to be settled there, so as to

turn them out cold into what may be called a

presentable dish. This is our only apology for

being somewhat prolix as regards our own adven-

tures ; and now having made it, such as it is, we
shall proceed to approach more nearly to the

scene of action.

Never did farmer, or sportsman, or tourist,

or philosopher—for his crops, his game, his pic-

turesque views, or his atmospherological obser-

vations—so narrowly watch the sky, and the

carry of the clouds, or consult the barometer

with so much anxiety, as did the party where
we were, on the evening preceding “ the great,

the important day.” Various were the fluc-

tuations of opinion regarding the probable state

of the approaching morning's weather. But,

as is usual with all mortals, Hope—that most
pleasing, flattering, but, at the same time, most
deceitful of all goddesses—threw her fasci-

nating filmB of fancy over every one of ns.

We, to a man, yea, and a woman too, united

in swearing to the belief, that low as the aier*

eury might be, it was still most propitiously

convex, and, consequently, that it must be about

to rise ; and, accordingly, to bed we went, hug-

ging ourselves in the expectation that we should

a?rake in sunshine. We did awake in sunshine

;

we awoke not only with our eyes dazzled with

it, but with our hearts full of it, for the morn-

ing was indeed beauteous : we have seldom

seen a lovelier or more promising morning.

But, experience is a wise teaeher, though it hath

sometimes fools for its pupils. However, we

were no such fools as not to take one useful

lesson from it on this occasion; and as the

result of this, we therefore say, that, for our

parts, we shall never again trust to the loveli-

ness or the fair promise of an Ayrshire 6un on

the 28th of Aogust.

But confident as we were at that time in onr

hopes, away we whirled with two friends, vis^

the knight of the rueful umbrella, and a certain

well-known Baronet, in a carriage drawn by a pair

of good posters, which had been long previously

secured ; and we soon ran through some thirteen

miles or so, that lay between the house we left

and the town of Ayr, where we found a capital

breakfast ready for us at Dun's Inn. We bad

overtaken by the way, and passed, many curious

rural figures and conveyances, all of whom were

manifestly to be considered as rills which were

descending from the mountains and glens, and

were taking their course towards that great in-

undation of human beings, which was that day

to cover the park at Eglinton. But we no

sooner found ourselves in the main street of

Ayr, than we felt that we had got into one of

the great rivers of population, which was hurry-

ing tumultuously forward to swell that immense
ocean of human curiosity, that was gathering

its mighty waves of living creatures about the

lists. Crowds of pedestrians were urging to-

wards the terminus of the Irvine railway;

whilst carriages of all descriptions were passing

rapidly through the town, filled inside and out

with ladies and gentlemen, clad in strange an-

tique, but extremely gay attire.

Our impatience began to prick us on, the

moment that we had satisfied the prickings of

our appetite with the fresh broiled salmon that

was put down to us. Our horses were ordered

out, and off we set. As we went, we could per-

ceive that the whole road, so far as we could

see before or behind us, was covered with carri-

ages of every possible description. The railway,

like a vast boa constrictor, had swallowed up

those thousands of pedestrians, which would

have otherwise rendered our road extremely

difficult of travel. As we approached Irvine,

we observed that the whole of the vessels of

the port were decorated with flags of every

possible gaudy hue. But when we had ran

through the whole eleven miles, and actually

found ourselves within the precincts of the town,

we passed under the fronts of houses, where

every window, garret skylight, and ell, was
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tenanted by people of both sexes, all dressed in

their best, and all eagerly squeesing out their

bodies and straining their eyes to behold the

miraculous stream of strangers that was pouring
in upon them*

But, alas ! by this time there was something
else also that began to pour in streams as well

as the strangers : the rain most suddenly and
most unexpectedly descended from the clouds,

as if it was as eager to be present at the Tour-
nament as we or any other people were. We
should have been damped by it, especially the

Baronet and I, who had preferred the rumble of

the carriage. But besides our ordinary Mac-
intosh, we bad on the Macintosh of Hope, who,
though she has no patent, makes a very seduc-

ing sort of article. The rain, therefore, had no
effect upon us : we dashed through the crowded
streets of the town, jostling, crossing, and
crashing as we went, in the full expectation that

the weather would soon clear up, and that all

would yet be right. We felt it to be impossible

that an affair of so much importance could be
baulked by bad weather ; and having driven to

a house, taken for the occasion by one of our
friends, who was to be a performer in the lists,

we secured the safety of our baggage, and then
proceeded on our way to Eglinton Castle.

As we drove out of Irvine by the road that

leads to Lord Eglinton’s gate, we felt it to be a

difficult matter to determine whether the streams

of people or the streams of rain were the most
remarkable. Yet if it had been possible for any
one to have seen the people without being aware
that the rain was falling so heavily, he could not

bave gathered that fact from the conduct or

actions of any one individual of the crowd.

Umbrellas were up in abundance, it is true ; but

those who bore them, and those who had not the

good fortune to be so protected,alike walked stifly

and sturdily along, with a look of determination

that shewed they were not to be turned from their

present purpose by a little drop of rain. TheTair
sex—wives, old maids, and maidens—were all

dressed out in their best ; and, in point of beauty,

we must say that the women of Ayrshire turned

out that day in such a way as to give the Ayr-
shire men—husbands, fathers, and sweethearts

——the highest cause to be proud of them. The
weather was not unpropitious for enabling us to

satisfy ourselves of this ; for, as the lasses strode

firmly on over the plashy road, with kilted coats,

we could perceive that, whether shielded in white

cotton and leather, or more prudently and eco-

nomically exposed bare to the wet, we could

gather the important philosophical fact, that the

limbs in general were, for the most part, such as

Diana herself need hardly have been ashamed of.

The old men and lads had, very generally, given

obedience to the wish that Lord Eglinton had
expressed, and put on the bonnet and plaid.

They were, for the most part, good-looking men,
with fine, well-set-up, athletic figures. We could

not look at them without thinking that, but for

the difference of a single generation or so, the

immortal Bums might himself have been walking

along with them in the self-same garb. Fancy
ded us to imagine that we beheld many a Burns
among them ; and certainly we never felt prouder
of our nation's peasantry, than when we looked

down from our carriage upon the endless stream

of intelligent countenances that moved on the

footpaths by the side of the road, along which
we were compelled to creep very slowly, by reason

ofthe dense crowd of vehicles of all sorts, mingled
with equestrians, that encumbered the way.

We must confess that we had never had the

happiness to be at Eglinton Castle before, so

that our knowledge of it is confined to the view

of it which we enjoyed during the proceedings

of that day. Our description, therefore, so far

as it may be applicable to the locale, must be

taken as the description of a stranger who has

seen a place for the first time. The entrance to

the park brought us into a long avenue through

a wood of ancient trees, having in it all the wild

nature of a forest. It was at this time that,

most appropriately, we overtook that fine body

of men, the Irvine Archers, in their Robin Hood
sort of uniform—a circumstance peculiarly cal-

culated to wind up our minds, if they had wanted

winding up, to the full romance of the day. Refer-

ring our readers now to the diagramic wood-cuts,

which, with no pretensions to accuracy, may aid

them in understanding our description, we may
now tell them that, as we broke out from among
the denser wood upon the more open lawn, we
began to catch glimpses of the large well-con-

ceived pile of the castle, seen partially through

the scattered groups of trees, with the broad

banner of Eglinton floating bravely from its

highest tower. At a little distance to the right

of the great entrance, some crimson-coloured

tents presented a brilliant effect. Men, in fit-

ting costumes, and finger-posts at different parts,

directed the endless stream of carriages and
people on their way—“ To the Tournament."
We crossed a long and very handsome bridge at

some distance from the castle. This led us over

the narrow part of a lake, which wound away to

the right,towards the bottom of the rising-ground

on which the building stands ; and there we could;

see those huge wooden erections, newly attached

to the lordly mansion, which were prepared for

the banquets and balls. These were three hun-

dred and seventy-five feet in length, by forty-five

feet broad ; and being divided into a banquet-

room and a ball-room, with a saloon between
them, were capable of containing about two
thousand guests. If the stories told of their

construction be not true, Mr Pratt, who con-

tracted for them, has been sorely belied. It was
said that he had engaged to make them water-

tight—and, indeed, what was to be the use of

them if they were not to be so?—and we were told

that theyhad no other covering than some old sail-

cloth, brought in a hurry to the spot from some
sail-maker’s yard at Greenock or Port Glasgow 1

As an integral part of the great chain ofhuman
beings—in carriages) onhorseback, and on foot—
with whom we linked, we made, in obedience

to the direction^ qui postboy from time to time
«* •*%
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received, an extensive sweep around a part of the

more open park ; and then we threaded through

a thin screen of trees, and were brought at once

within view of the low level plain in which the

lists were placed. It lay amidst slopes of gently

swelling greensward, the upper parts of which

were surmounted by groves of the finest and
largest grown timber. Now it was that we be-

held enough to make us altogether forget the

age we live in, and to conjure us back to those

times when the spirit of chivalryreigned in all his

pompand pride. But, dismountingfromourpalfrey

of romance, it appears to us, in sober common-
place sense, that this may perhaps, be the best

time in which to give a description that may put

the reader in full possession, as well as our poor

descriptive powers can put him in possession, of

the nature of those lists in which the whole

action of the day was to take place.

Fio. I.—THE GROUNDS, 8cc.

A, Epitnton Castle.

B, Temporary Banqueting Hall.

C, The Lists.

D, The Barrier.

F, F, F, F, Route taken by the company on tlieir way to the Stands.

G, G, G, Enclosed space by which the Knights, Itc., approached the Lists.

H, H, Beautiful slope of turf, covered by 30,000 or 40,000 people.

I, Grand grove of fine timber.
K, K, K, K, K, K, IC, Park, with trees in groups.
L, L, Beautiful green slope.

M, Purple Pavilion.
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Fig. II.—THE LISTS, See.

A , Log© of the Qaecn of Beauty.
B, B The Barrier.

C, C, C, C, Knight*’ Pavilions.
D, D, Piles of Lances.
E, The Quintain.
F, F, Ring Posts.
G, Enclosed space by which the Knight’s entered the Lists.

H, The Queen’s Gallery.
I, I, Open Galleries.

K, Route taken by the company on their way to the Stands.

A strong wooden defence, consisting of pali-
8adoes five feet high, well boarded, enclosed an
oblong space of strictly level ground of about
three acres in extent—its length being 650 feet,
and its breadth 250 feet. The tilting barrier
ran longitudinally down the middle portion of
the centre ; it was also of wood, and its length
was about 300 feet and its height about 4^ feet.
On the eastern, or rather, perhaps, we should
say, southern side, were erected three ample
wr aden galleries ; those to the right and left

were uncovered, whilst that in the centre, which
was called the gallery of the Queen of Beauty,
was roofed with planks. A beautiful loge pro-
jected from the front of it, towards the Lists,

which was destined for the Queen of Beauty
herself, and which was capable, we should think,
of holding thirty or more persons. The gallery
to which it was attached was seated for above
800 people, and those to the right and left of it

for about 600 each. The architecture of the
front of the galleries was extremely elegant,
being in the Moresco style, with tall, upright,
lancet-shaped Gothic arches, richly painted and
decorated in scarlet, crimson, and gold. The
interior of the principal one was also painted

—

the seats were covered with crimson cloth—and
the back wall was ornamented with a gorgeous
antique sort of velvet-looking stuff. The seats
rose one behind the other backwards ; and as the
roof also rose from over the back or uppermost
seat forwards, it nowhere interrupted the view
from within, whilst the front completely con-
cealed it when the building was looked at from
that direction. The Queen's own loge was fitted

up in the most royal style with silken curtains,

and draperies of crimson damask in due corres-

pondence therewith. The pavilions of the
knights were extremely gay, and fashioned with

the greatest possible attention to those models

which have been left to us by the descriptions

> which we find in our chroniclers, and by the illu-

minations which decorate their volumes. They
were shaped with angular sides and roofs, from
which projected those quaint-looking mock
windows, which were always to be seen in those

pavilions, and over each of which there was
placed a stiff banner, of such a nature as to

make the bearings with which it was charged

always visible. The colours of the Earl of

Eglinton, the Lord of the Tournament, were
azure and or ; and of these his pavilions and their

attendant tents were composed. They occupied

both sides of the entrance to the Lists, at the

western end. On the right of Lord Eglinton

stood the pavilion and tents of Lord George
Beresford, the colours of which were sable and
argent. On the left of Lord Eglinton were the

pavilions of Mr Jerningham, gules and argent.

Lord Glenlyon’s tents and pavilions, which were
azure, gules, and vert, were erected on the

right of Lord George Beresford's ; and to the

right of Lord Glenlyon's were the gules and
argent pavilions of Mr Lechmere; and the

right of them, next to the galleries, was placed

the solitary, sombre, sable tent of the Black

Knight. The gules and argent pavilions of the

Earl of Craven occupied the centre of the east-

ern extremity of the Lists ; and to his left were
placed, in succession. Captain Fairlie's, gules

and azure ; Mr Lamb's, azure and or lozenge

over argent ; the Earl of Cassillis, Captain Gage,

and Sir Francis Hopkins, argent ; and to Lord
Craven's right were Lord Alford's, azure and
argent, and the Marquis of Waterford's, argent

and sable. It is quite possible that we may not

have enumerated all the pavilions and tents ofthe

knights ; but we have mentioned enough to give
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some notion of the splendour of the effect which
they produced. The only feature that we think

they wanted, was the trophy of arms which it

was customary to set up before the entrance to

each knight’s pavilion, with a squire on each

side of the shield, habited in wild dresses, in

some degree representing the animals which

were his supporters. For example, the shield of

Lord Eglinton should have had a squire on each

side of it, habited in a head mask and dress, so

as to have, to a certain extent, represented the

dragons which support his arms. This would
have added a few more features to this most in-

teresting spectacle. It only remains for us to

mention, that a broad layer of five or six inches

deep of saw-dust ran along either side of the

barrier, where the courses were to be run. Op-
posite to the centre of the barrier, on each side

of the lists, were placed the two upright poles,

with a string across between them, from which
the rings were to be suspended, for the exercise

of riding at the ring ; the huge, terrific, giant.

Grim looking figure, the quintain, was stationed

towards the north-east corner of the enclosure

;

and at either end of the lists were piles of painted

lances.

After such a description of ancient forms,

gaudy colours, and gay gilding in the inanimate

features of the scene, in themselves presenting

a magnificent coup-d’aeil, amid the green herb-

age and the umbrageous foliage of the park, we
may now ask the reader to conceive the effect

which was produced by the multitude of human
beings which gave life to it. At the time we
drove up, the 2000 seats in the galleries, where
every individual was visible, were almost all

occupied; and the greater part of those who
were so seated—and certainly nearly every one
of the 800 persons who were in the gallery of
the Queen of Beauty—were attired in the rich-

est and most appropriate costumes of ancient

times, and particularly in those of the fifteenth

century. Nothing was to be seen but silks,

satins, and velvets of the most splendid hues

—

the finest furs—brilliant armour—glittering

gold—sparkling gems, and still more sparkling

eyes. With such materials of drapery, and with
the loveliest women, and with some of the

noblest in the land, was the Queen of Beauty’s

gallery filled from one end to the other, and from
back to front ; so that the sight was enough ab-

solutely to bewilder the senses of the spectator.

If we have been at all successful in conveying
anything like a correct idea of the reality to the

imagination of those who were not present, we
are quite sure that no one will say, that, on such

a spectacle suddenly opening on our eyes, as we
drove down into the little plain, where it was
spread like a fairy vision before us, we were
much to be wondered at for exclaiming aloud

with admiration, at being thus, as it were, fairly

whirled back, in one moment, to the days of

Froissart and the ancient times of chivalry. But,
however this may be, we must honestly confess

that such was the fact.

Having taken our places in ike gallery of

the Queen of Beauty, we had now leisure to ob-

serve, that all around the outside of the lists,

and in variousother parts of the surrounding park,

there were thousands of carriages of all descrip-

tions and denominations, laden with people, as

well as equestrians and pedestrians without num-

ber. But by far the finest portion of this part

of the spectacle was that presented by the broad

and ample slope of green turf, which arose with

a gentle swell from the plain on the northern

side of the lists, and stretched to either side, so

far as considerably to outflank both ends of them,

having the long flat eminence above it crowned

with the huge and wide-spreading trees of a

large grove. On that green slope, between the

trees and the plain below, there might be thirty

or forty thousand people, forming a sight which

was absolutely sublime. Besides all these, there

were dense crowds in every part of the park,

wherever a piece of vantage ground could be ob-

tained, or where a human foot could find a rest-

ing-place. And the remarkable thing was, that

not an individual of the crowd seemed to more

from the place first occupied, notwithstanding

the drenching rain to which all were exposed.

From our present position we could now see

the towers of the castle, at the distance of about

half-a-mile ; its mass rising from the opposite

bank of a small stream, which, having its origin

in the lake we have mentioned, took its* course

down through a gently inclined, little, grassy

valley, towards the western end of the plain,

where the lists were placed. The view of the

building, with its broad banner floating in the

breeze from its summit, and the figures of men

moving about among its battlements—the crim-

son tents on the lawn in front of its entrance

court, which was turned away from us ; and the

long paled-in course, which, leaving the front

of the castle, ran sweeping round out of sight

towards the bridge we have already mentioned,

and then again appearing round the back of the

castle to the eastward, came winding down, like

a long snake, on the hither side of the valley

from behind the noble groves of trees that gave

intricacy to the park in that direction, and

crowned the sloping bank and higher gronnd

that extended in front of us ; and then making

one bold turn in the direction of the lists. Ap-

proached them in one loog straight line—we sty

that ail this had a magnificent effect, and gave

grand note of preparation. The length of this

enclosed course we should suppose to be nearly

a mile ; and, so far as we could see, the palisadoes

on its sides were everywhere pressed upon from

without by dense crowds of eagerly expectant

spectators throughout its whole line.

The spirits of those who were in the Qoea
of Beauty’s gallery, and, we doubt not, the

spirits of all those who were present in the field,

were gladdened by the gradual cessation of the

rain ; and we had not been long in our places

when it became quite fair, so that our hopes,

which had been so cruelly sunk, now rose to the

highest pitch. Time slipped away without p*o-

ducing anything like a wnatncawt the
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doings of the day ; yet there was no such thing

as any exhibition of symptoms of tedium or

impatience among those by whom we were sur-

rounded in the gallery : all seemed to be suffi-

ciently occupied with admiring the dresses of

those around them, as well as in becoming ac-

quainted with the countenances of many of the

distinguished individuals whom they had not

happened to have seen before, or in dwelling, as

we confess that we did, with admiration on the

lovely features and forms which everywhere pre-

sented themselves to our eyes. This was an oc-

cupation which might have kept the whole of us

alive for many a good hour. But, at this time

it was that the programme of the order of the

procession was handed about for sale ; >nd so,

with certain corrections now made upon it, we
may here venture to give it as tolerably free

from error, prefixing to it the aocount of the

method by which we understand that the cere-

monial was arranged previous to the procession’s

moving from the castle.

The Procession from the Castle was marshal-

led in the following order

The horses of the knights and esquires, under
care of the grooms, &c., were arranged on the

right of the grand entrance ; and the retainers

and men-at-arms on the left, according to their

priority in the procession. A chamberlain and
a trumpeter were on each side of the door. A
deputy-marshal, with the seneschal, were situated

in the outer hall. A chamberlain was placed

at the door of the inner hall or vestibule, and at

each of the three doors leading from the vesti-

bule into the three principal reception rooms.

The knights, esquires, and the principal per-

sonages forming part of the procession, assem-

bled in the three above-named rooms, and were
arranged in their order of joining the procession

by the deputy-marshals and pursuivants. The
deputy-marshal called from his roll the name of

the first person to head the procession—the

chamberlain at the outer door ordered his horses,

retinue, &c., to advance~the chamberlain sta-

tioned at the inner door summoned the person-

age so named to take his place in the procession.

This done, the party rode up the line of route

to a given point, so as to allow a space for the

marshalling of the whole cavalcade. This order

was continued until the whole were mounted
• and marshalled, which being proclaimed by the

chamberlain and trumpet at the entrance, the

procession proceeded en route to the lists, to the

sound of warlike music and blasts of the trum-
pet. The line of march was kept by mounted
men-at-arms- at regular distances, assisted by the

retainers and halberdiers (on foot) of the Lord
of the Tournament. On arriving at the lists, the

procession entered at the principal gate ; and af-

ter making the half circuit, the King of the

Tournament, the judges of the field, &c., with

•their attendant knights and esquires, were dis-

mounted and marshalled to their appointed seats

in the Gothic gallery. The K ing. Queen, &c.,

having assumed their thrones, (to which the lat-

ter was conveyed in a coach and four,) a pro-

longed flourish of the trumpets summoned the

knights and esquires to pay their devoirs to the

Queen of Beauty ; and the whole riding again

round, received from their ladies the favours,

gloves, 6carfs, &c., to be worn in their helmets

during the Tourney. Another blast of trumpets

gave notice to the knights to retire to their se-

parate pavilions, to complete their arming, and
await the summons of the herald and his trum-

peters. The knights rode from their pavilions

completely armed,
after being assisted to their

chargers by their esquires, and took their

stations on the ground appointed to them, when,

the trumpets having again sounded, the herald

of the Tourney gave notice tflafc they were ready

to do their devoir against any knight who might

demand the combat. On this the knight elected

to run the first course against the challengers

left his tent, armed at all points, and riding up
to the gallery, demanded permission to make his

assay, which was granted. At the cry of " Lais-

sez les aller,” the trumpets sounded the charge,

and the knights ran the appointed courses.

The following is the order in which the Pro-

cession reached the ground, taken from the of-

ficial programme ; the only digression from which

was the circumstance of the “ Queen of Beauty”

and attendants being conveyed to the ground in

carriages, owing to the wetness of the weather:—

indemi-fuiu of armour and costumes.

Musician,
in rich costumes of silk—their horses trapped and

caparisoned.

Trumpeters,

in fall costumes—the trumpet and* banner emblazoned

with the arms of the Lord of the Tournament.

Banner-Bearert qf the Lord of the Tournament,
Two Deputy-Manhole,

in costumes, on horses caparisoned.

Attendants on foot.

The Eglinton Herald

,

in a tabard, richly embroidered.

Two Pursuivants

,

in emblazoned surcoats.

The Judge of Peace,

Lord Saltouv,
in his robes, and bearing a wand, on a horse richly *

caparisoned.

Retainers,

on foot, in costumes, carrying heavy steel battle-axes;

Officer of the Halberdiers
,

on horseback, in a suit of demi-armour with a gilt

partisan.

Halberdiers,

on foot, in liveries of their Lord carrying their halberds.

Men-at-Arms,
in demi-suits of armonr.

The Herald of the Toumament,
in his tabard, richly emblasonsd with emblematical

devices.

The Knight Marshal of the Lists,

Sir Chahlks Lamb, Bart.,

Groom. in a rich embroidered surcoat, and Groom,
embossed and gilt suit of armour—
his horse richly caparisoned, &c.

Esquire, Esquire,

Lord Chelsea, Major M’DowalL

Attendants oftks Knight Marshal,

in costumes of his tetany Hue, white, and gold.
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Halberdier* the Knight Marshal,

i n liveries of his colours, with their halberds.

Ladies Visitors
,

Ladj Montgomery, Lady Jane Montgomery,
Miss Macdonald,

on horses, caparisoned with blue and white silk, em.
broidered with gold and silver, each led by a

groom in costume of their colours.

The King if the Tournament

,

Marquis of Londondehrv,
Halberdier. in his robes of velvet and Halberdier,

ermine, and wearing his

coronet—his horse richly

caparisoned.

Esquire, Esquire,

Colonel Wood. H. Irvine, Esq.

* Halberdiers,

in liveries as before.

The Queen of Beauty

,

Groom. Lady Seymour, Groom,
in a rich costume, on a horse richly caprisoned—a silk

canopy borne over her by attendants in costumes.

Ladies Attendants on the Queen

,

In rich costumes.

Pages of the Queen,
in costumes of her colours

Esquire, Esquire,

P. Chartens, Esq.

The Jester
,

in a characteristic costume, bearing his sceptre—on a

'

mule, caprisoned and trapped with bells, Ac.

Retainers,

on foot, in liveries of the colours of the Lord of the

Tournament.

The Irvine Archers

,

in costumes of Lincoln Green, Black Velvet Baldric,

Rondelle, Ac.

Claude Alexander, Esq.

Lord Kelburne. A. Cunningham, Esq.

Sir Robert Dallas. C. S. Buchanan, Esq.

Captain Blair. Sir A. Hamilton.

Stuart Hay, Esq. Capt. Montgomerie.

J. Brownlow, Esq. J. Barnett, Esq.

— Hamilton, Esq. Hon. J. Strangways.

Captain Blane. George Rankin, Esq.

Retainers of the Lord of the Tournament.
Halberdiers of the Lord, in liveries of his colours.

Man-at-Arms, The Gonfalon, Man.at-Arms,
in half-armour. borne by a Man in half-armour.

at-Arms.

The Lord of the Tournament,

Earl of Eglinton,
Groom. in a suit of gilt armour, richly Groom,

chased ; on a barbed charger—caparisons

&c. of blue and gold.

The Banner,
borne by Lord A. Seymour.

Esquire, Esquire, Esquire,

G. Dundas Esq. F. Cavendish, Esq. G. M’Doual, Esq.

Retainers of the Lord, as before.

Halberdiers of the Knight of the Griffin,

In liveries of his colours.

Man-at-Arms, The Gonfalon, Man-at-Arms,
in half armour. borne by a Man in half-armour,

at Arms.

The Knight <fthe Griffin,

The Earl of Cravxn,
Groom. in a suit of engraved Milanese Groom,

armour, inlaid with gold ;

on a barbed charger—caparisons, Ac.

of scarlet, white, and gold.

Esquire, The Banner, Esquire,

The Hon. borne by a Man-at- The Hon.
F. Craven. Arms, F. Macdonald,

in half armour.

Retainers*

Halberdiers ofthe Knight (f the Dragon,
Iu liveries of his colours.

Man-at-Arms, The Gonfalon, Man-at-Arms,

in balf-armour. borne by a Man in half-armour,

at Arms.

Knight <f the Dragon,
in full suit of German fluted armour of the

period of Richard IL, white barb

steed, caparisons, &c., of

black and white.

Marquis of Waterford,
headed by Mr Mandeville as a Friar,

in brown russet, cross, beads,

book, bell, and candle.

Esquires,

Lord John Beresford, Lord William Beresford,

Lord Maidstone, Count Lewis Ricardo,

Sir Charles Kent, Bart, Captain Lumley,
Mark White, and C. Knight, Esqs.

Lord Viscount Ingestrie, as Turkish Doctor.

Halberdiers of the Knight of the Black Lion.

Man-at-Arms, The Gonfalon, Man-at-Arms,
in half-armour, borne by a Man- in half-armour,

at.Arms.

The Knight of the Black Lion,

Viscount Alford,
in a suit of polished steel armour.

Groom. on a charger—comparisons of blue Groom,
and white.

Esquire. The Banner, Esquire.

The Hon. Mr borne by a Man- T. O. Gascoigne,

Cust. at-Arms. Esq.
Retainers.

Halberdiers of the Knight of the Gael

.

Man-at-Arms, The Gonfalon, Man-at-Arms,
in half-armour, borne by a Man-at-Arms in half-armour.

The Knight of Gael,

Viscount Glenlyon,
in a suit of polished steel armour,

Groom. on a barbed charger—caparisons, Groom.
Ac. of green, blue, and crimson.

Esquire, The Banner. Esquire,
Sir David Dundas. borne by a Man John Balfour, Esq.

at Arms.
Retainers.

Retainers of the Knight of the Dolphin.
Man-at-Arms, The Gonfalon, Man-at-Arms,

in half-armour. borne by a Man- in half-armour.

Groom.

at-Arms.

The Knight of the Dolphin^

The Earl of Cassillis,
in a suit of engraved steel armour. Groom.

Esquire.

inlaid with gold, on a barbed
charger—caparisons, Ac. of
scarlet, black and white. Esquire.

Groom.

The Knight of the Crane.

Lord Cranstoun,
in a suit of polished steel armour, on
a barbed charger—caparisons, Ac. Groom.

Esquire.

of red and white.

The Banner, Esquiie.

borne by a Man-at-Arms.

Retainers of the Knight qf the Ram.
Thk Gonfalon,

borne by a Man-at-Arms.

The Knight of the Bam,
The Hoo. Captain Gage,

Groom. in a suit of polished steel armour. Groom,
on a barbed charger_caparisons,

Ac. of blue, white, and crimson.

Require, The Banner, Esquire,

R. Murray, Esq. borne by a Man- J. Ferguson, Esq.

at-Arms.

Halberdiers of the Black Knight.
Man-at-Arms, The Gonfalon, Man-at-Arms,
in half-armour. borne by a Man- In hsJ&armsuL

at-Arms.
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The Black Knight*

Mr W. Little Gilmour,
without Esquires or Retainers) and with no device

upon his shield, clothed in a suit of black armour
and mounted on a superb black horse,

richly caparisoned,

The Knight of the Swan,
Honourable Mr Jerxinoham,

Groom, in a suit of polished steel armour, on Groom,

a barbed charger, caparisons, &c. of

crimson and white,

Esquire, The Banner, Esquire,

CapL Stephenson. borne by a G. Campbell, Esq.

Man-at-Arms.
Halberdier8,

in emblazoned costumes, bearing their halberds.

Retainers of the Knight of the Golden Lion, in

liveries of his colours.

Man-at-Arms, in The Gonfalox, Man-at-Arms, in

half-armour, borne by a Man-at-Arms. half-armour.

The Knight of the Golden Lion ,

Captain J. O. Fairlie,

Groom. in a suit of richly gilt and embla- Groom,

zoned armour—caparisons, &c. of

blue and crimson.

Page. The Banner, Page.

borne by Cox, Esq.

Esquire, Esquire, Esquire,

H. Wilson, Esq. Captain Purves. Captain Pettat.

Halberdiers as before—Retainers, &c.

Retainers of the Knight of the White Rose.

Body Guard of The Gonfalon, Body Guard of

Bowmen, in borne by a Man-at-Arms. Bowmen, in

Ancient Ancient

Costume. Costume.

The Knight of the White Rose,

Charles Lamb, Esq.

Groom. in a suit of polished steel armour $ Groom,

on a barbed charger—caparisons,

Ac., of blue aud gold lozenge.

Esquire, The Banner. Esqnire,

J. Gordon, Esq, borne by a Man-at- R. Crawfurd, Esq.

Arms.
Retainers.

The Knight of the Stag's Head,
Captain Beresford,

Groom, in a suit of polished steel arraonr ; on Groom,

a barbed charger-caparisons, Ac.,

white and black.

Esquire, The Banner, Esquire,

Lord Maidstone, borne by a Man-at- — Lnmley, Esq.

Arms.

The Knight of the Border.

Sir F. JOHX9TOXE,
Groom. in a suit of polished steel armour ; Groom,

on a horse—caparisons, Ac.,

white and gold.

Esqnire, The Banner, Esquire.

Lord Drftmlanrig. borne by a Man-at-
Arms.

The Knight of the Burning Tower

,

Sir F. Hopkins,

Groom. in a suit of polished steel armour ;
Groom,

on a charger—caparisons, Ac.,

black nnd gold.

Esqnire. The Banner, Esquire,

borne by a Man-at-Arm a.

Retainers of the Knight of the Red Rose.

The Gonfalox,
borne by a Man-at-Arms.

The Knight of the Red Rose
,

R. J. Lechmere, Esq.,

Groom. in a suit of fluted German armour ; Groom,

on a barbed charger—caparisons,

Ac., scarlet and white.

Esqnire, The Banner, Esquire,

,
-- Corry, borne by Corbet Smith, £R. Horlock,

Esq. Esq. Esq.

Retainers of the Knight of the I.ion’s Paw.

The Gonfalox,
borne by a Man-at-Arms.

The Knight of the Lion's Paw.

Cecil Boothby, Esq.

Groom. in a suit of polished steel armour; Groom.

on a barbed horse—caparisons,
Ac., blue and crimson.

Esquire. The Banner, Esquire,

home by a Man-at-Arms.

The Knights Visitors,

in Ancient Costumes.

Swordsmen,
in characteristic costumes, on foot, each hearing a two-

handed sword on his right shoulder.

Bowmen,
with their hoods and bows.

The Seneschal of the Castle,

in his costume of ofltee, and bearing his wand.

Two Deputy-Marshals,
in costumes ; on horseback, as before.

Attendants of the Deputy-Marshals,
Chamberlains of the Household,
in costumes of office, each bearing his key.

Servitors of the Castle,
on foot.

Mbn-at-Arms,
as before.

The following were the rules which were given

out as those to be observed in the tilting lists

1. No Knight can be permitted to ride with-

out having on the whole of his tilting pieces.

2. No Knight to ride more than six courses

with the same opponent.

3. It is expressly enjoined by the Earl of

Eglinton, and must be distinctly understood by

each Knight upon engaging to run a course,

that he is to strike his opponent on no other

part than the shield, and that an atteint made

elsewhere (or the lance broken across) will be

adjudged foul, and advantage in former courses

forfeited.

4. Lances of equal length, substance, and

quality, as far as can be seen, will be delivered

to each Knight ; and none others will be allowed.

Particular attention will be most earnestly

requested to be paid to this injunction, for the

general good and credit of the tournament.

N.B.—In default of the lances being splin-

tered in any course, the judge will decide for

the atteint made nearest to the centre of the

shield.

ACTIONS WORTHY OF HONOUR.

1. To break the most lances.

2. To break the lance in more places than

one.

3. Not to put the lance in rest until near your

opponent.

4. To meet point to point of the lances.

5. To strike on the emblazonment of shield.

6. To perform all the determined courses.

ACTIONS OF DISHONOUR.

1. To break the lance across the opponent.

2. To strike or hurt the horse.

3. To strike the saddle.

4. To drop the lance or sword.

5. To lose the management of the horse at the

encounter.

6. To be unhorsed—the greatest dishonour.

7. All lances broken by striking below the

girdle to be disallowed.
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ACTIONS MOST WORTHY.
X. To break the lance in many pieces.

AT THE TOURNEY OR BARRIER.

1. Two blows to be given in passing, and ten

at the encounter.

These rules are very much taken from those

of ancient times ; and hence may be estimated

the absurdity of those wiseacres who seemed to

consider the combat as altogether naught, and
the whole thing ridiculous, because no one was
unhorsed by his adversary. Now, we apprehend
that of tilting there were two different degrees

—the first was that tilting of courtesy, of which
it was the object of the proceedings at Eglinton

Castle to give a specimen. In the olden time,

no piece of courtesy could be greater than that

of one knight offering to break a spear with

another. The utmost intention of such an

encounter, was to break a spear by pushing it

against the adversary's shield ; and to prevent

anything like the risk of either party being

unhorsed, the spears were always made of brittle

wood, and they were, moreover, not unfrequently

cut partly through, so as to ensure their break,

ing the moment they were properly planted

against the opponent's shield or armour. The
point, moreover, was not sharp, but it termin-

ated in a broad, flat piece of the wood of which
it was formed, called the crotchet, which bore

the same relation to the lance that the button

does to the foil. Now these were precisely the

lances with which the tilting at Eglinton was
performed, and, therefore, he who looked for

the unhorsing of the combatants—and still more,

he who looked, as we verily believe some did,

to see some of them pierced through and through

their armour—were as ignorant as they were
blood-thirsty. The second style of tilting of

old, was that with the ashen-shaft—a tough
instrument, which, instead of the crotchet .at its

smaller extremity, had three iron prongs, about

an inch and a half, or two inches long, each

prong being blunt at the point, so that, whilst

they were less likely to slip off the shield or

crest, there was no risk of their penetrating

either. The object of this amusement was to

unsaddle and unhorse the adversary ; and al-

though it likewise was always practised in good
humour, the falls produced by it were not un-

frequently fatal from the concussion. It was
said that Lord Waterford had expressed himself

especially desirous of having a few courses with

the ashen-shaft—and perhaps for the benefit of

us who were spectators, it is to be regretted that

he could not have been indulged. The third

and superlative degree of tilting was that when
they fought with grounden points of steel, a

method which was resorted to in cases of duel

;

and if the challenge was to the outrance, the

knights, when their lances were shivered, or

rendered useless, dismounted and fought on foot

with their battle axes, hewing at each other

with might and main, till the armour of both

was frequently hacked off piece meal—and when
one or both were rolled on the ground, the

poignard was frequently resorted to ; and if the

Sovereign, if present, or the King of the Tourna-

ment, did not throw down his warder tastop the

combat, it always ended in the death of one or

other of the knights. But the tournament at

Eglinton being, aa we have already said, a gentle

and courteous passage of arms, it was just u
reasonable to expect that mischief should bedone,

as it would be for any one to go to that most

interesting exhibition of the scholars of Mr

Roland, the fencing master, which takes place

periodically in our Assembly Rooms in George

Street, with the expectation of seeing one out of

every pair of the youths who fence together,

run through the body with the foil.

One remarkable feature of the Eglinton Tour-

nament, and one which would have warmed the

very heart of Sir Walter Scott, or any other

such antiquary, was the circumstance that, not

only was all the armour of the most exquisite

workmanship andof genuine antiquity—someof it

being as old as the time of Richard II.—but there

was hardly one suit of it that had not some in-

teresting history attached to it. Why is Sir

Walter not alive to be the chronicler of the

Eglinton Tournament I How eloquently would

he have revelled in all the historical recollec-

tions which every fragment of the armour used

at it would have conjured up in his mind ! That,

for instance, of Lord Craven was particularly

remarkable. It was of the purest bine-burnished

Milan steel, decorated with gold studs or rivets,

and curiously inlaid with the same metal, in an

exquisitely wrought arabesque pattern. It came

from the Manorial Hall of Hylton Castle, and it

was the armour worn by the Baron Hylton at

the Battle of Creasy. The casque or helmet

weighed nearly forty pounds. Yet, may we re-

mark, touching the weight of the helmets, thatwe

learned from some of the knights themselves,

that the casque was the only part of the armour

which they felt at all oppressive, if worn for any

length of time. But as it was never worn in

former days except when the knight was actu-

ally in action, either in battle .or in the lists,

the weight was of less consequence. As for the

rest of the pieces of the armour, it is a curiois

fact that there was hardly a piece of any suit at

the Eglinton Tournament, which was not found

to be too small for the man that was destined to

wear it.

After these explanations, we may perhaps be

permitted to employ some of the time, whilst we

are waiting in the gallery till the show begins?

in expressing our indignation at what we hold to

be the unfair and brutish tone which some of the

productions of the press have displayed in com-

menting on the Eglinton Tournament. Whe-

ther it was prudent or otherwise, for the Earl of

Eglinton to incur so great an expense for any

such object, is a private question, which affect*

him alone, and it is therefore a question with

which the public have nothing in the world to

do. But that question being thus disposed of,

we maintain that the public are in all respects

under very high obligations to him. If, to res^

an accurate account of any ouch curio* tf ^
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ancestors as that of the Tournament, be, as it

will be admitted by all educated minds to be,

most interesting, must it not be a greater subject

of interest to be permitted to look upon an ac-

curate painting of such a thing ? But if these

propositions be admitted, must we not feel a
tenfold interest, and a tenfold gratitude to that

noble and liberal individual, who, at an enormous
expense and trouble to himself, actually pro-

duces the real spectacle, with all its living and
moving actors and gorgeous accompaniments, in

bodily presence before us ? And when we take
into account the immense time which was neces-

sarily consumed in the preparations, and the
liberality with which all the world, of all ranks
and stations, were invited and provided for, so

that every one could see the whole—the magni-
ficent scale on which everything was done-—the
princely manner in which provision was made
for the entertainment of the guests—and the in-

defatigable courtesy which was exhibited to all

by the Earl, and every one belonging to him,

under circumstances the most trying that could

well be conceived, we must say that nothing, in

the least degree to be compared with it, has been
done in modern times. Little, indeed, do we
envy the feelings or the taste of that man who,
after partaking of all this, could convert so much
honey into waspish gall, to be ejected in some
vulgar, ignorant, and poisonous paragraph. We
who, God wot, are much more accustomed to

stand up for the peasant than the peer, cannot

forget that the luxurious and uncontrolled ex-

penditure of the rich, however injurious it may
be to themselves, must always go to give better

bread to the industrious poor ; and when we re-

flect on the immense expenditure of money which
the Eglinton Tournament must have cost and
occasioned, and the thousands of the industri-

ous classes who must have benefited thereby,

we cannot help saying, that if those noblemen
who can afford so large an expenditure, without

at all injuring their private fortunes, shall

emulate the Earl of Eglinton, and give us simi-

lar exhibitions at proper intervals, it will be a

consequence, in our opinion, by no means to be

grieved at, and we shall be happy to go any dis-

tance to be present. So far as we are concerned,

we think that the Earl of Eglinton has well

earned that honourable tribute which we under-

stand is proposed to be paid to him by giving

him a piece of plate ; and although our purse is

anything but well lined, we shall be proud to

give our guinea towards so laudable an object.

But now the attention and the expectation of

the spectators begin to be awakened by the occa-

sional appearance of a squire, or a man-at-arms,

riding down from the castle in the road between

the palisadoes towards the lists, in full and cor-

rect costume, his horse ventre a terre, on some
errand of haste from the knight whose colours

he wears. Our anxiety was every moment in-

creasing, and all eyes and eye-glasses began to

be eagerly directed towards the distant platform

in front of the castle. We availed ourselves of

our pocket telescope, and through it we per-

ceived the fluttering of gaudy bannere and pen.

none, the pawing and prancing of richly capari-

soned horses, the waving of plumes, and the

glittering of armour. Occasionally a rider would

shoot suddenly forth from the crowd like a

meteor, unwillingly carried off by the ungovern-

able impetuosity of his horse, and pursuing a
course like that ofaoomet amongthe purple tents,

and among the trees of the lawn, he would come
curving round again as he gradually gathered the

mastery of the animal. It was now about three

o'clock, and the sky began to blacken, and the

clouds to lower most portentously. The ques-

tion came to be—and it was a most anxious one

—Whether will the rain or the procession come
first? But, alas! it was soon settled; for, in

about a quarter of an hour, and just as with our

glasses we could see that the procession was
getting into order of march, down came the rain

in a heavy* and determined fall. There was not

a soul present—with the exception, perhaps, of

some of those jaundiced gentlemen to whom we
have already alluded—who did not feel deep dis-

appointment ; and whose disappointment, more-

over, was not deeper on account of his sympathy

with that of Lord Eglinton. Speculation was, of

course, immediately abroad, as to whether the

Tournament would now go on at all. In pru-

dence, perhaps, it ought to have been delayed ;

but Lord Eglinton being desirous of keeping his

word with the people—many of whom had come
from great distances to see the spectacle—like a

true knight, who never fails to maintain the

integrity of his vow, determined that the busi-

ness of the day should proceed at all hazards.

Accordingly, the distant sound of trumpets,

and other martial instruments, now came faintly

upon the breeze ; and we could behold the on-

ward movement of the column of the procession,

from the platform before the castle, in a westerly

direction. The successive groups of horsemen

disappeared towards that point of the compass,

whilst fresh bodies were continually following ;

and, long ere the whole had left the castle gates,

the trumpets were heard sounding with greater

strength ; and the head of the column of march,

which had swept over the bridge, and round by

the palisadoed road on the bank to the east of

the edifice, began to reappear from among the

trees of the park, between us and the upper part

of the little valley where the rill ran. The
crowds which cumbered the back of the palisa-

does were so great, that, at the distance they

were then at from us, we could only see the

fluttering banners and pennons, and the heads

and shoulders of the horsemen ; but the increas-

ing clangor of the trumpets, and the shouts of

the people, gave sufficient note of the gradual

advance of the line of march. By and by, we
began to disoover that a number of carriages

preceded the procession ; and, as these came at

a quicker pace, an universal suspicion arose that

the spectacle was thus to be curtailed of its fairest

features, and that these vehicles carried the

Queen of Beauty and the other ladies ; who, since

they were prevented by the weather from riding
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with the knights, were naturally desirous to be
seated in the gallery as speedily as possible.

Our attention was first drawn to them as they

entered the lists. In one carriage was Lady
Seymour, the Queen of Beauty, a title to which
nature has given her ladyship the most indis-

putable right. She was richly and most appro-

priately attired, with her crown upon her head ;

and there was a mingled mildness, and modesty,

and dignity in her dark blue eye, that com-
manded the willing homage of all hearts. For
our parts, if any knight had been so hardy as to

deny that she was the most peerless princess in

the universe, we should ourselves have been
ready to have tossed our gauntlet over the gal-

lery—to have descended into the lists—to have
armed and mounted in support of her unrivalled

pretensions—and to have maintained them with

grounden spears to the outrance. The Queen
and her ladies immediately took their places in

the logo appropriated for her
; and there, as

the silken curtains were drawn around them to

defend them from the wet which would have
otherwise blown in upon them, we also thanked
our stars that we were relieved from the over-

whelming blaze of that galaxy of beauty, to look

upon which unmoved required more of the copper

coating of modern dandyism than we are pos-

sessed of.

The carriages were now cleared away, and
the procession began to advance towards the en-

trance to the lists, amidst the shouts of the

people. We have seen many fine spectacles,

and processions in our days ; hut we are prepared

to contend that no spectacle or procession of

modern times, not bating that of a coronation

itself, ever came within many degrees of this as

to splendour. One only that we have beheld,

exceeded it in interest ; and that was the pro-

cession of the forty or fifty thousand grateful

hearts, who, full of joy for the gift of Reform,
which their determination h&d wrenched from
an unwillingHouse of Peers, assembled in triumph
in Bruntsfield Links, and paraded through the

streets of Edinburgh, on the 10th day of August,
1832. Alas ! how that great modern charter of

our liberties has Bince been worm-eaten, almost
to caddis, by the reptiles of Toryism ! But this

is neither the time nor the place for such dis-

agreeable reflections. Let us not embitter our
feelings, therefore, by any such thoughts.

The effect produced by the appearance of the

body of stalwart men-at-arms who led the pro-

cession, and filled up some other parts of it, in

their ham-pans, or iron skull-caps, and their

back and breast pieces, and mounted on their

great heavy horses, was most striking. So was
that of the halberdiers, and bearers of two-
handed swords. The banners, and the em-
blazoned coats of the heralds, were splendid.

Lord Saltoun, as Judge of the Peace, was most
appropriately dressed in a black robe, and looked
his character well. But Sir Charles Lamb, the
Knight Marshall of the Lists, with his silken

surcoat, richly embroidered with his emblazon-
ments over a very fine suit of armour, was per-

haps one of the best and most correctly dressed

figures of the whole pageant ; and the manner in

which he acquitted himself, throughout the whole

affair, proved that the spirit of ancient chivalry

was thoroughly in him, and would have done

credit to any prevx chevalier of ancient days.

After him came the beautiful, richly caparisoned

palfreys of the ladies, led by Squires ;
but, alas

!

with empty saddles. The most gorgeous person

of all was certainly the Marquis of Londonderry,

with his crown upon his head, as King of the

Tournament, and his rich purple velvet robe

trimmed with ermine, which covered the whole

hind quarters of the animal he rode, and swept

the very ground. We have noticed, in some of

the printed accounts of the Tournament, certain

reflections on the manner in which he managed
his horse. These, we have no hesitation in

saying, display the grossest ignorance, if not

malevolence in their authors, whom we strongly

suspect to have been some of the disappointed

tailors who had not been called upon to furnish

anything for the show, and who never crossed a

horse but to ride to Brentford. Nothing could

have been more graceful, nothing could have

displayed a more perfect knowledge of equi-

tation, than the manner in which his Lordship

made his horse-passage across the ground in

front of the loge of the Queen of Beauty ; and

this we will maintain in the lists against all

comers, excepting always those miscreant knights

of the needle and thimble, who have so disgraced

themselves by these calumnies. The Jester was

well enough as to costume, but very sorry and

vulgar in his wit. We think that this character

was the only thing like a failure in the whole

matter. We do not blame the gentleman who

did it, because we think that he was mani-

festly out of his element. It should have been

supported by some wag of quality, who could

have had no fear of exercising the privilege of

the cap and bells at the expense of the men with

whom he was in daily intimacy, and with whose

various tempers, dispositions, and histories he

was well acquainted. We understand that the

gentleman was a wit and an artist, and he may
be very clever in both these capacities ; but the

cleverest man on earth, without the requisites we

have mentioned, would have found himself at

fault on such an occasion. His best joke was

his remark after the first ineffectual career,

when he rode past the gallery, crying—"Ho!
ho ! if the Ayrshire eagles look to dine to-day

upon a dead knight, they will be long enough

before they find one/* And again, when the

Marquis of Waterford was mounted preparatory

to tilting, he took out a sketch-book, and said

that “ he was about to make an Irish scriptural

sketch—the Marquis of Waterford's head upon

a charger.” The rest of his flashes appeared to

us to be flashes in the pan. The Earl of Eglinton,

the Lord of the Tournament himself, was

armed most magnificently, man and horse, io

a full suit of embossed and splendidly gilt ar-

mour, the caparison of his horse being the richest

possible blue satin and cloth qf gold. The plumed
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helmets, and the shields of all the knights, were
borne each by a separate esquire, till they were
called upon to arm them for the tilting. Most
of the knights, therefore, rode in their cowls

;

but when Lord Eglinton entered the lists, he
wore a velvet bonnet of antique cut, with a plume
in it, with which he acknowledged the plaudits

of the spectators with the most graceful courtesy.

Every one admired the perfect equanimity he
displayed in the midst of the trying disappoint-

ment that had arisen from the weather and its

consequences ; and he carried off with him the

affections and the sympathies of all present.

The effects produced by the gonfalons or ban-

ners, which were borne before the several

knights, each exhibiting their coats armorial,

together with the large groups of gay-looking,

and correctly dressed esquires and other horse-

men, who formed the cortege of each of them
respectively, all mounted upon horses of the

first breed and spirit, was truly noble and ani-

mating. After the list we have already given,

we need not repeat their names. We may men-
tion, however, that those of the suite of Lord
Waterford were particularly remarkable for

splendour and for the excellence of their

horses. His cortege was aho particularly dis-

tinguished, by having in its ranks a jolly friar

and a lean monk, who seemed to have more
of the spirit of the Holy Clerk of Copman-
hurst in their composition than of the peace-

able austerities of the cloister. As they rode

merrily to the lists, these holy men chanted

melodies which were anything but those of the

cathedral choir; and the most noble and fro-

licsome knight in whose company they were, and
all his merry men, joined lustily in the chorus,

till they made the good greenwood ring again.

Lord Glenlyon’s cortege had the interesting ad-

dition of an hundred Athol followers on foot—very fine men— uniformly dressed in the

Highland garb, and each of them armed with

targe and claymore. And here we must be ex-

cused for entering into a defence of this also,

from the ignorant and unjust criticism with

which it has been visited ; for although the

possessions of knights lay in the Highlands, that

was no reason why they should not—as we know
instances of their having done of old—-enter the

lists with Southrons ; nor can there be any

ground for objecting to that which must have

often occurred, and did often occur ; we mean,
that in addition to their esquires and men-at-

arms, they should also have been attended by a

body of their faithful clansmen. Among the

other knights who followed, it would be vain, as

well as tedious, to particularize one more than

another; but still we cannot help especially

noticing Sir Francis Hopkins, as one whose array

was by no means of the worst.

It was indeed a grand 6ight to behold this

brilliant body of mailed and gaily attireck men,

curvetting on their pampered and richly capa-

risoned coursers, slowly and gracefully, as the

procession wound its way around the lists, whilst

the sunshine that fell upon them from many a

bright pair of eyes, seemed more than to com-
pensate to them for the absence of the cheering

countenance of the god of day. After the tail

of the procession, like that of a glittering and
gilded snake, had drawn itself within the area,

the space below presented to the eye the appear-

ance of one waving sea of splendour, as it did to

the ear of martial sound, defying description.

All having now, as they passed in succession,

paid their obeisance to the logo of Beauty,
each knight now filed off with his people to

his respective pavilion ; the Irvine archers and
the Highlanders surrounded the palisadoes of

the lists, and the Marshal ; and the Judge of the

Peace, took their stations, each with his trum-
pets and his attendants, one on either side of the

centre of the barrier, the former on the north,

and the latter on the south side of it, whilst two
of the knights were preparing to enter the lists

by arming with their helmets and shields.

Whilst they are so employed, we may take

the opportunity to explain, once for all, that the

tilting was conducted at Eglinton precisely as it

always was in the olden time ; that is to say, in

this manner:—The opposing knights were placed

at opposite ends of the barrier, each with the

barrier on his left, and his bridle rein held by a
groom to keep the horse steady. The Marshal
of the Lists then asked each of the knights in

turn if he were ready ; and, on being answered
in the affirmative, the “ Lawses alter” was ut-

tered—the trumpets sounded from both sides of

the barrier—the grooms on both sides, each ran

a pace or two with the horse he held, so as to

start him fairly in his proper course ; and the

knights being closely followed by their squires,

and frequently at some few paces distant by a

part of their cortege, gave their spurs to their

horses, roused them to full action, and rushed

on in their career ; and each having the lance

in his right hand, he put it in rest, and tilted at

his adversary over the barrier at the moment
when he thought he had come within reach of

him. The second course proceeded in the same
way, only the two knights having now changed
places, they rode on the opposite side, and from
the opposite end of the barrier, to that which

they had ridden on and from before ; and so on.

All this was quite Melon lee regies dee joustes.

Any one who will take the trouble of considering

how great that quickness of eye, and readiness

of arm must be, that must be required to catch,

and to use to effect the only transient, and, as

we may call it, mathematical moment which can

be available during the rapid career of the horses

in opposite directions, will be more disposed to

wonder that a hit should ever be made at all,

than that so many failures should happen.

|

The first two knights who appeared were

.
Captain Fairlie, the Knight of the Golden

Lion, opposed to the Hon. Mr Jerningham, the

|

Knight of the Swan. In their first course, they

!

passed without touching. In their second course,

he of the Lion deranged the chamfron or steel

frontlet of the horse of him of the Swan. In

the thirds the horse of him of the Swan swerved
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from the barrier ; but, in tlie fourth, bit rider

succeeded in shivering his lance on the shield of

the Lion. The contest was most animating,

and the most intense interest began now to be

excited among the spectators.

This was bjr no means diminished when it

was observed that the Lord of the Tournament
himself, the Earl of Eglinton, appeared at the

western extremity of the barrier. Nothing
could surpass the magnificence of his appearance,

when thus armed cap-a-pee in his gorgeous

golden plate, with his coronet and crest on his

casque, amid the blue and white ostrich-feathers

that formed its plume. His seat in his saddle was

easy and dignified, and the manege of his beauti-

ful horse was, in every respect, so perfect, that

his appearance was hailed with deafening shouts

of applause from all quarters. The Marquis of

Waterford, the Knight of the Dragon, was his

worthy opponent. The pace at which these two
noble and very redoubtable knights went was tre-

mendous. When the trumpet sounded, the Mar-
quis dashed his spurs rowel-deep into the horse’s

sides, so that he sprang forward over the ground
at the full extent of his speed. As they met in

mid career, Lord Eglinton shivered his lance on
bis opponent’s shield, with a clang that resounded

through the lists, and brought bursts sf applause

from the spectators. In their second course,

both knights missed each other ; but, in the

third course, the Lord of the Tournament was
again successful in breaking his lance on the

armour of his adversary. The martial music
sounded ; the shouts of the multitude were
renewed ; and were again excited tenfold, when,
as conqueror, he rode up opposite to the royal

loge, and paid his devoirs to the Queen of

Beauty, with a grace quite corresponding to the

superior skill he had displayed in the encounter.

Sir Francis Hopkins, the Knight of the Burn-
ing Tower, and Mr Lechmere, the Knight of

the Red Rose, were the next two combatants
who appeared; and theirs too was a most
interesting encounter. In the first course, he
of the Tower touched his adversary without

breaking his lance. The second course was
peculiarly good ; for he of the Tower shivered

his lance so violently on his adversary that the

fragments were thrown high into the air, whilst

he of the Rose also broke off the crotchet from
the point of his lance. In the third course, he
of the Tower broke his lance on his opponent's

casque, and was led up, as conqueror, to pay
his devoirs to the Queen of Beauty. We
particularly remarked the excellence of Sir

Francis' seat, as well as the extraordinary com-
mand of his horse, which he exhibited ; the ani-

mal being one that seemed to be anything but
pleasant, to ride and, that on one occasion, did

all he possibly could do to unseat his master.

But the knight wa$ his master ; and the manner
in which he pulled him short up, when in full

career, so as to make him stand stock still at

the end of the barrier, round which he im-
mediately wheeled him to be ready for the next
•ncounter

f caused universal admiration.

Lord Alford, the Knight of the Black Lion,

and Lord Glenlyon, the Knight of the Gael, were

the next pair. It was a new, as well as an ap-

propriate feature in this match, to see a tartan-

clad groom at Lord Glenlyon's bridle-rein. The
knight's missed in their first course. In their

second, the lance of the Knight of the Gael was

struck by him of the Black Lion who, in the

third course, broke his lance on the body of his

opponent.

Whilst all these deeds were doing, the rain

continued to increase ; and Lord Eglinton rode

up to the front of the Queen's gallery, and

taking off his bonnet, he bowed to the ladies,

and said—

“

1 regret much that I am com-

pelled thus to announce that, in consequence of

the insufficiency of the temporary buildings at

the castle, the rain has so destroyed everything,

as to put it out of my power to fulfilmy intention

of giving an entertainment to my friends." As
every one present felt more from sympathy for

his Lordship than for themselves, his short and

manly declaration was received with the clapping

of hands, and every possible symptom of satis-

fact ;on. But deep if not loud curses were ut-

tered by many against Mr Pratt, the contractor

for tho buildings ; and with what justice may he

conceived when we think of what the conse-

quences might have been, if the rain had kept off

till we were all assembled in glory at the ban-

quet, and then poured down. Had this hap-

pened,. every lady would have been drenched in

less than a quarter of an hour, and the scene of

confusion that would have been created may he

easily imagined. Filled with the conviction of

such possibilities, we did hear it whispered, that

the repetition of that page of chivalric history,

in which we read of the tossing of that worthy

squire, Sancho Pansa, in a blanket, would have

been a happy incident of the Tournament, if the

principal performer of the scene had been the

handsome and accomplished Mr Spratt.

A combat with two-handed swords now began

between two men-at-arms, Mr Mackay and Mr
Redbury, which added another feature of reality

to the vraisemblance of the whole scene. Both

acquitted themselves manfully, and with great

skill ; and their breast and back pieces rang with

the blows, amidst the most animating cheers from

the spectators.

Lord Cassillis, the Knight of the Dolphin, and

Lord Alford, the Knight of the Black Lion, now
appeared in the lists. In their first course their

lances crossed without breaking. In the second,

he of the Dolphin broke his lance on the armour

of his opponent. In the last course both lances

crossed, and the Knight of the Dolphin again

broke his lance.

But the mere detail of these encounters ean

furnish no idea to any one, who was not present,

of the romantic and exciting interest of this most

wonderful spectacle-—of the effect of the rush of

the opposing knights in their career, followed as

they were by their esquires and their other attend-

ants in irregular flying troops, whilst the arena

underneath the eye was continually agitated by
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flitting figures of the olden time, some on foot,

and others riding it here, and pricking it there,
in all directions, so as absolutely to bewilder the
fancy, till the imagination began to boil up into

the conviction that years had rolled back their

tide, and that we had been actually cast thereby
on the ancient shore of chivalry. Nay, we must
confess that the illusion with us was so strong,

that if any one had asked us at that moment
whether we had been personally acquainted with
Harry Hotspur, or the Douglas, or witli John of
Gaunt, we suspect that we should have inno-
cently replied that we knew all these excellent
fellows perfectly well.

The doings of the day being now over, and
the banquet and ball, to which we had been in-

vited, having been finished before they began,
thanks to the insufficient materials of Mr Pratt’s

trumpery—(we beg his pardon)—temporary
buildings, we hastened to make our way from
the field across the park, amidst draggled crowds
of pedestrians of all ranks, from all of whom, in

defiance of the drenching that many of them had
received, we heard nothing escaping but expres-
sions of delight, and of the highest encomium on
the generous nobleman who had given them so

princely a show. We were particularly admiring
the graceful gait and the handsome figure of a

Highlander, who was stepping out over the green
turf before us with a fine, firm, free pace ; not
decked out with pistol and powderhorn, and in

^11 the eagle-wing pride and the rich silver and
cairngorum ornaments of the chief, but clad in

the simple kilt, hose, plaid, and unplumed bon-
net of a shepherd from the hill-side. Fur such,

indeed, we took him, though he might have been
young Norval for aught we knew ; but we had no
sooner come up to him than we were recognised

by him, and he held out to us the hand of—the
Marquis of Douglas.

Having extricated ourselves from the intri-

cacies of the park, and got fairly into the road

to Irvine, we found ourselves in the midst of

that which was perhaps the strangest scene

in which we ever mingled : The pathway was so

crowded, that no individual could attempt to

get on beyond a certain pace, without the cer-

tainty of both giving and receiving many an
admonitory kick in the shins ; and the carriage

way was filled with vehicles, all of which had
characters of both sexes, of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, seated within them ; whilst

squires, mixed up with grooms, and men-at-arms,
were seen riding along at a slinging pace ; their

buff boots, silk hose, velvet doublets, and plumed
bonnets, all bespattered and drenched, like

turkey poults after a thunder plump. As we
got nearer to the town of Irvine, the crush be-

came greater ; and it went on accumulating, till

the jamming and crashing of carriages of all

sorts in the street exceeded anything we have
ever yet witnessed in London, even on an opera

night ; with this addition, that the old dresses of

the squires and ladies of all degrees, and the

ancient armour of the knights, when thus asso-

ciated with modern carriages of every descrip-
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tion, presented the most whimsical appearance.

Here you had a bluff man-at-arms, making love

in the rumble to a delicate looking lady’s-maid,

who sat beside him vainly trying to keep herself

dry with a tiny silk parasol. There you had a

burly halberdier sitting, halberd and all, on the

box of another carriage, beside the coachman
in his many-caped box coat. Again you would
espy a knight in his armour, sitting bodkin in a
chariot between two damsels, whose countenances

betrayed that the thought of their dresses

made them grievously distressed by hisproximity.

A little afterwards, you would discover a mailed

hero in a britzka, solacing himself with a cigar

;

and nnon, you might behold, armed in full proof,

the most noble the Marquis of Waterford, worm-
ing his difficult and arduous way through the

opposing obstacles, with anything but a patient

countenance, in his buggy. All this produced a

motley-medley, of which no one, who did not

witness it, can have any conception. Then the

yells, the cries, the executions, and the jar-

ring of contending wheels, defy all description ;

as well as the strange expression of rage and
fear, that agitated the different human counten-

ances you beheld. It reminded us of the cele-

brated rout of the French after the Battle of

Vittoria. We remarked one man, a fat farmer,

who, quite unprepared for any such struggle as

this in the street of Irvine, had quietly taken

up his wonted position, in his one-horse four-

wheeled chay, opposite to the Eglinton Arms,
as he might have often done before on a market
day ; but, alas

!
poor man, he found, upon this

occasion, that, according to the old Proverb,

there was “ a change of market days.” Ho had
very innocently, in his ignorance, turned his

horse’s head against the stream ; the consequence

of which was, that his near hind wheel was
caught by some of the wheels of the carriages

going in the opposite direction, and he began,

much to the astonishment both of his horse and
himself, to be slowly dragged backwards. He
roared, he shouted, he shook his reins, and he
double thonged his unfortunate animal, but all

in vain. Back—back—back he went, ever and
anon, resting a while in his retrograde motion,

as one carriage shook him off, and for the brief

space that was allowed him till that which fol-

lowed took him up again ; and then always renew-

ing his retrogradation with the effect of some
piece of machinery that has a regular inter-

mittent action, until his cries grew fainter and
fainter by distance, and his bulky figure, in

furious gesture, finally disappeared from our eyes

around the turning of the street.

A polite and hospitable hint had been con-

veyed to us, that, although the banquet was
necessarily abandoned, there would yet be dinner

at the castle for those who should come to par-

take of it. We tried in vain for a corner where
we could have a morsel of bread and cheese and
a glass of ale in Irvine. This therefore seemed to

be a question between turtle and champagne on
the one hand, and starvation on the other. But be-

lieving, from the appearance ofthe weather, that
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the Tournament could not possibly be continued

next day, and therefore concluding that the

whole game was up, we thought it more pru-

dent to retreat ; and, accordingly, we ordered

our servants to give up the beds they had en-

gaged for us, and to get the carriage, that we

might immediately proceed to Ayr, in order to

return to the place from whence we came. As

our prognostications as to weather were sufficient-

ly realized by the heavy rain that fell where we

were, without interruption, the whole of the ensu-

ing day, we were the more satisfied with the wis-

dom of our determination ; and repentance only

came too late, when we afterwards learned, to

our great mortification, what we were at too great

a distance to learn in time, that the Tournament

again proceeded on the Friday, which turned out

a most beautiful day. We are, therefore, reduced

to the necessity of giving an account of what we

did not see, from the information of a friend.

As a proof how much the spectacle of Wed-
nesday had been appreciated, it is enough to

mention, that notwithstanding the fearful rain

which unceasingly fell on Thursday, so many
thousands had crowded to the scene of action,

that Lord Eglinton, with his wonted courtesy

and attention to the people, felt it necessary to

ride down to the lists in person, to acquaint

them that no Tournament could be held that day.

Yet thousands continued to loiter on the ground

;

and as the evening brightened up, their hopes

brightened with it. Nor were they altogether

disappointed; for the Earl, eager to gratify those

of all ranks, who had come from all quarters of

the three kingdoms to witness the spectacle,

resolved, with his companions, that, foul or fair,

it should hold on Friday ; and kindly rode about

the park himself, to acquaint the people with

this determination, whilst messengers were des-

patched in all directions to spread the news.

This second day then passed off with an acces-

sion of eager expectation for the morrow ; whilst

within the walls of the castle there was some
amusing skirmishing in the ball-room among
the knights ; who donned their armour, and
four taking the title of Knights of the Apple on
one side, assailed four who chose to rejoice in

that of Knights of the Pear on the other. So

distinguished, they hammered at one another

with broomsticks, for the entertainment of the

ladies, till one would have thought that the forges

of the armourers were at work. So tremendous
was the fracture of shafts in this encounter, that

the housemaids were compelled to send to Irvine

and Ayr for a complete new establishment of

brooms ere they could accomplish the sweeping
of the apartments. On this occasion. Prince

Louis Napoleon Bonaparte and Mr Charles Lamb
had a course together of tilting on foot, in which
the latter was declared to have the advantage.

In the evening there was a ball.

On the Friday the weather seemed to be de-

termined to make up to Lord Eglinton for the

unruffled good humour with which he had borne

TOURNAMENT.

the disappointment it had occasioned him on the

previous days. Nothing could be more beaotifal

than the sunshine. To comprehend the splendid

effect of the procession of this day, the reader

has only to look over the programme and de-

scription of that for Wednesday, and then to be

told that, in addition to all its magnificence, the

Queen of Beauty, and all her ladies, mounted

on their palfreys, formed a part of it, together

with the lovoiy body of archeresses in their pic-

turesque green velvet dresses, and with their
j

bows and quivers, making “ Cupid's occupation

gone," by doing his work for themselves. The 1

dresses of all the different characters which had

been out in the wet of Wednesday, had some-

how, strange to say, lost none of their lustre. I

The armour of the knights was again bright, and

glittered in the sun, whilst that of the Lord of

the Tournament blazed in all eyes. Lord Lon-

donderry wore his collar of the garter, and was

attended by the handsome Count Valentine

Esterhazy, nephew to the Prince of tfcat name.

As the procession entered the lists, and passed 1

deliberately round them, in all its gallant pomp

and circumstance, the shouts of the spectators

of all ranks, who had assembled in numbers but

little inferior to those of Wednesday, were abso-

lutely deafening.

About three o'clock, the business of the day

was begun by Lord Glenlyon, the Knight of the

Gael, and Lord Alford, the Knight of the Black

Lion. They were both unsuccessful in hitting

during the two first courses ; but, in the third

course, the noble Blair-Athol chief shivered his

lance upon the shield of his antagonist ; and,

being declared the victor, he was 'brought up

before the loge of the Queen of Beauty, where

he paid his devoirs.

The second joust was an extremely good one

between Lord Craven, the Knight of the Griffin,

and Captain Fairlie, the Knight of the Golden

Lion. Both knights splintered their lances in

the first course, which was by all admitted to be

the finest exhibition of all the courses that had

as yet been run. In that which followed, both

knights crossed ; but, in the third course, be of

the Griffin bore his lance with such precision

that he shivered it on his adversary, so that only

the small fragment of it below the gauntlet

gripe remained in his hand.

The Earl of Eglinton, Lord of the Tourna-

ment, then appeared in the lists, with Mr Lech-

mere, the Knight of the Red Rose. In the

first and second careers, both knights failed in

touching, but in the third. Lord Eglinton's lance

was so truly directed, as to be shivered with

great effect upon the shield of him of the Red

Rose ; and his skill and good fortune so gratified

the spectators, that, as he rode up to pay his

devoirs, his success was hailed by the loudest

acclamations, and by the waving of the hand-

kerchiefs of the women, and the hats and bonnets

of the men.
Captain Beresford, the Knight of the Stag's

Head, and Mr Little Gilmour, the Black Knight,

then ran two courses without effect. In the
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third, they crossed lances, and again missed in

the fourth, so that there was no honour or ad-
vantage gained on either side.

The courses that followed between Lord Cas-
sillis, the Knight of the Dolphin, against Mr
Lamb, the Knight of the White Rose, and Mr
Jerningham, the Knight of the Swan, against

Captain Gage, the Knight of the Ram, were
spirited, but without result. Lord Waterford,
the Knight of the Dragon, and Sir Frederick
Johnstone, the Knight of the Border, then ran
their due number of careers with great swift-

ness. In the first, their lances crossed, and the
other two were ineffective.

Captain Fairlie, the Knight of the Golden
Lion, then appeared in the lists, against Sir

Francis Hopkins, the Knight of the Burning
Tower. The first course was a failure. In the
second, he of the Lion, shivered his lance, and
as the third was inefficient on both sides, the
Golden Lion was triumphant.

The Lord of the Tournament now announced
to the Queen of Beauty, and to the company in

her gallery, that the tilting was concluded for

the day, but that, if the weather proved favour-
able, the passage of arms would next day be re-

sumed, a piece of information which was hailed

by all who heard it with the loudest plaudits.

The tilting was this day inferior, generally, to

that of Wednesday, which may have been owing
to the fatigue of the ball of the previous night.

But now the spectators prepared themselves for

the enjoyment of new entertainments.

The riding at the ring, so often mentioned in

our ballad story, was the next exercise to which
the knights devoted themselves. The ring, of
a size just large enough to be borne off on an
ordinary lance point, was suspended from a string

loosely stretched between two upright poles.

One pair of these poles stood immediately op-
posite to the loge of the Queen of Beauty, and
the other pair occupied the similar place on the
opposite side of the barrier. The knights and
the squires, who also joined in this part of the
exhibition, followed one another in succession,

and tried to carry off the ring ere they passed
through between the poles. The steadiness of
hand in levelling the long lances, and the quick-
ness of eye which many of them displayed, were
loudly cheered. The performances were alto-

gether excellent, but Lord Eglinton was pecu-
liarly successful. This appears to have been a
very lively and gratifying part of the spectacle,

and we regret much that we were so unfortunate
as to lose it.

Still more do we deplore that we lost that most
animating and interesting spectacle that fol-

lowed—we mean the tourney with the sword

—

in which four knights, representing Ireland and
Scotland, were pitched against four knights who
appeared for England. They were as follow

.

The Scottish and Irish knights were—"

The Earl of Eglinton, Lord of the Tournament.
The Marquis of Waterford, the Knight of the Dragon,
Mr Little Gilmour,'the Black Knight, and
Viscount Glenlyon. the Knight of the Gael,

Against the following English knights:—
Viscount Alford, the Knight of the Black Lion,

Mr Lechmete. the Knight of the Red Rose,

Mr Lamb, the Knight of the White Rose, and
Captain Fairlie, the Kuight of the Golden Lion.

The combatants, giving the spurs to their

horses, rushed to the encounter at a furious

pace, striking at one another with their swords

as they passed. The great merit lay in striking

two blows 011 the adversary in passing. But
Lords Waterford and Alford were not contented

with merely bestowing so small a courtesy on
each other ; for, turning their horses again to

the attack, as if by mutual consent, they assailed

each other so desperately, that some of the

spectators shouted with delight, whilst others

cried out fur fear of the consequences. This

single combat raged with a fearful raining down
of blows, that rang through the lists, and made
the fire flash from their arms, till Sir Charles

Lamb, the Marshal of the Tournament, hurried

forward, and, with some difficulty, parted the

combatants. In the general encounter that

took place after this, the Honourable Mr Jer-

ingham was severely cut in the wrist : but he
was too much of a knight not to appear at

the evening’s banquet- and ball, though we un-

derstand that the after consequences of his

wound occasioned very considerable alarm to his

medical attendant.

The business of this day having been thus

concluded, the trumpets summoned the various

personages immediately connected with the

Tournament to take their places in the proces-

sion ; and so they returned to the castle, to the

sound of martial music, in the same splendid ar-

ray that they came.

The banquet and ball were held on this even-

ing in the most sumptuous style. The dresses,

all correctly of the olden times of chivalry, were
more gorgeous than anything that had yet been

exhibited ; and the rooms were lighted up, if we
may so express ourselves, by the blaze of dia-

monds. Amongst the most brilliantly gemmed
of the noble personages present, was the Mar-
chioness of Londonderry, upon whom we had
looked with peculiar interest during the first

day’s Tournament, as her appearance gratefully

recalled to us the hospitalities we bad received

from her father and mother, when she was yet

but a girl, in the noble baronial halls of Glen-

arm Castle. The entertainment of the Lord of

the Tournament was altogether princely; and
nowhere did his generous disposition and cour-

teous bearing appear to greater advantage, than

when he was thus engaged in doing the hospital-

ities of Eglinton Castle, to one of the most bril-

liant assemblages of the beauty and birth of our

country that ever graced the lordly mansion of

any individual. The ball was magnificent, and
it was kept up till a late hour ; and the badness

of the following day prevented the gallant

knights from proving, a9 they doubtless would

have doue, that the smiles which they received

from their fair partners in the mazes of the

dance, had given new nerve to their manlysinews.
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Thus terminated the Eglinton Tournament,
for our enjoyment in which, we, as invited guests,

are deeply grateful to the nobleman who gave it.

AVe hold that it was a spectacle which all who
had any taste or feeling for the more ancient

history of Europe, must have considered as by
far the most animating, interesting, and instruct-

ive that has ever been exhibited in Great
Britain in modern times ; and which is destined,

if we mistake not, to furnish a spirited theme for

the poet, and subject for the painter, for many a

day to come. For our parts, we cannot hope to

behold anything like it again, unless the most
noble the Marquis of Waterford, the bold Knight
of the Dragon, or some other such man of metal,

by which we mean vulgar coin as well as chival-

resque spirit, shall be disposed to renew the sight

at some future time, and at some other place.

Whensoever and wheresoever it may be, our

earnest petition is, that we may be spared to be-

hold it; and if health and strength be permitted

us, it shall not be the rains of a second deluge,

—yea, even like that of the Moray Floods

—

that shall prevent us from being present.

The following individuals were among those

who were invited to the banquet and balls at the

castle :

—

Prince Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, the two
Counts Esterhazy, the Duke and Duchess of

Montrose, the Duke of Sutherland, the Marquis
of Abercorn, the Marquis and Marchioness of

Ailsa, the Marquises of Breadalbane and Dou-
glas, the Marquis and Marchioness of London-
derry and daughter, the Marquis snd Marchion-

ess of Queensberry, and the Marquis of Water-
ford ; the Earl and Countess of Ch&rleville, the

Earls of Cassillis, Craven, and Fife, Earl and
Countess of Dunmore, Earl of Leven and Mel.
ville, the Countess Dowager of Listowel, the

Countess of Mexborough, and the Earls of Suf-

folk and Zetland ; Viscounts Alford, Chelsea,

Drumlanrig, Ingestrie, Kelburne, and Maid-
stone ; Lord and Lady Belhaven, Lord and Lady

Blantyre, Lords Burghersh, Cranstoun, and

Forrester, Lady Greenock, Lady Glenlyon, the

Misses Murray, and Lord Glenlyon, Lady Hope-

toun, Hon. Miss M (Donald, Hon. Miss Stewart,

Lady Howard, Lady Montgomerie, (mother of

the Earl of Eglinton,) Lords Ossulston and

Powerscourt, Lady Rendlesham and daughter.

Lord Seaham, Lord and Lady Seymour, (the

Queen of Love and Beauty,) Lord and Lady

Stuart dc Rothsay, Hon. Miss Stuart de Rothsay,

Lord Tullamore, Lord G. Beresford, Lady J.

Douglas, Lady Jane Hamilton, Lady Sarah Sa-

ville. Lord Archd. St Maur, Lady Frances Vane,

and Lady Sophia de Vaux ; the Hon. F. Craven,

lion. Cecil Forrester, M.P., lion. Captain Gage,

Hon. Mr and Mrs Jerninghani, Hon. J. Macdon-
ald, Hon R. and Miss Rollo, Hon. F. Villiers

;

Sir David and Lady Anne Baird, Sir Hugh Pur-

ves Campbell, Sir John Cathcart, Sir E. Cole-

broke, Sir A. Cunningham, Sir W. Don, Sir D.

Dundas, Sir Chas. and Lady Ferguson, Sir John

and Lady Gordon of Earlstoun, Sir 11. Gordon,

Sir James and Lady Grabame, Sir Adam Hay,

Sir Francis Bond Head, Sir George Head, Sir

T. B. Hepburn, M.P., Sir Francis Hopkins,

Sir Frederick Johnstone, Sir Charles Lamb,

(stepfather of Lord Eglinton,) Sir Thomas Dick

Lauder, Sir David and Lady Hunter Blair,

Sir Thomas Munroe, Sir J. and Lady Ogilvie,

Sir J. and Lady Stirling, and Sir Maxwell

Wallace ; Colonel and Mrs Vans Agnew, Colonel

and Mrs Blair, Colonel and Mrs Cathcart,

Colonel Carter and Officers of 1st Royals, Colonel

and Mrs Crawford, Colonel Douglas and the

Officers of the 78th Regiment, Colonel and Miss

Hamilton, Colonel Kelso, Colonel, Mrs, and Miss

Kennedy, Colonel and Lady Leslie, Colonel

Macknight, Colonel Rae, Colonel Standen,

Colonel and Mrs Verney, and the Officers of the

Queen's Bays, and Colonel Wood, M.P. ; Cap-

tain J. O. Fairlie, J. H. Vivian, Esq., M.P. ; the

Lord Justice-Clerk, Mrs and Misses Boyle;

Professor Wilson, &c. &c. T. D. L.

STANZAS ON THE DEATH OF LADY FLORA HASTINGS.
She *s no more ! within the lonely tomb
Her aching heart at length finds peace and rest ;

—

A rest as calm as when in childhood's bloom,

In bliss she slumbered on her mother's breast.

And Royal tears are shed around her grave

;

And England's voice hath sounded like a dirge ;

When Flora's corpse across the dark blue wave
Was borne along above the foaming surge.

Words, ye are weak when Pity could desire

Your aid to soothe the aged mother's wo;
To quell the noble brother’s wrathful ire,

At joys decayed, and brilliant hopes laid low.

To them we say not, <f Mourners cease to weep.”
Ah, no ! Still grieve beside the lost one’s bier

;

But feel, while gazing on her marble sl?ep,

No thought of vengeance must be cherished here.

Oh ,when, brave noble, thy proud heart shall bum
At this dark deed, let angry feelings cease;

And kneeling near thy Flora’s sacred urn,
Forgive her foes : she resteth now in peace

.

This Christian pardon is the only balm
Which angels pour on wounded souls like thine.

Think on these words till wrathful feelings calm—
M To err is human

;
to forgive divine.”

Rosamond.

LINES.

BY J. WALKER ORD, ESQ.

The choral trumpet and the festive song,

Mirth’s dulcet notes, and Pleasure's gaudy trains,

Youth’s joyous sports, the Bacchanalian throng,

Masqucd revelry, and music’s lengthened strains,—

These soothe the worldling and allay his pains ;

But I, who from the Muers have my dower,

Feel loftier pleasures, mote cunobling cares :

The mountains bring me songs ofmight and power,

And spirit voices swell the evening airs

—

For hymns immortal wait on him who dares.

Then weep not, 0 ye Poets!—Weep no more

—

The midnight winds bring music, and ye hear
Tidings of gladness in tbe-ocean’s roar,

And strpius unfelt on earth, are ever mnmaring mu !
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TRANSLATED POETRY.

THE GARDENER AND THE SHEPHERDESS*

From la Pattorella e il Gardinere.
" O bolls pattorella
Clie fate qui aolctta"

0 bonny pattorella {

What do you here alone,

A treading down the herbage
With earliest dew-drops strown ?

Say, would you do the favour
To hear one word from me ?

What joy, my simple-hearted one,

That word would give to thee !

Beautiful colour,

Fragrant odour,

My blooming pink,

Who wills to buy.

1 come, O gardinere

!

To lead my fleecy throng

—

My sportive kids and lambkins—
The valley flowers among

;

To seek the greenest pastures,

.
By waters flowing clear,

So do not keep me waiting,

I may not tarry here.

Would you accept the tribute.

The infant flower I bring,
Still budding, just unfolding,

Rich in the prime of Spring

;

But newly have I gather’d it,

Fresh-blooming, opening sweet,

I come with hope and cheerfulness

To lay it at your feet.

Beautiful colour, &c.

The gift, indeed, is handsome.
And kind it were in you

To bring this bonny flowret

Fresh moisten’d by the dew.
But thousands bloom around me,
The wildings of the field.

They only wait ray gathering,

A richer joy to yield.

Ah ! do not you despise me
Because you deem me old ;

I feel robust and stout enough
To trim my garden’s mould.

For that, my sweet pastora,

To take it would you deign,

With its delicious odour,

Content you must remain.
Beautiful colour, &c.

Old man, I do not scorn you,
Nor would 1 shew you slight.

The sun that smiles in morning
May sink in gloom at night.

But age, to keep its honours,

Must act to wisdom’s plan;

Love will not strew its roses

Upon a fading man.

Say, would you have another,

I give the jessamine^

And with its richer fragrance,

New raptures would be thine.

If that will not suffice thee,

My heart—I lay il down

;

For thou art all its warmth, love

—

Without thee life is flown.

Beautiful colour, &c.

In you ’twere wiser, nobler,

To think upon your end ;

Even had you manhood’s vigour,

I could but call you friend*
NO. LXXL—VOL. VI.

There is a young pastord*

Of all our swains the pride;

He is my joy and glory,

My heart owns none beside.

J. Lister.

THIRTEEN AT TABLE.

From the French of Beranger.

Good Heavens ! thirteen at table sitting

!

Before me too the salt is spilt

;

A fatal number ! presage fitting

!

Death comes—I tremble as with guilt

It comes ! but, lo ! in woman’s guise.

With youthful glance, with smile to cheer;

Come, let the song of joy arise

—

No, friends, no mom of death I fear.

As she invited here had been.

With wreathed flowers crown her head

—

Let nothing on her brow be seen

But the bright hues their beauties shed.

To me she shews a broken chain,

A sleeping child her breast doth bear ;

Come, fill my empty cup again

—

No, friends, no more of death I fear.

a Dost dread me,” (thus her voice is borne,)

“ The twin of Hope—the child of Heaven ?

My coming ought the slave to mourn,
When by my touch his chains are riven ?

Fall’n souls ! I clothe ye with the wings

Of which your fate deprives ye here

Come ! take the kiss that beauty brings.

For I no more of death will fear.

“ I come,” she says, “ and give thy soul

The power to course through worlds sublime

—

Those spheres of light which yonder roll,

With which God strews the path of time.

Great as thy present toil and strife

The happiness that waits thee there”

—

Let pleasure bless in peace our life

—

No more, my friends, of death I fear.

The house-dog’s low and mournful cry

My vision broke, and all was gloom

;

Ah ! man, a vain retreat you try

From the first coldness of the tomb

!

Gay passengers upon the wave,

Which nought from its abyss can save,

Quick then let loose the boat—divide the cable

—

Our vessel to its fated port must steer.

Butwhile God counts tvs, though, ‘‘Thirteen at Table,”

No more, my friends, no moie of death we’ll fear.

DevonporL L. F.

THE VINE.

From Herder.

’Mid the tenants of the wood.

When in early youth they stood,

While the cedar and the palm,

Strove t’ engross the breeae’s balm,

While the myrtle and the pine,

First in beauty, burned to shine,

Lowly mourned the vine alone.

In a sad complaining tone ;

Sighed for branches, stem, and fruit,

Sinking, then, to earth, was mute.

Soon the earth’s divinity,

Friendly man, approached to see

What declining plant did crave

For his helping power to save.

Quick he raised the slender tree,

His own fondling dear to be,

Turned it to hie own loved bower,

Amid many a garden flower.

Now the sun, with kindling heat,

Mellows purple clusters sweet

;
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TRANSLATED POETRY.

Now the Vine, its blessings known,
No more weeps nor sighs alone ;

But prized beyond each forest tree,

Hails its own fertility.

STERN WINTER.

From the German of Burger.

Stern Winter, with unsparing hand,
Hath stripped the poplar tall

;

Hath robbed the vernal garb of May
From woods and meadows all

;

Hath buried flowerets, blue and white,
Together in the grave

Not beauty, grace, nor innocence,
Could rose or lily save.

Yet hope not, tenants of the tomb,
From me a funeral strain

—

I know a face whereon ye bloom.
Where ye for ever reign.

Blue is the pupil of her eye,

Her forehead pearly white,
Her mouth as precious ruby red,

Her step as fairy light.

Her breath is like the vernal air,

With varied odour sweet,

Where fragrance of the hyacinth
And blushing violets meet.

Full as the purple strawberry,
Refreshing as the dew,

The kiss so maidenly bestowed
With smiles foi ever new.

O May I what do I care for thee,

Queen of the flowery grove ?

The charms of Spring survive in her
The gentle maid I love.

Motley.
THE HOR8J9MAN*S SONG.

Komer.

Up, up my gallant steed, arise

!

We’ll find a world of freedom yet,

Although the foeman’s cunning tries

An ambush round our path to set.

Come, bear thee well, my noble steed I

The oak-wreath beckons from the plain ;

Stretch on ! stretch on ! and with me speed

Into the battle’s storm again.

It joys the daring horseman’s mood
Swift spurring o’er the field to go ;

It never checks his mantling blood
To see who writhe in dust below :

Behind him all he fights to save

—

His home, his child, his wife adored|;

Before him—freedom or a grave

;

And in his hand—his sword.

He goes unto a bridal feast,

A marriage garland his to wear

;

And should he tarry in the least,

Our brotherhood he may not share;
For Honour is the marriage guest,

The bride our father-land,

Who clasps her fondly to his breast,

Has dared ’gainst Death to stand.

Soft, should he fall, his rest will be,

A glorious slumber his, to prove,
Her arms shall fold him tenderly,

And o’er his sleep shall watch her love;
And when the oak-branch, in the spring,

Shall with its leaflets deck the spray,
Proudly a wreath she’ll o’er him fling,

While he in freedom’s w orld doth stray.

So who may stand, or who may fall,

Upon the trodden field of fate,

On whom the battles chance may call,

We calmly can await

;

Though one in German freedom’s fight

. Into the grave descend,

While others war in victory’s light.

To either lot wo bend.

If victory waits us from our Lord,

’Gainst fate let every heart be steel’d

;

Yes ; God’s own hand shall guide our sword—
His arm shall hold our shield.

Already rings the battle’s sound.

So, up my gallant horse, awake I

Though all the devils hemm’d ns round,

Yet through them sbould’st thou break.

DevonporL L. F.

ADDRESS TO NATURE.

From the German of Leopold Count of Stolberg.

Sweetest Nature, mother dear 1

Lead me on thy way,
As a child, in blythe career,

Boundeth forth to play.

Let me, wearied with delight,

On thy bosom rest,

Breathe the air of fancies bright.

Hanging on thy breast.

Ah ! how charmed am 1 with thee

!

Life’s endearing stay

;

Sweetest Nature comfort me,
Lead me on thy way.

Motley.

From the German of Holly.

Strew ye roses on the way,
Banish every sorrow,

While yt live, enjoy to-day,

Heedless of the morrow.

How the yonth, in joyous dance.

Sports the houro away

;

To-morrow waves his funeral wreath

—

Emblem of decay.

To-day the bride the altar seeks,

With marriage robes adorned

—

To-morrow rests she on her bier,

By weeping husband mourned.

Give all sorrow to the winds,
Clash the goblets round,

Taste life's fruits, while yet ye may,
With vine chaplets crowned.

Motley.
SONNET.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CHARACTERS OF THE-
MI8TOCLE8 AND CORIOLANUS.

Translated from the Italian of Abbot Viviasie.

Two cities full of black ingratitude,

Towards two mighty heroes cast them forth,

Aud victims to the furious multitude,

Athens and Rome proscribed them in Its wroth-
One exile, trampling upon nature’s ties,

Sought, monstrous, to enslave his native Rome.
The other to his thankless land replies,

<< May God defend her, Athens has my home.”
He, to escape a foreign dwellingpl&ce.

Nor harm his country, drank the poisoned bowl.
And struck with wonder has each Persian souL

Coriolanus, stained with deep disgrace

Of treachery, received the charm desired ;

—

The other as a citizen expired.
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THE ORGANIST.

BY THE LATE JOHN GALT.

On* day, while walking towards a neighbour,

ing town, my attention was arrested by a young
man, with an organ on his back, travelling in the

same direction. He was carolling, unconsciously,

as it were, with considerable musical pathos, the

following rude Italian ditty :—

My country, my parent !—O mother, austere !

How I did love thee, did love thee in heart

:

Was not my fervent vow ever sincere,

Ne'er from thy glory nor danger to part ?

I that so swore to die for, mother, thee !

Nor witness the dying of thy liberty.

Queen of the stars, O day that is past !

—

0 goddess ! to whom still in worship the old

Do homage in spirit, why am I thus cast,

Unshelter’d and lonely to perish in cold ?

Proud parent ! when Fortune was smiling and free,

1 serv'd thee for love ; now 1 earn poverty.

When he had finished, he sat down on a dwarf

wall by the road-side, apparently to rest, with so

much of the air pentierdso, that I was irresist-

ably induced to speak to him ; and the following

conversation arose :

—

“ My father’s country,” said he, “ was Asti, in

Piedmont ; but Io, Io sono Romano”—(/, I am a

Roman.)
Something in the generous arrogance with

which he uttered the unusual Io, caused me to

prick up my ears ; and I inquired how that had

happened.
“ Ah, signore,” he replied, “ it is the way of

the world : One born to greatness does not al-

ways enjoy it. 1 saw the King of France guil-

lotined : a ladrone (a thief) would not have been

so used in paese mio”—(my country.)

The manner of this observation interested me
still more than the lordliness with which he had

pronounced Io sono Romano ; and I inquired,

with a slight inflection, almost of pity, in my
voice, if his father had been born to greatness.

He contemplated me, perhaps, the space of a

minute, and then replied, with a degree of sim-

plicity exceedingly affecting, by the helpless

childishness of the look and tone with which he

expressed himself:—
“ He was born to be a marchese ; but his father

lost all his money by cards in Turin ; and his

mother, una donna superba, (a noble woman,)

died of weeping. Signore, the marchese, then

married the daughter of a vine-dresser ; and my
father, with his brother, ran awaytoGenoa, where
they found a vessel which brought them to

Livorno. They landed very hungry ; so he left

bis brother weeping on the wharf, with a crowd

of boys around him, and came away with an

English milady to Rome. My father and his

brother were then dressed like the sons of the

signori of Asti
!”

It is not easy to convey an idea of the beauty

with which this was said. The speaker might be

turned of twenty ; but the pathos with which he
spoke, was, as if memory had reconverted him
into boyhood. I would do injustice to my own
feelings, were I to say that it only awakened my
curiosity to hear a little romance.

I know not whether he perceived the effect he
had produced, but again he looked in my face as

1 said—
"And what became of your father’s brother?”
" Chi sa !” (who knows !) said he ; “ perhaps

he went into paradise. * I think he must, for I

have heard my father say he was too good for

this world.”
" And your father,” I added, really with

emotion ;
“ what became of him ?”

“ He lived with the signora while she re-

mained at Rome,” replied the pensive organist.

“ By her he became known to many grand per-

sons ; and, when she went away, he was taken
into the palace of Cardinal Albano. Every one
pitied him; and when they spoke to him, it was as

to a young marchese, though he was but a servi-

tore. Ah ! signore, there is always cold in the

heart of those who have been bora to hope, and
must live with despair.”

The elegance and elocution of this little sen-

tence would have done honour to the celebrated

Alfieri, a native of Asti ; and, though I saw but

the seeming of a poor wandering organist before

me, my imagination was excited, and I thought

of the many shapes which the proteus genius

assumes. Controlling, however, the perturba-

tion which I could not suppress, I requested

him to tell me the history of his father, adding,

that I hoped he was not allowed always to re-

main a menial.

Again, with that pathetic inquisition of the

eye which had first induced me to address him,

the organist said—
“ Nobody before has asked me aboutmyfather:

I hope, signore, you are not of the police. In-

deed it is truth that I am but a poor stranger

just come from Dublin, where they are all so

poor themselves that they could only listen to

my benedetto organ—sono senza danari”—(they
have no money.)
“ Be not afraid,” was my answer ;

“ I am like

yourself—a stranger here. Were there no in-

quiries ever made about your father?”

“ Ah, n<\,” said he ;
“ when men become poor,

their friends wish them dead, and willingly

think them so when they do not see them. Asti-

is far away from Rome. My father was not a

Rumoroso ; he could not laugh ; so, in the Car-

dinal’s palace he fell lower and lower ; for he wa*
very thoughtful—always sad—and at last no one

heeded him ; but he never forgot the castle of

his forefathers.”
"Who was your mother ?”

3 M 2
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€t Oh, she was like the holy virgin—so calm,

so beautiful, so good, and so kind—Adorata,

adorata, Dea del mio core 1* there is no sorrow in

my tears when I think of her. Often, when I sit

alone in the twilight, I see her, with my heart,

as one of the blessed. She was the daughter of

an apostolic fisherman. She resided with her

parents on the sea-shore, not far from a villa be-

longing to the Cardinal, where my father was a

domestic. Being alone in the world, he took her

for his wife. O madre mia ! the spirit of the

blessed was in her person. But 1 shall never
see her in this world again/’
“ Why ?" I exclaimed, affected by the singular

sense, as it were, of absent objects, to which the

evidently gifted but uneducated youth seemed
liable.
“ I am seeking my brother,” replied he ;

“ and,

till 1 have found him, 1 have made a vow in the

church of St John the Theologian, never to re-

turn. Padre mio, madre, 6ono in parsdiso.

Giovanni e Deo fanno il mondo per me—"(ray

father and mother are all dead. Giovanni and
God are the world to me.)

I perceived that it was in vain to expect a
connected narrative ; the sensibility with which
the temperament of the friendless foreigner was
so evidently saturated, and the tears which be-

gan to flow from him, as he remembered his

home, were quite irresistible.

Whatever were his mental endowments, his

power of pathetic utterance was truly extraor-
dinary ; and I could not but strongly sigh when
I thought how much the refined world had pro-
bably lost of delight, by the mendicity of one
who would have been such an ornament to the
opera.

When his emotion had a little subsided, I in-

quired what he meant by seeking his brother.
“ My father," replied he, “ died when we were

small children. We were four—two sisters, and
brother Giovanni. My sisters were younger,
and brother elder than me. My mother ! how
she caressed us when father died. The love that
she then shed in tears is ever glowing in my
bosom. We became very poor, and Giovanni,
when he was not ten, went into Rome, when, as
we heard, he travelled away into England with
an organist. My sisters, the one after the other,
when bambini, (babes,) were taken into paradise

;

and my mother then used to sit on the shore,
'

where, often and often, at night, hath she pointed
out to me the very star which Maria and Ange-
lina were dancing with happiness within ; and
she would then kiss me, and pray that we might
soon be there with Maria and Angelina ; and,
mio padre ! her heart was dying then ; and, when

j

I was in my ninth year, Jesus Christ stretched «

down his hand from a star and lifted her up into 1

• This cannot be translated. I give the sentiment

—

Goddess ofmy heart

!

heaven ; so I was left alone in the world. Then

it was that I went to the church of St John the

Theologian, and made a vow to wander away till

I found Giovanni ; and I have never forgotten

my vow."
“ Gracious

!
you, then, so young, and have still

abided by that vow ?"

“You know, signore,** said he, looking in-

tently in my face, “ that it would be a sin to

forget my vow ; I durst never, then, ^hope to

join madre mia in cielo
—"(my mother in heaven.)

“ But surely," cried I, “ you have not, since

then, been always in search of your brother ?"

“ I have not been always ; but I have never

forgotten my vow, nor done anything but to

enable me to fulfil it.**

“ In what way ?"

“ The servants of the cardinal, when he went

back to Rome, at the end of the year after my
mother had been taken up into paradise, took

me with them, and did all they could to tempt

me to break my vow, but I would not ; so I be-

gan to gather money to buy this organ, and they

helped me. I beseeched, with its sadness, the

world to let me pass into England, where I hope

to find Giovanni ; but 1 have not yet heard of

him. 1 have been wandering up and down for

three years, and 1 can hear nothing of him ; nor

is be in Dublin. Perhaps, signore, you can tell

me if lie be in Scozia. He has a black mole on bis

cheek, and his eyes are the colour of pleasure.”

It seemed to me as if there was a more tender

beauty in this ineffectual search, than even in

the celebrated quest of Telemachus ; and I be-

came curious to know with what feeling he had

been so long such a solitary and sentimental

wanderer.

He had visited many countries ; but his mind

was so absorbed by one idea—the fulfilment of

his vow—that he had seen nothing which, in any

great degree, interested him, but the execution

of the unfortunate Louis. The ornaments of

nations had never awakened his attention. He
spoke of the Alps, however, with something in-

deed of enthusiasm—Hanno una spetto come Id-

dio—“ They look like God,” said he. Paris left

no impression ; even the magnificent greatness

of London seemed only to be remembered as an-

other town. But, when I asked what he thought

of it as compared to Rome, he exclaimed, with

glistening eyes—
“ Roma, ah, Roma ! who has seen her may de-

sire to die. There is but Rome upon all the

earth. The stones there are stories, and the

dust antiquity. It is only there, and by the ba-

silica of St Pietro, that you can guess the glory

that may be in paradise. Methinks I hear the

fountains, in front of the basilica, singing matin,

and the voice of Time in the moonlight silence of

the Colosseum. Roma, O Roma! Parent of

Glory ! There are but Heaven and Rome; all else

is the rubbish of from what they were made of/
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REYNOLDS’ MODERN LITERATURE OF FRANCE,

Save from the unmeasured abuse of some of

the periodicals, the people of England know little

of the light literature of Young France. We are

far from thinking that the censure of those loose,

corrupting, or morbid works is wholly unde-

served ; but, as it is satisfactory to understand

the grounds of so sweeping a condemnation of

the imaginative literature of a great and highly

civilized nation, a work like the present has im-

portant uses. It will clear our way to give Mr
Reynolds* book a more just and specific title than
that which he has assumed. It consists of speci-

mens of living authors, not always very happily

elected, if the object were to please the tastes

of the English readers ; but on the whole, exhi-

biting a true picture of the vicious and morbid
character of modern French fiction, whether in

romance or the drama. This is intermixed with

slender accounts of the different popular authors,

and highly laudatory criticism.

With the exception of the writings of La
Martine, and a few of the novels of Paul de

Kock, the English public know little or nothing

of those dramas, fictions, and light works.

Notre Dame de Paris, Victor Hugo's master-

piece, has had a partial success in England ; but

the popular Paul de Kock, who may be styled

the Dickens of the Badants of Paris, as the

latter is the idol of the Londoners, is scarcely to

be classed with the romanticists, and the new race

of French writers of the Intense school. The
life and manners which he paints, if vicious and

licentious, are, we fear, only too true to the ori-

ginals around him ; and if more coarse and in-

decent than many of his brethren, we should yet

hesitate to pronounce him, by any means, the

most pernicious of the modern school.

If we have been compelled to denounce thcGal-

lican taint perceptible in some of our home liter-

ary productions, how shall we deal with those

works in which the pollution is undisguised, the

poison undiluted ? Those in which, according to

Mr Reynolds, the authors “ paint the truth in all

its nudity'*—those who, in developing the secrets

of nature, “ shock the English reader, because he

is not as yet accustomed to so honest a style.**

Long may he retain this false delicacy, false

modesty, national prejudice, or whatever the

name may be, for that sanctifying sentiment

which makes the heart recoil, and shrink from

the horror of contemplating that “ truth in all

its nudity," which is no more like the naked
truth of nature than, to borrow the words of

Hume, “ the shameless exposure of a prostitute

in a brothel is to the nakedness of a savage."

We deny that it is the “nudity of nature'* that

is exhibited in those depraved and depraving

fictions ; although it were decent, or wise, or pos-

sible, among sane persons, that this should always

be exposed. Nature, in naked simplicity, is

painted in the country girl Pamela, in the family

group of the Vicar of Wakefield, in Effie Deans,

Mysie Happer, Rose Bradwardine, and the Bride

of Lammermoor ; and the reader delights in the

exquisite display of what is at once true and love-

ly. In the French romances, on the contrary,

“the nudity of nature" is the unblushing ex-

posure of the workings of the lowest and fiercest

animalism, in minds already deeply tainted, if

not utterly depraved and perverted. But, ad-

mitting the metaphysical subtility displayed in

the analysis of passion, and the truth of the mor-

bid mental anatomy of these works, is this the

proper or worthy office of a humanizing and re-

fining literature ? One of our poets says, that the

Deity spares all eyes save those of Omniscience

the sight of that hideous thing a human heart

;

this is exaggerated ; but there is, nevertheless,

truth in the idea. How many diatribes have been

thundered forth against the evils and pollutions

that attend the practice of auricular confession.

But these novels make the author the Father Con-

fessor, gloating over tales of the foulest, blackest

crime, over monstrous conceptions engendered

by a depraved imagination and guilty mind ; and
dwell upon, and eloquently proclaim to the world,

the secrets of the dark confessional. Evil which
may come and go into the heart of man “ unap-

proved**-—thoughts which are smothered and
stifled, and driven from the haunted mind with

horror, which the wife durst not reveal to her

husband, the daughter to her mother, the sister

to her sister, without the violation of whatever

is most pure and holy in human nature—are here

dwelt upon, exaggerated, and made the theme
of the most eloquent and brilliant writing.

English novels and histories “ tell but half the

story of a man's life,*' says Mr Reynolds ; while

in France, “ the whole tale is given at once.**

They go the whole hog, and beastly enough is

the result. But English fictionists tell all that

it can be either pleasurable or profitable to tell,

and, some of the best of them, probably a little

more.
.

" We do not become robbers because we
read of thefts," says he ; “ but are our principles

of honesty strengthened by the study,** is the

question more to the point. “ Nor does a female

become incontinent on account of her knowledge

that such a failing exists." But, we ask. Where
is the necessity of initiating her, by book, into a

species of knowledge at which, however care-

fully educated, she must arrive early enough ?

Innocent ignorance may not be virtue ; but

neither does virtue consist in the knowledge

that vice exists. Where is the utility of taint-

ing the virgin purity of the soul, of awakening

it from the happy dreams of youthful innocence

to the knowledge of evil before the time ?

Young women might certainly learn much from

these romances, which neither English nor yet

French girls could learn from their mothers

;

but we strongly question the utility of this

species of precocious knowledge. The audacity

“ of giving the whole tale or, in pther wordq.
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telling whatever is conceived by an impure and

unrestrained imagination, as the truth of life

;

being one leading principle in the composition

of Modern French novels ; another is to trample

under foot, to scout at, what in books is called

poetic justice in the developement of iictious

history. Now, if this new canon merely upset

the ancient vulgarity of the good boy getting

the sugar-plum—the chaste and tried prudent

damsel obtaining the rich lord for her husband,

and the coach and six ; we should at once recog-

nise its truth and propriety ; but in these books

a superintending, benevolent Providence seems

blotted from the scheme of life ; Vice is exhibited

as successful and triumphant, by its own unscru-

pulous audacity ; while Virtue, possessing no in-

herent grandeur or force, sinks, and is over-

whelmed by the] mere brute force of circum-

stances. This cannot be the canon of a sound

literature. Poeticjustice,the final triumph, or the

visible inherent superiority of Virtue, requires,

perhaps, in English literature, to be placed on a

broader as well as a more elevated basis ; one
comprehending the intrinsic as well as the ex-

trinsic and adventitious, the future as well as the

past, immortality as well as life. We have no
objection to see cheerful self-sustaining Virtue

trudging a-foot,and haughtyVice rolling by in her
blazingchariot, ifVirtue is all the while presented

clear, and strong, and happy, in the conviction

of her inherent dignity and superiority, as con-

cerns even this life ; and either in possession of

the " sweet peace which goodness bosoms ever,”

Or of that faith which gives assurance of ulti-

mate triumph ; of that grandeur of mind which

can " look down and pity kings/* But to this

extent poetic justice must be regarded as an

essential element in all healthy and purifying

imaginative literature. The understanding, and
the naturals entiments ofhumanity, alike demand
it. To deny it is practical atheism.

Mr Reynolds asserts that the prevailing notion

of the indecency of French novels, has arisen

from the coarseness of the tales of the very

popular, and really clever and sprightly, Paul de

Kock. But the truth is, that French novels,

according to those English ideas, which we regard

as correct, have always been indecent; and
many of them far more licentious and corrupt-

ing than De Kock's coarse if truthful portrait-

ure. Among the modems, it is fortunately

not the most popular writer who is the most
pernicious. His books are, we have said, but

too faithful pictures of the vicious and licentious

every-day life of multitudes in the great French
cities ; of things which it may not be greatly for

the edification of the young to dwell upon, any
more than on our own Tom and Jerry's, Newgate
Calendars, and the accounts of thieves, ruffians,

and their haunts and slang, which form the de-

light of a portion of our own populace. But, in

the delineations of Paul de Kock's more ambi-

tious and eloquent contemporaries, the imagina-

tion and inventive faculty are racked to portray

depravities which taint and corrupt, to the core,

young minds of a better educated and naturally

higher order, and without offensively outraging

what, in France, is considered the line of decency

in manners. If De Kock—whose popularity is

undoubtedly no sign of the purity or refinement

of the morals and taste of the French people,

any more relatively, than the popularity of
his English counterparts is of the growing
refinement of the English people—be the
most popular of all living French writers, he is

neither the most fascinating nor dangerous.

Educated foreigners seem to divide their admir-
ation pretty equally between the mysterions
“ man-woman/* Madame Dudevant, alias George
Sand, and Victor Hugo. Even the fastidious

Mrs Trollope, who abhors to rancour everything

ultra-liberal or " un-English," has allowed her-

self to be led away by the profundity and bril-

liancy of this nondescript alleged birth of the Re-
volution of the Barricades. The fascination of
Mr Reynolds, who is, a somewhat indiscrimi-

nate admirer of whoever he describes, need there-

fore the less surprise us. To the equivocal

Baroness he ascribes literary excellence of all

kinds, and in the highest degree. Alas, that

her eulogist should be compelled to say that

the most celebrated of her novels is so pro-

nounced by her countrymen, " because it is

the most pernicious," “ a tale devoid of one
single feature to recommend it," " a hellish

compound of poisonous drugs, combined toge-

ther for the purpose of forming a draught
which may instil a slow poison into the veins of
those who luxuriate in it." This ought to be
quite decisive of what should be Mr Reynolds’

judgment of "this immortal and extraordinary

writer," "this woman of a million passions,"

who " has yielded to the exigencies of her nature,

and sought that consolation with another which
the could not find in him who was her legal pro-

tector." Mr Reynolds is unfortunate in his

specimen of the peculiar style of George Sand's

writings. Painful and offensive enough in its

subject, it conveys no very exalted idea of the
" man-woman’s** brilliant powers. Like some
other great erratic actors, the titular Baroness

seems quite as much an object of vulgar admira-

tion and curiosity, from her unsexed character

and habits, and her general audacity of manners,
as from her real talents. The account of the

fictions of George Sand is meagre, and the esti-

mate of their merits as vague as is the author*

s

opinion of the character of Madame Dudevant's

genius.

Balzac is the writer next in order. We
should have premised that, by an extraordinary

theory, Mr Reynolds imputes all the power and
freshness of modern literature—its revival, to

use a phrase of the day—to the Revolution of

1830, with about as much justice as the Quarterly

Review imputes its licentiousness to the same fer-

tile cause—the expulsion of the elder Bourbons

;

and, by reaction, the licentiousness of mannem
to the prevailing literature. According to the

one, the exile of Charles X. evolved the genius

of George Sand, and gave the mind of Balxac a

wider scope; according to the other, it oon»
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verted the French people, in one week, into a

nation of debauchees and abandoned women.
The one is about as near the truth as the other.

The secret of Balzac's great though tardy popu-

larity was, it appears—his propitiating beauties

on the wane-—a numerous class—by choosing for

his heroine, and the name of one of his tales,

“ The Woman of Thirty Years.” The specimen

of De Balzac selected, is a criminal trial, in which

the interest hangs on the obscurity and con-

flicting nature of the evidence. It would re-

quire no great effort to equal this story in the

ordinary current English literature of the day,

which serves its end, and is heard of no more.

Sue, the French Marryat or Cooper, is next

produced ; but when will a Frenchman equal a

Briton on his own element, the ocean ? He
may, however, write very good sea-novels for

the Parisian boudoirs. A specimen of Fredric

Soulie’s powers, “ The Tale of the Park Gate/'

is more favourable. It is redolent of the modern
chivalry of France—the chivalry of intrigue.

Mr Reynolds might os well have passed La
Martine, who does not belong to the modern
French school. He gives, nearly complete, a

translation of one of Dumas' most popular and
finest dramas. Yet how revolting is Angele

,

in spite of its beauty and pathos, to English—we
would fain say and believe, and to French feeling!

The specimen of Auguste Ricard’s wit and
humour—Ricard, the imitator, and almost the

rival of Paul de Kock, as Mr Reynolds, the

author of “ Pickwick Abroad," is of Dickens

—

is trivial enough, or no more than could be

matched every day in those slighter sketches in

the English periodicals, which pass at once into

oblivion. But Ricard's works must have value,

if “ they form a complete library of sketches of

French manners and customs," admitting that

they are sketches of customs which ought to be

%
made known, and which deserve to be perpetuated

in literature. Mr Reynolds is, on the whole,

felicitous in his appreciation and specimens of

de Kock. Jean de Paris is his text, a novel,

which, with all its coarseness and unconscious

profligacy, is redeemed, by great talent and fidel-

ity, to the city, if not to the national character

of the middle and lower classes of the French

people. The episode selected as a specimen,

from “ The Husband, Wife, and Lover," is of

itself a lively and complete petit comedy. It is,

however, only a new version of “ The Liar
;"

which, again, is of French origin.

. It is as a poet that Mr Reynolds chiefly cri-

ticises and gives specimens of Victor Hugo's com-

positions, for as a poet he admires him most ; but,

as a poet, the author of the Songs qf Twilight is

not likely to make any deep impression in this

country, though Mr Reynolds is pleased to con-

eider him a greater poet than a novelist ; and,

aa for Hugo's history and personalities, if any

one choose to look back on our pages, an account

will be found, which, being much fuller and more
minute, precludes further notice of him here.

The specimen of the novels of Lacroix, the clos-

ing chapter of a novel, is, without exception, the

most fiendish, revolting, and disgusting scene

ever depicted in words. It is needless to

allude to the monstrosity and improbability of
this hell-begun in a death-chamber ; and we are

astonished at the bad taste which dictated its

selection, as Mr Reynolds is generally rather

chary, knowing the nature of that fastidious

animal, John Bull, for whom he is catering. Be-
ranger obtains a brief notice and merited praise ;

but with the popular poet of France the English

reader is already familiar. De Tocqueville lay

rather out of our author's way. Another tale of

Paul de Kock or of Janin might have better

served his purpose than an analysis of Democ-
racy in the United States of America, and specu-

lations on the stability of French political insti-

tutions. The most really interesting specimen—
a sketch indicating fine original genius—is from
the works of Charles Nodier. It is Reminiscences

of Jean Francois, or Blue- Stockings

;

but then

it is not French—it is essentially German.
We cannot dip farther into these “ devilries."

The Bketch of Nodier as an author may serve as

a specimen of Mr Reynold’s manner, which is

generally fully as good as his matter :

—

Of all French writers, none is so perfectly indifferent to

the great reputation which he has acquired by his liter-

ary labours as Charles Nodier. He shuns the applause

of his friends, and cares not for the favourable opinion of

criticism. He wrote originally only to please himself,

and was more satisfied when he accomplished that aim
than when he had succeeded in pleasing all the world.

He is a literary hermit, who knows not that the odour of
his sanctity penetrates beyond the confines of his own
cell ; he is bashful and unobtrusive as a young virgin,

who perceives not that the charms of her beauty excite

the admiration of all around. He has traced his furrows

in all the fields of intelligence, and the harvests have
sprung up, and their variegated produce has been distri-

buted amongst men—flowers and fruits for the fair and
young, and the more substantial crops for the intellectual

and the studious. He has divided his attention amidst all

matters of inquiry, study, speculation, and research—he
is well versed iu all sciences ;

he is an adorer of the arts

;

abstruse learning is his delight; and every branch of

controversy has been contemplated by him. We might

fancy his studies to be a library, a laboratory, a nursery

for rare plants, with a shelf for astronomical instruments,

a corridor leading out of it for choice pictures, the mar-
gins of which are filled with his copious annotations.

The versatility of his genius is extraordinary ; and his

writings bear testimony, not only to the profundity of his

knowledge in all matters, but to the extent of his mem-
ory—for he introduces allusions or remarks which, though

skilfully borrowedfrom others, still acquire a fresh charm,

or renewed point, when clothed in his own peculiar lan-

guage Every one has read his romances, and
every one has been charmed with the simplicity of his

style, the elegance of his diction, the eloquence of his

language, and the pathos which he weaves into his nar-

rative. His tales appeal to the inmost feelings of the

heart ; and, while we peruse them, we seem to be con-

templating the different phases of a mind fraught with

every virtue, and svery sentiment of purity and noble-

ness.

This is high praise for a modern French novel-

ist ; but Nodier is not very French. “ He is

melancholy even in bis gayest moments ; and the

vivacity which characterises the generality of his

countrymen is not to be found in his writings."

There may be abundant fallacy in the state-

ments of the rate of profit derived by popular

French writers from their works, which even
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native Frenchmen can know little about, but we

may take Mr Reynolds* information as bis guess,

and the prevailing rumour of Paris. Madame
Dudevant is a constant contributor to the lead-

ing French magazines. Her price is a thousand

francs (£40 sterling) for an article of sixteen

v pages. The first edition of her novels produces

about £640, and on some novels she stipulates for

two francs a volume for all copies sold. Dumas, in

a pecuniary view, is the most successful writer of

France. Some of his plays have sold for above

£3,000; and the sums which, by the law or usage

of the country, is paid upon the performance of

a drama in every theatre in France, produces

SCOTTISH EMIGRANT, &c.

him an average income of £340. For every
article he writes in the Revue le* deux Monde*,
he receives £40. Ricard

, if less successful, also

realizes considerable profits from his novels.

He was originally a subaltern officer in the army,
and is now much better paid by the booksellers

than he ever was by the King.
Mr Reynolds* work, as a whole, may be use-

ful to those who wish to obtain a general if su-
perficial knowledge of the Bulwers, DTsraelk,
Jameses, Dickenses, Gores, and Barry Comwalls
of Paris and their ephemeral works. More we
cannot say for it.

PEDESTRIAN TOUR OF A SCOTTISH EMIGRANT, IN THE MIDDLE
STATES OF AMERICA.

Having resumed the use of my feet, I next

crossed the Monocessy river, by a rather curious

kind of bridge—being a great deal higher at one

end than the other, so as to make it down-hill

all the way across. It is of three arches, and

built of stone, with a most miserable attempt at

paving on the top, quite unlike the fine road lead-

ing from Baltimore to Fredericktown. I never

saw such a bridge before ; and, I believe, the con-

tractors have been of the same mind, as at one

end they have erected an obelisk, with the year

of erection, and some names or inscriptions,

which I could not make out, as commemorative
of the event.

Fredericktown is a tolerably large place, with

considerable business, and situated in a fine coun-

try. At the end of one of the streets, I observed

a triumphal arch erected in honour o( the visits

of Lafayette. It consisted of boards painted

and larded all over with “ All hail !** and such

like stuff—not befitting the simplicity and honest

downright welcome of Republicans. Lafayette,

no doubt, was endeared to the Americans by
many sacrifices made, and many services yield-

ed, in what they call the holy cause of freedom

;

and for such, certainly he deserved a large por-

tion of their gratitude and love ; but I think

they might have left out, in their hearty wel-

come to their old and tried friend, such childish

and theatrical displays, at which the slaves of

the most despotic government of Europe would

laugh.

Somewhere along the road, between Balti-

more and Fredericktown, is Carrolton, the estate

of the late Charles Carrol, a stanch Republican

and patriot, and one of the signers of the Decla-

ration of Independence. He was an Irishman

by birth, 1 believe. When I passed along the

road, 1 did not know anything about Charles

Carrol, and almost as little about the Declara-

tion, or else I would have called upon the old

gentleman—at least I would have taken a good
look at the premises. About half a mile beyond
Fredericktown, I came up with a young inAn

who was going to within a short distance of

Tropton—my destination. He had had the mgne,
which had taken him into town by way of amuse-
ment ; and, like the most of patients who have
that shaky complaint, to him it was an interest-

ing topic of conversation ; and with much rea-

son too, for, as he was one of those shapeless

striplings who are troubled with what is called

an overgrowth—all legs and no body—a mathe-
matical line—length without breadth—who out-

grow all their coats and breeches as fast as the

tailor can make them. It would not take a great

many shakes to lay his length below ground.

He had travelled, too, as far as Harper's Ferry ;

and, knowing 1 was going there, he tried to asto-

nish me by a narration of the stupendous sight

I should see there. I have now been in Harper s

Ferry ; and although it is a wonderful place, both

in the way of nature and art, yet it does not

come up to my tall companion's description—ex-

cusable, however, in a lad who had never seen

a larger place than Fredericktown, and who, no
doubt, like a good many people, wished to make
everything as tall as himself.

Between Fredericktown and Troptown, I, for

the first time, saw a tobacco-field. To those

who have never seen tobacco growing, I may ob-

serve, it resembles very much the dock, if it be

not actually one, and is planted out in rows like

cabbage, about four feet apart every way, and
must be kept very clean. When nearly ripe,

large blubberly worms attack it ; which must be

carefully destroyed, or else they would soon

leave little for the snuffers, chewers, and smokers.

When come to maturity, the whole plant is cut,

split up the middle, and hung over something

to dry, when it is ready for the manufacturer.

It requires a rich soil, and soon impoverishes

the ground.

1 arrived in the evening at Troptown, or New-
ton-Trop, as it is sometimes called. It consists

of but one long street, and is situated at no great

distance from the Blue Ridge. About a mik
before arriving at Fredericktown, I had a fine

view of the mountains ; and, by whatever reasoa

they have attained the appellation of Blue Ridgsy
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to me they certainly appeared to have a bluish

cast. The people about Fredericktown call them
the Concoctin Mountains. The morning after

my arrival, I called at Mr G.'s, who happened to .

be over in Virginia upon some business. His lady

gave me a kind invitation to stay with them until

his return ; and as the nephew, my old travelling

companion, was expected every day, I accepted

the invitation in preference to going back to the

inn. I stayed with them eightdays ; when, neither

uncle nor nephew making their appearance, I

began to be afraid of encroaching upon their

hospitality, and in spite of kind remonstrances
from Madame G. and the rest of the family, I

made preparations for decamping.
During my stay at Troptown, nothing worth

mentioning occurred, except it may be that here

I first saw slaves. I had, no doubt, seen plenty

of them before this, but I did not know them to

be such. All the black individuals I had hither-

to seen, not coming up to my idea of slavery, I

had set down as free blacks, taking it for granted

that I had not got far enough into Maryland to

be among the slave population. On the second

evening after my arrival, half a dozen negroes

came into the store with brooms, See., to sell.

Having completed their sales, one of them asked
for fiddle strings ; and while the storekeeper was
getting them, took up a fiddle which happened
to be lying on the counter, and played a tune or

two. All of them appeared to be in good health

and spirits, well enough dressed for working peo-

ple, and on familiar terms with the storekeeper.

After their departure, I mentioned to the store-

keeper my wish to see some slaves, since I had
got into a slave country. Why, says he, these

blacks who have just left the store are slaves.
|

I was somewhat struck, as I did not expect to

see slaves so well dressed, so cheerful, nor so

familiar with white men. As I shall resume

the subject of negro slavery in a future chapter,

I shall merely mention here, that in spite of

Sterne's doleful picture of slavery, it is not that

awful state of hopeless wretchedness which the

Sternes and philanthropists, real and pretended,

of the day suppose it to be. On the contrary,

there are thousands, and thousands more of free

whites, who are actually in a state of degra-

dation and misery, compared with which, the

slavery of the southern states is happiness itself.

Ten miles walk or so beyond Troptown,

brought me to the Potomac—a noble river, but

with a very rocky channel. I was now about

a mile from its passage through the Blue Ridge ;

through which also my road lay. In proceeding

upwards, at a slight turn in the road I perceived

a pig or two loitering lazily along. I was not

much astonished at that, as it was not the first

time I had seen such animals ; but, after a short

space, another one made its appearance, and an-

other and another, till I began to have some

apprehensions about venturing in among so

many. I approached as boldly as I could, how-

ever, but not without fear ; not indeed that they

would willingly hurt me, but, as it had been

raining for two days past, and as the sun had
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again broke forth fresh and hot, the pigs being

on an expedition from the west to the Baltimore

shambles, were determined to be in no great hurry

to get their throats cut, but to take as much
of the cream of life as they could get in passing

along, and were every now and then wallowing

in the puddles, and anon starting up suddenly

like deaf people who hear something unex-

pectedly. Pigs, too, have an ugly habit of start-

ing to the wrong side, and going every way
but the right one. I had, of course, good reason

to be afraid of being knocked over and pigified

in the mud. I dashed gallantly in upon the ad-

vanced guard, which, after a threatening display

of snouts in the air, broke, and spurted aside in all

directions like the fragments of a bombshell. I

afterwards, for the space of half-a-mile, fought

my way manfully through the main body of the

army, and, without other damage than some
sprinklings of mud, came out at the rear, which,

by the by, seemed as much astonished to see

me as the van.

On turning a point of rocks, the celebrated

pass of the Potomac through the Blue Ridge

was full in view. I had been more than once

told that it was worth a voyage across the

Atlantic to see it. It may be so ; but, if true,

there must be very little sublime scenery on the

other side of the Big Water ; and, if I mistake

not, the voyager has a great chance of witnessing

much sublimer, and more awful scenery, long

before he reaches the Blue Ridge. It is as-

suredly a very grand scene ; but, I must confess I

was greatly disappointed in it ; and all those

who have witnessed the windings of this same

Potomac, and some of its smaller branches,

through the mountainous region of Hardy and

Hampshire counties, and Virginia, have been dis-

appointed also. After witnessing the saypge and

fearful scenes farther up among the AUeghan-

nies, to them the passage of the Potomac is no-

thing: strangers cannot conceive how there should

be so much talk about it. The scene, as I have

already said, is very grand ; but, to me it appears

to lose a good part of its effect upon the mind,

by being upon too large a scale. The river is by

far too wide, and, of course, the cut ends of the

mountain too far apart. If Nature, in some of

her freaks, would just hitch the endsthree-fourths

of the way nearer one another, perpendicularize

them a little more, and scatter a few huge rocks

into the channel, so as to interrupt the passage

of the water, I think it would improve the scene

mightily. But, as to accomplish this would re-

quire an earthquake, or bouleversement, as the

French call it, I don't think the good folks of

Harper’s Ferry and the adjacent country would

thank Nature for it, nor me for giving the advice;

so we must let things stand as they are.

Jefferson, in his Notes on Virginia, in the

opinion of some compilers of school-books, has

given a very .sublime description of the above

scenery, but, in my humble opinion, a very bom-
bastical and nonsensical one. I don’t recollect

his words, but he talks of the Potomac on the

one side, end the Shenandooh on the other.
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coming ranging up, and, in the moment of their

junction, bursting through the mountain, and,

of course, like the Irishman's race-horse, driving

all before them. What way rivers may have
run before the breaking of these two through
the Blue Ridge, 1 know not ; but since that

period, their usual method of proceeding has
been to range downward. Moreover, when did

the Potomac and Shenandooh begin their course ?

Did they reach the same spot in the Ridge pre-

cisely at the same moment ? Where ore the
wrecks of the mountain ? It seems to me, that

instead of breaking violently through, these

rivers have, good-naturedly and quietly, lifted the
piece out, and placed it out of their way, where
Harper's Ferry now stands ; for, if you could

suppose the tongue of land upon which that town
is situated, placed upon wheels, and wheeled into

the gap, it would fill it up neatly. True, it is

not so high as the Blue Ridge, by a great deal

;

but the diminution of height, however, can be
very easily, at least very philosophically ac-

counted for.

The point of rocks a little way below the pass,

is the place from whence you see the scene to

most advantage. Looking up the river, on the
left side, you have the Virginia end of the Blue
Ridge shelving easily upwards, and covered with

trees from top to bottom. On the right side,

and nearly straight before you, you have the
Maryland end, also covered with trees mixed
with precipitous rocks. In the back-ground is

Harpers Ferry, which forcibly reminded me of

Stirling. True enough, it is not swinging up in

the air as high as that town : but still there is a
resemblance. The Shenandooh comes down on
the left of the town, as the Potomac does on the
right. I was informed that, on the end of the

mountain, on the Maryland side, an exact like-

ness of Washington was to be seen, formed by
Nature, on the rocks. In getting into the pass 1

looked narrowly for the portrait, but in vain : I

could see bo such resemblance ; but, as these

things require to be viewed from a particular

position, perhaps I had not got the right place.

There was a house at the Ferry, immediately
below the rocks ; and how 1 did not ask at the

people I know not ; but I have since spoken of

tbe circumstance to some Virginians, who told

me they had also looked for it in vain. In all

probability it requires a little flight of the im-
agination to make it out. I don't deny the fact ,

however. Nature can work wonders. We all

know she is a first-rate landscape painter,

(paintress ;) and I see no reason why she may
i

not sometimes try her hand at portraits. The
newspapers, indeed, have but the other day in-

formed us, that, on one of the portico pillars of

a new public building in Columbus, Ohio—

I

think that's the place—Nature has thrown the

veins in the stone into a full length portrait and
striking resemblance of—I was going to say the

immortal—Jackson, but he's mortal yet, and long

may the old hero continue so i

I crossed the Potomac in a long kind of flat

boat, pushedforward by means of long poles. In

company we had a four-horse waggon. The

number of these waggons, conveying merchan-

dise from the eastern cities to the western

. country, is prodigious ; but since the introduction

of canals and railroads, their number must have

considerably decreased. It is astonishing with

what tact the waggoners manage their beautiful

teams of four, sometimes six horses. They ride

postillion on the near wheel horse, and, with a

particular kind of pull at their long single rein,

make the horses go to one side, while, with an-

other kind of pull, which the animals understand

well, they go to the opposite. Those waggoners,

who are very proud of their teams, have them

gaily caparisoned, and decked out with a multi-

tude of little bells, which make not an unpleasant

music as they travel along.

Harper Ferry is but a small place, and the

greater part of the town is made up of workshops

for the manufacture of fire-arms for the United

States. Everything here is kept in good order,

and every man about the works has got hie own

particular piece of the gun to make. I saw here

two curious machines : one for rough-turning the

gun-stocks, and another for making screws.

The ease and despatch with which these machines

do their duty, is admirable. Both are American

inventions, I believe. The Americans brown all

their barrels ; and, when finished, they are laid

up in boxes, and not placed to view, in various

fanciful figures, as I have seen in our arsenals.

The Rifle Factory is about half-a-mile up the

Shenandooh.
Upon crossing the Potomac, I entered into

that division of Virginia called, by way of emi-

nence, the Valley, embracing the tracts of

country between the Blue Ridge and Alleghan.

nies ; which, taken as a whole, is looked upon as

the most fertile portion of the country, and one

of the finest in the United States. Lower Vir-

ginia lies to the east of the Blue Ridge, the

inhabitants of which are called Tuckahoes by

the mountaineers. Although the population

of Lower Virginia may be looked upon as the

real Virginians, the greatest slave-holders, and

owners of the largest plantations, yet I never

heard the above term applied to them, except

as expressive of contempt or inferiority. I

never could learn the derivation of the term,

nor what it meant ; but certainly it meant no-

thing good, as it was generally coupled with

ruffled shirts and poverty. The people among
the mountains, however, may be regarded as

foreigners, at least as not possessing the pure

Virginian blood ; and, like all foreigners, they

perhaps think themselves something better than

the natives ; or perhaps, like all mountaineers,

they despise their lowland countrymen merely

because they are lowlanders. Western Virginia

lies among, and east of, the AUeghanniea.

In the Valley, the only towns I passed through,

after leaving Harper's Ferry, were Charlestown

and Winchester. The former is only one long

street. It has, however, a well-conducted news-

paper. In its neighbourhood is the seat of Judge

Washington, the only thing like a gmtimmab
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house I had as yet seen in the country. I re-

marked, too, a striking peculiarity in the appear-

ance of some of the fields. They were all dotted

over with large stones, or rather rocks ; and from
these, clumps of trees grew, seemingly preferring

the spots where there was nothing like nourish-

ment, to the level and fertile soil around them.
I have frequently witnessed this partiality since,

among the Alleghannies, especially as regards

the oaks ; some of which I have actually seen

growing through a bed of solid rock, and others

springing from cliffs where they could not pos-

sibly be nourished by anything except rain and
the dews of heaven.

Winchester is a handsome county town, with

neat streets, an elegant church or two, a bank,
an academy, and two newspapers. It also

possesses some trade, principally in fiour, 1

believe, there being excellent sites for mills in

the vicinity.

About four miles beyond Winchester, I put up
at a paltry inn, or house of entertainment, as

the Virginians call it; the title of inn-keeper
being a little too low for the high-minded Virgi-

nians. But whatever they may choose to call

their inns, they are—I speak of the bulk of those

among the mountains—anything but houses of

entertainment ; the house itself being generally

as dull as an empty church, and not much to be
got but peach and apple brandy, strong enough
to split your head in two. 1 met at the door
a tall, comely woman ; and I asked her how far

it might be to the next inn, as I would like to

go a little farther yet before sun-down. Indian,

like, she answered with an “ ugh,” and a wither-

ing expression of scorn—a trait which added
peculiar beauty to ' her already fine features.

After all, I don't know if she was wrong ; for,

although notintended, my question could scarcely

be taken any way but as a kind of insult. 1

might as well have gone to the doctor and
asked him where he thought I could find a good
doctor. As there was no answer to be got from
her, I thought I might as well stay, in preference

to going farther, and, maybe, faring worse. But,

indeed, worse it could not well be, as 1 went to

bed supperless, and, in the morning, started

breakf&stless. My purse was now getting fear-

fully deficient ; having in it, after paying for my
bed, only one elevenpenny bit. This 1 reserved

to pay for breakfast and dinner, and my last

flight's supper to the bargain, intending to knock
the whole three into one grand finals, and then

trust to Providence for all the other meals that

might be yet to come.

Immediately on leaving the inn, I began to

ascend the first ridge of the Alleghannies—being

first-rate exercise for an empty stomach. I

had now left the level country behind me, and
was about to enter upon one wild and savage in

the highest degree, and to which there was no
end, until I reached the Ohio. As may well be

guessed too, the roads, except some short pieces,

here and there, changed materially for the worse.

One peculiarity attending the Alleghannies is,

4heir running in regular ridges, with intervening

valleys, cut in all directions by lesser ranges, or
spurs, as they are called. Among them, the

traveller is much the same as if he were crossing

the Atlantic, up one large wave, and down an-

other ; or rather, as if we were going from one
side of London to the other, not by carefully

threading his way through the streets, but by
climbing over the house tops at the nearest. I

got along, however, pretty well, although my
road, at times, was somewhat steep, and the

dwellings few and far between ; the novelty of

the scenery, and the anticipation of always some-

thing new a-head, carried me along in good

spirits, notwithstanding the emptiness of my
purse and stomach.

People may talk of poverty as they choose—of
its pinching, grinding nature, and so forth ; but

1, who have been used to it for half my lifetime,

can tell a different story. 1 have always found,

that the poorer 1 got, the happier I became ; and

the less of this world I had to care for, the

lighter was my heart : in fact, among the

Alleghannies I got quite sublimated; and, al-

though it may well be supposed that the pure

mountain air helped a good deal, yet I cannot

help thinking that the lightness of my pockets

helped much more. My spirits began to boil

over like a tumbler of soda water ; and I tripped

up one side of the hill, and trotted down the

other, just as if I had left all my cares down
below in the low country. And true enough

too ; for although 1 had got into a high and
mountainous country, I had also got to the bot-

tom of Fortune's wheel ; which, if it moved at all,

must move for my good. I feared no laws, had

broken none, nor had 1 the intention of breaking

any. I cared not for robbers, because I had nothing

to be robbed of. I had no trouble, as I had left

my trunk, and all my worldly effects, far behind

me, never to be seen more. And, besides all

these good items in my favour, let me add, 1 had
an unshaken trust in the goodness of Providence,

which, according to my creed, never sent a

being—brute or human—into this world, with-

out sending food and clothing along with it : and
tell me if I was not an independent man, though
poor.

But poor and rich are subject to the laws of

Nature ; and my stomach, which happened to be

tolerably fierce in the morning, when I started,

by mid-day became quite outrageous, and I be-

gan seriously to think of a place wherein to

spend my last elevenpenny bit. Nor had I long

to think * a poor hut soon presented itself on
the wayside. This will do, thought I ; my small

sum will be here welcome. I entered. An old

woman was sitting alone by the fire. I bade her

“good day,” and asked if she could give me
anything to eat. I told her the sickly state of

my purse, and that she must govern herself ac-

cordingly. She said nothing, but put down im-

mediately some bread and a bowl of milk, upon
which I made a hearty meal, took a smoke, and
departed. In going along the road, I searched

all my pockets, turning them inside out, in case

any stray piece of money should have escaped
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observation : but, no ; the total proceeds of my
search, and, of course, the whole of my worldly

stock, amounted exactly to one cent—a cent 1

was determined to part with on no consideration.

I believe I have it yet.

Until near sun-down I travelled, never having

seen but one house since I left the old woman’s,

where I got a most noble drink of cider. I at

length came to acreek ; and, on the opposite bank,

a splendid brick mansion displayed itself—a wel-

come sight, as it gave me hopes of getting a

warm bed for another night yet. I off with my
shoes and stockings, waded through the creek,

and approached the front door ; but, from what
I saw, the house appeared to be new and un*
furnished; and there being no signsof inhabitants,

I passed on. If 1 had but gone to the wing
which extended back from the main building, I

would have found everything I wanted, as the

family was Scotch, and very hospitable. I after-

wards got acquainted with them ; but, when I

first passed the house, besides the apparent want
of inhabitants, it had too grand an appearance

for a poor man to make familiar with ; and, in

fact, I was glad of an excuse to pass on, as the

state of my pockets made me somewhat cowardly

in asking for lodgings. Some hundred yards

further brought me to a house of meaner appear-

ance ; but here also my heart gave way, and I

went on. Another house of still meaner look

came next ; it was too poor, and I continued my
journey. The sun was now set, and the shades

of evening gradually succeeded. I had also got

to the bottom of the hill, upon which, for the

last mile, I had been travelling, and which was
partly cleared ; but my road now seemed to dip

deep into the forest, which lay thick and dark

before me. At a hundred yards on my left, the

mountain, densely covered . with the pitch pine,

rose dreary and melancholy ; while, on my
right, its counterpart sprang steep and frown-

ing in the evening air. I was evidently enter-

ing a defile, and where it was to end I knew
not. I made a dead halt, looked back upon the

hill I had just descended, and then forward into

the gloom, as if uncertain whether to proceed

or turn back. I determined upon the former ;

and if things did not turn out to my mind, I

could retrace my steps to the houses I had al-

ready passed. I went on ; and, contrary to ex-

pectation, twilight soon made its appearance

again, through among the trees ; and, by and by,

a beautiful little valley lay before me, in the far

corner of which stood a mill. My spirits began

to cheer up, and my mind to be soothed ; for the

little valley was so beautiful, and everything was
so still and quiet—not a sound was heard, not a

movement, save the bat flitting hither and thither

in his leathery flutterings. I stood for some
minutes to view the quiet scene, and thought of

Rasselas and Abyssinia. About a quarter of a

mile before me was a high and stqpp ridge,

thickly covered with trees, barring all egress in

that direction, and making me doubt how my
road was to get out of the valley ; but, in pro-

ceeding forward, the road commenced winding

round the hill on my right, which ended in an

abrupt precipice crowned with pines. Immedi-
ately beneath the rock, and evidently built from

its fallen fragments, stood a handsome, new,

two-story house, with its front to the high ridge

which bounded the farther side of the valley.

It was a welcome sight to me, especially as a

fire blazed cheerily from an open door in the

back wing. I entered : there waa nobody within

but a boy, whom 1 asked if 1 might rest a little

;

and so sat down without further ceremony.
“To whom does this house belong?” 1 in-

quired ; but the hoy 6poke so low I could not

hear him, nor did it matter. I out with my pipe,

and smoked away like desperation, as if it were

to be my last. While enjoying myself to per-

fection, a tall, thin, swarthy man, looking ex-

actly as if he had been brought up on speldings

and red herrings, made his appearance at the

door. He did not come in ; but, leaning against

the door-cheek, he seemed to scan me pretty

closely. After a good look

—

“ May I ask,” says he, “ where you come
from ?”

“ O yes,” says I ;
“ I come from Scotland.”

“ From Scotland !—and where are you going?”
“ To Wheeling”
“ To Wheeling !—Have you got your supper ?"

“ No r
“ Well, you better come this way and take

some.”
“ 1 thank you, sir,” says I ;

“ I'll just take my
smoke, and then I'll take the road again."

“ I think,” says he, “ you'd better take some
supper before you go to Wheeling : any how, at

least, you’ll be none the worse for it.*'

I did not like to stand out any longer, in case

he might take me at my word—a thing the

farthest from my mind and stomach possible ; so

followed him into another apartment, where was
a well-spread table, at which I was kindly invited

to take a place. While supper was discussing,

arrangements were entered into between us that

I should act schoolmaster during the winter;
and, if I chose it, 1 could start for Wheeling in

the spring. As the people appeared to be good,

my pockets in bad condition, and good winter

quarters not to be despised, 1 looked upon the

bargain as a very providential one ; and so,

reader, having finished the labours of the day
by a hearty supper, and the anticipation of a

sound night’s rest, we shall also put an end to

this long chapter.

CHAPTER IX.

On the morning of the 12th of November, 1926,

I rose from the bed of Zebulon Sheets, gunsmith,

Bethel Valley, Hampshire County, Virginia, and
looked out of the window upon a beautiful little

nook of terra firma, of the bulk of about twenty
acres ; terra firma beyond all dispute, not being

able to slip away, on account of the steep ridges

which bounded it on all sides—the only doors

for bipeds and quadrupeds being at the three cor-

ners. The population of this little world, be-

sides Zebulon, consisted of the miller and family.
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and a turner and his family ; and, as a central

position, for the convenience of the population

of theneighbouring valleys, contained, in addition,

an Episcopalian chapel about size enough to

hold an ordinary sized church organ.

Last night it had been determined upon to

take a ride through among the hills, to see and
collect subscribers for the Bethel Valley Academy.
For my part, I could not see where the scholars

were to come from, there were so many hills

;

but Mr S. not doubting the result, after a hearty

breakfast we mounted our horses. My friend

was mounted on a heavy gray animal, and I on
a little black pony, brimful of laziness—so

much so, that no kicking nor coaxing of mine
could make it budge a bit faster than it chose.

This was a praise-worthy qualification in my
eyes; but not so in that of my Virginian friend,

who, being a noble rider himself, as all the

Virginians are, could not be bothered waiting

for us. The result was, that I and the black

pony had to march first ; and whenever there

was the least appearance of flagging, a smart

application of a heavy whip on the rear made
all things right again. I can give you little or no
description of the day's ride, as we made as

many windings and doublings as if we had been
hunting hares instead of scholars; and . even
now, after knowing the country a great deal

better than I did then, 1 could not, to save the life

of me, tell what mountains we passed over, nor

what valleys we descended into. Suffice it to

say, it was a new kind of travelling to me ; and
I am now remarkably happy in being able to say

I escaped without breaking my neck—a process

I was more than once during the trip morally

certain of undergoing. If I had been a hill-

country Virginian—literally born and brought
up upon horseback—or, if I had had any practice

in fox-hunting—littered in a dog kennel—it is

very probable I should have thought nothing of

the matter ; but as it was, the business was ap-

palling. I had not yet got over the effects of

my Newmarket gallop, and there was I again,

withmyhead three or four feet higher than natural

;

and my whole body, for anything I knew, one

thousand feet above salt-water level. But for

the water level I cared not much, as there was
little danger of my tumbling into the sea ; it was
the horrid land tmlevel I dreaded : rock after

rock met our way ; and how to get down was
beyond conjecture, except by tossing down soul,

body, and pony, in the lump—three valuable

articles—a thing not once to be thought of. The
black pony and I might have been there to

this day, reasoning upon the possibility or rather

impossibility of descending at all, if (crack) the

everlasting whip had not put an end to all rea-

soning upon the subject—an ad equitem kind of

arguing, which brightened up the pony's intel-

lect in a most admirable manner. To be sure,

it was applied to the butt end ; and some people

may wonder at this ; but although anatomists

and physiologists had never spoken one word
about the matter, as they have done, the old

mode of making geniuses at our schools, by

applying the argument to the breech instead of

the head, would settle the point beyond dispute,

that there is an intimate connexion between the

two ends of an animal, and that the best method
of teaching man and beast, is by the application

of the lash. Solomon thought so, and my beast

thought so too, for he no sooner felt the whip
than he set to work in right-down earnest. As
for myself, I had no other resource left, but to

let go the bridle and lay myself down on my
back with my head on the crupper, and my legs

stretched out alongside the neck, and hold on to

the saddle like grim death. By this method—
meanwhile the horse was descending head fore-

most—I went down in the natural way, feet

foremost, like a cat. How the animal achieved

his part of the feat is more than I can tell, as I

shut my eyes, expecting to open them again in

some other world than Virginia ; but achieve it

be did, to the infinite merriment of my two
companions.

I have said, that I recollect little of this day's

ride ; but as I wish to give my friends in Scotland

as good an idea of this part of Virginia as I can,

they will excuse me if I give them one or two
more trifling incidents—which I happen to re-

member—connected with it. Indeed, the most
of my observations thus far have been of a
trifling character ; and, in all probability, those

that are yet to come will partake of the same
frailty ; but it must be remembered that “ trifles

make the sum of human things ;" and the kind
reader must also take good care to rememberto for-
give me, if I should sometimes, like the worthy
mayor, begin my speech at the wrong end.

Bethel Valley, in shape bears a striking re-

semblance to the letter Y ; so, after leaving Mr
Sheetz's house, we travelled down the tail ; and at

the foot, crossed a small stream which runs down
the middle of the valley. We then passed a
tannery, and immediately afterwards a half-ruin-

ous house, which they said was the abode of a
hatter ; and two or three hundred yards more
brought us to rather a decent house, accompanied
by a saw-mill, wool-carding machine, and cossi-

nette factory, belonging to a Mr Edwards, about
to be one of my patrons. As MrSheetz was a gun-
smith, and his two neighbours, the one a miller,

and the other a turner, it will be easy to see,

without my telling, that this little remote valley

had rather a manufacturing air about it. After

leaving Mr Edwards', where we stayed a little, a
few paces brought us to the big Capcaphon—the
same creek i had waded yesterday—about a mile

further up, and which I now crossed the second

time. After passing through some fine woods, we
struck upon the ridge or ridges, called Bear
Garden ; and here my memory fails me, as we
made so many tacks and turnings, and all so

much alike. But well 1 remember, oh our home-
ward-bound voyage, we struck through a gully

into a s^all deep valley, having some resem-

blance to a lime-kiln, or, to describe it more na-

turally, to the crater of an extinguished volcano.

Its sides were not exactly perpendicular, but

sufficiently so to allow you to roll rapidly down*
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wards for some hundreds of feet, if you and your
horse were so inclined. Our road sloped down-
wards towards some outlet farther down, and was
not much more than a foot broad, and worn by
repeated use for a foot or more, leaving a kind of

buttress on the tumbling side. We had to pro-

ceed rank and file, like a caravan of mules among
the Andes ; and I, of course, on the forlorn hope,

with the tormenting whip immediately behind

me. My head was nearly swimming ; but, never-

theless, I got on pretty well till, all at once, I

made a dead halt.
“ Hillo ! stop, gentlemen—the road’s ended—

don’t whip."
“ Why, what’s the matter ?’’

“Why, here’s a rock no mortal’s fit to go
down."
“ Nonsense

;
get along.’*

“ No, indeed ; it may be nonsense ; but down
it on horseback I’ll go for neither friend nor foe."

The obstruction consisted of a rock, which
caused the road to take a new level five feet

lower than that we were on. I was now on the

brink of it, and, mounted on horseback as I was,

the view to me was terrifying. To leap it was
altogether out of the question ; so I got off my
pony the best way I could, and slipped down by
myself, leaving the animal to get down the best

way he could. On looking up to see how matters

progressed with him, I saw him sitting on his

haunches like a dog, with his head far above me
in the air, and his fore-feet placed on the very

edge, ready for some manoeuvre or other. The
sight was too much ; and expecting, if he escaped

breaking his neck, that he would come galloping

along the narrow footpath, tumble me over the

steep, and break mine, I took to my heels ; nor
did 1 stop until I had put a respectable distance

between him and me. How he got down I know
not ; but, when I looked about, he was coming
trotting along before the whip, as usual. W*
got home, at length, after, to me, a fatiguing

but satisfactory day’s work. In some future

chapter I shall give a few more little adventures
descriptive of this rugged country ; and, in the

meantime, put an end to this very short chapter
and commence another.

chap. x.

On the 20th November I commenced my
school, with a tolerably fair specimen of hill-

country children, not by any means clownish, as

might be expected from such an out-of-the-way

part of the earth. Mischievous they certainly

were ; and of all the countries in the world, I be-

lieve the Virginian children, male and female,

hear the palm for restlessness and mischief.

They are lively and active ; tongue, arms, and
legs, always in motion ; so much so indeed, that

I heard of an Englishman who had to tie some
of them on their seats to keep them in anything
like a scholarly deportment. How it comes I

know not, but they beat anything of the kind I

ever saw. They are, however, full of ambition,
and easily taught. Schools are numerous among
the Alleghannies ; but, on account of the nature

of the country, not large ; and a goodly propor-

tion of the teachers are not much worth—a great

many of them acting as farm-eervants during the

summer, and as pedagogues throughout the win-

ter. The common wages are about two dollars

per quarter ; and for the poor children, the school

fund allows, at a maximum, four cents a-day per

pupil ; which is obtained from the school com-

missioners, by presenting an account, attested on

oath, before a magistrate. As keeping school is

but a poor employment as regards money mat-

ters, as Wheeling was yet a great way off, and
as I had again begun to taste the comforts of

home, I was in no hurry leaving the Old Do-
minion, although Providence—poverty ifyou will

—had cast my lot in a very wild portion of it.

I don’t complain of my lot ; but Providence, if I

may so speak, seems to me to have taken a plea-

sure in throwing me into the by-places of the

earth,where the chiefthings tobe got were plenty

of blue devils and ennui. After leaving home, it

cast me, like a piece of drift wood, on the shore

of an isolated Canadian settlement ; I was next

buried for years among the Alleghanny Moun-
tains ; and now I write this upon what may be

called a small island in the swamps of Louisiana.

But I don’t complain ; and, as I was saying, was
in no hurry to leave Virginia ; and even if I had

been in the greatest hurry possible, it was not

possible to leave it for want of funds, the end of

the year generally finding me as poor as the be-

ginning. 1, of course, made several little ob-

servations, the communication of which may per-

haps afford some amusement to my friends in the

Old Country. In making such communications, I

shall observe nothing like system, but note down
the several items as they stand in my journal, at

the same time taking the liberty to group like

observations together as far as my memory serves

me. I will thus present my readers with a kind

of oUa podrida, pot pourri, or, in plain Scotch, a

dish of hotch potch, which, in defiance of Dr
Johnson and his hogs, is a very good dish after

all. In connexion with the schools, we may
then mention the church, the clergy, and the

religion of the people of these glens. Before
coming into Virginia, I had read in some geogra-
phy or other, 1 think Morse’s, that the Virgin-

ians were the greatest drunkards on the face

of the earth, or at least an account which amount-
ed to as much, and almost made me tremble to

think of crossing the Potomac to mingle with

such a generation of reckless dram-drinkers.

But either Mr Morse must have been imposed
upon, or the habits of the people must have un-

dergone a great change since he wrote, or the

description must belong to the Tuckahoes ; for,

as to the Virginians 1 lived among, I don't be-

lieve there is a soberer race of men anywhere
to be found. No doubt there are but too many
distilleries among these hills, and, of course, but

too many drinkers, as in all other countries ; but

as to the respectable body of the community, in-

dependent of temperance societies and the tee-

totallers, you cannot find any more temperate

than they are. I with I could say as much for
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them as it regards tobacco. I have just read
Madame Trollope, and however great a trollop

she may be in other respects, she certainly does

the Americans justice in the article of tobacco
chewing. The Americans, according to tbeir

own account, beat all the world in a great many
national accomplishments. However it be, it

mattereth not, but in chewing tobacco they de-

cidedly “ beat all natur and Virginia is not a

whit behind the sister States in this genteel ac-

complishment. The Reverend Mr F gave
us a sermon about once a month. Upon one of

these occasions I was much surprised at his ask-

ing for my tobacco.
“ What ! Mr F

, and so you have learned

to smoke. Stop," says I, "
till I get my pipe,”

quite overjoyed in having made a convert of the

minister.
u Oh, no," says he, “ I don't want your pipe

;

give me your tobacco."
" What do you want with my tobacco ? you

certainly don't chew ?"

u No, but band me out your tobacco."

I became stubborn, and refused to deliver up
until he should tell me on what account. Mr
F was a fine man, excellent preacher, and
zealous in the temperance cause : he was tem-
perate himself, and wished every body to be so

too. In his journey to our place, he had per-

suaded all his chewing acquaintances to deliver

up their idol, and give their promise to refrain

from worshipping it for the future ; and, in proof

of what he said, he drew from his pocket a hand-
ful. I could not help bursting into a fit of

laughter. Mr F was a pious man, knew
his Bible well, but did not know human nature

quite so well as Mr Slick. No, believe me, Mr
F , the very moment you are holding out

that handful of tobacco, your new converts are

chewing away as hard as they can. You may
not see them doing so on your return ; but when
you come up next month, never mind, you'll

be an eye-witness to what Im saying. Fact:

they gave up their tobacco when demanded, but

continued chewing, the same as before. 1 was
not quite so inconsistent. I told him plainly that,

to save his feelings, he should never see me
smoking, but that, upon no consideration, would
I consent to give up one of the best friends I

had upon earth, my comforter in affliction, my
counsellor in doubts, my helper in straits, my
companion in solitude, and, next to my Bible and
my books, my principal delight.

These backwood Virginians, far from being a

drunken, profligate, good-for-nothing sort of

people, as I had half anticipated, are, on the

contrary, sober and quiet ; and may, with great

propriety, be called a religious people. There
are, no doubt, plenty of nothingarians among
them ; but I observed it was no way creditable to

be of that persuasion. The principal denomina-
tions are the Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist,

Episcopalian, Quaker, and Dunker; the latter

rather an eccentric body of believers. The most
of these have got their pastors, who afford them
their spiritual food as time and convenience suit

;

for, from the nature of the country, regular

preaching, except in the villages, cannot be

afforded to all. For their accommodation, many
little chapels are scattered up and down ; but the

mostcommon church is the school-house or private

dwelling. The Presbyterian clergyman of Rom-
ney, Mr F -, visited us about once a month,

and, in addition to his Bible class—of which he

had many among the hills—gave us a sermon.

Sometimes we had a young preacher in his stead.

The Presbyterian clergy of America are a very

respectable body of men, and by far the best

preachers of any I have heard. What astonished

me was, that none of them, so far as I knew,

wrote out their sermons, or preached from notes.

They took a text, turned it over and over in

their minds, looked to it in all its bearings, and

then trusted to memory and confidence to make
a sermon of it. They did not make much attempt

at oratory, but talked away quietly but impres-

sively to the congregation, like one friend talk-

ing seriously to another. The first sermon I

heard in the country was from a young man, and

he certainly blundered away most wonderfully.

Thinks I, young man, you ought to have had

your lesson better ; but I did not then know that

he was speaking extempore. He blundered on

to the end notwithstanding, and 1 trembled much;

but un-Felix-like, more for his credit than my
own sins.

Next to the Presbyterian clergy come the

Methodist. Take them all in all, they cannot

be compared to the former in education ; but there

is a pathos and earnestness in their discourses

which amply make up for the deficiency—wit-

ness the strange effects produced at their camp-

meetings. Their love feasts must be strange

affairs certainly. They are a very zealous set of

men, and wherever there is the least chance of

making a convert, there you will find a Method-

ist minister. Of course there are plenty of

them among the Alleghannies, in the shape of

elders, circuit-riders, and preachers ; the latter,

so far as I observed, remarkably illiterate. I

presume they know their Bible well, however

;

the best library, in fact, a minister of any per-

suasion can have recourse to.

I have never been at any of their camp meet-

ings ; they having always been held at too great

a distance for me to attend ; but I have talked

with many who have attended them, and truly

the accounts were appalling and wonderful, and

the effects produced upon the human mind at

these meetings altogether unaccountable by any

hypothesis I can produce. I have some idea of

them, however, from what I saw take place in a

young man whom I knew well. He was quiet

and pious, and was coming forward as a minister,

although, with regard to education, a total bank-

rupt. This circumstance I did not know at the

time, and, of course, was much surprised, one

evening, to get an invitation to go over the

creek and hear Tom preach. By-the-by, his

name, if I recollect right, was O'Connell. Our
church was a carpenter's shop, half-cleared out

;

a brother clergyman was there to support and
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encourage him, and the congregation was com.
posed mostly of men. The services commenced
with a hymn, sung in that beautiful style for

which the Methodists are remarkable ; then fol.

lowed the prayer, sensible, pointed, and full of

that unction and pathos for which the Method-
ists in their prayers are also remarkable. Next
came the text ; what it was I do not remember,
nor doth it matter, as it might have been chosen

by bibliomony for any relationship it and the

sermon had with one another. The latter was
one of the strangest pieces of composition erer

held forth to an audience ; being a medley of all

the reasonings, prayers, entreaties, texts, ejacu-

lations, interjections, sighs, and groans, he had
ever heard, read, or enacted heretofore ; and all

huddled on the top of one another, and mixed
heads and tails, like a large litter ofpigs in stormy

weather. As he proceeded he waxed warmer
and warmer, lya glaring eyeballs were kept

steadily fixed ceiling-ward, and streams of foam
gushed from each corner of his mouth, while his

arms played round his head like desperation, as

if he were fighting a swarm of hornets. I have

seen many madmen, but I never saw one so mad
as my friend Tom was upon the present occasion ;

he actually frightened me. • ......
I one day went to a small chapel, about two

miles down Paterson's Creek, to hear a Method-
ist preach. The clergyman, in his route thither,

had fallen in with Jesse Monroe, a Baptistpreach-

er, one of the cleverest, and very shrewd withal;

and, as a matter of course, he gave him an in-

vitation to accompany him to the chapel. No
doubt the congregation was a little startled on
seeing the two lovingly seated in the same pul-

pit ; I was, and still more so, when, in the course

of the sermon, I heard the Balvation of the brutes

seriously proclaimed and maintained. Jesse was
startled too, for the last words of the peroration

had scarcely died on the preachers lips, when
he started to his feet.
“ This is a strange doctrine,” says he, “ we

have heard ; the Methodists have a great many
strange things about them, but this is the

strangest of all. Brute beasts ! Salvation of

brute beasts ! Whoever heard tell of the salva-

tion of brute beasts ! 1 have heard and read of

the Balvation of sinners, but never, no, never of

the salvation of asses and horned cattle. The
doctrine is abominable

!”

Jesse sat down quite irritated ; and Mr Smith
rose up calmly and dignified, with a smile of

self-complacency upon his countenance.
“ I am very happy,” says Mr Smith, “ that

Brother Monroe has given me an opportunity of

farther explaining myself on this point, and
supporting my views by Scripture.”

80 saying, he referred to the well-known eighth

of the Romans, part of which he read as proof

conclusive of what he had advanced ; and after

making a few remarks, which mended the matter
but little, sat down, in all appearance quite satis-

fied. The whole affair was vastly amusing : it

was the farce of “ Raising the Wind,” after the

tragedy of “ King Lear.” If more such exhL

bitions were given to the public, I would warrant

crowded churches

What I have been saying about clergymen, I

would like to have understood as not meant to

apply to the American clergy in general ; this

whom, I believe, there is not a more respectable

body of men anywhere to be found, either as

regards talents, education, or piety ; but only

as referring to the bulk of those I met with

among the mountains. The remarks are, besides,

given to shew that these Virginian mountaineers,
far from being the graceless drunken set, re-

presented by Dr Morse, are, on the contrary, a
quiet, religious, church-going people. In fur-

ther corroboration of this, I would add, that they

have got numerous Sunday schools and Bible

classes ; that they are anxious to give their chil-

dren education, especially a religious one ; that

the books principally read are of a religious na-

ture ; and that of the four families with whom
I sojourned, three of them had family worship

every night ; and although in the fourth it was
omitted, through diffidence I suppose, it was de-

cidedly a religious family. One of my principal

employments, in the winter evenings, consisted

in reading a sermon or religious book aloud to

the family ; after which, not unfrequently, the

old man would take his flute, and the younger
members of the family would join him with their

voices in some pieces of church music. In Scot-

land, a common amusement by the fireside is the

singing ofsongs ; in the part of Virginia in which

I was located, hymns and church music are sub-

stituted. I was often amused to see our youngest
boy, Sam, while lolling in the cradle, tossing up
his heels in the air, and bawl, at the top of his

voice, “ Hallelujah, praise ye the Lord.” In

fact, the singing of hymns is so common, that the

children learn to sing church music from their

very infancy.

I was invited by a Captain C. to go and stay

a night with him. The captain is a very wealthy,
respectable man ; remarkable for his humanity
and kindness of heart. Wherever a sermon is

to be preached, the captain is sure to make one
of the congregation : wherever there is a sick

person, there you will see him also without fail

;

and as he has not much to do, he generally rides

about with a calomel bottle and a spring lancet

in his pocket, ready to put them both in opera-

tion at a moment's warning. Well, I went down
to see him, and after having chatted till near
bedtime, I was somewhat surprised at hearing
bis stentorian voice breaking out into a hymn,
right off-hand, without any intimation whatever.
We sat very quiet until he had finished, when
he asked me if I chose to go to bed. Now, the

hymn, I am almost certain was intended as a

substitute for, if not rather the evening prayer
itself.

Mr Sheetz and I one Sunday took a ride four

or five miles to see a friend, and pass the day

with him. The family consisted of Mr H., his

wife, and four fine daughters ; and the way
we spent the Sabbath was as follows. After a

hymn and prayer, I read one of Saurin’s sermon^
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when we had anotherhymn and prayer, and then
concluded the service with an excellent dinner.

In the afternoon Mr S. proceeded homewards,
and left me to get better acquainted. The girls

sang delightfully—the father was a good bass—so

we spent the time very agreeably, until, by my
untimely criticisms, I put a stop to the music
altogether. Among other song tunes which they
had adapted to their hymns, and sung as sacred

music—and why not— I recollect “ Rule Bri-

tannia/' and “Jockey to the Fair.” Upon my
mentioning the latter as belonging of right to

a fine old Scotch song, the whole choir came to

a dead halt. I don't believe they were angry at

me for givingthemsome information they did not

know before, but that they were afraid of trans-

gressing upon the sanctity of the day and their

own character, by singing tunes of an equivocal

cast. It is somewhat remakable, that, during four

years I stayed in this part of Virginia, I never
heard a song sung except when I myself was the

musician
; which generally took place in my soli-

tary rambles along the banks of the creeks: It

is considered as sinful. When I went first upon
Peterson’s Creek, about forty miles further up
the country, I stayed all night in the house of a

widow lady, a Methodist, with whom, at the time,

were staying two young ladies. As I am very
fond of music, I asked them if they could sing,

and whether they u ould favour me with a song.

“We don't sing carnal songs,” was the reply.

“Well, never mind,” quoth I, “give us an
tincarnal one : 'twill do just as well.”

Without minding my joke, if it be one, they
complied with my wishes, and sung well too.

Before finishing my chapter I must give an-

other instance in proof of the prevalence of reli-

gious feeling in this part of Virginia. I got
acquainted with an Englishman, a Yorkshire-
man, who had been some time in the country.

I met with him frequently, and he was always
telling me to come over and see him.
“ Where is your house ?"

rf Oh, just over the creek.”

Over the creek I went one fine Saturday, and
walked through the woods for two miles without
seeing anything like a house : thinking 1 had
mistaken my way, I turned back ; so did not see

the Englishman that day. I met him again, and
the old question came out,

“ What's the reason you don't come to see me?”
I told him that I had tried to come and see

him, but could not find the road.
“ O man, you can t go wrong ; it's just over the

hill.”

I crossed the creek a second time, and walked
down the bank for some hundred yards, to where
the ridge, over which I supposed the object of

my search lay, ended in a high pyramidal peak,

encumbered, at the bottom, with the rubbish of

centuries. For some time back I had had a great

desire to visit the top of this pe^k, and I now
thought that I could perform two tasks at once,

by mounting the ridge at the end, and travel

along till i came in sight of the Englishman’s

bouse. I mounted, and, after having a fine view
NO. LXXI—VOL* YU

of the romantic country through which the

Capecaphon flowed, I took my course along

the ridge. I walked for a mile or two, expecting

every moment to come upon the road which led

over the hill, but no ; no roads were to be sgen,

but sheep trails, one of which I kept until I came
upon a thicket, or hammock of briars, stunted

locusts, and thorns, which I entered, supposing

I would soon get through it. But the further I

proceeded, the more entangled 1 got, until, from
stooping, I had to take to my hands and knees,

uoon which 1 travelled till completely worn out.

By good luck, I came to a chamber or den finely

shaded from the mid-day sun by a thick roofing

of these thorny shrubs, and out of which there

appeared no egress in the direction of the

Englishman. Here I had to stop: but before

retracing my weary windings, I thought 1 would
take a rest ; did so, and fell fast asleep, and
slept till sun-down. When l first opened my
eyes, or rather half opened them, it required a
considerable deal of rubbing and scratching to

enable me to solve where in all the world 1 pos-

sibly could be. Having got to the end of my
theorem, I went to my knee-work again, and
reached home about supper time, with the de-
termination to reach the Englishman’s house
the first good Saturday, or perish in the attempt.
1 accordingly started the third time, took the
road, and reached my destination after five miles
of hard travel through a sandy-pine barren

—

these five miles being what they called “ just

over the creek, just over the hill.” The York-
shireman, wife, and family, gave me a hearty
welcome ; but what I want to come to is, that a
little while before bedtime, being tired talking,

1 took up an almanac, and, with one leg upon
the mantel-piece, began to amuse myself by
looking over the anecdotes, from time to time
setting up a hearty laugh. At the end of one
of my peals—and mine are generally real horse
laughs— 1 thought I heard something like groans,

mingled with deep sobs, fall upon my ear. I
quickly turned my head round, thinking mine
host had fallen into some fit or other ; but be-

held him on his knees deeply engaged in prayer.

I was dismayed at my unintentional want of

good-breeding and devotion ; but the idea was
so ludicrous of one man praying, and another
laughing over the funny stories of an almanac,

that, when I dropped upon my knees, which I
did immediately, it was not in a very devotional

spirit. A little while before the man went to

his knees, I heard him muttering something
about prayer and duty : but little did I think he
was about to commencework so unceremoniously,

with the doors open, and not a single member of

the family present.

I must tell another story yet : The Rev. Dr
M. was travelling through among the hills, and
arrived about nightfall at the house of a farmer
with whom he was a little acquainted, and with

whom he intended to stay for the night. Family-

worship time came round ; the doctor excused

himself from periorming the duty, as being

much tired, and wished the farmer to proceed
3 N
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as usual. He did so ; and the doctor, overcome
with fatigue, fell asleep. When he awakened,
the good farmer was still praying. Alongside

the doctor, lay an old negro, sending forth nasal

sounds, melodious as from the drone of a bag-

pipe. The doctor tried to awaken the sleeper,

by moving him gently ; but as it requires little

less than the shock of an earthquake to awaken
an ^Ethiopian, he was, all other means failing,

forced to give him a smart push in the ribs with

his elbow, which cut short the drone pretty

quick.

“ What massa want?” whispered the half-

awakened negro.
“ I want to know,” replied the minister,

“ when your master is going to stop praying.”
“ Whar 'bout is massa ?”

“ Can't tell that,” said the minister ;
“ I have

been sleeping.”

“Is massa come to the Jews yet?” whispered

the black. “ Whenever massa come to the Jews,

massa soon done.” So saying, the negro laid

down his head, and commenced his old music,

leaving the doctor to follow his example, and

; OR, OPPOSING DUTIES.

the farmer to come to the Jews as fast or as

slow as he pleased.

I have not spoken of the black clergy, of whom
there are a good many ; and some of them preach

pretty well too, considering. I believe it is

contrary to law for them to preach, or for the

blacks to collect together in conventicles of any

sort.; but, like a great many laws, the infringe-

ment is winked at ; and you will see as many
whites attending to the instructions delivered

by a slave, as those delivered by the white

preacher. It is also contrary to law to instruct

the blacks in religion, or any other branch of

education ; but the infringement of this law is

also connived at, and many masters teach their

young slaves to read, and also teach them the

catechism.

In Virginia, I have been in only one town

church, and I do not recollect whether it was

the case there or not, but in the country chapels

and meetings, all the men sit on one side of the

house, and the women on the other, while the

blacks stand about the door.

O’DONNEL’S DAUGHTER;

PART I.

Among the Irish gentlemen who joined the

standard of William the Third, there was no
one more distinguished for devotion to his cause,

and personal bravery, than Colonel Eustace de

Claremont—a gentleman of ancient family,

who had, since the death of his father, abjured

the Catholic religion. He was a second son ; but

as his elder brother, who was attached to the

religion of his forefathers, and to the exiled

monarch, had fled to Spain early in the conflict,

De Claremont had become possessor of the

family estate; since, according to the cruel

laws of those days, any member of a Catholic

family could, on becoming a Protestant, eject

his father or brother from his estates and enjoy

them himself.*

It will easily be believed that De Claremont's

motives for this change of religion were misin-

terpreted ; many of his friends, and even of his

relations, jealous perhaps of his favour with the

new Sovereign, allowed that his motives were
liable to suspicion ; but though aware that he
was the object of this petty detraction, Colonel

De Claremont kept on, unmoved, the tenor of

his way, and only held his head, perhaps, more
loftily than usual.

Of all those whom party feelings led to judge

De Claremont with severity, there was no one

more bitter against him than Mary O'Donnel,

the only child of a gentleman of royal descent,

but of small fortune, who was one of the

warmest adherents to the cause of James the

Second. O'Donnel had married a Scotch lady

* Vide Black itone.

OR, OPPOSING DUTIES.

of noble birth, and, as is customary, had agreed

that the daughters of that union should be edu-

cated in the Protestant faith ; consequently,

Mary O'Donnel was of the Reformed church,

but still she was devoted to the Stuarts with all

the ardour of youthful enthusiasm. Hence she

hated, as much as she could hate, the Prince of

Orange, as she persisted to call him, and those

who had fought and conquered in his cause.

Colonel De Claremont, therefore, who was per-

sonally unknown to her, was particularly the

object of her dislike ; and when she heard that

he had changed his religion in order to gain his

brother's fortune, she was afraid of visiting her

friends, Sir Charles and Lady Osborne, who

were intimate with this vile offender, lest she

should be exposed to meet Colonel De Claremont.

But when the aunt, with whom she resided, was

obliged to leave London for a few weeks to

nurse a sick friend, she ventured to accept Lady

Osborne's invitation to pass the time of her aunt's

absence at her house at Whitehall, because the

papers had, the day before, announced the de-

parture of De Claremont on an embassy to the

Netherlands. When she entered Lady Osborne’s

drawingroom, soon after her arrival, her friend

beckoned her in silence to join a group in the

recess of a large window towards the street ; and

she found there two gentlemen in earnest dispute

on the comparative merits of Spencer and

Chaucer ; the one preferring the allegorical, the

other the story-telling bard. During this dis-

cussion, Mary O'Donnel saw that she was beheld

with evident admiring observation by a gentle-

man who took no share in the argument ; and

he was formed to excite as much interest as he
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seemed to feel. In height, he towered consider-

ably above those around him ; and a look of

great intelligence gave additional power to his

fine and regular features, while an air of habi-

tual command took from the youthfulness of his

appearance, but added to its dignity.

“I wonder who he is, "thought Mary O'Donnel;
and she was still more eager to know when, on
the conversation's changing to the comparative
merits of Milton and Shakspeare, the unknown,
in a voice of deep melody, gave the palm to

Shakspeare, and defended even his faults. “ He
must be a Loyalist," thought Mary O'Donnel,

“as all the Prince of Orange's men admire
Milton most, from party spirit and when the

speaking eyes of the stranger continually ap-

pealed to her as he proceeded, her look of assent

to his remarks was accompanied with smiles of

the softest complacency. While thus agreeably

engaged, Mary O'Donnel unconsciously looked

up, and as the fatal window through which
the unfortunate Charles the First walked to the

scaffold met her view, she turned away in evident

emotion.
“ I thought you would soon change your

place. Miss O'Donnel," said Lady Osborne, in

a low voice ;
“ that window is, I know, a painful

object to you."
“ Indeed, it is," she replied ;

“ and what I

have heard to-day made it particularly ap-

palling !"

“ What have you heard ?”

“ I will tell you some other time." And the

subject would have dropped, had not a gentle-

man exclaimed, in a hoarse voice

—

“ Well, young lady, how our tastes differ ! I

overheard what you said, and I assure you that

I look at that window with pride and satisfaction,

as it recalls the day when a tyrant’s blood was
shed by the just vengeance of those whom he
had oppressed ;

and 1 wish I had been alive then,

to vote for his execution !"

“ Horrible !" said Mary, shuddering.

“Is it possible, sir," cried the unknown,
“ that any one can lament having been spared

the misery of sitting on such a trial, and the

guilt of giving such a vote ?"

Mary's eyes now turned on him with greater

pleasure than before, and she had drawn nearer

to him, and farther from the hater of the un-

happy Charles, when the latter observed with a

sneer—
“ Little did I expect to hear anything like a

feeling of compassion for Charles Stuart from
the active enemy of his son, and the stanch

follower of William the Third
; you have sur-

prised me. Colonel De Claremont
!"

At these words the sensitive girl started ; and
having, while indignant blushes covered her

cheeks, surveyed the soldier of William with an

expression of angry astonishment, she fixed her

eyes on the ground, and stood evidently absorbed

in painful thought ; for she was displeased with

her friends for having, as she believed, betrayed

her into meeting Colonel De Claremont, and
with herself for having so much admired him.

He, meanwhile, understood the cause of her

change of manner, and was so affected by it, that

he was unable to reply to his opponent, and glad

when another subject was started. But it was

an unfortunate one for him. A lady asked when
he had heard from his elder brother. Then
Mary's eyes were no longer averted from De
Claremont, for she looked at him to mark on his

cheek the blush of a reproving conscience ; hut

his colour remained unchanged, and his eye re-

tained its open expression, while he replied :

—

“ I am sorry to say that I have not heard

from him for some days ; and I am uneasy on
his account, poor fellow ! he has been ill lately,"

he added, with a deep sigh.

“Hypocrite," whispered the lady in the ear of

Mary O'Donnel, who seemed by her countenance

to echo the expression. “ Mr de Claremont,”

continued the lady, “has great sensibility; and

to have poverty added to exile, is enough to wear

down a frame already feeble from many cares."

“ Poverty ! madam !" cried the Colonel, a

deep blush overspreading his cheek.

“Yes, sir—that is, he has now only a younger

brother's portion ; nor even that, I fear, as he is

circumstanced."
“ Poor man ! how I pity him !" said Mary, in a

low tone, hut one which had more meaning in it

than she was conscious of.

“ I understand Lady Catherine Graham notr,"

replied De Claremont, with a cold proud look ;

then, with a deep sigh, he turned on Mary a

glance of mild reproach, which seemed to say

—

“ And do you too think so meanly of me ?*'

Lady Osborne now beckoned the ladies out of

the room

—

“ Pray tell me, Miss O’Donnel, what you
heard to-day, which made the sight of White-
hall to you more painful than ever?"
“ I have had a letter from my father, telling

me that a plot has been discovered to assassin-

ate the King."
“ Wicked wretches !" cried Lady Catherine.

“ I should not wonder if that was the business

on which Colonel De Claremont was going

abroad. He told us, you know. Lady Osborne,

that he was countermanded ; and, no doubt, it

was because the plot was discovered.”
“ Allow me to tell you. Lady Catherine

Graham," replied Lady Osborne, indignantly,

“ that if the King, William the Third I mean,
had desired to have an assassination committed,

he would not have let such a man as Eustace de

Claremont into the secret."

“You are partial. Lady Osborne.”
“ And you are prejudiced—party spirit and

other feelings blind you." ./

“ How ? Am I prejudiced in believing he

changed his religion to gain his brother's

estates ?"

“Ay,” cried Mary O'Donnel, “deny that

charge if you can.”

“ I despise the charge too much to reply to

it ; but, my dear Mary, how can you allow party

spirit to make you believe such charges against

a man of whom you know nothing ?"

3N2
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“ But appearances are against him.”
“ O yes/' interrupted Lady Catherine ;

“ and

even his relations and friends accuse him ; and

how he is altered! he is really grown quite

ugly
!”

“ Ugly
!

' exclaimed Mary O’Donnel ;
“ you

surprise me by such a remark ! 1 think I never

saw so handsome a man, nor go line a countenance

;

and I assure you. Lady Catherine, I was quite

vexed to find Colonel De Claremont so good-

looking !”

They were now summoned to the supper-table ;

and it so happened that De Claremont had to

lead Mary O'Donnel into the room ; but they

walked in silence, for De Claremont saw that

Mary believed the accusation against him ; and

he who met danger undaunted in the field, now
quailed before the repellent coldness of a timid

girl.

The evening, as may he supposed, passed

heavily away, and the company soon broke up ;

but Colonel De Claremont remained, and reseated

himself next Sir Charles. Mary would have re-

tired when she saw who the remaining guest

was, but Lady Osborne peremptorily forbade it

;

and Mary instantly began to turn over a book

of prints which lay near her. But no attempt
|

was made to induce her to converse ; and she

overheard Do Claremont say to his friend—

“

I

want to talk with you on a subject that greatly

distresses me—my poor brother was very un-

well when lie last wrote, and 1 fear he never re-

ceived my last remittance ; what can I do ?

Shall I send a confidential person over with

money, lest he should be distressed ?”

“ Certainly.”
“ But whom can I send ? Here is his last

letter : he must be very ill, or he would not

have delayed his marriage.”
“ What, Eustace ! is your elder brother going

to be married ?”

“ Yes ; and to a noble girl, who loves him the

better for having resigned his country and his

fortune for conscience’ sake.”
“ Not fortune, Eustace, for he knew your

justice and generosity.”
“ Yes, fortune, Sir Charles ; for though he will

always have the income of his estates while I

Jive, yet mine is a precarious life, as every

soldier’s must be, and the next heir does not

like him.”

Mary O’Donnel could now no longer turn

over the prints, but she raised her eyes to look

at him whom she had so misjudged, and those

eyes were filled with tears ; and Lady Osborne
smiled while she saw what was passing in the

mind of her young friend.

“ I think,” said Sir Charles, “ I know a young
surgeon who has a mother at Lisbon, whom he

wants to visit, but can’t afford to undertake the

journey ; he is of unimpeachable character, and

if he went he could judge of the state of your

brother’s health."
“ The very man for me ! let me see him di-

rectly ! Oh, you have taken such a weight off

my mind !”

“ Hypocrite !” cried Lady Osborne, laughing,

“ when you know you changed your religion to

get the estate of this brother whom you pretend

to love !”

“
I know that many persons think so,” he re-

plied.

“Yes; and I wonder you do not let the truth

be known.”
“ How can I, without exposing myself to the

suspicion of furnishing the enemies of my King

with money ? I should find it almost impossible

to make other people believe that my brother has

solemnly pledged his word to me not to employ

the money I send him against the King and

Government; therefore I must remain contented

with ths cousciousness of my own integrity. It

is not safe to let my enemies or the King s know

the true state of things.”
<* And yet you are disclosing it to a fair enemy

now !”

i( But a safe and honourable one, I trust ; and,

I own, 1 purposely spoke as I have done in her

presence ; for though I care not what the gener-

ality of the world may think of me, I could not see

Miss O’Donnel without wishing not to be thought

ill of by her . I was neither surprised nor hurt

at seeing the daughter of Major O’Donnel start

and frown when she heard my name, as I

believed her indignant emotion proceeded from

loyal aversion ;
hut when I suspected that it

arose from disgust at my supposed moral turpi-

tude, I could not be easy without trying to re-

move that false impression. May I flatter my-

self that 1 have succeeded. Miss O’Donnel ? ' he

added, drawing near to her, while, with blushing

cheeks and downcast eyes, she listened to this

avowal.

“Iam so shocked! so ashamed of myself!’

answered the agitated girl; “pray, pray, for-

give me.”
tf Forgive you !” he replied ;

“ allow me to

thank you for condescending to ask my forgive-

ness.”

“ Nay, Mary,” said Sir Charles, “ you did not

calumniate, you only listened to calumny against

my friend.”

“ Indeed I did; I joined in censuring him,”

exclaimed the ingenuous offender.

“ Yes, yes, she tells you the truth,” said Lady

Osborne ;
“ but I hope it will put her on her

guard against party spirit in herself and others.

As the daughter of O’Donnel, 6he has my leave

to hate, but not to misjudge Colonel De Clare-

mont.”
“ Then, pray,” cried the latter, “ in pity, teach

Colonel De Claremont to hate the daughter of

O’Donnel.”
“ Surely,” answered Mary, timidly, “ I maybe

allowed to esteem Colonel De Claremont as my

friend’s friend.”

“ Thank you !" said he ; "I shall sleep the

better for those kind words ; and 1 shall bid you

good night, lest anything less kind should fall

from those lips. Good night ; and remember,

Osborne, to send the young surgeon to me to-

morrow,”
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;

“ He lias forgiven me,” cried Mary, while Sir

Charles went out with his friend ;
a but I know

not when 1 shall forgive myself/'

On his re-entering, Lady Osborne repeated

Mary’s words to him.
“ fie will appear a greater criminal than ever

in your eyes, Mary, when I tell you what he is

now going to do.”
“ Indeed ! what new wickedness are they

projecting against the injured James?”
“ Not one that I know of ; but Eustace de-

clared, when I begged him to cease his visits

here while you stayed, because I knew you dis-

liked to be in his company, that”
“ What

!
you told him this !” cried Mary.

*• Forshame ! and what did he say ?*'

“ That is the offence to which I alluded. He
declared that he would come every day during

your visit, and force you, by dint ofhumble ador-

ation, to endure him as a companion, however
you might dislike him as a politician. Are you
not indignant at his presumption ?”

• f Not very ; 1 owe him some amends for having
done him such injustice."

It was long before Mary O’Donnel closed her

eyes that night. She was not sure O'Donnel’s

daughter ought to feel so kindly towards a man
whom, she believed, that he disliked on prin-

ciple; or that the loyal subject of James should

admire the soldier and favourite of William, and
she could not but own that admire him she did.

De Claremont kept his word—he did come every

day to see his fair enemy, as he called her
;
and

she became so much his friend, in order, as she

said, to make him amends for past injustice, that

she dreaded the return of her aunt, as it would
force her to give up an intercourse so delightful

to her ; for the loyal and Catholic Mrs Celia

O’Donnel would not, she knew, receive the rebel

soldier. And when that lady was expected every
day, De Claremont and Mary O’Donnel deplored,

in secret, the separation which, probably, awaited

them.
In the meanwhile, Sir Charles had his mis-

givings on the subject.

“ Have you no 6elf-upbraidings, Clara,” he said

to his wife, “ for having encouraged an attach-

ment between two persons who never can be

united ?"

“ None whatever ; for I believe they will be

united."
“ Not with O’Donnel’s consent."
“ O yes ! and with his delighted approbation.”
“ Impossible

!’’

“ Excuse me ; but I know his sanguine temper
—whatever he wishes should be, he believes

will be—there are many such persons in the

world; and I know that he will think that his

daughter’s charms will win her husband over

to the cause of James, and therefore he will

think an union between them the finest thing

possible for the interests of the exiled King.”
" 1 wish you may be right," replied Sir Charles

;

“ and now I am no longer averse to indulge

Eustace with the confidential conversation which

he is, I see, desirous of having with me.”

OR, OPPOSING DUTIES.

An opportunity soon occurred, and De Clare-

mont expressed to his friend his wishes and his

fears.
“ Fears of what, Eustace ? Not fears of Miss

O’Donnel’s not returning your love, as it is very

evident that the attachment is mutual."
“ Do you think so ? Then I am the happiest

of men, if her father does not forbid the union."
“ But Lady Osborne is sure he will not.”

“ That is good news, indeed ; but I have not

yet obtained the daughter’s consent."

“ Then you have really made up your mind to

marry O’Donnel’s daughter ?"

“ What an odd phrase ! I tell you my hap-

piness depends on marrying her.”

“ What ! at the risk of displeasing your royal

master and mistress by such a marriage."
« At all risks— I despise such considerations.*

“ But is not the difference in your sentiments

an objection ?*’

“ No—we agree on the most important of all

opinions—our religious sentiments are the same

—we worship at the same altar."

“ And you probably expect to convert her to

your political opinions.”
“ Certainly not—I should be sorry to see her

willing to resign the opinions which she has

imbibed from her childhood, and which filial

love and respect have made sacred in her eyes.

1 should think that she who could so lightly sur-

render her first impressions, might not be faith-

ful to the obligations which she contracted with

me."
“ But would it not gall you to the quick, when

civil war (as it probably will do) breaks out

again, to know that you went to the field of

battle unaccompanied by the prayers of your

wife for your success ?"

“ She would pray for my safety, Osborne."
" But perhaps you mean to quit the army

when you marry ?"

“ What ! deprive my Sovereign of my services

when he may most require them ? Never ; and

were my success with Mary O’Donnel to depend

on such a step, I would not see her again."
“ But if you marry her, and find yourself

opposed to her father in the field of battle ?"

“ Do not conjure up such painful possibilities,

Osborne. The only fear 1 think reasonable, is

her father’s refusing his consent."
“ But what do you require of me, Eustace ?"

“ That you should go and tell Miss O’Donnel

the whole of this conversation.”
<f Gladly, most gladly—and I will go to her

directly.”

As gladly was It heard by Mary O'Donnel,

whose young heart had felt all the anxieties and

doubts incident to youthful affection. How she

admired his fidelity to him whom he believed

bis lawful Sovereign ! How she loved his gener-

ous liberality of sentiment towards herself 1 And
if her father would approve the marriage, it

would be happiness unspeakable to be united for

life to such a man. Eagerly, therefore, she

authorized De Claremont to write to her fathejr

at St Germains.
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Major O’Donnel instantly assured De Clare-

mont of his warmest approbation of his suit ; and
to Sir Charles, in a confidental letter, he ex-
pressed the hopes which Lady Osborne had
anticipated. He also expressed his delight at

knowing that his almost portionless child would
be so well provided for—lie Claremnot’s fortune,

which he derived from a Protestant mother,
being amply sufficient for the purposes of luxury
as well as content. And though Mary's aunt,

on her return, forbade her ever to see her lover

—being quite sure that her brother would for-

bid the union—she bowed in such meek submis-
sion to the will of the head of the family,

that the wedding breakfast was given at her
bouse.

When Colonel De Claremont presented him-
self at Court after his marriage, he fancied that

he was not so warmly received as formerly, and
that there was something sarcastic in the manner
in which the Queen inquired after the health of

his bride. But he cared not for the frowns of

royality, while he knew that the woman of his

heart would receive him at his return with smiles

of delight ; and the first six months of their

union more than fulfilled the fond visions which
hope had portrayed. But as a renewal of the

war in Ireland was talked of at the end of that

time, a cloud was thrown over their enjoyments;
for they could not converse on topics which be-

came every day more and more interesting; and
the state of politics was to Mary like the for-

bidden chamber to the wife of Bluebeard. De
Claremont’s manner, as well as her own feelings,

forbade her all inquiry on the subject ; and it

was only from others that she heard her father

was a busy agent in the cause of James in Ire-

land, and that an army, under the command of

General Ginckel, was about to sail for that country,

to lay siege to Athlone. The close union and
interchange of feelings were, therefore, now de-

stroyed ; still they could not repent of their

marriage—they could only pray that the dread-

ful sword of civil war—that most detestable of

all wars—might soon be sheathed ! But a new
trial awaited them : Colonel De Claremont was
ordered to join his regiment and sail immediately

for Ireland ; and perhaps O’Donnel and he might

meet in mortal combat ; for the latter had
joined James’ army there, and was commanding
a small but gallant band, consisting chiefly of

his relations and followers.

It was with mute and tearless anguish that

De Claremont’s wife received this intelligence

;

but this moment of trial was attended with some
alleviation ; for the sight of her misery, and the

consciousness of his own, burst down the barrier

of restraint which had subsisted between the

married lovers ; and while Mary wept unre-

strained on the bosom of her husband, the chil-

ling anguish of her soul diminished. But rarely

could she find an opportunity of unburthening

her mind to him. De Claremont was daily en-

gaged in conferences with his officers, at which

she could not be present ; for how could the

followers of William talk of their plans before

; OR, OPPOSING DUTIES.

the daughter of O'Donnel? At one of these

conferences, however, before she was obliged to

retire, she overheard, with inexpressible comfort,

that the wife of one of the officers was to accom-

pany her husband to Ireland, which she had, till

then, believed an impossible favour ; and when

she was alone with her husband, she earnestly

entreated permission to go with him to the scene

of warfare. It was sometime before De Clare-

mont had resolution to own to her that he de-

spaired of obtaining the leave she asked—
“ Because,” said he, “ you are, dearest Mary,

O’Donnel’s daughter.’*

“ True ; but I am Colonel De Claremont's wife,

and to my new duty I wish wholly to devote

myself.”
“ And I believe you would faithfully fulfil it;

but my commander and my comrades might be

suspicious, and”
“ Suspicious of what ? Of my betraying my

husband, and leaguing with the enemy ?”

" But one of the enemy’s commanders is your

father ; and you are known to be a very loyal

subject to the deposed King.”

These words, though kindly spoken, gave such

a pang to the heart of Mary, and brought with

them such a consciousness of the wretchedness

and helplessness of her position, that she fell

into the arms of De Claremont, incapable of

motion and utterance ; and it was some minutes

before her terrified husband could obtain from

her one word or one look indicative of perfect

consciousness and sane recollection. At length

a burst of tears relieved her ; and she desired to

be allowed an interview with the commanding
officer. De Claremont hesitated to reply ; but

—

“ Seek not to prevent me,” she cried, with a

decision of manner unusual to her ;
Cf it is my

only resource against misery, and perhaps dis-

traction. Let him behold the agony which you

have witnessed, and 1 am sure he will believe,

in the terrible conflict which may be approach-

ing, that I can remember nothing but that I am
the wife of De Claremont.”

She did see the General, and her request was

granted.

On the morning of the first battle, when De
Claremont, accoutred for the field, entered her

apartment, the words of Sir Charles Osborne

most painfully recurred to him.
“ But I believe now, as I did then,” said he

to himself, “that she will pray for my safety,

Alas ! to think that she cannot pray for my suc-

cess /”

Mary turnod pale when she saw him ; but her

tears and caresses banished, for a while, the

painful feelings with which he entered the room

;

and in the agonizing moment of parting, he for-

got every consciousness but that of her devoted

love. He would have been comforted, indeed,

had he known that anxiety for his safety was

the feeling uppermost in her mind during the

whole of that eventful day, and that she felt no

disquiet at the probable disoomfiture of James'

army, nor satisfaction at learning that the vio-

tory of William's troops had not been decisive.
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All she wished to know was that her husband
was safe. Her father, she knew, had not been
in the battle, but had contrived to throw him-
self, with his little band of followers, into Atb.
lone, to the siege of which they were to march
the next day.

De Claremont was able to return to her that

night ; and she flew into his arms with a heart

overflowing with gratitude to heaven ; but as if

willing to make his own misery, he said

—

“ You rejoice in my safety, Mary, but ask me
nothing concerning my success."

“ 1 know you have beaten the King’s troops,”

the replied, changing colour.
“ The King’s troops I”

“ My King's troops, I should have said,” she

replied, trying to smile.
“ And for that you cannot rejoice ?”

“ Could you expect me to do so, De Clare,

mont?”
“ No, indeed, I could not,” was his answer.

And, folding his arms, he stood absorbed in

painful meditation ; but the sight of her evident
though suppressed grief aroused him into better

feelings, and, suddenly snatching her to his

heart, he tried to banish from her mind and his

own every consciousness likely to cloud over
the few short hours they had to pass together.

The next morning the forces under General
Ginckel sat down, as the phrase is, before Ath-
lone. Mary followed them, and took up her
abode at the house of a relation of her’s, within

a few miles of the besieged town.
“ You are sure,” said Mary to her husband,

“ that you know my father?”

“ Quite sure ; and, as far as depends on me, his

life shall be safe.”

“Enough,” she replied; “and I know he
loves me toa well not to respect your's.”

Happily for Mary, she did not know the
nature of the service to which he was hastening

;

for the honourable but fearful distinction was
awaiting him of heading a detachment ordered

on a forlorn hope ; and never was there a more
desperate service, nor one performed with greater

intrepidity. In consequence of this gallant

and unexpected attack, the Irish, amazed and
confounded, abandoned the town in the utmost
consternation ; so that, in half an hour, it was in

possession of the English. But Colonel De
Claremont was so severely, though not danger-

ously wounded, that he was allowed to quit the

town, and return to the residence of his wife.

Accordingly, supported on his horse by a servant

who was warmly attached to him, he, slowly and
with considerable pain, reached the house of his

wife’s relation. As he approached, eager for the

fond though tearful welcome which he knew
awaited him, and for the quietness which his

state required, he heard the sound of mirth and
dancing in the house, and saw every window
lighted up.

“ What is going forward here ?” he asked of

a little boy at the door ; and heard that a report

had reached the family—loyaladherents of James
—that the siege of Athlone had been raised, and
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the English repulsed with great slaughter!

“ And my wife is amongst those who rejoice !*

thought De Claremont, with bitterness of soul,

as Collins, with great difficulty, lifted him off

his horse. When he entered the apartment,

leaning on his servant, he cast a stern glance

around in search of Mary. His appearance put

an effectual stop to the mirth of every one ; for

Collins told the tale which his master was un-

able to utter, and their merriment was instantly

converted into lamentations.

“ But where is my wife ?” cried he, impa-

tiently, comforted to see she was not present.

“ In her chamber, to be sure,” was the pettish

reply. u Mary O’Donnel would have rejoiced

with us ; but Mrs De Claremont is a different

person ; and she was so unhappy because she

could not hear of her husband, and so fatigued

with walking up and down the road in hopes of

hearing some account of the battle, that she was

forced to go to bed at last.”

“ Dear, dear creature J” cried De Claremont,

almost choked with emotion, which had a mix-

ture of self-blame in it, for having so hastily

judged her. “ Shew me to her room instantly !

But no, pray let some one prepare her for see-

ing me thus.”

The kind precaution was vain ; the ear of

anxious affection is so acute, that Mary, whom
every sound alarmed, had not only heard the

horse stop, but the sound of the military ac-

coutrements ; and while she redressed, she heard

the voice of her husband inquiring for her.

With eager joy she ran down stairs to welcome

him. But, alas! she beheld him pale and bleeding.

“ Remember that I am not dangerously

wounded,” he cried, unable to bear the sight of

her speechless alarm ;
“ and I am here, my love !

Dearest Mary, compose yourself, or you will do

harm to us both.”

This hint was enough ; and she was able to

assist in helping De Claremont to his apartment.

He had told her the truth; his wounds were

not dangerous, and it was so soothing to Mary
to be allowed to attend on him day and night,

that she was not glad when he was declared

well enough to return into the scene of danger.

The pain of this, their second parting, was

increased byMary’s having learned that a general

engagement was about to take place, as General

Ginckel was resolved to hazard battle with the

forces of St Ruth, though his army was inferior

in numbers. But part they must ; and though

De Claremont knew that he left the person of

his wife protected, he also knew that her heart

was exposed to aggravated trial ; for she had
felt that her husband’s recovery was not a joyful

event to her hostess and her family, and that

they could have no sympathy with the feelings

of the affectionate wife. But her sufferings

were not of long duration : after a very dici-

sive victory. General Ginckel, who had orders

to put a stop to the war at any rate, consented

to a most advantageous capitulation, and the

war in Ireland was ended by the famous treaty

of Limerick.
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PART II.

Sir Charles Osborne's prognostication that

Colonel De Claremont's marriage would injure

his interests at court, were, in some measure,

realized. His wife did not accompany him to

Whitehall, and he thought that the Queen re-

sented her continued absence from the royal

circle. He would not have been surprised at

this had he known that his enemies had magni-

fied a visit which he had made to the Princess

Anne, who had sent for him on business, into a

secret intimacy with her and her ambitious fa-

vourite ; and the manner of the King himself

became evidently colder ; but, conscious of

former services, he felt sure that they would
employ him again when they wanted him. His
expectations were too soon realized.

Rebellion had again broken out in Ireland, in

different places ; and though it had been quelled

immediately, it was judged advisable to send

over some English troops, commanded by ex-

perienced officers ; and as De Claremont had
particularly distinguished himself in the late

Irish war, he was immediately named to under-
take the duty.

“ So I am selected for thi9 service," said De
Claremont, with exultation, “ though I married

O'Donnel’s daughter ! A proof of my Sove-

reign's unshaken confidence in my fidelity."

But his poor wife felt that her domestic happi-

ness was again endangered, as all her fears were
renewed that her husband and father might
meet in the field. De Claremont also had his

secret fears. O’Donnel was known to have been
frequently both in England and Ireland in dis-

guise, and was supposed to be the agent by whose
means the Princess Anne had private communi-
cation with her unhappy father. Therefore De
Claremont felt the danger and difficulty of his

situation; for, should he fail of subduing the

Irish rebels, he might be suspected of not hav-

ing exerted himself sufficiently, owing to his

connection with O'Donnell: and both the hus-

band and wife had cares and sorrows which they

could not have the relief of owning to each

other.

“ Mary," said De Claremont to her, one day
after hi9 return from Whitehall, “ you are, I

trust, prepared to hear that my regiment is

ordered to Ireland I immediately . received

the order just now ?"

“ So soon !" she replied, turning very pale ;

“ but, no doubt, I am to accompany you !"

“Yes! for we are ordered to Kinsale; and,

as Rock Fortress is so nigh, we can live together

there."

De Claremont inherited Rock Fortress in

right of his mother ; but his father had let it for

a long term of years to Major O’Donnel, when
he was a boy ; and there Mary was born and

educated. But, when it became his property,

De Claremont refused to renew the lease, be-

cause he did not choose that his tenantry should

be exposed to the political influence of O’Donnel.

Therefore Mary O'Donnel saw herself about to

retake possession of that house, as the wife of a

Whig husband, in whioh she had been educated

by a Tory father. Soon after this conversation,

they embarked for Ireland, and Mary had the

pleasure of welcoming her beloved husband to

the place of her birth, and the abode of his ma-
ternal ancestors. De Claremont was struck

with the singularity and wildness of the ap-

pearance of Rock Fortress and its gardens ; but

he did not see it with the admiration that Mary
did ; nor, in spite of his loyalty, could he ad-

mire a summer-house, nearly concealed by trees

and shrubs, in the centre of the garden, which

looked exactly like a place built to smoke in ;

and he expressed his intention of pulling it

down.
“ Of pulling it down !" cried Mary.
“ Yes ; it has such a vulgar Dutch appear-

ance !"

“ Therefore," she replied, with a sarcastic

smile, “ it ought to be sacred in the eyes of the

loyal subjects of a Dutch King. It was my
father's favourite retreat, and he used to shut

himself up there for hours !”

“ Meditating, no doubt," said De Claremont,

laughing, “ how he could dethrone my Dutch

King—therefore I am the more bound to des-

troy it ; but 1 have no time now to spend in

embellishing my grounds. But what does this

mean ?" cried De Claremont, stopping before a

tree : “ here are, on this bark, the names of

‘Mary O'Donnel and Edward Porter !’"

“It means," said Mary, blushing, “that,

that".

“ What ?" said her husband, grasping her

arm.

“That Edward Porter and I were once on

the point of marriage
!”

“ How !—the gallant Sir Edward Porter who
so nobly defended the bridge before Athlone,

when I led the forlorn hope ?"

“ Yes !"

“ Yet you said I was your first love, Mary !"

“ And so you were, my only love. I was per-

suaded, when I was only sixteen, to accept Sir

Edward, because my father said his happiness

depended on the marriage ; but my rightly feel-

ing lover seeing what 1 did not wish to conceal

that I had no love for him, suddenly left us,

leaving a letter to say, that he would not accept

my hand without my heart—and I was so

glad !"

“ Well, then, I think I can bear to let this

tree remain standing. But why did you not tell

me of this love affair,"

“ Because I think it odious and dishonourable

for a woman to boast of her lovers."

“ So it is, and I excuse you 1"

And, for some time after this conversation, De
Claremont's and Mary's domestic happiness re-

mained unclouded, and was increased by the

birth of a little girl. But, scarcely had Mary

left her chamber, when the intelligence that the

rebels' had been seen in the neighbourhood of

Kinsale, summoned Colonel De Claremont to the

post of duty.

“And must you leave me again, De
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moot ?** said Mary, tenderly watching the

thoughtful brow of her husband.
“ Yes, again and again, if your madbrained

countrymen will force me to do so. It is said

that the small but valiant band commanded by
Sir Edward Porter, which performed such daring

deeds before Athlone, and which was not found

in the town when we took it, though it retreated

in perfect order, has been seen between Kinsale

and Dungarvon ; and, it is probable, is concealed

somewhere. It is supposed that it is here to

cover the debarkation of James, who, with the

aid of the Grand Monarque, is to favour us with

another invasion, and is expected to land at

Kinsale !”

“ At Kinsale !” cried Mary, clasping her hands

in agony. “ And is my father with him ?”

“ It is said that your father, now General

O’Donnel, is coming with the King. But some
say he is still in France—and I wish it may be

so!”
“ Amen !” said, Mary ;

“ and, at present, I will

not, by my fears, cloud over the comfort of hav-

ing you here
,
and safe, dearest Eustace !”

Those fears were removed by a painful reality

:

undoubted intelligence reached De Claremont,

that as General O’Donnel was getting from a

boat into the ship which was to convey him to

Ireland, his foot slipped, he fell overboard, and,

being carried by the waves under the vessel, he
sunk to rise no more ; and that, after several

days, his body had been thrown ashore, and
buried with military honours. The affectionate

heart of Mary bled over this trial, till, ever

ready to Bee the hand of mercy in all the dis-

pensations of Providence, she owned that she

ought to be thankful that she was now freed

from the fear of having her husband and father

opposed to each other in the hateful strife of arms.

Besides, had not her father died when about to

risk his life gloriously in the cause of his Sove-

reign ? Nor was it long before she felt still

more strongly the mercy vouchsafed to her in

the removal even of a father so* tenderly be-

loved ; for an order was received by her husband

to keep a strict watch for the rebels, who were

said to be landed near Kinsale, and who, but for

his death, would have been headed by O’Donnel

;

but were now commanded, it was suspected, by

Sir Edward Porter. The order further com-

manded Colonel De Claremont to send the

leader to London in irons, if he succeeded in

securing him, that he might there undergo the

death of a rebel.

Not long after, De Claremont departed with

his regiment to scour the country near the

house. In two days he returned
; but he did

not stay long before he again set off on his

vexatious duty. The day that he left home, the

second time, Mary observed an unusual restless-

ness about her own maid, Norah—a woman
who had lived with her from her childhood, and

who had a lover in the rebel army. As soon as

De Claremont was gone, Norah entered the

room where her mistress was sitting ; and,

looking the door, she advanced towards her on
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tiptoe, and, whispering in her ear, said, in a
voice between a sob and a laugh

—

“ O my darling ! I have such a joy for thee !

The dead is alive and merry !”

And, unlocking a closet in the adjoining

chamber. General O'Donnel appeared before his

astonished child, who, rushing to his extended

arms, fell nearly lifeless on his bosom. At first,

all Mary’s feelings were those of affectionate joy,

and she listened with eager delight toO’Donnel’s

tale. He told her that, before he reached the

port, an officer, second to him in command, who
resembled him wonderfully in person, had been

drowned, and thence the report of his death—

a

report he accredited by every possible means,

when he heard it, by embarking privately, in

disguise, at another port ; hoping thereby to be

of more service to the cause by introducing him-
self secretly, when landed at Kinsale, among
those cottagers who loved him, and would fol-

low wherever he led. “And I well knew,**

said he, “ that my dear daughter and loyal

child would enable her father to secrete himself

in the well-known cavern.” When he said this,

all Mary's joy at her father's being alive was
lost in the agonizing consciousness of the op-

posing duties which were entailed upon her

;

and, starting from her father's supporting arms,

she clasped her hands wildly, exclaiming

—

“ Oh, what have you done ? You should not

have come hither ! I dare not let you stay !

Go, while your life is safe !”

“ It must be safe, unless my child turn traitor

to me,” replied O’Donnel. “ I conclude that

you never betrayed the secret of the cavern to

your husband, because, as it might one day be

wanted as a [retreat for our King, I made you

promise, at the foot of the altar, to conceal the

secret. Little did I ever think that I should

find you and De Claremont residing here ; but,

when I saw Norah alone on the shore, I confided

myself to her well-tried fidelity, and she assured

me that I should be as safe with you as with

her. Tell me, wife of De Claremont,” he added,

in a stern voice, “ am I safe, or will you betray

me to your husband ?”

“ Oh, no ! but what can I do ?” said Mary.

Then, rushing into the next room, she prostrated

herself before Him who could alone direct her

;

and she returned to her father, anxious, but de-

termined. “ I will conceal you, my dearest

father,” said she, “ in the place you mention ;

but I conjure you never to quit it, except when
all our house is still, as, if De Claremont sees

you, he has orders to send you in irons to Eng-
land, to perish as a rebel.”

“ Indeed ! and where is he now ?”

“Trying to find your band, and its present

leader ; but he may return to-morrow.”
“ Then we have time/' said O'Donnel, “ to

re-open the communication from the vault to

the best chamber, which I stopped up.”

“ No ; it might lead to a discovery. You
must submit to be locked in my chamber till

night ; and, when all is still, Norah and I will

go with you to the summer-house/’
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;

At night, or rather at one in the morning,

the trembling Mary, with J^orah, bearing a

dark lantern, let their prisoner free, and led

him to the queer-looking summer-house before

named ; the floor of which entirely drew up on

one side by means of springs, and disclosed steps

leading into a subterraneous passage, ending in a

cavern, accessible from the shore only at low

water, and made habitable, in secret, by O’Donnel
himself, at the latter end of the reign of Charles

II. In this cavern Norah now accompanied him,

bearing what was necessary for his comfort and
accommodation, while her alarmed mistress kept

watch at the door.

No sleep had Mary that night ; and, for the

first time in her life, she dreaded her husband’s

return. The illness of her child afforded a

sufficient excuse for her ill looks and mournful

countenance—but, then, the concealment! the

odious but necessary concealment

!

" What is the matter, my beloved ?” cried

De Claremont, when he beheld her. But the

child, at this moment, had a return of alarming

convulsions ; and De Claremont, while torn by
all a parent’s anxiety himself, could easily

attribute the change in his wife’s appearance to

similar feelings. For two days and nights, De
Claremont and Mary watched by the bedside of

their darling girl ; and Mary even forgot her

father’s dangerous vicinity, and all that it ex-

posed her to, in maternal anxiety. On the

third night, the child was thought out of danger ;

but Mary still chose to sleep beside her ; and

De Claremont, though alarmed for her health,

was obliged to permit her to do so.

But Mary was that night painfully reminded

of the rash, inconsiderate, and impracticable

nature of her father. Indeed, had he considered

the risk to which, as a wife, he exposed his

daughter, he would never have asked an asylum

in her house. Certainly, all he could do, after

having thus, by means of the enthusiastic

Norah, forced himself on her protection, it was

a duty which he owed Mary to keep quiet in

his hiding-place ; but, instead of that, when
Mary, feverish and restless, opened the window
of her child’s apartment to get the refreshment

of air, the first object she saw was her father’s

tali figure reflected on the grass by the beams
of the moon. This was not to be suffered ; and,

throwing a shawl over her, she hastened to con-

jure him to retire directly to his retreat ; and,

when she reached the house again, she saw De
Claremont at his window.
“ Surely, Mary,” said he, joining her on the

stairs, “ it was imprudent for you to walk in the

night air; but I conclude that you were feverish.”

“ I was indeed,” she replied, shuddering with

terror as she spoke.
“ And now you are chilly ?” said De Clare-

mont. “ Have you been alarmed, Mary ?

There is no rebel lurking, I trust. Could I

have fancied it possible, I should have thought

I saw a tall shadow disappear in the moonlight

;

but, then, moonlight is so deceitful to the

vision.”

OR, OPPOSING DUTIES.

“ Yes, moonlight is,” faltered out Mary ; and,

in another moment, she was insensible.

Till 6he recovered, every other feeling in De

Claremont was lost in tender solicitude ; but,

when he had laid her by the side of her child,

and seen her sink into a quiet slumber, he re-

turned to his own bed—but not to sleep. Yet,

was it possible that his wife should be in league

with any of the rebels ? No ; honour and

openness had hitherto marked every action of

her life. Yet, had she not been exposing her-

self to the night air, in a manner for which

there was not sufficient motive ? and had he

not seen the shadow of a man ? At last, he

came to this conclusion, that one of the rebels,

lurking in the neighbourhood, might have entered

the garden unknown to Mary, and presumed to

accost her—trusting that, being O’Donnel’s

daughter, she would not betray him ; or, perhaps,

it was Sir Edward Porter ! Under these circum-

stances, should he have a right to be angry if

Mary, the next day, still concealed the fact

from him ? He hoped not. But the little girl

was again so ill, that, during the whole of that

next day, parental anxiety engrossed them both

;

and, at a late hour, De Claremont left the child's

room, and retired alone to his own. But his

sleep was short and disturbed ; and again he

rose and went to the window. Mary, mean-

while, having dismissed the nurse to bed, finding

her child increasingly feverish, had raised it in

her arms, and was carrying it about, in order to

lull it to sleep by motion, when, as she passed

the window, she again saw her imprudent father

walking in the garden. As soon, therefore, as

she could leave her charge, she stole down

to tell him that De Claremont’s suspicions

were awakened, and to conjure him to retire;

but he declared that he was ill, and should die

if he had not air ; and all he would promise was

not to come in sight of the house ; but, as Mary

returned, she met De Claremont before, as she

believed, that her father could be quite out of

sight

!

" Again this imprudence, Mary ?” cried he,

taking her cold trembling hand.
“

I was going in, you see,” she faintly re-

plied.
“ There is a man yonder ! I am sure there

is !” cried De Claremont.

“A man l” echoed Mary, with a piercing

scream, following him as fast as her trembling

limbs would suffer her; but, unable to go

farther, she awaited De Claremont’s return in

fearful expectation. She was, however, relieved

by finding that, as De Claremont did not go in

the direction of the summer-house, her father

must have got to his place of concealment before

her husband could overtake him. De Claremont,

who had sought the whole garden over, returned

to her at length, slowly and gloomily.
“ Mrs De Claremont,” said be, “ why are ye«

lingering here ?”

“You said there was a man in the garden,

and I feared”
“ Oh ! for my life, I suppose ?” and he re-
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garded her, u he spoke, with a look of sarcastic

inquiry. “ But I begin to believe that it was
a spirit, not a man ; for he vanished strangely.

What do you think, Mary ? But all conjectures

are at present vain. However, 1 will cause

every building in the garden to be razed to the

earth to-morrow ; for 1, you know, must not
expose myself to the suspicion of harbouring
traitors; and it is said Sir Edward Porter is

near Kinsale.”

By this time they had reached their apart-

ments ; aud De Claremont, coldly kissing her
cheek, bade Mary good night. To her, rest was
impossible. She felt how selfishly her father

had acted in forcing her to expose her husband
to suspicion by granting him a mysterious

asylum ; and she was also agonized with terror

lest De Claremont should discover O'Donnel,
and her husband be the means of bringing her
father to the scaffold : but, in the night of her
despair, she lifted up her soul in prayer ; and,

when she met De Claremont the next morning,
her air was calm, her eye no longer avoided his.

It was, however, a relief to her mind when, after

breakfast, De Claremont was summoned away to

Kinsale on business. The order, therefore, lo

raze the buildings was as yet delayed ; but she
sent Norah to tell her father that he must in-

stantly depart. Norah, however, saw herself so

constantly watched by Collins, that she dared
not attempt to go to the summer-house.
When De Claremont returned, painful infor-

mation awaited him, for his own old and confi-

dential English servant, Collins, desired to speak
with him. Collins was as much devoted to his

king and his master as Norah was to her king
and mistress ; and each regarded the other with

a jealous and distrustful eye. Collins had never
quite forgiven De Claremont for marrying the
daughter of an Irish rebel. It was now, there-

fore, with alarm, mixed, no doubt with a little

spiteful triumph, that he told De Claremont
that the gardener, was sure that on one par-

ticular walk, which was smooth and untracked
when he went to bed, he had, for two successive

mornings, found a man's footsteps, and beside

them those of a woman ; which proved, beyond a

doubt, that a man and woman had been walking
there together.

“ And you know, sir," said Collins, “ it could

not be you and my lady."
“ I was walking with her in the garden last

night, Collins," replied De Claremont—a blush

overspreading his cheek for the evasive reply.

Indeed, sir," replied Collins, with a look of

mortification ;
“ but were you walking in the

walk I mean ?”

“ No, not in that walk.”
“ Well then, sir, who could these people be ?"

“ Whom do you think they were ?”

“ I think, sir, they were Norah, and one of

the rebels landed here ; and yet the footstep is

smaller than Norah’s."
“ But if not Norah's foot," said De Clare-

mont, turning suddenly round, and sternly re-

garding him, “ whose could it be ?”

; OR, OPPOSING DUTIES. 743

« Whose, indeed, sir,” said Collins, sighing

;

“ but, sir, shall 1 watch to-night ?"

“ No; I will watch myself ; and hark ye, Col-

lins ! he sure that you name this business to no

one. To-morrow 1 hope to be able to throw

light on this mysterious affair, arid to prevent

any recurrence of such things in future."

“Now, then," said De Claremont, “there is

no doubt but that my wife has midnight walks

with some one ; and though I question not her

purity, I have only too much reason to know her

loyality to her own king ; and as I see that

Collins suspects her also, if I take no steps to

investigate the business, I shall become an ob-

ject of distrust to this faithful adherent of

William ; and, what I value more than my life,

my honour may be irreparably injured."

De Claremont watched that night in the gar-

den, and Mary watched at her window ; but no

O’Donnnel appeared ; and even for two nights

he never came ; and some degree of peace was

restored to the minds of Mary and Do Clare-

mont. The third night, De Claremont, weary

and exhausted, went to bed, and did not awako

till morning ; but O’Donnel had walked again,

and the terrified Mary had walked with him.

When De Claremont rose, he found Mary as

anxious about her child as ever ; and it was with

pain that he went to Kinsale, with the pro-

spect of not returning home for two or three days.

“ Must you indeed stay away so long ?" said

Mary.
“Shall you be very sorry if I do?" replied

De Claremont, in a cold, sarcastic tone, which

Mary did not like.

“ Yes, certainly,” she replied, deeply blushing.

De Claremont said no more, but, shaking her

carelessly by the hand, bade her farewell.

“ Before you go, sir," said Collins, “ I wish

to say—it is my duty to say"

“ Well, sir, say on," cried De Claremont.

“ Why, sir, I watched last night, and I saw—

I

saw”
“ What ?"

“ A tall gentleman walking in the garden.”

“ And why did you not seize him ?"

“ Because, sir, my mistress, your wife, was

walking with him
!”

“You would 8wear this, fellow, would you?”

cried De Claremont, seizing him by the arm.

“I would, sir'; and to the King in council.

0 sir, should such things be on tbe premises of

Colonel De Claremont ? for, doubtless, the man
is one of the rebel chiefs, whom you were to

deliver up to justice."

“ Yes, yes,” cried De Claremont; “it is not a

lover of my wife’s, but it may be a kinsman."

“ No matter who it is, sir ; he ought to

be"
“ And shall be, Collins. The fond husband

will only remember that he is a faithful subject;

but it is better, for my sake, that you should

ascertain the fact in my absence—watch, there-

fore, yourself, with proper witnesses ;
but watch

in silence andfrom the house, and do nothing till

1 return."
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Collins saw his master depart, much relieved

in his own mind, but having embittered his

master s almost beyond endurance ; for, as De
Claremont slowly journeyed to Kinsale, he was

at length compelled to own to himself, that, after

such dereliction of a wife's duty, as exposed him
to disgrace, he must separate from Mary, and
send her back, in a measure, dishonoured, to her

aunt.
“ And, oh ! if the'man in question should turn

out to be Sir Edward Porter
!’*

The known absence of De Claremont, which

O’Donnel heard of from Norah, who was on the

watch for him, emboldened that rash man to

walk even longer than usual ; therefore Collins

and his witnesses saw his person perfectly,

though not his face, and also saw Mary walk
with him, in great agitation ;

for she was per.

suading him to leave Ireland. But when they

watched the second night, no O’Donnel appeared,

for he was ill ; but they saw Norah run across

the garden, and, after a short time, return to the

house, whence, soon after, Mary issued, carrying

a basket in her hand. But she went they knew
not whither, and it was near daybreak before

she returned. This information, also, Collins

sent to his almost broken-hearted master, who
now returned home, resolved to impart to Mary
what he had discovered, and convince her that

she must, for his sake, consent to leave Rock
Fortress, and be separated from him.

Mary, meanwhile, having, as she hoped, pre-

vailed on her father to quit llock Fortress, if

not Ireland, and seeing her little girl recovering,

was awaiting De Claremont’s return with affec.

tionate pleasure. But, when she saw him, all

her pleasure vanished, and in its stead, came
anguish and alarm ! for his cheek was pale as

death, and his air repellent.

“ Poor innocent 1” cried he, as he kissed the

child reclining in its mothers arms. “ As yet,

I trust, I shall not be thought too forgiving a

husband, if I permit thy misguided mother to

carry thee away with her.”
“ Away ! why, whither am I going, De Clare,

mont, and wherefore?”

“Ask your own heart, Mrs De Claremont, if

you have deserved to remain here ; ask your
own heart if the midnight companion of an am-
bushed rebel be a fit wife for Colonel De Clare-

mont. 1 myself, and my servants also, are wit-

nesses of my disgrace and your perfidy. Can
you deny the charge ? Can you justify yourself?

If you can, I conjure you, by our past loves, Mary;
and by these bitter tears, which manhood blushes

for, 1 conjure you, again and again, to say you
are innocent, and that I may still keep you
here.”

“ I am innocent /” replied Mary ;
“ but I can-

not deny the charge.”
“ What do 1 hear,” cried De Claremont,

striking his hands on his forehead in frantic

agony ;
“ even in the midst of despair, I find

what I had hoped. I hope you would yet con-
trive to make me distrust the evidence of my
own eyes ; but to hear you avow your guilt

!

Oh, it is too much, Mary ; how have I deserved

this from you, and by what fallacy have you

been led to believe that your duty to your King,

or to some old friend of your own, can weigh

for one moment against the duty which you owe
your husband ? I did not expect this even from
O'Donnel’s daughter

!”

“ If I were not O’Donnel's daughter,” replied

Mary, mournfully, “ this misery could not have

come upon me ; but I am resigned to the will of

Heaven ; and bitter as my trials are, I humbly
trust that I shall be carried through them all.

When is it your pleasure that I should leave

you ?” skid Mary.
“ Not till the day after to-morrow,” said De

Claremont ;
“ for then my sister has written me

word that I may expect her ; and I shall want

the support of her company when you are

gone.”
“ Oh ! let me go before she comes. You know

she never saw me in my good days—do not let

her see me in my state of degradation. But, no,

she will see me a humble, submissive sufferer
;

and that, I trust, is not a state of degradation.

But you said 1 should take my child with me ?*

“ Yes.”
“ Thank you ; that is kind,” cried Mary, seiz-

ing his hand forcibly, and kissing it.

M ary had one hope : if her father would

quit his retreat and escape, she might then tell

De Claremont the truth, when she thought he

was safe from pursuit ; but their steps were so

watched, that neither she nor Norah could ven-

ture to the summer-house ; and all her hopes

were over.

When the day arrived on which she expected

to see Lady Desmond, De Claremont’s sister,

who had always disapproved her brother’s marry-

ing O'Donnel’s daughter, her heart died within

her, and her pride revolted at the idea of the

triumph which Lady Desmond would now enjoy

over her ; but she remembered that pride suited

not with Christian lowliness, and she struggled

with the feeling as unworthy of her.

The day fixed for her enforced departure at

length arrived ; and, at an early hour, De Clare-

mont and Lady Desmond reached Rock Fortress,

where the former, pale and trembling, intro-

duced the latter to the equally pale but calm

and dignified Mary. Lady Desmond’s manner
was not only cold, but forbidding ; for, having

no strong political attachments herself, 6he

could not believe it possible that, unless this

favoured rebel was a lover of Mary’s, she could

hftve run for him such risks, and exposed herself

to such odium ; and she could not help wonder-

ing at her brother’s blind confidence in the

virtue of his wife : and no one except De Clare-

mont entertained an opinion different from her’s.

He, however, had the comfort of judging differ-

ently ; and he did ample justice to the purity

which they questioned.

De Claremont now summoned Collins, and the

witnesses into the apartment, and, addressing

the former, he told him the hour was come when

he should be able to give the strongest testimony
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that he could give of his loyalty to his king, by
separating himself from the wife whom he most
tenderly loved, because her conduct had been
such as to compromise his loyalty, and also to

endanger, as much as Bhe could, the safety of the
cause in which he was engaged.
u But, take notice,” said he, “ that I am con-

vinced that Mrs De Claremont’s reputation as

a virtuous wife deserves to remain unquestioned,
and that her crime has been wholly owing to

her devotion to those erroneous politics which
6be was bred up in, as the daughter of O’Don-
neL"
" Nay, Eustace, this is too absurd,” cried Lady

Desmond ;
“ no one will ever believe this but

yourself. Collins, as well as I, have heard that

Sir Edward Porter is supposed to be the con-

cealed chief of the rebels ; and he was to have
married Miss O’Donnel.”
“ Is this true, Mrs De Claremont cried De

Claremont
;

4<
is Sir Edward Porter in this

neighbourhood ?”

“Not that I know of. I have not seen Sir

Edward Porter.”
“ I believe you,” said De Claremont, “ for

never yet did you toll me a falsehood.”
t( Ridiculous,” cried Lady Desmond. u But

why prolong this painful scene ; let the carriage

be ordered round.”
“ It is here, and the nurse and child are in

it,” said De Claremont ;
u and the two men

servants are getting their horses ready, who are

to see you safe across the water, and to your
aunt’s, Mrs De Claremont. Norah shall be
sent after you ; but, at present, they tell me that

she is out of the way. Now, then, let me hand
you to your carriage. Collins, go down and see

that all is prepared.”

De Claremont then approached to clasp his

now weeping wife in a last embrace ; but she
evaded it, and, raising his hand to her lips, ex-

claimed

—

“ No, no, De Claremont ; a suspected and
exiled wife is not worthy of such a privilege.

Farewell 1”

At this moment a man’s footsteps were
heard rapidly approaching through the chamber
of Mary.
“ Hark !” cried De Claremont, “ am I betray-

ed ? are rebels lurking there?” And he had
only time to draw his sword, when the door
was thrown open, and Norah and General O’Don-
nel appeared. Mary shrieked, and involuntarily

threw herself before her father ; while De Clare-

mont faltering exclaimed, “ General O’Donnel

!

Is it possible
!”

“ Thank Heaven ! Yes it is General O’Donnel,

”

he replied, “ come to await his doom. Foolish

girl !” he added, clasping his daughter to his

heart,” “ did you think that your fame was

not dearer to me than my own life ! and that

when Norah told me what was passing, I should

hesitate to appear? Mary!” cried O’DonneL,

opening his arms to receive her. And the now
justified wife, quitting her father’s arms, rushed

into her husband’s ; but bursting into tears, she

again went back to her O’Donnel.
“ I understand your fears, Mary,” said De

Claremont, M but I have the happiness to believe

them goundless. 1 trust that General O’Don-

nel has nothing to dread. Surely his pardon

will not be refuted to me, as the only reward I

ask for my faithful services. But 1 have reason

to believe that the bloody decree is about to be

rescinded, and that my King is resolved to

conquer, not by severity, but by clemency.”
" Do not be too sure of that,” said Lady Des-

mond, to whom this scene was by no means

satisfactory. But Mary chose to rely upon

her husband’s convictions, and she ventured to

hope.

To conclude : News soon arrived that James

had abandonedhis rash enterprise—that the rebels

had again disappeared—and General O’Donnel

received a full pardon, on condition of his re-

siding in France. But he died under his daugh-

ter’s roof before he could embark, worn out with

the fatigues and exertions of his ever restless

spirit ; and uninterrupted happiness became, at

length, the portion of De Claremont and Mary, t

On the accession of the Princess Anne to the

throne, De Claremont presented his wife to the

new Sovereign, who received her graciously,

though she was “ O’Donnel’s daughter.”

But while De Claremont and his wife, from

the height of their conjugal and parental happi-

ness, looked back upon their past trials, they

drew, for the benefit of their children, this moral

from their story—That however strong conjugal

affection may be, conjugal happiness can alone

be unclouded where an entire similarity of senti-

ments, on the most important subjects, exists be-

tween the wedded pair ;
and where the wishes,

interests, and, perhaps, even the prejudices of the

wife, are in entire unison with those of the

husband.
A. O.

TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW.

As Time glides on in silent flow,

To-day yields to to-morrow ;

To-morrow's expectations grow
To-day’s own bliss or sorrow.

Still, as to-morrow ’a sun apj ears,

It shines upon to-day ;

So, realized, oar hopes and fears

For ever melt away

!
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MADHOUSES, AND THE TREATMENT OF INSANITY.

The derangement of a late Sovereign of this

country, George III., who, after repeated at-

tacks of mental derangement, died in a state of

melancholy insanity, in which he had languished

for a series of years, strongly directed the at-

tention of medical men to this appalling dis-

temper. Connected with the literature and
history of the country, there were, about the

same period, yet more illustrious victims to the

malady ; and, in the early part of the century,

the efforts of a few philanthropic individuals giv-

ing impulse to the public mind, agitation pro-

duced its ordinary good fruits—inquiry; and was
followed by a parliamentary investigation into

the state of the public hospitals and private

asylums for the insane, and consequently to the

treatment of insanity. The shocking and dis-

graceful disclosures made in the Parliamentary
Report, farther riveted public attention upon a

subject interesting to every human being ; and
more systematic works upon insanity, as well as

letters, reports of cases, &c., &c., appeared with-

in a few years, than had probably ever before

been published in this country. The system of
moral treatment pursued in the Quaker Asylum
at York, The Retreat, tended to introduce quite

new views of the management of the insane ; and
several acts of Parliament were passed for the
better regulation of madhouses, whether public

or private. Yearly licenses were now required,

and the asylums were first subjected to magis-
terial visits, at stated periods, of which reports

are ordered to be made.
There is reason to believe that, though the

pathology of madness is still very imperfect,

and must, in all probability, ever remain so,

there is now a somewhat better knowledge of

the moral treatment of mental disease ; or, if

not more skilful, the general treatment is much
more humane. The shameful neglect and selfish

cruelty, laid bare by the inquiries of 1814,

1815, 1816, no longer exist, could not longer

be tolerated in the bosom of society ; but the

internal management of madhouses will ever
require, together with legislative protection and
vigilance in the local magistracy, all the influence

that enlightened public opinion can exercise.

The improvements contemplated by the legis-

lative enactments referred to, have not yet, we
fear, been fully accomplished. Thelongarm of law
becomes, after a time, inert or unnerved, where
there is neither direct interest nor personal mo-
tive to stimulate its exertions. And in lunatic

asylums, as in workhouses, factories, and other

establishments subjected to legal scrutiny, there
is often more which eludes the eye and grasp of

law, and lying beyond its reach, than is within its

range.

When everything is accomplished that legal

provisions can effect, much, ifnot all, will depend
upon individual character; and fortunately this

falls, in all cases, considerably under the influ-

ence of an enlightened public opinion. The cha-

racter and acquirements of the teacher do not

more powerfully influence his scholar, or those of

the commander, his ship or his regiment, than

do those of the superintendent of a lunatic asy-

lum the well-being and recovery of his patients.

In those retreats of utter helplessness and un-

mitigated despotism, nearly everything must

depend upon the individual who presides, and the

keepers to whom he delegates his authority. Of

the government of madhouses, it is therefore

emphatically true—

-

<< Whatever is best administered is best.”

Among the best administered of those establish-

ments, it has been long understood is that of Dr

Fox, near Bristol, in which the moral treatment

of insanity has been fancied to be carried to

something little short of perfection ; while more

attention has been given to combined medical

treatment than in such establishments as the

Retreat, at York ; where moral treatment, ifnot

the sole, was the prominent feature of the sys-

tem of cure.

We beg to be distinctly understood, as of our-

selves pronouncing no opinion whatever; insinu-

ating nothing to the disparagement of the par-

ticular institution for maniacal patients in which

Mr Percival was confined, in our cursory exa-

mination of his case. It is probably as perfect

in its arrangements, as, in the present stage of

medical science in the obscure and difficult de-

partment of mental disease, any wholesale esta-

blishment of the kind can be ; and circumstances

alone have made it the scene of our remarks.

A simple narrative of Mr PercivaTs case, in

our estimation, outweighs in value a world of

general speculation on the moral treatment of

the insane. It is “ the single captive” not merely

represented to us, but relating his own sufferings

and feelings, and from them drawing those

practical conclusions which have the authority

of experiment. Without pretending to settle

the true character of a case of mental derange-

ment, which appears to have baffled those most

skilful in the treatment of insanity, (since, even

when he left the asylum, the Messrs Fox gave

the patient no hope of ultimate recovery,)

we may safely affirm that the proximate cause

of Mr PercivaTs lunacy, was unprofitable the-

ological studies, inordinately pursued, and issu-

ing in fanatical notions of religion. These were

aided by physical causes ;
yet so perplexingly

are cause and effect alternated or apparently

combined and confounded in many cases of mad-

ness, that we are glad to steer clear of the be-

wildering question, and to restrict our remarks

and illustrations simply to the one case, as it elu-

cidates the moral treatment of the insane in one

of the most celebrated of the reformed asylums.

We are far from considering all Mr PercivaTs

specific complaints of the treatment to which

he was subjected, reasonable or well founded,
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though fully conceding to him the right of judg-

ing of his own feelings, and declaring his own
opinions ; but there is some foundation for many
of them, while the general strain of his reason-

ing on the treatment of the insane, we consider

sound and acute ; and certainly most important,

as it is applicable to every person suffering

under the same calamity. There may, we
incline to think, have been radical error in

the surprise and the coercive discipline to which

he was subjected in the early stage of disease

in Dublin, which perhaps, as he seems to believe,

may have exasperated temporary delirium into

confirmed mania ; an effect of rash and violent

treatment, which, we apprehend, occurs much
more frequently than is suspected. Two indi-

viduals, for example, are seized with the now
frequent malady, delirium tremens—a distemper

which, in its symptoms, so closely resembles true

mania—which, in fact, for the time, is real insan-

ity, and only to be discriminated by skilful practi-

tioners, from a knowledge of the previous habits

and condition of the patient. Of the two indivi-

duals we have supposed to be affected by delirium

tremens, one is medically treated in his own
house, though sequestered from his friends, and
in a few weeks, but more probably in a few days,

the disorder of his mind vanishes. H e may be ill,

but he is no longer delirious. The other is hur-

ried away, with every attendant circumstance of

surprise and violence, to a madhouse, is sub-

jected to the ordinary routine of irritating coer-

cive discipline adopted for the violent maniac,

and becomes a confirmed, it may be an incurable,

madman ; unless he experience the happier fate

of suddenly sinking under the malady and the

remedies. Of this frequent result there can, we
fear, be little question.

Mr Percival conceives that though his anxious

friend, and his physician in Dublin, acted like

blind donkeys in a milly going their round what-
ever might be the shattered state of the ma-
chinery dragged round, they erred in good faith,

and unwittingly, when they rashly interfered for

his personal security ; but he is far from being

so charitable in his judgment of Dr Fox and his

sons. And these gentlemen may be fairly pre-

sumed independent of his indulgence.

Before coming to the few of his specific facts

and grounds of complaint which we propose to

notice, we shall extract a part of Mr Percival’s

general reasoning :

—

Now, with regard to my treatment, I have to make at

first two general observations, which apply, I am afraid,

too extensively to every system of management yet em-
ployed towards persons in my condition. First, The sus-

picion and the fact of my being incapable of reasoning

correctly, or deranged in understanding, justified, appar-

ently, every person who came near me, in dealing with

me also in a manner contrary to reason and contrary

to nature. These are strong words ; but in the minutest

instances I can, alas 1 prove them true. Secondly, My be-

ing likely to attack the rights of others, gave these in-

dividuals license, in every respect, to trample upon mine.

My being incapable of feeling, and ofdefending myself, was
construed into a reason for giving full play to this license.

Instead of my understanding being addressed and en-

lightened, and of my path being made as clear and plain as

possible, in considerationofmy confusion,! was committed,

in really difficult and mysterious circumstances, calculated

of themselves to confound my mind, even ifin a sane state

to unknown and untried hands ; and I was placed

amongst strangers, without introduction, explanation, or

exhortation.

Against this system of downright oppression, enforced

with sycophantish adulation and affected pity by the

doctor, adopted blindly by the credulity of relations,

and submitted to by the patients with meek stupidity,

or vainly resisted by natural but hopeless violence, I

had to fight my way for two years, wringing from my
friends a gradual but tardy assent to the most urgent ex-

postulations : not from the physicians; their law is the

same for all qualities aud dispositions, and their maxim,
to clutch and hold fast. . .

If the insulting and degrading treatment I have

described, was indeed designed to mortify and probe the

feelings, it was preposterous, without explanation, ex-

postulation, or remonstrance; and impolitic without

a thorough knowledge of the temper and humour of the

individual to whom it was applied. Why was 1 con-

fined ? because 1 was a lunatic. And what is a lunatic,

but one whose reasoning cannot be depended upon ; one

of imperfect and deranged understanding, and of a dis-

eased imagination? What, then, was the natural con-

sequence of my being placed in the most extraordinary,

difficult, and unreasonable circumstance?, without ex-

planation, but that I should, as I did, attribute that

insult which was heaped upon me to the most absurd

causes ; to the non-performance of the very acts which in

a sane mind I might have condemned ; or to the perform-

ance of those which I might have applauded. With
me, conscience was entirely confounded—judgment per-

verted. That which others called sin, I deemed virtue

;

that which men call folly, l called wisdom. What
can be said, when I struck, kicked, wrestled, endangered

my own security and that of others, as the acts most

pleasing to them to witness, most dutiful for me to at-

tempt ? The leader now, perhaps, wonders at treatment

like this being possible; but if he does not now resent

it, in nine cases out of ten, it is not without my having

been obliged to reason with him as with a child ; so

rooted is the prejudice, that lunacy cannot be subdued

except by harsh treatment. If he asks why these things

are so, 1 will tell him why ; because it is the interest of

the lunatic doctors . That is the end. And the cause

lies iu the servile folly of mankind, of which these lu-

natic doctors make their profit.

But such treatment is impolitic, not in the lunatic

doctor, but in the conduct of such as, in good faith, de-

sire a patient's cure; because, if discovered or suspected,

it may work, as it did in me, a deadly hate towards

those dealing with me, and a resolution to endure any

thing, rather than bow a haughty and stubborn spirit to

their cunning, address, or cruelty. In return for their

insoient severity, the mind mocks at their care and vigi-

lance, their respect and their benevolence. The question,

then, lies between the power of the patient to endure, and

the power of the quack to break his spirit. • • ; •
t

Mine was not a solitary instance. Another patient in

that madhouse, who, I observed, seldom or never spoke—

when one was hinting to me, that he thought the servants

were directed to insult and degrade us, or, at least, did it

designedly, of their own malevolence—opened his lips, to

my astonishment, and declared that when he first came

to the asylum, whilst sitting one evening in the parlour

wherein we were, he rang the bell, or called for a candle

for another gentleman, when the servant came up, and,

grossly insulting him, turned him too out of the room,

and sent him to bed ; since which, says he, I have never

opened my mouth, except when absolutely necessary.

Upon my pressing for further information, be resumed

his silence ; and, though his conduct did not appear to

me extremely wise, yet I can tell gentlemen who con-

demn it, that though it is a very comfortable doctrine for

the lunatic doctors, and for a set of indolent and ineffi-

cient magistrates, to doubt and deny credit to a lunatic

gentleman's word, we understand their insolence, and

feel their injustice, though we cannot express our opinions,

and dare not retaliate* And we beg leave to differ in
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©ur opinion* The only resource for the pride of many
men is in a stubborn silence, and outward indifference.

A case occurred a few years since which strik-

ingly confirms this reasoning, yet the parties

were the roost dissimilar possible in education

and condition, though each had human feel-

ings:—When a party of benevolent English

Quakers were, about ten or a dozen years back,

visiting the prisons of Scotland, they stumbled

upon a cell in the jail of Inverness, situated in

the very heart of that town, in which a lunatic

pauper criminal had, for a series of years, been

immured, and, as was, indeed, inevitable in such

a place, very ill-managed. For years this un-

happy and sullen wretch had refused to 6pcak,

and it seemed taken for granted that he had

lost the use of speech ;
yet his horrible and un-

earthly bellowings, and wailing of the one pite-

ous and monotonous Gaelic ejaculation, O God !

were familiar to the whole community; so familiar

alas ! as to pass unheeded. This poor wretch's

cry was often continued during the whole night,

so that strangers could not at first sleep in that

vicinity ; and he seemed to take pleasure in

disturbing the Sabbath quiet of the town by roar-

ing on Sunday or on the market-day,—though

the night was his ordinary time. It was also

remarked, that he was peculiarly vociferous dur-

ing the Assizes, which are held half-yearly in

the town—and in a court-house immediately

adjoining the jail. At these Assizes he had been

tried long before, and his sentence suspended

from his evident lunacy. But one Assize passed

after another, and if his cries were meant to

reach the ear of the Judge, they passed, cer-

tainly not unheard, but, to every useful, purpose

unnoticed. This is not wonderful, since not one

of the thousands familiar for years with that

unearthly and monotonous wail, ever seemed

to think of the lunatic as a human being. The
jailers, and those public functionaries whose

duty it was to examine the state of the prison,

gave him credit for both malice and cunning,

especially when, in spite of their admonitions

and threats, he persisted in bellowing during

the Assizes, to the scandal of the community
and the disturbance of their honours, the Ma-
gistrates. And probably he did retain as much
intellect as to foster indignant hate against those

around him,—though, treated like a caged wild

beast, he had become thoroughly brutalized. A
miracle seemed to be worked when this unhappy

being, for the first time, after years of sullen

endurance, opened his lips and bosom to the

Quaker party, and related, or attempted to re-

late, to those benevolent persons, his feelings and

his wrongs. By their humane interference he

was cleaned and clothed, and transferred to a

lunatic asylum in Aberdeen, in a condition so

greatly and suddenly ameliorated, as to astonish

his former conservators.

Mr Percival imagines that his health was

somewhat improved in the first days of his resi-

dence in the asylum of Dr Fox ; and he supposes

that the abruptness with which his brother

left him among strangers; in circumstances so

painful and embarrassing, and the dreadful dis-

covery of where he was being left to the workings

of a deranged imagination, was one cause of his

becoming worse. Again and again he reiterates

the complaint that the mere fact of his insanity

appeared to give every one who had to deal with

him a right to act as it seemed good unto him-

self, in defiance of nature, of common sense, and

of humanity.

There w ere, at this time, a good many patients

in the common parlour, each of whom he in-

vested with a spiritual character; and indeed the

same individual often bore several characters

and names, though he never seems to have for-

gotten or confounded their personal identity,

lie presumes that the promiscuous association of

the lunatics in the common sitting room dis-

turbed all their minds ; nor, can common
sense discern any reason for unhappy persons,

in all stages of insanity, being thus herded to-

gether, save, perhaps, the imperative one of

economy. It would also appear from Mr Per-

cival’s statements, that the Messrs Fox mingled

comparatively but little in a scene, where one

would imagine the presence of a presiding person

was at all times most necessary. After de-

scribing some of his fanciful illusions, all be-

gotten of gloomy and perplexed notions of re-

ligion, he tells—
In the midst of all this confusion of triple or quad-

ruple per-ons in one nnd the same individual, and of my
understanding, that according as my spirit* warned me,

I was either on earth ns it was when I left it, or in hea-

ven, or in an intermediate state of felicity, I was desired

to act and to do my duty, and accused of guilt in pretend,

ing not to kuow what was my duty, and resisting the

desire of the Lord to learn of my spirits. I might well

be puzzled. I might well have been puzzled, setting

aside that delusion. For it might be a trial for a very

wise man to act discreetly, on being ushered
,
hy violence

or guilet into a room full <f gentlemen who spoke no-

thing,
did nothing , or muttered afew halfsentences to l.im,

without being informed of the nature of his company
and of his posititn amongst them. I had no introduc-

tion, no explanation, no reason assigned me for my posi-

tion ; lunatic, imbecile, childish, delnded, I was left to

divine everything. Precisely that conduct likeliest to

aid deception of the mind, to encourage and to make it

perpetual, was pursued towards me, and is now being

pursued towards those wretched companions I have left

behind me, and to tent of thousands in a similar

state.

My earnest desire, my intense inward prayer to the

Deity whom I imagined conversing in me, was, “ Oh

!

take me home, Oh ! take me to K g. I shall never

know what 1 am to ’do here ; all is so new, so stransr,

60 perplexing. If I were one fortnight, one week, three

days in the library at E— ,
left to myself, I should

know how I was to act—what I was to do.” My
brothers, my sisters, and my mother were always in uiy

thoughts ; my constant longing was to be with them.

I, a nervous patient, was confined in a large room

with eleven or more others, nervous patients ali«», and

servants, and certain of them occasionally raving, stairp-

ing, bawling, violent madmen. The mental agony, the

distress, the actions of these wretched men, their quarreti

with one another, their struggles with the servants, U e

servants* rude and cruel manner, my own weaknesses

nnd follies, and the violence they brought on me, all were

exposed to me, nnd I to them. I was confined aho

amongst these men, hand nnd foot Often left alone fir

hours with two or three of them. I, weak in body,

weak iu Quad; not able to support fear, or to control t*
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u another, and, besides, overwhelmed by superstitions

fears. This was my position for six months, until after

hay-making, and then for six months more with the dif-

ference of not being tied up. All this was under the
direction of a surgeon, a physician. A surgeon attended
the asylum, and surgeons came with the magistrates to

inspect.

In obedience to the spirits, he had attempted
to waltz with one of the patients, and he was per-

petually instigated to wrestle with the keepers.

He became violent, in short, and was thenceforth

constantly tied up in a niche of the common
sitting-room. This was the order of his melan-
choly mornings. Immediately on being brought
down stairs—

I was taken to my niche, seated down, and fastened

into it by a strap with a small padlock, that ran through
a ring in the wall, which ringcould be turned round. My
tea was placed before me, at breakfast time, in a slop

basin, on a small deal table, with a plate of bread and
butter. And usually one hand was loosened from the

strait waistcoat; at times I was fed by tbe hand. It

was always a great delight to me to get my hand at

liberty, even for a moment, and the first use I usually
made of it was to strike the keeper who untied me ; di-

rected by my spirits to do so, as the return he (the

attendant) desired above all things else, because he knew
I was proving my gratitude to the Lord Jehovah, at the
risk of being .struck myself. My blows were usually
received in good humour.

Cold bathing and the shower-bath, to which he
was sometimes exceedingly averse, were a prin-

cipal part of the remedial treatment ; and pro-

bably, in one view, with the utmost propriety;

although, in another, its advantages became
problematical, from the extreme excitement

which it often caused to the patient, and the

horrors which his distempered fancy associated

with his baths. It must, however, be admitted

that he was liable to be similarly affected by
whatever agents or means were employed in his

cure. And when he was not disturbed by the

strange sounds and sights in the common parlour,

the sense of hearing, in his private apartment,

became his tormentor. We leave the medical

reader to adjust the balance between the fury

and irritation produced by the bath, with its

attendant circumstances of indignity, and its

physical benefits. At first he submitted quite

passively to this as to everything else.

They used to take me to the bath after breakfast, the

spirits called to my mind their horrid threats in Dublin,

and bade me understand, that this was the bath of boiling

water, in which I was to be plunged for all eternity; I

was threatened with finding it so, if I did not obey my
spirits, or before I descended to it, reconcile them to me,
by suffering something for their sakes. Two or three

circumstances led to a confirmation of this delusion. In
the first place, the bath was in gloomy rooms like cellars.

In one room, in which I was usually dressed and un-
dressed, there was no window at all, and the walls bare

;

Sn tbe other two, tbe light came from small windows at

the top of the wall. We passed along passages to get

to them, in which I saw large iron pipes, like the appa-

ratus of steam-engines ; and these I was told were \o
convey the hot water to the bath. I was occasionally

seized hand and foot by two men, and thrown suddenly

backwards into the bath : and I did not know what need

there was for that violence, for I never hesitated to enter

it On one occasion, Simplicity stretched out an iron bar
to dock my head under the water by pressing it upon my
neck ; for the men seemed to think it an essential part of

their extraordinary quackery, to have the head well

soused. After ducking, my toad? be held the bar out to

xa LXXI—.VOL. vi.

me in sport, and I seized hold of it, and found it quite

warm, as ifjust taken from a fire. I attribute this now
to the extreme coldness ofmy body in the water; for often,

for half an hour after I came from the bath, I shook and

shuddered, and my teeth chattered with cold; on these

occasions I was usually fastened for a time alone in 4
large wicker chair, in the parlour I had originally Men
confined to. But at the time, I conceived the heat of the

bar to be a proof to me accorded in mercy of what my
spirits told me ; that I was really in the bath of boiling

water, concealed from me by their agency, but ready, on

my provoking the Lord beyond redemption, to bs instan-

taneously revealed to me. On another occasion, 1 entered

the bath rooms after some other patients, when Herminet

Herbert shewed me a leather mask, which in sport he

offered to pat on me, and asked how I should like to go

into the bath with it ? Nowmy spirits had threatened me
with being plunged in, after having my face covered with a

pitch plaster. So these trifling incidents aided my de»

lotions.

In everything, as will be seen, he found food

for his lunatic imagination, the bath among the

rest.

I may also add, that on one occasion, when I went to

the bath, Herminet Herbert asked a man who was there

—whom I afterwards, if I am not wrong, found out to

be a bricklayer (one of the baths there appeared to be

undergoing repairs)—to help him to throw me into the

water. We had come down stairs alone. Usually, the

hulking fellow I called the Holy Ghost, or Kill-all,

came to my bed-side, about half-past six in the morning,

to help to take me down, for I almost invariably resisted

going down, not from my own notion, but by the com-
mand of my spirits, as doing the thing most agreeable to

the attendants. I was told that this man was another

personification of the Holy Ghost, and another Kill-all,

For that as Diana was worshipped in two forms, as

Diana and Hecate, so the Holy Ghost was the destroyer

of those in hell. 1 saw this man, one day, in the passage,

and his face was for a moment of a preternatural red or

flame colour. He was at that time at work in a cellar

opening in the front of the house, where 1 was made to

believe that a cold bath was being prepared for me, into

which I was to be plunged and immured in the dark ;

and to be always sinking and drowning to all eternity.

1 used to long to look down that cellar to see if it was
true that preparations were really going on for a bath,

but I never had an opportunity.

Sometimes the keepers lost temper and patience

at the unaccountable perversity of the sufferer, in

the freaks he exhibited or attempted in obedience

to the spirits, and occasionally they struck him
i
with “ ferocity and spite/* Generally, we should

say that, even by his own shewing, if not over-

delicate nor much olive to the refined feelings,

they were forbearing and humane. One power-

ful man, however, though generally good-hum-
oured and civil, was often provoked to strike him
with violence ; and truly does he say

Unfortunately, his punishment was of no use to me.
I understood that I was punished for feigning, not for

my act of faith, and the blows were another chance for

my being at last miraculously at home, or in heavenly

places. They only tended to disturb tbe equanimity of

my mind in attempting to perform the duties required

of me by my spiritual Mentors. Receiving their voices

as the commands of my God, nothing could prevent me
attempting to obey those commands, however absurd

they might appear to myself or others, or dangerous to

’myself. The awful impression of dread produced by
preternatural menaces; the compunction I felt for former

acts of ingratitude ; the appeals to my attachment, sense

of honour, sense of duty, made by my spirits ; the hope

of redeeming millions of souls by one act of obedience,

and of standing in the presence of Jesns and his Father,

were too strong for me to resist. Experience alone of the

falsehood of the promises could succeed in making me
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relinquish altogether my attempt ; and that ezperienee

was long in coming, for fear or embarrassment continu-

ally made me prevent or lag behind the instant of execu-

tion ; and then the feilnre of effect was attributed to my
not acting with “ precision and decision, ....
Returning to the common room, I always attempted

to wrestle with, or asked one of the patients to wrestle

with me. I was then locked into my seat. If my arms
were at liberty, I would occasionally seize one or two of

the patients to wrestle with me as they passed by me. I

had no malicious motive ; I did it in obedience to in-

spiration, and imagined they were inspired to know what
I was commanded, how I obeyed, and how to act in

consequence. My attempts at wrestling were, however,
inculcated by the spirits on more practical grounds than
ordinary. They told me that it was necessary “ for the

keeping me in a right state ofmind," in other words,
“ to keep my head to my heart, and my heart to my
head.” I used to ask several

individuals to wrestle with me, with a view to their

giving me violent usage, a severe fall and the like, and
with the secret hope that during the wrestling, one or
other of them would strangle me or cause me to suffocate.

I always seized the strongest men ; and it is a singular

fact, whilst I compelled the other keepers to struggle

with me, I neper did more than lay hold of the waist-

coat of him I called Jesus, the weakest, unlees when I

was struggling with three at a time. The men usually

held my arms, joked with me, begged me to be quiet,

and used no more violence than was requisite to over*

come me* Three keepers

usually came to compel m* to go to the cold bath, which
to me was a mystery, because I was not aware force was
required to take me there, and I was told I might go to

the bath with Simplicity, or Sincerity, or IJerminet Her-
bert, according to my conduct But in reality it was, I

conclude, a display of force to intimidate ; in which it

failed thiough my delusions, for it provoked my efforts.

But it answered another purpose, that my foolish opposi-

tion did not meet with such cruel violence as the spite or
fears of a weaker party might have inflicted on m&
Sometimes I was carried along in sport neck and crop

;

but usually I did not meet, on these occasions, except
from single hands, with ruder treatment than might be
expected from three country fellows overcoming resist-

ance : on one occasion only I recollect a stick being
brought out to beat me, but I do not recollect its being
used. I am not sure.

When consigned to my seat, it became again a question
how I was to employ myself. I felt in this position a
sense of suffocation, which together with former delusions,

suggested to me the idea of suffocating myself by pressing
my nostrils against a wooden projection in the wall
serving as an arm to the seat. This in fact was my
chief occupation all the day long, occasionally varied by
my attempting to twist my neck, standing up as well as

I could and leaning on the back of my head, the face

turned upwards against the wall, and then turning my
body as on a pivot from side to side. Occasionally an
old patient put a newspaper on my knees to read, and
Herminet Herbert once or twice gave me one of the
Registers. Sometimes my hands were untied for a short
time to read them. In the morning, and always in the
afternoon, certain of the patisnts smoked and sat down
with the servants to a game at whist. Scarcely a word
was spoken except in broken sentences, or by the ser-

vants, which added to the apparent mystery of my situ**
tion. Once a day usually, one or more of Dr F.’s sons
came into the room and stayed five or ten minutes : he
addressed one or two patients, and occasionally said a
few words to me ; but always with a half-and-half man-
ner of speech and deportment, which added to the con-
viction I was under, that they too came for a mysterious
purpose. Occasionally they smoked a cigar in the room,
and played a game at cards. I was told that one of these
gentlemen was my brother D., and his name Sincerity
and Contrition ; the other, my brother H., and his name
Joviality; he was an amiable, good-looking fellow; the
other, melancholy and besotted. I occasionally asked
these and other well-dressed men to wrestle with me,

but I did not attempt to fores them, In spite of my
spirits, for they were too well dressed, too decent, too

childish. Generally every Sunday morning about ten

o'clock, Dr F., the father of these young men, tattered

in ; a gray-loaded, firm-charactered old man, or short

stature, with a blue frock eoat on, broad brimmed hat,

and long cane. But to me all was delusion ; I thought

him a spiritual being ; I called him my father.

About eleven o'clock every day, the patients were

taken out walking, if the weather was fine, and I went

out for an hour with Herminet Herbert, or was left tied

up alone. Dinner came at one ; in the afternoon the

patients again went out for a walk, came home about

four, went into the yard or sat down in the room till

seven, when tea was brought and served the same as the

breakfast ; after which, they were taken or went alone

upstairs to bed. Besides this, during the day they were

occasionally taken out one by one, either to the hath or

to be shaved, but I then understood when they went out

singly, they went either to suffer, or to supplicate for

me ; when they went out together, they went as a court

ofjustice to consult on my case.

When I was first fastened in my niche, my feet were

at liberty, but afterwards they also were fastened by
leathern sockets to a ring in the floor. There were two
or three reasons for this, or rather causes ; for had my
treatment been reasonable, there would, I conceive, have

been little reason for any personal confinement at alL

There was good reason for this irritating re-

straint ; for the patient, in obedience tothe spirits,

was become exceedingly mischievous and trouble-

some. He would upset the table and dishes, by

every possible contrivance ; with bis feet, when
his hands were tied, and, when his feet were

fixed, with his mouth. Nearly all his actions

were intended as atonements for sin ; and he

would kick off his shoes into the room, and
“ wait, in silent faith and prayer, for the shoe

to come back !’*

When first taken out for exercise, he called

out after every carriage, that it was his mother’s;

and every young woman he fancied one or other

of his sisters. Actuated by inspiration, he would
then cry aloud—“ I am the last hope of a noble

family !—I am ruined !—I am ruined !—I am
lost !—1 am undone ; but I am the redeemed of

the Lord Jehovah—the Lord Jehovah Gireth,**

&c. &c. He notices this Row-like exhibition to

complain, reasonably enough we think, of being

dragged through the villages and farm-houses,

along with the other mad gentlemen, “like a
string of wild-geese.” When he was very noisy

and vehement in shouting* the keeper would re*

buke or ridicule him, or strike him with hie

cane.

I recollect on one occasion, 1 ran away in the grounds
from the keeper, who had desired me to keep by hit side

He caught me by an Iron fence in the grounds, and with
great violence doubled me over it. On another occasion,

looking up into the sky, I saw a vision of the Lord de-

scending with the angels and saints. Several times, the

sounds of the cattle lowing, or asses braying, in the fields,

conveyed to me articulate words and sentences, as to

Balaam. I was often made a joke of in good humour by
the keepers, on account of my delusions, and this added
to their strength, for I took seriously what they mid in

jest. For instance, one said to me, “ there's your hither,

go and run after him, and take him byhis arm;”—pointing

to a patient I took for my father ; another, whom I called

Scott, but Whose name was Marshall, replied one day,
* I am caUed Scott in good company.” ^
When he returned from exercise, he was, A

course, tied up ia his the prey of theft

\
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horrible fantasies whose nature we formerly de-

scribed. Night was ever an appalling season to

the unhappy patient. It had been judged neces-

sary to tie his feet as well as his body and arms

when in bed. How dreadful, in every way, is

such necessity!

Fastened thus, lying on my back, I passed my wretched

sleepless nights for nearly, if not quite, nine months

!

Recollect too that I was a nervous patient ! 1 had not

exercise enough during the day to procure sleep, but I lay

exhausted, wearied, agonized, terrified in my spirits, hun-

gering after rest, but unable to procure it. To add to my
feverishness and misery, the servant usually tied my right

arm so tight, passing the thong twice round it, that it

cut my flesh, causing a red ring round the arm in the

morning.

I never complained ; the voices told me it was Jesus

who did it, and that he did it for my good, to prevent me
going to sleep, because sleep would torpify me, and as 1

was a spiritual body, I did not need sleep. Sometimes,

however, by order of the voices, I asked the servant when
he came to bed to undo my right arm ; which was occa-

sionally done. In the coldest nights I used to kick off,

or throw off with my teeth the clothes, yet I never felt

cold.

This restraint was kept on a great while longer than

was necessary. A lunatic doctor, iu one sense, is pretty

sure to be on the right side; he will run no risk that

will do his reputation for security an injury. . . .

After I was in bed, from about eight to ten o’clock,

when the keeper came up, I very often used to shout out

aloud or sing the psalm, “O be joyful,” in obedience to

the demou’s commands. Then Simplicity would come
up, and with his open hand strike me on the face most

cruelly—all 1 could do, tied hand and foot, was to turn

my face to the wall, to avoid being struck in the eye, or

ou the nose.

He relates that he used to be in an agony of

fear, calling to his spiritual attendants to save

him, while expecting the keepers to come in to

take him to the bath. What sane mind, how-

ever fanciful, ever imagined a condition of being

bo terrible as this, which, with many even more
sublime in horror, he describes :

—

1 recollect now a sensation of f«ar, a sense of cruelty,

which I cannot yet define, as the men came up stairs and
entered my room to untie me. Their footsteps talked to

me as they came up stairs , the brecUhing of their nostrils

over me as they unfastened me, whispered threatenings ;

a machine I used to hear at work pumping
,
spoke hor-

rors ; besides this, there were some ducks and chickens

came to be fed before the window; a breakfast bell rung,

and I heard a piano down stairs : all these circumstances

reminded me forcibly of my boyhood, and I think my
mind was afflicted with speechless agony, at the com-
parison of my actual state with that of my infancy, child-

hood, and youth ; to have been so loved, or so duped by
the appearance of my family’s love, and to be so aban-
doned in the greatest wo, under the most awful state of

misfortune. But I accused myself of all, and chiefly for

bringing discredit upon the new doctrines of the Rowites,

on my own sincerity as a professor of religion, Ac., there-

by endangering the salvation of those dearest to me, by
alienating their affections from, and shaking too their con-

fidence in, the truth. The dinner bell used to ring to me
many changes.

As part of the necessary treatment, (for it

would be folly and guilt to talk of the punish-

ment of a man in the* state of Mr Percival,) he
was upon one occasion placed alone in, what he

describes, as a wretched sort of out-door cell or

ehed, strapped down upon a dirty straw mattrass,
">4*ud manacled to the wall. His reasoning upon

ie supposed utility of this treatment, or correct-

re punishment, deserves the dose attention of
|

those who undertake the management of the in-

sane. The presence of his elder brother at this

crisis completely removes all blame from the

doctors, were any imputable. They best un-

derstand the utility of such measures ; the

humane spectator can only lament their neces-

sity.

Mr Percival, with the previous nice and pro-

bably fastidious habits of an aristocrat, (of which
order his saintship never surmounted the preju-

dices,) and an officer of the Guards, complains

that personal neatness, if not cleanliness, were
neglected in his case. His feet were not once

washed, which was cause of complaint when rea-

son returned ; and he found that he did not get

enough of fresh linen, though apparently therewas
quite enough for substantial cleanliness, though
probably not enough for his previous habits.

But if we find the Emperor Napoleon squabbling

with his keeper about towels and wash-hand
basins, we may surely make some allowance for

the irritable temper of this unfortunate gentle-

man, and his aptness to take and remember
offence at those small slights and indignities that

were certainly not intended as such. Yet we
should imagine that the previous personal habits

and tastes of insane patients ought to be so far

carefully studied, as to prevent the feeling of
insult and^irritation on their returning to a
sound state. When about the worst, Mr Per-
cival had his feelings or his conscience shocked
when, upon seeing himself accidently in the glass,

he perceived his head so shaven, that it re-

sembled the tonsure of a Roman Catholic priest.

When he got better, he was equally shocked to

miss those luxuriant whiskers of whose curls he
had from boyhood been so proud. These seem
trifles, and they are so, yet not below the atten-

tion of those who assume the management of the

insane. With some men, habit will outlive rea-

son. In this asylum there were assembled, in the
same common room, persons who still remained
neat and clean in their personal habits and dress,

and others as slovenly and careless. One of the
first visible symptoms of Mr Percival returning
to his senses, was the request that his feet might
be washed.

He had other and more substantial causes of
complaint than the want of silver forks and a
sufficient number of towels and pocket handker-
chiefs. There is, however, ample vindication of
the petty neglects and insults to which he was ex-

posed, if his theory be correct, that this was done
systematically, in order to probe and arouse the
patient, sinking into apathetic imbecility, and,
by affronting and angering, to preserve his facul*

ties from torpidity. Petty and even serious in-

sults were, if we understand Mr Percival aright,

intended to act on the patient's sensibilities, a

a

a kind of perpetual mental blister. It was the
objectofthe doctors to establish a ravin the mind,
which they might touch at discretion to keep
him alive. The idea of this moral irritant is

curious and far-fetched, perhaps altogether ima-
ginary. If it were real, Mr Percival's argument
falls to the ground when he contends that his
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Indignation, when he came to his senses, at these

personal indignities is justifiable ; since, what-

ever was their ultimate object, they were real

insults. But if intended to assist in his reco-

very, if a branch of the moral treatment, he has

certainly no more right to resent their employ-

ment, than to get into a passion at the bath or

4he blister, meant to aid in his cure. Little or

almost no medicine was employed in his case, if

his own recollections be correct; and another

symptom of his returning sanity was to ask for

really useful medicine, which he obtained.

Of one circumstance he complains, which does

look exceedingly absurd. When nearly at the

worst, he was “ taken to church/' as it was called.

The laundry of the establishment was fitted up
as a chapel on Sundays, and thither the patients

were taken, the Doctor s family and female pa-

tients being divided from the rest by a screen. On
some of them this exhibition might have had a

soothing effect; on Mr PercivaTs mind it had
quite the reverse. He went, he tells, with the

feeling that he was to attend a kind of con-

demned sermon each time ; and he, accordingly,

behaved extravagantly, and was turned out “ for

disturbing the congregation."

The rough, abrupt, brow-beating questionings,

and the system of surprises, is to him another

ground of complaint, and, we consi^r, justly so.

A case lately fell within our own knowledge,
which we mention here, as illustrative of that

system of surprising and fluttering lunatic pa-

tients which Mr Percival repudiates. A young
lady of about the age of seventeen or eighteen,

fell into listlessness, low spirits, despondency,

and religious melancholy, which ended in con-

firmed lunacy. Her intellect was supposed to

have been injured, if not deranged, by the Row
affair ; but, the symptoms were very opposite

from those of Mr Percival. She was humbled,

self-abased, despairing, and, so far as we re-

member, though obstinate, never violent. After

being for a considerable time medically treated

at home, this interesting girl was, by the

earnest recommendation of her physicians, and
to the great grief of her family, removed to

a celebrated lunatic asylum. The advice was,

in all probability, exceedingly proper. She was
sinking into torpor, which might have become
idiocy, and we make no question that, in the

early part of her residence, she derived great

advantage from the systematic treatment of the

asylum. She began to recover, but several years

passed, and she was never sufficiently recovered

to be restored to society, or even to her family.

She at length corresponded with her father and
sisters, like a person in full possession of her men-
tal faculties, and she praised her keepers. She
drew, embroidered, and, with the convalescent

or harmless patients in the house, attended

the neighbouring church. There was always ap-

prehension expressed by those who had the charge
of her, for the exciting effect of seeing any of

her brothers or sisters ; but, when she had been
about six years in the asylum, she was visited

by an elder sister, in the fond hope, which the tone

of her letters excited, that she might be taken

home. Her sister was not, however, all at once

permitted to see her; and, no doubt some prepara-

tion might have been needful had there been no

other cause than their long separation and the

distressing domestic calamities which had taken

place in the family during that time. But her

elder sister was placed so as that she might ob-

serve her in church ; and there her manners were

as gentle and decorous, her dress as neat and

proper as that of any other young lady. Her
sister was afterwards permitted to watch her

in the garden-grounds of the asylum, and re-

joiced to see her apparently in good spirits and

playing with the children of the superintend-

ent.

The sister of the patient naturally looked for-

ward herself with some trepidation to the de-

layed interview, which was finally managed in

the way which Mr Percival justly calls “cruel sur-

prise.” She was abruptly ushered into a parlour

where the patient was found alone, and entirely

unprepared for the interview ; the lady of the

house calling out, sharply

—

f< Here, Miss !

here is your sister come to see you !" Is it in

human nature that this poor girl, always timid

and sensitive, should not, in the circumstances,

have been flurried and alarmed—trembling and

silent ? She was not permitted time to recover

herself, when a farther hurry was given to her

probably weak spirits :
—

“

Hey, Miss , I

think you are not very kind to your sister, who

has come so far to see you !”

Finally, as a quiet boarder in the establish-

ment, it was found that this poor young lady

was quite happy, and as much at her ease as her

state permitted, but that her removal was not

yet to be thought of; and, though half-murmuring,

and far from being satisfied with the rough test

of the “ surprise/' the sorrowing sister returned

to tell her heart-broken father that his youngest

and favourite child was not fit to be brought

home. We do not—we are not entitled to give

an opinion upon the system of abrupt communi-

cations and surprises applied by mad-doctors as a

probe or test of the condition of the apparently-

recovered lunatic ; but, at all events, the employ-

ment of a means so liable to abuse, for the pro-

motion of the most nefarious and selfish designs,

ought to be very strictly watched.

By fitful gradations, and after frequent ex-

acerbations, and lapses, te matter and impertin-

ency mixed," the lunacy of Mr Percival subsided.

Sometimes he was groping, and trembling, as it

seemed, on the very verge of reason, of that

half-felt something, which yet eluded his grasp.

We formerly noticed a stage at which the spirits

began to sing to him, “ You are in a lunatic

asylum if you will, if not you are where you

please
;" “ That is SamuefHobbs, if you please

;

if not, it is Herminet Herbert, the Saviour and,

at last, by bearing the other patients calling this

man by his true name of Samuel Hobbs, and by

other accidents, he began to think that he was

yet on earth, and in natural, though very pain-

ful circumstances. Once, his elder brother.
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when on a visit to him, tested his soundness of

mind, by asking him to explain a proposition of

Euelid, which he comprehended perfectly well,

hat could not explain consecutively. When
taken to a particular point to walk, which com-
manded a fine view of the valley and the river,

he says

—

The view was enchanting ; but I looked down on the

people working and the boats moving in the valley with
feelings that they were dead to me, and I dead to them,

and yet with that painfnl apprehension of a dream, that

I was cut offfrom them by a charm, by a riddle I teas

eery minute on the point of guesting.

As his madness departed, it was replaced by
excessive indignation against his friends and his

physicians. To himself this resentment yet ap-

pears natural and justifiable. Natural we grant

that it may be, nor is it without palliation.

When he first began to write, incoherently

enough, to his family—though to write at all

was a great step gained—his rage was excessive

to find that the most cherished secrets of his

heart, and what he still imagined the dealings of

the Spirit of God with his conscience, must first

be subjected to the scrutiny of the mad-doctors.

And if such scrutiny had really been necessary,

surely some expedient might have been found to

spare the patient the knowledge of a fact so

humiliating and torturing. His first letters

home were probably more sane in matter than
in manner. He complained of the usage he had
received, and insisted upon having a private

apartment, and a servant to himself. Vague,
evasive replies came, as might have been ex-

pected ; and he was in an agony to find that, of

the vital parts of his letters, those concerning

the Row doctrines, and his own notions of his

spiritual condition, no notice was taken. He
wrote other letters which were not forwarded ;

and his exasperated feelings at what appeared
the cruel neglect and indifference of his friends,

and his agony of suspense and despair at their

silence, must have, we think, produced a most
perilous mental state. We are far from consider-

ing all his complaints reasonable, but who can

resist his pathetic appeals for himself, and those

in his most compassionable condition.

They who have not been confined in a lunatic asylum,
cannot conceive the dreadful and cruel suspense that de-

lay, and not only the neglect, but the refusal of every- <

day civilities, together with inattention to just and ob-

vious complaints, occasion. They do not know our
wants andfears, because they do not know the danger
we are in. They may judge our danger, however, from
what these men do; and from what they have done,

they may judge what they dare to do : being encom-
passed, even more than a king, with a hollow impunity,

and clothed in the deepest hypocrisy. They who have
not endured this confinement do not know that the very
anspicion of being a lunatic, coupled with being cut off

from all pecuniary resources, shuts the minds of others

against sympathy, impedes the proffer of assistance and
the exercise of protection* and aught but the show of

pity. Neither how it embarrasses the suppliant in his

applications for redress, awakens anxiety, excites mis-

trust, and closes the door of his hopes ; whilst he finds

himself left defenceless to the sarcasm and persecutions

of those he is accusing. This is an awful peril for a man
in a sound mind to be exposed to, lest he become de-

ranged : lest hebe tempted to violence, the object ofhis tor-

mentors, which would then be construed into an open
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act of insanity; and if not immediately 'accepted as
damning proof, by imbecile magistrates, at least cruelly

try the mind, by tantalizing the expectations. How
much more fearful is such a trial for one who knows
that he cannot plead innocence of lunacy ; one who, in

mind and bodily health, is weak, and thereby more ex-
posed than another to follow a wrong course ; exposed
to suffer even from treatment which men in sound health

might almost laugh at, still more from that which he
dreads from having experienced it, and against which he

l is exasperated ; and aim, still more liable than the other

to lose that gift, lately lost, bo dear now, being newly
restored to him,- .the gift ofa sound mind, and convalesu

cent health ; perishing again from want| of wholesome
communion, shattered by assault, or insidiously under*
mined.

By this time I had broken off all friendly intercourse

with the Drs P.

Previous to this period, he, from time to time,

had been invited or ordered, with what he some-
times felt to be too little ceremony, to dine with

the family, and the presence of the ladies now
restrained his bursts of temper, Mr Percival

complains, and with good reason, that private

communications from their families were made
in presence of all the patients, and that they

were obliged to read their letters and write in

the common room. Some of his observations on
the circumstances attending the visits made by
the distressed relations of the patients, strike

us as exceedingly just ; and those especially on
the concerted surpriseswhich are adopted, though

written under great excitement, strike us by
their justice and force.

In Jane, about the time of hay-making, my eldest

brother, on his way from T after his election, called

to see me. 1 was unfastened, led into another patient*!

room, and dressed in a new suit of clothes, like a boy at

a private school, and taken into the entrance-room to see

him. After speaking to him, some gooseberry pie was
offered to me ; and then I walked oat with my brother

and the keeper ; tried to throw myself over the stiles as

usual, and came home.
My brother was evidently agonized atmy appearance.

His visit gave me self-confidence, and ensured me some
respect More advantage might have resulted from it,

had my situation been more becoming. But a visit of

this kind, and the style of delivery in which communi-
cations were made from our families, and the patients

requested to reply to them, are instances of the mockery
and treachery of such a system in a madhouse. By
placing you in an unnatural and cruel situation, and at

the same time counselling your friends to keep aloof from
yon, in presence and in letter, they create the feelings

which render it impossible for a man in a sound mind
to receive intelligence from them at last, without extreme
agitation : then they abruptly communicate that intelli-

gence, or hand the letter to the patient, and neither con-

sulting his modesty nor his distress, deny him a little re-

tirement to read these lines in private. His feelings, at

a time that he is declared incapable of controlling them,
are thus called upon, in the very circumstances, from the

cruelty of which he ought to have been preserved, by
those from whom he hears, for which they ought at least

to express their sympathy and regret, if not atone and
apologize. But, no ; the letter contains a mere meagre
account of every day occurrences ; cold, unmeaning,
paltry trivialities, trifling with the time and tone of a
mind whose imgination is strung up to the highest

pitch of delicate and romantic enthusiasm. The violence,

or agitation, or ridiculous conduct that ensues, is then

attributed to the receipt of the letter, instead of to the

brutal heedlessness with which it is delivered. But this

is in favour of the doctor. Another apparent cause is

given for withholding at least, if not denying altogether,

one rational means of a patient*! recovery; and, however
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txtiotii may b§ their conduct and their excuses to man*
kind tad to themselves, their end is to make money, not

to make whole; and their system is adapted in one way
or another to this end : whilst the essential interests—the

mental wants of the inmates of their prisons—are ne-

glected. It stands to reason. Tie an active-limbed,

active-minded, actively imagining young man in bed,

hand and foot, for a fortnight; drench him with medi-

cines, slops, clysters; when reduced to the extreme of

nervous debility, and his derangement is successfully con-

firmed, manacle him down for twenty-four hours in the

cabin of a ship ; then, fbr a whole year, shut him up
from six a.m. to eight p.m., regardless of his former
habits, in a room full of strangers, ranting, noisy, quar.

relsome, revolting madmen; gire him no tonic medi-
cines, no peculiar treatment or attention, leave him to a
nondescript domestic, now brushing his clothes, sweep-
ing the floors, serving at table, now his companion out-

of-doors, now his bed-room companion ; now throwing
him on the floor, kneeling on him, striking him under
all these distressing and perplexing circumstances ; debar
him from all conversation with his superiors, all commu-
nication with his friends, all insight into their motives,

every impression of sane and well-behaved society ! sur-

prise him on all occasions, never leave off harassing him
night or day, or at meals ; whether you bleed him to

death, or cut his hair, shew the same utter contempt for

his will or inclination ; do all in your power to crush

every germ of self-respect that may yet remain, or rise

up in his bosom ; manacle him as you would a felon

;

expose him to ridicule, and give him no opportunity of

retirement or self-reflection
; and what are you to ex-

pect ? And whose agents are yon—those of God or of
Satan P And what good can you reasonably dare to ex-

pect P and whose profit is really intended ?

Gentlemen of England, the system I have described is

not only the system of Englishmen, it is the disgrace of
English surgeons, of English physicians

Be assured, whoever ye are, who have to deal with Child-

Ten or lunatics, if you are not looking after them your-
selves, you are not respecting them. The doctors know
that, and take advantage of it, to construe your disrespect

into worse even than it is. Their servants take advan-
tage of it. Bystanders draw false conclusions from it,

much more the poor object of it. His nature resents it,

though he is not always aware of anything but his delu-

sions; and his delusions contending with his feeliugB for

the mastery over him, make him a madman
I am sure that no lunatic who has undergone the trials I

describe, can meet his family on terms of cordiality, but
through practising dissimulation, or through being a
simpleton. At this distance of time, I cannot forgive ray
family the guilt they incurred by their abandonment of
me. I am at a loss to find any argument which will

justify me in doing so : I dare not expect to be able to do
so. But if, haply, perfection requires this moral excel-

lence, by what happy fortune are you entitled to look for

it in the inmates of a lunatic asylnm P

I have complained that the behaviour adopted towards
me, was calculated to humour the state of mind I was
then in, not to correct The servant, for instance, whom
I used to call Jesus, and Herminet Herbert, ran with
me, jumped, joked, walked arm in arm with me, rattled

the spoons in my face as he put them into the cupboard,
pulled me by the nose, &c. See. If I was not insensible

to the impropriety of this familiarity, at least, I could
not express my ssnse of it. But it will be evident, this

was not the way to correct a gentleman’s diseased mind.
.... I observed the joke ceased whenever the do-
mestic had had enough of it. The lunatic’s presence of
mind and tranquillity might be broken in upon, but not
o the keeper’s. There was bat one step from joking
with them to violence &ud objurgation. Later in the
year, a young handsome lad used to invite me to box
with him every evening in my bed-room, striking me in

port a few blows s at length, I expressed a kind of awk-
ward resentment at it. I have perhaps written enough
on this subject A lunatic appears insen-
sible, but his is, perhaps, the most alive of any mind to
ridicule, and to the contemptibleness of hie state.

As Mr Percival began to recover, like many
a man, even while deranged, he became acutely

sensitive to the observation of strangers; and

trying to avoid their gaze, be would say to bin-

self

Then the physician is unconscious that we have any

feeling, and is mistaken in his system* I felt the hope-

lessness of my situation, at the same time that I saw how
necessary seclusion was for my happiness and peace of

mind, to preserve me from acts of folly.

From what I state, it will be obvious how improper

for many patients any exposure, or any conduct likely

to draw attention on them in particular, must be. Nature

tells a man, who has any great grief, to be for a time

secluded. Nature makes a man, sensible of any great

infirmity, seek retirement, still more under such an awful

infliction as insanity, when from the proud station of a

reasonable being, he is degraded below the beaats of the

field: fallen from his throne; bereft of his dominion.

Nature, however, comes not into any part of the doctor’s

plans, but self-interest. He does not consider what is the

sanest treatment for the sufferers, but what will attxact

most customers. They see the patients apparently un-

conscious to the shame of their situation ; aad that con-

duct, which really proceeds from an unacknowledged

sense of it, they look upon as a sign of the specific dis-

ease they labour under. They act then according to

tbit they find, instead of reflecting that want of name is

probably part of the disease, and that it is their duty to

restore a sense of propriety by more regard on their part,

not to harden the foelings by constant exposure. . . .

When I began to make remonstrances with my family,

1 complained of the absurdity of their having allowed urn

to be exposed in this manner, at the same time that the

professed object of my being detained so far from home,

was the desire pretended for my retirement, to save sty

feelings in not meeting my friends. . . • When the

propriety of my being in retirement was again recurred

to as an argument, to prevent my confinement in Lon-

don, or in a neighbourhood where 1 hoped to meet those

who would truly befriend me, since my relations, on

pretence of duty, delicacy, or decency, abandoned me to

the malice and economy of the doctor, I replied, that

such an argument was sheer mockery ; that not my pride,

not my delicacy, not my modesty were being consul teJ,

not my care for privacy, but my family's desire to hide

me; for otherwise they would make my privacy effectual

by placing me in a private family as I required ; and

whether was it better to have my grieft and infirmities

exposed to friends who would enter into my feelings,

respect, pity, and protect me, or to the strange tenantry,

strange household, strange patients, and strange visitors

of a doctor perfectly unknown to me, except through his

stupid inhumanity.

These are long extracts. It would wrong the

subject to which they invite attention, to suppress

or abridge them.

Mr Percival finally made it a request to his

family that Dr Fox should permit him to walk

in the kitchen garden, where he was not liable

to be gazed at by strangers. This was permitted

;

and his mother requested that, after his per-

sonal freedom had been restored, he might be

allowed also to work in the garden. Later in the

year he was employed, along with othertwo gentle-

men and a keeper, in cutting a path in the shrub-

bery, and entrusted with a mattock and a spade.

While at work, a troop of the dragoons called in

to quell the Bristol riots, passed, exercising

their horses on the road. The sight, and the

oaths of the soldiers, excited him to tears and

psalm-singing. “ The sweet bells yet jangled

but he was fast recovering, and was even sensible
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to the jokes of the keepers st his expense end

his general conduot was becoming rational.

One day, at this time, he met a doctor, who
had bled him in the temporal artery, under cir-

cumstances of restraint and violence, which he

remembered and resented. Some of the spirits

whispered him to attack the doctor, bat other

impulses prompted him to forgive ; and these pre-

vailed. He shook hands with him, saying, “ O
sir, I have been in a dream*—a fearful dream

—

but it is gone now !”

Mr Percival gives an account of the chief com-
panions of his calamity, with singular minute-
ness and graphic power. Our readers have, we
imagine, never before had so close and true a

view of the interior of a lunatic asylum presented

to them, but we cannot venture upon the group.

Yet we may remark that if epileptic and nervous

patients, through sympathy and imitation, affect

each other, the insane, in all the varying stages

and modifications of mental distemper, are surely

equally liable to such influences ; and hence a

strong argument is derived against their inti-

mate association, especially while idleness in-

duces them to watch and imitate each others ac-

tions and words.

Mr Percival reasons upon the absurdity of a

system of treatment which drives men, in self-

defence, to conduct which looks like insanity

;

and inquires pertinently enough

—

Do you expect from him, from him whom yon confine

expressly for his weakness and deficiency, an example of
fortitude, a pattern of self-denial, perhaps not to be fonnd
in the annals of human nature P By reason of your own
conduct, your judgment if honest and scrupulous must
be in ambiguity ; for you can never tell if the patient's

eccentricities are the symptoms of his disorder, or the
result of antipathy to the new circumstances in which
you have placed him.

To prefer walking out in a cold drizzling

rain, as one patient did, to sitting by a warm
fire-side, may, in ordinary circumstances, look

like madness
;
yet there are cases in which the

sanest man would be driven to such a resource,

to escape from his noisy lunatic companions into

solitude and peace. Further, Mr Percival re-

marks, with some truth

—

To halloo, to bawl, to romp, to play the fool, are, in

ordinary life, signs of irregularity ; but they become ne-
cessary to men placed in our position, to disguise or
drown feelings for which we have no relief; too great

for expression, too sacred for the prying eye of impertin-

ent, impudent, and malevolent curiosity. / will be bound
to say, that the greatest part of the violence that occurs in
lunatic asylums, is to be attributed to the conduct of those

who are dealing with the disease, not to the disease itse(f;

and that that behaviour which is usually pointed out by the
doctor to the visitors, as the symptoms of the complaint
for which the patient is confined, is generally more or
less a reasonable, and certainly a natural result, of that

confinement, and its particular refinements In cruelty

;

for all have their select and exquisite moral and mental,
if not bodily, torture*

Mr Percival complains that the patients had
no plaoe in which to place their books and other

effects, not so much as a single drawer, with a
key to it, not even what boye have at school

;

and he repeatedly condemns the magisttififcee for

the eareleee indifference with which they per-

form the duty ef visitation and examination in

madhonses, remarking that if they plead that

they walk by the statute, then must there be

another statute that will aid humanity.

The case of one unfortunate gentleman is re-

lated, who seemed to have been so much in

possession of his intellects, that qne feels sur-

prise why he remained longer in the asylum.

We have noticed the disappointment and ex-

asperation which followed Mr PercivaTs attempts

at correspondence with his family. One of his

brothers had visited him in the mean time, and
certainly appearances were not favourable. Yet
he was more sane than he appeared, for he was
now scornful and full of resentment. His
mother, whatever were her tenderness and
anxiety, and they appear to have been great

and incessant, was compelled to submit to the

judgment of the doctors as to the propriety of

the patient having a private apartment, so he
became desperate about this time, struck at the

servants, and vowed to murder some one of them
if be was not removed from that madhouse ere

three months were out. It was evidently no
longer a place for him. Admitting that his

complaints were often frivolous, the petty in-

sults and indignities he received wore to him the

real character of serious evils. While in the

moat exasperated state of mind, he again wrote,

probably more coherently than before, and de-

tailed some of the personal indignities to which

he had been subjected.

This sad tale now hastens to a conclusion.

When the magistrates visited the asylum, he

appealed to them, and was gently put off as a

lunatic. He complains that not one of them
had the humanity or delicacy to listen to his

statements in private.

I had to speak in presence of nine or ten magistrates,

servants, and doctors. None had the delicacy to with-

draw, no one had the gentlemanly feeling to desire to

see me in private. They stared with impudent and un-

meaning curiosity. Nay, I have one exception to make.
Captain W-, confined like mean lunatic, left the room;
he afterwards apologised to me for being in it, saying, he
was unaware of what I was going to speak about, but

that the moment he heard me he retired. 1 thanked him,

and told him that 1 should have been glad, amongst so

many unfeeling, stupid, and suspicions judges, to have
had one honest, clever, and gentlemanly witness to my
complaints and demeanour.

There was certainly both method and good

sense in the measures he now took for his eman-

cipation and also to be revenged on his physician,

for he openly avows the desire of revenge.

Id order to succeed, I desired first legal assistance to

set forth my case and to save my rights; secondly, to be

taken to London to be for a short time under the care of

a surgeon who had known me from a child, that he,

witnessing my state of mind and body, and hearing my
complaints, might be able to argue and to give evidence

concerning the necessity of requiring me to use the cold

bath, at that inclement season, the propriety of using

force considering the degree of understanding I was re-

stored to, and the danger to my health of body from the

shock and cold, and to my mind from the neediest ex-

citement. These requests were denied

To his mother, he wrote in this strain

•

Though I knew I was still lunatic, yet I knew, too, from
sad experience, that I was capable of taking care ofmyself

in a more reasonable manner than the wretched physicians

she confided in ; that I was not a lunatic incapable of con.
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trolling myself, although 1 felt so sensible of my need of

observation, that I would not accept my liberty if it

were given to me, but should place myself immediately

under the eye of some one I could rely upon ; but that

if she insisted on placing me where, under pretence of

obserration, 1 should be defenceless, open to violence,

impertinent intension, implicate treatment, and deprived

of tranquillity, rneace, At, and security, 1 should claim

my freedom, thdugh lundlic, as one not mischievous, and
hold her responsible foMny future detention. In taking

this resolution, I was actuated also by the desire of con.

incing the consciences of mjflbother and of my family,

to see the sin they had been gmlty of. . • •

I might as well have appealed to the winds. I re-

ceived letters from my elder brother and his wife, cantiug

about submission, patience, and the Holy 8pirit; to

which I replied in mockery and disdain. I knew that

xny patience had been proved in a fire they could not

have stood under for a moment ; that it had not given

way until they had neglected my representations, and
made me desperate ; and they talked to me of patience,

ignorant of facts and circumstances, whose business it

was to have humbled themselves, and to have applied

patiently for information to me. They wrote to roe of

the Holy Ghost, they by whose conduct I was driven

well nigh, and at last altogether to blaspheme the holy

name of God, and to doubt his Providence. They talked

to me of my Heavenly Father’s will, who if they had
allowed their stubborn stupidity, and hypocritical reli-

ance on the doctor to have been pierced by one cry of

*g°ny> ought to have known that they were already

guilty before my Heavenly Father of that perverse will

by which I was abandoned, through which I was
destroyed, and wander about the ruin of what J was,

and to which I was still compelled to address threats,

argument, and representation. Another wrote to me,
actually defending the doctor in opening my letters, tak-

ing the part of my enemy, and reasoning against me. I

was so disgusted at his indelicacy and presumption ; for

he always wrote to me as if he knew what lunacy was,

not I who had endured it, therein proving the stubborn

and innate lunacy of human nature, rushing to give an
opinion where nothing is known to found a right opinion

upon ; that I wrote on the note a few laconic lines to
i

say, that I returned him his note, and that until he

changed his mind and expressed his sorrow to me for

having written it, I could not have any communion of

spirit with him, and therefore desired not to speak with

him.

When, indeed, I desired my correspondence to be re-

spected, it was from feelings of delicacy towards my
,

family, as much as to myself. But 1 met with no deli-

cacy in return. I wonder at their insensibility, how
that intelligent and sensitive souls can become so be-

sotted.

This is strong language, dictated by bitter and
wrathful passions and vehement indignation, with

which, nevertheless, the reader must in tome sort

sympathize. SometimesMr P. employsmoreintem-
perate language ; and he may not, any more than

the calmest and wisest of mankind, be the fittest

judge in his own cause, but at all events we hold

him to be a fitter exponent of the feelings of a
lunatic, than any physician who ever observed or

wrote, unaided by personal experience of what

a distempered mind really is. Here ie a man of

evident talent, able to eay—

“

Thus I felt; such

was the effect upon my mind of the conduct of

those around me, who treated me, at best, as a
stock or a stone.*' The formidable fact remains,

that, under the alleged mistreatment, he re-

covered. He asserts, that it was in spite of it that

his constitution triumphed over the distemper;

and it is singular that, when he took his depart-

ure, one of his medical attendants pronounced
him incurable.

My constitution triumphed ever riot and severity,

where peace and indulgence were required ; and my
mind, by its own efforts, shook off the appalling chains
of delusion: these wise, clever, at least cunning men,
heaped every obstacle in my way to health, in my return
to sound society. Climbing out of the well into which
they had thrown me, the stones fell down upon me,
wounding and crashing me in my advance, or hurling
me again to the bottom.
The clergymen of the established church ought to have

the superintendence of the mental wants and infirmities

of tbe deranged members of their communion, and the
two offices of physician to the body and physician to tho
aoul, distinct in nature, should be equally respected.

Sovereigns in this country, their ministers, and the people^

have been guilty of a great crime in neglecting this im-
portant distinction, and the hierarchy have betrayed their

office. Yet who can wonder at that, who knows how
they are appointed ?

We must draw to a close with this singular

case, and more remarkable narrative. We have
treated it more at length than is our custom with
topics of so grave a nature, but the original work
is not likely to get into many hands ; and we
are at a loss to decide whether, at this existing

crisis in the religious world, an exposition of
the species of infatuation and wild fanaticism,

which was, if not the original, yet certainly the
exciting cause of Mr Percival's frenzy, be not as

important, as his remarkable contribution to the
existing scanty and imperfect knowledge of the
moral treatment of mental derangement. Errors
he has undoubtedly exposed in the existing sys-

tem, which seems based upon the entire anni-
hilation of the mental and even the sentient

nature and powers of the patient ; which seems
to assume that the maniac is merely so much ani-

mated brute matter, to be taken to pieces and
set agoing afresh by the plastic hand of the phy-
sician.

LITERARY REGISTER.

THE ANNUALS FOR 1840.

The first covey of the annuals bas taken wing ; but
as we wish to allow all of them the advantage of a fair

atari, we -defer our customary notice till next month.
The most novel circumstance that has yet transpired

about them is, that Mrs Howitt succeeds Miss Landon
as editor of the “ Drawing-Room Scrap Book.” Fisher

“14 9ons have come forth in greet foroe
f

SERIAL WORKS.
A new work is added to the multitude whkh promisee

to surpass most of them in interest and entertainment.

It is entitled the “ Encyclopedia of Rural Sports
1
'—

a

title not sufficiently comprehensive for the design which

extends to all ages and nations. The author is D. P.

Blaine, who is not new to the pnblic in this walk ef

literature* The “ History of Field Sports*’ is to be com«*
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pleted In ten parte. It is copiously iUustrated with spirited

end chencteristie wood-engravings. It combines na-

tural history with the chase ; and displays a vast fond

of reading and wealth of materiel The only objection

that can be brought to the work is a rather small type.

Yarrell's British Birds

,

The last part we have seen is devoted to rooks, jack-

daws, magpies, and their congeners ; birds about which

there is a good deal to tell in the way of delightful gos-

sip. The engravings are as elegant as ever.

Rose's new General Biographical Dictionary,

A second Part has appeared. As the notices are gene-

rally, from the comprehensive nature of the plan, very

brief, we consider that the value of the Dictionary might

be greatly improved by occasionally referring the reader

to more Copious sources of information. This applies

chiefly to the biography of learned or eminent foreigners,

as the notices of the English worthies are pretty full.

Paul Periwinkle,

This is a lively bustling tale of the sea, in the man-

ner of the Boa school, appearing in Numbers, and illus-

trated with humorous designs—the pen being no longer

able to stand, it would appear, without the support of the

pencil. It is by the author of “ Cavendish.”

Heads of the People,

The Head of the Heads announces a new series. This

concludes with undiminished vigour and spirit, with a

paper on the Printer’# Devil
,
a functionary of old stand-

ing and great repute in the world of letters. The sketch

is written by Jerrold in his happiest vein.

Life of Nelson,

A part or half volume of a reprint of Clarke and

Macarthur’s “ Life of Nelson,** lavishly adorned with

naval portraits, has been published by the Messrs Fishers,

exactly in the style of their “ Life of Wellington.**

The Voluntary System,

This is a Prize Essay, written in reply to Dr Chal-

mers* late Agitation Lectures on Church Establishments.

The author is the Rev. Joseph Angus, the pastor of

a Dissenting congregation in London. The prise, of

one hundred guineas, was offered by The Protestant So-

ciety for the Protection of Religious Liberty, and was

adjudged to the author of this treatise by the Rev. Dr

Raffles, the Rev. Dr Pye Smith, and William Tooke,

Esq.—a sufficient proof, we conceive, of its merits.

From the notes and illustrations appended, we learn

that the number of what are called Protestant Dissenting

chapels in England and Wales is about 7*500; but if

those of Catholics, Jews, Quakers, and Unitarians be

included, then the number is 8,700, attended by at least

three millions of persons. The money raised, voluntarily,

for the support of the Dissenting clergy, averaging their

salaries at £120 a-year each, is about a million ; but

the average of £120 is probably too low—certainly it

would be much too low if applied even to poor Scotland.

This is independently of what is spent in building and

repairing chapels, &c. The Dissenting body raise up-

wards of another million yearly for missions, schools,

Bible societies, and benevolent institutions. They pay

from fifteen to twenty thousand a-year for the education

of their ministers. The Quakers—a small body numeri-

cally—are compelled to pay £14,000 a-year to the State

Church—are “spoiled of their goods** annually to that

amount. The sums which the Dissenters must pay to the

Church—the “ millions** paid would, as here stated, soon

pover the whole country with meetings. We must glean

a sample of the Essay, though It should only be a brief

and mutilated one :

—

Every country in Europe has had its Puritans-

-

men
bearing a closeresemblance to the early Christians—against

whom the malice of the populace has been directed, by the

same arts ofcalumny and detraction, and, in all instances,

by the same church, the endowed. Catholics, Protestants,

Churchmen and Dissenters, have been alike guilty.

Once vest them with State power, and, in self-defence,

they become “Papists,** and, if possible, crush every

opposite sect. If they have influence with the legisla-

ture, and if the minds of men be M sleeping,** they impel it

to persecute ; or, if that expedient fail them, they try to

stir up the popular mind by contrivance and management

—a kind of persecution more serious, as it cripples the

usefulness of the sufferers without awakening on their

side the sympathies of the virtuous.

This animosity of the endowed we reckon among the

essentials of an establishment, because its causes are

permanent. The interests of the favourite sect, and the

interests of the dissenter are ever opposed. That each

man is bound to exercise his judgment in matters of re-

ligion, and to acknowledge no other guide ; that the

emoluments of Christiau ministers should be confined to

the voluntary contributions of the people ; that the reli-

gion of the State is not necessarily the religion of the

subject—are maxims so obviously consistent with reason

and Scripture, so clearly involved in dissent, and so

grossly violated by the existent system, that it cannot be

but feared u The Church’* will vanish before them. Under

these circumstances, the worth and the devotedness of

Dissenters serve only (we speak of tendencies) to make
them more hated, because more formidable. Had they

been immoral only—Papists in sentiment, Athiests in

practice—they might still have been regarded as the

sons of the Church ; but now they are “ worse than

heathens.** Their dissent is a crime that must be aban-

doned before it can be forgiven.

It will be observed that throughout we have looked upon

Establishments, not so much as they are, but as they

might be, if human nature were perfect, power never

abused, injustice never resisted ; and, even under this

form, it has been found that they are eminently anti-

Christian and unjust. By patronizing one sect or opinion,

they punish all others. They compel all to contribute,

for the maintenance of the opinions of the endowed,

money and influence ; while they deny to the Dissenter,

who believes his own faith to be the faith of the Bible,

all share in them. In Italy the penalty of dissent is pro.

scription or imprisonment ; in Spain it is banishment

or death ; in England it is loss of influence, of property,

of character ; in all, men are punished for doing m God

has commanded—searching the Scriptures, and judging

for themselves—for exercising one of ths most sacred

prerogatives of our nature ; a prerogative which it is both

impiety and injustice to invade.

Following out this line of argument, the essayist shews

that the influence of State churches is always unfavour-

able to the liberties of the People ; that under tyrannical

governments dissent is almost wholly unknown, and

that in our own country the clergy have ever been the

enemies of freedom—that High Church is the epithet

applied to arbitrary maxims of State policy ; and, lastly

that Guizot has lately declared that unless Catholicism is

established in Fiance, the throne of the barricades, the

“ semi-despotism” of Louis Philippe, is insecure; “No
Bishop, no King,** is indeed an old maxim. But the in-

fluence of State churches, also fosters the spirit of rebel-

lion ; for if Government be against its subjects, it must

be expected that the subjects will be against the Govern-

ment. Our author, after shewing the immense evil which

the violation of the principles of toleration, or of full re-

ligious equality, has inflicted upon Christian countries,

and upon mankind, by bloody wars and persecutions, pro-

ceeds to shew the injurious effects of established or domi-

nating sects to Christianity ; and then to the refutation of
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the special argument* of Dr Chalmers, Mr Gladstone, and

the other modem advocates of Establishment*. His rea-

soning is throughout close and lucid—a great advantage

which he possesses over some of his verbose and resound-

ing opponents.

A Manualfir Mechanics' Institutions.

This volume is published under the superintendence of

the 8ociety fbr the Diffusion of Useful knowledge. It

treats of those subjects most important to the successful

establishment and prosperity of Mechanics* Institutions.

It commences with a brief history of the origin of these

useful associations, and deals at large with their various

objects, internal regulations, and economy. Rules for

government, outlines of lectures, and a catalogue of

books (which we fully agree with the noble chairman and

the secretary in thinking a very imperfect one) are given,

and a great variety of miscellaneous information, and valu-

able hintsare brought together. It appears the leading de-

fect of nearly all these institutions, that but a small pro-

portion of the whole members are either mechanics, or

operatives of any class. Their main body appears to be

shopmen and clerks. But it is good to have any class of

young men brought within the reach, and under the in-

fluence of knowledge, and in the way of forming good

habits.

We, for many concurring reasons, recommend this

book to the attention of the promoters of early and adult

education. There can be no question about the excellent

intentions of those who put it forth ; nor yet that a few

months of wholesome agitation, personally carried on by

them throughout the country, would do more to farther

their object than all the volumes they can put forth.

George Pox, John Wesley, John Howard, Thomas

Clarkson, nay Mr Owen and Mr O'Connell, are all aware

of this fact, and had they not acted upon it they had

never, by all their written and published epistles, founded

sects and effected grand reforms. The parts must be

more strongly moved before they will respond to the

central body. One proof is, that to a circular addressed

by the Society to the various Mechanics1 Institutions, and

similar bodies in Great Britain, very few answers have

been returned. If the schoolmaster would be greatly

effective, the schoolmaster must come abroad.

An Inquiry into the Morbid Effects of the Defi-

ciency of Food. By Baron Richard Howard,
M. D.

We have here a powerful if indirect argument for the

abolition of the Corn-Laws; and the taxes on meat,

butter, cheese, &c., kc^ by a medical practitioner in

Manchester, and physician to some of its charitable in-

stitutions. No possible situation could afford the medi-

cal observer on the evil consequences of deficient food

—

whether moral, physical* or intellectual—a wider field

of investigation. Among the consequences of deficient

food, is the languor and final decay of appetite. Were
the gnawings of hunger continued to be experienced with

the same acuteness that they are felt upon incidental pri-

vation, by those who are at all times well fed, Dr Howard
is of opinion that hunger would break through stone

walls* and “that violations of the law would be much
more frequent, during periods of general distress, than

they are now.'* The array of evils which he musters, as

the consequence of deficiency of food among the working

clames, is formidable and even appalling to humanity.

This alone is the direct cause of many diseases ; and, in

particular, of nervous diseases, low fever, infant death,

from various diseases, and of the death of old people,

and of poor women nursing their children too long. To
deficiency of food Dr Howard imputes much of the

listlesinera and torpor of the mental faculties remarked

among the labouring poor $ and the moral effects are

equally certain and deplorable. The ill-fed man “ becomes

gloomy and dispirited ; his physical exhaustion so para-

lyses the energies of his mind, that he has neither the

disposition nor the power to make an effort to amist him-

self; and he would rather dose away his time, and

perish, than rouse himself to any exertion.*
1 Dr H.

aptly illustrates the depressing influence of inadequate

nutrition on the mind by several passages from Captain

Franklin's narrative. Under our title of“An Able

Medical Argument for the Instant Abolition of the Corn-

Laws,” we commend this treatise on the prevalence of

starvation among the working classes, to the especial

attention of legislators and landowners.

Everett’s Memoirs of the Rev . Daniel Isaac.

This book will bs of considerable interest to the Wes-

leyan Methodists, among whom Mr Isaac, a man of

strong character, was an eminent and influential preacher.

It gives considerable insight into the domestic life

of the lower and middle classes of England. With
their flocks, the Methodist preachers corns into more

intimate contact, and interfere more in their personal and

private affairs than any clergy, save the Romish priests.

Mr Isaac did good service at one period in putting down,

at considerable personal risk, a secret association of a

dangerous nature, among the colliers. They were organ-

ized into “ The Brotherhood,'* as they termed it, about

the same time as the Luddites, and for nearly the same

objects. The single object of all combinations of colliers

seems a rise of wages, or more pay and less work. It is

idle to describe them as political. Bnt though Mr Isaac

acted the part of a Boanerges in putting down their unlaw-

ful and mischievous societies, he was the true friend of

his flock. Once, while he was stationed at Leicester, a

seosou of great commercial depression occurred, and the

Rev. Robert Hall and Mr Isaac preached and made collec-

tions, in behalf of the suffering throughout the winter.

Trade became brisk when the spring set in ; and the mas-

ters now wished the men who had been starving fbr want
of work to labour night and day: « No,'’ said Mr Isaac

to the men, “ twelve hours are sufficient fbr any man to

work ; proceed farther, and yon will again glut the war*-

houses, and your masters will redoes you to aevee shil-

lings a-wsek, and place yon where you were.** His

sympathies were always on the side of the working-man,
though his opinions were sometimes erroneous. He im-

agined—strange delusion !—that the Corn-Laws keep up
wages. Mr Isaac was, notwithstanding, aman of strong

common sense,andofroughJohn-Bullish humotzr. Among
his antipathies was the modern system offemale boarding*

school edueation for the middle classes. “ I have but a
poor opinion,** he once said to a friend at Sheffield, u of

the present mode of educating female* MademmseUe
receives lessons in French, mnsie, and dancing, at some
£60 a-year, without any probability whatever of tbs

said accomplishments being rendered available to any
fature advantage. It suits neither a rich nor yet a posr

man’s daughter j—too little is attained frequently In tbs

former clam, and toe mnch in the latter. Oh, I quits

forgot
|
tbs hsarth-rng and ths bsll-ropas ! Half-a-yeer

and £20 spent in fabricating belLropes ! I tell thee,

Friend Welch, fbr half the money, I could buy as

much rope as will serve Newgate and the Old Balky

to the Millenium P Among bis many muistml^
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Mr Isaac, « the polemic ditto®,* had one with the protin*

cial Phrenologists, where triumph was, perhaps, not diffi-

cult. He teased them by asking where, among the powers

of the human mind, the Governor, the Regulator, Reatony

was locatedP_and accounted for all the nonsense of the

New Science from Reason having no local habitation,

either in the creed or on the skull. Though not with,

out some of the small blemishes, or rather distinctive

marks of his sect and calling, Mr Isaac was both a good

and an able man, full of life and energy
;
possessing and

exercising the power of independent thought upon most

subjects.

The Heavenly Doctrine.

Charles Louis Duke of Normandy, the son (soi-

disant) of Louis XVI., taking the hint of Guizot, has

come out upon the world in the character of the founder

of a new faith ! It is neither that of St Simon, of Baron

Swedenborg, nor Joanna Southcote ; but one specially

revealed to this unfortunate scion of royalty, who, we

suppose, is the same individual that was nearly assassin-

ated a few months back, though he seems to bear a

charmed life. The revelation of “ The Heavenly

Doctrine** was made to the Duke by three Angels. He
put a variety of questions on points which troubled

him, and received detailed explanations and new lights

upon the whole New Testement, to a series of friendly

familiar dialogues with the said angels. The revelation

is literally translated from the French of the Duke, by

one of the disciples of “ The Heavenly Doctrine,** Charles

de Copan. We fear the angels are (doctrinally at least)

not quite orthodox ; and, indeed, their avowed object is

« to expose the errors and impostures of the Church of

Rome,*’ on which they preach some clever short ser-

mons. The angels seem to have very little faith in, or

respect for, the revealed record of the Acts of the Apostles ;

and of the whole of the Epistles the angels give a new

free translation.
^

This divine revelation concludes

with a scheme of ecclesiastical polity and internal church

discipline which contains some excellent provisions, who-

ever suggested them. Though there are to be no digni-

taries in “ The Catholic Evangelical Church”—the only

title being Pastor—its affairs are to be administered by

a supreme Central Council, the members of which are

to receive £.2,000 a-year each for their labours. This cu-

rioussummaryof “ The HeavenlyDoctrine” is subscribed

by two persons, formerlyRomanCatholic priests: a lawyer,

formerly a Catholic, and theDuke himself, as u Protect-

or of the Catholic and Evanoelical Church.”

It is right to say, that we have given this divine revel-

ation of “ The Heavenly Doctrine** but a very hasty and

cursory perusal, though we do not misrepresent it. The

Duke has had many more revelations. Some concerning

the future state of the soul, and other obscure points

;

hut his interpreterjustly thinks that “ The Heavenly Doc-

trine” should take precedence, and that one branch of the

revelation is enough at a time.

The Life of Marcus Tullius Cicero. Family

Library, No LXIX. Tegg, London.

This life is written by Mr Hollings, whose memoir of

Gustavus Adolphus lately struck us much, by the unex-

pceted liberality and enlightened philosophy with which

the memoirs of a military hero were treated.

The memoirs of the great Roman orator and statesman

are comprehensive, and compiled with talent, pains, and

Judgment, and with that amiable prepossession for the

hero, which always contributes to the agreeableness, ifnot

always to the fidelity of biography. This is altogether a
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volume which may well supply the place of more bulky

|

and ambitious works.

I

Memoirs of George Fox. 12mo. Pp. 323.

I
Because, as we presume, the remarkable founder of the

Quakers* Society never attended any University, and knew

not a word of Greek or Latin, he has been regarded by

nearly every writer on the history of religious sects in

this country as far beneath Wesley and Whitefleld. At

best we can imagine no other reason ; for in original

power of mind, in flaming zeal, and indefatigable energy,

he equalled, if he did not surpass either of those eminent

men. That the sect which he founded in the face of far

greater difficulties than those with which the first Me-

thodists had to contend, has not become much more nu-

merous, we take to be owing partly to the strictness of its

social discipline, but in a much greater degree to the want

of a regular and paid body of ministers. The experiment

of George Fox was a bold one ; but the world was not

ripe for it, nor is it yet ripe. Quakerism was a religion

too spiritualized for the multitude. It was the antipodes

of Popery, a faith without a ritual ; or, as its opponents

have falsely said, without a worship. Hence the Society

of Friends, though always a highly respectable body, has

never increased its numbers. Nor are we certain but

that there were numerically as manyFriends, and Friends*

meetings towards the close of the career of George Fox, as at

this day. It is a small sect, and uses no means to extend

itself ; instead of which, the world says it has become

apathetic aud exclusive.

This memoir of Fox is not by any means a perfect work.

It would appear to have been compiled by different writers,

and a very long historical preface it would have l*en bet-

.

ter to have abridged, and thrown part of it into the Life.

The Lite is properly an analysis, with very copious extracts

from other memoirs, and from Fox’s diaries and narra-

tives. Probably, from reverential feelings, the writer has

withheld nearly everything characteristic of the early years

of Fox’s ministry,when his enthusiasm often took the shape

of extravagance or madness. Yet it was madness with

method, and adopted to bring the doctrines which he

taught into notice. He often travelled with a friend,

and on coming into a town, his fellow apostle would

preach in the streets, and be arrested before George had

left the inn. “ He would soon learn the fate of his friend,

and by a bold remonstrance against this uncourteous

treatment of strangers, obtain his release.**— “ Such

occurrences gave opportunity for discourse with the prin-

cipal men of the place, drew the people about them, and

thus furnished opportunity to impress the doctrines of

truth with good effect.** The modern Quakers have ap-

parently abjured all the eccentric practices of their

Founder; that “ bold soldier of Jesus Christ,** who
Walked intrepidly into the steeple-houses, the courts of

justice, or the chamber of the First Magistrate, denounc-

ing all unrighteousness, and proclaiming the truth of the

Gospel in its uncorrupted simplicity.

The volume contains an epitome of the doctrines and

discipline of the Quakers, which are nearly the same as

Fox left them. He started as a reforming apostle in the

year 1645, at the age of twenty-one, with very slender

attainments, but with a native force of character and

ardour of temperament which hid the defects of his educa-

tion until he had surmounted them. In the course of his

incessant travels, George Fox visited the West Indies and

America. He planted societies both in Ireland and Scot-

land, and frequently visited them. The first person that

joined him, the second Quaker, was a woman named
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Elisabeth Hooton in Nottinghamshire ; and other mem-
bers were received, whom the Friends would now, we im-

agine, feel some scruples about receiving. What meek,

peaceful Frieod of our days, would come forward testify-

ing against the covetousness of the clergy, or deploring

that merchandise was made of the Gospel, clergymen

receiving pecuniary recompense for preaching, and leav-

ing their flocks and places for a higher salary, pleading

a call to the Lord u so to do.” The first Friends were

a strong-hearted and plain-spoken people. “ Oh,” says

Fox, “the vast sums of money that are got by the

trade they make of the Scriptures, and by their preach-

ing, from the highest bishop to the lowest priest ! Which

trade in the world is comparable to it, notwithstanding

the Scriptures were given out freely ?** Fox, in the course

of his long ministrations, suffered many severe im-

prisonments, but no persecution could quell his seat

When a young man, a clergyman, advised him to smoke

tobacco and dance with the girls ; or, as another account

goes, to sing psalms, in order to banish his despondency.

Once he had an interview with Cromwell, who seemed as

if he desired to gain him over ; and when he was dis.

charged from one of his many imprisonments, ordered

him to dine with the company at Court. But Fox
would not “ eat of his bread, nor drink of his drink.**

When the Protector was told this, he said—<{ Now,
I see there is a people risen that I cannot win either

with gifts, honours, offices, or places ; but all other

sects and people I can.** This was, indeed, a sect not

likely to increase. Keeping on the hat, and refusing to

take oaths, or pay tithes, were the cause of incessant per-

secution to the Friends, besides those other causes from

which every class of Dissenters then suffered. Once, while

Fox was in prison, a Friend went to Oliver Cromwell,

and offered to lie in prison himself instead Of Fox, if the

Protector would accept him. Cromwell turned to his

Council, and asked, “ which of you would do as much
for me, if I were in the same condition f

n George Fox

seemed to have real pleasure in posing and irritating the

clergy at their frequent interviews, both by his questions

and replies. As he advanced in life, his extravagances

of conduct were corrected, but his seal and piety never

knew abatement. We could have wished for a better

popular Life of this extraoadinary man ; but this, with

all its imperfections and omissions, possesses great value.

Guide down the Danube from Pari* to the Medi-
terranean

, from Vienna to Constantinople, <5fc.,

<$c.,
<5
fc, ; also. The Route to India by Egypt.

By R. T. Claridge, Esq. New Edition. ^
A useful book this, we make no question, to those

who are about to take thejourneys to which it affords a

guide ; but, though its descriptions are lively and com-

prehensive, they are, from its plan, too concise for stay-

at-home people. This is no reproach, but rather a com-

mendation to a Guide-Book. Oue most useful feature is

tables of charges, which no Guide-Book should be with-

out. As a specimen of the minute nature of the work,

and a curiosity in its way, we copy out the nett disburse-

ments of a journey from London to Constantinople, by

different routes

DISBURSEMENTS.
In order to shew clearly how the journey sketched out

in the following pages is to be made at the very moderate
cost assumed as the maximum, viz. £100, it will he ne-

cessary, first, to fix a sum for daily hotel expenses ; and
next, to point out the cost of conveyance from one point

to another.

It is difficult, if not impossible, for one person to deter-

mine the expenditure of another, for in travelling, as in

all other things, that depends upon individual disposition

and taste. The object of these remarks, therefore, is to

direct those who wish to see a great deal, at the least pos-

sible cost, consistent with comfort and enjoyment, and
who, having resolved upon a journey of this description,

for the purpose of making themselves acquainted with the

physical, domestic, and political state of the various coun-

tries embraced in it, are prepared to conform to the cus-

toms of their respective inhabitants ; to join the public

tables, where such are to be found ; and, in feet, whilst

at “ Rome to do as Rome does.**

This being assumed, the ordinary daily outlay, la most
of the states through which the traveller will pass, may
be estimated pretty accurately as follows :

—

1.—France—excepting the capital—bed. Is. 8d. ;

breakfast, lOd. ; dinner, including wine, 2s. 6<L ; tea,

lOd. ;—6s lOd. a-day.

2.

—Switzerland and Lombardy. At expensive hotels

here, the bed is 2s. fid. 5 the dinner, 3s. 4d. ; other things

being about the same as in France ; making 7s. 6d. a-day.

3.

—Bdgium,4he Rhineland Germany. Here the ex-

penses are 20 or 30 per cent. less. The steam-boats on
the Danube are well served at the following charges :

—breakfast, 9<L ; dinner. Is. 6d. ; supper, It 3d, wine
included 3s. 6<L a-day.

4

—

Orsova, where two or three days are passed, bed,

lOtL; breakfast, 4d. ; dinner, Is. ; supper, IOd.; 3a. the

day.

6.—Gelatn to Constantinople. While on board the

vessel, the cost will be one dollar a-day; in Constanti-

nople, where articles are considered dear, the cost will be

double this sum.
6 At Smyrna, there are several excellent boarffing-

houses, the charge at which is one dollar a-day.

7—At Athens, where there are several good hotels, tbs

expenses, while remaining there, will not exceed two
dollars a day. On the journey from Athens to Patras,

and whilst there, provisions will not cost more than a
dollar a-day.

8.—From Patras to Marseilles, Trieste, or Ancona, on
board steamers, the charges are 5s. a.day ; but if quaran-

tine be finished on board an Austrian brig, then 3a a-day

is charged.

Thus, when the number of nights spent in travelling

—

the trifling daily expenses incurred in descending the

Danube—the non-necessity for extra expenditure on board

ship—and the absence of all occasion for excess in Greece

and Turkey, are taken Into account, an average of one

dollar (4s. 2d.) a-day, will be seen to be the owurtssaim of

the cost for provisions, domiciles, Ac. ; and as parties are

supposed to lose no time in reaching one of the places of

embarkation, viz. Marseilles, Vienna, Ancona, or Trieste,

three months will be ample time in which to complete

the tour. But in order to provide for servants and other

contingencies, 8a per day is assumed as the amount of

expense ; and as every facility is now afforded for moving
from one place to another, the calculation of time mad#
will be found ample for the purpose of completing the

journey. Thus, those who understand travelling, and
who desire to undertake an economical journey, will be

able to determine how for this may be effected ; while

those unaccustomed to it, will perceive that something is

allowed for their inexperience.

Let us now sum up these separate expenses 5—
£ s. d.

Provisions, Ac. for three months, at 8s. per

day, 36 0 0
The expense from London to either of the

the three places of embarkation differs but

little, none exceeds • . • . 11 0 9
From Vienna to Orsova, - • • 3 18 6
Carriage from thence to Mehadia and back, 0 8 0
From Orsova to Constantinople, . . 7 18 0
Guide for a week at Constantinople, . 1 10 0
Horses for self and guide to Belgrade, • 0 8 6
Visit to Broussa and back, • • 4 4 0
Horse to the Giant Mountains, from Scutari, 0 3 0

Carry forward, £66 9 6
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Brought forward, £66
Steam-boat from Constantinople to Smyrna, 3
Horses for self and guide from Smyrna to

Ephesus and back, . . . . 1

Steamer from Smyrna to Syra, . i 1

Syra to Athens, . . • . 0
Guide two days in Athens, . . • 0
Boat to Efina and Epidorus, , • 1

Two horses to Napoli di Romania, . . 0
Carriage from Napoli to Argos and back, 0
Horses for self and baggage to Corinth, • 0
Boat from Corinth to Patras, touching at Sa-

lons, and horse from thence to Delphi and
back, •••••• 2

Patras to Trieste, touching at Corfu, « 7
Prom Trieste to England, • 12

9

7

5
16

16

8
0
8
6

8

18

10

0

6
2

0
0
9
0
0
6
0
6

0
0
0

£98 12 5
To this let us add a visit to Zante, and from

thence to Corfu and Ancona, by the steam-
boat, instead of going direct to Trieste;

this would be an additional expense of, . 3 14 0

Making a total expenditure of, • £102 6 6

Thus, it will be seen, that a single traveller, (whose in-

dividual expenses are greater than they would be if he
travelled with others,) though diverging from the direct

roato and taking the best place in tbe public conveyances,

and denying himself nothing to make his journey of the

most agreeable description, would find, upon his return

home to England, a small balance remaiuing out of the

£100 set apart for his tour; or if he made the additional

trip to Zante, &c», the excess would be about £2.
COST OX THE USUAL ROUTES.

£ s. d.

1. London to Paris, « • . 2 2 0
Paris to Marseilles, • • 3 6 8

£5 8 8

2.—London to Paris, • . • £2 2 0
Paris (by way of Geneva) to Milan,

(140 francs,) . . . . 5 16 8
Milan (by way of Geneva) to Venice,

(33£ francs,) • . . . 1 7 11

Venice to Trieste, by steam-boat, (22 &

francs,) • 0 18 9

£10 5 4

There are three or four more routes to Vienna laid

down, but these we need not notice. The estimated ex-

pense of travelling is about the same by each—about

£10. The route by Paris and Strasburg is the moat ex-

pensive—that by Frankfort and Munich the cheapest ; for

France is avoided.

History of the Campaign in France in 1814.

Translated from the Russian of A. Mikhailof-

aky-Danielefsky.

It is a new and good thing under the sun to see Eng-

lish literature indebted, in any shape, to Russia. The
author is not only a native Russian general, but a mem-
ber of the Imperial Senate. He acted as an aid-de-camp

to tbe Emperor Alexander in the campaign which he de-

scribes ; and the reader may be tolerably well pre-assured

that nothing will be found in his narrative that can by

possibility offend any Russian Emperor, past, present, or

to come. The narrative* indeed, glorifies the whole

Russian army. We have not much space for extracts,

but one must bo given as a cariosity. The Russian

general having elaborately shewn that the defeat of the

Russians, with great loss, in the affair of Champanbert,

was entirely owing to <( the erroneous dispositions'* of

jQld Blucher—and, if his statements are received at their

given value, to something more culpable than error of

judgment in the veteran—he proceeds

Prussian writers, in their desire to justify Blucher, lay

the blame of the disaster on Olsoofief, who, having re-

ceived positive orders to take Champanbert, could not
decline fighting. Blncher's glory will retain its lustra

for ages, even if he made a few mistakes in the course of

his briiliaut military career. His laurels will not fade*

and we do homage to them with the greater pleasure that

they were mostly bought with Russian blood. Napoleon
desiring to see Olsoofief, invited him to sup with him ;

but, as the general had difficulty in expressing himself in

tbe French language, Napoleon sent for Poltoraaky, and
the following dialogue took place:—

4< How many were you in the field to-day ?”
“ Three thousand and ninety men, and twenty-four

guns."
u Nonsense !—that cannot he ; yon had at least 18,000

men."
u A Russian officer does not speak nonsense—J have

told you the truth ; besides there are other persons from
whom you cau learn the same thing ; then, I hope, you
will be convinced Russians do not lie.*'

Napoleon scowled, and, after a short silence* said—
“ If what yon assert he true, it may be said, to your
honour, that Russians aioae can fight so desperately ; I

could have pledged my head you were at least 18,000."
" For all that, I am a prisoner."
“ What does that signify; your Emperor has fifty of

my generals prisoners, as good as you. But granting

that, I have destroyed you without great honour, as my
troops fought with yours a whole day"—

After a little boasting on the part of Napoleon, which

we pass, he entered on his late disastrous campaigns ; and

ended by saying—
“ Your old fox, Kntusof, deceived me by his march on

our flanks."

He carried hie playful humour so for, that Poltoraaky
now and then disputed with him, and said, among other
things, that the French had burned Moscow. The ex-

pression seemed unpleasant to Napoleon, who answered—

•

“ What ! the French ? that act of barbarism was the

work of you Russians."
“ When yon took possession of Moscow, and when all

order was at end, it may be said that both the French
and the Russians burned it; bat I must frankly tell

you, tbe Russians, so far from regretting the catastrophe,

reflect with pride on the burning of their ancient capital,

and can soon build another."

Napoleon continued to grow warmer. " It was a
barbarous doed, and a stain on the nation. I took
Berlin, Madrid, and Vienna, and no such thing hap-
pened."

« The Russians don't regret it, and are delighted with
the results." Napoleon stamped with his foot, and
ordered the prisoner to leave the room.

But the Emperor recovered his temper, sent Flahaut
after the Russian prisoner, and loaded him with compli-

ments; and again began a train of interrogatories, to all

of which Poltorasky had but one answer—" I don't

know." Thus baffled, Napoleon said—" Why does yonr
Emperor not everywhere employ his own excellent

troops, and not the Germans, whom I could annihilate

in half an hour; while I have been fighting with you
for a whole day."

“ You ask me about the position of our army—that is

a secret. To us tbe will of the Emperor is sacred, send

us where he may.”
" A gallant soldier says everything that comes upper-

most."
“ Our oath to our Emperor forbids that"

Here Napoleon, displaying an intercepted order from

Blucher to Olsoofief, desiring him on no account to

retire from Champanbert, exclaimed— " Here is your

drunkard Blucher ! Did he know I was here? Where

I am there are a hundred thousand more." The Russian

was proof against all Napoleon's arte, the uniform answer
being, <* I don't know."
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In this campaign the Russian Emperor ii everything •

and Prussians, English, and Austrians, sink into insigni-

ficance. The Parisians come forth to meet the Emperor
with enthusiasm—“ Here he is 1 Here is Alexander 1

How graciously he nods to ns ! With what kindness he

speaks to ns I
1* i

• . • . The French, who had pictured to themselves

the Russians worn out by long campaigns and hard

fightingt aa speaking a language altogether unknown
to them, and dressed in a wild outlandish fashion, could

scarce believe their eyes, when they saw the smart Rus-
sian uniforms, the glittering arms, the joyous expression

of the men, their healthy countenances, and the kind
deportment of the officers. The smart repartees of the

latter in the French language completed their astonish-

ment. “ You are not Russians,’' said they to us, “ you
are surely emigrants.” The report of the incredible ac-

complishments of the conquerors flew from mouth to

mouth. The praises of the Russians knew no bounds {

the women from the windows and balconies welcomed
us, by waving their handkerchiefs ; and from one end of

Paris [to the other ?] the ery of “ Long live Alexander !

Long live the Russians !" was uttered by a million voices.
u Reign over us,” said they, u or

give ua a monarch like yourself.”

The ecstasy of the Parisians did not stop here, nor yet

the glorification of the Russian Emperor. We never

hear a word all the while of Lord Castlereagh, save to

learn how the Emperor snubbed the British Plenipoten-

tiary ; and there seems to have been no such man then

known as an Arthur Wellesley. This is all as it should

be. Easter Sunday was the especial day of the Em-
peror's glory. Accompanied by many foreigners, among

whom were French marshals and generals, the Emperor

publicly performed his devotions on the Place Louis XV.
where an altar waserected on the spot where Louis XVI.

had been beheaded ; and there the Emperor knelt down.
M This was truly the day of the triumph of Alexander's

piety. Both in ancient and modern times, have king-

doms been conquered, but never before was seen an ex-

ample of a conqueror, in the midst of a foreign capital,

naming himself the mere instrument of Providence, and

giving the glory of his success to God. When prayers

were over, the roar of the Russian cannon resounded

throughout Paris.” This Russian writer forgets that

Suwaroff gave glory to God for the sack of Ismail, and

for every other bloody atrocity that he committed. The
Russians are all pious ; and what a Charlatan was this

Alexander. In England he tricked the saints, and even

mystified the Quakers. From the narrative of his aid-de-

camp, one might imagine that itwas solely by his clemency

that France was not treated like Poland, and Paris like

Ismail and Warsaw. On the same day the pious Em-
peror decorated his old coxcomical tutor, La Harpe, with

the ribbon of St Andrew, and Madame, surrounded by a

large party, burst into tears ! The Russian General pro-

ceeds very characteristically. u The newspapers were at

this time almost exclusively filled with articles about the

Emperor Alexander ; indeed it seemed as if Paxis had

ceased to think of the other allies. The French, whose

most celebrated writers had been preaching infidelity for

a whole century, were much astonished to observe the

piety of the Emperor and the Russians." They were all,

like their religious Emperor, mere instruments in the

hand of Providence ; and a medal was worn by the sol-

diers ae a reward of merit, with the eye of Providence

on cme side, and on the other—“ Not unto us, not unco

us, bu t unto Thy name I" The magnanimity and piety

of the Kmperor was the burden of every journal, and the

theatres rung nightly with “ Long live the Russians !"

What ptjy that they were ever obliged to go away,

The English translate# excuses himself from attempting

the translation of some of the panegyrics and laudatory

addresses pronounced by the Savant of Paris. Their

“ fustian phrases” could not be rendered into plain honest

English. The vernacular speech wont bear such fulsome

stuff, though we have seen the English language pretty

hard tried of late in the same sort of service.

Haydon on Academies of Art,

Mr Haydon has been at war with that great self-

elected corporation, the Royal Academy, for nearly

thirty years, and yet the ardour of his hostility has not

abated one jot. To the principle of nursery hot-

beds, forcing houses for Art, he is decidedly opposed,

and consequently, to Academies wheresoever found

;

but he [has also a pet prejudice, a peculiar antipathy,

a burning indignation, against that institution which,

he argues, debases and crushes art in Britain, and

which he has found personally injnrioon Haalitt has

argued the same question on broader grounds, and un-

biassed by personal irritation, and arrived at the tame con-

clusion. Genius in art has uniformly risen to its greatest

splendour before it was trammelled and suffocated by aca-

demies ; and art has everywhere languished and decayed

where the incorporated body has come to press like aa

incubus upon its native energies. Mr Haydon, as we
think, is so thoroughly sound in the fundamental prin-

ciple, that it is not worth while to cavil at the sweeping

extent of some of his minute deductions. For the excep-

tions it matters little, while he can establish the rule,

—

and demonstrate the fact that

All over Europe, self-election, non-respourbility, ex-

clusive monopoly, and state honours (in art) have had
the same effect ; all over Europe, men of the greatest

talents and consequence have been destroyed, while men
of moderate abilities, because they were members of such
bodies, have lived in affluence and employment.
On this ground it was, that I commenced war with all

academies which extend beyond the ordinary school, in

other matters of education ; and have not, I appeal to

you, the disclosures before the committee of art justified

hostilities ?

It has taken twenty-six years to accomplish thia desi-

deratum, and it will take as long again, till the full in-
tent of the principle of opposition can be reasonably
worked to a conclusion: the country is advancing rapidly
to enter into this question

;
and schools of design, which

ought always to be the first step, are superseding exhibi-
tions, which ought to be the last.

As the nobility get enlightened by lectures on art, and
the people increase in knowledge and tact, do you think
the fire will go out, when this generation has passed
away ? Indeed ii will not. A race is gradually preparing
itself, and will be doing it, whilst apparently the an may
sink or stand still ; and by and by some genius will

arise, greater than any in our own times, who will carry
the budding principles now alive to their full intensity

and power. The time will come when Britain will shake
off the local obstructions of the reformation, and its

genius shine out on Europe, cleared of the superstitious

of the Papists, of the idolatry of the Greeks ; retaining

the beauties of both without the absurdities of either, end
carrying art on, on sounder moral principles than it has

ever yet shewn itself to the world.

Every man will join in this prayer.

Mr Haydon has dilated upon the enoreutire of the

Royal Academy from its birth-day. Its mean jnelousies

and paltry intrigues ere certainly eufficientlysontemptiMfr
yet it is hard thus to visit the iniquities ofthe fathers upon

the children. Their vehement denouncer will my, that it ii

a righteous punishment, as the innate wickedness of the

parent-head is displayed with equal virulence in the pre-

sent generation* He therefore testifies again* sendsmi-
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cUnaofe#ry feneration, like an old Covenanter ; anathe-

matizes, excommunicates them, for forcing Reynolds to

resign, expelling Barry, and ill-using “ Wilkie, Martin,

Lough,” and why not Haydon ? He accuses them

—

). Because it is their acknowledged principle that the

nit is a iking they hare a right to keep to themselves !•

2. Prom their opposing the advance of artists, by
denying them the just privileges which other bodies

grant.

3. I accuse them of not only wishing to keep back
the nation, but of the selfish desire to mislead their

taste, by ssnetioning the publication of the infamous
Catalogue Raisonnd, in which all the greatest names
were abused; and by which the liberal patrons were
disgusted.

4. I accuse them of hating distinguished talent, by
forcing Reynolds to resign, expelling Barry, and de-

grading Wilkie and Martin.

6. Of detesting high art, and of a mean fear of its

ultimate triumph, by chilling the Government, and never

as a body having come forward to influence the Govern-
ment to assist it.

6. By their always giving portraits the best situations

In their annual show, and never prominently bestowing
rank on historical pictures by good places, unless till

forced by shame and reproaches.

These are grave accusations—but now to another proof.
u And lastly, their interference in the School of Design

for the mechanic, to prevent his knowing the figure

—

such a winding up of selfishness as would scarcely ever

have been imagined but by myself.”

Art was at the lowest ebb about 1805, when Wilkie ap-

peared in London, and redeemed its disgrace. Mr Hay-
don assigns the rapid advance of art since that time to the

perfection of Wilkie's early productions. This may be

going a little too far. The long interval he specifies, has

been one of rapid advancement in many things, and from a

variety of causes. It is more to the point, that Wilkie was

the fostered pupil ef no academy. He had merely studied

at Graham's school in this city, and went from Edinburgh

to London “a finished painter.”

It would appear that the Royal Academy now elect

their Presidents upon the principle, that the want of

genius is to be held a recommendation ! The manner in

which certain afifoirs are managed in England, and indeed

everywhere else, is neatly told in the following passage.

The academicians had, according to Mr Haydon, con-

trived to appropriate to themselves all the substantial

benefits of the parliamentary vote for the National

Gallery, and by their management, for we must not say

intrigues, thus frustrated the public objects of that vote.

In vain, Mr Haydon used his eloquence with Lord Grey

and the other members of the Government, and told them

facts which he was likely to understand fully as well as

they. He predicted to them, he says, what has come to

pass.—But we meant to shew the pointed style in which

Mr Haydon describes the mode by which the Academy

accomplished its object in establishing a new monoply :

—

Why did Mr Spring Rice carry the Academy under

his paternal wings, “ as a hen gathereth her chickens ?”

Why ?—the old curse. The President*)* had successfully

painted him, I believe ! Was it for (his he swore to

carry their body, limbs, and head, through all the doors

of the building ? Was it for Mis he embarrassed the

art of England for another fifty years—and staggered

their taste ? /, without rank, without fortune, without

property, however (indisputable my arguments, however

sell-evident my warnings—whatever were my talents,

humble or powerful—/ was no match for a first lord,

aga inst a Chancellor of the Exchequer and a president

who had successfully painted him. The good I did one

day, was overturned the next ; and on my saying, “ The
# Prom Northcotc.—B.R.H.
t Sir Martin Shoe.

president dines with ths Chancellor of ths Exchequer,
and they go and persuade Lord Grey.” “ That's the

way it's done.” said • • • Yes, that's the way
it was done- ,

Mr Haydon justly complains of the public being still

excluded from those places, which their money has erected,

and he proves from late instances, with what perfect

safety to the objects of art in the gallery, this liberty or

right may be granted

“ Let in the coal-heaver—the pretty servant girl

the industrious mechanic—to give these wretches a taste

for art ! Abominable !” The Queen and Lord John
were defied ; and her Majesty and her Home Secretary

bowed their heads in submission.

At Newcastle, the people were let in : nothing could
exceed their proper behaviour ; And what is more inte-

resting, that historical subjects of the most interest and
highest poetry, were ths subjects about which the brutal

coal-heaver and ignorant mechanic assembled in crowds.

So much for the danger to works of art, if the people

are treated like other human beings !

At the British Museum, 28,000 people passed in, in

one day
;
and since Hampton Court and the Cartoons

have been thrown open, 58 000 have been let in ; and
what injury has accrued to these sublime and fragile

productions ? u Ail this is very true,” say the academi-
cians ;

“ but what loss would accrue to art, if the back
of the Theseus or the dying Ananias were annihilated by
the vulgar touchings of the mob : do you put these pro-

ductions in comparison with the shins of his Majesty's
boot by Sir Martin ? Profanation !”

The Government say they do not mean to use force.

But I say they ought : they had no such delicacy for

Gatton or Old Sarum ; and here is a borough for schedule

A, more rotten, selfish, and corrupt in art than the dirtiest

mud iu Old Sarum's ditch.

Safely entrenched in their new castle, and the public

grown sick of the subject, the Academicians, according

to Mr Haydon, defy the Radicals in art The Whig
Government has become Conservative in art as in po-

lities, and portrait-painting being now the chief object

patronised, “ high art, and sound taste, and schools of

design,” are voted the radicalism of art, and ought to be

discountenanced and put down. According to Mr Hay-

don, the Royal Academy carries the horror of innova-

tion to a prodigious height :

—

To draw the skeleton, and master the muscles befor#

yon paint, is to render yourself suspected of being a
republican; but nothing can be more loyal, nothing

more orthodox, than to paint without knowing the one
or the other. When you see a hand painted as it ought

t
to be, avoid the monster who painted it, he is concerned

Jh a conspiracy to overthrow the throne and the altar

!

Mr Haydon admits that he may be accused of anger, and

suspected of the probability of being less opposed to those

abuses had he profited by them. He hopes that his virtue

would have been found proof, bnt even his fall would

not have altered the facts
;
nor yet the circumstance that

some who once were like him Reformers, are now voci-

ferous R. A. ’e. Mr Haydon vindicates his indignation by

potent argument and clinching facts

Luther was angry, Knox was angry, Wickliffe was
angry; but their anger and their discontent produced

your present happiness, and past freedom and independ-

ence of conscience ! Did my just discontent make the

Academy spend .£19,750 on dinners, and hut £4,686 In

sending students abroad in seventy years ?

LORD BROUGHAM’S PAMPHLETS.
These pamphlets will be in every one's hands before

we have had time to notice them. That on National

Education, in the form of a letter to the Duke of Bed-

ford, was probably written to correct the misapprehension

—the pretended misapprehension we yerily believe—ofhis
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Lordship's speech at the dose of the Session, when, in

sorrow, he surrendered his bill to the discretion and

mercy of Lord Melbourne. The argumentative part of

the T letter it nearly a recapitulation of what Lord

Brougham has been saying on the same topic in the last

and former sessions ; but, feeling this cause deeply and

keenly, a glowing and vehement eloquence distinguishes

the composition which is remarkable even among those

of its author. Unless his Lordship, heading the friends

of Education, shall now come forward like a primitive

apostle, and go about from town to town planting volun.

tary schools—which, if not on the most stable founds-

tion, will be better than none at all—we see nothing

more that can be done. From the Whigs nothing is to

be expected save a driblet of an annual or occasional

grant, to be, in a (great measure, jobbed for patronage.

It is as little to be hoped that Lord Brougham will take

the course which we have indicated, half in sport. We
must, therefore, rest patient with the impulse given, and

to which his voice and pen have powerfully contributed,

until, in some happy distant time, the country, become

stronger in the popular principle—.more Democratic, in

plain terms—may find a Government strong enough

to carry a scheme of National Education which shall

really deserve the name. Meanwhile, we do not despair

of the cause of Education, small as is our hope from

either Whigs or Tories. The physical improvement of

the condition of the people, by the abolition of the

Food-Taxes and the restrictions on trade, will powerfully

tend to promote popular education. Children must have

sufficient food and clothes before they can be well taught.

The cheap postage, which removes the trammels from

mind as well as commerce, will hold out a liberal bounty

on elementary education, and promote knowledge and

improvement in a degree very imperfectly understood

;

and, as to onr successive aristocratic Governments, the

people must have farther instructed them before they are

either capable or willing to educate the People.

DR LANG AND MR POLACK OF NEW ZEALAND.

A long letter has been addressed to us, by Mr Polack, complaining of the misrepresentations and calumnies of Dr
Lang, regarding himself and the Missionaries, in the Letter lately addressed by the Beverend Doctor to the Earl of
Durham, as Governor of the New-Zealand Land Company. This letter we reviewed, and extracted some of tho
passages offensive to Mr Polack. Our natural idea, on receiving Mr Polack's letter, was, if Dr Lang has really tra-

duced and belied Mr Polack and the missionaries, (who have somehow acquired very large estates in New Zealand^
why do they not promptly confute him ? We were not without a previous idea that our reverend countryman
might not be the meekest of ministers, nor even the most charitable of Christians; but newly planted Colonies are
not to be watered with rose-water ; and the unquiet Doctor's qualities may be those most useful to a young and not
altogether immaculate community, however ungraceful to the pastoral office and character. No one can have read,

bit books without obtaining a notion that Dr Lang, partly from principle, and perhaps a good deal from temper, waa
a true son of the church militant ; but hs has had much rough pioneer work to perform, which is not to be got
through without giving offence. We need not here advert to « Mr Polack the Jew's" very unfavourable opinion of
“ Dr Lang the Christian ;** which opinion, according to Mr Polack, is entertained by the whole Colony, where the
Presbyterian Minister would seem to be a kind of pious or political Ishmaelite, with his hand against every man
and every man's hand against him. Moreover, we still consider the Reverend gentleman right in principle in the
Letter which he has addressed to Logd Durham ; but he seems far wrong in details; and he has, if not invented,

adopted facts injurious to the character of Mr Polack and others, which, having extracted, we now feel bound
in justice to contradict. After all, some may say we are only opposing Mr Polack's statements to Dr Lang’s.
The former gentleman ought, however, to be best acquainted with the facts of his own case; and he assures u% in

substance, that instead of « the princely estate" in New Zealand, with which Dr Lang, by a malicious stroke of his

pen, has endowed him, u the utmost extent of all his purchases doss not exceed 1100 acres; and, for this, instead of
buying It for a trifle, and perhaps cheating the natives in the payment," as Dr Lang alleges, he has paid for part at
the rate of “ £6 : 10s. an acre to the native chiefs, the proprietors of the soiL" We are not going to moot
the question of who are the proprietors of the soil ; and we acknowledge that 1100 acres do not look very
enormous as matters go in the colonies. That he has not cheated the natives in the payment Mr Polack solemnly
avers. He possesses, he says, a document to which is affixed the mark, pothook, or signature of a certain George
Mair, once th« carpenter of a whaler, and afterwards a servant of the missionaries, authenticating the doe payment
of his lands. Now this said George Mair, (a Peterhead man,) having left his benefactors the missionaries, who
taught him to read and write, is affirmed to be Dr Lang's principal if not sole authority for the calumnies contained
in his Letter. Mr Polack alludes to another document in his possession which, as he thinks, establishes his own
integrity in his transactions with the natives. It is a letter addressed to him by the Rev. Mr Williams, chairman
of the Missionary Society, cautioning him to be careful as to what he gave for the acre of land, as bis prim would
form a rule, and regulate the general price. But this does not much affect the question. It is more to the point,

and, as we conceive, only the fulfilment of a duty, to cite the following passage from Mr Polack's letter, which we
are sorry we cannot conveniently publish at greater length. We entirely omit his abuse of Dr Lang, to which the

reverend gentleman has perhaps laid himself open:—
“ As to myself, I only observe, decidedly and energetically, that now and hereafter, I challenge from any

appointed authority the strictest scrutiny as to the mode by which 1 acquired my 4 princely estate* in New
Zealand ; the equity of the value I gave for the said estate, at the time, to the absolute proprietors ; and of tbs

ENTIRE EQUITY OF TH08E PURCHASES I MADE."
This is enough as regards Mr Polack individually ; and there we leave the matter to those who have IntecvHt in

or inclination to sift it farther. Mr Polack cannot seriously imagine that we consider his conscitntiocta]y holding
the faith of his fathers, any disparagement whatever ; nor yet that we are likely to participate in Dr I«ang’e colonial
or sectarian spleens and jealousies. We could wish that the state of colonial society, and his own temperament,
allowed the Rev. Doctor to be a little more courteous and forbearing with all his brethren, whether Jews or Christian*
publicans or sinners; but, in New South Wales, Dr Lang, whether as the rough exposer of iniquities in tpkmM,
or individuals, has been of great use. Had he been able to accomplish his task with more meekness of wisdom, H
might certainly have been desirable both for his own sake and that of the religion of which he is a minister.

From the Steam-Press of Peter Brown, 19 St James' Squar*
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MEMOIRS OP HARRIOT, DUCHESS OF ST ALBANS.

Tbb world would teem, according to Mrs
Baron-Wilson, the biographer of the Duchess,

to have been, for nearly half a century, under the

most grievous mistake about the true character

of Miss Mellon and Mrs Coutts, whether as prote-

gee, wife, or widow. Persons piquing themselves

upon their morals, as well as the censorious and
malicious, have united to do the Duchess of St

Albans grievous wrong. Indeed, the more libe-

ral and indulgent portion of the public—those

who aocepted of her invitations, or her gifts

and her patronage—have been equally wrong.

They have rarely done more than set down the

enterprising adventuress of the stage—the hold,

buxom, and ambitious widow—at her true value,

as a shrewd, clever, and amusingly audaci-

ous personage ; systematically and successfully

elbowing her way to notoriety, while she aimed
at distinction ; and, possessed of some good points

of character, though, farther than appearances

went, not troubled with scruples of any sort

;

and, if politically studious of certain flimsy

proprieties, quite untroubled with the ordin-

ary feminine delicacies, or the misgivings of

a modest nature. But this is all mistake. In-

stead of the character to which natural disposi-

tion, and her training from infancy as a strolling

actress, cursed with a violent, vulgar, coarse-

minded, loving, and scheming mother, must, in

the ordinary course of experience, have formed
her, Mrs Baron-Wilson’s heroine comes forth a
perfect paragon of the nobler virtues. The no-
tions, in particular, which the evil-minded world

formed of the long and intimate connexion of

the sprightly and ambitious actress with old Mr
Coutts, the millionaire, are not only untrue, but

the very reverse of truth ; for, if she had been
foolish and naughty, and not followed the ruled

precedent of Misa Farren with the Earl of

Derby,and setthe example forthat otherprecedent
to stage heroines, the engagement of “ the much
esteemed Miss Stephens” with the married Earl
of Essex—-if, in short, the platonic of old Coutts
and Miss Mellon had not been a real bona fide

tfO. LXX1I. VOL. VI.

platonic, then had Mrs Baron-Wilson never con-

descended to write this biography. Nay, there

were new features in this singular tie. Mr
Coutts, though he had a living wife, in a condi-

tion to call forth all the tenderness and respect

of a husband, and three nobly-married daughters

with large families, the children of the wife ofhis

youth, had become paternally attached to hU
“blessed Harriot,” as he fondly terms Miss Mellon;

who again, from the extreme warmth and devotion

of her filial feelings, so far surpassing those of his

real daughters, was sometimes taken for his child !

Even Lady Burdett, and the Ladies Bute and

Guildford, it is here stated, imagined their doting

papa’s new favourite their sister ! Had they really

chosen to affect preferring their old father as an

unfaithful husband, rather than a superannuated

dotard, infatuated by an artful, complacent, and

not very scrupulous woman, the countenance

which they are said to have given her—the

cordial, social habits in which they lived with

her at the early period of her connexion with

Mr Coutts—is not among the noblest features of

what is imagined the aristocratic character. We
are not going to be in the least uncharitable

towards Miss Mellon. In captivating the affec-

tions of the millionaire, and riveting his chains

by every art and wile, and, above all, by the im-

pudent hypocrisy of unbounded personal affec-

tion and exclusive devotion, she was only la-

bouring in her vocation ; but we have much less

indulgence for the ladies who, if this history be

correct, stooped to maintain some influence over

their father’s mind, and some hold over his purse,

through so degrading a medium as his “ blessed

Harriot.”

The fair biographer sets out by assuring her

readers that, to those who were in habits of close

intimacy with the Duchess, any vindication of

her character must be superfluous. With this

we entirely agree ; but we are farther informed,

“that, as the breath of malignityhas endeavoured

to taint her fame, it is a duty which the author

owes to her memory, as well as one which she
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owes to herself, to set before the reader a true

account of the chief incident of her life." This
chief incident is

u the patronage" of Mr Coutts ,*

and Mrs Baron-Wilson is astonished that a
wicked and censorious world can see any harm
in a connexion so natural and harmless as an old
married man falling into a violent platonic or

fatherly regard for a sprightly actress of twenty-
eight, who perfectly adored him living, and wor-
shipped him dead ! who was bis consoling angel
—his ministering spirit—his solace against the

indifferent or ungrateful daughters who sought
to slight his “ blessed Harriot," after she had
legally obtained their mother's place. If

there Bhould be any remaining doubt about
the immaculate nature of the early connexion,
as there can be none whatever about the policy

and prudence of the young lady, it is set to rest

by the following facts and testimonials to cha-

racter :—When, after the death of Mr Coutts,
his managing widow was found to have the sole

power of his enormous wealth, there was a
very general burst of publie indignation, at the
gross injustice of the old man, whom dotage
alone could excuse, and which, naturally, fell

upon the mournful relict. The “profligate press"
malignantly assailed Si her fair fame j" and the
lady, rich enough to be the bride of Mammon, but
sadly in want of a few scraps of character, de-
termined to prosecute the slanderers. She re-

tained Mr Brougham and Sir James Scarlett,

who were directed to consult with her friends

,

the Marquis of Bristol, the Earl of Lauderdale,
and others, and to examine certain documents
on which she rested her vindication. Those
documents consisted of many friendly and cor-

dial notes from Mr Coutts* daughters, shewing
on what familiar and intimate terms they and
their female children, had lived with their

papa's " blessed Harriot ;" and some letters from
Mr Coutts himself to Miss Mellon. The pre-
liminary court of honour, consisting of the no-
blemen we have named, rather shyed the idea
of the Court of King’s Bench ; but nevertheless

pronounced an opinion to the effect that they had
never entertained a doubt of the blameless nature
of the patronage of Mr Coutts, or the strict pro-
priety of Miss Mellon's conduct. This was no
doubt highly satisfactory

; and the prosecution

was dropped. It is unfortunate that the author
is not in a condition to lay even one of these

documents before her readers; so that, instead of

forming their opinion on the alleged Lauderdale
report, they might form their own judgment.
We are sorry to find that the author's materials

for compiling the memoirs, are of the most
general and flimsy sort : nor does she seem to

possess one original letter. Old Coutts* epistles,

we are led to conclude, would shew him a

very different person from what the world
imagines ; full of romance and high-flown senti-

ment, and with such feelings f Yet we cannot

perceive that the author has even seen one of

them. The familiar letters of Lady Burdett,

the Countess of Guildford, and the Marchioness

of Bute, to their father's consoling angel, must

also be great curiosities—that is, if they now
exist at all. These documents
Consisted of [a great quantity of letters from the daugh-
ters of Mr Coutts to Miss Mellon, during many years, up
to the time of her marriage ; Ail couched in the most af-

fectionate terms, making daily appointments for accom-
panying fhfir father to Miss Mellon's house, or meeting
him there; giving frequent details of their mother's health,

or forming arrangements for bringing parties of their

friends to Miss Mellon's villa at Highgate: all shewing,
by their playful allusions, an almost sisterly intercourse

between her qnd those gdiqirsbly conducted peraonf. At
th*t time they were a|l married to mpn gf high rank,
who likewise visited Mellon, aud received her gmgng
their youthful families.

In one of Miss Mellon's chambers there were
four little white cribs set apart for the four
daughters of Sir Francis Burdett. Where, indeed,

could so fair an example of the union of virtues

and graces have been found, for the improve-
ment of young female children, as in the dwell-

ing of Mrs Cornwell Baron-Wilson's paragon
and Mr Coutts* protegee.

Having, in a general way, stated the claims of

tbp virtues of the Duchess of St Albans upon her
commemorative pen, Mrs Baron,Wilson enu-
merates and dwells upon each in a formal pre-
liminary eulogy. And, first pf the first, though,
we fear, Hannah More and the then Bishop of

London never guessed as much, “ Beligioj* was

the most remarkable and striking quality of her
mind.*' This foundation-virtue is elaborately

made out to bevp been at all times a character-

istic of Mrs Coutts. A cardinal virtue, emin-
ently possessed and exercised by the Duchess,
was charity, in the sense of giving money—and
a very good kind of charity it is. A third was
generosity, (these leading virtues are all printed

in epitaph characters in the original work,) and
this was not merely generosity in giving, but in

thought and conduct

—

as, for example, in be-

Btowiug large sums upon her husband's family,

though she possessed letters from the imbecile

old father,

In which he has commanded her, under pain of his

displeasure, not to plead to him in the cause of hie family,
who (in his opinion) had spoken and acted unkindly
respecting her, after the marriage; and conjuring hie
" blessed Harriot,” by very forcible terms, not to share

with them any part of the wealth after his decease which
would be the cause of animority towards her. Yet she
had the generosity to persevere in pleading their causey

until she procured his forgiveness for the parties.

The forgiveness of the parties

—

but not any
alteration of hie testamentary disposition* : Mr
Coutts claimed the right to do what he would
with his own ; and his whole fortune was
but too little to mark his sense of wbat be owed
to the endearments and affsetion of his “ blessed

Harriot." The other qualities for which the

Duchess was remarkable, were cheerfulness,

which never failed, and wit. She was also osui-

ably considerate for those about her. Though not

exactly celebrated for truthfulness—a quality

scarcely compatible with the proper management,
for a dozen years, of a rich old gentleman whe had

his will to make—4rf a strong principle of wwlvtm

pervaded the Duchess' conduct, und implicit

reliance might be placed on her word insfaid-

ing, we may fairly presume, her eath—iurftl
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professions of attachment to old Coutts, living

and dead, and her avowed extreme dislike of

everything savouring of vanity, show, and osten-

tation ; her genuine humility, and unobtrusive

piety. Her “ friendship'* for Mr Coutts was
the leading incident in her life ; and, as Mrs
Baron-Wilson justly remarks, " There can no
friendship be permanent which is not based on
similitude of religious feelings between the

parties ; and it is a valuable fact, that all her

favourite friende, and both her husbands, were
known to be remarkable for their devotional feel-

ings? Happy Mrs Coutts, and thrice happy
Duohess of St Albans. Her mother was a re-

ligious character also, and early embued her

daughter's mind with the piety of eating pan-
cakes at Shrovetide, and goose at Miehaelmas

;

while she watched as rigidly over her morals as

ever did^Mrs Peachum over those of poor Polly,

—

seemingly determined that she'should never throw
herself away on less than a lord or a rich old

banker. “ The actress's mother" is the gem of the

work ; the only piece of genuine truth and real

life about it : we shall not lose sight of her, es-

pecially as Harriot, with a better natural under-
standing, and a much better education, was, in

all points affecting her interests and destinies,

quite mamma's own scheming daughter.

Though we demur to the unmeasured measure
of the higher virtues which it has pleased Mrs
Baron-Wilson to attribute to her gorgeous he-

roine, we do not mean to affect any extraor-

dinary rigidity in judging of the moral character

and conduct of a woman who, born and trained
as we have noticed, in the most exposed condi-
tion in which a female can be placed, schemed to

become the most prominent instance of the mean
and sordid influences over the aristocratic, which
modern times have afforded. We may have ten
times more sympathy, and morally, if not pru-
dentiully, speaking, ten times mors respect for

many a frail and unfortunate member of the
histrionic sisterhood, who has perished in shame
and misery, than for the cool, wary, and prudent
Miss Mellon—who, by the time she came to in-

veigle or* cajole old Coutts, no longer, we ap-

prehend, required the aid and tutelage of her

watehful mother—than fortbe illustrious Duchess

of* St Albans; and this without slighting any
one of her good points. There was a hearty auda-

city about her, a thinly veiled hypocrisy, a cool,

unconscious, well-tempered, easy effrontery, which

must have been really diverting; and a merry and

frank humour, and apparent good-heartedness,

which were even amiable.

Mrs Coutts is chiefly preciouB to the observer

and the moralist, as a test of the omnipotence

of Mammon in England in the nineteenth cen-

tury. She was, at the worst, less base herself

than the cause of bringing into light the latent

baseness and poverty of spirit of those around

her. What curious combinations of the insolent

and the mean, the temporizing and the contempt-

uous, it must have been the fortune of the poor

stroller, become the full-blown Widow Coutts,

surrounded by a oortSge of proud English no-

bility, to witness and to enjoy, A little adroit

flattery, with fair interest and good security,

might have sufficed from princes of the royal

blood to the worldly banker ; but his magnificent

relict, the blazoned impersonation of scrip and
omnium, exacted deeper homage. Her worship-

pers must perform their f‘ dupking observance"

in the face of day, and in the eye of Fashion.

How this shrewd insolent woman—in her spirit

ever impudent, whatever gloze her manners
wore—must have been tickled with the perform-

ance of the part her merry nature assigned to her

high-born companions ! On them she took ample
revenge for all the humiliations she had endured
in her Couttonian bondage. Dr Johnson relates,

as a fine trait m a gentleman living at Iuverary

Castle, that, when the Duke of Argyle rather un-
ceremoniously ordered him to fetch something

from another room, he obeyed, but whistled as he
went, to shew his independence and social equal-

ity. The led noblemen, and young women of

quality, bound to perform the hosts of the Widow
Coutts, durst not whistle.

The difference between the spirit of the age
of bronze and bank paper, of chivalry and cot-

ton-rags, was never more strikingly displayed

than in the instance of the Widow Coutts. The
cruel Saccharissas, and beautiful Parthenias, pf

past generations, presumed to be insolent, cap-

ricious, and haughty, in right of their indomit-

able and all.conquering charms, and to treat

their lovers as Johnson said of his Widow Porter,

with whom, however, he belled-the-cat “ like

dogs." But the well-endowed ladies of the Age
of Gold, which is the direct antipodes of the

Golden age, sometimes treat their noble suitors

like turnspit curs.

The Widow Coutts, “buxom, blithe, and debon-
naire" as she was, and always affected to be, must,

however, have digested a competent share of cha-

grin and bitter mortification in her time. There
were proud and high-minded members of the aris-

tocracy, the gentry, and even of the commonalty,
who would not fall down and worship Mammon
in the newly painted and bedizened female

image, and though disguised in the garb of Fa-

shion. Whatever Mrs Baron-Wilson may be-

lieve, many besides the " profligate" portion of

the London press, which attacked Mrs Coutts

with an eye to her purse, despised the bustling

and vulgar, vain and obtrusive dame, whom
brassy honours and golden treasures, meanly
acquired, only rendered more despicable in the

estimation of the high-minded.

The long-sufferingendurance and humiliations,

by which this naturally passionate and violent

woman acquired great notoriety and unbounded

wealth, were never repaid to her in this life.

Let every vain young actress, on or off the

stage, similarly tempted, ponder her history.

Miss Mellon herself was not without warning.

The brilliant fortune of Miss Farren might have

been understood by her at its true value, had she

desired to profit by the lesson. It was pro-

bably the happiest period of her own life, when,

having procured an engagement at Drury Lane,
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she became popular with the manager and the
company,byher cheerful good humour, and readi-

ness to oblige. Nor were her indifferent talents

for the stage of a kind to awaken rivalship. Miss
Mellon, always prudent, never walked the high
ropes, like the greater heroines. Her climbing
was by creeping. About this time Miss Farren
had disgusted the public by her airs and defiance

of Kemble the manager, but had been compelled
to give way, and to appear in a despised satin

dress, which had been the mighty cause of the
feud.

Mia* Mellon being then just introduced to the principal
green room, (through the amiability of Mra Siddona,) very
wisely thought it better to listen to the conversational
style of the grand actresses, than to indulge her own
bavarderie ; and a great penance this silence must have
been to her. Accordingly, when Lord Derby and other
theatrical noblemen would assemble round Mias Farren,
Mias Mellon used to stand near this glass of fashion.
The great lady was very partial to the rustic belle, and,
doubtless, she derived much professional benefit from her
intercourse with the most elegant actress on the atsge,
whose refined readings of Lady Teazle, and the more
elevated class of comedy, are to this day quoted as be-
yond attainment. Lord Derby was a very singular
looking little man for a lover. Although at this time
but forty-five, he looked fifteen years older. He had an
excessively large head, surmounting his small spare
figure, and wore his hair tied in a long thin pig-taiL
This, with his attachment to short nankeen gaiters, made
him an easily-recognised subject in the numerous carica-
tures of the day.

Miss Meilou was one evsning standing near the green-
room fire, and, while waiting for the play to begin, she
was humming some popular dance, and just tracing the
•teps unconsciously. She was roused by the voice of Miss
Farren, whispering, * You happy girl, I would give
worlds to be like you !”

Poor Miss Mellcu, recollecting her thirty shilling
salary, thought she was ridiculed by “ a lady with
thirty guineas a week, who was to marry a lord and
ahe replied, with some slight vexation, that “ there cer-
tainly must be a vast deal to be envied in her position,
by one who commanded what she pleased !'*

Pressing her band kindly, Miss Farren’s eyes became
full of tears as she replied, “ 1 cannot command such a
light heart as prompted your little song 1”

If, instead of the rankfudge into which the
author of this memoir has been betrayed, in at-
tempting the apotheosis of her religious, charit-
able, generous heroine—who lived the life of
the moBt amiable and virtuous of women^ and
died in the odour of sanctity—she had Bimply
contended that Mrs Coutts was no worse in any
respect than the majority of her compeers would
have been, if placed in her position, while few
of them would have displayed her genial quali-
ties, we should cordially have gone along with
her; and have considered, which we still do, the
poor base-born girl, who, by dexterity, became
the richest woman, and one of the highest-titled
dames of England, a much nobler creature than
hundreds of the lordly things that swelled her
train or bowed at her footBtool. But, to make
an angel and a saint ofher ! The world will stand
nothing so incongruous.

It can hardly longer endure “ Fair Rosamond,"
or Bulwer's M La Valliere." Let us think no more
of this, but take the clever, intriguing, and am-
bitious woman as she is. In her genuine cha-

racter, she will afford both entertainment and

instruction.

Like some other great adventurers, wham the

Christian public styles “ fortunate," the origin

of the enormously wealthy Widow Coutts—" ten

pawnbroker's widows rolled into one”—wasdoubt-

ful. Miss Mellon had a mother—a genuine

“actress's mother"—often a much worse charac-

ter than the actress herself ; but, m to her

father, history is either dumb or contradictory;

and the parentage ef the Most Noble the Duchess

of St Albans, like that of some other goddesses

must ever remain wrapped up in mystery. The

mother was the handsome daughter of a peasant

near Cork, who, when her parents died, became

helper, or woman-of-all-work, to a little shop-

keeper or milliner, where she acquired those

accomplishments of scouring rusty silks, and

dying gauzes and feathers, which, with a swi/t

needle, rendered her, about the year 1775, in-

valuable to a strolling company of comedian*.

She had made “the tour of Wales" once, when

the company was scattered, and she returned to

Cork. Her illustrious daughter was the con-

sequence of an amour with a gentleman who
u lodged across the way." This person is de-

scribed as “ Lieutenant Mellon of the Madras

Infantry, home on sick leave." He wae never

heard of more, though a rumour that a person

of the name had died in the outward voyage did

not prevent Miss Mellon's mother from electing

a lord as her gallant, and boasting through life

of the high blood in Harriot’s veins. Ex-

tremes meet. The mother of the Duchess, who,

though she could neither read nor write, acted

with shrewdness and cunning, seems to have

been, in half-mad violence and vulgarity, the

exact counterpart of the far-descended heiress

of Gight, Byron's unhappy mother, as ehe is de-

scribed by the too faithful pen of Moore, la

their treatment of their offspring, each displayed

the same brutal ferocity, alternating with pride,

tiger-like animal fondness. Such was the

parentage of the illustrious Harriot. We look

back with amazement to the times of jocand,

good-natured Nelly Gwynne, one of the great-

great-grandmothers of the Duke of St Albans.

Our own times are as prolific of social wonders.

Mrs Coutts was too shrewd to repeat her mother's

ridiculous tales about her noble if illegitimate

birth, without the saving clause of “ My mother

says so and so." This woman's dexterity,

with her needle, and accomplishments in dressing

up old silks and gauzes made her so valuable to

the strollers, that she made a second excursion

into England, where her daughter was horn.

Shortly afterwards she married a lad of eight-

een, named Entwisle, the sole musician of the

company. The Irishwoman was, at least, ten

years older than her husband, whom she ruled

with a rod of iron. This was about the yesr

1778, and Harriot was now a year old. But her

real age is as problematical as her parentage. She

was, as a child, “ remarkably tall of her age."

The incidental glimpsesof thestrollors' wretched

life, found in these volumes, is nmo^mso inter-
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esting tfasn those sketches of the Duchess' doings

which have been found recorded in Sunday news,

papers and old play-bills. The Entwisle family

was notorious for rows, the wife claiming to

keep the purse, and the young husband being a

person of vicious habits and low tastes, exposed to

great temptation by his vagrant profession.

Though fond of his little step-daughter, he was

unable to comprehend the grand projects of her

scheming Irish mother, who was thus early cal-

culating upon the advantages which were to

arise to her from the beauty and fascinations of

her well- tutored daughter displayed on the Lon-
don boards! Entwisle did not grudge that

part of his earnings—over which, however, he
had no control—should be expended on the child's

education, of which the expense was not great.

At first, while they were too poor to hire any convey. !

ance during their tour*, Mr and Mrs Entwisle used to

carry Harriot and his celebrated Cremona violin alter-

nately ; and afterwards, when their means were increased

so as to allow of payment for one of the group to be

conveyed from one town to another, it was always Har-
riot who was thus sent, and wrapped up in some rather

finer habiliments than the pedestrian pair. • * . .

Mr Entwisle, in the first year of their marriage, being

obliged to seek another engagement, it was considered

that Lancashire, his native county, would afford the best

prospect. Accordingly, having packed up his famous
Cremona, they set out, carrying Harriot alternately

;

and near Preston they encountered the Lancashire strol-

ling manager, Bibby, who being then in want of a mn-
aician, was very glad to engage so excellent a performer.

Notwithstanding their slender means,
however, Mrs Entwisle devoted a portion of them to

sending her little Harriot to a day-school.

The child is mother to the woman. Little

Harriot, fond of frolic and play, and idle at her

book.
Used to relate, her custom was to enter the school

room with a face of importance, as though conscious of

being well prepared with her learning ; and then, after

making a knot of little creatures giggle by her nonsense,

she would creep behind the open door, where, reading

her lesson, she could defy the world and its cares.

Miss Mellon, we imagine, knew, through life,

when to assume the face ofimportance. She was

full of fun and childish mischief, yet, according

to her own account, a great favourite with her

schoolmistress. One of her early repartees, if

genuine, shews blood
Miss Calvert one day endeavouring to check the invin-

cible love of chattering which was inherent in her pupil,

said

—

(( 0 Harriot ! does your tongue never lie?*’ And
her companion, who knew thoroughly she meant “ lie

quiet,” slyly answered—“ No, ma’am, it never liet

:

that

is so naughty !”

She was already on the stage in parts fitted to

her age, or required by the exigencies of the

manager ; and she could also recite and sing to

her step-father’s violin, and was initiated very

early into stage-begging and other minor arts

and mysteries of the craft.

Mr Entwisle used to carry her to different houses, to

dance hornpipes to his playing ; and after executing the

dance on the same elevated stage, she used to run round

its edge to levy contributions for her avaricious rela-

tives.

She could already dance neatly, and sing glees

;

and, what is more remarkable, somehow acquired

a “ diction remarkable for purity,” and deep

knowledge ofthe erudite beauties of Shakspeare

!

She never was blue in any shade, nor even a
reader of romances ; and she very early began to
“ bode the silk gown,” of which she got not

merely the proverbial sleeve, hut the full and
ample garment—“ When 1 am a fine London
player was already her style. She was con-

stantly performing all sorts of parts, and had a

salary of something less than four and sixpence

a-week. About this time, she saw at Harro-

gate, in her strolling excursions, Mrs Jordan, and
some of the lesser London stars. The refusal of

the manager to raise Harriots salary above 4s. 6d.,

made the virago mother revolt ; and the daughter

and husband, after a period of starvation, found

another engagement, where the musician’s salary

was one guinea weekly, and the daughter’s was
raised, by degrees, to fifteen shillings. Where-
ever they went, the mother was dresser, and

found scope for her millinery and feather-dying

genius. They were now in Stafford, in the troop

of a Mr Stanton, who strolled in the midland

counties, and was respectable in his private cha-

racter. While hanging on, waiting for this en-

gagement, the future Duchess made her first

brilliant appearance in some small town, where

no less than a Baronet and his Lady had com-

manded the “ bespeak” of the Country Girl. The
play was then in high fame from Mrs Jordan’s

Peggy—and Miss Mellon was to take the same
part ! One of the wandering Thespians had to

walk as far as Leeds to procure a copy of the

play ! There were great difficulties about Peggy’s

dresses ; but Mrs Entwisle was as pushing a

mother as a young debutante could have desired

;

and neither daughter nor mother appears ever

to have lacked anything they wished from false

delicacy.

Half-past six arrived, and the one musician (Mr Ent-

wisle) led off with “ Rale Britannia,” “ Britons Strike

Home,” and u The Bonny Pitman,” an air then, and
perhaps now, a favourite in the north. Up went the

curtain, and the play commenced. The house, or barn,

was crowded to excess. The Hite of the neighbourhood

all attended—being more anxious to testify their respect

to the baronet who patronized the performance, than

their admiration of the dramatic company.
The play, hurriedly as it had been produced, went on

capitally. The family whose bespeak” had proved so

attractive were in what, out of courtesy, most be termed

the stage-box ; and, at an early part of the evening, they

singled out Miss Mellon (probably from her extreme

youth and talent) as the principal object of their applause.

Those who look at plays through the medium of

metropolitan performances, can scarcely conceive what a
young aspiring actor or actress feels, when making their

incipient steps in a place scarcely the size of a dining-

room, where they can hear every murmur of applause or

displeasure, and catch a glance of hope from the ‘‘ Very
well indeed” of a fashionable party on one side, or he de-

pressed by the adverse “ Oh, dear !” of another. . . .

Miss Mellon sung between play and farce, (accompanied

by the single fiddle,! and was encored; and finished her

evening’s exertions by performing Miss Biddy, in (( Miss

in her Tsens.” All succeeded capitally, so that the

mother and daughter retired to rest, congratulating them-

selves on the result of the evening’s entertainments.

The Duchess of St Albans never could have

been so triumphant in the royal drawing-room,

to which she pushed her way, as in this barn

theatre. But the great family had disco-

vered that some of Peggy's clothes bad come
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from their own wardrobe. The Baronet wag
furious—his father’s marriage-suit worn by
Peggy as her boy-dress ! The housekeeper was
found the delinquent, and the eloquence of Mrs
EntwUle and her daughter disarmed the resent-

ment of the angry gentleman. The family came
to Miss Mellon's benefit, and the lady gave her

the first good frook she ever possessed. Her
htck was begun.

On first coming to 8tafford, the vagrant family

had lodgings at only 9s. 6d. a-week ; but Harriot

was sent to learn writing and arithmetic, for

which her step-father paid by lessons on the

violin. She was thrown back in her parts, as

there were several respectable performers in the

company. ° It is,” says her biographer,

Known at Stafford, that her morning dress was too shabby
for her to appear at the churches there, and her mother
used to send her regularly to Ingestrie Church, (built by
Lord Talbot, And adjoining his mau6ion,) because she

was less liable there to Incur remark on the poverty of

her appearance.

The vale between Lord Talbot's estate and the town
was a great gathering place for the children to play ; and
Harriot, whose love of amusement was unconquerable,

used to steal out perpetually from her close room to this

pretty spot, where she was unrivalled atnong the “ young
ladies” as a player at ball. Numbers of her playmates

are now living, and well retnember the disagreeable in.

terruption which Mrs Eutwisle would cause in her

daughter's athletic amusements, by driving her home
with heavy blows, (same of Which occasionally fell On
the associates,) and, amidst dreadful reproaches, the per.

petual taunt that she was “ a disgrace to the high bldod

in her veins.”

The wondering children, who were all better dressed

than the vagrant member of the aristccracy, used to tor-

ment poor Harriot dreadfully respecting the visionary

grandeur. She bore it all in perfect good humour, if

they would only play at ball with her ; and their assem-

blies were delightful, until the light-footed Mrs Entwisle

would slip in amongst them, and disperse the terrified

mockers of high blood like chaff before the wihd.

Miss Mellon had always “ a winning way,”

and could joke and wheedle herself into favour

from a very early age. She became a favourite

in the manager's family, and was invited to join

their little parties. There was then a much less

strict line of demarcation between the town's

people in provincial towns and the players than

now exists. The ladife9 lent Miss Mellon stage-

dresses ; and every kindness and mark of atten-

tion was punctually and gratefully acknowledged.

She wa9 at no time careless of her good fortune,

or of the smallest means of advancing it.

Giddy as she was, nothing could exceed her care of

articles lent to her; if it were not too late, it is said,

they were always returned on the same evening after the

party, or, at the furthest, early next morning. Her at-

tention was frequently rewarded by a present of the dress

which she had so punctually restored; and she began
now to have a wardrobe of her own.

There was hope of a girl of this shrewd
thoughtful sort, € * riding in her coach.” Her
mother had already begun to exercise the

strictest vigilance over her movements. The
padlock was in hourly use, but it was not

clapped upon the mind.—The violence of the furi-

ous mother, and the sufferings and terror of the

poor girl, are illustrated by the following anecdote

:

•—After one of those rows in which Miss Harriot,

at last, learned to hold her own part, the poor girl

having received many blows, ran away, and
spent the cold night in the fields ; nor did she

venture to creep to the manager’s until twilight

on the next day, when she was famishing with

hunger, and blue with cold :

—

Mr and Mrs Entwisle, by an unfortunate chance, en-

tered the room. Like a startled hare, Harriot flew into

a corner behind the chairs to avoid her mother, who ex-

claimed—“ Let me reach her. I will be the death of

her !** All violence was, however, prevented, by the

family of the manager, except the violence of a tongue
which nothing could allay. “Where have yon pasted

the night, you young hussy ? You, a high-born person's

child, to go away from your mother—yes, you are a
great person's daughter, though you behave so ill to me

—

but we little guessed the wretch you would turn out !’*

Such was the amiable mother of Miss Mellon,

whose ambition and low cunning had yet no other

object than her daughter's aggrandizement. As
the mother did not obtrude herself into society

—which would have spoiled all—but shewed her-

self grateful and proud of any attention shewn
to her daughter, the shrewd and lively girl ob-

tained a footing in several respectable families

in Burton-on-Trent and Stafford, and was even
patronised by ladies of fashion in those places.

And where she found an opening, she never
failed to improve the advantage. Her poor
mother strove to keep her neatly dressed ; and
she made a rule both to take her to the door of the
houses at which she was invited, and to fetch her
home. The old ladies of Stafford gave her a

high character as a well-conducted, industrious

girl
;

highly-amusing, a pleasant singer, and a

good dancer, and the most punctual person in re-

turning whatever she borrowed neat and un-
spoiled.

In Mr and Mrs Entwisle's rows, they fre-

quently broke all the crockery and glasses,

and Miss Harriot had often to attend the re-

hearsals without her breakfast. Her miseries at

home procured her sympathy and consideration

abroad. She was received as a guest in a clergy-

man’s family, and, finally, was patronised by the

family of a banker in Stafford, named Wright.
That town was, at this period, represented by
Mr Sheridan, who, on one of his electioneering

visits, saw Miss Mellon (a handsome girl of

seventeen) play in the “ Belle's Stratagem,” and
the “ Romp.” In his usual hyperbolical style, he
praised the talents of the dramatic favourite of

Stafford, and held Cut some vague hope of a

London engagement, which he was, aftetwafdti,

dunned into confirming by a positive promise.

Thus making her happy at the moderate expense of a
compliment aiid a promise, he departed, after hii week
of acting popularity. Mrs Entwistle was enraptured, and
saw visions of benefits and coronets. Mr Bntwiite
dreamt of the bliss of perfect idleness ; and as for Harriot,

she was not sane enough even to think or dream. She

did nothing but watch the post which was to bring news
of tht engagement. But all her friends doubted whether

their volatile member would give the matter a second

thought ; and they were right.

No letter ever came ; and when Miss Mellon

applied once mote to Mr Wtight the banker,

entreating him to jog the great manager’s me-

mory, an evasive answer was returned—4‘ It was

not worth Miss Mellon’s while, with her talents.
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to appear at the end of a season.” But Mrs

Entwisle and Miss Mellon were not thus to be

baffled without another trial. Her benefit had

produced fifty pounds and presents, and the

family moved to London, to push Harriot’s for-

tune. With the Wrights, her grandest friends,

who had been very kind to her, she renewed her

intimacy after she became a great woman ; and,

on her departure,
When Miss Mellon went to take farewell of her best

friends, Mr Wright, ten., with a care almost paternal,

gave her a small sum of money for her own use, and

Uttered the gratifying prophetic words (remembered by

his descendants,) " Farewell, Harriot ; heaven bless yon,

child. If you conduct yourself as well as you have done

ever since you have been known to our family, I shall

see or hear Of you riding in yonr own carriage !”

Mrs Baron-Wilson does not admire Sheridan

:

neither do we. It is scarcely possible to imagine

a character more vicious and debased, in a man
who escaped open disgrace. One rejoices to

find opinion righting itself about the individual

whose convivial wit, and, to say the least, un-

scrupulousness, for a time threw a false and

mischievous glare around him. The following

extract illustrates the character ofboth Sheridan

and our much more respectable heroine :

—

The family pnrty reached the metropolis in June, with-

out friend or acquaintance, trusting solely to the promise

of a manager almost unknown to them, and with a very

slender stock of money to support them, in case of any

delay respecting an engagement.
The theatre had closed during the preceding month 5

therefore they considered that Mr Sheridan was likely to

be disengaged, and able at once to inform them of his de-

cision. Accordingly* Miss Mellon, accompanied to the

door by her mother, waited on him the day succeeding

her arrival, to state the hopes which bad brought her to

London. After much hesitation, she was received by

the great manager in the most slovenly of morning cos-

tumes, unshaven, and bearing the exhausted, dull look of

the overnight's conviviality.

Mr Sheridan had not only forgotten his promise to

Mr Wright, but even Miss Mellon’s name and appear-

ance ; nor was it until the production of his own letter

to Mr Wright, (in Which he had desired Miss Mellon to

come to London,) that he could recall any recollection

of the circumstance*

He then became prodigal of fine speeches to the morti-

fied young creature, who was nearly fainting from this

her first experience of worldly sincerity. He praised her

mode of speaking, her effective personal appearance for

her profession, and sent her away with an indefinite pro-

mise about “ keeping her in his mind,” which she could

not very clearly understand, nor, perhaps, had he any

intention that she Should !

On Miss Mellon rejoining Mrs Entwisle, the latter

overwhelmed her with reproaches fbr " not having made

Mr Sheridan give her an engagement for the opening

season !” and, on the next day, the matron resolved to

try her own skill for her daughter. But the diplomacy

of the manager (whom Mrs Gore has lately defined as

•• the arch master offinesse /”) far exceeded the arts of

his untutored countrywoman ; and she returned home

from her fruitless errand, saying, “ I saw he was telling

toe lies all the time, yet I could not catch him out with a

direct one !**

The proverb of “ Fair words cost nothing” (which must

have originated in Ireland) seems to have been Mr Sheri-

dan’s motto | for instead of stating at once the unwelcome

truth, that “ there was no vacancy for another actress at

Druiy Lane,” he kept these poor people in uncertainty

during three months, by his unmeaning promises, there-

by pieventing them from returning to the country, or

accepting engagements from minor companies.

At first they had taken lodgings near the Strand, in

order to have a respectable address for the manager’s

expected communications; hut as their means gradually

melted, the provident Mrs Entwisle Considered the situa-

tion to he too dear, and accordingly they removed td a

small house in New Street

We are treated to tome town adrentutes of

the simple rustic Miss Mellon, (who had only

trode the boards for above a dosen years,) which

really look overdone, admitting the difference

between London and the provincial towns. Her
best feat was wheedling and coaxing a coachman

into driving her over half the town without hire

—" Would not dear old Mr Coachman put her

on just another street?’' This was something

to he proud of, though neither her greatest nor

last conquest over the proverbial niggardliness

and prejudices of old gentlemen. In Stafford-

shire, a Mr Jervis, a magistrate, had so strong a

prejudice to "vagrant players” that he would

never grant them a license in his jurisdiction.

Miss Mellon came, howpver, according to the

story, favourably under the notice of Mr Jervis,

from having behaved with proper spirit when

unceremoniously treated by his nephew and an-

other London dandy, who did her the honour of

requesting that she would descend from her

rural chamber in a miller's house, with whose

sister she was staying, and receive their visit.

The amiable old pair took a great fency to the attleis,

animated Miss Mellon, of, as she Was alwaye called

there, “Little Harriot the player.” She managed ao

well as to remove the prejudice of the magistrate; and

actually, by her Ingenuous grace, toheedled him into grant-

ing a license for the obnoxions performances, besides

patronising them afterwards.

The authoress remarks :

—

There must have been Something unusually winning

and genuine in the disposition and manner of Miss Mel-

lon ; for it would be tedious to enumerate the number

of instances in which the money-making mind of trades-

people seemed to take a higher tone of generosity in her

fitvour.

Miss Mellon had come from the provinces

heart-whole. Indeed, save her grand passion,

sentimental or platonic, for old Mr Coutts, which

came on by very small degrees, fihe never appears

to have had any love-attachment. Her vanity

was, at one time, sdtttewhat interested by the

attentions of a half-swindler, a West Indian,

darned Barry, who gave himself out as the heir of

a very rich lady j but the fraud was discovered,

and the fact of the real object of admiration

being Miss Melldd’s salary, Mr Barry was cast

off with becomidg spirit, add without ady idjury

to the peace of mind of the youdg lady. Her

mother often saw or suspected "detrimentals”

in poor young men who got acquainted with

Harriot, and was violent against such connexions

;

but no " actress’s mother” could have desired a

more prudent child. There was no sentiment,

no romance in Miss Harriot j add, besides, her

mother’s watchfuloess never abated. When her

daughter was enjoying the valuable patronage

of Mr Coutts, a Belgian colonel, introduced by

Mr Coutts, visited in Little Russell Street,

where the millionaire now regularly lunched.

Mrs Entwisle heard of this suspicious guest,

and hurried up from Cheltenham, where she

was settled with her husband, who, through her
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daughter'# influence with Colonel Macmahon,
“ the Frince^s friend," had been appointed post-

master there,-—in virtue of her solicitation and
his utter unfitness for the office. He was soon dis-

missed, in spite of his useful connexions. Mrs
Entwisle travelled bythe night coach, and entered

her daughter's house just after breakfast.

She threw herself on the sofa—her countenance dark-
ened with rage; and, after various strong interjections,

screamed forth, “ That starving black fellow, I'll be the

death of him !’*

Mbs Mellon vainly endeavoured to ascertain who was
the subject of so mnch vituperation ; guessing it was an-
other version of the old anti-matrimonial lecture, yet

never imagining that “ the starving black fellow** could
allude to Colonel Raguet, whose means were apparently
ample, and who, moreover, was a fair, light-haired
person.

She was at length enlightened by her mother saying,
44 He sha'n’t marry you, Harriot—I*d kill him first ! his

very name proves him a beggar. Mr Raggy,
indeed !

Just think of your being called Mrs Raggy; a nasty,

black, deceiving, fortune-hunting, foreign fellow ; if you
marry him, I'll be the death of you both 1*’

Argument was vain with the furious woman, so Miss
Mellon did not attempt an explanation ; and, in the

midst of the storm, Colonel Raguet and a friend entered
unannounced, lor probably the old landlady was either
baking muffins or measuiing out milk at the time.

Colonel Raguet spoke excellent English ; and, finding
a seat next to Mrs Entwistle, rendered himself so agree-
able that she was delighted with his convernation. After
staying some time, the visiters departed, and she was
enchanted with 4< that nice fair-haired man, who mutt be
a gentleman of fortune, from his dress and his horses ; and
if Harriot was going to make a fool of herself by marry-
ing anybody, why did she not fancy that real fine gentle-
man, who treated her with such respect, instead of that
pennylres, woithless, ugly, black, ragged vagabond,
Mister Raggy, who was sure to beat her !**

We return to the amiable Entwisles and their
daughter, hr a cottage rented at less than £10
a-year, somewhere about what is now the Surrey
Zoological Gardens. For this dwelling the
shrewd and active old lady, aware of the expense
of furnished lodgings, and always trying to pay
her way, purchased a table and three cane-
chairs, with other household gear on the same
moderate scale; and, while waiting Mr Sheridan's
awful fiat, mother and daughter gratified their
tastes by fatiguing Sunday walks to see the fine

people in the far distant Park. Their shabby
finery and country habiliments drew impertinent
remarks upon them, and offended Miss Mellon's
sense of dignity as a householder.

She would make her mother return to their little Surrey
cage, (with its sitting-room about two yards square, hold-
ing a table and three rush-chairs only,) and, in a fever of
vexation, she would burst out crying, and say, u Perhaps
those impudent people have not a nice place with furni-
ture of their own like our’s !**

The summer passed, and Sheridan continued
obdurate, after Miss Mellon had applied to him
much oftener than could be pleasant to the feel-

ings of either a lodger or householder. The
banker at Stafford was again applied to ; and, at
long last, having obtained an interview and
reading, and, probably, flattering Sherry into
good humour, Miss Mellon obtained an engage-
ment at thirty shillings a-week, and came out in
Lydia Languish. Her success in this character
W8€ very moderate

; and Sheridan remanded her

to a sort of probation for a time, th# she might
get familiarized with theatrical business upon
the gigantic metropolitan scale. Michaelmas
Day came round, and we have this illustration

of some points of Miss Mellon's religion

Mrs Entwiile had brought, her up with a firm belief

in the necessity of complying with the superstitious cus-

toms attached to certain days, the omission of which
would infallibly be followed by ill lock; and, therefore,

the Christmas mince-pie, Shrove-Tuesday pancakes,

Easter tansy-pudding, or Michaelmas goose, must be

tasted, though in ever so small a quantity—nay, even
though disagreeable to the partaker, ns was her own case

respecting the Michaelmas dainty. An anecdote regard-

ing the latter has been sent us by an individual who re-

collects her in New Street. To him she regretted bitterly

that, on her first metropolitan 29th of September, the
should not be able to purchase a goose, for the sake of
tasting a small portion to bring good lock. He adds,

that the girlish delight she felt wss excessive, on being
informed that at some cook-shop near Drury Lane, ehe
might purchase even one quarter, from the dish eke only
desired lor its consequent good fortune. The little por-
tion was accordingly procured, and Miss Mellon and her
relatives were quite satisfied in having thus fulfilled a
superstitious duty at the appointed season.

Ii must be admitted, even by us “ doubters** concerning
luck, that, if we are to judge by the event, Miss Mellon's
system of tempting the smiles of Dame Fortune, was
more successful than any which M reasoning people* can
recomraeud !

The first five golden guineas that Coutts gave
her at her benefit at Cheltenham, the largest pre-

sent—as players call the charitieswhich degrade
their profession— she had ever received, she kept
ever sacred as €€ luck-money." Those guineas
were certainly attractive of gold. A good deal

of mere book-making is executed with an account
of Miss Mellon’s performances in London and the

provinces, and green-room anecdotes. It may
be dismissed in one word. She had no genius
for the drama ; she could not feel, nor simulate
feeling. She had no genius for anything ; but
she was industrious, persevering, shrewd in

every way, and always desirous to make her-

self usefhl ; and thus she won her way to better

parts and a higher salary, by imperceptible de-

grees. In summer, she procured country en-
gagements, and was a great favourite at Liver-

pool. This was about the year 1795. Mrs
Siddons was gracious to her ; and, next winter,

during the absence of Mrs Jordan, the obtained

some of this great actress's parts, and filled them
respectably. Her provincial benefits and other

emoluments now enabled the family to take better

lodgings, and to come nearer the theatre; andthey,
finally, removed to Little Russell Street, to which
poor lane the most noble Duchess long made an
annual pilgrimage on foot, to view the apot^find
“ shed tears of pleasure." When Misa Farrea
came to her promotion by the death of the

Countess of Derby, the funeral of tha Duke of

Hamilton's unfortunate daughter being imme-
diately followed by the marriage of her rival,

the admired actress, a further opening waa made
for the display of Miss Mellon's talents. Ska
was, however, getting on so slowly at Droir
Lane, that at one period she ruminated upon
accepting a more lucrative engagement ficusa

Astley ; but calculation and Aur-tighted ambition
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prevailed. Luckily ; for, observes Mrs Baron.
Wilson,

It is cartons to refect what change in the complexion
of her fortunes might bare resalted from her acceptance

of Astley*a oiler. In oil human probability she would
in that case never have become Mrs Coutts.

After Miss Mellon bad got her mother and
Entwisle settled at Cheltenham, she frequently

visited them, and performed at the theatre

there. The pbice was then rapidly rising; and the

scheming Mrs Entwisle proposed laying out her

daughter's savings in building. One house waB

accordingly erected, and let at a high rent, and
Mrs Entwisle contemplated a whole row. Mean,
while, Mr King, the master of the ceremonies,

had the audacity to build on vacant ground im-

mediately opposite Miss Mellon's house, and, by

intercepting the view, lessened the value of her

property. The angry and clamorous mother
urged her daughter to come down to Chelten.

ham, to perform and take a benefit, and over-

whelm the master of the ceremonies ; and now,

at last, we get fairly to the golden dawn of Miss

Mellon's brilliant day, and to old Coutts:—

Mrs Entwisle, by her frank lively manner, and love

of gossip, was very popular among the middle classes ; so

that, with her innate skill, she had always the power of
“ making good her own story** to a large majority, who,
in their torn, sprend the story farther ; and, therefore,

when she detailed how “ hardly the master of ceremonies

had behaved to the dutiful child, who had relinquished

every shilling of her earnings for her mother's support,”

there were few residents in Cheltenham who did not hear

of and sympathize in the tale.

Miss Mellon accordingly came down to gather a golden

harvest from such well-prepared ground. Her female

friend, of course, accompanied her ; and u hen these two
handsome and ladylike young women, guarded by the

Argus parent, Mrs Entwisle,went round to request patron-

age, it may be supposed that few were inclined to refuse

them : in short, Miss Mellon's benefit was such a dazzling

triumph over the mortified master of ceremonies, that it

is said he never forgave it.

At that time there was, among the visiters at Chelten-

ham, an elderly invalid gentleman, who did not join in

society, but passed many hours daily taking exercise in

the tang Walk. Mrs Entwisle soon discovered, from
hints dropped by his servant to the lodging people, who,

however, did not know his name, that “ his master, not.

withstanding his penurious appearance, was considered

one of the richest people in London ; but that he was
very unhappy in consequence of thinking that his wife,

also advanced in yean, was going out of her mind, which
preyed on his spirits so much that he had been ill, and
was now trying Cheltenham for a change.”

Her immediate reflection was, that the richest gentle-

man in London might take a box at the theatre for the

benefit night, though he were ever so sad ; and this idea

was communicated to her daughter. A respectful note

of solicitation to that effect was given to the attendant at

the pump-room, a few days before the performance, to

present to “ the remarkable-looking old gentleman ;** but

as no answer was returned, the three females decided

that “ the moping, thin, old creature was too fall of his

own tumbles to care about those of otter people.**

On the day but one after sending their note, Miss

Mellon and her friend were sauntering very early in the

Long Walk, when they were overtaken by the old

gentleman.

He intradneed himself to Miss Mellon, whom he said

ha knew by sight in Drury Lane green-room, to apolo-

gise for not having sooner answered the application, for

which he accounted by a great pressure of London cor-

respondence ; but be trusted his silence had been con-

sidered an assent to patrootolng her laudable filial efforts,

of which he had heard admirable accounts at every turn

in Cheltenham.
The young ladies tendered their best thanks and

brightest smiles ; their new friend mentioned that he had
had the pleasure that morning of sending to the post

office his answer respecting the box ; and, after a con.

venation of some length, they separated, mutually
pleased.

On hastening home, they found Mrs Entwisle in

ecstasies. There is no knowing what grand visions had
been conjured np in her wild brain; but the tangible

circumstance was, that she held in her band an open
letter from the old gentleman, “ the richest person in

London,** who had enclosed five guineas for a box, which
he desired should be kept for Mr Coutts 1 Mr Coutts!

—the Mr Coutts !—well might the servant bint that

his master was “ the richest person in London ;** a man
whose name was a proverb of wealth even in country
towns. Thus Mrs Entwisle raved, wondering at her
husband*s stupidity, that when any one had called for

letters to Mr Contts, he had not directly guessed he was
the thin old gentleman, and told her so ! But the young
friends defended Mr Entwisle, by exclftimlng against the

idea of any one supposing that the great Mr Coutts, who
managed the royal family, and commanded everything

he liked, could be an old, pallid, sickly, thin gentleman,
in a shabby coat and brown scratch wig.

Peace was soon restored, as Mrs Entwisle was in

a sunny humour after the day's adventure. The new
acquaintance met generally in their early promenade in

the tang Walk ; and when the day of the benefit per-

formance arrived, Mr Coutts paid Miss Mellon the com-
pliment of promising to occupy the box, although he had
only taken it to patronise her, without intending to go.

As a mark of Miss Mellon's strong superstition regard-

ing good luck, may be given the following pendant to

the foregoing facts.

The story of the golden luck-money follows.

On her wedding day, Mrs Coutts shewed the five

guineas, and they were again produced on the

day that she honoured the young Duke of St Al-

bans with her hand. The happy acquaintance

which ensured her the “ blameless patronage',’*

and ultimately the fortune of Coutts, commenced
in 1805.

From the period of the first introduction of Mr Coutts
to Miss Mellon at Cheltenham, a constant and friendly

intercourse was kept up between them in London. There
is little reason to doubt that this friendship was promoted
by the scheming Mrs Entwisle, by every expedient she
could devise.

But Miss Mellon was now separated from her
mother, and perfectly adequate to the manage-
ment of her own affairs, and throve better perhaps
without the old lady. The biographer gives her
own ideas regarding the conduct of mother and
daughter towards the rich banker.
On this principle, then, we shall give here our ideas

regarding the conduct of Mrs Entwisle and her daughter
towards Mr Contts.

Numbers of their warm advocates assert, that they had
no idea of Mr Contts becoming attached to and marrying
Miss Mellon ; bat that they merely sought to take ad-
vantage of a weak and rich old man's patronage as long
as it would last.

From this opinion we differ totally. Let it be remem-
bered how ambitious Mrs Eetwisle was, how unceasingly
watchful to advance her child’s position in the world,
how careful (even ostentatiously so) regarding her daugh-
ter's moral conduct, never allowing her to be out alone,
even when in hnmble life ; so that she might bring with
her a thoroughly good reputation. In addition to her
ambition, Mrs Entwisle was selfish, and inordinately
fond of money. Hence, she had prevented her daughter
from marrying through affection; because the former
would derive no improvement in situation by it. 8he

,
was clever, artful, and scheming, like the generality of
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the Irish peasantry ; and, considering all her qualities

together, we have little hesitation in expressing an opi-

nion that, from this firtt introduction to the old banker
,

she had marked him for her daughter's husband.

But it was only the “ blessed Harriot" herself

who could accomplish this wish.

We see and hear of such plans dally in the higher

circles, where the system is for young innocent girls to

try and barter their hands for tank and wealth, no mat-

ter how revolting the possessor of these advantages may
be ;

and, in these nefarious schemes, we know that jew-

elled matrons lend the most incessant aid to their beaute-

ous daughters, by plots to 44 take in” any one they mark
down as fair game.
Why not, then, an humble edition of Almack’s prac-

tices in Mrs Entwisle and Miss Mellon ? A legal gen-

tleman, long in the busy world, has assured the writer

that there existed a bond between Mr Coutts and Mist

Mellon, that if She would remain unmarried while his

invalid wife survived, he would marry her whenever his

hand was free to offer.

For such bonds there is the great precedent

of Miss Farren and the Earl of Derby ; and, in

our own times, the engagement of the “ much
esteemed Miss Stephens." Notwithstanding

these high and virtuous examples, we have yet

to learn that such engagements have come to be

generally considered reputable* To continue :

—

On their return to London* the conduct of Mr Coutts

shews clearly that he intended to place Min Mellon at

the head of his house ; for one of his earliest proceedings

was to present her to his three daughters , the Marchioness

of Bute, the Counten of Guildford, and Lady Burden.

From the time of Mr Coutts* first acquaintance with

Miss Mellon, until his wife’s death, these three Irre-

proachable ladies were on the most sister-like habits of

intimacy with Miss Mellon. They were at her house in

Little Rus>ell Street continually, the shopkeepers there

recollecting their wonder at such grand carriages waiting

fbr hours at so poor a place. They used to meet their

father there by appointment, to call to take him home.

These ladies were married to men of the world, and had

daughters grown up ; therefore there was every reason

why they should have looked with rigid scrutiny at the

stranger whom they invited to their houses, and at whose

house they allowed their children to stay. They used

frequently to make parties to lunch with Miss Mellon.

The Marquis and Marchioness of Bute, with Lord Dud-
ley Stuart and his Sister, Lady Frances Saodon, did so

several times

Miss Mellon’s manner towards Mr Coutts, Which was
totally different to her careless style, was doubtless the

result of her mother’s tutorage, and certainly was politic

in the extreme. It was steady and, respectful, like a

daughter, perfectly free from any levity, (every one who
knew the parties states this,) and, to prove her respect, no

office was too humble ; for instance, she never allowed a

servant to open the door when he knocked, but either

went down herself or requested the young lady living

with her to do so.

From her steady demeanour, she was generally con-

sidered by her friends to be an unacknowledged daughter

qf Mr Coutts { and* from the friendship shewn to her by

his daughters, they had possibly formed a similar con*

elusion.

The Ladies Bute, Guildford, aud Burdett*

would probably have repudiated the sisterhood ;

nor were they likely td believe in the ff unac-

knowledged daughter." For the rest, the exist-

ence of their mother gave them security against

that folly in their father, which, when he did

marry, so strongly excited the indignation of the

whole connexion. But it seems that the eccen-

tricity and the “strongveiuof romance— thehigh-

flown romance" ofthe shrewd banker's character

—

laid him particularly open to the designs of Mrs

Entwisle. There is little doubt that tbe mother

filled her subordinate part well when she had

anything to do ; but the winning Harriot—now
twenty-eight years of age, even by the lowest

estimate—must have ably backed her. The
daughter soon became all in all to the vain, and

lonely, and doting old man, who seems to have

lived friendless and joyless in the midst of hie

enormous riches and numerous descendants. How
he must have been caressed and flattered, and

how gratified by the unremitted devotion—the

entire dedication—to him of his 44 blessed Har-
riot," we incidentally gather from his widow's

subsequent freaks and affectations, which were

not even given up after she married the Duke of

St Albans. If at first she might have been con-

tent to “ burn old 8imon" to warm her newer
suitor, she afterwards took vehemently to •* the

dear old bit of wood and her last respectfully

worded request, on feeling the approach of her

own dissolution, was, that she might be retnoved

to die in the room “ where Tom Coutts had died/'

At that awful hour there may have been ata-

cerity in her grateful feelings for the infatuated

old man who had worshipped her ; though, in IA-
puting affectation, if not insincerity, we do her no
injustice. We are told here that

The name of Mr Coutts was continually on her lips,

his virtues magnified by the exaggerating power of affec-

tion his statue the only ornament of bar state room—hit

portrait decorating her favourite boudoir. The pillow

on which he died was always placed in her carriage

while travelling, as she never slept on niijr other.

“ The blameless patronage of Mr Coutts" was,

at first, of great use to Miss Mellon in her pro-

fession, and
Besides a great accession of theatrical “ friends,” tbe

extreme probability of her eventual, and, perhaps not

distant, union with Mr Cobtts occasioned Mitt Mellon
to be courted by a highly respectable and increasing ac-

quaintance t and all ranks, from hit Royal Hlghnem
the Duke of York to individnali of much bumbler class,

were daily making interest to inspect the interior arena
of the new theatre.

She Was now often, from good- ftattiffed im-

pulses, liberal in money, add hef friends took

the liberty of guessing whence oame the funds

thAt were expended with a rather ostentatious

charity or munificence ; she was also become mis*

tress of Holly Lodge and a Carriage, add ventured

on considerable insolence of manner's where it

was safe to do so. Vet 6he remembered the days

of poverty, and, among other good deeds* Was

the secret benefactress of Kean* when bo wet
waiting, Id the utmost distress, the fiat of the

Drury Lane manager, as she had done that of

Sheridan many years before* Miss Tidswell,

his aunt, (and* by some probable account** fait

mother,) had long heed hef Intimate friend,

which might have mdVed hef sympathy fof poof

Kean. By some perverse accident or other, her

secret deeds of charity alwayd found fame* aad
we do not imagine that she blushed very 4Bo»

tressingly upon such occasions. But thfefd #ti

more than money given, there waa feally good-

heartedness shewn by one of the grand dames of

Old Drury.
On the morning of Kean’s first appearance ska was

introduced to him during the rehearsal, at her e#a I*
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quasi i of brr motive there can be no doubt* He ap-

peared distressed. Oxberry, who knew Kean, introduced

them ; Kean, perhaps, guessed her intention—bs this as

it may, bis manner was such, that, it is believed, she

feared she might rather wound than soothe his feelings.

Kein always spoke of her in terms of admiration, and
he wasao truly a democrat, that he could seldom be brought
to utter a word in favour of the rich, be they who they

might. Her kindness (for in the forlorn situation in

which a poor, ill.used, and ill-dressed provincial actor

stands at our national theatres, even to speak to him is

a kindness) was strongly contrasted to, and not improb-
ably caused by, the cruel and uncalled-for observations

of an actress of great histrionic merit, who “ wondered
where the little wretch had been picked up !” and even
went the length of advising him “ to return to the coun-

try ; for, amid such actors as surrounded him he could

have no chance.**

Miss Mellon's retirement Had been speculated

upon since her Cheltenham conquest, many years

before ; butsheperformed for several years, and, in

1815, left the stage abruptly. She had previously

showed more of her mamma's temper than was

agreeable to her theatrical companions, and, for

some time, Mr Coutts had taken offence at some
of the theatrical persons who appeared at her

dinners. " Her success in life," we are told, or,

In other words, the generosity of her friend, “ had
6*cited the envious malignity of the less fortu-

nate." Our main debate with Mrs Baron-Wilson
is, that she will affirm the “ good fortune" the

great luck of her heroine* Mr Coutts, though
generally so munificent to her, was apt to take

miserly fits, or whims and caprices of stinginess

in paltry matters.

In brief, Miss Mellon was on ticklish ground,

and MrsCoutts was dying. This was not unknown
to her, and theatrical quarrels and squabbles

got to a height which Coutts could not always

tolerate. Mr Coutts was also liable to little

jealous or pettish fits, and the following scene;

it is said, led to his protegee's retirement :

—

On the 7th of February, Mias Mellon was announced
to perform Audrey

,
in (i As you Like it.** On repairing

to her dressing room she found the door locked ; bat as

she had brought her costume, she dressed in the ante-

room of the private box.

Mr Contts, whose great delight was to attend the

theatre, fancied himself to be sufficiently well to be pre-

sent at the performance ; and he arrived soon after the

play had souimenced. Miss Mellon was considered the

handsomest Audrey on the stage, the French peasant

costume suiting her style. On this evening her dress

was extremely fanciful and pretty, being a peculiar

shaped black velvet hat, a yellow jacket, laced with

black velvet, and a gold cross and heart on her

throat: while the striped, full, and rather short petticoat,

revealed very neat feet and ankles* in little buekled

shoes* and yellow silk stockings, with black clocks.

She was greeted with much applause, as being a fa-

vourite of the audience, and one who had not lately been

much before them ;
so that, when the early scenes were

over, she weht to speak to Mr Coutts, flushed with suc-

cess, and hoping for his Compliment also.

8he was, however, disappointed in finding his kind
countenance wearing a serious expression, as* taking her

hand, he said that he could not allow her to appear thus

again.

In dismay she inquired whdt was his meaning, and
he explained that he conid not bear to see her “ made
up’* for the stage, and in such an absurd costume. He
therefore hoped this would be her last appearance.

His requests were so few, and she always had attended

to them with such deference for ltis better judgment;

that the matter of her retirement was settled from that

moment : all originating perhaps in the “ smart little

yellow stockings with black clocks.*' She returned to

the stage for her final scene, And at its close, having
whispered to the astonished Touchstone

,
that “ ebb

should never again be his Audrey,'* she stepped rather

in advance of the other performers, curtsied profoundly

several times to the applauding audience, not as Audrey
,

but as Miss Mellon, and such was the sole Intimation

and leave taking of her last appearanoB*

What did not fapa Contts owe in requital for

this prompt obedience; this entire devotion, in

his adopted child

!

Her biographer allows that her paragon of

fill the virtues had some little faillts. She was
reported to be profuse in the expenses of her
table* even while Miss Mellon ; but, with Coutts'

bank at her beck, that, we submit, was a
trifle. She was, also, somewhat ostentatious

with her liberalities, but then she was liberal

;

and Dibdin bears testimony to her kindness, which
it is fair and pleasant to repeat. “ While many
highly-respected actors have become extremely
rich, and many virtuous and deserving actresses

have been espoused by nobility and men of large

possessions, very few if any have had the kind re*

troepection to assist or patronise theirformerpro-
fessional associates” In an actor*s eve, this ne-

glect must be a deadly sin. One of her leading

faults was blind ignorant fits of passion, in the

style of her mother, directed against any one in

whom she imagined offence against her state and
dignity. She gfiVe way to very furious outbfefiks of

rage. “ At times the veriest trifle would cause

such displeasure, that all dreaded where it might
chance to fall ; and, under this excitement, no*

thing that could be said or done at the moment
could subdue it." . . .

if She had been too

long accustomed to command not to be extremely

wilful ; and nothing turned her determination

from a point on which she had fired, except her

own altered resolution/* . . . “ Many per-

sons include fickleness among her defects ;" and,
*' finally, if a degree of pride or hauteur be-

longed to her disposition, it must not excite

wonder, considering her rapid elevation, and the

mixture of mortifications forced into her enjoy-

ments in some few instances, against which a

naturally high spirit would rebel." In brief,

the old proverb held—

“

Set a beggar on horse-

back," &c. Mis9 Mellon did not ride out the

race, but she often indulged in a canter on that

road, and delighted to splash the poor plodding

pedestrians, her old compeers.

Coutts must have been seventy-three; hut as

probably sevehty-five, when he was first sub-*

jected to the fascinations of the experienced

aotress, who had been scrambling about the

world for twenty-eight years. In 1815, his wife

died, at a very advanced age. The unhappy

lady (happy so far in being unconscious of he*

husband's folly and her own condition) had acci-

dentally scalded herself to death. Her hUBbfind,

then upwards of fourscore, chanced to be ill at

the time; but the tragi-Cuffiedy which follows

deserves to be given in the author's own words*

On Twelfth Day, Mis9 Mellon, who must have
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been well aware of tbe dying condition of Mrs
Contts, who languished for some time after her

accident, saw her amiable mother depart for

Cheltenham.

After her departure, Miss Mellon, (who was always
superstitious, and had, moreover, an especial dread of
any occurrence on Twelfth Day) described to those around
her, that u she was oppressed with an overwhelminf pre-

sentiment that she and her beloved mother might never
meet again, and that her sensations were beyond descrip-

tion miserable.** Her kind old benefactor also had been
confined to his bed for some days ; she had received no
accounts of him t and fancying that he might be dying
also, her excitable spirits gave way, and burying her
face iu the sofa pillow, she wept bitterly for a length
of time.

At last she heard her name feebly uttered, and, on
looking up, beheld the figure of Mr Coutts, holding by
tbe door at which he had entered unheard. The early
hour was quite unusual for his visits, which were always
about two o*dock. His look was so ghastly, his tall

miserable fivure so attenuated by illness, his sunken eyes
and faint voice were altogether so unearthly, that Miss
Mellon, (who had not seen him for some days during
his ill:: ess) thought he bad died on the fatal Twelfth Day,
and now reappeared to her. The poor man, indeed, was
but little removed from death ; he tottered to a chair,

and saying, u Harriot
,
the it dead covered his face,

and wept heavily.

Miss Mellon's superstitious impression was, that her
mother bad been killed by an accident ; and the wild
scene of grief which ensued was highly painful. Mr
Coutts at last had strength to explain that Mrs Coutts
was that morning released from her frightful sufferings

;

and, though she had long been incapable of companion-
ship for any one, yet, being the mother of his family, he
waa overcome by the shock, though long expected, and,
since her incurable accident, less to be regretted.

After making this communication, which be would
not entrust to another, tbe invalid was carried down
stairs by his servants, lifted into tbe carriage, and taken
home to his bed.

One of the most wicked of the falsehoods told against
Miss Mellon was, the statement that she was married to

Mr Coutts within a few days after bis first wife’s death.

8urely u moat wicked
f*

ia a strong phrase. With
the long-understood engagement of the very
suitable parties, considering the whole prelimin-

ary proceedings, a few days, or even weeks,
could be of no earthly consequence. But the
invalid, Mr Coutts, was not quite ready to go
through the ceremony, though the delay, as it

might affect his u blessed Harriot," pressed
heavily on his conscience ! “ Miss Mellon's youth
was passing away,"ji

And although he had given ample fortunes to his
daughters, yet in his dying hours he could not bequeath
a reward for Miss Mellon’s attention and excellent con-
duct, without leaving grounds of slander which would
turn his kindness into poison for her proud mind.

We hope the reader will preserve his gravity,

if possible. Coutts sent for Raymond, the
manager, “ the great friend" of Miss Mellon,
and requested his advice ! Less than marriage
would not save Miss Mellons fair fame if he
left her money by his will

;
just as if he had not

been all along giving her money. Let the
reader be grave and read on.

Mr Coutts then suggested the only alternative, namely,
that they might be privately married, to give her a jnst
claim to the sum he wished to bequeath, in case of bis
sudden demise; but he expressed a dread that Miss Mel-
lon, with her tupcrstUious feelings, and ideas ofpropriety,
would not bo brought to consent to tn early marriage,

although hit extreme illness should ho sufficient warning
against procrastination.

Mr Raymond had as little hope, knowing her wilful

character and veneration for death
; and Mr Coutts waa

in despair, at bis inability to justify one who had suffered

much annoyance for his sake. He knew Misa Mellon
placed more reliance on Mr Raymond’s advice than on
that of any other professional acquaintance, and therefore

the invalid offered him one thousand pounds if ho ob-

tained her consent.

Mrs Entwisle, with her bold and impudent in-

ventions, could never have played ber cards half

so well. She wanted skill, if not will. There
can be no doubt that Coutts must have been in

absolute dotage. One of bis brothers died, after

having been confined in a lunatic asylum for

thirty years : another bad fallen into mental im-

becility as he advanced in life. He also must,

at this time, have been a monomaniac in the

hands of artful unprincipled people. Never else

could he have so disgraced himself, and offered

such gross insult to his daughters and his grown-
up grandaughters, as that sudden marriage.

We continue the narrative :

—

The physicians had given their opinion, that their pa-
tient required incessant and careful watching in his dan-
gerous state ; therefore there was no falsehood in the plea

used by the ambassador.

When he went on his awkward mission, Miss Mellon
—who was in great distress at the illness of her friend

received tbe account of his increased suffering with deep
anxiety. Lengthened reference was made to all his kind-
ness to her and his family ; then u the irreparable loss

his demise would be to so many persons ; the physicians*

report, that the sole chance of his recovery depended on
the incessan t attention of some one interested for hiss ;

and, finally, that the sufferer had fixed his mind on having
that attendance from her ou/jr, beseeching her thus to

save his life !**

Miss Mellon, agonited at the thought of losing one
who had supplied the place of an indulgent lather to her,

saw, however, that even in case of his increased danger,
she could not with propriety go to his house. Then Mr
Raymond proposed the altenialive of matrimony ; but
she refused, with a decision which even startled one who
well knew her violent impetuosity.

They were several hours together ; and, from the angry
bursts of voice, a friend who waited for Mr Raymond,
thought some unpleasant dispute had arisen which his

interference might quell ; but, on entering the room, be
saw poor old Mr Raymond actually kneeling in entreaty
before Miss Mellon, and the latter standing in such a
state of excitement, that the unnoticed witness was glad
to retire hastily from a scene which seemed past his in-

fluence.

Mr Raymond, skilled in human nature, allowed this

violence to exhaust itself ; and, when it changed to hy-
sterical weeping, he taxed ber with ingratitude to the
only friend she ever possessed, in caring for the world’s
opinion of a delay more than for tbe chance of saving her
benefactor's life; and he worked on her sympathies by
every pies in the power of his eloquence to urge. He
quoted the example of Miss Farren, whom she had ad-
mired so much ; who, for a length of time^ was puhlidy
known to have been engaged to tbe Earl of Derby during
even tbe lifetime of his flirt Countess ; after whose de-
cease, Miss Farren was married to tbe widower within
six weeks, without having a plea of his dangerous illnass

urged as tbe cause of such promptitude ; and yet no one
had been more respected or better received in society than
the second Lady Derby. Why not the second Mrs Conns
likewise? as the first Mrs Coutts had been morally
“ dead” to the world for years ! At last, worn out. Ifnot
convinced, Mias Mellon agreed that, if her hencfisrtsr

•till continued dangerously iUy by a given time aha would
obtain, by a private marriage, the privilege of going te
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hit hansft to must him, ihnid an increase of danger re-

quire it.*

Admirable, blessed! single-minded, devoted
Harriot ! It was to tender pity and affection

that she yielded at last ! We do not pretend to

believe one word of all this—even as an acted

drama, it must have been better managed—and
yet own that Mr Raymond fairly earned his

thousand pounds ; and we hope Mrs Coutts,

when she read her husband’s will, made it at

least two. She was always liberal to Raymond.
That “ most wicked falsehood/’ that the mar-
riage took place in a few days after the first

wife's death, which so 4< shocks and revolts" Mrs
Baron-Wilson, is triumphantly rebutted ; for it

was fourteen days—each no doubt an age to the

parties-—-before Mr Coutts was able to smuggle
himself out to 8t Pancras* Church ; where he re-

ceived that long-coveted blessing, the hand of

his adored Harriot, and Mr Raymond, in a snuff-

bo*, of what metal is not said, his one thousand
pounds.

The marriage was kept a dead secret, and
Miss Mellon every day drove to her husband’s
door to receive the physician’s bulletin of health.

Perhaps Mr Coutts had not yet made his will

;

but, however that might be, or if the devoted
Harriot was nowprepared for the eclaircissement,

or for braving and defying the indignation of
the family—

In about a month from the time of the marriage she
drove one morning to the door in Stratton Street, and
one of the physicians came down with great concern, to

toll her Mr Coutts was considerably worse. Alarmed out
of all her caution, she clasped her hands and cried,

“Good heavens, tell me all 1 I am his wife !** The asto-
nished physician then very forcibly described the danger
of Mr Coutts ; and it was resolved that she must at once
assume her place in the house of her husband, the crisis

of his illness requiring unremitting care.

Such was, in reality, the ugay honeymoon** of the
poor dying old man of eighty-six, and the greatly afflicted

object of his regard I

The afflicted bride ! we must sympathize

with her ! But Mr Coutts rallied, and the mar-
riage was afterwards publicly celebrated “ by a

numerous assemblage of high distinction."

Poor Mrs £ntwisle f how she must have ex-

ulted in the great match of her well-tutored,

high-blooded daughter, for whom (r Tom Coutts

in point of birth was really no match/’ It is not

likely that she ever saw the Lady of Woodham
Walters in her married life, for she died in the

sixty-third year of her age, in the following May,
of gossip and drinking fat ale. Her funeral,

by order of her daughter, was on the most

splendid scale. It wa9 discovered that, while

ever crying out poverty, she had hoarded seven

* She had Always the pardonable whim of a much-flat-

tered person, viz. that whatever came from her hand must
be most acceptable to the invalid, and that her presence

would bring comparative ease to those she loved. Thus,
St is said, when the Duke of St Albans took the small-pox,

during its preliminary shiverings, the Duchess thought
nothing could be so efficacious as a cashmere shawl from
her neck ; and one after another of those hundred-guinea
articles was just worn fay her for a few minutes and trans-

ferred to the chilled sufferer, although she knew her own
dread of infection would never allow her to resume their

use.—Afewwr#.

hundred guineas in speoie. JSJntwistle with

this wind-fall, ate and drank, but was not very

merry, for four more years, when Mrs Coutts

erected a monument over him and her mother

;

which was afterwards succeeded by another,

bearing the name and title of their affectionate,

and humble-minded daughter Harriot, Duchess
op St A lbans. What a fortunate woman was Mrs
Coutts now ; yet the attacks of the “ profligate

press/’ and the coldness of the Coutts family,

and of those who adopted their opinions, made her

life a burden to her. To preserve Mr Coutts

alive was now her earnest endeavour ; but she

was unfortunate in her choice of physicians. We
may imagine how Mr Coutts* daughters took the

singular scene here described

—

While Mr Coutts was at Salt Hill, be fell and broke

three of bis ribs, an accident which caused serious alarm

at his time of life. His sufferings were extreme; Mrs
Coutts sat up continually with the nurses at night, and

bis daughters assembled at the inn, under an impression

that their father could not survive. About three o'clock

one morning, the invalid seemed to breathe with such

difficulty, that Mrs Coutts and the nurses roused all the

party, with the exception of the doctor, who had retired

for the night. At length it was decided that his presence

was absolutely requisite, and ouc of the group went to

request he would rise. While dressing, it would appear

that he must have worked himself up to that state of

excitement which is often observed in highly nervous

persons whose rest is interrupted after taking opiates;

for, on making his appearance, instead of going to the

patient, he levelled a torrent of anger at Mrs Coutts in

presence of the assembled party ; he taunted her with a
violation of the promise that he should never be called np
at night ; he referred contemptuously to her origin, her

early poverty and profession ; he ridiculed the infatua-

tion of Mr Coutts in his dotage, (the poor invalid lying

iasensible to praise or sarcasm :) in short, it is stated that

there never was a more extraordinary or unprovoked out-

burst of rage. .... The hasty violence of Miss

Mellon's temper had been so often shewn in the course of

this work, that her deep anxiety and alarm about Mr
Coutts may be inferred Irom the fact, that she made no
reply to the torrent of undeserved violence of the doctor.

But she afterwards forgave the doctor ; old

Coutts became convalescent, resumed his place

in the Bank, and lived for several years ; and the

villa of Holly Lodge became the chosen resort

of grandees and princes. Lucky Mrs Coutts was

always superstitious, of which this is a diverting

instance.

The steps at Holly Lodge, from the lawn to the

hnll-door, are composed of beautiful blocks of white

marble, that a statuary might envy; but the highest step

is disfigured by two rusty, old, broken horse-shoes fas-

tened to it, which she and Mr Coutts (who was likewise

superstitious) had found in the road, and they had caused

these hideous bits of rusty iron to be nailed on the

threshold to avert evil and bring good luck.

She was also a believer in dreams, and once

dreamed she was tried, sentenced, and hang.

Her hairdresser at the theatre interpreted the

dream that she was to become a grand lady, and

to hold her head very high, and perhaps attend

the Court ! And, twenty years afterwards, this

expounder was summoned from Worthing, to

dress the Duchess’ hair for the drawing-room,

according to her promise at the time. For this

he received thirty pounds. The Duchess always

loved to “ elevate and surprise/’ She had an-

other awfal dream of encountering black Hons
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that guarded a castle full of geld and diamonds,

and of escaping from them by plunging into a

river. The dream-expounder, who was a coach-

builder, predicted that she would encounter

temptation, and suffer from malignity ; but, ulti-

mately, pass through all dangers in purity and

safety, and have such good luck, that she should

keep “ her coach/* “ You shall be the builder of

it then,** cried Miss Mellon ; and the gracious

Duchess, who piqued herself on being the spoiled

child of fortune, afterwards frequently declared

—

u My good old oracle shall build my carriages as

long as I can afford to keep one.**

Allusion has been already made to her dread of some
tad fatality on Twelfth Pay, of which sh# used to cite

numerous instances. She was a great pbserrar of forto.

note dates, b|rth»days, wedding-days, and the old festival

days of the calendar, with the proper appliances for each ;

obliging her gnests, half in earnest, to taste mince-pies

on New-year’s Day, tansy-padding at Easter ; to wear
hawthorn on May Day, holly at Christmas

;
in fact, such

obsolete customs as would have suited Bracebridge Hall
and Irving's charming descriptions.

Many of the trifling customs of prejudice which Miss
Mellon observed were followed, no doubt, for the purpose

ofmaking her friends laugh—such as, the lecture she used

to bestow on the fire when the impatient gas would mut-
ter as it escaped from its black prison, which sounds had
the honour of being considered the voices of evil genii

uttering maledictions on the parties around the fireplace,

and the injurious effects can only be conquered by out.

scolding the fuming coal. Another was, on eating an
egg, she always made an aperture at both ends of the

shell, so that the witches might not find shelter there,

otherwise they were permitted to haunt with an incubus
the luckless wight who had eaten the contents without
taking the salutary precaution.

But there was one point of her superstitions which no
argument could shake—namely, the idea that if thirteen

Individuals sat down at table, one of the doomed number
would die within a year. So strongly was this absurd
conviction impressed on Mrs Coutts* mind, that she has
been often known to send invitations to intimate friends

just at dinner time, that her guests might outnumber the

fatal thirteen.

Apd
;
when thirteen was the inevitable num-

ber, instead of making the butler sit down, or

pending for the cook to make a fourteenth, she
arranged that all should rise and sit down again at

once, that Death or the Devil might be perplexed

In the choice of his victim. She was kind to

the children of her friends, and often had them
at Holly Lodge. She must, we presume, have

been the legal Mrs Coutts before old Queen
Charlotte, in subservience to the Regent’s tastes

or necessities, gave occasiqp to this notice.

On the occasion of her grand guests arriving, the troop

of children were deposited with the Highgate schoolmis-

tress, now a very aged woman, residing there, bed-i id-

den, yet acutely retaining all her faculties i and she re-

lates how great was the wonder caused among her usual
scholars by the exaggerated declaration of the new
comers, that “ Harriot was going to have the Prince
Reaent and old Queen Charlotte to eat bread and jam,
and peaches, and blanched almonds, for luncheon on that

day l
M

Mrs Baron-Wilson tells a great many anec-
dotes, shewing how the shabby dress or sordid

habits of the old banker, Coutts, made him
frequently be taken, if not for a beggar, yet for

a person in very distressed circumstances, to re-
lievo whom was a charity ; and how the wealthy
manenjoyedthehnaMmrofeachseenos. Mrs Baron-

Wilson has, no doubt, heard all these marvellous

stories, and some of them may be true
; but spon-

taneous charity to strangers, making no appeal to

the feelings, is not constantly the habit of the bene-

volent English. Mr Coutts died at the great

age of ninety-one, by the account of his early

acquaintance, the Earl of Dundonald—at the

age of eighty-seven, by the belief of his family.

His children were all assembled round bis death,

bed. What they said or felt when it was learned

that the whole of his immense fortune had been

bequeathed to his wife, our author does not

venture to guess.

On the anniversary of her wedding, his gratefel widow
always visited the bank, and pressed her lips to the spot

where be habitually wrote; generally remaining alone
for an hour or so in the drawing-room, and on coming
forth, it is said, her eyes bore witness that her feelings

had been deeply affected.

The disconsolate widow, ever studious of the

decencies, did not mingle in public amusements
for above a year; and it was not for two or

three years afterwards that, having rejected the

addresses of the Duke of York, as is hinted, and
also those of the presumptuous Mr Elliston,

she listened to the suit of the young Duke of St

Albans.

The “ progress of the attachment*' between
the widow and the Duke was greatly facilitated,

we are told, by their “ mutual admiration of

Shakspeare.”

One of the Duke's youthful and motherless

sisters became a frequent guest at Holly Lodge,
and travelled in state with the desponding
widow ; and a few months after the Duke came to

his title, he and his sister accompanied her in a

grand progress in Scotland.

They visited all the principal towns, and stayed some
days with each of Mrs Coutts* friend***4ht Earl and
Countess Breadalbane, at Taymouth Castle ; the Eaii
and Countess Lauderdale, at Dunbar Castle; Chief Com-
misiioner Baron Adam, (the great friend of George the
Fourth,) at Blair Adam ; Sir James apd Lady Stuart, at

Caithnesi; (?) SirJ.and Lady Marjoribanks; SirJohnand
Lady Stuart of Allanbank, (first cousins of Mr Coutts ;)

Mr and Lady Eleanor Balfour ; and many others. But
the visit of most interest was that to Abbotsford. It is

thus recorded in the journal of its gifted host, “ The
Wizard of the North,** under date November 25,
* Mrs Coutts, with the Duke of St Albans and Lady

Charlotte Beauclerk, called to take leave of us. When
it Abbotsford his suit throve but coldly* 6he made me,
1 believe, her copfidant in sincerity; she had rsfnwd
hitp twice, and decidedly ; he was merely pn the footing
of friendship. I urged it was akin to love; she allow*!
she might marry the Duke, only she had at present not
the least inclination that way.
“ Is this frank admission more favourable for the Duke

than an absolute protestation against the possibility of
such a marriage ? I think not. . ,

u I f the Duke marries her, heensuresan immense fortune;
if she marries him, she has the first rank. If he marries
a women older that himself by twenty [thirty] years, she
marries a man younger in wit by twenty degrees. I do
not think he will dilapidate her fortune; he teems good
and gentle. 1 do not think she will abuse bit softness of

disposition—shall I say, or of-r-head f The disparity of

ages concerns no one but themselves ; so they have my
conseot to marry it they can get each other's. Just as

tbit is written, enter my Lord of St Albans and Lady
Charlotte, to beg 1 would recommend a book of aermeua
to Mrs Coutts. Much obliged for her good opinion t

recommended Logan's* One poet should always spook
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t>r another. TJie minion, I suppose, was a little display
on the part of good Mrs Coutts of authority over her high
aristocrat^ suitor, I did not suspect her of turning
devotie ; and retract rap consent as given above, unless
•he remains * burly

, brisk
,
and jolly.* ”

The Duchess did not need to turn devotee ; she
wee always eminently pious. The first day on
which, as a peeress of the realm, she was to at-

tend the opening1 of parliament, so occupied had
she been all the morning with the pomps and
vanities of the toilette, and other matters of

dnpal state etiquette, that she had forgotten to

gay hey prayers. Just when stepping into the
earriagp, the tender-conscienced Duchess remem-
bered the sin of oipission—dismissed the car-

riages—returned jpto hpr house—laid aside her
(Hqmonds and satins—apd did penance, or made
(upend? to heaven for gome hours, in plain gro-
gram ! She, so favoured of heaven, to forget

the gratitude she owed in return ! It must have
been quite a scene. Can there he apy question

of th© enlightened Christianity and moral prin-
ciples of so pioug and gplf-dpnyiqg a Duchess

;

who, moreover, ranked the then Bishop of Derry
and hi? lady among her dear friends?
The gkittish widow was as capricious, and he-

sitated as much about accepting the addresses of

her noble and youthful suitor, as she had dong
about marrying her octogenarian " patron/'

First, the Duke was sentenced to a year's pro-
bation, which trial, we presume, he had stood
with coqraffe and firmness; pnd then she ac-

cepted and then refuged, and then again repented
her stern refusal ; and, as there was this time no
popvenient Mr Raymond, sent a messenger post-
haste after the groom, whp carried her cruel
missive, and who /t/cktVy^theDpchess was always
lucky—overtook him*

The world would say that i( she had tried fpr a Duke and
failed j" for who would credit the folly she had com-
mitted t On regaining the ungraceful
answer, she wrote another from the natural dictates of
her first intention. This eceeptanee of his ofikr brought
the Duke to Holly Lodge,

No time was npw to fie lo«t ; the Duke behaved
nobly "respecting settlements/' leaving all to

the generosity of the bride; end Mrs Bnron-
Wilson is of the belief that those who imagine
that the Duke married solely from mercenary
motive# are greatly mistaken. It is certainly

greatly to his honour that she did not make him
her hair. The Duehesa' wedding-gift to her
young lord was thirty thousand pounds ! or about
a thousand for each year she was older than her
husband. We do not notice here, though we
recollect seeing in the newspapers at the time,
that the happy pair claimed and obtained the
Dunmow Flitch at the and of thfiir first year pf
wedded felicity.

The magnificent doings of the Duchess of St
Albans in London, Brighton, Cheltenham, &c.
&c., are they not blazoned in Sunday newspapers,
and immortalised in fashionable magazines ? so

we leave them in their glory. To the greatest
riches, she had now added the highest rank ; but
the thing did npt work well. The lucky woman
never seems to have been the happy woman. Her
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life would appear to have been a series of heart-
burnings, bravado, and mortification. She cut
Cheltenham in a rage. She discarded ungrate*
ful Brighton in disgust ; nor, though the public
authorities entreated almost, on their official

knees, that she would come back and shine upon
their eclipsed town, could she be moved to relent.

We may safely leave the moral of this lucky
woman's story to the dispassionate reflection of
the reader. We trust that, instead of indulging
in malignant and envious feelings of her great
good fortune, readers will see that there was
much to pity in her life, and little to envy.
Her only substantial distinction was enormous
wealth, and it failed to acquire for her either
love, reverence, esteem, or true enjoyment. And
does her conduct merit no blame ? When she
formed the scheme of securing Old Coutts, she
had not even the poor actress's plea of poverty
to palliate disreputable artifices and sordid am-
bition. She was already in good and improving
circumstances

—

rich for Harriot Mellon, and at
this time honourably so. From the first hour of
that connexion, every step was retrograde from
respectability and from happiness. We are not
going to debate the exact nature of the con-
nexion ; it is enough that the world will ever
believe that it was quite as pur© and platonic as
suited Mr Coutts' principles and tastes, atnd

neither more nor less so.

A pitiable drudge in the galling harness of
fashion, the poor Duchess became at last ; striv-

ing, with failing health and sinking spirits,

against the heavy load ; and bitterly feeling that
all was vanity and vexation of spirit 1 A gen-
tleman at Brighton, who seems grateful and
well-disposed to her, relates a good deal about her
private life in her latter years.
Prom the crowd and heat of those festivities, both of

which were very apt to be oppressive, her Grace would
sometimes seek a respite by taking me aside, and chat-
ting about olden times, green-room jokes, popular actors,
plays, and play-writers ; her beaming features and melo-
dious laugh attesting the delight she took in these re-
miniscences.

Twice, in instances of this nature, and nearly in the
same words, has her Grace exclaimed—u Ah, those were
pleasant days !—those were pleasant days I Few per-
sons have seen so much of the various aspects—I may say
of the two extremes of life—as myself; and few persons,
therefore, can be better judges of the difference between
gTeat pprepty and great wealth ; but, after all, tbit does
not, by any means, constitute the chief and most import-
ant distinction between thebigh and low states. No ;

the signal, the striking contrast is not in the external
circumstances, but in the totally opposite minds of the
two classes, as to their respective enjoyment of existence.

The society in which I formerly moved was all cheerful-
ness—all high spirits—all fun, frolic, and vivacity:
they cared for nothing, thought of nothing, beyond the

pleasures of the present hour, and to thoee they gave
themselves up with the keenest relish. Look at the
circles in which I now move ; can anything be more
9 weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable than their whole
course of life ? Why, one might as well be in the tread-
mill, as toiling in the stupid monotonous round of what
they call pleasure, but which is, in fact, very cheerless
and heavy work. Pleasure, indeed I when all merri-
ment, all hilarity, all indulgence of oar natural emotions,
if they be of a joyous nature, is declared to be vulgar.”

Sometimes she was obliged to retire at a very early
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Mur, or not appear at all, being confined by indisposU
tion to her conch in her own room, while the whole
mansion, echoing to the sound of bands of music, and the

merriment of the dancing crowd, was at the same time
pervaded by the fumei of the preparing banquet ; ac-

companiments to which no other invalid would have
willingly exposed herself for the sake of gratifying her
acquaintance.

The gratification of her vanity had now be-
come a habit, and her passion for eclat might be
at least equally interested with the desire to

oblige. The Duchess of St Albans, when Dr
Brewster, one evening, sent his pretty toy, the

kaleidoscope, to the universal patroness of the

arts and sciences, related an anecdote of her
childhood. The shrewd girl hadbeen wont to exhibit

some such thing to her childishcompanions, at the

rate of a couple of pins for a peep ; with which
pins she forthwith hastened to an old woman to

exchange them for lolly-pops. The story is il-

lustrative of her life of restless, unsatisfying

grandeur ; with this material difference, that the

lolly-pops of fashion and luxury, bought with her
cleverly acquired hoards, were no longer sweet
to the taste, though the appetite for them had not
abated.

Her biographer must pardon us for Baying that

she kept up her affectations of sentiment to the

last, or that they bad become part of her nature.

Mr Coutts, who, in his dotage, was as romantic,

superstitious, and sentimental as herself, or as

she chose to make him, had on his death-bed pro-

mised to revisit her as a little singing bird—of all

the poetical incarnations of connubial love. She
was always looking out for him from her boudoir

window in Stratton Street ; and if a bird (ten to

a hundred a sparrow) did enter her room,

tempted by the offered food, the artless Duchess
“ would, for the remainder of the morning, be as

happy as a child whose playmate had returned/*

Now, some hard-natured persons may be tempted,

Mrs Baron-Wilson fears, to believe that “ this is

all very well acted;*
9

but no—“ a deeper insight

into her character always brought the conviction,

that at all times there was not a sufficiency of

acting in her artless nature even to procure from

the world common justice, much less a false re-

putation for sentiment/* This passes ! Our
mouths are shut, and we take leave of our au-

thor in the hope that, before she writes another

biography, with better and fuller materials,

she may also have seriously inquired, in what

good fortune in life should really be held to con-

sist. Mrs 9iddons, with splendid genius in her

profession, was an instance of true good fortune;

for she was beloved and respected for her vir-

tues. Mrs Inchbald, a woman of much higher

genius, industrious, frugal, charitable, unselfish,

devoted to her relatives, maintaining her integ-

rity in the face of great temptation, we also

consider an eminent instance of true good for-

tune. From her obscure lodging, blessed with

competence, and even with moderate wealth, hon-

ourably acquired, she could afford to look serenely

down and pity the rich banker's favourite, or the

uneasy Duchess driving to Court in her blazing

equipage. No, no, we are well content to take

Mrs Coutts as she was, with all her faults and
failings, “ burly, brisk, and jolly :'* but we repu-

diate the artificial puffed-up personage presented

to us in these volumes. ^This may be Mrs Coutts*

funeral sermon, but it is not her memoirs. And
the simple truth would have made a much more
popular and interesting book.

The will of this celebrated lady was quite in

keeping with her character. She seems to have

regularly kept an account of the large sums she

generously disbursed amongMr Coutts' daughters

during her life, which she was in the habit of

shewing to her friends and visiters. Instead of

devoting any part of the great wealth, of which

she had obtained the command, to public ob-

jects, or to some purpose of humanity ; instead of

even dividing it fairly and judiciously amongthe
numerous descendants of Mr Coutts, she chose,

like the dying old man in St Leon, to transmit

her perilous gift to one young lady, who, we
should hope, may have the virtue to feel humbled
at being preferred, by the mere caprice of this

vulgar woman, to all her own family, and the

other grandchildren of Mr Coutts. This is the

only way in which enlightened morality and

common sense must regard the extraordinary

will, by which the Duchess must have intended

to create, with an enormously rich heiress, a

prodigious posthumous sensation.

Let us conclude by inquiring, if there be any

one wise or feeling woman, who can envy her

prosperity ; or, looking to her whole life, any
one man of honour and sense who would calmly

desire for his daughter or his sister the brilliant

lot of the unfathered beggar-child, and poor strol-

ling actress, who died at last the richest woman
in England, and the most noble Duchess of St

Albans ?

TO DR RAFFLES, WITH MY AUTOGRAPH.

What is Religion ? a Speak the truth in love

Doubting, inquire—nor dictate, till thou prove

:

Reject no good : Mend, if thou canst, thy lot

:

Enjoy thy own—exceed not, trespass not

:

Pity the scorners of earth's meanest thing

:

If wrong'd, forgive—that hate may lose his sting

:

Think, speak, work, yet bestow ! or wisely keep :

So live, that thou may'st smile, and no one weep.

Like woodbines, cluster'd o'er the linnet's nest.

Or birds, that sing because they love, be blest

;

And bless, like rivers, never asking why,
Or soft-voiced showers, to which cool'd woods reply.

When cloudy wings are wide in heaven display'd.

And blessings brighten o'er the freshen'd sod.

Till earth is like the countenance of God.

This is Religion ! Saith the Bard of Trade.Eimm Elliot*.
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THE ECCLESIASTICAL COURTS.

‘ My Lords, we must reform these consistory laws*

Whose great defame above the heaven blaws.
I knew a man in sowing for a cow,
Ere he had done he spent full half a bow

:

So that tho King's honour we may advance
We will conclude as they have done in France ;

Let spiritual matters pass to spiritualise.

And temporal matters unto temporalitie.”

Sul David Lindsay.

One of the most odious features of the ecclesi.

astical system of England and Ireland, is pre-

sented in what, by perversion of language, are

called spiritual or ecclesiastical courts. Exten-

sive jurisdiction is exercised by these tribunals

in every diocese, and in many archdeaconries,

parishes, and manors ; and this jurisdiction

affects causes of a civil and a temporal nature;

involving our properties and rights and gives

an enormous power into the hands of men, more
than any others, liable to abuse it, which may,

at the caprice of an individual, be used most un-

favourably to civil and religious liberty. So

far as civil cases are concerned, it is found

that their proceedings are expensive, tedious, and
bungling. Wo find courts with ignorant judges

and unqualified practitioners, with power to make
them formidable, and knowledge enough to make
them mischievous—engines of local tyranny,

ready to pinch and oppress those who have the

unpardonable effrontery to think for themselves,

and resist the encroachments of the church estab-

lishment.

Why is not the land purged of these local abo-

minations? Why should the property of the

country be placed in priestly custody ? Why
is this system tolerated, that tramples on the

rights of conscience, and strangles civil and re-

ligious liberty in detail? We put these questions

for the serious attention of the country. These
ecclesiastical courts are held by the People in ge-

neral abhorrence ; they have been tried, con-

victed, and sentenced by royal commission ; they

have been branded with a condemnatory resolu-

tion of the House of Commons ; denounced by
the highest ecclesiastical law authorities in Eng-
land

;
yet here we are, at the close of the ses-

sion of 183D—seven weary years and more since

the report of the ecclesiastical commissioners

was laid on the table of the House of Commons
—and the ecclesiastical courts are yet blistering

the patient population. It will perhaps be sug-

gested that, shamed by scrutiny, and awed by
the power of Parliament, they have, in later

years, conducted themselves with meekness, and
have not provoked fresh chastisement. But it

is not bo. We are too well acquainted with the

vices essential to the Bystem to fall into the er-

ror of supposing, that the conduct of its adminis-

trators, however wary, could deprive it of its

sting—

“

make wrong right, or consecrate a

crime.*’ And it is to be borne in mind, that an
evil so extensive in its ramifications is not to be
judged of by the number of positive and flagrant

cases of oppression detected by the public eye, but
jro. Lxxii._yoL. vx.

by the silent influence of its operation—the heart-

burning and the wrong inflicted and created in

thesecluded localities of the country. Yettliccon-

duct of these courts has not been equivocal. They
have defied public opinion ; and, supposing them-

selves secure by reason of the incomprehensible

listlessness of their victims, have assumed an ar-

rogance of bearing, and exhibited a spirit of do-

mination and intolerance, worthy of the palmiest

days of their power. True, our noses cannot be

slit, nor our ears be cut off, fur writing against

the divine right of prelacy, as in the days of

that worthy ecclesiastic, Laud ; and Dr Ward-
law can speak his mind as to apostolical succes-

sion without the fear of the cat-o’-nine-tails, the

pillory, or the stocks. But cases of oppression

and hardship have, during the last twelve months,

transpired, which challenge us fairly to grapple

with the evils of the system.

The Protestant society for the protection of

civil and religious liberty, in their address of

February last, state that, out of sixty, two cases

in which application had been made to that body

for assistance, several were cases of oppression

in ecclesiastical courts in various parts of the

country. And who forgets the case of Widow
Woolfrey ? This poor woman resided in the

parish of Carisbrooke, in the Isle of Wight,

and, in memory of her deceased husbaud, placed

a tomb or head-stone in the parish churchyard,

above his ashes, on which, according to the cus-

tom of persons of the Roman Catholic persuasion

—to which they both belonged—the widow hud

graven the words, “ Pray for the soul of J.

Woolfrey/* and beneath them, from the book of

Maccabees, “ It is a holy and wholesome thought

to pray for the dead.” Shakspeare, who with a

happy alchemy, extracted good from everything,

saw " books in the running brooks,** and disco-

vered “ sermons in stones ;** so did the Rev.

John Breeks, vicar of Carisbrooke. The tomb-

stone preached flat heresy, and he cited the wi-

dow into the diocesan court of Winchester;

from whence, by letters of request from the Vicar-

General on the voluntary promotion of Mr Breeks

(who had no regard for the petticoat,) the case

was carried to the Arches court in London. On
the 19th of November the case was decided

;

and the judge, Sir Herbert Jenner, declared ,tbat

praying for the dead was not prohibited by the

articles of the Established Church, and decided

that the vicar could not punish the widow.

In March last, a roan named Israel Brown, a

poor cordwainer of Broadway in Worcestershire,

with a wife and six children depending on his
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daily labour for support, was cited before the con-

sistorial court, to answer the demand of 3s. for

Easter offerings. It appeared that he had not

been called on to pay those “ offerings,” for three

years previously j in consequence of which he re-

fused payment. And what does his spiritual pas-

tor, who fancies that he has a good claim to be

a successor of Peter and Paul ? He drags Israel

Brown to the spiritual court ;
and Israel was not

freed from the hands of priest and proctor, till

payment of threb guineas was made. This may

be law in Worcestershire ; nay, it may be just,

according to ecclesiastical law ; but Christian !

believer in a Gospel of mercy, loving kindness,

and compassion to the poor, do you not call the

vile system that sanctions this act of remorseless

rigour, nominally and professedly for the good

and support of religion, a blot upon the Chris-

tian name, and a reproach to the cross ? We are

perfectly aware that, in the case of Carthew v.

Edwards, T. 1749, it was decreed, by the Court

of Exchequer, that Easter offerings, or oblations

and obventions as they are also styled, were due

the plaintiff of common right, after the rate of

2d. a-head for every person in the defendant’s fa-

mily of sixteen years of age and upward ; and

we do not charge the Vicar of Broadway with

violating the law : like 8hylock, he can point to

the bond ; but we remind him that a book with

which he ought to be familiar, declares :—“ He
thatgiveth to the poor shall not lack ; but he that

hideth his face shall have many a curse.”

A third case which excited a general feeling

of disgust and indignation, was that of David

Jones, a weaver at Llanon in Wales, who was

cast into prison at the suit of the Rev. Ebenezer

Morris. Jones was a Unitarian ; And, in 1837,

was elected church-warden of his parish. After

his appointment he called a vestry to make a

church-rate ; but, at the meeting, an adjourn-

ment was moved and carried. On the 25th May,

1838, he received, from the vicar, a notice, require

ing him to provide bread and winefor the sacra-

ment. Jones, on the llth of June, replied that

he had no funds out of which to procure them,

and was too poor to provide them at his own
cost. The man was cited before the ecclesiasti-

cal court—was pronounced contumacious—and

by a process issued by the court of Queen's

Bench, was cast into Carmarthen Jail ! Church-

men can see no hardship in this—no scandal

—no outrage on freedom—no violation of civil

and religious liberty ! i Let it be granted

that Mr Ebenezer Morris did no more than

“ the law” allowed him to do ; cannot the man
see that such a transaction, on the face of it, is a

sarcasm on religion ; that it leads people to ask

in what page of the new Testament it is war-

ranted, and renders the Church offensive to the

nostrils of the country? Yet doctors differ as

to the legality of the proceeding. Dr Adams,

one of the most eminent civilians in England,

gave it as his opinion, as Jones had called a ves-

try, which vestry had refused a rate, “ that the

pronement’s case was untenable, and his pro-

ceeding unwarrantable and he added, “ unless

the case is mismanaged on behalf of the defend-

ant, the final issue must, I think, be the dismis-

sal of the defendant with his fall costs.” Dr
Haggard, another conspicuous ecclesiastical ad-

vocate, gave a similar opinion. He said, “ The
proceeding is but little calculated to assist the

question of diocesan jurisdiction, and will, in my
opinion, on an appeal, make but a very sorry fi-

gure.” Sir J. Lushington, also one profoundly

conversant with canonical law, declared it as his

belief, that if the proceeding hadbeen commenced
in one of the superior courts, it would at once

have been rejected.

Well, from this case, we turn to one still

more arbitrary. Mr James, a farmer, of the

Independent denomination, was, in 1837, elect-

ed church-warden of the parish of Llanelly.

Mr James did not absent himself from his

usual place of worship; and the result was,

that, at the expiration of his term of office, he

was cited before the ecclesiastical court of St

David's, by the above-named Rev. E. Morris,

who luckily happens to be vicar of both places,

on the charge of having absented himself for se-

veral Sundays from Church ! It is to be noted

too, that the elections of 1837 took place at this

time, and that Mr James voted for the Liberal

candidate, 8ir J. Williams, while the vicar was

a conspicuous partisan of the Tory. How far this

fact influenced the conduct of Ebenezer—this

Welsh help-stone of Church and State—is a

matter of conjecture. Mr James was cited. And
who sat in judgment upon him ? The Rev. J. O.

Williams, a surrogate, who is avowedly the edi-

tor or chief contributor to a Carmarthen Tory
paper—-a parson-judge and a partisan. Mr James
was condemned for contumacy ; and a process

having, as previously, been issued by the court

of Queen's Bench ; in the face of England, in the

face of Europe, in the face of a Protestant people

boasting their enlightenment, toleration, and jus-

tice, a man was cast into prison for not at-

tending WORSHIP IN THE LAW CHURCH. Int-

pious and audacious usurpation ! Abominable

despotism ! And are these things, and is a sys-

tem which produces them, to be borne by a free

People? We tell the ecclesiastical marauders,

that this black fabric shall be dashed down and

ground to powder, and scattered to the four winds

of heaven. It cannot be tolerated by free-

men and Christians. It was the creation of

priestcraft, and is now the fortress of imposture,

corruption, and tyranny. Without entering at

length into the historical origin of courts eccle-

siastical, we may observe that the British eccle-

siastical laws have, for the most part, been de-

rived from that system of canonical law which

prevailed, during the dark ages, in nearly every

country in Europe ; and that, before the Con-

quest, these courts exercised jurisdiction in Eng-
land. The pontifical law, Lord Stair observes, in

his work on the law of Scotland, ** extended to

all persons and things belonging to the Romish
Church, and separate from the laity ; to all

things relating to pious uses ; to the guardian-

ship of orphans ; the wills of defuncts ; and mat-
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tert of marriage and divorce ; all of which were

exempted from the civil authority of the sove-

reigns who were devoted to the see of Rome/*
Our present business is not, however, with histo-

rical investigation, * but with an exhibition of

these courts now in operation ; their numbers,

their jurisdiction, and their constitution. The
ordinary ecclesiastical courts, we are informed

by the ecclesiastical commission of 1832, are

—

the provincial courts, being in the province of

Canterbury, the court of Arches or the supreme
court of appeal,* the prerogative or testament-

ary court, and the court of peculiars ; and, in the

province of York, the prerogative or testament-

ary court, and the chancery court: the dio-

cesan courts, being the consistorial court of every

diocese exercising general jurisdiction ; the court

or courts of one or more commissaries, appointed

by the bishop, in certain dioceses, to exercise ge-

neral jurisdiction within the prescribed limits

;

and the court or courts of one or more archdea-

con*r, or their officials, exercising general or li-

mited jurisdiction, according to the term of their

patents, or to local custom. There are also pe-

culiars of various descriptions in most dioceses,

and in some they are very numerous—royal,

archiepiscopal, episcopal, decnal, sub-decnal, pre-

bendal, rectorial, vicarial ; and there are also

some manorial courts ! Now who can deny that

John Bull is a priest-ridden man ? In England
and Wales there are no less than thbee hun-
dred and seventy-two of these engines of des-

potism. These courts are diffused all over the

country, like poisoned streams, irrigating the

whole face of the land. In the diocese of Bath
and Wells, there are twenty -seven of these sen-

tinels over the Establishment, so many restraints

upon liberty of conscience ; in Lichfield, thirty-

eight ; in Lincoln, forty-two ; in Winchester,

forty-nine ; and, not to enumerate more, in York,

fifty-eight ! The jurisdiction of these courts

comprehends testamentary causes ; matrimonial

causes for separation, and for nullity of marriage;

suits for tithes, church-rates, seats, and faculties;

criminal suits pro salute animce, embracing of-

fences committed by the clergy themselves—such

as, neglect of duty, immoral conduct, advancing

doctrines not conformable to the articles of the

church, suffering dilapidations, and the like

;

also by laymen—such as, brawling, laying violent

hands, and other such irreverent conduct in the

church or churchyard, violating churchyards,

neglecting to repair ecclesiastical buildings, in-

cest, incontinence, defamation, &c. With re-

spect to the 300 courts peculiar, the report ofthe

commission bears witness :
—“ The jurisdiction to

be exercised in these different courts is not de-

fined by any general law. It is often extremely

difficult to ascertain over what description of

causes the jurisdiction of any particular court

operates ; and much inconvenience results from
this uncertainty/*

There is something monstrously absurd in the

* The report omits to state that there is no appeal

from the provincial court of York, except to the Privy
Council,

idea of placing in the hands of men whose office

relates to eternity and the soul
,
power over pro-

perty belonging to the body in this temporal

state of existence. No man, we dare hazard the

assertion, can offer one reason for the existence

of such an anomaly as this ; except unfaithfulness

to ministerial trust, and a grasping and aggrand-

izing spirit of ambition, which is fatal alike to

civil liberty and to pure and undefiled religion.

“ Clerical peers and clerical legislators/' William

Howitt justly says, “are anomalous enough: but

clerical taxers of orphans, and clerical guardians

of testamentary documents,, are still more anoma-

lous." And then we huve clerical judges, in

questions affecting property. Ezra Jones leaves

John Brown, the medical man who attended him

in his last illness, and William Robinson who
read the news, and told him the gossip of the

town, the bulk of his property—say £8,000,

while Thomas Jones, his brothers son, is alive,

and respectable in his conduct. The testator’s

sanity is questioned ; the validity of the will is

disputed; who is to be judge in the case?—

A

parson ; unlesR, indeed, the bishop’s commissary

should preside in court, as sometimes, in some

courts, he does. There are many reasons why a

clergyman Bhould not be a judge in such cases,

while we have never seen a reason why he should

exercise judicial functions.

I. It is inconsistent with the character of a

minister of the Gospel. It is recorded by St Luke,

chap, xii., that when one of the company said to

Christ, “ Master, speak to my brother, that he

divide the inheritance with me." The Saviour

replied, “ Man, who made me ajudge or a divider

over you ?" Y et now we see the servant greater

than his lord ; claiming literally to be both a

“ judge" and a “ divider."

II. A clergyman is not fitted by education for

the office of a judge. Knowledge of the Old and

New Testaments does not necessarily qualify a

man to sit in judgment upon the last will and

testament of John A'Noakes or John A'Styles.

What would “ the Church" say if a linen-draper

were to make himself a pair of lawn sleeveB, and

take his seat on the bishops* bench? Wbat
would be said, if a sailor or a grazier were to

commence the practice of medicine, or a soldier

to set up as chirurgeon ? if a butcher or a

cutler were to push the Lord-Chief-Justice from

his stool ; or if a hatter were to put on the

black cap, and assume the execution of the law ?

Would not the whole world exclaim—Every man
to his proper station

—

ne sutor ultra crepidam ?

It is equally absurd to see a man fresh from

6tudy upon election, predestination, original 6in,

prophecy, sprinkling or immersion, the Greek

article and the milienial state, judging of evi-

dence, fact, and law ; especially where a case

may depend upon the circumstance, whether a

name begins on the parchment with a B or an H.

The incompetent cry of the clergy as judges is

fully established by the report of the ecclesiasti-

cal commission.

III. A clergyman is liable to be affected by

undue influence. Squire William is appellant in
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a will cause. This squire is the patron of a

half dozen good livings. He has presented the

judge's nephew, or has a vacancy for hia son

;

or, perhaps something worth while for the judge

himself! A parson always looks for promotion
;

and here he is a judge adjudicating in cases of

property, where those who have promotion in

their hands are parties concerned.

IV. The clergy are unfitted by sectarian feel-

ing from being judges . A turn of money is left

for a religious purpose to a Wesleyan, Unitarian,

Baptist, Roman Catholic, or Independent. The
case comes to trial : Can a parson possibly be an

unbiassed judge? Or again, a man leaves £S
per annum to the church-wardens of St Michael's,

to be expended in bread for the poor . A dissenter

or Catholic, after worshipping at his own place,

solicits a share. He is refused because he does

not attend church. Who is to try this case ?

Shame, where is thy blush—a parson !

V. The jurisdiction exercised by these mcngrel
judges tends to uphold a supremacy over other

ministers of religion, which is based upon false-

hood and injustice.

And if a cleric be an unfit judge, in questions

affecting property, how much more unfit is he in

criminal cases I lie is a judge unaided or un-

controlled by a jury ; his power is defined by

no certain law : he sits, as it were, an absolute

monarch in his petty court. In the name of

common sense and justice, if ecclesiastical offences

are to be punished, let us have a properly con-

stituted tribunal, and let Englishmen bo found

guilty by a jury of their countrymen before they

are cast into jail. A man tried, found guilty,

sentenced and imprisoned, without a trial by his

peers) this is a thing so scandalous and ob-

jectionable, that it is a wonder that these eccle-

siastical inquisitions should be permitted to exist

for a day. Further, the judge is directly and
positively interested in the cases in which he so

adjudicates. His own power, and privileges, and

interest, are concerned in nearly every question

which comes before him. The criminal is a

delinquent against the clerical order ; and the

cause of the minutest paiticle of that order is

the cause of the whole ; nay, if a woman, getting

“ churched,"* forgets the “ dues" of the sexton,

it is an insult to the altar ! Now, if it be true

that a man who conducts his own case has, as

the adage goes, a fool for his client, must not

the man who tries a cause in which he is con-

cerned, have a knave for the judge ?

We have seen, in the instances of Mr Jones

and Mr James, exhibitions of the power which

those courts have over church-wardens

;

and if

we associate this power with the laws which

regulate the election and duties of these parish

officers, of which the public, generally speaking,

are not at all aware, we shall see the injustice

of the system in, perhaps, a still stronger light.

The duties of a church-warden are numerous

:

* A ceremonial of purification by which Mother
Church comes at a half-crown, from every church mother
who hat given birth to a child, independent of baptismal
fees

!

Every letter in the alphabet, from alms to tisiU

ation
, are embraced in the catalogue ; and for

neglect or violation of them, or any one of them,

he is liable to be cited before the spiritual court.

Church-wardens arc bound by law to present to

the ordinary, at the visitations, all such persons

as do not come to the parish chnrch, (Canon 90 ;

5 and 6 Edward VI., c. 1 ; Eliz. c. % ; 2 James
I. c. I,) or do not frequent some other place of

assembly for religions worship, tolerated by the

act of toleration, (1 Will, and Mary, c. 18 ;) and
they are required not only to observe who are

absent from church, but also to see and take
care that all persons thereto, do, in the time of

divine service and sermon, behave themselves

orderly, soberly, and reverendly—kneeling at the

prayers, standing at the belief, and sitting or

standing quietly and attentively at the rending
of the Scriptures and the preaching of God’s
Word, (Can. 18, iii.,) that none walk, or talk,

or make a noise in the church, to disturb duty
which is performing there, Ibid ; that none sit

there with their hats on, (except they have some
infirmity, and then with a enp,) or in any other

indecent or irreverent manner, (1 Eliz. c.2, 0, 14 ;

Can. 18 ;) that none contend or quarrel about
place, or on any other occasion make a broil or

brawling there, (5 and 6 Edw. VI., c. 4;) that no
idle person abide in the church-porch or church-

yard during divine service or sermon, but that

he or she either comes or departs, (Can. 19.) And
then fidgetty little hoys who slip out of church
upon sundry pretences, are to he spied out, and
caught, and, if necessary, put into the parochial

prison ; for the church-warden is

“ A potent monarch, call’d the constable,

That does command a citadel call'd the Stocks-s

Again, it is his duty to see that no excommu-
nicate person comes into the church. (Can. 19.) !

Now, to neglect these duties is to render your-

self liable to imprisonment by the process of the

ecclesiastical court ; for it is to he noted that

in no instance whatever can the property of an

individual be attached by the authority of these

courts, or by the assistance of any other tribu-

nal.* When we state, therefore, that the parish-

priest has the power of appointing annually one
church-warden,t and can influence generally the

election of the second ; and, in addition to this,

that if a person, properly elected to the office,

refuses to take the prescribed oath,£ he can be

excommunicated ;* (“Gibson’s Code," 194.) it is

apparent that the clergyman has it in his power
to compel the attendance of any individual at

* Sec Report of Eccl. Com. p. 67.

•f By the canons of the Church, (Canons, 89 and 90.)
church*wardens are chosen by the joint consent of the

minister and parishioners ; but by custom or prescription

—that is, prior to the first year of RichanTL, anno 1 189,

or, in legal phraseology, “ tint which is beyond the

memory of man,” the minister may choose out and the

parishioneis the other.

± The oath is as follows :—“ You shall swear truly

and faithfully to execute the office ofchurch-warden withja
your parish, and according to the best of your skill and
knowledge, present such things and persons as to yoar
knowledge are presentable by the laws ecclesiastical of ibis

realm. So help you God and the contents of this book.*
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his church on pain of imprisonment ! The law
amounts to this: If a man is in the habit of

attending a Dissenting Chapel, the parson makes
him church-warden, and he is compelled to

attend the parson's ministry or go to jail ! It is

difficult to speak with patience of things so vile

ag these ; more difficult when we are told that

they are useful and necessary for the mainten-
ance of religion.

The jurisdiction of these courts affecting suits

for defamation
, also operates most mischievously.

It gives them power and consequence, and
affords litigious and spiteful persons an oppor-

tunity of readily gratifying their vindictive

feelings ; but, considering the constitution of the

courts, it must at once be confessed, that this

jurisdiction U unnecessary, inadequate, and un-

suited for the ends of justice. The commissioners

express the opinion, “ that the benefit which
may sometimes arise from this mode of correct-

ing the offence in question, and its subsequent
prevention, is not commensurate with the evils

resulting from the present exercise of this juris-

diction ; and, therefore, we recommend that the

cognizance of such cases should be wholly with-

drawn from ecclesiastical courts." Suits for de-

famation are unfrequent in the superior courts

;

but they often come before the diocesan and
minor courts: from the first of January 1827, to

the end of 1829, there were twenty-one cases in

the court of Carlisle; and, during the same period,

sixty cases in the consistory court of Chester.

Let us now pause, and request the public to

contemplate this vast system of wrong. Let
them look at men ignorant of law, sitting as

judges of law ; men who have sworn to devote
themselves to the concerns of the soul and the
hereafter, meddling with things temporal: let

them, again, see clergy sitting in judgment on
cases where their feelings, their interests, and
their privileges are involved : let them see the
shameful and unjust things that are done, under
colour of law, in violation of civil and religious

freedom, in these courts ; all to support the

power and the supremacy of a State priesthood,

and to bind them firmly, by aid of the secular

arm, on the necks of the People ; let it be recol-

lected that there are 372 of these courts in Eng-
land and Wales ; and then let men imagine the
fantastic tricks played in the villages and small

towns by these inquisitions of the nineteenth
century. Be it further remembered, that the

lord of a manor can appoint, remove, or suspend
a judge on his own manor—which judge has
extensive jurisdiction ; that ther? is no trial by
jury in any of these tribunals; that the men
who practise law therein are often entirely

ignorant of that mystery. Let these things be
examined into, and we defy any man not to feel

* Excommunication ia no joke even yet. By an Act
of 53 Geo. 111. c. 127, in all cases where excommunica-
tion la pronounced as part of the sentence, the ecclesias-

tical court is empowered to assign any term of imprison-

ment not exceeding six months, all other consequences of
excommunication being taken away, and the imprison-
ment to be enforced by certifying the sentence to the
Court of Chancery.
vo. LXXII—VOL. vi.

ashamed that such an institution as that from

whence they arise, should be permitted to dis-

grace this kingdom.

It is true that the practitioners in these courts

are generally described as incompetent and un-

skilful.* But we must not overstate our case*

All proctors are not necessarily sharks and

dunces ; nor is every surrogate a runagate.

The proctor, when fingering the fees, may use

thewords of Falstaff, accused of cutting purses—
“'Tis my vocation, Hal, and a man may labour

honestly in his vocation and to say that a

cleric is a bad judge in his own case, does not

insinuate that he could not perform his duty at

the dinner-table, in the ball-room, or the pulpit.

Generally speaking, the proctor is an ill-used

creature. It is to be recollected in his favour,

that he occupies a position analogous to that of

camp-followers, who never kill with their own
hands, but perform the duty of rifling the bodies

prepared for them by the troops, and giving

them decent burial. A proctor never imprisons

a man : he only makes out a bill of costs ; and

if one does not pay it he must go to prison. In-

deed, we could never fathom the motives of the

managers of the Vagrant Office in Canterbury,

who put up the sly notice—“ All travellers

relieved here, except rogues and proctors /'*

The proctors in the provincial courts too, it is

only fair to say, are qualified by a course of study

in canonical law, and preliminary exercises in

ecclesiastical gunnery, although that study and

the examination are objectionable ; nor do we
assert that we never saw one of the proctor spe-

cies smoke his pipe, take his beverage, walk,

talk, and bear an amiable character like any

proper man. strange as the notion may be of an

amiable proctor

—

“ Dove-feathered raven ! wolfish-ravening lamb!**

In the foregoing remarks we have passed over

the delays and expenses of these courts, and we
have dismissed other topics affecting their juris-

diction. We desired to avoid wearying the reader

with details which may be considered tedious

;

and we refer inquirers on the question to the

Report of the Commission, and the valuable body

of evidence forming its appendix. We have said

enough, however, to prove the necessity of im-

mediately carrying out the recommendation of

the Commissionersjt and the resolution of the

House of Commons, on the 25th of April last,

both amounting to this—that all the diocesan,

peculiar, and minor courts should forthwith be

abolished ; and, after that, of materially alter-

ing the constitution ofthetwo provincial tribunals.

If the Bishop of Exeter demands. What then

becomes of “ Church discipline ?
M we reply, in

the words of a judicious writer on church reform,

“we desire that civil matters may be brought

before civil tribunals, criminal cases before tem-

poral judges, and spiritual delinquencies left to

the decision of the religious bodies to which the

offenders may belong."

• See Report, page 23.

•f The Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of

London being among the number.
3 R
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THE REBEL CHIEF.

A SCENE IN THE WICKLOW MOUNTAINS, 1803.

* Wbll, sir, are you still disposed to proceed
on the secret service which you volunteered ?"

(This question was put by the late Colonel

A— , adjutant-general in Ireland at the

period above stated, to a lieutenant of the th

regiment, then on Dublin duty, who attended for

the great man's orders.)

“ I am ready, sir, at any moment, to proceed
on my hazardous mission," respectfully answered
the lieutenant ;

u but, considering the risks of

such a service, I trust it may not be deemed
unreasonable on me to request some pledge or

guarantee from the Government, for the fulfil-

ment of the terms on which 1 venture to under-
take it—namely, promotion, and the proclaimed

reward, for the death or apprehension of the

Rebel Chief ; or, in the event of loss of life, a

competent provision for my family."

The cold and cautious A— — attempted to

parry off any direct pledge on the part of Go-
vernment, not from any sinister views, but solely

from official jealousy, which fired at the base idea

of an inferior officer presuming to dictate terms.

He suggested to the subaltern, “ whether he did

not risk the favourof Government by doubting the

strict performance of any promise made by it
?'*

€t With the utmost deference, colonel," replied

the subaltern, “ to you and the Government, I

beg to refer to the case of the officer who lost

bis life on a similar service some months back,

on the failure of his attempt, but without the

slightest reproach on his courage or discretion ;

and whose widow is now dependent on the pre-

carious charity of the benevolent—all parties in

the 8tate shifting the blame from themselves.
The Treasury required the vice-regal order to

pay the compensation promised :—the Lord Lieu-

tenant, humanely disposed to yield, referred the
claim for the recommendation of the Commander
of the Forces

; but that distinguished officer

(who has assumed the command since the trans-

action occurred, and knows not the critical

circumstances under which the deceased officer

undertook this dangerous service) sets his face

against the claim altogether, as offering a pre-
cedent for officers stipulating for personal re-

ward fpr services which 4 is only their duty
to perform. Thus, for a point of etiquette be-
tween public departments, the compensation to

this hour remains in arrear. With this picture
before me, sir, 1 trust you will deem me excus-
able in reouiring some specific pledge, if merely
an official letter, which would leave my mind at

egse with respect to my family, whatever fate

awaited me."

A frown on the brow of the man of office, and
a cold bow of dismissal, with orders to await
further instructions, sent the poor subaltern away
in no very enviable mood.
Of all public functionaries, your high military

chiefs are surely the most intractable and cold-
hearted ; they seem to feel as if their dfawify

would be compromised, should they, for a mo-
ment, descend to the level of common sense and
kindness. It would really appear as if those
heads of department had been chosen for those
unamiable qualities alone, to fill stations, abroad
and at home, where the nicest spirit of discrimi-

nation, the most humane and liberal considera-

tion for the feelings and remonstrances of all

those (particularly of inferior rank) who claim
their protection and justice, should form their

chief qualifications for office. It would be an
invidious and ungtateful task to refer to parti-

cular instances within our own times; but a glance
at the list of those high functionaries, (colonial

and domestic,) for the last half century, wonld
establish the fact. The inferior officer would be

for ever ruined in his profession, who should

convict his superior of oppression or injustice.

The lecture just read to an adjutant-general by
a poor lieutenant of the line, about to proceed

on a perilous and yet inglorious enterprise, curd-

led the blood of the man of power, with moment-
ary hatred of the humble subaltern. And this

was A , a brave and honourable soldier,

who at Vimeira signalized his valour, and who
perished, on the retreat to Corunna in 1809,

amidst the general regret of his gallant com-
panions in arms 1 Surely there must be some
hidden curso in office, which withers and dries

up the nobler fountains of the heart, or freezes

them into a cold forgetfulness of the fine and

generous feelings of our nature ! an opinion

which, of course, will be denounced by the offi-

cials of all ranks ; but let that pass ; so long as

man is the painter, the lion will be drawn as

prostrate at his feet.

The capture or death of Holt, the Rebel Chief

of the Wicklow Mountains, had long been an

object of deep anxiety with the Irish Govern-
ment. This extraordinary man, of whom little

was previously known, save that he had been a

farmer in comfortable circumstances, took the

field in 1798, as chief of a formidable body of

rebels ; over whom he held a separate and uncon-

trolled command. Participating in the short-

lived triumphs which the early successes of the

insurgent army afforded, he subsequently shared

in its defeat ; but, being a man of uncommon
vigour of body, great mental resources, and

a master of that kind of vulgar oratory and

persuasive address which is so effectual with

the Irish, he succeeded in attaching to his

green standard, under all his reverses, a toler-

ably large force of those desperate outlaws—the

scattered remnants of the late formidable rebel

army. With these he withdraw, at the close of

the above year, to the fastnesses of the Wicklow

Mountains, the wild scene of his nativity ; with

every glen and valley of which he had been fa-

miliarized from infancy. Within the mazes of this

untravelled region. Holt found means to elude

all the efforts of military skill and enterprise!
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to seise him by foree or ensnare him by strata-

gem. The utmost ingenuity was exercised to

mislead and harass the King’s troops in this

mountain warfare. The rapidity of the rebel s

movements, and his apparent ubiquity, baffled

all the plans of the professional soldier : mili-

tary science was put to shame by the superior

tactics of the mountain chieftain. In this man-
ner he held all the powers of Government at

defiance for upwards of four years.

On the breaking out of the ill-concerted and
feeble insurrection of 1803, Holt once more de-

scended from the mountains, in all his former
terrors, to join a large body of rebels from the
adjacent counties of Kildare, Wexford, and
Meath, which, to the number of ten or twelve
thousand, were to rendeavous in the vicinity of

Dublin, and be ready to pour in their force in

aid of the metropolitan outbreak, on a given
signal. Holt had actually advanced, on the even-
ing of the 23d July, so near to the soene of

action as Rathfornham, (a village only a league

from Dublin,) when his further progress was
suspended by the intelligence of the defeat and
dispersion of the disorganized rabble which at-

tacked Dublin; and which, although contemptible
in numbers and array, and without any known
or ostensible leaders, took the Government so

much by surprise, that their precipitancy alone

averted the most lamentable mischief. The atro-

cious although unpremeditated murder of the

Lord Chief Justice Kilwarden in the streets,

when on his way to attend a council, would
have proved but the prelude to more extensive

butcheries, had the rebellious crew had any one
man of talent and sufficient daring to direct their

excited energies. The insurgents, to the amount
ofsome thousands, had proceeded within musket-
shot of the Castle of Dublin (the seat of Govern-
ment) ere their mad career received a check, by
the appearance of a body of cavalry and infantry,

called suddenly to arms. Had such a man as

Holt been at their head, there can be little

doubt that the Lord Lieutenant, and the officers

of the State, would have become the prize of

this desperate attack ; but in vain the rebels

looked for a leader. They stood a valley from
the infantry, and a charge from the cavalry, with

desperate resolution ; but, unled and unsup-

ported, they fied in all directions throngh the

numerous streets and alleys ; and, under cover

of the falling twilight, escaped with compara-
tively small loss. The fate of this body de-

cided Holt’s movements. He saw the chance

was lost by the rashness of this premature attack

—which, happily far the tranquillity of the coun-

try, was so speedily put down—and withdrawing
his own followers from their allies of the hour,

he made an instant retrograde movement, antici-

pating that every effbrt would be made to cut

off his retreat to the mountains. His march was
unceasingly pursued while the darkness of night

afforded him an escape from observation; and
the morning's light saw him and his band of

rebels safe within their old positions, unbroken
in numbers sad unsubdued in spirit.

The proclamation of martial law, the calling

out of the yeomanry for permanent duty, and

the reinforcement of all the military posts in the

districts bounding on Dublin, in a few days re-

stored some show of tranquillity to the lately

alarmed and still agitated city. But the insur-

rection, though checked, had not been entirely

crushed ; but few prisoners were taken in the

night’s action of the 23d, and of these not one

person of note or respectability: the reputed

leaders and promoters of the movement were yet

at large.

Holt, once more secure within his chain of

posts, unknown and inaccessible to all but the

experienced mountaineer, defied all the powers

of the executive. Various expeditions were un-

dertaken to bring him to action ; but not one

met with even partial success. His superior

knowledge of the scene of warfare enabled him
to anticipate and defeat every movement of the

troops. His scouts were numerous and faithful

:

nothing in the garb of soldier or stranger could

enter the mountain district without Holt being

immediately apprized of the circumstance. Iti-

nerant beggars, sham cripples, even children,

were on the look-out to guard his haunts, and

make some signal on the approach of danger.

His depredations were latterly confined to mid-

night attacks on the small parties of troops scat-

tered along the extensive line of military roads

which had for some years been in progress

through the mountains. In the course of one

night, his parties had been known to sweep away

all vestige of the labour of weeks—plunder the

provision magazines—demolish the guard-houses

—disperse and drive in the picquets, pursuing

them, pike in hand, tothe very gates oftheirstock -

aded barracks—then disappear, as if by magic, be-

fore the morning’s dawn,leaving neithertrace nor

clew to their mountain retreat ;
while, on the very

next night, a similar and equally vigorous attack

would be made on a post thirty miles distant.

“ Holt,” the Rebel Chief, was at once a word of

terror and reproach. Five hundred guineas of re-

ward were offered by Government for his appre-

hension ; yet, amongst the shoeless, ragged,

half-starved outlaws he commanded, not one

could be found to betray his chief ! Was this a

virtue or a crime? Posterity will answer the

question

!

The officer whom we have introduced to the

reader, as a volunteer for this dangerous enter-

prise, was a young Scotchman, of the humblest

fortunes. He had served in Holland and in

Egypt with much credit ; and was esteemed by

his corps as a man of distinguished courage, for-

titude, and perseverance. With a young wife

and two children to support on his humble pay,

his enjoyments, it may be supposed, were but

few. Life he held at nought, except for the sake

of his family, to whom he was fondly attached,

and for whose benefit he volunteered this present

hazard. The excellence of his character in his

regiment gained for him favourable considera-

tion at headquarters ; and the pledge he so ear-

nestly requested having been unreservedly given,

3 R 2
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he prepared for his departure with his character-

istic zeal and alacrity.

Whatever plans he might originally hare con-

templated to effect his purpose, they were forced

to yield to one arranged by a conclave of official

dignitaries, before whom he appeared, to receive

his instructions. He was directed to select a

non-commissioned officer, and twenty of the

most active, intelligent, and trustworthy men
from his own regiment, to accompany him as the

expeditionary force. The soldiers were to be

disguised in the uniform of the drivers of the

commissariat waggon train, himself wearing that

of a sergeant-conductor of that corps. Thus
equipped, the whole were to be incorporated, and

march with a detachment of the commissariat

train conveying the monthly supply of provi-

sions and stores to the several depots established

in the new line of road in the mountains, (in the

progress of which the officer was to collect all

the information he could obtain of the rebel

chief and his parties.) This duty performed,

the whole party was directed to take the short

route across the mountains on their return to-

wards Dublin ; on which track it was supposed

they might fall in with some of the parties of the

rebel chief, and, by possibility, himself. This

ruse was suggested, it was said, by the then

Commissary General, as a bait for the rebels

—

several small bodies of whom had, on former

occasions, intercepted detachments of the wag-

gon train on this route ; and to whom they offered

no molestation, (that corps being an unarmed
body,) except a rigid examination for concealed

arms or ammunition. Several of the drivers at-

tached to the present expedition alleged that,

on some of these occasions, they had seen the

General; but subsequent events proved that his

precautions to conceal or disguise himself were

so effectual, that, of the various descriptions

published of his person, appearance, and equip-

ment, not one was found to be correct.

Plunder, beyond the means of subsistence for

his daily diminishing force, no longer appeared

to be the object of the rebel chief, whose hopes

of a successful rising had all been abandoned,

when he learned the capture and execution of

that ill-fated youth, Robert Emmett ; and, as a

last resource, he contemplated an escape to Ame-
rica ;

previously to which, he sought to reduce

his followers, and eventually disband them, as

opportunities offered for their return to their

distant homes with safety. They had stuck by
him through all the vicissitudes of his fortune,

and he determined to share their perils until he
alone was left to encounter the last danger.

This state of the rebel chief's affairs was in

part, known to the Government, and it was ima-

gined he might be captured by a coup de main in

some unguarded moment of fancied security:

such was the object of the present expedition.

The convoy marched from Dublin about forty

strong, including the military whose arms were
concealed on the carriages. After a march of

four days, during which the whole line of posts

were supplied, the party proceeded on their re«

turn with the empty cars, taking (as previously

arranged)the old mountain track—a road so little

used, since the year 1798, as to be scarcely dis-

tinguishable from the naked face of the barren

mountain. On leaving behind them the last

military post, the party halted at noon to water

and feed the cattle, forming their bivouac beside

a mountain stream. The lieutenant took that

opportunity of distributing the arms and ammu-
nition, and giving his final instructions. Each
soldier was directed to seat himself beside his

musket on a car, to be ready for instant action,

but on no account to make any display of the

arms until the moment for using them arrived.

An idiot boy, (who either was, or assumed to

be dumb,) in a state of destitution, had attached

himself to the party the first day it entered the

mountains ; and who, for the reward of a bis.

cuit, add fragments of the men's rations, had
rendered service by fetching water, and cutting

heather, for cooking, on the three preceding

days' marches. Of this wretched object no sus-

picions whatever were entertained ; but his sud-

den disappearance, during this short halt—no

one could tell how or where—raised a momentary
alarm ; and although it was accounted for, by

some, as the boy's terror at the sight of the fire,

arms, the lieutenant could not divest himself

of the suspicion of treachery, and therefore drew
together his party in as compact a body as the

long line of cars admitted, enjoining the strictest

silence, and concealment of the arms. The party

proceeded unmolested, and, apparently, unob-
served, for two or three hours, gradually sur-

mounting a long range of hills, which they had

been ascending since morning ; when, on round-

ing a projecting knoll which lay in their route,

the ears of the lieutenant, who had ridden a

few yards in front, were saluted with the whizz

of a ball, which passed within a few inches of

his head. The order—“ Halt / stand by your

arms," brought in an instant twenty fine light-

infantry men into rank, and ready for action.

As yet, however, no enemy appeared. The party

then cautiously advanced, until, having left the

knoll a couple of hundred yards in their rear,

the lieutenant once more halted them and pre-

pared for action. Feeling satisfied that they were
in the presence of an unseen foe, he made a

keen reconnoisance of the position, and more
particularly of that part over which the thin

blue smoke of the lately discharged fire-arms

still lightly floated. Orders were given to the

sergeant of the drivers' corps to form his cars

in a hollow square, into which the party might
retire and sustain the battle, in the event of an
attack from superior numbers. This precaution

taken, the officer dismounted, and, armed with

his double-barrelled gun, proceeded to take a

nearer view of the localities of his ground. In

front, aud about a mile distant, was the towering

summit of the Ram's Head ; beneath the craggy

base of which stupendous cliff, lay their scarcely

discernible route : on the right, an open and

partly broken range of sterile mountains for

many miles, extended towards Blessinton: be*
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tween which and their present position, and not

above three miles distant, a small military party

was stationed during the day. The left pre-

seated the rough and tangled side of the moun-
tain, sweeping with a continuous descent far as

the eye could reach into the deep and lonely

valley. The chief object in their rear was the

knoll they had so lately passed, between which
and the party nothing could approach unob-

served. There was not a tree or 6hrub of suf-

ficient size to form an ambuscade for any number
of men within the whole range of his vision

;

but the lieutenant's ready eye saw that the

low brakes of furze and tufts of fern, as well as

the detached pieces of rock, which lay scattered

about, afforded a secure shelter for a single

lurking foe. The afternoon was overcast and
sultry ; that awful stillness which is only to be

found on the mountain or in the desert, reigned

around, unbroken by a single sound from the

lips of the well-disciplined soldiers. Silence

and the most intense anxiety prevailed for a

quarter of an hour, without a move, without a

whisper, when the lieutenant fancied he per.

ceived a slight motion in a brake of furze about

fifty yards on his left. He stealthily approached

the spot, with a keen and fixed gaze, when his

suspicions were confirmed by seeing a human
face cautiously rise from the furze, and, after

casting a wary look upon him, again bury itself

in the brake. He had just time to send a bullet

in that direction, when he beheld the idiot boy

rolling and scrambling down the slanting moun-
tain side, as he conceived, wounded ; he soon,

however, sprang to his feet, bounding off like a

deer, and, before the lieutenant could discharge

his other barrel, his figure disappeared, as if the

earth had opened to receive him. With greater

caution the officer rushed forward to secure

the traitor, shouting to the sergeant to send

a file of men to his aid ; but just at that moment
a body of rebels, to the number of fifty or up-

wards, sprung up from every brake and tuft,

like tigers from their lair, roused by the lieu-

tenant’s fire, and commenced their attack on the

party with a savage fury, sufficient to appall more
gallant hearts. Their assault was met by a steady

volley, which checked their advance, and sent

some of the assailants, writhing in agony, down
the mountain's side. Nor was the rebels' volley

ineffectual. Three soldiers fell wounded by the

first discharge ; after which several attempts

were made to storm the position into which the

soldiers had taken shelter, but each attack was

met with vigour. Several of the rebels were

bayoneted while scaling the cars which formed

the temporary safeguard ;
but against such a su-

periority jp numbers, a much longer resistance

was hopele&s
;
particularly as the drivers* corps

were entirely useless from want of aims. For-

tunately .the rebels seemed to be but scantily

supplied' with ammunition
; they had therefore

to depend chiefly on their pikes—a weapon which

the troops could not have contended against, hut

for the protection afforded by their barrier o.

ears. An effort, however, became necessary to

extricate themselves from this unequal contest.

Availing himself of a momentary cessation of

hostilities on his front, the sergeant despatched

two of the drivers from the rear, unobserved, to

search for the officer, for whose safety he now
entertained the deepest apprehensions. Per-

ceiving the rebels concentrating their force to

make one desperate attack on his little party,

the sergeant, with a degree of skill and gallantry

which would have done honour to a higher grade

in the service, instantly determined to give the

assault, rather than wait to receive it. One of

the cars having been removed, the party made a

vigorous sally on the besiegers of their position

:

forming a line, they poured a volley upon the

rebel ranks, and then charged bayonets at the

top of their speed for half a minute. The rebels,

panic struck for the moment, dispersed and fled

;

while the sergeant and his party, taking advan-

tage of their confusion, suddenly wheeled round,

and were three or four hundred yards beyond the

rebels* fire ere the latter had collected and re-

formed. Directing his retreat towards the nearest

military position, the sergeant maintained his

party unbroken, and kept his pursuers at a dis-

tance for some time, by the active fire of his

covering party. But it was not in human nature

to hold out much longer ; the rebels were gain-

ing ground each moment ; every effort which
skill and courage could suggest were made, but
the odds were overwhelming. At length, seeing

themselves within one hundred yards of the

deadly pike, the gallant soul, with his panting

and almost exhausted party, turned on their

pursuers, and standing, like lions at bay, de-

termined to sell their lives dearly. At this aw-
ful moment, the distant cheer of friendly voices

(so different from the rebels* wild u Hurra !’*)

broke on their ears, and revived their sinking

but unsubdued hearts. Another, and a nearer

cheer, followed by a random volley at the rebels,

assured them that succour was at hand. In

another minute, on came a party of fresh troops,

headed by an officer, at a running pace, whose

appearance soon turned the tide of battle. The
sound of the musketry had fortunately reached

the ears of the advanced sentinel of this picquet

nearly an hour before ; and the whole line having

been placed on the alert, on the march of the

party across the mountain, the officer, following

the direction of the sound, lost no time in has-

tening to the rescue, and happily arrived in time

to save a handful of gallant men from massacre.

The retreat now became an advance, with fresh

courage and renewed hopes. But the wary re-

bels, on the first appearance of the red-coats,

had relaxed their pursuit, and having gained a

rising ground, they discharged a few shots

;

then, with a simultaneous shout, fled like a flock

of affrighted birds in every direction, leaving

the bewildered military at a loss what course to

pursue. A few bullets were sent after the fugi-

tives, hut with what effect could not be known.

The former position regained, the drivers, the

horses, and carriages, were found uninjured.

1 he rebels had disappeared at the same time
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with the troops, and no fresh party had ap-

proached. Having, in their united parties, thirty

effective men, the officer directed his attention

to a search for the missing lieutenant—a task

which the sergeant, with half-a-dozen of his own
men, anxiously undertook ; but, after an hour s

absence, they returned unsuccessful ; and, to add

to their fears for their officer’s safety, the two

drivers, who had been sent in pursuit of him
during the action, returned about dusk, exhausted

with fatigue, and in utter despair at what all now
considered the certain loss of the gallant lieu-

tenant. They had traversed miles in various

directions without seeing a human being, or any

trace of footsteps, save in the immediate vicinity

of the position; and also the impress of the

bodies of the rebels in the clumps of furze and

fern. It was evident that they had withdrawn

from that side of the mountain for the present.

The wounded soldiers were despatched, on a car,

to the nearest military post, for surgical aid, and

with a demand for a reinforcement. The united

pgrty made their arrangements to bivouac for the

night in their present position, placing sentinels

at all points, and lighting a fire to attract the

attention of the absent lieutenant, should he still

linger in their vicinity.

We must now return to that luckless adven-

turer whom we left in full chase of the traitorous

impostor, and whose sudden disappearance so

astonished his pursuer. In the ardour of his pur-

suit, and with eyes intently fixed on the spot

where the boy had so unaccountably vanished,

the lieutenant fell headlong into a narrow but

deep ravine, or mountain gully, with a grassy

bottom, the edges of which were so thickly

fringed with a border of luxuriant fern, as to be

almost entirely concealed. In his rapid descent

along its slippery bed, he became entangled with

some living object, which clung to him with such

desperate tenacity, that he felt it impossible to

disengage himself: a further descent, accelerated

by their mutual struggles, brought him on the

green sward of a level patch of the mountain,

clutched in the deadly grasp of the idiot boy,

who now evinced a degree of strength far beyond

that which his former apparently feeble and im-

becile appearance indicated. The lieutenant had

but a moment left for reflection : to use his gun
were impossible, gripped and encircled as he was

;

but one dreadful alternative was left him, either

to shake off his assailant, or perish in his grasp

by the pikes of the rebel party. On setting out

on this expedition, he had secreted in his breast

pocket a short dagger, which he intended to use

only in the last extremity, in the event of a close

encounter with the rebels. This weapon he
found means to disengage : in one moment it

flashed before the starting eyes of the pretended

idiot ; in the next it was buried to the hilt in

the nape of his neck. The long and piercing

shriek of the wounded wretch, who, relaxing

his hold, now lay rolling and bleeding on the

earth, attracted a small party of the rebels

to the spot. The lieutenant, surrounded and
hemmed in by at least a dozen of pikes, was com-

pelled to surrender. He was seized, disarmed,

and hurried or rather dragged away, he knew
not whither, by four of the party ; while the dis-

tant shouts of the enfuriated rebels, then engaged

in close action with his party, mixing with the

heartening cheers of his own men, as they sent

in their steady volleys, rung on his distracted

ear. Each moment hurried him still farther

from the scene of action ; but the regularity of

the British fire, which he could recognise and

distinguish from the flurried and only occasional

discharges from the rebel arms, cheered him with

the hope that they had not materially suffered,

but would maintain their ground until sueceur

arrived. To him this was but a melancholy con-

solation—his fate seemed fixed. After a harassing

march or rather run of two or three miles, within

the mazes of the trackless mountain, the prisoner

and his escort descended into a wild and savage

glen, which presented no other token of human
habitation save a faint stream of dusky smoke,

which stole along the heather, scarcely rising

above its surface, as it issued from a low heath-

covered hovel, towards which the lieutenant was

conducted by his guard. After challenging those

within, in the Irish language, and receiving their

answer, one of the escort proceeded to blindfold

his prisoner, by tying his handkerchief over his

eyes. The first and most natural suspicion in

the poor lieutenant’s mind was, that his last mo-
ments in this mortal life had arrived ; and he pre-

pared to meet his fate in uncomplaining silence ;

but after the lapse of a few minutes, the bandage

was removed ; the party who had been within

the hovel on his arrival, having, as he presumed,

retired during his temporary darkness. He was

led inside. The floor of this wretched hut was

some feet below the level of the surrounding

turf, and had evidently been hollowed out to

form a cavern of retreat. Here he was deprived

of his watch, money, pocketbook, and his in-

structions from headquarters: and it was inti-

mated to him, that no further removal was in-

tended until they received the Genera?

s

orders.

The poor prisoner, with a heart overwhelmed by
grief and disappointment, gave way to the most
poignant feelings of feelf-reproacb, at his indis-

cretion in allowing himself to be betrayed to

such a distance from his party. The thoughts

of his own death, which he looked upon as the

inevitable consequence of his capture, did not

affect him with one half the bitterness of sorrow

which his reflections on his failure and disgrace

brought to his agonized mind. He knew not

whether the traitor boy had perished by his hand
or not ; but the certainty, that to his treachery

he owdd his misfortune, stifled all feelings of

remorse at the summary vengeance he had in-

flicted. The evening, already lowered ; the dark
clouds rolled down the mountains side in gloomy
masses ; the sun for a moment appeared, and,

shedding the blood-red tinge of its departing
rays on the peak of the lofty Sugar Loaf, sunk
beneath the dark and distant hills. An awful
gloom hung over the dreary scene ! The lieu-

tenant, overpowered by chagrin, and worn out
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1>y fatigue, sunk on his rude couch of fern arid

heather, to seek a brief repose, when his second

hours unsettled slumbers were disturbed by the

tramp of many feet outside the hovel, and the

piteous groans of some persons, whom he con.

eluded to be the wounded of that day's action.

One of the two men who had been left to guard

him, repaired to the opening of the hut, and,

after holding some converse with a party out-

side, whose tone (although in a language not

understood by the lieutenant) seemed to imply

command, the guard returned to the side of

the rough bed of the captive, intimating, that

the shelter of the hovel was required for some
of their wounded comrades. Misery levels all

distinctions ! The poor lieutenant was pre-

paring tD resign his humble berth ; but this the

guard refused, and even, in respectful terms,

expressed his concern at the inconvenience the

officer would be exposed to in that miserable

place. Four unhappy wretches, with gun-shot

wounds, were borne in, and a rude litter of

heather spread for their repose. But a night of

horror ensued. Distant thunders rolled along

the desolate range of mountains which surround-

ed their dismal glen, through which the moaning
wind swept, in sad accordance with the piercing

moans of the unfortunate unattended sufferers

within this narrow prison. As the night ad-

vanced, the elements seemed to be engnged in

horrid conflict ; the awful peals of thunder fol-

lowing each other in rapid succession, united in

wild reverberation, while the vivid lightning

seemed to besto* permanent illumination on this

contracted scene of human suffering and terror !

The wounded wretches, agonized by pain, and

tormented by a burning thirst, cried aloud for

tcater / or a bullet to end their miseries ! But it

was not until after midnight that the torrent,

rushing from the mountains by a thousand rills,

afforded a supply of the grateful fluid, to the

parched lips of the almost expiring sufferers.

Nor was it less acceptable to that silent sufferer,

the captive lieutenant, into whose portion of

the welcome draught one of his guards insisted

on pouring a drop of whisky, while the other pre-

vailed on him to accept a piece of biscuit, the

•lender remains of their last plunder. The officer

received these proofs of kindness with an expres.

•ion of gratitude ; and was then taught the les-

son, that pity and humanity had yet a resting-

place within the rebel’s bosom.

The night was one of unmitigated horror with-

in the wretched hovel, and with the detachment

on the distant mountain almost equally so. After

a night of care and anxious watchfulness, their

morning broke without tale or tidings of the

respected and now lamented officer. The Dub-
lin party proceeded on their march to head-

quarters, with the painful conviction on their

mind that their gallant lieutenant had fallen a

victim to the savage vengeance of the rebel Holt.

Whenthe firstbeamsof the morning’s light broke

through the crevices of the hovel’s roof, it dis-

closed ahorrid scene. Two of theunhappy wretches
had yielded up their guilty spirits during the

night, end the others lay senseless to all but the

torment of their festering wounds. The lieu-

tenant implored his guard to allow him to enjoy

the invigorating air of the early morn, if only

for a few minutes. His jaded senses required

that relief: he had awoke from feverish dreams
only to the keener reality of hiB error and mis-

fortune. Great was his surprise and gratitude

at finding his request complied with ; and his

guard was in the act of assisting him to rise,

when some voice of authority suspended the

movement until the bandage was placed over his

eyes : this done, he was led forth. Some person
appeared to enter as he departed ; and he fancied

he heard a prayer, in the Latin tongue, uttered

in a low tone of voice. By the time he had
reached, according to his calculation, a dozen
yards from the hovel’s entrance, he was halted,

as if for the inspection of some, to him invisible,

spectator ; after which an order was given, in a

tone of authority, (but in the Irish language,)

which, after a few moments preparation, set the

captive and his guard once more on the march.

More than half an hour elapsed, during which
period they were constantly ascending, ere the

bandage was removed from the eyes of the lieu-

tenant, when he was invited to repose by the

guard, which had been increased to four. He
cast his eyes around, but sought in vain the

scene of the last night’s horrors : all about him
breathed peace and tranquillity. They had
reached a verdant and sheltered spot, where the

blooming heather, refreshed by the late rain,

scented the air with its grateful perfume. The
morning breeze, playing over his burning cheek,

revived, with almost magical effect, his physical

powers ; while the painful certainty of his hope-
less captivity, and probable execution before that

glorious sun which now rose in splendour over

the glistenihg mountain top should again set in

darkness, weighed heavily on his heart. All his

attempts to stifle the thoughts of wife, of child-

ren, and of home, were vain ; they predominated
over all others; and could not, for a moment, be
banished from his tortured breast. He could

not but believe that his doom had that morn-
ing been pronounced. The party whose arrival

at the hovel caused such a stir, add before

whom he was led, blindfolded, for inspection,

was, perhaps, the Rebel Chief, into whose power
he had so unguardedly thrown himself ; or, if

not the chidf, some second in authority, whose
sanguinary decree would meet with prompt obe-

dience. Would the Government consider his

destitute family entitled to provision under all

the circumstances of his failure ? Stunned by
these reflections, he resumed the march, pas-

sively, almost listlessly, moving beside his guard,

wrapt in deep and globmy meditation. After a

silent march of two or three hours, they gradually

wound their footstepfe down the mountain side,

and at length reached a secluded valley, through
which a narrow rivulet flowed. On the bank of

this stream stood a solitary cabin, of rude forma-

tion, two sides being afforded by nature, in the

projecting points of a moss-covered rock ; the
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others by walls of mud and straw ; the roof

securely thatched with the rough produce of the

soil. There was an air of security in this ro-

mantic spot, (which appeared to be shut out

from human observation,) that rendered it a

most fitting place of retreat. A few domesti-

cated goats browsed about, undisturbed in this

peaceful little valley ; all beyond and around

which was wildness and desolation. As the party

approached the cabin, three half-clad but robust

children ran forth, as if to greet with their em-
braces some anxiously-expected visiters. The
sight of these little ones kindled all the father's

feelings in the heart of the poor captive ; and
when, on nearer approach, they accepted his

proffered hands, he took the little savages one

by one to his arms, while tears of fond recol-

lection poured down his manly cheeks. The
mother of these children, who appeared for a

moment at the door of the cabin to answer the

inquiry of one of the guard, beheld this affecting

sight with all a mother's tenderness ; and, retir-

ing within the cabin, she returned in another

minute with a large bason of milk and a piece of

girdle-bread, which was respectfully presented

to the lieutenant by one of his guards. Seated

on the rivulet's bank, a short distance from the

lowly dwelling, and surrounded by the children,

he enjoyed in thankfulness his humble and, as

he imagined, his last repast. During this period

of repose and refreshment, he perceived, as he
thought, a degree of restless anxiety in the coun-

tenance of his guards, who had evidently ex-

pected to see some superior in that lonely valley.

One of the two men who had so kindly relieved

his wants the night before, ascended the moun-
tain's brow, at the desire of the woman ; but re-

turned to express, as the lieutenant supposed,

(for the conversation was carried on in Irish,)

his disappointment. A long consultation took

place, the woman apparently urging delay, in

which she was seconded by the guard who had
passed the night at the hut, while the two
strangers who had that morning*joined seemed
much disinclined for any. The lieutenant heard

the word general mentioned as, on each occasion,

one or other of the party looked up the moun-
tain track. After a racking suspense of nearly

an hour's duration, the guard moved slowly from
the cabin, encircling their prisoner, who moved
his hands in grateful thanks to the woman as he
cast his last look on her and the children. Leav-
ing the rivulet’s side,the partyproceeded through
the valley, which darkened to the view as the

impending rocks rose in awful and abrupt masses
on either side, screening from sight the noonday
sun. Suspicious looks, and low whispers, passed

between the guards. The impatience of those

who had that morning joined, and the undis-

guised reluctance of the others, to execute some
important order, of which he was, of course, the
object, left no doubt on the lieutenant's mind
as to his approaching fate. Not more than a

quarter of an hour had elapsed since they left

the cabin, the direct distance from which could
»ot have exceeded a furlong, when, after a brief

altercation between bis guards, one of thocte of

the preceding night approached to lus side, and,

with evident emotion, announced that “ their

march had ended /” a sentence which struck on
the ear of the captive as the signal forimmediate

death. His heart for a moment sank under the

shock ; the colour forsook his manly countenance

as the thoughts of all most dear to him rushed on
his distracted memory ; he cast his eyes towards

the blue unclouded heavens, which shone like a

narrow streak of light above the horrid chasm,

and on his knees resigned himself to silent

prayer ! With his face buried in his hands, he
remained undisturbed for several minutes, and
almost unconscious of existence, when he felt

himself gently enfolded in the arms of some
kind benevolent being. On opening his eyes,

he beheld, kneeling beside him, a venerable look-

ing man, in soiled and faded black clothes, who,
with all the fervency of the priestly profession,

entreated him to accept the consolations of reli-

gion in these his last moments of life

!

The guards, on the approach of the priest, had
withdrawn to some short distance ; but as the

doomed one cast his bewildered glance around,

he perceived one of them armed with his own
double-barrelled gun. Hitherto hehad anticipated

a horrid and ignominous death by the pike or the
halter ; it was therefore a relief to the gallant

soldiers mind, to think (as appearances in-

dicated) that he would at least meet a soldier's

death ! Even that thought brought its consola-

tion. Grateful for the attentions of the reverend

Father, he felt all the difficulty of declining,

without offence, his spiritual aid ; but the kind

pastor, availing himself of the privilege of his

sacred office, to extend the respite between life

and death to the latest possible moment, listened

to those communications on his worldly affairs

which the afflicted lieutenant thought fit to

confide to him. He was requested to write to

his wife (whom her devoted husband already

considered a forlorn widow) all the circum-

stances of his capture, his sufferings, and ulti-

mate fate ! Then taking a kind farewell of tbe

deeply-affected priest, he declared to his ap-

proaching executioners his readiness to meet his

fate. With trembling hands and palpitating

heart, the good pastor took on himself the last

sad office of placing the bandage over the eyes

of the victim ; and, with a fervent benediction

and invocation to divine mercy, was about to

hurry from the horrid scene, when the shriek of

a female voice—the cries of “ Stop ! Stop 1"—the

sound of fast approaching footsteps—fixed him to

the spot. Standing, with uplifted arms and ex-

posed breast, in front of the kneeling lieuten-

ant, he suspended the execution. In another

minute, the bandage was torn from the captive's

eyes by that generous woman who had so lately

and kindly relieved his necessities. She was

followed by a stern but care-worn looking man,

in plain attire, but armed at all points, whose

angry chidings could not, for a moment, arrest

her humane purpose. After him crept the child-

ren, with fearful step ; and when they saw their
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mother raise the drooping lieutenant from his

kneeling posture, they instantly ran towards

him and renewed their caresses.

u O spare his life, husband of my heart
!”

cried the woman. “ O father of my children,

have mercy upon him ! On my bare knees, I

ask it."

The poor children, seeing their mother on her

knees, in the attitude of supplication, happily

unconscious of the awful cause, knelt beside her

;

and, catching the infection of her tears, put up

their little hands, and cried aloud—“ O father,

father
!”

The husband advanced towards his captive

with haughty stride and scornful brow, while his

quivering lip and moistened eye betrayed his

better feelings.

“ Look !” said he, while his varied passions

almost choked his utterance—“ Look upon that

poor woman ! now pleading, on her knees, for

the life of him who came, under a mean disguise,

into the last wretched retreat your cruel Govern-

ment has left us—our wild and desolate moun-

tains—to destroy the life of her husband ! her

only support or protection on earth ! and throw

these poor innocents, destitute and despised, on

a hard, unfeeling world. Behold the Rebel

Chief! the proscribed, the hated Holt, whose

blood you were sworn to shed, now before you

!

These”—pointing to the papers of which the

lieutenant had been despoiled the previous day—
tf inform me of all your plans ; and this procla-

mation shews for what you sought my blood.

Oh,” added the rebel, in a subdued and melan-

choly tone, “ one half of this reward would have

transported me and mine to a far distant land of

liberty ; but nothing but my blood will satisfy

your rulers. You see, sir,” said the chief, scorn-

fully, “ that we can yet defend ourselves
!”

The lieutenant would not condescend to offer

a word in vindication of his share in the expedi-

tion ;
and, scorning to supplicate for life with

such an enemy, he folded his arms, and coolly

8aid << I am in your power, chief—take your

The peculiarlybroad Scotch accent inwhich these

words were uttered, seemed to startle the rebel ;

who hastily called one of the guards to his side,

who received from his chief some angry rebuke,

and a command to order the others to fall back.

Turning to the lieutenant, he again addressed

him, saying

—

« No, sir—your life is now safe ! but had you

been an Irishman, as your name implies,* by

Him who died for us on the Cross, you should

have been shot like a dog, and your bones left to

bleach onthe wildest crag of our naked mourn ain

!

As it is, your life is no longer in danger. Thank

that broken-hearted woman for the delay that

saved it. She saw you caress her children ; she

felt that you were a father ; and for the sake of

that father, who, God knows how soon, may

stand in need of all their prayers, she pleaded

for your life ; and it is now granted.

• The lieutenant bore the name of a family peculiaily

obnoxious to the Irish in those days.

The rebel chief then raised his still kneeling

wife, and pressed her fondly to his heart ; then,

turning once more to the captive, said

—

“ You must be content to remain our prisoner,

and share our mountain misery for a few days.

The same men who have been your guards shall

remain with you, as well to prevent escape as to

protect you against the vengeance of others.

The blood of five poor souls lies on your head,

and those who sent you ; but fear nothing from

me.”

Then, taking up a child in each arm, whom
he alternately kissed, he strode away towards

the solitary cabin, closely followed by his wife.

The good priest, with tears of joy in his eyes,

took an arm of the lieutenant in kind support,

who on the other bore the youngest child of this

ill-fated pair, whose little arm was entwined

round his neck. In this order, followed by the

guard, the whole party reached the miserable

cabin, into an inner apartment of which the

lieutenant was led ; the interior consisting of

three comfortless chambers, presented a melan-

choly picture of that state of danger and privation

to which this once respectable family had been

reduced. Here, left to his reflections, the poor

captive found leisure to contemplate his strange

and anomalous situation. But, half an hour be-

fore, the doomed and detested enemy—now the

pardoned and protected guest of the rebel chief.

While pondering on the strange events of the

last twenty-four hours, and still half doubtful of

his ultimate fate, one of the men left to guard

him broke in on his reveries, to intimate that

the priest was about to take his departure, and

had obtained the chiefs leave to receive the

lieutenant's commands. The worthy man en-

tered ; and, having 'expressed his joy at the

happy termination of the captive s late heavy

trial, renewed his promise to write to the wife of

the officer. But how to announce the glad tidings

of his safety ?

“ My mission,” said the priest, “ into these

wild scenes is now accomplished. I am permitted

to communicate to your family your personal

safety—more I know not. Led into these dreary

regions in the darkness of the blind, even so

I must return on quitting this valley. Miles

must be traversed ere I gain my well-known

road, and then the light of heaven will be re-

stored to me. Though death and danger stand

in our path, the ministers of our religion dare

not deny the Christian's right whenever tie

demanded—even to the guilty outlaw. Farewell,

stranger ! Your bidding shall be faithfully per-

formed. And, O may the mercy of the rebel

teach your heart the iesson of pity and forgive-

ness ! Heaven prosper you !”
#

In a few minutes, the noise of a horse s foot-

steps called the attention of the lieutenant, who,

peeping from the single pane which formed the

window of his prison, beheld the good pastor

depart with bandaged eyes, taking the route up

the mountain's side by which he had himself

that morning descended. The horse was l®d by

one of the ragged crew, while another walked
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beside it, each armed with a pike and pistol.

Exhausted by fatigue and anxiety, the prisoner

sought that repose which his late sufferings de-

manded. And here we must leave him—secure at

least of life—to take a view of what was passing

in the capital.

On the evening of that eventful day, the de-

feated party reached Dublin. The sergeant who
took the command, on the supposed massacre of

his officer, was next day examined before a privy

council, towhom he gave a circumstantial account

of all the events of their brief but calamitous

expedition. Rendered furious by fresh defeat,

and disappointed vengeance, that sanguinary

party, to whose dominion the destinies of un-

happy Ireland had been too long committed,

were loud in their demand for fresh sacrifices.

All moderate measures, all invitations to conces-

sion and surrender, were denounced ; and ven-

geance was their cry ! Alas ! against whom ?

A poor unfortunate outcast, who scorned their

power

;

but yet one whom a word of kind pro-

mise would have brought a voluntary captive

within the castle gates. Blood had already been

.profusely shed—accursed martial law, with all

its horrors, had contaminated and despoiled the

land. Executions, attended with all the brutal-

ising and disgusting butcheries consequent to a

conviction for high treason—the hangings, be-

heading, and embowelling
,

(literally performed,)

had stained and polluted every leading street of

the metropolis. Yet there was one party un-

dated, whose cry was still—“ More blood !” A
fresh expedition to the mountains, consisting of

one thousand light troops, was recommended
;

a renewed proclamation issued, increasing the

reward for Holt's body, dead or alive, to One
thousand guineas! !! and a free pardon to his

betrayer or assassin. These had scarcely been

posted on the walls of the city, when intelligence

reached the family of the lieutenant of his per-

fect safety, with the addition that he owed his

life to the clemency of the generous Holt ! The
letter, written by the priest to the lieutenant's

wife, appeared in all the papers ; many of the

proclamations were, in the course of that night,

torn down or defaced, and songs and placards

in praise of the brave Holt substituted. All this

was wormwood to that odious party whose names
will descend to posterity with merited execration.

The untalented, but merciful and humane
Earl Hardwicke, was the Viceroy of that day

;

who, following the counsels of the British Cabi-

net, had hitherto resigned himself to the guid-

ance of the dominant party, but now called to

his confidence and aid the few enlightened pa-

triots who boldly withstood their country's de-

gradation, and proudly maintained their inde-

pendent station, untainted by bigotry, unsub-

dued by corruption, and unawed by those terrors

which sent to exile or the grave so many of the

friends of freedom and of law. Under their

advice, the plan of a general amnesty was drawn
up, in order to be submitted to the British Go-
vernment, and one which would embrace the

greater number of the deluded rebel party that

yet remained in arms. This measure was, of

course, warmly opposed by those whose trade

was discord, who lived on the distractions of

their common country ; but was hailed by the

more humane and politic as a coming blessing to

the long-distracted nation.

In the course of a week the lieutenant him-
self arrived at the headquarters of his regiment,

having been unconditionally released. He re-

ported that, within the last few days of his cap-

tivity, an important change in his treatment

had taken place : his gun had been restored to

him, together with his watch and other pro-

perty ; he had been allowed the range of the

mountains, with only one man as his escort, and
him he considered more as a protector than a

guard. The chieftain's band had been dissolved,

and had retired by numbers each night to their

different destinations ; but few remained of the

once powerful Holt's rebel party; and those

apparently his own relations or dependents.

The chief himself disappeared for a few days

;

but, on his return to his lonely cabin, he hastily

removed his family, and, within a few minutes

from their departure, the humble fabric was con-

signed to the flames ! Holt, seizing the arm of

the lieutenant, and pointing tojthe blaze, ex-

claimed—“ Behold, sir, the last poor shelter of

the Rebel Chief is now destroyed! You are

free ! Your guard shall guide you to within a

short distance of a military post. We have now
nothing to conceal ; and you will travel with open
eyes. Farewell

!

The lieutenant expressed his sense of this

generous conduct; and, taking the chieftain's

hand, bestowed a grateful pressure, as he bade

him farewell, wishing him happier days.
“ One week more, sir,” replied Holt, M and I

shall be happier, or in my grave !" then, press-

ing the officer’s hand, he hastily withdrew.

A few days subsequent to the lieutenant's

return, an unusual bustle and whispering, in the

castle and its purlieus, indicated that some im-

portant event had occurred. The preparation

for the march of the battalion of light infantry

for the Wicklow Mountains, were all at once

suspended ; and, to add to the surprise of specu-

lators, a regiment of Highlanders, which bad

long occupied the position on the new line of

road in that district, for the defence of the works,

was called in. The usual conjectures—a French
fleet off Bantry Bay, or Loughswilly, or Gal-

way, formed the gossip of the passing hour ; but,

in another day, the mystery was cleared up, by

the public announcement, that the rebel gene-

ral, Holt, was a prisoner in Dublin Castle !

The lovers of military law, and of the atroci-

ties which that law sanctioned, were rejoicing in

the prospect of another victim, when their hopes

and expectations were suddenly checked, by a

piece of intelligence, which set the “ loyal" in

a frenzy : no less than that H olt bad made hii

peace with Government, and was to be allowed

to depart, himself and family, to the colonies,

under his Majesty's pardon, and at the expense

of the Crown

!
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It was not until the lapse of some weeks that

all the circumstances of the surrender of this

extraordinary character became known ; and, as

they were of a romantic, and rather heroic de-

scription, the name of Holt obtained a degree

of honourable celebrity for the while, which his

former fortunes could not have promised ; while

they threw a veil of pity over his past errors.

On the dispersion of his followers, he collected,

from the various places of concealment in which

they had for years been secreted, whatever re-

mained of his once respectable property ; and
having released the officer, and restored those

articles, of which he had been deprived, he re-

moved his family to some place of safety ; then,

assuming the plain dress of the ordinary farmers

of that county, found means of eluding all the

military posts and patrols during a rapid night

march, and arrived in the suburbs of Dublin,

unobserved and unknown. Here, it would appear,

he must have remained a day or two in secret,

collecting such information as the newspapers
afforded, or as his private friends in the city could

convey. He learned the safe arrival of the

lieutenant, and saw the fresh proclamation for

his apprehension Or death, in which his person

was (fortunately for him) most inaccurately de-

scribed : a copy of which he found no difficulty in

obtaining. With that in his pocket, and a paper,

written by a friend, in the name of Fitzpatrick,

addressed to Mr H , a magistrate of the

county of Wicklow, (and a gentlemen holding

a confidential office under the Crown,) in which

offers were made to give some important intelli-

gence respecting the rebel Holt, he boldly

rode off for that gentleman's residence, situated

about fifteen miles from Dublin. This was a

daring proceeding of Holt, in his native county

too ; but he had set his life upon the hazard.

Arriving at an early hour in the forenoon, he

found, paraded in front Of the mansion, the

corps of yeomanry, which the magistrate com-

manded, many of whom had been within the

length of the rebel’s pike in the hour of action

;

but before whose gaze their late formidable chief

now quietly passed unheeded, to present his cre-

dentials to the servant in waiting.

In a few minutes he was summoned to the

study of Mr H , whom he found at his table,

amidst a mass of papers, the most prominent of

which was the new proclamation. The chimney-

rack was filled with arms of all descriptions

;

and the captain's holster pistols, which he had
just finished loading, lay beside him on his table.

He eyed Holt with a scrutinizing glance as he
entered, but could perceive nothing in his calm

and quiet appearance to excite fear or suspicion
;

however, to shew that he was not to be taken by
surprise, he took up one of his pistols, as if ex-

amining the priming, remarking that, “ in these

times, it behoved every one to be on his guard

;

and now, Mr Fitzpatrick, be seated." Holt
drew his chair close to the magistrate’s table,

whose hand still rested on his pistol, and who
thus continued—

“

You tell me in this letter

that the person of Holt is known to you ?”

“ Perfectly, sir, as well as my own brother's

!

I have known him from childhood," answered

the rebel.

“ Look, then, at this description," said the

magistrate, offering the proclamation to Holt.

“ I have one, sir," (unfolding that which he

had brought from town,) “ and certainly see

some slight difference ; but to me all descrip,

tions are unnecessary; and, furthermore, sir,

I can now give you a solemn assurance that

I have the means of placing the rebel in pour

hand 8
!"

“ Then the reward shall, in that case, be yours

;

but why not have given information at the

castle ? when a sufficient force might have been
sent with you to ensure his capture."
“ Force, captain ! ah, no I Holt never can be

taken by force ! You shall shortly know my rea-

sons for making you the instrument of his cap-

ture ; but for myself, it is not the temptation of

the high reward that leads me to surrender him ;

for, O God ! ’tis hard to give up a fellow-crea-

ture to an ignominious death, for the sake of

paltry gold ! to sacrifice a broken-hearted, and,

perhaps, penitent man and his innocent family,

for the lucre of money ; not a guinea of which

could ever bring luck or grace on the betrayer.

No, sir, there are higher and better motives for

my appearance here—the peace and tranquillity

of the country I love."

Whatever are your motives, Mr Fitzpatrick,

I trust you do not mean to deceive or baffle us ;

if you do, sir, we have. our remedy, you know.
You should recollect that this rebel has been for

years the terror of our country, the enemy of his

King and his Government."
u No, sir !" suddenly exclaimed Holt, with an

energy that rather startled the magistrate ;
“ of

the Government only—not of the King / It is

my belief, that were the Lord Lieutenant to

offer the poor man his life and liberty, he would
withdraw for ever from the scene of his past

crimes, and from . the country, in which he has

now neither house nor home, friend nor pro-

tector."
“ That may be your opinion, sir ; but no terms

will ever be made with the Irebel until he is in

the power of Government ; for what security

could he offer for his compliance, eveh supposing

that the Lord Lieutenant humanely consented to

accept of his submission on these terms ?”

“ Hie honour, sir !" replied the rebel, with an

emphasis which in an instant raised a feeling of

suspicion in the magistrate's mind that he was
conversing, if not with Holt himself, with some
one of his band in the immediate confidence of

the chief. He grasped his pistol, while he alter-

nately glanced at the description given in the

proclamation and the form and features of his

visiter ; then fixing his full dark eye on the yet

unmoved and firm countenance of the stranger,

authoritively demanded

—

“ And pray, sir, who are you that thus so

confidently vouch for the honour of the rebel

chief?"
“ Himself!—the unfortunate Holt !"
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The magistrate attempted to raise the pistol,

on which his hand had for some time rested ; but

ere he could accomplish the movement, one was
close to his head, in the firm grasp of the rebel’s

hand, who, in a tone of humility and supplica-

tion, cried—
“ Easy, easy, captain ! Your hand, sir, must

not be soiled by my poor blood ; or, if it must
be so, we die together! Hear me, sir. I pro-

mised to explain why I made you the instrument

of the rebel’s capture. You have been a bless-

ing to our poor country under all its misfortunes,

and often arrested the hand of the murderer from
the throat of his unresisting victim. Unable to

check the atrocities you hourly witnessed, without

compromising yourown character for loyalty, (that

hackneyed cant-word of the tyrants of our island,)

you have seen our poor houses in flames—our

herds destroyed or plundered, our crops trampled

upon—and ourselves hunted like wild beasts, by
a brutal foreign soldiery, or the still more savage

native yeomanry let loose upon us to drive us to

that rebellion which the Government itself pro-

voked. You have seen all this; but you

,

sir,

never wantonly oppressed us. Not a stick of

your plantations, not a hair of your cattle, nor a

sheaf of your crops, have ever been injured or

plundered by me or mine. Whilst others were
the firebrands to keep alive the flame of the re-

bellion, you, sir, were always the peace-maker to

mediate between the weak misguided rebel and
the all-powerful Government. To you, sir, I

surrender myself!—do all you can to protect my
poor wife and children, then dispose of me as you
please.”

Then, drawing from beneath his coat another

pistol, he placed the muzzles of both towards his

own breast, while he thrust them forward to the

hands of the magistrate, saying, “ Now, sir, the

Rebel Holt is your defenceless prisoner.'
'*

A thousand conflicting feelings agitated the

breast of the magistrate, a man whose humanity
Was equal to his courage, (and both were unques-

tionable.) All that rancorous feeling which, a

few moments before, he entertained towards the

daring rebel gradually yielded to sentiments of

pity for his misfortunes, and admiration at his

magnanimity. Ardently did he long to save

him; but there was a bigoted council, and justly

exasperated Government, to be won over to the

side of mercy. His chief hope rested on the

well-known humanity of tbe Lord Lieutenant.

To see his Excellency—to make the first im-

pression—was the great object of the magis-

trate's solicitude. A pledge once given by the

humane Hardwicke, would ensure the safety of

the rebel’s life. His resolve was instantaneous.

Ringing his bell, he ordered four horses for Dub-
lin, without a moment’s delay ; and intimated to

Holt the necessity for his being confined to the

house till his return ; assuring him that his name
should not be divulged, and that no restraint,

beyond confinement to the house, would be im-

posed on him. The officer next in command of

the troops was called in, and informed that the

stranger had made some important disclosures,

and had still further communications to make to

Government, and must not be lost sight of for

one instant ; but no questions were to be asked

or answered, except as to his personal wants,

which the servants were ordered to attended to.

With a mind oppressed by anxiety, but still not

wholly divested of hope, the worthymagistrate set

off for Dublin Castle ; and, in the course of a long

and secret audience with the Lord Lieutenant

and Chief Secretary, he rendered a full and, of

course, the most favourable account of his most

extraordinary interview that morning with the

Rebel Chief, concluding with the announcement

of his unconditional submission to his Excel-

lency’s clemency. Pity, mercy, and sound policy

prevailed over all narrow or vengeful feelings.

The pledge was given; and Mr H that

evening returned to his mansion, the joyful mes-

senger of pardon and of peace.

Next morning, without any parade, or even an

escort of troops, the magistrate conveyed Holt

in his carriage to Dublin Castle, where, for

safety, he was lodged in the apartments appro-

priated for State prisoners.

Every information which the grateful Holt could

afford was given with fidelity, and with no ordi-

nary show of talent, shrewdness, and good sense,

during his several examinations before the Privy

Council. He acted as guide to the band of ge-

neral and engineer officers who proceeded to the

Wicklow Mountains to examine the various posi-

tions in which the rebel chief for so many year*

had sustained himself. Passes through appa-

rently unfathomable gulphs, (the mere existence

of which rested but on traditional accounts)

—

by means of which, communications were held

with distant posts with a rapidity which baffled

all professional calculation—were explored under

his guidance. New lines of road, branching off

from the great military way then in progren,

were suggested and marked out by the intelli-

gent Holt, as opening a ready access to the very

heart of the mountain recesses. These, and every

other service he could render, were his peace-

offering and atonement for past offences, and an

humble testimony of gratitude for Royal cle-

mency.

In another month the fallen chieftain, from

the deck of the vessel which conveyed this

wretched family to a far distant shore, cast a

long and lingering look on the blue hills of

romantic Wicklow, the scene of his triumph aod

of his sorrows ; and, pressing to his bosom the

faithful partner of his past perils and future for-

tunes, he bestowed a tear and a blessing on the

country of his heart.

O. M.
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A LESSON FOR LOVERS.

“ Ma'am, I vow I loved yon dearly,

Truly, fondly, and clncertly

—

Smile, then, on me, prithee, cheerly.

“ What, «»r 9 I can't hear you.”

« Ma'am, ahem ! I’m faint with screaming-

Surely, love, yon must be dreaming ;

Yet those eye* are brightly beaming." •

“ What,
fir? / can't hear you.”

“ Hem ! sweet girl, l*m all affection,

Penchant, ardour, predilection

:

Take me, if you've no objection."

“ What, tir9 / can't hear you.”

“Can't you, really ? well, how funny

;

If it wasn't for her money
I’d ne’er think of matrimony.’’
“ Thank you

,
fir ,* I hear you.”

Motlet.

BURSCHEN MELODIES—No I.

u Ubi rent gaudia 9

Nirgenda mehr denn da.

Wo die Burschen Bingen

Seleeta cantica,

Und die Glaser klingen
,

In viliac curia

Eia ! waren wir da !’’ Burschen Song.

“ Diem noctemque continuare potando nulli probrum.’ •

Tacitus at Mar. Germanorum

.

Next to Shakspeareian hilarity, and Rabelai-

sian joviality, there is nothing of the hale hearty

kind in nature which we are inclined to look

upon with more favour than genuine German
Burschikosity. Rabelais, indeed, is somewhat
questionable ; at least, it is not every man’s
affair to walk up to the neck in mire, and
straightway bound up heavenwards with a step

as light as winged Mercury, and a vestment as

pure as Dian. But the German Bursch is no
such portentous Behemoth of rude jollity : he is

merely a roving rolloping young man, instinct

with the strong tide of fresh vitality, flapping

his wings triumphantly, and rejoicing in his

strength.

“ Der Jangling soli die Fliigel regen

In Lieb und Hass gewaltig sich bewegen."

as Goethe says ; in all times, and in all places,

a most orthodox rule ; but applicable especially

to Germany, where the Bursch has long been ac-

customed to look upon himself as the imperson-
ated bean-ideal of juvenile freedom, and the very
pink and pattern of all that a well-conditioned
young man is and ought to be. No doubt, on
this side the channel, we are accustomed to

look on this matter with other eyes ; and next
to a Neologic Doctor, capped by Strauss or
Gesenius, there is perhaps no genus of German
men whom the uninitiated Englishman is apt to

look upon with more suspicion than the Bursch.
But those who have lived in Germany, and
spoken face to face with these good fellows,

know better things. The German Bursch has
his follies and absurdities, doubtless ; but what
young man has not ? Are there no deep pota-

tions, no noisy revelries, no long-drawn mid-
night orgies, within the cloistered walls of Ox-
ford and Cambridge? Wo do not think it is

any man’s duty to sow wild oats, as the phrase

is ; but young men are second children, trying

to stand on their legs ; and many an awkward

flounder they make before they learn to walk.

Besides, what an unreasonable fool is he who

will demand luxuriance and restraint, inspira-

tion and moderation, from the same thing at the

same time ! He who handles the pruning knife,

rejoices that there is something to prune ; for

it is a sign of lusty vegetation ; and a boy who

cannot give and return a blow at school, on the

great theatre of life will peep and creep among

the back scenes, and no man care to ask what

he is about.

But the German Bursch has one great and

characteristic advantage above all other mani-

festations of the lusty young man : he splashes

and dashes, and cuts his capers in an element

to which, by a defective and perverse system of

education, our British youth, as a body, are

total strangers—we mean the element of Music.

This is the true ether for the spiritual man to

swim in : so Plato and the Greeks taught long

ago ; so the jovial Burschen daily and hourly

practise; so the wisdom of Oxford and Cam-

bridge, and the mighty god Mammon in this

country, have not decided. Or do we wrong our

country ? Shall we attempt to answer the much

disputed question—Are the English a musical

people ? We answer that all people are musical.

God gave this gift to man, as he gave song to

the birds— a part of the universal voice of joy,

which is merely another name for existence

triumphing in itself. But we Britons have, for

the last two centuries, shamefully neglected the

cultivation of this highest talent ; and not only

have we not advanced in the general culture of

music, but we have retrograded far back into

primitive barbarisnn Of course we do not speak
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here of Italian operas, musical festivals, phil-

harmonic concerts, choral societies, et id genus
omne. These things (and we are thankful for

it) have increased of late years, and will con.

tinue to increase ; but they all partake too much
of the character of exhibitions, to warrant our
assuming, on such pretensions, the designation

of a musical people. If music is not the intel-

lectual atmosphere in which a people enjoys its

daily existence, and habitually expresses its com-
monest feelings, that people is not musical.

Make now the trial. Take an Oxonian Greek
man and a Gdttinger Bursch, and, in nineteen

cases out of twenty, while the German not only

enjoys music, but is a practical musician, the

Englishman is altogether a;iou<ro(, scarcely dis-

cerning a crotchet from a quaver. In the

remaining twentieth case, you may possibly find,

that our countryman is a more expert vio-

linist or flutist than the foreigner; but, even
when it is so, it is only a few amateurs and
virtuosos against a nation of singers ; and this

seems to us pretty accurately to express the re-

lation of the two nations, as regards the practice

of music. We stop not here to inquire into the

gross inconsistency of the Oxonian who studies

Greek, and, at the same time, habitually neglects

that which the wisdom of the Greeks declared

to be the soul of all study; neither shall we
trouble ourselves with investigating more mi-
nutely how it comes to pass, that what was ne-

cessary, in the days of Queen Elizabeth, to con-

stitute the inward substance of a gentleman,
should now, by many, be thought sufficiently

honoured when treated as the outward adorn-

ment of a girl. We content ourselves with

stating the fact : the German Bursch is an es-

sentially musical young man; the English or

the Scottish student essentially unmusical. The
reason may lie here or it may lie there—non
omnia possumus omnes ; we make no unreason-
able demands ; but the fact is undeniable.

A very sensible and well-informed writer*

has said, that to know England is to know Eng-
lish politics ; to know Germany is to know Ger-
man literature. In the one country the House
of Commons, in the other the Universities, are

the arena of the greatest intellectual activity.

We eoncur entirely in this remark ; and as it is

not the dead learning, but the life of the univer-

sities, with which we have to do, the Englishman
who desires really to know and love Germany
will consider the Burschen no less worthy objects

of his attention than the professors. The pecu-
liarities of the Burschen life have, indeed, in these

latter days, been shorn of their public glories by
the state-scissors of the meddling Bureaucratists

at Frankfort ; but scissors can only clip and pare;
and there is a soul in German university life (as,

among other things, the recent demonstrations of

independent spirit atGottingen have shewn) that

no Prussian police-packthread can strangle. The
men who drove out Napoleon are gagged, but

• The author of the article on u The Character aud
Manners of the German Students.^-.London and West

•

mtmttsr Msoisw, 10i ii.,

they are not asleep. The Burschen are a pecu-

liar people; like the Israelites in Egypt, and the

genuine Irish in Ireland, they cannot be annihi-

lated. If the King of Prussia could remodel

Bonn and Berlin upon the slavish monastic plan

of Oxford and Cambridge, these institutions

would be much more of a piece, doubtless, with

his political system of paternal government.

But the King of Prussia can no more annihilate

the living spirit of freedom in the German uni-

versities, than the House of Commons in this

country, were it composed altogether of the

most systematic Tories, could annihilate the

liberty of the British press. Notwithstanding

Frankfort Decrees and Hanover ordinances, the

German universities still live and flourish ; and

while they live. Liberty lives with them.

There is much talk in the Burchen songs about

Freyheit ; and they look very superficially into

the matter who see here talk only. True, the

Bursch, as he himself sings, “ must go home and

be a Philistine/* like other decent respectable

people. To become a Philistine is the termination

just as certain of the Burschen career, as death is

of mortality. But the Bursch is not all dead ; his

arm only is paralyzed for a season. Besides, there

are a few select Burschen always, who never

leave the university: these, in after life, be-

come professors ; and, among this class, we are

to look for the true prophets of German liberty

;

here are realized, in intellectual conquest at

least, all the most rosy fancies of the liberty*

intoxicated Bursch. We must be allowed to

connect the free speculations of Wolf and
Niebuhr, Kant and Schelling, in some not very

remote degree, with the freedom of the Burschen
life, and its noblest manifestation—the free out*

pourings of song ; just as in the case of an Eng-
lish intellect, like that of Whewell for instance

—masculine and broad in the main, but, on cer-

tain subjects, pitifully narrow, we are justified

in attributing that narrowness to the contracted

system of education of which the English univer-

sities are so obstinately enamoured. A news-
paper is a mighty engine ; but a manual of the

history of philosophy is mighty also. The Eng-
lish universities send forth a host of goodly
champions, panoplied in Greek, to preach legiti-

mate Church and State bigotry in newspapers
and reviews ; the German universities send forth

their infinitely greater host of honest inquiring

thinkers, who own no Church but Charity, whose
State is Science, and their citizenship Truth. In
the one case, a free country sends forth bigots to

preach despotism ; in the other case, an enslaved

country sends forth philosophers to preach free-

dom. Thus a wise Providence out of evil brings

good, and converts good into evil; here neu-
tralizing the bad, and there making the good
nugatory, according to a system of kindly-devised

compensations. The German universities are

the great many-paged volume that contains the

charter of intellectual freedom in Europe. From
them sprung Martin Luther; and though the
leap from him to a modern Bacchanalian Bunch,
roaring a rude song and drinking had beer, must
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appear ludicrous, and even disrespectful to the

memory of the great champion of religious li-

berty, yet it is a leap only to English associa-

tions. Brother Martin himself was a Bursch,

and a jovial one. After theology, he accounted
music the most divine of the sciences ; and the

tuneful Burschen have adopted one of his stanzas

as their most familiar motto :

—

u Wer liebt nicht Wein, Weiber, und Geiang,
Der bleibt ein Narr sein Lebenlang.”

“ Whosoever loves not wine, women, and song,

that man is a fool, and remains so to the end of

the chapter.*' This is the first and the last

article of the Burschen creed ; and the man who
embraces it with an honest and hearty faith,

that man is a genuine Bursch, though be should

never have either fought a duel or smoked a

pipe in his life. Let no man, however, imagine

that the admission ticket into this worthy fra.

ternity is easy. To be hearty (flott

)

is not

every man’s business ; and to love sincerely is

always a Christian virtue. It looks, indeed, a

little strange when the invitation runs:

—

M Such good Christian chums we lack, sir,

Who will drink their latest plack, sir,

Shoes and stockings, and barefoot run
Post to the devil when all is done.’**

But this, like other expressions of the same
kind, must be interpreted esoterically ; and it

only means that a true Bursch will follow his

friend pennyless to the devil out of sheer love

and kindliness ; which doctrine may possibly not

be altogether orthodox, but it certainly does not

savour of selfishness or worldly-minded ness. A
man who loves wine only, and per se, may be a

sot ; a man who loves women only, and per se, may
be himself a woman

; but a man who loves wine,

and women, and song, is, in all likelihood, a

good fellow—a faithful companion,
(
ein fideler

kerl,) a genuine Bursch. The test here is

song:—
‘‘ Wo man «ingt, da lass dich ruhig nieder,

Bose Menschen haben keine Lieder.”

“ Bad men have no songs.” So the motto on

the title page of one of our Burschen books runs ;

a most momentous truth, as old, no doubt, as

Jubal, the son of Lantech, the father of all such

as handle the harp and the organ : and fully

proved in after ages by King David, when an
evil spirit from the Lord was upon Saul.

“ Bote Mensehen haben keine Lieder Malig-

nity, under any shape or character, envy, jea-

lousy, greed, selfishness, cannot sing ; the voice

of these things is essential discord. A good man
only whose pulses beat and whose lungs play

cheerfully, can bring forth music. Young men
are naturally good-hearted, and youth is natu-

rally full of songs. The German Bursch being xar
a young man is also xar a singer.

His drinking and duelling extravagances may
force a laugh, perhaps a tear ; but in his own

* “ Solche BrUder wollen wir haben,

Die veraaufen was lie haben,

Die versaufen strumpf und schuh,

Und lauien baarfuss dem Teufel xu.”

Burschen Song*
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truly German region of sweet sounds, he calls

forth our most unqualified admiration.

A Burschen song is like the Bursch himself—

a

thing that every “ Philistine’ 1 will not under-

stand ; but music has this charm above all the

sister arts—that they who do not understand it,

are nevertheless pleased with it, whether they

will or no. By understanding music, we mean
here, not the scientific comprehension of sounds,

and the laws which guide their succession and
combination—for a learned contrapuntist does

no more necessarily understand a song, than a

learned theologian necessarily understands Chris-

tianity: but we mean the practical knowledge

and living sympathy with the organic principle

of spiritual life, out of which a song is generated

—the idea of the song, as the Germans are fond

of phrasing it. Now it is manifest that the idea

of church music, for instance, exists only in the

soul of a devout person, who is prompted by the

inspiration of genuine feeling, to this particular

method of utterance ; and for the true relish

and understanding of such music, a pure flow of

devotional feeling in the soul is, of course, the

first requisite. So, also, in regard to Burschen

songs. Here the first condition is that the

singer be himself, at least pro hacvice,a genuine

Bursch. Free from the Lilliput hamperings

of public life, the stilted dignities of office, the

small proprieties of place, and the thousand

nice pedantries of prim people, he must regene-

rate the young man again in his soul, (happy if

he can do so !) with the full gush of generous

sentiment, and the mellow roar of unaffected

glee. He must be capable of that most engaging

virtue of an honest, healthy heart, which the

French call abandon . He must have a sort of

mad pleasure in naked truth, even so as to re-

joice in it, when flung rudely in his own face.

He must sincerely rejoice in downrightness for

the sheer sake of downrightness. He must have
no leisure for ornament ; he must tear in pieces

all idle flosculosities ; every feeling must at the

same time be an action ; every thought a blow.

Above all things, he must be vigorous and ener-

getic ; no sotto voce whisperings, no delicate

“ treading upon eggs” is tolerated by a Bursch ;

every sort of noise is legitimate that is not (as

sometimes happens) the sign of weakness, not of

strength. Delicacy, grace, beauty, taste, are all

to be regarded ; but in subordination. Even
among the Greeks, Aphrodite we» not the Queen
of Olympus ; and with the genuine Bursch,

muscle is the first, and the second, and the third

thing. It is thus manifest that a Burschen song is

a thing of all things in the world most unlike

to the great mass of songs, with which our Brit-

ish ears have, cf late, been familiarized. These

productions are mostly made with & view either

to the drawing-room or the concert-saloon ; and
he who should attempt to adapt anything very

stirring or bracing for that atmosphere, would

sadly miscalculate. Not even Dibdin’s admir-

able sea songs (though the British tar exemplifies

the best qualities of the Bursch) will supply a

parallel here. The German Burschen songs,
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both as to words and musiq, are natural produc-

tions perfectly sui generis. They possess a pith

and a substantiality,a breadth, mass, and volume;

a vigour and a vivacity, a depth also, and some-

times a solemnity peculiar to themselves : but the

carving, though bold and spirited, is often rude

;

their most Cyclopean architecture is still the

architecture of young men—yea, mere boys
*< To the top of Great How did it please them to climb)

And there they built up, without mortar or lime,

A man on the peak of the crag.*’

So their sublimefrequently borders on the ridicul-

ous; and yet, like Gargantua, even in their

most mad exploits, there is always something

about them that may not unfitly be denominated

great ; and as the wise poet of the lakes learned

wisdom from those juvenile architects, so must
we also address the German Bursch, when we
wish to enjoy his music
“ Come, light-hearted boys ! to the top of the crag,

And I’ll build up a giant with you.”

In this spirit, we may venture to join the

chorus of a jocund Cummers- Lied ;— quite

dramatically, as Murray plays Newman Noggs,

without a shirt on his back ; and altogether un-

conscious that such persons as Boileau, or Blair,

or Mrs Hannah More ever existed in the

world.

We presume that such of our readers as may
take any interest in Burschen melodies know
already what a Bursch is, and have some gene-

ral ideas on the habits and manners of the

German students. The subject of German
universities has been frequently before the

public of late; and the peculiarities of the

Burschen life have not escaped the observation

of English travellers, whose known patriotism

is never slow to seize upon the ludicrous side of

all that is foreign. Mr Russell has been severe

enough on the swaggering “ renowners” of

Jena. He allows, however, that they are hard

students as well as hard drinkers, and fails not

(with Mephistopheles in Faust) to commend the

conscientious diligence with which they are

wont to take down the Professor's

M words in writing,

As if the Holy Spirit were inditing.”

A laugh, so qualified, may be tolerated by the

most enthusiastic friend of the Burschen ; while

he who wishes to see the portrait drawn by

more kindly hands, may consult the admirable

article of The London and Westminster Review,

above quoted. Had it not been for that article,

we should have thought it our duty on the pre-

sent occasion to enter at some length into the

details of Burschen life ; but actum agere is our

detestation. The songs, moreover, are, for the

most part, the best comment to themselves ;

and, when any special explanation may seem

necessary, we shall not fail to supply it.

One observation we must prefix, that the

songs are, for the most part, sung with the accom-

paniment of a full vocal chorus ; the want of

which no music .craft can fully supply. It is

the praise of Germany, indeed, in all departments

of music, to have cultivated choral singing with

peculiar care. Luther was a singing boy at

Eisleben ; and Professor Zelter’s “Sing-Academic"

at Berlin was famous over Europe. The Burschen

have few songs without a chorus ; this accom-

paniment lies, indeed, in the very nature of

social music ; and, besides this, there is often a
dramatic distribution of parts, with a freshness

and raciness thence resulting, that no tame sing-

ing, however sweet, and no formal singing, how-
ever grand, can compensate.

Another remark we have to make is this

*

We wish for no mere readers. The custom of

reading songs is a piece of modern Vandalism

which iEscbylus and Pindar could not have
understood ; it is the melody specially that we
have to do with, and the living triumph of the

spirit of glee in the soul of a Bursch. The
Burschen songs present very little of what is

commonly called poetry. We, individually,

maintain that they are instinct with the soul of

true poetry—health, and vigour, and cheerful?

ness ; they are, moreover, real and natural—

a

living growth, and inestimably precious, as

Carlyle somewhere preaches, because they are

true. So also Goethe said—

“

Of poetry snapped

out of the air,
(
aus der Luft gegriffen y ) 1 make

no account.”_(See Eckermann.) But the

old French ideas still haunt us in some things ;

and the Burschen songs can expect no great

commendation from critics of the kid-glove

school. This, however, is a matter of small

moment. We do not swear by the word t of any

of these loose effusions. If we can introduce the

airs into English currency, we shall consider

ourselves sufficiently happy. There are not

wanting men of pith and vigour in merry England
to make words for them, more suited to the

genius of John Bull, and overflowingwith genuine
English hilarity and fun. The beauty ofGerman
songs, generally, consists more in their honesty

than in their brilliancy ; and we suspect that

even in the rough romping line. Dr M’Ginn will

beat any Bursch that ever penned stanza. But
their natural words belong to them, in the first

place. No lover of things German, no admirer of

natu re and consistency, would like to see a divorce ;

and for what we shall attempt to do in the deli-

cate department of “ oversetting," we shall claim

every legitimate indulgence.
1 We commence, most properly, with a fine

allegro air, in which the Bursch draws his own
portrait at full length, with the inliest and most
comfortable self-satisfaction. Tbe outer man is

described in that full flicker of Burschen glory,

now, alas ! seen no more. The huge hat with wav-
ing plume is now exchanged for an humble cap

or bonnet (Mutze ;) which, however, in 1839,when
the present reporter was a Bursch, still shewed
in appropriate lace and tassil the colours of the

Landsmannschaft . Thesword also,theBurschen’s
pride, is now never seen publicly ; it is, how-
ever, (or was, at the period referred to,) as

active as ever in “ tbe house of honour," on the

worthy “ fighting floor perhaps, like other

things both bad and good, the more rigorously it

is interdicted, the more vigorously it vegetates*
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DEE BURSCH VON AECHTEM SCHROT UND KORN.—Melody I.
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The German Bursch, of genuine cut,

A roving boy is he

;

His boot *s well spurred, and on his hat

The plume waves merrily.

Upon his swashing hat he wears

The colours of his clan ;•

And whoso scoffs his colours, dares

The spirit of a man.

The German Bursch, where'er he goes,

He wears (he Burschen’s pride,

The sword that swings, against all foes,

In terror from his side.

His heavy boot rings merrily,

While through the street he goes

;

And from his heel, in majesty,

A shower of fire he sows.

What though his elbow bare you spy ?

What though a rent appear ?

He ’a still the roving roystering boy,

The Bunch whom all revere.

What prig precise may cross his way,

What prim and perfumed beau—
Beware, lest with his stick he lay

Thy paint and paper low !

For friends his honest heart beats warm—
A friend in need is he

;

For friends he wields the brawny arm,

And faces death with glee.
_____

* The German students club themselves into companies

called w Landamanntckaftcn" according to the district

from which they come, and the races to which they belong

;

no our Scottish students divide themselves into w nations”

for the election of a Rector. The word “ clan,” though

by no means an accurate translation of 44 Land$r*ann-

seems, for poetical purposes at least, as good a

word as our language presents.

MO. LXXII.—VOL. VI.

Who ever saw him turn and flee

From battle of the brave ?

The Bursch will scorn the kingdom's fee

That buys a traitor knavfe.

He thunders through the battle's shock {

His shining sword he shews;

And, stroke on stroke, he drives, like smoke.

The blank confounded foes.

Cheerly he meets the evil day;

He fears nor threat nor ban

;

He fronts the host of hell, and they

Retreat before a Man 1

And when he hears of Hermann's fame,

His German blood doth bum ;

Be worthy, German, of the name
That made proud Caesar mourn I

And while the Rhenish cup he drains,

A German soul feels he ;

A giant's strength leaps in his veins—

The German Bursch is free

!

And when he feels the weight of woes,

He takes bis pipe so rare ;

And, as the knaster fumes and glows,
;

He puffs away dull care.

The German Bursch lives tans fa^on;

Though you may think him rude,

»Tis but the bark the tree puts on

:

Trust me his heart is good.

He wishes to all maidens gay

Long life and happy days

;

He praises them in every lay

As much as he can praise.
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He praises every German man
Who speaks the truth he feels $

And may he know the Devil's ban
Who glozes or conceals.

Now, all the mugs are empty, boys,

The flagons all are full

;

Then let us crown this cup, brare boys,

To Bursch and Burschen rule.

Now poor the merry Baechus-blood

Into the empty can;
Drink to our noble brotherhood,

Drink every man his clan.N— is my fatherland,

The ribbon *** I wear

;

I will defend it, sword in hand,

Blaspheme the name who dare

!

Our next specimen brims over with brilliant

Burschikosity ; and the beer-bottle lords it

over the three Faculties with unextinguiahable

sway.

AUF BRUEDER! LASST UNS LUSTIG LEBEN \—Melody II.

Energico.

Come, brethren, now for mirth and laughter

!

Vivallerallerallera {

Sing, till loud echo shake the rafter

!

Vivallerallerallera

!

With beer, taback, and not with wiiie,

The German revel cheerly join,

Vivallerallerallera ! Vivallerallerallera 1

!

Vivallerallerallera ! !

!

A wiee man will not always etudy

;

Vivallerallerallera

!

The eye grows dim, the brain grows muddy ;
Vivallerallerallera

!

One must be merry now and then;
Come, fill your jugs, and drink like man t

Vivallerallerallera I he.
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Aw»y, dull law, and lawyer's wrangling

!

Vivallcrallerallsra !

Away, Tain tbeologic jangling

!

Vivallerallerallera

!

Dark Medicine's priests that flee the day—
Ye hags

!
ye ghosts of truth, away

!

Vivallerallerallera ! lie.

Fill to the maid whom thy heart chooses

!

Vivallerallerallera

!

A glass to all that love the Muses 1

Vivallerallerallera

!

To Fatherland ! her rights uphold,

’Gainst Gallic guile, and English gold

!

Vivallerallerallera! Ac.

The third air, “ Gaudeamus igitur,” is pretty Pbbbat Diabolus !

generally known. It is the same that is sung Martin Luther might have said it ! *Ve have,

to the famous robber song in Schiller—“ Ein in our English version, put an additional syllable

freies Leben ftihren vir
” The song is of genuine into the last bar of each part ; this may cover,

University cut ; and with the expectation that it in some degree, the want of full vocality in the

may be often sung both in Edinburgh and Ox- English language, as compared with the Latin ;

ford, we give also, in this case, the original words, but as the music has a double note, the variation

which are Latin. The honest denunciation of is of no consequence,

the last verse is inimitable

:

GAUDEAMUS IGITUR—Melody III.

Gaudeamus,
Bunchen brave,

Gaudeamus, while we may

;

When bright youth no more jocose is,

When dull age no more morose is,

We shall deep beneath the day 1

Where be they who lived of yore.

Greeting, as we greet, the day ?

Ask great Jove, on throne supernal—
Pluto ask, in caves infernal

—

Where he they ? O where be they t

Short is life ; how fleet the past I

Future time more fleet will flow

!

When the Fates command our flitting,

Least expected, most unfitting,

Old and young must walk below.

Then here *s to the University 1

Fill a bright cup brimming o'er

!

Here 's to all the learned Professors,

Chancellors, Rectors, and Assessors,

May they flourish evermore

!

Here 's to maidens fair and frank 1

Pour the bright wine, freely pour

!

Here 's to matrons, easy, cheerful,

Mothers good, and housewives careful,

Wise to gather, wise to stora

Here ’* to Freedom !—holy name

!

Hermann! Freedom! Fatherland!

Here *s to the man whose blood is up high,

Here 's to the Bunch who crowns bis cup high,

Per his German Fatherland

!

Here ' to all the good and great I

Every rank, and every class

;

Here *s to every true Mecsenas

Shielding poets soaring tenus

To the proud peak of Parnass

!

Perish triste and gloomy looks!

Perish all who blame the Bunch

!

Perish the ancient old black Devil 1

Perish each base thought uncivil /

To the noble name of Bunch!
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GAUPEAMUS IGITUR.

Gaudeamui ifitar

Jurenet dam sumai;
Post jacandam jarentutem,

Post molestarn •enectutem,

Not habebit hamus

!

Ubi sunt qai ante not

In mnndo fnere ?

Vadite ad tnperot,

Traniite ad iaferoa,

Ubi jam fnere.

Vita noatra brevis est,

Brevi finietnr;

Venit mors velocittr,

Rapit nos atrociter,

Nemini parcetur.

Vivat Academia

!

Virant Professoret

!

Virat membram qoodllbet!

Virant membra qualibet

!

Semper sint in flore 1

Virant omnes Virginet

Faciles, formosae

!

Virant et mnlieret

Tenerw, amabiles.

Bona, laborioHi

!

Virat et Respublica,

Et qni illam regit 1

Virat nostra ciritas I

Mteanaturn caritas,

Qua not bic protegit

!

Pereat Tristitia

!

Pereant Osores

!

Pereat Diabolus t

Quivis Anti-Buischtas,

Atqae irritorat

!

In our next number we shall give something
of a more solemn cast, and among others, the

famous Landetvater, or Burschen Consecration

Song.

SKETCHES OF LIFE AND MANNERS, FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM-EATER.

( Continuedfrom our September No.)

THE SARACEN S HEAD.

My first visit to the Wordsworths had been
made in November, 1807 ; but, on that occasion,

from the necessity of saving the Michaelmas
term at Oxford, for which I had barely left my-
self time, I stayed only one week. On the last

day, I witnessed a scene, the first and the last of

its kind that ever I did witness, almost too tri-

vial to mention, except for the sake of shewing
what things occur in the realities of experience
which a novelist could not venture to imagine.

Wordsworth and his sister were under an en-

gagement of some standing to dine on that day
with a literary lady about four miles distant

;

and, as the southern mail, which I was to catch

at a distance of eighteen miles, would not
pass that point until long after midnight, Miss
Wordsworth proposed that, rather than pass my
time at an inn, I should join the dinner party ;

a proposal rather more suitable to her own fer-

vent and hospitable temper, than to the habits

of our hostess, who must (from what I came to

know of her in after years) have looked upon
me as an intruder. Something had reached Miss
Wordsworth of her penurious manage, hut no-

thing that approached the truth. I was presented
to the lady, whom we found a perfect bas bleu

of a very commonplace order, but having some
other accomplishments beyond her slender ac-

quaintance with literature. Our party consisted

of six—our hostess, who might he fifty years of

age ; a pretty timid young woman, who was there

inthe character of a humble friend; 6ome stranger

or other, the Wordsworths, and myself. The
dinner was the very humblest and simplest

I had ever seeq^jn that there was nofMng to

offend—I did not then know that the lady was

very rich—but also it was flagrantly insufficient

in quantity. Dinner, however, proceeded ; when,

without any removals, in came a kind of second

course, in the shape of a solitary pheasant. This,

in a cold manner, she asked me to try ; hut we,

in our humility, declined for the present ; and

also in mere good-nature, not wishing to expose

too palpably the insufficiency of her dinner. May
I die the death of a traitor, if she did not pro-

ceed, without further question to any one of qs,

(and as to the poor young companion, no form of

even invitation was conceded to her,) and, in the

eyes of us all, ate up the whole bird, from alpha

to omega. Upon my honour, I thought to my-

self, this is a scene I would not have missed.

It is well to know the possibilities of human na-

ture. Could she have a bet depending on the

issue, and would she explain all to ns as soon as

she had won her wager ? Alas ! no explanation

ever came, except, indeed, that afterwards her

character, put en evidence upon a score of occa-

sions, too satisfactorily explained everything.

No ; it was, as Mr Coleridge expresses it, a psy-

chological curiosity—a hollow thing—and only

once matched in all the course of my reading, in

or out of romances ; but that once, I grieve to

say it, was by a king, and a sort of hero. The
Duchess of Marlborough it is, who reports the

shocking anecdote of William 111., that ac-

tually Prince Anne, his future wife, durst

not take any of the green peas brought

to the dinner table, when that vegetable

happened to he as yet scarce and n|femature.

There was a gentleman ! And sue) fa lady had
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we for oar hostess. However, we all observed a
suitable gravity ; but afterwards, when we left

the house, the remembrance affected us different-

ly : Miss Wordsworth laughed with undissembled
glee ; but Wordsworth thought it too grave a

matter for laughing—he was thoroughly dis-

gusted ; and said repeatedly, a person cannot be
honest, positively not honest, who is capable of

such an act. The lady is dead, and I shall not

mention her name : she lived only to gratify her
selfish propensities ; and two little anecdotes

may shew the outrageous character of her mean-
ness. I was now on the debtor side of her din-

ner account, and, therefore, in a future year she

readily accepted an invitation to come and dine

with me at my cottage. But, on a subsequent oc-

casion, when I was to have a few literary people

at dinner, whom I knew that she greatly wished

to meet, she positively replied thus :
—

“

No ; 1

have already come with my young lady to dine

with you ; that puts me on the wrong side by
one ; now if I were to come again, as I cannot

leave Miss • behind, I shall then be on the

wrong side by three ; and that is more than I

could find opportunities to repay before I go up
to London for the winter."—“Very well,” I said,

“ give me 3s., and that will settle the account.”

She laughed, but positively persisted in not com-
ing until after dinner, notwithstanding she had
to drive a distance of ten miles. The other anec-

dote is worse. She was exceedingly careful of

her health ; and not thinking it healthy to drive

about in a close carriage, which, besides, could

not have suited the narrow mountain tracks, to

which her sketching habits attracted her, she

shut up her town carriage for the summer, and
jobbed some little open car. Being a very large

woman, and, moreover, a masculine woman, with a

bronzed complexion, and always choosing to wear,

at night, a turban, round hair that was as black as

.that of the “ Moors of Malabar,” she presented

an exact likeness of a Saracen’s Head, as painted

over inn doors ; whilst the timid and delicate

young lady, by her side, looked like “ dejected

Pity” at the side of “ Revenge,” when assuming

the war-denouncing trumpet. Some Oxonians and
Cantabfe, who, at different times, were in the ha-

bit of meeting this oddly assorted party in all

nooks of the country, used to move the question,

whether the poor horse or the young lady had
the worst of it. At length the matter was de-

cided : the horse was fast going off this sublunary

stAge ; and the Saracen's Head was told as much,
and with this little addition—that his death was

owing inter alia to starvation. Her Answer was

remarkable :—“ But, my dear madam, that is his

master's fault ; I pay so much a-day—he is to

keep the horse.” That might be, but still the

horse was dying—and dying in the way stated.

The Saracen's Head persisted in using him under
those circumstances—such was her “ bond”

—

and, in a short time, the horse actually died. Yes,

the horse died—and died of starvation—or at

least of an illness caused originally by starva-

tion ; for so said, not merely the whole popula-

tion of the little neighbouring town, but also the

665

surgeon. Not long after, however, the lady, the

Saracen's Head, died herself ; but, I fear, not of

starvation ; for, though something like it did

prevail at her table, she prudently reserved it

all for her guests ; in fact, I never heard of such

vigilant care, and so much laudable exertion, ap-

plied to the promotion of health : yet all failed,

and in a degree which confounded people's specula-

tions upon the subject—for she did not live much
beyond sixty ; whereas everybody supposed that

the management of her physical system entitled

her to outwear a century. Perhaps the prayers

of horses might avail to order it otherwise. But
the singular thing about this lady's mixed and
contradictory character was—that, in London
and Bath, where her peculiar habits of life were

naturally less accurately known, she maintained

the reputation of one who united the accomplish-

ments of literature and art with a remarkable

depth of sensibility, and a most amiable readiness

to enter into the distresses of her friends, by
sympathy the most cordial, and consolation the

most delicate. More than once 1 have seen her

name recorded in printed books, and attended

with praises that tended to this effect. 1 have

seen letters also, from a lady in deep affliction,

which spoke of the Saracen's Head as having

paid her the first visit from which she drew any
effectual consolation. Such are the erroneous

impressions conveyed by biographical memoirs

;

or, which is a more charitable construction of the

case, such are the inconsistencies of the human
heart ! And certainly there was one fact, even

in her Westmoreland life, that did lend some
countenance to the southern picture of her

amiableness—and this lay in the cheerfulness

with which she gave up her time (time, but not

much of her redundant money) to the promotion

of the charitable schemes set on foot by the

neighbouring ladies ; sometimes for the educa-

tion of poor children, sometimes for the visiting

of the sick, &c., &c. I have heard several of

those ladies express their gratitude for her exer-

tions, and declare that she was about their best

member. But their horror was undisguised when
the weekly committee came, by rotation, to hold

its sittings at her little villa ; for, as the busi-

ness occupied them frequently from eleven

o'clock in the forenoon to a late dinner hour,

and as many of them had a fifteen or twenty
miles' drive, they needed some refreshments:

but these were, of course, a “ great idea” at the

Saracen's Head ; since, according to the epigram

which illustrates the maxim of Tacitus, that

omne ignotum pro magnifico, and, applying it to

the case of a miser's horse, terminates by saying,

“ What vast ideas must he have of oats !"—upon
the same principle, these poor ladies, on these

fatal committee days, never failed to form most
exaggerated ideas of bread, butter, and wine.

And at length, some more intrepid than the rest,

began to carry biscuits in their muffs, and, with

the conscious tremors of school girls, (profiting

by the absence of the mistress, but momentarily

expecting detection,) they employed some casual

absence of their uqhostly hostess in distributing

f
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and eating theirhidden “viaticum.” However, it

mustbe acknowledged,thattimeand exertion, and

the sacrifice of more selfish pleasures during the

penance at the school, were, after all, real indi-

cations of kindness to her fellow-creatures ; and,

as I wish to part in peace, even with the Saracen's

Head, I have reserved this anecdote to the last

;

for it is painful to have lived on terms of good

nature, and exchanging civilities, with any hu-

man being, of whom one can report absolutely

no good thing : and I sympathize heartily with

that indulgent person of whom it is somewhere

recorded, that upon an occasion when the death

of a man happened to be mentioned, who was

unanimously pronounced a wretch without one

good quality, " monstrum nulla virtute redemp-

fum,” he ventured, however, at last, in a depre-

catory tone to say—

"

Well, he did whistle beau-

tifully, at any rate."

Talking of “ whistling,” reminds me to return

from my digression ; for on that night, the 12th

of November, 1807, and the last of my visits to

the Wordsworths, 1 took leave of them in the

inn at Ambleside, about ten at night ; and the

post-chaise in which I crossed the country to

catch the mail, was driven by a postillion who
whistled so delightfully, that, for the first time

in my life, I became aware of the prodigious

powers which are lodged potentially in so despised

a function of the vocal organs. For the whole

of the long ascent up Orrest Head, which obliged

him t6 .walk his horses for a full half-mile, he
made the woods of Windermere ring with the

canorous sweetness ofhis half flute half clarionet

music; but, in fact, the subtle melody of the

effect placed it in power far beyond either flute

or clarionet. A year or two afterwards, I heard

a fellow-servant of this same postillion's, a black,

play with equal superiority of effect upon the

jew’s harp; making that, which in most hands it

a mere monotonous jarring, a dull reverberating

vibration, into a delightful lyre of no inconsider-

able compass. We have since heard of, some
of us have heard, the chinchopper. Within
the last hundred years, we have had the Aeolian

harp, (first mentioned and described in the
u Castle of Indolence,” which I think was first

published entire about 1738 ;)
then the musical

glasses ; then the celestina, to represent the

music of the spheres, introduced by Mr Walker,
or some other lecturing astronomer ; and many
another fine effect obtained from trivial means.

But, at this moment, I recollect a performance

perhaps more astonishing than any of them : a

Mr Worgman, who had very good introductions,

and very general ones, (for he was to be met
within a few months in every part of the island,)

used to accompany himself on the piano, weaving

extempore long tissues of impassioned music, that

were called his own, but which, in fact, were all

the better for not being such, or at least for

continually embodying passages from Handel and
Pergolesi. To this substratum of the in6tru.

mental music, he contrived to adapt some un-

accountable and indescribable choral accompani-
ment, a pomp of sound, a tempestuous blair of

harmony ascending in clouds, not from any

one, but apparently from a band of Mr Worg-
man’g ; for sometimes it was a trumpet, some-

times a kettle-drum, sometimes a cymbal, some-

times a bassoon, and sometimes it was all of these

at once.

<* And now *twas like all instruments j

And now il was a flute

;

And now it was an angel’s voice.

That maketh the heavens be mute.”

In this case, I presume, that ventriloquism must
have had something to do with the effect ; but

whatever it were, the power varied greatly with

the state of his spirits, or with some other

fluctuating causes in the animal economy. How-
ever, the result of all these experiences is, that

I shall never more be surprised at any musical

effects, the very greatest, drawn from whatever
inconsiderable or apparently inadequate means

;

not even if the butcher's instrument, the mar-
row-bones and cleaver, or any of those culinary

instruments so pleasantly treated by Addison in

the “ Spectator,” such as the kitchen dresser
and thumb, the tongs and shovel, the pepper
and-salt box, should be exalted, by some im-

mortal butcher or inspired scullion, into a su-

blime harp, dulcimer, or lute, capable of wooing
St Cecilia to listen, able even

** To raise a mortal to the skies.

Or draw an angel down.**

That night, as I was passing under the grounds
of Elleray, then belonging to a Westmoreland
u statesman,” a thought struck me, that 1 was now
traversing a road with which, as yet, I wasscarcely

at all acquainted, but which, in years to come,
might perhaps be as familiar to my eye as the

rooms ofmy own house; and possibly that I might
traverse them in company with faces as yet not

even seen by me, but in those future years

dearer than any which 1 had yet known. In

this prophetic glimpse there was nothing very

marvellous ; for what could be more natural than
that I should come to reside in the neighbour-

hood of the Wordsworths, and that this might
lead to my forming connexions in a country
which I should consequently come to know so

well? I did not, however, anticipate so de-

finitely and circumstantially as all this; but

generally I had a dim presentiment that here,

on this very road, 1 should often pass, and in

company that now, not even conjecturally de-

lineated or drawn out of the utter darkness in

which they were as yet reposing, would here-

after plant memories in my heart, the last that

will fade from it in the hour of death. Here,
afterwards, at this very spot, or a little above it,

but on this very estate, which, from local pecu-

liarities of ground, and of sudden angles, was
peculiarly kenspeck, t. e. easy of recognition, and
could have been challenged and identified at

any distance of years—here afterwards lived

Professor Wilson, the only very intimate male
friend I have had—here, too, it was, my M.,

that, in long years afterwards, through many a

score of nights—nights often dark as,l£rebus,

and amidst thunders and lightninrar the most

sublime—we descended at twelve, Oftoe, and two
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•*eloek at night, speeding from Kendal to our

distant home, twenty miles away. Thou wert

at present a child not nine years old, nor had I

seen thy face, nor heard thy name. But within

nine years from that same night, thou wert

seated by my side ;
— and, thenceforwards,

through a period of fourteen years, how often

did we two descend, hand locked in hand, and
thinking of things to come, at a pace of hur-

ricane ; whilst all the sleeping woods about us

re-echoed the uproar of trampling hoofs and
groaning wheels. Duly as we mounted the crest

of Orrest Head, mechanically and of themselves

almost, and spontaneously, without need of voice

or spur, according to Westmoreland usage, the

horses flew off into a gallop, like the pace of a

swallow :* it was a rail-road pace that we ever

maintained ; objects were descried far a-head in

one moment, and in the next were crowding
into the rear. Three miles and a-half did this

storm-flight continue, for so long the descent

lasted. Then for many a mile, over undulating

ground, did we ultimately creep and fly, until

again a long precipitous movement, again a

storm-gallop, that hardly suffered the feet to

touch the ground, gave warning that we drew
near to that beloved cottage; warning to us,

warning to them

—

—— i “'the silence that is here

Is ef the grave, and of austere

But happy feelings of the dead."

Sometimes the nights were bright with cloudless

moonlight, and of that awful breathless quiet

which often broods over vales that are peculiarly

landlocked, and which is, or seems to T>e, so

much more expressive of a solemn hush and a

8abbath-like rest from the labours of nature,

than I remember to have experienced in flat

countries :

—

“ It is not quiet_is not ptacs

—

But something deeper far than these."

And on such nights it was no sentimental re-

finement, but a sincere and hearty feeling, that,

in wheeling past the village churchyard of

Stavely, something like an outrage seemed

offered to the sanctity of its graves, by the

uproar of our career. Sometimes the nights

were of that pitchy darkness which is more
palpable and unfathomable wherever hills in-

tercept the gleaming of light which otherwise

is usually seen to linger about the horizon in

the northern quarter ; and then arose in perfec-

tion that striking effect, when the glare of lamps

searches for one moment every dark recess of

the thickets, forces them into sudden, almost

* It may be supposed not literally, for the swallow
for at least that species called the Swift,) has been

known to fly at the rats of 308 miles an hour. Very
probably, however, this pace was not deduced from an
entire hour’s performance, but estimated by proportion

from a flight of one or two minutes. An interesting

anecdote is told by the gentleman (I believe the Rev. E.

Stanley) who described in Blackwood's Magazine the

opening of the earliest English railway—viz. that a

bird (snipe was it, or field-fare, or plover ?) ran, or rather

flew, a race with the engine for tiree or four miles, until

finding itself likely to be beaten, it then suddenly wheeled
away into the moon.

day-light revelation, only to leave them within

the twinkling of the eye in darkness more
profound; making them, like the snow-flakes

falling upon a cataract, “ one moment bright,

then gone for ever/' But, dark or moonlight

alike, in every instance throughout so long a

course of years, the road was entirely our own
for the whole twenty miles. After nine o'clock,

not many people are abroad ; after ten, ab-

solutely none, upon the roads of Westmoreland

;

a circumstance which gives a peculiar solemnity

to a traveller s route amongst these quiet valleys

upon a summer evening of latter May, of June,

or early July; since, in a latitude so much
higher than that of London, broad day light

prevails to an hour long after nine. Nowhere
is the holiness of vesper hours more deeply felt.

And now, in 1839, from all these flying journeys

and their stinging remembrances, hardly a wreck

survives of what composed their living equipage:

the men who chiefly drove in those days (for I

have ascertained it) are gone ; the horses are

gone; darkness rests upon all, except myself. I,

wo is me ! am the solitary survivor from scenes

that now seem to me as fugitive as the flying

lights from our lamps as they shot into the

forest recesses. God forbid that on such a theme
I should seem to affect sentimentalism. It is

from overmastering recollections that I look

back on those distant days ; and chiefly I have

suffered myself to give way before the impulse

that haunts me, of reverting to those bitter,

bitter thoughts, in order to notice one singular

waywardness or caprice (as it might seem) in-

cident to the situation, which, i doubt not,

besieges many more people than myself : it is,

that I find a more poignant suffering, a pang
more searching, in going back, not to those en-

joyments themselves, and the days when they

were within my power, but to times anterior,

when as yet they did not exist ; nay, when some
who were chiefly concerned in them as parties,

had not even been born. No night, I might almost

say, of my whole life, remains so profoundly,

painfully, and pathetically imprinted upon my
remembrance, as this very one, on which I

tried, prelusively, as it were, that same road in

solitude, and lulled by the sweet carolings of

the postillion, which, after an interval of ten

years, and through a period of more than equal

duration, it was destined that 1 should so often

traverse in circumstances of happiness too ra-

diant, that for me are burned out for ever.

Coleridge told me of a similar case that had
fallen within his knowledge, and the impassioned

expression which the feelings belonging to it

drew from a servant woman at Keswick She
had nursed some boy, either of his or of Mr
Southey's ; the boy had lived apart from the rest

of the family, secluded with his nurse in her
cottage ; she was doatingly fond of him ; lived,

in short, by him as well as for him ; and nearly

ten years of her life had been exalted into one
golden dream by his companionship. At length

came the day which severed the connexion;

and she, in the oiguish of the separation, be-
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wailing her future loneliness, and knowing too

well that education and the world, if it left him
some kind remembrances of her, never could

restore him to her arms the same fond loving

boy that felt no shame in surrendering his whole

heart to caressing and being caressed, did not

revert to any day or season of her ten years*

happiness, but went back to the very day of his

arrival, a particular Thursday, and to an hour

when, as yet, she had not seen him, exclaiming

—

“ O that Thursday ! O that it could come
back ! that Thursday when the chaise-wheels

were ringing in the streets of Keswick ; when
yet I had not seen his bonny face ; but when he

was coming !**

Ay, reader, all this may sound foolishness

to you, that perhaps never had a heartach, or

that may have all your blessings to come. But
now let me return to my narrative .’-—After

about twelve months* interval, and therefore

again in November, but November of the year

1808 , 1 repeated my visit to Wordsworth, and

upon a longer scale. 1 found him removed from

his cottage to a house of considerable size,

about three-quarters of a mile distant, called

Allan Bank. This house had been very recently

erected, at an expense of about £ 1500, by a

gentleman from Liverpool, a merchant, and also

a lawyer in some department or other. It was

not yet completely finished ; and an odd ac-

cident was reported to me as having befallen it

in its earliest stage. The walls had been

finished, and this event was to be celebrated at

the village inn with an ovation, previously to

the triumph that would follow on the roof-

raising. The workmen had all housed them-

selves at the Red Lion, and were beginning

their carouse, when up rode a traveller, who
brought them the unseasonable news, that,

whilst riding along the vale, he had beheld the

downfall of the whole building. Out the men
rushed, hoping that this might be a hoax ; but

too surely they found his report true, and their

own festival premature. A little malice mingled

unavoidably with the laughter of the Dalesmen;
for it happened that the Liverpool gentleman
had offered a sort of insult to the native artists,

by bringing down both masons and carpenters

from his own town : an unwise plan, for they

were necessarily unacquainted with many points

of local skill ; and it was to some ignorance in

their mode of laying the stones that the accident

was due. The house had one or two capital

defects—it was cold, damp, and, to all appear-

ance, incurably smoky. Upon this latter defect,

by the way, Wordsworth founded a claim, not

for diminution of rent, but absolutely for entire

immunity from any rent at all. It was truly

comical to hear him argue the point with the

Liverpool proprietor, Mr C. He went on di-

lating on the hardship of living in such a house

;

of the injury, or suffering at least, sustained by
the eyes ; until, at last, he had drawn a picture

of himself as a very ill-used man ; and I seriously

expected to hear him sum up by demanding a

round Bum for damages. Mr C. was a very good-

natured man, calm, and gentlemanlike in his

manners. He had also a considerable respect

for Wordsworth, derived, it may be supposed,

not from his writings, but from the authority

(which many more besides him could not resist)

of his conversation. However, he looked grave

and perplexed. Nor do I know how the matter

ended ; but I mention it as an illustration of

Wordsworth's keen spirit of business. Whilst
foolish people supposed him a mere honeyed
sentimentalist, speaking only in zephyrs and
bucolics, he was in fact a somewhat hard pursuer

of whit he thought fair advantages.

In the February which followed, I left Allan

Bank; but upon Miss Wordsworth's happening
to volunteer the task of furnishing for my use

the cottage so recently occupied by her brother's

family, I took it upon a seven years’ lease. And
thus it happened—this 1 mean was the mode of

it, (for, at any rate, 1 should have settled some-

where in the country,) that I became a resident

in Grasmere.

ARTISANS* OUT-DOOR HYMN
BY EBENEZER ELLIOTT.

When Stuart reign'd, God's people fled,

Chased like the helpless hunted hare;

But, kneeling on the mountain's head,

There sought the Lord, and found him there.

Lord ! we too suffer ; we too pray

That thou wilt guide our steps aright

;

And bless this day—tir'd Labour's day

—

And fill our souls with heavenly light.

For failing bread, six days in seven

We till the black town's dust and gloom

;

But here we drink the breath of heaven,

And here to pray the poor have room.

The stately temple, built with hands,

Throws wide its doors to pomp and pride

;

But in the porch their beadle stands,

And thrusts the child of toil aside.

Therefore we seek the daisied plain,

Or climb thy hills to touch thy feet

;

There, far from splendour's heartless fane,

Thy weary sons and daughters meet.

Is it a crime to tell thee here,

That here the sorely-tried are met

;

To seek tby face, and find thee near

;

And on thy rock our feet to set ?

Where, wheeling wide, the plover flies

;

Where sings the woodlark on the treew

Beneath the silence of thy skies,

Is it a crime to worship thee ?

We waited long, and sought thee, Lord,

Content to toil, but not to pine ;

And with the weapons of thy Word
Alone assail'd our foes and thine.

Thy truth and tbee we bade them fear

:

They spurn thy truth, and mock our moan !

Thy counsels, Lord, they will not hear.

And thou hast left them to their own.*

* Sec Rebecca's Hymn in “ Ivanboe."
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THEOPHRASTUS REDIVIVUS.

BY TOBY ALLSPY.

NO. I.—THE CABINET MINISTRESS.

A popular periodical, of which we have had
occasion to speak elsewhere/ and a novelist

whose works we have also found occasion to

consider, have recently attempted the delinea-

tion of a character common to all civilized ages
and countries, and differing in each—the Cabinet
Minister; and if their sketches are good for

anything, there is certainly as much differ-

ence to be quoted between the Wolseys, Bur-
leighs, Walpoles, Chathams of other times,

and their successors of the nineteenth cen-
tury, as between Sully, Richelieu, and Monsieur
Thiers.

But there is one portion of the Cabinet Minis-
ter

—

i. e., his better-half—that still remains
to be delineated ; an anomalous individual, to

whom the nation supplies a a local habitation,"

and for whom henceforward we shall supply “ a
name." Since there is no more reason why
“ Ambassador" should have its feminine in the
vernacular than “ Minister," we propose hence-
forward to follow the example of the Germans,
in whose provincial towns you may hear an-
nounced, u Mrs Deputy Sub-Inspectress of the
Royal and Imperial Mines and Forests ;" or “ Mrs
Upper Land-Stewardess of the Parochial District

of so-and-so."

The Cabinet Ministress is, in our opinion, an
ill-used person, considering the large portion of

the business of the State gratuitously harnessed
upon her fair shoulders. The Cabinet Minis-

tress is, in fact, the great unpaid

—

sans salary,

sans perquisites, sans patronage, sans every-

thing—yet expected to be the obedient humble
servant of the throne and the public every hour
of the day—every day in the year, from eight

o’clock in the morning till six the morning fol-

lowing—from the 1st of January to the 31st

of December. The Cabinet Ministress has no
quarter, and no quarter-day. She works like a

slave
;
and, if refractory, is reminded, like other

slaves, that the hour of emancipation will be the

hour of her ruin ; that it is Lombard Street to

a China orange—that she must either be the

Cabinet Ministress and a drudge, or plain Lady
Titmouse and a nothing.

We might have hesitated to draw public at-

tention towards a character apparently of a pri-

vate nature, were it not that our present Premier
and his predecessor are widowers. No person-

ality can be imputed. The kind-hearted being
who should be now enjoying the honours and
exercising the labours of Premiereship is at rest.
“ After life’s fitful fever she sleeps well and
the female history of Downing Street, for once,

presents a blank. The interregnum is, at least.

• “ Heads of the People. 1 *

xo* LXXII.—VOL. VI.

favourable to the delineation of this unnatural
taskwork.

“ Grief and pain,

That has been, and may be again.*'

In the first place, the Cabinet Ministress has
to endure, by ricochet, all the ill-humour of the
throne. Whenever the Premier has shewn him-
self stubborn with the King, his master, concern-
ing a new war, new tax, new favourite, new anti-

pathy—concerning secret supplies or public ani-

mosities—suggested by the voice of royalty,

(not the less absolute for being still and small,)

the queen-consort thinks it necessary to mark
her resentment to the Premiere. It is amazing
in how many modes thi9 may be effected ! The
French have taught us three hundred and sixty-

five ways to dress eggs. The number of fashions

in which sovereignty can trick up its displeasures

is more than double ! It speaks volifmes in a
single glance, and libraries in a curtsy ; or, by
omitting either, can “ Kill, kill, kill, kill," as

ruthlessly as Lear. When the Cabinet Minis-
tress makes her appearance at Court, to perform
her official ko-too, the aspect of royalty is

watched by all present, to ascertain the tem-
perature of her welcome ; and, according as that

august countenance freezes or thaws, those of
the titled mob are bright or sinister. The sta-

bility of the administration is opined upon, ac-

cording to the indications of the barometer of
that variable atmosphere, the breath of kings.

The Cabinet Ministress is invited to share the
bread and salt of the royal table ; and those who
know not what duplicity is in Courts, predict

that all must be safe : or she is coldly looked
upon ; and not a civil syllable is uttered of in-

quiry after her sick children or gouty father

;

and people go and sell out of the stocks, not
dreaming how many masks are assumed to lead

astray the surmises of political antagonism.

Another of the peinesfortes et dures sustained

by Cabinet Ministresses, is that of doing the

honours of the country to illustrious foreigners,

not quite grand enough to be inmates of the
palace, and too grand to be the guests of the

commonality. These great unknowns, usually

speaking no language but their own, must be
chaperoned to St Paul's, the Abbey, the Tower,
like other country cousins; they must be escorted

to the opera, accompanied to Almacks, presented

at Court. No matter whether the august visiter,

fiung with other burthens on the shoulders of

the Foreign Office, be the Duchess of Hesse
Schweinburg Pigstyhausen, orQuam Sham Heblez
Fudgeroo, Princess Royal of the Sandwich Is-

lands. Lady Downing Street must take care

that her Royal or Serene Highness’s Sauerkraut,

or Sandwich of raw veal, is suitably adjusted ;

3 T
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that her Royal or Serene Highness’s Court plume,or jacket of peacock’s feathers, comehomein due time from the plumasier
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THE CABINET MINISTRESS.

an insult to the Chief Magistrate of the city of
London

; and were she to complain of a fit of the
rheumatism as the result of some royal funeral,
or banquet in a barge, the attention of Parlia-
ment might, perhaps, be called to her delin-
quency by some factious Opposition Member.
But it is not alone to the festivals of the home

department poor Lady Downing Street is re-
quired to do justice. Besides eating slices of
a raw baron of beef in the Egyptian Hall, or an
unctuous matelotte of eels, that look like seg-
ments of a boa constrictor, swanhopping at eel.
pie island, the Cabinet Ministress is expected to
assist in the celebration of all the birthdays of all
the sovereigns in Europe—from the youthful
«Jueen of the Peninsula to the undying one, the
veteran King of Sweden. She must not only
have the almanac of Saxe Gotha at her finger*’
ends, but be prepared to munch her way through
it, as a promising child eats through its ginger-
bread alphabet. She must imbibe furlongs of
maccaroni with the Ambassador of the Two
Sicilies on the 18th of January ; and swallow six
ounces of caviar without wincing, with their
Muscovite Excellencies on the 6th of July; Day,
now that all Mussulman prejudices are abolished!n is probable that she may hereafter have to
pull a pillau to pieces with her fingers at the
Ottoman Embassy, or sup on “ treacle, green
figs, and garlic’’ with the representative of the
Nawnub of Oude. All this is very well, if
it do not make her very ill,) for these are duties
o routine common to ber predecessors, destined
to her successors, and to be learned by question-
ing the vepr stones of the pavement of Downing
Street. The grand difficulty of her vocation
consists in a case of emergency, such as when
the wife of the abdicated editor of the Comet or
1 1met, or some other “ leading journal which
has lent its powerful aid to Government,’’ is to
be presented at Court, and the Cabinet Minia-
tresses begin to shift the disagreeable duty from
one to another : or when there is a split in the
Koyal Family, and those favoured by the King
are expected to be ungracious to the Queen; or
t ose petted by the Queen are required to be
disrespectful towards some other member of the
Koyal Family. Nothing ao difficult to hit as the
exact medium due to the exigencies of royal
taskmasters or mistresses. There must not be a
scruple too much of bitterness or of conscience.
Jest party newspapers take up tbe defence of the
injured party. If the Sovereign turn his or her
back upon any individuals, the Cabinet Minister
or Mimstress may just glance at them over one
shoulder. If the Sovereign refuse them an audi-
ence, the Cabinet Minister or Ministreaa most
receive them standing. But if the Sovereign
expressly direct that their memorials, letters
or other molestations, be left unanswered, the
Cabinet Minister or Ministress may ignore their

lives

eDC* alt0getber for the rert o{ Iheir natural

All this (and a great deal more, which we pur.
pose to concentrate, at some future time, in a
Bttle volume, called the "Manual of Cabinet
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the cabinet ministress.

Ministers/* to be bound in green tabby, with gilt

edges, as a companion to “ Bob Short on Whist/*

and other popular Vade-Mecums) is duly im-

pressed upon the mind of the Cabinet Ministress,

from the moment her husband takes office. She

is taught her lesson as a bullfinch is taught to

pipe ; and nothing can be more curious than the

occasional breaking forth of her natural notes,

when her little official song escapes her memory

;

or the skill with which she falls back again into
“ Marlbrook/* or the “ Duke of York’s March,”

when ehe finds herself growing too natural. Her
voice has atone in talking about Ireland, the

Corn.Laws, the Royal Marriage Bill, and other

delicate questions, which could only have been

instilled by a bird fancier.

Cabinet Ministresses, like captains, are casual

things. The virulence of certain Tory count-

esses, whenever they have an opportunity of

giving tongue, is a proof how irritating are the

effects of a fall from their high official estate,

which, like other perils, leaves them, if not with

broken bones, at least floundering in the mud.
We all know what a foolish-looking thing was

the gilt grasshopper—to which we had looked

up with reverence so long as it glittered at

the top of the Royal Exchange—when, brought

down to the level of the earth, it lay, with other

rubbish, in a tinman’s yard. So is it with the

Cabinet Ministresses who, during the ascendancy

of their party, were painted by the presidents

of the Royal Academy ; engraved by Doo or

Cousins ; made frontispieces to annuals ; sung

by the Countess of Blessington, or some other

equally fashionable laureate ;
and humbly im-

plored to give their names and subscriptions

to all the new works, all the new charities, all

the new institutions ; to patronize charity balls

or breakfasts in favour of asylums for every

disease having a bustling Esculapius to main,

tain its importance and be maintained by it in

return; to attest the virtues of the American

soothing syrup, and of the interesting object of
“ a case of extreme distress,” at the risk of

having a vote of censure passed upon their cre-

dulity by the College of Physicians, and the

Mendicity Society. After enjoying all this oner-

ous popularity—after being invited for the holi-

days to the best villas, and made to sink under a

weight of tokens of fashionable regard—the

wresting the seals of office from the hands of

their lords and masters, (or slaves,) has sealed

their destiny. They have become nothing, and ex

nihilo nihil fit . People who used to besiege

their doors with visits, send cards of condolence

by their footmen; and, the following season,

forget to send them at all. If they have for-

merly figured as beauties, the fickle voice of

fashion now proclaims that they are “ pretty,

certainly, but silly and vacant looking ;” or if,

when in office, applauded as wits, they are now
discovered to be “ ugly beyond permission/* or

*

“ peevish as a sick parrot." From the day of

vacating their place in Downing Street, their

feet and hands grow large, their eyes and un-

derstandings small ; and, both figuratively and

materially, they lose a cubit of their stature.

And of all these miseries, the Cabinet Minis-

tress is kept in hourly apprehension by the

threats of the opposition journals, and the utter

dependance of her spouse upon the breath of

kings and buffetings of Parliament. Like the

senior captain of a marching regiment, she lives

only in the hope of “ getting the majority/*

At the political rubber she remembers only the

cards that are out, and trembles for the odd
trick which is to secure her game. To her, life

is a speculation. There are always odds for or

against her being something or nothing that

day six months ; and, as a Cabinet Ministress is

sure to have a host of indigent nephews or

cousins to provide for, she grows feverishly

anxious concerning divisions and adjournments ;

and, after a year or two's administration, makes
a pet of the whipper-in, and troubles the under
secretary for his opinions and prognostications

almost as often as for his franks. While pro.

testing that she is sick to death of the
4
cares of

place, and that all she wants is to get down to

her country seat, instead of being fogged into an
ague in London in the month of November,
(when nothing is open in town but the patent

theatres and the catacombs of the national ceme-
tery,) she is in fact trembling lest she should

have to pack her traps and be off. If turned
out, she knows that, like other ejected animals,

she shall receive a kick from every one at part-

ing ; or, if required to bid *' farewell, a long

farewell to all her greatness," by the demise of

her right honourable lord, she feels that she
shall be required to eat thrice as much diet

as other dowagers ; that the country will always
be flinging in her teeth the pension which is

to enable her to put something between them;
and should she incline to second wedlock, let

her remember the abuse heaped on Mrs Perceval,

and tremble. Even though knocked off her
pedestal, she must evermore deport herself as
if still figuring thereon.

Such are the destinies of the Cabinet Minis-
tress. Ladies ! are you tempted ? The Trea-
sury—the Foreign Office—the Colonies—are all

vacant. Who bids ? A royal marriage, and a
second coronation, may be at hand. Think of the
precedence awaiting you. Who knows but one
of you, if allowed to reach the footstool of the
throne, may be destined to become a Duchess
Sarah ? At all events, it will smooth down a
thousand difficulties, and silence a million of
impertinent cavillings, if, in the course of the
session, our instances should be the means of
supplying the missing moiety to one or other of
our Cabinet Ministers.

3 T 2
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THE ANNUALS FOR 1840.

The Drawing-Room Scrap Book.

With how many mingling feelings of mournful re-

gret and rekindling interest will the new volume be

opened, of a work identified with the name of L. E. L.,

and which so decidedly bears the characteristics of her

genius and its remarkable idiosyncrasies. Year after

year, we have in its pages noted her ever onward course

;

marked the gradual softening of the brilliant bravura

singer into one whose finest tones were naturally at-

tuned to the * still, sad music of humanity.*' Miss

Landon, we venture to think, was only beginning to

sound the unsuspected depths of her own heart, and to

profit largely by the silent discipline of time and circum-

stance on an intellect like her’s. Her spirit was soar-

ing above the noxious atmosphere in which her powers

had originally been developed. From the growing

change, the gradual ripening and mellowing of thought,

and the accumulations of real experience, we were in-

dulging the fond hope, that her future literary achieve-

ments were far to surpass, in vigour and solidity, what-

ever she had accomplished ; nor to fall short in brilliancy

of her early efforts. Her tone was becoming more na-

tural and healthy, and not less passionate; she was
outgrowing the pernicious influences which had beset

her path in young authorship, and was beginning to

be herself. These dreams are for ever at an end.

A successor has been found to Miss Landon in Mrs
Howitt, who, without her gorgeous fancy, romantic en-

thusiasm, and passionate vehemence, possesses poetical

powers exquisite in their kind, and which, as soon as she

has fairly entered upon her duties, cannot fail to be ap-

preciated. The sweet liquid trill of the linnet is quite ai

delightful, to healthy natural taste, as the brilliant song

of the nightingale. Mrs Howitt enters upon her office

in a spirit of anxious deprecation, which damps and re-

presses her real powers. Her strains have hitherto gene-

rally been pitched for the cottage hearth, and the snug

and affectionate parlour fireside circle ; and there she shone

without a rival. She must now take courage, nor stumble

at the threshold of the drawing-room, where she has

only to enter to be quite at home,—if it be a drawing-
room worthy of her presence and her abilities. In imi-

tating, or even emulating L. E. L., she would only, in all

probability, lose herself ; and she has her own part to sus-

tain, and powers quite equal to the attempt. In her care, the
u Scrap-Book*' must be a work widely different from what
it has been, but one certainly not less worthy of the patron,

age of the maidhood and matronage of England.

The volume for 1840 is still enriched by the contri-

butions of Miss Landon; by pieces either left with the pub-
lishers, or transmitted to them from Cape Coast Castle.

Mrs Howitt values these fragments highly ; but, with all

our aptitude to admire, we must regard the new poems
rather as additions to the prodigious number of L. E. L.*s

verses, than as fresh proofs of her genius and of tha*

onward progress which we have marked in her per-

formances for several previous years. We have now to

select a few specimens of the work in its old and in its

new management. To a sweet and natural, and exqui-
sitely finished print of the Gipsy Mother

,
Mrs Howitt

has appended the following pretty little song:

The merry miller's rosy dame
Hath not a wish her heart to tame

;

The baron's lady, young and fair,

Hath gold to spend and gold to wear;

The Queen of England, richer still.

Hath all the world to do her will

!

But England's Queen, with all her state.

Nor baron's wife, nor miller’s mate,

With all their wealth, are blest as we,
Within the tent, beneath the tree

;

As thou and I, my bright-eyed dove.

And he, the father, whom we love !

Verses on a bold and fine portrait of Cromwell, and

others on a beautiful architectural view in the town of

Newcastle, are those moat characteristic of Mrs Howitt’s

sober and earnest cast of thought and considerate feel-

ings. Among the reflections suggested to her benevolent

mind by a city street are these :

—

I see, within the city street.

Life's most severe estates :

The gorgeous domes of palaces;

The prison's doleful grates

;

The hearths by household virtues blest

;

The dens that are the serpent's nest.

I see the rich man, proudly fed

And richly clothed, pass by

;

I see the shivering homeless wretch
With hunger in his eye

;

For life's severest contrasts meet
For ever in the city street

!

Miss Landon's longest poem is upon WestalTs por-

trait of Byron at Newstead Abbey, and the next on the

portrait of Clarkson ; which prints are among the most

attractive of the portraits—not so much from their artist-

ical superiority, as the character and fame of the ori-

ginals. Our brief specimen shall, however, be from what

we may call the rational anti-Catholicism of L. E. L.

The verses illustrate a charming view of the* shrine and
grotto of St Rosalia, near Palermo..... s

Her's must have been a life of dreams,
Exalted and sustained

By that enthusiastic faith

Which such a victory gained.

Yet hold I not such sacrifice

Is for the Christian's creed ;

I question of its happiness,

I question of its need.

God never made a world so fair,

To leave that world a void ;

Nor scattered blessings o'er our patb,
Unless to be enjoyed.

Look round, the vales are sweet with flowers^

The woods are sweet with song

;

The soul, uplifted with their joy,

Says such joy is not wrong.

Divine its origin—divine
The faith it keeps alive;

Not with the beautiful and true

Should human nature strive.

Each fine sense, gifted with delight,

Was to the spirit given,

That, conscious of a better state.

It might believe in heaven.

Too much this weary world of ours
Hath fallen since the fall

;

And low desires, and care, and crime,
Hold empire over all

;

Yet not the less it is our part
To do the best we can ;

*

A better faith, a better fate,

Man yet may work for Bum.
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Into how many graceful forma baa Miss Landon cast

the leading thoughts which pervade these lines on

Byron's portrait ?..<••••
The youthful poet 1 here his mind
Was in its boyhood nurst

;

All that impatient soul enshrined

Was here developed first.

What feelings and what thoughts hay# grown

Amid those Cloisters deep and lone ?

Life’s best and yet its worst;

For fiery elements are they

That mould and make such dangerous clay........
Such minds are like the heated earth

Of southern soils and skies :

Care calls not to laborious birth

The lavish wealth that lies

Close to the surface ; some bright flower

And inward wonders rise ;

A thousand colours glitter round ;

The golden harvest lights the ground.

Bnt, not the less, there lurks below

The lava's burning wave

;

The red rose and the myrtle grow
Above a hidden grave.

The life within earth's panting veins

Is fire, which silently remains

In each volcanic cave $

Fire that gives loveliness and breath,

But giveth, in one moment, death.

So framed is such a mind ; it works

With dangerous thoughts and things

;

Beneath, the fiery lava lurks,

But, on the surface, springs

A prodigality of bloom

—

A thousand hues, that might illume

Even an angel's wings 1

Thrice beautiful the outward show—
Still the volcano is below.

It is the curse of such a mind
That it can never test

:

Ever its wings upon the wind
In some pursuit are preat

;

And either the pursuit is vain,

Or, if its object it attain.

It was not worth the quest;

Yet from the chase it cannot cease,

And fold its wings and be at peace.

These, though powerful, are not the best verses of L. E.

L. ; but they are hallowed as the last. An engraving ofa

beautifully executed portrait of Miss Landon, delicately

painted by Maclise, forms the appropriate and interesting

frontispiece to this volume of the “ Drawing-Room

Scrap Book.** The other embellishments are numerous

and choice, and judiciously varied. Crazy Kate
,
from

a painting by Jenkins, is a gem of art; the Rajah's

Daughter, by Stephanoff, a vision of Oriental loveliness.

One of the portraits is that of Lord Holland ; a bland and

kindly-looking, comfortable old gentleman. It was, if

we remember right, not customary to say much about

the portraits, unless they were those of very eminent or

historical personages ; but this year the “ Scrap-Book”

has a good word to say for everybody. Mrs Howitt

should have absolutely rejected the dramatic scene,

entitled The Arrival,
and told us something about those

two beautiful sisters herself, that would have been worth

listening to. This illustration is “ silly sooth.’'

Findens Dramatic Tableaux ; or, the Iris of

Prose, Poetry
,
and Art.

v

How enchanting a combination— Prose, Poetry, and

Artl Over the three united graces, Miss Mitford pre-

sides, as in former years, imparting to the Tableaux

whatever is most 'charming and characteristic in her

peculiar style of thought, invention, and expression.

One is glad to find that the ennobling genius of old ro-

mance—rudely exorcised from the three volume fictions

of the day, whose elements are either wild and extra-

vagant passion, or the stern and coarse realities of vul-

gar life obtains refuge in the Annuals. Miss Barrett

is once more the tuneful auxiliary of her friend, the

Editor. And among her allies of the nobler sex, as they

call themselves, are Barry Cornwall, H. Chorley, and R.

H. Horne. The latter contributes a slight dramatic sketch

The Death-Fetch,
imbued with poetry. Miss Mitford,

however, as well beseems ber, plays the principal part

in her own entertainment. The nature of her five prose

tales (each brief, though graceful and felicitous) may be

divined from the prints they illustrate. The King's Page

is a pretty picture, illustrated by a pretty dramatic in-

cident, the personages of which are Frederick the Great,

and the page and his sister. It turns upon sisterly affec-

tion, though a little incidental true love gives test to the

narrative. The Proud Ladye—of which the scene is also

Germany, though in the olden time—and The Round-

head's Daughter are both love stories ; the latter the gem

of the volume. Miss Mitford is much more At home on

the wolds and among the villages of Kent, Hampshire,

and Berkshire, than in the Highlands of Scotland ; and

so her Woodcutter much excels The Death of Luath,

though it is a neatly-turned clan fragment A great

deal of the poetry of the Tableaux is legendary—a style

which is peculiarly suited to the work. Miss Barrett’s

supen*tural legend of the Brown Rosarie, is inferior to

her beautiful and pathetic poem of last year, hut still a

wildly imaginative performance. Our only extract must

be this graceful opening of Part Third ; as it is difficult,

within moderate bounds, to convey any idea of how

passionate love, and the fear of death tempted Leonora to

the deadly sin of sorcery, and how love and faith finally

redeemed her from the power of the fiends :

—

« 'Tis a mom for bridal. The merry bride-bell

Ringeth clear through the greenwood that skirts the

chapel le,

And the priest at the altar awaiteth the bride,

And the grave young sacristans jest slyly aside,

At the work shall be doing

;

When down through the wood rides that fair companie—

The youths with the courtship, the maids with the glee—

Till the chapel-cross opens to sight, and at once

All the maids sigh demurely, and think for the nonce.

So endeth the wooing l

And the bride and the bridegroom are leading the way,

With his hand on her rein, and a word yet to say

;

Her dropped lids suggest the replying beneath,

And the little quick smiles come and go with her breath,

if she sigheth 01 speaketh.

And the tender bride-mother breaks off unaware

From an Ave, to trow that her daughter is fair;

But in nearing the chapel, and glancing before,

She seeth her little son stand at the door;

Is it play that he seeketh ?

Is it play when his eyes wander innocent, wild,

Yet sublimed with a sadness unfitting a child :

He trembles not, weeps not, his passion is done,

And meekly he kneels in their midst, with the sun

On his head like a glory.

“ O merry fair maids! ye are many,” he cried ;

«« But in fairness and vileness who matcheth the bride?

O merry brave youths ! ye are many, but whom
For courage and wo can ye match with the groom,

As ye see them before ye ?”

The pnre-minded and pious child is aware of the dark

dealings of bis lister with the Fiend. But we cgnnot follow
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the legend, which, without its poetical dress, were com.

parmtively tame. In the opening poem, The Dreamy Miss

Barrett, as many ladies hare, wittingly or unwittingly,

done before her, chooses to mistake a Sleeping Cupid—

a

very palpable boy-god—for a dreaming child. This plate,

which forms the frontispiece to “The Tableaux,” is pecu-

liarly rich and delicate, and also gorgeous in those acces-

sary embellishments which this year give a new feature to

the prints. These are a series of smaller groups, which
“ illustrate some point of the story'*—according to Miss

Mitford—and are so arranged as to form a frame.work

round the central figures. Those who see “ Knight's

Illustrated Shakspere,’* and other works of the same na-

ture, will be already familiar with the plan. The execution

of those dainty, Ariel-like groups is fanciful and delicate.

The designs are all by J. Browne ; and if somewhat thea-

trical in character, we may presume the artist meant it

so, as the style best adapted to the “ Tableaux,** such

groups always consisting ofstage-dressed or masquerading

figures. Although it greatly impairs the effect of Mr
Kenyon’s elegant verses, not to prssent them with Miss

Mi t ford’s ingenious dramatic introduction, as found in

the tale of the RoundAeacTs Daughter
,
we venture this

poem in its simple state.

TO AX AtOLIAX HABP.

O breezy harp ! that, with thy fond complaining,

Hast held my willing ear this whole night long,

Mourning, as one might deem, yon moon, slow waning,

Sole listener oft of thy melodious song;

Sweet harp ! if hushed awhile thy tuneful sorrow,

Which may not flow unintermitted still

;

A lover’s prayer one strain less sad may borrow, 0

Of all thou pourest at thine own sweet will.

Now, when her forehead in that pale moon gleaming

—

Yon dark-tressed maid beneath the softening hour,

As fain to lose no touch of thy sad streaming,

Leans to the night from forth her latticed bower ; «

And the low whispering air, and thy lone ditty,

Around her heart their mingled spells have wove

;

Now cease those notes awhile that plain for pity,

And wake thy bolder song, and ask for love.

“ The Iris of Prose, Poetry, and Art** has this year

changed its green and gold livery, for one of richly em-

bossed deep blue and gold, which will help to give a

pleasant variety to the appearance of those modern tulip-

beds—drawing-room tables.

The Oriental Annual.

Captain Bacon, who last year gallantly assumed the

care and responsibility of this annual, comes forth a

second time, aided by Captain Meadows Taylor, who has

assisted the editor with both notes and drawings, con-

nected with those parts of India which he has not him-

self visited.

India, its scenery, antiquities, legends, and romantic

history, afford boundless scope to the editor; for, if

European readers can once be fairly interested in a

country so remote from their ordinary associations and

habits, the subject-matter is inexhaustible. Fortunately

for the Oriental Annualist, there is now a very large and

intelligent class of British adventurers, (as well as their

home connexions,) to w hom the land of their long so-

journ, if not of their adoption, has become a second

fatherland, so that this work commands both a particu-

lar and a general class of readers. Captain Bacon has,

in his table of contents, propitiated all tastes. History

and picturesque description rather predominate over le-

gends and tales ; and, in the compass of this one volume,

there is a good account of several important places and

cities in India. Among these are Penkonda, Delhi,

Boorhanpoor, Nassuk, and the Nizams* territory) and

capital of Hyderabad, with many other places. A por-

trait of Akbur Shab, the late Emperor of Delhi, forms

the frontispiece to the volume. The painting is by a

Persian, w his glorious Majesty** portrait-painter extra-

ordinary;*’ but, ifthe physiognomy it consequently flat and

dull, the costume is faithfully preserved, of this shadow of

faded royalty. Captain Bacon enjoyed the felicity ofan in-

terview with this descendant of Timour in 1834, when he

was seventy-nine years of age. With flowing beard, and

hair bleached to the whiteness of silver, he then looked

singularly venerable. He was greatly respected by the

inhabitants of Delhi, and reverenced by the Mahomme-
dans throughout all India, who never failed to do him

homage, when opportunity offered. He had eight wives

and many children ; his eldest son, Aboo Zaffiir, being,

as our author severely says, heir-apparent to the mue-

nud at the period of his visit to Delhi. The Em-
peror was long kept a strict prisoner, by his British

conquerors, within the walls of his own palace. This

regal abode—“ The Paradise of Earth,” as its boast-

ful inscriptions bore—is now falling into rain and ne-

glect, from the poverty of the royal owners. While the

Emperor dragged out life, a state prisoner of the British,

he was permitted to exercise despotic power within the

walls of his prison, and enjoyed the flattering if empty

power of bestowing titles and dresses of honour. He
was provided with a civil list, “ amply sufficient to save

himself and his retainers from starvation and, where-

ever he went, this remnant of an illustrious line was

attended by an English guard of honour,
which served a

double purpose. It is rather astonishing that the kings

of Europe, so quick in their sympathies with each other,

have shewn so little care for their dethroned and im-

prisoned Asiatic brethren. This poor old Emperor,

stripped of all substantial power, was only the more

tenacious of preserving its signs. Lord Amherst was the

first governor-general that ever visited the court of Delhi,

as the Emperor could not brook any representative of

the British Monarch to be seated In his royal presence

;

and when this indignity was first put upon him, the old

man could not restrain his tears. On Lord Combennere

he afterwards heaped honours and titles : the dignity of

the F ish and Kettle Drum, and illustrious names, which

would fill a whole column in the Peerage Register. Cap-

tain Bacon is merry on the occasion ; but one cannot

easily perceive why the Fish and Kettle Drum of the

Great Mogul should be less worthy of reverence than

the Golden Fleece or the Garter.

With the account of Delhi is interwoven that romantic

story on which Mr Quin has founded the interest of his

late Oriental romance, “ Nourmahal.” In the descrip-

tion of Elicbpoor and Mungrool, an account of the

Thugs is introduced ;
and tbs confessions of one of those

atrocious monsters is given in a free translation. Some

of the anecdotes introduced in the descriptive parts are

connected with the brilliant Indian campaigns of Sir

Arthur Wellesley. As a specimen of the work, passing

all wild legends, daring adventures, and deeds of arms,

we copy out this pleasant and fresh description of the

Neilgherri Mountains, in the province of Koimbatoor, in

Southern India. The altitude of the highest peaks of

the rsnge is something less than nine thousand feet,

which, though contemptible in comparison with the

Himalaya range, is still, to Europeans, a rather respect-

able height ; and,

Here, amid the raging heats of the tropics, scarcely

twelve degrees north of the equator,
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The breezy spring
Stands loosely floating on the mountain's top,
And deals her sweets around.

Hither, from the scorched and panting soil of the plains,

from the smiting breath of the pestilential jungles, the
traveller may be transported, almost as speedily as the
reader, to regions of perpetual vernal freshness and health ;

and here the wandering European meet9 a thousand fairy

friends in the “ laugsyne” flower* that crowd his path.
The violet, the primrose, the buttercup, and wild ane-
mone, with countless varieties of the orchis tribe, throng
every bank ; the wild thyme, and the tall feathery fern,

clothe the mountain side ; while here the dogrose, there

the flowering woodbine, come peering through the cluster-

ing shrubs to seek the genial sunshine. The woods are
carpeted with familiar mosses and lichens, in {endless

variety of tints, dowu to the very edge of ths prattling

streamlet, which, dashing through the downward glen,

gathers a thousand springs in its devious chase, until it

plunges, a gushing torrent of foam, over some hanging
precipice. .... How unlike India ! In ail these

Bceues, in every light, in every shadow, a host of airy

tongues whisper the names of places and of people which all

dissolve into that one word

—

Home . Yet soon the vision

fades, as the eye follows the coarse of the swelling stream.
Away it glides, in a soft murmuring current, more broad,

more smooth, more slow—through darkening shores,

through sultry forests, and the desert wild, down to the

basking plains. But a hasty glance, a hasty thought of
perils past and miseries escaped, repells the measure of
delight ; and the imagination weaves once more the hap-
pier picture of “ Sweet Home," from the large aggregate
of little things which crowd upon the memory, and speak
of bygone times. Whence came these pleasant scenes ?

ia the natural question of the admiring traveller ; and if

a well-informed Koimbatoori be within earshot, he will

be answered

—

<4 From the moon.”

From the moon, according to the Hindoo legend, which

we cannot quote, though we must not omit the arguments

by which its truth is enforced upon the sceptical Euro-

pean, who is told to look at the moon when she is three or

four days old, and he will see, upon her unequal disc, the

very spot from which the Neilgherriea were cut out. The

horns are then seen to present the appearance of what is

called (( the old moon in the young moon's arms and

what is wanting to complete the circumference is the

quarry from whence the mountains descended. They

are inhabited by three distinct races, who each claim to

be th3 aborgines. The Burgas are the tenants of the

soil, which is vested in the Thodas ; and the Kotas, a

wretched, degraded race, are represented as little above

the brute creation. The superior race, the Thodas,

Captain Bacon imagines to be of Roman origin, bat upon

what appears very slender evidence. They are, however,

like other tribes of Indian mountaineers, a much finer

people than the inhabitants of the plains. They are

equal in stature to Europeans, and nearly as muscular;

have hardy constitutions, regular handsome Roman fea-

tures, with fine clear brown complexions, and full beards.

They possess great intelligence, and their manners are

frank and easy : their dispositions generous. They be-

lieve themselves aborigines of the mountains ; and have

no history of their remote forefathers, nor knowledge of

written characters, and their language has no affinity to

any other Oriental tongue. This we Bhould think doubt-

ful. Their upper dress (and, perhaps, it is their under

dress also) resembles the Roman toga, or rather, we
should say, from the description, the plaid of the Scottish

Highlanders. They are a pastoral people, subsisting

upon the produce of their buffaloes, which they keep in

great herds, moving from place to place for the sake of

fresh pasture. Their dwellings and villages are su-

perior to those of their tenants or vassals, the Burgas.

One large hot in every village terns fbr the doable pur-

pose of a temple and a public dairy ; though they have no
religion, save a few vague superstitions, borrowed from the

Hindoos. The Thoda women are comsly in countenance,

and have graceful figure*. During the season when they

are roaming in quest of fresh pastures, they visit Ootak-

mund, and other European settlements, offering moun-

tain fruit for sale
;
and, like other mountaineers, are

lively, curious, and inquisitive. ^The Burgas are the

husbandmen ; and the rich soil of the low lands, with

little or no cultivation, yields them abundant crops.

The plates in this work are more interesting for what

they represent than as specimens of high art, though the

engraving is by Finden ; but some of the designs are of

splendid character. They are generally architectural

views. The binding (an important feature in your An-
nual) is handsome and substantial.

The Forgetrme-Not.

Of the graceful mother of all the Annuals, we may
say, as did Milton of the general mother,

M Fairest of her daughters. Eve.*

“ The Forget-me-Not” opens with a gorgeous picture of

Queen Victoria, iu her most royal, her coronation robes

—

crown, sceptre, orb, lie. &c. But this attractive print is not

the best of the plates, of which three or four, taken from

celebrated pictures by modern artists, are truly beautiful.

In literature, the Mother of the Annual! musters strong

in something better than mere names. Its poetry is

above par ; and its tales are better than the poetry. A
very sweet little tale is Spike Island

,
by Miss M. A.

Biowne ; and, in a very opposite line. Dr Shelton Mac-

kenzie has contributed an exceedingly clever sketch,

entitled Le Millionaire Malgre Lui. Mary Howitt

has a pleasing, natural, and truth-like domestic tragedy

in Willesby Old Hall. Charles Swain has addressed

the departed contributors of “ The Forget-me-not,” and

especially L. E. L., in A Vision of the Tombs
t
which

contains some pathetic stanzas ;
and James Montgomery

has paid grave tuneful tribute to the young Queen.

Our slender specimen shall ba in a lighter vein. Miss

Lawrence is the author of the following pretty legend of

The Dappled Doe ; or, more correctly, the versifier.

Yet if the legend be her own, the invention of this grace-

ful incident is of merit superior to the metrical execution.

There are fifty thanes in King Egbert a hall,

Quaffing the sparkling mead \

„ There art fifty knights at King Egbert’s call,

Each on his prancing steed,

Serving the meat, pouring the wine,

Right royally doth King Egbert dine;

And there is wassail, and revel, and din,

Our sweet Lady sain her who entereth in

!

For, lo ! uutended by squire or page,

’Mid this rude company,

Cometh a maiden of tender age.

Of beauty most rare to see

;

Wimpled in white; in her soft right hand,

Leading a doe in a silken band ;

And the revel is hushed as she passeth on.

And she standeth before King Egbert’s throne.

“ Justice, King Egbert, for heaven's sweet grace,

All friendless I've flown to thee." 1

He set down the cup, and, amazed,ain her face

Oazed long and eagerly.

For lovely was she as the lily's flower,

Fed by the dew, baptized by the shower

;

I trow he half deemed her a saint from heaven.

So he royally answered— 1“ Now ask, and ’tis given."
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te Ob, erst I was lady of yonder land#,

And none durst my right gainsay

;

Bat manors and lordships, by violent hands,

Hare been wrested all away.

And he who hath done this cruel deed,

Now quaffs at thy right hand the sparkling mead,

While helpless and homeless alone I go,

Having no friend save my Dappled Doe.”

The shield-bearer rose with a salvage frown—
“ Young minion, thou liest !” cried he;

« Bid thy champion come forth, cast thy gauntlet

down,
And the battel wage with me.”

“ No champion have I,” maid Bertha said—
“ Father, protector, and friend are dead

;

But heaven, by ways human skill ne’er could guess,

Will take part with the lowly and fatherless.”

“ Now heaven be thine aid, since no champion

On earth hast thou but thy Dappled Doe

;

Lead her straight to yon hill, and bid her go forth

Thy lordships and lands to shew.

And if she the boundary traceth aright,

I yield up my claim.”—“ So be it. Sir Knight,”

Cried the King—“ Come, my thanes, to the hill let

us go,

A brave champion, forsooth, is yon Dappled Doe.*

On the brow of the hill maid Bertha stands,

One prayer to heaven she prayed,

Then, stooping, unloosed the silken band :

“ Fair Doe, thou must be mine aid,

And may He who knoweth the right is mine,

Who in weakest things sheweth the power divine,

Trace out the path wherein thou shouldst go,

To win me my lands, my Dappled Doe.”

Straight with a bound from the maiden’s side,

Out springeth the graceful doe;

She skimmeth, like falcon, the meadows wide,

Like arrow from hunter’s bow

;

O'er the plain, through the copse, right gallantly,

Holding her course o'er the daisied lea ;

Swifter than arrow she on doth go :

Our sweet Lady speed the Dappled Doe !

And on and on, over moor and plain,

Valley and hill she flies;

The hunter’s horn is ringing, in vain

It soundeth ; right on she hies,

Threading the greenwood, and then away
She speedeth, now lost in the distance gray

;

Swifter than arrow on she doth go

—

O Heaven ! watch o'er thee, fleetest Doe !

One bound—the Bother rolls deep and wide

—

One bound, fair creature most fleet

;

*Tis crost—o’er the plain, np the green hill’i side,

And now at mitid Bertha’s feet

She kneeleth. “ Graroercy, gramercy, sweet heaven !”

The shield-bearer cried, “may my crimes be forgiven 5

For well as the abbey’s own books could shew,

Hath the boundary been traced by the Dappled Doe.”

List ! list ! for the even-song bell is ringing

In the convent of Wavenley

;

And sweetly the holy nuns are singing

“ Laudate Domine
And there, with her crozier, maid Bertha stands,

Lifting to heaven her gentle hands

;

While the convent seal, to this day, doth shew
The tale of the maid and her Dappled Doe.

The Juvenile Annual.

Mrs Ellis, formerly Sarah Stickney, this year edits the

“Juvenile Annual.” If somewhat more grave and ear-

nest than in previous years, its value and even its interest

to the young is no whit diminished. We like to see the

attention of young persona fixed upon such stirring reali-

ties as the story about Luther attached to the plate of the

Cathedral of Worms ; and we are persuaded that even

very young children are capable of appreciating such

things. Dap Dreamt is a fiction of that sober character

which is calculated to instruct while it amuses. A few

pieces, in verse, are sprinkled through the volume; and the

prints are gems
y
though perhaps not in their first setting.

Friendship*s Offeringfor 1840.

We can only repeat what we have already said half-a-

dozeu times, at least, of this pretty gift-book. AH the

prints are not first-rate—cannot indeed be; and our

maxim is, few and choice—but the literature is, we think,

improving instead of falling off. The Doctor's Tvo
Patients is a tale of a high and pure cast ; The Ciri of

Bolgariay a pretty romance ; and there is a sprinkling of

very fair Annual poetry.

Constantinople
,
and the Scenery of the Seven

Churches of Asia Minor Illustrated.

This work may be received as a continuation of the

Messrs Fisher’s “Views in Syria and the Holy Land,” Ac.

The designs, taken from nature by AUom, are of the

same character as those illustrative of Palestine ; but the

letter-press is more systematic. It is written by the

chaplain to the British Embassy at Constantinople,

the Rev. Dr Robert Walsh, who appears amply quali-

fied for the task he has assumed. The historical notices,

and descriptions of all the views, are full and interesting,

and recent events in the history of the Turkish empire give

interest to his account of the capital and its environ*

This is a period of rapid transition in Turkey, and espe-

cially in Constantinople; and both the draughtsman and

the author are just in time to depict its original features

unchanged for so many centuries, before they are confounded

with European forms an usages, and disappear for ever.

The plates are numerous, and the volume in every respect

elegant.

Character and Costume in Turkey and Italy

;

by Thomaa AUom. With Descriptive Letter-

press, by Emma Reeve.

This splendid volume, if not exactly an Annual, may
be classed with the more ambitious of the decorative table-

books of the day. The sketches are in the new style of

tinted lithography, which, with the spirit and durability

of engraving, combines the softness and delicacy of pencil

drawings. Twelve of the subjects; are’ Italian, the re-

mainder Turkish. The whole are sketched with spirit

and freedom ; and, besides forming an elegant work, give

the nntravelled a vivid idea of the manners, forms, and
costumes of the countries to which they refer. The letter-

press consists of brief explanatory notices of the plates,

with the garnishing of a few middling verses.

CATALOGUE OF POETRY PUBLISHED DURING 1838 AND 1839.

A Dnr,meagrecatalogueisall thatwe can pretend to give

of the floods of verse poured out upon the dull, reluctant

ear of the public within so brief a period as the last two

years. Dramatic compositions have, within the specified

time, been equally abundant and neglected. With the

exception of the dramas of Knowles, and one piece by

Bulwer, very little has been heard of any one of theni;

while the majority have fallen still-born from the press.

i
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Italy ; A Poem in Six Parts ; by John Edmund
Reade,

Ii entitled to take precedence in our catalogue, were it

merely from Us balk and pretensions as a classic com-

position. Mr Reade is fluent, resonant, and reverbera-

tory, and he has a well-tuned ear. Had Byron not un-

happily forestalled him, he might have enjoyed for a sea-

son a respectable, and even a flattering reputation ; but

this tells two ways, for if Byron had not preceded him,

there would have been no (( Italy.** Did our catalogue

admit of specimens, we have several marked which are

worthy of admiration; and one in particular

—

The

Musing$ of the Poet in the Forum—which might

convey to the reader a higher, and, probably, a truer

notion of his powers, than our slight announcement of the

title of his poem.

Voider*s Poetical Remains, and Memoir ofRobert

Fraser.

The benevolent purpose of this publication gives it a

relative importance to which it might otherwise hardly

be entitled. The profits arising from the sale are to be

exclusively devoted to the benefit of the widow of Mr
Fraser and her numerous family. While we place this

fact prominently in view, we would not be understood

to underrate the merit of the poems. They are the pro-

duction of a man of refined taste, who, placed in what
may be considered not the most favourable circumstances,

made very respectable attainments in literature;

From the memoir, which is affectionately written by

the friend of the poet, Mr David Vedder, we learn that

Mr Fraser was the sou of persons in very humble life near

Dysart ; who, however, with the noble ambition which

distinguishes the Scottish poor, contrived to give their

son a good elementary education. He even made some

progress in Latin, which must have laid tha foundation

of that proficiency in Italian, Spanish, French, and Ger-

man which he afterwards attained. That Mr Fraser

was a critical scholar in all, or in any one of those lan-

guages, is not probable ; but there are few critical lin-

guists even among the leisurel y class of scholars. And the

competent knowledge of modern languages which he ac-

quired, at least opened to him tbs contemporary poetry of

France and Germany, Hence most of the verses in the

volume are translations. It was during his leisure hours,

while an apprentice and clerk to a merchant in Kirkaldy,

that he acquired a knowledge of French, and some ac-

quaintance with general literature
; and he had scraped

together a respectable small library at the early age of

seventeen. Mr Fraser afterwards commenced business

as an ironmonger in Kirkaldy, married, and to the

study of languages added that of politics; unless, in-

deed, this last branch of Whig science comes, like read-

ing and writing, by nature and studying The Scots-

man. He became, we are told, a Whig and some,

thing more. What is more to the point, his poetical

translations appeared, from time to time, within the

last ten or twelve years, in The Edinburgh Literary Ga-

netie. The Edinburgh Literary Journal, and in sundry

newspapers. Mr Fraser was elected a member of the

first Reformed Town Council of Kirkaldy, and, finally,

gave up business—in which, from various causes, he had

not succeeded—.on being appointed editor of The Fife

Herald. His health, long delicate, now failed fast, and

ho died early in the last summer, under the age of forty
;

and, according to his warm-hearted biographer, unfeigned-

ly and universally lamented. He cannot yet be for-

gotten ; and poetical, political, and purely literary friends

and admirers, have now a fit opportunity of demonstrating

their regard for his memory, and esteem for his poetical

abilities.

Upon the whole, we should imagine that Mr Fraser's

original pieces will be more admired, even by the few,

than his translations. One or two very sweet Scottish

songs lead ns to wish that he had worked this vein more

diligently. A stirring ballad on the daring attempt of

Paul Jones, who steered his small piratical fleet into the

Frith of Forth, and openly menaced the capital and its

port, leaves a favourable impression of the abilities of the

writer. It was upon a Sabbath day that the bold rover

appeared in the Frith ; and the poet makes felicitous use

of the incident of a venerable dissenting clergyman, who
left his meeting-house with his whole congregation, and,

kneeling down on the sandy beach of Kirkaldy, prayed

fervently that the designs of the sea robber might be dis-

concerted. The wind immediately rose, and shifted into

ths teeth of Paul Jones, who prudently sheered off. When
this primitive pastor was afterwards complimented on

the efficacy of his prayer, which had raised the west wind,

he was wont modestly to reply—“ Na, ns; I prayed, bnt

the Lord sent the wind.'*

Nansie Bell, the Witch of the Gallatown

,

one of

Fraser's most original poems, though rather long drawn-

out to be completely effective, is a piece of rich comic

diablerie. In Schir Andro Wood of Largo, we have

a spirited imitation of the old narrative ballad of Scot-

land. Of all his verses, we may freely adopt the opi-

nion of his friend, critic, and biographer “ No one

can peruse them without feeling that they are at least

the emanations of a pure and cultivated mind, and a

gentle and kindly disposition.** Mr Fraser has written

some flowing Hebrew melodies ; and his translations—if

the delicate original spirit may have evaporated in the

trying process of transfusion—lack no elegance of versifi-

cation ; but still we prefer, to all that he has written, his

few simple Scottish songs. Our respect for the generous

motives of the editor, and warm wishes for the success of

the publication, enjoin a more elaborate notice of this

post-hnmous work than we can at present overtake ; hat

we must give a brief specimen of the Fife Poet, sole

Laureate of “ The Kingdom,** so far as we are aware, for

the last generation. And if Liverpool be justly proud of

its Roscoe, who, from the humble stool of a counting-

house clerk, became, by native talent and unaided exer-

tion, its literary boast—Kirkaldy will sorely prize the

memory of Fraser.

SOKG.

Ye ken na ye've been bom yet.

Yestreen, at gray o' gloamin

—

The sweetest houi o* a* to me—
Wat ye where I was roamin ?

Wat ye wha I forgathered wi’ ?

O lassie, lassie ! gin ye ne’er

Wi* some kiud winsome laddie met,

’Neath the star o* e’en, *mong the birks sae green,

Ye ken na ye’ve been born yet

!

Ilk wee bird ceased its sweet sang;

The daisy shut its drowsy e*e

—

But his words their warbling* a* dang,

His bloom was what nae flowers might be I

0 luckless lassie ! gin ye ne'er

Wi' some kind winsome laddie met,

’Neath the star o’ e’en, *mong the bilks sae green,

Ye ken na ye’ve been born yet

!
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Let wha will seek the gay tonn,

Wi* a* its flauntin' show and glee ;

Let wha will dance the night down,
'Along fops that fancy a* they sec.

But, lovin’ lassie, gin ye ne'er

Alane wi* ae leal laddie mot,

'Neath the star o* e'en, *mong the birks sae green,

Ye ken na ye're been born yet

!

A still finer song than the above—one more tender and

delicate in sentiment—is entitled, “Oh, I lo’edmy lassie

weel !** Did our space, or the patience of our southern

readers permit, we could wish to dwell longer upon these

purely Doric rhymes. We hare been tempted to select,

as a specimen of the translated poetry, the Spanish verses

of Don Jorge Manrique upon the death of his father. The

composition is replete with elevated sentiment and moral

dignity. We must, however, be contented with Fraser's

translation of Goethe's lines to Byron .

Some kindly greeting, ever and anon,

From the far South falls grateful on my ear,

And calls me hence to “ Haroldc" wandering lone—
Nor calls in vain, though fixed my footsteps hsre.

And how shall I to him, with whom so long

I've journey'd, now some cheering truth impart ?

To him who, with himself in warfaie strong,

Has striven to still a deeply wonnded heart.

O that he but himself could comprehend

!

No vulgar bliss his bosom theu would own ;

O that the Muse her soothing power could lend !

And he himself should know, as to me he is known.

Attila, the King of the Huns. By the Hod. and

Rev. William Herbert.

We have here an epic poem in twelve books, ths sub.

jtet of which is the triumph of Christianity ; a poem

which has cost a learned and ingenious man the labour of

nearly a lifetime, and which it ia but too probable haa

not yet found aa many readers as it has pages. Tiiis

neglect we cannot help considering grievous injustice, even

were the poem possessed of no other merit than its learn-

ing, fidelity to history, and the almost Miltonic beauty of

the versification. The Edinburgh Review probably over,

rated its excellences, and the precipitate portion of the

press was thus provoked to make a ribald or inconsiderate

onslaught en masse. We consider Attila more worthy of

the perusal of the artistical student of poetry than any of

our recent pceiical compositions; net more from the

grandeur of its proportions, and massiveness of its struc-

ture, than from the classic finishing of its minute parts.

Poems. By Henry Monkton Milnes, M.P.
2 vols.

These poems of many years," and memorials of a

residence on the Continent, are copies of brief occa-

sional verses, arising from the mood or impulse of the

moment, or from any outward accident, or sudden thought

They are flung forth freely and gracefully, though with

little of either depth or force. In Home and Venice,

the local habitation of the remains of high art, and full

of the recollection of past glories, the very atmosphere

must have imparted to the poet somewhat of their own
passion and dignity. The Memorials of these Remains

are, therefore, his best perfoimancei

Fra Cipolla, and other Poems. By Sir John
Hanmer, Bart.

Why Fra Cipolla—Anglict,Father Onion ; or, Scotticc,

Father Sybo—should give the title to a miscellaneous

volume, of which his tricks fill so limited a space, we do

not pretend to guess: but so it is. Father Onion is

entitled to consideration as a lively and not inelegant

satire, intended to expose the pious frauds of the begging

friars of modern Italy. The Friar and the Ass is in

the same vein. The shorter pieces are very gentlemanly

amateur compositions; no mighty nor even continuous

effort, but one felicitous thought neatly and fitly ex*

pressed.

The Pilgrim . A Poem. By the Rev. Alexander

Henderson, Dunblane.

An allegorical religious poem, or kind of Bunyan done

into rhyme. “The Pilgrim” is not yet far advanced on

bis journey he has only reached Conviction Gate; and

we can discern no symptom of anything to cheer him

on. Mr Henderson's spirit appears so right, that we

wish we could conscientiously say anything for his

poetical abilities.

Touches on the Harp of Nature. By Henry

Ellison.

Brief sermons or discourses in verse these Touches,
upon

topics interesting to humanity, and written in an affec-

tionate and pious spirit. But as for poetiy!—Yet some-

times the writer does almost fall upon the key of Burns,

in which he says his Touches are played.

Association ; or, the Progress of Feeling. By
the Rev. George Garioch, Minister of Meldrum.

In Four Books.

A poem in blank verse, less metaphysical, and more

descriptive, than the title would imply; composed to

advance the cause of religion, and not in the least likely

to set the poetical world on fire.

Poetic Fragments. By Dr D. Roe* Lietcb.

A whole garland of fugitive pieces, among which the

songs are the moit to our liking. From the Vale of

Yarrow and St Mary’s Loch, the writer has caught a

transient gleam of poetic inspiration.

Hades ; or, the Transit. By W. B. Scott.

This perplexing composition is a perfect Will o’ the

Wisp, or Jack o* Lantern. The moment we imagine we

have caught a clew to some intelligible purpose, off it

slips, and we are left in mist and mire. With this we

must, we suppose, be content, as the author, in the pre-

face, informs his readers that the poem is addressed only

to persons of a peculiar idiosyncrasy, and would not en-

gage the popular attention, even in an age much more

poetical than the present This is consolation to both

parties—the writer and the reader.

The Reward and Curse of Perseverance. By
John King, Advocate.

What connexion this title has with the subject of this

long flat-rhymed account of the discovery and conquest

of America, we cannot make out; but such is one of

the poems of 1839.

The Bishop
1

s Burial, A Legend.

The author of this poem assigns a curious reason for

putting his rhymes in print. It was “ to obtain a clearer

judgment of his powers-” We hope he is now convinced.

A Dag in Mag. A Poem, in Six Books.

By Thomas Clarke.

A rather pleasing descriptive poem, in blank verse

;

though certainly not likely to mark 1838 as a poetical

era.
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The Age of Chivalry, and other Poems. By
Alexander Macleod.

“ The Age of Chivalry” was a Glasgow University

Prize poem, and obtained the annual prize offered by

the Professor of Logic. Had the author suffered it to

lie embalmed in that high fame, he would, as we think,

in the meanwhile, have donewisely,though there is nothing

of which the prize-winner—however it may fare with the

prize-awarders—need be ashamed of in his first crude

attempt. Among the secondary pieces, “ The Spell-

bound Beggar” displays some power of fancy. Perhaps

weshould congratulate the University upon emancipating

itself from classic trammels, and on becoming as free and

frisky m its tastes as the young blood it nourishes.

The next subject for a University prize-poem ought to be

the Eglinton Tournament. A poem in this volume,

entitled “ The Chant of Immortality,” was read in the

Ethic class ; but, unless they were forced upon unwilling

auditors, we must say that those things would not pass

in the little boys* schools—certainly not in Mechanics'

Institutions—which succeed in the great boys* colleges ;

and that the Glasgow students have profited little by

the addresses of their chancellors—Brougham, Campbell,

Peel, and Stanley.

Short Essays in Verse, on Foreknowledge and
Predestination . By Robert Bartley of West
Hackney.
Awful themes these for poetical essays ! Mr Bartley had

been born, bred, and lived, as a Calvinist, until his prime

of manhood, when he fell in with the Commentary of Dr
Adam Clarke, and a treatise on Prescience, by the Rev.

James Jones ; and was converted, as we presume, to the

tenets of the Arminians.
k
We must candidly confess

that we have uot read his poetical essays with any care,

finding but little encouragement to do so. The volumes

contain a number of short pieces, all upon religious

subjects.

Tubal.

This Oriental tale, in rhyme, is the production of a

lady, the author of ** Waldeuberg,” which some of our

readers may have read, though we know nothing of it.

We hope it may have even greater poetical merit than

“Tubal.”

Blindness ; or the Second Sense Restored and

Lost : a Poem, in Three Parts . By Andrew
Park.

It would take more time and space to describe the

nature of this elaborate poem, upon a highly interesting

and original subject, than we can at present spare. The

publication is but recent ; so it can afford to wait.

The Reign qf Lochrin .

This is an anonymous heroic poem in five cantos, so

sublimely unintelligible that we can say nothing about

it, farther than that Lochrin, the son of Brutus, a Tro-

jan priuce, was one of those fabulous British kings who

flourish in the Chronicles of Geoffrey of Monmouth, and

that “ The Reign of Lochrin*' is published by Whit-

taker. The notes supply an apt description of it.

“ O sublime wonders 1

O glorious blundeis 1

They must do
Something new !

Very fine,

Bard divine.”

Mad Moments. By A Born Idiot

;

An endless string of tolerably fair sonnets, queer!

y

printed in Italy. But the author must not be taken

altogether at his word : he is not quite A Born Idiot.

No one who formed the desire, and could so deftly imitate

Wordsworth, can be properly so described. Besides, a

bom idiot is always an original, not an imitator.

The Gaberlunzie.

We cannot close our poor account with the Rhymers of

1839 without some notice, however slight, of a genuine

and racy Scottish burletta, which indicates something

like a revival of the genius of Allan Ramsay. Scottish

folks of the olden time, and in those distant climes where

the fond memories of fatherland annihilate time and

space, will relish “ The Gaberlunzie.” Many pretty

Scottish songs are interspersed with the little drama,

which, we dare say, our shepherd lads and ewe-milkers

will soon be lilting.

Poems . By Eliza Cook.

Here are verses, beautifully printed, and charmingly

embellished, on every conceivable subject, heaped up till

they fill nearly a goodly three hundred pages. Among
such variety, the selection ofa specimen, which we court-

eously intended, should not be difficult, and yet we find

it so. Summer's Farewell,
and Spring's Return

,

and The

Land of our Birth, and The Star in the West,
and the

Gipsy Tent
,
and the Wreath!—we are so tired of them all

long, long ago—which may be no fault of their's, though

a sad misfortune to us. But our choice is fortunately

not narrowed to those ; for this volume contains many
poems possessing that sprinkling of ideas and reflective

sentiment, which we consider, if not altogether indispens-

able, yet greatly to be desired even in ladies' verses. We
have found this quality in the verses entitled The Quiet

Eye—which eye is, for aught we know, of no particular

colour, shape, nor brilliancy, but merely the organ, or

the sleeping place of a soul.

There *s meaning in its steady glance

Of gentle blame or praising love,

That makes me tremble to advance

A word that memory might reprove.

The haughty threat, the fiery look,

My spirit proudly can defy

;

But never yet could meet and brook

The upbraiding of the quiet eye.

There *s firmness in its even light,

That augurs of a breast sincere.

And, 0 take heed how ye excite

That firmness till it yield a tearl

Some bosoms give an easy sigh ;

Some drops of grief will freely start

;

But that which seres the quiet eye,

Hath its deep fountain in the heart.

These verses should give our readers a fair augury of

this elegant collection. Many of the verses will be more

popular with readers of poetry than the above ;
and many

which we admire, as racy and hearty old English-like effu-

sions, are on such endeared and household themes as Old

Fincher, and Gyp the Pony, and Dobbin, and Ihe Old

Farm Gate. There are some very pretty tongs also, and

one or two of them are Scotch, not altogether pure Doric,

perhaps, and rather erring in costume ; bnt we may be

fastidious. All the songs, whether Scotch or English,

would sing well, which is the main end of a song ; and

some are spirited and truly lyrical This collection has one

more beauty—it is embellished with Rogerian elegance

—

we must coin a word—and the subjects of the dainty and

delicate engravings, are the more remarkable of the songs

and poems. Some of them are truly lovely, and the

book is altogether a handsome and desirable one.
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The Covenanters, and other Poems. By H.
Brown, Ayrshire.*

Thii little poem ought to have great success among

the people of Scotland. Wallace, the Reformation, aud

the Covenanters, are almost the sole great epic subjects of

the national annals. What to these august themes are

the achievements or disasters of the Stuarts, which form

so prominent a feature in our poetry, painting, and fic-

tions ? Hazlitt has somewhere said that all poets are

Tories. He might have added, and all painters were

Tories. But the tense is now changed, and the highest

order of poetry and painting is rising from the factitious

and conventional <o the true and the universal. What

symbolizes the exalted sentiment of a whole nation, is felt

to be more poetical, as well as more grand, than the woes

or the triumphs ofprinces, whether real or fictitious. Thus

the most poetical circumstances in the annals of Switzer-

land and the Tyrol are the characters and adventures of

Tell and of Hofer, because they are the most morally

grand.

The poem which records the deeds and sufferings of

that glorious martyr-band whose memory forms the pride

of the Scottish peasant, is written in rhymed couplets,

and in its versification gives out occasionally a faint echo

of the “ Pleasures of Hope.” It opens well with an

animated general description of the bravery in the field,

and the more heroic passive endurance of those who

raised tbe banner inscribed with

“ Christ and his crown—our country and our right.”

Grahams and Pollok have sung the requiem of the

martyrs, whose only monument is in the hearts of their

countrymen ; and this new poet follows their steps, giving

his whole soul to the theme.

What though no trophied columns'proudly rise

To grace the wild where many a martyr lies

!

What though no sepulchre of pomp and pride

Points, to the stranger, where they nobly died !

'Tie love too deep, and worship too divine,

To waste itself upon a marble shrine

:

Graved on the records of the living heart,

Heirs of immortal fame, they ne'er depart.

The child can lisp their names with reverence deep,

And tell the moorlands where their ashes sleep

;

The female heart the martyr's name recalls,

And beauty's tear o’er flower-clad ashes falls;

The virtuous tear that Scotland's daughters shed,

Reflects the glories of her noble dead.

The humble youth, when thirst of honour burns,

To the red altars of his fathers turns

;

The field, the scaffold of his murdered sires,

Give a new pulse and kindle all his fires;

He feels tbe patriot's generous virtue glow,

And seeks a name against his country's foe.

The simple peasant, in his evening prayer,

Thanks God for those who made him Freedom's heir;

His little ones, devoutly kneeling round,

Have their first feelings roused on holy ground.

This hallowed lesson in their humble cot,

The first impressed, the last to be forgot.

Such were the heroes Scottish mothers bore,

Who proffered life their birthright to restore.

Unknown, unheard of, they had passed away
The shade and sunshine of their humble day;
Gay as the breezes o'er the mountains roam,
With Freedom smiling round their cottage home ;

But when Opptession scowled along the sky,

An injured country threw her slumbers by

—

The peasant burst the cerements of fate,

And stood revealed the saviour of the state.

No selfi&h feeling strung tbe peasant's arm ;

Hie country was the talisman could charm !

* Glasgow : Symington fc Co.

Thoughts horn in heaven, and glowing from the iky,

Fixed every heart, and lighted every eye

!

Nobler than Rome's first Cfcsar ever knew,
When round the world her conquering eagles flew

;

Nobler than Csesar from the field of war,

With captive monarchs fettered to his car.

This we consider no mean poetry, independently of

the moral dignity and national intereet of the theme.

A fine succeeding passage contrasts the fame of aristo-

cratic ancestry with the proud descent of the Scottish

peasant, from patriot and martyred sires
;
and then the

poet thus reverts to that noble band :

—

I lov'd them from my youth ; the lonely grave

Where sleep the relics of the martyred brave ;

The moss-clad stone which piety had placed,

With rude inscription time had halfdefaced

;

Where the lone curlew builds her lonely nest,

'Mid wild flowers springing o'er the sleeper's breast

Where the lark's music opes the gates of heaven.

And holy silence waves her wing at even;

The bright rays lingering round her humble bed.

As loath to part from the unhonoured dead

The summer breezes wafting odours round

On holier far than consecrated ground—
Night's first pale starlight twinkling o'er the scene

—

All had a language whispering what had been.

I kissed the wild fioivers, in their summer bloom.

That Nature nursed above the martyr's tomb ;

And trembled lest some ruder step than mine.

That chance might lead into my mountain shrine.

Should crush them blooming on the lonely heath,

And ruthless tread o'er him that sleeps beneath.

I wept above his wrongs—the burning tear

Fell with a pang, as o’er a parent's bier :

Earth's best and bravest ! Scotland's boast and pride I

Chased like the wild bird on tbe mountain side.

An animated and solemn passage celebrates the swear-

ing of the National Covenant by the People and tbetr Dele-

gates upon a Sabbath day, in the High Chnrch of Edin-

burgh ; and another, the martyrdom of M'Kail, of whose

enthusiastic character Scott has made such felicitous use

in his Macbriar in Old Mortality.” Macbrair is, in-

deed, a literal transcript from the annals of the perse-

cution, as they are given in the <e Cloud of Witnesses,”

and the other records of that dark and yet unspeakably

glorious period of Scottish history.

The celebration of worship in the moorland wilds, and

of the Sacrament, affords scope to the poet.—Thus Car-

gill presides:—

The great Cargill, with years and sufferings crowned.

Stood with his white locks streaming in tbe blast.

Like some prophetic being of the past

;

With inspiration's voice denouncing wo
Against the arm that laid his country low.

Spread on the flower-clad table of the moss,

Behold the sacred symbols of the cross !

All shed a heaven-like sanctity around,

And stamped it holier yet than classic ground.

And with the Promise calmed the troubled breast.

Pointing the spirit to the land of rest.

With this solemnity and its many poetical and pic-

turesque accessaries, are contrasted the licentious ravels of

the cavaliers, and those apostate clergy who shared in them.

Tbe character of Sharp, in whose death the poet cannot

see the black enormous crime alleged, the Battle ofDram-
clog and Loudon Hill, (which appears this poet's Par-

nassus,) the heroes of the Covenant, and Claverbouse

and his ruthless associates and sanguinary minions, come

in for their appropriate share of warm praise or stern

denunciation. The well-known cold-blooded murder of

John Brown, by the troopers of Graham, in the pretence

of his heroic wife, forms a beautiful episode ; one of those

extracts which we like to meet with in tbe reading-books

of our parish schools ; although in this one case vene fails,
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and the hooMttest prose of the narrative become# the moet

pathetic poetry. Tbit is a fine subject for painting.

The fourth and concluding canto of the Covenanters

contains, we venture to say, some very noble poetry,

A rapid view is taken of the revelation and progress

of Christianity; the sufferings of the primitive Christians

and Martyrs; the corruption and darkness of the Middle

Ages ; the dawn of the Reformation, and the attempts of

thepapal power to suppress knowledge and to prostrate and

enchain the minds and souls of men. An apostrophe to

Hubs and Wickliffe, is followed by this more extractable,

if leas high-toned apostrophe to printing.

The living voice has but a narrow sphere—
Its tones must die upon the listening crfr

;

The burning periods eloquence might roll

Forth from the glowing lips to fire the soul

;

The truths sublime which elevate the heart,

Might come, like hope, to mock us and depart.

Hail, Printing ! hail ? the saving light of earth !

Hail to the heaven-born mind that gave thee birth !

The pillared thrones, deep-based and built on crime,
May feel the blasts of battle and of time,

The tyrant tremble for his power when Thou
Circlest with lightning thy indignant brow.

Source of a thousand blessings ! on thy page
There live the blush of youth and strength of age.

Immortal registrar ! around thee cast

Are all the mighty empires of the past

;

Whatever science has from nature wrung—
Whatever lofty strains the muse has sung

—

Nature's great truths, the living page of heaven,
To thy immortal record has been given.

The poor man feels thy sweet and softening smile,

Pores o'er thy treasures and forgets his toil

;

Triumphs with thee above his scanty store

Give him his book alone he asks no more;
He knows that life is not alone to live,

And feels a transport gold can never give.

The moral lever that must lift our race

To their proud sphere, and keep them in their place

;

The hundred lands that yet in darkness sleep,

Where crimes are done that make the world to weep,
Thou yet shalt startle from their slumbers, when
They will gird on the attributes of men

;

Strike out the latent energies of soul

From Afric’s deserts to the icy Pole;
And, angel-like, pursue thy glad career,

Till hymns of knowledge ring around our sphere.

The miscellaneous pieces—all of a grave character—

which fill above half the volume, iucrease our esteem for

the writer's powers. Though entirely unknown to us,

he deserves to be known to his countrymen, and we
hope that his work is already not unnoted.

With our small tribute of admiration we therefore offer

an apology for this tardy and imperfect notice of “ The

Covenanters," and our best wishes for its success.

From a copy of verses on John Knox preaching in

the old baronial toum of Gahton, we shall copy out a few

stanzas.

• • •

Rude fragment of a former age—
A breath on history's fleeting page—

Thy day of glories gone

;

Where the bard's strains were proud and high,

Where valour knelt 'neath beauty's eye,

Now tenantless and lone.

Along thy battlements the tread

Of mail-clad men to battle wed—
The soldier and the slave;

When life was chivalrous and brief—
The worthless vassal of a chief,

Who held it for the grave.

But with the tide of change there came
Another sound, another name,

That made even monarchs bow

;

No soldier's steel begirt his breast.

No waving plume or helmet crest

Was ou his fearless brow.

The burning eloquence that rolled,

Like thunder on the mouutain wold,

In mercy's hallowed home,
Awoke strange echoes as it rung.

Where nought but deeds of blood were sung.

Beneath thy time-worn dome.

The stormy period of the past,

The trumpet's voice, the clarion's blast,

Thy proud baronial power;

Thy thousand flashing, sheathlcss swords,

Are nothing when a Knox's words
Have hallowed thee, lone tower !

And now we are proud to enrol H. Brown, wherever

he may sojourn, or whatever may be bis profession,

among the poets of the New Era.

LITERARY

Martin Doyle 8 Cyclopedia of Practical Hue-

bandry, and of Rural Affairs in general.

Tbis must be a good farmer's book, were it only that

it contains the highly concentrated essence of hnndreds

of good books on agriculture, the breeding and rearing

of cattle, the management of stock, and all the lesser

matters of rural domestic economy. Beeves figure at

large, but beet are not neglected; and Martin Doyle,

from his past experience, is entirely at home about pigs,

poultry, the dairy, the garden, and the various comforts

of the cottage and the farm-house. The Cyclopedia is,

in short, an ample and really valuable compendium of

the knowledge directly nsefnl to a very large proportion

of the public, and interesting to everybody. It is written

with the author's customary lively good humour and

genial feeling. We should concsive the work an admir-

able companion to the British emigrant, turning fanner,

REGISTER.
and also to his helpmate ; for much, though not the whole*

is peculiarly applicable to their new circumstances.

Let ns hope that Irish gentlemen will listen when

Martin lectures them about the necessity of granting

leases, for their own sake*, as well as the well-being and

independence of their tenantry—if u independenttenantry"

be a phrase to be tolerated in Ireland, any more than

the state which it signifies. He quotes Curwen on tbis

head : “ What has advanced Roxburghshire, Northum-

berland, and Durham above the rest of Great Britain tor

agriculture and value of laud ? No doubt the spirit of

the farmer, under the security of long leases.'’ There can,

indeed, be little spirit shewn by an Irish farmer of ordi-

nary prudence, who, without a lease in his pocket, sets

about improving his farm in the face of what Martin

Doyle facetiously terms “an liish premium"—!, e., an

immediate advance of the rent in proportion, at least, to

the amelioration the tenant has effected on the soil. We
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wirti we could r

give fall credence to the report! cited of
the condition of Scottish farm-servantt. By one hypo,
thesie, (and it is no more,) the average income of a mar-
ried hind and his family is made up to £51 :0: 4 in
money value, exclusive of his cottage and garden—as if
hinds had gardens. The utmost that Martin Doyle can
make out for the Irish married labourer and his family
is £17 : 10s. ; and it also is, we fear, too high an aver-
age, for it assumes 10d. a.day as the labourer's wages
The income of the English married labourer would ap
pear to range from £27: 13s. to £36 : 0 :3. Nor do we
imagine that the Scottish farm-labourer's emoluments can
exceed this last sum, save in the case of shepherds, or per-
sons having a charge. The dietary of the English and
Scottish farm-servant, as described by Martin Doyle,
might make the Irishman's mouth water, if habit had
not made the potato sweeter to him than bread of wheaten
flour thrice bolted. The humane-spirited Martin Doyle
tells nothing of the wretched condition of the Irish pea-
santry which is new to the readers of this Magazine

;

but he deserves great praise for not entirely blinking the
question, as is the usual custom with many of the vapour-
ing talkers about the “ finest pisantry in the world.

The Colony of Western Australasia : a Manual
for Emigrants to that Settlement and its De
pendencies. By Nathaniel Ogle.
For the settlement familiarly known as the Swan

River Colony, Mr Ogle does here what so many different
writers have of late attempted to do for South Australia
and New Zealand

; and his work is more systematic and
complete than those relating to these colonies. We must
not say, as we have done of some other books of this sort
that it is a puff of the settlement on the Swan River;
but we may fairly describe it as an attempt to place
that hitherto unfortunate colony in the best light. Mr
Ogle is loud in complaint of the colonial system of the
British Government, if system it may be called ; nor is

he satisfied with the principle which, for want of a better
name, goes by that of Mr Wakefield. Among the ob-
jections to the Wakefield or self-supporting principle,
are the following, urged by Sir James Stirling, late Go-
vernor of Western Australia :

It take, the management of land question, entirely
out of the control of the colonist.; it appropriates the
proceed, of sales to other than colonial purposes; it fa.vaurt the speculator in land, and imposes, heavy restric-
tion on the actual cultivator

; it destroys equality of con-
dition, and discourages industry; and it forces capital
and labour into pastoral pursuits, by imposing burdens
on agricultural occupations, which they cannot bear •

and, lastly, it contains no provision, as in the case of
America, for the protection of the actual cultivator by
the power of burdening unoccupied land for local pur-
poses r

Mr Ogle, however, admits that the Wakefield prin.
dple has not been strictly acted upon, and consequently
Is not fairly tested. His own project seems an improve-
ment on Mr Wakefield’s. This is his practical dedne-
tion

Under existing circumstances, there can be no doubt
of its being far more advantageous for an emigrant to
purchase for £25, from the Government, (probably formuch less, of some proprietor,) one hundred acres of land
in Western Australia, than to pay £100 for it in South
Australia, with the right of an expenditure of £75 in the
transit of labourers. In the latter colony the pasture is
not limited, and the Government expend the £25 re-

,a
“f

tran,it of emigrants; leaving

MiuLfu
8 to

}
D labour and improvement, as best

•uits the nature of the land, and intended occupations;

thus causing a positive expenditure in the district, sriridt
is more productive of benefit than if spent in the passive
and outfit of workmen in England, and is certain todraw labourers from the mother country, in addition to
the supply arising from the Government resources. This
fact, clearly understood, would draw the intended emi.
grant to Western Australia instead of to South, when
these regulations are in force.

This is sound reasoning. Other circumstances being
equal—such as, the quality of the land and the moral
state of, the colony—we know not who would not rather
purchase his 100 acres for £25, and have £75 to expend
on their improvement at his own discretion, instead of
that being done for him by a body of commissioners,
over whom he has no control, or taken to pay the in-
terest of debts they may havecontracted ; and if from “Au-
gusta to Henly'g plains an emigrant may find hundreds
of thousands of acres fit for every use,” we cannot im-
agine why he does not purchase these, and thus save
£75 out of every £100 to improve his purchase, or do
with it what best suits him. To the small capitalist desir-
ing independence, or to him whose principal capital is in
the bones, and sinews, and persevering industry of his
sons and daughters, and in his own intelligence, all the
colonies appear to ns to possess advantages over South
Australia. In the meanwhile, the capital attracted by
one means and another to that settlement, may make it,

for a time, of superior advantage to the mere labourer
and the common artisan.

In matters of economy and detail, this book affords
some useful information to Australian emigrants, which,
familiar as we fancy ourselves with the subject, we have*
not met with elsewhere. One hint is of the newly dis-
covered defence against the ravages of those minute pests,
the white ants. It is Margary's Patent

,
or the sulphate

of copper, rendered applicable to wood, cloth, cordage,
&c., &c., which, by its use, are rendered invulnerable to
mildew, damp, heat; and, above all, to the attacks of
the termites.

With encouragements, Mr Ogle gives cautions to emi-
grants ; warning them, that though the country is beau-
tiful, and the future prospects cheering, they should re-
member that it is “ a difficult, hard-working

, matter-of-
fact life,” until the emigrant has established himself
built his house, and put his land under proper cultiva^
tion, and his cattle and flocks under the care of faithful
and experienced men : no easy matters these. After this
warning, the author makes the utmost possible of the
superior advantages of the colony of Western Australia
over all the other colonies. His advice to emigrants on
minute affairs is, as we have said, valuable, and includes
many minute particulars which ought to be known. The
work, at its conclusion, leaves us at a loss what to think
of the prospects of this colony, which is at present very
much at the mercy of the Colonial Secretary. That it,
and all these colonies, must ultimately succeed, there is no
possible doubt; but, which is best in the meanwhile

?

A Treatise on the Medical Jurisprudence of
Insanity. By I. Ray, M.D.

This is a reprint of an American work of considerable
merit. At least we Imagine it is a reprint, as it is evi-
dently an American production, and nothing is said of
this being the original publication. A preliminary essay
written with clearness and ability, is from the pen of Dr
SpilJan. Though the work is substantially a compila-
tion from the “Trials of Lunatics,” and the writings of
French, English, and German physicians—In which, in*
deed; Its principal merit consists—4* Is executed by 0*
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ingenious man, who baa a good understanding of the sub-

ject, and generally sound views, though they may occa-

sionally bepushed too far in one direction, from the author's

evident bias to the doctrines of Gall and Spurzheim. In

them he appears, indeed, a confirmed believer. Bearing

this tendency in mind, much useful information may be

^leaned by the student of legal medicine from the volume

;

were It only, as we said, from the facts brought together,

whether as illustrations of the sound or of the fallacious

reasoning. Incorrect printing is becoming so notorious

in the London press that it should be rebuked. This

book is an example, among others, of a flagrant kind.

Chemistry no Mystery ; or, a Lecturers Bequest .

By John ScofFern, Surgeon, and Lecturer on

Medicine.

This is a charming little work, leading on the juvenile

student gradually and pleasantly, smoothing for him the

path of science, and, we may almost say, bordering it

with flowers. The engravings illustrating the numerous

popular experiments are neatly executed ; but the grea1

merit of the work belongs to the lecturer, who has a

happy knack in selecting his materials and setting them

In attractive order. This little book wiil form a

desirable acquisition for the parlour school or the public

school, and for young ladies as well as boys.

Researches on the Physical and Social State of

London, Ancient and Modern

.

By A. M.
Buread Riofrey.

This work is written in French, and printed in Paris.

The author has diligently studied the peculiarities of the

medical art as it is practised in England ; and, having

thus acquired a second medical education, he reasons like

a liberal philosopher upon the striking differences in

London and Parisian practice. Though at first astonished,

he now finds a rational cause for modes of curative

treatment apparently so opposed as those of the French

and English physicians. So many French and Con.

tinental persons are now to be found in London, and so

very many English in Paris, and other towns of France,

that he conceives his work may be found useful to

physicians in both countries. The second part is to con-

tain the Social and Medical History of London, during

the eighteenth century ; the third that of the Last Forty

Years of a Metropolis, u Ia plus penpltfe, la plus puissant,

la plus riche du inonde." The book is curious, in a

literary as well as in a scientific view.

Essay on the Versification of Homer ; and his

Digamma . By James M'lvor, of Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin.

This work will mainly interest those who either be-

* lleve in, or boldly question the classic or rather Grecian

infallibility of Professor Dunbar of the Edinburgh Uni.

versity. This Mr M’lvor ventures to do ronndly and

boldly. Content with merely directing attention to his

audacious attempt, we leave the learned controversy to the

judgment of the learned.

The Fatalist ; or, the Fortunes of Oodolphin .

By an Essayist on the Passions. 3 vols.

On this mixture or combination of the romance and

the novel of character, a man of talent has bestowed

considerable pains, and produced a clever and enter-

taining book. The ground is, as we imagine, fresh in

fiction. It is Cornwall, sixty years since, with its fine

bold scenery, and primitive squires, peasants, and miners.

A good deal of original character, and unchanged manners

are still to be found, we imagine, in that province, among
its Trelawneys, Trevanions, and the many other Pens and

Tres* The author appears to have a good knowledge of

the habits of the miners, though his dialect sometimes

looks more mongrel than purely Cornish. The rope of

his story consists of three strands, and he sometimes be.

comes rather embarrassed in getting them up iu equal

time; nor are they always skilfully interwoven, after

they are brought up. But he has produced a readable

and amusing novel, with interest sufficient to keep the

reader always alive and moving ; and this is no mean
praise. Some of the characters and occurrences, perhaps,

outrage probability ; but what of that ? They tell well,

and that is enough to the novel reader.

Abraham Bagman, or the Adventures of a Bailiff.

By Waterton Jones.

Another this, of the prolific Boz family, with the fami-

liar family features, and occasionally (( the trick of the

eye." In the first Number the author, who seems to

know the Town well, and who has hit upon a capital

theme, merely marshals the personages of his bustling

drama, and gives the stage directions, and the Induction,

in which Abraham makes his debut as a first-rate bum-

bailiff—a master of his craft—and works up a few lively

and quickly-shifting scenes. If the series prosper, which

it deserves to do, ws shall have more to say in the way
of criticism. Lowness of price may prove a detriment.

Waterton Jones gives about the ordinary shilling quan-

tum—pictures and ail—for a groat.

The Reverend William Innes* Excitement .

This little Annual for the juveniles—the “ New Ex-

citement"—is for the year 1840, even more entertain-

ing and varied than formerly. The stories are generally

shorter, and consequently more numerous. Travels, ad-

ventures, natural history, personal enterprise, perilous

deeds, and traits of hardihood, and “ moving accidents by

flood and field," are mingled in excellent proportions, so

si to compose a volume of instinctive and highly amusing

reading for yonng persons, and consequently a desirable

and proper gift for them.

POLITICAL REGISTER.
' Thy effect of the great success of the Attorney-Gene-

ral—and of which he boasted at the breakfast lately glvsn

him in Edinburgh—in obtaining, without a single excep-

tion, verdicts of guilty against Chartist operatives by

middle-class juries, has been to increase the dislike of

the operatives to their existing political condition, and

to driye the Welsh into open insurrection. On the morn*

ing of the 4th of November, Newport, in South Wales,

was attacked by many thousands of armed men from the

mines and iron works in the adjoining country. The
magistrates had no notice of the deep-laid and extensive

conspiracy, which had, for some weeks at least, been in

operation ; and only heard of it a few hours before the

outbreak* The only trooos in the town onniistad of half
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a company of the 45th foot. It was the avowed object

of the insurgents to attack, in the first place, the mili-

tary ;
and fortunate it was that the soldiers were placed

under cover, in a position which, while it commanded
the street, rendered the fire-arms of the Chartists, which
were loaded only with slugs, useless ; otherwise we might

now have to record events of much greater importance

than have actually occurred. John Frost, the well-

known ex-magistrate and delegate, appears to have acted

as commander-in-chief, and probably organized the move-
ment ; but the actual leader in the attack on the inn,

where the mayor with the other magistrates and the

soldiers were placed, seems to have been lx>vell, a gar-

dener, and a man in comparatively easy circumstances.

Notwithstanding the cowardice of the Chartists in be'ng

defeated by a handful of soldiers has been so much com-
mented on, we must express our opinion that they be.

haved with great bravery. Without any means of retal-

iating efficiently—for very few indeed of them were pos-

sessed of muskets and bullets—they exposed themselves,

without the slightest protection, to a brisk fire of the

soldiery, for fifteen minutes, and did not retreat until

twenty or twenty-five of them were killed on the spot, and,

as is said, from fifty to sixty, but more probably from one

hundred to one hundred and fifty of them were wounded.
In the recent “ most glorious achievement 11 of the British

army in India, only seventeen were killed, and one hun-
dred and ninety-one were woundrd. A special commission

has been issued to try the prisoners ; eleven of whom, in-

cluding Frost, have been committed under a charge of high

treason. TheTories ate, of course, howling for their blood

;

but, considering how much has been already spilt, Botnny
Bay may, we hope, he substituted for the block, even iu

the cases of Frost and Lovell. Meanwhile, South Wales
has been filled with horse and foot and dragoons ; and
ammunition waggons and cannon have been sent from
Woolwich, to keep the Chartists from rising iu open re-

bellion. All this may do for a short time, but, unless the

grievances under which the body of the People labour

he investigated and removed, tranquillity will be of short

duration. One of the most alarming symptoms of the

late insurrection, is the successful tampering with the

soldiery ; two of whom actually deserted, though one

of them returned to his duty before the attack on New-
port was made. If one in fifteen of the army be prepared

to join the Chartists, it is time Ministers were bestir-

ring themselves. And so they are, we believe, in as far

as physical force is concerned. Ws are informed, on good

authority, that the army is to be greatly increased—the

home regiments are each raised to 1000 strong—and that

the greatest activity prevails in the manufacturing of mili-

tary accoutrements. Where the money is to come from
to pay for all this, is more than we kuow.

Local Legislatures We are glad that this subject

—to which we were the first to direct attention—is at-

tracting notice; for we are conviuccd it only requires to

be carefully considered to secure public approbation.

A local legislature, sitting in Dublin for the despatch of

business exclusively Irish, would be of the utmost ad-

vantage to Ireland; while it would nat be at all liable to

the most serious objection to a Repeal of the Union, the

danger of a complete separation of Ireland from the Bri-

tish Crown. We have much satisfaction in observing

that Mr Sharman Crawfurd has, in a great measuie,

adopted our views ; and we hope he will use his emi-
nent talents, and great influence, to enforce them on the

notice of the Irish nation. Under any circumstances,

the legislature of Great Britain is utterly unfit for the

despatch of the continually increasing business before it.

The local and private bills now occupy moie of the time

and attention of Parliament than the whole business al-

together did, half a century ago. Another imperative

reason for the establishment of local legislatures, not only
In Ireland and Scotland, but in various places in Eng.
land, is the state of parties. The warfare between the

two sections of the aristocracy has, for some years, been

carried on in an unprecedented manner. The chief tac-

tics of the Opposition are to destroy the measures intro-

duced by the Ministry ; and then, at the end of the ses-

sion, to hold up the party in power to ridicule and con-

tempt, on account of the small quantity of Uisinsm got

through during the session. The Ministerial party as-

suredly shew no great alacrity in bringing forward busi-

ness, and postpone everything that can possibly be post-

poned ; but the other boasts of its prowess in “ smashing”
the Ministerial bills when they come within its reach.

Meanwhile, the country suffers the greatest inconvenience.

How many useful bills regarding Scotland, for example,

have been introduced, of late years, and either thrown
out on account of mere party motives, or postponed, be-

cause it was seen to be impossible to get them through

Parliament ? The “ smashing 1
* power, as Sir John Camp-

bell calls it, of the Tories, and the lockfast of the present

legislature, may be judged of from the following facts

:

—In 1814 Parliament passed 190 public acts; in 1815,

196 ; in 1837, the number was only 91 ; and, in 1838,

120. We believe that the number of such acts passed last

session, did not exceed 97. Had we not been long

accustomed to it, nothing would appear more absurd

than to apply to a legislature sitting in I.ondon for a
bill to make a road or railway at our own door, and to

carry all the witnesses, engineers, and men of business, at

a great expenditure of money as well as of time, four or

five hundred miles off. As to getting rid of load preju-

dices by making the application to a distant legislature,

we do not see any such effect. Local prejudices—wit-

ness, for example, the improvements on Leith Harbour,

and the appointment of Sheriff-Substitute in Leith—ap-
pear to travel as easily to London as they would do to

F.dinburgh.

We have, in former numbers, gone so fully into the

details of this measure, that we feel it unnecessary at

present to resume them ; and we only notice the subject

at present in older to direct public attention to it, now
that it has been advocated by one whose opinions are so

highly and justly esteemed.

SCOTLAND.
Sheriffs-Substitute.—We are glad to observe that

Mr Wallace of Kelly has taken up the subject of the

inadequate remuneration of these Judges, who are by far

the most useful, as well as hard wrought, we possess.

We have frequently attempted to direct public attention

to this matter, and have, for years, advocated an increase

of the salaries of Sheriffs-Substitute ; but neither any
portion of the press, so far as we have observed, nor even

the Substitutes themselves, seemed inclined to give us

any assistance. Whether this apparent indifference to

their own interest arose ftom the dependent condition of

the Substitutes, who were liable to be dismissed at the

pleasure of the Deputes under whom they act, we
know not; but, if that were the reason, it is in part ob-

viated by an act passed last year, which renders the

consent of the Lord President and Lord Justice Clerk,

expressed in writing, necessary for their removal. At
all events, we are glad to fiud that they are stirring in

their own defence ; for, while we are decidedly of opinion
that the over payment of public functionaries is rnmons
to their efficiency, we believe that their inadequate pay-
ment is very injurious to the public. Why these Judges
should not, like all others, hold their appointments, ad
vilam aut culpam, it is difficult to discover; for if an
appointment in such terms has been found essential for

,

the maintenance of the independence of Judges receiving

salaries of £3000 or £4000 a-year, it seems still more ne-

cessary in the case of those who are only allowed from
£150 to £400. Of the fifty-three Sheriffs-Substitnte in

Scotland, two— those for Edinburgh and Glasgow—have
salariesof£400, which is the highestallowed; twelve have

£200; and four only £150 a. year. One of the latter—the
Sheriff of Skye—has between 20,000 and 25,000 people

under his jurisdiction, and a territory of nearly fifty miles

in length, by thirry in breadth, intersected by loch?, arms
of the sea, and mountains, and exceeding, in extent and po-

pulation, some German principalities, which have given

Kings and Queens to Great Britain. Sheriffs-Substitute

must not be absent from theirdistrict morethantwo weeks
at a time, nor six weeks altogether in any one year. They
arc prohibited from acting as agents in legal, banking, or
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mhbm businessor as conveyancers, footers,orchamberlains,

mr from bolding any other office than 8beriff>8ubstltut*»

They mutt, in short, abstain from evtry means of eking

out their paltry allowance—must life in the style of

gentlemen t
to command respect—-associate, occasions ly

m least, with the nobility and gentry of the district*-dur»

lug summer are liable to be Sorned on to a grievous

•tent by inconsiderate tourists—must be well educated,

and acquainted with all branches of the law, at their

peril ; discharge numerous duties, not only as judges, urU

xninal and civil, but preserve the peace of their districts,

and perform a great variety of ministerial offices—and

all for £100 a-year—a sum little more than the emo*
laments of a Maoer of the Court of Session, for 114

days service, per annum, and for two or three hours a«

day—a service which does not prevent him from carrying

on any business he pleases, and whose only eesential

qualification is being able to read. If we compare the

qualifications, duties, and salaries of Sheri ffi»*8ubttitute,

with those of the Clerks of our Supreme or even inferior

Courts, we will see how inadequately they are paid.

The principal Clerks of Session—some of whom have the

greatest difficulty in drawing up the simplest judgment
of the Court—have £1000 a-year ; and they have been in

the practice of drawing, without any le**l warrant, a

retired allowance of £666 ft-year, when ill health forded,

or their convenience suited them, to retire* Their year's

work does not occupy in all 226 hours. They require

little, if any, knowledge of the law, though it has no
doubt happened that the ease and respectability of the

situation, and the high salary, have attracted one or two
•atinent lawyers, who Were not calculated for, or had
not the influence necessary to raise them, to the Bench.

The Depute Clerks of Session, who, like their principals,

hold all but a sinecure situation, though tbsy may have

a few hours longer attendance in Court per annum, have
£400 a-year $ their Substitutes have £360, with a foe

they have contrived to raise lor themselves^without any
warrant—of 44. on each interlocutor, amounting to £60,
or £60 more. The private Clerks of the Judges have

from £500 to £300 a-year, and some of them also draw
compensations for loss of foes. All these numerous dirks
bavejlttla or no responsibility, and, with the reception of

the principal clerks, noneof them have gone through acourse

of legalstudy, or education, or apprenticeship, or pretend to

any knowledge of the law. Their duties areeapable of being

effectually performed by 6 person of the most ordinary

capacity, and are indeed mere routine, which any one,

however innocent of legal attainments or aptitude* may,
by ordinary industry, acquire in the course of a few
months* practice. In the inferior courts, again* such as

the Sheriff and Burgh Courts, the Clerks are very generally

much better paid than the Sherifft-Subailtate of their re-

spective districts, the Cletk, in many instances, drawing
three or four timet the income of his master tha Judge.

It ie plain that such a state of matters canaot be allowed

longer to continue. It only requires to be taken up by
the public generally, as it has been in Renfrewshire, to

put an end to it. There is only one objection that can

be urged against the increesing of the at lariee of Sheriffs*

Substitute, and that is, that ths Treasury have ne money
for the parpoee. We will dispose of this objection very

shortly, after giving a fow more statistical details. In
the years, 1634, 1636, and 1636, 58,661 senses of all

sorts-—civil, criminal, eonsistorial, actions ordinary and
summary, and small debt cases—.were disposed of by ths

Sberiffs-i9u6ftifofe,of whieh only 3,344 were appealed to

ahd decided by the Sheriffs*Dtputo. This to less lhah

five per cent. The Interlocutors pronounced by Sheriff*

SuUtitvt* during tha aame period, exclusive, it is believed,

of small debt causes and criminal trials, ware 87*443,
by Sheriffs-Dcpute 6,816. or little mors than tan percent.

The judgments of the Bherifh-Snbatitute were affirmed in

the proportion of fifteen to one reversed t to that, assum-
ing the Deputee were right In all their reversal*—and the

Court of Session certainly does not always agree with the

Deputes in theirjudgments—there werefifteen ftivolouaand
vexatious appeals for one whieh ought to have been made*

It is difficult to shew the nuisance of the qffioe if Sherifi
Depute in a stronger view* It thue appears that nine*
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tenths of tbs duties of tha office of Sheriff art performed

by ths Substitute^ and ohO tenth, and this la a liberal

allowance, by the Deputes. Let us see how the emoluments
aie dividcd—The total emoluments of tho Sheriffs Depute
and Substitute of Scotland, arising from all sources, on the

average of the years 1884. 1886. and 1836, were £61,880,
of whieh tho thirty Deputes, sit.scare and mnureeident,

drew the lion's shire, £16768—and tha 86 working
and resident Substitutes, £16 563. But it must abo be

kept in view that the Substitutes, as already mentioned,

are prohibited from doing anything to Increase their in*

seme ; while the Deputee are enjoined by a statute, not

yet fifteen months old, "to be in habitual attendance la

the Court of Seseion, during tha sittings thereof,’* (that la

to say, carrying on their business as lawyers In Edinburgh,

and drawing, if they ean, by their private buslneasi to tha

utttr neglect of their officii l duties, thousands a»year*)

" and if any tuth Sheriff shall not hold courts within hie

sheriffdom, or shall not attend the Court of Session as

before provided, it shall be competent for her Majeety’a

Advocate to present a sumasary petition Of complaint t6

the Court of Seseion, complaining of such Sheriff not

holding courts, or of such non-sittbdanei i and the seme

being thereupon duly Investigated and established, upon

a summary trial before the said Court, auch Sheriff shall

be admonished for the first offence* ami fine the second

shall he deprived ef die office*" The Sheriffs-Depute of

Kdinburghahlre and Lanarkshire, are alone excluded

from habitual attendance on the Court of Session. Al-

though, however, it is notorious that a great many of

the Sheriffe-Depute do not attend the Court of Session at

all, we have heard ef no trial* or admonitions. Why f

we may ask the Lord Advocate* Perhaps, In next num*
her we may fkmish him with a list for " admonition,*'

if he docs net bethink klmaelfi

Our proposal, then, for Obtaining an efficient body ef

8heriffs*8ubstitttte in every part of the kingdom, without

increasing the burdens on the People, Is limply as fol*

low*—and we would not have ventured to have made it,

had w* not had in our perfoet reeollettiou, that, when
the Whigs got office In 1881, they professed, through

Lord Altnorpe, that « the principle Of their Government

was to rule without patronage t” that the vacancies whieh

occur in the office of Sheriffs Depute ahall net be Ailed

op i and then that all the absentees ftom tha Court ef

Section, in semlen time, be firm admonished, and, if

refractory, dismissed. If this he done, We will venture

tn prophesy, that, In two or three years* there will be

an ample fund for ratting the salarit* of all the SheriA.
Substitute, who are now inadequately paid, te a proper

amount. To improve still further the system, no appeal

should be allowed to he made from the 6ubatitute to the

Depute, but from the Substitute to the Court of Session,

whereby *ti intermediate Itep—which, ae la evident

from what wa have already stated, is, In nine caeca cut

of ten, resorted to merely to inereiie delay and expanse

—would be rendered nnnecemary. It Is evident that, if

higher Salaries were given to SheriflMubetituie, a higher

clam ef lawyers than have hitherto occupied that office

would consider it an abject of ambition ; that tha bueineaa

both of the Supreme, Civil, and Criminal Courts would

thus be diminished t that the time ahd money of litigant*

would be saved t while litigation and erime. which 6t0

fostered by nothing mote than the " tow’s detoy*
M would

sustain a serious cheek.

Mont FkvuuExf CixOtjita.—This to another steel*

lent suggestion for the improvement of the tow which

Mr Weiuee has brought forward within the month.

Circuits, except in Glasgow, being et present held only

twiee a-year, a person accused, however Ifanoeeftt, mey
remain many months in jail, if the erime or whieh he is

accused be not bailable, or If he have not the fortnne to

possess frisnds who will become surety for him. Daring

all this time the law regards him innocent, whatever

may be the result of his trial t but he most aftcodate

with felons—for our prisons do hot afford the means of

separating the accused from the convicted—4thd he must

content himself with the jail allowance of conticts %
b*

cause his hands aft tied, and he il kept In idleness, until

3 U
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it Mil the convenience of the magnetos of the lew
‘the Lords Commissioner* of Justiciary,” to inquire in-

to his cose* Here let not our readers suppose we are igno-

rant of what has been called the Scotch Habeas Corpus

Act—via., 1701, c. 6. But we are aware that, if the

provisions of that act are properly worked, an innocent

man accused, will have to endure some months* imprison,

moot before be can extricate himself from jail. Now,
keeping an innocent man in jail—and every one is to be

held innocent who has not been tried—is nothing else than

an outrage, justifiable only by the necessity of the case

;

and every day which be is detained before trial, not

absolutely necessary for the attainment of justice, is

totally unwarrantable, and an injury, not only to the

individual detained, but to society at large ; for they not

only lose the labour of; perhaps, an efficient citizen, but

are burdened with his maintenance in idleness. No-
body, it is presumed, will, at this day, contend that

prisoners not tried should, in addition to their im-

prisonment, be compelled to labour for their own
sustenance. Farther, suppose an innocent roan be kept

in jail, among convicted felons, for months, it is almost

impossible, particularly if he be a young man, not to

come out thoroughly tainted. Thus, by the existing

system, where you do not find a criminal you make one

;

and if you do not succeed in getting an innocent man
condemned for a crime he never committed at the first

trial, you may very probably have the satisfaction, on his

second trial, to obtain a conviction for a crime he has

committed. Besides, as was very dearly shewn by the

Marquis Beccaria half a century ago, and admitted ever

since, by every lawyer who has risen above the hand!-

craft of his profession, the effect of punishment depends,

for Its efficacy in repressing crime, more on its prompti-

tude (prontezza) than on its severity, or any other cir-

cumstanoes attending it. One would have thought the

admirable treatise “ Dei delate e delle pens” of Beccaria,

so short, so logically reasoned, to luminous, so readable

and even amusing, and spread as it was over the whole

dvilized world, n few years after its publication, with an
able commentary by Voltaire, might have operated on
the existing generation—the third fiom its date—and

modified the absurd and atrocious doctrines, and heart-

less administration of criminal law. But all experience

teaches that, while fraud and fanaticism disperse them-

selves, with the celerity of the winds, through mankind,
the progress of truth and common sense can only be

marked at intervals of many ages. But to return : it is

the obvious interest, both of the accused and of society,

that speedy trial and speedy punishment should follow

apprehension. And we, in Scotland, have admirable

means, without Innovation, without increasing patron-

age, without creating expense, to accomplish this object.

It is generally admitted that the keeping up the two

Inner Houses, as they are called, of the Court of Session,

is worse than superfluous. It is like having too many
servants—they are continually in each other's way, they

break the furniture, they interrupt work, and create

delay. Your case is called in the First Division ; your

senior counsel is engaged in the second ; you are fortu-

nate if yon have it struck out of the roll, and have to

wait for six months till it have again a chance to be

heard $ for it often happen* that your junior counsel is

forced to plead your case against two on the other side

—and it is decided against yon without the possibility of

redress, except that very pleasant and cheap one, an
appeal to the House of Lords. We recommend, there-

fore, the abolition of one of the Inner Houses, and the

despatching of the four Judges, thus liberated, two and
two, at stated intervals, not exceeding a few weeks,

throughout the kingdom, for the trial of delinquents.

We are aware that it is held out as of great advantage

that the same Judges should decide both civil and criminal

cases ; but we are not convinced by the reasoning on

this subject, nor that law, any more than a mechanical

trade, is not benefited by the operatives confining them-

selves to particular departments of it. But, admitting it

were true, the Judges of the Court of Session might make
the circuits in rotation, nine constantly sitting in Edin-

burgh, while four were on the circuits. The Judges on

tbs circuits might also hear mid deeide appeals from the

Sherifis-Substitute, while the Deputes Were attending the

Court of Session in Edinburgh, for the purpose of keep-

ing up their knowledge of law, as is alleged. Onr plan

would, no doubt, impose much additional duty on the

Judges of the Supreme Courts ;
but they are well paid lor

it : their salaries have lately bean raised, the days of

sinecurism are fost disappearing, and these are not the

times for any set of men taking the public money without
working for it.

The Penny Postage Scheme it in great danger,

and it is only by the utmost exertions, that it will ever

have the least chance of becoming the law of the coun-
try. We were, we must confers, exceedingly suspicious

that all was not right, when we found that the Penny
Pottage Act, as it was called, enacted nothing at all as

to the rate of postage, but left all open to the Lords of
the Treasury. Only a few weeks ago, it was alleged by
the Whig Journals, as a reason for the Treasury not

having announced why ‘‘ the Uniform Penny Pest” was
not carried into effect, that the innumerable plana and
suggestions which had been received, required the most
deliberate consideration of ‘‘my Lords,” but that the

measure would be in operation in a very short time.

This announcement appeared in The Morning Chronicle^

on the 2d November, before the Chartist Insurrection in

Wales had taken place. Two days afterwards, New-
port was attacked, and the Ministerialists having, no
doubt, been convinced of the danger of the free commu-
nication of the People with each other, by the articles in

the Quarterly Revieto and the Tory newspapers and by
this attack, just ten days afterwards bring out their

Treasury Minute, dated 12th November, not for “ the
uniform penny post,** but for anything but a uni-

form “ fourpenny post,” and that even to be con-
ducted on principles wholly at variance with those which
Mr Rowland Hill has uniformly advocated. In the first

place, franking, one of the grossest abuses of the present

system, is to be retained in ita foil efficiency, thereby
saving many thousands a-year to the aristocracy, and to

tradesmen in London, or elsewhere, who happen to be
in good odonr with them ; although the exemption it

attempted to be concealed in the minute, by placing it

at the end, under the head of the “ London District

Post.” Prepayment is not enforced ; an omission which,
of itself, is sufficient to defeat Rowland Hilt** plan.

Whatever is lost on the General Post, is attempted
to be made np on the existing Penny Post. At present,

letters carried by the Penny Post must be under four

ounces in weight ; but, by the proposed plan, a letter of

three ounces and a quarter, sent by the Penny Post, will

be charged sixpence; for the minute states, 1st, that,

“ Two postages are to be added for every ounce np to six-

teen ounces, beyond which, no packet, subject to postage,

shall be received and, 2d, “ Inferior rates, under four-

pence, to remain undisturbed; but the letters to be

charged by weight TheTreasuryminute seems evidently

to be drawn up to mystify and mislead, and, in every
point of view, is a most discreditable document. What
meaning may be ultimately attached to it we know not
for many of the passages bear more than one at lease

Our strong conviction, however, is, that the aristo-

cracy—Whig and Tory—having, at the eleventh hour,

seen the danger to which a free intercourse by letters,

among the People, would expose hypocrisy, monopoly,
and fraud, have joined together to defeat the Penny
Postage, and that this Treasury minute is the first offi-

cial evidence of the conspiracy in which they are engaged.

We are not to be blarneyed over to the “ Fompeumy
minute’* by such a statement as the following, which we
find in the Scotsman, a paper which has hitherto

advocated Mr Hill’s plan. “ It will scarcely be possible,

we suspect, to introduce the uniform penny rate at the

New Year, but the great reduction now announced may
well reconcile the public to the want of it for a wtonih

or two.’* We are quite willing to wait for it, “ for a

month or two,” as we feel strongly inclined to think, with

the Morning Post, that the Penny Post has got its

quietus, and thgt the u Fourpenny Poet” all we are
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likely to hero for seme time. While we dsnomaee this

attempt to defeat a great measure, by false pretences, we
give the Whig* credit for the address, or rather canning,

with which they hare managed it, and only hope that it

is one of the last stratagems which tt Plain John ’* will

attempt before he ascends the judicial bench of Ireland,

where we wish him long life and happiness. We are, how-
am, mistaken if “ my Lords," whether Whig or Tory,

will succeed la gulling the able and energetic men who
bare hitherto advocated the “ Penny Postage :*’ bat the

country mast be roused, without a day's delay.

Thb Ure op an Army—A month or two ago we
pointed out a change in the management of the Army,
in time of peace, which had occurred within the last

half century. We stated that formerly they were em-
ployed in the making of roads and bridges, and other

nsefbl labours $ but owing to the jealousy which has
arisen of their having any intercourse with the “ Civil-

ians,** they are now kept in idleness in forts and bar-

racks. It appears, however, that the Continental Sove-
reigns are not under the same alarm of intercourse

between their soldiers and their subjects that our’s now
exhibits. Between the years 1816 and 1838, the Swed-
ish army wrought on Canals and Rivers, 4,164,000 days
work ; on roads and bankings, 130,000 ; on civil con-

structions, 241,000; and on fortifications, 601,700. In

1832, they completed the Canal between the North Sea
and the Baltic, across the widest part of Sweden. Why
should our soldiers not be employed in the same manner,
instead of idling in the streets ? What is there in the

condition of Sweden that makes it safe to employ the

army there in useful labours, and unsafe here ? We sus-

pect the investigation, which would be necessary to give

an answer, would prove that we are not so much “ the

envy of surrounding nations*' as many of us imagine.

Hr Aytoun and the Dunfermline Burghs.
—We are glad to find that Mr Aytoun has every chance
of carrying these Burghs at a new election. His canvass

has drawn down upon him the wrath of the Whig press ;

and accusations of indolence and want ofinformation, and
of incapacity, have been made against him. Prom any
opinion, however, that we have been able to form of him
from his appearances at Public Meetings, and his conduct
in the Town Council of this city,.we are convinced that

there are not many of the 668 present Members of Par-
liament who do their duty to their constituents more
faithfully than would Mr Aytoun. In what respect ho is

inferior to Lord Dalmeny, we confess, we are not aware;
nor do we recollect any brilliant appearances of his Lord-
ship in Parliament, nor any active exertions in Committee,
nor indeed Any of his speeches at all, except the absurd
harangue against Vote by Ballot, which did not contain
a single argument nor a single statement which had not,

a thousand times before, been made, and as often refuted.

There are two most valuable qualities in which Mr Aytoun
is not excelled, by any man now in Parliament—honesty
and courage. He is not likely to do what many repre-

sentatives have done—holdout certain opinions* on the
hustings, and vote against them in Parliament. Lord
Dalmeny is rather a favourable specimen of a young
Whig nobleman ; but he is a most unsuitable represent-

ative of the Radical Constituency of Dunfermline. The
proper Constituency for his Lordship is West Lothian,
now occupied by a Tory • and he ought long ere now
to have canvassed that county; but so long as he is al-

lowed quietly to nestle in these Burghs, he will never
make the attempt. Rather than be excluded from Par-
liament altogether, we have no doubt he would make an
exertion to attain the position fitting a nobleman of his

rank and fortune—that of a county member.

Free Trade—New Tariff—

O

ne of the argu-
ments constantly reiterated by the opponents of free trade,

is the want of rsciproci'y, on the part of foreign nations :

by which thsy mean that though we lower the du»y on
imports, foreigners will not follow our example, and, in

like manner, lower the duties on the articles they import.
Now, although this statement were true ,it is no reason

whatsoever for oar not resorting to Ares trade, Such a
trade may not be so advanfogsoua at it would otherwise
be. if foreigners adhere to the protective system; but
still it is highly advantageous that we should be enabled
to purchase in the cheapest market, although we may not
also be able to sell in the dearest. It is evidently no
reason whatever for our not procuring onr food cheap,

that some foreign governments will not allow their sub-

jects to obtain cheap cotton clothing from Britain. But
the truth is, that foreigners are most willing to enter

into commercial treaties with this country on the prin-

ciples of free trade ; and nothing but our obstinate adher-

ence to the restrictive system, especially In the important
articles of com, food and drink, of all sorts, and timber,

prevents the most complete system of reciprocity the

greatest zealot for restrictions could desire. But even

without such treaties, the principles of free trade mo
making rapid progress on the Continent. A party in

this country has been actively engaged for years in abus-

ing Russia, and endeavouring, by every effort, to engage

us in war with that country ; yet in the new Russian
tariff, which came into force in 1837, nearly 100 articles

that were prohibited by the former tariff, are now admit-

ted on the payment of duties, and the duties on many
articles formerly admitted are greatly reduced. The Bri-

tish will derive the chief benefit from these alterations,

because we have by far the largest share of the trade

with Russia. The new Austrian tariff, which came
into operation in 1838, reduces the duties on msuy arti-

cles ; and in no instance, we believe, is there any increase.

Although it is a country producing abundance of grain

and all sorts of food, our absurd example of prohibiting

their importation has not been imitated: but fresh animal
food of all sorts is allowed to be imported at a duty of

Is. 8d. for 123^ lbs. ; wheat at 9d. for the same weight,

or about 3s. the imperial quarter ; bailey and oats at 6d.

for 123^ Iks., or about Is. 6d. a-quarter. It is plain the

lauded interest must not be so powerful, or at least so

despotic, in Austria as in Britain. The Prussian Com-
msrcial League is often appealed to as an instance of the

hostile feelings with which foreigners view the trade of
this country ; and it is even asserted that its chief, if not

sole, object was to diminish our exports. But this is not

the fact. The real object was to put down the innu-

merable and vexatious restraints that impeded the inter-

course of the German States. Generally speaking, the

duties on imports are reasonable. On printed cottons,

worth Is. 6d. a-yard, it is only sixteen percent. ; on fins

cottons, worth 2s. 6d., under nine per cent.; our own
duties on cotton manufactures generally amount to

twenty per cent., and are never less than ten. Although
the League has now been in operation for six years,

and includes twenty-five million* of people, ao for from
our trade with Pruasia and Germany foiling off, it is

greater at this moment than when the League was entered

into. Had Prussia, indeed, altogether prohibited the

import of our goods, we would have bad very little

reason to complain. She has only three great staple

articles of export—corn, timber, and wool. The first we
virtually prohibit in ordinary years ; on the second wo
impose a duty of 65s. per load, while Canadian timber

is admitted at 10s ; and it is only of late years, and after

we found that our manufactures were going to ruin for

want of foreign wool, that the prohibitory duty of Gd.

per lb. was taken off German wool.

TRADE AND MANUFACTURES.
From the 29th of August to the 18th of November,

no fewer than sixty-six sequestrations have been awarded
against mercantile men and tradesmen in Scotland—

a

number, we believe, almost without precedent in a
period of equal duration. It is occasioned, we have no
doubt, in part, by the new act coming into operation,

whereby much expense and delay are saved in compari-

son with the old system; but the accounts from the

mHnufacturing districts shew that, everywhere, trade is

greatly depressed. We shall quote a few specimens of

th*se accounts. In Dundee, many excellent mechanics

are idle, and the manufacturers are not foring better

;

forty-five have set off for France. In Montrose, there
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Are t Considerable number of flixdressers out of em-
ployment. In Arbroath, there are many complaints. In

Paisley, there are a number of wearers eat of employ-
ment. At Manchester, price! Of yam continue to droop.

At Huddersfield, price! hare a downward tendency, and
the warehouses and shops exhibit an unusual state of in-

actirlty ; and, every Week, the tltimber of unemployed
operatives Increases. An Important failure in Glasgow, to

the amount of £60,000, and seteral of inferior amount,
In Manchester and Dundee, hare been announced. The
stoppage of almost all the banks of the United States has

paralysed trade lit America t but cheering prospects for

the future continue to be held out*
.
A great part of the

present depression of our manufactures is, no dioubt, to be

attributed to our Corn-Laws, which hare draihed the

country of bullion, and rendered it impossible for bankers

to gire the usual accommodation to inanoJhcturert and
merchants.

AGRICULTURE
It is Impossible yet to form any Opinion of the late

harvest, but, from all We can gather, it has little chance

of turning out an Arerage produce. Prices of late have

ceitainly not risen, bat this arises from the quantity of

bad grain which the farmers, being antioui to get rid of,

bare thrown on the market. There is, however, one

important fact alttady ascertained, Which it, that the

wheat crop is exceedingly deficient in Ireland. In ordin-

ary yeat-s. Iceland exports to Britain £1,000,006 worth
of wheat, but it Isestimated that this year she will require

Wheat to the ralue of £600,000, to make up her own
deficiency. However that may he, there has already

been a considerable importation of English Wheat into

Ireland. We may here notice a very important nse to

which a coarse grail, which abounds on All parts of the

REGISTER.

aea Coasts of Scotland, where sandy, has bees put to in

America. The gram is known by the name of bent* in

Scotland, and lea reed or beach grass, in England s it la

the Antmto armaria of Linoeus. The only on It hat

been put to hitherto, is to prevent the loots sand Worn
shifting and blowing over the cultivated grounds, or fill*

ing up harbours, and for making door-mutts. But it

has bean discovered that it makes admirable paper*

smooth, soft, pleasant to write on, and very Arm And
strong. The grass is easily whitened, and iha pasteboard

made from It is especially valuable Wa hope acme of

the paj>erm&kers in this neighbourhood will try this

material ; for the collecting of it would give employment
to the poor, besides rendering ns independent of foreigners

for rage. If found to answer, it could be cultivated to

any extent, on sands which are at present utterly worth*
less.

All Hallow Fain was the best for dealers that baa
occurred for many years. The number of Cattle was
about 8,000, being 8,000 or 4*000 less than last year.

About 6,000 of the cattle were disposed of the first day,
and the whole were cleared off next day. West High-
landers, three year old* brought from £6 to £10 1 10s. ;

two year old, £4 i 4s. t! stirka, £* : 10*. to

£4 t 10s* North country cattle realised from £B : 9a.

to £16 t Ids.; tWO year old!* £7: I Os. to £10: 10a.

;

one prime lot of twenty ihdrt.homed cattle Wqre sold for

£19 a-head. The prices altogether were from 96 to 99
per cent, above those at the lame fair last year. Of sheep

and lambs, 8,800 were shewn. Prices were on the Ad-
vance, end may be stated at 6gd* per ih. The show of
horses in the Grasstharket was email; and there wet
little demand for those of inferior quality. A few good
horse* for agricultural purposes, brought from £69 id

£70 per pair*

TO POLITICAL CORRESPONDENTS.

At the dose of the year, and approaching the opening of, probably, the fins] Session of “ Lucky** Lord Melbourne’s

Government, We regret exceedingly that pressure for time, together with the previous state of our columns, prevent n%
in the present month, from publishing 44 The Claim* of the Melbourne Administration to the Support of Reformers

Considered.” The article We Consider too important ih its bearings on the cause of National Improvement to admit

of curtailment.

Tory-Radical, as, in common with every consistent and disinterested Reformer, wa have the honour to be styled bp
tbe apostate and hireling Treasury scribes, and those who either fatten or hope yet to thrive by Whigomdal payon-

age, the miserable plight to which the Whigs have reduced themselves by their five years of shutting and dishonesty

almost disarms resentment. The place of indignation is now occupied by pity, not in the least allied to respect s—
Fallen Chimb*, to be weak is miserable,

Doing or suffering !'*

The Warmest advocates of the Government—i the best paid, In the kind of coin meet acceptable to thnm.* 4 rf

th*m*elve! urging the weakness of the Ministry As a plea for the compassion and forbearance Of Reformers, and a! an

argument for granting them yet a little more support, a little more succour in their extreme need. What has re-

duced them to this deplorable state of weakness P Dishonesty x Toryism at heart, and the shallow hypocrisy of pre-

tended Liberalism, now and then assumed in order to retain their places. What has made them thus conte uptiMs in

their weakness P Their deliberate bit-by-bit betrayal of the cause by Which they rose into power. They hate osten-

tatiously shewn—while their creatures do not hesitate to boast—that they carry the Court in their pockets. Ireland

is vaunted to be at their beck—under their spells. Of the moderate Reformers— the very, vary moderate Reformers

—they enjoy the confidehee ; and they have the support of the middleware Electors in the towns, for doing, if not

much, yet their little possible, and 44 keeping out the Tories.” This is, Indeed, their greatest. If not their only

merit in the eyee of many. And with this united strength, and with Mr Macaulay and Mr Shell placing their

•boulders to the wheel of improvement—as Sir John Gam Hobhouse, Sir Henry Parnell, and many other Liberals

and patriots did before them-Mt is etui acknowledged that the Ministry is weak, and urgently requires more rapport $

and who, saV! Tory-Radical*, can refuse the modfett demand to men in tried, so proved, So everyway deserting, from
their principles, their measures, and, above all, from their sincerity and courage ? We again mention our regret

that wa cannot at present publish onr Contributor’s examination of tbe claims of the Melbourne Ministry open
every man in the country Who professes to be a Reformer ; as these claims are stated by—among other of their advo-

cates of less celebrity though of equal zeal—Mr Macaulay, in the Apology for the Whigs, entitled " A Defence,”

published in the Edinburgh Review, and attributed to his pen. .

END op VOL. VI.
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